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LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

PROTECTION OF l\IINORITIES . . 

REPORT SUBMITTED TO THE ASSEMBLY 

BY THE SIXTH COMMITTEE. 

Rapporteur : l\1. MOTTA (Switzerland). 

In consequence of the resolution adopted by the Assembly on the motion of the German 
delegation, the Sixth Committee has devoted three of its meetings to the question of minorities ... 
A large number of delegates spoke during the discussion. I should like~ first of all. to 
emphasise the high level of the debates maintained by all the speakers in expressing their 
views, and to state that the discussion of such an essentially delicate subject was conducted
throu~hout 'with the utmost friendliness and courtesy on all sides. 

The discussion brought to light very marked differences of opinion, both on questions 
of principle and on questions of procedure. I do not think there is any need now to go into 
these diiferences in detail ; they can be clearly seen in the speeches recorded in the Committee's 
l\linutes. 

One of these diiferences concerns the general question whether the Assembly - and 
consequcnUy the Sixth Committee -is competent to discuss the guarantee that the Lea!!Ue 
has assumed on behalf of minorities in the so-called minority treaties. Some members 
maintained that the Assembly is competent because it is the supreme organ of the League, 
while others observed that the minority treaties have entrusted the question exclusively to 
the Council. All the delegates agreed, however, that the question of minorities could be 
discussed by the Assembly in virtue of Article 3, paragraph 3, of the Covenant of the League. · 

· Without dweUing too long on the diiferences of opinion, I shall try to select from the 
debate a few general ideas on which I gained the impression that we were all a,.crreed. . -

All the delegates laid stress upon the capital importance of the minorities problem. All · 
n~reed that it is one of the problems which may affect the peace of the world. All emphasised 
the fact that the problem is worldwide and concerns the whole of mankind. All the delegations 
look upon respect for religion, language and culture as sacred. Unanimity on this point is 
a fact of fundamental importance. 

All the speakers, without exception, referred to the procedure introduced by a unanimous 
vote of the Council at its Madrid session on June 13th, 1929. Opinions diifer as to whether 
the Council has authority to alter that procedure without the consent of all the States which 
are bound by the minority treaties. It was observed that this question is. perhaps more 
theoretical than really practical. Despite certain criticisms, nobody maintained that the 
Madrid procedure, which was an improvement on the former procedure, should be altered 
at the present juncture. It was generally recognised that the time· that has elapsed since 
its adoption was not long enough to allow of a final judgment based on experience. Nobody 
disputed that the Council should continue to take all the action that was possible under the 
prQccdure in force. 

In the course of the debate. I had occasion to point out that the duties of Rapporteur 
to the Council on minority questions have always been entrusted to representatives of non
European countries - Brazil, Colombia and now Japan. 'Ve were unanimous in our 
apprecintion of the valuable services that those countries have rendered, and are rend~rin!!. 
in this matter to the cause of a good understanding among the European peopl~s. ~ 

The view that the system of protection should be generalised and ext~nded to aU mino
rities, whcth~r protected by special treaties or not, was emphasised by a munber of speakers. 
It is not for me, as Rapporteur, to express an opinion, becnuse on this point the views and 
fcl'lings of different members of the Committee are clearly divided. Th~re did. howewr. 
pppenr to be unanimity on one point- namely, that the existence of the minority treati~s. 
und the fact thnt the Lcngue has to ensm·e, and dot'S ensm·e. thl'ir applicution, 1\1~ contributing 

· to the development of a new sph·•t. This spirit, dt•spite the ubst•m·e of any lt•gnlt•ngngt'llH'nt, 
hus permcnlcc.l, in a moral sense, both Stntt•s which hnvtHIIHit•rtnkt•n trt•aty oblig:lthms and 
lhosc which hove not. 

II. d, N. I.HW W,), U~D (A.~ 9/110. 111111· Juut, 8. A, • 

St>rlt"!l of LNIQUt' of !'li11tlon:t l'ubllt"'tlh\ll" 

J.D. lllXOIUTU:S 
19:10, 1.11. I • 
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· .. All the speakers, even though upholding different views, expressed the i>pi~ion thatthe 
solution of the minorities problem was to be found in constant co-operation and mutual 

. confidence between the majorities and minorities in each country. lt'is most satisfactory 
to note the statements made on this subject by several distinguished speakers of eminent 
authority. The discussion in the. Sixth Committee. would have beeR of real value, eveR if 
this had been its only result. The maiR idea brought out by the debates was co-operation 
between majorities and minorities. Majorities must be just and generous, and minorities 
must be loyal. Governments must constantly endeavour to smooth the way for mutual 
understanding and confidence and for co-operation between the majority and the minority. 

The discussion in the Sixth Committee also touched upon the objects for which the 
minority treaties were intended.· It would be unwise to dwell too much at present on this 
aspect of the question. These objects are many; but it will suffice to observe- and this is 
a point on which there can be no serious divergence of opinion - that one of the chief aims 
was undoubtedly to remove the obstacles raised during the course of history and as a result 

· of the wQrld war, which prevent majorities and minorities from working together. Such 
co-operation is one of the conditions of prosperity f$)r individual countries, and of lasting 

•peace for the world as a whole, .. · . . . · . , 
These, in brief; are the general ideas which have emerged from the discussion of the 

Sixth Committee, and which should be set down as its most important results. . 
I ha,ve the honour to propose that the Assembly be asked to take note of this report. 
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

PROTECTION OF MINORITIES 

REPORT SUBMITTED TO THE ASSEMBLY BY THE SIXTH COMMITTEE 

Rapp&rte14r: H.E. Baron YBJo-KoSKINi:N (Finland). 

The Sixth Committee examined during its meeting of September 16th that part of the 
Secretary-General's report on the work of the League since the last session of the .Assembly 
which deals "\\ith the protection of minorities. 

The Representative-{)( Germany, who had moved that the question should be referred 
to the Sixth Committee, began by referring to the principles enunciated by l\1. Motta in the 
report he had submitted to the last .Assembly and by Mr. Henderson in the speech he made 
before the Council on January 24th, 1931. He then gave a general analysis of the application 
of the system for the protection of minorities by the League of Nations during the past year, 
taking in particular as a basis the statistics published by the Secretariat in the Oj;icial 
Jo••r11al of August last in regard to petitions and the working of the Minority Committees. 
The Representative of Germany indicated the direction in which he desired to see the 
present system developed. In his view, it would be advisable that Minority Committees 
consisting of five 1\lembers of the Council should be constituted more frequently, that the 
Committees should ask the petitioners more often for information and that means should be 
found for ensuring that the petitioners would be in a position to take note of the contents 
of the observations sent by the Governments concerned on the subject of their petitions, 
though that "·ould not necessarily imply any recognition of their status as parties in a 
prllcedure in which both sides were to be heard. In this connection the Representative of 
Germany emphasised the importance of securing the publicity of the result of the 
examination of questions by Minorities Cominittees in the largest possible number of cases. 
lie pointed out, in particular, that under the present system it was impossible to know 
in "·hich cases the non-publication of these results was due to the fact that the Committees 
did nothing in the matter, and in which cases the initiative of the Committees did not 
meet with the approval of the Government concerned. The Representative of Germany 
added that, in his view, further efforts would be necessary to arrive at a system for the 
protection of minorities which would operate without creating friction, but that he did 
not intend on this occasion to make definite proposals. 

The delegate of Roumania pointed out, on behalf of Czechoslovakia,_ Greece, Poland, 
Roumaniu and Yugoslavia, that these States had had an opportunity during the discussions 
in the Sixth Committee in 1930 to state their point of view on the question of minorities. 
These States bad nothing to add to the declarations which were then made and which 
they maintained in their entirety, it being understood thereby that they were opposed to any 
extenKion of the Council resolution of June 13th, 19!!9. 

The representatives of Hungary, Canada, .the British Empire and France also stated 
that they maintained the divergent and well-known Yiews which their delegations had 
previously upheld. The delegate of Spain, after emphasising in particular the psychologit'al 
side of the minorities problem, quoted the example of Spain, which is now engaged in settling . 
the Catalan problem in accordance with the principles enunciated by the League of Nations 
In regard to the protection of minorities. · 

I would only add that I think we can express Stltisftlction, as our distinguished Chairman 
bas already done, at the impartiality and moderation which htlve marked the discus.~on, 
nnd I would propose that the .Assembly tn.ke note of this report. 
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. RAPPORT PRESENTE A L'ASSEMBLEE PAR LA SIXIEME COMMISSION 

.. 
Rapporteur : S.E. le baron YRJo-KosKINEN (Finlande). 

I,.a sixieme Commission a examine, au cours de sa seance du 16 septembre, la partie du 
rapport du Secretaire general sur l'reuvre accomplie par Ia Societe depuis la derniere session 
de l'Assemb!Eie concernant Ia protection des minorites. . 

Le representant de I'Allemagne, qui avait pris !'initiative du renvoi de cette question 
a Ia sixieme Commission, a commence par rappeler les principes enonces par l:I. Motta dans 
Ie rapport qu;il a presente a notre d!lrniere Assemblee, et par M. Henderson dans le discours 

· qu'il a prononce devant le Conseille 24 janvier 1931. Ensuite il a fait une analyse generale 
de !'application du systeme de protection des minorites par Ia .Societe des Nations pendant 
la derniere annee, prenant notamment comme base les statistiques publiees par le Secretariat 
dans Ie Journal Offic.iel du mois d'aoftt dernier relativement aux petitions et au fonctionne
ment des comites de minorites. Le representant de l'Allemagne a declare dans quel sans il 
souhaitait voir se developper le systeme actuel. 11 serait, d'apres Illi, desirable que des 
comites de minorites, composes de cinq membres du Conseil, soient plus souvent constitues, 
que les comites demandant plus souvent de sinformations aux petitionnaires et qu'on trouve 
le moyen d'assurer que les petitionnaires soient a.meme de prendre connaissance du contenu 
des observations envoyees par les gouvernements interesses au suje~ de leurs petitions, sans 
que cela implique necessairement' une reconnaissance de leur qualite de parties dans une 
procedure contradictoire. Ace sujet, le representant de l'Allemagne a insiste sur !'interet 
qu'il faudrait attacher a ce que la publicite du resultat de l'examen des questions par des 
comites de minorites soit obtenue dans le plus grand nombre possible de cas. 11 a notamment 
releve que, d'apres le systeme actuel, il est impossible de sa voir les cas dans Iesquels Ia non
publication de ces resultats est due au fait que les comites se sont abstenus de prendre une 
initiative a ce sujet ou bien au fait que !'initiative des comites n'a pas rencontre l'assentiment 
· du gouvernement interesse. Le representant de l'Allemagne a ajoute que, d'apres lui._de 
nouveaux efforts seraient necessaires pour arriver.aun systeme de protection des minorites 

· qUi fonctionnerait sans provoquer des frictions, mais qu'il n'avait pas !'intention, a cette 
occasion, de faire des propositions positives. · 

Au nom de la Grece, de la Pologne, de la Roumanie, de Ia Tchecoslovaquie et de la 
Yougoslavie, le de!Eigue roumain a rappcle que ces Etats ont eu !'occasion, au cours des 
discussions qui ont eu lieu en 1930 au sein de la sixiem!l Commission, d'exposer leur point de 
vue sur la question des minorites. Ces Etats n'ont rien a a;jouter aux declarations faites alors, 
qu'ils maintiennent integralement, etant bien entendu par la qu'ils excluent tout elargisse
ment de la resolution du Conseil du 13 juin 1929. 

Les representants de la. Hongrie, du Canada, de !'Empire britannique et de la France 
. ont egalement declare maintenir les points de vue divergents, bien conn us, que leurs delega
tions avaient defendus anterieurement. Le delegue de l'Espagne, apres avoir notamment 
souligne le cote psychologique du probleme_des minorites, a cite l'exemple de son pays; qui 
est en train de resoudre le probleme catalan d~apres les principes proclames par la. Societe 
des Nations en ce qui concerne la protection des minorites. · 

- Je crois pouvoir me ·borner a nous feliciter, comme notre eminent president l'a deja 
fait, de l'objectivite et de la moderation dont la discussion a eta empreinte, en proposant 
a l'Assemblee de prendre acte. de ce rapport. . · 

S.d.N. 3,050 9./31.-.lmp.delaT.deG, 
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Workiii.g Capital Fund .. 
Depreciation Reserve: 

Property in Geneva . . 
Property in Rome . . 
Furnit,ure, Fittings, 

Typewriters, etc. . . 
Library (Books) . . . . 
Library (Shelving) . . . 

Suspense Accounts (per 
contra). . . . . . . . 

States Members: Arrears of 
Contributions • . . . . 

Balance being Excess of 
Assets over Liabilities as 
at December 3rst •. rg3r. 
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I,- GENERAL STATEMENT BY THE 

LIABILITIES. 

Permanent Court 
of International 

Justice 

International 
Labour 

Organisation 

ASSETS AND 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS AS 

Secretariat I Total 

Gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations 
'. 

-. 545,3r8:45 5,0!9,026.37 5.564.344-82 
-

- 5I2,98'g.- - 5I2,g89.-
- r8.49r.86 - r8,49r.86 

'· 

202,295.!4 · I,000,3I0.36 !,460,797·73 2,663.403.23 
rr,726.o8 504,575.r5 r,o5.r,I27.79 r,567,429.02-

- - · I33,585.83 I33,585.83 

- 306,38I.73 2,2!7,567.57. · 2,523,949-30 

r,5rr,893·o8 5,7I8,r98.96 II,507 .454-I2 r8,737>546.r6 

3I,I08.39 2,472,277·57 ' 30,03!,562.86 32,534.948.82 

-----1-----l-----l----:------:----
r,757.o22.69 II,o?8,543·08 , 5I,42I,I22.27 64,256,688.o.j: 
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AssETs. 

International 
Labour 

Organisation 
Secretariat Total 

Gold francs as ·adopted by the League of Nations 

Property in Geneva . . . 
Property in Rome . • . . 
Secretariat and Assembly 

·Hall: 
Building Fund Account: 
Amount expended to date 

Library: Building Fund 
Account: Amount Ex
pended to date. . . . 

Library Endowment Fl.ind: 
Aniount expended to date 

Furniture, Fittings, Type- -
writers, etc, . • . . . 

Library (Books) . . . . . 
Library (Shelving) . . . . 
States Members: Arrears of 

Contributions as per De
tails annexed (page 13) . 

Suspense Accounts. . . . 
Working Capital Fund: 

Recoverable Advances • 
Stock of Stationery and 

Paper . . . . . . . . 
CashinHandandatBanks: 

Secretariat andAssembly 
Hall : Building Fund 
Account . . .•.. 

Assembly Hall: Funiish
ing Account . . • . 

Library: Building Fund 
Account . . . . . . 

Library Endowment Fund 
Working Capital Fund . 
Balance Cash Surplus 

from 1930 • · · · · 
Cash Surplus in respect 

of Thirteenth Finan
cial Period ; . . . . 

March xst, 1932. 

-

' -

-

202,295-14 
II,726.o8 
-

1,5II,893·o8 
-

-

-

-

-

-
-
-

-

31,108.39 

3.491,028.31 
34>186.57 

-

-

-

I,000,310.36 
504,575-15 

-

. 

5,718,1g8.g6 
306,38!.73 

-

23,862.-

-
. 

-

-
-
-

-

6,422,163..-

429,000.-

199,378.II 

1,460,797·73 
1,051,127·79 

133.585.83 

II,609,094·91 
2,217>567.57 

49·747·09 

-

. 13,808,463·37 

875,765.16 

605,758.17 
2,703,046·34 
4.867 ,638·49 

123,8g8.S2 

82,033·89 

8,273,084.31 
34.186.57 

6,422,163.-

429,000.-

199,378.II 

2,663.403.23 
1,567.429.02 

133.585.83 

18,839,186.95 
2,523.949·30 

49·747·09 

23,862.-

13,808,463·37 

875,765-16 

6o5.758.x7 
2,703,046·34 
4.867,638·49 

123,898.82 

1I3.142.28 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 
Chief Accountant. 
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LEAGUE 

II. - WORKING CAPITAL STATEMENT 

Bud~et Allocation: 

in respect of Second Financial Periu.l 
Less contributions written off • . 

In respect of Third Financial Period • 
Less contributions written off . • 

In respect of Fifth Financial Period 
Less contributions written off . 

In respect of Sixth Financial Period • . 
In respect of Seventh Financial Period • 

Less contributions written off • . • 

• 

Receipts from States Members: 

In respect of Second Financial Period 
In respect of Third Financial Period . 
In respect of Fifth Financial Period . 
In respect of Sixth Financial Period . 
In respect of Seventh Financial Period . 

. . 

Working Capital authorise~ by Vote of Assembly: 

In respect of Second Financial Period . . . . 
Less allocation in contributions written off 

In respect of Third Financial Period . . . . . 
Less allocation in contributions written off 

In respect of Fifth Financial Period . . . . . . 
Less allocation in contributions written off 

In respect of Sixth Financial Period . ·• • . . 
In respect of Seventh Financial Period . . . . 

Less allocation in contributions written off 

Working Capital received: 

In respect of Second Financial Period 
In respect of Third Financial Period . . 
In respect of Fifth Financial Period . · . 
In respect of Sixth Financial Period . . 
In respect of Seventh Financial Period . 

. 

. 
Voluntary contributions . . . . . . . . . . .· . . . . 

. Interest earned to date on unemployed Working Capital Fund 
Interest earned, from date of Assembly decision, on advances 

not reimbursed within a period of six months . • . . 

Less refund to Brazil and Costa Rica . • • • • • • 

Gold francs as adopted by the 
League of Nations. 

IO,I04,360.-
3I3,800.-

21,249·988.32 
993·085-77 

22,658,r38.-
22,478.7I 

9,763,607.28 
2o,o69,402.85 
23,549·327.86 
21,442,756.or 
2I,I08,421.50 

I,725,000.-
53.57I.45 

r,89o,ooo.-
84;863.6o 

50,000.-
49·60 

!,666,827.26 
!,788,347·70 

459,271.90 
· 405,809.34 

46,579.88 

9,79o,56o.-

20,256,902.55 

22,635.659·29 

IOI,535,4I9.02 

r,67r,428.55 

r,8o5,I36.40 

499.46!.52 
442,500.-

49.950.40 

4.468,476.87 

4,366,836.08 
!06,224.67 

!,!55,747·42 

!84·95 

5,628 ·993· !2 
r66,289.09 

5.462.704.03 

• 
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OF NATIONS 

AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1931. 

~ 

Working Capital receivable: 

In respect of Second Financial Period: 

Amount authorised . . . . • . 
Amount received . . . . . -. . 

In respect of Third Financial Period: 

Amount authorised 
Amount received • 

In respect of Fifth Financial Period: 

Amount authorised 
Amount received • 

• 

In respect of Sixth Financial Period: 

Amount authorised . . . . • . 
Amount received • . . . . . . 

In respect of Seventh Financial Period: 

Amount authorised . . . . . . . 
Amount received . . . . ·. . . . 

- . 

Statement showing how Amount shown as Working Capital 
is made up: 

Cash at banks. . . . . . . . . . ·- . . . . . . . . . 
Advances: 

- . 

Expenses of the High Commissioner at Danzig • . • • 

Question of the Frontier between Turkey and Iraq: 
Balance of Expenses of the Committee of Enquiry 
appointed by the Council in 1924· not already 
reimbursed by the Turkish Government . • . . • 

International Labour Organisation. . . . . . . . . . 

Gold francs as adopted by the 
League of Nations. 

1,671,428.55 
1,666,827.26 

1,805,136.40 
1,788,347·70 

499,46r.52 
-459.271.90 

442,5oo.-
405,809·34 

10,000.-

40,189.62 

36,690,66 

49.747,09 

545.318.45 

March xst, 1932. (Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 
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III. - MEMORANDUM ON RECOVERABLE ADVANCES MADE FROM THE WORKING 
CAPITAL FUND. 

I. Expenses of the High Commissioner at Danzig. 1 

On September 21st, 1928, the Council adopted the following resolution: 

" • • 0 • • • • 0 • • 0 0 • • • 0 0 • • • 0 • 
• 0 • 0 • • • • 

" 2. Count Manfredi Gravina is hereby appointed High Commissioner at Danzig for 
a period of three years as from June 22nd, 1929. 

" 0 • 0 • • 0 • 0 • • 0 • • • • 0 • 0 • 0 0 • • • • • • • • 0 • •• • • • • • • 

" 4· The funds allocated for the maintenance of this post shall, as in the p~t, 
be advanced to the High Commissioner by the Treasury of the League of Nations. The H1gh 
Commissioner shall submit a monthly report to the Treasury on the use made of these funds, 
which shall, as far as possible, be employed in accordance with the general rules applied by 
the League in such cases. The advances thus made to the High Commissioner shall be repaid 
in equal parts by the Governments of Darizig and Poland in accordance with the Agreement 
concluded on that question. The accounts of the High Commissioner shall be audited every 
six months by the Treasury of the League of Nations. " 

(52nd Session, Minute 2287.) 

2. Question of the Frontier between Turkey and Iraq: Expenses 'Of the Committee of Enquiry. 

On September 30th, 1924, the Council adopted the following resolution: 

" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • 0 • • 0 • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • • • • • 

" With a view to collecting the facts and data which it requires to fulfil the mission 
entrusted to it under Article 3, paragraph 2, of the Treaty of Lausanne: 

" Decides to set up a special Committee of three members. 

" . . . the Secretary-General shall furnish it with the necessary staff and shall 
!ldvance it the f?nds which it may require, such advances to be refunded to the League 
m equal proportiOns by the Governments concerned. " 

(3oth Session, Minute 1320.) 

3· International Labo1tr Organisation. 

P~agraph I of Article 33 of the Regulations for the Financial Administration of the League 
of Nahons reads as follows: 

."I. In accordance wit~ Article 26, paragraph 2, the Working Capital Fund is primarily 
apJ!hcable to meet te~poranly normal requirements of regular organisations of the League 
which can!lot. be patd out of income at the time when they are due to be met 
Sue~ org~msat10ns shall have the first claim to assistance from the Fund. The assistance shall 
be grven m the form of advances from the Fund to the competent officials of the organisatio 
and such advances shall be repaid to the Fund as soon as the necessary income is available~'~ 

. 'Th~ resolution of the Council governing advances to th . . . . 
" shown m the document on the accounts for (d e High Commissioner at Danzig until June 22nd 

_ 1927 ocument A.3.1g28.X, p. 24). . • 

• 



IV. - GENERAL BUDGET ACCOUNT FOR THE THIRTEENTH FINANCIAL PER,IOD ENDING. DECEMBER 3IST, 1931. 

ExPENDITURE. - (In gold francs as adopted by the League ,of Nations.) . 

Secretariat and Special Organisa
tions of the League • . . 

International. Labour Organisa-
tion. . . . . . . . . . . 

Permanent Court of International 
Justice · . . . 

Buildings at Geneva 
Pensions. . . ' . . . 

Budgetary 
allotment 

I7,09I,586.-

8,66x,652.-

2,712,668.-
2,170,822.-
1,000,773·-

Difference between 
Expended . budgetary allotment 

and actual e~enditure 

I5,07I,575·33 

8,435,J72.89 

2.415,155·8o 
2,164.522.80 
1,ooo,389.25 

29,087,416.07 

2,020,010.67 

225,879.II 

297.5r2.2o 
6,299.20 

383·75 
2,55o,o84.93 

INCOME. - (In gold francs as .adopted by the League of Nations.) 

Secretariat and Special Organisa
tions of the League . . . 

International· Labour Organisa-
tion. . . . . · . . . . · · 

Permanent Court of International 
Justice . . . . 

Buildings at Geneva 
Pensions. . 

Budgetary 
allotment 

8,66x,652.

·2,712,668.-
2,I70,822.
I,000,773·-

·Received 

J,408,985·77 

2,320,356.20 
I,856,8J3.I9 

856,039·12 
27,062,0!9·40 

Receivable 

2.471,820.88 

1,252,666.23 

392,3II.8o 
313,948.81 
144.733-88 

V. - GENERAL CASH ACCOUNT IN RESPECT OF THE THIRTENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 31sT, 1931. 

RECEIPTS. - (In gold francs as adopted by· the League of Nations.) 

To Contributions 
from Nations: 

Arrears . . . . 
Thirteenth Fi

nancial Period 
To Appropriations 

in Aid: 
Sundry Receipts 

To Extraordinary 
Receipts: 

Sundry Recei~ts 
To WorkingCapJtal 

Fund: being 
Cash deficit for 
Thirteenth Fi
nancial Period 

Secretariat 

955.843·84 

17,332,677·43 

1,750,436.97 

30,000.-

International 
Labour 

Organisation 

480,402.II 

Mo8,985.77 

464,383.60 

14,944·17 

545-3!8.45 

Perxnanent 
Court of Total 

International 
Justice 

125.907·99 1,562,153·94 

2,320,356.20 27,062,019·40 

2,214,820.57 

J.I69·39 48,II3.56 

2o,o68,958.24 8,9I4,034.Io 2,449,433.58 31,432,425.92 

·March .xst, 1932. 

PAYMENTS.·- (In gold fra~cs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

By Budgetary Ex-
penses: 

Chapters of the 
Budget . . 

By Buildings at 
Geneva: . . 

By Pensions . . . 
By Cash Balances: 

Cash surplus for 
Thirteenth Fi-
nancial Period 

Secretariat 
International 

Labour 
Organisation 

I6,822,012.30 8,914,034·10 

2,164,522.80 
1,000,389.25 

82,033.89 

Perxnanent 
Court of 

International 
Justice 

Total 

2,418,325.19 28,154,371.59 

2,164.522.80 
1,000,389.25 

2o,o68,958.24 8,914,034-Io 2,449,433.58 31,432,425.92 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 
Chief Accountant. 

H 
H 
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Annex to the General Statement. 
STATEMENT OF UNPAID CONTRIBUTIONS AS AT DECEMBER 31st, 

1931. 

Compounded Arrears 
Account: 

Honduras. 
Nicaragua 
Paraguay. 
Salvador 

Consolidated Arrears 
Account: 

China. 

Second Financial Period: 
Peru . 

Third Financial Period: 
Peru . 

Fo!lrth Financial Period: 
Peru . 

Fifth Financial Period: 
Bolivia . 
Honduras. 
Nicaragua 
Peru .. 

Sixth Financial. Period: 
Bolivia • 
Honduras. 
Nicaragua 
Peru . 

Seventh Financial Period: 
Bolivia . 
Honduras. 
Nicaragua 
Peru . 

Eighth Financial Period: 
Bolivia . 
Honduras. 
Nicaragua 
Peru . 

Ninth Financial Period: 
Bolivia . 
Honduras. 
Nicaragua 
Paraguay. • 
Peru . 

Tenth Financial Period: 
Bolivia . • 
Honduras. 
Nicaragua 

Eleventh Financial Period: 
Argentine. 
Bolivia . 
Guatemala 
Honduras. 
Nicaragua 
Paraguay . 
Peru . 

Twelfth Financial Period: 
Argentine. 
Bolivia . 
Chile . 
Cuba. 
Dominican Republic 
Guatemala 
Honduras. 
Liberia • • 
Nicaragua 
Paraguay. 
Peru . . •• 
Salvador • . • • 
Uruguay • • • 

Carried forward 

Permanent 
Court of 

International 
Justice 

International 
Labour 

Organisation 
Secretariat 

Working 
Capital Fund 

Total 
General 

total 

(Gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations) 

14,850.98 
13,143·06 
4.125,91 
4·429.26 

2,905,659·45 

6.590·47 
1,991.53 
1,991·53 

17,923-74 

. 9,229·53 
2,051.01 
2,051.01 

18,459·07 

9,183-91 
2,040.88 
2,040.88 

18,367.85 

7.329-46 
2,035·97 
2,035·97 

16,491.27 

7,603·55 
2,112.10 
2,112.10 

1,538.65 
I7,108.oo 

7.654·72 
1,063.16 
2,126.31 

61,471.6o 
8,78I.09 
2,146-51 
1,159·93 
2,195·27 
1,769·58 

18,412·76 

63,616.31 
9,065.82 
1,298.48 
2,917·3' 

303.18 -
2,219·49 
2,266.46 

300.11 
768.04 

2,215.16 
20,398·09 

2,266.46 
6,345·'5 

53,508.25 

28,747.20 
8,686.93 
8,686.93 

78,182.37 

33.802.34 
7.511.63 
7·511.63 

67,604.69 

35.329.07 
7,850.90 
7,850.90 

70,658.14 

27,335:94 
7.593·33 
7.593·33 

61,505.86 

26,358.82 
7·321.90 
7.321.90 
5.333·98 

59.307·36 

28,059.37 
3.89].16 
7.794·27 

234·723·76 
33.529·79 

8,196.27 
4.429.10 
8,382.45 
6,757.01 

70,307·46 

239,881.81 
34·'85.03 

4,896.18 
11,000.43 
'·'43-22 
8,369.15 
8,546.25 
1,131.62 

.2,896.09 
8.352.85 

76,916.31 
8,546.25 

23,926.oo 

40,475·6° 
35.820.57 
11,244.89 
13,828.61 

108,858.16 

52,909·56 
15,988.39 
15.988.39 

144,006.88 

59,115.64 
. 13,136.81 
13,136.81 

118,230.96 

64,296.24 
14,288.05 
14,288.05 

128,592.08 

53.435·23 
14,843·09 
14,843.09 

120,229.26 

52,977·95 
14,716.09 
14.716.09 
10,720.61 

119,200.37 

53.605.92 
7·445·30 

14,890-53 

440,362.78 
62,904.89 
15,376·95 
8,309.37 

15,726.22 
12,676.78 

131,903.08 

. 

55.326.58 
48.963.63 
15.370.80 
18,257·81 

88 8 99 70 IS7.499·70 16,7 .70 I 7,4 • 

1,752·77 
529.66 
529.66 

4,655.62 

2,136.50 
474·78 
474·78 

4·273·30 

240.64 
53-47 
53·47 

48r.66 

go,ooo.oo 
27,196.51 
27,196.51 

244.768.61 

104,284.01 
23,174·23 
23,174·23 

208,568.02 359,200.49 

109,049·86 
24,233·30 
24,233·30 

218,099·73 375,616.19 

88,100.63 
24.472.39 
24.472·39 

198,226.39 335,271.80 

86,940.32 
24,150.09. 
24,150.09 
'7.593.24 

195,615·73 348·449·47 

89.320.01 
12,405.62 
24,811.11 126,536·74 

736,558.14 
105,215·77 
25,7'9·73 
13,898.40 
26,303.94 
21,203.37 

220,623.30 '·'49.522.65 

• 
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STATEMENT OF UNPAID CONTRIBUTIONS AS AT DECEMBER 31st, 1931 (continued). 

r--· Court of 
- International 

Justice 

-
Brought forward 1,II9,581.28 

Thirteenth Finamial Period : 
Albania . . . 2,534-69 
Argentine. . . 75.526.17 
Bolivia • . 10,727-92 
Canada. . . . 24.477-51 
Chile . . 36,668.41 
China. . . 61,685.79 
Colombia . 10,812.94 
Cuba. . 23,61o.6o 
Dominican Republic 2,671.87 
Guatemala .. 2,631.8g 
Haiti. . 2,455·34 
Honduras. . . . 2,681.98 
Hungaxy . . . 5,502.37 
Irish Free State . . 6,654·78 
Liberia . 2,681.98 
Nicaragua . . 1,499.06 
Panama 2,567.16 
Paraguay. . . . .. 2,627.28 
Persia . . . 6,519-33 

. Peru . . 24,137-82 
Poland . 23,582.49 
Salvador . . 2,681.98 
Uruguay 18,329.63 
Yugoslavia . . 39,042.81 

392,3n.8o 
. ' 

1,5II,893·08 

March 1st, ig32. 

/ 

International 
Labour Secretariat Working 

Total General 
Capital Fund total Organisation 

(Gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations) 

4·465.532-73 8,576,950.55 

8,093-36 18,933·72 
241,157-92 564,167·95 

34.254·67 80,135-81 
78,157·59 182,842.89 

II7,083.63 273.9o6.96 
196,965.08 46o,782.65 
34.526.12 8o,77o.85 
75.38~·53 176.367.25 

8.531.37 19,958.40 
8,403-72 19,659-77 
7.839-99 18,340·97 
8,563.66 20,033-95 

17,569.26 41,101.74 
21,248.82 49.709.82 

8,563.66 20,033-95 
4·786.65 II,I97·88 
8,197-03 19,176.20 
8,388.99 19,625-33 

20,816.40 48,698.18 
77·072-98 180,305.54 
75,299-74 176.157-15 . 8,563.66 20,033·95 
58,527.20 136,919.29 

124,665.20 291,643·37 

1,252,666.23 2,930,503-57 

.5,718,198.96 II,507,454·12 

101,640·79 14,263.705-35 14,263.705-35 

- 29.561.77 
- 88o,852.o4 
- 125;II8.40 
- 285.477-99 
- 427,659.00 
- 719,433-52 
- 126,109.91 
- 275·367·38 - 31,161.64 
- 30,695-38 
- 28,636-30 
- 31,279-59 
- 64,173·37 
- 77,613-42 
- 31,279-59 
- 17.483-59 
- 29,940-39 
- 30,641.6o 
- 76,033-91 
- 281,516.34 
- 275,039-38 
- 31,279·59 
- 213,776.12 
- 455.351-38 4o575,481.60 

- 4.575.481.60 

101,640·79 18,839,186.95 18,839,186.95 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 
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H FINANCIAL PERIOD 
I._ BUDGET ACCOUNT FOR THE THIRTEENT 

ENDED DECEMBER 31ST, 1931-

d b th ·League of Nations.) 
A. GENERAL sUMMARY. (In gold francs as adopte Y e 

A. SECRETARIAT AND SPECIAL ORGANISATIONS. 
Allotted 

Chapter I. 
Assembly and Council . • . . . • 986,4oo.-

Less: Appropriation-in-aid, Contri
bution from the Government of 
the French Republic. . . . . . 

Chapter II. 

General Services of the Secretariat . 

Less: Appropriations-in-aid (see 
page 19) . . . . . . . 

Chapter Ill. 

40,200.-

9,364,954--

48o,ooo.-

SpecialOrganisationsojtheLeague .. 7,870,128,55 

Less: Appropriations-in-aid: 
Item 19 A. - Financial Section and 

Economic Intelligence Service: 
Contribution from the Rockefeller 
Foundation towards the expenses 
of the printing " Banking and 
Monetary Laws" . . . . . . . 1,794.75 

Contribution from the Rocke-
feller Foundation towards the cost 
of the study of Double Taxation • 124,386,7 5 

Item 21. - Transit Organisation: 
Contribution towards the expenses 
of the preparatory work for the 
Conference whiqh is to consider 
the reform of the calendar. . . 15,935,25 

Item 22. - International Health 
Organisation: Contribution from 
the International Health Division 
oftheRockefellerFoundation. 670,928,29 

Item 23 A. - Social Questions: 
Contribution from the Bureau 

of Social Hygiene towards the 
expenses of the Commission of 
Enquiry into Traffic in Women 
and Children . . . . . . . . . 245,266,99 

Contribution to the Child Wel-
fare Committee . . . . . . . . 130,50 
· Contribution from the American · 

Association of Social Hygiene 
towards the expenses of the en
quiry into situation of children 
exposed to social and moral 
dangers . . . . . . . . . . . 4,288.2o 

Expended 1 

40,200.-

946,200.-

8,6o1,146,6o 

451,241-56 

8 ,884-954·-

6,680,155-43 3 

1,794.75. 

15,935.25 

245,266.99 

4,288,20 

JJ6,III.15 

8,149,905.04 

1 In the budget for 1931, the gold franc was taken as the equivalent of the Swiss franc. In so far as the expenditure 
of the Secretariat and Special Organisations is concerned, the same parity is used in the accounts. 

1 The amount 8I6,JII.15 gold francs represents the f:YOSS expenditure of the Assembly and Council. The net" 
expenditure chargeable to the budget of the League, after deducting the contribution received from the Government 
of the French Republic, amounting to 40,200.- gold francs, is 776,1II.15 gold francs. 

1 The amount 6,68o,I55·43 gold francs represents the gross expenditure of the Special Organisations of the League. 
The net expenditure chargeable to the budget of the League, after deducting the various appropriations-in-aid, amounting 
to 1,169,9<)6.55 gold francs, is 5,510,158.88 gold francs. 

• 
• 



Chapter III (continued). 

Item 23 B. -Supervision of Opium 
Traffic: Contribution from the 
Government of Siam towards the 
expenses of the Bangkok Opium 
Conference . · . . . . . . . . . 

Contributions towards the ex
penses of the Commission of En
quiry into Opium-smoking in the 
Far East . . . . . . . . . . . 

Item 28. -Progressive Codification 
of International Law: Contribu
tion from the Netherlands Govern
ment towards the cost of the First 
Codification Conference. . . . . 

Chapter IV. 

Loss on Exchange . . . . . . 
Deduct: Profit on exchange 

Chapter V. 

Work on behalf of Refugees. 

Chapter VI. 

Permanent Equipment, etc. . . . • . 

Less: Appropriations in Aid: 
Item 35· - Library.: Contribution 

from the revenue of the Rocke
feller Library Endowment Fund. 

TOTAL: Secretariat and Special 
Organisations . . . 

B. BUILDINGS AT GENEVA: 

(i) Terminable annuity paya
ble on account of build
ing operations of the 

- I7.-

Allotted 

9,295-35 

xoo,ooo.-

xoo,ooo.-

Expended 

9,295.35 
6,700,132.-· -----

11,951,95 

333,8C!O.-

88,gg8,86 88,gg8,86 
---- 226,500.- -----

17,091,586.-

League . . . . . . . 1,375,ooo.- 1,375,000,-
(ii) Establishment of a Wire-

less Station . • . . . 795,822.-

C. PENSIONS (Schedule X) : 

(i) Cost of scheme, as com
puted by the Actuary, 
less amount included 
under Parts I, II and 
III for the Staff Provi-
dent Fund . . .• -· 953,273.-

(ii) Administrative expenses. 

Difference between budgetary allot
ment and actual expenditure in 
respect of Secretariat and Special 
Organisations . . . . . . . . . 

47.500,-
----

2,170,822.- -----

951,073·-
49,316,25 

1,000,773·- -----

20,263,181.-

5,510,158.88 

333.800.-

217,064.24 

15,071,575·33 

1,000,389.25 

18,236.487·38 

2,026,693-62 

20,263,181.-

1 The amount 3o6,o63.10 gold francs represents the gross expenditure on Permanent Equipment. The net 
expenditure chargeable to tbe budget of tbe League, after deducting the appropriation in aid, amounting to 88,gg8.86 
gold francs, amounts to 217,064.24 gold francs. 
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B. SUMMARY OF ITEMS. 

Section I. Ordinary Expenditure. 

CHAPTER I. -AssEMBLY AND CouNciL. 

Appropriation 
as modified by Actual 

I. Session of the Assembly (Schedule A) . . . 
2. (a) Ordinary sessions o~ the Council (Sch~dule B) 

(b) Extraordinary sesswns of the Council (Sche-
dule B) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

3· Unforeseen Expenditure . . . : . . . . .. 
Territory of Memel: Allocation of credrts 

to cover the cost of consulting experts. 
Expenses of the International Enquiry 

Commission in Liberia . . . . . . . 
Technical collaboration with China ... 
International Agricultural Mortgage Cre

dit Company: advance of funds to the 
Organisation Committee . . . . . 

Original 
Appropriation 
Gold francs 

383,200.-
40,000.-

23,000.-
soo,ooo.-

946,200.-

transfers 
Gold francs 

383,200.-
32,000.-

n6,ooo.-
'4IS,OOO.-

946,200.-. 

CHAPTER II. -GENERAL SERVICES OF THE SECRETARIAT. 

4· Salaries, wages and allowances: 
(a) Secretariat at Geneva (Schedule C) • 
(b) House Staff at Geneva (Schedule D). 

s. Contribution to the Staff Provident Fund. 
6. Liaison with Latin-America (Schedule E) . 
7. Branch Offices (Schedule F) . . . . . . . 
B. Travelling expenses of officials of the League: 

(a) Travelling expenses and subsistence 
allowances in connection V~-ith Gene
ral Services . . . . . . . . 

(b) Travelling expenses of members of the 
Secretariat returning home on leave. 

(c) Removal expenses to and from Geneva 
(d) Extension of leave journey privileges to 

officials' fanillies . . 
g. Frais de representation (Schedule G) . . . 

Io. Property account: Maintenance: 
Headquarters at Geneva (Schedule H) . 

II. Publications Department (Schedule I) 
I2. General office expenses (Schedule J) . 
I3. Special staff charges (Schedule K) . . 
I4. Interest charges: Bank accounts . . 
IS. Unforeseen and miscellaneous expenses of. 

the Secretariat . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I6. Unpaid Liabilities Fund . . . . . . . . . 
I7. Supervision of Revenue and Expenditure: 

(a) Auditors' travelling and subsistence 
allowances . . . . . . . . . . . 

(b) Expenses of Supervisory Commission. 
(c) Expenses of Committee on Allocation 

of Expenses . . . . . . . . . . 
(d) Expenses of the Committee appointed 

by the Assembly to give further con
sideration to certain questions rela
ting to the organisation of the 
Secretariat, etc. . . . . . . 

Carried forward 

Original 
Appropriation 

S,924,2IS.-· 
4S6,sog.-
37s.ooo.-. 
320,638.
I40,782.-

I68,soo.-

ss,ooo.-
64,800.-

78,ooo.-
I62,5oo.-

30I,8I0.-
527,500.
SS8,ooo.
I02,ooo.-

40,000.
IO,OOO.-

I6,ooo.
I6,ooo.-

32,700.-.. 

IS,OOO~-

Appropriation 
as. modified by 

transfers 

S,g2g,2IS.-
4S6,Sog.-
·375,000.-
306,638.

.I40,782.-

I33,SOO.-

go,ooo.-
64,8oo.-

78,ooo.-
I62,5oo.-

30I,8I0.-
5I2,500.
SS8,ooo.
II2,ooo.-

40,000.-
24,000.-

I6,ooo.
I6,ooo.-

32,700.-

IS,OOO.-

Expenditure 
Gold francs 

347,505.85 
30,949·75} 

I03,779·55 

1 

8,288.35 

8g,366.IO 
I86,765.30 

g,456.2s 

776,III.I5 

Actual 
Expenditure 

5,66o,I8g.gg 
432,94I.go 
37s,ooo.-
222,I73-48 
I22,953.i5 

g6,4I6.37 

80,309-31 
52,433-40 

41,7jg.36 
I46,064·48 

282,684.05 
459,458.15 
48I,OOI.7I 

80,782.45 

6o6.so 
22,992.15 

13>428.20 
12,448.25 

7.348·45 

IO,I35·25 

1 These figures, amounting to 134.729.30 gold francs, represent tbe net expenditure of tbe sessions of tbe Council. 
The vou expenditure, after adding the sum of 40,200 gold francs contributed by tbe Government of tbe French Republic, 
amounts to 174.929.30 gold francs. 
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Brought forward 

Deduct: APPROPRIATIONS-IN-AID: 

(a) Sale of publications . . . . . . . . 
(b) Interest earned . . . . . . . . . . 
(c) Miscellaneous cash receipts . . . . . 
(d) Sale of photographs and cinematograph 

films . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Original 
Appropriation 

325,000.-
125,000.-
20,000.-

10,000.-

8,884.954·-

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

325,000.-
I25,000.-
20,000.-

10,000.-

8,884.954·-

CHAPTER "III. - SPECIAL ORGANISATIONS OF THE LEAGUE. 

18. Administrative Commissions and Minorities 
Questions (Schedule L) . . . • • . 

19(a) Financial Section and Economic Intelli-
gence Service (Schedule M) • . . . . . 

19(b) Section of Economic Relations (Schedule N) 
20. Mandates (Schedule 0) . . . . . . . . . 
21. Transit (Schedule P) . . . . . 
22. International Health Organisation (Sche-

, dule Q) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
23. A. Social Questions: Suppression of Traffic in 

Women and Protection of Children, etc. 
(Schedule R) . . . . . . . . . . . • 

B. Supervision of Opium Traffic (Schedule R 1) 
C. Permanent .Central Opium Board (Sche-

dule R 2) • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

24. Reduction of Armaments (Schedule S) 
25. Intellectual Co-operation, International 

Bureaux; and Miscellaneous Questions 
(Schedule T) . . • . . • . . . 

26. International Convention on Slavery 
27. Legal Assistance for the Poor . . . . 
28. Progressive Codification of International 

Law (Schedule U) . . . . . . . . . . . 
29. International Federation for Mutual Assis

tance in the Relief of Peoples overtaken 
by Disaster . . . . . . . • . . . . . 

30. Commission of Enquiry for European Union 
31. League Wireless Station (Schedule V) · 

1,097,204.-
83J,432.-
299,894·-
503.972.-

1,319.976.-

164.575·-
295.404.-

159.709.-
1,124.510.-

295.693·-
1,500.-

5,000.-
28,ooo.-

230,000.-

337,263.-

1,149,204.-
785.432.-
299.894·-
503.972.-

138,825.-

321,154--

159.709.-

944.510.-

375.693--
1,500.-

5,000.
I28,ooo.-
230,000.-

Actual 
Expenditure 

8,6o1,q6.6o 

Actual Income 

370,243·35 
30.773-58 
46·578.03 

3,646.6o 

8.!49.905.04 

315,695·90 

· 1,089,832·59 1 

627.439-05 
248.619-25 
427,245.05 1 

n8,7x9.85 4 

3II,858.IO 6 

121,944-50 

473.578.25 

343.035-90 
45-50 

_o 

6.700,132.- 6,700,132-- s.510,IS8.88 

CHAPTER IV. - PROFIT AND Loss ON EXCHANGE. 

32. , Loss on Exchange · . . • • . IOO,OOO.- 100,000.-

Deduct: Profit on Exchange IOO,OOO.- 100,000.-. 

' 96,487·97 

u.951.95 

• This figure represents the net expenditure of the Financial Section and Economic Intelligence Service. The grou 
expenditure, after adding the sums of 1,794-75 francs and 124,386.75 francs contributed by the Rockefeller Foundation 
towards the expenses of the printing of " Banking and Monetary Laws " and towards the cost of the study of double 
taxation, amounts to 1,216,014.09 francs. 

• This figure represents the net expenditure of the Communications and Transit Organisation. The gross expenditure, 
after adding the sum of 15,935-25 francs, amounts to 443,18o.3o francs. 

• This figure represents the net expenditure of the International Health Organisation chargeable to the budget of 
the League. The gross expenditure, after adding the sum of 670,928.29 francs contributed by the Rockefeller Foundation 
amounts to 1,849,391.98 francs. . 

· • This figure represents the net expenditure of the Section for Social Questions chargeable to the budget of the 
League. The gross expenditure, after adding the sum of 249,685.6gfrancs ;various grants in aid, amounts to 368,405.54 francs. 

• This figure represents the net expenditure of the Section for Supervision of Opium Traffic chargeable to the budget 
of the League. The gross expenditure, after adding the sum of 97.970.47 francs; various grants in aid, amounts to 
409,828.57 francs. . . 

• This figure represents the net expenditure in connection with the Progressive Codification of International Law. 
The gross expenditure, after adding the sum of 9,295.35 francs contributed by the Government of the Netherlands 
towards the expenses of the First Codification Conference, amounts to 9.295-35 francs . 

• 
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CHAPTER V. - WORK ON BEHALF OF REFUGEES. 

Original 
Appropriation 

Appropriation 
as modified by Aetna! 

transfers Expenditure 

33· Work on behalf of Refugees . . . . . . . . 333,800.--

Section II. Capital Expenditure. 

CHAPTER VI..- PERMANENT EQUIPMENT, ETC. 

34· Furniture and equipment . . . . 1:23.500.- 123.500.-

35· Library (Schedule W see page 32): 
(a) Books, maps . 50,000.- 45.700.-
(b) Binding . . . . . . . 25,000.- 27.300.-
(c) Periodicals . . . . . . I9,ooo.- 2I,OOO.-· 
(d) Eq•xipment, shelving, etc. 9,ooo.- 9,ooo.-. 

226,500.- 226,5oo .. -

C. SCHEDULES. 

ScHEDULE A TO CHAPTER I, ITEM I. -· .. Session ()f the Assembly. 

I. Salaries of additional temporary clerical and 
house staff . · . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2. Overtime payments of permanent staff. . . 
3· Travelling expenses and subsistence allow-

ances . . . . . . . . . . . . 
4· Assembly Hall: Rent, lighting, heating, etc. 
5· Special printing. . . 
6. Cables, telegrams and telephones 
7. Supplies and stores . . . . . 
8. Automobile and cyclist service 
9· Incidental expenses . . . . . 

77,000.-
5,000.-

20,000.-· 
64,200.

I8o,ooo.
I,000.-

18,000.-
8,ooo.-

1o,ooo.-· 

77,000.-
5,000.-

18,ooo.-
53,200.-

191,poo.-
3,ooo.-

18,ooo.-
8,ooo.-

1o,ooo.-· 

SCHEDULE B TO CHAPTER I, ITEM 2. ·- Sessions of the Council. 

2 (a) Ordinary sessions of the Council . . 
(b) Extraordinary sessions of the Council 

Appropriation in Aid: Contribution from Govern
ment of the French Republic . . . _. . • 

Deduct: Appropriation in Aid: 

Contribution from Government of the French 
Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

40,000.-
23,000.-

40,200.-

103,200.-

40,200.-

63,000.-

32,000.
II6,ooo.-

40,200.-

188,200.-

40,200.-

148,ooo.-

333.800.-

I15,307.-

27,280.55 1 45·"'-"'l I9,821.22 
8,992.85 

2I7,064.24 

66,66o:Io 
2,496.25 

II,099·-
52,699·30 

I83,019.60 
2,071-70 

13.776·55. 
7.957-40 
7.725-95 

347.505.85 

30,949·75 
103,779·55 

40,200.-

• 
1 These figures, totalling 101,757·24 francs, represent the net expenditure of the Library chargeable to the budget of 

the League. The gross expenditure, after adding the sum of 88,998.86 francs contributed from the revenue of the 
Rockefeller Library Endowment Fund, amounts to 190,756.10 francs.· 
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SCHEDULE c TO CHAPTER II, ITEM 4 (a). -Salaries, Wages and Allowances of tlw Secretariat. 

Original 
Appropriation 

I. General Organisation. 

Secretary-General (£4,000) . . • . 
Secretary-General's Office . • . . 
Deputy Secretary-General (£3,000) 
Deputy Secretary-General's Office. 
Under-Secretary-General (£3,000) . 
Under-Secretary-General's Office . 
Under-Secretary-General. . . . 
Under-Secretary-General's Office 
Under-Secretary-General . . . . 
Under-Secretary-General's Office 
.Political Section . . . 
Information Section . . . . . . 
Legal Adviser's Branch . . . . 
Treasurer's Office . . . . . . . 

(a) Replacements, temporary engage
ments, overtime, etc., for the 
General Organisation, allowance 
for the Members of Section on 
night and Sunday duty . . . . . 

(b) Miscellaneous allowances (special 
lan~ages and family allowances). 

ToTALS: General Organisation. • . 

·II. Internal Administrative Services. 

Central Services: 

·Chief of Internal Services and 
Establishment Office. . . . . 

Contracts and Supplies Branch . 
Stenographers' Branch . . · . . . . . 
Duplicating and Multigraph Branch . 
Distribution of Documents . . . . 
Miscellaneous Services . . • . . . 

Personnel Office. . . . . · . • • . . 
. Pr~cis-writing. . . . . . . . . . . 

Publication and Printing Department 
Drafting Committee . . . . .. 
Interpreting and Translating . 
Library . . . . .. 
Registry . . . . . ; . . 
Indexing of Publications . 
Accounting Branch . . . 
Internal Control. . . • . 

(a) Replacements, temporary engage-, 
ments and overtime for all Internal 
Administrative Services . . . . . 

(b) Miscellaneous allowances . . . . 
Improvements in the conditions of 

service of the interpreters, trans
lators, precis-writers and other 
officials assimilated to Members of 
Section. . . . . . . . . . . 

Miscellaneous creditS voted by the 
Assembly on the Report of the 
Committee of Thirteen 

ToTALS: Internal Services . . . . . . 

ToTALS: General Organisation and 
Internal Services . . . . . 

I00,88o.-
95,164.-
75,66o.-
94.617.-
75,66o.-
8o,8o2.-
75,000.-
40.720.-
75,ooo.-
32,691.-

238.787.-
1,108,506.-

382,073·-
97.792.-

3,000.-
2,600,852.-

93.362.-
46.642.-

564,651.-
212,867.-
191,749·-
87,105.-

108,957·-
222,430.-
304,235·-
29,079·-

634,2II.-
166,509.-
211,053·-
80,490.-
97·988.-
84,830.-

100,000.-

65,ooo.-

22,205.-

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

Ioo,88o.-
95,189.-
75,66o.-
94.807.-
75,66o.-
8o,8o2.-
75.000.-
41,040.-
75,ooo:-
34,051.-

226,892.-
1,108,506.-

382,073·-
97.792.-

Actual 
Expenditure 

Ioo,88o.-
95,185.05 
75,66o.-
93.617~7o 
75,66o.-
8o,726.7o 
75,ooo.-
41,025.30 
75.000.-
33.522.35 

203,287.90 
1,073,330.89 

354.669.-
97·790.80 

3,ooo.- 2,089.75 
2,590,852.- 2,494.706.14 

93.362.-
46,642.-

564,651.-
212,867.-
191,749·-
87,105.-

1o8.957:-
222,43o.-
304,235·-
29,079·-

649,2II.-
166,509.-
2II,053·-
80,490.-
97.988.-
84,830.-

100,000.-

65,ooo.-

22,205.-

83,402.10 
46,615.80 

524,033·30 
207,567.80 
191,741.70 
81,500.10 
96,632.05 

207.338.75 
301,174.85 
29,061.75 

622,369.30 
166,480.25 
209,790.90 
78.993·10 
97.530.10 
83,232.40 

89,871.65 

43,147·95 

5,000.-

' j 
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ScHEDULE D TO CHAPTER II, ITEM 4 (b). - Wages of House Sta/1 at Geneva. 

~~l ~~;:~e. te~p~r~ry . e"ngage~e~t~ . a~d 
replacements , . 

(c) Family allowances . . . . • . . . . . . . 

Appropriation 
Original as modified by 

Appropriation transfers 

428,sog.-

2S,000.-
3,000.-

4s6,so9.-

427.9S9--

2S,sso.-
3,000.-

456,so9.-

Actual" 
Expenditure 

404,640-SO 

2S,SI6.7S 
2,784.6S 

432,94I.go 

SCHEDULE E TO. CHAPTER II, ITEM 6. - Liaison with Latin America. 

I. Secretariat: Salaries. 

II. Other Expenses: 

(a) Correspondents, cables, travelling a!!_d 
removal expenses, etc. . . . . . . 

(b) Technical, Health and other investi
gations to be undertaken in Latin 
America . . . . . . . . . . 

8o,ooo.- 8o,ooo.-

200,000.- r86,ooo.-

ScHEDULE F TO CHAPTER II, ITEM 7· - Branch Offices. • 

I. London Sub-Office. 

A. Staff Salaries . . . 
B. Property Account and General 

Office Expenses: 
(i) Rent and rates : . 

(ii) Lighting . . 
(iii) Heating . . . 
(iv) Cleaning . . . . 
(v) Repairs and renewals 
(vi) Telephones. . . . . 

(vii) Stationery . . . . . . 
(viii) National Health and 

Unemployment Insu-
rance . . . . . 

(ix) Postage . . . . . . . 
(x) Cables and telegrams . 

(xi) Newspapers . . . . . 
(xii) Miscellaneous and · un-

foreseen expenses 

II. Paris Sub-Office. 

£ 
I,I25 

25 
go 

I42 
so 

IIS 
so 

2S 
6o 
IO 
35 

7S 

A. Staff Salaries . . . . . . 
B. Property Account and General Office 

Expenses: Fr. frs. 
(i) Rent . . . . r2o,ooo . 

(ii) Lighting . . . . 4,soo 
(iii) Heating . . . . . . I3,ooo 
(iv) Cleaning . . . . . . r,8oo 
(v) Repairs and renewals 4,000 

(vi) Telephones. . . . . 2o,ooo 
(vii) Cables and telegrams rso 

(viii) Stationery . . . . . 3,ooo 
(ix) Postage . . . . . . . roo 
(x) Newspapers . . . . . 6oo 

(xi) Miscellaneous expenses. ro,ooo 

Total . . . . . 

26,2S4·-

28,372.-
63r.-

2,270.-
3.S8I.
!,26!.-
2,900.
I,26I.-

63I.
I,SI3.-

2S3--
882.-

r,89r.-
7'1.700.-

3I,88o.-

2S,200.-. 
945·-

2,730.-
378.-
840.-

4,200.-
32.-

630.-
2!.

!26.-
2,!00.-

6g,o82.-

28,372--
63!.-

2,270.-
3.58!.
I,26I.-. 
3.soo.
r,g6r.-

63r.
I,763.-

253--
882.-

r,89r.-
7I,700.-. 

3r,88o.-

24.900.-
945·-

2,730.-
238.

!,480.-
4.200.

.s2.
·430.-

2I.
I76.-

2,030.-
69,082.-. 

• 

40,622.IS 

45.887·75 

222,!73·48 

24,r98.6o 
49I.5S 

r,869.90 
3,I27-9S 

I4S-40 
2,763.6S 
I,3SS-20 

s89.os 
I,S82.4S 

I45-IO 
43S·85 

2I,683.80 
86s.gs 

2,642.20 
r8o.ss 

r,46s.8o 
4.I94·40 

40.80 
3go.8o. 

I44·4S 
r,689.8s 
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ScHEDULE G TO CHAPTER II, ITEM 9: - Frais de representation. 

(a) Secretary-General (£2,500) . . . . 
(b) Deputy Secretary-General (£1,000) . 
(c) Under-Secretary-General in charge of 

· Internal Administration (£5oo). 

Original 
Appropriation 

63,050.-
25,220.-

12,610.-
25,000.-

Appropriation 
as modified by Actual 

transfers Expenditure 

63,050.- 63,050.-
25,220.- 25,219-92 

12,610.- 12,609.96 
25,000.- 25,000.-(d) Two Under-Secretaries-General . . . . 

(e) General Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . 36,620.- 36,620.- 20,184.60 
--~~--------~--------------~---

162,500.- 162,500.- 146,064-48 

ScHEDULE H TO CHAPTER II, ITEM IO (a). - Property Acco11nt: Maintet1at1ce. 

Headquarters at Geneva: 

(a) Water rates. . . . . . . . .. 
(b) Repairs and Renewals: 

(i) Building . . . . . . . . 
. (ii) Furniture and equipment. 

. (c) Lighting . . . 
(d) Heating . . . . . . . . . . . 
(e) Power: 

(i) Water power 
(ii) Electric power (lift) 

(/) Insurance and protection: 

(i) ~uilding and furniture . . . . 
(ii) Securitas (police) . . . . . . 

(iii) Building on Secheron property . 

(g) Employers' liability . . . . . 
(h) Telephones, local service . • . . . . 
(i) Uniforms . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(j) Chimneys, repairs to flues. . . . . . 
(k) Automobiles and bicycles, replacements, 

upkeep and insurance . • . . . 
(l) Office laundry. . . . . . . . . . . 
(m) Miscellaneous sundry supplies, etc. . 
(n) Rent . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . 
(o) Maintenance of Secretary-General's of-

ficial residence and grounds 

5,200.-

50,500.-
23,500.-
28,000.-
34,000.-

1,000.-
3,850.-

2,150--

210.-· 
49,200.-
6,500.-
1,000.-

6,000.-
8,350.-

13,000.-
57.350.-

12,000.-

301,810.-

5,200.-

62,500.-
23,200.-
28,000.-
34,000.-

1,000.-
3,850.-

2,150.-

210.-
37.200.-
6,5oo.-
1,ooo.-

6,000.-
8,350.-

13.300.-
57.350.-

12,000.-

301,810.-

1,465.-

62,o8r.25 
19,871.10 
24,161.60 
33.449.80 

854·30 
1,996.8o 

198.-
33,176.45 
6,248-70 

965.70 

5.902-45 
8,138.30 

13,127.05 
57.335·25 

n,881.6o 

ScHEDULE I TO CHAPTER II, ITEM II. - Publications Department (exclusive of Salaries). 

(a) General printing (not covered by special appro
priations): 

(i) Council documents and Official Journal 
(ii) Internal administration and miscella-

neous . . . . . . 
(iii) Library publications 

(b) Treaty Series . . . . . . . 
(c) ( r) Monthly Summary . . . . . . . . . . 

(2) Special publication on the tenth anniver
sary ofthe League . . . . . . . . . 

(3) Other publications of the Information 
Section. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(d) Transport charges, catalogues, travelling and 

145,000.-

12,000.-· 
12,000.-

r65,ooo.- • 
75,000.-

50,000.-

50,000.-
2,000.-

IO,OOO.-

145,000- 144.443·40 

12,000.- II,364.IO 
12,000.- II,3I2.I5 

150,000.- 144,068.55 
75,000.- 74,157-60 

50,000.- 19,298.8o 

50,000.- 42,962.60 
2,000.- 976.ro 

IO,OOO,- 4,504.05 

publicity for the Sales Department. . . 
(e) Publications for free distribution . . . . . 
(f) Cinematograph films and photographs . . 
(g) Purchase of the reports of mandatory Powers 

for the Sales Department . . .,. . . . . . __ __:::;..... _____ .:.::.._ ____ ....:..:::,o.__ 6,500.- 6,5oo.- 6.370.80 

527,500.- 512,500.- 459.458.15 
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ScHEDULE J TO CHAPTER If, ITEM 12. - General Office Expenses. 

(a) Upkeep of office equipment . . . . . . • • 
(b) Stationery and stationery stores: 

(i) Ordinary . . . . . . . . .- . . . . 
(ii) Supplies for Duplicating Department . 

(c) Cables, telegrams, l?ng-distance telephone 
calls on general busmess . . . . . . . . 

(d) Postage . . . . . . . . . . . 
(e) Freight and carriage . . . . • . . . . . . 
(/) Newspapers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(g) Subscriptions and Press cuttings. . . . ... 
(h) Courier service between Geneva and Pans. 
(1) Advertising, etc., for tenders . . . . . . . 
(7) Miscellaneous petty-cash disbursements, 

including purchase of miscellaneous publi
cations of non-capital value • . . . . . . 

Original 
Appropriation 

Bo,ooo.-
x6o,ooo.-

40,000.-
210,000.-

5,000.-
13,500.-
36,000.-
10,000.-
1,500.-

2,000.-
55B,ooo.-

Appropriation 
as modified by Actual 

transfers Expenditure 

Bo,ooo.- 69,0Jo.Bo 
z6o,ooo.- 132,551-70 

40,000.- 39.339·7° 
210,000.- 177,470.60 

5,000.- 4.532-30 
'13,500.- 12,252.-. 
36,ooo.- 34-.560.-
!0,000.- 8,959--
z,5oo.- 539-15 

2,000.-- 1,726.46 
55B,ooo.- 48!,001.71 

-
ScHEDULE K TO CHAPTER II, ITEM 13. - Special Staff Charges. 

(a) Indemnities provided in the Staff Regulations 
(b) Reserve Fund for Death and Invalidity Fund 
(c) Contribution to Sickness Insurance Associa-

tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(d) Fidelity guarantees . . . . . . . . . . 
(e) Welfare . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(/) Gratuities given in accordance with local 

custom to House Staff and others on New 
Year's Day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(g) Recruitment of staff: advertising, expenses of 
examinations, special travelling . . . • . 

(h) Medical examination . . . . . . . . . . 
(z) Expenses of the Administrative Tribunal . 
(1) Indemnities granted by the Administrative 

Tribunal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

25,000.
I5,000.-

27,000.-
4.500.-
2,000.-

5.500.-

15,000.
I,OOO.-
6,000.-

1,000.-
!02,000.-

24,000.-
15,000.-' 

27,000.-
4.500.-
2,000.-

5,500.-· 

25,000.-
2,000.-
6,ooo.-

1,000.-
112,000.-

20,281.15 

27,000.-
4.459-05 
!,836.20 

5,325.-· 

20,136.50 
1,744-55 

ScHEDULE L TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 18.- Administrative Commissions and Minorities Questions. 

I. Salaries of the Secretariat . . . . . . . . 
-2. Travelling (including removal) expenses of 

the Secretariat . . . • . . . . . . . . 
3· Printing and documentation. . . . . . . . 
4· Cables, telegrams and long-distance telephones 
5. Miscellaneous expenses . . . . • . . . . . 

298,013.-

27,50o.-=. 
. I0,000.-

1,250.-
500.-

292,513.-

17,750.-
25,250.-
1,250.-

500.-

274.586.65 

15,453.65 
24,654-80 

827.20 
173.60 

SCHEDULE M TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 19 A.- Financial Section and Economic Intelligence Service . 
. 

I. Conferences {and preparatory work) . . . . 
2. Sessions of Committees and Sub-Committees: 

{a) Subsistence, travelling expenses, etc .. 
{b) Printing for Committees . . . . . . 

3· Administrative expenses: 

(a) Salaries. . . . . . . . . . . . 
(b) Travelling and removal expenses. 
{c) Printing and publishing. . . . . 
(d) Cables, telegrams, etc. . . . . . 

Carried forward. 

103,000.-
20,000.-

586,9o4.-
3o,ooo.

I55,000.-
6,ooo.-

900,904.-

II1,000.-
20,000.-

570,404.-
50,000.-

130,000.-
11,000.-

II0,676.15 
17,521.15 

564.954-70 
49.531.05 

I06,459·-
9.BJ8.70 



SCHEDULE M TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 19 A. - Financial Section and Economic 
Intelligence Service (continued). 

Original Appropriation Actual 
Appropriation as modified by Expenditure 

transfers 

Brought forward 900,904.- 892,404.- 859,020.75 

4· Miscellaneous and unforeseen expenses . 20,000.- · 84,000.- 72,747·10 

5· Printing of "Banking and Monetary Laws ": 

Appropriation in Aid: Rockefeller Founda-
tion. · . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1,794-75 1,794·75 1,794·75 

6. Special study of the problem of double 
taxation: 

·Appropriation in Aid: Rockefeller Founda-
tion. . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . 124,386.75 124,386.75 124,386.75 

7· Investigation into the course and phases of 
present economic depression . . . • • • 1oo,ooo.- 106,ooo.- 105,772.80 

Gross expenditure . 1,147,085.50 1,208,585.50 1,163,722.15 

Deduct: Appropriations in aid: 

Contribution towards the cost of printing of 
" Banking and Monetary Laws" . . . . . . 

Contribution towards the cost of the study· of 
double taxation . . . . . · . . . . . . 

Net expenditure . . . 

B. Consequences of the Economic Conference: 

(i) Temporary staff . . . . . . . . . 
(ii) Conferences, special Committees, en

quiries, etc. . . . · . . . . . . . . 
(ill) Printing and publications . . . . . 

1,020,904.-

20,000.-

38,ooo.
I8,3oo.-

I,794·75 

I,082,404.-

19,85o.-

32,500.
I4,450.-

19.793-30 

I8,779·39 
13.7I9.25 ---------------------------

ScHEDULE N TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 19 B. - Section of Economic Relations. 

I. Conferences (and preparatory work) . . . . 
2. Sessions of Committees and Sub-Committees: 

(a) Subsistence, travelling expenses, etc. 
(b) Printing for Committees . . . . . . 

3· Administrative Expenditure: 

(a) Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(b) Travelling and removal expenses . 
(c) Printing and publishing . . . . . 
(d) Cables, telegrams, etc. . . . . 

4· Miscellaneous and unforeseen expenses. , 

Consequences of the Economic Conference: 

I. Sessions of, and preparatory work for the 
- Consultative Committee . . . . . . . . 

2. Temporary Staff. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3· Conferences, special Committees, enquiries, 

etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · 
4· Printing and publications for the Consultative 

Committee and Sub-Committees . . . . 

44,000.-

I42.300.-
2I,300.-

289.332.-
30,000.-

6,000.-

20,000.-

552.932.-

79·500.-
6o,ooo.-

IIO,OOO.-

35.000.-

837.432.-

44,000.-

I42.300.-
40,300.-

275.332.-
22,000.-

6,ooo.-

26,ooo.-

555.932.-

27,5oo.-
6o,ooo.-

1IO,OOO.-

32,000.-

z"I3,I42.05 
32,6I0.25 

254.781.40 
I3,068.30 

5,222.70 

I8,695-70 

474,I54·55 

52,I89.90 

86,276.50 

I4,8I8.IO 
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ScHEDULE 0 TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 20. - Mandates. 

1. Sessions of Permanent Mandates Commission 
2. Salaries . . . . • . . . . . . 

Original 
Appropriation 

76,5oo.-
174,694·-
14,000.-
33.500.-

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

76,5oo.-
174,694·-
14,000.-
33.500.-

Actual 
Expenditure 

61,360.65 
148,708.55 

7,686.30 
30,179·40 

3· Travelling and removal expenses . . . . . 
4· Printing and documentation . . . . . . . 
5· Cables, telegrams, long-distance telephones, 

unforeseen contingencies and miscellaneous 1,200.- 1,200.- 684.35 
~----------------------

248,619.25 

ScHEDULE P TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 21. - Communications and Transit Organisation. 

I. General Conference . . . . . 

2. Meetings of the Organisation for Communica
tions and Transit (Sessions of the Advisory 
and Technical Committee, other commit
tees, sub-committees and special Confe
rences) and technical work of experts. . 

Appropriation in Aid: Reform of the Calendar 

3· Printing of documents: 

(a) For the meetings and other work under 
sub-head 2 . . . . . . . . . 

(b) Collection and exchange of information 
regarding communications and tran
sit (including miscellaneous ex-
penses). . . . . . . . . . . 

4· Settlement of disputes referred to the Coin
. mittee and examination of similar questions 
!lubmitted to the Committee by the Council 

5. Salaries . . . . . . . . 
6. Travelling and removal expenses of the 

Secretariat . . . . . . . . 
7· Cablegrams, telegrams and long-distance tele

phone communications and miscellaneous. 

Gross Expenditure • 

Deduct: Appropriation in Aid: Contribution to 
cover expenditure in connection with the 
preparatory work for the Conference which is 
to consider the reform of the calendar . . . 

Net Expenditure . . 

49,000.- 47,000.-

136,ooo.- 136,ooo.- 129,192.90 

18,ooo.- 23,000.- 18,892.30 

14,000.- g,ooo.- 5.547·10 

20,000.- 18,ooo.-

30,000.- 32,000.- 29,964·30 

5,000.- 7,000.- 6,149·35 



ScHEDULE Q TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 22. International Health Organisation. 

• 
Original Appropriation 

. Appropriation as modified by transfer Actual Expenditure 

League vote I Grants I Total League vote Grants Total League vote I Grants Total 

I. Health Committee, Seef'etarial and General Work of lh• Organisation: 
I. Sessions of the Health Committee . . . 59,000.- - - 59,000,- 59,000,- - 59,000.- 49·755-55 - 49o755·55 
2. Salaries of the Health Section 414,376.- - 414,376.- 375·476.- - 375.476.- 359,431.20 - 359.431-20 
3· Travelling and remoyal expenses • . . so,ooo.- - so,ooo.- so,ooo.- - so,ooo.- 29,329.- - 29,329.-
4· General printing and documentation. . . xs.ooo.- - xs,ooo.- xs.ooo.- - xs,ooo.- 12,266.25 - 12,266.25 
5· Cables, telegrams and telephones . . . . ro,ooo.- - 10,000.- 11,300.- - 11,300.- 9,277.80 - 9.277-80 
6. Miscellaneous petty expenses and unforeseen contingencies 3,000.- - 3,000.- 3,000.- - 3,000.- 1,083-30 - 1,083.30 

551.376.- - 551,376.- 513.776.- - 513,776.- 461,143·10 - 461,143·10 
II. lnlelligoncs, Tochnical and Research Work of the Organisation: 

I. Technical Committees and Sub-Committees, conferences, 
mission•, work of experts, and collective and individual 

204,936.69 studies . . . . 199,000.- - 199,000.-. 215,000.- - 215,000.- 204,936.69 -
Rockefeller Grant . . . - 143.704·-1 153.379-18 143.704.-~ 153.379-18 136.459-56 136.459-56 Additional Grant - unexpended balance,;. 9.675-18 - 9.675-18 --

2. Salaries of the temporary staff: 
RockefeiJer Grant . . . . . - 361,710.-~ 370,454.60 277,855·-~ 2B6,599.6o · 220,810,27 220,810.27 Additional Grant - unexpended balances 8.744-60 - 8.744-60 -. -

~- Publications, printing and documentation 74,6o0.- - 74.6oo.- 74.600.- - 74.600.- 43,101.17 - 43.101.17 
Rockefeller Grant . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 20,000.-~ 26,040.- 62.497·-~ 68,537·- 6o,252·74 6o,252·74 Additional Grant - unexpended balances. - 6,040.- -. . - 6,040.-

4· Cables and telegrams • . . . . . . . 10,000.- - xo,ooo.- I0,6oo.- - xo,6oo.- 10,467-35 - 10,467-35 
5· Miscellaneous and unforeseen - - - - - - - - -
6. Contribution to Singapore Bureau. . . 75.ooo.- - 75,000.- 75.000.- - 75,000.-. 72,047·- - 72,047·-

Rockefeller Grant . . . . - 75,000.- 75,000.- - u6,358.- u6,358.- - n6,r66.42 n6,r66.42 
1· MisceiJaneous Enquiries • . . . 26o,ooo.- - :z6o,ooo.- 306,000.- - 3o6,ood.- 287.735-95 - 287.735·95 

III. lfllttrchang• ol Public H•allll Personn•l: 
6r8,6oo.- 624,873-78 1,243.473-78 681,200.- 624,873·78 1,306,073·78 618,288.16 533.688.99 1,151,977·15 

Expenses in connection with a system of liaison between the 
various national health services . . . 150,000.- - 150,000.- 125,000.- - 125,000.- 99,032-43 - 99.032-43 
Rockefeller Grant . . . • • • 0 • . . . . - 150,000.-~ 155,906- 150,000.-1 155.906.- 137.239-30 137,239-30 - -Additional Grant - unexpended balances . . . . - s.906.- 5,906.-

Summary: 
1~0,000.- 155.906.- 305,go6.- 125,000.- 155.906.- 280,go6.- 99,032-43 137,239-30 236,271·73 

I. Health Committee, Secretariat and General Work of the 
Organisation • . . . . . • • • • • • • • 0 • 0 • 551,376-- - 551.376.- 513,776.- - 513.776.- 461,143-10 - 461,143-10 

II. Intelligence, Technical and Research Work of the Organisation 6r8,boo.- 624. 873· 78 1,243.473-78 681,200.- 624,873·78 1,306,073-78 618,288.16 533.688.99 1,151,977·15 
III. Interchange of Public Health Personnel • • • • • • • • • 150,000.- 155.906-- 305,906.- 125,000.- 155.906-- 28o,go6.- 99,032-43 137,239-30 236,271-73 

·---. 1,319,976.- 78oo779-78 2,100,755-78 1,319,976.- 78o.779·78 2,100,755·78 1,178.463.69 670,928.29 1,849-391.98 
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. . . (including Suppression of Traffic in 
ScHEDULE R TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 23.- A. Soctal Questwns 

Women and Protection of Children). 

1. Salaries of the Secretariat . . 

2. Travelling and removal expenses 

3· Protection and Welfare of Children and 
Young People: 

(i) Sessions of the Committees . 

(ii) Sessions of Sub-Committees. 

(iii) Suppression of Traffic in Women and 
. Children: 

(a) Printing and documentation. . 
(b) Cables, telegrams and miscel-

laneous . . . • . . . . . . 
(c) Enquiry into Traffic in Women 

and Children: Appropriation-in
aid: American Association of 
Social Hygiene • . . . . . . 

(iv) Protection of Children: 

(a) Work of Experts. . . . . . 
(b) Printing and documentation. 

Appropriation-in-aid . . . . 
(c) Cables, telegrams and miscel-

laneous . . . . . . . . . 

4· Other Social Questions entrusted . to the 
Section, and unforeseen contingencies. 

5. Enquiry into the situation of children exposed 
to moral and social dangers: Appropria
tion-in-aid: AmericanAssociation of Social 
Hygiene . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~- . 

Gross Expenditure. 

Deduct: Appropriations in aid: 

Contribution from the American Association of 
Social Hygiene towards the expenses of the 
Commission of Enquiry into Traffic in Women 
and Children . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Contribution to the Child Welfare Committee. 
Contribution from the American Association of 

Social Hygiene towards the expenses of the 
enquiry into the situation of children exposed 
to moral and social dangers . . • . . • • . 

Net Expenditure . • 

Appropriation 
Original as modified by 

Approp~ation . transfers 

g,ooo.-

I,OOO.-

g,ooo.-

12,000.-

500.-

245,266.99 

6,ooo.
I2,000.-. 

130.50 

500.-

500.-

4,288.20 

245,266.99 
130.50 

4,288.20 

g6,825.-

g,ooo.-

I,OOO .. -

4,000.-

r2,ooo.-· 

500.-

245,266.gg 

2,500.-
12,000.-

130.50 

500.-

500.-

4,288.20 

388,5ro.6g 

245,266.gg 
130.50 

4,288.20 

138,825.-

Actual 
Expenditure 

9I.433·-

8,go6.8o 

gg8.g5 

552.50 

245,266.99 

1,845·40 
6,732·55 

130.50 

4,288.20 

245,266.99 
130.50 

4,288.20 

ScHEDULE R (r) TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 23. -B. Supervision of Opiu~ Traffic. 

r. Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. Travelling and removal expenses . 

Carried forward . • 

141,904.
r6,500.-

159,154·- I58,82g.05 
zr,8oo.- · zo,rr5.20 

.. 
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SCHEDULE R (I) TO CHAPTER III, hEM 23. - B. Supervision of Opium Traffic (continued). 

Brought forward . . 

· 3· Control of Traffic in Opium and other D~
gerous Drugs: 

(i) Sessions of the Advisory Committee. • 
(ii) Printing and documentation of the 

Committee . . . • . . . . . . . 
(iii) Cables, telegrams and miscellaneous. . 
(iv) Conference to be summoned in accor

dance with Article I2 of the Agree
ment drawn up by the First Opium 
Conference, signed on February nth 
I925 . . . . • • • • . . . . . . 

Appropriation in aid: Government of 
Siam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(v) Commission of Enquiry to the Far East 
into the Control of Opium-smoking . 

Appropriation in aid • . . . . . . . 
(vi) Conference on the Limitation of the 

Manufacture of Narcotic Drugs • 

Gross Expenditure. 

Deduct: Appropriations in aid: 

Contribution from the Government of Siam 
towards the expenses of the Bangkok Opium 
Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Contributions towards the expenses of the 
Commission of Enquiry into Opium-smoking 
in the Far East . . . • · • • . . • 

Net Expenditure 

Original 
Appropriation 

7.500.-

30,000.
I,OOO.-

23.500.-

74.492.32 

75,000.-

393.374-47 

74.492.32 

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

I80,954·-

7.500.-

36,200.-
1,000.-

I5.500.-

So,ooo.-

4I9,I24·47 

74·492.32 

32I,I54·-

Actual 
Expenditure 

6,641.85 

32,539·55 
667.85 

I5,500.-

74.492.32 

23.478.I5 

77.564.60 

74>492.32 

311,858.Io 

SCHEDULE R (2) TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 23. -C. Expenses of the Permanent C~tral Board set 
up in accordance with Article I9 of the Convention drawn up by the Second 

I. 
2. 
3· 
4· 
5· 

Opium Conference and signed on February I9th, I925. 

Sessions of the Board. . . . . . 73,IOO.- 73,IOO.-
Secretariat of the.Board . . . . . 57,I09.- 57,109.-
Printing and documentation. . . . I8,ooo.- I8,ooo.-
Travelling and removal expenses. . IO,OOO.- IO,OOO.-
Cables, telegrams and miscellaneous I,5oo.- I,5oo.-

I59.709.- I59.709.-

ScHEDULE S TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 24. - Reduction of Armaments. 

I. Secretariat: 

I. Salaries . . . . • . . . . . 
2. Travelling and removal expenses 

II. Permanent Advisory Commission: 

I. Meetings of the Permanent Advisory 
Commission • . • .. . · . • • . . 

2. Printing and documentation • . . . 
3· Cables, telegrams and unforeseen 

expenses 

26I,OI0.-
8,ooo.-

I,OOO.-
500.-

500.-

26I,OIO.
I8,ooo.-

I,OOO.-
500.-

500.-

III. Investigations . 200,000.- 200,000.-

Caffied forward 47I,OIO.- 481,010.-

52,523·75 
56,655·75 
9·I49·I5 
2,983.-

632.85 

I2I,944·50 

248,606.40 
r6,468.5o 

265.074·90 
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ScHEDULE S TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 24. - Reduction of Armaments (continued). 

Brougltt forward 

IV. Preparatory Disarmament Work: 

I. Commissions, collaboration of ex-
perts and technical work . . . 

2. General Services: 
(a) Printing and documentation : 
(b) Cables, telegrams and other 

unforeseen expenses . . . . 
V. Statistical Year-Books: 

I. Armaments Year-Book. . . . . . . 
2. Statistical Information on the Trade in 

Arms, Ammunition and Implements 
of War . . . . . . . . . . . . 

VI. international Conference ·for the Control of 
Manufacture of Arms, Munitions and 
Implements o I War • . • . . . . . 

VII. International Disarmament Conference . . 

VIII. Conference on Financial Assistance to States 
Victims of Aggression. . . . . . . .. 

Original 
Appropriation 

47I,OIO.-

89,500.-

75,000.-

2,000.-

40,000.-

I7,000.-

I30,000.-

300,000.-

Appropriation Actual 
as modilied by Expenditure 

transfers 

48I,OIO.-

84,500.- 55.335-15 

68,ooo.- 43,I50-75 

4,000.- 3.578·75 

42,000.-

I5,000.- I2,8I2.45 

30,000.- 784.-

220,000.- 5I,467.80 

-.. 

----------·~--------------
I,I24,510.- 944.5!0.- 473.578.25 

ScHEDULE T TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 25. - Intellectual Co-operation, International Bureaux, etc. 

A. Intellectual Co-operation: 

I. Salaries of Secretariat (including the 
officials who deal with questions relat
ing to International Bureaux).. . . . 

2(a) Plenary sessions (including travelling 
expenses and subsistence allowances), 
Executive Committee and Permanent 
Committee of Arts and Letters . . 

(b) Committee of Enquiry . . . . . . , 

3· Conference of Experts on the Question 
of Scientific Property . . . . . . . 

4· Committees of Experts • . . . 
s. Travelling expenses (Secretariat) 
6. Printing . . . . . . . . . • . . 
7. League of Nations Educational Survey 
8. Miscellaneous petty and unforeseen 

expenses . . . . . . . . . 
B. International Bureaux and MiscellaneOtes 

Questions: 

I. General expenSes, International Bureau 
2. Supplement to the Handbook of Inter-

national Organisations . . . . 

I34,I93·-

7!,500.-

Io,ooo.-
7,ooo.-

20,000.-. 
3I,500.
IO,OOO.-

2,500.-

8,000.-

I,ooo.-

295,693--

71,500.-

4,200.
I2,8oo.-
20,000.-
29,IOO.
ro,ooo.-

82,5oo.-

8,900.-

2,5oo.-

375,693·-

• 

I27,8oo.8o 

69,or8.ro 

II,539.25 
19,483.25 
I6,871.80 
6,924.65 

1,240.15 

343,035-90 
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ScHEDULE U TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 28. -Progressive Codification of International Law. 

First Codification Conference . . . . . . . 

Appropriation in aid: Government of the 
Netherlands. . . . . . . . . . 

Gross Expenditure . 

Deduct: Appropriation in aid: Contribution from 
the Government of the Netherlands towards the 
expenses of the First Codification Conference 

Net Expenditure. 

Original Appropriation 
Appropriation as modified by 

transfers 

9.295·35 9·295·35 

9.295-35 9·295-35 

ScHEDULE V TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 31. -· League Wireless Station. 

(a) Contribution to a Fund for the upkeep and 
running expenses of the Station . . . . . 200,000.-

(b) Meetings of Committee of Experts for the 
Station and objects related thereto 25,000.-

(c) Technical expenses for the listening-in service 5,000.-

230,000.-

SCHEDULE X TO PART V. -Pensions. 

(i) Cost of scheme a.S computed by the Actuary, 
less amount included under parts I, II 
and III for the Staff Provident Fund. , 

(ii) Salaries . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . 

(iii) Miscellaneous administrative .expenses . 

953,273--

42,500.-

5,000.-

200,000.-

25,000.-

5,000.-

230,000.-

95I,07J.-

40,6oo.-

9,100.-

Actual 
Expenditure 

9.295·35 

9.295·35 

200,000.-

7.386.30 

2,037·20 

209,423-50 

95I,07J.-

40,555·8o 

8,760.45 

!,000,773·- !,000,773·- I,000,389.25 



SCHEDULE W TO CHAPTER VI, ITEM 35· - Library. 

Original appropriation I Appropriation as modified by transfer , I Actual Expenditure 

' 
League vote I I I uague vote I I I uague vote l I ' 

Grant Total Grant Total Grant Total 

l 

I. Temporary staff • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - so,ooo.- 30,000.- - 30,000.- 30,000.- - 29,497.15 29,497·15 
2. Printing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - xo,ooo.- xo,ooo.- - xo,ooo.- 10,000.- - 7.898·45 7.898·45 

Books and maps • so,ooo.- 40,000.- go,ooo.- 45.700.- 40,000.- 85.700.- 45.662.62 - 32,405·75 78,068.37 
3· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
4· Binding. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25,000.---: xo,ooo.- 35,000.- 27,300.- xo,ooo.- 37.300.- 27,280.55 9,724.95 37,oo5.50 

5· Periodicals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . xg,ooo.- s.ooo.- 24,000.- 21,000.- s.ooo.- 26,000.- 19,821.22 3,16o.76 22,981.98 

6. Equipment, shelving, etc. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . g,ooo.- xo,ooo.- 19,000.-· g,ooo.- xo,ooo.- xg,ooo.- 8,992.85 6,3II.80 15,304.65 
,. 

' 
103,000.- xos,ooo.- zoB,ooo.- 103,000.- xos,ooo.- zo8,ooo.- 101,757·24 88,998.86 190,756.10 

' 
' 

'• 
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II.- STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

LIABILITIES. 

Working Capital Account : 

Balance as per last account . . . . . . . · 

Add Refund of advance to International 
Labour Organisation during_1930 

Add Interest earned during year. . . . . . 

Less Advance to International Labour Orga
nisation during 1931. . . · · 

Depreciation Reserve : 

Furniture, fittings, typewriters, etc.: 

Balance as per last account . 
Add Depreciation for year . 

Library (books}: 

Balance as per last account . 
Add Depreciation for year 

Library (shelving): 

Balance as per last account . 
Add Depreciation for year . 

Suspense Accounts: 1 

Building Annuity . . . . . . . . . 
Contribution from the Rockefeller Founda

tion towards the expenses of the printing 
of Banking and Monetary Laws. . . . . 

Contribution from the Rockefeller Founda
tion towards the cost of the study of 
double taxation . . . . . . . . . . . 

Contribution towards the preparatory work 
of the Conference to consider the Reform 
of the Calendar . . . . . . . . . . . 

International Health Division of the Rocke
feller Foundation Grants account : 
$21,993-15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Contribution from the American Association 
of Social Hygiene towards the expenses of 
the Commission of Enquiry into Traffic 
in Women and Children . . • . . . . 

Gift to the Child Welfare Committee. 
Contribution from the American Association 

. of Social Hygiene for the enquiry as to 
the situation of children exposed to 
moral and social dangers . . . . . . 

Contribution from the Government of Siam 
towards the expenses of the Opium
~moking Conference held at Bangkok 
m 1931 . . . . . . . . . . , 

. Carried forward . 

• See explanatory memorandum, page 44· 

(In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

535,179·-
. 138,203.26 673·382.26 

1,345.490-73 
II5,307.-

958.363-40 
92,764.39 

124,592-98 
8,992.85 

5,564,344·82 

545.318.45 

1,460,797·73 

1,051,127.79 

1,375,000.-

. 205,888.06 
5.835-13 
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OF THE SECRETARIAT AS AT DECEMBER 31sT, 1931. 

ASSETS. 

Property at Geneva : (ln gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

Hotel National, Armleder Property and 
Capital Installation . . . . . . • . 

"LaPel . " rt ouse prope y . • . . . . . • • 
Secretariat and Assembly Hall: Building 

Fund Account: amount expended to date 
Library: Building Fund Account: amount 

expended to date . . . . • . . . . 

Library Endowment Fund: · 

Balance as per last account . 
Amount expended during year. . 

Capital Account. 

Furniture, fittings, typewriters, etc.: 

Balance as per last account • 
Additions during year 

Library(books): 

. Balance as pet last account. 
Additions during year 

Library (shelving): 

Balance as per last accoun.t . 
Additions during year 

Sundry Debtors- States Members : 

Secretariat allota tion . . • . 
Working Capital allocation . 

Suspense Accounts as per contra 

Working Capital Fund: 

Recoverable advances o o o o • a o o I 

Cash at Ba~k and in hand (including cash 
advances): 

Building Fund: Secretariat and Assembly 
Hall . . ·. .· . . . . . . . · 

Assembly Hall.furnishing account . 

Oaffietlforwartl . 

• 

1,345.490·73 
II5,307.-

958.363·40 
92.764·39 

124,592-98 
8,992.85 

4,000,000.-
782,056.-

6,422,163.-

429,ooo.-

109,142.86 
90,235.25 

I,05I,I27·79 

II,507.454·12 
IOI,640.79 

II,633,219.-

II,6og,094·9I 



LIABILITIES (continued) · 

Brought forward . . . . . 
Contributions from the Governments of 

Great Britain, French Indo-China, the 
Netherlands and Siam towards the 
expenses of the Commission of Enquiry 
into Opium-smoking in the Far East . . 

Balance of the Epidemic Commission Fund: 
£144 IS. Brl.. . • . . . . . • . • • . 

Scholarship Fund for the Study of Malaria in 
the Kingdom of Yugoslavia . . . . . 

Gift from the Egyptian Government . . . 
Balance of grant-in-aid of Italian Red Cross 

towards the constitution of the Interna
tional Relief Union . . . . . . . ; ; 

Contribution from private individuals in the 
U.S.A. for a publication on Legal Aid 
to the Poor . . . . . . . . . . . 

Revolving fund for special publications . . 
Gift by the Woodrow Wilson Foundation . 

· Fund for upkeep and running expenses of 
Wireless Station . . . . . . . . . . 

Balance being excess of Assets over Liabilities 
as at December 31st, 1931 

(In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

1:,823,1:82.29 7,664,537. 72 

2,544·90 

2,727.20 . 
9,169.33 

23,291.05 
19,735·50 

129,565.-· 

199.925.85 
2,217,567•57 

41,539,016.98 

. ~1,421,122.27 
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AssETS ( cotllinuetl) 

(In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations. 

Bfought fontJafd. 

Library: Building Fund . . . • . . 
Library Endowment Fund . . . . 
Working Capital Fund. . . . • . 
Balance· Cash Surplus from 1930 . . . . 
Secret~t Cash Surplus in- respect of 

. Thirteenth Financial Period. . . . 

March xst, 1:932. 

I4,684,228.S3 28,354·SI8.03 

6o5,758.x7 
2,703,046·34 
4.867,638·49 

1:23,898.82 

82,033·89 
23,066,604·24 

(Signetl) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 
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III. - CASH ACCOUNT FOR THE THIRTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD ENDED 
• DECEMBER 31ST, 1931. 

RECEIPTS. 

(In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

PAYMENTS. 

To Contributions from Nations: 

Arrears. . . 955,843.84 
Thirteenth 

Financial 
Period . . 17.332,677.43 

To Appropriations in Aid: 

Chapter I . 40,2oo.-
Chapter II . 451,241.56 
Chapter III . I,169,996.55 
Chapter VI . 88,998.86 

To ~xtraordinary Receipts: 

Government of Portugal . 30,000.-

By Chapter I 
Chapter II 
Chapter III 
Chapter IV 
ChapterV 

. Chapter VI 

816,3II.I5 
8,601,I46.6o 
6,68o,I55-43 

84,536.02 
333,8oo.-
306,o63.IO 

-----

By Buildings at Geneva . . . 
By Pensions. . . . . . . · 
By Cash Surplus for Thirteenth 

Financial Period . . . . . 

16,822,012.30 

2,164,522.80 
1,000,389.25 

82,033·89 

2o,o68,958.24 

March ISt, 1932. 

2o,o68,958.24 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 

IV. - EXPENSES BORNE ON. THE VOTE FOR UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE 
INCURRABLE ONLY BY SPECIAL RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL. 

(See Budget Account, page 17, and Section V, A, below.) 

V. - UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE, TRANSFERS. AND SUSPENSE ACCOUNTS. 

Memorandum by the Secretary-General. 

Paragraph 3 of Article 36 of the Regulations for the Financial Administration of the League 
·of Nations reads as follows: ·. · . 

" There shall be attached to the account as annexes a memorandum showing for the past 
financial year the resolutions of the Council with reference to: (a) any recoverable advances 
made from the Working Capital Fund; and (b) any advances originally thought to be recover
able and ultimately considered by the Council to be irrecoverable; and of the competent 
~uthority with reference to: (c) any expenses borne on a vote for unforeseen expenses 
mcurrable only by special resolution of a competent authority; and (d) any transfers made in 
the budge,t. " 

The present memorandum also includes for the sake of completeness a list of internal transfers 
approved by the Secretary-General.. · . · 

A. EXPENSES BORNE ON THE VOTE FOR UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE INCURRABLE ONLY 

BY SPECIAL RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL. 

Extracts from Reports and Resolutions taken by the Council during the Year I9JI. 

I. Territory of Memel: Consultation of Experts. 

At its . meeting on September 30th, the Council adopted the proposals made by the 
representative of Norway concerning the communication of the German Government on the 
situation in the territory of Memel. The Council had authorised the Rapporteur (M. Hambro) 
to obtain the services of legal and financial experts during the investigations which would be made 
on this question. 
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. As these con.sultations would involve a certain amount of expense, the Council would certainly 
desrre to authonse th? expenditure of an amount equivalent to 20,000 francs from Item 3 of 
the 1930 Budget, and, if necessary, the 1931 Budget:" Unforeseen Expenditure (subject to special 
vote by the Council) ". • 

(6xst Session, Minute 2733.) 

2. Slavery: International Commission of Enquiry in Liberia. 

_I. The Co_uncil decides to debit Article 3 of the 1931 Budget- " Unforeseen Expenditure 
(subJect to special vote of Council) "-with the expenditure which may be involved in consequence 
of the work of the Committee of Enquiry instructed to consider the request submitted to the Council, 
on January 22nd, 1931, by the representative of the Liberian Government to an amount not 
exceeding xoo,ooo francs. 

(62nd Session, Minute 2779.) 

2. The Council decides to increase from 1oo,ooo francs to 125,ooo francs the maximum 
amount which may be spent in 1931 on the work of the Committee of the Council appointed to 
study the problem raised by the request for assistance of the Liberian Government, submitted 
on January 22nd, 1931, by the representative of the Government of Liberia. 

These credits will be charged to Item 3 of the Budget: "Unforeseen Expenditure (subject 
to special vote of the Council)." . 

(63rd Session, Minute 2828.) 

3· Technical Collaboration with China. 

Proposed visit to China of the Director of the Economic and Financial Section and of the 
Director of the Transit Section. · 

I. Extract of memorandum of Acting-Secretary-General adopted by the Council: , . 

"The total expenses involved will amount to a figure of, approximately, xoo,ooo francs· 
This expenditure was not foreseen at the time when the Budget for 1931 was drawn up by the 
Assembly, and cannot therefore be found in the budgets of the two sections concerned. I 
venture, therefore, to submit to the Council that, in accordance with precedent, I should.be 
authorised to draw on the vote for ' Unforeseen Expenditure (subject to a special vote of 
the Council) ' up to a sum not exceeding xoo,ooo francs for this purpose." 

(62nd Session, Minute .2744.) 

2. The Council, referring to the decision taken on January 19th, 1931, decides to increase 
by xoo,ooo francs-i.e., from xoo,ooo to 20o,ooo francs-the expenditure which may be charged 
to Item 3· of the Budget for 1931-" Unforeseen Expenditure (subject to special vote of the 
Council) "-for technical co-operation of the League of Nations with the Chinese Government. 

(63rd Session, Minute 2850.) 

4· Agricultural Credits: Advance of Funds by the League to the Organisation Committee of the 
Interf!ational Agricultural Mortgage Credit Company. 

The Council empowers the Secretary-General to advance to the Organisation Committee 
of the International Agricultural Mortgage Credit Company funds up to a maximum sum of 
so,ooo francs; · 

Decides that these advances, which will be repaid to the League so soon as the capital of 
the bank has been subscribed, will be drawn from Item 3 of the Budget for 1931- " Unforeseen 
Expenditure (subject to special vote of Council) ". 

. (63rd Session, Minute 2849.) 

B. TRANSFERS IN THE BUDGET FOR 1931 APPROVED BY THE COUNCIL. 

Extracts from Reports and Resolutions adopted by the Council during the Year I9JI. 

The Council decides to effect the following transfers in the budget for 1931. 

I. May z8th. 

10,000 francs from Item 4 (b) I.II ("Salaries, wages and allowances-Political 
Section") to be added to Item 13 (g) ("~pedal Staff charges-Recruitment of Staff"). 

(63rd Session, Minute 2797.) 
2. May zznd. 

xoo,ooo francs from Item 24. VI ("Reduction of Armaments-International 
Manufacture of Arms, Ammunition and Implements of War") to be added to Item 30 
("Commission of Enquiry for European Union"). 

(63rd Session, Minute 2842.) 

• 
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3· September 4Jh. 
rs,ooo francs from Item II (b) (" Publications Department-Tr~aty Series ") to _be 

added to Item 4 (a) 11.6 (" Salaries, Wages and Allowances-Interpretmg and Translatmg 
Section"). 

14,000 francs from Item 6.11 (b) ("Liaison with Latin America") to be added to 
Item 16 ("Unpaid Liabilities Fund"). 

(64th Session, Minute 2883.}_ 

4· October zst. 

8o,ooo francs from Item 24.VII ("Reduction of Armaments-International 
DisarmamE;nt Conference ") to be added to Item 25.A.8 (" Intellectual Co-operation-
Miscellaneous, petty and unforeseen expenses"). · 

(66th Session, Minute 2970.) 
5· November z6th. · 

6o,ooo francs from Item 3 (" Unforeseen Expenditure-subject to special vote of 
Council") to be added to Item 2 (b) ("Extraordinary Sessions of the Council"). 

(65th Session, Minute 2959.) 
6. December 30th. 

25,000 francs from Item 3 (" Unforeseen Expenditure-subject to special vote of 
Council") to be added to Item 2 (b) ("Extraordinary Sessions of the Council"). 

(66th_ Session, Minute 2970.) 

C. INTERNAL TRANSFERS APPROVED BY ':!'HE SECRETARY-GENERAL. 

(External transfers not accounted for.) 

The following internal transfers within the various items of the Budget for 1931 were approved 
by the Secretary-General: · . . 
Sub-head 

No. 
Sub-heaci 

Item I. SESSION OF THE ASSEMBLY: 

3· Travelling expenses and subsistence 
allowances . . . . . . . . . . 

4· As;;embly hall, rent, lighting, heat-
mg. etc. . . . . . . . . . . . 

5· Special printing . . . . . . . . 
6. Cables, telegrams, and telephones 

Item 2. SESSIONS OF THE COUNCIL: 

(a) Ordinary sessions of the Council •. 
(b) Extraordinary sessions of the 

Council . . . . . 

Item 4· SALARIES, WAGES AND ALLOW
ANCES: 

(a) Secretariat at Geneva: 
I. General Organisation: 

2. Secretary-General's Office. . . . . 
4· Deputy Secretary-General's Office . 
8. Under-Secretary-General's Office 

(Intellectual Co-operation) . . . 
Io. Under-Secretary-General's Office (in 

c~~rge of Political Section) . . 
II. Pohhcal Section 
I2. Information Sectio~: · · · · · 

(i) Geneva Office: 

(b) Temporary Engagements 

(v) Tokio Office . . . 

Original 
figure 
Francs 

20,000 

64,200. 
!80,000 

I,OOO 

265,200 

40,000 

23,000 

63,000 

40,720 

32,69! 
238.787 

50,000 

44,000 

Add 
Francs 

II,OOO 
2,000 

13,000 

8,000 

8,000 

25 
190 

320 

r,6oo 

700 

2,835 

Subtract 
Francs 

2,000 

II,OOO 

13,000 

8,000 

8,ooo 

240 
r,895 

700 

2,835 

New 
figure 
Francs 

r8,ooo 

53,200 
191,000 

3,000 

265,200 

32,000 

31,000 

63,000 

41,040 

34.051 
236,892 . 

595.979 



Sub-head 
No. 

Sub-head 

Item 4{b) WAGES OF HOUSE STAFF AT 
GENEVA: 

(a) Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . . 
{b)· Overtime, temporary engagements 

and replacements . . . . . . 

Item 7. Branch Offices: 

:r. London Sub-Office: 

A. Staff: salaries, overtime, tem
porary engagements and re
placements . . . . 

B. (6) Telephones 
{7) Stationery 
{g) Postage . - . 

2. Paris Sub-Office: 

B. {I) Rent . . . . . . . . 
(4) Cleaning . . . . . . 
{5) Repairs and renewals 

. (7) Cables and telegrams 
(8) Sta~ionery . . . . . 

{Io) Newpapers . . . . . 
{n) Miscellaneous expenses 

Item 8. TRAVELLING EXPENSES OF OFFI
CIALS . OF THE LEAGUE: 

(a) Travelling expenses and subsistence 
allowances in connection with 
General Services . . . . . . . 

(b) Travelling expenses of members of 
the Secretariat returning home 
on leave . . . . . . . . . . 

Item :ro. PROPERTY AccOUNT, MAINTE
NANCE: 

(b) 

(h) 
(m) 

Headquarters at Geneva: 

(i) Building . . . . . . . . . . 
(ii) Furniture and equipment . . 
Telephones, local service . . . . 
Miscellaneous sundry supplies, etc. 

Item I3. SPECIAL STAFF CHARGES:. 

(a) Indemnities provided in the Staff 
Regulations . . . 

(h) Medical examinations . . . . . • 

Item I8. ADMINISTRATIVE COMMISSIONS 
AND MINORITIES QUESTIONS: 
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Original 
figure 
Francs 

428,509 

25,000 

453.509 

26,254 
2,goo 
I,26I 

. I,5I3 

25,200 
378 
840 

32 
630 
I26 

2,IOO 

6I,234 

I68,soo 

ss.ooo 

223,500 

so.soo 
23,500 
49,200 
I3,000 

I36,200 

25,000 
I,OOO 

26,ooo 

I. Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . 2g8,0I3 
2. Travelling (including removal) ex-

penses . . . . . . . . . 27 .soo 
3· Printing and documentation IO,ooo 

• 

Add 
Francs 

550· 

550 

6oo 
700 
250 

so 
250 

2,5IO 

35,000 

35,000 

I2,000 

300 

I2,300 

I,OOO 

I,OOO 

Subtract 
Francs 

550 

----
550 

I,sso 

200 

320 

2,5IO 

35,000 

35,000 

300 
I2,000 

I2,300 

I,OOO 

I,OOO 

s.soo 

·New 
figure 

Francs 

427.959 

25,550 

453.509 

24.704 
3,500 
I,g6I 
I,763 

24,900 
238 

I,480 
52 

430 
I76 

2,030 

6I,234 

I33.500 

go,ooo 

223.500 

62,500 
23,200 
37,200 
I3.300 

I36,200 

24,000 
2,000 

26,ooo 

292,5I3 

I7.750 
25,250 

335.5I3 



Sub-bead 
No. 

Sub-bead 

Item I9. A. FINANCIAL SECTION AND Eco
NOMIC INTELLIGENCE SERVICE: 

l-2. Sessions of Committees and Sub-
Committees: · 

(a) Subsistence, travelling expenses 
etc. . . · · · 

3· (a) Salaries . . . 
(b) Travelling and removal ex

penses . . . . . . . . 
(c) Printing and publishing . 
(d) Cables, telegrams, etc. . 

4· Miscellaneous and unforeseen ~x-
. penses . . . . . . . . . . . . 

7· Investigation into the course and 
phases of present economic de-
pression . . . . 

Item I9. B. SECTION OF EcoNOMIC RELA
TIONS: 

l-2. (b) Printing for Committees . 
3· (a) Salaries . . . . . . 

(b) Travelling and removal ex-
penses . . . 

4· Miscellaneous and unforeseen ex-
penses . .. . 

II. CONSEQUENCES OF THE ECONOMIC 
CONFERENCE: 

• 

I. Sessions of, and preparatory work 
for, the Consultative Committee 

4· Printing and publications for the 
Consultative Committee and Sub
Committees . . . 

Item 2I. COMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSIT 
ORGANISATION: 

I. General Conference . . . . . 
3· Printing of documents: 

(a) For meetings and other work 
under sub-head 2 . . . . . 

(b) Collection and exchange of in
formation on communica
tions and transit (including 
miscellaneous expenses) . . 

4· Settlement of disputes referred to 
the Committee and examination 
of similar questions submitted to 
the Committee by the Council. . 

6. Travelling and removal expenses . 
7· Cab~egrams, telegrams, and long

diStance telephone communica
tions and miscellaneous . . . . 
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Original 
figure 

Francs 

I03,000 
586,904 

30,000 
I55,000 

6,000 

20,000 

IOO,OOO 

20,000 

38,ooo 
I8,300 

2I,300 
289.332 

30,000 

20,000 

35,000 

49.000 

I8,ooo 

20,000 
30,000 

5,000 

I36,ooo 

Add 
Francs 

8,ooo 

20,000 

5,000 

6,600 

I,I50 

I9,ooo 

6,000 

129,I50. 

5,000 

2,000 

2,000 

9,ooo 

'-

Subtract 
Francs 

I6,5oo 

I 50 

5,500 
5,000 

52,I50 

8,000 

52,000 

3,000 

129,I50 

2,000 

5,000 

2,000 

9,ooo 

• 

New 
figure 

Francs 

III,OOO 
570,404 

50,000 
I30,000 

II,OOO 

ro6,ooo 

r9,85o 

32.500 
14,450 

1,129,204 

40,300 
275.332 

22,000· 

26,ooo 

27,500 

32,000 

47,000 

23,000 

9,ooo 

r8,ooo 
32,000 

7,000 

I36,ooo 



Sub-head 
No. 

Sub-head 
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0riginal 
figure 

Item 22. INTERNATIONAL HEALTH ORGA
NISATION: 

I. Health Committee, Secretariat and 
General Work of the Organisation: 

2. Salaries of the Health Section 
S· . Cables, telegrams and telephones 

' 
· II. Intelligence, Technical and Research 

Work of the Organisation: 

I. Technical Committees and Sub
Committees, conferences, mis
sions, work _of experts and 
collective and individual studies 

2. Cables and telegrams . . . . . 
7· Miscellaneous enquiries; printing, 

publications and documenta
tion; cables and telegrams, for 
the enquiries . . • . . . . 

III. Expenses in connection with a System 
of Liaison between the various · 
national Health Services . . • . 

Item 23. A. SociAL QuESTIONs: 

I. Salaries . . . . . . . 
2. Travelling and removal expenses 
3· Protection and Welfare of Children 

and Young People: 

(ii) Sessions of Sub-Committees , 

(iv) Protection of Children: 

(a) Work of Experts- . 
(b) Printing and documenta-

tion . . • . 

Item 23. B. SuPERVISION. oF OPIUM 
TRAFFIC: 

1. Salaries . . . . . . . . 
2. Travelling and removal expenses 
3· Control of Traffic in Opium and 

other Dangerous Drugs: 

(ii) Printing and documentation 
ofthe Committee . . . . . 

(iv) Conference . . . . . . . . 
(vi) Conference on the Limitation 

of the Manufacture of Nar
cotic Drugs . . . . . . . 

Item 24. REDUC:OON OF ARMAMENTS: 

I. Secretariat: 

Francs 

414.376 
IO,OOO 

Igg,ooo · 
IO,OOO 

260,000 

I50,000 

g,ooo 

6,000 

I2,000 

30,000 
23,500 

75,000 

2. Travelling and removal expenses 8,ooo 
---

Carried f~ard 8,000 

• 

Add 
Francs 

I,300 

I6,ooo 
6oo 

46,ooo 

63,goo 

I7,250 
5.300 

8,000 

5,000 

IO,OOO 

IO,OOO 

Subtract 
Francs 

38,goo 

25,000 

63,900 

. 5,000 

New 
figure 

Francs 

375.476 
II,300 

215,000 
· 1o,6oo 

306,ooo 

125,000 

g6,825 
g,ooo 

3,5oo 2,5oo 

703-50 12,000 

1,8oo 
8,000 

I59,154 
21,800 

36,200 
15,500 

8o,ooo 

18,ooo 

I8,ooo 



Sub-head 
No. Sub·head 

Brought forward 

IV. Preparatory Disarmament Work: 

Commissions, collaboration of ex-
I. perts and t~chnical work · · · 
2. General Servrces: t f 

(a) 'Printing and documen a ron. 
(b) Cables, telegrams and other 

unforeseen expenses · · · 

V. Statistical Year-Books: 
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Original 
figure 
Francs 

8,000 

8g,5oo 

75,000 

2,000 

40,000 Armaments Year-Book .... · 
~: Statistical Information on the Trade 

in Arms, Ammunition and Im-
plements of war . . . . __ x_7_,o_o_o 

. Item 25. A. INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION, 
ETC.: 

3· 

4· 
6. 

Conference of Experts on the 
Question of Scientific Property. 

Committees of Experts 
Printing . . . . . . 

Item 25. B. INTERNATIONAL BUREAUX AND 
MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS: 

I. 

2. 

General expenses, International 
Bureaux . . . . . · 

Supplement to the Hand book of 
International Organisations . . 

Item 35· LIBRARY: 

(a) Book, maps 
(b) Binding . 
(c) Periodicals 

231,500 

10,000-
7,000 

31,500 . 

8,000 

I,OOO 

50,000 
25,000 
19,ooo 

Add 
Francs 

10,000 

2,000 

2,000 

5,8oo 

goo 

2,300 
2,000 

----
94,000. 

PART V. -PENSIONS: 

I. Cost of scheme as computed by 
the Actuary, Less amount 
already included in the budget 
for the Staff Provident' Fund 

II. (a) Salaries . . . . . -

(b) Miscellaneous administrative 
expenses . . . . . . . . 

953,273 

42,500 

s,ooo 

1,000,773 

Subtract 
Francs 

5,000 

7,000 

2,000 

5,8oo 

8,200 

2,200 

1,900 

-· 

New 
figure 
Francs 

x8,ooo 

68,ooo 

42,000 

15,000 

231,500 

4,200 
12,800 
29,100 

8,900 

2,500 

57,500 

45·700 
27,300 
21,000 

951,073 

40,600 

1,000,773 

F. SUSPENSE AccoUNTS SHOWN ON THE STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 
AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1931. -

I. Bt1ilding Annuity. 

The sum of 1,375,ooo francs represents the total amount entered in Part IV of the Budget 
for 1931 under the heading of " Terminable Annuity payable on account of Building Operations 
of the League". It was pointed out in that budget that, "as this sum is, from year to year, 
entered in the budget, reimbursements to the States which advanced the sums necessary for the 
formation of the Building Fund must be made ". The reimbursement to be made in 1931 amounts 
to 700,ooo francs. This sum was actually reimbursed to the States concerned on January xst, 
1932, by a corresponding reduction of their contributions. . 

• 
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2. Contribution fram the Rockefeller Foundation towards the Expenses of the Pri1ltitJg of "Banking 
and Monetary Laws ". 

- At a session held in ~eptember 1929, the Council accepted a gift of 200,000 Swiss francs from 
the Rockefeller Foundation for the printing and publication of "Monetary and Banking Laws". 
As at J?ecember 31st,_ 1931, an amount of 25,8oo Swiss francs has been received, against which 
.expenditure has been mcurred to an extent of 3,305.40 Swiss francs. 

3· Comribution fram the Rockefeller Foundation towards the Cost of the Study of Do11ble Taxation. 

At a. session held in May 1930, the Council accepted a gift of go,ooo dollars from the Rockefeller 
Foundation to be used for the work of the Fiscal Committee on Double Ta.xation questions. As at 
Dec.ember ~rst, I93I~ an amount of 147,8I4.IO Swiss francs has been received under this head, 
agamst wh1ch expenditure has been incurred to an extent of 139,102.93 Swiss francs. 

4· Contribution towards the Preparatory Work of the Conference to COIJSider the Reform of the Cale11dar. 

At a session held in January 1931, the Council, ratifying the decision taken by its President 
on D~cember 4~. 19~0, accepted the gift of a maximum sum of $ro,ooo to cover certain expendi
ture m connection Wlth the preparatory work for the Conference which is to consider the reform 
of the calendar. The sum of 20,342.95 Swiss francs represents the unexpended balance. 

5· ImematiotJal Health Division of the Rockefeller Foundation Grants Account. 

The sum of II3,g8r.7o Swiss francs represents the unspent balance of the grants of the 
Rockefeller Foundation towards the budget of the Health Organisation of the League, which, 
in accordance ~th the agreement, will be returned to the Foundation. 

6. Contribution from the American Association of Social Hygiene towards the Expe11Ses of the 
Commission of Enquiry into the Traffic in Women and Children. 

At its :fifty-ninth session, the Council accepted a sum of r25,ooo dollars offered by the 
American Association of Social Hygiene for the extension, to Far Eastern countries, of the 
enquiry into the Traffic in Women and Children. Of this grant, 568,333.20 Swiss francs were 
received and the expenditure amounts to 362,445.14 Swiss francs. 

7· Gift to the Child Welf~re Committee (5,835.13 Swiss francs). 

At the session held in March 1925, the Council accepted a gift of $1,500 presented to the 
League by the friends of the League in the United States, on the understanding that this sum, 
together with a further gift of $161.80 and interest, would be available for the Child Welfare 
Committee of the League. In accordance with a decision of the Child Welfare Committee, 
expenditure to the extent of 3,312.22 francs has been incurred to date in the purchase of books 
dealing with child welfare. -

8. Contribution from the American Association of Social Hygiene for the Enquiry as to the Situation 
of Children exposed to Moral and Social Dangers. 

On June gth, rg25,the Council accepted a gift of $5,000 "to be used in connection with the 
child welfare work of the Leagtie ". 

On June 4th, rg28, the Council adopted the proposal of the Child Welfare Committee "that 
the money can be most usefully employed in studying the problem of the child whose environment 
is bad, or who is exposed to moral and social dangers ". 

The sum of 3,8II.35 Swiss francs is the unspent balance. 

g. Contribution from the Government of Siam towards the expenses of the Opium-smoking Confe
rence held at Bangkok in I9JI. 

The amount of 67,II7 .33 Swiss francs represents the unexpended balance of the contribution-in
aid received from the Government of Siam towards the expenses of the opium-smoking Conference 
held at Bangkok in 1931. 

ro. Contributions towards the Expenses of the Commission of Enquiry into Opium-smoking in the 
Far East. 

The amount of 3,232.15 francs represents the unexpended balance of contributions-in-aid 
from the Governments of Great Britain, French Indo-China, the Netherlands and Siam towards 
the expenses of the Commission of Enquiry into Opium-smoking in the Far East. 

II. Balance of Epidemic Gommission Funds. 
-, 

The sum of 2,544.90 Swiss francs represents the b~nce of the contributions, amounting_ to 
approximately £3oo,ooo, made by various Gove~ents m ~920 f?r the purpose o~ co~batmg 

_the typhus epidemic on the Russian border. This amount 1s reta~ned to meet auditors fees . 

• 
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12. Scholarship Fund for the Study of Malaria in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. 

The sum of 2,727.20 Swiss francs represents the bala~c~, including !nterest, o{ the c~edit of 
6o 000 dinars {4,419.35 Swiss francs) given in 1924 by the Mrruster of Public ~ea!th of the. Kmgdom 
of Yugoslavia in order to enable two foreign medical officials to study mal~a m the Kmgdom. . 

13. Gift from the Egyptian Government (9,169.33 Swiss francs). 

At a session held in September 1931, the Council accepted a gift of 500 Egyptian poun~s 
offered by the Egyptian Government as a contribution towards. the e:cpenses of the League m 
connection with the work of the Advisory Committee on traffic m Opmm and other Dangerous 
Drugs. 

14. Balance of Grant-in-aid of Italian Red Cross towards Constitution of the International Relief 
Union. 

The sum of 4,194.30 Swiss francs represents the balance of th~ grant of Io,ooo Swiss ~ran~ 
contributed in November 1924 by the Central Committee of the Itahan Red Cross as a grant-m-~ud 
towards the expenses of the Preparatory Committee for the _Study of an International Federatr~n'. 
for Mutual Assistance and Relief of Peoples overtaken by Drsaster; the sums spent were shown m 
the League accounts against the relevant appropriation. 

15. Contribution from Private Individuals in the United States of America for a Publication on Legal 
Aid to the Poor. 

The Assembly, at its fifth ordinary session, invited the Secretariat to prepare and to keep up 
to date a list of the measures taken or institutions created in each com. try for the purpose of giving 
to poor persons legal assistance in connection with litigation in the courts or free legal advice and 
consultation. Th~ Assembly also requested the Secretariat to collect and to publish the various 
laws and provisions regulating the legal assistance to poor persons in different countries~ 

As the Assembly had understood that, in undertaking this new work, the League would not 
incur new expenditure, private individuals in the United States of America contributed for the 
purpose in 1924 and 1925 the total sum of 50,909.35 Swiss francs, the unspent balance of which 
amounts to 23,291.05 Swiss francs. . 

16. Revolving 'Fund for Special Publications (19,735·50 Swiss 'francs). 

On September 19th, 1929, the Council accepted a gift of 25,000 Swiss francs for the creation of a 
revol~g fund to facilitate the printing and publication of pamphlets, books and descriptive 
matenal on the League. In accordance with the recommendation of the Supervisory Commission, 
a statement of the receipts to, and payments from, the fund is annexed to the present accounts. 

17. Gift by the Woodrow Wilson Foundation (129,565 Swiss francs). 

On January 13th, 1930, the C~uncil accepted,~ accordance with Article 23 a of the Financial 
. Regulations of the League of. Nations, _the awa~d of the ~oodro..y Wilson Foundation of 25,000 
dollars to the League of Nations. This sum will be utilised for the new buildings. 

18. Fund for Upkeep of Wireless Station {199.925.85 Swiss francs). 

The Assem~ly decided at its tenth ordinary session to accept the solution which provides 
for ~he construction, at the expense and under the direction of the League of a short-wave wireless 
station t~ b~ operated by the Radio-Suisse Company and handed over t~ be administered by the 
League m times of emergency. · 

As regards the mainten~ce and operating expenses of the station, the Supervisory Commission 
recm_nmended that the credit of 200,000 francs entered in Item 30 (a) of the budget should be 
consrder~d as_ the nucleus for a trading account, distinct from the budgetary accounts, but controlled 
and ~udited m the sa~e manner as those accounts. It considered, however, that, in view of the 
specr_al _character of thrs ac~ount, the unspent balances should be carried over to the succeeding 
year, m due course, the disposal of any surpluses could be decided upon. 
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1. BUDGET ACCOUNT FOR THE THIRTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD. 

([anuary zst to December Jist, I9JI.) 

A. SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS 

Original 
Appropriation 

Swiss Francs 

Appropriation Actual 
as amended by Expenditure 

Tran.~fers 
Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

Section I.- Ordinary ~xpenditure: 

Chapter I. - Sessions of the Conference and of 
the Governing Body . . . . . . . . . . 

Chapter II. - General Services of the Inter
national Labour Office . . . . . . . . . 

Chapter III. - Profit and loss on exchange 
. (ad memoriam) . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Section II. - Capital Expenditure: 

Chapter IV Buildings, permanent 
equipment, etc. . . . . . . . . • • . 

Section Ill. 

Chapter V. - Unforeseen expenditure of 
Chapters I to IV (see Schedule K) . 

Total . . • . . 

Deduct (a) Estimated Receipts from Sale of 
Publications . . . . 

(b) Miscellaneous Receipts . . . 
(c) Bank Interest . . . . . . . 
(d) Brazilian Contribution 1929 

Net Total 

Geneva, February 16th, 1932. 

456,ooo 

8,453.715 

93,000 

155,000 

9,157.715 

230,000 
3,000 

10,000 
253,063 

496,063 

8,661,652 

B. SUMMARY OF ITEMS. 

456,ooo 433,498.92 
. 

8,453.715 8,231,691.53 

Loss 1,939.56 

I55,000 . 96,II7.20 

9,I57.7I5 . 8,853,015-79. 

230,()00 205,702.08 
3,000 2,477-IO 

10,000 13,783·75 
253,063 253,063.60 

496,063 475,026.53 

8;661,652 8,377.989.26 

(Signed) F. M. CoLLINS; 

Chief Accountant. 

SECTION I.-ORDINARY EXPENDITURE. 

CHAPTER I. - SESSIONS OF THE. CONFERENCE AND OF THE GOVERNING BODY. 

Original Appropriation Actual 
Appropriation as amended by Expenditure 

Transfers 
Swiss Francs Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

I. Sessions of the Conference (see Schedule A) . . 358,ooo 358,ooo 335.498-92 2. Sessions of the Governing Body (see Schedule B) 98,ooo 98,ooo 98,ooo.oo 
---- ----

Total of Chapter I. . . . . 456,ooo 456,ooo 433.498.92 
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CHAPTER II. - GENERAL SERVICES OF THE INTERNATIONAL I.ABOU~ OFFICE • 

3· Salaries, wages and allowances: 

(a) Salaries (see Schedule C) • • • • • • 
(b) Contpbution towards Provident Fund. 

4· Travelling expenses of officials: 

' 
(a) Removal expenses to and from Geneva . 
(b) Travelling expenses and allowances of 

officials (and their families) proceeding to 
Geneva to take up their posts . . . . 

(c) Travelling e~enses and subsistence allow-
ances occasioned in connection with 
General Services . . . . . . . . . . 

(d) Travelling expenses of officials on leave . 

5· Entertainment allowances (see Schedule D) . 
6. Property Account: maintenance of Geneva 

.. Office (see Schedule E) . . . . . . . 
7, Printing (see Schedule F) . . . . . . . 
8. General office expenses· (see Schedule G). 
9· Special staff charges (see Schedule H). . 

ro. Unpaid Liabilities Fund . . . . . . . . 
rr. Supervision of revenue and expenditure: 

(a) Auditors' travelling and subsistence 
allowance . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(b) Expenses of Financial Supervisory Com-
mission . . . . . . . 

12.. Enquiries, Investigations · and External 
Collaboration . . . . • . . • 

13. Commissions (see Schedule I). . 
14. Branch Offices (see Schedule J) . 

Total of Chapter II 

Original 
Appropriation 

Swiss Francs 

5.?74,080 
281,180 

32,000 

130,000 
103,000 

8s,ooo 

184.900 
515,000 
259,000 
8o,82o 

8,000 

193.800 
130,000 
655.305 

8,453.715 

. 
Appropriation Actual 
as amended by Expenditure 

TransfeiS 
Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

' 

25,000 

12,300 

130,000 
II2,000 

8s,ooo 

184,900 
5I5,000 
259,000 
8o,82o 

8,000 

193.800 
130,000 
672,340 

126,084·75 
III,083.65 

80,971.13 

179.884·35 
484.530.75 
223,035·27 
56,9os.so 

6,178.60 

6,222.95 

179,048.15 
77.655-75 

628,225.98 

CHAPTER III. - PROFIT AND loss ON EXCHANGE. 

IS: Profit on exchange . . . . . . . . . • . • 
Deduct: Loss on exchange . . . . . . ·, . 

Total of Chapter III . 

10,000 
10,000 

SECTION iJ.- CAPITAL EXPENDinJRE. 

10,000 
10,000 

1,607·75 
3.547·31 

Loss 1,939.56 

CHAPTER IV. - ORDINARY EXPENI>ITURE {BUILDINGS, PERMANENT EQUIPMENT, ETC.) • 

16. Furniture, fittings and additional equipment . 21,000 21,000 . 20,486.12 
I.7. Typewriters, calculating machines, duplicators 

25,030.40 and dictaphones • . . . . . . . . . 27,000 27,000 
r8. Library: books, periodicals, cards, etc. . . 45.000 45.000 44,252.06 

Total of Chapter IV • • 93,000 93.000 89.768.58 
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C. SCHEDULES • 

. SCHEDULE A 

to Chapter I, Item 1, 

SJ>SSIONS OF THE CONFERENCE. 

(a) Salaries of additional temporary staff, etc. • • 
(b) Travelling expenses and subsistence allowances 

of temporary staff brought to Geneva . . . 
(c) Conference hall, rent, heat, light, equipment, etc. 
(d) Special printing (reports for the Conference, 

Director's report, final and provisional re-
cords and miscellaneous) . . . . . . . . • 

(e) Hire of office equipment and furniture . . . · • 
(f) Automobile and cyclist services . . . . . . • • 
(~) Cables, telegrams, telephonic communications. 
(h) Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference. 

Total . 

Original 
Appropriation 

Swiss Francs 

66,ooo 

IO,OOO 
. 45,000 

18o,ooo 
4,000 
5,8oo 
a,2oo 

45,000 
358,ooo 

SCHEDULE B 

to Chapter I, Item 2. 

SESSIONS OF THE GOVERNING BoDY. 

(a) Travelling expenses and allowances of mem~ 
bers of the Governing Body . . 

(b) Printing of documents for the Governing 
Body . . . . . . . . . . 

Total 

75,000 

23,000 
98,ooo 

SCHEDULE C 

to Ohapter II, Item 3· 

SALARIES. 
(a) Directorate . . . . . . 
(b) Administrative Division 
(c) Diplomatic Division . . 
(d) Research Division . . . 
(e) Intelligence Division . . 

Total 

: 

New Posts . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 
(f) Family allowances and exceptional allowances 

at end of probationary period . . . • . 
(g) Overtime . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(h) Temporary Staff (general amount) . . . . . 

Special sum for establishment of a catalogue of 
films on social subjects . . . . . . . . . 

(i) Special Credit for promotions and regrading. 

' Total ... 

386;400 
:r,n9,565 

937.675 
:r,498,:r6o 

883.580 

5,485.380 

144.300 

5,000 
20,000 
65,ooo 

5,000 
49.400 

5·774,080 

SCHEDULED 

~a) 
b) 

~~ 

to Chapter II, Item 5· 

ENTERTAINMENT ALLOWANCES. 
Director . 

30,000 Deputy-Dir~o; : : : : : : : 
. 

Chairman of the Governing Body 
12,5oo 
:r2,5oo Entertainment Fund . . . . 30,000 

Total 85,ooo 

( 

Appropriation Actual 
as amended by Expenditure 

Transfers 
Swiss Francs 

66,ooo 

IO,OOO 
45,000 

18o,ooo 
4,000 
5;8oo 
2,200 

45,000 

358,ooo 

75,000 

23,000 

. 98,ooo 

393,000 
I,723,105 · 

937.480 
1A64,I65' 

837.295 

5.355,045 

4,000 
19,200 

374,050 

4·750 

5.757,045 

30,000 
12,500 
:r2,5oo 
30,000 
85,ooo 

Swiss Francs 

66,ooo.oo 

:ro,ooo.oo 
45,000.00 -

179.999·72 
4,000.00 
5,8oo.oo 
2,200.00 

22,499·20 

335,498.92 

75,000.00 

23,000.00 

98,ooo.oo 

392·996.40 
I,723,101.70 

937.476·35 
1,464,I63·95 

837.293-75 
5,355,032.15 

3,887-50 
I9,047·35 

374,038·45 

4.727·75 

5.756.733.20 

30,000.00 
12,5oo.oo 
12,5oo.oo 
25,971.13 
80,971.I3 
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SCHEDULE E 

to Chapter II, Item 6, 

PRoPERtY AccouNT, MAINTENA,NCE OF GENEVA OFFICE. 

(a) Water rate . . . . . . . . . 
(b) Heating . . . . . • . . . . 
(c) Electricity { Lighti!lg · · · · · · · 

Electnc motors . . . . 
(d) Repairs and renovations to_ buildings 
(e) Insurance • - . . . . . . . . • . . 
(f) Upkeep of office furniture and equipment 

(including automobiles) . . . . . . . . 
(g) La';lndry and cleaning of. premises . . . 
(h) Umforms of messengers . . . . . . . 
( ~~ Sundry supplies. . . . . . . . . . . 
{j) Rent and upkeep of additional premises 

Total •. 

Original 
Appropriation 

Swiss Francs 

2,000 
26,ooo 
g,5oo 
3,200 

30,000 
7·300 

14,000 
76,ooo 

2,000 
3,000 

n,goo 
184.900 

SCHEDULE F 

to Chapter II, Item 7· 

PRINTING. 

(a) Industrial and Labour Information 
(b) Monthly Record of Migration . . 
(c) Native Labour Review . . . . . 
(d) Official Bulletin . . . . . . . . . . . 
(e) International Labour Review (English, 

(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
(i) 
(k) 
(l) 
(m) 

French, German, Italian and Spanish 
editions) . . . . . . . . . . . 

Industrial Safety Survey . . . . . 
Bibliography of Industrial Hygiene 
Legislative Series . . . . . . . 
Studies and Reports . . . . . . . 
Monthly Summary . . . ·. . ·. . 
Printing for various commissions 
Special publications . . . . . . . 
Pamphlets, leaflets and circulars for pro-

paganda, and publications in languages 
other than English, French and German 

Travelling and advertising for Sales Branch 
Binding for sales 
Reprinting for sales 

Total 

SCHEDULE G 

65,ooo 

10,000 

IIO,OOO 
16,ooo 
4,000 

85;000 
go,ooo 
7.5oo 
7.5oo 

35,000 

15,000 
35,000 
5,000 

30,000 
515,000 

to Chapter 11, Item B. 

GENERAL OFFICE EXPENSES. 

(a) 'Stationery and office supplies 78,ooo 
(b) (i) Postage • . . . . • . . . . . . . . II5,ooo 

. (c) 
(d) 
(e) 

(ii) Courier, Geneva- Paris . . . . . . . 3,500 
Cables and telegrams . . . . . • . . . . 12 ,ooo 
Telephones (subscriptions and surcharges) . 26,000 
Papers and Press cuttings of non-permanent 

value . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 13,000 

(f) Additional and miscellaneous expenses: 
(i) Freight and carriage_ . 

(ii) Photographs. . . . . . 
g,ooo 
2,000 

soo (iii) Other expenses 
(iv) Exhibitions • . 

Totai 259,000 

Appropriation 
as amended by 

Transfers 
Swiss Francs 

2,500 
26,000 
11,000 
3.300 

JO,OJO 
8,300 

12,000 
74·900 

2,000 
3,000 

u,goo 
184.900 

66,500 

10,300 

105,300 
17,500 
4,200 

104,600 
80,200 
7.5oo 
2,300 

31,6oo 

15,000 
35,000 
5,000 

. 30,000 
515,000 

7B,ooo 
III,IOO 

3,500 
10,000 
30,000 

13,000 

12,000 
500 
goo 

25g,ooo 

Actuai 
Expenditure 

Swiss Franco 

2,og8.3o 
25,000.35 
10,421.95 
3.298.65 

29.398.10 
8,179·80 

10,921.75 
73.841·95 

1,972.50 
2,851.oo 

n,goo.oo 

179.884·35 

10,290.20 

105,252.05 
17,298.70 

4,159.10 
104,575·35 
80,II4.75 
7,o61.;u 
2,262.37 

31,537·63 

14,626.63 
28,922.87 
4.302.60 
7,662.19 

484.530·75 

62,539·17 
93,255-17 
3,258·75 
g,283.80 

2g,x86.2o 

12,932·78 

11,405.20 
403.70 
no.so 

223,035·27 
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SCHEDULE H 

w Chapter II, Item 9· 

SPECIAL STAFF CHARGES •. 

original 
Appropriation 

(a) Indemnities provided for in the Staff Regula-
tions . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . · 

(b) Reserve Fund for Death and Invalidity Fund 
(c) Contribution to Sickness Insurance Fund 
(d) Upkeep of sick-room · . . . . 
(e) Nurse . . . . . . . . . · 
(/) Medical Adviser's fees . . . . . 

Cost of second medical examination·. 
(g) Welfare . . . . . . . . . . • . . 
(h) Recruitment of staff (advertising, expenses 

of examinations, special travelling, etc.) . 
(1) Cantonal and communal subscriptions . . . 
{t) Pension for the child of the late Dr. Pardo . 
(k) (a) Expenses of Administrative Tribunal . 

(b) Indemnities ordered by Administrative 
Tribunal . . . . . . . 

Total 

Swiss Francs 

3,6oo 
IS,OOO 
24,870 

soo 
8,ooo 
s.ooo 

200 
3,000 

4,000 
2,750 
6,900 
6,ooo 

I,ooo 
80,820 . 

SCHEDULE I 

w Chapter II, Item I3. 

COMMISSIONS. 

(a) Joint Maritime Commission . . . • 
(b) Mixed Advisory Agricultural Committee . 
(c) Social Insurance Committee: · 

I. Joint Committee on Social Hygiene and 
Insurance . . . • . . . . . . . . 

2. Committee of Experts on Social 
Insurance . . . . . . . 

(d) Correspondence Committees: 
I. Committee on Industrial Hygiene 
2. Safety Sub-Committee . . . . . 

(e) Permanent Migration Committee . . . 
(/) Joint Committee on Economic Crises 
(g) Committee of Experts on Native Labour 
(h) Committee on Article 408 . . . . ; . . . 
(i) Advisory Committee on Intellectual Workers 
(f) Committee on Salaried Employees . 
(k) Committee on Automatic Coupling . 
(l) Other Committees . . . . • . 

Total • 

SCHEDULE J 

I4,000 
IO,OOO 

6,000 

.I2,000 

8,ooo 
8,ooo 

, 8,ooo 
2,000_ 

rs,ooo 
8,ooo 

IO,OOO 
IO,OOO 
I4,000 
s,ooo 

I30,000 

w Chapter II, Item I4 . 

(a) Paris Office . 
(b) ·London Office 
(c) Rome Office 
(d) Berlin Office . 
(e) Washington Office 
(/) Tokio Office . . •. 
(g) Delhi Office . 
(h) China Office . 

. CORRESPONDENTS' OFFICES. 

Total . . . 

62,496 
IOI,I59' 
49·980 

II5,969 
93.3I9 

I25,254 
77.I28 

- 30,000 

655.305 

Appropriation Actual 
as amended by Expenditure 

Transfers 
Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

4,200 
IS,OOO. 
24,870 

soo 
8,ooo 
s.ooo 

200 
3,6oo 

2,8oo 
2,750 
6,900 
6,000 

. I,OOO 
8o,82o 

I4,000 
IO,OOO 

I,OOO 

I7,000 

.- 8,ooo 
8,ooo 
8,ooo 

I20 
IS,OOO 
8,280 

IO,OOO 
6,200 

I2>400 
I2,000 

130,000 

64,496 
IOI,I59 
49,980 

II5,969 
93.3I9 

I25,254 
75,I28 
47,035 

6]2,340 

24,5I4·50 
449·40 

8,ooo.oo 
s,ooo.oo 

I82.60 
3,556.o5 

I,529.8o 
2,670.20 
6,89I.95 

56,905.50 

I6,684.85 

·7,235·30 
7,463.65 

8,278·95 
8,04I.80 
6,I42·95 

I2,322.35 
u,485.9o 

77,655·75 

64,449·45 
92,939·IO 
49,222.00 

III,553·75 
89,0II.7o 

I07,23I·35 
69,049.IO 
44.769·53 

628,225·98 
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SCHEDULE K 

EXPENSES BORNE ON THE VOTE FOR UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE INCURRABLE ONLY BY 

Session of 
-Governing Body at 
which Expenditure 

was authorised 

49th Session 
49th Session 
51st Session 
53rd Session 
53rd Session 
55th Session 

55th Session 

55th- Session . 
55th Session 
55th Session 

SPECIAL VOTE OF THE GOVERNING BODY. 

Object of Expenditure Amouut 
authorised 

sWiss Fraucs 

· ·Additional accommodation • • • 
Meetings of the Governing Body • . 
Compassionate grant to Mr. Brandli. 

·Sessions of the Conference • • . . • 
Reclassification of Staff: Division II . . . . 
Retroactive application of new salary scales for 

Principal Officers . . . • • . • : • . . • 
Special allowances to Translators and Inter-

preters . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Special allowance to three Chiefs of Service . . 
Language allowances . . . . . . . . . . . 
Indemnity to an official discharged owing to age 

who was not a member of the Provident or 
Pension Fund • . . . . . . . . . • 

Total. 

n,9oo 
20,000 

1,200 
30,000 
9.975 

18,ooo 

9,6oo 
5,000 

12,000 

5,000 

122,675 

Amouut 
expeuded from 

Chapter v 
Swiss Fraucs 

10,958.oo 
17.420.35 
1,200.00 

22,280.40 
1,185.40 

17.930.05 

5,s93.oo 
3,000.00 

II,250.00 

5,000.00 

96,II7.20 

The Governing Body also approved the hllowing expenditure from Chapter V. As a r~ult 
of economies within the Budget, it proved possible to meet these charges from the appropnate 
items. of the Budget. 

51st Session 
- 52nd Session 

53rd Session 
55th Session 

Additional salaries at Paris Office 
Committee on Glass Works 
Removal expenses: Rome Office 
Technical mission in_ China . • • 

4.410 
5,000 
4.424 

10,000 

nil 
nil 
nil 
nil 
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II. STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

LIABILITIES. 

Defweciation R8Seroes: 
New Building at Geneva • 
Rome Office Premises 
Furniture and fittings 
Machines . . . . . • 
Library ...... 

Working Capital Fund $ = 5.12 Sw. frs. 

Cash Suspense Accounts as per contra: 

Swiss francs 

508,303.06 
18,322.95 

642,042-45 
349,129-55 
499·965-59 

Brazilian contribution for 1931 carried for-
ward in reduction of future budgets . . 250,461.40 

Balance of grant from British Legion towards 
cost of album on prosthesis . . . . . . 1,326.25 

Balance of grant -from the Industrial Relations 
· Counsellors for enquiry into industrial 

relations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 51,795.20 

Balance being excess of assets over 
liabilities . , . . . . . . . . 

Swiss francs Gold francs 

2,036.366.37 

545.318.45 



AS AT DECEMBER JIST, I9JI. 

Stocks: 

Printing Paper 
Stationery . . 

. . 

-ss·-

. ' 

Gash in hand, at banks and with Gorrespondsnts: 

Oash Suspense Accounts as per contra: 
' . 

Geneya, February 16th, 1932. 

I,3g8.37 
22,245·65 

23,86z.oo 

30J,58z.B5 

(Signed) F. M. COLLINS, 

OhUf.Accounlatfl. 



III. CASH ACCOUNT FOR THE THIRTEENTH FINANCIAL PE~IOD. 

RECEIPTS. 

Swiss francs Gold francs 

To Contributions from 
Nations: 

Arrears. . . . . . 477,078.70 480,402.II 
Thirteenth Financial 

Peripd . • . . . 7,363,423.80 7•408,985.77 . 

Appropriations-in-Aid: 

Brazilian Contribu-
tion r929. . . . . 253,063.60 254.786.83 

Sale of publications. 205,702.08 207,!02.80 
Miscellaneous Re-

ceipts . . . . . 2,477·!0 2,493·97 

Extraordinary Receipts: 

Bank Interest. . . I3,783.75 I3,877.6I 
Printing paper with-

drawn from stock. 1:,059·35 r,o66.56 

Working Capital Fund . 537,I55·5I 545.3!8.45 

8,853.743·89 8,~I4,034.IO 

Geneva, February r6th, I932. 

By Expenditure 
linder 

Chapter I. 
Chapter II . 
Chapter III . 

Chapter IV . 
ChapterV .. 

Bank Charges 

PAYMENTS. 

Swiss francs Gold francs 

433.498·92 436.450.83 
8,23I,69I.53 8,287,745.23 

!,939.56 I,952.76 
• 

89,768.58 90,379·86 
96,II7.20 96,77I.7I 

728.ro -733·7I 

8,853.743·89 8,9I4,<'>34.IO 

(Signed) F.· M. COLLINS, 

Chief Accountant. 
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- IV. TRANSFERS FROM ITEM TO ITEM. 

TRANSFERS FROM ITEM TO ITEM IN THE BUDGET OF TliE THIRTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD 

EFFECTED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE. 

Fifty-second Session, Geneva, April I9JI. 

Swiss Francs SWlaa Francs 

From Chapter II, Item 3 c. To Chapter II, Item I4 h. 

Salaries Diplomatic Division • China Office • . . . . . 
(Signed) F. M. CoUINS, 

Geneva, February z6th, I93Z. 
Chief Accountant. 

V. TRANSFERS FROM SUB-HEAD TO SUB-HEAD. 

TRANSFERS FROM SuB-HEAD TO SUB-HEAD WITHIN THE SAME BUDGET ITEM EFFECTED BY THE 

DIRECTOR IN THE BUDGET FOR THE THIRTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD • 

• 

Chapter II, Item 3· - Salaries. 

Swiss Francs 

From §(b) Administrative Division 56,460 
(d) Research Division . . • 33,995 
(e) Intelligence and Rela-

tions Division. . . . 46,285 
(f) Family allowances. . . I,ooo 
(g) Overtime. • • • . . . Boo 
(hz) For cataloguing films on 

social subjects. . • • 250 
·· (i) Special credit for promo-

tions and re-grading • 49,400 
-New posts . . · . . . I44,300 

To § (a) 
(c) 
(h) 

Directorate • • . . 
Diplomatic Division 
Temporary Staff • , 

. Chapter II, Item 4· - Travelling Expenses. 

7,000 
To § (d). Travelling expenses of 

officials returning home 

Swiss Francs 

6,6oo 
I6,840 

309,050 

From §(a) _Removal expenses to 
and from Geneva . . 

(b) Travelling expenses and 
allowances of officials 
taking up or leaving 

on leave . • . . . • 9,000 

· pos~ in Geneva. z,ooo 

Chapter ii, Item 6- Maintenance of Geneva Office. 

From§ (f) Upkeep of office fumi- To § (a) Water rate . . soo 
- tire and equipment • z,ooo (c) Electricity: Lighting . I,500 

(g) Domestic staff employed .. Motors. . IOO 
in cleaning .. . . . . I,IOO (e) Insurance. ' . . . . I,OOO 

3,IOO 3,IOO 
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Chapter II, Item 7 - Printing. 

Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

From§ (e) 

(i) 
(k) 

International Labour 
Review. . . . . . . 

Studies and Reports. . 
Printing for various com-

To § (a) 
4,700 
9,8oo (d) 

(/) 
(g) 

Industrial and Labour 
Information . . . . . 1,500 

Official Bulletin . . . . 300 
Industrial Safety Survey • 1,500 
Bibliography of Industrial missions . . . . . . 5,200 

(l) Special publications . . 3,400 Hygiene. . . . 200 
(h) Legislative Series . . . . 19,600 

23,100 23,100 

Chapter II, Item 8. - General Office Expenses. 

From § (b) Postage . . . . . . 3,900 To § (d) Telephones . . . . . 4,ooo 
(c) Cables and telegrams. 2,ooo (/.i) Freight and Carriage • 3,000 
(f.ii) Photographs . . . . 1,500 (/.iii) Other Expenses. . . 400 

7,400 7,400 

Chapter II, Item IJ.- Commissions. 

From § (c.i) Joint Committee . on 
Social Hygiene and 

e 

Insurance . . . . . s,ooo 
(/) Joint Committee onEco-

nomic Crises . . . . I,88o 
(j) Committee on Salaried 

Employees . . . . . - 3,8oo 
(k) Committee on Automatic 

Coupling . . . . . . :i,6oo 

12,280 

To § (c.ii) Committee of experts on 
social insurance . . . 5,ooo 

(h) Committee on Article 408 280 
(l) Other Committees 7,000 

12,280-

Chapter II, Item I4. -Branch Office. 

From § (g) Delhi Office. . • 2,000 To § (a) Paris Office 2,000 

(Signed) F. M. COLLINS, 

Geneva, February 16th, 1932. 
Chief Accountant. 



Part IV. 

PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE 

I. BUDGET ACCOUNT FOR THE THIRTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD. 
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III. CASH ACCOUNT FOR THE THIRTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD . 

. IV. TRANSFERS ·IN THE BUDGET. 
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I. BUDGET ACCOUNT FOR THE TIDRTEENTH FINANCIAL. PERIOD (1931). 

A. SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS. 

Original Credits after 
Credits Transfers 

Dutch florins 
SECTION I. - ORDINARY EXPEN

DITURE. 

Chapter I. 
Sessions of the Court. ~ • 325,100.-

Chapter II. 
General services of the Court. 933,o88.5o 

Chapter III.· 
Cost of administration of the 

Court's Funds. • • • • xoo.-

Chapter IV. 
Contribution towards the Fund 

to defray the expenses result
ing from the application of 
the . • Regulations regarding 
the granting· of retiring pen
sions to the members and to 
the. Registrar of the Perma
nent Court of International 
Justice" . . • • • • • • • 30,000.-

SECTION 2. • 

Chapter V. 
Capital Account . . . . . 20,000.-

1,3o8,288.5o 
Receipts to be deducted: 

Bank Interest . . . . . . . . 6,ooo.-

1,3o2,288.5o 

325,100.-

933,o88.5o 

100.-

30,000.-

20,000.-

1,3o8,288.5o 

6,000.-

1,3o2,288.5o 

B. SUMMARY OF ARTICLES. 

SECTION I. - ORDINARY EXPENDITURE. 

Chapter I. 

I. Sessions of the Court (see Table A) • • , • 
r bis. Unforeseen expenditure • • • 

Chapter II. 

General Services of the Court. 
2. (a) Annual salaries (see Table B) . • • . • 

(b) Contribution to the Pension Fund • • • . 
(c) Indemnities provided for in the Stafi 

Original 
Credits 

320,100.-
5,000.-

325,100.-

748,Z45.-
8,243·50 

400.--
200.-

Expenditunl 

Dutch florins 

222,301.92 

2,914-59 

. 30,000.-

10,943-60 

x,x6x,o6o.5o 

1,521.65 

I,I59,538.85 · 

Credit. after 
Transfen 

Dutch florins 

320,100.-
5,000.-

3:215,100.-

746·745·-· 
8,243-50 

400.-
200.-

Gold francs 

6,070.68 

22,793·97 
2,418,325.19 

3.169·39 

2,4I5,I55·8o 

Expenditure 

z:zo,5o9.92 
I,7gz.-

222,301.9Z 

736.564-43 
8,243·50 

57,18 
Regulations . . . . . . • . • . . • • 

(d) Contribution towards sickness insurance. ·• 
(e) Compensation payable as a result of 

administrative proceedings . • • • • • __ ..::x:.:o.:..o·;:-___ _..::I:..:o:.:o.:....·-=-----

Carried forward 757,188.5o 755,688.so 
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Brought forward 

3· Tra veiling expenses of the Registrar and officials 
of the Registry: . 

(a) Travelling expenses and s'!bsistenceallo~ance 
·of Registrar a~d officials of the Reg~stry 
(on duty). . . . . . . . . · · · · : · 

(b) Travelling expenses of Registrar an~ officials 
of the Registry on leave to native:country 

(b) bis. Travelling expe!lses of wives. and 
children of the RegiStrar and officials of 
the Registry to their recognised homes, 
every three years . . . . . . . . . . 

(c) . Removal expenses (on taking up appoint-
ment and on departure) . . . . . • 

3 bis. Travelling expenses of members of ~he 
Court: 

(a) Travelling expenses of members of the 
Court (on duty) . . . . . . . 

(b) Travelling expenses of members of the 
Court on leave to their native countries 

(c) Removal expenses on arrival and departure 
4· Contribution to the Carnegie Foundation: 

(a) Repayment of the expenditure referred to 
in Article I of the contract . . . . . . 

(b) Supplementary credit referred to in 
Article VI of the contract , . 

(c) Liquidation of cost of installation of new 
premises for the Court. . . . . . . . 

(d) Liquidation (supplementary) of cost of in-
stallation of new premises for the Court 

5. Administrative expenses (see Table C) 
6. Printing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
6 bis. Idem (special work) . . 
7· Unpaid liabilities. . . . . ., 
7 bis. Unforeseen expenditure 

Original 
Credits 

8,500.-

2,000.-

r,ooo.-

3.soo.-

r,ooo.-

nil 
20,000.-

2r,ooo.-

rg,ooo.-

ro,ooo.-

ro,ooo.-
24,400.-
3o,soo.
ro,ooo.
ro,ooo.-· 
s.ooo.-

Credits aiter 
Transfers 

Dutch florins 

755,688.so 

6,soo.

r,85o.-

r,r5o.-

5.500.-

r,ooo.-

nil 
20,000.-

2r,ooo.-

rg,ooo.-

ro,ooo.-

ro,ooo.-
24,400.-. 
30,500.
ro,ooo.
rr,5oo.-
5,ooo.-

Expenditure 

5.530.r3 

r,58o 73 

r,r29.95 

3.474·38 

2r,ooo.-

r9,ooo.-

ro,ooo.-

8,32r.6o 
24,373.69 
30,469.58 
9.978·75 

II,24r.52 
943·76 

Chapter Ill. 
933,o88.5o 933,o88.5o · · 894.9oo.39 

Cost of administration of the Court's Funds. 
8. Loss on exchange 
9· Bank charges . . . . . 

To be deducted: 
Profits on exchange 

Chapter IV, 

ro. Contribution towards the fl.llld to defray the 
expenses resulting from the application of 
the: :· Regula.tions regarding the granting of 
retmng pensiOns to the members and Regis
trar of the Permanent Court of International 
Justice " . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

ro,roo.
roo.-

ro.roo.-

10,000.-

roo.-

30,000.-

rO,OOQ.
roo.-

ro,roo.-

ro,ooo.-

roo.-

30,000.-

~ 

1 Balance at the.end of the financial year 1930 (see note page 64 of the a~dited accounts Dutch florins 
for the twelfth financial year (1930) (document A.3.1931.X.) ••..•. , •.•..• 68,854·38 

Receipts, {inamial y•ar I93I: 

Contribution provided for in the Court's budget for Dutch florins 
1931 , • · · • • , , , . , , , . , 30,000.-

Bank interest • • • • • • • • • : : : : : 1,937-48 

Expenditur•, financial year.I9JI: 100,791.86 

Total of pensions paid during financial year 1931 
Bank charges • • • • • • . • . • • • • . . . 

Balance, end of financial year 1931. • , . . . . . . . 74.377·21 

. 2,9r4.59 

2,9r4.59 

3o,ooo.-1 



SECTION 2. - CAPITAL ACCOUNT. 

Chapter V. 

Permanent installations, etc. • 
II. Furniture and installation of additional fittings. 
I2. Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Original 
Credits 

Io,ooo.
Io,ooo.-

20,000.-

Credits after 
Transfers 

Dutch ftorins 

Io,ooo.
Io,ooo.-

2o,ono.-

Expenditure 

7.947·97 
2,995 63 

(Signed) D. J. BRUINSMA, 

Accountant-Establishme·nt Officer. 

(Signed) A. HAMMARSKJOLD, 

Registrar of the Court. 

C. SCHEDULES 

• 
TABLE A 

(See Chapter I, Article I.) 

Sessious of the Court. 

I. Duty and subsistence allowances of Judges . 
2. Salaries of temporary staff and overtime pay 

(permanent and temporary staff) . . . 
3· Travelling expenses of Judges and temporary 

staff . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . 
4· Taxis to convey female staff to their homes after 

nightwork . . . . 
5· W~lfare of staff . 

Sums recoverable: 
Contributions of non-members . 
Assessors . . • • . . . . . 

227,000.-

53.200.-

53.600.-

Ioo.
Ioo.-

334.000.-

6,Ioo.-
7,8oo.-

320,IOO.-

ANNEXED TABLE No. I TO TABLE A. 

Duty and Sttbsistence Allowance of ]tedges. 

Duty allowance of Vice-President, Judges and 
Deputy-Judges . . . . . . . • . . . . . . I5I .ooo.

Subsistence allowance of Vice-President, Judges and 
Deputy-Judges . . . . . . . . . . 

National Judges (duty allowance) . . . . . . . 5o,ooo.-
National Judges (subsistence allowance) • . . • 
Assessors (subsistence allowance) . . . . . . . . zo,ooo.-
Witnesses and Experts (Article 52 of Rules of Court). 6,ooo.-

22J,OOO.-

ANNEXED TABLE No.2 TO TABLE A. 

222,500.-

55.950.-

54.900.-

350.-
300.-· 

334,000.-

6,Ioo.-
7,8oo.-

320,IOO.-

. 50,000.~ 

20,000.-
6,000.-

222,500.-

I44 85o.-

42.6o5.32 

32 68o 8o 

2I6.9o 
rs6.90 

220 509·92 

220,509·92 

I30,90o.-

13.950.-

144,850.--

Salaries of Temporary Staff and Overtime Pay ( Perma11ent and Tempora~y Staf /). 

Salaries of temporary staff • . . . . . . . 
Salaries of temporary staff (Printing Service) 
Idem (Press Service) . . . . . 
Overtime pay, permanent staff 
Overtime pay, temporary staff . 

35,000.-
5,000.-

12,000.-
1,000.-

200.-

53,200.-

37.600.
s,ooo.-

12,000.-
1,000.-

350.-

55,950.-. 

. 36.543·32 
4.995·-

849·-
218.-

42,605.32 



ANNEXED TABLE No.3 TO TABLE A. 

Travelling Expenses of Judges and Temporary Staff. 

Credits after Original 
Credits Transfers Expenditure 

Judges and_Deputy-Judges. 
National Judges . . . . . 
Assessors . . . . . 
Temporary staff . _ . . . . . . . . . . . · · · 
Witnesses and Experts (Article 52 of Rules of Court) 

TABLE B. 

-35.000.
s.ooo.-

10,000.-
2,6JO.-
1,000.-

53.600.-

Annual Salaries. 

President of the Court 
Vice-President • . . -. 
Members of the Court 
Registrar . . . , . . . . . 
Permanent Staff of Registry . . .. 

Cost of distribution of documents 
Supplies . . . . . . . . . : 
Post, telephone, telegraph . . 
Insurances . . . . ·. . . . . 
Gratuities at the New Year . 
Financial control . . . • . . 

TABLE c. 

6o,ooo.-. 
-35,000.
'455,000.-

27,000.-
171,245·-

748,245·.-

Administrative Expenses. 

Appendix. 

2,500.-
14,000.
s.soo.-

100.
soo.-. 

1,8oo.-

EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS. 

Dutch florins 

35,000.
s.ooo.-
8,8oo.-_ 
5,100.-
1,000.--

54.900.-

• 

6o,ooo.-
3s.ooo.-

453.500.-
27,000.-

171,245·-

2,200.-
13,750.-
6,rso.-· 

100.
soo.-

1,700.-

24.400.-

4.2og.o8 

32,68o.8o 

6o,ooo.-
35,ooo.-

443.333·33 
27,000.-

171,231.1_0 

z,rgg.65 
13,749-48 
6,149.81 

75·55 
soo.

r,6gg.2o 

ArtiCle I. - For the explanation of the discrepancy between estimates and expenditure, 
see Table A below. · · . _ 

Table A. - No. r: See annexed Table No. I, where it appears that the difference'between
estimates and expenditure is mainly due (a) to the fact that it has rarely been necessary, during 
the financial period, to have judges ad hoc and {b) that it has not been necessary to call upon 
witnesses or assessors. 

An economy·has also been effected in the allowances of ordinary and deputy-judges. This 
is due {a) to the absence of certain ordinary judges during part of the year and (b) to the fact 
that it has been unnecessary to summon deputy-judges. 

No. 3: Annexed Table No. 3 to Table A. -The explanation of the discrepancy between 
estimates and expenditure is, generally speaking, the same as that given under No. r above. 

Table B. - One ordinary judge, who was unable to take up his duties at the beginning 
of the financial year, preferred to waive his right to his salary until able to do so. 
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Article 3 a. - The disCrepancy between the estimates and expenditure is explained by 
the fact that the former were based on experience gained in the years 1929 and 1930, in which, 
however, the number and duration of official missions proved to be exceptional (revision of the 
Statute; Committee of Thirteen). 

Article 3 c. - The transfer was made in order to cover the removal of the Deputy-Registrar, 
who had resigned at the end of 1930. The accounts in connection with this removal were, however, 
only received after th~ closing of the accounts for 1931. 

Article 3 c bis. - The difference between estimates and expenditure is explained by the 
fact that only the President, on taking up his" residence at The Hague, caused his furniture to 
be transported thither. · 

Article 4 d. - The plans for work to be carried out (" second stage ") inside the Peace 
Palace in view of the increase in the number of ordinary judges and decided upon in 1930 are 
still the subject of negotiations. Accordingly, it has not been necessary to expend the whole 
of the credit allocated under this article. On the other hand, a last instalment of the work of 
the " first stage " (1927' agreement) has been completed in 1931 and, with the consent of the 
Supervisory Commission (May 1931), paid for out of the credit in question. The same applies 
as regards alterations made in the Hall of Justice in consequence of the increase in the number 
of judges. 

Article 7. - The last session held by the Court in 1930 .ended on December 6th. Accord
ingly, the judges from overseas were unable to submit their accounts for travelling expenses 
until after the close of the financial period. The total amount of these accounts exceeded 
10,000 florins. 

Article 8. - The loss (or profit) on exchange is determined by a calculation covering the 
whole financial period (and not made upon receipt of each contribution). 

Article zo. - Since 1931, this credit serves two different purposes: (a) to build up the 
pensions fund and (b) to pay pensions due in the course of the financial year. 

Article I2. -· The difference between estimates and expenditure is explained by certain 
considerations which were laid before the Supervisory Commission when the latter approved 
the corresponding credit in the 1932 budget. 
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II. STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND 

LIABILITIES. 

Dutch florins "Dutch florins Dutch florins Gold francs ·Gold francs Gold francs 

Depreciation account: 

(a) Furniture, type-
writers, etc., to De-
cember 3Ist, I930 . 89,563.4! 
Plus depreciation 
to December 3Ist, 
I93I. • • · · · • 7.947·97 

(b) Library: 
To December 3rst, 
I930. . . . • . . 2,647.02% 
Plus depreciation 
to December 3Ist, . 
I93I · · · · · · · 2.995.63 · 

I6,554·50 . 
---- 202,295·!4 . 

5.486.6!. 

6;239·47 
5.642.65% 

Surplus of assets over 
liabilities • . • • . 

---- I03,I54·03f2 ---- ·. 2I4,02I.22 

742,830·45 

845.984-48% 

I,543,00I.47 · 

!,757,022.69 
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LIABILITIES AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1931 .. 

AssETS. 

Dutch florins Dutch florins Gold francs Gold francs 

Furniture, typewriters, etc.: 

Balance from the financial year 1930 . 
Purchases during financial year 1931 . 

Library: 

Balance from the financial year 1930 
Purchases during financial year 1931 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO BE RECEIVED 1, 

Cash in hand and at .Bank. 

The Hague, February 15th, 1932. 

89,563.41 
7.947·97 

2,647.02* 
2,995.63 

(Signed) D. J. BRUINSMA, 

Accountant-Establishment Officer. 

• For details, see AnneX. page 13-

185.740.64 
16,554·50 

5.486.61 
6,239·47 

s.642.6s¥! ----

727,860.77 

14,969.68 

845,984-48% 

202,295-14 

I,SII,893·08 

31,108.39 

1,757,022.69 

(Signed) A. HAMMARSKJOLD, 

Registrar of the Court. 



III. CASH ACCOUNT FOR THE THIRTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD. 

1931 Dukh {IOYins Gold francs 1931 Dulch {IOYins Gold francs 

' Dec. 31st To contributions from States Members: Dec. 31st By Chapter I 222,301.92 463,023·53 
Arrears. 60,559·32 .. .. II 894.900.39 1,863.951.24 . . . . . . .. . 125,907·99 III 2,914·59 6,Q10.68 .. .. .. .. IV 30,000.- 62,485·77 0\ 

Thirteenth financial period 2,320,356.20 v 10,943·60 22,793·97 00 
I,II3,949·2I .. .. 

To extraordiriary receipts: 
Balance, being cash surplus for· 

Thirteenth financial period. 14,969.68 31,108.39 '· 

Bank interest . . . . . .. 1,521.65 3,169.39 

I,I76,0JO.I8 2,449·433·58 I,I76,030.18 2,449.433·58 
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Memorandum by the Reaistrar. 

I. UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE. 

Article Ibis. - The expenditure under this article relates to the following: 

(a) The special arrangements, more especially in the Hall of Justice, made necessary 
by the case concerning the proposed Customs Union between Germany and Austria (in 
accordance with the tenour of Article 28 of the Financial Regulations, the Court took note 
of these arrangements at its Meeting on July I6th, I92I (Distr. 2049 and 2055); 

(b) The temporary installation of a simultaneous interpretation apparatus designed 
to expedite discussions at private meetings. · 

Article 7 bis. - The expenditure under this article relates to the following: 

(a) The costs of an investigation of means of improving the acoustics of the Hall of 
Justice (decision of the Court of August 6th, I93I); 

(or A refund allowed (subject to the opinion of the Supervisory Commission; cf. first 
report of the Auditor for I93I) to an official in respect of certain expenses incurred by him 
in connection with his transfer from Geneva to The Hague. 

IV. TRANSFERS IN THE BUDGET. 

A. TRANSFERS IN THE BUDGET APPROVED BY THE COURT, OR, BY DELEGATION OF POWERS, 

BY THE PRESIDENT. 

I. Decision of the President of the Court on March :ust, I9JI, authorising the transfer mentioned 
below in the Court's budget for the financial year I9JI. 

Fl. I,500 from Article 2 a, " Annual Salaries " (Table B: Credit for Annual Salaries 
of Permanent Staff of the Registry), to Article 7, "Unpaid Liabilities from Preceding 
Years". 

B. TRANSFERS WITHIN AN ARTICLE OF THE BUDGET APPROVED 

BY THE REGISTRAR OF THE COURT. 

;r. On July 28th, I9JI. 

(a) TABLE A. 

Sessions of the Court. 

I. Duty and subsistence allowances of 
judges . . . . . . . . . . 

2. Salaries of temporary staff and over
time pay (permanent and tem
porary staff) . . . . . . . . 

3- Travelliiig expenses of judges and 
temporary staff . . : . . . . 

4· Taxis to convey female staff to their 
homes ~er nightwork 

5. Welfare of staff . . . . . . . . 

• 

1 See under I, b. 

Original 
:figure 

53.200 

53,6o0 

IOO 

IOO 

334,000 

Added 

I,OOO 1 

IOO 

IOO 

1,200 

Deducted 

I,200 1 

1,200 

New 
figure 

53.200 

200 

200 

~34,000 
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(b) ANNEXED TABLE 3 TO TABLE A. 

TraveUing Expenses of judges and Temporary Staff. 

Judges and deputy-judges . 
National judges . . . . . 
Assessors 
Temporary staff · · 
Witnesses and experts (Article 52 of 

Rules of Court) 

2. On August I5th, I93I. 

Original 
figure 

35,000 
5,000 

IO,OOO 
z,6oo 

I_.ooo 

53.600 

TABLE B. 

Annual Salaries. 

President of the Court 
Vice-President . . . . 
Members of the Court 
Registrar . . . . . . 
Permanent staff of Registry 

3· On November zsth, I9JI: 

Original 
figure 

(or figure 
after transfer) 

6o,ooo 
35,000 

455,000 
27,000 

I69.745 

Added Deducted 

I,200 
I,OOO 

-· 

I,OOO i:,zoo 1 

Added Deducted 

I,soo 

I,5oo 

I,5oo I,soo 

New 
figure 

35,000 
5,000 
8,8oo 
3,6oo 

I,OOO 

53.400 

New 
figure 

6o,ooo 
35,000 

453.500 
27,000 

I7I,245 

· (a) Fls. z,ooo from Article 3 a, "Travelling Expenses and. Subsistence Allowance ·of 
the Registrar and Officials of the Registry (on Duty) ", to Article 3 c, "Removal Expenses 
on taking up Appointment and on Departure": 

(b) I. TABLE A. 

Sessions of the Caurt. 

I. Duty and subsistence allowances of 
judges . . . . . . . . 

z. Salaries of temporary staff and over
time pay (permanent a.nd tem
porary staff) . . . . . . . . . 

3· Travelling expenses of judges and 
temporary staff . . · . . . . . 

4· Taxis to convey female staff to their 
homes after nightwork 

5· Weliare of staff . . . . . . . 

Original 
figure 

. 227,000 

53.200 

53.400 

200 
200 

334,000 

Added 

I,soo 

ISO 
IOO 

(b) 2. ANNEXED TABLE I TO TABLE A. 

Duty allowance of Vice-President, judges 
· and deputy-judges . . . . . . . 
Subsistence allowance of Vice-President, 

judges and deputy-judges . . . . 
National judges, duty allowance . . . 
National judges: subsistence allowance 
Assessors: subsistence allowance . . . 
Witnesses and experts (Article 52 of the 

Rules of Court) . . . . . . . . 

Original 
figure 

(or figure 
after transfer) 

ISI,OOO 

50,000 

20,000 

6,000 

227,000 

Added 

Deducted 

4,500 

Deducted 

4,500 

4,500 

New 
figure 

222,500 

55.950 

54.900 

350 
300 

334,000 

New 
figure 

so,ooo 

20,000 

6,ooo 

222,500 

1 Fl. xoo were added to the credit for "'Taxis to convey Female Staff to thoili- Homes after Nightwork " (see 111). 
Fl. 100 were added to the credit for " Welfare of Staff" (see xa). · 
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(b) 3· ANNEXED TABLE 2 TO TABLE A. 

Salaries of temporary staff . . . . . 
Salaries _of temporary staff (Printing 

SeiVJ.ce) ...... , .•..... 
Idem (Press Service) . . , • . • 
Overtime pay, permanent staff 
Overtime pay, temporary staff. 

•. 

Original 
figure 

(or figure 
after transfer) 

35,000 

s.ooo 
I2,000 

I,OOO 
200 

53,200 

Added 

z,6oo 

I 50 

(b) 4· ANNEXED TABLE 3 TO TABLE A. 

Deducted 

TraveUing Expenses of Judges and Temporary Staff. 

Judges and .deputy-judges . . 
National judges . . . . . ·. 
Assessors . . . . . . . . . 
Temporary staff . . . . . · . . . . . 
Witnesses and experts (Article 52 of the 

Rules of Court) . . . . · . . . . 

35.000 
5,000 
8,8oo 
3,6oo 

I,OOO 

TABLE C. 

Administrative Expenses. 

Cost of distribution of documents 
Supplies . . . . . . . . . 
Post, telephone, telegraph . 
Insurances . . . . . . . . 
Gratuities at the New' Year 
Financial Control . . . . 

4· On December 2oth, I9JI. 

2,500 
I4,000 
5,500 

IOO 
soo 

I,8oo 

I,soo 

I,500 

550 

550 

-. 

300 
250 

550 

New 
figure 

37.600 

s.ooo 
I2,000 

I,OOO 
350 

55.950 

35,000 
5,000 
8,8oo 
S,IOO 

I,OOO 

54.900 

2,200 
I3.750 
6,oso 

IOO 
sao 

I,8oo 

· (~) Fl .. ISO from the item for " Travelling Expenses of the Registrar and Officials of 
the Registry on leave to Native Country" (Chapter II, Article 3 b), to the item for "Tra
velling Expenses of the .Wives and Children of the Registrar and Officials of the Registry 
to their • Recognised Homes', every Three Years" (Chapter II, Article 3 b bis). 

Cost of distribution of .documents 
Supplies . . . . . . . . . 
Post,- telephone, telegraph . ~ 
lnsura:nces . . . . . . . . 
Gratuities at the New. Year 
Financial control · . . . . . 

• 

(b) TABLE C. 

Administrative Expenses. 

Original 
figure 

(or figure 
after transfer) 

2,200 
I3.750 
6,o5o 

IOO 
500 

I,8oo 

Added 

IOO 

IOO 

Deducted 

IOO 

IOO 

New 
figure 

2,200 
I3,750 
6,I50 

IOO 
500 

1,700 



Part V. 

SECRETARIAT. AND ASSEMBLY .HALL: BlJILDING 

~FUND ACCOUNT. 

I. CASH ACCOUNT AS AT D¥CEMB~R JIST, I9JI. 

II ... STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE TO DECEMBER JIST, I9JI. 

III. CAPITAL ACCOUNT AS AT DECEMBER 31sT, I9JI. 



RECEIPTS. 

Allocation 
Year . Original Argentine 

fund contributions from 
cash surplus 

1925 IO,S3So301.80 2,799.692.14 -
1926 - - 3.367,847·28 
1927 - - -
1928 - - -
1929 - - 1,479,161.12 
1930 - - -
1931 - - -

10,535.301.80 2,799.692.14 4•847,008.40 

March, xst, 1932. 

I. -CASH ACCOUNT AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1931. 

(In gold ~rancs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

I 
Allocation Expended International 

from Interest on Labour 
Building earned Total Construction Organisation 
Annuity Account Building 

- 102,8o7.20 13,437.801.14 - 3,250,000.-

- 464.398.42 3.832,245·70 2,338,6 .... 6o 6o,ooo.-

- so8,674.24 so8,674.24 1,192,117.40 -
- 538,556.45 538,556.45 196,694.10 -

675,000.- 672,657·42 2,826,818.54 209,973·45 -
675,000.- 636,016.15 I,3II,-oi6.IS 510,394·20 -
675,000.- 46o,514.15 1,135•514.15 1,974.339·25 -

2,025,000.- 3.383,624.03 23.590.626.37 6,422,163.- 3,310,000.-

PAYMENTS. 

Building Balance 
Annuity Total at end of 
refund year 

- J,:zso,ooo.- 10,187,801.14 

- 2,398,6 ..... 6o 11,621,403.24 
25,000.- 1,217,117·40 10,912,959·08 
25,000.- 221,694.10 11,229,821.43 

- 209,973·45 13,846,666.52 

- 510,394·20 14,647·288.47 

- 1,974·339.25 13,8o8,463·37 

so,ooo.- 9.782,163.-

(Signed) P. G. WATrERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 



II. -STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE TO DECEMBER 31ST, 1931. 
(In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nation5.) 

A. Non-recurring Expenditure. 

I. International Labour Office . . 
2. Assembly Hall and Secretariat: 

(a) Cost of land . . . . 
(b) Cost of annex. . . . . 
(c) Annex installations . . 
(d) Examination expenses . . . . . 
(e) Cost of original plans on old site 

. . . . . . . . . 
· z,678,5oo.-

27o,ooo.-
122,401.60 
401,768.55 
126,777.25 

B. Construction Expenditure -Assembly Hall and Secretariat. 

I. Construction of new building . 
2. Advertising expenses . . 
3· Prints of plans . . . . . 
4· Transport charges . . . 
5. Telegrams and telephones 
6. Experts' fees . . . . . . . 

. . . 

7. Printing . . . . . . . . . . . . 
8. Incidental expenses . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
9· Allowances and travelling expenses of Building Com-

2,473.375-55 
25.

I6,84I.70 
I71.25 
I79.65 

2I,590·55 
1,209.-

10,744·05 

IO. 
II. 
I2. 
13. 

mittee and staff . . . . . 
Legal expenses . . . . . . 
Administration of property. 
Salaries of staff . . . . . . . . 
Sundry and miscellaneous expenses 

Less- In aid: 
Sales of documents to contractors . 
Sale of timber, etc. . . . . . . . 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . 

I00,229.-
30,413.60 
I,319.-

151,448.50 
42,o65.o5 

10,309.65 
3.420.-

13,I66.65 

m.- CAPITAL ACCOUNT. AS AT DECEMBER 31sT, 1931. 

SHOWING AMOUNT STILL DUE TO CONTRIBUTORY STATES. 
(In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

Income. ·Expenditure. 
Amount contributed by Refunded to States Members: 

l?tates Members . t6,702,84I.22 Fipancial period ended 
Amount receivable in re- December 31st, 1926 1,4oo,ooo.-

spect of sale of Hotel Financial period ended 
National • 4,ooo,ooo.- December 31st, 1927 1,4oo,ooo.-

Financial period ended 
December 31st, 1928 1,4oo,ooo.-

Financial period ~nded 
December 31st, 1929 7oo,ooo.-

Financial period .ended 
December 31st, 1930 7DO,ooo.-

Financial period ended 
Decembe<-31st, 1931 70o,ooo.-

Balance still payable , 

3.3IO,OOO.-

26,896.30 

. 9·732,I63.- . 

6,3oo.ooo.-
14,402,841 .22 

March Ist, 1932. (Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 
Chief Accountant. 
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Part VI. 

LIBRARY: BUILDING FUND ACCOUNT 

RECEIPTS ·AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED 
DECEMBER 3IST, I93I. 

Francs 
Receipts: 

Amount received on account from Mr. J.D. Rockefeller, Junr. (equivalent 
of $2oo,ooo) . . . . . . . · 

Interest received during year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 

Payments: 

,. 

Construction expenditure to December 31st, 1931 
Balance as at December 3!st, 1931 . . . . . . 

March xst, 1932. 

42g,ooo.-
6o5.758.I7 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 



Capital Account: 

Balance as at December 3Ist, I93I 

Depreciation Reserve Fund . ' . . . . . . 

Balance as at January rst, I93I 
Income from investments. , • 
Purchase of dollars (contra) • · • 

. . 

, 

•. 

Part 

. LIBRARY 

L CAPITAL ACCOUNT AS 

_Dollars 

. . . . . . - -·· . 500,00Q.-.· 

. .• .. . . . - . 

-
II. RE%.NUE -ACCOUNT FOR· THE 

Dollars Francs 

1:9,560.- . 
. _!39.773-25 

!59-333·25 

Francs 

!9,560.-.. 
!39.773-25 

3,686.60 

) 
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VII. 

ENDOWMENT FUND 

AT DECEMBER JIST, I9JI. 

Investments (at cost): 1 

4 Yz % Swedish Government Loan I9JO. Kr. J70,ooo • 
7 % German External Loan, I924 . . . . . . • . . . 
7 % .Austrian Government Loan I92J-4J . . . . . . • 
4 Yz% Netherlands Government Loan I9I7, Fl. 7o,ooo. 
4 Yz %·Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Co., I992 . . . 
4 % Northern Pacific Railway Co., I997 . . . . . . . 
4 % Atchison Topeka and Sante Fe Railway Co., I995· • 
4 Yz% New York Central R. R. Co., New York Central 

and H. R. R. R. Co., 20IJ . . . . . . . . 
4 Yz % Swedish Cities Loan I927, Kr. IIO,ooo. 
7 % Greek Government Loan I964 . . . . . 

Cash. at Bank: 

Deposit at J % to January 5th, I9J2 . 
Current account . . . . . . . . • . . 

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER JIST, I9JI. 

Libraiy, in aid account. . . . . . . 
Ch!liges and commission on purchase of 

secilrities . . . . . . . 
Miscellaneous expenses . . . . . . 
Sale of Swiss francs . . . . . . . 
Depreciation Reserve Func:f . . • • 
Balance as at December Jist, I9JI. 

March ISt, I9J2. 

. • 

Dollars 

Nominal Value 
Dollars 

· gg,I6o 
97,000 
88,ooo 
28,I40 
25,000 
25,000 
25,000 

25,000 
29,480 
28,ooo 

469.780 

. . 

Francs 

88,998.86 

I,236·39 
3.686.60 

25.7I2.50 
J9,698.9o 

I59,J33-25 

Dollars 

98,J4J.85 
I05,475--
9J.498·75 
28,6J7·75 
25,000.-
22,86I.25 
2J,725.-

25,062.50 
29,575-45 
27,470.-

479.649·55 

5,000.-
28,579·59 

Francs 

88,998.86 

1,236·39 
3,686.6o 

25,7I2.50 
43,385.50 

163,019.85 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 

1 The market value of these investments, exclusive of interest, was, on December 31st, 1931, $341,889.-
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Part VIII. 

REVOLVING FUND FOR SPECIA~. PUBLICATIONS 

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED 
DECEMBER JIST, I9JI. 

Receipts. 

Balance as at· January Ist, I9JL . 
Sales of . documents . . . . . . . 
Interest received during year . 

Expenditure. 

Printing . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Balance as at December Jist, I9JI · 

March Ist, I9J2. 

. 

Francs 

24,59I.25 
I,o86.2o 
• I97·85. 

Francs 

6,IJ9.8o 
I9,7J5.50 

25,875·JO 

(Signed) · P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accimntant. 
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In conformity with Article 44 of the Regulations for the.Financial Administration of the 
League of Nations, I have the honour to ~ransmit to you herewith my report on the audit of 
the accounts of the League for the financial year 1931. · 

(Signed) A. CERESA. 

REPORT 

I ~ave the honour to. present herewith .the result of ~y audit of the accounts of the League 
of Nat1<~ns for the finan~Jal year 1931, which were submitted to me for examination by the 
Secretanat, the International Labour Office and the Permanent Court of International Justice. 



I. GENERAL BUDGET OF THE LEAGUE FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1931. 
'-

The results of the budget account for the financial year 1931 may be summarised as follows: 
Of the 31,637,50r gold francs due by States in respect of contributions, the sum of 

27,062,0r9.40 gold francs was actually-received. Thus on December 31st, 1931, there were 
4.575.481.6o gold fl:m~ outstanding; 

A great reduction m. the estimates for _expenditure was, however, imperative.l 
In fac~. on the credits voted by the Assembly for expenditure for the said financial 

ye:rr. totalling 3r,673,50r gold francs, the actual expenditure was 29,087,4I6.o7 gold francs 
-I.e., 2,550,084.93 gold francs below the estimate. 

Expenditure, nevertheless, exceeded actual income by 2,025,396.67 gold francs. 
The following table shows how this excess amount is made up: · 

Income 

I 
Gold francs 

Expenditure 

2 
Gold francs 

Difference 
between 

Cols. 1 and 2 
Gold francs 

Secretariat and Special Organisations . . 14,619,765.12 
7·408,985·77 
2,320,356.20 
r.856,873-19 

15,07r.575·33 
8,435·772.89 
2.415,155·80 
2,164.522.80 
1,000,389.25 

451,810.21 
1,026,787.12 

94.799.60 
307,649.61 
r44,350.13 

- International Labour O_rganisation . • • 
Permanent Court of International Justice 
Buildings at Geneva . • . . • . . . . 
Pensions . . . . . . . . . . . . , • 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
856,o39.r2 

For the Secretariat, the excess of expenditure over budgetary income was amply covered 
by the share of 955,843.84 gold francs accruing to that organisation out of the sum received during 
the financial year r93r in respect of contributions in arrears. 

The discrepancy between the income and expenditure of the International Labour Office, 
however, was only partly met by income from the said contributions, the share of the Office being 
480,402.rr gold francs, so that recourse was had to the Working Capital Fund to make up the 
deficit. 

·For the Permanent Court of International Justice also, expenditure was in excess of income; 
the difference was, however, well covered by the sums received in respect of contributions in 
arrears. 

In order to supplement these brief general remarks, and subject to the fuller analysis which 
will be given later, it may be of interest to note the following percentages relating to the budget 
for r93r, as compared with the figures for the two previous years: 

Expenditure. 
Financial 

period 
Credits 
voted 

Expendi
ture 

Difference 

Secretariat . . . . . . . . • . . 
r929 
r930 
r931 
1929 
r930 
r931 
1929 
1930 
193r 
1929 
r930 
r931 
r93r 

100 
100 
roo 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
roo 
100 
roo 
roo 
roo 

85-34 
87.50 
88.18 
97-68 
96.96 
97·39 
75·58 
73-42 
89.03 
99·98 
99.06 
99-70 
99·96 

14.66 
12.50 
II.81 

International Labour Organisation . . . -. 
2.32 
3-04 
2.61 

Permanent Court of -International Justice . 
24-42 
26.58 
10.97 \ 

Buildings at Geneva. 
0.02 
0-94 
0.30 
0",04 Pensions . 

General total expenditure { 
Income. 

General total . . . . . . . . . . { 

~----

1929 
r930 
r93r 

r929 
r930 
rg3r 

roo 
100 
IOO 

IOO 
roo 
roo 

89.24 
89.82 
91-93 

89-42 
86.62 
85.53 

ro.58 
13-38 
r4-47 

1 It will be remembered that the Assembly, at its Twelfth Session, adopted the foUowing resolution at its meeting 
on September 26th, 1931: • 

" The Assembly, , 
" Impressed by the difficult situation through which most of the States Members of the League are passtng, 

and by the possible effects of that situation on the ~~ of the League; . . , 
" Convinced that in the present circumstances 1t JS 1mportant that the whole of the appropnations prov1ded 

in the- budget for the present financial year should not be ~~nded: . . , 
"Requests the competent officials of the three organJSattons of the League to lim1t to the utmost poss1ble 

extent the expenditure incurred between now and the e~ of the year; . 
" Makes a strong appeal to the Council and the Govemtng Body of the International Labour Office to endeavour 

to postpone or cancel the sessions of conferences and committees convened or contemplated for the last q narter 
of this year, provided always that snch postponements or canceUations do not interfere with the essential work 
of the League." 
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It will be seen ~hat the percentage of expenditure for 1931 was ~ ge
8
ner;t higher f~~ the three 

or nisations and amounted in all to 91.93 per cent as compared 'Ylth 9· 2 per cen m 19~0. 
ga Consequ~ntly, the percentage for the margin between the credits voted and the expenditure 

incurred decreased considerably from one year to the. next. . . 
A comparison between the grand total of expenditure and m_come confirms the discrepancy 

already noted, which was still more marked in 1931 than the preVIous year. 

INCOME. 

Contributions of States in respect of 1931. 

In the 1931 budget, approved by the Assembly on October 3rd, 1930, the contributions to be 
received from the States Members of the League were fixed at a sum of 31,637,501 gold francs, 
made up as follows: 

Ordinary contributions . . . . . . . . . • . . . · · 
Extraordinary contributions 

(a) 

(b) 

Under the heading " Buildings at 
Geneva " . . . . . . . . .. . . 

Under the heading" Permanent equip-
ment, etc." . . . . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

2,170,822 

361,160 

Gold francs 

29,ro5,5I9 

. 
2,531,982 

31,637,501 

At the same time, the Assembly decided, on the proposal of the Supervisory Commission; 
that the balance of 795,821.33 gold francs available from the excess of receipts over expenses 

· in 1929 should be refunded to the States Members of the League in the form of a further reduction 
of the payments to be effected for their contributions in respect of 1931. 

The Assembly also decided to deduct a sum of 70o,ooo gold francs from the Building Fund· 
and to refund this amount, in, the form of a further reduction of 1931 contributions to be granted 
to the States whose prompt payment of their share in the League's expenses, up to and including 
1925, had contributed to the formation of the Fund.1 · . 

The contributions due by the States in accordance with the 1931 budget, the sums received 
by the League during the same period and the amounts outstanding on December 31st, 1931, 
are as follows: · 

Contributions due for the financial year 1931 
Received . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Contributions outstanding 

The amount received is made up as follows: 

Sums paid by States Members • . • . • . . • . • . • . • . • • . • 
Cash surplus of the financial period 1929 returned to the States by treating 

it as an actual payment on account of the 1931 contributions • . • 
Sum withdrawn from the Building Fund to be refunded, in the same way as 

above, to the States which have contributed to the formation of the 
said fund .•.•.• 

Total • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . . . . . . 

Less: 

Refund of the share or ordinary contributions relating to the Building Fund 
to the following States which have ceased to be Members of the 
League: 

Bta2i! ... 
Costa Rica. 

Gold francs 

31,637.501.-
27,062,019-40 

4.575.481.60 

Gold francs 

25,592,684·53 

795.821.33 

700,000.-

1 In con.formity with the Assembly's decision at its seventh ordinary session, the sum of 7oo,ooo gold francs was 
allocated, as 1n former years, in proportion to the amount which each State had contributed to the formation of the 
Bulidmg Fund. 
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As compared ~th the amount d~e, the contribution~ received in re5pect of 1931 represent 
85.62 per cent, agamst 86.62 per cent m 1930, 89 per cent m 1929 and 93 per cent in 1928. There 
has thus been a marked diminution in the percentage. 

The figures relating to the allotment of the contributions due, received and receivable in 
respect of 19~1, ~ between the Secretariat and the autonomous organisations (International 
Labour Orgamsatlon and Permanent Court of International Justice) will be fo1,llld in the tables 
on pages u-13 of the present document. 

Contributions in Arrears. 

The total figure for contributions in arrears, which on December 31st, 1930, was 15,829,227.I5 
gold francs, amounted on December 31st, 1931, to r8,839,186.95 gold francs, making an increase 
of 3,009,959-80 gold francs, as shown in the following table: 

Arrears on December 31st, 1930 . . • . . . . . . 
Sums collected in respect of these arrears in 1931 . 

Further arrears for the financial period 1931 

Arrears on December 31st, 1931 . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

15,829,227.15 
1,565,521.80 

14,263.705-35 
+ 4.575.481.60 

x8,839,I86.1)!) 

The increase thus consists of the difference between the sums received in 1931 in respect 
of contributions outstanding at the close of the previous year and the total of arrears subsequently 
accumulated. 

The contributions· in arrears may be divided, as in previous reports, into the following 
categories: 

I. The first category comprises old arrears of contributions due by four States of Latin 
America, in the case of which an arrangement had been made, which should have guaranteed 
progressive payment. On December 31st, 1931, the amount due in respect of these arrears was 
137.918.88 gold francs, as against 142.450.36 gold francs on the same date of the preceding year 
-a diminution of 4,531.48 gold francs. 
. 2. China owed, ·on December 31st, 1930, a sum of 9.7o8,917.36 gold francs in respect of 
contributions in arrears for the periods 1922 to 1930 inclusive. 

In accordance with the resolution adopted by the League Assembly in September 1930, 
a suitable period was granted to that country for the payment of this debt. It was to be paid 
off in· twenty years at the rate of one-twentieth each year. · · 

On December 31st, 1931, this debt was reduced to 9,227,795.88 gold francs, as China had 
paid in the course of the year 48I,121.48 gold francs.1 · 

3· Tl).ere is another category of contributions which relate to the years 1920 to 1929 inclusive. 
The sums outstanding in respect of these contributions are indicated below, with the exception 
of the contributions due by China, the amount of which has been funded as shown above and 
is payable over a period of twenty years: 

. ' 

December 31st, December 31st, Sums received 
Financial periods 1930 1931 in 1931 

Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs 

1920 26,952-72 26,952-72 Nil 
1921 I8M99·70 187.499-70 Nil 
1922 182,040.30 182,040.30 Nil 
1923 389,161,63 389,161.63 Nil 
1924 359,200.49 359,200.49 Nil 
1925 375,6r6.r9 375,616.19 Nil 
'1926 335,27!.80. 335,271.80 Nil 
1927 348,449-47 348.449·47 Nil 
1928 !26,536·74 126,536·74 Nil 
1929 1,170,434·30 1,149.522.65 20,9II.65 

3,501,163.34 3.480,251.69 20,9II.65 

Out of more than 3% millions of contributions in arrears, the receipts during the period 
in question amount, as this table shows, only to 20,9II.65 gold francs, which represent the 
balance of the debts of the following States in respect of contributions for the year 1929: 

Cuba • . . . . . . 
Dominican Republic 

Total 

Gold francs 

19.300.88 
1,610.77 

20,9II.65 

1 China fnrther paid in 1931 a snm of 719,427.8o gold francs, corresponding approximately to balf the contribution 
of 1,.f38,861.32 gold francs doe by her for tbat year. leaving a debt under ~ heading of 719,433·52 gold francs. 
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4· The contributions for 1930 which were still outstanding at December 31st of that year 
Gold francs 

amounted to . . . . . . . . . . . . · · . · 
In 1931, the amount collected on this sum was . 

So that there remained a sum outstanding of . ' 

3·773.494·32 
2,355.755-42 

5. As noted, of the contributions due for 1931, the sum outstanding on December 31st 
of that year was 4,575,481.60 gold francs. . . 

The States which had not yet completed the payment of the contnbutions due for that year 
numbered 24 on December 31st, 1931, as against 21 on December 31st, 1930. It should be 
pointed out, however, that two of the States which were. in ~rrears on December 31st, 1930, 
had settled their debt on December 31st, 1931, so that the situation at the latter date had become 
more serious, not only because of the considerably higher figure for arrears, but als~ because 
five new States had been added to the list of those which, in the course of the precedmg year, 
had not paid the contributions due by them in time. As will be seen below, there was an improye
ment in this respect during the last three months of the current year.1 In short, the outstanding 
contributions at December 31st, 1931, were distributed as follows: 

Compounded arrears . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Consolidated arrears (China) . . . · . . . . . . 
Contributions for the period from 1920 to 1929 
Contributions for 1930 
Contributions for 1,931 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

137.918.88 
9,227,795.88 
3.480,251.69 
.1,417,738.90 
4.575.481.60 

18,839,186.95 

As a result of the amounts received during the first three months of the current period, 
the total amount due in respect of outstanding contributions for1931 fell, at March 31st last, from 
4,575.481.60 gold francs to 4,039,499·23 gold francs-a decrease of 535,982.37 gold francs, largely 
on account of the payment of 455,351.38 gold francs made by one of the debtor States at 
December 31st, 1931, in final settlement of its debt. · 

During the same period the consolidated debt of. China was reduced by 9,227,795.88 gold 
francs to 8,743,212.41 gold francs-a decrease of 484,583.47 gold francs. 2 

Finally, contributions which had previously been the object of an arrangement showed a 
slight decrease-namely, 902.18 gold francs. 

In all, the contributions in arrears fell from 18,839,186.95 gold francs on December 31st, 
1930, to 17,817,718.93 gold francs on March 31st, 1932-a decrease of 1,021,468.02 gold francs. 

Appropriations in Aid. 

In the case of the Secretariat these receipts may be divided into two categories: 
I~ the first place the~e are. those derived from the sale of publications, from the interest 

accrumg from funds deposited Wlth the bank and from other minor sources. These are deducted 
from the sums spent on the General Services of the Secretariat which are then entered in the 
Budget (Chapter II) at their net amount-i.e., after deduction of the above-mentioned receipts. 
The figures are as follows: · 

Sale of publications . . . . 
Interest earned . . . . . . 
Miscellaneous cash receipts . 
Sale of cinematograph films. 

Total. . . . . 

Gold francs 

on Se~::m~r ~6~~:;;~red that the Assembly, at its Twelfth Session, adopted the following resolution at its meeting 

"The Assembly: 
" Observes · th t tha hi 

obligations towar~ th':kgue: t s year a greater ~umber of States than before have not fulfilled their financial 
.. Earn ' . . 

fulfil the cone:;::Ianscallsof uthpon Statesti which have received certain facilities for the liquidation of their arrears to 
.. . e res pee ve arrangements; . 

InVItes the other States which f · · · · contrib t' . . • or vanous reasons, still owe m respect of 1929 and 1930 to remit their 
u mns as soon as political or economic conditions permit· 

the s;;.:!.k~~es~e n~re~·<?eneral to undertake or .pursue n~gotiations for the liquidation of arrears by all 
and to co . teo the• su mit a report to the Council on 1:he action taken by him before the next Assembly 

mmuruca results to the latter." · · ' 
=Taking into account this d th ed" • 

a total of 96s.7o4.95 gold franC:~: :~pecte :rr: c:~x::;:~tdr::t~e m 1931, China had paid, as at March 31st, 1932, 



· This sum of 451,241.56 gold. francs is somewhat lower than the estimate of 48o,ooo gold 
francs. · 

The appropriations in aid for I93I show an increase over those for 1930 of 47,000 gold francs 
for th_e pro~ds from the sale of publications; but for the interest on funds of the Secretariat 
de!X!s1ted With the bank they show a decrease of nearly So,ooo gold francs. Miscellaneous cash 
receipts have fallen to rather more than half, and the proceeds from the sale of cinematographic 
films have also fallen off. 

The considerable fall in receipts in respect of interest is due to the delay in the payment 
of contnoutions, to the general fall in the rate of interest, and to the wise determination of the 
Secretariat to ensure the liquidity of its funds as far as possible. 

The appropriations in aid of the second category are principally contributions towards the 
expenses of the" SpeciarOrganisations" attached to the Secretariat (Chapter III of the Budget) 
an~ towards the expenses of Chapter VI (Library). These are of particular interest because of 
therr nature and amount. In 1931 the figures.were as follows in comparison with those of 1930: 

Assembly and Council- Contribution 
of the Government of the French 
Republic 1 • . • • • . • 

International Health Organisation . . 
Social Questions. . . . . • • • • 
Economic and Financial Organisation. 
Progressive Codification of Interna-

tional Law ... 
Refugee Relief Work. 
Exchange Profits . . 
Library. . . . . . . 

1930 
Gold francs 

726,526.99 
247.!83.85 
16,2.26.83 

76.858.90 
27,868.!5 
2,693·83 

88,074-IO 

1931 
Gold francs 

40,200.-
670.928.29 
347,656.16 
142,II6.75 

9·295·35 

II,951.95 
88,g98.86 

Difference 
Gold francs 

+ 40,200.
- 55,5g8.7o 
+ I00,472.3I 
+ 125,88g.92 

67.563,55 
27,868.15 

+ 9,258.12 
+ 924·76 

+ 125,714·71 

After adding to the above-mentioned sum of I,3II,I47·36 gold francs the amount of the 
contributions in aid of the first category-namely, 451,24I.56 gold francs-the total appropriations 
in aid amounted in 1931 to 1,762,388.92 gold francs, as against I,714,956.55 gold francs in the 
previous year. 

The appropriations in aid of the International Labour Organisation and the Permanent Court 
of International Justice will be dealt with when examining the budgets of those organisations. 

Interests on Current and Deposit Accounts with Banks. 

The interest earned during·the past financial year was as follows: 

I. Interest earned on Secretariat funds included, as already 
stated, in the appropriations in aid. . . . . . . . . . 

2. Interest on available balances of the Working Capital Fund, 
credited to this account. . . . . • . . • . . . . . . 

3· Interest on the Building Fund for the Assembly Hall and 
the Secretariat Building, credited to this account . . . . 

4· Interest on the Assembly Hall Furnishing Account, credited 
to this account . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 

5· Interest on the Library Building Fund, credited to this 
account. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

6. Interest on the Library Endowment Fund . 

Total. . . . . • . . . . . 

Gold franca 

9.642.82 
139·773-25 

807,316.25 

This sum is lower by 16g,526.32 gold francs than that obtained in 1930, although two new 
items-Nos. 5 and 6-were·added in 1931.• . 

EXPENDITURE. 

The credits voted by the Assembly at its meeting on October 3rd, 1930, for the e?'penditure 
of the finanCial year t93i amount to a total of 31,637.50I gold francs and show an mcrease of 

• 

.. 1 Contribution to the ~nses incurred for the Extraordinary Session of the Council in Paris in connection with 

the Sino-Japanese dispute. · . . · . . 'th · · · 'd 
• See the observations on the fall m mterest m connection WI appropnatio~ !D l'1 , 
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· r as shown by the following 
3,427,253 gold francs over the credits voted for the preVlous yea • 
table: 

1931 Difference Percentage 
1930 for 1931 of increase 

Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs 

Secretariat . . . . . . . . . . · 15,965,256 17,091.586 + 1,126;330 7-05 
8,661,652 + 109,641 1.28 

International Labour Organisation . 8,552,0II 
Permanent Court of International 

2,267.981 2,712,668 + 444,687 19,60 
Justice . . . . + 745.822 52-33 2,170,822 Buildings at Geneva _1,425,000 

1,000,773 + 1,000,773 100 
Pensions . . . . . 

Total . 28,210,248 31,637,501: + 3.427,253 ;1:2-4 

The increase in 1931 as compared with 1930 was 12.4 per cent, as shown above, as against 

4 38 per cent for 1930, as compared with 1929. · . . ( . t" a1 
· When the expenses of the Secretariat and of the autonomous. orgamsahon~ . lnterna Ion . 

Labour Organisation and Permanent Court of International Jushce) are exammed separately, 
the following figures are obtained: 

1. Secretariat. 

The expenditure of the Secretariat -in 1931 may be summarised as follows: 

Gross Expenditure .. 

Less: 

Appropriations in Aid . 

Net Expenditure 

Credits voted 
Gold francs 

20,263,181.00 

Sums expended 1 

Gold francs 

19,998.876.30 

1,762,38.8.92 

1~,236.487-38 

Difference 
Gold francs 

:r6,8o6.49 

. 2,026,693-62 

(Savings) 

It will be seen that the expenditure of the Secretariat in 1931 amounted to I9,998,876.30 
gold francs (gross expenditure); this expenditure was, however, met, to the amount of 1,762,388.92 
gold francs, by appropriations in aid {which were :r6,8o6.49 gold francs lower than the estimates), 
so that, in reality, expenditure of the Secretariat was a charge upon the Budget only to the 
extent of 18,236,487.38 gold francs (net expenditure) and, a.S compared with the credits voted, 
there was a saving of 2,026,693.62 gold. francs. 

1 Details of the Secretariat's expenditl!re in 1931: 

Assembly and Council • • • • • . 
General Services of the Secretariat • 
Special Organisations of the League 
Losses on exchange • • 

' Refugee work • • • • • 
Permanent equipment, etc.. • • . . 

Total: Secretariat and Special Organi
sations. 

Buildings at Geneva 
Pensiona • . • • . • 

• 
Gross expenditure 

Gold francs 

816,311.15 
8,6o1,146.6o 
6,680,155·43 

96,487·97 

333.800.-
306,o63.10 

2,164.522.80 
1,000,389.25 

Contribution in aid 
to be deducted 
Gold francs 

40,200.-
451,241.56 

1,169,996.55 
11,951-95 

"(profits) .. 
88,998.86 

Net expenditure 

Gold francs 

776,111.15 
8,149.905.04 
5,510,158.88 

84.536.02 

333.800.-
217,o64.24 

2,164.522.80 
1,000,389.25 

18,236.487·38. 
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. The saving of 2,o26,6g3.62 gold francs which appears in the preceding table is apportioned 
as follows: 

A. - Secretariat and Special Organisations. 

Chapter I. - Assembly and Council . • . • • . • • • • . • . • • • ; . . . 
Expenditure .in connection with the Assembly (Item I of the chapter), for 

which a credit of 383,200 gold francs had been voted, amounted to 347,505.85 gold 
francs, -the saving being 35,694.15 gold francs. 
· The expenditure in connection with the sessions of the Council (Item 2) 
shows, on ~e other hand, an excess of 71,729.30 gold francs over the credits 
voted. This excess is due to the extraordinary sessions of the Council held in 
connection with the Sino-Japanese dispute, including a meeting of some length 
held in Paris. 

. A credit of 23,000 gold francs was originally voted for these sessions; but 
this proved to be insufficient, particularly in view of the heavy expenditure on 
telegrams. Further funds were therefore provided by means of a transfer of 
8,ooo gold francs from the credit voted for the ordinary sessions of the Council 
and two transfers to a total amount of 85,000 gold francs from the credit in 
respect of "Unforeseen Expenditure" (Item 3 of the chapter), which can, of. 
course, be utilised only under a special resolution of the Council. 

In addition, the French Government contributed a sum of 40,200 gold francs 
to the cost of the meeting held in Paris. 

· This gives a total of x56,2oo gold francs, of which 143.979-55 gold francs were 
expended. The excess of expenditure over the credit (23,000 gold francs) voted 
is, however, reduced to 80,779-55 gold francs, by the fact that this excess was 
partly met from the aforementioned contribution of the French Government. 
rather than from budget funds. 

Taking into account, further, the fact that for the expenses of the ordinary 
sessions of the Council there was a saving of 9,050.25 gold francs on the credit 
of 40,000 gold francs voted, the total excess expenditure of the item is reduced 
to the 71,729.30 gold francs already indicated. If these 71,729.30 gold francs 
are taken as offset by the saving of 35,694.15 gold francs on the expenditure in 
connection with the Assembly, there still remains an excess of 36,035.15 gold 
francs. And yet the saving of 170,o88.85 gold francs registered for the expenses of 
Chapter I is due to the fact that, of the credit of 5oo,ooo gold francs voted to 

· ensure a sufficient margin for the " Unforeseen Expenditure " of the financial 
year, only 293,876 gold francs were actually expended ~._i.e:, a difference of 
206,124 gold francs (Item 3 of the chapter). 

Chapter II. - General Services of the Secretariat • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The most notable saving effected is that of 287,592.II gold francs under 

salaries, wages and allowances (Item 4). On a credit voted of 6,380,724 gold 
francs, the amount expended was 6,093,I3I.89. 
· A further appreciable saving which may be mentioned is that of 98,464.52 

gold francs on the expenditure relating to" Liaison with Latin America" (Item 6): 
This expenditure amounted to only 222,173·48 gold francs out of a credit of 
320,638 gold francs voted. 

The credit voted for " Travelling expenses of officials of the League " (Item 8) 
amounted to a total of 366,300 gold francs. Of that sum, 270,938.44 gold francs 
.were expended, giving a saving of 95,361.56, in spite of an excess of 25,309.31 gold 
francs over the sum estimated for the travelling expenses of members of the 
Secretariat returning home on leave. The original estimate under this head was 
55,000 gold francs. As that sum was found to be insufficient, it was supplemented 
by 35,000 gold francs obtained by means of transfers from other headings of the 
same item (8); the credit in question was thus raised to go,ooo gold francs. The 
sum actually expended was 80,309.31 gold francs. · 

A credit of 558,ooo gold francs had been assigned to " General office expenses " 
(Item 12), of which only 48I,OOI.7I gold francs were expended, thus giving a 
saving of 76,998.29 gold francs, chiefly in connection with stationery and stationery 

. stores (a saving of 38,377·50) and postage (a saving of 32,529.40 gold francs). 

Carried forward. . • • • • • 

1 The details of this sum are as follows: 

Consultation of experts on the question of Memel Territory • • . . • 
International Inquiry Commission on Slavery in Liberia • • • • • • 
Technical Liaison with China • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Funds advanced to the Organisation Committee of the International 

Agricultural Mortgage Credit Company • • • • • • • • • • • 

Gold'"""' 

8,288.35 
89.366.10 

r86,765.30 

9,456.25 

293.876.-

Gold francs 

17o,o88.85 
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Brought forward . . · . 

For the" Publications Department" (Item II), the credit voted was 527,500 
gold francs whereas the expenditure was ·only 459,458.15 gold francs. The 
saving is th~s 68,o4r.85 gold francs. Th~ includes a saving o_f about zr,ooo gold 
francs on expenditure. in connec~ion wtth _the '!reaty Sm.es and ~not~er of 
30,700 gold francs on expenditure m con~ect10n wtth the vanous publications of 
the Information Section. . 

The credit of 4o,ooo gold francs relating: to " Un_forese~n and miscellaneous 
expenses of the Secretariat " (Item 15) rem~ms pracbca.Hy mtac~.. · . 

Of the credit of 79,700 gold francs provided for the S_uperVIs~o~ of reve~ue 
and expenditure" (Item 17), 43,360.15 gold francs were utilised, givmg a savmg 
of 36,339.85 gold francs. 

Item 1o, "Property Account: Maintenance of .the H;adquarters of the 
League at Geneva", shows a saving of 19,125.95 gold francs, sm~e only 282,684.05 
gold francs were spent out of a credit of 301,8ro gold francs, m spite of excess 
expenditure of n,s8r.25 gold francs for the maintenance of the building-a sum 
which was covered by means of transfers. . . 

Savings were also effected under Item 9, "Frais de representation" (General 
Fund), and under Item 13, "Special staff charges", which amounted respectively 
to 16,435·52 and 31,217.55 gold francs. · · . , 

It may be pointed out that, f9r expenditure under Item 13, the credit voted 
was ro2,ooo gold francs, to which was added ro,ooo gold francs by n:teans of 
transfers to meet expenses for the recruitment of staff and expenses resultmg from 
medical examinations in excess of the number anticipated. 

Finally, surplus expenditure was in<;:urred under Item r~;> (" Unpa~d Liabilities 
Fund"). The credit voted was ro,ooo gold francs, which was mcreased to 
24,000 gold francs-an increase of 14,000 gold francs-by means of transfers 
from other items of the same chapter. Of this sum, 22,992.15 gold francs were 
expended. · . 

To explain this excess, the service of the Secretariat concerned pointed out 
that, in view of the constant expansion of the activities of the League, and the 
fact that at the close of the financicil year there are always missions in different 
countries which cannot submit their accounts within the time laid down, it 
becomes increasingly difficult to keep the expenditure already incurred within 
the limits of the credits voted under Item 16. 

Chapter III .. - Special Organisations of the League. . . . . . .• . . . . 
A saving of 650,931.75 gold francs was effected under Item 24, "Reduction of 

Armaments", for the reasons given below. 1 

In 1931, the Permanent Advisory Commission did not meet; and the Inter
national Conference on the Supervision of the Private Manufacture of Arms, 
Ammunition and Implements of War was not called. No investigation' took 
place. The preparatory work for the Disarmament Conference was concluded 
more quickly than had been anticipated. The result was a saving. The expend
iture for the Disarmament Conference was, in fact, limited to 51.467.80 gold 
francs, out of a· credit of 300,000 gold francs voted. This expenditure was in 
connection with the printing of documents for the Conference. 

_The expenditure of the Economic Relations Section, Item 19, for which a 
credit of 837,432 gold francs had been voted, was limited to 627.439.05 gold 
francs, as a ses:-ion of the Economic Committee was dispensed with and meetings 
of other committees and of experts had been postponed. In this way a-saving 
of 209,992.95 gold francs was effected. 

It was also possible to make appreciable -savings in the case of the Inter
national Health Organisation by adopting measures of economy. Out of credits 
of 1,319,976 .gold francs voted, the expenditure amounted to I,IJ8,463.69 gold 
francs, a savmg of I4I,512.3I gold francs. 

For the !ransit Organisation (Item 21) a credit of 503,972 francs had been 
voted, of which only 427,245.05 gold francs had been expended. The saving of 
76,726.95 gold fran~ is due to the fact that r6,ooo francs less was expended for 
the _General Transit Conference than was anticipated, because it was found 

. possible to reduce the expenses for staff, and because only 776·55 of the credit of 
2o,ooo gold francs voted for Settlement of Disputes (No. 4 of the item) were spent, 

• Carried forward. . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

2,095,II0.93 

1 Various transfers were effected, to a total of 194,000 gold francs, under the headings of this item. Of this amount, 
14,000 gold francs were employed to supplement credits voted for other headings of the same item. The remaining 
18o,ooo gold francs were used to supplement credits voted for the following expenditure: 

Commission of·Enquiry for European Union (Chapter II, Item 3;,) ... 
Intellectual Co-operation (Chapter III. Item 25 A. 8) . . . . . . . . . . . 

The latter transfers were approved by the Council of the League of Nations. . 

Gold francs 

I00,000,-
8o,ooo.-
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Gold francs 

Broughl foTWard • • • • • • 2,<>g5,II0.93 

as the Special Committee on the Question of the Jurisdiction of the Danube, which 
was to have ~eld various sessions in 1931, actually met only once. 
. The cred1ts voted for the study of " Social Questions " (Item 23) amounted 
m all to ?19,688 gol~ francs. The expenditure amounted only to 552,522.45 gold 
francs, glVlnl? a savmg of 67,165.55 gold francs made up as follows: 

Savmg on expenditure relating to the Suppression of Gold francs 

Traffic in Women and the Protection of Children • • 45,855.15 
Saving on expenditure of the Permanent Central Opium 

Board • • . . • . . • . • • . . . • . • • • • 37 ·764·50 

83,619.65 
Excess of expenditure over credits for Supervision of 

Opium Traffic. . • . . . • · . . . • . . • • • • 

. 67,165.55 
As regards the above excess expenditure, it should be pointed out that for 

expenses in connection with the supervision of opium traffic 295,404 gold francs 
of credits had been voted, to which 25,750 gold francs had been added by 
transfers. Of the total of 321,154 gold francs, 3II,858.1o gold francs were spent. 
The sum of 16,454.10 gold francs in excess of tl).e credits originally voted is due, to 
a great extent, to an increase in the expenditure on salaries, the printing of docu
ments and the Conference on the Limitation of the Manufacture of Narcotic 
Drugs.. This excess expenditure was partly offset by a saving of 8,ooo gold francs 
made on the expenditure of the Conference at Bangkok on the Supervision of 
Opium Traffic 1, held in virtue of Article 12 of the Agreement concluded at the 
time of the first Opium Conference, and by small economies in connection with 
other headings of this item. 

For" Mandates" (Item 20), out of a credit of 299,894 gold francs, 248,619.25 
gold francs were expended. The difference of 51,274·75 gold francs represents 
the sum of the savings on all headings of that item. 

Under Item 18, " Administrative Commissions and Minorities Questions ", 
a saving of 21,513J.1o gold francs was effected, the credit voted being337,263 gold 
francs and the expenditure 315,695.90 gold francs. 

For the " League Wireless Station " (Item 31) the credit voted amounted 
to 230,000 gold francs. In accordance with the proposal of the Supervisory 
Commission, approved by the Assembly at its Eleventh Session, 2oo,ooo gold 
francs were used to form the nucleus of an extra-budgetary fund for the purpose 
of meeting the costs of upkeep and running expenses of the station. Of the 
balance of 30,000 Swiss francs, 9,423.50 francs were utilised for meetings of 
committees of experts and for technical expenses in connection with the listening-in 
service. 

Two items of this chapter, on the other hand, show sums expended in excess 
· of the credits voted. 

The largest of these sums is 47,342.90 gold francs relating to Item 25, 
" Intellectual Co-operation ". The credit voted was 295,693 gold francs. It was 
increa!?ed by 8o,ooo gold francs by the transfer already indicated from the credits 
for the reduction of armaments; the initial credit was thus increased to 375,693 
gold francs, of which 343,035.90 gold francs were expended. The aforesaid excess 
was chiefly due to the expenses of a mission of educational experts sent to China, 
which accounted for the 8o,ooo gold francs indicated above. 
. The other sum is in connection with Item 30, " Commission of Enquiry 
for European Union ". The original credit voted was 28,ooo gold francs. It was 
increased by 10o,ooo gold francs by the other transfer of the same amount made 
from Chapter II, Item 26, " Reduction of Armaments ", as stated above. The 
expenditure in question amounted, however, to only 44,257·75 gold francs. 

Chapter VI. - Expenditure on Equipment 

- From the aggregate amount of the above-mentioned savings there should 
be deducted the increased losses on exchange • . . . . • • . . . . . . . 

This sum consists of the following items: 

Loss on exchange . 
Profit on exchange . • . . . . 

Carried forward. . 

Gold francs 

¢.487·97 
II,951.95 

84.536.02 

2,I04,546.6g 

84.536.02 

• 

2,020,0I0.6J 

• The Siamese Government contributed 74.492.32 gold francs to the expenses of this Conference, which form part 
of the appropriations in aid already mentioned. 
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Gold francs 

Brought forward . • . . • . 2,020,0I0.6] 

The rofit and Joss on exchange are due principally to the fact that .the 
contributfons from the s~veral States are fixed in gold francs based oSn ~he ~mted 
States dollar exchange parity, at the rate of I dollar = 5.I826 . w1ss . ancs, 
whereas the rate of the dollar (esJ?ecially during the past financial year) has 
not always coincided with this panty.1 

· _ 

Total savings for the Secretariat and special organisations 
Buildings at Geneva . . . . . · · . · · 
Pensions . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · .· 

The sum of these items gives the total figure indicated above 

2. International Labour Organisation.2 

Credits Sums 
voted expended 

Gold francs Gold francs 

Gross expenditure . . 9,I57,7I5 8,853,0I5.79 
Less: 

Appropriations in Aid 496,063 475,026.53 

Net expenditure. 8,66I,652 8,377.989.26 

2,020,0I0.67 
6,299·20 

383·75 

2,026,693·62 

Difference 

Gold francs 

- 304,699.2I 

- 2I,036·47 

- 283,662.74 

A comparison of the sums expended with the corresponding crep.its of the several chapters 
of the Budget gives the following results: · · 

I. Sessions of the Conference and 
Governing Body. 

2. General ServiceS . 

3· Loss on exchange. 

4· Capital expenditure. 

5· Unforeseen expenditure. 
. 

Total. . . . . 

Less: 

Appropriations in aid. 

Net Total. 

Credits 
voted 

Swiss francs 

456,ooo 

8,453.7I5 

93,000' 

I55,000 

8,66I,652 

1 Exchange rate of the doUar (par, I doUar = 5.1826 Swiss francs): 

Maximum 
1931 Swiss francs 

First quarter 5-197/a 
Second quarter . 5.I97/s 
Third quarter , i;.I6Yz 
Fourth quarter • 5-I67/a 

Expenditure 

Swiss francs 

433.498·92 

8,23I,691.53 

I.939·56 

89,768.58 

96,II7.20 

8,853,0I5·79 

. 475,026.53 

8,377.989.26 

Minimum 
Swiss francs 

5-I5tsf,. 
5·I47/a 
5-IO 
5-09 

Difference 

Swiss francs 

- 22,50I.08 

- 222,023-47 

+ I,939·56 

3,23I-42 

58,882.80 

- 304,699.2I 

.- 2I,036·47 

- 283,662.74 

(Saving) 

Average 
Swiss francs 

5-I8I 
fj.I77 
5-I33 
s.I23 

• The accounts of the International Labour Office are kept in Swiss francs. In the Budget of the League, the 
Swiss francs, in which expenditure is calculated, are reckoned at par (1 Swiss franc = I gold franc). . 

On the othe(hand, the quota of the contributions due to the Labour Organisation, which is paid to it in gold 
francs by the Secretariat, is reckoned on the basis of I dollar = 5.I826 gold francs, 

. In the balance-sheet of the Secretariat at the close of the year, Swiss francs are converted into gold francs for the 
adJustment of accounts between the Secretariat and the International Labour Office. . 
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The saving of 283,662.74 Swiss francs consists of the following sums: 

Chapter I. - Sessions of the Conference at1d Govert1ing Body. . . . . . . . . . 

The saving in question relates to the Preparatory Maritime Technical Confer
ence, for which a credit of 45,000 francs had been voted and a sum of 22,499.20 
francs was spent. 

Chapter II. - General Services of the International Labo11r Office • . . . . . . • 

The most important saving under this chapter is that of 52,344.25 francs 
on expenditure in connection with commissions. It is chiefly due to the fact that 
no expenditure was effected for the following commissions: Joint Maritime Com
mission, Mixed Advisory Agricultural Committee and Social Insurance Committee, 
whereas credits had been voted amounting in all to 30,ooo francs. 

For salaries of staff, 17,346.80 francs less than the figure estimated were 
expended. 

A further saving of 23,914.50 francs was made on special expenses in connec
tion with staff.· 

For general office expenses, out of a credit of 259,000 francs voted, only 
223,035.27 francs were expended-a saving of 35,964.73 francs, about 16,ooo francs 
of which is in connection with the heading " Stationery and office supplies " and 
22,000 francs with ""Postage". As a counterpart to these economies, there is an 
excess expenditure of 3,186.20 gold francs for telephones (subscriptions and 
surcharges) and another of about 1,ooo francs for additional miscellaneous 
expenditure. 

Chapter IV. - Buildings: Permanent Equipment, etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

The greater part of this saving (2,ooo francs) is on the heading "Typewriters 
and calculating machines, etc. " ' 

Chapter V. -. Unforeseen Expenditure on Chapters I to IV. . . . . . . . . . . 

With regard to the saving under this heading, it should be mentioned that the 
Governing Body of the International Labour Office had authorised the payment 
under this chapter of certain expenses amounting to a total of 23,834 francs, 
which, in fact, were afterwards assigned to the Budget headings to which they 
actually related and on which savings had been made. 

Less: 
Chapter III. - Profit and loss on exchange . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Loss . . . . . . 
Profit . . . . . . . . . 

3.547-31 
1,00J.75 

1,939-56 

Total of savings effected on gross expenditure • . . . . . . . . . . . . , • 
If, from this total, the sum is deducted which represents the amount by 

which appropriations in aid fall short of the estimated total. . . . . . . 
the result, for sayings on net expenditure, is the above-mentioned total . 

The appropriations in aid amounted to: 

. .. 

Swiss francs , 

22,501.08 

222,023.47 

58,882.80 

306,638·77 

1.939.56 

304,699.21 

21,036·47 
283,662.74 

Sale of publications . . . . . . 
Contribution of Brazil for 1929 
Interest . • . • . • . . 
Miscellaneous rec~ipts . . • . . 

Swiss francs 

205,702.08 
253,063.60 

To the gross expenditure as shown in the Budget accounts 
add bank charges , 

Resulting total • 

Receipts for 1931: 

Contributions for.the financial year (7,408,985.77 gold francs) 
Contributions in arrears (480,402.II gold francs) . . ... 
Appropriations in aid . . . . . . . . 
Printing paper withdrawn from stock . . . . . . . . . 

13,783.75 
2,477-10 

475,026.53 
8,853,015.79 

728.10 

7.363.423.80 
477.078-70 
475,026.53 

1,059-35 

8,316,588.38 
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As will be seen, receipts were 537,155·51 Swiss francs below expenditure. ~he deficit was 
covered by drawing on the Working Capital Fund for an equivalent sum m gold francs· 
(545,318.45 gold francs). . . 

It should be observed that, in 1931, 250,461.40 Swiss francs were collect~d m resl?ect of 
Brazil's contribution for the preceding financial year. 'A reduction correspondmg to th1s .sum 
will be made from the contributions payable by the several States in respect of the expen.d1tur~ 
of the Labour Organisation in 1932. On December 31st, 1931, this amount appeared m the 
Suspense Account in the Labour Organisation's statement of assets and liabilities. 

3. Permanent Court of International Justice. 1 

Credits voted 
Actual expenditure .. 

Saving. . 

The expenditure of the Court in 1931 is made up as follows: 

Credits voted 

Net expenditure 
Gold francs 

2,712,668.·-
2,415,155·80 

307,512.20 

Expenditure 

Dutch florins 

Sessions of the Court . . 
General Services . . . . . _ . 
Administration of funds . . . . . . 
Contribution towards the fund to defray the expenses 

resulting from the application of the " Regulations 
regarding the Granting of Retiring. Pensions to_Members 
of the Court and to the Registrar " 2 

Capital expenditure . . . . . . . . . 

Less: 
Gross expenditure . . . . . 
Appropriations in aid (bank interest) 

Net expenditure . . 

325,100.-
933,088.50 

100.-

30,000.-
20,000.-

1,3o8,288.5o 
6,000.-

1,302,288.50 

The exp~nditure was thus below the estimate by 142,749.65 florins. 
The savmg of 142,749·65 florins consists of the following sums: 

Chapter I. - Sessions of the' Court . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . 
This saving is made up as follows: 

20,100 ~orins fo_r expenditure relating to the payment of the judges and the 
deputy Judges (1t. was only rarely necessary to have recourse. to the latter in 
1931); ~6,05? florms for duty allowance of national judges-that is, judges of 
the nationality of the parties to the dispute before the Court; 

Carried forward. . . . . . . 

1 The accounts of the Court are in Dutch florins. 

222,301.92 
894·900.39 

2,914·59 

30,000.-
10,943·60 

1,161,o6o.5o 
1,521.65 

1,159.538.85 

· Dutch florins 

102,798.08 

102,798.08 

Secre~~~=~dt~ g:u~~ar, the florins are converted into gold francs for the adju~tment of the accounts between the 

Dntch 
Florins 

1 At December 31st, 1930, thus sum amounted to • • • • • • • • 0 0 • • • • • 

1 
_It consisted of the annuai payment of 10,000 florins at the rate for the period from 1925 to 1930 

Pus m
1
terest. and less pe~ cash expenditure (see document A.3.193r.X, note 1 , page 88) ' 
n 1931, the followmg sums were added and deducted: · 

Contribution for 1931 
Bank interest • • • 

Pensions paid during 1931 • 
Bank charges • • • • • • • 

Total as at December 31st, 1931 • 

Dutch 
Florins 

30,000.-

1,937·48 

• • • 0 • • • • • 

100,791.86 
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Brought forward 
10,595 florins for " Salaries of temporary staff and overtime pay ". 

Dutch ftorius 

102.798.08 

20,920 florins for " Trav.elling expenses of judges and temporary staff ". This 
saving is also due to the fact that in 1931 the Court was not obliged to convoke any 
assessors, witnesses or experts, which permitted the saving of the 26,ooo florins 
estimated for this expenditure. 

- From these savings, which amount in all to II3,665 florins, must be deducted, 
however, small sums for excess expenditure, to a total of about 174 florins, relating 
to two headings of the chapter and covered by transfers, and also a sum of 13,900 
florins, which was entered in the budget estimates as receivable under the items 
" Subscriptions of States non-members " and " Assessors ", but which in fact were 
not received, as no expenditure under these headings was incurred in 1931. 

A saving of 3,208 florins was further realised on the unforeseen expenditure 
for sessions of the Court. . 

By adding all the above figures we arrive approximately at the figure 
102,798.08 florins given above. 

Chapter II.- General Services of the Court • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The savings in this connection are as follows: 

11,666.67 florins for expenditure relating to salaries of members of the Court, and 
about 18,ooo florins for their travelling expenses; 

more than 4,ooo florins for unforeseen expenditure under this chapter, of which 
only 943.76 florins were spent out of a credit of 5,000 florins. 

As against these savings, and others of smaller amount, there is excess 
expenditure (covered by transfers) amounting to 1,241.52 florins, over the credit 
of 10,000 florins voted for the payment of unpaid liabilities from preceding years. 
It may be pointed out in this connection that the last session held by the Court in 
1930 ended on December 6th of that year, and judges from overseas were conse
quently unable to submit accounts of their travelling expenses until after the 
close of the year. The total for these accounts exceeded the credit of 10,000 florins 
mentioned above: hence the excess expenditure in question. 

Chapter V.- Capital Account . . . • . • . • . . 
· About 2,000 florins of the saving on this account is in connection with ordinary 

expenditure for furniture and equipment and about 7,000 florins in connection with 
the Library, for which only 2,995.63 florins were expended out of a credit of 
1o,ooo florins .. 

Less: 

Chapter III. -Costs of administration of the Court's funds 

This sum consists of a loss on exchange of 2,845.04 florins for the 
conversion into Dutch florins of the sums received in gold francs in 1931 in respect 
of arrears of contributions and contributions for the current year 1, and of bank 
charges amounting to 69.55 florins. 

Carried forward. . . • • . • 

1 The Joss is in connection with the fluctuations of the dollar rate, as shown by the foUowing table: 

1931. 

First q~ 
Second q~. 
Third quarter . 
Fourth quarter . 

Rate of dollar in Dutch florins 

(par, I dollar = 2.488 Dutch florins). 

Maximum lfinimum 
Dutch dorins Dutch lhim 

2.499/JI 2.48>/. 
2.49% 2.48'1 •• 
2-4<1'/. 2-47'1. 
2.4<1'/. 2.46'/,. 

AvrnKe 
T>nteb fiQI"iOJ 

2-4904 
2.4858 
2.48 
2.4825 

38,188.11 

2,814-59 



Brought forward · · · · · · 
fl · s as against a credit of 

The total of these sums amounts to 2,9_14-59 h ?f. ff t however by a 
ro roo florins-i.e., a saving of 7,185.41 florrns; w t~ 15 0 se • ;0 ria-
deficit of ro ooo florins on profits on exchange entered rn the Budget as app P 
t . · 'd' The saving in question is thus turned into an actual loss of 2,814.59 tons rn at . · ff t d 
florins, which has been deducted from the savrngs e ec e · 

Total savings on gross expenditure . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Deducting from this total the sui? repres~nting the amount by which the 
appropriations in aid fell short of the estlffiates, VlZ. •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

the savings on net expenditure amount to the above-mentioned total of· · · · · 

Dutch florins 

147,228.-

II. GENERAL STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF· THE LEAGUE 
AS AT DECEMBER 31sT, 1931. 

1. Buildings.' 

The above-mentioned statement and those of the Secretariat and the International Labour 
Office give the following figures for the immovable property of the League of Nations as at 
December 31st, 1931: 

Property at Geneva: 

I. Hotel National, with adjoining property 
. property) . . . . . • . . . . . . · . . 

z. " La Pelouse " property . . . . . . . . . 
3· Building of the International Labour Office 

(former Arrnleder 
•. 

•. 

4· Price of land and amount of expenditure incurred as at the same 
date for constructiilg a new Assembly room and a new 
building for the Secretariat . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

5. Expenditure for the· erection of the League Library Building 

Property at Rome: 

Premises of the International Labour Office at Rome (purchase price) 

Total . . . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

4,000,000.-1 

78z,o56.-
3.491,o28.3I 2 

8,273.084.31 

6,422,163.-
429,000.-

The value of the buildings in Geneva, which appears in the above statement at 8,273,084.31 
gold francs, shows a practically negligible increase of 132.93 gold francs as compared with the 
corresponding sum for the close of the preceding year. The increase relates to the value of .the 
International Labour Office building, and is due to a difference in the rate of exchange used in 
the conversion at December 31st, 1931, of Swiss francs into gold francs. 

2. Building Fund. 

The available balance of the Fund as at December 31st, 1930, was . 
In 1931, the following changes t<?ok place in the Fund: 

Increases. 

1931 annuity to be added to the Fund . 
Interest . • . . . • . • . • . . • . . 

Carried forward. 

Gold francs 

I,375,ooo.-
46o,sr4.I5 

1,835,5I4.I5 

r6,48z,8o2.62 

' Price guaranteed by the Swiss Government for the purchase of the Hotel National, when the Secretariat is finally 
transferred to the new premises. 

'See documen tA.3.1931.X, page llg. 
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Bra11ght f()TWard. • • • . 

Decreases. 

Sums refunded to the States which contributed to the forma
tion of the Fund . . . . . . . . . . . 

Expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Available balance as at December 31st, 1931 

The expenses incurred in 1931 were made up as follows: 
1. New building • • • • . . 
2. Publicity . . • • . . . . 
3· Plans • • • • • • • . . . 
4· Costs of transport • • . • 
5· Telegrams and telephones . 
6. Fees of experts ..•... 
7. Costs of printing • • • . . 

Gold francs 

700,000.-
1,974·339-25 

8. Petty expenditure • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 
9· Allowances and travelling expenses of the Bnilding Committee and staff • 

ro. Legal expenses . . . . . • . . . . . . • 
r r. Administrative expenses . . . . . . . . 
12. Salaries of staff . . . • • • . . . • . . 
13. Miscellaneous and unforeseen expenditure 

Gold francs 

!6,482,802.62 

2,674-339-25 
I3,8o8,463.37 

IO,llj.~O 

46.85 
104,60 

18,ozo.5.5 

2,907·30 
50,74].15 
1,6o1.~o 

1,319.-
43.694·40 
1,578.-

1,99J,021.40 
Less appropriations in aid •.•••••.•.•••••.. , • . • 18,682.15 

Total • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,974·339·>5 

The movements of the Building Fund from its inception until December 31st, 1931, may be 
summarised as follows: 

Sum constituted by cash surpluses of the three financial periods 1923 to 
1926 and of the 1929 financial period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Special payment made in 1925 by the Argentine, as contribution for 1922, 
1923 and 1924 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Bank interest earned (from 1925 to 1931 inclusive). . . . . . . . . . 
Portion of budgetary annuity of I,375,000 gold francs for 1929, 1930 and 

1931 remaining after the refund of 700,000 gold francs for each year 
to the States which contributed to the creation of the Fund. 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · 

From this total must be deducted the amounts paid: 

For the Building of the International Labour Office 
To make up, in 1927 and 1928, the annuity of I,400,ooo 

gold francs to be repaid to the contributing States 

Gold francs 

3.310,000 

50,000 

Leaving a balance of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
for the costs of contructing the Assembly Hall and the new Secretariat 
building. 

It will be seen below, however, that of this balance there has already 
been expended a sum of . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 

The fund available at December 31st, 1931, is therefore reduced to 
as shown above. 

Gold francs 

15,382,310.20 

2,7()9,692.14 
3.383,624.03 

2,025,000.~ 

23,590,626.37 

3.360,000.-
20,230,626.37 

6,422,163.-1 
13,808,463-37 

2 a. Expenditure incurred for the Construction of the Assembly Hall and the 
Secretariat Building. 

The total of 6,422,163 gold francs paid, up to December 31st, 1931, for the said buildings
as shown in the foregoing summary-comprises provisionally the following amounts: 

Cost of the Annex to the "Palais des Nations" . 
Installations of the said Annex . . . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

270,ooo.
I22,40I.6o 
392.401.60 

When the latter sum is deducted, the above amount is reduced to 6,029,781.40 gold francs. 
It is made up of the following sums: 

Cost of land • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Costs of competition . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Costs of plans relating to the land originally chosen . . . . . . 
Building expenses properly so-called . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Other expenses given in detail on page 66 of the present document 

1 Net snm of appropriations in aid amounting to 26,8¢.30 gold francs. 

Gold francs 

2,678,5oo.-
40I,768.55 
!26,777·25 

2,473.375·55 
349.340.05 

6,029,761.40 
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Accordin to the latest estimate of the architects, the costs ?f building, including c~rtai~ 
g · t ll t" h uld not exceed 25 577 rso francs subject to cases of force maJeure. supplementary ms a a wns, s o , ' . • 

3. Assembly Hall Furnishing Account. 

In accordance with the resolution adopted by the Eighth Assembly, an account has been 
Opened for furnishing and fitting up the new premises to be erected at Geneva. 

2 
. 

The first sum paid into this account was . • 0 • • • 
• • • • • • 0 • 0 

Subsequently it was increased: 

By the allocation of part of the 1929 cash surplus . 
By earned interest (from 1927 to 1931) . . . . . 

Amounting at December 31st, 1931, to . 

This fund was increased in 1931 by 28,409.19 gold francs, which represents 
of interest earned in that year. 

4. Library Building Fund. 

. ·Gold francs 

soo,ooo.-

250,000.
I2S,76S.I6 

875.765-!6 

the amount 

In 1931, the League of Nations received a first instalment of 200,000 <l:oll_ars from the grant 
of 2,ooo,ooo dollars made to it by Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Junr., for building the Rockefeller 
Library. 

This sum was converted into I,025,II5.35 francs. 
The building expenses incurred during the year in question were 429,000 francs. 
To the balance of 596,rr5.35 francs should be added 9,642.82 francs for interest for the 

same year, giving a total of 6o5,758.r7 francs. 

5. Library Endowment Fund. s 

This was the fu~d constituted by part of the donation of 2,ooo,ooo dollars made to the 
League by Mr. John D. Rockefeller, J unr. The amount received under this head by the Secretariat 
is soo,ooo dollars. . 

Practically the whole of this sum is invested in securities having a nominal value of 
469,780 dollars (see table on pages 68 and 69 of this document). 

The purchase price of these securities was . . . . . . . · . . . . . . 
To this sum must be added the following funds available at the bank:· 

Deposits bearing interest at 3% maturing on January sth, 1932 
Balance of current account · 

The total arrived at is thus 

Dollars 

s,ooo.-
28,579-59 

513,229.14 

which exceeds by 13,229.14 dollars the sum of soo,ooo dollars paid by the donor. The surplus 
was used for an initial payment into a reserve fund to meet possible depreciation. 

This reserve of 13,229.14 dollars was by no means sufficient to cover the depreciation of 
137,76o.ss dollars ascertained in respect of the above-mentioned securities by a revaluation 
at market prices on December 31st, 1931. · 

A question arises in this connection. Under the terms of the resolution adopted by the 
Assembly at its Tenth Session, "any gain from appreciation of investments shall be added to 
the capital of the Fund and any loss from depreciation shall be borne by the said capital ". 
The sum of 137.760.55 gold francs indicated above does not represent a "loss "in the true sense 
of the _wc;>rd, but merely a difference in value of an exceptional nature and consequently liable 
to vanatlons. 

On the other hand, it must be remembered that the securities bought for the investment 
of the Library Endowment Fund are repayable at par by means of drawings, so that, although 
to-day ~ey may be quote_d below the p~rchase price,_ there. is a: pros~ect of realising them at 
th~ nommal value unless m the meanwhile the necessity anses of selling theni at the current 
pnces.4 · 

Nevertheless, the advisability of increasing the above-mentioned reserve fund should be 
borne in mind. · · 

:See the report to the Council of the Supervisory Commission of January 25th, 1932 (document C.97.M.so.I932.X.) 
See document A.5.1927 .X. . 

: See my report on the audited. ~ccounts for 1929, document A.3.1930.X, page 76, note 2. · 
There are, however, some secunhes bought at a price higher than the nominal value in the case of which realisation 

at par would mean a loss. ' 
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In the General Statement at December 31st, 1931, the Library Endowment Fund was entered 
at 2,703,046.34 gold francs, made up as follows: 

Fund as at December 31st, 1930 . 
Receipts during 1931 . . . . . . 

Expenditure during the same year . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . 

The receipts represent the yield on investments. 
The expenditure is made up as follows: 

Sums withdrawn from the Fund and transferred to the Library as an 
appropriation in aid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Miscellaneous expenses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Gold Franc...;. 

2,653.508.34 1 

139.773-25 

2,793.281.59 
90,235-25 

88,998.86 
1,236·39 

90,235-25 

If to the expenditure during 1931 we add that for the preceding financial year, which totalled 
109,142.86 francs, we obtain a total of 199.378.11 francs. This sum appears in the General 
Statement as at December 31st, 1931, under the heading "Library Endowment Fund: Amount 
expended to date ". 

6. Furniture, Equipment, etc. 

In the General Statement of assets and liabilities, the furniture, typewriters, books, etc., 
are shown on the assets side at their purchase price, and on the liabilities side the amount necessary 
to cover their depreciation. 

The situation on the assets side is as follows: · 

December 31st, December 3ISt, Diffl'lronco on 
1930 1931 December Jist, 

1931 
Gold francs Gold francs Gold franca 

Secretariat: 

Furniture and miscellaneous equipment, 
1,460,797·73 typewriters, etc. 1,345-490·73 +n5,307.-

Library (books) . 0 958.363-40 1,051,127.79 + 92.764·39 
Library (shelving) . 124.592-98 133.585.83 + 8.992.85 

Total 0 2,428,447·II 2,645,5II.35 +217,064.24 

The sum of 217,864.24 francs corresponds to the expenditure charged to the budget appro
priations. For the Library, to recover the full amount of the expenditure, there must be added 
to the 101,757·24 francs obtained from the foregoing table the sum of 88,998.86 francs paid out 
of the Endowment Fund as an appropriation in aid. The total Library expenditure amounts 
therefore to 190,756.10 francs. 

International Labour Organisation: 

Furniture · and miscellaneous equip
ment, typewriters etc. 

Library (books) . 

Total . 

Permanent Court of International Justice: 

Furniture and miscellaneous equip
ment, typewriters, etc. 

Library (books) . 

Total . 

Grand total 

1 See document A.3.I930.X, page 64. 

December 31st, 
1930 

Gold francs 

945,147-02 
453.649·68 

4,0I8,471,o6 

December 31st, 
1931 

Gold francs 

1,000,310.36 
504,575.15 

202,295-14 
II.726.o8 

214,021.22 

Difference on 
December 31St, 

1931 
Gold franca 

+ 55,163-34 
+ 50,925-47 

+1o6,o88.81 

+ 16,554-50 
+ 6,239·47 

+ 22,793·97 

+345.947-02 
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7. Depreciation Reserve Fund. 

This account showed the following figures as at December 31st, 1931, in comparison with those 

of the previous year 

Sect'etariat • • . • . • • 
International Labour Office: 

For buildings: 

. . . . . 

At Geneva . . . . . . .. 
At Rome. . . . . . . . . 

For furniture, typewriters, etc .. 
Permanent Court of International Justice. 

Total . . . . . . • • . . 

December 31st, 
1930 

Gold francs 

2,428,447.II 

423,253-31 
!8,403.19 

1,398,796.70 
191,227.25 

4.460,127-56 

December 31st, 
1931 

Gold francs 

2,645,5II.35 

512,989.-
x8,491.86 

x,5o4,885.5x 
214,021.22 

4,895,898.94. 

Difference on 
December 31st, 

1931 
· Gold francs 

+217,064.24 

+ 89,735.69 1 

+ 88.67 1 

+xo6,o88.8x 

+ 22,793·97 

+435.771.38 

It will be seen, from a comparison of the figures in this table with those of the preceding _ 
one, that the value of furniture, typewriters and calculating machines and all other fittings 
(including new acquisitions during 1931) was, at the end of the same year, as at the end of the 
preceding year, covered to the extent of xoo per cent by the sums entered in the account under 
examination, this being true both of the Secretariat and of the autonomous organisations (Inter
national Labour Office and Permanent Court of International Justice). _ 

The amortisation of the cost of the International Labour Office building is proceeding at the 
rate of 2% per cent per annum. . 

In consequence of an observation made in my preceding reports, the entry of a sum for the 
amortisation of the purchase price of the Organisation's premises in Rome was discontinued 
as from 1930, seeing that the amounts entered during previous years had already offset this item 
in a measure sufficient to reduce it to an amount considerably below the current market value. 

8. Contributions in Arrears. 

On this subject I need only refer to the statement made in Chapter I of the present report. 

9. Working Capital Fund. 

Details regarding the Fund are given in Chapter III of the present report. 

10. Suspense Accounts. 

- ~e total amount of these accounts is shown at the same figure of 2,523,949.30 gold francs on 
both srdes of the General Statement. 

The details are given in an explanatory note appended to the Secretariat accounts and in the 
balance-sheet of the International Labour Organisation. · 

11. Cash in Hand and at Banks. 

This item is made up as follows: 

I. Working Capital Fund cash balance . . . . . 
2. Building Fund (Assembly Hall and Secretariat) . . 
3· Balance of the Assembly Hall Furnishing Account . 
4· Library Building Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . 
5· Library Endowment Fund . . 
6. Balance of the 1930 cash surplus 
7· :193:1 cash surplus . . • . . . . 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

4,867,638.49 
:13,808.463.37 

875,765.:16 
6o5,758.x7 

2,703,046·34 
:123,898.82 
II3,I4Z.28 

23,097·712.63 

~;;;:e total amount far depreciation is 86,895.13 Swiss francs. The conversion of that sum into gold francs at 
, 3~st, 1931_. gave the figure of 89·735·69. gold francs. , · 

•'-- The ~ease "' due solely to the difference m the rate of exchange used in converting the Swiss franc value of 
""' premU~eS mto gold francs. 
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With regard to the I9JO cash surplus, it will be remembered 
that on December Jist of the same year it amounted to . . . . 
. From this sum, on the proposal of the Supervisory Commis

SlOn, approved by the Assembly at its Tenth Session, the following 
amount was allotted to the Working Capital Fund (refund of the 
debt of the International Labour Office at December Jist, I9JO, 
on account of advances received under this head) . . . . . . . . 5J5,I79·-

The balance of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

5J5,I79·

I23,898.8z 

was returned in I9J2 to the States Members of the League in accordance with the rule laid down 
in Article J8 (a) of the Financial Regulations. 

Reference is made to the I9JI cash surplus in Chapter IV of the present report. 

12. Summary. 

The results of the General Statement of the League of Nations as at December Jist I9JI 
may be summarised as follows: · ' ' 

• 

Assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Liabilities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Balance of assets. over liabilities . 

Gold francs 

64,256,688.04 
JI,J2I,JJ9.22 

J2,5J4,948.82 

This sum shows an increase of 985,725.23 gold francs compared with the position at 
December Jist, I9JO, as may be seen from the following table: 

Excess of Assets over Liabilities. 

Secretariat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
International Labour Organisation. . . . 
Permanent Court of International Justice. 

Total . . . . . · . . . . . 

1930 

Gold francs 

28,586,097·79 
2,577.I49·05 

J85.976.75 

JI,549,22J.59 

1931 

Gold francs 

JO,OJ1,562.86 
2,4J2,277-57 

JI,I08.J9 

Difierence 
for 1931 

Gold francs 

+ 1,445.465.07 
104,871.48 
J54,868.J6 

The increase of 1,445,465.07 gold francs shown by the table for the Secretariat is due chiefly 
to the annual sum of 675,ooo gold francs, representing the increase in the Building Fund, and to 
the sum of 6J8,3J9·4J gold francs, representing the total interest on various funds, not including 
the Working Capital Fund, the interest of which is placed to the credit of the States Members of 
the League to whom the last-named Fund belongs. 

The decrease of 104,871.48 gold francs shown in the same table for the International Labour 
Organisation is accounted for chiefly by the annual amortisation of the premises of that Organisa-
tion at Geneva. · 

For the Permanent Court of International Justice at The Hague, the decrease of J54,868.J6 
gold francs is due to the fact that, whereas the financial year 19JO closed with a surplus of J85,976.75 
gold francs of actual receipts over expenditure, the financial year 19J1 left only a surplus of 
31,108.39 gold francs. · 

III. WORKING CAPITAL FUND. 

In accordance with the Financial Regulations, the Working Capital Fund (Fonds de roule
ment) was primarily created to meet, temporarily, normal requirements of the organisations of 

. the League which cannot be paid out of income at the time when they are due to be met. 
. On December 31st, 1930, there was a balance of 5.426,14I.56 gold francs. In 1931 it was 
increased by 1J8,203.26 gold francs by the addition of interest for that year on bank deposits. 
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As at December 31st, I9JI, the Fund had therefore risen to .6.564,344·82 gold francs. 
1 

This sum was represented by: Gold francs 

(a) Cash balances in gold francs on deposit in banks. . · · · · · 
(b) Outstanding credits for advances made, as shown m the follow

ing statement . . . . . · . . . . . . . . 

4,867,638·49 

(c) Amounts still to be recovered from the States 

ADVANCES. 

. 595.065.54 
IOI,640,79 2 

Balance as Balance as 
at December 

31st, 1930 
New 

advances 
Re- at December 

funded 31st, 1931 
(cols. I +2-3) 

Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs 

I. Expenses of the High Commissioner at 
Danzig . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2. SU111 to be repaid by Turkey in respect 
of the advance made by the Secre
tary-General to meet the expenses 
of the Commission appointed by the 
Council in 1924 to collect inform
ation concerning the frontier between 
Turkey and Iraq . . . . . 

3· Expenses of experts appointed under 
the Rules of Procedure in connection 
with Article 39 of the Treaty of 
November 9th, 1920: Free City of 
Danzig . . . . . . . . . --

4· Advances made to the Secretariat . . 
5· Advances made to the International 

Labour Organisation . . . . . . . 
6. Advances made to the Permanent Court 

of International Justice 

Total . . . . 

37,947-13 157,920.- · . 156,120.04 

IO,OOO.-

12,683.JO 14,5II.90 . 27,I95.20 
I,IIO,I69.82 I,IIO,I69.82 

535,179·- . 2,061,789.70 2,051,650.25 

124,801.46 124,801.46 

595.809·43 3.469,192.88 3,469,936.77 

10,000.-

-----
595.065-54 

_ It should be observed that the balance of the old debt of Turkey in connection with the 
matter referred to under No. 2 of the particulars given above has not yet been settled.' It is 
hoped, however, that the settlement will not be long deferred. 

At the same time, the foregoing table calls for a number of other observations. 
In I9JI, the Secretariat was obliged for the first time to have recourse to the Working 

Capital Fund. The advances received were, however, repaid during the year. 
The International Labour Office owed, as at December JISt of the previous year, a sum 

of 535,179 gold francs for advances received from the Fund. A!? it was not in a position to repay 
the debt out of its own funds, the Assembly decided, as already noted, that repayment should 
be effected by the deduction of an equal sum frorq. the surplus of actual receipts over expenditure 
for the year I9JO, amounting for the Secretariat and for the Permanent Court of International 
Justice at The Hague to 659,077.82 gold francs: This meant ·a considerable reduction in the 
surplus which, normally, would have been employed to lighten the burden of States Members 
of the League in respect of contributions for the financial year 1932. 

' The credits voted by tbe Assembly for the Working Capital Fund amounted, for tbe financial years up to and 
including 1925, to 4•007,500 gold francs. Since 1925, no furlheY coniYibulions to the Working Capital Fund have been 
azJJed fur. 

From these 4•007,500 gold francs, I39,023.13 gold francs were, however, deducted to cover the cancellation of 
dFbts in tbe form of contributions owed by various States. 

The contributions for the Working Capital Fund were therefore reduced to 4,468,476.87 gold francs. 
Up to December 31st, 1931, inclusive, 4,J66,836.o8 gold francs had been paid by tbe States. 
To this sum must be added I06,zz4.67 francs (voluntary contributions) and 1,155,932·37 francs for tnterest up to 

tbat date-in all, I,26z,I57-04 francs. We arrive in this way at a total sum of 5,487,422 gold francs, from which were 
deducted 166,28g.og francs returned to Brazil and Costa Rica, leaving a balance of 5,462,704.03 gold francs. 

With tbe addition of IOI,640.79 gold francs still to be received, the Fund amounts tberefore to $,564,344·82 gold 
francs, as stated above. 

• This sum refers to the following financial years: 

1920. 
1921 • 
1923. 
1924. 
'92' • . . • • . • . . . . . • • • . • . • 
Consolidated contributions in arrears (China) 

Total , • • • • • • • • • 

Gold Franca 

4,601.29 
16,788.70 

7.467-71. 
7.359-36 

829.24 
64.594-49 
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. In 1931 further calls were made on the Working Capital Fund to the total amount of 
2,o6r,789.70 gold francs, of which the International Labour Office has repaid only I,5I6,471.25 
gold francs, thus owing as at December 31st of the same year 543,318.45 gold francs. In view of 
the small amount-already noted-of the balance of actual1'eceipts ove1' expenditure for the financial 
year 1931, it was obviously impossible to adopt, for the repayment of the sum due to the Fund, 
a measure similar to that which had been taken for the previous financial year. 

The Court of Justice at The Hague was also obliged in 1931 to apply for advances to the 
Working Capital Fund; but the advances were repaid before the close of the financial year, 

The foregoing facts demonstrate with increasing clearness the difficulties of the cash position 
with which the League of Nations is faced owing to the fact that the irregularity in the payment of 
contributions due to it is both extending and increasing. That is a feature which is bound to 
cause anxiety for the future. 

IV. CASH SURPLUS FOR 1931. 

(EXCESS OF ACTUAL RECEIPTS .OVE~ EXPENDITURE.) 

In accordance with Article 38 (a) of the Financial Regulations, the difference between the 
actual receipts and expenditure for the financial year 1931 has to be established. 

Actual receipts 1 • . . 

Expenditure 2 • • • • 

1. Secretariat. 

Surplus of receipts over expenditure 

2. International Labour Or~anisation. 

Actual receipts 3 

Net expenditure 

Deficit. covered by withdrawal from Working 
Capital Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

2o,o68,958.24 
19,986,924.35 

82,033·89 

Gold francs 

8,368,715.65 
8,914,034·10 

3. Permanent Court of International Justice. 

Actual receipts 4 

Expenditure 

Gold francs 

2,449.433·58 
2,418,325.19 

Surplus of receipts over expenditure . 3I,ro8.39 

A table is appended showing the figures for the cash surplus at the end of each of the last four 
years: 

Secretariat . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
International Labour Organisation 
Permanent Court of International Justice 

Total . . . . . . . . 

1 The items axe as follows: 

1928 
Gold francs 

1929 
Gold francs 

2,337,354.33 1,135,535·27 
199.914.50 
180,551,93 357,680.01 

2,717,820.76 1,493,215.28 

1930 1931 
Gold francs Gold francs 

273,!0!.07 82,033·89 

385.976·75 31,108.39 
----

659,077.82 II3,142.28 

Contributions for the financial year 1931 . • . . • . . . . . . . · · . • · 

Gold franco 

17,332,677·43 
955.843·84 

1,750·436·97 
30,000.-

Arreaxs of contributions . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • 
Appropriations in aid (Chapters I and III of the Budget) . . • . . . . . . 
Miscellaneous receipts , . . • . • • . • . • . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . 

• Budget expenditure: 

Secretariat and special organisations 
Buildings at Geneva 
Pensions . . • . . • • • . . . . • 

• Including 48o,402.II gold francs for arreaxs of contributions. 
• Including 125,907.99 gold francs under the above head. 

2o,o68,958.24 

16,822,012.30 
2,164,522.8o 
1,000,389.25 
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V .. CONCLUSION. 
.· c 

The financial situation of the League of Nations, which was already causing anxiety at the 
end of :i:930, became even more serious in 1931. . • 

The payment of contributions due by States has on the whole proceeded .eve1:1· more slowly 
than in previous years. - · · · : . 

On December 31st last, arrears of ·contributions amounted almost to the high figi.Ire of 19 
million gold francs, representing over 30 per cent. of the I.eague's total assets. • 

The cash balance (excess of actual receipts over expenditure) at the end of 1931 was only 
82,000 francs in the case of the Secretariat, and 31,000 francs in the case of the Permanent Court 
of International Justice, while it was nil in the case of the International Labour Office. · 

The Working Capital Fund had dropped by 512,989 gold francs, representing ·advan~es made 
during the past financial year to the International Labour Office to enable it to meet its budget 
expenditure, the latter not being covered by the receipts, owing to delay in the payment of 
contributions. · · · · . · . 

. The Working Capital Fund will have to be reconstituted, but even so it is 'doubtful whether 
it will be sufficient, in the present circumstp.nces~ to fulfil .the purposes for which it is intended, 
especially in the light of new obligations in the immediate and more distant future. 

(Signed) A. CERESA, 

Auditor. 



[Communicated to the-Assembly, 
the Council and the Members of 

the League.] 
Ogici;u_· No.: A. 6 6. 1932. X. 

Geneva, October 13th, 1932. 

· LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

. GQNTRIB UTIONS · IN . ARREARS 
. . .. -· ' ' . 

REPORT SPBMITTED BY THE FOURTH COMMITTEE . . - . , . . . ' . . . . .. ~ ' . ' . . . ~ . ' 

TO THE ASSEMBLY 

Rapporteur: M. R. RAPHAEL (Greece). 

~e _Fourth Committee. instructed a Sub-Committe~ ·to consider the question of unpaid 
contnbuhons for the financial years· of the League preVIous to December 31st, 1931. 

The Sub-Committee was composed as follows: 

His Excellency M. Max HoFFINGER (Austria); 
M. R. RAPHAEL (Greece); 
Sir P. D. PATTANI (India); 
M. Vincenzo CASALINI (Italy) ; 
Mme. C. A. KLUYVER (Netherlands); 
M. N. R. W OHLIN (Sweden) ; 
His Excellency M. Cesar ZUMETA (Venezuela). 

M. Raphael was elected Chairman and Rapporteur of the Sub-Committee. 
The Sub-Committee presented a confidential report to the Committee. 
After discussing this report at a private meeting, the Fourth Committee unanimously 

agreed to propose to the Assembly the adoption of the following draft resolution: 

" The Assembly, 

"Notes with regret and grave concern that a number of States have not fulfilled their 
financial obligations towards the League of Nations; 

" Appeals to all Member States to liquidate their arrears without delay and to demonstrate 
thereby their attachment to the ideals of the League of Nations; 

" Requests the Secretary-General to continue his efforts for the recovery of arrears, to 
report to the Council on the action taken by him before the next ordinary session of the . 
Assembly and to communicate the results to the latter; 
· · " Decides, in pursuance of the resolution taken by the Assembly at its twelfth session, 
to exempt Nicaragua from the payment of half of its contribution to the budget for the 
financial year 1933 and to defer the payment of the balance." 



[Communique a l'Assemblee, 
au Conseil et aux Membres 

de Ia Societe.] 

No otficiel: A. 66. 1932. X. 

Geneve, le 13 octobre 1932. 

SOCI£T£ DES NATIONS 

CONTRIBUTIONS ARRIEREES-

RAPPORT DE LA QUATRIRME COMMISSION X L'ASSEMBL:&E 

Rapporteur: M. R. RAPHAEL (Grece). 

La quatrieme_ Commission a charge une sous-commission d'examiner la question des contribu
tions impayees pour tous les exercices financiers de la Societe anterieurs au 31 decembte 1931. 

Cette Sons-Commission etait composee de: . 

• 

S. E. M. Max HoFFINGER (Autriche); 
M. R. RAPHAEL (Grece); 
SirP. D. PATTANI (Inde); 
M. Vincenzo CASALINI (Italie); 
Mme C. A. Kr.UYVER (Pays-Bas); 
M. N. R. WoHLIN (Suede); 
S. E. M:Cesar ZUMETA (Venezuela) . 

M. Raphael a ete elu president et mpporteur de la Sons-Commission. 
La Sons-Commission a presente un rapport confidentiel a la Commission. 
Apres avoir discute ce rapport, en seance non publique, la quatrieme Commission s'est mise 

d'accord, al'unanimite, pour proposer a I'Assemblee d'adopter le projet de resolution suivant: . 

• L' Assemblee, 

• Constate avec regret et inquietude qu'un certain nombre d'Etats ne se scint pas 
acquittes de leurs obligations financieres vis-a-vis de la Societe des Nations; . 

• Adresse un appel a.tous les Etats membres, afin qu'ils liquident sans retard leurs arrieres 
et qu'ils prouvent ainsi leur attachement aux ideals de la Societe des Nations; 

c Invite le Secretaire general a pmirsuivre ses efforts en vue de recouvrer les arrieres, 
a faire rapport au Conseil sur les mesures qu'il aura prises avant la prochaine session orcijnaire . 
de I' Assemblee, et a communiquer a celle-ci les resultats de ses efforts; 

«Decide, conformement a la resolution prise par.!' Assemblee a sa douzieme session, 
d'annuler le paiement de la moitie de la contribution du Nicaragua au budget de l'exercice 
1933 et d'ajourner le paiement du solde. » 



. -. 
[Communicated to the Assembly the · 

Council and the Members of the Lea~e.] Official No.: A. 68.1932. X. 

Geneva •. October 15th, 1932. 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

QUESTION OF THE PRINCIPAL OFFICERS 
AND COGNATE QUESTIONS . 

. REPORT BY THE-FOURTH COMMITTEE TO THE ASSEMBLY. 

Rapporteur: Mr. Henry F. MUNRO (Canada). 

The Fourth Committee proposes the adoption of the following draft resolutions: . 

"I. DECLARATION OF LOYALTY; 
" The Assembly; 

" Decides that the Secretary-General and ali officials of the rank of Director or above 
shall in future make the following declaration before the Council in public session: · 

'I solemnly undertake to exercise in all loyalty, discretion and conscience the 
functions that have been entrusted to me as (Secretary-General) of the League of Nations, 
to. discharge my functions and to regulate my conduct with the interests of the League 
alone in. view and not to seek or receive instructions from any Government or other · 
authority external, 

'For the Secretary-General: to the League of Nations. 

'For the Other Offtcials: to the Secretariat of the League of Nations. ' 

" That officials of Division I below the rank of Director shall make and sign a similar 
declaration before the Appointments Committee, and officials of Divisions II and III before 
the Sub-Appointment~ Committee; · · 

" That the above shall not however apply to officials engaged for a temporary period of 
less than one year. · 

"It requests the Governing Body of the International Labour Office to lay down that 
the Director, Deputy Director and Chiefs of Division of the International Labour Office shall, 
at a public meeting, make a similar declaration before it and that for officials of lower rank 
the procedure laid down for the Secretariat shall mutatis mutandis apply to the International 
Labour Office. " 

" II. PRINCIPAL OFFICERS. 

"I. ~ The Assembly; 

"Once more affirms the principle that the holders of the highest posts of the Secretariat 
up to that of Secretary-General should, like all the officials of the League of Nations, be chosen 
for their abilities, their personal qualifications and the contribution they can make to the 
performance of the tasks of the League of Nations. · . . 

" To facilitate the application of this principle and in order to give the Members which 
are not permanently represented on the Council a larger share in the responsibilities devolving 
on the principa,l officers of the Secretariat, it decides that there shall be two posts of Deputy 
Secret~ry,-General. This would make it possible to assign one of these posts to a national 

' ' 
S,d.N. 1.goo (F.) 1.425 (A.) 1o/32, Imp. KUDdlg. 
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of a Member n~t permanently represented on ~he Council in the event of the Secretary
General having been chosen from among the nationals of Members permanently represented . 
on the Council. . . . 
· " In view of the principle of universality of the Leagu~ of Nations, 1t would ~e advisable, 

when the posts of principal officers in the Secretariat are ~eu?-g filled, to take also mto acc?~nt 
the chief geographic divisions in conformity with the pnnciples adopted for the composition 
of other leading bodies of the League of Nations. 

" II. - (a) There shalr be three Under-Secretaries-General. 

"(b) It is undesirable that the title of Legal Advis~r be altered, in view of the non
political character of the post. The rank of the Legal AdVIser shall, however, be the same•as 
that of an Under-Secretary-General, and he shall be included in the category of the highest 
officials of the Secretariat. 

" III. -The decision obtained on clause I was greatly facilitated by agreement that the 
offices of the secretary-General and the· Deputy Secretaries-General should not include 

. more than one member of Section who is a national of the same Member of the League as the 
holders of these posts. 

" IV. - The Secretary-General shall be appointed for ten, the Deputy Secretaries
General for eight and the Under-Secretaries-General for seven years. The appointment of the 
Secretary-General may be renewed for three years, those of the Deputy Secretaries-General 
for five years and those of the Under-Secretaries-General for a further single period of seven 
years. 

" V. - A further point of agreement was that, in order to give effect to the previous 
wishes of the Assembly that a more equitable distribution of nationalities be effected, not 
more than two nationals of any one Member of the League should be included among .the-high 
officials of the Secretariat (Secretary-General, Deputy Secretaries-General, Legal Adviser and 
Under-Secretaries-General, and Directors), and that the principle should be carried into effect 
at the earliest possible moment, existing contracts remaining unl!-ffected. " 

"III.- PRIVATE SECRETARIATS OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL, THE DEPUTY SECRETARIES

GENERAL AND THE UNDER-SECRETARIES-GENERAL. 

"The Assembly; 

" Decides that only the Secretary-General and the Deputy Secretaries-General shall 
henceforth have a private secretariat, which shall not include more than two members of 
Section. 

"The Under-Secretaries-General shall each be en.titled to have among the members of 
the Section which they direct one collaborator of their own nationality ranking as member of 
Section." 

• IV.- SALARIES AND ENTERTAINMENT ALLOWANCES OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL,- THE DEPUTY 

SECRETARIES-GENERAL AND THE UNDER-SECRETARIES-GENERAL. . . 

" The Assembly, 

• Decides that the scale of salaries and of entertainment allowances of the principal 
officers shall be as follows: 

" Secretary-General • • . • • 
" Deputy Secretaries-General . 
" Under-Secretaries-General. . 

"All future contracts shall be drawn up in Swiss francs." 

Salaries Entertainment 
Allowance 

Swiss francs 

go,ooo 
6o,ooo 
6o,ooo. 

so,ooo 
25,000 
IO,OOO 

" V. - SALARIES OF THE DIRECTOR AND DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR 

OFFICE. 

• "A. Wher~ there is a ~lose relation. between th~ high officials of the League and it 
JS the Assembly s duty to review the salanes of the D1rector and Deputy Director of the 
International Labour Organisation: 
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" Whereas, on the other hand, while the Assembly is finally competent to settle all 
budgetary questions, the governing Body of the International Labour Office should be given 
the po~sibility of pronouncing upon the question, 

" The Assembly; 

" Decides to e!lter in the 1933 Budget a lump sum of 105,000 francs, to cover both the 
salary and the entertainment allowance for that year of the Director of the International 
Labour Office. 

·: ~- Whereas the Governing Body of the International Labour Office had not yet taken 
a dec1S1on as to whether the vacant post of Deputy Director is to be maintained or abolished, 

"The Assembly; 

" Is of opinion that, should it be decided to fill the post, the principle should prevail as 
before that the Deputy Director of the International Labour Office should be on the 
same scale of salary as applies to the Under-Secretaries-General and that the Deputy Director's 
salary should be 6o,ooo Swiss francs and his entertainment allowance 10,000 Swiss francs; 

"And decides to enter in the Budget a lump sum of 70,ooo Swiss francs." 

" VI. - DIRECTORS' SALARIES. 

. "The Assembly; 

" Decides that the salaries of the present Directors of the Secretariat shall not be 
modified; 

" That, nevertheless, the general 10 per cent cut which is to be applied during a period 
of two years to new appointments of League officials shall apply also to Directors appointed 
during the same period; 

' "Whereas, moreover, for reasons of equity, the rule should not affect officials who were 
already in the service of the League on September 15th, 1931; 

" Decides that it will not apply to Directors at present in the service whose contracts 
may be renewed during that period. " 

"VII. - GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT FUND. 

" A. Whereas the principle of a reduction which applies to the entertainment allowances 
of the Principal Officers of the Secretariat, should also apply to the general entertainment 
fund, 

" The Assembly, 

" Decides to reduce the figure included in the 1933 Budget for the purpose from 36,620 
to 30,000 francs. 

"B. The Assembly, 

" Considers that a similar reduction should be made in the general entertainment fund 
of the International Labour Office and decides that the figure 30,000 included in the 1933 
Budget for the purpose should be reduced to 25,000 francs. 

· " C. - Requests the Supervisory Commission to re-examine the rules governing the 
apportionme~t of the general entertainment funds. " 

* * * 
The Minutes of the meetings of the Sub-Committee on the Principal Officers will be kept in the 

archives of the Secretariat .and are at the disposal of any Member of the League who wishes to 
con<>ult them. · 



[Communicated to the 
Assembly, the Council and the 

Members of the League.] 
Official No.: A.69 (1). 1932.X. 

Geneva, October 17th, 1932. 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

FINANCIAL QUESTIONS 

REPORT BY THE FOURTH COMMITTEE TO THE ASSEMBLY 

· Rapporteur: M. RAPPARD (Switzerland). 

The purpose of this report is to acquaint the Thirteenth Assembly with the financial debates 
and resolutions of its Fourth Committee. 

The Fourth Committee's task was even heavier this year than usual. In addition to the fact 
that the financial situation of the League of Nations rendered a critical examination of the draft 
budg~t p~rticularly necessary, various other problems had been expressly referred to it for 
exammatlon. . · · . 

Of these problems, two, which are dealt with in special reports, need only be mentioned here 
-the first relating ·to· the reorganisation of the principal officers is dealt with in document 
A.68.1932.X, and the second relating to contributions in arrears in document A.66.1932.X. 

Before summarising some of the opinions expressed in the course of the financial discussions 
and quoting the principal resolutions to which they led, it would seem desirable to recall the general 
conditions in which these discussions took place. 1 · 

It should be noted that the national delegations as a whole, impressed by the gravity of the 
economic and financial depression from which the whole world is suffering, approached the 
examination of the 1933 budget with the determination not to vote any expenditure which was not 
strictly essential. 

Two circumstances further contributed towards strengthening this desire for economy. 
In the first place, ~he Council, at the British Government's request, had, on May 21st, 1932, 

asked the Supervisory Commission to. study the possibility of reducing the expenditure of the 
League. The Fourth Committee therefore had before it a report in which the Supervisory 
Commission put forward different suggestions with this end in view. 

In the second place, the growing difficulty found by the League in collecting the sums due from 
the countries contributing to its expenses was both a symptom of serious difficulties and a cause of 
real embarrassment. This embarrassment would have been still more serious if important savings 
effected in the course of the year had not procured fundS for the Treasury which it would not have 
obtained if the 1932 budget had been strictly carried out. 

Furthermore, despite the eighteen plenary meetings which it held, the Fourth Committee was 
only able to touch lightly upon the examination of certain questions as important as that of the 
activities of the League. 

For all these reasons and others, the watchword of the debates of which we are about to give 
an account was economy. 

I. AuDITED AccouNTS FOR 1931. 

The Fourth Committee unanimously recommended that the Assembly adopt the accounts 
of the League for 1931 in the form submitted. 

II. QUESTIONS REFERRED TO THE SUPERVISORY COMMISSION BY THE COUNCIL 
AT ITS MEETING ON MAY 21ST, 1932. 

On September 29th, the Chairman of the. Supervisory Commissi~n. opened the. de~ate by 
recalling the circumstances in which the Council referred to the CommiSSion for exammatlon and 
report the proposals of the British Government to the effect that: 

(x) An examination be undertaken of the whole organisation of the League with a 
view to effecting economies; and 

(2) The scale of emoluments of the staff be reviewed. 

1 The present report inevitably suffers from the haste with which it has had to be prepared and, to gai~ an accurate 
idea of the currents of opinion and of the details of the dJscussJon, reference should be made to the Mtnutes of the 
Committee and to the documents which were submitted to it. 

S.d.N. 1.450 (F.) 1.125 (A.) 10/3a. Imp. Kundig. 
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He also recalled that, as regards the activities of the League of Nation~, the Supervis?ry 
Commission had not considered itself to be competent; it had therefore confin~d 1tself_to requestm_g 
the Secretary-General to prepare a report on this question. _This report, while servm!? as a_basts 
for its own enquiries regarding the efficiency of the Secretanat, was to supply a defimte pomt of 
departure for the Assembly if the latter, as the Council wished, proceeded to an analysts o~ the 
consequences for the budget of the different tasks hitherto entrusted to the League of NatiOns. 
The Supervisory Commission's report (document A.5(a).I932.X) therefore related solely to the three 
following points: 

I. Reforms calculated to increase the efficiency of the organisations; 
2. Staff salaries; · 
3. Control of expenditure and limitation of budgets. 

The discussion of the Supervisory Commission's report was continued throughout six meetings. 

I._ Salaries of Officials. 

In the opinion of certain delegates, savings should be effected in staff expenses rather than in 
regard to the work of the League. They accordingly suggested that officials sh?uld not refus~ to 
accept a reduction in their salaries. They considered those salaries excessive b~cause, smce 
they were fixed, the cost of living had fallen, t~e ~ecurity of the ?fficials h~d. been. mcreased by 
the establishment of the Pensions Fund and salanes m nearly all national admmtstrahons had been 
reduced.. In the view of several delegates, the reductions in salary were to be of a purely temporary 
nature. 

Other speakers, on the contrary, considered that the League's officials were placed in an 
altogether exceptional situation, which fully justified the salaries they received. -Many speakers 
laid stress on the high cost of living at Geneva, and some suggested that ;reductions, if any,_ should 
not affect the salaries of the minor staff; moreover, the establishment of an, adequate pensions 
system had been promised to officials from the outset. Others, again, considered that. the League 
had need of the most highly qualified servants and should therefore grant them adequate salaries, 
and, in particular, that conditions should be such_ as to prevent them from seeking a career in the · 
Government departments of their own country. Lastly, the disadvantages resulting for the 
officials and their families from expatriation, a factor the multiple effects of which could not be 
expressed in figures, were also pointed out. 

The Chairman of the Supervisory Commission explained the reasons which had determined 
its attitude in the question of salaries. The previous history of the question, which is reproduced 
in the Minutes, shows that the Supervisory Commission considered it its duty to resist any 
precipitate action by the Assembly and to regard the permanent interests of the League as its 
chief concern. In I930, a system calculated to satisfy the aspirations of the staff was finally 
adopted. Last year, the Fourth Committee refused to interfere with this system. · Times have 
changed since then, but the Supervisory Commission thought that it should- be careful not to 
impair the feeling of security and stability which the two previous Assemblies had endeavoured 
to give to the body of League officials. It was chiefj.y for those reasons that the Commission 
proposed that the salaries of the present officials of the Secretariat should not be touched. 

As the proposal that the Fourth Committee should unanimously address an appeal to the 
officials inviting them to accept a voluntary reduction in their salaries was not accepted, 1 the 
Committee reached the conclusion iliat it was important to decide the preliminary question whether 
the Assembly had or had not_ the right to modify unilaterally the contracts concluded with 
officials. 

· Two methods were contemplated: a consultation of jurists and an award of the Administrative 
Tnounal, which, in the last resort, might, in any case, be called upon to decide a question of 
this kind. . 

After a discussion during which the respective advantages of the two methods were put forward 
-rapidity and the fact iliat it was unnecessary to have recourse to a fictitious dispute in the case 
of the former procedure and the final nature of the decision in the case of the latter-the following 
resolution was adopted: · 

" The Committee decides to request the Chairnian of the First Committee to invite a 
small number (from three to five) of jurists to give a legal opinion at 'the earliest possible 
moment as to the power of the Assembly of the League of Nations to reduce the salaries of 
the officials of the Secretariat, the International Labour Office and the Registry of the 
Permanent Court of International Justice." · · 

. The report of ~he Committee of Jurists ~ppointed by the Chairman of the First Committee 
will be r~produced m the records of the Committee. The conclusions of this report may be briefly 
summarised as follows: 

" It is ~ecessary to hold that the officials of the Secretariat, the International Labour Office 
and the ReglStry of the Court po~ss, in regard to the amount of their salaries, contractual rights" 

1
_ This prOJX?fial. in a slightly different form, was reconsidered at a later meeting. A delegation submitted a. draft 

,,...,luttrAI requestmg the Secretary:General and the Drrector of the International Labour Office to enter into negotiations 
~~~~~h:r~"":"tat•v~ of the offic~als of the Secretariat with a view to a voluntary reduction in the salaries of ail officials. 

. - .g te vmg exp med that, although he agreed With the principle of an offer on the part of officials he could not 
ar~ the procedu~e prop<>!<ed and wouW therefore be obliged to vote against the draft resolution the' delegation in 
q~t.&on WJthdrew 1U proposal. ' 
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f:rom_w~ch the.~mbly is not entitled to" derogate in the exercise of its budgetary authority". 
The]unsts accordingly expressed the view that: 

· " · . . . . : . the Committee is of opinion that the Assembly has not th~ right to 
reduce the salanes of the officials of the Secretariat, the International Labour Office and 
the Reg~stry of the Court, unless such a right has been expressly recognised in the contracts 
of appomtment." 

The Fourth Committee having noted that, in the terms of the opinion given by the jurists, 
the :\ssembly was not entitled to modify unilaterally the contracts entered into with its present 
offiCials, decided, in principle, that the scales of salaries in future should be reduced. 

After a full discussion on the question whether the remuneration of members of the lower 
categories should or should not also be reduced in the same proportion, the Committee adopted 
the following resolution: 

" The Assembly decides that, for a period of two years from October 15th, 1932: 

" (I) All future contracts, whether contracts for the retention of the services of officials 
of the Secretariat, the International Labour Office or the Registry of the Permanent Court 
of International Justice whose appointments expire or contracts with new officials, shall be 
made on the basis of a IO per cent reduction of the existing salary scales of the categories 
of officials in question (such reduction applying also to the increments) and shall provide 
that the Assembly shall be entitled unilaterally to change the salaries fixed thereby; 

" (2) Members of the staff of these organisations, on promotion to a higher grade, shall 
be placed upon rates or scales of salary lower by IO per cent than those now payable to the 
grades in question, except that the initial salary payable after such promotion shall not be 
less than the salary received prior to promotion; 

" (3) It is understood that the above provisions will apply neither to temporary staff 
engaged on short-term contracts and serving on rates of pay already reduced, nor to officials 
who. receive a salary equal to, or less than, 6,500 francs per annum." 

It was understood that, for reasons of equity, the IO per cent reduction referred to above 
would not apply, except in the case of promotions, to officials who entered the service of the League 
before September 15th, 1931. 

Following a discussion on the effect of this provision, the Committee took note of a declaration 
to the effect that the Secretary-General and the Director of the International Labour Office 
undertake to effect a reduction of ISO,ooo francs on the whole salary budget of the Secretariat 
and International Labour Office, excluding the economies resulting from the reduction of the 
salaries of lhe principal officers and of the Directors. 

2. Reforms calculated to increase the Efficiency of the Organisations. 

Almost all the delegations expressed themselves in favour of the rationalisation of the 
Secretariat services and a concentration of its activities. Certain speakers raised the question 
whether the various forms of work deemed to be necessary at the outset were now essential and 
whether they should not be resolutely restricted. The discussion on this question, however, 
showed that it would be difficult to reach agreement as to the precise activities which should 
be postponed to a less difficult period. 

In connection with the discussion on the rationalisation and concentration of the services, 
draft resolutions were submitted by a number· of different delegations. These proposals were 
amalgamated into a single proposal by a Drafting Committee and adopted by the Fourth Committee 
in the following form: 

"The Assembly, on the basis, among others, of the proposals submitted to it by the 
Supervisory Commission, requests the latter to proceed to a detailed study of the possibili!ies 
of effecting economies in the expenditure of the League of Nations by means of a technical 
concentration of its activities and by any other means of reorganisation and rationalisation 
in the services of the Secretariat and of the International Labour Office, on condition, however, 
that these measures should in no way hamper the essential functions of the League. 

" The Assembly requests the Governing Body of the International Labour Office, which 
has already undertaken studies and adopted measures in this direction, to lend its assistance 
with a view to this study as regards the International Labour Office and its co-operation 
with the Secretariat. 

"For the purposes of this examination, the Supervisory Commission may enlist the 
assistance of special experts. 

" The Supervisory Commission is requested to submit to the next ordinary session of the 
.Assembly a report on the results of this examination. 

"It is understood that posts which, as a result of this examination, may be regan;led as 
superfluous may be abolished by the Secretary-General even before the said session. 
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.. Nevertheless, in the case of larger·readjustments, the Secretary-General should first 
submit the question to the Council for approval. · . . . h" h 

" The Assembly requests the Secretary-General to ~xamme, m each case m w ~ than 
existin contract comes to an end or a post becomes v~can.t for any other ~eason, w e . er 
it is !ssible to postpone the appointment of new .o!ficials m ord~r t? perm!~ of.~ detailed 
examkation of the necessity to the League's activities of the duties m question. 

It was made quite clear that the foregoing provisions were not to have t~e effect of prevent~g 
the admission to the Secretariat and the International Labour Office of nationals of States_which 
have no officials of their nationality in these offices. The Secretary-General and the Director 
of the International Labour Office gave the Committee an assurance that: whell; posts had to be 
filled, they would give particular consideration to the requests of countnes w~ch h3:ve recently 
been admitted to the League or whose nationals are not.y~t included among ~ts officials, ?n _the 
understanding of course that, in view of the undertakings given to the SuperVIsory Con.mnssiOn, 
such appointments can only be temporary in the first place. The most express reservations were 
made by a delegate as to the character of these appointments. 

3. Supervision of Expenditure and Limitation of Budgets. 

The Fourth Committee associated itself with the observations and proposals contained in 
Chapter III of the Supervisory Commission's report. 

* * * 
Apart from certain details relating to the futur~ reduction ?f _sala_ry scales, t~e Fourth ~o!ll-

mittee accepted the proposa~s made by the Super-..:1~ory CommiSSIOn m the ~pec1al. report \\hlch 
it submitted to the Assembly m pursuance of the decisiOn reached by the Council on May 21st, 1932. 

III. FINANCIAL SITUATION OF THE LEAGUE. 

The Secret~ry-General stated that, down to September 19th, ll?-e proportion of contr~but!ons 
received for the current year was 58.83 per cent, or 64.14 per cent If the arrears of contnbutlons 
received to that date were added, this being 8 per cent less than on the same date last year. As the 
Secretariat disbursements to that date amounted to only 47·5 per cent of the budget, there was a 
cash balance of 3.750,000 francs. The extent of the economies effected was attributable to the 
fact that the estimates for the Disarmament Conference had been made on the assumption that'a 
number of commissions would be sitting simultaneously, which would considerably increase the 
expense. By pursuing the policy of economy that had been inaugurated, the Secretary-General 
hoped to make further sayings. He anticipated that, at the end of the year, there would be a 
theoretical budget surplus of 4% millions but no cash surplus unless a far greater number of 
contributions were paid in full. . 

One delegate, his Government's permanent representative at Geneva, confirmed the Secretary
General's statement regarding the efforts made by the administration to effect economies. 
Everything combined to show that the administration had been retrenching and that large savings 
had been made, notwithstanding the difficulties involved in slowing down such a vast 
machine as the League Secretariat and the International Labour Office. · 

Although certain delegates expressed the opinion that the contributions of States were small 
indeed as compared with their national expenditure, the Committee was of opinion that, whatever 
might be the economic situation of the States contributing to the League, it was essential that very 
~triet .supervision should be exercised over the organs of the League, and that, in the League's 
mterests much more than in those of its Members, it should make every possible saving, however 
small. · 

IV. BUDGET FOR 1933. 

A. Secretariat and Special Organisations of the League. 

As the delegations had had an opportunity to express their views and formulate their 
suggestions regarding the expenditure of the League (see Chapter II above), the examination of the 
Secret~riat _budget was not preced~d by a furth~r general ~iscussion. The changes made by the 
Coml!nt~ee m ~he budget ~reshown m the AppendiX. Accordingly, only those which raise questions 
of pnnctple will be mentioned here. · . 

~veral dele!?ates. ca~ed the Superviso:Y Commission:s attention to the necessity, when 
stud~g . the rationalisation. and co~centr!ltiOn of the services of the League, of examining the 
organiSation of the Information Section wtth particular care so that the budget of that Section 
might be reduced in 1934. ' 

. Certaill; delegates proposed that t~e branch offices established by the Information Section in 
vanous capt~ls, or at all events those m States in Europe, should be abolished. 

The Chairn!an of the Sup~rvisory Commission pointed out that the Commission had informed 
the A;;sembly, before the enq~nry i~to t~e rati<?nalisation ~f the Geneva services had been suggested, 
that 1t pr?posed to mak~ an mvestigat~on durmg the commg winter into the organisation, numbers 
and salanes of the offictals employed m the branch offices. He added that in view of the desire 
expressed by the F?urt~ Committee, the enquiry would be extended to cove~ the actual usefulness 
of those offices, which did not, however, seem to be ephemeral creations devoid of any permanent 
value. · 
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When examining the organisation of the Information Section, the Commission would take into 
account the nirrnerous suggestions made during the discussion and recorded in the Minutes. 

It .wa~ decided that the Supervisory Commission's enquiry should cover the question of the 
centralisation ?f League statistics and that of publications. In this connection, one delegate 
observed that It would be desirable for the records of conferences to be printed more quickly. 

The Secre~ary-General undertook to place next year at the disposal of any members of the 
Fourth Committee who might want to consult it a list giving particulars of all official journeys 
made by officials, classified according to Sections. 

The Cqmmittee was informed that the expenses of the Fiscal Committee and its sub-com
mittees could be met in 1933 by a subsidy from an external source. The budget of the 
Financial Section and Economic Intelligence Service was accordingly reduced from r,o38,876 
francs to r,oo3,876 francs. · 

The Chairman of the Supervisory Commission stated that the budget of the Mandates Section 
for 1933 included credits sufficient again to enable the Permanent Mandates Commission to meet 
twice during the year. 

In reply to a question, the Chairman of the Supervisory Commission explained tha( yielding 
to the Commission's urgent request, the Secretary-General had agreed to a reduction from rs6,ooo 
to go,ooo francs under the head of meetings of the Communications and Transit Organisation, on 
the understanding that the competent committee should allocate that appropriation among 
those committees whose meetings were most urgent. This decision explains the absence of details 
regarding the work of the Organisation in I933· 

Certain delegates expressed the opinion that the Communications and Transit Organisation 
was· perhaps one of those in connection with which curtailment of the activities of ·the League 
would be possible. . 

The budget of the International Health Organisation was the subject of thorough discussion, 
in the course of which it was pointed out that it would be desirable for a suitable programme 
of concentration of the work of the Organisation to be submitted by the Supervisory Commission. 
A delegate, supported by another, even proposed immediately to reduce the budget by 200,000 
francs .. 

·The Secretary-General pointed out that the activities of the Health Section were based on a 
special article of the Covenant and that the work it had undertaken was of great importance, 
particularly in the case of certain oversea countries which derived no direct benefit from the 
political activities of the League. He agreed to a reduction of 73,369 francs in view of the fact 
that it was decided some years ago to stabilise the Health Section's budget in the neighbourhood 
of one million francs. . 

The Fourth Committee approved the proposal made by the ·supervisory Commission to 
include in the budget a round sum of 25,000 francs for the expenses resulting from the coming 
into force of the Convention for the Limitation of the Manufacture and the Regulation of 
the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs. 

It was understood that the Secretary-General would allocate this sum, according to require
ments, between the Permanent Central Opium Board and the supervisory body for the setting up 
of which provision is made in the Convention. If it became necessary to reinforce the personnel 
at the disposal of the permanent Committee, the new officials should be engaged only on a tempo
rary basis or transferred· from other Sections of the Secretariat, until the next Assemb:y was 
able, in the light of the experience which had been gained, to take a final decision. 

The Committee was informed that the installation of the wireless station was now complete 
and that very satisfactory communication had been established with a number of oversea countries. 
The erection of the wireless station was due to purely political considerations; but, now that it is 
in operation, it is desirable that delegations should make use of its services as much as possible, 
in order to ensure that the receipts cover the expenditure. It was understood that the question 
would be re-examined next year in the light of. the results of the first financial year. 

B. International Labour Organisation. 

Before beginning the consideration of the budget, the Chairman made a reference to the 
eminent services to the International Labour Organisation of Albert Thomas, whose life had 
undoubtedly been shortened by the ep.ergy with which he had laboured at his task. 

A number of delegates associated themselves with the Chairman's tribute and expressed 
regret at the premature disappearance of this great servant of the League. . 

The new Director of the International Labour Office stated . that the 1933 budget 
was rsg,ooo francs lower than that for the current year. The reduction had been achieved by 
refraining from creating any new posts, by postponing the Maritime Conference, and by reducing 
expenditure as much as possible, particularly by continuing the reform of the establishment of the 
Office ordered by the Governing Body. Certain posts which became vacant had been de-graded. 

In regard to the appropriations in aid, it is hoped that the Brazilian Government's contribution 
will shortly be paid. Its reduction by so per cent is only a temporary measure and it has not yet 
been decided whether the balance shall be written off or treated as arrears. 

It was understood that the enquiry into rationalisation would cover the question of the 
possibility of closer collaboration than had hitherto been practised between the Secretariat and 
the International Labour Office in the matter of exchanges of staff, libraries, etc. It would 
seem that no complete amalgamation of the two libraries is possible owing to the distance between 
the two institutions. · 
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. h S . c mmission into the question of the 
It was also decided that the enqmry oft e upervisory 0 d t' ffices of the International 

branch offices of the League should also extend to the correspon en s 0 . . 
Labour Organi.sation. . · . 

The credits proposed for the library were red~ced by ~o,ooggan~s.the Institute of Scientific 
As regards the contribution of the Internati~nal La our f bee I ot rnational Labour Office 

Management, it was decided to ask . the Governmg Body 0 t e n ~ . rf the Lea e had 
not to renew the contract on its expiry before the competent autbontles. o gu 
had the opportunity to look into the question. · 

C. Permanent Court of International Justice. 

The Registrar explained the reasons for which two alternative budgets were submitted to tJ:le 
Assembly this year: the organisation of the <;:ourt was still based _on the Statute as adopted m 
I920, subject to the modification introdu~ed as a re~ult of !he resolutions adopted by the Assembly 
in September I930; on the other band, It was not Impossible tha! th~ am~ndments to _the Statute 
adopted in I929 would take .effect in I933· Having regard !o this situation, i;he ~egistrar .asked 
the Assembly to approve the budget as drawn up on the basis of the present situatiOn, but at the 
fame rtime to authorise him, as an exceptional measure, to make transfers fro_m one _chapter to 
another in the budget thus adopted, provided the limits of the budget ~rawn up m the ev~t·of the 
coming into force of •the revised Statute were not exceeded. The Registrar added that th1s proce
dure would be possible owing to the fact that the total amounts .of the two. budget~ were the same. 

The Fourth Committee, having.regard also to the fact thattheadopbon?fthispr?cedurewas 
recommended by the Supervisory Commission in its report on its forty-siXth sesswn, was ~f · 
opinion that it should be adopted. If, therefore, the Assembly approves the present report, this 
will imply that the Registrar is authorised, should the occasion arise, exceptionally· to make 
transfers !rom chapter. to chapter of the budget as adopted, subject to ~e conditions set out above. 

With regard to Item 4(d) of the Court's budget, the Fourth Committee noted the report of t~e 
Secretary-General contained in document A.40.I932.X and the documents annexed to th~s. 
report, more particularly the draft agreement between the Secretary-General and the Carnegie 
Foundation at The Hague concerning the conditions in which an enlargement of the premises now 
at .the disposal of the Court in the Peace Palace at The Hague should be effected. It decided that 
the adoption by the Assembly of the item in question should be considered as implying the approval 
of the arrangement in question, so that, if the Assembly approves the present report, the Secretary
General will be authorised to sign the arrangement on behalf of the League of Nations. 

Subject to the above and to a reduction amounting to 550 florins resulting from the adoption 
by tbe Assembly.of the resolution (see Chapter 11, I, above) concerning the reduction of salaries, 
the Committee decided to recommend to the Assembly the approval of the Court's estimate for 
I933 as submitted by the Registrar. · · · 

The Fourth Committee, finally, decided to approve that part, inter alia, of the Supervisory 
Commission's report on its forty-sixth session which deals· with the question of ·the judges' 
pen5ions; it accordingly recommends that the Registrar should be authorised, in the case of the 
decease of a judge, to pay to the widow, andjor children under IS years. of age, a sum equivalent 
to the deceased judge's salary for three months. . 

The Committee noted that this recommendation entails no increase in the ·Court's budget. 

D. Pensions. 

The Committee examined the report of the Administrative Board of the Staff Pensions Fund. 
From the explanations given by the Chairman of the Board, it appeared that the estimate of the 
cost of the Fu~d prepared brProfess~r Cantelli two years previously on its foundation coincided· 
very closely with the actuanal valuation completed by the Fund's consulting actuary during the 
course of the year. 

The .number of members of the Provident Fund who had elected to transfer to the Pensions 
Fund was, on Dece~ber ~Ist, I93I, 893 •. and the number of officials remaining in the Provident 
Fund 77· ~n conformity with the Regulab?ns, therefo~e, the assets of t~e Provident Fund in respect 
of the officials now transfe~ed to th~ Penswn;; Fund will have to be paid over to the Pensions Fund. 
These asset~, however, which are mv~sted m Government stocks, show a depreciation on their 
purchase pnce, and the Board accordmgly recommended that the deficit thus created should be 
added_to the initi~I deficit and that the period of thirty years during which that deficit is to be 
amortiSed should, if necessary, be prolonged. 

In connection. with this proposal, a number of delegates made suggestions involving either 
the ~ostponement ~ I933 of the payment by the League of its contribution towards the amortisable. 
deficit, or the placmg_at ~he disposal of the League, in the form of a loan,of the liquid balances of 
the Fund, or a reductiOn m the League's contribution of 9 per cent of the pensionable emoluments 
as.l?ropo~d ~y the ~~ard. -r:he object in each case. was !o assist ~he Treasury to meet the ·very 
cntJcal SituatJO~ anticipated m !933· After a full discussiOn, and m agreement with the movers 
o~ the~ resolutiOns, the Com~mttee came to the conclusion that, despite the present financial 
dlfficultJ_es, the postponement .m I933 of the payment involved by the obligations assumed by the 
~agu~ m respect of the Penswns Fund would be neither justifiable nor financially desirable. An 
nnmed~te postponement of such payment would, indeed, involve a heavier cost on the League's 
budget m future years. 
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"!he Commi~tee also considered .the effe~t OJl t~eir pension benefits of the reduction .by 10 per 
cent m the :pensiOnable emoluments of certam officials. It recommends that no final action should 
be taken for the moment by the Assembly, but that any difficulty which might arise should be 
reported by the Administrative Board to the Assembly at its next session. · 
. . A delegation made a proposal that the officials of the League whose pensionable emoluments 
~ere paid in currencies depreciated by reference to the Swiss franc and who pay their contribu~.ions 
m that same currency, should receive their benefits in the same currency. This suggestion was 
made in opposition to the proposal of the Board that the difference due to the depreciation 
should be paid to the Fund out of the budget of the League. 
. · >•After a discussion, the matter was referred to the 'Supervisory ·Commission for examination 

· and report, and the credit inserted in the ·supplementary budget to give effect to the Administrative 
Board's proposal was deleted. The budget, as originally communicated to the Members 
of the League, was therefore reduced by n,624 francs, being the difference between the annual 
payment on account of amortisation as originally included in the budget and as recommended 
by the actuary. 

The Committee also took note of the observations of the Administrative Board regarding the 
request receive~ from the International Institute for Intellectual Co-operation, and the Nansen 
International Office for Refugees, for the affiliation of their officials to the Staff Pensions Fund. 
It will be remembered that the Board was .instructed to study this question by the Assembly at its 
twelfth session. The Board, after examining the matter, has re.ached a negative conclusion, which 
was •endorsed by the Fourth Committee. The iFourth ·Committee therefore recommends the 
adoption of the following resolution.: 

"The Assembly: 
" Takes .note of the report of the Administrative Board of the Staff Pensions Fund for the 

year 1932; 
· " Sanctions the admission, in accordance with the recommendation of the Board, of eight 
officials of the Secretariat whose applications for membership were received after 
December~1st, 1931; 

"Adopts the report on the valuation of the Fund as submitted by the Fund's consulting 
actuary; 

" And decides: 
"That the assets of the Provident Fund shall be transferred to the Pensions 'Fund subject 

to leaving with the Provident Fund a sum in cash •equal to the balances of the accounts of 
its members and an appropriate ·share ·of the Death and Invalidity Fund; 

"That any shortage due to the depreciation of the assets taken over from the Provident 
Fnnd shall be amortised, if necessary, after the period of thirty years fixed by Article 7 (b) 
of the Regulations .. 

" That the contribution of the League to the Pensions Fund for 1933 shall be 9 per·Gent 
of the pensionable emoluments of the members of .the Fund; . 

, "That its contribution .in respect of arrears due for service prior to January 1st, 1931, 
shall be at the same rate of contribution as was fixed for 1931; 

. " That no credit shall be inserted in the budget for 1933 to supplement the contributions 
paid by officials of branch offices in depreciated currencies; 

·" And that the League's contribution to the amortisation, in accordance with Article 7( b) 
.of the Regulations, of the deficit .in the Pensions Fund due to the application of the 
Regulations to ·officials already in the service •on January 1st, 1931, shall be 400,000 
'Swiss francs for I933· " 

* * * 
· · The other parts of the budget (Contribution to the Nansen International Office for Refugees, 
Buildings at Geneva and Working Capital Fund) were adopted without modification. When the 
budget of the Nansen Office was 11llder consideration, the Cha.irman of its Governing Body, repl.>:
ing to an observation made by a delegate, Te~alled that the obJect of t~e Office was purely hu~~ru
tarian and that it would not tolerate that 1ts funds should be apphed to purposes of a political 
nature. 

To sum up, the 1933 budget is drawn up as follows: 

r. Secretariat and .Special . Organisations of the League 
2. International Labour Organisation . . . 
3· Permanent Court of International Justice . 
4· Nansen International Office for Refugees 
5. Buildings at Geneva .. 
6. Pensions . . . . . 
7· Advances Account. 

Total 

V. REPORTS OF THE SUPERVISORY COMMISSION. 

Gold francs. 

17,322,459 
8,851,972 
2,660,196 

297.763 
2,034,659 
1,829,906 

432,177 

The Fourth Committee approved all the proposals in the various reports of the Supervisory 
Cominission, with the exception of one rel~t~g to a pr~posal of the A~inist.rative Boar~ of. the 
Pensions Fund and the Supervisory CornmlSSlOn concernmg the currency m which the contnbuhons 
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. . . . h d · ted currencies should be paid: of officials of branch offices situated m countnes wit eprecla . . h r ht of the obser-
the Fourth Committee preferred that the question should be reconsidered m t e Ig . 
vations of a certain delegation. . . , ~ th k fits forty-

. As a result of the adoption of the Supervisory CommiSSIOn s r~port on e wor 0 ill e ain 
sixth session, the annuity payable on account of the building op~rahons of the Leagu~ll ~ r ~e t~ 
in its entirety, in the hands of the League, and until further n!)hce no repayments WI em _ 
the States entitled thereto. 

VI. NEW BUILDINGS OF THE LEAGUE. 

The Committee took note of the report on this subject submitted to the Council by the 
Supervisory Commission in conformity with a decision ?f ~he ~welfth A~sembly .. 

The total credit for the construction of the new buildmgs IS thus raised to 25,577,!50 francs. 
In connection with the vote on this credit, the Secretary-General refen;ed to ce~am rumours 

which had been given publicity in the Press, and stated categorically that, m awardmg contracts, 
the price and quality of the materials were the only considerations. 

VII. MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS. 

(a) The view has been expr~ssed that the discussions of the budget could be al?precia?ly 
curtailed if, in future, the Governments were to inform the Secretary-General ,of the pomts which 
they desired to have elucidated before the opening of the Assembly, or even at the outset of the 
proceedings of the Fourth Committee-it being understood that the Secretary-<?eneral would als_o 
reply in writing to such questions. The Committee came to no decisi~n with reg~r~ to t~Is 
proposal, and brings it to the attention of the delegations and the Supervisory CommiSSion wrth 
a view to its possible consideration at some future date. 

The Supervisory Commission was also asked to consider, in conjunction wi~h th~ c~mpet~nt 
officials, the desirability of altering the procedure followed by the Fourth Committee m discussmg 
the questions on its agenda. 

(b) On the proposal of the Secretary-General, the question of the emoluments of Chiefs of 
Section, assimilated officials, and counsellors, and that of septennial leave for members of the 
First Division, were again adjourned. 

(c) As regards the number of units to be assigned to Turkey and Iraq, which have been 
admitted to membership of the League during the present year, the Fourth Committee was 
informed that the Committee on the Allocation of Expenses had already considered the position 
and had recommended that the number of units be fixed at ten for the first country and three 
for the second. It was decided, however, that, with regard to Turkey, this decision \Y"Ould only 
apply to I933 and that the question would be re-examined next year. 

(d) A delegate made the following suggestion, which he said might be considered by the 
Committee on the Allocation of Expenses when it was drawing up the new draft scale: 

" The Assembly requests the Committee on the Allocation of Expenses to initiate a 
study of new bases for the allocation of the League's expenditure, in order that they may 
be examined at the fourteenth session of the Assembly. These bases would be established 
by taking as chief criterion the items of the national budgets referring more directly to 
international relations, and, in particular, the. budgets for foreign affairs, ·national 
defence services and the political and commercial propaganda services of the States. " 

Another delegate also ·considered that the criteria at present followed in establishing 
the quotas of States were not entirely _fair, and proposed that, in future, sp·ecial account should 
be taken of the naval and military expenditure of the States. 

The Chainnan of the Committee on the Allocation of Expenses undertook to bring these two 
suggestions to the notice of the Committee, but he pointed out that, in any case, the scale in force 
was applicable to the financial years I933 and I934, so that the question could be dealt with by 
the Committee only in connection with the report to be submitted to the I934 Assembly: 

(e) One delegate proposed that, in order to achieve an immediate and substantial reduction 
of the contributions which certain countries consider excessive at the present moment the 
~ctivities of the L~ague should be assigned to two different budgets: budget A, which ~ould 
mclude all those of mterest to the whole League, and budget B, covering such activities as directly 
con~f!!ed a small number of c~n~ntries only. All States w~uld contribute to budget A, while, 
proviSIOnally, only States desmng to d? so would contn~ute to. budge~ B. This proposal 
however, was opposed on the ground that It could not be earned out m practice and was contrary 
to the League's ideal of universality. 

VIII. ROTATION IN MEMBERSHIP OF THE SUPERVISORY COMMISSION. 

The Fourth Committee, after a secret ballot, proposes to the Assembly the election of the 
following members for the period ending December 3rst, I935:. 

Regular member: His Excellency M. C. PARRA-PEREZ. 
Substitute members: I. M. G. DE 0TTLIK. 

2. His Excellency M. jean DE MODZELEWSKI. 
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IX. DRAFT RESOLUTIONS. 

Finally, the Fourth Committee has the honour to propose to the Assembly the adoption of the 
following draft resolutions: 

"I. The Assembly, in virtue of Arti<;le 38 of the Regulations for the Financial Adminis
tration of the League of Nations, finally passes the audited accounts of the League of Nations 
for the thirteenth financial period, ending on December 3Ist, I93I. 

" 2. The Assembly, 
" In virtue of Article I7 of the Regulations for the Financial Administration of the 

League of Nations: · 
'' Passes for the financial period I933 the budget of the League of Nations to the total sum 

of 33,429,I32 francs; 
" And decides that the aforesaid budget shall be published in the Official Journal. 

" 3. The Assembly, in conformity with the recommendation of the Committee on the 
Allocation of Expenses, fixes at ten the number of units assigned to Turkey in I933, and at 
three that assigned to Iraq, in the scale for the allocation of the League's expenditure. 

" 4· The Assembly adopts the conclusions of the various reports of the Supervisory 
Commission, submitted for its consideration, except in regard to the question referred to in 
Chapter V of the present report. 

" 5. The Assembly appoints to the Supervisory Commission for the period ending on 
December 3Ist, I935: as regular member, His Excellency M. C. PARRA-PEREZ; and as 
substitute members, M. G. DE 0TTLIK and His Excellency M. Jean DE MoDZELEWSKI. 

"6. The Assembly adopts the present report of the Fo~rth Committee." 

Appendix. 

MODIFICATIONS MADE IN-THE BUDGET BY THE FOURTH COMMITTEE. 

I. Secretariat and Special Organisations 
(a) Modifications which_ originated in the Committee. 

Items 

3b. Unforeseen expenditure of a financial 
character . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Ioa. Rent of the Building constructed for the 
Disarmament Conference . . . . . 

I7b. Expenses of the Commission of Control 
I7d. Enquiry on.rationalisation . . . . . . . 
I9.A. Financial Section and Economic Intel-

ligence Service-Fiscal Committee . . . 
I9.C. World Economic and Monetary Conference 
22. International Health Organisations . . . . 
23. Supervision of opium traffic: expenses 

resulting from the coming into force of 
the Convention for the Limitation of the 
Manufacture and the Regulation of the 
Distribution of Narcotics. . . . . . . 

3Ia. Liaison with Latin America . . . . . . 
Miscellaneous items relating to salaries 

(b) Recommendations of the Sub-Committee on the Prin
. cipal Officers : 

4(a)I. Sub-heads I to IO shown on. page 9 
of the Budget are replaced by a lump 
sum of 7I9,603 francs, which repre
sents a saving of . . 

9· Entertainment Allowance . . . . . . . 

Budget as submitted to the Assembly . 
Increases approved by the Fourth 

Committee • . . . . . • . • . 
Budget as adopted by the Fourth Com-

mittee . • . • . . . • . • • . • 

Add Su btrnct 

Gold francs 

so,ooo 

IO,OOO 
IO,OOO 

. 45,000 

35,000 
435.900 

73.369 

25,000 
I5,I20 

I30,000 1 

525,900 3SI,S3I 
I7,I48,o9o 

I74·369 

I7,322,459 

1 This sum together with the 20,000 francs shown on the next page under " International Labour Organisation " 
represents the reduction of 150,000 francs to which reference is made on page 3 of this report. 
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II. International Labour Organisation. 

(a)· Mo!Jifications whick originated in the' Committee: 

3· Salaries . . . . . . . . . • · · : · · 
II. Supervision of revenue and expenditure. 
x8. Library . • .. . . . . . • . • .. . . . .. 

(b) Recommentlations of the Sub-Committee on Principal 
Officers: 
3· Salaries of the Director and the Deputy-

Director . . . . . 
5· Entertainment Allowance . . . . . . .. . 

OFiginal· Budget. • . . . . · . • . • . 
Budget as adopted by the Fourth Com-

mittee . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . 

III. Permanent Court of, International justice. 

Salaries of Registry . . . . . . . . . . • 
Original' Budget. . . • • . . • .. . . 
Budget a& adopted by the Fourth Com-

mittee . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . 

IV. Nansen International Office for Refugees. 

No modification. 

V. Buildings at Geneva. 

No modification. 

VI. Pensions. 

Reduction as approved by the Fourth Committee 
Budget as· submitted to the Assembly • . . . 
Budget as adopted by the Fourth Committee . 

VII. Working Capital Fund. 

No modification .• . . •. .. .. •. .. . .. . 
Budget as adopted· by the Fourth. 

Committee . ~ . . . .. .. ., . • .. 

•Add Subtract 
Gold francs 

5,000 
20;000 

10,000 

30,000 
7,500 

s,ooo 67,500 

8,914.472 

8,851,972 

z,66r,2g6 

~,66o,rg& 

r,83g,o66 
r,82g,go6 

432,!77 

l,IOO 

g,x6o 
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I.- GENERAL STATEMENT BY THE 

• 

LIABILITIES. 

Permanent Court 
. of International 

Justice 

International 
Labour 

Organisation 

ASSETS AND 

LEAGUE OF NATIONSAS 

Secretariat Total 

Gold francs 1as adopted by the League of Nations 

212,6g6.33 
2g,835·43 

'' 

836.355·57 

595,rg8.rg 

1,022,171.g0 
540,871.00 

• 356,og1.38 · 

4,052-778.18 
1,166,033·05 

1,487.344-48 
I,I38,051.24 

142.404·78 

5,152,796.88 
I,I66,03S·05 

595,rg8.rg 

2,722,2!2.71 
. I,7o8,758.27 
: • J:42.404·78 

Contributions . • • • . r,g07.423.86 
Balance being Excess of 

Assets over Liabilities as 
: ; 

at December 31st, 1932. 

• 

\ 

-------1-------1-------1--------
2,554.463.14 12.440,777·72 6o,76r,o63.22 75.756.304.08 

' 

', 
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AssETS. 

International 
Labour 

Organisation 
Secretariat Total 

Gold francs as adopted by tbe League of Nations 

Property in Geneva . . . 
Secretariat and Assembly 

Hall: 
Building Fund Account: 
Amount expended to date 

Library: Buil9-ing Fund 
Account: Amount Ex
pended. . . . • • • . 

Wireless Station: Total cost 
of the station . . . . . . 

Library Endowment Fund: 
Amount expended . . • 

Furniture, Fittings, Type-
writers, etc. . . . . . 

Library (Books) . . . . . 
Library (Shelving) . . • . 
States Members: Arrears of 

Contributions as per De
tails annexed (page I3) • 

Suspense Accounts •.•. 
Working Capital Fund: 

Recoverable Advances . 
Stock of Stationery and 

Paper . • . . . . . . 
CashinHandandatBanks: 

Secretariat andAssembly 
Hall : Building Fund 
Account . . .... 

Assembly Hall: Furnish
ing Account • . . . 

Library: Building Fund 
Account . . . . . . 

Library Endowment Fund 
Working Capital Fun~ • 
Cash Surplus in respect 

of Fourteenth Finan
cial Period . . • . . 

Balance being of Liabi
-lities over Assets as at 
J)ecember JISt, I932 

March 3rd, I933· 

212,6>6·33 
29,835.43 

I,907,42J.86 
I40,844·39 

I,022,I7I.90 
540.871.6o 

7,009,694·76 
356,o9I.38 

2I,052·70 

I0,2I9,666.g5 

I,24J,I20.-

262,936.06 

I,487,344·lt8 
I,138,05I.24 

142.404·78 

15,041,140.23 
2,070,282.64 

1,167.706.86 

1,333.023.68 
2,756,n9.14 
2,786.~22.6o . 

. 
8,::72,951.JS 

10,219,666.95 

1,243.120.-

2,329.454·85 

262,936.o6 

2,722,212.71 
1,708,758.27 

142.404·78 

23.958,258.85 
2,567.218.41 

21,052.70 

1,333.023.68 
2,756,II9.14 
2,786.822.60 

---------1----------1---------j----------

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountat1t. 
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LEAGUE 

II. - WORKING CAPITAL STATEMENT 

Budget Allocation: 

In respect of Second Financial Period 
Less contributions written off • . 

In respect of Third Financial Period . 
Less contributions written off • . 

In respect of Fifth Financial Period 
Less contributions written off • 

In respect of Sixth Financial Period • . 
Jn respect of Seventh Financial Period . 

Less contributions written off • • . 

Receipts from States Members: 

In respect of Second Financial Pei:iod 
In respect of Third Financial Period . 
In respect of Fifth Financial Period . 
In respect of Sixth Financial Period . . 
In respect of Seventh Financial Period . 

.. 

Working Capital authorised by Vote of Assembly: 

In respect of Second Financial Petiod . . . . • 
Less allocation in contributions written off 

In respect of Third Financial Period . . . . . 
Less allocation in contributions written off 

In respect of Fifth Financial Period . . . . . 
Less allocation in contributions written off 

In respect of Sixth Financial Period • . . . . 
In respect of Seventh Financial Period . . . . 

Less allocation in contributions written off 

Working Capital received: 

In respect of Second Financial Period 
In respect of Third Financial Period • 
In respect of Fifth Financial Period . 
In respect of Sixth Financial Period • . . 
In respect of Seventh Financial Period • . 

.. 

. . 

•. 

Voluntary contributions . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . 
Interest earned to date on unemployed Working Capital Fund 
Interest earned, from date of Assembly decision, on advances 

not reimbursed within a period of six months . 

Less refund to Brazil and Costa Rica • . . . 

Gold francs as adopted by the 
League of Nations. 

io,104,36o.-
313,8oO.-

21,249,988.32 
993,085-77 

25,673.507-30 
54.845-82 

22,658,138.-· 
22,478-71 

·9·763,607.28 
20,069,402.85 
23,637.559-50 
21,517,938.44 
21,168,8g7.13 

I,725,000.
. 53.571.45 

1,8go,ooo.-
84,863.6o 

50o,ooo.-· 
538.48 

50,000.-
49·60 

1,666,827.26 
1,788,347·70 

46o,9go.24 
407,349-62 

46.713·33 

9.790,56o.-

20,256,902.55 

25,618,661.48 
. 23,233,635-70 

22,635,659-29 
IOI,535,419.02 

96,157.405.20 

x,8o5,136.4o 

499.46!.52 
442,500.-

49.950-40 
4,468,476.87 

4.370,228.15 
106,224.67 

I,I76,375·65 

184.95 
5,653,013.42 

166,289.09 
5.486,724-33 . 
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OF NATIONS 

AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1932. 

Working Capital receivable: 

Gold francs as adopted by the 
League of Nations. 

In respect of Second Financial Period: 
Amount authorised • • • • . . 
Amount received • . . . • . • 

In respect of Third Financial Period: 
Amount authorised • • • • • . 
Amount receiyed . . . . . . . 

In respect of Fifth Financial Period: 
. Amount authorised . . . . . • 

Amount received . . . • • • • 

In respect of Sixth Financial Period: 
Amount authorised . . . . . • 
Amount received • . • . . • • 

In respect of Seventh Financial Period: 
Amount authorised 
Amount received . 

. . . . . 

Statement showing how Amount shown as Working Capital 
is made up: 

Cash at banks. . ·- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Advances: 

High Commissioner at Danzig . . . . . . . . . . . 
Experts appointed under the Rules of Procedure in 

connection with Article 39 of the Treaty of 
November 9th, 1920: Free City of Danzig . . .• 

Appeal of the Chinese Government under Article II of 
the Covenant. Expenses of the Commission set up 
in virtue of the Resolution adopted by the Council on 
December xoth, 1931 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Question of the Frontier between Turkey and Iraq: 
. Expenses of the Committee of Enquiry. . · . . . . 

Problem raised by the Request submitted by the Liberian 
Government for Assistance: Expenses of the Mission 
sent to the Kroo Region . . . . 

Construction of the Wireless Station . . . . . . . . . 

International Labour Organisation: 

Balance of advances made during 1931 . 
Advances during 1932 . . . . . . . 

Permanent Court of International Justice . 

1,671,428.55 
1,666,827.26 

x,8o5,136.4o 
1,788,347·70 

499.461.52 
460,990-24 

442.500.-
407.349-62 

49.950-40 
46.713-33 

257,389.82 1 

10,000.-

18,519.35 
816,899.14 

432,176.17 
836.355-57 

4.6oi.29 

16,788.70 

38·471.28 

35,150.38 

3.237-07 

98,248-72 

2,786,822.60 

1,167.706.86 

1,268,531·74 
263,663.13 

• 

March 3rd, 1933. 

5.486,724-33 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

, Chief Accountant. 

1 Actual expenditure to December 31st, 1932 · • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 
Deduet: Payments made to December 31st, 1932: 

Chinese Government . 
Japanese Government • • . • • • • 

Gold frallc:o 

259.130.-
259,130.-

518,26o.-

257.389.82 
During the month-of January 1933, each of the above Governments made an additional pa.yment of 129,565 francs~ 
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III. _ MEMORANDUM ON RECOVERABLE ADVANCES MADE FROM THE WORKING 
CAPITAL FUND. 

I. High Commissioner at Danzig. 1 

On September 21st, 1928, the Council adopted the following resolution: 

" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
" 2. Count Manfredi Gravina is hereby appointed High Commissioner at Danzig for 

a period of three years as from June 22nd, 1929. 

" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
" 4· The funds allocated for the maintenance of this post shall, ~ in the p~t, 

be advanced to the High Commissioner by the Treasury of the League of Nations. The Htgh 
Commissioner shall submit a monthly report _to the Treasury on the use made of these ~unds, 
which shall,_ as far as possible, be employed in accordance ~th the ge_ne!al rules applied ~y 
the League iil such cases. The advances thus made to the Htgh Comm1ss10ner shall be repatd 
in equal parts by the Governments of Danzig and P<;~land in a~c~rdance with the ~greement 
concluded on that question. The accounts of the High Comm1ss10ner shall be audited every 
six months by the Treasury of the League of Nations." _ 

(S2nd Session, Minute 2287.) 

In virtue of decisions adopted on October ISth, 1932, November 28th, 1932, and 
February Ist, 1933, the Council appointed M. Helmer Rosting as acting High Commissioner 
at Danzig until October ISth, 1933, " with all the rights and powers conferred on the High 
Commissioner. This appointment is made on the same conditions as those stipulated in 
connection with the appointment of the late Count Gravina; nevertheless, in' view of the 
economic crisis, the High Commissioner's salary is reduced by IO per cent."-

2. Experts appointed under the Rules of Procedure in connection with Article 39 of the· Treaty of 
November 9th, I9ZO: Free City of Danzig. 

On June IIth, 192S, the Council adopted the following Rules of Procedure: 
" • • • 0 0 • • 0 • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • • • • 0 • • 0 

"Article III. - If the High Commissioner finds, at any point in his examination of a 
dispute between Poland and Danzig which has been submitted to him, that the dispute has 
given rise to questions for the settlement of which it weuld be desirable for him, before giving 
his decision on the dispute, to obtain an independent technical or legal opinion, he shall 
address to the Secretary-General of the League of Nations a request to that effect , . . " 

" ' 
• • • • • • • 0 • • 0 • • ·• • • • 0 0 • • • 0 0 • • • • • • 

"Article VI.- The expenses incurred through the employment of technical committ~es 
or of experts shall be borne by the two parties in equal shares. -

" • 0 • 0 • • • • • • 

" The necessary payments shall be made by the Secretary-General, who shall be 
reimbursed by the two parties." 

(34th Session, Mmute ISIS.) 

j. Appeal of the Chi~se Government under Arficle II of the Covenant: Commission set up in virtue 
of the Resolutzon adopted by the Counczl on December zoth, I9JI. . 

On January 28th, 1932, the Council adopted the following resolution: • 

-.. ~e Council authorises th~ Secretary-General, under Article 33 of the Financial 
Regulat~ons, to draw on the Workmg Capital Fund up to soo,ooo francs for the funds placed 
at the disposal of the Com~ion ~et up in virtue of the resolution adopted by the Council on 
December Ioth, 1931. It 15 understood that the advances thus authorised will be refunded 
to th.~ Secretary-~eneral in equal parts by the Chinese and Japanese Governments. 

The Council requests the Secretary-General to arrange with the two Governments as to 
the details of this refund." 

(66th Session, Minute 3004.) 

• ' The_ resolution of the Council governing advances to the High Commissioner at Danzig until June 22nd, 1929, 
• abownm the doc;ument on the accounts for 1927 (document A.3.1928.X, p. 24). -
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4· Question of the Frontier between Turkey and Iraq: Committee of Enquiry. 

On September 30th, 1924, the Council adopted the following resolution: 

" . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
" With a view to collecting the facts and data which it requires to fulfil the mission 

entrusted to it under Article 3, paragraph z, of the Treaty of Lausanne: 

" Decides to set up a special Committee of three members. 

" . . . the Secretary-General shall furnish it with the necessary staff and shall 
advance it the funds which it may require, such advances to be refunded to the League 
in equal proportions by the Governments concerned." 

(3oth Session, Minute 1320.) 

5· Problem raised by the Request submitted by the Liberian Government for Assistance: Missio" 
sent to the Kroo Region. 

On May 21st, 1932, the Council adopted the following resolution: 

"The Council authorises the Secretary-General to make advances from the Working 
Capital Fund, as required and up to a maximum of 25,000 francs, to cover the expenses of the 
mission to be sent to the Kroo region to pacify the Kroo tribes, provided that he is informed 
by the Liberian Government of its willingness to reimburse these expenses if and when the 
necessary funds are available and can be released for the purpose by the competent 
authorities." 

(67th Session, Minute 3097.) 

6. Construction Expenses of the Wireless Station. 

On May 18th, 1931, the Council adopted the following resolution: 

" The Council, 

_ "In conformity with the decision taken by the Assembly at its eleventh session (1930), 
and in accordance with the terms of Article 33 of the Financial Regulations: 

"Authorises the Secretary-General temporarily to draw upon the Working Capital Fund 
in 1931 to an amount not exceeding 836,ooo francs to meet part of the cost of the construction 
and installation of the new League Wireless Station." 

(63rd Session, Minute 2799.) 

7. International Labour Organisation. 

Permanent Court of International Justice. 

Paragraph I of Article 33 of the Regulations for the Financial Administration of the League 
of Nations reads as follows: 

"In accordance with Article 26, paragraph 2, the Working Capital Fund is primarily 
applicable to meet temporarily normal requirements of regular organisations of the League 
which ·cannot be paid out of income at the time when they are due to be met. 
Such organisations shall have the first claim to assistance from the Fund. The assistance shall 
be given in the form of advances from the Fund to the-competent officials of the organisations 
and such advances shall be repaid to the Fund as soon as the necessary income is available." 



IV. - GENERAL BUDGET ACCOUNT FOR THE FOURTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 3IST, 1932. 

ExPRNDITURR. - (In gold frnncs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

Secretariat and Special Organisa
tions of the League • . . 

International Labour Organisa-
tion. . . . . . . . . . . 

Permanent Court of International 
Justice . . . . . . . . . 

Nansen International Office for 
Refugees. . . .. 

Buildings at Geneva • 
Pensions. . . . • • • 

Budgetary 
allotment 

8,792,290.-

2,663,702.-

297.763.-
1,748,899.
I,OII,02J.-

Difference between 
Expended budgetary allotment 

and actual expenditure 

8,337.557.83 

2,531,834·35 

297.763.-
1,748,899·-
1,610,019.6o 

27,290,281.03 

454.732.17 

IJI,867.6!) 

INCOME. - (In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

Secretariat and Special Organisa
tions of the League . . . 

International Labour Organisa-
tion. . . . . . . . . . . 

Permanent Court of International 
Justice • . . . . . . . . 

Nansen International Office for 
Refugees. . .. 

Buildings at Geneva 
Pensions. . . • 

Budgetary 
allotment 

8.792,290.-

2,663.702.-

297.763.-
1,748,899·
I,OII,02J.-

Received 

6,96o,593·35 

235.730.05 
1,384.551.02 

8o0,396.68 

Receivable 

3·994·583-77 

I,38I,6<)6.65 

554.928.84 

62,032·95 
364.347·98 
210,626.32 

7,018,2I6.51 

V. - GENERAL CASH ACCOUNT IN RESPECT OF THE FOURTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER JIST, 1932. 

RECEIPTS. - (In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

To Contributions 
from Nations: 

Arrears . . . . 
Fourteenth Fi

nancial Period 
To Appropriations

in-aid: 
Sundry Receipts 

To Extraordinary 
Receipts: 

Sundry Recei?ts 
To Working Capital 

Funa: being 
Cash deficit for 
Fourteenth Fi
nancial Period 

Secretariat 

1;196,153·63 

17,600,410.98 

. 1,8s6,185.63 

March 3rd, 1933· 

International 
Labour 

Organisation 

540,200.85 

6,g6o,593·35 

408.06 

Permanent 
Court of 

International 
Justice 

159.398.o6 

2,108,773·16 

Total 

1,895,752.54 

26,669.777:49 

2,266,557.13 

408.o6 

PAYMENTS. - (In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

By Budgetary Ex
penses: 

f.;hapters of the 
Budget . . • 

By Nansen Inter-
national Office 
for Refugees 

By Buildings at 
Geneva . . •. 

By Pensions . . 
By Cash Balance: 

Cash Surplus 
for Fourteenth 
Financial Pe
riod . . . . 

Secretariat 

297.763.-

1,748,899·-
1,010,019.60 

International 
Labour 

Organisation 

Permanent 
Court of 

International 
Justice 

Total 

297.763.-

1,748,8gg.-
1,010,019.60 

. 
20,652,750.24 8,747,388.56 2,532,375.12 J1,9J2,5I3-92 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 
Chief Accountant. 
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Annex to the General Statement. 
STATEMENT OF UNPAID CONTRIBUTIONS AS AT DECEMBER 31st, 1931. 

Permanent 
International Court of 

Labour Secretariat Working Total General 
International 

Organisation Capital Fund Total 
Justice 

(Gold francs as adopted by tbe League of Nations) 

Compounded Arrears 
Account: 

Honduras. . . . . - 14,850.98 40,475.6o - 55,326.58 
Nicaragua . . . . - 12,<)00.<)0 35,160.55 - -t8,061.45 
Paraguay • . . . - 4,125-91 11,244.89 - 15.370.80 
Salvador . . . . - 1,476.84 4,610.78 - 6,087.62 124,846·45 

Consolidated Arrears 
Account 

(I9U-I9JO): Cbina 709,223.81 2, 753,073.23 5,219,712.95 61,202.42 8,743.212.-fl 8,743.212.-fl 

Second Financial Period 
(zgao): Peru . . . - - 22,351-43 4,6ol.29 26,952.72 26,952-72 

Third Financial Period 
(Igaz): Peru . . . - 61,852.84 108,858.16 16,788.70 187.499-70 187.499-70 

Fourth Financial Period 
(zgu): Peru • . . - 53.508.25 128,532.05 - 182,040.30 182,040.30 

Fifth Financial Period 

J 
( I923) : Bolivia . 6.590·47 28,747·20 52,909.56 1,752-77 go,ooo.oo 
Honduras. . . . 1,991.53 8,686.93 15,988.39 529.66 27,196-51 
Nicaragua . . . 1,991-53 8,686.93 15.988.39 529.66 27,196.51 
Peru • . . - . . . 17,923-74 78,182.37 144,006.88 4,655.62 244·768.61 389,161.63 

Si!fth Financial Period 
(I9•4): Bolivia·. . . 9,229-53 33.8o2·34 59,115.64 2,136.50 104,284.01 
Honduras. . . . 2,051.01 7·511.63 13,136.81 474·78 23,174-23 
Nicaragua . . 2,051.01 7·511.63 13,136.81 474·78 23,174-23 
Peru • . . . . 18,459-07 67,6o4.69 n8,230.96 4·273-30 2o8,568.o2 359.200.49 

Seventh Financial Period 
( I9a5) : Bolivia . 9,183-91 35.329.07 64,296.24 240.64 109,049-86 
Honduras. . .. 2,040.88 · 7,850.90 14,288.05 53-47 24,233-30 
Nicaragua . . . 2,040.88 7,850.90 14,288.o5 53·47 24,233·30 
Peru • . . . 18,367.85 70,658.14 128,592.08 481.66 218,099·73 375.616.19 

Eighth Financial Period 
(zga6): Bolivia . . 7.329-46 27.335·94 53.435-23 - 88,1oo.63 
Honduras. . . . . 2,035.97 7.593-33 14.843·09 ~ 24.472·39 
Nicaragua . . . . 2,035·97 7.593·33 14,843·09 - 24.472-39 
Peru • . . . . . . 16,491.27 61,505.86 120,229.26 - 198,226.39 335,271.80 

Ninth Financial Period 
( I927) : Bolivia . . 7,6o3.55 26,358.82 52,971-95 - 86,940-32 
Honduras. . . . 2,112.10 7·321.90 14.716.09 - 24,150.09 
Nicaragua . . . 2,112.10 7.321.90 14.716.09 - 24,150-09 
Paraguay • . . . . 1,538.65 5.333·98 10,720.61 - 17.593-24 

. Peru • . . . . . . 17,108.00 59.307-36 119,200.37 - 195,615.73 348.449·47 

Tenth Financial Period 
( zgaB) : Bolivia . . 7.654-72 28,059·37 53.6o5.92 - 89,]20.01 
Honduras. . . . . 1,00].16 3.897-16 7.445-30 - 12,405.62 
Nicaragua . . . . 2,126.31 7.794-27 14,890·53 - 24,811.11 126,536·74 

Eleventh Financial Period 
(I9•9): Argentine . 61,471.6o 234.723-76 440,362-78 - 736,558.14 
Bolivia •.• . . . 8,781.09 33.529-79 62,904-89 - 105,215-77 
Guatemala . . . 1,367.94 5,223-46 9.799-65 - 16,391.05 
Honduras. . . . 1,159-93 ' 4·429.10 8,309·37 - 13,898.40 
Nicaragua . . . . 2,195-27 8,382.45 15,726.22 - 26,303.94 
Paraguay. . . . 1,769.58 6,757-01 12,6J6.78 - 21,203-37 
Peru • . . . . . 18,412.76 70,307-46 131,903-oB - 220,623-30 l,l-f0,193·97 

Twelfth Financial Period 
63,616.31 239.881.81 487.792-41 791,290-53 ( I9JO) : Argentine • -

Bolivia • . 9,o65.82 . 34.185.03 69,514.22 - 112,765,07 . . 
Chile • . 1,298-48 4.896.18 9.956.28 - 16,150·94 . . . . 
Cuba. . . . 2,917-31 11,000.43 22,369.o6 - 36,286.8o . 
Dominican Republic 303.18 1,143·22 2,324.67 - 3.771-07 
Guatemala 2,219-49 8,369.15 17,018.42 - 27,60J.o6 . . 
Honduras. . 2,266.46 8,546.25 17,378.56 - 28,191.27 . . . 
Liberia . 300.11 1,131.62 2,301.15 - 3·732.88 . . . 
Nicaragua . 768.04 2,8g6.09 5,889.19 - 9.553-32 . . 
Paraguay. . 2,:ns.x6 8,352.85 16,985.27 - 27.553-28 . . . 
Peru • . 20,398.09 76,916.31 156,4o6.99 - 253.721.39 . . . 
Salvador 1,433-15 5.403-99 1o,g88.93 - 17,826.07 . . 
Uruguay 6.345-15 23,926.00 <j8,652.87 - 78.924-02 1.407.373·70 . . . . . 

Carried forward 1,078,661.40 4,303,6J6.86 8,265.8o8.59 98,248.72 13,746,355·57 13,746.355-57 
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STATEMENT OF UNPAID CONTRIBUTIONS AS AT DECEMBER 31st, 1932 (conduded). 

Permanent International Working Total 
General 

Court of Labour Secretariat Capital Fund Total 
International Organisation 

Justice 

(Gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations) 

Brought forward 1,078,661.40 4·303,636.86 8,265,8o8.59 98,248-72 13.746,355·57 13, 746.355·57 

TAirtufiiA FifUJfl&ial Pniod 
564,167.95 - 88o,852.04 

(I93I): Argentine. 75.526.17 241,157·92 125,II8.40 . 34,254·67 . 80,135·8• -Bolivia • . . . . . 10,727-92 427,659·00 36,668.41 II7,083.63 273.906.96 -Chile • . . . . . 719,433-52 6r,685.79 196,965.08 46o.782.65 -China. . . . . 275.367·38 23,6ro.6o 75.389.53 176.367.25 -Cuba. . . . . 31,161.64 
Dominican Republic 2,671.87 8,531.37 19,958-4° -
Guatemala 2,631.89 8,403-72 . 19,659-77 - 30,695·38 . . . . 28,636-30 
Haiti. 2,455-34 7.839-99 r8,340.97 -. . . . . . 31,279·59 
Honduras. 2,681.98 8,563.66 20,033-95 -. . . 

43.442-97 Hungary 3.724-90 II,893·73 27,824-34 -. . . . 
31,279·59 Liberia 2,681.98 8,563.66 20,033-95 -

Nicaragua 1,104.88 3,528.09 . 8,253·54 - r2,886.sr . . . 
29,940·39 Panama 2,567.16 8,197-03 19,176.20 -. . . . 
30,641.60 Paraguay • 2,627.28 8,388.99 19,625-33 -. . 

281,516.34 Peru • 24,137-82 77,072-98 180,305·54 -. . . . 
213,776.12 3· 193.686.77 Uruguay ••••• 18,329.63 58,527.20 136,919.29 -

Fourteenth Finatl&ial Period 
(1932): 

8,335·40 21,076·73 - 31,937-42 \ 
Albania . • . . . 2,525.29 

1,346,516.44 Germany 1o6,468.75 351.429-74 888,617.95 -. . . 
Argentine. 74.921.79 247.300.24 625,318.26 - 947.540.29 . . . . 

374,636.21 Australia 29,622.41 97,776.98 247,236.82 -. . . . . 
134.316.76 Bolivia • 10,620.40 35,055·57 88,640·79 -. . . 

81,200.62 Bulgaria 6,420.53 21,192-70 53.587·39 -. . . . 
459,853-32 Chile .. 36,360.50 120,0.17.94 3_<>3.474·88 -. . . . . 

China 61,076.28 201,599.27 509,759-72 - 772,435-27 . . . . 
191,631.28 Colombia • 15,152.24 50,014.18 126,464.86 -. . . . 
296,063·74 Cuba. 23,409.69 77.270.21 195.383.84 -. . . . . 

Dominican Republic 596.83 1,970.02 4.981.38 - 7.548.23 
Greece 1,228.34 4,054-40 10,251.94 - 15,534·68 . . . . . . 
Guatemala . 2,608.91 8,611.4I 21,774·65 - 32,994·97 . . . 
Haiti. . . 2,446.ro 8,074.01 20,415-78 - 30,935·89 
Honduras. . . 2,655.10 8,763.89 22,160.19 - 33.579-18 
Hungary . . . 21,106.25 69,667.03 176,158.61 - 266,931.89 
Liberia •• . . 2,655.10 8,763.89 22,160.19 - 33.579-18 
Lithuania. . . . . 727.28 2,400.60 6,070.16 - 9,198.04 
New Zealand . . . 6,506.57 21,476·94 54.306.23 - 82,289·74 
Nicaragua . . . . 662.70 2,187.10 5.530-70 - 8,380.50 
Panama. . . . . . 2,562.07 8,456.82 21,383·77 - 32,402.66 
Paraguay . . . . 2,604.65 8,597·38 21,739-16 - 32,941.19 
Persia . . . . . 6,366.39 21,014.06 53,135-75 - 8o,516.2o 
Peru . . . . . . 23,895.89 78,875-03 . 199.441-78 - 302,212.70 ' Poland • . . . . . 36,o65.55 II9,044.40 301,013.20 - 456,123.15 
Czechoslovakia. . . 18,755.23 61,906.8o 156,536.33 - 237,198.36 
Uruguay . . . . r8,176.o3 59.995·04 151,702.22 - 229,873-29 
Yugoslavia . . . 38,731.97 127,845-60 323,267·74 - 489,845·31 7,o18,216.51 

-
554.928.84 1,831,6g6.65 4.631,591.02 - 7,or8,216.51 

1,907,423.86 7,0og,694·76 14,942,891.51 98,248·72 23,958,258.85 23,958,258.85 

Note. - On July 30th and September 2gtb, 1932, the Genitan Government advised the Secretary-General that 
amounts of 538,731 Reichmarks and 555,869 Reichmarks, a total of 1,094,6oo Reichmarks, had been placed at his 
disposal at the "Deutsche Bank und Diskonto-Gesellschaft, Berlin", in part payment of the contribution due by Germany 
for the fourteenth financial period ending December 31st, 1932. 

These two payments correspond approximately to the sum shown in the above statement; it has not hitherto 
been possible to consider this sum as actually paid, since it was not made available for use outside Germany. 
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I - BUDGET ACCOUNT FOR THE FOURTEENTH· FINANCIAL PERIOD 
. ENDED DECEMBER 3IST, I932· . 

A. GENERAL sUMMARY. (In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

Part I. - Secretariat and Special 
Organisations. 

Chapter I. 
A ssem bby and Council • • • • • • 

Chapter II. 

Allotted · 

General Services of the Secretariat • 

Less: Appropriations-in-aid (see 
page x8) • • • . • • .. • • 

8,900,214--

48o,,ooo.-

Chapter III. 
Special Organisations of the League • 10,918,54 8. n 

Less: Appropriations-in-aid: 
Item I9 A.- Financial Section ~nd 

Economic Intelligence Service: 
Contribution from the Rockefeller 
Foundation towards the expenses 
of the printing " Banking and 
Monetary Laws" . . . . . . . 21,312.85 

Contribution from the Rocke-
feller Foundation towards the cost 
ofthestudyofDoubleTaxation . . 161,484.02 

Item 20. -Mandates: Contributions 
from the British and French 
Governments towards the expenses 
of the Commission of Enquiry into 
the Frontier between Iraq and Syria I 5o, ooo.-

ltem 2r. - Transit Organisation: 
Contribution towards the expenses 
of the preparatory work for the 
Conference which is to consider 
the reform of the calendar . . . 531.90 

Item 22. - International Health 
Organisation: Contribution from 
the International Health Division 
of the Rockefeller Foundation 8oi,o95.36 

Gift for research work on ma-
laria in Greece . . . . . . . . 33,255.56 

Item 23 A. - SuperviSion of Opium 
Traffic: Contribution from the 
Government of Siam towards the 
expenses of the Bangkok· Opium 
Conference·. . . . . .. . . . . I,676. I' 

Contributions towards the ex
penses of the Commission of En
quiry into Opium-smoking in the · 
Far East . . . . . ·. . . . . . 4,242.90 

Gift from the Egyptian Govern-
ment . • . . . . . . . . . . 6,o51.1o 

Expended 1 

I,I22,I50.-.. · 

8,420,2I4.- -----

6,549,155.90 2 . 

21,312.85 . 

xso,ooo.-

6,ost,Io 

1 In the budget for 1932, the gold franc was taken as the equivalent of the Swiss franc. In so far as the expenditure 
of the Secretariat and Special Organisations is concerned,. the same parity is used in the accounts. 

• The amount 6,549,155·90 gold francs repiesents the gross expenditure of the Special Organisations of the League. 
The rul expenditure chargeable to the budget of the League, after deducting the various appropriations-in-aid, amounting 
to 1,454,595·11 gold franca, is 5;094.500.79 gold francs. 
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Chapter III (continued). Allotted 

Item 23 B. ~ Social Questions : 
Contribution from the Bilreau of 
Social Hygiene towards the expen
ses of the Commission of Enquiry 
into Traffic in Women and Children • 69. 619.20 
Contribution to the Child Wel-
fare Committee . . . . . . . . 94 • .36 

Item 24. -Reduction of Armaments: 
Contribution from the Govern-
ment of the United States. . .· . · too,64s.ss 

Item 26. - International Conven-
tion on Slavery . . . . . . . . 3,739.20 

Chapter IV. 
Loss on Exchange . . . . . . 

Deduct: Profit on exchange 

Chapter V. 
Permanent Equipment, etc. . . . . . 

Less: Appropriations-in-~d: 
Item 35. - Library: Contribution 

from the revenue of the Rocke
feller Library Endowment Fund. 

23o,o8o.69 

6z,o8o.69 
-----

Expended 

3,739.20 

103,543.27 

16,303.07 

6z,o8o.6g 
x68,ooo.- -----

TOTAL: Secretariat and Special 
Organisations . . . . . . . I9,I74,317.-

Difference between budgetary allot
ment . and actual expenditure in 
respect Of Secretariat and Special 
Organisations . . • . 

Part IV.-· Nansen International Office 
for Refugees: League Contribution 

(Lump sum) 

Part V. - Buildings at Geneva. 

(i) Terminable annuity paya
ble on account of build
ing operations of the 
League • . · . . . • • •,37s,ooo.-

(ii) Establishment of a Wire-
less Station . . . . . • 373,899.-

Part VI.- Pensions. 

(Schedule Y, page 31). 
(i) Cost of scheme, as com

puted by the Actuary, 
less amount included 
under Parts I, II and 
III for the Staff Provi-
dent Fund • . • • . 953,273.-

(ii) Administrative expenses. 

Difference between budgetary allot
ment and actual expenditure in 
respect of Pensions . . . 

57,750.-
-----

1,375,ooo.-

I,748,8gg.- ----

953,273.-

56,746.60 
I,OII,023.- -----

I22,289.I5 

5,8IO,I09·75 

I9,I74,317.-

I ,OIO,OI9.60 

I,OOJ,02J.-

1 The amount 184,369.84 gold francs represents the lf'OSS expenditnre· on Permanent Equipment. The net 
expenditure chargeable to the budget of the League, after deducting the appropriation·in·aid, amounting to 6z,o8o.69 
gold francs, amounts to 122,28g.I5 gold francs. · 
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B. SUMMARY OF ITEMS. 

Section I. Ordinary Expenditure. 

CHAPTER I.- AssEimLY AND CouNCIL. 

x. Session ofthe Assembly (Schedule A, page 20) 
2. Sessions of the Council . . . . . . · · · 
3· Unforeseen Expenditure: 

(a) Political expenditure (Schedule B," 
· page 20) . . . . . : . . . ·. · · 

· (b) (Exceptional) Fmanc1al expenditure 
(ScheduleB, page 20). . .. 

Original 
Appropriation 
Gold francs 

324,150.-
48,000.-. 

500,000.-

250,000.-

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 
Gold francs 

324~150.-
4~,000.-

500,000.-

250,000.-

1,122,150.- 1,122,150.-

CHAPTER II. -GENERAL SERVICES OF THE SECRETARIAT. 

4· Salaries, wages and allowances: 
(a) Secretariat (Schedule C, page 21) . . . 
(b) House Staff at Geneva (Schedule D, 

page 22) . . . . . . . . . . . . 
5. Contribution to the Staff Provident Fund. . 
6. Liaison with Latin America (see Item 31 A) . 
7· Branch Offices (Schedule E, page 22) . . . . 
8. Travelling expenses of officials of the League: 

(a) Travelling expenses and subsistence 
allowances in connection with Gene-
ral Services . . . . 

(b) Travelling expenses of members of the 
Secretariat returning home on leave. 

(c) Removal expenses to and from Geneva 
(d) Extension of leave journey privileges to· 

officials' families . . . • • . . . 
g. Frais de representation (Schedule F, page 23). 

10. Property account: ~aintenance: 
Headquarters at Geneva (Schedule G, 

page 23) . . . . 
II. Publications Department (Schedule H, 

page 23) . . . . .. . • . . . . . • . . 
12. General office expenses (Schedule I, page 24). 
13. Special staff charges (Schedule J, page 24). . 
14. Interest charges: Bank accoimts • • . . . 
15. Unforeseen and miscellaneous expenses of 

the Secretariat . . . · . . . . • . . . . 
16. Unpaid Liabilities Fund . . . . · . . . . . 
17. Supervision of Revenue and Expenditure: 

(a) Auditors' travelling and subsistence 
allowances . . . . . . . . . . • 

(b) Expenses of Supervisory Commission. 
(c) Expenses of Committee on Allocation 

of Expenses -, . . . . . . .... 

Deduct: APPROPRIATIONS-IN-AID: 

(a) Sale of publications . . . . . . . 
(b) Interest earned . . . . . . . . • . 
(c) Miscellaneous cash receipts . . . . . 
(d) Sale of photographs and cinematograph 

films • . . . • . . . . . . . . . 

6,oo6,26g.-

46x,g68.-
375,000.-

142,035·-

70,000.-
49.800.-

78,ooo.-
162,500.-

336.735--

3gg,g82.-
470,500.-
101,500.-

40,000.-
10,000.-

14,400.-
10,&15.-

8,goo,214.-· 

340,000.-
70,000.-
6o,ooo.-· 

10,000.-

461,968.-· 
375,000.-

142,035·-

70,000.--
49.800.-· 

78,ooo.-. 
162,500.-

336.735·-

425.982.-
470,500.--
101,500.-

40,ooo.-· 
13,000.-

14-400.-· 
20,615.-. 

7.460.-

340,000.-
70,000.-
6o,ooo.-· 

1o,ooo.-

Actual 
Expenditure 
Gold francs 

242,563.15 
15,005.10 

28,305.65 

. 125,265.50 

4II,139-40 

435>935·8S 
375,000.-

. 105,924·95 

56,410.10· 
.49,010.20 

22,232.6o-
139,149·4o 

377,123.15· 
346,377·66 
86,738.20 

14,50g.8o 
12,743·75 

13.344.65 
16,575.20 

Actual Income 

289,622.78 
II,163.70 
34-474·-

4,249·35 
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CHAPTER III. - SPECIAL ORGANISATIONS OF THE LEAGUE. 

18. Administrative Commissions and Minorities 
Questions (Schedule K, page 24). . . . . 

19(a) Financial Section and Economic Intelli
gence Service (Schedule L, page 24) . . 

19(b) Section of Economic Relations (Schedule M, 
page 25) . . . . . . . . . . . 

20. Mandates (Schedule N, page 26) • . 
21. Transit (Schedule 0, page 26) .. · . • . 
22. International. Health Organisation (Sche

dule P, page 27) • • • . . . . . • . . 
23. A. Supervision of Opium Traffic (Schedule Q, 

page 28) . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 
B. Social Questions: Suppression of Traffic in 

.Women and Protection of Children, etc. 
(Schedule Q (I), page 28) . . . . . . . 

C. Permanent Central Opium Board (Sche-
dule Q (2),page29) ....... · 

24. Reduction of Armaments (Schedule R, 
page 29) . . . . .. . • . . . . . • . 

25. Intellectual Co-operation, International 
Bureaux, and Miscellaneous Questions 
(Schedule S, page 30) . . . . . • . . 

26. International Convention on Slavery (Sche
dule T, page 31) . . . • . . . . . . . 

27. Legal Assistance for the Poor . . . . . • 
28. Progressive Codification of International 

Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 
29. International Federation for Mutual Assis

tance in the Relief of Peoples overtaken 
· by Disaster . . . • . . . . . . . . . 

30. Cominission of Enquiry for European Union 
· (Schedule U, page 31) . • . . . • . . 

31. A. Liaison with Latin America (Schedule V, 
page 31) . . . . . . . . . . . . 

31. B. Liaison with China . . . . • . . . 
32. League Wireless Station (Schedule W, 

page 31) . . . . . . • . . • • . 

Original 
Appropriation 

329,774·-

952,692.-

598.391.-
277,884.-
385,200.-

1,003,084.-. 

II4,838.-

138,904.-

4·092,529.-

250,853--

u,5oo.-

137,125.-

261,672.-
430,000.-

222,000.-

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

329.774·-

952,692.-

598,391.-
277,884.-
385,200.-

1,003,084.-

257.507.-

II4,838.-

138,904.-

4·092,529.-

u,5oo.-

137,125.-

261,672.-
430.000,-

222,000.-

CHAPTER IV. - PROFIT AND Loss ON ExcHANGE. 

33· Loss on Exchange . . .•. 

Deduct: Profit on Exchange 

Actual 
Expenditure 

305,763·95 

842.793-70 1 

431,124.25 
218,844.15 I 

279·943·75 s 

746,515.54 1 

. 245·478.10 & 

92,131.85 8 

96,854·30 

980,201.47 7 

203,799-20 

11>491.80 8 

13,058.95 

123,795-92 
293·742-36 

209,021.50 

103.543-27 

16.303.07 

' This figure represents the net expenditure of the Financial Section and Economic Intelligence Service. The gross 
expenditure, after adding the sums of 21,312.85 francs and 161,484.02 francs contributed by the Rockefeller Foundation 
towards the expenses of the printing of " Banking and Monetary Laws " and towards the cost of the study of double 
taxation, amounts to 1,025.590·57 francs. 

• This figure represents the net expenditure of the Mandates Section chargeable to the budget of the League. The 
gross expenditure, after adding the sum of 15o,ooo francs contributed by the Governments of the United Kingdom and 
France towards the cost of the expenses of the Commission of Enquiry into the Frontier between Iraq and Syria, amounts 
to 368,844.15 francs. 

• This figure represents the net expenditure of the Communications and Transit Organisation. Tbe gross expenditure, 
after adding the sum of 531.90 francs, amonnts to 280,475·65 francs. 

• This figure represents the net expenditure of the International Health Organisation. The gross expenditure, 
after adding the sums of 8o1,og5.36 francs contributed by the Rockefeller Foundation, and 33,255.56 francs contributed 
by Mrs. David Simmons to enable research work on malaria. in Greece, amounts to 1,580,866.46 francs. 

• This figure represents the net expenditure of the Section for Supervision of Opium Traffic chargeable to the budget 
of the League. The gross expenditure, after adding the sum of II,970.II francs, various grants in aid, amounts to 
257.448.21 francs. . 

• This figure represents the net expenditure of the Section for Social Questions chargeable to the budget of the 
League. The gross expenditure, after adding the sum of 170,56o.s6francs, various grants in aid, amounts to 262,692.41 francs. 

7 This figure represents the net expenditure of the Section for the Reduction of Armaments. The gross expenditure, 
after adding the sum of 100,645·55 francs contributed by the Government of the United States towards the expenditure 
in connection with the International Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments, amounts to 1,o8o,847·02 
francs. 

• This figure represents the net expenditure in connection with the International Convention on Slavery chargeable 
to the budget of the League. The gross expenditure, after adding 3,7J9.20 francs, various grants in aid, amounts to 
15,231.- francs. 
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Section II. Capital Expenditure. 

CHAPTER V. - PERMANENT EQUIPMENT, ETC. 

34. Furniture and equipment . · · · 
35· Library (Schedule X, see page 32). 

Original 
Appropriation 

65,ooo.
ro3,ooo.-

r68,ooo.-

C. SCHEDULES. 

Appropriation
as modified by 

transfers 

65.ooo.
ro3,ooo.-

r68,ooo.-

ScHEDULE A TO CHAPTER I, ITEM r. - Session of the Assembly. 

r. Salaries of additional temporary clerical and 
house staff . . . . . . . . . · 

2. Overtime payments of permanent staff. . . 
3. Travelling expenses and subsistence allow-

ances . . . · · · · 
4· Assembly Hall: Rent, lighting, heating, etc. 
5. Special printing. . . . . . . . 
6. Cables, telegrams and telephones 
7. Supplies and stores . . . . . 
8. Automobile and cyclist service 
g. Incidental expenses . . 

78,ooo.-

28,goo.-
54,ooo.

I27,250.
I,500.-

13,500.-. 
!2,000.-
9·000.-

43,000.-

2J,900.-
5o,ooo.

!71,250.-· 
r,5oo.

I3,50o.
!2,000.-
9·000.-

SCHEDULE B TO CHAPTER I, ITEM 3. - Unforeseen Expenditure. 

Appropriation 

Actual 
Expenditure 

26,546·75 
95.742-40 1 

. r22,289.15 

37.207-40 

4.564-50 
22,275.15 

r65,I7L55 
576.6o 

4,256.ro 
3.545-90 
4.965-95 

24:2,563.!5 

voted by the Actual 

A. Political expenditure: 

r. Request for assistance presented by the Government 
of Liberia . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . 

2. Territory of Memel: Consultation of Experts . . . . 
3· Committee appointed by the Council to report on 

events in Shanghai and the vicinity . 
4· Dispute between Bolivia and Paraguay . . . . . . 

B. (Exceptional)' Financial expenditure: 

r. Study of the financial situation in Bulgaria and· 
Greece: work of the Financial Committee . . · • . 

2. Special session of the Fmancial Committee held in 
Paris in March 1932 . . . . . ; . . . · . . 

3· Special meetings of the delegation of the Financial 
Committee with experts of certain Governments . • 

4· Mission to enquire into the financial .. situation of 
Roumania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

5· Meeting of the Preparatory Commission of Experts 
for the Monetary and Economic Conference . . . . 

6. Consultations of the delegation of the Financial 
Committee with the Governments of Austria, 
Bulgaria and Hungary • . . . . . . . • 

Council Expenditure 

I0,000.-
7,500.-

25,000.--
20,000.-

62,500.-

40,000.-

32,000.-_ 

25,000.-

·28,ooo.-

30,000.-

!0,000.-

r65,ooo.-

8,454-40 
5.444-50 

4,163.85 
!0,242-90 

39,022.!0. 

3o,rr8.5o 

17,734·-

20,52I.JO 

I5,656.go 

2,2I2.JO 

!25,265-50 

1 This figure represents the nel expenditure of the Library chargeable to the budget of the League. The gross 
expenditure, after adding the sum of 62,o8o.6g fraucs contributed from the revenue of the Rockefeller Library Endow
ment Fnnd, amounts to 157,8•3·09 francs. 
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SCHEDULE C TO CHAPTER II, ITEM 4 (a).- Salaries, Wages and Allowances of th6 Secretariat. 

I. General Organisation.. 

Secretary-General . • . . . . • . 
Secretary-General's Office . . . . 
Deputy Secretary-General . • . . 
Deputy Secretary-General's Office . 
Under-Secretary-General . . . . 
Under-Secretary-General's Office 
Under-Secretary-General. . . . 
Under-Secretary-General's Office 
Ul).der-Secretary-General . . . . 
Under-Secretary-General's Office 
Political Section . . . . . . . 
Information Section . . . . . . 
Legal Adviser's Branch. . . . . 
Treasurer's Office . . . . . . . 

(a) Replacements, temporary engage
ments, overtime, etc., for the 
General Organisation, allowance 
for the Members of Section on 
night and Sunday duty . . . • • 

(b) Miscellaneous allowances (special 
languages and family allowances). 

' TOTALS: General Organisation. 

II. Internal Administrative Services. 

Central Services: 

Chief of Internal Services and 
Establishment Office. . . . . 

Contracts and Supplies Branch . . . 
Pool oftypists. . : . . . . . . . . . 
Duplicating and Multigraph Branch . 
Distribution of Documents . . . . . 
Miscellaneous Services . 

Personnel Office. . . . • • • • ~ • . . 

Document Service: 

Chief of Service and Office . . . . . 
French Translation and Precis-writing 

Department . . . . . . . . . . 
English Translation and Precis-writing 

Department . . . . . . . . . . 
Verbatim reporters . . . . . . . . 
Printing and Publications Department 
Library . . . . . . . . 
Registry . . . . . . . . 
Indexing of Publications . 
Accounting Branch . . . 
Internal Control. . . . . 

Original 
Appropriation 

mo,88o.-
95.986.-
75,66o.-
94,750.-
75,66o.-
83,858.-
75,000.-
44.620.-
75,000.-
35,091·-

231,II3.-
1,162,923.-

380,365.-
101,892.-

19.350.-

3,000.-

94,012.-
48,131.-

465.953·-
224,300.-
209,813.-
8o,677·

II8,814.-

71,129.-

416,225.-

466,917.-
97.709.-

3II,092.-
174·046.-
214,696.-
82,151.-

100,543·-
87,613.-

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

1oo,88o.-
95,986.-
75.660.-
94.750.-
75,66o.-
83,858.-
75,000.-
44.620.-
75,ooo.-· 
35,091.-

231,II3.-
1,162,923.-

3fi7,365.-
101,892.-

19,350.-

3,000.-

94,012.-
48.131.-

465.953·-
224.300.-
209.813.-
8o.fi77.-

104,804.-

71,129.--

416,225.-

466,917.-
97.709.-

3II,092.-
174,o56.-
205,696.-
79,151.-

100,543·-
87,613.-

Actual 
Expenditure 

1oo.88o.-
95.984.95 
75,66o.-
93,384.20 
67,634-50 
8o,696.9o 
65,85z.xo 
43·960.05 
75,000.-
33.419.05 

230,140·35 
1,091,o6o.39 

358,227.05 
101,890.-

8,738.-

89.971.25 
47-357-40 

430,518.75 
212,884.85 
207.595-90 
72,490·75 
92,610.65 

70,159-40 

402,856·55 

441.103.65 
87,966.65 

305,490-70 
174,055.60 
204.377-50 
66,048.-
96.992-50 
84,942,65 

25,757-50 
(a) Replacements, temporary engage- I 

ments and overtime for all Internal 
Administrative Services . . . . 

(b) Miscellaneous allowances . . . . . ---------------
ToTALS: Internal Services .. 3.351,121.- 3,325,121.- 3,113,180.25 

ToTALS: General Organisation and 
Internal Services . . . . . 6,oo6,269.- 5.967,269.- 5,638,420.29 
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ScHEDULE D TO CHAPTER II, ITEM 4 (b). - Wages of HousiJ Staff at Geneva. 

(a) Salaries . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
(b) Salaries of Staff employed .in New Building 

constructed for the Disarmament Conference 
(c) Overtime, temporary engagements and 

replacements . . 
(d) Family allowances . . . . . . . . . . . · 

Original 
Appropriation 

427,905.-

8,563.-

22,500.-
3,000.-

461,968.-

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

427,905.·-

8,563.-

22,500.-
-3,000.-

461,968.-

ScHEDULE E TO CHAPTER ·II, ITEM 7· - Branch Offices. 

I. London Sub-Office. 

A. Staff Salaries . . . . . 

B. Property Account and General 
Office Expenses: 

(i) Rent and rates . 
(ii) Lighting . ~ 

(iii) Heating . . . . 
· (iv) Cleaning ... · . . 

(v) Repairs and renewals 
(vi) Telephones. . . . . 

(vii) Stationery . . . . . 
(viii) National Health and 

Unemployment Insu-
rance . . . . . . · 

(ix) Postage . . . . . . 
(x) Cables and telegrams 
(xi) Newspapers . • • . 
(xii) Miscellaneous and un-

foreseen expenses 

II. Paris Sub-Office; 

1,125 
25 
go 

142 
so 

115 
so 

25 
6o 
10 

' 35 

75 

A. Staff Salaries . . . . . . . . 

B. Property Account and General Office 
Expenses: 

(i) Rent •• 
(ii) Lighting . 

(iii) Heating . 
(iv) Cleaning . 
(v) Repairs and renewals 
(vi) Telephones. . . . 
(vii) Cables and telegrams 
(viii) Stationery . 

(ix) Postage . . . . . . 
(x) Newspapers . . . . 

Fr. frs. 

100,000 

13,000 
2,000 
4,000 

25,000 
200 

2,000' 
100 
700 

(xi) MiScellaneous expenses. II,300 

Total . . . . . 

28,372.-
631.-

2,270.-
3.581.-_ 
1,261.-
2,900.-
1,261.-

631.-
1,513.-

253·-· 
882.-

r,8g1.-

72,861.-

34.g86.-

21,ooo.-

945--
2,730.-

420.-
840.-. 

5·250.-
42--

420.-
21.-

147--
2,373--

69,174--

28,372.
' Q31.-
2,270.-
3,581.
r,261:-
2,900.-_ 
1,261.-

631.--
1,513.-· 

253·-
882.-

1,891.-

72,86:t.-

21,000.-

945--
2,730--. 

420.-
840.-

5.250.-
42--

420.-
2!.-

147--
2,373--

69,174·-

142,035--

Actual 
Expenditure 

417,198.80 . 

15,85o.6o 
2,886.45 

435.935:85 

20,040·35 
383-70 

1,548·55 
2,664-90 

75·20 
1,759-55 
-402.25 

430-90' 
664-45 
· 82.95 
636.25 

619.15 

46,599.60 

28,833-75 

19,729.45 
750-75 

2,538.25 
263-70 
708.65 

4·748-70 
40-50 

336-55 

141-35 
1,233-70 

59.325-35 

105.924-95 
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ScHEDULE F TO CHAPTER II, ITEM g. - Frais ds reprt!stmtation. 

(a) Secretary-General ·• • • • . . .' . • . 
(b) Deputy Secretary-General. • . . . . . 
(c) Under-Secretary-General in charge of 

Internal Administration . . . . . . 
(d) Two Under-Secretaries-General . . • . 
(e) General Fund . . . . . • . . . • . . . 

Original 
Appropriation 

63,o5o.-
25,220.-

12,610.-
25,000.-

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

63,050.-
25,220.-

12,610.-
25,000.-

Actual 
Expenditure . 

63,o5o.:.._ 
25,220.-

11,272.05 
23.475-15 

36,620.- 36,620.- 16,132.20· 
--~~------~~--------~---

x62,5oo.- x62,5oo.- 139,149•40 

ScHEDULE G TO CHAPTER II, ITEM xo (a). - Property Account: Mai11tet1ance. 

Headquarters at Geneva: 

(a) Water rates. . . . 
(b) Repairs and Renewals: 

(i) Building . _ . . . . . . . 
(ii) Furniture and equipment. • 

(c) Lighting . . . . . 
(d) Heating . • . • . 
(e) Power: 

(i) Water power • . . . . . . . 
(ii) Electric power (lift) . . . . . 

(f) Insurance and protection: Building 
and furniture . . . . . 

(g) Employers' liability .· . . 
(h) Telephones, local service • 
(i) Uniforms . . . . . . . . 
(1') Chimneys, repairs to flues. . 
(k) Automobiles and bicycles, replacements, 

upkeep and insurance . . . . 
(l) Office laundry. . . . . .. . . • . . 
(m) Miscellaneous sundry supplies, etc. . 
(n) Rent . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. • . 
(o) Maintenance of Secretary-General's of

ficial residence and grounds 

6,550.-

65,375·-
23,7oo.-

29.450.-
34,250.-

x,ooo.-· 
2,775·-

. 2,300.-
273,-· 

47.625.-
4·750.-

. 2,000.-

6,000.-
8,437-

I3,250.-
77,0UO,-

12,000.-

336.735--

6,550.-

59,875--
23,700.-

'29.450.-
34,250.-

x,ooo.-
2,775·-

2,300.-
273--

53,125.-
4.750.-
2,000.-

6,000.-
8,437·-

13,250.-
77,000.-

12,000.-

336.735--

5,685.10 

25,614-70 
13,716.o5 

22,401.75 
30,267.-

919-50 
2,165.25 

1,999-40 
199·-

52,739-25 
3·749-75 

762.55 

5·953-20 
7.730-45 
8,581.10 

62,500.-

8,149·75 

253,133-80 

ScHEDULE H to CHAPTER II, ITEM II. -Publications Department (exclusive of Salaries). 

(a) General printing (not covered by special appro-
priations): · · 
(i) Council documents and Ofjkial Journal 

. (ii) Internal administration and miscella
neous . . . . . . . . 

(iii) Library publications 
(b) Legal publications: Treaty Series. . . . . . 
(c) (x) Monthly Summary . . . . . . . . . . 

(2) Special publication on the tenth anniver
sary ofthe League . . . . . • . . . 

(3) Other publications of the Information 
Section. . . . • . . . . . . . . . 

Transport charges, catalogues, travelling and 
publicity for the Sales Department. . . 

(e) Publications for free distribution . , . . . 
(f) Cinematograph :films and photographs . . 
(g) Purchase of the reports of mandatory Powers 

for the Sales Department . . . . . • · . 

(d) 

(h) Printing for various Committees: 
x. · System of elections to the Council . 
2. Nationality of Women ..... . 
3· Amendments to the Covenant . . . 

91,274·-

12,000.-
9,ooo.-

120,000.-
75,000.-

23,908.-

39,800.-
2,000.-

10,000.-

6,500'.-

5,000.-
1,000.-
4.500.-

399.982.-

II7,274·-

12,000.-
9,ooo.-

120,000.-
75,000.-

23.908.-

39,800.-
2,000.-

10,000,-. 

6,5oo.-
-5,000.-

1,000.-
4.500.-

425,982.-

107,037·8o 

7.338.25 
8,760.25 

n6,538.15 
72,702.30 

13,971-90 

39·764.80 
813-95 

5,87o.65 

377,123.15 
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ScHEDULE I TO CHAPTER II, ITEM 12. - General Office Expenses. 

(a) Upkeep of office equipment . . · • · • • • 
(b) Stationery and stationery stores: 

(i) Ordinary · · · · · · · · · · • · · 
(ii) Supplies for Duplicating Department . 

(c) Cables, telegrams, long-distance telephone 
calls on general business . . . . . . . 

(d) Postage . . . . . . 
(e) Freight and carriage . ·. . · · · · · · 
(/). 
(g) 
(h) 
(1) 
(J) 

Newspapers . . . . . . . . · · · · · · 
Subscriptions and Press cuttings. .· . . . · 
Courier service between Geneva and Paris . 
Advertising, -etc., for tenders . . . . . . • 
Miscellaneous petty-cash. disbursement:;, 

Original 
Appropriation 

57,000.-
95,000.-

40,000.-
210,000.-

6,ooo:-
13,5oo.-
35,000.-
10,000.-
1,5oo.-

Appropriation 
as modified by Actual 

transfers Expenditure 

57,000.-
95·000.-

40,000.-· 
210,000.-

6,000.-
13,500.-
35,000.-. 
10,000.-

1,SOO.-

47,125.80 
44.710.75 

27,950.85 
166,165.35 

4,007.35 
. II,785.04 
34.560.-· 
8,o96.8o 

499·05 

including purchase of miscellaneous publi-
cations of non-capital value ........ · _ __:2:.;:,5~o:...o_.=-~---2:.::'5'-o_o_·--=---1-;,-'4'-76_.-;:67 

470,500.- 470,500.- 346,377·66 

' 
ScHEDULE J TO CHAPTER II, ITEM 13. -· Special Staff Charges. 

(a) Indemnities provided in the Staff Regulations 
(b) Reserve Fund for Death and Invalidity Fund 
(c) Contribution to Sickness Insurance Associa-

tion . . . . 
(d) Fidelity guarantees . . . . . 
(e) Welfare • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(!) Gratuities given in accordance with local 

custom to House Staff and others on New 
Year's Day. . . . . . . . . . . 

(g) Recruitment of staff: advertising, expenses of 
examinations, special travelling . . • 

(h) Medical examinations. . . . . . . . . . • 
(J) Expenses of the Administrative Tribunal . 
(J) Indemnities granted by the Administrative 

Tribunal . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 

30,000.-
10,000.-. 

21,6oo.-
4,50o.-
2,000.-

5,500.-

19,900.-
2,ooo.-
5,000.-

1,000.-

101,500.-

47,000.-
10,000.-

21,6oo.-
4,5<io.-
2,000.-

5.500.-

2,6oo.-
1,ooo.-. 

. 5,000.-

2,300.-

!0!,500.-_ 

21,6oo.-
3,Io6.4o 
1,7!4.85 

. 5.360.-

2,297·80 
436.-

3,!48·75 

. 2,300 

ScHEDULE K TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 18.- Administrative Commissions and Minorities Questions. 

I. Salaries of the Secretariat . . . . . . , . 
2. Travelling (including removal) expenses. . 

p. f dd . 1· nn mg an ocumentat10n. . . . . . . . 
4· Cables, telegrams and long-distance telephones 
s. Miscellaneous expenses . • . . . . • . . . 

292,274·-
24,750.
II,2so.

r,ooo.-
500.-

. . 

292,274·-· 
24,250.
II,250.

r,5oo.-
50o.-

329.774·-

285,887.50 
9,236.65 
8,919.60 
1,480.60 

239.60 

ScHEDULE L TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 19 A. -· Financial Section and Economic Intelligence Service. 

r. Conferences (and preparatory work) . . .. 
2. Sessions of Committees and Sub-Committees: 

(a) Subsistence, travelling expenses, etc .. 
(b) Printing for Committees . . . . . . 

Carried forward . 

66,5oo.-
28,750.-

95,250.-

66,5oo.-
28,75o.-

95,250.-

49,046·95 
q,r9r.rs 
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SCHEDULE L TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 19 A. - Financial Section and Economic 
Intelligence Service (continued). 

Brought forward 

3· Administrative expenses: 

· (a) Salaries. . . . • . . • . . . • 
(b) Travelling and removal expenses. 
(c) Printing and publishing. 
(d) Cables, telegrams, etc.. . . • 

f· Miscellaneol!s and unforeseen expenses 

5· Printing of "Banking and Monetary Laws ": 
Appropriation-in-aid: RockefeUer Founda-

tion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

6. Special study of the problem of double 
taxation: 
A ppropriation-i1J-aid: RockefeUer F ounda-

Original 
Appropriation 

95,250.--

662,442.--
29,250.-

I40,000.-
6,000.-

21,312.85 

Appropriation Actual 
as modified by · Expenditure 

transfers 

95,250.--

662,442.--
29,250.--

140,000.--
14,000.--

21,312.85 

639.526.20 
20,161.45 

103,46o.6o 
I1,7I8.gs 

21,312.85 

tion. ; . . . • . . • . . . . • • . • r6x,484.02 161,484.02 x6x,484.02 

7· Investigation into the course and phases of 
present economic depression _ • • • • 

Gross expenditure . 1,135,488.87 I,I35,488.87 I,025,590.57 

Deduct: Appropriations-in-aid: 

·contribution towards the cost of printing of 
"Banking and Monetary Laws" • • • • . . 

. Contribution towards the cost of the study of 
double taxation . . . . . . . • . . . 

Net expenditure • • • 

.21,312.85 21,312.85 21,312.85 

161,484.02 I6I,484.02 !61,484.02 
----~~-------~~~----~ 

952,692.-- 952,692.- 842,793-70 

ScHEDULE M TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 19 B. -- Section of ;Economic Relations. 

I. Conferences (and preparatory work) . • ; • 

2. Sessions of Committees and Sub-Committees: 

(a) Subsistente, travelling expenses, etc. 
(b) Printing for Committees • . . • . • 

3· Administrative Expenditure: 

(a) Salaries • . . . . . 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

Travelling and removal expenses . 
Cables, telegrams, etc. • . . . . 
StudieS, investigations and temporary 

collaborators . . . . . . . . 

4- Miscellaneous and unforeseen expenses. 

I8I,620.-
33•750.-

328,021.-
24,250.--
6,ooo.-

IO,OOO.-

14,750.--

598.391.--

I77,I20.-
38,250.-

328,02!.-
24,250.--
6,ooo.-

10,000.--

14,750.--

5g8,J9r.-

75.469.85 
31,4II.05 

309,740.25 
8,682.70 
2,675.xo 

I,8J0.20 

1,315.10 

431,124-25 
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. N CHAPTER III ITEM 20. - Mandates. ScHEDULE TO • 

r. Sessions of Permanent Mandates Commission 
2. Salaries . . . · · · · · · · · 
3· Travelling and removal e~penses . . . . · 
4 Printing and documentation . . . . · · · 
5
: ca:~fu're~=~~~~in~~~~~!s!~~c~i!:~~~~~~ 

6. Commission of Enquiry into the frontier bet
ween Iraq and Syria: 
Appropriation-in-aid: Contributfons /~om 

the Governments of the Umted Ktng
dom and France .... 

Gross expenditure . . . 

Deduct: Appropriation-in-aid: 
Contrib~tions from the Governments of the 

United Kingdom and France . 

Net expenditure . . . . 

Original 
Appropriation 

5I,IOO.
I83,534·
II,550.-
30,500.-

1,200.-

150,000.-

150,000.-

277,884.-· 

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

5I,I00.-
183,534·
II,550~-

30,500.-

1,200.-

150,000.-

427,884·-· 

150,000-

27J,884.-

Actual 
Expenditure 

44,100.25 
165,940.85 

7,u8.o5 
1,203·40 

481 .. 60 

150,000.-

150,000.-

ScHEDULE 0 TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 21. - Communications and Transit Organisation. 

r. General Confere~e . . . . • . . . . . . 

2. Meetings of the Organisation for Communica
tions and Transit (Sessions of the Advisory 
and Technical Committee, other corrimit
tees, sub-committees and special Confe
rences) and technical work of experts. . 

Appropriation-in-aid: Reform of the Calendar 

3· . Printing of documents: 

(a) For the meetings and other work under 
' sub-head 2, with the exception of 

conferences . . . . . . . . . . . 

(b) Collection and exchange of information 
regarding communications and tran
sit (including miscellaneous ex-
penses) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

4· Settlement of disputes referred to the Com
mittee and examination of similar questions 
submitted to the Committee by the Council 

5. Salaries . . . . . . . . . . 
6. Travelling and removal expenses 

7· Cablegrams, telegrams and long-distance tele
phone communications and miscellaneous. 

Gross expenditure . 

Deduct: Appropriation-in-aid: Contribution to 
cover expenditure . in connection with the 
preparatory work for the Conference which is 
to consider the reform of the calendar . 

Net expenditure • • 

74.470.-

531.90 

12,000.-

10,500.-

20,000.-

238,780.-

25,450.-

4,000.-

385.J3I.90 

531.90 

385,200.-

74.470,-· 40,242-45 

531.90 531.90 

12,000 .. - 3,227.60 

ro,5oo.-

17,000.- · 4,664.65 

238,780.-_ 206,577-80 

25,450.- 12,236.95 

7,000.- 4.458.30 

385,731.90 280,475.65 

531.90 531.90 

385,200.- 279.943·75 



ScHEDULE P TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 22. International Health Organisation. 

. 
• Original Appropriation Appropriation as modified by traru;fer Actual Expenditure 

League vote I. Grants I Total League vote Grants I Total . . I League vote Grants I Total 

I. flealth Committee, Secrotarial and General Work of the Organisation: 
1. Sessions of the Health Committee • • · · . . 25,000.- - 25,000.- 25,000.- - 25,000.- 23,721.50 - 23,721.50 
2. Salaries of the Health Section . . . . 419,014.- - 419,014.- 419,014.- - 419,014.- 392,go8.9o - 392,908.90 
j. Travelling and removal expenses . . . . . . . ~ . 25,000.- - zs.ooo.- 25,000.- - 25,ooo.- 22,583-40 - 22,583-40 
4· General printing and documentation. . . 10,000,- - 10,000.- 10,000.- - ro,ooo.- 3·453·50 - 3·453·50 
5· Cables, telegrams and telephones . . . . 11,070.- - 11,070.- 11,070.- - 11,070.- 8,987.80 - 8,987.80 
6. Miscellaneous petty expenses and unforeseen contingencies 2,000,- - 2,000.- 3,6oo.- - 3,6oo.- 3.357·65 - 3.357·65 

492,084.- - 492,084.- 493.684.- - 493.684.- 455,012.75 - 455,012.75 
II. Intel/ig•nce, Technical and Research Work of the Organisation: 

I. Technical Committees and Sub·Committees, conferences, 
mission•, work of experts, and collective and individual 

18,i,ooo.-studies . . . . . . . . . - I8f,OOO.- t82,f00.- - 182,400.- II2,6I3.40 - II2,613.40 
Rqckefeller Grant • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • . . - II6,182.-~ II8,378.58 - 128,683·-l 130,879·58 99.415-93 99.415-93 Additional Grant- unexpended balance in 1931 2,196.58 2,196.58 -. - -

2. Salaries of the temporary staff: 
Rockefeller Grant • • • • • • • • • • 0 ... • • . - 359,232.-l 451,182.93 - 261,213·-l 353,163·93 350,677·43 350,677·43 Additional Grant - unexpended balance in 1931 -. - 91,950·93 - 91,950·93 

1· Publications, printing and documentation • • , , , . 45,000.- - 45,ooo.- 45,000.- - 45,000.- 36,205.85 - 36,205.85 
Rockefeller Grant • • 0 0 • • 0 0 0 • 0 • • • - 25,000.-l 28,972.03 - 93,286.-l 97,258.03 91,400·78 91,460.78 Additional Grant - unexpended balance in 1931 -. - 3.972.03 - 3.972.03 

4· Cables and telegrams , , . • , , ·, , • • , , , . . 10,000.- - xo,ooo.:....- 10,000.- - 10,000.- 6,883.30 - 6,883·30 
5· Contribution to Singapore Bureau. . f01000,- - fO,OOO,...;...... 40,000.- - 40,000.- 25,136.10 - 25,136.10 

Rockefeller Grant • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . - xoo,ooo.- xoo,ooo.- - xoo,ooo.- 100,000.- - 100,000,- xoo,ooo.-
6. Miscellaneous enquiries, printing, publications and docu-

mentation, cables and telegrams for the enquiries. • 122,000.- - 122,000.- 122,000.- - 122,000.- 101,228.54 - 101,228.54 
7· Appropriatiot~-in-aid: Gift for research work on malaria 

in Greece. . . . . . . 33,255·56 - 33.255·56 33,255·56 - 33,255.56 33.255-56 - 33,255·56 

D•duct: Appropriation-in-aid: Gift for research work on 434,255·56 698,533·54 1,132,789.10 432,655·56 681,301.54 1,II3,957·IO 315.322·75 641,554-14 956,876.89 
malaria in Greece. . . . . . . . . . 33,255·56 - 33,255-56 33,255-56 - 33,255·56 33,255·56 - 33,255·56 

III. Creation of a· sysl'"' of liaison b•lw<sn th• various national hsalth 
401,000,- 698.533·54 1,099.533·54 399.400.- 681,)01.54 1,<>80,701.54 282,007.19 641.554·14 923,621.33 

ssrvicss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110,000.- - 110,000.- 110,000.- - 110,000,-· 9.435·60 - 9.435·00 
Rockefeller grant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 150,000.-} 153.741.87 - 167,232.-~ 170,973·87 159.541.:2:2 159.541.22 Additional grant - unexpended balances in 1931. 3·741.87 3.741.87 -. - -

S••mmary: 110,000.- 153.741.87 263.741.87 110,000.- 170,973·87 280,973·87 9.435·6o 159.541.22 168,976.8:2 
I. Health Committee, Secretariat and General Work of the 

Organisation • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 492,084.- - 492,084.- 493.684.- - 493.684.- 455,012.75 - 455.012.75 JI. Intelligence, Technical and Research Work of the Organisation 401,000.- 698.533·54 1,099.533·54 399.400.- 681,301.54 I,08o,70I.54 282,0f>7.19 641,554·14 923,621.33 
III. Creation of a system of liaison between the various national 

health services • . . . . . . . . 110,000.- 153.741.87 263.741.87 110,000.- 170,97).87 280,973·87 9,435.GO 159.541.:22 168,976.82 

1,003,084.- 852,275·41 1,855.359·41 1,003,084.- 852,275-41 1,855.359·41 746.515·54 8ot.095-36 1.547.610.90 
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S""' · · n of Opium Traffic. 
SCHEDULE Q TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 23. -A. wyermsto 

I. Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · 
2. Travelling and removal expenses • . . . · 

3· Control of Traffic in Opium and other Dan
gerous Drugs: · 

(i) Sessions of the Advisory Committee. • 
(ii) Printing and documentation of the 

Committee . . . . . . . • . . 
(iii) Cables, telegrams and miscellaneous. . 
(iv) Conference to be summoned in accor

dance with Article 12 of the Agree
ment drawn up by the First Opium 
Conference, signed on February nth 
1925 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Appropriation-in-aid: Government of 
Siam ....... ~ ...... . 

(v) Commission of Enquiry to the Far East 
into the Control of Opium-smoking • 

Appropriation-in-aid . . . . . . . . 
(vi) Conference on the Limitation of the 

Manufacture of Narcotic Drugs • • . 
(vii) Appropriation-in-aid: Gift from the 

Egyptian Government . . . 

Gross expenditure. 

Deduct: Appropriations-in-aid: 

Contribution from the Government of Siam 
towards the expenses of the Bangkok Opium 
Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Contributions towards the expenses of the 
Commission of Enquiry into Opium-smoking 
in the Far East . . . . . . . • • 

Gift from the Egyptian Government . 

Net expenditure 

Original 
Appropriation 

2o8,957·-
12,500.-

5,050.-

19,ooo.-
2,ooo.-

10,000.-

6,051.10 

· 1,676.11 

4,242.90 
6,051.10 

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

Actual 
Expenditure 

208.957.- zo8,815.55 
12,500.- 9.411.4° 

5,050.- 4·,109.20 

. 19,ooo.- 17,866.65 
2,000.- 373·90. 

10,000.- 4,901:40 

6,051.10 6,051.10 

1,676.II 

4.242·90 
6,051.10 

4.242.90 
6,05I.IO 

ScHEDULE Q(r) CHAPTER III, ITEM 23.- B. Social Questions (including Suppression of Traffi~ i~1 
Women and Protection of Children). 

I. Salaries . . . . . . . 

2. Travelling and removal expenses 

3· Protection and Welfare of Children and 
Young People: 

(i) Sessions of the Committees . . ·. . . 

(ii) Sessions of Sub-Committees. . • . . 

(iii) Suppression of Traffic in Women and 
Children: 

(a) Printing and documentation •. 
(b) Cables, telegrams and miscel-

laneous . • . . . . . . . . 
(c) Enquiry into Traffic in Women 

and Children: Appropriation-in
aid: American Association of 
Social Hygiene. . . . . 

Carried forward . , 

87,268.-

6,750.-. 

6,500.-

5,020.-

500.-

169,619.20 

n5.657.2o 

.87,268.-

6,750,-

6,5oo.-

5,020.-

500.-

169;6r9.20 

275.657.20 

81,363.70 

2,465.25 

2,412.10 

II.9o 

r6g,619.20. 

256,go8.7o 
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SCHEDULE Q(r). TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 23.- B. Social QuestiotiS (including Suppression of Traffic 
in Women and Protection of Children) (continued). 

Brought forward 

(iv) Protection of Children: 

(a) Work of Experts. . • • . . . 
(b) Printing and documentation .. 

Appropriation-in-aid . • . • . 
(c) Cables, telegrams and miscel-

laneous . . . . . . . . . • 

4· Other Social Questions entrusted to the 
Sec~ion, and ui:rloreseen contingencies. 

5· Penal administration (printing). . . 

Gross expenditure. 

·Deduct: Appropriations-in~aid: 

Contribution from the American Association of 
Social Hygiene towards the expenses of the 
Commission of Enquiry into Traffic in Women 
and Children . • . • . . . . . . . . . 

Contribution to the Child Welfare Committee. 

Net expenditure • 

Appropriation 
Original as modified by 

Appropriation transfers 

6,000.-
941.36 

500.-

500.-

1,8oo.-

285,398.56 

r69,619.20 
941.36 

6,000.-
941.36 

500.-

500.-

r,8oo.-

285.398.56 

r69,619.20 
94I.J6 

Actual 
Expenditure 

256.908.70 

4.621.05 
941.36 

3·-

163.85 

54-45 

262,692.41 

r69,619.20 
941.36 

92,131.85 

SCHEDULE Q(2) TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 23.- C. Expenses of the Permanent Central Board set 
up in accordance with Article I9 of the Convention drawn up by the !Jecond 

I. 
2. 
3· 
4· 
5; 

Opium Conference and signed on February z9th, zgas. 

Sessions of the Board. . . . • . 54.745·- 54.745·-
Secretariat of the Board . . . . 60,909.- 60,909.-
Pljnting and documentation ••. ... 12,000.- 12,000.-
Travelling and removal expenses. . . 9·750.- 9·750.-
Cables, telegrams· and miscellaneous . r,5oo.- r,5oo.-

138,904.- I38,904.-

ScHEDULE R TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 24. - Reduction of Armaments. 

I. Secretariat: 

r. Salaries . . . . . , . . . . . . 
2. Travelling 'and removal expenses 

II. Permanent Advisory Commission: 

r. Meetings. o~ the Permanent Advisory 
· Comrmss10n . . . . . . . . . . 

2. Printing and documentation . . . . 
3· Cables, telegrams and unforeseen 

expenses 

z6r,6z9.
n,9oo.-

1,000.-
500.-

500.-

26r,629.
II,9oo .. -

r,ooo.-
5oo.-

500.-

III. Investigations . 18o,ooo.- r8o,ooo.-

Carried forward . . 455.529.-

30.972·75 
58.782.25 
6.349.80 

585.15 
104·35 

96,854.30 

257.38!.95 
4,280.85 

197·55 

26r,860.35 
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C · 111 ITEM 24 - Reduction of Armaments (continued). ScHEDULE R TO HAPTER , • · _ 

Brought forward • · • -

IV. Preparatory Disarmament Work. 

V. Statistical Year-Books: 

r. Armaments Year-Book . .... 
2. Statistical Information on the Trade in 

. Arms, Ammunition and Implements 
of War . . . . . · . . . · · · · 

VI. International Conference for the Control of 
. Manufacture of Arms, Munitions and 

Implements of War • • . • . . . . . . 

VIII. International Conference for the Reduction 

Original 
Appropriation 

455.529.-

17,000.-

120,000.-

and Limitation of Armaments. . . . . . 3,5oo,ooo.
Appropriation-in-aid: Government of . 
the United States of America 

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

455.529--. 

17,000.-

120,000.-

· 3,5oo,ooo.-· 

. Actual 
Expenditure 

26r,86o.35 

II,5II.70 

706,829.42 . 

100,645.55 

Gross expenditure 4,og2,529.- _ 4,og2,529.- r,o8o,847·02 

Deduct: Appropriation-in-aid: 
Contribution from the Government of the 

United States of America . . . - 100,645.55 . 

Net. expenditure g8o,201.47 

ScHEDULE S TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 25. - Intellectual Co-operation, International Bureaux, etc 

A. Intellectual Co-operation: 

r. Salaries of Secretariat (including the 
officials who deal with questions relat
ing to International Bureaux). . . . 

2(a) Plenarj sessions (including travelling 
expenses and subsistence allowances), 

Executive Committee and Permanent 
Committee of Arts and Letters . . . . 

(b) Committee of Enquiry ..•... _, . 
3· Preparation of the Conference on the 

Question of Scientific Property 
4· Sub-Committee of Experts for the ·In-

struction of Youth . . . . . . . _, 
5. Committees of Experts . 
6. Travelling expenses . . • . .· 
7· Printing: 

(a) Ordinary . . . . . . . . . . 
(b) Reprints, translations, etc., of the 

pamphlet " Aims and Organisa
tion of the League of Nations" . 

8. League of Nations Educational Survey . 
g. Miscellaneous petty and unforeseen 

expenses . . . . • . • . . 
10. Preparatory work for the Conference of 

National Committees . . . . . . . 

B. International Bt~reaux and Miscellaneous 
Qr~estions: 

I. General expenses, International Bureau 
2. Supple~ent to th~ Handbook of Inter-

nattonal Orgamsations . . . . . . 

130,953--. 

66,700.-

5,000.-

2,000.-

4,500.-
7.000.-

3,000.-_ 

1,000.-

250,853--

-130,953--. 

5,ooo.-_ 

1,700.-· 

4.5oo.-
7,ooo.-

3,000.-· 

1,300.-

6,65o.-. 

128,084.55 

47.200.90 

- 8,g~g.6o 

g86.go 

300.-_ 
6,788.75 

2,58o.5o 

1,219.-

----- ---·--
250,853-- 203,799-20 
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ScHEDULE T TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 26. - ltrternational Co"ver1tion on Slavery. 

Original Appropriation Actual 
Appropriation as modified by E:"<penditure 

transfers 

Committee of experts, printing, etc. II,50o.- u,5oo.- II,491.80 
Appropriation-in-aid . . . . . . . 3.739-20 3.739-20 3.739-20 

Gross expenditure 15,239-20 15,239-20 15,231.-
Deduct: Appropriations-in-aid . . . . 3·739-20 3·739-20 3.739-20 

Net expenditure u,5oo.- u,5oo.- II-491.80 

SCHEDULE U TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 30. - Commission of Enq11iry for European Union. 

I. Plenary meetings 10,000.- 10,000.-
2. Printing . . . . 22,125.- 22,125.- 3.920.65 

3· Sub-Commissions 24,000.-· 24,000.-

4· Printing . ·- . . 12,000.- 12,000.-

5· Telegrams and removal expenses 9,ooo.- 9,ooo.-

6. Committees of experts . . 6o,ooo.- 6o,ooo.- 9,138.30 

137,125.- 137.125.- 13,058·95 

SCHEDULE V TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 31 A. -Liaison with Latin Anierica. 

I. Secretariat . · . . . . . . . . . . . 42,472.-

II. Other expenses: 
(a) Correspondents, cables, travelling and 

removal expenses, etc. . . . . . • 68,ooo.- 68,ooo.-
(b) Technical, health and other investiga-

tions to be undertaken in Latin America 151,200.- 151,200.-

261,672.-. 261,672.-

ScHEDULE W TO CHAPTER .III, ITEM 32. - League Wireless Station . 
. 

(a) Contribution to a Fund for the upkeep and 
running expenses of the Station • . . . . 200,000.-

(b) Meetings of Committee of Experts for the 
Station and objects related thereto 17,000.-

• 
(c) Technical expenses for the listening-in service 5,000.-

222,000.-

ScHEDULE Y TO PART VI. -Pensions. 

(i) Cost of scheme as computed by the Actuary, 
less amount included under Parts I, II 
and III for the Staff Provident Fund. 

(ii) Salaries . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . 

(iii) Administrative Board (travelling expenses, 
etc.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(iv) Valuation of the Fund by an Actuary 

(v) Miscellaneous expenses and unforeseen 

953,273--· 

44·250.-

8,000.-

s.ooo.-

500.-· 

200,000.-

17,000.-

5,000.-

222,000.-

( 

953,273--

43.450.-

4.995·-
8,8os.

soo.-

42.372.15 

50,000.-

123.795-92 

200,000.-

8,955.85 

65.65 

209,021.50 

953.273--

42.522.80 

4•956.20 

8,803.80 

46J.80 

!,011,023.- 1,011,023.- 1,010,019.60 



ScHEDULE X TO CHAPTER VI, ITEM 35· - Library. 

x. Tempor&.r)' staff • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . • . 
2. Printing • • . . . • . • • • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . .. 
3· Books and maps • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
4· Binding. . . · · · . . . . · • • • · • · · · · · · · · · · 
s. Periodicals • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • 
6. Equipment, shelving, etc. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
7· Travelling expenses of Librarian • • • • • • • 

Original appropriation 

League vote I 

so,ooo.
zs,ooo.
xg,ooo.~ 

g,ooo.-

103,000.-

Grant 

35,000.
xo,ooo.-
35,000.
xo,ooo.
s,ooo.-

xo,ooo.
..;,ooo.-

110,000.~ 

Total 

35,000.-:
xo,ooo.-
85,ooo.~ 
35,ooo.
z4,ooo.
tg,ooo.-
s,ooo.-

213,000.-

I Appropriation 

I League vote I 
so,ooo.
zs,ooo.-
19,000.~ 

g,ooo.-

103,000.-

as modified by transfer 

Grant 

35,000.
xo,ooo.-. 

. 35,000.
xo,ooo.

s,ooo,...!
xo,ooo.
s,ooo.-

110,000.-

Total 

35,000.
xo,ooo.-
85,ooo.-
3s,ooo.-
24,000.~ 

xg,ooo.-
s,ooo.-

213,000.-
. 

I A~al Expenditute 

I League vote I Grant I 
43,136.2.8 
2.4.795·55 
18,991.62 

8,818.95 

' 30,I08.-
6,898.8o 
5,824.22 
9.76o.25 
3.647-02. 
2,131.80 
3,710.6o 

62,08o.69 

Total 

3o,1o8.-
6,898.8o 

48,96o.5o 
34·555-80 
2.2,638.64 
10,950·75 
. 3,7I0.6o 
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II. s:rATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES AS AT DECEMBER 3zsT, zg32. 
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ii. _ STATEMENT OF ASSEtS AND LiABILitiES . 

LIABILITIES. 

(h gold francs as adopted by tbe League of Nations.) 

Workin!l Capital Account : 

Balance as per last account . . . . . · . • 
Add Refund of part of advance to Interna

tional Labour Organisation during193I . 
Add Interest earned during year. . . . . • 

II3,142.28 
20,628.23 

Less Advances during year: 
International Labour Organisation _ 836,355.57 
Permanent Court of International 

Justice . . . 263,663.13 

/ 

Wireless Station: 

Unpaid balance of construction expenses 
Advance from Working Capital Fund . 

Depreciation Reserve : · 

Furniture, fittings, typewriters, eto.: 
Balance as per last account . 
Add Depreciation for year . 

Library (books): 
Balance as per last account . 
Add Depreciation for year . 

Library (shelving): 
Balance as per last account . 
Add Depreciation for year. 

Suspense Accounts: 1 

Building Annuity . . . . . . • . . . . . 
Contribution for 1932: 
. Excess payment made by the Spanish 

Government . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Proceeds of sale of premises occupied in · 
Rome by the International Labour Orga-
nisation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Contribution from the Rockefeller Founda
tion towards the expenses of the printing 
of Banking and Monetary Laws. . . . . 

Contribution from the Rockefeller Founda
tion towards the cost of the study of 
double taxation . . . . . . . . . • . . 

International Health Division of the Rocke
feller Foimdation Grants account : 
$g,g68.52. . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 

Gift for research work on malaria in Greece 
Gift from the Egyptian Government . . . . 
Contribution from the American Association 

of Social Hygiene towards the expenses 
of the Commission of Enquiry into 
Traffic in Women and Children . • . 

Gift to the Child Welfare Committee . . . 
Contribution from the American Association 

of Social Hygiene for the enquiry as to 
the situation of children exposed to 
moral and social dangers . . . . . . 

Ca"ied forward • . . . . • 

' See explanatory memorandum, page 42. 

1,460,797·73 
26,546.75 

r,o51,I27.79 
. 86,923-45 

133,585.83 
8,818.95 

5,01g,026.37 

1,roo,or8.7o 4,052,778.r8 
~ . 

349,133·91 
816,8gg.r4 

1,487,344·48. 

1,138,051.24 

142.404·78 

1,375,000.-· 

8,870·75 

20,705·70 

!1,561.75 

52,283·40 

51,662.85 
39·948.66 
3,765.50 

36,268.86 
4·893·77 

3,8II.35 

1,r66,033·05 

2,767,8oo.5o 
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OF THE SECRETARIAT AS AT DECEMBER 3IST, 1932. 

ASSETS. 

Property at Geneva : (In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

Hotel National, Armleder Property and 
Capital Installation . . . • . . . .· 4,ooo,ooo.-

"La Pelouse" property • . ·• .. . . . • • 782,056.-
Secretariat and· Assembly Hall: Building 

Fund Account: amount expended to date 10,219,666.95 
Library: Building Fund Account: amount 

expended to date . • • • • • • 1,243,120.-

Wireless Station: 

Total cost of the station • • • • • • • lO 

Library Endowment Fund: 

Balance as per last account . • 
Amount expended during year 

Capital Account. 

- Furniture, fittings, trpewriters, etc.: 

Balance as per last account. 
· Additions during year . . • . 

Library {books): 

Balance as per last account . 
Additions during year· . 

Library (shelving): 

Balance as per last account . 
Additions during year • . . 

Sundcy Debtors - States Members : 

Secretariat allocation. • . . 
Working Capital allocation • . . • . 

• 

Suspense Accounts as per contra . . . . • 

Working Capital Fund: 

Recoverable advances . . . . . . . . 

Cash at- Bank and in hand (including cash 
advances): 

Building Fund: Secretariat and Assembly 
Hall . • . • . . . . . • . • • 

Assembly Hall furnishing account • • 

Carried forward • . . . 

I,05I,I27-79 
86,923-45 

133,585.83 
8,818.95 

199,378.II 
63.557-95 

262,936.06 
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LIABILITIES (continued} 

(In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

Brought forwarrl • • • • • :t,6o8,772.59 7,986,6II.73 

Gifts towards the expenses of the Committee 
of Experts on Slavery . . . . . . . 8,8go.8o 

Scholarship Fund for the Study of Malaria in 
the I<ingdom of Yugoslavia . • . • . 2,727.20 

Balance of grant-in-aid of Italian Red Cross 
towards the constitution of the Interna-
tional Relief Union . . . . . . . . . 2,479.-

.Contribution from private individuals in the 
U.S.A. for a publication on Legal Aid 
to the Poor . . . . . . . . . . 23,291.05 

Revolving fund for special publications r5,r68.95 

Gift by the Woodrow Wllson Foundation 129,~65.- · 

Fund for upkeep and running expenses of 
Wireless Station • . . . . • . . . . 279,388.05 

Balance being excess of Assets over Liabilities 
as at December 31st, 1932 . . . . 
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AssETS ( cot1tinued) 

(In gold francs as adopted by the League of N atioos. ) 

Brought forward. . . . • 

Library: Building Fund • . . • • . . . • 
Library Endowment Fund (including invest-

ments) • -. • . . . • . . . • . . 
Working Capital Fund .•..••.. 
Secretariat Cash Surplus in respect of 

· Fourteenth Financial Period • . . 

March 3rd, 1933· 

II,625,257·95 39,884,164.09 

1,333,023.68 

2,756,II9.14 
2,786,822.60 

2,375.675·76 
20,876,899·13 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 
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III. - CASH ACCOUNT FOR THE FOURTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD ENDED 
DECEMBER 31sT, 1932. 

RECEIPTS. 

(In gold francs as adopted by the Leagne of Nations.) 

PAYMENTS. 

To Contributions {rom Nations: 

Arrears. . . I,I96,153·63 
Fourteenth 

Financial 
Period .. 

To Appropriations in Aid: 

Chapterll . 
Chapter III . 
ChapterV . 

339.509.83 
1,454,595-II 

62,080.69 

By Chapter I 
Chapter II 
Chapter III 
Chapter IV 
ChapterV 

4II,I39·40 
7.988.487·54 
6,549,155·90 

87,240.20 
184,369.84 

By N ansen International Office 
for Refttgees . . · · · · · 

By Buildings at Geneva . . . 
By Pensions . . . . . . . . · 
ByCashSurplusfor Fourteenth . 

Financial Period . . • . . 

15,220,392.88 

297·763.-
1,748,899·
I,OI0,019.60 

March 3rd, 1933. 

1,856,185.63 

20,652,750.24 20,652,750.24 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 

IV. - EXPENSES BORNE ON THE VOTE FOR UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE. 
INCURRABLE ONLY BY SPECIAL RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL. 

(See Budget Account, page 18, and Section V, A, below.) 

V.- UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE, TRANSFERS AND SUSPENSE ACCOUNTS~ 

Memorandum by the Secretary~ General. 

Paragraph 3 of Article 36 of the Regulations for the Financial Administration of the League 
of Nations reads as follows: · 

" There shall be attached to the account as annexes a memorandum showing for the past 
financial year the resolutions ofthe Council with reference to: (a) any recoverable advances 
made from the Working Capital Fund; and (b) any advances originally thought to be recover-. 
able and ultimately considered by the Council to be irrecoverable; and of the competent 
authority with reference to: (c) any expenses borne on a vote for unforeseen expenses 
incurrable only by special resolution of a competent authority; and (d) any transfers made in 
the budget." · 

The present memorandum also includes for the sake of completeness a list of internal transfers 
approved by the Secretary-General. . · . 

A. EXPENSES BORNE ON THE VoTE FOR UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE INCURRABLE ONLY 

BY SPECIAL RESOLUTION OF THE CoUNCIL. 

Extracts from Reports and Resolutions taken by the Council during the Year I932. 

(a) Political Expenditure. 

I. Request for Assistance made by the Liberian Government. 
The Council decides to charge to Item 3 (a) of the 1932 Budget: "Unforeseen Expenditure. · 

(subje~t to Special Vote of Council) ", up to an amount of 10,000 francs, the expenses of the 
Council Committee which was instructed to consider the problem raised by the request submitted 
by the Liberian Government on January 22nd, 1931. · 

2. Territory of Memel: Consultation of Experts. 
(66th Session, Minute 2971.) 

The Council decides to charge to Item 3 (a) of the 1932 Budget: "Unforeseen Expenditure 
(subject to Special Vote by the Council)", up to an amount not exceeding 7,500 francs, the further 
expenses· of the consultation of experts arising out of the decision taken by the Council 
on May 22nd, 1931. 

(66th Session, Minute 3029.) 
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3- Committee appointed by the Council to report on Events in Shanghai aml the fici11ity. 
!he Counc~ decides to char~e !o Item 3 (a) of the Budget for 1932: "Unforeseen Expenditure 

~subJect to_Spect~· Vote of Co~cil) , up to a maximum sum of 25,000 francs, the expenses incurred 
m connection wtth the Comnnttee set up to report on the events in Shanghai and the vicinity. 

4· Dispute between Bolivia and Paraguay. 
(66th Session, Minute 3026.) 

The Council decides to authorise the Secretary-General to charge to Item 3 (a) of the Budget 
for 1932: ",Unforeseen Expenditure (subject to Special Vote of the Council)", all expenditure, 
up to a maXlmum of 20,000 francs, incurred this year in connection with the dispute between 
Bolivia and Paraguay. 

(69th Session, Minute 3156.) 

(b) (Exceptional) Financial Expenditure. 

I. Study of the Financial Situation in Bulgaria and Greece: Work of the Fina11cial Committee. 
The Council decides. that the expenses involved by consultations between members of the 

Financial Committee and the representatives of those Governments and banks with whom the 
Committee has been in touch at its last session should be charged to Item 3 (b) of the 1932 Budget: 
" Unforeseen Expenditure-(Exceptional) Financial Expenditure ", to an amount not exceeding 
40,ooo Swiss francs. 

(66th Session, Minute 3022.) 

2. Special Session of the Financial Committee, held ·in Paris in March 1932. 
The Council, 
(a) . Authorises the Chairman of the Financial Committee to convene the Committee at a very 

early date; · · 
(b) Decides that the expenses involved by the meeting shall be charged to Item 3 (b) of the 

1932 Budget; "Unforeseen Expenditure-(Exceptional) ", to an amount not exceeding 20,000 
Swiss francs. 

The Council, 
(66th Session, Minute 3034.) 

Approves the decision taken by its President on March 9th, 1932; 
Notes that the Secretary-General was thereby authorised to increase the amount chargeable 

to Item 3 (b) of the 1932 Budget: ''Unforeseen Expenditure-(Exceptional) " from 20,000 francs 
to 32,000 francs, in order to meet the additional expenses of the special session of the Financial 
Committee held in Paris in March 1932. 

(67th Session, Minute 3045.) 

3· Special Meetings of the Delegation the Financial Committee with the Experts of Certain 
Governments: 

The Council, 
Requests the Financial Committee to appoint a delegation which should consider forthwith, 

with the Government experts who have already occupied themselves with the question and such 
others as may be designated by the President of the Council in consultation with their respective 
Governments and the Council's Rapporteur on financial subjects, the financial questions dealt with 
in the general section of the Financial Committee's report on its forty-fifth session, so that proposals 
may be submitted to the Council;· 

Decides that the expenses involved shalll be charged to Chapter I, Item 3 (b): "Unforeseen 
Expenditure (Exceptional)-Financial Expenditure", to an amount not exceeding twelve 
thousand (12,ooo) Swiss francs. 

(67th Session, Minute 3093.) 

On September 23rd, 1932, the Council increased this credit from 12,000 francs to 25,000 francs. 
(68th Session, Minute 3107.) 

4· Expenses of the Mission to enquire into the Financial Situation of Roumania: 
The Council, 
Ratifies the decisions taken by its President on June xst, June xoth and July 28th, 1932, 

whereby the following expenditure was charged to Item 3(b) of the 1932 Budget, "Unforeseen 
expenditure, subject to Special Vote of Council-(Exceptional) Financial Expenditure" : 

" Cost of mission to enquire into the financial situation of Roumania, up to a maximum 
of 28,ooo francs." 

(68th Session, Minute 310i) 

5- Meeting of the Preparatory Commission of Experts for the Monetary and Economic Conference: 
The Council authorises the Secretary-General to draw on Jtem 3 (b) of the 1932 Budget: 

"Unforeseen Expenditure subject to Special Vote of the Council-(Exceptional) Financial 
Expendimre ", to an amount not _exceeding 30,000 Swiss francs t? meet ~he e~penses of the 
meeting of the Preparatory Comnnttee of Experts for the Econonnc and Fmancial Conference. 

(68th Session, Minute 3129.) 
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6. Consultations of the Delegation of the Financial Committee with the Governments of Austria, 
Bulgaria and Hungary: 

The Council decides to charge the expenses involved by consultations of the delegation of the 
Financial Committee with the Governments of Austria, Bulgaria and Hungary to Item 3 (b) of 
Chapter I of the I932 Budget: "Unforeseen Expenditure subject to Special Vote of. the <;:ouncil
(Exceptional) Financial Expenditure ", up to an amount not exceeding Io,ooo SWISs francs. 

(69th Session, Minute 3I78.) 

B. TRANSFERS IN THE BUDGET FOR I932 APPROVED BY THE COUNCIL. 

I. July ISth. 
36,ooo 1 francs from Item 4 ("Salaries, wages and allowances") to be added as follows: 

26,ooo francs to Item II (a) (i) ("Publications Department-Council Documents 
and Official Journal "); · · 

Io,ooo francs to Item I7 (b) ("Supervision of Revenue and Expenditure-
Expenses~of Supervisory Commission"). 

(67th Session, Minute 3I05.) . 

2. September 3Jrd. 

3,000 francs from Item 4 (a), II, 5 (ii) ("Salaries, wages and allowances") to be added 
to Item I6 (" Unpaid Liabilities Fund "). · · 

(68th Session, Minute 3I07.) 

C. INTERNAL TRANSFERS APPROVED BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL. 

(External transfers not accounted for.) 

The following internal transfers within the various items of the Budget for I932 were approved 
by the Secretary-General: · · 

Sub-head 
No. 

Sub-head 

Item I. SESSION OF THE ASSEMBLY:. 

I. Salaries of additional temporary 
clerical and house staff . . . . 

3· Travelling expenses and subsistence 
allowances . . . . . . . . . . 

4· As~embly hall, rent, lighting, heat-
mg. etc. . . . . . . . . . . . 

5· Special printing . . • . . . . . . 

Item 4· SALARIES, WAGES AND ALLOW
ANCES: 

(a) Secretariat at Geneva: 

II. Internal Administrative Services: 
2. Personnel Office 
4· Library. . . • : : : . : . 

Item IO. PROPERTY ACCOUNT MAINTE-
NANCE: ' 

Headquarters at Geneva: 

(
(hb)) Repairs and Renewals: Building 

Telephones, local service . . . 

Original 
figure 
Francs 

78,ooo.-

28,9oo.-

54,000.-
I27,250.-. 

288,150.-

II8,8I4.
I74,046.-

292,860.-

65.375·-
47.625.-

Add 
Francs 

44,000.-

44,000.-

IO.-

IO.-

5.500.-

II3,000.- 5,500.-

1 This sum was taken from the following sub-heads of Item 4: 

4 (a), I, 13 Legal Adviser's Branch 
4 (a), II, 2 • Personnel Office • . . • . 
4 (a), II, S (i) Registry • • . , . • , • • 

Subtract 
Francs 

35,000.-

5,000.-

4,000.-

.New 
figure 
Francs 

43,000.-

23.900.-

50,000.-. 
I7I,250--

44,000.- 288,I5o.-

IO.-

IO.-

5.500.-

5,500.-

-13,000~-
141000.
g,ooo.-

II8,804.
I74,0S6.-

292,860.-

59.875·-· 
53.I25--

II3,000.-



Sub-head 
No. 

Sub-head 

Item 13. SPECIAL STAFF CHARGES: 

(a) Indemnities provided in the Staff 
Regulations . . ·• . . . . . . 

(g) Recruitment of Staff . . . . . . 
(h)· Medical examinations . . . . . . 
{j) · Indemnities granted by the Adrni-

nistra tive Tribunal . . . . . . 

Item I8. ADMINISTRATIVE COMMISSIONS 
·. AND MINORITIES QUESTIONS: 

2. Travelling (including removal) ex-
penses . . . . . . . . . . . . 

4· Cables, telegrams and long-distance 
. telephones . . . . . . . . . . 

I tern 19. A. FINANCIAL SECTION AND Eco
NOMIC INTELLIGENCE SERVICE; 

3· Administration Expenses: 
(d) Cables, telegrams, etc. . 

4· Miscellaneous and unforeseen ex-
penses . . . . . . . . . . . 

Item 19. B. SECTION OF EcoNOMIC RELA
TIONS: 

2. Sessions of Committees and Sub
Committees: 

{a) Subsistence, travelling expen-
ses, etc. . . . . . . . . . 

(b) Printing for Committees . . . 

Item 21. COMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSIT 
ORGANISATION:· 

4· Settlement of disputes referred to 
the Committee and examination 
of similar questions submitted to 
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Original 
figure 

Francs 

30,000.
Ig,goo.--

2,000.-

I,OOO.-

52,goo.-

24.750.-

I,OOO.-

6,000.-

19.750.-

25,750.-

I8I,620.-
33,750.-

215,370.-

the Committee by the Council. . 20,ooo.-
7· Cablegrams, telegrams, and long-

distance telephone communica-
tions and miscellaneous . 4,000.-

Item 22. INTERNATIONAL HEALTH ORGA
NISATION: 

I. Health Committee: Secretariat and 
General Work of the Organisa
tion: 
6. Miscellaneous, petty and 

24,000.-

unforeseen contingencies 2,ooo.-
II. Intelligence, Technical and Re

search Work of the Organisa-
tion: 

Add 
Francs 

1,300.-

18,300.-

500.-. 

500.-

8,000.--

B,ooo.-

4,5oo.-

4.5oo.-

3,000.-

3,000.-

1,6oo.-

Subtract 
Francs 

17.300.-
1,000.-

18,300.-

500.-

500.-

B,ooo.-

8,000.-

4.500.-

New 
figure 

Francs 

47,000.-
2,000.-
1,000.-

2,300.-

1,500.-

14,000.-

II,75o.-

25.750.·-

177,120.-
38,250.-

4,5oo.- 215,370.-

3,000.- 17,000.-

7,000.-

3,000.- 24,000.-

3,6oo.-

I. Technical Cominittees and 
Sub-Committees, confe
rences, missions, work 
of experts and collective 
and individual studies . 184,000.- 1,600.- 182,400.-

Ditto (Rockefell~r grant) . $22,418.- $2,4II.go $24,829.90 
-------------------·------------

Carried forward . . 186,ooo.- I,6oo.-. 1,600.- 186,ooo.-
$22.418.- $2,4II.go $24,829.90 



Sub-head 
No. 

III. 

Sub-head 

Brought forward . · · 
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Original 
figure 

Francs 

x86,ooo.
$ZZ,4I8.-

z. Salaries of temporary staff 
(Rock~feller grant) . . $69,315.-

3· Publications, printing and 
documentation (Rocke-
feller grant) . . . . . $4,8z4.-

Expenses in connection with a 
System of Liaison between ~he 
various national Health Servzces 
(Rockefeller grant) . . . . . $z8,943·-

x86,ooo.
Rockefeller grants. $xz5,5oo.-

Item Z4. REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS: 

VIII. International Conference for 
the Reduction and Limitation of 
Armaments: 

9· Expenses of the Chairman 
and entertainment . . 

xo. Unforeseen . . . 
50,000.

Z3I,OOO.-

Add 
Francs 

x,6oo.
$Z,4II.90 

x,6oo.
$r8,91Z.90 

39,000.-

Subtract 
Francs 

x,6oo.-

$r8,gxz.go 

New 
figure 
Francs 

x86,ooo.
$Z4,8zg.go 

$x8,ooo.-

x,6oo.- x86,ooo.
$x8,9xz.go $rz5,500.-

30,000.-
8o,ooo.

zor,ooo.-

Z8I Oo·o- · 3o,ooo.- 30,000.- z8x,oo. o.-
, 0 

Item Z5. A. INTELLECTUAL Co-OPERATION, 
ETC,: 

z. Plenary Sessions, Executive Com" 
mittee and Permanent Com-
mittee of Arts and Letters 66,700.-

6. Printing (ordinary) ·. . . . . . z,ooo.-
xo. Preparatory work for the Confe- . 

renee of National Committees . x,ooo.-

Item Z5. B. INTERNATIONAL BUREAUX AND 
MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS: 

I. General expenses, International 
Bureaux . . . . . . . . . . 

PART VI. -PENSIONS: 

6,450.-. 

76,150.-

II. (a) Salaries . • . . . . . . 44,z5o.-
(b) Administrative Board 8,ooo.-
(c) Valuation of the Fund by 

an actuary . . . . . 5,000.-

57.Z50.-

300.-· 

zoo.-
~---

500.-

Boo.-

zoo.-. 
300:--

66,soo.-
1,7oo.-. 

1,300.-

6,650.-

500.- . 76,150.-

8oo.-
3,805.-

43.450.-. 
4.995--

8,805.-· 

57,Z50.-. 

F. SUSPENSE ACCOUNTS SHOWN ON THE STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 
AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, 193Z .. 

I. Building Annuity. 

The sum of 1,375,000 francs represents the total amount entered in Part V of the Budget 
for 193Z under the heading of " Terminable Annuity payable on account of Building Operations 
of the League ". It was pointed out in that budget that, " as this sum is, from year to year, 
entered in the budget, reimbursements to the States which advanced the sums necessary for the 
formation of the Building Fund must be made". 

Adopting a recommendation of the Supervisory Commission, the Assembly decided, on 
October 17th, 193Z, " to cease until further notice any repayments to the States to which such 
payments were due", as it was necessary "to take immediate measures to cover the estimated 
deficit " since, " in 1935, the difference between the assets of the Building Fund and the estimated 
expenses in connection with the actual cost of the building would amount to about 3,ooo,ooo francs". 
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2. Contribution for I932; Excess Payment made by the Govermntmt of Spain . 

. The Government of Spain, in remitt~g its contnoution for I932 during the course of that year, 
pa1d !in ~~unt. of 8,870.75 gold francs sn excess of the sum due. This balance is held in suspense 
pending mdicatlons from the Spanish Government as to the method of disposal. 

J. Proceeds of Sale of Premises occupied in Rome by the International Lab(mr Organisat1:o11. 

. The Supervisory Commission, at its forty-first session held in May I9JI, decided that the 
y1eld of the sale of these premises should be credited to the League's capital account. 

On May 13th, 1932, the Secretary-General received from the Director of the International 
Labour Office an amount of 79.30I.90 lire equivalent to 20,705.70 Swiss francs. 

4· Contribution from the Rockefeller Foundation towards the Expenses of the Printing of • Banking 
and Monetary Laws ". 

At a session held in September I929, the Council accepted a gift of 20o,ooo Swiss francs from 
the Rockefeller Foundation for the printing and publication of • Monetary and Banking Laws". 

As at December JISt, I932, an amount of J6,I8o Swiss francs has been received, against 
which expenditure has been incurred to an extent of 24,6I8.25 Swiss francs. 

5· Contribution from the Rockefeller Foundation towards the Cost of the Study of Double Taxation. 

At a session held in May I930, the Council accepted a gift of 90,000 dollars from the Rockefeller 
Foundation to be used for the work of the Fiscal Committee on Double Taxation questions. As at 
December Jist, I932, an amount of J52,870.35 Swiss francs has been received under this head, 
against whic4 expenditure has been incurred to an extent of 300,586.95 Swiss francs. 

6. Grants from the. International Health Division of the Rockefeller F otmdation. 

The sum of 5I,662.85 Swiss francs represents the unspent balance of the grants of the 
Rockefeller Foundation towards the budget of the Health Organisation of the League, which, 
in accordance with the agreement, will be returned to the Foundation. 

7· Gift for Malaria Research in Greece (39,948.66 Swiss francs). 

The Council, at its sixty-fifth session, accepted a gift of $5I,5oo offered by Mrs. David Simmons 
for financing· malaria research in Greece on the conditions set out in the Secretary-General's note. 
As at December Jist, I932, the total.expenditure amounted to 33,255.56 Swiss francs. 

8. Gift. from the Egyptian Government (3,765.50 Swiss francs). 

At a session held in September I9JI, the Council accepted a gift of sao Egyptian pounds 
offered by the Egyptian Government as a contribution towards the expenses of the League in 
connection with the work of the Advisory Committee on traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous 
Drugs. 

Expenditure has been incurred, to December Jist, I932, of 6,o5I.IO Swiss francs. 

9· Contribution from the American Association of Social Hygiene towards the Expenses of the 
. Commission of Enquiry into the Traffic in Women and Children. 

At its fifty-ninth session, the Council accepted a sum of I25,ooo dollars offered by the 
American Association of Social Hygiene for the extension, to Far Eastern countries, of the 
enquiry into the Traffic in Women and Children. Of this grant, 568,JJJ.20 Swiss francs were 
received and the expenditure amounts to 532,064.34 Swiss francs. 

xo. Gift to the Child Welfare Committee (4,89J-77 Swiss francs). 

At the session held in March I925, the Council accepted a gift of $I,5oo presented to the 
League by the friends of the League in the United States, on the understanding that this sum, 
together with a further gift of $I6I.8o and interest, would be available for the Child Welfare 
Committee of the League. In accordance with a decision of the Child Welfare Committee, 
expenditure to the extent of 4,25J.58 francs has been incurred to date in the purchase of books 
dealing with child welfare. 

II. Contribution from the American Association of Social Hygiene for the Enquiry as to the Situation 
of Children exposed to Moral and Social Dangers. 

On June 9th, 1925,the Council accepted a gift of $5,000 "to be used in connection with the 
child welfare work of the League ". . 

On June 4th, I928, the Council adopted the proposal of the Child Welfare Committee "that 
the money can be most usefully employed in studying the problem of the child whose environment 
is bad, or who is exposed to moral and social dangers ". 

The sum of J,8II.J5 Swiss francs is the unspent balance. 
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12 Gifts towards the Expenses of the Committee of Experts on Slavery. S . 
. . h · accepted a gift of 10,000 WISS 

The Council, at its sixty-s!xth ,and s~ty-sevent ::~IOnsiife Office, London, and one of 
francs from a client of the Fnends Proyide!l~ and ,c r ?: at Rome as contributions to the 
10,000 lire offered by the " Societa Antisc~~VISta d Ita i~ed for in th~ Assembly resolution of 
expenses of the Committee of Experts on avery prov _ 
September 25th, 1931. h t t 1 d·ture in this connection amounted· to 3.739-20 

As at December JISt, 1932, t e 0 a expen 1 d d bal ce 
Swiss francs. The amount of 8,890.80 francs represents the unexpen e an • • 

IJ. Scholarship Fund for the Study of Malaria in Yugoslavia. 

· · h b I · Iuding interest of the credit of The sum of 2 727.20 SWiss francs represents t e a ance, me . H alth fth Kin dom 
6o,ooo dinar~ (~.4~9-35 Swiss francs) give~ in I92di4. baly thffie ~:~ter tofly~~ari~ in t~e IDngd;m. 
of YugoslaVIa m order to enable two foreign me c o CI o s u 

14. Balance of Grant-in-aid of Italian Red Cross towards Constitution of the International Relief 
Union. 

The sum of 2,479 Swiss francs represents the balance of the prant of ro,ooo Swiss ~ran~ 
contributed in November 1924 by the Central Committee of the Italian Red Cross ~ a grant-m-~d 
towards the expenses of the Preparatory Committee for the _Study of an Intematwnaf Federatl~n 
for Mutual Assistance and Relief of Peoples overtaken by Disaster; the sums spent were shown m 
the League accounts against the relevant appropriation. 

15. Contribution from Private Individuals in the United States of America for a Public,ation on Legal 
Aid to the Poor. 

The Assembly, at its fifth ordinary session, invited the Secretariat to prepare and to ke':p _up 
to date a list of the measures taken or institutions created in each country for the purpose of giVIng 
to poor persons legal assistance in connection with litiga~on in the courts or free l~gal advice _and 
consultation. The Assembly also requested the Secretariat to collect and to publish the vanous 
Ia ws and provisions regulating the legal assistance to poor persons in different countries. 

As the Assembly had w1derstood that, in undertaking this new work, the League would not 
incur new expenditure, private individuals in the United States of America contributed for the 
purpose in 1924 and 1925 the total sum of 50,909.35 Swiss francs, the unspent balance of which 
amounts to 23,29I.05 Swiss francs. 

16. Revolving Fund for Special Publications (15,168.95 Swiss francs). 

On September "19th, 1929, the Council accepted a gift of 25,000 Swiss francs for the creation of a 
revolving fund to facilitate the printing and publication of pamphlets, books and descriptive 
material on the League. In accordance with the recommendation of the Supervisory Commission, 
a statement of the receipts to, and payments from, tl:!e fund is annex_ed tq the present accounts. 

17. Gift by the Woodrow Wilson Foundation (129,565 Swiss francs). 

On January 13th, 1930, the Council accepted the award of the Woodrow Wilson Foundation 
of 25,000 dollars to the League of Nations. This sum will be utilised for the new buildings. 

18. Fund forM aintenance and Operating Expenses of Wireless Station (279,388.05 Swiss francs). 

The 1929 Assembly de?ide~ to_ accept the solution which provides for the construction, at 
the expense .and ~nder the direction of the League, of a short-wave wireless station to be operated 
by the Radio-Swsse Company and handed over to be administered by the League in times of 
emergency. 

As regards the maintena!lce and operating expenses of the station, the Supervisory Commission 
recor_nmended t!lat the credit of 2oo,ooo francs entered in Item 30 (a) of the budget should be 
con~1der~d as. the nucleus for a trading account, distinct from the budgetary accounts, but controlled 
and~udited m the sa~e manner as those accounts. It considered; however, that, in view of the 
spec1:U ~haracter of thiS acc_ount, the unspent balances should be carried over to the succeeding 
year, m due course, the disposal of any surpluses could be decided upon. . 
f As at December Jis~. 1932, an amount of I20,537-8o had been expended as against the credit 0 2~o,ooo francs _voted m the Budget for 1932. Including the amount carried forward from the 

previous year, this extra budgetary account shows a credit balance of 279,388.05 fraJ.Acs. 
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Part III. 

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION. 

I. BUDGET ACCOUNT FOR THE FOURTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD. 

II. STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1932. 

III.- CASH ACCOUNT FOR THE FOURTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD. 

IV. TRANSFERS FROM ITEM TO ITEM. 

V. TRANSFERS FROM SUB-HEAD TO SUB-HEAD. 



1. BUDGET ACCOUNT FOR THE FOURTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD. 

· {1 anuary zst to December 3Ist, I93Z .) 

A. SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS. 

Original 
Appropriation 

Swiss Francs 

Appropriation Actual 
as amended by Expenditure 

Tran.•fers 
Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

Section I. - Ordinary Expenditure: 

Chapter I. - Sessi~ns of the Conference and of 
the Governing Body . . . . . . . . . . 460,500 

Chapter II. - General Services of the Inter-
national Labour Office . . . . . . . . . 8,594,790 

Chapter III. - Profit and loss on exchange 

Section II. - Capital Expenditure: 

Chapter IV. - Buildings, permanent 
equipment, etc. . . . . . . . . • • . 

Section Ill. Unforeseen Expenditure : 

Chapter V. - Unforeseen expenditure of 
Chapters I to IV (see Schedule K) • . . 

Total . . . • • 

Deduct (a) Estimated Receipts from Sale of 
Publications . • . . 

(b). Miscellaneous Receipts . 
(c) Bank Interest . . . . . 
(d) Brazilian Contribution • 

Net Total 

Geneva, February 22nd, 1933. 

82,000 

150,000 

9,287,290 

230,000 
3.471 

IO,OOO 
251,529 . 

495,000 

8,792,290 

B. SUMMARY OF ITEMS. 

428,962.96 

8,594.790 8,rz6,g7o.57 
Profit II5.88 

82,000 

I50,00Q 63,229.60 

9,287,290. 8.678,75J;.o6 

230,000. 149.630.02 
3.471 2,836.25 

IO,OOO 2,630.67 
251,529 250,461.40 

495,000 405,558·34 

8,792,290. 8,273,192·72 

(Signed) K. 'G .. McKINLAY, 

Chief Accountant. 

SECTION I.- ORDINARY EXPENDITURE. 

CHAPTER I. - SESSIONS OF THE CONFERENCE AND OF THE GOVERNING BoDY. 

Original Appropriation. Actual 
Appropriation as amended by Expenditure 

Transfers 
Swiss Francs Swiss Francs . Swiss Francs 

I. Sessions of the Conference (see Schedule A). . 332.500 332,500 303,652.II 2. Sessions of the Governing Body (see Schedule B) 128,ooo . 128,ooo 125,310.85. 

Total of Chapter I. . . . . 460,500 460,500 428,962.96 
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CHAPTER II. - GENERAL SERVICES OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE. 

3· Salaries, wages and allowances: 

Original 
Appropriation 

Swiss Francs 

(a) Salaries (see Schedule C) • • • . • 6,026,090 
(b) Contribution towards Provident and Pen-

sions Fund . . . . . . . . . . • 281,180 

4· Travelling expenses of offici;lls: 

(a) Removal expenses . . . . • • • • • . 
(b) Travelling expenses and allowances of 

officials taking up or leaving posts in 
Geneva . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(c) Travelling expenses and subsistence allow
ances occasioned in connection with 
General Services . . . . 

(d)" Holiday travelling expenses . . . . . 

5· Entertainment allowances (see Schedule D) 
6. Maintenance of Geneva Office (see Schedule E) 
7· Printing (see Schedule F) . . . . . . . 
8. General office expenses (see Schedule G). 
g. Special staff charges (see Schedule H). 

10. Unpaid Liabilities Fund . . . . . . 
II. _ Supervision of revenue and expenditure . 

. 12. Enquiries, Investigations and EXternal 
Collaboration . . • • . . • • 

13. Commissions (see Schedule I) 
14. Branch Offices (see Schedule J) 

T~tal of Chapter II . 

32,000 

120,000 
92,000 

8s,ooo 
178,075 
495.100 
241,500 
s8.6so 

13,330 

183,800 
95,6oo 

68s,o6s 

8,594>790 

Appropriation Actual 
as amended by Expenditure 

Transfers 
Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

6,oo5.755 5.952,276.90 . 

283,680 283,507.78 

32,000 

120,000 
92,000 

8s,ooo 
178,075 
495,100 
241.500 
s8.6so 

13,330 

183,800 
95,6oo 

702,900 

8o,83I.45 
79·901.85 

66,278.65 
163,329.65 
438,688.49 
196,416.27 
48.465.70 

167o952.14 
37,096.08 

582,977·49 

CHAPTER III. - PRoFIT AND Loss ON Exc~NGE. 

15. Profit on exchange . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Deduct: Loss on exchange . . . . . . . . 

'_fotal of Chapter III . 

10,000 
1o,ooo. 

SECTION II. - CAPITAL EXPENDITURE. 

10,000 
10,000 

546·99 
431.11 

Profit ns.BB 

CHAPTER IV. - ORDINARY ExPENDITURE {BUILDINGS, PERMANENT EQUIPMENT, ETc.). 

16. Furniture, etc. 17,000 17,000 3.422.15 
17. Typewriters, etc. 25,000 25,000 2o,o18.os 
18. Library, etc. • • 40,000 . 40,000 36,263.61 

Total of Chapter IV • • 82,000 82,000 59,703.81 



C. SCHEDULES. 

SCHEDULE A 

to Chapter I, Item I. 

SESSIONS OF THE CONFERENCE. 

(a) Salaries of temporary staff . . . . . 
(b) Travelling expenses of temporary staff 
(c) Rent of hall, heat, light, etc. . . . . . 
(d) Hire of office equipment and furniture . 
(e) Automobiles and cyclists . . . . . · · · · 
t/) Cables, telegrams, telephonic communications. 
(g) Special printing . . . . . . • 

Total 

Original 
Appropriation 

Swiss Francs 

66,ooo 
IO,OOO 
45,000 

4,000 
5,8oo 
2,200 

I99,5oo 
332,500 

SCHEDULE B 

to Chapter I, Item 2. 

SESSIONS OF THE GOVERNING BoDY •. 

(a) Travelling expenses and allowances of mem
bers of the Governing Body . . . . . . 

(b) Printing of documents for the Governing 
Body . . . . . . . . . . • 

Total . . . . 

105,000 

23,000 
I28,ooo 

SCHEDULE C 

to Chapter II, Item 3· 

SALARIES. 
-, 

(a) Directorate . . . . . . 
(b) Administrative Division . 
(c) Diplomatic Division . . 
(d) Research Division . . . 
(e) Relations Division . . . 

Total • 
(/) Special grant for promotions 
(g) Statutory allowances: 

Family allowances for local staff. 
Exceptional increments . . . . 
Language allowances . . . . . . . . 
Special revisers' and interpreters' allowance 
Special allowance for three chiefs of service 

(h) Reclassification of staff arising out of adminis
trative reform: 
Retroactive application of new salary scales 

to Deputy Director and Chiefs of Division 
First Division . . . . . • . . . . . .. 
Second Division (international staff) . 
Local Staff . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(i) T S aff emporary t : . . • . 
(j) Overtime . . . . . . . 

Total . ' . 

408,925 
I,866,705 
I,OI7,440 
I,6I0.475 

9II,440 
5,8!4,985 

4,000 
I,OOO 

15,000 
16,ooo 
5,000 

8,000 I 
!4,625 
I4,480 

II5,000 
I8,ooo 

6,o26,o9o 

SCHEDULED 

to Chapter II, Item ·5. 

ENTERTAINMENT ALLOWANCES. 

(a) Director • . • . . • • . . . . . 30,000 
I2,500 
I2,500 
30,000 

(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

Deputy Director • • . • . . . . 
Chairman of the Governing Body • 
Entertainment Fund • • • . • . 

Total • 85,000 

Appropriation 
as amended by 

Transfers 
Swiss Francs 

66,ooo 
IO,OOO 
38,380 
4,000 

Io,8oo 
3.820 

I99,5oo 
332,500 

96,ooo 

32,000 
I28,ooo 

394.425 
I,776,I80 

99I,055 . 
I,56o,385. 

823,900 

5.545.945 

22,300 

Actual 
Expenditure 

Swiss Francs 

6o,663.50 
7,895.50 

2I,032.85 
3·494·2° 
7>428.65 
3,803.35 

199.334·06 
303,652.II 

96,ooo.oo 

29,3I0.85 
I25,3I0.85 

393·9I7·90 
I,775.594·65 

990,395·30 
I,559.542·6o 

823,I59·IO 
5,542,609.55 

12,019.25 

(I) 

383.375:75 
14,272.35 

6,005,755 5,952,276.90 

30,000 
I2,500 
I2,500 
30,000 
85,000 

30,000.00 
6,249·90 

I2,499·8o 
I7,528.g5 
66,278.65 

(1) The expenditure resulting from the administrative reform is included under paragraphs (a)-(•) of Item 3· 
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SCHEDULE E 

to Chapter II, Item 6. 

MAINTENANCE OF GENEVA OFFICE. 

Original Appropriation Actual 
Appropriation as amended by Expenditure 

Trans let'S 
Swiss Francs Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

(a) Water rate . • • • . . • • . 
(b) . Heating • . • . . • . • . . • . . . . 

(c) Electricity { Ligh~g • · • • · • · · · 
. Electric motors • • • • -. • 

(d) Repairs (main building, villa and grounds). 
(e) Insurance . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. (f) Upkeep of office furniture and equipment 
(g) Domestic staff employed in cleaning and 

watchmen . . . . . . . . .. 
(h) Messengers' uniforms -. . . . . . 
(i) Sundry Supplies . . . • . • • • 
(j) Additional accommodation 

Total 

SCHEDULE F 

2,200 
26,ooo 
10,500 
3,200 

20,000 
8,400 

14,000 

78,900 
2,125 
3,000 
9·750 

178,075 

to (Jhapter II, Item 7· 

(a) Industrial and Labour Information . 
(b) Native Labour Review. . . . . . . 
(c) Official Bulletin • . • . . . . . . 

PRINTING. 

(d) International Labour Review (English, 
French, German, Italian, Spanish and 
Japanese editions) . . . . . . 

(e) Industrial Safety Survey . . . . . . 
(/) Bibliography of Industrial Hygiene 
(g) _ Legislative Series . . . . . . . . 
(h) Studies and Reports . . . . . . . . 
(i) Monthly Summary . . . . . . . . 
(j) Printing for various commissions . 
(k) Special publications . . . . . . • . . . 
(l) Pamphlets, leaflets and circulars for pro-

paganda, and publications in languages 
other than English, French and German 

(m) Publicity . . . . . 
( n) _ Binding for sales • • . . . . . . 
(o) Reprinting for sales • . . • . . 

Total 

SCHEDULE G 

65,ooo 

7,000 

120,000 
18,ooo 
4,000 

85,ooo 
90,ooo 

25,000 

15,000 
31,100 
5,000 

30,000 
495,100 

to Ohapter II, Item 8. 

GENERAL OFFICE EXPENSES. 

(a) Stationery, office supplies • 78,000 
(b) (i) Postage • • • . • • . 1oo,ooo 

(ii) Courier, Geneva- Paris 3,5oo 
(c) Cables and telegrams . • 10,500 
(d) Telephones . • . • . . . . 27,000 
(e) Papers and Press cuttings . 12,000 

(f) Additional miscellaneous expenses: 
(i) Freight and carriage . . . . 10,000 

(ii) Photographs -. . . . . . 
(iii) Other expenses . . . . . . 500 

Total- 241,500 

2,450 
26,ooo 
10,500 
3,200 

20,000 
8,900 

13,250 

78,900 
2,125 
3,000 
9.750 

178,075 

70,300 

9,ooo 

1o8,6oo 
18,ooo 
4,000 

92,150 
82,930 

29,020 

15,000 
31,100 
5,000 

30,000 
495,100 

77,200 
100,000 

3,500 
8,700 

28,8oo 
12,000 

10,000 

1,300 
241,500 

2,445·30 
18,427-35 
10,279-30 
2,868.8o 

18,893.25 
S.S97·65 
8,597·90 

78,5II.35 
1,968.60 
2,690.15 
9-750.-

163.329.65 

69,303.42 

8.997-45 

100,385-90 
15,658.-
3.700.90 

92,147-09 
70.953-07 

12,240·34 
3o,886.56 
3,194·80 
2,204-45 

438,688.49 

47.743-19 
89.453·97 
3.410.05 
8,548.25 

28,565.50 
u,656.36 

5,861.65 

1,177-30 
196,416.27 
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SCHEDULE H 

to ChaPter II, Item 9· 

SPECIAL STAFF CHARGES. 

(a) Indemnities provided for under the Staff 
Regulations. . . . . . . · · · · · · · 

(b) Reserve Fund for Death and Invalidity Fund 
(c) Contribution to Sickness Insurance Fund 
(d) Upkeep of sick-room . . . . 
(e) (i) Nurse (6,o0<>-25o-8,750) · · 

(ii) Fares . . . . . . . . . . . . · · 
(/) Medical Adviser: Honoranum . . · 

Fees for second medical examination 
(g) Staff Welfare . ·. . . . . . • 
(h) Recruitment of staff. . . . . • . · · · · 
(~~ Cantonal, communal and other subscriptions . 
(1

1 
Pension for the child of the late Dr. Pardo . 

(k) (i) Administrative Tribunal Expenses . 
(ii) Indemnities . . . . . . 

Total •• 

Original 
Appropriation· 

Swiss Francs 

3,000 
s.ooo 

20,000 
soo 

8,ooo 
I,OOO 
s.ooo 

200 
2,000 . 
I,200 
3.8so 
6,900 
I,OOO 
I,OOO 

s8,6so 

SCHEDULE I· 

to Ohapter .II, Item I3. 

CoMMISSIONs. 

(a) Joint Maritime Commission • . . . . . . 
(b) Mixed Advisory Agricultural Committee 
(c) Social Insurance. Committee: 

I. Joint Committee on Social Hygiene and 
Insurance . . . . . . . . . . · 

2. Committee of Experts on . Social 
Insurance . . . . . . 

(d) Correspondence Committees: 
I. Industrial Hygiene. . . 
2. Accident prevention . . 

(e) Migration Committee . . . . . . 
(f) Joint Committee on Economic Crises 
(g) Committee on Native Labour . . . . 
(h) Committee on Article 408 . . . . . . 
(i) Committee on Professional Workers . . . . 
(j) Advisory Committee on Salaried Employees 
(k) Committee on Automatic Coupling . 
(l) Committee on Glass Works . . . 
(m) Other committees . . . . . . . 

Total 

SCHEDULE J 

4,500 

7,200 

· 8,ooo 
8,000 
5,700 

I4,000 
6,200 

IO,OOO 
IO,OOO 
I2,000 
8,000 
2,000 

95,600 

to Chapter II, Ite~ I4 .. 

BRANCH OFFICES. 

(a) Paris Office . . .. 67,662 
(b) London Office I02,844 
(c) Rome Office . 59·342 
(d) Berlin Office . . II6,6I2 
(e) Washington Office 95.366 
(f) Tokio Office . I2I,742 
(g) Delhi Office . 8I,532 
(h) China Office . 39·965 

Total 685,065 

Appropriation . 
as amended by 

Transfers 
Swiss Francs 

2,325 
s.ooo 

20,470 
soo 

8,200 
I,200 
s,ooo 

200 
I,8oo 
I,200 
3.8so 
6,905 
I,OOO 
I,OOO 

58.650 

3,8oo 

8,000 
8,ooo 
5.590 

I4,IIO. 
6,725 

IO,OOO 
IO,OOO 
I2,000 
8,ooo 
I,475 

95;6oo 

67,662 
I02,844 
59.342 

II6,6I2 
95.366 

I2I,742 
·8I,532 
57.800 

702,goo 

Actual 
Expenditure 

Swiss Francs 

788.I5 

20.453·60. 
476·55 

8,200.
I,200.-· 
s,ooo.-

I26.6o 
I,I75.80 

29I.IO 
3.849·30 
6,904.60 

-. 

7,886.08 

4.455·35 

_I4,IOI.30 
6,72I.80. 

9I9.90 

2,986.65 

25.-
37,096.08 

66,23I.6o 
7I.584.25 
55.499·20 

III,476.8o 
9I,6Io.Io 
8I,588.Io 
56,257·45 
48.729·99 

582,977·49 
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SCHEDULE K 

to Chapm v. 

UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE OF CHAPTERS.! TO IV: EXPENSES.BORNE ON THE VOTE FOR 

UNFORESEEN EXPENDIJ:URE BY DECISION OF THE GOVERNING BODY. 

. Grant to Mme. Albert Thomas 
Office's share of the funeral expenses of the late M. Albert Thomas . . . • . , 
Travelling expenses and subsistence allowances of members of the Governing Body. 
Supervision of Revenue and Expenditure . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • 

·Tripartite Preparatory Conference for the reduction of hours of work in industry . 

S\Viss francs 

30,000,00 

2,577·55 
20,677.25 
2,II9.75 
7,B5s.os 

63,229.60 
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II. STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

LIABILITIES. 

Depreciation Reseroes: 

New Building at Geneva • 
Furniture and fittings 
Machines. 
Li~rary . . • . . . 

Working Capital Fund $ = 5.1826 Sw. frs. 

Cash Suspense Accounts as per contra: 

Swiss francs 

595,xg8.x9 
651,213.35 
370,958.55 
540,871.60 

Brazilian contribution • . . . . . . . . . 307,928.63 
Balance of grant from British Legion towards 

cost of album on prosthesis . . ·. · . . . 846.25. 
Balance of grant from the Industrial Rela

tions Counsellors for enquiry into 
industrial relations . . . . . . . . . 47,3I6.5o 

Bala~ce J>.e!ng excess .of assets over 
habilibes . . . • . ; . . . . 

Swiss francs Gold francs 

Z,I58,241.69 . 2,158,24I.69 

. 836.355·57 

356,ogx.38 

g,074·999-02 

. 836.355·57 

356,ogx.38 

g,ogo,o8g.o8 
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A~ AT DECEMBER 3IST, 1932. 

AssETS. 

Buildings: 

New Building at Geneva . 

Furniture, Machines and Library: 

Furniture and fittings at Head Office and 
Branches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Typewriters, duplicating and other machines 
at Head Office and Branches . • 

Library at Head 0ffi.ce and Branches 

Swiss francs 

• 

651,213-SS 

370,95S.ss 
540,871.60 

Contributions due from States Members. $ = 5.1826 Sw. frs. 

Stocks: 

Printing Paper 
Stationery 

Cash in hand, at banks and with Branch Offices: 

Cash Suspens6 Accounts as per contra: 

Geneva, February 22nd, 1933. 

964.65 
zo,oSS.os 

Swiss francs Gold franca 

356,091·38 356,o9I-38 

(Signed) K. G. McKINLAY, 

Chi1/ Accountant 
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III. CASH ACCOUNT FOR THE FOURTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD. 

RECEIPTS. • PAYMENTS. 

To Contributions from 
States Members: 

Swiss francs Gold francs 

• 
Arrears . . . . . 535,434:10 540,200.85 
Fourteenth Finan-

cial Period . . . 6,9II,847·30 6,960,593.35 

Appropriations-in-Aid: 

By Expenditure
under 

Chapter I •• 
Chapter II . 
Chapter III . 

Chapter IV . 
Chapter V • 

Brazilian Contribu
tion . . . . . . 

Sale of publications 
Miscellaneous Re

ceipts . • • • • 
Bank Interest . . 

250·461.40 
149.630.02 

.Purchase of pa-
253,517.05 per for print-
150;803.88 · ing branch . 

Extraordinary RecBipts: 

Printing;paper with-·· 
drawn from stock 

Gain on Exchange . 

2,836.25 
2,630.67 

3,053.10 
546·99' 

2,858.50 
2,651.30 

3.077.05 
551.28 

Working Capital Fund. 826,053-42 836,355.57 

8,682,493·25 8,750,608.83 

Swiss francs 

428,962.96 
8,126.970·57 

431.11 .. 

3,195.20-

Gold franca 

. 432.328.22 
8,190,728.02 

434-49 

60,172.19 
63.725.64 

3,220.27 

· 8,682.493.25 s,75o,6o8.~3 

Geneva, February 22nd, 1933. (Signed) K. G. McKINLAY, . 

Chief Accountant. 
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IV. TRANSFERS FROM ITEM TO ITEM. 

TRANSFERS FROM ITEM TO ITEM IN THE ,BUDGET OF THE FOURTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD 

EFFECTED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE. 

Fifty-second Session, Geneva, April 1931. 

0 

From Chapter II, 

. Item 3(c): 

Salaries: 

;Diplomatic Division • 

·Geneva, .February 22nd, 1933. 

Swiss francs 

To Chapter II, 

Item 14(h): 

Swisl fi'IUlCa 

China Office • . . . . . 

·(Signed) K. G. McKINLAY, 

Chief Accountant. 
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V. INTERNAL TRANSFERS APPROVED BY THE DIRECTOR. 

The following internal transfers within the various items of the budget for 1932 were 
approved by the Director. 

Chapter I, Item I. - Sessions of the Conference. 

Swiss francs 

From § (c) Rent of hall, heat, light, 
etc. . . . 6,620 

6,620 

To § (e) 
U) 

Swiss fmncs 

Automobiles and cyclists . 
Cables, telegrams and 

telephonic communi-
cations . . . . . • 

s,ooo. 

1,620 

6,620 

Chapter I, Item z.- Sessions of the Governing Body. 

From §(a) Travellingexpensesand 
. allowances of mem
bers of the Govern
ing Body . . . . . 

Swiss francs 

g,ooo 

To § (b) 

· Swiss francs 

Printing of documents for 
the Governing Body . . g,ooo 

Chapter II, Item 3· -Salaries. 

Swiss francs 

From § (a) Directorate . . . . . · 14,500 
(b) Administrative Divi-

sion . . . . . . . 
(c) Diplomatic Division . 
(rJ) Research Division . . 
(e) Relations Division . . 
(g) Statutory Allowances . 
(h) Reclassification of staff 

arising out of admi
nistrative reform • 

go,525 
B.sso . 

so,ogo 
B7.540 
1B,700 

1,300 

271,205 

To § (i) . 
(k) 

Swiss francs 

Temporary Staff.. . . 
Contribution towards Pro

vident and Pensions 
Fund . . . . . . . . 2,500 

. 271,205 . 

Chapter II, Item 6.- Maintenance of Geneva Office. 

Swiss francs 

From § U) Upkeep of office furni-
ture and equipment . 750 

750 

To § (a) Water rate . 
(e) Inslirance 

Swiss francs 

250 
soo 

750 

Chapter II, Item 7· ~Printing. 

From § (rJ) International Labour 
Review . . . . . . 

(h) Studies and documents 

Swiss francs 

xB,470 

To §(a) 

(c) 
(g) 
(k) 

Swiss francs 

Industrial and Labour in-
formation . . . . 

Official Bulletin . • . 
Legislative series . . 
Special publications . 

5,300 
2,000 
7,150 
4,020 

Chapter II, Item 8. - General Office Expens~. 

From § (a) Stationery. . . . . 
(c) Cables and telegrams 

Swiss francs 

Boo 
x,Boo 

2,6oo 

Swiss francs 

To § (rJ) Telephones . . . . . . . x,Boo 
U) (iii) Additional miscellaneous 

expenses • . • • . . • Boo 

2,6oo 
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Chapte~- II, Item 9· -Special Sta/1 Charges. 

· From § (a) Indemnities provided 
for under the Staff 

Swiss francs 

Regulations • . • . 675 
(g) Welfare . . . . . . . 200 

To§ (c) 

(e) 

Swiss francs 

Contribution to sickness 
Insurance Fund ••• 

Nurse's salary • . • . • 
Nurse's fares . • . • . • 

(J) Pension for son of the late 
Dr. Pardo • . • · . . • 

470 
200 
200 

5 

Chapw II, Item IJ. -Committees. 

Swiss francs 

From § (c i) Joint Committee on So-
cial Hygiene. • . • 700 

(e) Migration Committee • IIO 
(m) Other committees . . 525 · 

:r.335 

Geneva, February 22nd, I933· 

Swiss francs 

To § (c ii) Committee of Experts on 
Social Insurance • . • 700 

(g) Committee on Native La-
bour . . . . . . . . IIO 

(h) Committee on Article 408 • 525 

:I,335 

(Signed)iK. G. McKINLAY, 

Chief Accountant. 
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1. BUDGET ACCOUNT FOR THE FOURTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD (I932}. 

A. SUMMARY OF C~TERS. 

SECTION I. - ORDINARY EXPEN
DITURE. 

Chapter I. 
Sessions of the Court. 

Chapter II. 
General services of the Court. 

Chapter III. 
Cost of administration of the 

Original Credits after 
Credits Transfers 

Dutch florins 

335.500.- 335.500.-

921,181.- 921,I8I.-

Court's Funds. . . . . . . IOO.- 100.-

Chapter IV. 
Contribution towards the Fund 

to defray the expenses result
ing from the application of 
the • Regulations regarding 
the granting of retiring pen
sions to the members and to 
the Registrar of the Perma
nent Court of International 
Justice" . . . • . . . . . 10,ooo.-

SECTION 2. 

Capital account . . . . . . . 
Chapter V. 

Io,ooo.-· 

Expenditure 

Dutch florins Gold francs 

882,3I6.36 I,838,803·90 

5.335.IO . II,II8.69 

IO,OOO.-. . 20,840.64 

Permanent installations, etc. 15,000.- I5,000.- 13,680.26. '28,510.54 

Receipts ta be deducted: 
I,281,78I.- I,281,78I.-' . I,2IS,II3.80 2,532,375.I2 

Bank Interest . . . . "3,000.- 3,000.-

B. SUMMARY OF ARTICLES. 

Original CreditS after 
Credits Transfers· Expenditure 

SECTION I. - ORDINARY EXPENDITURE. 
Dutch florins 

Chapter I. 

I. Sessions of the Court (see Table A) . 330,500.- 267,080.-. 237,058.o8 
I bis. Unforeseen expenditure • . • 5,000.- 68,420.- 66,724.-

Chapter II. 
335.500.- 335.500.- 303,782.08 

General Services of the Court. 
2. Annual salaries and special expenditure rela-

ting to staff . • . . . ·• . . . . • . . 
(a) Annu~ ~ries (see Table B) . . • • . 756.537-50 756.537·50 755.546.87 
(b) Contnbubon to the Stafi Provident Fund 

and to the Pensions Fund • . . . . . 8,243-50 8,243-50 8,243·50 
Ca"ied forward 764.781.-. 764.78I.- 763.790·37 

.' 
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Origillal 
Credits 

Broughl forward 764,781.

(c) Indemnities provided for in the Staff 
Regulations . • • • • • • • . . • . 400.-. 

(d) Contribution towards sickness insurance. . 100.-
(e) Compensation payable as a result of 

administrative proceedings . . . . . . 100.-. 
(/) Medical examination . . . . . . • . . 100.-

3· Travelling expenses of the Registrar and officials 
of the Registry: 

(a) Travellingexpensesandsubsistenceallowance 
of Registrar and officials of the Registry 
(on duty). . . • . • . . . . . . • . 

(b) TravellingexpensesofRegistrarandofficials 
of the Registry on leave to native country 

(b) bis. Travelling expenses of wives and 
children of the Registrar and officials of 
the Registry to their recognised homes, 
every three years • . . . • • . . • . 

(c) Removal expenses (on taking up appoint
ment and on departure) . • . • • 

3 bis. Travelling expenses of members of the 
Court: 

(a) Travelling expenses of members of the 
Court (on duty) • . . . . . . . 

(b) Travelling expenses of members of the 
Court on leave to their native countri~ 

(c) Removal expenses on arrival and departure 

4· Contribution to the Carnegie Foundation: 

(a) Repayment of the expenditure contempla
ted in Article I of the contract • • . . • 

. (b) Supplementary credit contemplated in 
Article VI of the contract . . . . . • 

(c) Amortisation of cost of installation of 
new premises for the Court . . . . . 

(d) Amortisation (supplementary) of cost of 
installation of new premises for the Court 

5. Administrative expenses (see Table C) 
6. Printing . . • • . . . • • . . . . • 
6 a. Idem (special work) • • • . • • • . 
6 b. Cost of purchasing publications of the Court, 

· the stock of which in the Registry is 
exhausted •.••• 

7. Unpaid liabilities. • . 
7 bis. Unforeseen expenditure • 

Chapter III. 

Cost of administration of the Court's Funds. 

7,8oo.-

2,0;)0,-

1,000.-

1,000.-

1,000.-

15,000.-
10,000.-

21,000.-

19,ooo.-

10,000.-

22,400.-
30.500.-

10,000.-
5,000.-

921,181.-

Credits after 
Transfen 

Dutch llorios 

400.-

Expenditure 

100.- 42-13 

100.-
100.-

'7·300.-

2,000.-

1,ooo.-

500.-

1,000.-

15,000.-
10,000.-

21,000,-

19,000.-

1o,ooo.-

22,400.-
31.500.-

10,000.-
5.000.-

921,181.-

6,454-55 

1,554-49 

21,000.-

19,000.-

10,000.-

20,420.63 
31.368.17 

2,069-40 
3.756·75 

882,316.36 

8. Loss on exchange . ~. . 10,000.- 10,000.- 5.291-91 
9· Bank charges . . . • . . . xoo.- xoo.- 64.35 

10. 

/ ------------
To be deducted: 

Profits on exchange • • . . . . . . . . 

Chapter IV. 

Contribution towards the fund to defray the 
expenses resulting from the application of 
the • Regulations regarding the granting of 

IO,IOO.- 10,100.- 5.356.26 

10,000.- 10,000.- 21.16 
---------------------------

100.- 100.-
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retiring pensions to the members and R~gis
trar of the Permanent Court of International 
Justl·ce " ,· . . • • • • . . . . . . . . 

SECTION, 2. - CAPITAL AccOUNT. 

Chapter V. 

Permanent installations, etc. . . . . 
rr. Furniture and installation of additional fittmgs. 
12. Library . . . . . . . . · ·. · · · · · · 

Original 
Credits 

ro,ooo.-

5,000.
ro,ooo. 

15,000.-

Credits after 
Transfers 

Dutch florins 

ro,ooo.-

5,000.
ro,ooo.-· 

15,000.-

Expenditure 

ro,ooo.- 1 

4.990.82 
8,689·44 

IJ,68o.2~- · 

(Signed) D. J. BRUINSMA, 

Acco11titant-Establishm.ent Officer. 

(Signed) A. HAMMARSKJOLD. 

Registrar of the Court. 

C. SCHEDULES 

TABLE A 

(See Chapter I, Article I.) 

Sessions of the Court. 

r. Duty and subsistence· allowances of Judges . zr7,ooo.-.-
2. Salaries of temporary staff and overtime pay 

(permanent and temporary staff) • . . : • , 58,2oo.-
3. Travelling expenses of Judges and temporary 

staff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6g,ooo.-
4· Taxis to conveyfemalestafftotheirhomesafter 

x8r,7oo.-· · x68,55o.-

. 58,2oo.-. . 48,983.50 

40,68o.-· 19,202.r8 

nightwork . . roo.- zoo.- 140.-
5· Welfare of staff . . • . . • • . • • . • __ .:r:=o::o·::-__ ......:...__:z::o:.:o~.=--~-=---r-8_2_.4!..0_ 

344,400.- 280,980.- 237,058.08 
Sums recoverable: 

Subscriptions- of non-members . 
Assessors . . • . . . . . . . 

6,roo.-· 
7,8oo.-· 

6,roo,-
7,8oo.-· 

330,500.- . · · 267 ,o8o.-

ANNEXED TABLE No. I TO TABLE A. 

Duty and Subsistence Allowances of Judges. 

Duty allowance of Vice-President, Judges and 
Deputy-Judges . • • . . • . • . • . . • . • 

Subsistence allowance of Vice-President, Judges and 
I4I,OOO.-. r33,8oo.- :r3I,95o.-

Deputy-Judges . • . . • . . . . . . . . . 
National Judges (duty allowance) ...... . 
National Judges (subsistence allowance) •.•• 
Assessors (subsistence allowance) . . . . . . . . 
Witnesses and Experts (Article 52 Qf Rules of Court). 

so,ooo .. -

20,000.-· 
6,ooo.-

39.900.- 36,6oo~-· 

2,000.-
6,ooo.- -

217,000.- I8I,700.- x68,sso.-
1 Bolo!lu at the end of the financial year 1931 (see note page 6z of the audited accounts Dutch S.orins. 

fm the thirteenth financial year (1931) (document A.3.1932.X.) • • • • . • • • • • • • • 74,377·21 
IUuipts, (illaft&ial "'~~~' I93•: . 

ContributiOn provided for In the Court's budget for Dutch florins 
1932 • • • • · . • • . • • . • . . • . • • to,ooo.-

Bank Interest • • • • • • • ; • • • • • • . • • 1,244·78 

E"~ilw•, firuureial ,,..,. I93 • : 
Total of pensjona paid during financial year 1932 
Bank charges • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

18,034·39 
6.-

Blllanu, end of financial year 1932. . • . . . . . . 
18,040·39 

67,581.6o 
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ANNEXED TABLE No.2 TO TABLE A. 

Salaries of Temporary Stalf and Overtime Pay (Perma11mt autl Temporary Sta/1). 

Salaries of atPtiliary staff . . • • . . • . . 
Salaries of t~mporary staff (Printing Service) 
Idem (Registrar's office) . . . . . . ·• . • • 
Idem(Establis~ent and accountancy service) 
Idem (Press Service) . . . . . 
Overtime pay, permanent staff 
Overtime pay, auxiliary staff . 

Original 
Credits 

40,000.-

12,000.-
s.ooo.-

1,000.-
200.-

s8,2oo.-

ANNEXED TABLE No.3 TO TABLE A. 

Credits after 
Transfers 

Dutch florins 

40,000.-

12,000.-
s.ooo.-

1,ooo.-
200.-

s8,2oo.-

Travelling Expenses of Judges and Temporary S~aO. 

Judges and Deputy-Judges • 
National Judges . . • . . • 

· Assessors . . • . . . . • ' 
Auxiliary staff • . • . • . . . . • • • . 
Witnesses and Experts (Article 52 of Rules of Court) 

TABLE B. 

so.ooo.-
5.000.-

10,000.-
3,000.-
1,000.-

69,000.-

Annual Salaries. 

President of the Court 
Vice-President . . . • • 
-judges . . . , . . . . 
Registrar . . • . . . . . 
Idem (retrospective) . . . - • . . 
Permanent Staff of Registry . · . 

• 

Cost of distribution of documents 
Supplies ; . . . . . . . . 
Post, telephone, telegraph . 
Insurances . . . . . . . . . 
Gratuities at the New Year . 
Financial control . . . . . • 

TABLE C. 

6o,ooo.-
3S,ooo.-

455,000.-
27,000.-

Administrative Expenses. 

Appendix. 

2,500.-
12,000.
s.soo.

IOO.

. 500.-
1,800.-

22AOO.-

EXPLANATORY NOTE TO THE ACCOUNTS. 

29,ooo.-
1,68o.-
5,000.-
4.000.-
1,000.-

4o,68o.-

6o,ooo.-
35,ooo.-

455,000.-
27,000.-

179.537·50 

756,537·50 

2,500.-
12,000.-
5.500.-

100.-
500.-

1,800.-

22AOO.-

Expo!nditure 

34.964.50 

8,ooo.-
5,000.-

88o.-
139·-

48.983.50 

13,657·51 
1,626.o6 

3,918.61 

19,202.18 

6o,ooo.-
35,ooo.-

455,000.-
27,000,-

1,451.15 
II,998.95 
4,825.84 

75·55 
500.-

1,569.14 

Table A.- In the course of the financial year 1932, the Court has actually been in session for 
239 days; it has been possible to effect a saving: in. Chapter I, in spite of the fact th~t the !lumber ?f 
days of session has exceeded 200, because certam Judges, who have been unable to stt durmg certam 
periods owing to reasons of health, have not .received the maximum of their allowances. This 
saving amounts to about II,ooo florins. . . 
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.. 
II.· STATEMENT OF_ASSETS AND 

LIABILITIES. 

Dutch florins . Dutch florins Dutch florins Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs 

Depeciation account: 

(a) Furniture, type-
writers, etc., to De-
cember 3Ist, I93I • 97,5II.38 
Plus depreciation 
to December 3Ist, 
I932, • , • . • , 4,990.82 

(b) Library: . 
· •To December 3rst, 

I93I, · · • , , , 5,642.65 Y2 
Plus depreciation 
to December 3ISt, 
1932. . . . . . . 

Working capital: 

Loan contracted in I932 
(of which 98,47I.6I flo
rin~o4.994·65 gold 
francs-is covered by the 
bank and cash ·balance 
at the end of the finan
cial year I932 . . . . . 

Suspense account (per 
.contra): 

Fund to defray the ex
penses resulting from the 
application of the Regu
lations regarding the 
granting of retiring pen
sions to the members and 
to the Registrar of the 
Permanent Court of In
ternational Justice . , . 

Surplus of assets over 
liabilities . : • . . 

!02,502.20 

67,58r.6o 

202,295:I4 

I0,40I.I9 
---- 2I2,696.33 

II,726.o8 

18,I09.35 
29,835·43 

242,53I,76 . 

. .. 

I,200,5I8.23% 

!~643,760.73 

2,495.794.66 
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LIABILITIES AS AT DECEMBER JIST, 1932. 

ASSETS. 

Dutch florins Dutch florins Gold fmncs Gold francs 

Furniture, typewriters, etc.: 

Balance from the financial year 1931 . 97,5II.38 
Purchases during financial year 1932 • 4.990.82 · 

202,295·14 
10,401.19 

----- 102,502.20 212,696.33 

Library: · 

Balance from the financial year 1931 
Purchases during financial year 1932 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO BE RECEIVED 1. 

Suspense account (per contra) : 

Fund to defray the expenses resulting 
from the application of the Regulations 
regarding the granting of retiring pensions 
to the members and to the Registrar of 
the Pennanent Court of International 
Justice • . . . • . . . . 

Cash in hand and at Bank . . 

The Hague, February 15th, 1933. 

(Signed) D. J. BRUINSMA, 

Accountant--Establishment Offo;n. 

• For details, see ADnex. page 13. 

u,726.o8 
I8,109.35 

14,332.09% ----

67.581.60 

98,471.61 

1,200,518.23 Yz 

140,844·39 

204.994·65 

2,495.794·66 

(Signed) A. IIAMMARSKJBLD, 

Registrar oj the Court. 



III. CASH ACCOUNT FOR THE FOURTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD. 

1932 Dutch florins - Goltl franes 1932 Dukh florins Gold fytJtt<S 

Dec. 31st To contributions from States Members: Dec. 31st By Chapter I 303,782.08 633.101.35 

Arrears. 76.637·94 159,398.06 .. .. Il 882,316.36 1,838,803.90 . . . . . . . . III 5,335.1:0 ' 11,II8.69 I .. .. 
IV ~ 10,000.- 20,840.64 .. .. . 

~ Fourteenth financial period I,012,373-IO 2,I08,773·I6 .. .. v 13,68o.26 28,510.54 
' I 

Working Capital · .• . . . 224.314.89 468.657·78 Balance, being cash surplus for 
Thirteenth financial period. 98,471.61, 204,994·65 

To extraordinary receipts: 

Bank interest • . . . . . 259-48 540·77 

1,313,585.41 2,737.369·77 
1:,313,585.41 . 2,737.369·77 

... 
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Memorandum by the Registrar. 

UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE. 

Article Ibis; -The expenditure under this article represents the expenses resulting from the 
summons for the case of the Free Zones of judges who are .10 longer members of the Court ac; at 
present composed, and who had sat in this case in 1930. The Supervisory Commissio.1, when 
consulted by the Registrar at its forty-sixth session (April 1932) expressed the opinion, which 
was in accordance with the recommendation of the auditor, that the remunt'ration of these judges . 
should be charged under this article. 

In accordance with the spirit of. Article 28 of the Financial Regulatio;ts, the Registrar, on 
May 14th, 1932, obtained the formal authorisation of the " competent authority " to charge 
these expenses under Article I bis. 

• • • 
It was felt necessary to instal a certain number of telephone cabinets in the Peace Palace 

during the hearing of the Greenland case. Authority to charge the cost of this installation under 
Article I bis was given by the " competent authority " on December 23rd, 1932; this, incidentally, 
was in accordance with the precedent created in I93I, when the same arrangement had to be 
made for the case concerning the projected Customs Union between Germany and Austria. 

· · As the hearings in the Eastern Greenland case were only concluded on February 7th, 1933, 
it has not, in point c·f fact, been possible to charge these expenses under Chapter I, Article I bis, 
of the budget for the financial year 1932; they will therefore be charged under the item for unpaid 
liabilities in the budget for 1933. 

• • • 
Article 7 bis. -The expenditure charged under this article, with the authorisation of the 

"competent authority" (December 23rd, 1932), and after consulting the auditor, represents the 
cost of printing the volume devoted to the last phase of the Free Zones case in Series C of the 
Court's publications. This course has been adopted on the analogy of the charging under 
Article I bis of expenses in connectio•I with the'' ?:ones" judges (see above), as prescribed by the 

· Supervisory Commission. · 

TRANSFERS. IN THE BUDGET. 

A:- Transfers in the Budget approved by the Court, or, by delegation of powers, 
by the President. 

I. Decision of the President of the Court on May I4Jh, I9JZ, authorising the transfer mentioned 
below in the Court's budget for the financial year I93Z: · 

5~.920 florins from Article I (Sessions of the Court) tQ Article Ibis (Unforeseen expenditure). 

(~) TABLE A. 

Sessions of the Court. 

x. Duty and subsistence allowances of 
Judges • • . . . . . . • • . . • 

2. Salaries of temporary staff and overtime 
pay (permanent and temporary staff). 

3- Travelling expenses of Judges and 
temporary staff . • . . . . . . . 

4· Taxis to convey female staff to their 
homes after nightwork 

5- Welfare of staff • • • • 

• For details of this amount. see under I (b). 
• For details of this amount. see under I (c). 

OrigiDal 
figure 

217,000 

100 
100 

Added Deducted 

Dutch dorins 

• 45,100 1 

5,820 I 

s This amount bas been added to Article Ibis (Unforeseeu expenditure). 

New figure 

I71,900 

58,200 

63,180 

100 
100 
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(b) ANNEXED TABLE I TO TABLE A. 

Duty and Subsistence Allowance of Judges. 

Original 
credits 

Added Deducted 

Dutch ftorins 

Duty allowance of Vice-President, Judges 
and Deputy Judges . . . . · . : . . 

Subsistence allowance of Vtc.e-Prestdent, 
Judges and Deputy Judges . 

National Judges: 
Duty allowance . . . . . . . . . . 
Subsistence allowance . . . . . . . 

Assessors: Subsistehce allowance . . . . . 
Witnesses and Experts (Article 52 of the 

Rules of Court) . . . . . . . . . . 

I4I,000 

so,ooo 

20,000 

6,ooo 

(c) ANNEXED TABLE 3 TO TABLE A. 

Travelling Expenses of Judges and Temporary Staff. 

Judges and Deputy Judges. 
National Judges . . . . . 
Assessors . . . . . . . . . . 
Temporary Staff . . . . . . . . . . . 
Witnesses and Experts (Article 52 of Rules· 

of Court) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

50,000 
s,ooo 

IO,OOO 
3,000 

I,.ooo 

6g,ooo 

I2,000 

I5,IOO 

I8,ooo 

. 45,100 1 

5,820 1 

ExPenditure 

I2q,ooo 

34.900 

2,000 

6,ooo 

I7I,goo 

50,000 
. · 2,I80 

7,000 
3,000 

I,OOO 

63,I8o 

2. Decision of the President of the C'ourt on June Ist, I932, authorising the transfer mentioned below 
in the Court's budget for the financial year I932: 

I2,SOO florins /r01fl. Article I (Sessions of the Cou'rl} to Article Ibis (Unforeseen expenditure) 

(a) TABLE A. 

Sessions of the Court . . 

I. Duty and subsistence allowances of 
Judges . . . • . • . . . • . • . . 

2. Salaries of temporary staff and' overtime 
pay (permanent and temporary staff) 

3· Travelling expenses of Judges and tem-
porary staff • • . . . . . . . . . 

4· Taxis to convey female staff to their 
homes after nightwork 

5· Welfare of staff • • • • 

t See under I (a). 

171,900 

58,200 

100 
100 

1o,ooo 8 

2,5oo• 

12,500" 

161,900 

58,2oo 

6o,68o 

100 
100 

28o,g8o 

• This amount has been deducted from the item "Duty allowance of the Vice-President, Judges and Deputy 
Judges", see under 2 (b). 

• For details of this amount, see under 2 (c). 
• This amount has been added to Article Ibis (Unforeseen expenditure). 
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(b) ANNEXED TABLE I TO TABLE A. 

Duty and Subsistence AUowance of J11dges. 

Original figure Added Deducted 

Duty allowance of Vice-President, Judges 
and Deputy Judges . . . . . . . . 

Dutch llorins 

Subsistence allowance of Vice-Prec;ident, 
Judges and Deputy Judges . . . • 

National Judges: 
Duty allowance • . . • . . • . . . 
Subsistence allowance . • . . • . . 

Assessors: Subsistence allowance ...• 
Witnesses and Experts (Article 52 of the 

Rules of Court) . . . . . . . • . . 

129,000 

34.900 

2,000 

6,000 

I71,900 

(c) ANNEXED TABLE 3 TO TABLE A. 

10,000 

IO,OOO 1 

TraveUing Expenses of Judges and Temporary Stag. 

Judges and Deputy Judges • 
National Judges . . . . . 
Assessors . . . . . . . . . 
Temporary staff . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Witnesses and Experts (Article 52 of Rules 

of Court\ . . . . . . ·. . • . 

50,000 
2,x8o 
7,000 
3,000 

I,OOO 

63,180 

'500 
2,000 

2,500 1 

New figure 

II9,ooo 

34.900 

2,000 

6,ooo 

x6x,9oo 

so,ooo 
x,68o 
5,000 
3,000 

I,ooo 

6o,68o 

· 3· Decision of the President of the Court on September ayd, I932, authorising the transfer mentioned 
below in the Court's budget for the financial year I933: 

500 florins from Article 3 (a) (Travelling expenses and subsistence allowance of Registrar 
and officials of the Registry (on duty)) to Article 6 (Printin~). 

500 florins from Article 3 (c) Removal expenses on taking up appointment :and on 
departure (officials of the Registry) to Article 6 (Printing). · 

B.- Transfers within an Article of the Budget approved by the Registrar of the Court. 

I. On July 6th, I932. 

(a). TABLE A. 

Sessions of the Court. 

I. Duty and subsistence allowances of 
Judges . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2. Salaries of temporary staff and overtime 
pay (permanent and temporary staff) 

3· Travelling expenses of Judges and tem-
porary staff . . . . . . . . • • · 

4· Taxis to convey female staff to their 
homes after night work . · 

5· Welfare ofstaff • • • . . . . . . . 

I6x,goo 

sB,2oo 

6o,68o 

too 
IOO 

280,980 

IOO 
IOO 

200 

1 See under 2 (a). · 

200 

58,200 

6o,68o 

200 
200 

28o,g8o 

• This amount has been deducted from the item for" Duty allowance of the Vice-President, Judges and Deputy 
Judges", see under I (b). · 
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(b) ANNEXED TABLE I TO TABLE A. 

Duty and Subsistence Allowance of Judges. 

Original figure 
(or figure after 

transfer) 
Added . Deducted 

Dutch fiorins 

Duty allowance of Vice-President, Judges 
and Deputy Judges . . . . . . . . 

Subsistence allowaace of Vice-President, 
Judges and Deputy Judges . . . . . 

National Judges: 
Duty allowance . . . . . . 
Subsistence allowance . . . 

Assessors: Subsistence allowance 
Witnesses and Experts (Article 52 of the 

Rules of Court) . . . . . . . . . . 

2. On September I4Jh, I9JZ. 

II9,ooo 

34·900 

2,000 

6,000 

I6I,90p· 

(a) TABLE A. 

Sessions. of the Court. 

I. Duty and· subsistence allowances of 
Judges . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

· 2. Salaries of temporary staff and overtime 
pay (permanent and temporary staff) 

3· Travelling expenses of Judges and tem-
porary staff • . . -. . . . . , . . . 

4· Taxis to convey female staff to their 
homes after nightwork 

5. Welfare of staff • . . . . . . . . · . 

I6I,700. 20,000 2 

58,2oo 

6o,68o-

200 
200 

28o,98o . 20,000 

(b) ANNEXED TABLE I TO TABLE A. 

Duty and Subsistence Allowance of Judges. 

Duty allowance of Vice-President, Judges 
and Deputy Judges . . . . . . . . 

Subsistence allowance of Vic~-President, 
Judges and Deputy Judges . .. . . . 

National Judges: 
Duty allowance . . . . . . 
Subsistence allowance . . . 

Assessors: subsistence allowance 
Witnesses and Experts (Article 52 of the 

Rules of Court) . . . • . . . • • . 

n8,8oo 12,000 

34.900 B,ooo 

2,000 

6,ooo 

I6I,700 . 20,000 lo 

200 

200 1 

' 20,000 8 

20,000 

New figure 

n8,8oo 

34.900 

2,000 

6,ooo 

I6I,700 

I8I,700 

58,zoo 

.4o,68o·. 

200 
200 

z8o,98o 

·I3o,8oo. 

42.900 

2,000 

. 6,000 

I8I,700 

' too 1lorins have been added to the item for "Taxis to convey female stafi to their homes. after nightwork ", see 
under I (a). 

too 1lorins have been added to the item for "Welfare of Stafi ••, see under I (a). 
• For details of this amount, see under 2 (b). 
• This amount has been deducted from the item for "Travelling expenses of Judges and Deputy Judges", see 

under 2 (c). 
• See under 2 (a). 
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(c) ANNEXED TABLE 3 TO TABLE A. 

Travelling Expenses of Judges and Temporary Stag. 

Original figure 
(or figure after 

transfer) 

. Added Deducted 

. Judges and Deputy Judges. 
National Judges . . . • . 

so.ooo 
1,68o 
5,000 
3,000 

Dutch florins 

20,500 

Assessors . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Temporary staff . . . . , . . • . • • . 
Witnesses and Experts (Article 52 of Rules 

of Court) . . • . . • . . . . . . . 

3· On December zst, I9J3. 

500 

1,000 

6o,68o soo 

(a) ANNEXED TABLE I TO TABLE A. 

Duty and Subsistence Allowance CJf Judges. 

Duty allowance of Vice-President, Judges 
and Deputy Judges . . . • • . • . 

Subsistence allowance of Vice-President, 
Judges and Deputy Judges 

National Judges: 
Duty allow<L!lce . . . . . . . . . • 
Subsistence allowance . . . . . . . 

Assessors:. Subsistence allowance . . . . 
Witnesses and Experts (Article 52 of the 

Rules of Court) . . . . . . . . . . 

130,800 3,000 

42.900 

2,000 

6,000 

3,000 

(b) ANNEXED TABLE 3 TO TABLE A. 

Travelling Expenses of Judges and Temporary Stag. 

Judges and Deputy Judges. 
National Judges . . . . . 
Assessors . . . . . . . . 
Tern porary staff . . . . . • . • . . . 
Witnesses and Experts (Article 52 of Rules 

of Court) . . . . . . . . . . . . • 

29,500 
1,68o 
s.ooo 
3,5oo 

1,000 

40,68o 

soo 

500 

20,500 1 

3,000 

3,000 

soo 

soo 

New figure 

29,500 
1,68o 
5,000 
3,5oo 

1,000 

40,68o 

IJJ,Soo 

39.900 

2,000 

6,000 

29,000 
1,68o 
s,ooo 
4,000 

I,OOO 

40,68o 

1 Of this amount, 20,000 florins have been added to the item for " Duty and subsistence allowance of J udgea " 
see under 2 (b), and soo fiorins to the item for " TravelliDg expenses of temporary staff ". 



Part V. 

SECRETARIAT AND ASSEMBLY HALL: BUILDING 

FUND ACCOUNT. 

I. CASH ACCOUNT AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1932. 

11. STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE TO DECEMBER 31sT, 1932. 

III. ·CAPITAL ACCOUNT AS AT DECEMBER 31sT, 1932 • 

• 



RJ!CBIPTS. 

' · Allocation 
Original Argentine 

Year fund contributions 
from 

cash surplus 

l925 10,535,30I,8o 2,799.692·14 -
l926 ....., - 3;367,847-28 

l927 - - -
rgz8 - - -
1929 - - 1,479,161.12 

1930 - - -
1931 - - -
1932 - - -

10,535.301.80 2,799.692.14 4·847,008.40 

March 3rd, .I933· 

I. -CASH ACCOUNT AS AT DECEMBER 3IST, I932. 
(In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

, 
Allocation - Expended .International 

from Interest . on Labour 
Building earned Total Construction Organisation 
Annuity Account Builcliiig . 

- 102,807.20 13,437,8o1.r4 - .. j,25o,ooo.-

-· 464,398~42 3,832,245·70 2,338,644.60 6o,~oo.-

- 508,674·24 :So8,674·2·4 t,192,II7.40 -
- 538,556·45 538,556.45 196,694-10 . -

675,000.~ 672,657·42 2,826;818.54 - 209,973·.45 -
. 675,000.- 636,016.15 I,3.I.I,OI6.I5 . 510,394-20 -
675,000.- 46o,514.15 1,135-514.1·5. . 1.974·339·25 -
675,000.- 59,889.84 734.889.84 ·3·797.503-95 -

2,700,000.- 3.443.513.87 _24r325,516.21 10,219,666.95 3:310,000.-

. -

PAYMENTS. 

' 

Building Balance 
Annuity Total at end of 
refund year 

~ 3,250,000.- 10,187,801.14 

- 2,398,644.6o 11,621,403.24 

.2s,ooo.- 1,217,117·40 10,912,959.08 
zs.ooo . .......:. 221,694-10 . I1,229,821.43 

- 209,973·45 13,846,666.52 

- 510,394·20 14,647·288.47 

- 1,974.339·25 13,8o8,463.37 

- 3.797.503-95 10,745,849·26 

so,ooo,_.:.., 13,579.666.95 -

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 

.. 

• 
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II.- STATEMENT-OF EXPENDITURE TO DECEMBER 3IST, I932. 

(In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

A. Ncm-ruumng Expenditurtl. 

I. International Labour Office" • . 
2. Assembly Hall and Secretariat: 

(a) Cost of land • • . • . 
(b) Cost of annex. . . . • 
(c) · Annex installations . . . . • • 
(d) Examination expenses . . . . . 
(e) Cost of original plans on old site 

. .~ . 

. . . . . . 
z,6J8,soo.-

27o.ooo.
I22,40I.60 
40I,768.55 
I26,777-25 

B. Construction Expenditure- Assembly Hall and Secretarial. 

I. Construction of new building. 6,I57.I53·35 
2. Advertising expenses • • • . 25.-
3· Prints of plans . . . . . 23,864.65 
4· Transport charges 397·75 
5· Telegrams and telephones 275.25 
6. Experts' fees . . . . . • . 22,340.55 
7· Printing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • I,209.-
8. Incidental expenses . . . • . . . . . . . . . ,· • . 23,I97.8o 
9· Allowances and travelling expenses of Building Com-

mittee and staff . . . . · I46.944·50 
30,995·85 

I,86I.I5 
I98,965.6o 
43,07I.30 

IO. Legal expenses • . • . . • 
II. Administration of property. 
I2. 
IJ. 

Salaries of staff . . · • . . . . . . 
Sundry and miscellaneous expenseS 

Less -In aid: 
Sales of documents to contractors . 
Sale of timber, etc. . . • . . . . 
Miscellaneous . • . . . . • . . • 

. . 

I2,285.55 
4,6JO.

IJ,I66.65 

III.- CAPITAL .ACCOUNT AS AT DECEMBER JIST, 1932. 

SHOWING AMOUNT STILL DUE TO CONTRIBUTORY STATES. 
(In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

Income. 
Amount contributed by 

States Members • 16,702,841.22. 
Amount receivable in re

spect of sale of Hotel 
National . . . . . . 4,ooo,ooo.-

Expenditurt~ . . 
Refunded to States Membem: 
Financial period ended 

December 3ut, 1926 1,4oo,ooo.-
FinandaJ period ended 

December 31st, 1927 1,4oo,ooi>.-
20,702,84I.22 Financial period ended 

20,702,841.22 

December 31st, 1928 1,400,000.-
Financial period ended 

December 31st. 1929 
Financial period ended 

December 31st. 1930 
Financial period ended 

December 31st. 1931 
YJUaDcial period ended 

December 31st. 1932 

Balance still p>yable • • 

700,000.-

700,000.-

700,000~ 

700,000.-

. . . . . . 

3,3I0,000.-

J0,082.20 

,,ooo,ooo.-
13,702,841.22 

March Jrd, I933· (Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 
Chief Accountant. 
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Part VI. 

LIBRARY: BUILDING FUND ACCOUNT 

CASH ACCOUNT AS AT DECEMBER 31sT, 1932. 

Receipts: 
Amount received on account from Mr. J.D. Rockefeller, Junr. (equivalent 
. of $5oo,ooo) . . .· -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Interest . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 

Payments: 
Construction expenditure to December 31st, 1932 
Balance as at December 31st, 1932 • • . • . . 

Franca 

2,563,576.90 
12,566.78 

2,576,143·68 

1,243,120.-
1,333,023.68 

2,576,143·68 

March 3rd, 1933. (Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 



Capital Account~· 

Balance as at December 31st, 1932 ~ 

Depreciation Reserve Funrl 

Balance as at January 1st, 1932 
Income from investments .•.. 
Purchase of (contra) Swiss francs 

•. 
,• 

Part 

LIBRARY 

I. CAPITAL ACCOUNT AS 

_ Dollars- -

. . 500,000.--

~ . I3,229.I4 

513,229.14 

II. REVENUE ACCOUNT FOR -THE' 
·,· 

Dollars Francs Francs 

716.36 · 39,6gS.go · 43,385.50 -
171.17 II5,743·65 - n6,-630.75 
- 3,526.8o 3,526.8o -· 

158,g6g.35 163,543-05 
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VII. 

ENDOWMENT FUND 

AT DECEMBER 3IST, I932. 

Investments (at cost): 1 

4 % % Swedish Government Loan I930. Kr. 37o,ooo 
7 % German External Loan, I924 . . . . . . . . . 
7 % Austrian Government Loan I923-43 . . . . . . • 
4%% Netherlands Government Loan I9I7, Fl. 6g,ooo. 
4 Yz % Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Co., I992 . • . 
4% Northern Pacific Railway Co., I997 . . . . . . . 
4% Atchison Topeka and Sante Fe Railway Co., I995· . 
4 Yz% New York Central R. R. Co., New York Central 

and H. R. R. R. Co., 20I3 . . . . . . . . 
4 % % Swedish Cities Loan I927, Kr. Iio,ooo. 
7 % Greek Government Loan I964 . . . . . 

Cash at Bank: 

CUrrent account . · . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 3IST, I932. 

Library, in aid account. 
Miscellaneous expenses . 
Sale of Dollars . . . . . . • 
Depreciation Reserve Fund . . . . 
Balance as at December 3Ist, I93Z. 

March 3rd, I933· 

Dollars 

IZ2.94 
678.36 

86.23 

887-53 

Nominal Value 
Dollars 

99,I6o 
97,000 
88,000 
27,739 
25,000 
25,000 
25,000 

25,000 
29.480 
28,ooo 

469.379 

. . . . . . 

Franca 

62,080.70 
877.25 

I58,969.35 

Dollars 

98.343-85 
105,475·-
93.498·75 
28,236.71 
25,000.-
22,861.25 
23.725.-

25,062.50 
29,575·45 
27,470.-

479,248·51 

33.980.63 

Franca 

62,080.70 
1,477-25 
3,526.8o 

96,458.30 

163.543·05 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 

• The market vaine of these investments, exclusive of interest, was, on December 31st, 1932, $361,614·75 
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Part VIII. 

REVOLVING FUND FOR SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS 

. ' 

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED 
DECEMBER 3IST, I932. 

Receipts;· 

Balance as at January Ist, I932 • 
Sales of ·documents· . • . ; . . . 

Expmditure. 

Printing, etc. . , . . . . . · . . . . 
Balance as at December 3Ist, I93.2 

March 3rd, I933· 

. . . . . 
• • . . 

. . . •. . • .. . .. . . . 

-~-- .. 

I9,735.50 
'5,925.-· 

. . 
25,660.50. 

Francs 

. I0,49I.55 
I5,I68.g5 

25,66o.5o. 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 
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In conformity with Article 44 of the Regulations for the Financial Administration of the 
League of Nations, I have the honour to transmit to you herewith my report on the audit of 
the accounts of the League for the financial year I932· . 

(Signed) A. CERESA. 

REPORT . 

• I ~ve the honour to_ present herewith ~he result of my audit of the accounts of the League 
of :Satv~ for the financ:W year 1932, whiCh were submitted to me for examination by the 
Secretanat, the Intematumal Labour Office and the Permanent Court of International Justice. 



I. GENERAL BUDGET OF THE LEAGUE FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1932. 

The results of the budget account for the financial-year 1932 maybe summarised as follows: 
Of the 33,687,994 gold francs due by States in respect of contributions, the sum of 

2~,669,777.49 gold francs was actually received. Thus on December 31st, 1932, there were 
7,ox8,2x6.5I gold francs outstanding; . 

On the credits voted by the Assembly for expenditure fori:he said financial year, totalling 
33,687.994 gold francs, the actual expenditure was 27,290,28I.03 gold francs-i.e., 6,397,702.97 
gold francs below the estimate. · 

Expenditure, nevertheless, exceeded actual income b:y 620,503.54 gold francs. · 

The following table shows how this excess amount is made up: 

Secretariat and Special Organisations . 
International Labour Organisation . . . 
Permanent Court of International Justice 
Nansen International Office for Refugees 

. Buildings at Geneva . . . .· 
Pensions . • . • . . . • 

Total . . . . . . . 

Income 

I 

Gold francs 

I5,I79.733.23 
6,960,593·35 
2,I08,773·I6 

235.730.05 
I,384,55I.02 

800,396.68 
26,669.777-49 

Expenditure 

2 

Gold francs 

13.364.207.25 
8,337.557.83 
2,531,834-35 

297.763.-
1,748,899·
I,OIO,OI9.60 

Difference 
between 

Cols. I and 2 
Gold francs 

+ x,815,525.98 
1,376,964.48 

423,061.19 
62,032·95 

364.347·98 
209,622.92 

Subject to -the fuller analysis which_ will be given later, it may be of interest to note the 
following percentages relating to the budget for 1932, as compared with the figures for the three 
previous years: 

Expenditure. 

S.cr<toriat . . . • • • . . • . . • . . • • . I 
International Labour Organisation 

Permanent Court of International Justice·. 

Buildings at Geneva. 

I 
! 
l 

Financial 
period 

1929 
1930 
I93I 
1932 

1929 
1930 
I93I 
1932 

1929 
1930 
I93I 
I932 

1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 

Credits 
voted 

IOO 
IOO 
IOO 
IOO 

IOO 
IOO 
IOO 
IOO 

IOO 
IOO 
IOO 
IOO 

IOO 
IOO 
IOO 
IOO 

Expendi
ture 

. 85·34 
87.50 
88.18 
69-70 

97·68 
96-96 
97·39 
94·80 

75-58 
73-42 
89.03. 
9_5.00 

99·98 
99.06 
99-70 

IOO.OO 

Difference 

14.66 
12.50 
II~82 
30-30 

2.32 
3-04 
2.61 
5.20 

24-42 
26.58 
10.97 
5.00 

0.02 
0.94 
0.30 

f 1931 IOO 99·96 0.04 
__ I~9~3_2 _______ xo_o _____ 9_9_·9_o ______ o_._xo __ 

Pensions . . . . . . . • . . 

General total expenditure 

General total . . . . . . 

I 
1929 IOO 89.24 

, . . , 1930 IOO 89.82 
1931 IOO 91.93 
1932 IOO 81.00 

Income. 

1929 
1930 
I93I 
1932 

Credits 
voted 

IOO 
IOO 
IOO 
IOO 

Actual 
receipts 

89-42 
86.62 
85.53 
79-20 

10.76 
IO.I8 
8.07 

19.00 

Difference 

xo.58 
13-38 
14-47 
20.80 

It will be seen that the payment by the States of their contributions has become increasingly 
less regular during the four fin~ncial yea~ to whi?h the above table relate~. The arrears have 
accordingly increased each year m proporhon, as Will be seen from the followmg percentages: 

1929. 
1930 .. 

Per cent 

xo.58 
13-38 

1931 · 
1932. 

Per cent 

14-47 
20.80 
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The ~ta.,ae for 1932, in particular, cannot fail to attract attention and give rise to 

ap~~:!ilier hand there was a reduction in 1932 in the proportion of expenditure incurred 
to credits ·voted, the ~tage falling from 88.18 in 1931 to 69.70. 

The pexcenta.,aes of resulting economies are shown below: 
Per cent Per cent 

rgz9 • • • • • • • 10.76 1931 • • • • • • • 8.07 
1930 • • • • . . . IO.I8 _ .1932 . . . • • • • 19.00 

The Secretariat was the principal contributor to the favourable result obtained in the 
last-named year, having (as already stated) a balance of incom~ over expenditure to the amount 
of r,8I5.525·g8 gold francs. The percentages in the case of the Secretariat were as follows: 

Ig29 • 
1930. 

Per cent. 

14.66-
12.50 

I93I • 
1932 • • 

INCOME. 

Contributions of States in respect of 1931. 

Per cent 

II.82. 
30-30 

In the 1932 budget, approved by the Assembly on September 29th, 1931, the contributions to 
be received from the States Members of the League were fixed at a sum of 33,687.994 gold francs, 
made up as follows: 

Ordinary contributions . • • . . • . • . . . . · . • . • . 
Temporary lump sum payment towards the cost of the Nansen 

International Office for Refugees . . . . . . . . • • • 

Extraordinary contributions: 
Gold francs 

(a) Undei the heading " Buildings at 
Geneva " . • • . • • • . . . • 

(b) Undertheheading" Permanentequip-
ment, etc." . • . . • . . . . 281,245 

Gold francs 

31,360,087 

2,030,144 

33.687.994 

At the same time, the Assembly decided, on the propos31 of the Supervisory Commission, 
to dednct a sum of 700,000 gold francs from the Building Fund and to refund this amount, in 
the form of a reduction of 1932 contn'butions to be granted to the States whose prompt payment 
of their share in the League's expenses, up to and including 1925, had contributed to the 
formation of the Fund.1 

The contributions due by the States in accordance with the 1932 budget, the sums received 
by the League dnring the same period and the amounts outstanding on December 31st, 1932, 
are as follows: 

Contributions due for the financial year 1932 
R.eceived. .. • • .. .. • • .. • • • • • . • .. • .. 
Contributions outstanding ••• 

The amount received is made up as follows: 

Sums paid by States Members • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Sam witbchawn :from the Building Fuud to be refunded, in the same way as 

above, to the States which have contributed to the formation of the 
sUd :fuud • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Total .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. · • · · · · · 
Less: 

Reflllld of the share « «diuary contributions relating to the Building Fuud 
to the following States which have ceased to be Members of the 
League: 

Brazil .. • .. • .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. • • • .. • • ::zs,69o.35 
~ Rica ... • .. .. • • • .. • .. .. • • • • • 796.11 

Gold francs 

33.687.994-00 
26,669.777·49 

7 ,018,2I6.5I 

700,000.00 

26,6g6,263·95 

26,669.777·49 

• • Ju <:rm!'81Dlty with the_ AMembl~s deciAon at itlseven~h ordinary le&sion, the sum of 700,000 gold francs wa~ 
~-F~ fnnner years,"' proportiOn to the amount which each Statl had contributed to the formation of the 
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As compared with the amount due, the contributions received iri respect of 1932 represent 
(as a!ready noted) 79.2 per cent, against 85.5 per cent in 1931, 86.6 per cent iii. 1930 and 89.4 per 
cent In 1929. There has thus been a marked and progressive diminution in the percentage of receipts 
particularly in the last year. ' 

The figures relating to the allotment of the contributions due, received and receivable in 
respect of 1932 will be found in the tables on pages 12 and 13-14 of the present document. 

Contributions in Arrears. 

The total figure for contributions in arrears, which on December 31st, 1931, was r8,839,186.95 
gold f:ancs, amounted on December 31st, 1932, to 23,958,258.85 gold francs, as shown in the 
folloWing table: · 

Gold francs 

Arrears on December 31st, 1931 . . . . . . . . . 
Sums collected in respect of these arrears in 1932 .. 

· . r8,839,r86.95 

Further arrears for the financial period 1932 

Arrears on December 31st, 1932 . . . ; . . 

- 1,899,144.6I 

r6,940,042.34 
+ 7,or8,2r6.5r 

23,958,258.85 

The increase of 5,II9,071.90 gold francs thus consists of the difference between the sums 
received in 1932 in respect of contributions outstanding at the close of the previous year 
(r,899,144.6I gold francs) and the much larger total of arrears subsequently accumulated 
(7,or8,2r6.5I gold francs). 

The contributions in arre;trs may be divided, as in previous reports, into the following 
categories: · 

I. The first category comprises old arrears of contributions due by four States of Latin 
America (Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay and Salvador), in the case of which an arrangement 
had been made, which should have guaranteed progressive payment. On December 31st, 1932, 
the amount due in respect of these arrears was 124,846.45 gold francs, as against 137,918.88 gold 
francs on the same date of the preceding year-a diminution of 13,072.43 gold francs, due to the 
payments made by Nicaragua and in particular by Salvador. 

2. China owed, on December 31st, 1931, a sum of 9,227,795.88 gold francs in respect of 
contributions in arrears for the periods 1922 to 1930 inclusive. . 

In accordance with the ,resolution adopted by the League Assembly in September 1930, 
this debt was to be paid off in twenty years at the rate of one-twentieth each year. 

On December 31st, 1932, this debt was reduced to 8,743,212.41 gold francs, as China had 
paid in the course of the year 484,583.47 gold francs.1 . · 

3· There is another category of contributions which relate to the years 1920 to 1930 inclusive. 
The sums outstanding in respect of these contributions are indicated below, with the exception 

·of the contributions due by China, the amount of which has been funded as shown above and 
is payable over a period of twenty years: 

December 31st, December 31st, Sums received 
Financial periods 1932 1931 in 1932 

Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs 

1920 26,952.72 26,952-72 Nil 
1921 !87.499-70 !87.499-70 Nil 
1922 !82,040-30 !82,040-30 Nil 
1923 . 389,161.63 389,161.63 Nil 
1924 359,200.49 359,200.49 Nil 
1925 375,6r6.19 375,616.19 Nil 
1926 335,27!.80 335,27!.80 Nil 
1927 348.449-47 348,449-47 Nil 
1928 126,536·74 126,536·74 Nil 
1929 1,140,193·97 1,149.522.65 9.328.68 
1930 1,407.373-70 1,417,738.90 10,365.20 

4.878,296.71 4.897.990-59 19,6g3.88 

Out of some 5 millions of contributions in arrears, the receipts during the period in question 
amount, as this table shows, only to 19,693.88 gold francs. 9 

1 The original debt as at December 31st, 1930, was 9,7o8,917.36 gold francs. 
China further paid in 1932 a sum of 772,207.40 gold francs, corresponding approximately to half the contribution 

of 1,544,642.67 gold francs due by her for that year, leaving a debt under this heading of 772,435.27 gold francs. 
• This sum was paid by the following States: 

Guatemala (on account of amount due for 1929) 
Salvador (on account of amount due for 1930) 

Total . • • . , . . • • • • • . , . 

Gold francs 
9.328.68 

10,365.20 
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4
. The contn"butions for 1931 which were still outstanding at December 31st of that year 

an1ounted to • . • • . • . • . · • · · · · · 
In 1932, the anlO\mt collected on this sum was • 

So that there remained a- sum outstanding of • 

Gold francs 
4.575.481.60 
1,381,794.83 

3.193.686.77 

- ~s noted of the contnbutions due for 1932, the suni outstanding on December 31st of that 
_year ::>~-as- 7,oiS,2;6.s1 gold francs, or 21 per cent (approximately) of the total contributions due 
for the year, as compared with 14.5 per cent in 1931:. . . 

The States which had not yet completed the payment of the contnbutlons due for that year 
numbered 28 on December 31st, 1932, as against 24 on December 31st, 1931, for 1931, and 21 on 
December 31st, 1930, for 1930. · . . 

It should be pointed out, however, that seven new_States were !ldd~d m 1932 to the hs~ of ~hose 
which in the course of the preceding year had not prud the contnbut10ns due by them m tune,! 
involving arrears to the an1ount of 2,J:46,573.89 gold francs. 

· The situation was thus very much wcrse at this date, not only because of the high total of 
arrears, but also because the number of States in arrears had so largely increased.1 

. 

In short, the outstanding contnbutions at December 31st, 1932 were distributed as follows: 

Compounded arrears . • . . . • . . . . . . 
Consolidated arrears (China) • • . • . . • . . 
Contnbutions for the period from 1920 to 1930 
Contnbutions for 1931 
Contnbutions for 1932 . . . . . . . . . . ... 

Gold francs 

124,846·45 
8,743,212.41 
4,878,296.71 
3,193.686.77 
7,018,216.51 

23,958,258.85. 

As a result of the an1ounts received during the first three months of the current period, 
the total an1ount due in respect of outstanding contn"butions for 1932 fell, at March 31st last, to 
6,681,g82.Lf gold francs--a decrease of 336,234.37 gold francs, due to the settlement by four 
States of their arrears iJJ tete. 

As a result, the an1ount of contn"butions received for 1932 totalled So per cent on March 31st, 
1933, as compared with 79 per cent -on December 31st, 1932. · 

In the corresponding quarter of 1932, the an1ounts received in respect of 1931 totalled 86 per 
cent-a considerable increase on the figure So per cent above noted. 

In the first quarter of the current period, 8A35·4I francs were received on accoU)lt of arrears 
for 1929 and 1930. 

To sum up, the total of arrears recovered during the quarter in question amounted to 
J44,66g.JS francs, as compared with I,021468.oz francs in the same period of the preceding year. 

Appropriations-in-Aid. 

In the case of the Secretariat these receipts may be divided into two categories:. 
I~ the first place there are those derived from the· sale of publications, from the interest 

accrnmg from funds deposited with the bank and from other minor sources. All these receipts are 
deducted from the sums spent on the General Services of the Secretariat (Chapter II 
of the Budget). The figures are as shown in the following table: 

Sale of publications • • • • 
Interest earned • • • • • . 
Sale of cinematograph films. 
Miscellaneous cash receipts • 

Total •••• 

.· 

Gold francs 

289,622.78 
II,163.70 
~4.249·35 

34.474-00 

339.509.83 

. ' ~number of States in arrean baa been redw:ed to four owing to the fact that three States which were behindhand 
with their paymenta on December 31st, 1931, bad paid np by December 31st last. 

. • It ~ be remembered that the Aasembly at its meeting of October 17fu, 1932, in the course of its thirteenth 
«diuary ll<!aiiOil adopted the following reoolntion: . 

M The AMembly, • • 
* !i"ota with ~~et and grave concern that a number of States have not fulfilled their financial obligations 

ft.> the League of !i"atioos; . 
* Appealo to all Member States to liquidate their arrears without delay and to demonstrate thereby their 

attacbmeut to the ideak of the League of Nations; • 
* R.eq-. tbe Secretary-General to continue W. efforts for the recavery of arrears, to report to the Council 

(Jil the actir.lll takeD by him before the next ordinary ..,..ion of the Assembly and to communicate the results to 
the latuc; 

N ~. in J>DBDaiiCe ~ the r':""lu_tion taken by the Assembly at its twelfth session, to exempt Nicaragua 
fwm the payment af half of ats contribution to the budget for the financial year 1933 and to defer the payment 
(If the baLance/' 
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ld Tfrhis sum o~ 339,509.83 gold francs is considerably lower than the estimate of 48o,ooo 
go ancs. All 1te~s ~f the _total show relatively large decreases. 

The sale of publications Yielded 5o,ooo francs less than the estimate and the decrease is even 
more ma~ked when com~ared with the amount received under this head in the previous year. 

The .mter~t earned 1s about 59,000 francs below the estimat~. This decrease is due to general 
causes .w1th wh1ch the next chapter of this report is concerned. . 

Miscellaneous cash re~eipts are down by more than 35,000 francs, and the proceeds of the sale 
of photo~aphs an.d films 1s less than half the amount estimated. But there is a slight increase on 
the preVIous year m respect of the last item. 

· ·The appropriations-in-aid of the second category are principally contributions towards the 
expenses of the " Special Organisations " attached to the Secretariat (Chapter III of the Budget) 
an~ towards the expenses of Chapter VI (Library). These are of particular interest because of 
therr nature and amount. In r932 the figures were as follows: 

Gold francs 

Economic and Financial Organisation (Item r9a of the Budget) 
Mandates (Item 20) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Transit (Item 2r) . . . . . . . . . . . . 
International Health Organisation (Item 22) 
Opium Traffic Supervision (Item 23a) . . . 
Social Questions (Item 23b) . . . . . . . . 
Reduction of Armaments (Item 24) . . . . 

r82,796.87 
I50,000.00 

53!.90 
834.350.92 

II,970.II 
r7o,56o.56 
!00,645·55 

3.739-20 

.· 

International Slavery Convention (Item 26). 
Library (Item 35) . . . . . · · · · · · · 62,080.69 

r,5r6.675.8o 

The total of r,5r6,675·8o gold francs is 205,528.44 francs more than the corresponding figure 
for the previous year. · 

This increase is due mainly to a larger contribution of I3o,r67.07 francs from the Rockefeller 
Foundation (Health Section) towards the expenditure of the International Health Organisation, 
which was also accorded a grant of 33,255.56 francs for its studies on malaria in Greece, and further 
to an increased contribution from· the Rockefeller Foundation towards the special studies in 
connection with the problem of double taxation, and to new contributions, amongst which may 
be mentioned a grant of r5o,ooo francs from the French and United Kingdom Governments towards 
the expenses of the Commission of Enquiry for the Delimitation of the Frontier between Iraq and 
Syria, and the contribution of roo,645.55 francs from the Government of the United States of 
America towards the expenses· of the Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments. 

On the other hand, certain occasional contributions have not been received, and other grants 
for the purpose of social enquiries have been cut down or cancelled. 

After adding to the above-mentioned sum of r,5r6,675·8o gold francs the amount of the 
contributions in aid of the first category-namely, 339,509.83 gold francs-the total appropriations 
in aid amounted in r932 to r,856,r85.63 gold francs, as against r,762,388.92 gold francs in the 
previous year. · · 

_ The appropriations in aid of the International Labour Organisation and the Permanent Court 
of International Justice will be dealt with when examining the budgets of those organisations. 

Interest on Current and Deposit Accounts with Banks. 

The interest earned during the past financial year was as follows, compared with I93I: 

Interest earned on Secretariat funds included, as 
already stated, in the appropriations-in-aid 

Interest on available balances of the Working 
Capital Fund credited to this account . . . . 

Interest on the Building Fund for the Assembly 
Hall and the Secretariat Building, credited 
to this account . . . . . . . . . 

Interest on the Assembly Hall Furnishing Account, 
credited to this account . . . . . 

· Interest on the Library Building Fund, credited 
to this account . . . . . . . 

Interest on the Library Endowment Fund 

Total . . 

I932 

Gold francs 

II,I63.70 

20,628.23 

59,889.84 

3.643-53 

2,923-96 
rr6,630.75 

2r4,88o.or 

I93I 

Gold francs 

30,773·58 

138,203.26 

460,5I4.I5 

28,409.!9 

9.642.82 
!39.773·25 

807,3!6.25 

Difference 
for 1932 

Gold franc8 

r9,609.88 

II7,575·03 

400,624·3! 

24,765.66 

6,7!8.86 
23,!42-50 

592.436.24 
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The decline shown in the 1933 ~"UreS is due mainly to the arran~~e~t follow~ ~ince last 
:ear of preferring current account deposits with a view to greater hqutdt!Y; but 1t 1s also a 
~uence of the general reduction in the banks' rates of interest on depostts. 

ExPENDITURE. 

The credits voted by the Assembly at its meeting on September 29th, 1931, for the e:'Penditure 
of the financial year 1932 amount to a total of 33,687,994 gold francs and show an mcrease. of 
2,050.4

93 
gold francs over the credits voted for the previous year, as shown by the followmg 

table: 

Secretariat • • • • • • • • • • • 
International Labour Organisation . 
Permanent Court of International 

Justice • • • • . • . • • . . 
Nansen International Office for Refu-

geesl'. . • • • • • • • • • • . 
Buildings at Geneva 
Pensions ••••• 

Total •• 

1932 

Gold francs 

19,174.317 
8.792,290 

2,663.702 

297.763 
. 1,748,899 
1,0II,0~3 

1931 

Gold francs 

17,091,586 
8,661,652 

2,712,668 

2,170,822 
1,000,773 

31,637.501 

Difference 
for 1932 

Gold francs 

+ 2,082,731 
+ 130,638 

48.966 

+ 297.763 
421,923 

+ 10,250 

+ 2,050,493 

Percentage 
of increase 

or decrease 

12.185 
1.508 

- 1.8o5 

100 
- 19·436 

1.024 

+ 6.5 

The increase in 1932 as compared with 1931 was 6.5 per cent, as shown above, as against 
12-4 per cent for 1931, as compared with 1930. 

* * * 
. When the expenses of the Secretariat and of the autonomous organisations (International 

Labour Organisation and Permanent Court of International Justice) are examined separately, 
the following figures are obtained: 

1. Secretariat. 

The expenditure of the Secretariat and special organisations in 1932 mayoe summarised 
as follows: 

Gross Expenditure 

Less: 

Appropriations in Aid • 

Net Expenditure 

Credits voted 
Gold francs 

21,170,gg2.80 

1,9g6.675.So 

Snms expended • 
Gold francs . 

15,220,392.88 

1,856,185.63 

13,364,207.25 

Difference 
Gold francs 

140,490.17 

5,810,109.75 

(Savings) 

It will be seen that the expenditure of the Secretariat in 1932 amounted to 15,220,392.88 
gold francs (gross expenditure); this expenditure was, however, met, to the amount of 1,856,185.63 
gold francs, by appropriations-in-aid so that, in reality, expenditure of the Secretariat was a charge 
n:pon the B~et only to the extent of 13,364,207.25 gold francs (net expenditure) and, as compared 
with the credits voted, there was a saving of 5,8xo,109.75 gold francs. 

1 The coatribution for: the previous year (1931), which was put at 333,8oo francs, was included in the credit voted 
for the Seaetariat. Allowing for: thls, the credit of 297,763 francs voted for 1932 would give a difference of -36,037 francs, 
2lld ~ peruntage. shown for: the first and fourth items in the table wonld really be 14.42 (in lien of 12.185) and 10.795 
(in liea of 100) respectively. 

• Detail. of the Seaetariat'• expenditure in 1932: 

AMembly and Council. • • • • • • • • • • • 
General Savic.eiJ of the Seaetariat • • • • • • 
Special Organ;.atiom of tbe League • • • • • 
t- oo """hange • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Pennaneat equipment, etc.. • • • • • • • • • 

Total: Secretariat and Special Organi-
ea.tiont ••• ~,,.,, 

G<o. expeudlture Coatrlbutfon ID old Net ezpeudltun 
to be deducted 

Gold- Gold - Gold -

.fll,l39·40 
7.988,487·54 
6,s49.xss.9o 

87,240.20 
184.369.84 

339.509.83 
Io454o595•II 

6:z,o8o.69 

4II,139·40 
7o648o977•71 
5,094.560.79 

87,240,20 
122,289.15 
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f 
T
11

he saving of 5,8Io,Io9.75 gold francs which appears in the preceding table is apportioned 
as o ows: 1 _ 

A. -Secretariat and Special Organisations. 

Chapter I. - Assembly and Council . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. Expendi!ure in connection with the Assembly (Item I of the Chapter), for 
wh1ch a credit of 324,I50 gold francs had been voted, amounted to only 242,563 
gold franc~, t~e saving being 8I,587 gold francs. This economy is due mainly 
to a reduction m expenditure on salaries of the temporary staff which it is customary 
to engage for the Assembly. Printing expenses, however, for which a credit of 
I27,250 francs was provided, amounted to 165,171 francs-i.e., or an excess of 
37 ,92I francs. This was covered from transfers from other heads in the same item, 
the total transferred amounting to 44,000 francs. 

The expenditure in connection with the sessions of the Council (Item 2 of the 
chapter) also shows an economy: of the credit of 48,ooo francs provided, the amount 
spent was only 15,005 francs. 

Chapter I also includes unforeseen expenditure, for which a sum of 
50~,ooo francs is entered in the budget each year in order that the Council may have 
at -Its disposal sufficient fundS to meet any political contingencies which may arise 
in the course of the year. In the 1932 budget, unforeseen expenditure is divided 
into two categories, the first comprising political expenditure authorised by the 
Council up to 62,500 francs, out of the normal credit of soo,ooo frarics. The 
actual expenditure was 28,305.65 francs. 2 The other category is of an exceptional 
nature and relates to expenditure on the League's activities in connection with the 
present grave financial crisis. For this purpose a fund of 25o,ooo francs was placed 
at the Council's disposal, from which expenditure was authorised up to a sum of 
I65,ooo francs. The sums actually spent amounted to 125;265 francs.3 

The total economies effected on the credits voted by the Assembly for 
unforeseen expenditure amount to 596,429 francs. They thus represent the greater 
part of the total saving of 7II,ooo francs effected in this chapter of the budget. 

Chapter II. -. General Services of the Secretariat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

The most notable saving effected is that of I89,809.3I francs (or 52 per cent) 
in respect of the travelling expenses of officials of the League (Item 8 of the budget). 
Out of a credit of 36I,250 francs, the amount spent was only I7I,440 francs. 

Special interest attaches to the saving effected on travelling expenses and 
subsistence allowances in connection with the general services of the Secretariat 
(73 per cent of the credit voted) and a saving of about the same amount (72 per cent) 
on expenditure in connection with the extension, in accordance with the Regula
tions, to officials' families of the leave privileges enjoyed by the officials themselves. 

Among the other economies, smaller but nevertheless quite considerable, 
mention may be made of the following: (a) 124,I22.34 francs out of a credit of 
470,500 francs for general offices expenses (Item I2 of the budget); (b) 36,II0.05 
francs out of a credit of I42,035 francs for branch offices (Item 7); (c) 83,601.20 francs 
out of a credit of 336,735 francs for maintenance of headquarters at Geneva 
(Item Io), repairs and improvements to the building and renewal of furniture and 
equipment amounting to less than the sums provided.' 

The savings thus effected bear the following proportions to the budget credits: 
26 per cent in respect of the sa~g under (a) a1_1d 25 per cent in respect of _the 
savings under (b) and (c). The "fra~sde representat~on" (Item 9) also show a savmg, 
the amount expended being only I39,I49 francs out of a credit of 162,500 francs. 
The economy (I4 per cent) is chiefly on the General Fund. 

Another economy of 25,490 francs (approximately 64 per cent) is in respect of 
unforeseen and miscellaneous expenses of the Secretariat (Item IS), which amounted 
to only I4,5IO francs as compared with a credit of 40,000 francs. 

Carded forward . . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

7II,OI0.6o 

. 77I,236.29 

1 In the following explanation. expenditure is always shown less " appropriations-in-aid ". Compare the 
observations on this subject on page 86 of the present document. 

• See page 20 of the present document for a statement of expenditure authorised by the Council and sums actually 
disbursed. 

• See preceding note. 
• There was however, an excess of expenditure of 5,II4 francs on the credit of 47.625 francs provided for the 

local telephone se;._.ice. The excess was met by a transfer of 5.500 francs from another heading in the same item. 
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Bro~tght forward • . . • • 

For the • Publications Department" (Item II), the cre?it vo~ed wa:; 399,982 
fr3IICS. By a decision of the Council dated July I5th. I932, this credit was .mcreased 
to 

42
-

9
s2 fr3ncs by the addition of 26,000 francs taken from I tern 4 (sai:mes, wages 

and ~o~<lllces) in order to meet an increase of the expenditure proVIded for the 
printing of eoW:cil documents and the Official J Oltrnal of the League. !'s a ~hole. 
however, the publication e.~~ remained below· the fiooure pro_vided m the 
ori,<>inal bud.,aet and showed a savmg of 22,859 francs, or 6 per cent. 

Iteni x6 (Unpaid Liabilities Fund) shows excess e:J.:penditure of 2,743 francs 
o\"er the credit of ro,ooo francs. This excess was covered by a transfer of 3,000 francs 
from Iteni 4 in virtue of a decision by the Council of September 23rd, 1932. 

Another case of e.xcess e:ll-penditure of 5,900 ~CS in Item I7b (e~nses of the 
Supervisory Commission) is due to the ~~e m the. number of_ sessions, largely 
owing to the investigations into the poss1bilit~ of reducmg expe~diture undertaken 
in pursuance of a resolution of the Council. The excess IS amply covered 
by a transfer of ro,ooo francs, also taken from Item 4 in virtue of a Council decision 
on July 15th, I9J2· 

Chapter III.- Special Organisati071S of the League • . • • • . • . • . • . · • 

A credit of 4,og2,529 francs was voted for Item 24 of the budget (Red~ction 
of Armaments). The amount actually expended was 9~0,201. franc:>, making an 
economy of 3,II2,328 fr3ncs, or 76 per cent of the credit. This savmg should be · 
considered in some detail, because it has had a decisive effect on the final results of 
the financial administration of the year which has just expired. . 

An examination of the headings into which the Item is divided shows that: 

I. Whereas a credit of 273,529 francs was provided for the staff of the 
Section, the sum actually <fubursed for that purpose was 261,663 francs, 
making a saving of u,866 fr3ncs. 

2. Of the credit of 2,000 fr3ncs provided for the Permanent Advisory 
Commission, the amount expended was only 197 francs, for " cables, tele-. 
grams, etc.", the Commission having held no meeting at all either in 1932 or in 
the previous year. 

3· In 1932, again, there was no expenditure on " Investigations ", for 
which a credit of r8o,ooo fr3ncs had been provided. 

4- The International Conference for the Control of the Private Manufac
ture of Arms, Munitions and Implements of War was also not convened in 1932, 
so that the credit of 120,000 fr3ncs provided for that purpose remained 
untouched and the whole amount was thus saved. 

5. The economies effected in this item are, however, due far more to the 
fact that out of a credit of 3,500,000 francs provided for the International 
Conference for the Reduction and Liniitation of Armaments, the amount 
spent was less than 707,000 fr3ncs, the Secretariat having placed a large part . 
of its personnel at the Conference's disposal, with all the large resources of its . 
organisation as a whole, thus making it possible to avoid very considerable 
extraordinary expenditure which would otherwise have had to be met. 

As a whole, the economy effected under Item 24 amounts to 3,II2,328 francs, 
or 76 per cent of the credit voted. · 

The expenditure of the Economic Relations Section (Item 19B), for which 
a credit of 598.391 francs was voted, was 431,124 francs. The saving of x67,267 
francs (28_per cent of the credit provided) relates mainly to expenditure on sessions 
of committees and sub-committees, and to a less degree on administrative 
expenditure (salaries and subsistence allowance). · 

~regards the International Health Organisation (Item 22), the total credit 
fur wluch was I,OOJ,084 francs, the expenditure, which was generally reduced, in 
s-.nne respects to a very considerable degree, amounted to only 746,515 francs, 
the t'COJ!I)my thus effected being 256,56g francs (26 per cent of the credits provided). 

t:"nder M Financial Section and Economic Intelligence Service" (Item 19A) the 
amount expended was 842,793 francs out of a total credit of 952,692 francs. The 
f::cooomy o! 109.899 francs (II per cent of the credit voted) relates again mainly 
tQ expendtture in respect of sessions of committees and sub-committees and 
administrative expenditure. As regards the latter, however, there was an excess of 

Gold francs 

1,482,246.89 

Carried forward . • . . . . . 5,85I,639·IO 
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Brought forward . . . . • . 

5.J:I9 francs for cables and telegrams over the credit of 6,ooo francs, the excess 
beml? covere~ by a transfer of 8,ooo francs from the credit under head 4 of 
the 1tem (Mtscella!leous and :tJn~oreseen Expenditure). 

Other economtes amountmg m all to upwards of 720 ooo francs ·were effected 
on the following Items of the budget: ' . 

. 
Administrative Commissions and Minorities 

Questions (Item .18) • . . • • . • . 
Mandates (Item 20) . • • • • • . . • • • 
Communications and Transit Organisation 

(Item 21) . • • • . . .· • • . . . • 
Supervision of Opium Traffic (Item 23a) . 
Social Questions (Item 23b) • . . • • . . 
Permanent Central Opium Board (Item 23c). 
Intellectual Co-operation (Item 25) • • . . 
International Convention on Slavery (Item 26) 
Commission of Enquiry for European Union 

(Item 30) . . • • • • . • ·. . . • 
Liaison with Latin America (Item 31a) . 
Liaison "with ChUla (Item 31b) .•••• 
League Wireless Station (Item 32) • 

Total . 

Chapter V. - Capital expenditttre . 

Credit Expenditure Saving Percentage 
voted of saving 

Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs 

385,200 
257.507 
Il4,838 
138,904 
250,853 

11,500 

137,125 
261,672 
430,000 
222,000 

305,763-95 
218,844.15 

279.943·75 
245.478.10 

92,131.85 
g6,854-30 

203,799-20 
II,491.8o 

13,058.95 
123,795-92 
293.742-36 
209,021.50 

24,010.05 
59,039-85 

105,256.25 
12,028.90 
22,706.15 
42,049-70 
47,053-80 1 

8.20 

124,066.05 
137.876.08 
136,257-64 

12,978.5o 

7 
21 

27 
5 

20 
30 
19 

90 
53 
32 

6 

25 

Under "Furniture and Equipment" (Item 34 of the budget), a credit of 
65,000 francs was provided. The expenditure amounted to 26,547 francs, the saving 
effected being thus 38,453 (59 per cent of the credit voted). 

The credit voted for the Library (Item 35 of the budget) amounted to I03,ooo 
francs. The expenditure was 95,742 francs. The saving effected was thus 7,258 
(7 per cent of the credit voted). . 

Gold francs 

s.8SI,639-IO 

45.7I0.85 

Total of economies. . . . . s.8g7.349-95 
From the total economies mentioned above there should be deducted the excess 

of losses over profits on exchange . . 87,240.20 

The total savings thus amount to . . . . . . . . . . . . . s,8IO,I09-75 

PROFIT AND Loss ON EXCHANGE. 

The profit and loss on exchange are due principally to the fact that the contributions from 
the several States towards the expenses of the League are fixed in gold francs based on the United 
States dollar exchange parity, at the rate of I dollar= 5.I826 gold francs. The gold francs received 
in respect of contributions are for the most part converted into Swiss francs, for the reason that the 
expenditure of the Secretariat is in that currency. It will be readily understood therefore that, if 
the exchange of the dollar in Swiss francs is above the parity quoted, the Secretariat realises a 
profit, and in the contrary case a loss. · · 

In I932, the fluctuations of the dollar were very heavy, as will be seen from the following 
figures, which give the average rate of the dollar in Swiss francs for each month of the year: 

January . 
February. 
March 
April 
May. 
June. 

Swiss francs 
for a dollar 

5-I27 July ... 
5.I29 August . . 
5.I6g September 
5-I43 October 
5-II2 November. 

. s.I22 December . 
Average for the year: I dollar= 5-I52 Swiss francs. 

Swiss francs 
for a dollar 

5-I36 
5-I40 
5-IBO 
5-I79 
5-I94 
5-I97 

As will be seen, the rate of the dollar on the Swiss market was well below par during the first 
eight months of 1932. It improved slightly in September and October, but was above par only 
in the last two months of the year. 

In these circumstances the Secretariat incurred losses in the course of the last financial 
period to the amount of I03,543.27 gold francs, while the profits amounted to only I6,303.07 gold 
francs, making a net loss of 87,240.20 gold francs as stated in the preceding section of this report. 

1 Less an excess expenditure or 219 francs in respect of the credit of 1,000 francs voted for " Preparatory work 
for the Conference of National Commissions ". This excess is covered by a transfer of 300 francs from another heading 
in the same article. 
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2. International Labour Organisation.1 

Credits Sums Difference 

voted expended 

Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs 

Gross expenditure • . 9,287,290 . 8,678,866.94 - 6o8,423.o6 

Less: II5.88 II3'.88 
Profits on Exchange • 
Appropriations-in-aid 495,000 405,558·34 + 89,44!.66 

Net expenditure. 8,792,290 8,273,192-72 - 519,097·28 

A comparison of the sums expended with the corresponding credits of the several sections. 
of the Budget gives the following results: 

Credits 
voted 

Swiss francs 

Expenditure 

·Swiss francs 

Difference 

Swiss francs 

I. Sessions of the Conference and 
Governing BOdy (Chapter I) 

General Services (Chapter II). 
460,500 

8,594.790 
428,962.96 

8,126,970.57 
- 31,537-04 
- 467,819.43 

IT. Capital expenditure (Chapter 
IV). . . . . . . . . . . 

Ill. Unforeseen expenditure (Chap
ter V) • . • . 

Total 

Less: 

I50,000 

59·703.81 

-63,229.60 

Profits on exchange (Section L 
Chapter III) • • . 

AppropriationS-in-aid • 495,000 
II5.88 

405,558·34 
II5.88. 

+ 89,441.66 

Net Total. 8,792,290 - 519,097-28 

(Saving) 

The saving of 519,097·28 Swiss francs consists of the following sums: 

Chapter L - Sessions of the Conference and Governing Body. • • • • . • • . • 

The saving is mainly on sessions of the Conference. 

Chapter IT. - General Services of the International Labour Office • . . . . " . . 
The most important Sa.ving under this chapter is that of 58,504 francs 

on expenditure in connection with commissions. It is chiefly due to the fact that 
no expenditure was effected for the following commissions: Advisory Committee 
on Salaried Employees; Committee on Glass Works; Joint Committee on Social 
Hygiene and Health Ino;urance; Correspondence Committee on Industrial Hygiene 
and lfigration Committee, whereas credits had been voted amounting in all to 
3'),200 francs. Other similar expenditure was also cut. 

For salaries of staff, 73,814 francs less than the figure estimated were 
expended.. 

Of a credit of 251.400 francs for officials' travelling expenses, only 176,651 wa.S 
spent, making a saving of 74.749 francs. 

A further saving of about 1o,200 francs was made on special staff charges. 

Carried forward . • . 

Swiss franca 

• The -- of the International Labour Office are kept in Swiss frallC8. In the Budget of the League, the 
S.O. frua, Ill which expenditure is calculated, are reckoned at par (I Swiss franc - J gold franc). 

f./11 the otbel" hand, the qnota of the contributions due to the Labour Organisation, which is paid to it in gold 
fraau by the Secretariat, J. reckoned on the buill of J dollar - ,5.1826 gold frallC8. 

lfl the l>a"""'-'-t of the lDtemational Labour Office at the close of the year, Swi•• francs are converted into gold 
frawA f,;r the adjll3tment of a<:C<JUnt. between the Secretariat and the Otlice. 
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Swiss _francs 

Brought forward . . . . 

There is also a saving of about 19,000 francs on frais de repres~ntation. 
For general office expenses, out of a credit of 241,500 francs voted, only 

196,416 francs were expended-a saving of 45,084 francs about 30 ooo francs 
of which is in connection with the heading " Stationery an'd office supplies. 

On p~inting expenses, for which a credit of 495,100 francs was voted, there 
was a savmg of 56,400 francs. · 

It should also be noted that, in the case of temporary staff (Item 3 (i) of this 
chapter), ~he credit voted (ns,ooo francs) was raised to 383,705 francs by a transfer 
from the 1tem ·" Salaries of permanent staff ". The 383,705 francs in question were 
expended mainly on salaries of temporary staff occupying vacancies in respect of 
permanent posts. 

Chapter IV.·- Buildings: Permanent Equipment, etc. 

~he saving is in connection with furniture and fittings, typewriters, calculating 
machines, etc., and to a lesser degree in connection with the Library. 

Chapter V. -. -Unforeseen Expenditure on Chapters I to IV . ......... . 

· 63,229.60 francs were expended out of a total credit of 15o,ooo francs (for 
details, see page 51 of this report). The expenditure in question was duly 
authorised by the Governing Body. 

Less: 

Chapter III. - Profit and loss on exchange . 

Profit . . . . . . . . 
Loss . . . . . . . . . .. 

Net profit 

546·99 
431.II 

ns.88 

22,296.19 

+ ns.88 

Total of savings effected on gross expenditure . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 
If, from this total, the- sum is deducted which represents the amount by 

which appropriations in aid fall short of the estimated total. . . . . . . . · . . . 
the result, for savings on net expenditure, is the above-mentioned total . . . . . 

608,538.94 

89,441.66 . 
519,097-28' 

The appropriations-in-aid amounted to: 

Sale of publications . . • . . . · . 
Contribution of Brazil for 1931 (part of) 
Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Miscellaneous receipts . . . . . . . . • 

The total, 405,558.34 francs, is some 70,000 francs less than 
that of the previous year. There was a marked decrease in 1932 
(56,ooo francs) in the receipts from sale of publications. . 

Receipts for 1932: . 
Contributions for the same financial year (6,960,593·55 gold 

francs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . •.. 
Contributions in arrears (540,200.85 gold francs) 
Appropriations-in-aid • . . . . . . . 
Printing paper withdrawn from stock . . . 
Profit on exchange . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Swiss francs 

149,630.02 
250,461.40 

2,630-67 
2,836.25 

6,9II,847-30 
535,434.10 
405,558·34 

3,053.10 
546·99 

As will be seen, receipts were 826,053.42 Swiss francs below expenditure. The deficit was 
covered by drawing on the Working Capital Fund for an equivalent sum in gold francs 
(836,355·57 gold francs). 

It should be observed that, in October 1932, 307,928.63 Swiss francs were collected from 
Brazil without any indication as to the financial years to which this contribution was intended 
to relate. A reduction corresponding to this sum will be made from the contributions payable by 
States in respect of the expenditure of the Labour Organisation in 1934. In the meantime, this 
amount appeared on December 31st, 1932, in the Suspense Account in the Labour Organisation's 
statement of assets and liabilities. 
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3. Permanent Court of International Justlce.1 
Net expenditure 

Gold francs 

. . 

2,663.702.-
2,531,834·35 

131,867.65 

The e..'\.-penditure of the Court in 1932 is made up as follows: . 
Credits voted Expendtture 

Dutch 11orins 

Sessions of the Court . . • • . . • • . . . 335.500.- 303,782.08 
92I,I8I.- 882.316.36 

IOO.- 5,335.10 
GeneFal Services • · • • . • . • • . • . • . 
Administration of funds . • • . . • • . . · 
Contn"bution towards the fund to defray the expenses 

resulting from the application of the " Regulations 
regarding the Granting of Retiring Pensions to Members 
of the Court and to the Registrar " 1 

Capital expenditure . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . 
I0,000.-
15,000.-

Gross expenditure . . . . • . . . . 
Less: Appropriations in aid (bank interest) . 

I,28I,78I.
. 3,000.-

Net expenditure • . . . . : . . • . 

The expenditure was thus below the estimate by 63,926.68 florins. 
The saving of 63,926.68 florins consists of the following sums: 

. 
Chapter I. - Sessions of the Court • • • . • . • • • • • • . . • . • 

The credit of 335,500 florins voted under this chapter is made up of 
two subheads: (r) Sessions of the Court and {I bis) Unforeseen expenditure. 

As regards the first, it should be noted that the original credit of 330,500 
florins has had 63420 florins deducted for transfer to the second; the credit voted 
for the second subhead was thus increased from 5,000 to 68420 florins. 

Of the credit for the former heading, thus reduced to 267,o8o florins, 
237,058 florins were expended, making a saving of 30,000 florins. The saving was 
in connection with the allocation of duty and residence of the judges, salaries of 
temporary staff and duty and subsistence allowances of judges and temporary staff. 

Of the credit of 68420 florins for the latter heading, 66,724 florins were 
expended in convening judges for the case of the Free Zones who had sat in the 
case in 1930 but were no longer members of the Court at the time, making a saving 
of :1,6g6 florins. 

Chapter II. - General Services of the Court • .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . 
The main savings were as follows: 23,140 florins for travelling expenses-of 

members of the Court, and about S,ooo florins for unpaid liabilities of previous 
years. 

There was further a saving of 1,244 florins on the credit of 5,000 florins voted 
for unforeseen expenditure under this chapter (cost of printing the volume dealing 
with the last stage of the Free Zones case in the series of publications of the Court). 

Chapter V. - Capital Account • • • • • • . .. . .. . . . . 
Carried forward . 

1 Tbe aa:ounts of tbe Court are in Dutch llorins. 

IO,OOO.
I3,68o.26 

I,2I5,II3.80 
259·48 

Dutch 11orins 

31,717.92 

I,319.74 

At tbe end of tbe year, tbe lloriDs are converted into gold francs for the adjustment of the accounts between the 
Seaetariat and tbe Court. . . 

• At Decembec 31st, 1931, this sum amounted to • • . . . • . . ·• • • • • • . • • • •• 
It consisted of tbe annual payment of 10,000 lloriDs at the rate for the period fiom 1925 to 1931, 

plas m-. and leM petty cash expenditure (see document A.3.1932.X, note 2, page 94). 
Ia 1932, tbe followiDg sumo were added and deducted: 

Contribatioa foe 1932 • 
Bank interest • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Total aa at December 311t, 1932 • 

• ~al<:nt to 2,.S31.S34·3.S gold fiaua. 

. .. 

. . 

Dutch florint 
IO,ooo.-
1,244•78 

r8,034·39 
6.-

• • • • f f • f 

Dutch florins 
74.377-21 

85,621.99 

r8,040.39 

67,581.60 
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Less: 
Brought forward . • . . . . 

Chapter III.- Costs ~f administration of the Court's funds 

. There'was a loss on exchange of 5,270.75 florins for the conversion into Dutch 
~orms of the sums received in gold francs in 1932 in respect of arrears of contribu
tions ·and contributions for the current year, 1 and of bank charges amounting to 
64.35 florins. The two together total 5,335.10 florins as against a credit of 100 
florins-making an excess over the appropriation of 5,235.10 florins. 

Total saving~ on gross expenditure . . . . .. · . . . . . • . . . . . • . 

Deducting from this total the sum representing the amount by which the 
appr9priations-in-aid fell short of the estimates, viz . . . . . . . . . 

the savings on net expenditure amoun~ to the above-mentioned total of . . 

Dutch florins 

71.902.30 

5,235.10 

66,667.20 

II. GENERAL STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF THE LEAGUE 
AS. AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1932. 

1. Buildings. 

The above-mentioned statement and those of the Secretariat and the International Labour 
Office give the following figures for the immovable property of the League of Nations as at 
December 31st, 1932: 

Property at Geneva: 
Gold francs 

I. Hotel National, with adjoining property (former Armleder 
property). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,ooo,ooo.- 8 

782,056.-
3.490,895·38 

2. " La Pelouse " property . . . . • . ·• . . 
3. Building of the International Labour Office . · 

8,272.951-38 
4· Price of land and amount of expenditure incurred as at the same 

date for constructing a new Assembly room and a new 
building for the Secretariat • . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,219,666.95 

1,243,120.-5· Expenditure for the erection of the League Library Building 

.-' The total of 10,219,666.95 gold francs paid up to December 31st, 1932, under head number 4 
includes provisionally the following sums: 

Price of annex to the present League building. · 
Fittings in that annex . . . . . . . . . . . 

.• 

Gold francs 

270,000.-
122,40I.6o 

1 The loss is in connection with the fluctuations of the dollar rate, as shown by the following table: 

1932 

Rate of dollar in Dutch florins 

(par, I dollar = 2.488 Dutch florins). 

Maximum 
Dutch florins 

Minimum 
Dutch ftorins 

Average 
Dutch .O.orins 

First quarter 2.48'/" 2.467/a 2.488/ 8 
Second quarter . 2.478/ 1a 2.468/a 2.47 
Third quarter. • 2.49"/a 2.477

/,. 2.48"/i' 
Fourth quarter . 2.498/ 11 2.481/a 2.48" 11 

• Price guaranteed by the Swiss Government for the purchase of the H6tel National, when the Secretariat is finally 
transferred to the new premises. 



When this sum is deduct~. the above total is reduced to 9,827,265.J5 gold francs. This figure 

consists of the following: 

Price of ground • • . • • . . • . • . . 
c~mpetition expenses • • • . • . . . . 
Cost of plans for ground ?riginally chosen 
Building costs proper . • . . • . • . . . . . . . · · : 

Gold francs 

2,678,5oo.-
40I,768.55 
I26,777-25 

6,I57,I5,3·55 
Other e.~ses. details of which are given on page 75 _of. th1s 

document (after deducting JO,o82.20 francs appropnahons-
in-aid) • • . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 46J,066.------

9.827,265.J5 

In I9J2, the Labour Office sold the premiseS which it possessed at Rome (Via Calabria) for the· 
use of its correspondence office in that city. . 

These premises had been acquired in I92J for the sum of uo,ooo lire, or 28,937·50 SWlss ~cs. 
Owing to successive improvements, the total cost of the premises came to IJ8,54I.50 lire, or 

34,037.50 Swiss francs. . . 
As a result of annual depreciation allowances, the latter sum had been written down at 

December Jist, I9JI, to I5,7I4.55 Swiss francs. 
Nevertheless, the premises in question had become unsuitable for their purpose, and it had 

been suggested that the Rome Office of the International Labour Organisation might well be 
accommodated in the building occupied by the Secretariat office (Villa Aldobrandini). 

For these reawns, the Governing Body of the Labour Office, at its session in April I9JI, 
decided to sell the premises for 8o,ooo lire. 

The proceeds of the sale, 79,30I.go lire (8o,ooo less 698.IO lire expenses) were received by the 
Labour Office on May 7th, I932, and were handed over to the Secretariat in accordance with · 
the resolution adopted by the Supervisory Commission at its forty-first session. The equivalent 
of the sum received (20,705.70 Swiss francs) appears under the heading " Suspense Account " in 
the statement of assets and liabilities of the Secretariat at December Jist, I9J2, and will later be 
placed to the credit of the capital account of the League of Nations in conformity with the resolution 
mentioned above. 

2. . Building Fund.l 

The available balance of the Fund as at December JISt, I9JI, was . 
I!! I93I, the following changes took place in the Fund: 

Increases. 

I932 annuity to be added to the Fund . • . • 
Interest . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . 

Decreases. 
Sums refunded fu the States which contn'buted fu the forma-

tion m the Fund • • • • . . • . . • . • . • • • • • 
E~ ................................. . 

Gold francs 

I,375,000.-
59,88g.84 

700,000.-
3.797.503·95. 

Available balance as at December Jist, I932 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

The expenses incurred in. 1932 were made up as follows: 
1. New baiJdmg • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
2 .. AaDs ......................................... .. 
3- c..n. of tzauoport • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
+ Telegrama and telephones • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
s.. Peea of eXJ;»e~ts.. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. • • • • .. • • • • • • • • 
6. Petty expeaditure • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1· Allowanca and travelling expenses of the Building Committee and staff • 
8-~~.; ••••.••••.•.•.... 
9.. Mnnnwhative expense. ., • • • • • • ., • • • • • • 

JO.. SaJa:riee C1f sta1l • , .. .. , .. , • • • • • • .. . . . • 
n. MilcdJaDeoas and unfor- expenditure • • • • • . 

r.- appropriatioas-in-aid 

Total 

. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Gold·francs 

I,3,8o8,463.37 

I,4J4,88g.84 

I5,24J,J5J.2I 

4.497.503-95 

I0,745,849·26 . 

3.683.777-80 
7,022.95 

226.50 
95.60 

750.00 
. 12,453·75 

46.715-50 
582.25 
542.15 

47.517.10 
· -1,oo6.25 

3,8oo,689.85 
3,185.90 

' S.. up<.rt, dated January 25th, 1932, of Supervilory Commiuion to CouocU (document C.97-M.,5o.1932.X). 
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The. movements of the Building Fund from its inception until December 31st, 1932, may be 
summansed as follows: 

Sum constituted by cash surpluses of the three financial periods 1923 to 
~926 and of the 1929 financial period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Spec1al payment made in 1925 by the Argentine, as contribution for 1922, 
1~23 and 1924 . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Bank mterest earned (from 1925 to 1932 ·inclusive). . . . . . . . . . 
Portion of budgetary _annuity of 1,375,ooo gold francs for 1929, 1930, 1931 

and 1932 remammg after the refund of 700,ooo gold francs for each, 
year to the States which contributed to the creation of the Fund . 

Total . -. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 

From this total must be deducted the amounts paid: 

For the Building of the International Labour Office . . 
To make up, in 1927 and 1928, the annuity of 1,4oo,ooo 

gold francs to be repaid to the contributing States 

Leaving a baiance of . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . .. 

Gold francs 

3.310,000 

50,000 

for the costs of contructing the Assembly Hall and the new Secretariat 
building. . 

As already stated, of this balance there had be enexpended up to December 

Gold francs 

15,382,310.20 

2,799,692.14 
3.443.513.87 

2,700,000.-
24,325,516.21 

3.360,000.-
20,965.516.21 

31st, 1932, a sum of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . 10,219,666.95 

The fund available at that date was therefore reduced to . 10,745,849·26 
as shown above. 

3. Assembly Hall Furnishing Account. 

In accordance with the resolution adopted by the Eighth Assembly, an account has been 
opened for furnishing and fitting up the new premises to be erected at Geneva.1 

The first sum paid into this account was . 

Subsequently it was increased: 

_ By the allocation of part of the 1929 cash surpl11s 
By earned interest (from 1927 to 1932) ._ ... 

-
Amounting at December 31st; 1932, to . 

Gold francs 

500,000.-

250,000.-
129,408.69 

879·408.6g 

_ This fund was inc,reased at December 31st, 1932, as compared with the same date in the
previous year, by 3,643.53 gold francs, which represents the amount of interest earned in 1932. 

4. Library Building Fund. 

Up to December 31st, 1932, the League of Nations received 500,ooo dollars (2oo,ooo paid in 
1931 and 30o,ooo in 1932) from the grant of 2,ooo,ooo dollars made to it by Mr. John D. Rockefeller, 
Junr., for building the Rockefeller Library. 

This_ sum was converted into 2,563,576.90 francs. 
The building expenses incurred in 1931 and 1932 totalled :i:,243,120 francs. 
To the balance of 1,320,456.90 francs should be added 12,566.78 francs for interest for two 

years, giving a tota1 of 1,333,023.68 francs, as compared with 605,758.17 francs at the end of the 
pr~vious year. 

4 bis. Wireless Station. 

Under assets shown in the General Statement as at December 31st, 1932, appears the sum 
of 2,329,454.85 gold francs, w~ich represents the aggregate cost of the station, fixed by contract 
at the sum of 2,327,559·40 Sw1ss francs. 

On the above-mentioned date, 1,978,425·~9 Swiss francs. had been pai~ out of. the latter su!D 
to the four firms responsible for the construction of the station. There still remamed to be patd 

349,133.91 Swiss francs. 

• See document A.5.1927.X. 
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0£ the su~ of x,978.42549 Swiss francs indicated above, only x,I6J,42I.8o Swiss 
was charged to the Leaooue budoaet, as follows: . Swiss francs 

francs 

. . • 789.522.80 X9SX financial period 
1932 financial period J7J,899·-

X,X6J,42I.80 
The difference was covered in I9J2 by temporarily taking 

8I6,Sgg.:£4 gold francs from the Working Capital Fund • • . . . 8I5,00J.69 1 

xm8.425.49 

. At December 31st, xgJ2, therefore, there still remained to be .paid: (a) J49,I~J.9I S~ss francs 
due to the building firms; (b) 8I6,899.14 gold francs to be repa.1d to the W?rking .capital Fund 
in refund of advances made from that account, for which amount ~at Fund IS credito~ under the 
head of "Recoverable Advances " (cf. the special item under assets m the Statement). . 

The total of these two sums-which when the Swiss francs of the former are converted mto 
gold francs, amounts to I,I66,o3J.05 gold francs-appears among the liabilities o~ the Statement 
under the head " 'Vtreless Station ", and has, as already stated, to be set off agamst the sum of 
2.329454-85 gold francs entered in the assets. 

5. Library Endowment Fund.3 

This was the fund constituted by part of the donation of 2,ooo,ooo dollars made to the 
League by Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Junr. The amount received under this head by the Secretariat 
is 500,000 dollars. . . 

Practically the whole of this sum is invested in securities having a nominal value of 
46g,379 dollars (see schedule on pages 78 and 79 of this document). 

The purchase price of these securities was . • . . • • • • . • • . . • 
To this sum must be added the funds available at the bank (current account) 

The total arrived at ·is thus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

· Dollais 

5XJ,229·X4 

which exceeds by I3,229.14 dollars the sum of 500,000 dollars paid by the donor. The surplus 
was used for the formation of a reserve fund to meet possible depreciation. 

The position regarding security investments was almost identical with that at the end of the 
previous year. There was only a decrease of I,OOO florins (401 dollars) in the nominal capital of the 
4%% bonds of the Netherlands Loan, 1919 Issue, due to redemption by lot and reimbursement 
at par. 

The depreciation of the securit~es concerned in the above investments was found to be 
II7,633.76 dollars at the revaluation made at market rates on December Jist, I9J2. It represents 
a decrease of 20,000 dollars as compared with the depreciation calculated at the end of the previoris 
financial year {IJ7.700-55 dollars). It is still, however, considerable. Indeed, it represents 24.55 
per cent of the purchase price of the securities. 

In this connection I would refer to the remarks I made in my report for X9JI.4 

In the General Statement at December Jist, I9J2, the Library Endowment Fund was entered 
at 2,756,ng.I4 gold francs, made up as follows: 

Fnnd as at December Jist, I9JI .•••.•. 
Receipts during 1932 (income from investments) 

Less: 
Expenditure during the same year . . . • . . • . 
Sums withdrawn from the Fund and transferred to 

the Library (Chapter VI, item J5, of the Budget) 
as an appropriation-in-aid . . . . . . . 

Gold francs 
X,477·25 

62,080.70 8 

Gold francs 

2,70J,046.J4 6 

II6,6J0.75 
2,819,677.09 

6J,557-95 
2,756,IIg.I~ . 

If to the expenditure during 1932 we add that for the preceding financial year, which totalled 
I9'J,378.11 francs, we obtain a total of 26z,gJ6.o6 francs. This sum appears in the General 
Statement as at December 31St, :1932, under the heading "Library Endowment Fund: Amount 
expended to date,". It should be noted, however, that, in addition to purchases of books, this sum 
includes real expenditure such as staff salaries.• This is a point to be borne in mind when making 
up the accounts for the current financial period. 

• Sam obtained by the conversion of gold franca into Swills franca. 
_ s A cudit of .f3-f,6S9 gold frana hu been entered in the 1933 budget for the purpose of repaying to the Working 
~ Fund the aOJQDDta bon-o':"ed from that Fund up to April ut, 1932, for the construction of the station . 

• s.e my uport OD the aud•Ud aceounu for 1929, document A-3·1930.X, page 76, note 2. 
4 Soe dr...cament A.3.1932,X, page 98. 
• Cl, dr...carru:at A-3-19JO,X, page 6.f. 
• 1'•6 ~ of 1932 expenditure, - ttatement, page 32. 
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6. Furniture,.Equipment, etc. 

. . In· the General Statement under consideration, the furniture, typewriters, books, etc., 
are shown on the assets side at their purchase price, whilst on the liabilities side is shown the 

. amount necessary to cover their depreciation. · 
The situation on the assets side is as follows: 

Secretariat : 

Furniture and miscellaneous · equip
ment, typewriters, etc. 

Library (books) . . ; . . 
Library (shelving) . 

Total . . 

December 31st, 
1932 

Gold francs 

1,487,344·48 
I,I38,051.24 · 

142.404·78 

December 31st, 
1931 

Gold francs 

1,460,797·73 
I,05I,I27.79 

133.585.83 

2,645,5II.35 

Difference on 
December 31st, 

1932 
Gold francs 

+ 26,546·75 
+ 86,923.45 
+ 8,818.95 

+122,289.15 

The sum of 122,289.15 francs corresponds to the expenditure charged to the budget appro
priations. For the Library; to recover the full amount of the expenditure, there must be added 
to the 95,742.40 francs (86,923.45 + 8,818.95 francs) obtained from the foregoing table the sum 
of 62,080.69 francs paid out of the Endowment Fund (gift of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Junr.) 
as an appropriation-in-aid.1 The total thus amounts to 157,823.09 francs. 

International Labour Organisation: 
Furniture and miscellaneous equip-

ment, typewriters etc. . . . 
Library (books) . 

Total . 

Permanent Court of International Justice: 
Furniture and miscellaneous equip

ment, typewriters, etc. 
Library (books) . 

Total . 

Grand total 

December 31st, 
1932 

Gold francs 

I,022,17I.90 
540,871.60 

1,563,043·50 

. 212,696.33 
29,835·43 

Z42,53I.J6 

4.573.375.76 

December 31st, Diffeience on 
1931 December 31st, 

1932 
Gold francs Gold francs 

I,000,310.36 + 2r,86r.54 
504,575·15 + 36,296.45 

x,5o4,885.51 + 58,157·99 

202,295.!4 + I0,40I.I9 
11,726.08 + x8,xo9.35 

214,021.22 + 28,510.54 

4,364,418.o8 +208,957.68 

7. Depreciation Reserve Fund. 

This account showed the following figures as at December 31st, 1932, in comparison with those 
of. the previous year. 

Secretariat . . . • . . • . 
International Labour Office: 

For buildings: 
At Geneva . . . . . . . . • . 
At Rome; . • . . .....• 

For furniture, typewriters, and Library 
Permanent Court of International Justice. 

Total . . .. . . . . . . · . 

December 31st, . 
1932 

Gold francs 

2,767,8oo.5o 

595,rg8.xg 

1,563,043·50 
242,531.76 

5,168,573·95 

December 31st, 
1931 

Gold francs 

2,645,5II.35 

5I2,g8g.
x8,491.86 · 

x,5o4,885.5r 
214,021.22 

Difference on 
December 31st, 

1932 
Gold francs 

+x22,289.r5 

+ 82,209.19 I 
- x8,491.86 3 

+ 58,r57.99 
+ 28,510.54 

+272,675.0I 

1 The expenditure effected with the sum of 62,0So.6g gold francs (out of a vote of uo,ooo gold francs) is shown 
below in comparison with the corresponding expenditure for the previous financial year: 

xg3a 1931 DUferenoe for 1933 

Salaries of temporary staff 
Printing ••.• 
Books and maps .•• 
Binding • • • . • • • ~ • 
Periodicals. • • • . . • • 
Fittings, shelves, etc, • • • • 
Librarian's travelling expenses. 

Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs 

30,1o8.oo 29,497.15 + 61o.85 
6,898.80 7,898.45 - 999.65 
5,824.22 32,405.75 -26,581.53 
9.76o.25 . 9.724-95 + 35-30 
3,647.02 3,16o.76 + 486.26 
2,131.80 6,311.80 - 4,180.00 
3,710.6o + 3,710.6o 

Total . • . • . . • . • . . • • • . 62,o8o.6g 88,998.86 -26,918.17 
• The annual amount for depreciation is 86,895.13 Swiss francs. The conversion of that sum into gold francs at 

December 31St 1931, gave the figure of 89,735.69 gold francs. 
o As alre~dy stated (Chapter 1, "Buildings", of this report), the premises of the Rome office were sold in 1932. 
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lt will be seen from a comparison of the figures in this table with those ofthe preceding 
one, that the ,,-alu~ of furniture, typewriters arid calculating machines and all other fittings 
(including new acquisitions during I932) was, at the end of the same year, as at the end of the 
preceding year, covered to the extent of IOO per cent by the sums entered in !he. account in 
question, this being true both of the Secretariat and of the autonomous organ1sattons (Inter
national Labour Office and Permanent Court of International Justice). 

The amortisation of the cost of the International Labour Office building is proceeding at the 
rate of 2% per cent per annum. 

8. Contributions in Arrears. 

On this subject I need only refer_ to the statement made in Chapter I of the present report. 

9. Workin~ Capital Fund. 

Details regarding the Fun_d are given in Chapter III of the present report. 

10. Suspense Accounts. 

TJ;te total amount of these accounts is shown at the same figure of 2,5~,2I8.4I gold francs on 
both Sides of the General Statement. · 

!Jle details are given in an explanatory note appended to the Secretariat's audited accounts 
and m the balance-sheet of the International Labour Organisation. . · · 

11. Cash in Hand and at Banks. 

This item is made up at December 31st, 1932, as follows: 

I. Working Capital Fund cash balance ....•.. 
2. Building Fund (Assembly Hall and Secretariat) . . 
3· Balance of the Assembly Hall Furnishing Account . 
4- Library Building Fund • . . . • . . • . • • • 
5· Library Endowment Fund . 
6. I9J2 cash surplus • • . : • 

Total .•• 

as compaxed with 2J,Q97,7I2.63 at the same date in the previous year. 

12. Summary. 

. ~ 

Gold francs 
2,786,822.60 

I0,745.849-26 
879,408.6g 

I,JJJ,02J.68 
2,756,II9·14 
2,375.675-76 

2o,876,899·I3 

Thebe ~~:~the General Statement of the League of Nations as at December Jist 1932 
may as follows: ' ' . . . 

Assets .. • -. • .. • .. • • • • • • • • 
Liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Balance of assets over liabilities . 

• .. 

Gold francs . 

75.492,640·95 
37,914,632-42 

37.578,oo8.53 

with~;!~ 3Ji~~ gold francs shows an increase of 5,04J,059·71 gold francs compar~d 
JISt, I9JI, as may be seen from the following table: 

Excess of Assets 01Je1' Liabilities. 

Stcretaria t . . . . . • . . . . . 
International Labour Organisation · • • 
Pennanent Court of International j~t~: 

Total . . . . . . . . 

1932 

Gold francs 

35.761,277-34 
2,080,394·32 

- 263,663.I3 

37,578,oo8.53 

1931 

Gold francs 

30,031,562.86 
2,472,277·57 

31,1o8.39 · 

Difference 
for 1932 

Gold franca 

+ 5,729,714-48 
- 391,883.25 
- 294.771-52 

+ 5,043,059·71 
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As regar~s the Secret~riat, the ~bove increase of 5,729,714.48 gold francs is accounted for by 
the construction of the wrreless station to the extent of 1,163.421.80 francs (after deducting the 
set-off of 1,166,?33.05 francs already mentioned-Part II, No. 4 bis of the present report); by the 
budgetary annUity of 675,000 gold francs for buildings at Geneva; by the payment of 30o,ooo dollars 
~y Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Junr., as part of the gift for the construction of the library; by bank 
mterest; and-by the surplus of actual income over expenditure, which is considerably greater than 
the almost negligible surplus for the previous year. · 

In the case of ~he International Labour Office, the decrease is mainly due to the rise of 
291,000 gold francs m the debt to the Working Capital Fund, and to the annual amortisation, 
to the extent of about 87,000 francs, of the cost of the Labour Office building. 

In the case of the Permanent Court of International Justice, the decrease is due to the fact 
that, w~ereas at December 31st of the previous year there was a surplus of assets over liabilities 
amoun~mg to 3I,I08.39 gold francs, the position at December 31st, 1932, was reversed, liabilities 
excee?Jng ass~ts by 263,663.13 francs, which sum represents the debt of the Organisation to the 
Working Capltal:J!'und at that date.- · 

III. WORKING CAPITAL FUND. 

In accordance with the Financial Regulations, the Working Capital Fund was primarily 
created to meet temporary normal_requirements of the Organisations of the League which cannot 
be paid out of income at the time when they are due to be met. 

The sums paid by Members of the League since January Ioth, 1920, for the purpose of forming 
or increasing the Working Capital Fund are credited to the Members who paid them. 

At December 31st, 1931, the assets of the Fund amounted to 5,564,344·82 gold francs. 
It should, however, be borne in mind that, at that date, the Fund was to be regarded as short 

by 545,318.45 gold francs, representing the amount of advances made to the International Labour 
Office which the latter had not been able to repay. _ 

The surplus of actual income over expenditure for the financial year 193i, amounting to 
II3,142.28 gold francs for the Secretariat and the Permanent Court of International Justice, was 
applied to cover this debt in part, in accordance with Article 38a of the Financial Regulations. 
The sum of 432,176.17 gold francs has still to be restored to the Fund, and provision has been 
made accordingly by the inclusion of an appropriation of 432,177 francs in the 1933 Budget 
(Part VII), approved by the Assembly. 

When we deduct from the balance 
December 31st, 1931, as shown above 
the sum of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

of the Working Capital Fund at 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

and add the bank interest earned by the Fund during the financial year 1932, 
amounting to . . . . . 

the balance is reduced to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 

Gold francs 

5.564.344-82 
432,176.17 

5,132,168.65 

20,628.23 

5,152,796.88 

at which amount it appears in the general statement of assets and liabilities of the League of 
Nations at December 31st, 1932. 1 

1 The credits voted by the Assembly for the Working Capital Fund amounted, up to the end of 1925, to 
4,607,500 gold francs. Sines 1925, no furt!IM contributions to ths Working Capital Fund havs b•sn call•d for. 

From these 4,607,500 gold francs, 139,023.13 gold francs were, however, deducted to cover the cancellation of 
debts in the form of contributions owed by various States. 

The contributions for the Working Capital Furid were therefore reduced to 4,468,476.87 gold francs. 
Up to December 31st, 1932, inclusive, 4•370,228.15 gold francs had been paid by the States,_and 98,248.72 gold francs 

have still to be recovered. 
This sum refers to the following financial years: 

1920. 
1921 • 
1923. 
1924. 
1925 ....••••.........• 
Consolidated contributions in arrears (China) 

Total • • • • • • • . • • 

Gold Francs 

4,6oi.29 
16,788.70 

7.467-71 
7.359-36 

829.24 
6!,202.42 

To the sum of 4.370,228.15 gold francs paid by the States must be added 106,224.67 francs (voluntary contributions) 
and 1,176,56o.6o francs for interest up to that date-in all, 1,282,785.27 francs. We arrive in this way at a total sum 
of 5,653,013.42 gold francs, from which must be deducted 166,289.09 francs returned in 1929 to Brazil and Costa Rica 
(which have ceased to be Members of the League), leaving a balance of 5,486,724.33 gold francs. • 

With the addition of 98,248.72 gold francs still to be received, this balance amounts therefore to 5,584,973·05 gold 
francs· but when the amount (432,17.6,17) of the International Labour Office debt at December 31st, 1931, not yet covered, 
is ded~cted, the balance of the Fund is finally brought down_ to 5,152,796.88 gold francs, as stated above: 
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The amount actually paid to the League by
1 
States Memb~ in respect ~f the Working Cap~ tal 

Fund was s..t86.724-33 gold francs at that date. . 
This amount represented, as may be seen from the· general statement (assets St~e): 

(:r) Sum& due Hi respect of advances made: 

(a} Under Article 33 (No. :r) of the Financial Regulations, to the 
International Labour Office and the Permanent Court of Inter
national Justice to enable those organisations to meet normal 
e."\.-penditure which, for the present at least, they could not have 

Gold francs 

met out of ofdinary income . ·. • · • · · · · • · · · • · 1,532•
1

94·87 
(b)· Under Article 33 (No. 2) of the Financial Regulations, as · 

"recoVerable advances , • . • • . . • . • • • . • • . • I,I67.706.86 

.Total advances 
(2) Cash at bank . . . .. .. .. .. . .. 

· GrWd total 

. . 

. . 

2,699.901.73 
2,786,822.60 

5,486,724-33 

It will be seen that, at December 31st last, nearly half the Working Capit~ Fund (49 per cent, . 
as compared with II per cent at the end of the previous year) was employed m advances, 3; part 
of which (advances to the ~t~atio~al Labour Office ~d !he Permanent Court) were not realisable. 
owing to the present financial sttuation of those orgamsations. . . . 

The following table shows the changes that took place durmg the financial year 1932 m 
regard to advances made ont of the Working Capital Fund . 

.ADVANCES. 

Balance as 
at December 

31st, 1931. 

Gold francs 

Further 
advances 

Gold francs 

Balance as 
Re- at December 

funded 31st, 1932 
(cols. I +z-3) 

Gold francs Gold francs 

I. Expenses of the High Commissioner at 
Danzig • • • . . . • • • • . • • 39·747-09 xs6,6oo.- 158,400.04 

2. Sum to be repaid by Turkey in respect 
of the advance made by the Secre
tary-General to meet the expenses 
of the Commission appointed by the 
Council in 1924 to collect inform
ation concerning the frontier between 
Turkey and Iraq • . . . . . . . xo,ooo.-· 

3· Expenses of experts appointed under 
the Rules of Procedure in connection 
with Article 39 of the Treaty of 
November gth, xgw: Free City of 
Danzig • • • • • . • • . • • • • 26,95I.5o 

4- Appeal of the Chinese Government un
der Article II of the Covenant: 
Expenses of the Commission set up 
under the Council's resolution of 
December 20th, 1931 • • • . • • • • 

5· Liberian Government's request for 
assistance: Expenses of the mission 
sent to the Kru country • • . . . _ 

6. Construction of the wireless station . • 
1· Advances made to the International 

Labour Organisation • • • • • • • 
8. Advances made to the Permanent Court 

of International Justice 

I8,5I9-3S 
8x6,899.I4 

10,000.-

518,260.- 257.389.82 

I8,519.35 
816,899·14 

628,96g.2o I,268,531.74 

Total • • • • • • • • • • 595,o65.54 3,615,46o.o8 I,510,623.89 2,699,901.73 

• The diif«d!U between the figure of 5.486,724.33 gold fraliCI, representing the total of the items into which 
the "'bner of the Working Capital Fund a tubdivided on the attett tide of the general statement at December 3rst, 
V.IJZ, alld the figure of !J,I!J2,796-88 gold fraace •hown under the same head on the liabilities aide, is explained as folows: 

Tbe !J,I!J2,1¢.88 gold frauca include contributions in reopect of the Fund which were still outstanding at 
Dv_....ber 318&, 1932, to the amount of g8,2,.S. 72 gold franct. When tba last sum is deducted the total is reduced to 
5~._543.16 gold frana~, "'!t with the addition of the tum of 432,176.17 gold francs repayable u; the Fund by tho credit 
,..,Jkd at the 1933 badge:t, it amounU to the above total of !J,of86,724-33 gold franca, paid by the States. 
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The above figures call for a few comments. · · 
At December 31st last, Turkey's debt in respect of the advance made to her nine years ago for 

the expenses of the Commission appointed to delimit the frontiers of Iraq (Item 2 in the above 
table) had not yet been paid. . · 

~he sum of 775,649.82 gold francs advanced in 1932 for the expenses of the Commission of 
Enqmry sent to Manchuria (Item 4 in the above table) had been repaid to the extent of 51;8,260 gold 
francs (half by China and half by Japan) by December 31st of that year. The balance of 257,389.82 
gold francs was paid by the two States before January 31st, 1933. 

The high figure at which the Labour Office debt stood at December 31st, 1932, is due to the 
fact that, in addition to the debt at· December 31st of the previous year (of which only 
II3,142.28 gold francs has been repaid, in the manner already described, while the remainder, as 
preyiously stated, is still-outstanding), a further debt was incurred in 1932 for further advances 
wh1ch have been only partially repaid. · 

· In the case of the Permanent Court, the need for advances was considerably greater in 1932 
than in the previous year, and it was only possible to repay part (less than half) of the sums 
received, whereas at the end of 1931 the Court was indebted for no advances of this kind. 
· These particuhi.rs suffice to demonstrate the financial difficulties encountered by the two 

Organisations in question, more especially the International Labour Office, during the year 1932 
-difficulties which have recurred during the current year, and have led to further requests for 
advances. · . . 

At March 31st, 1933, the International Labour Office debt to the Working Capital Fund had 
risen to 2,005,580.24 gold francs,!, and that of the Court to 698,577:51 gold francs.2 

At the same date, the available balance of the Working Capital Fund amounted to 
2,897,095.17 gold francs. 

IV. CASH SURPLUS FOR 1932. 

(EXCESS OF ACTUAL RECEIPTS OVER EXPENDITURE.) 

In accordance with Article 38 (a) of the Financial Regulations, the difference between the 
actual receipts and expenditure for the financial year 1932 has to be established. . 

1. Secretariat. 

Actual receipts a • • • • • • • • • 
Expenditure ' . . . . . . . . . . 

Surplus of receipts over expenditure 

Gold francs 

20,652,750.24 
18,277,074·48 

2,375.675-76 

2. International Labour Organisation. 

. Actual receipts 5 

Net expenditure 

Deficit covered by withdrawal from Working 
Capital Fund . . . . . . . . . - . . . . .•. 

t This figure is composed of the following: 

Debt at December 31st, 1932 • • . . . • • · ~ · · • • • • · • • 
Partial repayment of this debt by credit voted in the 1933 budget . 

Balance • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • 
F~er advances for first quarter 1933 . 

Total 11t March· 31st, 1933 . · 
• The debt of the Court at December 31st, 1932, was 263,663.13 gold francs. 

of the current year by 434,914.38 gold francs. 
a :r'he items are as follows: 

Contributions for the financial year 1932 . • • · · • · · 
~ears of contributions . • . • . . • · • • · · • · • 
Appropriations in aid (Chapters I~ and Ill of the Budget). 

• Budget expenditure: . . . 
Secretariat and special orgamsations 
Nansen International Office for RefugeeS 
Buildings at Geneva 
Pensions .......... • · • · · 

Gold francs 

7,9II,032·99 
8,747.388.56 

836.355-57 

Gold fra1los 

1,268,531.74 
432,176.17 

836.355-57 
1,169,224.67 

2,oo5,58o.24 
It increased during the first quarter 

Gold francs 

17,600,410.98 
1,196,153·63 
1,856,185.63 

15,220,392.88 
297-763.-

1,748,899.
I,OIO,OI9.6o 

18,277,074·48 

• Including 540,200,85 gold fran:cs foi: arrears of contributions and 410,238.79 gold francs for appropriations in 
aid and miscellaneous receipts. · 
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3. Permanent Court of Internadonal Jusdce. 

Actual receipts 1 

Expenditure . • • 

Gold francs 

2,268,7II.99 
2,5J2,375-I2 

Deficil covered by withdrawal from Working 
Capital Fund • • . . . . . . . • . . • • • . - 263,66J.I3 

A table is appended showing the figures for the cash s~lus of the Secretariat and autono
mous organisations at the end of each of the last five years. 

Secretariat • . • • • . 
International Labour Ollf<l-

nisation . • • • . • • 
}>ennanent Court of Inter

national Jnstice . 

1928 
Gold francs 

2,337.354·33 

I99,9I4-50 

I8o,55I.93 

1929 
Gold francs 

I,I35,535.27 

357,68o.OI 

1930 
Gold francs 

273,IOI.07 

V. CONCLUSION. 

1931 
Gold francs 

82,033.89. 

1932 
Gold francs 

2,375.675-76 

The year I932 opened under particularly unfavourable economic conditions throughout the 
world. 

It was therefore to be anticipated that this situation would affect the budget of the League, 
owing to its influence on the payment of the contributions due by States. . 

These anticipations were, unfortunately, more than borne out by the facts, for the arrears 
in the payment of contributions have increased in a manner which is disquieting and even likely 
to prove harmful to the League's prestige. On December JISt, I93Z, these arrears amounted to 
nearly 24,000,000 gold francs or about 32 per cent of the total assets of the League, an increase of 
s,ng,ooo gold francs as compared with the already very considerable figure which they had reached 
at the end of the previous year. It was to remedy this situation that the Assembly, at its I932 
session, demanded a large cnt in expenditure. 

An namination of the budgetary accounts gives the impression that a real effort has been 
made in this direction, so that economies have been effected on the credits voted, these economies 
being particularly appteciable in the case of the Secretariat, for the reasons already described. 

It was chiefiy due to this that the cash account for I932 closed with a surplus of actual income 
over expenditure of 2,375,675·76 gold francs. This surplus exclusively concerns the Secretariat, 
for the International Labour Ofii.ce and the Permanent Court of International Justice found 
themselves faced with excess expenditure whi<;h they had to meet by drawing freely on the Working 
Capital Fund. 

The advances made to these two organisations, as well as other advances mentioned in the 
present report, placed a great strain on the limited resources of this fund, the balance of which 
had been reduced, on December Jist last, to z,786,8zz.6o gold francs. 

It is absolutely necessary that the advances made from this fund should be repaid to it, if it is to 
fulfil the purpose for which it was formed. -
. . But, above all, ~t is_ necessary that States Members should, without exception, fulfil their 
]oint and several obbgatwns to contn'bute to the League's expenses, and that the limitation of 
expenditure should be persevered in as the Assembly recommends. 

r 

(Signed) A. CERESA, 

Auditor. 

' l~ ly),y;,S-06 gr,Jd francs for arrear• ot eontribution8 and '40-77 gold franc:& for appropriatiolll·in·aid. · 
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ACCOUNTS OF THE STAFF PENSIONS FUND FOR THE FINAN-. - ' . . . 

CIAL YEAR 1932 AND REPORT THEREON BY M. A. CERESA 

. ·(Auditor). 
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CAISSE DES PENSIONS DU PERSONNEL 

BII.AN AU 31 DECEMBRE 1932 - BALANCE-SHEET AS. AT DECEMBER JIST, ~932 •. 

PassH - Liabilities. 

. FONDS ACCU1lUJ.E AU 31 DECEMBRE 1932- ACCUMULATED FUND AS AT DECEMBER 
3ZS"I'". :19,32 .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • • • • .. .. • • • .. • • .. -. ~ • • 

CoJIPl"ES _CREDITEURS ~~s - SUNDRY CREDITORS: . . 
· Pensions - Annwties • • • • • . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . 

. FONDS DE REsERVE CRU POUR PARER EVENTUELLEMENT. A UNE DtPRECIATiON 
DES VALEURS --~ RESERVE FUND •·. • • • • ·• • • • •. • . • • 

FONDS DE REsERVE SUR LES DETTES AU TITRE DES PRIMES D' ASSURANCE -
INSuRANCE I'REMroM DEBT RESERVE FUND- • • • • • • ·- • • • . • • 

. 

Francs suisses · 
Swiss francs-

IZ,IOJ,859·34 
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STAFF PENSIONS FUND. 

BILAN AU 31 DECEMBRE 1932 -BALANCE-SHEET AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1932. 

Actif - Assets. 

DISPONIBIUTES - CASH: 

. Compte courant -: Current Account: 

Francs suisses ·-Swiss fr. 1,265,927.35 
£3,914 15s. od. _. . · ._ .: .. ·. , . . . . 
$32,154·42 . • . . . . . . . . . . . 
Francs fran~ais-French francs 4,989.45 

Compte de depot--. Deposit Account: 
£x9,518 7s. 1od. • • . . . . • . . .. . . 
Francs fran~ais - French franc5 
. - 3.070,657.60 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

1,265,927.25 
67,255-35 

166,643.55 
. 1,0II.80 

335.325-95 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

1,500,837-95 

PLACEMENTS (au prix d'achat) conformement aux indications 
detaillees figurant en .annexe, page II9 -· INVESTMENTS 
(at cost) as per Details annexed (page IIO) ·. 9,326,943.49 1 

et inter~ts echus - and accrued interest 

COMPTES DEBITEURS DIVERS - SUNDRY DEBTORS. 

Contributions arrierees dues par 11(5 membres - Members' 
_arrears of contributions . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 

Dettes au titre des primes d'assura.D.ce - Insurance premilim 
debts ·• . . . • . . . . . . . • . • • . • . 

Le 3 mars 1933. 

351,147.35 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

568,151.49 

12,448,802.93 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, . 
Chef Comptable. - Chief Accountant. 

/ 

Caisse au 31 dooembre 1932 representait, non compris les inte-
1 La valeur en bourse des titre~ detenus P~~ by tbe Fund as at December 3ist. 1932, was, exclusive of 

r~ts. - The market value of· the mvestments - Francs suisses- Swiss francs: 7•997,627.25. 
interest . . . . . . .. · · • · .' · · · 

' . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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COlli'TE DES RECETTES ET DES DEPENSES POUR L'EXERCICE SE TERMINANT . 
LE 31 DECEMBRE 1932 - INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR . 

THE PERIOD ENDED DECEMBER 3IST, 1932. 

Recettes - Income. 

ColiPTE DES liEMBRES - MEMBERS' AccOUNT. 

Soldes de Ia Caisse de prevoyance -· Provident Fund balances 
Contributions courantes - Current contributions . • . 
Contributions arrierees - Arrears of contributions . . 

CollPIE DE LA SociETE D~ NATIONS -· LEAGUE ACCOUNT. 

Soldes de Ia Caisse de prevoyance- Provident Fund balances 
Contnoutions courantes -. Current contributions . . . • 
Compte des arrieres - Arrears account · . . . . • . • . • 

Contribution annuelle pour l'amortissement du deficit de Ia 
reserve mathematique -Annual contnoution for the 
amortisation of the deficit on the actuarial reserve • . . 

INTW:Is - INTEREST. 

Des placements - On investments . 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

17.467·45 
I,30I,I9I.6I 

103,016.35 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

929,892-73 
' 

46g,J26.02 

3,157,652.01 
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COMPTE DES RECETTES ET DES DEPENSES POUR i'EXERCICE SE TERMINANT 
LE 31 DECEMBRE 1932 ..._.: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR 

THE PERIOD ENDED DECEMBER 3IST, 1932. 

D6penses -.Expenditure. 

PRESTATIONS - BENEFITS. 

Remboursement de· contributions - Contribution refunds 
Pensions - Annuities . · . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . • 
Sommes en capital - Capital value annuities . . . . . 
Pensions d'invalidit~ - Invalidity annuities . . . . . . 

, Pensions aux veuves et aux orphelins - Annuities to widows 
and orphans . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Remboursement . de contributions effectu~es en 1931 · -
Refund of contributions made in 1931 . . . . . 

DEPENSES DIVERSES -· MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES . 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

ZZ3,082.05 
21,426.95 

. 350,997·45 
II,o65.85 

14,059·35 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

6zo,631.65 

!7,503.~5 

. Y compris les frais d'achat des titre$ -· Including cost of purchase of 
. securities • • • • • . • . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . · • . . . . rz ,r6o. 70 

SOLDE, SOIT EXCEDENT DES RECETTES SUR LES DEPENSES - .BALANCE, BEING 
EXCESS INCOME OVER EXPENDITURE • . . . . • . ,. . . • • • • . · · 2,507,356.01 

3,157,652.0! 
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PLACE..miliTS APPARTENANT A LA CAISSE DES PENSIONS. 
INVESTMENTS HELD BY THE PENSIONS FUND. 

~tion 
Details 

7~! Emprunt bulgare 1928-1968 -Bulga-
rian Loan • • • . • : • • •. . • 

7% Empnmt hon,orois 1924-1944. -Hun-
garian Loan • • • • • • • • • • 

7% Emprunt hongrois 1924-1944. -Hun-
garian Loan . • . • . . . . . . . 

7 Emprunt allemand 1924-1949. - Ger-
man Loan ••••••••••• 

7 Emprunt autrichien 1923-1943. -
Austrian Loan • • . . • • . . . 

7 Emprunt autrichien 193o-1957. -
Austrian Loan • . • • . . . • . 

7 Emprunt bulgare 1926-1967· - Bul-
garian Loan • • • • • • • . • . 

7 Emprunt italien 1951. -Italian Loan 
7 Consortium italien de credit 1947 -

Italian Credit Consortium • • . : 
6% Emprunt bresilien 1957. - Brazilian 

Loan • • • • • • • . • • • • . 
6~~ Etat h"bre de Prusse 1926-1951. -

Free State of Prussia • . . . . . -
6% VilledeMilan1952.-CityofMilan • 
6% VilledeRome1952.-CityofRome • 
6Yz Ch. Fer du Nord - 1950. - Nord 

Railway . • • . • . • • • _ • . . 
6 Ch. Fer argentin 1g6o. -Argentine 

Railway • . • • . • • . . . • . 
6 Emprunt argentin 1959- - Argentine 

Loan· • • • • • • . • -. . • • • 
6 Emprunt beige 1955.-Belgian Loan. 
6 Emprunt uruguayen 1g6o. - Uru-

guayan Loan . • • • . . . ~ •.• 
6 Ville de Bordeaux 1934- - City of 

Bordeaux ••.•..•••.. 
6 Ville de Buenos-Ayres 1g6o. - City 

of Buenos Aires • • • • . • . • . 
6 Ville de Marseille 1934- - City of 

Marseilles 1934 • • • . . • • . 
6 Ville de Lyon 1934--City of Lyons .-
6 Etat de Hambourg 1946. - State 

of Hamburg •••••••••• 
5% Emprunt allemand 1930. - German 

Loan .................. . 

Valeur 
nominale 
Nominal 

Value 

$23.000;-

Fr. s. 67.ooo,

$47·ooo,

$29.soo,

$33·ooo,-

,$20.000,-

[1oo,
$26.ooo,-

$17.o0<>,

$17.soo.-

-$zo.ooo,
$7.500,

$1j.5oo,-

$z5.ooo,-

$10.000,-. 

$40.000,
$30.000,--

$Io.ooo,-

$10.000,-

$15.ooo,-

. $15.ooo,
$35.ooo,- - -

$10.000,-

Fr. s. 15o.ooo,-
5% Empruntdanois1955. -- Danish Loan $47.ooo,-
5% Empnmt munic. danois. 1955. -

Danish Munic. Loan • • • • • • 
5% Emprunt norvegien 1g65. - Norwe-

gian Loan ............... .. 

$15.000,-

$30.000,-
5 Ch. fer federaux 1924 (IV). - Swiss 

Fed. Rlys. • - • • • • • • • . • Fr. s. IOO.ooo,-
3% Emprunt brit. de guerre 1932. -

British War Loan • • • • • . • • 
5 Emprunt Colombie brit. 1954· -

. British Columbia Loan • • • • • • 
5 Emprunt fed. suisse 1924. - Swiss 

[15.ooo,-

$20.000,-

Fed. Loan • • • • • • • .. • • • Fr. s. zoo.ooo,-
5 Emprunt fed. suisse 1925. - Swiss 

Prix d'achat en 
monnaie 6trangU& 

Cost price in 
foreign currency 

$18.177.50 

$46.772,

$30.400,

$33-237.50 

$18.725,-

[gz,-· 
$25.245.-. 

$16.833.75 

$16.901,25 

$19.486,25 
$7.127,50 

$12.86~,13 

$25,312.50 

$9.95o,

S39·8o1,25 . 
$29.842,50 

$9-725,-

$9-955.

$14-952,50 

$J4.838,75 
$34-750,-

$9.058,75 

$2o.55o,-

Fed. Loan • • • • • • • • • • • Fr. s. 150.ooo,-
4% Emprunt fra~is 1gz8. - French 

Loan • • • •. • • • . • • • • • Fr. fr. 400.ooo,- Fr. fr. 370.4oo,-
5 Emprunt norvegten 1g63. - Norwe-

gia.n Wa.n . .. . • • . • • . . . 
5 Etat libre d'lrlande Ig6o.- Irish Free 

Sbte . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 

$Io.ooo,-

$zo.ooo,- 1I9.525,-

Prix d'achat en 
francs suisses 
Cost price in 
Swiss francs 

67.000,-

242-706,02 

152.886,70 • 

171.025,80 

96.293,34 

2.313,55 
130-942,37 . 

86.984,13 

87-717,50 

101.146,80 
37-009.55 
66.777.64 

129~283,60 

51.669,75 . 

206.470,29 
155.035,65 

50.4II,98 

51-387.71 

77-739.-

77-155,13 
18o.o28,65 

46·973.36 

135-000,-. 
243-582,20 

76.570,65 

155-478,-'-
• 

98.222,50 

378.300,-

103.652,-

98-913,-' 

147-000,-

75·330,10 

50.669,53 
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Designation 

Details 

5 Ville d'Anvers 1958. City of 
Antwerp . . . . . . . . . . . . 

4 Yz Emprunt danois 1962.-Danish Loan. 
4% Emprunt canadien 1944. Canadian 

Loan . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
4% Empx:unt fed. suisse 1915 (III) -

· SWiss Fed. Loan . . . . . . . . . 
4% Emprunt federal suisse 1927.- Swiss 

Fed. Loan . . . • . . . . . . . 
4% Emp~t In~. brit. 1958-1968. -

· Bntlsh India Loan . . . . . . . . 
· 4% Banque HyPoth. de Suede 1929-2009 

- Swed1sh Loan . . . . . . . . 
4% Caisse Hypoth. de Suede 1927. -

Swedish Loan . . . . . . . . . . 
4% Ch. Fer Canadien Pacifique 1944. -

Canadian Pacific Railway. . . . . 
4% Ch. Fer New York Central & Hudson 

· 2013. - New York Central and 
Hudson R. R.. . ....... . 

4 Rente Ch. Fer Federaux 1900. -
Swiss Fed. Rlys. . . , . . . . . 

4 Ch. Fer Federaux 1923 (III). - Swiss 
Fed. Rlys. . . . . . . . . . . . 

4 . Ville de Copenhague 191o-u.·-· City 
of Copenhagen . . . . . . . . . 

4 Emprunt egyptien 1912 (unifie). -
Egyptian Loan . . . . . , . . . 

4 Emprunt Canton de Geneve 1931. -

-III-

Valeur 
nominale 
Nominal 

:Value 

$35.ooo,
$1o.ooo,-

$can. 65.ooo,-

Fr. s. 95.5oo,-

Fr. s. 50.ooo,-

£6.ooo,-

Prix d'achat en 
monnaie etrangm-e 

Cost price in 
foreign currency 

$31-953.75 
$8.825,-

$65.342,25 

Kr. su. 68.5oo,- Kr. s. 68.502,50 

Kr. su. 70.ooo,- Kr. s. 70.350,-

$1o.ooo,- $9.900,-

$5,000,-

Fr. s. 99·750,-

Fr. s. 1oo.ooo,-

£4.88o,- . 

Fr. s. 5o.ooo,-

Canton of Geneva Loan . . .... Fr. s. 25.ooo,-
4 Ch. Fer Chezapeake & Ohio 1989. -

Chesapeake & Ohio R.R. . . . . . 
4 Emprunt federal suisse 1931. - Swiss 

Federal Loan . . . . . . . . . . 
3 Yz Ch. Fer Federaux 1899-1902. - Swiss 

Fed. Rlys. . . . . . . . . . . . 
3% Ch. Fer Jura-Simplon 1894. - Jura

Simplon Rly. • • . . . . . . . . 
3 Emprunt du Transvaal 1923-1953 -

Transvaal·Loan . . • . . . . . . 

$1o.ooo,-

Fr. s. 2oo.ooo,-

Fr. s. 96.ooo,-

Fr. s. 22o.ooo,-

. £2.400,-
. 3 Emprunt hollandais 1905. -Nether- Fl 

lands Loan . . . . . . . . . . . . 49.000,-
5 Ch. Fer Etat fran~ais 1932. - French 

Rlys. . . . . . . · . . . . . · · 
3 Yz Emprunt federal suisse 1932. - Swiss 

Federal Loan . . . . . . . . . · 
~ Emprunt consolide Bresilien.- Brazil 

Funding Bds. 1931 . . . · · · · 
6 Etat de Hambourg 1946. - State of 

Hamburg. . . . . . . . . . · · 

Fr. s. 5o.ooo,-

Fr. s. 1oo.ooo,-

$16.ooo,-

$26.ooo,-

£4.000,-. 

$20.000,-

$25.ooo,

$15.ooo,

$14.000,

$20.000,-

Fl. 

19.862,50 

[1.g7o:8:o 

38·790,-

$1.137,50 

$14.665,

$26.875-

£4.o8o,-

$20.100,-

$23·968.75 

$15.012,50 

$14.025,

$18.775,-

5 Yz Obl.-or Emprunt norvegien 1925-1965. 
-Gold Bonds. Kingdom of Norway. 

5 Emprunt sud-africain 1945-1975. -
Union of South Africa . . . . . . 

4% Ch. Fer national canadien 1954. -
Canadian National Rly ..... · 

4% Ch. Fer New York Central & Hudson 
2013. -· New York Central & 
Hudson River • . . . · · · · · 

4Y4 Ch. de fer Great Northern 1961 S. A.
Great Northern Rly. . . . · · · 

4 Ch. Fer Atchison et Santa-Fe 1995· -
Atchison & Tapeka Santa Fe . . · 

4 Ch. Fer Pacifique du Nord 1997· -
Northern Pacific . . . . · · · · 

4 Chemin de fer d'Alsace-Lorraine 1931. 
- Alsace-Lorraine Rly. . . . .. · 

4 Emprunt federal suisse 1931. - SWiss 
Federal Loan . ~ . . . · · · · · 

Fr. fr. 25o.ooo,- Fr. fr. 241.250,-

Fr. s. 40o.ooo,-

Prix d'achat en 
francs suisses 
Cost price in 
Swiss francs 

. 166.003,20 
45·553.55 

336.869.-. 

90.415,-

48.5oo,-

135.571,15 

94·995.47 

97.216,-

51.381,-

25.376,06 

84.528,40 

87.727,50 

99·544.-. 

37·280,-

24.9Q2,50 

50.822,69 

200.000,-

75·5.60,50 

174.oo6,-

49·609,75 

82.322,70 

50.000,-

95.830,-. 

5.895,20 

75.836.38 

139·375.77 

103.040,-

104.268,75 

123-368,85 

77·251,60 

72.213,20 

96.552,60 

48·732.50 

400.000,-
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Valeur 
nominale 
Nominal 

Value 

Prix d'achat en 
monnaie 6trang~ 

Cost price in 
foreign currency 

4 Republique et Canton de Geneve I9JI. 
-Canton of Geneva Loan. . . • Fr.s. 25.000,-. 

I23ActionsordinairesAmerican Tcl. & 
Tel. - Cap. stock American Tel. 
& Tel. eo. . . . . . . . . . . . $r2.3oo,- $rJ.95o,88 

266 Actions ordinaires Public· Service 
Corp. de New Jersey. -c.sh. Public 
Service Corporation of New Jersey. $IJ.go6,75 

237 Actions ordinaires Cons. Gas de 
New-York. -c. sh. Consolidated 
Gas. Co. of New York • • • . • • $I3.928,38 

7% Gouvemement fran~ I94I. -
French Government . . • . • • . hJ.ooo,- .$28.927,50 

s% Emprunt britannique I937· - U.K. 
of Great Britain & Ireland • . • • $82.000,- $86.5ro,-

5% Emprunt suedois I954· - K. of 
Sweden • • • • • • • • • • . • $82.000,- $79.23I,25 

5 Obl-or Canal de Suez.- Suez Canal . 
Gold Bonds. I945 • . . • • • • . Fr.-orr25.ooo,- Fr. fr. 694.r25,-

5 Chemins de fer de l'Eta:t I932-r942. - . . 
:v.: French Rlys. • " • . • . • •. . : . Fr. fr. 790.000,- Fr. fr. 745·76o,-

41.z Fr. fr._ 44-:IOo. Rente fuim;:aJSe" -. . . 
French Loan I932· . . • . . • • Fr. fr. g8o.ooo,-Fr. fr. I.OI5.goo.-

3% Chemins de fer federaux I932·-Swiss 
Federal Rlys. • • . • • • • . • Fr. s. ro2.ooo,-

Plus inter~ts &:hns au JI decembre r932 - Plus accrued interest 
to December JISt, I932 • .- . . • • • • • • . . • . • • 

Prix d 'achat en 
francs suisses 
Cost price in 
Swiss francs 

7r.6o2,go 

7I.487,40_ 

I50.r6g,go 

448·770,60 

4II.624,90 

!40.627,65 . 

I5I.o88,8o 

g8.940,-

9-326.943A9. 

94·8!4,70 

942I.758,rg 
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ACCO:t.JNTS OF THE STAFF PENSIONS FUND FOR THE 
FINANCIAL YEAR 1932. 

REPORT BY M. A. CERESA, Auditor. 

The prese~t report takes as ~t~ ~tarting-point the figures of the closed accounts at December 
31st, 1931, whtch ·were only provisional, for the reasons explained in my report upon them. 1 

* * * 
On December 31st, 1931, the Pensions Fund had accumulated 

assets amoimting to . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . 
To this amount were added, during the financial year 1932 . . . 
Thus the assets had increased by December 31st, 1932, to . . . 

Swiss francs 

9.596,503.33 
2,507,356.01 

I2,I03,859-34 

Th_e above increase of_2,507,356.oi Swiss francsrepresents the difference between income and 
expendtture for the financtal year, which were as follows: 

Income. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Expenditure . . . . . . ·. . . . . 
Surplus of income over expenditure 

The lncome is as follows: 

I. 

2. 

3· 

Contributions from officials members of the Pensions Fund 
and from the League of Nations 2 • • • • • • • • • • • 

Annual contribution of the League for the amortisation of 
the deficit on the actuarial reserve . . . . . . 
Interest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Swiss francs 
3,157,652.01 

65o,296:-
2,507,356.or 

Swiss francs 

2,35I,568.I4 

336,757.85 
469,326.02 

3,I57,652.0I 

I. The contributions referred to in Item I of the above table may be analysed as follows: 
Members' 
accounts 

League of Nations' 
Account Total 

36,875·33 Balances from the Provident Fund 8 • • • • 

Contributions in respect of .the financial 
year I932- · . . . . 

Arrears of contributions 

I9,407.88 

857.875-97 
52,608.88 

I,30I,I9I.6I 
I03,0I6.35 

2,159,o67.58 
I55,625.23 

929,892-73 2,351,568.I4 
' 2. As regards the League's contribution for the amortisation of the deficit on the actuarial 

reserve, it shouldbe noted that, according to a preliminary actuarial estimate, the present value 
of the liabilities of the new Pensions Fund was only partially covered by the assets that were to 
be handed over to it. There was a defiqit of 7,200,000 francs, which, according to the calculations, 
could have been made good in thirty years by an annuity of 4II,624 francs, calculated at the 
rate of 4 per cent. 4 

t See document A.3(c).1932.X. 
• The ordinary contributions payable by the staff are fixed at 6% per cent of the pensionable emoluments in the 

case of principal officers and other officials classed as belonging to the First Division, and 5 per cent in the case of other 
officials. The rate of the League contribution is fixed by the Assembly on the advice of the Administrative Board of the 
Fund. For 1932, as for the previous year, this rate was fixed at 9 per cent of the pensionable emoluments of members 
of the Fund. · 

a The figures shown opposite this item are due to the transfer of eight additional officials from the Provident Fund 
to the Pensions Fund as compared with the position at December 31st, 1930 (see resolution adopted by the Assembly 
of the League of Nations on October 17th, 1932). 

• Subsequent actuarial calculations reduced the deficit on the actuarial reserve to 6,27o,ooo francs andthe amortisa
tion annuity to 358,ooo francs, or, in round figures, 40o,ooo francs, as from 1933. 

In the League budget for the financial year 1932 an appropriation of 953,273 francs was voted as contribution 
to the Pension Fund. · 

This sum was calculated as follows: 
Swiss francs 

Annual cost of the proposed new Pensions Fund, according to the above-
mentioned actuarial calculation . . . z,oJo,ooo.-

Lsss: Staff contributions . • . • • • . . • • • • . • . . • . . 8r5,ooo.-

Plus : Annuity for the amortisation of the deficit on the actuarial 
reserve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Deduct the aggregate amount of contributions to the former Provident Fund, 
already shown in the budget of each of the three Organisations of the 
League (Secretariat, International Labour Office and Permanent Court 
of International Justice) . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • 

1,215,000.-

953.273·-
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· h d f th fi cial year 1932 was 336,757.85 francs. 
The amount actually paid ~nder thftls ea or t e f =current contribution to the Pensions 

This represents the balance available a er paymen o 
Fund for the same financial year. 

3· The interest which appears under the head of income for an amount of 469,326.02 francs, 
as previously stated, is made up as follows: 

Irllaesl: 

On investments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Swiss francs 

423.564.60 

On the debt of officials members of the Fund: 

(a) For contributions in arrears. 
(b) For insurance premiums . 

On Bank deposits ·. . . • • • . . 

22,559-45 
14,396.85 

. ... . . . 
36,956.30 

8,805.12 

469.326.02 

The expewlilure may be analysed as follows: 

Refund of contributions paid under Article 9. No. 5, of the Pensions Fund 
Regulations 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Pensions paid • . • . . · .. • . . . . 
Capital sums paid in lieu of pensions. 
Invalidity pensions paid . . • . ' 
Pensions to widows and orphans. . • 

Refund of excess contributions paid in respect of the financial year 1931 2
• 

Miscellaneous expenditure, almost entirely in connection with the purchase of 
investment securities. • . . • • . • • • • • . • • . . . • . • 

Swiss francs 

223,082.05 
21,426.95 

350,997·45 
u,o65.85 

14,059·35 

000,631.65 
17,503.65 

12,160.70 

650,296.-

The securities held by the Pensions Fund in consequence ·of its investments 
amounted at December 31st, 1931, to • . . • . .· . ·. . . • . . • • . · . • 1,305,914·65 

In addition to these securities are those taken over from the Provide~t Fund, 
amounting to . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • 6,686,079·11 

Further to be added, the securities purchased during the financial year 1932 
to the amount of • • • • • • • . • . • • . . . ·. . . . • . • • • • . . • 2,053,784.80 

There is also a consolidation of interest carried out in 1931, as will be stated 
later, to the amount of. • 

This gives a total of . • • • . . • • . • • . . • • . • . 

against which, however, the following decreases must be set off: 

(a) Reimbursement of securities drawn by lot 
(b) Sale of securities . • • • . . . • . . . 

. . 

292,375·40 
432,354.87 

IO ,o45.778.56 

5,895.20 

Swiss francs 

The amount invested in securities at December 31st, 1932, was thus reduced to 9,326,943.49 
as shown in the balance-sheet of the Pensions Fund at that date. 

The above sum of 6,686,079.II Swiss franc$ represents the amount of the securities held by 
the Provident Fund at December JISt, 1931, calculated at their purchase price. 

I This article reads: 

N Whatever be the age of the official, if he has completed more than three but less than ten years' service, 
be lball be awarded a c:apitaloum equal to his own contributions to the Pensions Fund and the payments due In 
rapect of bim to that Fund from the League, plus simple interest at the rate fixed by Article 21, provided that such 
•aa lball 11<11: exued the value of the annuity which au official would receive after completing ten years' service." 

. ~ This ufo:B to au adjustment d~ to the_lact that, in 1931: a number of local officiala had paid contributions on a 
pwrioi<Aial biuOo c:orr.-pondiJllf to the intemationalealary-acale matead of on a basis corresponding to the scale In force 
... J'f.J% ,.# the ~~Liar"'- of local offi<.iala. 
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In this connection,_ it should_ be observed that the Assembly of the League, at its meeting on · 
October r7th, r932, dunng the thirteenth ordinary session, decided that the assets of the Provident 
Fun~ should be transferred to the Pensions Fund; subject to leaving with the Provident Fund a 
sum m cash equal to the balances of the accounts of its members and an appropriate share of the 
Death and Invalidity Fund, and that any shortage due to the depreciation of the assets taken 
over from th~ Provident Fund sh~uld be amortised, if necessary, after the period of thirty years 
fixed by Art1cle 7 (b) of the Penswns Fund Regulations. , • 

The following table shows the new investments made in I932: 

I23 Cap. Stocks American, Tel. and Tel. 
266 Com. shares Public Service Corp. of 

New Jersey. . . . . • . . . . . 
237 Com. shares Consolidated Gas of 

New York . . . . . . . . . . . 
7%% French Government, I94I. . . . 
5%% U.K: of Great Britain and Ireland, 

!937 . . . • . . ' . . . . . . . 

Nominal value 

$!2,300 

$23,000 

Purchase price in Purchase price in 
foreign currency Swiss francs 

$!3,950.88 

$r3,906.75 

$!3,928.38 
$28,927-50 

$86,5ro.
$79,23I.25 

7r,6o2.90 

7I,376.40 

7!,487.40 
I50,I69-90 

5 Yz% K. of Sweden, I954- . . : . . . 
5% Suez Canal gold bonds I945 . . . . 
5% French State Railways, r932-42. . . 
4%% Fr. fr. 44,roo Rente fran~aise, I932 
3%% Swiss Federal Railways, I932 
3%% British Conversion Loan ...•. 

$82,000 
$82,000 

Gold fr. I25,ooo 
Fr. fr. 790,000 
Fr. fr. 98o,ooo 

Fr. fr. 694,r25.
Fr. fr. 745,760.
Fr. fr.r,or5,9oo.-

448,77o.6o 
4II,624.90 
!40,627.65 
I5I,o88.8o 
205,!5!.70 

Sw. fr. I25,ooo 
£!5,974 IIS. 3d. 

The securities reimbursed were as follows: 

98,940.-
232,944·55 

2,053.784,80 

SECURITIES REIMBURSED IN I932, CONSEQUENT ON AMORTISATION. 

7% Italian credit Consortium Public Works B. 
!927 . . . . . . . . . . . . 

4%% Swiss Federal Loan r925, III 
6% P.L.M. Railway, r922-r958 . . . . . . . , . 

The securities sold were the following: 

4%% Swiss Federal Railways r922, 2nd electrifi-
. cation . . . . . . . . . 

3 Yz% British Conversion Loan. . . . . . . . . 

Nominal value 

$r,ooo 
Sw. fr. r,ooo 

$55,000 

Purchase price 

94,205.-
338,!49:87 

432,354.87 

Profit 
Swiss francs 

8,735-89 

Sale price 
Swiss francs 

!03,!69.-
378,364.77 

48!,533-77 

Swiss francs 

5,!45·
I,OOO.-

286,230-40 

292,375·40 

Profit 

8,964.-
40,2!4·90 

49,r78.9o 

Regarding the consolidation of interest previously mentioned, it should be remarked that, in 
r932, Brazil delivered bonds of the 5% Brazilian Funding L9an to holders of 6Yz% bonds of the 
Brazilian Loan r926-r957 in payment of interest in respect of the year r932. 

As a result of this operation, the Pensions Fund received bonds of a nominal value of r,I37·50 
dollars, converted into 5,895.20 Swiss francs. 

Mention should also be made of large conversions in I932 of certain of the securities held by 
the Fund, which resulted in an appreciable decrease in ·the rate of interest on those securities, as 
may be seen from the table below: 

Nominal value 

(r) 5% British War Loan, r929-47 converted 
to 3 Yz% . . . . . . . . . . . . . £r5,ooo 

(2) 47'2% Swiss Federal Loan, I9I~ converted 
to 3%% . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sw. fr. roo,ooo 

(3) 7% French State Railways r927 converted 
to 5% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fr. fr. 50,000 

(4) 5% French Government r928 converted to 
4 Yz% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fr. fr. 40o,ooo 

(5) 6% Rente fran~aise r920 converted to 
47'2% . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fr. fr. 98o,ooo 

Purchase price Conversion price 

Swiss francs 

378,300.- 378,300.-

95,830.- 95,830.-

50,000.- 50,000.-

75.330.!0 75.330.!0 

205,!5!.70 205,I5I.70 
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A statement of the Pensions Fund's investments at December 31st, 1932, is appended to the 
balance-sheet of the Fund at that date. . . . . 

The nominal value, purchase price in foreign currency, and purchase pnce calculated m Sw1ss 
currency are sho\m a,aainst the securities listed. . · 

The aggregate purchase price in Swiss currency is 9,326,943.49 francs, at wh1ch figure the 
securities are shown in the balance-sheet. · 

The market value, however, at the prices ruling on December 31st, 1932, was 7.997,627.25 
francs. . 

The depreciation, amounting to 1,329,316.24 francs, which represents 14.25 per cent of the 
inve..--tments, is divided as follows: 

Purchase ~evaluation Depreciation Percentage 
price depreciation 

Swiss francs 
Securities transferred from the Pro-

\<ident Fund . . .. . . . . . . 6,240,651.09 5.143.341.80 1,097.309.29 17.59 
Securities purchased by the Pensions 

Fund in 1931 and 1932. . . . . 3,o86,292.40 2,854,285.45 232,oo6.95 7·52 . 

9.326,943-49 7.997.627.25 1,329,316.24 14.25 

The securities formerly belonging to the Provident Fund, which, as has already been seen, 
were reduced in 1932 by about 725,000 francs through reimbursements and sales, showed at 
December 31st, 1932, a depreciation of 17.59 per cent, which, though appreciably less than the 
25 per cent at which the depreciation stood at the end of the previous year, is still considerable. 

Similarly, in the case of securities purchased direct by the Pensions Fund during the first 
two years of its operation-chiefly in 1932-the depreciation, though less than the 17.59 per 
cent above, is none the less appreciable. · . 

In regard to this depreciation, reference may be made to the exceptional conditions now 
prevailing on the stock market; nor must it be forgotten that the Pensions Fund has no prospect 
of realising its investments ·in the more or less immediate future; on the contrary, in view of the 
succession of the dates at which its liabilities mature, a certain equilibrium may be established 
in future between those liabilities and the reimbursement of the securities representing these 
investments, which are repayable at par, so that the final loss may be so serious. At the same 
time, there are other reasons for apprehension, due to the present phase of monetary instability 
and the uncertainty of the future as regards fluctuations of currencies which had hitherto been 
regarded as completely sound. 

In this connection, it may be useful to reproduce figures showing in the form of percentages 
the distnl>ntion of. the Pensions Fund's investments according to the currencies in which the 
securities concerned are payable. 1 . 

United States dollars s . . . 
Swiss francs. . . 
Sterling .•.•. 
French francs • . 
Canadian dollars. 
Swedish crowns . 
Dutch florins • . . . . • . . 
Gold francs (Suez Canal bonds) 

. . 
56.69 
21.86 
8.24 
5.15 
3.61 
2.06 
0.88 
1.51 

100 

During the financial year 1932 a fund was created to provide for depreciations of the securities 
held by the Pensions Fund. 

This fund was constituted as follows: 

I. Transfer to the Pensions Fund of the funds of the Provident Fund set aside 
for the same purpose, which there was no reason to leave in the hands of 
the Provident Fund, because all the latter's securities together with the 
visible or invisible losses upon them, had been tra~ferred to the new 
Frmd . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . · .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . 

2. Profit on sales of securities by the Pensions Fund during the financial 
yea.r 1932 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

3· ~urn transferred from the Provident Fund to the Pensions Fund represent
Ing the latter's share of the assets of the Death and Invalidity Fund . . 

Total .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 
The amou1_1t withdrawn from this fund in 1932 to cover various exchange 

losses on deposits and current accounts at banks was . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
TJ1e fund w!lS thus r~uced at D~mber 31st, 1932, to . • . . . . . . 

at wbJCh figure 1t appears Ill the Pens10ns Fund balance-sheet at that date. 

• ibe iDveotmenta are calculated at the purchase price converted into s · f 

Swiss francs 

57.914-79 

209,939.65 

415,742.84 

95,2II.35 

• Jt .WJDid be wM:d that in the ca.tJe of . WISa rancs. . 
u...t tbe "'{{it;d alld intereot are payable iD g~~;n:::: ~!cJ~:.'; cent of the total) payable in dollars, It Ia stated 
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F d!nhaddition to the investments in Securities already mentioned the Pensions 
un ad the following sums at banks at December 31st, 1932: ' 

On current account (chiefly in Swiss francs and to a lesser extent in 
dollars, sterling and French francs). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

On deposit (in sterling and Swiss francs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Swiss francs 

1,500,837·95 
958,o55·3o 

2.458.893-25 

The ~elatively high figure represented by these holdings-which are certainly not very 
remunerative at the present rates of interest allowed by the banks, which on current accounts 
amount to practically nil-is due to the instability of the stock market and the international 
exchanges, which makes the utmost caution advisable. 

Reference should also be made to two figures which appear ·under the head of " Sundry 
debtors " at December 31st, 1932. 

The first, 217,004.14 francs, represents arrears of contributions due by members of the Fund. 

The corresponding figure at December 31st of the previous year was . 
This increased in i932, through new arrears and interest, by . . . 

On the other hand, it was reduced, through sums recovered, by .. 

After the above upward and downward fluctuations, the balance of the 
account amounts to the figure already stated-namely . . . . . . . . . . 

Swiss francs 
278.768.41 
70,141·73 

348,910.14 
131,906.-

The other figure under the head of" Sundry debtors" referred to above is 351,147-35 francs, 
representing· the debt in respect of life assurance premiums for officials who formerly belonged 
to the Provident Fund and chose this form of provision for the future. 

This figure is made up as follows: 

Amount owing to the Fund on December 31st, 1931 . . . . . . . . . . . 
Increases in 1932 through subsequent payment of premiums by the Fund and 

through interest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Decrease in the same financial period through sums recovered. 

Balance at December 31st, 1932 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Swiss francs 
373,621.13 . 

57.349-40 

430,970-53 
79.823.18 

35I,I47-35 

A reserve fund has been formed to cover any losses on the amount owing to the Fund in 
respect of insurance premiums. This fund amounted to 3,705.35 francs at December 31st, 1932, 
and was shown in the balance-sheet at that date. 

The " Sundry creditors " item in the balance-sheet in question comprises a balance of 
20,706.75 francs, representing the amount of pensions due in respect of the financial year 1932, 
but still unpaid at the end of that year. 

CONCLUSION. 

The financial year 1932, like the previous year, may be regarded as forming part of a transi
tional period between the old an.d new pension systems, and the accounts examined in the present 
report bear the clear imprint of that fact. 

To summarise the examination of these accounts, it should be noted that the securities, to 
the purchase of which the greater part of the actuarial reserve of the Pensions Fund has been 
applied, have depreciated by 14.25 per cent, and that recent events in the monetary sphere and 
their possible future developments have added to the apprehensions already felt. 

(Signed) A. CERESA, 

Auditor. 
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CAISSE DE PREVOYANCE DU PERSONNEL. 

BILAN AU 31 DECEMBRE 1932. 

Passif. - Liabilities. 

Col!PIE CAPITAL - CAPITAL· AccoUNT. 

Seaiiarial - Seaetariat. 

Contributions versees par les membres -
Contributions by members . • • . ; . . 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

120,873·93 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

' . 
Contributions versees par la Societe -

Contnl>utions by League • . • . • ·. . · III,981.28 ; . . 
232,855-21 

Bureau intenuztional du Travail-International 
Labour Office. 

Contnl>utions versees par les membres -
Contnl>utions by members • . : • • • • 

Contnl>utions versees par la Societe - . 
Contnl>utions by League • . • . • . • 

Cour permanente de Justice internationale -
Permanent Court of International Justice. 

Contnl>utions versees par les membres - . 
Contnl>utions by members • . . • . • •. 

Contnl>utions versees par la Societe -· 
Contributions by League . . • • • • 

32,818.42 

32,267.06 

II,616.76 

10.455,18 

Caisse de t1iUs et d'inval~ite- Death and Invalidity Fund • 

• 

ColfPTE D'nrrERETs - REVENUE ACCOUNT. 

Solde au 31 decembre 1931 - Balance as at December 31st, 
I93I .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • • .. • • • • • 

Plus interets pour l'annee se terminant Ie 31 decembre 
1932 -· Add revenue in respect of year ·ended December 
31St, 19.32 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 

xo,898.37 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

24,660.69 

354,258.47 
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STAFF PROVIDENT FUND ... 

BALANCE-SHEET AS AT DECEMBER 31sT, i932. 

Actif. -· Assets. 

-
COMPTE PLACEMENTS - INVESTMENTS AcCOUNT. 

3% % Ch. fer federaux 1932-1962-Swiss Fed; Rlys. . . 

Plus 'interets echus au 31 decembre 1932 - Plus 
accrued interest to December 31st, ~932 

·' 

Valeur nominale Francs suisses 
. Nominal value · Swiss francs · 

Fr. S. -- Sw. fr. so,ooo.- 48,8oo.-

437--

49.237--

En Banque -. Cash at Bank . . . . . . . . . . 

' 

· Le 3 mars 1933· (Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chef comptable- Chief Accountant. 
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COMPTE DE CAISSE - CASH ACCOUNT 

potU' les douz' mois se tenninant le 3I dkembre I932. 
for the twelv' months ended December 31st,. 1932. 

RECETrES. - REcEIPTS. 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

Francs suisses Francs suisses 

DJSPONIBILITis EN BANQUE- To CAsH AT BANK. 
zer janlfier :1932 -January zst, :1932 

CoNTRIBUTIONS - CoNTRIBUTIONS. 

Seailaritd - SeaetariaJ. 

Contributions des membres - Contributions 
by members . • . . . • • • . . . . • 

Contributions de Ia Societe - Contributions 
by League • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Bureau internaticmal du Travail- International 
Lalxmr Otfo;e. 

Contnbutions des membres - Contributions 
by members ......•...... 

Contributions de Ia Societe - Contnbutions 
by League • . . • • • • • • • • • • • 

Cour pennanente de Justice internationale -
Pennaflent C011rl of International Justice. 

Contnbutions des membres - Contnbutions 
by members ••.••••.•••.. 

Contnbutions de Ia Societe - Contnbutions 
by League •••••••••••••• 

Caisse de dids et d' invalidiU - Death and 
Invalidity Fund • • • • . • • • • 

ColwrE D'J.NTtREn; - INTEREST ACCOUNT. 

2,089·45 

z,88o.61 

. . . . .. . . . . .. 

Swiss francs Swiss francs 

. . . . . 

36,o6o.58 

10,263·75 

55.815-43 

13-762,32 

442,048·77 
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COMPTE DE CAISSE - CASH ACCOUNT 

pour les douze mois se terminant le 31 decembre 1932. 
for the twelve months ended December Jist, I9J2. 

D:EPENSES - ExPENDITURE. 

Francs suisses Francs suisses Francs suisses 

MONTANTS VERSES A DES MEMBRES DEMISSION
NAIRES, ETC.- BY REFUNDS CONSEQUENT ON 
RESIGNATION, ETC. 

Swiss franes Swiss francs Swiss francs 

Secretariat. - Secretariat. 
Compte des membres -· Members' account . 
Compte de la Societe - League account . . 

Bureau international du Travail"- International 
Labour Office. 

Compte des membres - Members' account . 
Compte de Ia Societe -. League account • • 

Cour permanente de Justice internationale -
Permanent Court of International Justice. 

Compte des membres - Members' account . 
Compte de la Societe - League account . . 

8,215.08 
7.393-55 

J,2gJ.g8 
2,g62.6j7 

AVANCES AFFERENTES AUX PRIMES D'ASSURANCE -BY ADVANCES 
IN RESPECT OF INSURANCE. 

Secretariat - Secretariat ~ . . . . 
Bureau international du Travail -

Office . . . • . . . . . . . . . 
International Labour 

15,6o8.63 

6,256.65 

724-30 

6o5.55 

ALLOCATIONS PRELEvEES SUR LA CAISSE DE DECES ET D'INVALIDITE- BY GRANTS 
FROM DEATH AND INV ALID~TY FUND • • • • • • • • • • • 

·CAISSE DES PENSIONS DU PERSONNEL -BY STAFF PENSIONS FUND 

COMPTE PLACEMENTS - BY INVESTMENTS ACCOUNT 

DISPONIBILITES EN BANQUE -· BY CASH AT BANK • 

21,865.28 

1,329.85 

24,863-75 

40,!68.42 

48,8oo.-. 

305,021.47 

442,048·77 
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ACCOUNTS OF THE STAFF PROVIDENT FUND 
FOR THE YEAR 1932. 

REPORT BY M. A. CERESA {Atulitor). 

The present report, like the-report on the Pensions F~n.d, takes as starting-point the closed 
accounts as at December JISt, I9JI, which were only provisiOnal. 1 . · 

x. The capital of the Provident Fund amounted on Dece~ber Jist, I~JI, in accordance with 
the provisional acc~unts, to the sums indicated in the fol!owmg table; thiS table also shows the 
chaiJoaes made in these figures as a result of later calculations: 

Secretariat . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Interaational Labour Office. . . . ~ . . 
Permanent C.ourt of International Justice. 

December 31st, 1931 
(provisional figures) 

Swiss francs 

254,I99-JO 
. 6I,574-8J 
I8,o66.45 

Adjustments 
Swiss francs 

- 4I,rgo.o2 
+ 90.JO 
+ J5-4J 

December 31st, 
1931 

(final figures) 
, Swiss francs 

21J,oo9:28 
6r,665.I3 
I8,IOI.88 

On December Jist, I9J2, the capital of the Fund amounted to the sums shown. below, opposite 
which are indicated, for purposes· of comparison, the figures for the corresponding date of the 
previous year, which had become final as a result of the above-mentioned adjustments: 

Secretariat . . . . . . . . . 
International Labour Office. . 
Permanent Court of International Justice. 

December 31st, 
1932 

Swiss francs 

2J2,855-2I 
65,085.48 
22,07!.94 

. 
J20,0I2.6J 

December 31st, 
1931 

Swiss francs 

2IJ,009.28 
6r,665.IJ 
I8,IOI.88 

Differences as at 
December 31st, 

1932 
Swiss francs 

+ I9,845·9J 
+ J,420.J5 
+ J.g70.06 

The increase of 27,2J6.34 francs shown in this table is due, as regards the sums· indicated 
below, to the contnbutious of the members of the Provident Fund and to contributions of the 
League of Nations Organisations to which these members respectively belong·:_ 

Secretariat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
International Labour Office. . • . . . . 
Permanent Court of International Justice .• 

Contributions 
of members 
Swiss francs 

I8.979-I5 
5,402.-
2,089-45 

26,470.60 

· Contributions 
of tbe Organisation 

Swiss francs 

I7,081.43 
4,86I.75 
I,88o.6I 

2J,823-79 

Total 
Swiss francs 

36,o6o.58 
I0,263.75 
3.970.06 

50,294-39 

The_50.Z94-J9 francs shown ia the above table should be reduced by: 

Sums paid to members leaving the service (capital sum) 
Advances in respect of insurance premiums . . . . . 

Swiss francs 

21,728.20 
I,J29.85 

23,058.05 

~ ~ease in the capital of the Provident Fund is thus reduced to the figu~e of 27 236.34 
francs md•cated above. . ' 

2.. The capital of the Death and Invalidity Fund amounted on December 31st 
1931, m accordance with the provisional accounts, to. . . . . . . . . . . . : 
the H'7ever, the porti?n of the capital ?f that Fund which was to be transferred to 

new Y ~eated Penstons Fund had still to be fixed. This calculation was made 
on the basiS of the position of the Fund at October I 7th 1932 and the sum to be 
transferred was fixed at . • . ' ' 

; . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
'• 

Difference 
As a result of later calculations th~ s~~ ~~ ;ed~ by : 

Swiss francs 

239.323-99 

209,939-65 

2g,384-34 
456-48 
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The figure thus finally determined for the capital of the Fund, as at December 
31st, 193.1, WaS . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Swiss francs 

Dunng the year 1932, this amount was increased, as a result of receipts, by. 
28,927.86 
5,521.04 

It was reduced, as a result of outgoings (payment~ made), by . 

On December 31st of that year it was accordingly reduced to . 

34.448.90 
24,86J.75 

9,585.15 

3· Investments in securities were shown in the provisional balance sheet of the Pro~ident 
Fund as at December 31st, 1931, at 6,686,079-II Swiss francs. 

<?n th3;t date, the securities had not been transferred to the Pensions Fund, as the question 
mentioned m my report on the 1931 accounts had not yet been settled. The point to be decided 
was whether the securities should be transferred in toto and whether, when the transfer took place, 
they should be brought into account at the purchase price shown in the above-meationed balance
sheet, or at their market value. 1 

. As stated in the report on the accounts of the Pensions Fund, the Assembly of the League of 
Nations settled the question at its meeting on October 17th, 1932, by deciding that the securities 
should be transferred in toto and at their purchase price. 

The inve~tments account of the Provident Fund is therefore as follows: 

Amount on December 31st, 1931 (purchase price of the securities)· . 
Transfer of the securities to the Pensions Fund 

Difference . . . . . . . . 
New purchases by the Provident Fund during the financial year 1932 

Amount as at December 31st, 1932 . . . . . . . . . · · · · 

Swiss francs 

6,686,079.II 
6,686,079-II 

-·----
48,8oo.oo 

48,8oo.oo 

The securities bought in 1932 were 3%'% Swiss Federal Railway Debentures 1932-1962, for 
a nominal value of 50,000 francs, 48,8oo francs being paid. 

By adding to this amount 437 francs, representing interest due on De~ember 31st, 1932 (pro 
rata), and the cash in hand (bank balance) of 305,021.47 francs, we obtam a sum of 354,258.47 
francs, constituting the total assets of the Provident Fund as at December 31st, ~932. 

As regards the cash in hand, it should be ,1oted that, on December 31st, 1931, 1t amounted to 
372.471.02 francs; on December 31st last, it thus showed a decrease of 67,449.55 francs, as follows: 

Receipts for the year 1932 . . . . . · · · · · 
Expenditure for the year 1932 . . . . . . . . 

Amount by which expenditure exceeded receipts. 

The receipts are made up as follows: 

Contributions in respect of the financial year 1932 . 
Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · 

The items of 'expenditure were as follows: 

Transfer to the Pensions Fund 2 • • • • • 

Sums paid to members leaving the se~ice 
Advances in respect of insurance pre~u~s . · · 
Sums paid out of the Death and Invahdtty Fund 
Investment in securities . . . . . . . · · · · 

Swiss francs 

69.577-75 
137,027-30 

67.449-55 

55,815.43 
13,762.32 

69.577-75 

40,168.42 
21,865.28 
1,329.85 

24,863-75 
. 48,8oo.oo 

· I t A t _On December 31st, 1931, this account showed a balance of 370,I67.69 

f 4· hn_terhes chcouwnev. er only provisional since the portion to be transferred to the Penswns rancs, w 1c was, o • . 
3 

• 

Fund was to be taken from th1s sum. 

• See document A.3(c).1932.X, page 3· th A bl of the League of Nations decided that the assets of the Pro-
• At its meeting on October 17th, 1932•. e Fsse:;' Ybject to leaving with the Provident Fund a sum in cash equal 

vident Fund should be transferred ~0 the PensiOns un ' s~o riate share of the Death and Invalidity Fund. 
to the balances of the accounts of Its members _and ~ ax~ calculated so as to leave in the Provident Fund a sum equal 

• The amount to be transferred to the PensiOns fi n d t II 
4
,
4 

francs on the basis of the position at November 25th, 
to 4 per cent of its aggrega~e capital. This stum '':asts ~:v: bee~ ~ssigned 'to the Pensions Fund): 358,743·69 francs have 
1932 (the date as from which all subse'!uen receip . 
therefore been transferred to the Pensions Fund. . 
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The movement of this account in I9J2 was as follows: 

Balance at December Jist, I9Jl (provisional figure) 
Sum transferred to the Pensions Fund 1• • • • • • 

Later adjustments. • .. .. ~ .. " •. 

Final amount of the balance on December Jist, I9JI. 
Amount of the interest received in I9J2 . • • • . . 

Balance at December Jist, I9J2 . 

(Signed) 

Swiss francs 

370,I67.69 . 
- J58.74J.69 

xo,898.J7 
IJ,762.32 

24,660.69 

A. CERESA, 

Auditor. 
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Part I. 

MAIN ACCOUNTS 

I. GENERAL STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF ASSETS AND 
LIABILITIES OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS .t\S AT DECEMBER JIST, I9JJ. 

II. LEAGUE OF NATIONS WORKING CAPITAL STATEMENT AS AT DECEMBER 
JIST, I9JJ. 

III. MEMORANDUM. ON RECOVERABLE ADVANCES MADE FROM THE WORKING 
CAPITAL FUND. 

· IV. GENERAL BUDGET ACCOUNT FOR THE FIFTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD. 

V. GENERAL CASH .ACCOUNT. FOR THE FIFTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD. 



Working Capital Fund . 
Depreciation Reserve: 

Propetly in Geneva • • 
Fnmitme. Fittings, 

Typewriters, etc. • • 
libr.uy (Books)- - - -
libr.uy (Shelving) - -

Suspense Accounts (per 
WJJ~Ta)- - - - -

States Members: Arrears 
of Contributions - -

Balance being Excess of 
Assets over liabilities as 
at December 3:rst, :r933 

-

-6-

I. - GENERAL STATEMENT BY THE 

L!ABIUTIES. 

P&manent Court 
of International 

Justice 

International I 
Labour 

Organisation 

ASSETS AND 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS AS 

Secretariat Total 

Gold fnuu:s as adopted by the League of Nations 

:£42,620.47 845.933-67 4.596.4:£8.9:£ 5.584.973-05 
. - 682,093-32 - 682;093-32 

:r,620,472-58 2,887,8:£6.79 229.402-4:£ :£,037,94:£.80 
33.907-89 566,259-59 :r,208,:r87.88 :r,8o8,355-36 

- - :r47,83:r.58 I47 ,83:r.58 

:£42.954-20 345.826.03 2,594.445-75 3,083,225-98 

2,374·999·6:r 8.549.480.02 :r8,8:r6,04:£.7I 29.740,52:£.34 

- :rm8.07s.24 36,8:r9447·5I 38.797.522.75 

I 

I .. .. 

-

• 



4 
SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE 

LIABILITIES OF THE 

AT DECEMBER 3IST, I933· 

Permanent Court 
of International 

Justice 

-7-

ASSETS. 

International 
Labour 

· Organisation 
Secretariat Total 

Gold francs as adopted by tbe League of Nations 

Property in Geneva . . . 
Secretariat and Assembly 

Hall: 
Building Fund Account: 
Amount expended to date 

Library: Building Fund 
Account: Amount Ex
pended . . . . . . . 

Wireless Station : Total 
cost of the station 

Library Endowment Fund: 
Amount expended . . 

Furniture, Fittings, Type-
writers, etc. . . . . . 

Library (Books) . . . 
Library (Shelving) . . . 
States Members: Arrears 

of Contributions as per 
Details annexed (page I3) 

Suspense Accounts . . . 
Reserve Fund: Loss on 

Investment . . . . . . 
Working Capital Fund : 

Recoverable Advances . 
Stock of Stationery and 

Paper . . . . . . . . 
Cash in Hand and at Banks; 

including cash advances: 
Secretariat and Assembly 

Hall: Building Fund 
Account . . . . . . 

New Buildings: Furnish
ing Account . . . . 

Library: Building Fund 
Account . . . . . . 

Library Endowment Fund, 
including investments 

Working Capital Fund. 
Exchange depreciation 

Fund . . . . . . . 
Cash Surplus in respect 

of Fifteenth Financial 
Period . . . . . . • 

Balance being of Liabi
lities over Assets as at 
December 3rst, I933. 

March rst, I934· · 

229,402.4! 
33.907.89 

2,374.999-6! 
!42.954-20 

I,037,94I.80 
566,259·59 

8,549·4§0.02 
345.826.03 

-
-

r5,2o6.85 

!4.676,575--

2,056,920.-

2,327,559-40 

258,2or.45 

!,620,472.58 
I,208,I87.88 

I47,83I.58 

r8,9ro,855·98 
2,594.445·75 

97!,693·88 

222,324.29 

-

6,537,643-58 

758,905.80 

!,073.955-9! 

!,875.780.5! 
4,027,327-38 

554,200.!6 

I,I97,908.79 

!4,676.575·-

2,056,920.-

2,327,559-40 

258,20!.45 

2,887,8!6.79 
r,8o8,355.36 

I47,83I.58 

29,835,335.6! 
3,083,225-98 

97!,693.88 

222,324.29 

r5,2o6.85 

6,537 ,643·58 

758,9o5.8o 

I,OJ3,955·9I 

I,875,780.5I 
4,027,327 ·38 

554.200.!6 

I,I97•908.79 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 
Chief AccQUnlanl. 
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LEAGUE 

II. - WORKING CAPITAL STATEMENT 

Budget Alloc:ation: 

In respect of Second Financial l'Ciit"l 
lAss contributions written off • • 

In respect of Third Financial Period . 
lAss contributions written off • • 

. . . 
• 

In respect of Fifth Financial Period . • 
lAss contributions written off • • 

• • • • • • 

. ~. In respect of Sixth Financial Period • • 
In respect of Seventh Financial Period • 

lAss contributions written off • • • 
. . . 

Receipts from States Members: 

In respect of Second Financial Period 
In respect of Third Financial Period • 
In respect of Fifth Financial Period • 

· In respect of Sixth Financial Period • • 
In respect of Seventh Financial Period • 

. . . 

Working Capital authorised by Vote of Assembly: 

In respect of Second Financial Period • • • • • 
Less allocation in contributions written off • 

In respect of Third Financial Period • • • • . • 
Less allocation in contributions written off • • 

• 

In respect of Fifth Fmancial Period •••••••• 
Less allocation in contributions written off • • 

. . 
• 

. . 

In respect of Sixth Fmancial Period • • • • • • • • • 
In respect of Seventh Financial Period • • • • • . . . 

Less allocation in contributions written off • 

Working Capital received: 

In respect of Second Fmancial Period . . 
• • . . 

In respect of Third Fmancial Period • • • 
In respect of Fifth Fmancial Period •• 
In respect of Sixth Fmancial Period • • 
In respect of Seventh Fmancial Period • . . . . . 
V o1:umary contributions . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 
lnterestearnedtodateonunemployedWorkingCapitalFund 
Interest earned, from date of Assembly decision, on advances 

not reimbursed within a period of six months • 

Leu refund to Brazil and Costa Rica • • • • • • 

Gold franca as adopted by the 
League of Nations. 

10,104,360.-
313,800.-

21,249·988.32 
993.o85·77 

25,673.507·30 
54.845.82 

22,658,138.-
22,478.71 

9·763.007.28 
20,00g,402.85 
23.726,892.56 
21,594.059·38 
21,230,127.6g 

1,725,000.-
53.571·45 

1,8go,ooo.-
84,863.6o 

50,000.-
49·00 

1,666,827.26 
1,788,347·70 

462.730.04 
408,909.15 

46,848.45 

20,256,902.55 

25,618,661.48 
23,233.635·70 

22,635.659·29 
101,535,419.02 

499461.52 
442,5oo.-

49.950-40 
4.468,476.87 

5.656.447·87 
166,289.09 

5•490,158.78 



OF NATIONS 

AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1933· 

Working Capital receivable: 

In respect of Second Financial Period: 

Amount authorised . . . . . . 
.(\mount received . . . . . . . 

In respect of Third Financial Period: 

-9-

Amount authorised . . . . . . 
Amount received . . . . . • . 

In respect of Fifth Financial Period: 

Amount authorised • • . • . . 
Amount received . . . . . . • 

In respect of Sixth Financial Period: 

Amount authorised . • • . . • 
Amount received . . • • . . • 

In respect of Seventh Financial Period: 

Amount authorised . . . • . . • 
Amount received . • . • . . • • . 

. . 

• 

Statement showing how Amount shown as Working Capital 
is made up: 

Cash at banks. 

Advances: 

Experts appointed under the Rules of Procedure in 
connection with Article 39 of the Treaty of 
November 9th, 1920: Free City of Danzig .... 

Question of the Frontier between Turkey and Iraq: 
Expenses of the Committee of Enquiry . . . . . 

Problem raised by the Request submitted by the Liberian 
Government for Assistance: Expenses of the Mission 
sent to the Kroo Region . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Commission of Enquiry to the Chaco . . . . . . . . 
High Commissioner for Refugees coming from Germany. 

Less credit : 

High Commissioner at Danzig 

International Labour Organisation 
Permanent Court of International Justice 

Gold francs as adopted by the 
League of Nations. 

1,671,428.55 
1,666,827.26 

1,805,136.40 
1,788,347·70 

499·461.52 
462,730.04 

442,500.-
408,909.15 

25,586.80' 

10,000.-

15,573·70 
148.370·74 
25,000.-

224.531.24 

2,206.95 

16,788.70 

33.590.85 

3,101.95 

845.933-67 
142,620.47 988,554-14 

5,238,zo5.81 

March 1st, 1934· (Signr:d) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief A ccountanl. 

a After deducting the sum of 251,952.97 francs, being loss on investment. 
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Ill. - ME."\IORA .. ~DUM ON RECOVERABLE ADVANCES MADE FR:OM THE WORKING 
CAPITAL FUND. 

I. Ezpms 11ppoiffletl urtder 1M Rules of ProcedurtJ in connection with ArticltJ 39 of thtJ TretJo/ of 
N-ber gilt, Igao: FretJ City of Da11Zig. 

On June Irth, I92S, the Council adopted the following Rules of Procedure: -.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . 
• Article III. - If the High Commissioner finds, at ~y point _in his examin~tion of a 

dispute between Poland and Danzig which has been submitted t? him, tha~ the disput~ ~as 
given rise to questions for the settlement of which it would be ~esrrable for ~· ~efore giVIng 
his dec5ion on the dispute, to obtain an independent technical or legal opm10n, he shall 
address to the Secretary..General of the League of Nations a request to that effect . . . " -.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . 

-Article VI. - The expenses incurred through the employment of technical committees 
or of experts shall be borne by the two parties in equal shares. -.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . 

• The necessary payments shall be made by the Secretary-General, who shall be 
reimbursed by the two parties." 

(34th Session, Minute ISIS.) 

z. Qt1es1itnJ of tile Frontier beheeen Turkey and Iraq: Committee of Enquiry. 

On September 30th, I9Z4, the Council adopted the following resolution: -....... - ...... _. .......................... . 
" With a view to collecting the facts and data which it requires to fulfil the mission 

entrusted to it under Article 3, paragraph z, of the Treaty of Lausanne: 

" Decides to set up a special Committee of three members. 

" . • • the Secretary..General shall furnish it with the necessary staff and shall 
advance it the funds which it may require, such advances to be refunded to the League 
in eqoa1 proportions by the Governments concerned." 

(3oth Session, Minute I320.) 

3. Problem raised by tile Request sulnnitted by the Liberian Government for Assistance: Mission 
setd to tile Kroo Region. 

On May ziSt, xg]Z, the Council adopted tJ!e following resolution: 

"-The Council authorises the Secretary-General to make advances from the Working 
Capital Fund, as required and up to a maximum of 25,000 francs, to cover the expenses of the 
mission to be sent to the Kroo region to pacify the Kroo tnoes, provided that he is informed 
by the Liberian Government of its willingness to reimburse these expenses if and when the 
::C~~ds are available and can_. be released for the purpose by the competent 

(67th Session, Minute 3097.) 

4- Dispute betuteen Bolivia and Paraguay: Expenses of the Chaco Commission. 

On July Jrd, :1933. the Council adopted the following resolution: 

.. The Council: 

"Authorises the Secretary-General to advance from the Working Capital Fund a sum 
not exr.eeding 200,000 Swiss francs for the expenses of the Commission. 

" It instructs the Secretary-General to make all necessary arrangements, financial and 
others, for the working of the Commission and to provide it with such staff as he considers 
necessary. 

" It further instructs him to enter into negotiations with the Governments concerned 
with a view to the repayment of the expenditure involved." 

. (74th Session, Minute 3304.) 
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5· Organisation on an International.Basis of Assistance to Refugees (] ewish and Other) coming 
from Germany : 

On Octo~er nth, 1933: the Assembly adopted the following resolution: 

" The Assembly, 

" • • • • • • 0 • 0 • • 0 • • • • 

"R~commends to the Council that, in accordance with Article 33, paragraph 2, of the 
Regulations for the Financial Administration of the League, it should approve that a sum 
not exceeding 25,000 francs should be advanced to the High Commissioner from the Working 
Capital Fund, it being understood that this advance will be refunded to the League out of the 
funds placed at the disposal of the High Commissioner." 

On October 12th, 1933, the Council adopted the following resolution: 

" 3· . . 

" In pursuance of ·this resolution, I propose that the Council authorise the 
Secretary-General to advance to the High Commissioner from the Working Capital Fund, 
in accordance with Article 33, paragraph 2, of the Regulations for the Financial Administration 
of the League, a sum not exceeding 25,odo francs, it being understood that this advance will 
be refunded to the League out of the funds placed at the disposal of the High Commissioner." 

(77th Session, Minute 3346.) 

6. High Commissioner at Danzig. 

In virtue of decisions adopted on October 15th, 1932, November 28th, 1932, and February 1st, 
1933, the Council appointed M. Helmer Rosting as acting High Commissioner at Danzig until 
October 15th, 1933, " with all the rights and powers conferred on the High Commissioner. This 
appointment is made on the same conditions as those stipulated in connection with the appointment 
of the late Count Gravina; nevertheless, in view of the economic crisis, the High Commissioner's 
salary is reduced by IO per cent." 

On October 26th, 1933, the Council adopted the following resolution: 

" 

"2. Mr. Sean Lester is appointed High Commissioner of the League of Nations at 
Danzig for a period of three years, as from January 15th, 1934. The question whether his term 
of office should be renewed will be examined by the Council a year before the expiry of the 
period of three years. 

" The Council requests the Secretary-General to authorise M. Rosting to act as High 
Commissioner until the date on which the new High Commissioner enters upon his duties." 

" • • • • • • • • • 0 0 

" 4· The funds appropriated for the maintenance of this post shall, as in the past, be 
advanced to the High Commissioner by the Treasury of the League of Nations. The High 
Commissioner shall submit a monthly report to the Treasury on the use made of these funds, 
which shall, so far as possible, be employed in accordance with the general rules applied by 
the League in such matters. Advances thus made to the High Commissioner shall be repaid 
in equal parts by the Governments of Danzig and of Poland, in accordance with the Agreement 
concluded on that question. The accounts of the High Commissioner shall be audited every 
six months by the Treasury of the League of Nations." 

(77th Session, Minute 3361.) 

7· International Labour Organisation. 

Permanent Court of International Justice. 

Paragraph I of Article 33 of the Regulations for the Financial Administration of the League 
of Nations reads as follows: • 

"In accordance with Article 26, paragraph 2, the Working Capital Fund is primarily 
applicable to meet tei?porarily no.rmal requirement~ of regular organisations of the League 
which cannot be paid out of mcome at the tune when they are due to be met. 
Such organisations !<hall have the first claim to assistance from the Fund. The assistance shall 
be given in the form of advances from the Fund to the competent officials of the organisations 
and such advances shall be repaid to the Fund as soon as the necessary income is available." 



IV. - GRNERAL DUDGliT ACCOUNT FOR Tim FIFTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 3xsT, x933, 

RxnlllliT\HIB. - (Ill 11\'111 fn111011 na n<lopltld by tho I.onguo of N11tlona,) 

5«-l't'tarint and Spt'Clt\l Orgn.
nisntions of the Lt>ngue . • 

Intt'rnntionnl Ln.bour Orgn.ni-
St.\tion. , .. , , .. .. , , , . 

Pennnnent Court of lntcma
tional Justice, . . . . . • 

NanSt>n 1ntemntional Office 
for Refugees . • . • 

Buildings at Geneva • • • 
Pensions . .. . . .. , 
Working Capital Fund 

llmlfl\'tllry 
nllotm~nt 

8,851,973,

a,660,I96,-

29M63,
a,o34.659·
I,839,906,-

4J3,I77·-

Dlfforonco botwoon 
Rxpoudod budl(otnry nllotmont 

nnd notunl oxpondlturo 

s,xso.ss3.69 

a,JJa,s68.Ss 

29M6J.
a,o34·659·
I,765,9oo.so 

4J:Z,I76,I7 

701,4I8.3I 

327,627.15 

6,xao,o62.85 

lllcOMR. - (In gold franc• a• Rdoptod by tho Leaguo of Natlona,) 

Secretariat and SJlecial Orga
nisations of the League , , 

International Labour Organi-
sation I I 1 1 1 I I I I I 

Permanent Court of Interna
tional Justice, . , , . . . 

Nansen international Office 
for Refugees , , , . 

Buildings at Geneva . 
Pensions. , , , , , , 
Working Capital Fund 

Dudgotary 
allotmont 

8,8sx,972.-

2,66o,x96.-

297.763.-
2,034,659·
x,B29,906.-

43Z,I77·-

33·429,132.-

Rccolvod 

6,426,404.20 

1,931,263·96 

:ZI6,17I.64 
1,477,133·08 
1,328,485.35 

313,754·27 

Rccolvable 

4·746.603.72 

2,4ZS,S6J.Bo 

728.9J2.04 

81,591.36 
557.5ZS.gz 
501,420.65 
II8,422.73 

V. - GENERAL CASH ACCOUNT IN RESPECT OF THE FIFTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 31sT, 1933. 

RI!CBIPTS, - (In gold francs as adopted by tho Leaguo of Nations.) 

To Cotdrilmtions 
from N alions: 
Arrears . . . 
Fifteenth Finan

cial Period . 
To Appropriations

itt-aid: 
Sundry Receipts 

To ExtrfJQ1dinary 
Receipts: 
Sundry Receipts 

To Workittg Capi
tal Fund: being 
Cash deficit for 
Fifteenth Fi
nancial Period . 

Secretariat 

March xst, 1934. 

International 
Labour 

Organisation 

18o,o82.09 

Permnnont 
Court of 

International 
Justice 

Total 

PAYMBNTB. - (In gold francs as adopted by the League of Natlona.) 

By Budgetary Ex
penses: 
Chapters of the 

Budget . . . · 
By Nansen Inter

national Office 
for Refu~ees . , 

By Build,ngs at 
Geneva . . . . 

By Pensions. . . 
By Working Capi

tal Fund . . . 
By Cash Balance: 

Cash Surplus 
for Fifteenth 
Financial Pe
riod . . . . 

Socrotarlat 

Z97.763.

:Z,034,659·-
1,765.900.50 

432,176.17 

1,197.908.79 

Intomatlonal 
Labour 

Organisation 

Permanent 
Court of 

International 
jUitico 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 
Chief Accountant. 

Total 

Z97.763.

Z,OJ4,659·-
1,765,goo.5o 

432,176.17 

I,I97,go8.79 
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Annex to the General Statement. 

STATEMENT OF UNPAID CONTRIBUTIONS AS AT DECEMBER 31St, 1933. 

Permanent International Working Court of General 
International Labour . Secretariat Capital Total 

total 
Justice Organisation Fund . 

Compounded Arrears Ac-
(Gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations) count: 

Honduras - 14,85o.98 40·475·6o - 55,326.58 
Nicaragua . . - 12,900.90 35,16o.55 - 48,061.45 
Paraguay . - 4,125-91 JJ,244.89 - 15.370.80 
Salvador. . . - 1,476.84 4,610.78 - 6,087.62 124,846·45 

Consolidated A."ears Ac-
count ( I922·I930) : 

China . . 669,425.i1 2,598,582.23 4;926,804·47 57.767·97 8,252.579-78 8,252.579·78 

Arrears of Stale in special 
situation: 
Axgentine: 

(nth period 1929) . 61,471.60 234.723-76 440,362.78 - 736,558.14 
(12th period 1930) 63,616.31 239,881.81 487.792-41 - 791,290-53 
(13th period 1931) 75.526.17 241,157-92 564,167·95 - 88o,852.o4 
(14th period 1932) 74.921.79 247.300.24 625,318.26 - 947·540.29 
(15th period 1933) 76,193-27 253.537·96 627.745·14 - 957.476·37 4.313,717-37 

Socond Financial Period 
(I920): 

Peru. . . - - 22,351-43 4,6o1.29 26,952-72 26,952-72 

Third Financial Period 
(I92I); 

Peru. . . - 61,852.84 1o8,858.16 16,788.70 187.499-70 187,499-70 

Fourth Financial Period 
(.I922): 

Peru. . . . . . - 53.508.25 128,532.05 - 182,040.30 182,040-30 

Fifth Financial Period 
(I923): 

Bolivia. . . . . 6,590-47 28,747-20 52,909.56 1,752-77 - go.ooo.oo 
Honduras . . 1,991.53 8,686.93 15,988.39 529.66 27,196.51 
Nicaragua 1,991-53 8,686.93 15,988.39 529.66 27,196.51 
Peru. . 17,923·74 78,182.37 14f,006.88 4,655.62 244,768.6r 389,r61.63 

Sinh Financial Period 
(I924): 

Bolivia. . . . 9,229-53 33.802-34 59,II5.64 2,136-50 104,284.01 
Honduras . . 2,osx.ox 7,5II.63 13,136.81 474·78 23,I74·23 
Nicaragua . . 2,osx.ox 7,5II.63 13,136.81 474·78 23,174-23 
Peru. 18,459.07 67,604-69 u8,230.96 4.273-30 zo8,568.oz 359,200.49 

Sttvonth Financial Period 
(I925): 

Bolivia. . . . . . 9,183.91 35.329.07 64,296.24 240.64 109,049-86 
Honduras . 2,040.88 7,850.90 14,288.05 53·47 24,233-30 
Nicaragua . . 2,040.88 7.850.90 14,288.05 53·47 24,233-30 
Peru. . . . 18,367.85 70,658.14 128,592.08 481.66 218,099.73 375.616.19 

Eighth Financial Period 
(I926): 

Bolivia. . . . . . 7·329-46 27,335-94 53.435-23 - 88,100.63 
Honduras 2,035-97 7.593-33 14,843-09 - 24,472-39 
Nicaragua 2,035-97 7·593·33 14,843-09 - 24,47•·39 
Peru. 16,491.27 61,505.86 120,229.26 - 198,226.39 335,271.80 

Ninth Financial Period 
(I9>7): 

Bolivia. 7,603-55 26,358.82 52,977·95 - 86,940-32 
Honduras 2,112.10 7·321-90 14,716.09 - 24,150-09 
Nicaragua 2,112.10 7.321.90 14,716.09 - 24,150-09 
Paraguay 1,538.65 5-333-98 10,720.61 - 17,593-24 
Peru. . . 171 108.00 59.307-36 119,200.37 - 195.615-73 348·449·47 

Tonth Financial Period 
(I928): 

Bolivia. 7.654·7• 28,059·37 53,6o5.92 - 89.320.01 
Honduras 1,063.16 3.897-16 7·445-30 - 12,405.62 
Nicaragua 2,126.31 7-794-27 14,890-53 - 24,811.II u6,536.74 

Elttvmlh Financial Poriod 
(I929): 

Bolivia. 8,781.09 33.529-79 62,904.89 - 105,215-77 
Guatemala . . 56.56 216.37 405-95 - 678.88 
Honduras 1,159·93 4·429.10 8.309·37 - 13,898.40 
Nicaragua 2,195-27 8,382.45 15.726.22 - 26,303·94 
Paraguay 1,769·58 6.757.01 12,676.78 - 21,203·37 
Peru. 18,412.76 70,307·46 131.903,08 - 220,623-30 387.923.66 

Cam•d forward . 1,2I.f,662.II 4·699.367·77 9.400,952.15 94,814.27 15,409-796-30 15,409,796.jO 
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Sr.UE..'IE..'rr OF UNPAID CONTRIBUTIONS AS AT DECEMBER 31st, 1933 (continued). I hnnan~t International Working 
Court of General 

International Labour Secretariat Capital Total total 
Justice 

Organisation Fund 

. (Gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations) 

~tw··"· . 1,ar4.662.u •• 699.367-77 9.400,952.15 94.814-27 15.409.796-30 15.409· 796-30 
r..lft/1 Fin p'el Periotj 

(zuo): 
112,765,07 Bolma. . . . . . . g.o65.82 34·185.03 69.514.22 -

OUie . . . . . . . 1,298-48 4,8g6.18 9,956.28 - 16,150·94 
C..ba . . . . . . . 2,917-31 II,OOO.f3 22,369-o6 - 36,286.80 
G.atemala. . . . . 2,219-49 8,369.15 17,018.42 - 27,6o7.06 
Hoadnras . . . . . 2,266-f6 8,546.25 17.378-56 - 28,191.27 
Liberia. . . . . . . 62.83 236.82 481.73 - 781.38 
hlcuagua . . . . . 768-04 2,8g6.09 5,889.19 - 9.553-32 
Panga.y . . . . . 2,215.16 8,352.85 16,985.27 - 27.553-28 
~- . . . . . . . Z0.398-09 76.916.31 156,4o6.99 - 253.721-39 
su-lol-. . . . . . 1,433-15 5.403-99 10,g88.93 - 17,826.07 
l:'nguay • . . . . . 6,345.15 23.926.00 48,652.87 - 78.924.02 609,36o.6o 

Ti&' c. Fi=mriel Pe-
""" (I93I) : 

Boli'ria. . . . . . . 10.727-92 34·254-67 8o,135·81 - 125,118.40 
OUie . . . . . . . )6,668-fl 117,o83.63 273-9o6-96 - 427,659-00 
ChiDa • . . . . . . 61,685.79 1g6,g65.o8 46o,782.65 - 719,433-52 
C..ba . . . . . . . 23,610.6o 75-389-53 176.367.25 - 275.367-38 
G-atemab ~ . . . . 2,631.8g 8,403-72 19,659-77 - 30,695-38 
H...tmas . . . . . 2,681.g8 8,563.66 20,033-95 - 31,279-59 
I iberia . . . . . . . z.681.g8 8,563.66 20,033-95 - 31,279-59 
~ . . . . . 1,104-88 3,528.09 8,253-54 - 12,886.51 
Paaama. . . . . . 2,567-16 8,197-03 19,176.20 - 29.940-39 
Paraguay . . . . . 2,627.28 8,388·99 19,625-33 - 30,641.6o 
~- . . - - . - . 24-137-82 77-072-98 18o,305.54 - 281,516.34 
l::nguay • - . - . - 18,329-63 58,527.2o 136.919.29 - 213.776.12 2,209.593-82 

Few· c. FW-ci.I P~ 
rOM ( If}3Z) : 

Altpnp - - . - - . 38-54 127.25 321.73 - 487-52 
Gelmany. - - . . . 53.234-40 175.714-84 444·3o8.g8 - 673.258.22 
Boli'ria. . . . - . . lo,62o.fo 35,055·57 88,640-79 - 134-316.76 
BaJg;nja _ - - . - . 1,18o.03 3-894-90 9.848.54 - 14.923-47 
ClJile . . . - . . . 36.36o.so 120,017·94 303.474-88 - 459.853-32 
OliDa - - - - - - 61,o76.:z8 201,599-27 509-759-72 - 772,435-27 
Caba - - - . . . . 23..409-69 77-270.21 195.383.84 - 2g6,o63.74 
G-at-me- - . . . 2,6o8.91 8,611-fl 21,774-65 - 32,994-97 
H...........,. - - . . . 2,655.10 8.763-89 22,16o.I9 - 33.579-18 
llmlpxy. . - . . . 21,1o6.25 69.667.03 176,1S8.61 - 266,931.89 
liberia. - - - . - - 2,655-10 8.763-89 22,16o.19 - 33.579-18 
Nx:angaa. - . -· . - 662.JO 2,187.10 5.530.JO - 8,38o.5o 
Paaama- - - - . - 2,s6z.OJ 8,..fs6.82 21,383-77 - 32,402.66 
Paraguay . . . . - 2,604-65 8.597-38 21,739-16 - 32.941.19 
~- - - . - . . 23.895-89 78.875-03 199.441-78 - 302,212.70 
l::-mgaay- - . - . - 18,1J5.o3 59-995-04 151.702.22 - 229,873-29 
Yugoslavia • . - - - 6.3o6.87 20,811-SO 52,638.81 - 79.763.18 3,403,997-04 

Fi# ati Fi==?fi Periotl 
(:1933): 

. 
Alb;nria - - - - - - 2,627-35 8,742-69 . 21,646-39 - 33.016.43 
Gelmany. - - - - - 51,886.o8 172,654-43 427,...S2.20 - 652,022-71 
Bolivia. - - - - - - 10,S09.f2 34.910-75 86.s85-54 - 132,o65-71 
Bnlgaria- - - - - - 13,136-77 43-713-44 1o8,231.92 - 165,o82.13 
Can;pc!a - - - - - - 29..499-39 g8,161-<>4 243.041.05 - 370,J01.48 
ClJile - - - - - - - J6,JS:z.g6 122,397-64 303,049-37 - 462,229-97 
OliDa - - - - - - - 6o.B77-39 202,573-37 SOI,5S9·70 - 765,010.46 
O>bnhia. - - - - - 15.032.89 S0,022-91 123,853-79 - 188,909.59 
Caba - - - - - 23,6¢.19 78,68+19 194,817-46 - 297.147-84 
Do 

. . an Repabl:ic .. gSg.oo 3-290-99 8,1.f8-39 12,428.38 -
Abywinia - - - - - 2,222.28 7·394-83 18,309-09 - 27,926.20 
Ymlaad - - - - . - 6,3j2.13 21,137-02 52,334.15 - 79.823-30 
Gs-=e. - - - - - . 9,195.68 30.599-42 75.762-40 - 115,557-50 
Gezternah ... . - . . 2,627-35 8,742-69 21,6¢.39 - 33,016.43 
Hou! • . - . . . 2,627-35 8,742-69 21,6¢.39 - 33,016.43 
Hang ) -- . . . . 21,018.83 69,941.51 173,171,0J - 264,131.41 
Italy - - - . - . . 5,.f18.8g 18,031-54 44·645-26 - 68,095-69 
Japaa- - - - - . . 157.641-25 ,24,561-30 1,:zg8,783.os - 1,98o,985.6o 
I.ama. - - - . . - 3.935.o6 13,094-"7 32,..f20.15 - 49.449-28 
l..ibe ia. - - - - - - 2.fn7-35 8,742-69 21,6¢.39 - 33,016.43 
ljthwnta . . . - l,sSz.71 5.266.]9 13.039-27 - 19,888.37 
liew ZahncJ .. . - - . 12,D35-99 40.050-49 99,162.69 - 151,249-17 
JOienapa . . . . . 1,216-93 4·049-39 1o,o:z6.09 - 15,292-41 
P.ulama • . . . . . 1,o21.20 3-398-24 8,413-89 - 12,833·33 
Paagaay . . . . . 2.fn7-35 8,J42.6g 21,6¢.39 - 33,016.43 
Penia •• . . . . . . 122.77 4o8-59 1,011.59 - 1,542-95 Pen, . . . . . . 23.646-19 78.684-19 19.f,817,of6 - 297.147-84 
PoiaDd. . . . . . . 5J,:Z,.S.31 223,773-"3 !l54,o.f8.84 - S45,0JO.I8 
R-mania . . . . . 9 • .515.63 31,663.8o 78.397-9.5 - 119,577·38 
Sa1Yad«. . . . . . 812-45 "·703-49 6,693.64 - 10,209-58 
Unpoy. . . . . . 14.875-53 49·499-32 122,!l57-..S - 186,932-33 
Vea!rrcfa . . . . . 6.S33.o2 22,737-24 ,6,2g6.J2 - 85,866.38 
Y11(011ma. . . . . 52,547.o8 174.853·77 432,927-68 - 66o,328.53 

6.52,738-77 2,172,o29.84 5·377.819.24 - 8,202,587.85 S,zoz,587 .85 
2,374.w9.61 8,j49,,.SO.o2 18,8J6,0.f1.71 94,8J.f.27 29,835.335·61 29,83.5·335·61 
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I, -BUDGET ACCOUNT FOR THE FIFTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD 
ENDED DECEMBER 3IST, I933· 

A. GENERAL SUMMAR~. (In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

Part I. - Secretariat and Special 
Organisations. 

ChapterL 

.A.sse~~~bly .8ll Cot~ffCil • • • • • • • 

Chapter II. 

Geweral Servias of tile Seaelatial 

Less: Appropriations-in-aid (see 
page IS) • • . • • . . • • . 

Chapter IlL 

Allotted 

38s,ooo.-

5pecitzl Org~n~iSillimls of tile League • • 8,477.897.36 

Less: App10priations-in-aid: 

Item 19 A. - Financial Section and 
Economic Intelligence Service: 
Contribution from the Rockefeller 
Foundation towards the expenses 
of the printing of • Banking and 
Monetary Laws D • • • • • • • • 4,oso.zs 

Contribtrtions from the Rocke-
feDer Foundation towards the cost 
ofthestndyofDoubleTaxation • • n8,o94 • .57 

Contribution from the Rocke
feDer Foundation towards the cost 
of promotion of analytical research 
work • • • . • • • • . • • • • z,64z.so 

Item 20.- Mandates: Contributions 
from the Iraqi and French Govern
ments towards the expenses of the 
Demarcation Commission of the 
FrontierbetweenlraqandSyria. • 64,401,8o 

Item 2I. - Transit Organisation: 
Contribution from the Government 
of Siam towards the cost of the 
investigation of the question of 
improvements to the approaches 
tothePortofBangkok,etc.. • • • 4,601,7.5 

Item 22. - International Health 
Organisation: Contribution from 
the International Health Division 
oftheRockefeDerFonndation •• ·• 616,114.17 

Gift for research work on ma-
laria in Greece • • • • • • • • • 44,243.88 

Item 23 A. - Su • • of Opium 

Expended' 

z,og6,ooo.-

8,383,233-- ----

64,401,80 

Traffic: Gift ~ Egyptian 
GoverDDJeiJt , , , , , • , , • • 2 1 .fOO.-

6,g8I,205.43 

• Ia the badfri lor 1933. the gold fram: wu taken u the equivalent of the Swlu franc. In 10 far ae the expenditure 
ol the Secutariat aad Special Orpnieatiom llo c:onurocd, the aame parity u u&ed In the account.. 

• The adiOidlt .5,62o,288.79 aold tram:. repreoenu the f'OII expenditure of the SpecJal Organl&atioM of the League. 
The .a expeadltare cbarpable to the Iliad¢ of the League, afterdedocting the varlou appropriation&·ln-ald, amounting 
to "n.f;JJ.)f> aold fraDG,;. .f,722,617-43 gold friUIQI. 
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Chapter III (continued). Allotted 

Item 23 B. . - Social Questions: 
Contribution from the Bureau of 
Social Hygiene towards the expen
~es of the ~ommission of Enquiry 
mto Traffic m Women and Children. 27,468.65 
Contribution to the Child Wel-
fare Committee . . . . . . . . . 3 4 8. 2 9 

Item 25: Intellectual Co-operation: 
Contribution from the Government 
of Spain . . . . . . . . . . 13,305.50 

---- 7.580,226.-

Chapter IV. 
Loss on Exchange . . . . . . 

Deduct: Profit on exchange. 

Chapter V. 

Permanent Equipment, etc. 

Less: Appropriations-in-aid: 

Item 35· - Library: Contribution 
from the revenue of the Rocke
feller Library Endowment Fund • . 

TOTAL: Secretariat and Special 
Organisations . . . . . . . 

Difference between budgetary allot
ment and actual expenditure in 
respect of Secretariat and Special 
Organisations . . . . . . . . . . 

Part IV. - Nansen International Office 
for Refugees: League Contribution 

(Lump sum) 

Part V.- Buildings at Geneva. 

(i) Terminable annuity paya
ble on account of build
ing operations of the 
League . . . . . . . .. I,6oo,ooo.-

(ii) Establishment of a Wire-
less Station . . . . . 434,659.-

Part VI. - Pensions. 

(Schedule Y, page 3I). 

(i) Contribution to the Pensions 
Fund . . . . . . . . 

(ii) Administrative expenses . . 

Difference between budgetary allot
ment and actual expenditure in 
respect of Pensions . : . . . . 

Part VII. - Working Capital Fund 

1,773,306.-
56,6oo.-

-----

263,000.-

!7,322,459--

I,82g,go6.-

432,!77·-

Expended 

---- 4.722,6!7·43 

157,343.II 
8,450.92 

1, 6oo, ooo.-

434,659.-

I, ji 8,473.65 
47.426.85 

2o8,6gi.54 

!2,295.447·94 

5,027,0II.o6 

I,765,goo.5o 

64,005-50 

I,82g,go6.-

432,I76.I7 

1 The amount 270,675.28 gold francs represents the gross expenditure on Permanent Equipment. The tul 
expenditure chargeable to the budget of the League. after deducting the appropriation-in-aid, amounting to 61,983·74 
gold francs, amounts to :zo8,6g1.54 gold francs. 
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B. SUMMARY OF ITEMS. 

Section I. Ordinary Expenditure. 

CHAPTER I.- ASSEMBLY AND CouNCIL. 

Original 
Appropriation 
Gold francs 

x. Session of the Assembly (Schedule A, page 20) 333,ooo.-
2.. Sessions of the Council • • • • • . . . . . 63,ooo.-
S· Unforeseen Expenditure: 

(4) Political e:~penditure (Schedule B, 
page 20} . • • • . . • • . • . soo,ooo.-

(b} (Exceptional} Financial expenditure 
(Schedule B. page 20}. . • • . • 2oo,ooo.-

Appropriation 
as ·modified by 

transfers 
Gold francs 

333,000.~ 

63,000.-

soo,ooo.-

200,000.-

1,o96,ooo.- 1,096,ooo.-

. 
CHAPTER II. -GENERAL SERVICES OF THE SECRETARIAT. 

4- Salaries, wages and allowances: 
(a) Secretariat (Schedule C, page 21) 
(b) House Staff at Geneva (Schedule D, 

page 21} . . • • • • . • • • • • 
5- Contribution to the. Staff Provident Fund. • 
6. I iaison with Latin America (see Item JX A} • 
7- Branch Offices (Schedule E, page 22} . • • • 
8. T~avelling expenses of officials of the League: 

(a) Tiavelling expenses and subsistence 
allowances in connection with Gene-
ral Services • . . • • . . . . • . 

(b) Travelling expenses of members of the 
Secretariat returning home on leave. 

(c) Removal expenses to and from Geneva 
(d) Extension of Jeave journey privileges to 

officials' families • • • • • • • • 
9- Frais de Ieprisentation (Schedule F, page 22). 

10. Property account: Maintenance (Schedule 
G, pagez3} . • • . • . • • . • • . . • 

rr. Publications Department (Schedule H, 
pagt23) ••••••••••••••. 

xz. General office expenses (Schedule I, page 24) • 
IJ. Special staff charges (Schedule J, page 24) • • 
I.f.. Interest charges: Bank accounts .•.•• 
IS- Unforeseen and miscellaneous expenses of 

the Secretariat • • • • • • • • • . • • 
I6. Unpaid Liabilities Fund . . . . . . . . 
IJ. Supelvision of Revenue and Expenditure: 

(a) Auditors' tiavelling and subsistence 
allowances • • . • • • . . . . • 

(b) Expenses of Supervisory Commission. 
(c) Expenses of Committee on Allocation 

of Expenses • . • . • . • . • . 
(d) Enquiry into the rationa1isation of 

the~ , .. , ...... . 

s.9s6,8os.-

491,597--
26,ooo.-

139,521.-

125,000.-

8s,ooo.-
1oo,ooo.-

78,ooo.
I54,025.-

410,120.-

473.480.-
468,520.-
98,6oo.-

40,000.-
10,000.-

14,400.-
20,615.-

31,550.-

45,000.-

5,941,805--

491,597·-
26,ooo.-

125,000.-

85,000.-
100,000.-

78;ooo.-
154,025.-

410,120.-

473.480.-
468,520.-
98,6oo.-

40,000.-
25,000.-

14,400.-
20,615.-

31,550.-

45,000.-

Actual 
Expenditure 
. Gold francs 

152,636.35 
II,198.55 

22,II2.55 

5,358,954-56 

4I6,I29.75 
18,6ss.6o · 

94,443.10 

48,837-75 

49.714-30 
6!,927-70 

28,433.17 
124,223-30. 

313,897·35 

. 328,248.05 
259.732-52 
71,628.30 

I6,8]3.
:Z3,034·30 

12,514.
II,985.45 

928.35 

26,r28.so 

8,768,233.- 8,768,233.- 7,266,289.05 

Deduct: AP'PJiOPJCIAnoxs-IIf-AID: 

(a) Sale of publications • • • • • . . . 
(b) Interest earned • • • • • • • • . . 
(c) Miscellaneous cash receipts • . . . • 
(d) Sale of photographs and cinematograph 

filmS ... , , , .. • • • .. .. 

J40,000.-
20,000.-
20,000.-

5,000.-

. 
340,000.-
20,000.-
2o,ooo.-

5,000.-

Actual Income 

274·765.67 
3,03I.IO 
6,444·85 

842.-
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CHAPTER III. - SPECIAL ORGANISATIONS OF THE LEAGUE. 

r8. Administrative Commissions and Minorities 
Questions (Schedule K, page 24). . . . . 

19(a). Financial Section and Economic Intelli
gence Service (Schedule L, page 25) . . 

19(b). Section of Economic Relations (ScheduleM, 
page 25) . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. 

19(c). Monetary and Economic Conference . . 
20. Mandates (Schedule N, page 26) 
2I. Transit (Schedule 0, page 26) . . 
!012. International Health Organisation (Sche

- dule P, page 27) . . . . . . . . . . . 
23. A. Supervision of Opium Traffic (Schedule Q, 

page 28) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
B. Social Questions: Suppression of Traffic in 

Women and Protection of Children, etc. 
(Schedule Q {I), page 28) . . . . 

C. Permanent Central Opium Board (Sche
dule Q (2), page 29) . . . . . . . . . 

D. Credits to provide for the coming into 
force of the Convention for the Limi: 
tation of the Manufacture and the 

· Regulation of the Distribution of Nar
cotic Drugs . . . . . • . . . . 

24. Reduction of Armaments (Schedule R, 
page 29) . . . . . . . . . . . . 

25. Intellectual Co-operation, International 
Bureaux, and Miscellaneous Questions 
(Schedule S, page 30) . . . . . . 

26. International Convention on Slavery (Sche
dule T, page 30) . . . . . . . . . . . 

27. Legal Assistance for the Poor . . . . . . 
28. Progressive Codification of International 

Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
29. International Federation for Mutual Assis

tance in the Relief of Peoples overtaken 
by Disaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

30. Commission of Enquiry for European Union 
(Schedule U, page 30) . . . . . . . . 

31. A. Liaison with Latin America (Schedule V, 
page 31) . . . . . • . . . . . · 

31. B. Liaison with China • . . . . . • . 
32. League Wireless Station (Schedule W, 

page 31) . . . . . . . · · · · · 

Original 
Appropriation 

33!,828.-

I,OOI,876.-

6!7,950.-
436,000.-
316,440.-
400,423.-

98o,ooo.-

!24,793·-

140,534·-

25,000.-

r,5oo.-

137,125.-

247,643·-
450,000.-

212,000.-
7.580,226.-

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

33I,828.-

I,OOI,876.-

6!7,950.-
436,000:-
3!6,440.-
400,423·-

98o,ooo.-

124.793·

!40,534·-

25,000.-

255.786.-

1,500.-

137,125.-

247,643·-
450,000.-

212,000.-
7.580,226.-

CHAPTER IV. - PROFIT AND Loss ON EXCHANGE. 

33· Loss on Exchange . . . • . 
Deduct: Profit on Exchange 

Actual 
Expenditure 

251,296.05 

825,044·73 1 

341,788.
I84,850.90 
250,024.!0 2 

26!,655·30 3 

702,563.25' 

244.433·65 5 

!08,961.25 8 

!03,239·55 

r9,oo8.65 

537.58!.30 

!95.720.80 7 

181.35 

223.05 

135.972.88 
355.944·92 

204,!27.70 
4.722,6!7·43 

I57,343.II 
8,450.92 

148,892.19 
1 This figure represents tbe net expenditure of tbe Financial Section and Economic Intelligence Service chargeable 

to tbe budget of tbe League. The gross expenditure, after adding tbe sums of 4,050.25 francs, n8.094·57 francs and 
2,642.50 francs contributed by tbe Rockefeller Foundation towards tbe expenses of tbe printing of" Banking and Monetary 
Laws ", the study of double taxation and promotion of analytical research work, amounts to 949.832.05 francs. 

• This figure represents tbe not expenditure of the Mandates Section chargeable to tbe budget of tbe League. The 
gross expenditure, after adding tbe sum of 64,401.80 francs contributed by tbe Governments of Iraq and France towards 
the cost of tbe expenses of tbe Commission of Demarcation of tbe Frontier between Iraq and Syria, amounts to 
314,425.90 francs. 

a This figure represents tbe n.t expenditure of tbe Communications and Transit Organisation chargeable to tbe 
budget of tbe League. The gross expenditure amounts to 266,259.05 francs after adding tbe sum of 4,001.75 francs. 
part of the amount of 35.000 francs contributed by tbe Government of Siam towards tbe expenses of tbe Committee 
set up to examine the question of improveme?ts to tbe approache~ to tbe port ofBang~ok!'nd tbe installations of that port. 

• This figure represents tbe net expend1ture of tbe International Health Orgamsation chargeable to tbe budget of 
tbe League. The gross expenditure, after adding tbe sums of 6x6,II4.17 francs contributed by tbe Rockefeller Foundation 
and 44,243.88 francs contributed by Mrs. David Simmons to enable research work on malaria in Greece, amounts to 
I,362,921.30 francs. 

. • This figure represents the net expenditure of the Section for Supervision of Opium Traflic chargeable to tbe budget 
of the League. The gross expenditure, after adding tbe sum of 2,400 francs, gift from tbe Egyptian Government, amounts 
to 246,833.65 francs. 

o This figure represents the net expenditure of tbe Section for Social Questions chargeable to tbe budget of tbe 
League. The gross expenditure, after adding the sum of 27,816.94 francs, various grants-in-aid, amounts to 
136,778.19 francs. 

7 This figure represents tbe net expenditure of the Section for Intellectual Co-operation, International Bureaux and 
Miscellaneous Questions chargeable to the budget of the League. The gross expenditure. after adding the sum of 

· I3,30S.so francs, contribution-in-aid from the Government of Spain, amounts to 2og,o26.3o francs. 
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Section II. Capital Expenditure. 

CHAPTER V.- PERMANENT EQUIPMENT, ETC. 

Appropriation 
Original as modified by 

Appropriation transfers 

34- Furniture and equipment: 
6o,ooo.- 6o,ooo.-(a) Current e..""q>ellses • •• • • • • • • • 

(b) Purchase of furniture supplied by the 
State of Geneva for the Disarma-
ment Conference Building • IOO,OOO.- IOO,OOO.-

35- Library (see Schedule X, page 32) • . 103,000.- 103,000.-

263,000.- 263,000.-

C. SCHEDULES. 

· SciiEDULE. A ro CHAPTER I, ITEM I. - Session of t'M Assembly. 

L Sa1aries of additional temporary clerical and 
house staff • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

z. Overtime payments of permanent staff • • • 
3- Travelling expenses and subsistence allow-

an«:es • • .. • . . • . • . • . • . • • • 
4- Assembly Hall: rent, lighting, heating, etc. • 
5- Special printing • • • • • • • • 
6. Cables, telegrams and telephones. 
7- Supplies and stores. • • • • • · • 
8. Automobile and cyclist service. • 
9- Incidental expenses. • • . • • • 

70,000.-
2,000.-

20,000.-
64,000.

I50,000.-
2,000.

I0,000.-
8,000.-
7,000.-

333,000.-

70,000.-
2,000.-

20,000.-
64,000.

I50,000.-
2,000.

I0,000.-
8,000.-
7,000.-

333,000.-

SciiEDULE B TO CHAPTER I, ITEM 3· - Unforeseen Expenditure. 

Apptoptiation 
voted by tbe 

Conncil 
A. Poli:tical expenditure: 

:r. Request for assistance presented by the Government 
of Liberia: Expenses incurred in connection with 
meetings of the Council Committee • • • • . • • • 10,000.-

z. Dispute between Bolivia and Paraguay: Expenditure 
on. telegrams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · 10,000.-

3- Request for assistance submitted by the Government 
of Liberia: Expenses of Dr. Mackenzie's mission • 9,000.-

B. (ExceptiMral) Fmancial Expenditure: 
29,000.-

I. llt:etings of the ~ratory Conunission of Experts for 
the Monetary Economic Conference . • . . . • 45,000.-

z. Fmancial enquiries in 1933 • • • • • • • • • • • • 20,000.-
3· Appointment of M. Ren~ Charron to the Financial 

Section and Economic Intelligence Service of the 
Secretaria.t • • • • e e e • • II • • • • e • e e 5,000.-

4· Expenses involved by the Financial Enquiry in Greece • 30,000.-

100,000,-

Actual 
Expenditure 

38,671.20 

94.456-90 
75.563-44 1 

2o8,691.54 

!8,351.35 
90-50 

5.390·35 
15,573-85 

105,69I.6o 
750-75 

1,340-35 
1.488.20 
3.959-40 

Actual 
Expenditure 

7,171.15 

9,022.75 

5,918.65 

22,112.55 

7.976.25 
15,529.20 

5,000.-
19,588.45 

48,093-90 

• Tbl. ~ upr-m. the tret espeuditure of the Library cbargeable to the budget of the League. The 11ro11 
~. aiUs' adding the ... m of &1,983.74 frant.• contributed from the revenue of the Rockefeller Library 
~ J'nd, --to 137-5-47-18 fraiiCII. 
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ScHEDULE C TO CHAPTER _II, ITEM 4 (a).- Salaries, Wages and Allowances of the Secretariat. 

I. General Organisation. 

Principal Officers . 
Political Section . 
Information Section . 
Legal Adviser's Branch 
Treasurer's Office 

(a) Replacements, temporary engage
ments, overtime, etc., for the 
General Organisation, allowance 
for the Members of Section on 
night and Sunday duty . . . . 

Original 
Appropriation 

719,603.-
233,896.-

1,181,270.-
385,452.-
105,992.-

19.350.-

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

719,603.-
233.896.-

1,181,270.-
370,452.-
105,992.-

19,350.-

Actual 
Expenditure 

619,693.50 
225,698.35 
985.778.76 
339,6II.15 
~05,990-35 

6,685.-
(b) Miscellaneous allowances {special 

languages and family allowances) -~-:3~·o_o7o_.::-__ -::-::::.3':...o-;;-o_o·~---.,,.,2,::,5::..:9:..c7_·2-:;5:... 
ToTALS: General Organisation 2,648,563.- z,633,563.- 2,286,054.36 

II. Internal Administrative Services. 

Central Services: 
Chief of Inte~al Services and 

Establishment Office . . _ . . . 
Contracts and Supplies Branch . 
Pool of typists . . . . . . . . . 
Duplicating and Multigraph Branch 
Distribution of Documents - • . . 
Miscellaneous Services • 

Personnel Office • . . . . . 

Document Service: 
Chief of Service and Office . . . . 
French Translation and Precis-writing 

Department . . . . . . . . . . 
English Translation and Precis-writing 

Department . . . . . . . . . . 
Verbatim reporters . . . . . . . . 
Printing and Publications Department 

Library . . . . . . . . 
Registry . . . . . . . . 
Indexing of Publications . 
Accounting Branch . . . 
Internal Control . . . . 

(a) Replacements, temporary engagements 
and overtime for aU Internal Ad
ministrative Services . . . . . 

(b) Miscellaneous allowances 
TOTALS: Internal Services 

TOTALS: General Organisation and 
Internal Services . 

Lump-sum reduction made by the 

95,232.-
48,134--

472,822.-
229,623.-
2:r5,632.-
79,014.-

120,718.-

72.460.-

425!249·-

461,963.-
99,909.-

320,548.-

180,485.-
217>995·-
82,748.-

102,888.-
90,522.-

I 87JOO.-

6,o51,8o5.-

95,232.-
48,134--

472,822.-
229,623.-
215,632.-
79,014.-

120,718.-

72,460.-

425,249--

461,963.-
99,909.-

320,548.-

180,485.-
217,995.-
82,748.-

102,888.-
90,522.-_ 

87.300.-

86,478-55 
48,131.80 

378.343-60 
198,047.35 
213,876·95 
72.709-45 

IOO,II5.55 

72.459-30 

417,140.85 

457.796-30 
88,931.20 

299.637-85 

179.326.95 
205,254-55 
63,243-35 
95,984.-
87.546.65 

7.875-95 

3.072.900.20 

Assembly. . . . . . . . . . . . _ __;9;:::5~·o;.:o:..:o_:_·-=-__ _:::95~·~oo.:..o:..:·=-----=----::--
5.956,8o5.- 5,941,805.- 5,358,954.56 

ScHEDULE D TO CHAPTER II, ITEM 4 (b). - Wages of House $tall at Geneva. 

427.797·- 427.797--

40,200.- 40,200.-

(a) Salaries • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(b) Salaries of Staff employed in New Building 

constructed for the Disarmament Conference 
(c) Overtime, temporary engagements and 

replacements . . 2o,ooo.- 2o,ooo.- 8,895.50 
(d) Family allowances ............ --~3:.:,6..::.o.:..o·~---~3:.:•6..::.oo.::..:·~---.:;:2•:..:.8.:!:47!....·~35~ 

491,597·- 491.597·- 416,129-75 
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ScHEDULE E TO CHAPTER II, ITEM 7· - Brand• Offices. 

I. l.oruUn& Swb-Qtfiu. 

A. Staff Salaries • 

B. Property Account and General 
Office Expenses: 1. 

(i) Rent and rates . x,:r25 
(ii) Lighting . 22 

[ti:i) Heating . . . . go 

(iv) Cleaning • • • • 1:42 . 
(v) Repairs and renewals • 40 

(vt1 Telephones • • • • :roo 

(v:h1 Stationery • • • • • 50 
(viii) National Health and 

Unemployment Insu-
ranee •••••. 

(ix) Postage • • • • • • 

(x) Cables and telegrams • 

(:xi) Newspapers . • • • 

(xix1 Miscellaneous and un-
foreseen expenses • • 

II. Pllris S•lHJffice. 

A. Staff Salaries 

30 

70 
J:O 

35 

B. Pmpet ty Account and General Office 
Expenses: Fr. frs.. 

(i) Rent •• 

[rl) lighting • • 

(iii) Heating • 

J:OO,OOO 

• • 4,500 

1:3,500 
(iv) Cleaning. 2,000 

(v) Repairs and renewals 5,000 
(vt1 Telephones. • '. • • 25,000 

(v:h1 Cables and telegrams 250 

(vfu1 Stationery • 2,000 
(ix) Postage • • roo 

(x) Newspapers 700 

(X111fiscellaneous expenses. J:I,OOO 

Total ••••• 

Appropriation 
Original as modified by 

Appropriation transfers 

28,372--

555--
2,270.-

3.581.-
r,oo9.-

2,522.
I,26I.-

756.-
1,765.-

253--
883.-

J:,639--

70,III.-

34·959--

21,000.-

945--
2,835--

420.
X,050.-

5,250.-

53·-
420.-
21.-

147·-
2,310.-

X39,521.-

• 

28,372--

555--
2,270.-
3.581.-. 

r,oo9.-

2,522.-
. 1.261.-

756.
r,76s.-

253--
883.-· 

r,639·-

70,III.-

21,000.-

945--
2,835--

420.
X,050.-

5.250.-

53·-
420.-
21.-

147·-
2,310.-

139.521.-

ScHEDULE F TO CHAPTER 11, ITEM 9· - Frais de representation. 

(a) PrinciJY.d Officers • 
(b) General Fund • • 

. . . 

. . . • 

124,025.-
30,000.-

124,025.-
30,000.-

Actual 
Expenditure 

r8,640.15 

r26.rs . 

1,440-35 

2,423-70 
44.10 

I,I45-70 

654-50 

365-70 
624.05 

43-65 

279·95 

580.35 

42.813,10 

15,748.55 

536.r5 

2.494-65 
270.85 
266.6o 

3,II9.8o 
40.60 

210.25 

51,630.-

II7,259.65 
6,963.65 
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SCHE.DULE G TO CHAPTER II, ITEM ro (a). - Property Account: Maintenance. 

r. Headquarters at Geneva: 
(a) Water rates , . . . . . , . . 
(b) Repairs and Renewals: 

(i) Building . . . . . . . . 
(ii) Furniture and equipment 

(c) Lighting . . . . . . . . 
(d) Heating . . . . . . . . 
(e) Power: 

(i) Water power . . . 
(ii) Electric power (lift) 

Original 
Appropriation 

5,000.-

59,000.-
25,000.-
22,000.-
34,000.-

1,000.-
2,500.-

Appropriation 
a.s modified by 

transfers 

5,500.-

36.957·-
25,000.-
22,000.-
34,000.-

r,ooo.-
2,5oo.-

Actual 
Expenditure 

5,n7.75 

. 15,022.95 
9·999·05 

I4,549·55 
20,858.8o 

812.40 
1,983.30 

(f) Insurance and protection: Building 
and furniture . . . . . . . . . . 2,300.- 2,300.- r,o87.10 

(g) Employers' liability and visitors . . 1,750.- 1,750.- 167.30 
(h) Telephones, local service . . . . 5o,ooo.- 5o,ooo:- 49,490.25 
(i) Uniforms . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,5oo.- 5,5oo.- 4,r2r.r5 
(f) Chimneys, repairs to flues . . . . . 2,ooo.- 2,ooo.- 783.-
(k) Automobiles and bicycles, replacements, 

upkeep and insurance . . . . . 8,ooo.- 8,ooo.- 5,843.75 
(l) Office laundry . . . . . . . . . . 8,500.- 8,500.- 3,682.90 
(m) Miscellaneous sundry supplies, etc. . 13,000.- 13,000.- 6,546.15 
(n) Rent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68,470.- 70,513.- 70,512.95 
(o) Maintenance of Secretary-General's of-

ficial residence and grounds • . . 12,000.- 31,500.- 31,303.70 
----~------~~------~~~-

2. Building constructed for the Disarmament 
Conference: 

(a) Water rates . . . . 
(b) Repairs and renewals 
(c) Lighting . . . . . 
(d) Heating . . . . . . 
(e) Electric power . . . 
(/) Insurance . . . . 
(g) Employers' liability . . . . 
(f) Chimneys, repairs to flues, etc. 
(l) Office laundry • . • • . . . . . 
(m) Miscellaneous, sundry supplies, etc. 
(n) Rent . . . . . . • 

Total 

320,020.- 320,020.- 241,882.05 

500.-
2,700.-
4,000.-
7.000.-
1,000.-

400.-
200.-
200.-
8oo.-

3,300.-
70,000.-
90,1oo.-

410,120.-

500.-
2,700.-
4,000.-
7,000.-
1,000.-

400.-
200.-
200.-
8oo.-

3,300.-
70,000.-
90,1oo.-

4I0,12o.-

343·20 
52.-

2,677·55 
3.835·-

30.80 

r,1r0.10 
63,966.65 
72,015.30 

3I3,897.35 

ScHEDULE H TO CHAPTER II, ITEM rr. - Pnblications Department (exclusive of Salaries). 

(a) General printing (not covered by special appro-
priations): 
(i) Council documents and Official Journal 

(ii) Internal administration and miscella-
neous . . . . . . . . 

(iii) Library publications . . . . 
(b) Legal publications: Treaty Series. 
(c) (r) Monthly Summary . . • • . . • . . . 

(2) Other publications of the Information 
Section . . . • . . . . . . . . . 

(d) Transport charges, catalogues, travelling and 
publicity for the Sales Department. . . 

(e) Publications for free distribution . . . . . 
(f) Cinematograph films and photographs . . 
(g) Purchase of the reports of mandatory Powers 

for the Sales Department . . . ·. . . . . 
(h) Printing for various Committees: 

(1) Special Committee appointed to study 
the present system of elections to the 
Council . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(2) Committee of representatives of Mem
bers of the League appointed to study 
the question of the amendment of the 

I30,000.-

12,000.-
5,000.-

165,ooo.-
75,ooo.-

25,000.-

40,000.-
1,{80.-
8,000.-

6,5oo.-

1,500.-

130,000.-

12,000.-
5,000.-

165,ooo.-
75,6oo.-

25,000.-

40,000.-
1,480.-
8,000.-

6.500.-

1,500.-

5,964.-
4,167.7o 

r21,105.45 
50,646·75 

30,693·30 
607.60 

2,217.90 

3,129·75 

Covenant of the League to bring it into 
liarmony with the Pact of Paris . . : 4,000.- 4,000.-

----~~------~~----~~~-473·480.- 473.480.- 328,248.05 
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ScHEDULE I TO CHAPTER II, ITEM 12. - · GmMal Offtc~ Exp~nses. 

(or) Upkeep of oifice equipment • • . • . . • • 
(b) Stationery and stationery stores: 

(i) Ordinary • • • • . • • • • • • • • 
fri) Supplies for Duplicating Department • 

(c) Cables, telegrams, long-distance telephone 
calls on general business 

(oi) Posta.,oe • • • • • • • • • • • 
(I!') Freight and caniage . . • • • • • • . • • 
(f) Newspapers • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(g) Subscriptions and Press cuttings • • • • • 
(h) Courier service between Geneva and Paris. 
(r) Advertising. etc., for tenders • . • • • • . 
(1) MisceDaneons petty-cash disbursements, 

includiTJg purchase of miscellaneous publi
cations of noiKapital value • . • • . 

(k) Weekly broadcasting of League news • 

Original 
Appropriation 

70,000.
:uo,ooo.-

40,000.-
180,000.-

5,000.-
13.500.-
36,ooo.-
1o,ooo.-
1,000.-

2,500.-
520.-

468.520.-. 

Appropriation 
as modified by Actual 

transfers Expenditure 

70,000.-
110,000.-

40,000.-
180,000.-

5,000.-· 
13,500.-
36,000.-
10,000.-
1,000.-

2,500.-
520.-

468,520.-

26,822.15 
13,548.60 

24,693.65 
140,054.60 

1,595·55 
10,082.15 
34.560.-
6,757·90 

467·45 

ScHEDULE J TO CHAPTER II, ITEM 13. -Special Stall Charges. 

(a) Indemnities provided in the Staff Regulations 
(b) Rm ve Fund for Death and Invalidity Fund 
(c) Q:mtribution to Sickness Insurance Associa-

tion . . .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. . . . .. . . . 
(d) Fidelity guarantees . . • • • • . . • • 
(e) Welfare • • . • • • . • • • • • • . • • 
(/) Gratuities given in accordance with local 

custom to House Staff and others on New 
Year's Day. • . . . . . • • . . • . . 

{g) Recrnitment of staff: advertising, expenses of 
examinations, special travelling • • • • • 

(h) Medical examinations • • • • • • • . • • 
(1) Expenses of the Administrative Tribunal • 
(j) Indemnities granted by the Administrative 

TnDunal .••••••••••.••• 

30,000.-
10,000.-. 

21,6oo.-
4,500.-
2,()90.-

2,500.-

20,000.-
2,000.-
5,000.-

1,000.-

g8,6oo.-

47,000.
IO,OOO.-

21,6oo.-
4,500.-
2,000.-

2,500.-

3,000.-
2,000.
s.ooo.-

1,000.-

98,6oo.-

• 

21,6oo.-
3,II9.05 

698.40 

430.-

So.-

71,628.30 

ScHEDULE K TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 18.- Administrative Commissions and Minorities Questions. 

J:... Salaries • .. • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
2. Travelling (including removal) expenses. • 
3- Piinting and documentation • • • • • • • 
4· Cables, telegrams and long-distance telephones 
S.. llisc:ellaJJec:nJs expenses . • • . . . . . . . 

295.328.-
20,000.-
15,000.-
1,000.-

500.-

JJI,828,-

295.328.-
19,850.-
15,000.-
1,150.-

500,-

331,828.-

237.112.70 
6,817-45 
6,166.90 
I,08I.05 

117.95 

251,296.o5 

ScsEDOLE L TO CBAPTEJl III, ITEK 19 A. - Financial Section and Economic I ntelUgence Service. 

:1. Conferences (and preparatory work) • • • • 
z. SeMions of Committee& and Sub-Committees: 

(a) Subsistence, travelling expenses, etc .• 
(b) Printing for Committees • ~ • • • • 

• Carried f01'111ard • • 

98,ooo.
J0,85o.-

12B,Bso.-

98,ooo.
Jo,8so.-

12B,Bso.-
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• 

SCHEDULE L TO CHAPrER III, ITEM 19 A. - Financial Section and Economic 
Intelligence Service (continued). 

- Original 
Appropriation 

Brought forward . 128,850.-

3· Administrative expenses: 

(a) Salaries • . . . . . . . . . • 675,026.-
(b) Travelling and removal expenses. 29,250.-
(c) Printing and publishing 140,000:-· 
(d) Cables, telegrams, etc. • . . 9,000.-

. 
-~· Miscellaneous and unforeseen expenses 19,750.-

5· Printing of " Banking and Monetary Laws ": 
Appropriation-in-aid: Rockefeller F ounda-

tion • . . . . • . • • . ·. . . . . . . 4,050.25 

6. Special study of the problem of double 
taxation: 
Appropriation-in-aid: Rockefeller F ounda-

tion . . . . . . . . . • . . . ' . . II8,094·57 
/ 

7· Promotion of analytical reseatch wot'k: 
Appropriation-in-aid: Rockefeller F ounda-

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

128,850.-

675,026.-
29,250.-

140,000.-
9.000.-

. 19,750.-

tion . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 2,642.50 2,642.50 

Gross expenditure . . 1,126,663.32 1,126,663.32 

Deduct: Appropriations-in-aid: 

Contribution towards the cost of printing of 
" Banking and Monetary Laws " . . . . . . 4,050.25 4,050.25 

Contribution towards the cost of the study of 
double taxation • • . . . . . • • . . . II8,094·57 u8,094·57 

Contribution towards the cost of promotion of 
analytical research work . . . . . . . . • 2,642.50 2,642.50 

Net expenditure • . . . x,oo1,876.- 1,001,876.-

Actual 
Expenditure 

647.349·05 
16,620.18 
86,852.70 
7.353.85 

2,313.65 

II8,094·57 

2,642.50 

949.832.05 

4,050.25 

II8,094·57 

2,642·50 

825,044·73 

ScHEDULE M TO CHAPl"ER III, ITEM 19 B. - Section of Econmnic Relations. 

I. Conferences (and preparatory work) . • . • 

2. Sessions of Committees and Sub-Committees: 

(a) Subsistence, travelling expenses, etc. 
(b) Printing for Committees . . • • . . 

3· Administrative Expenditure: 

(a) Salaries . . . . . . • . . . . . 
(b) Travelling and removal expenses .. 
(c) Cables, telegrams, etc. . . . . . • 
(d) Studies, investigations and temporary 

collaborators . . . . . . . 

4· Miscellaneous and unforeseen expenses . . 

45,000.-

131,500.-
49,500.-

330,950.-
25,000.-
6,000.-

10,000.-

20,000.-

617,950.-

45,000.-

131,500.-
49,500.-

330,950.-
25,000.-
6,000.-

10,000.-

20,000.-

617,950.-

18,220.85 
10,499·95 

301,6II.50 
7.781.80 
2,733·35 

341.788.-
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ScHEDULE N TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 20. - Mandtll~. 

:r. Sessions of Permanent Mandates Commi!>'>ion 
a. 
3· 
4-
5-

Salaries .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
T:ra"relling and removal expenses • . • . • 
Printing and documentation • . . • • • • 
Cables, telegrams, long-distance telephones, 

unforeseen contingencies and miscellaneous 
6. Demarcation Commission of the frontier 

between Iraq and Syria: 
A.ppropriaJWr&-i'IHlid: Cotllribuliom from 

lhe Gottemmeftls of Iraq aflll France 

Gross expenditure • • • • • . 

lktlrlcl: Appropriation-in-aid: 
Contributions from the Governments of Iraq 

and France • • • • . • • • • 

Net expenditure • • • • • • • 

Original 
Appropriation 

59.460.-
185.780.-
1z,5oo.-
57.5oo.-

1,200.-

380,841.80 

Appropriation Actual 
as modified by Expenditure 

transfers 

59.460.-
185.780.-
12,500.-
57.500.-

1,200.-

39,516.55 
172.357-75 

4.877-30 
32,645-20 

627·30. 

ScHEDULE 0 TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 2:r. - Communications and Transit Organisation. 

L General Conference • • • • • • • • • • • 

2. Meetings of the Organisation for Communica
tions and Transit (Sessions of the Advisory 
and Technical Committee, other commit
tees. sulH:ommi.ttees and special Confe-

. rences) and te.:hnical work of experts • 

APfrropriatimH'IHlid: Cotllribulion from 
lhe Gorlernment of Siam • • • • • . 

3- Plintiog of documents: 

(a) For the meetings and other work under 
sub-bead :z, with the exception of 
conferences • • • • • • • • • • • 

(b) Collection and exchange of information 
regarding communications and tran-· 
sit (including miscellaneous ex-
J>ell.SeS) .. • • • • • • • • • • • • 

+ Settlement of disputes referred to the Com
mittee and examination of similar questions 
submitted to the Committee by the Council 

s.. Salaries • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 

6. Travelling and removal expenses • 

1· Cablegrams, telegra.ns and long-distance tele
pbooe communications and miscellaneous. 

9Q,OOO.- 90,000.-

12,000.- :r2,ooo.-

8,000.- B,ooo.- 181.50 

20,000.- 20,000.-

210,651.80 

25,000.- 25,000.-

' .. 
5,000.- 5,000.- x,685.o5 

Gro11 expenditure • 405,024.75 266,257·05 

Deduet: Appropriation-in-aid: Contribution from 
the Government of Siam towards the cost of the 
inver.tigation of the question of improvements 
to the approac~ to the Port of Bangkok, etc. . 4,601.75 4,601.75 4,601.75 

-----------------------------Net expenditure • • 400,423.- 400,423.- 261,655·30 



ScHEDULE P TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 22. Internatiotlal Health Organisation. 

I. Health Committee, SeC1'elorial and General Work of the Organisation: 
I. Sessions of the Health Committee • • • • • 
2. Salaries of the Health Section • • • • 
3· Travelling and removal expenses . • • • 
4· General printing and documentation • • • • 
5· Cables, telegrams and telephones • • • • • • • 
6. Miscellaneous petty expenses and unforeseen contingencies 

II. Intelligence, Technical and Research Work of the Organisation: 
I. Technical Committees and Sub-Committees, conferences, 

missions, work of experts, and collective and individual 
studies • • . • • • 
Rockefeller Grant • • • • • • . . • • • • • 
Additional Grant- unexpended balance in I932 • • 

2. Salaries of the temporary staff: 
Rockefeller Grant • • • • • • • . • •. • • 

3· Publications, printing and documentation • • • • • 
Rockefeller Grant • • • • • • • • , . • • • • 
Additional Grant - unexpended balance in 1932 • 

4· Cables and telegrams • . . . . • , • . • . . . . 
5· Contribution to Singapore Bureau • 

Rockefeller Grant • • • . • . . • • • . . . . . . 
6. Miscellaneous enquiries, printing, publications and docu· 

mentation, cables and telegrams for the enquiries . 
1· Appropriation-01>-aid: Gift for research work on malaria 

in Greece . • 

Deduct: Appropriation-in-aid: Gift for research work on 
malaria in Greece 

III. Creation of a system of liaison between the various national health 
senices . 

Summary: 

Rockefeller grant • . . • • • , . • • • . • 
Additional grant - unexpended balances in 1932. 

I. Health Committee, Secretariat and General Work of the 
Organisation • • . • • . . • • · • • • • • • • 

II. Intelligence, Technical and Research Work of the Organisation 
III. Creation of a system of liaison between the various national 

health services • , • • • • 

Less: Depreciation on dollar income expressed in gold irancs 

Original Appropriation 

League vote I Grants I Total 

25,000,-
382,000,-
25,000.-
6,ooo.-

10,000, 
2,ooo.-

450,000.-

205,000,-

Js,ooo.-

xo,ooo.-
6s,ooo.-

xxs,ooo.-

474·243·88 

44,243·88 

430,000.-

xoo,ooo.-

100,000.-

450,ooo.-
43D,ooo.-

g8o,ooo.-

1II,335·-~ 
II,662.37 

5o,ooo.-l 
3,917.32f 

go,ooo.-

25,000.-
382,000.-
25,000.-
6,ooo.

Io,ooo.-
2,ooo.-

450,000,-

205,000.-

122,997·37 

349,079·-
3s.ooo.-

xo,ooo.-
6s,ooo.
go,ooo.-

115,000.-

1,090,237·57 

615,993-69 1,045.993-69 

- xoo,ooo.-
I50,ooo.-l 152,759·36 

2,759·36f 

- 450,000.-

6I5.993·69 I,045,993.69 

'45.500.35 

Appropriation as modified by transfer Actual Expenditure 

League vote I 
32,000.-

370,335·-
29,665.-
6,ooo.

Io,ooo.-
2,ooo.-

450,000.-

205,000.-

35,000.-

xo,ooo.-
6s,ooo.-

115,000.-

474,243·88 

44,243·88 

430,000,-

xoo,ooo.-

xoo,ooo.-

45D,ooo.-
430,ooo.-

xoo,ooo.-

g8o,ooo.--

Grants I 

II8,335·-l 
II,662.37f 

105,500.-

Total 

32,000.-

370,335·-
29,665.-
6,ooo.-

10,000.-
2,000.-

450,000,-

zos,ooo.-

129,997·37 

337.645·
Js,ooo.-

74,136-32 

I0,000.-

65,000.-
105,500.-

xxs,ooo.-

- 450,000.-

League vote I Grants I 
23,024-50 

343.778·45 
28,343.05 

1,895.20 
7·4II.55 

330.60 

103,034·55 

5.650.05 
34,000.-

94.730.05 

308,875·98 

44,243·88 

88,526.88 

33.147·80 

404·783·35 
264,632.10 647·278.69 1,077,278.69 527,616.66 

Total 

23,024-50 
343.778·45 

28,343·05 
1,Bgs.2o 
7,4II.55 

330.6o 

103,034·55 

I06,934-72 

273,007.83 
27,217-45 

59,I47-23 

5,65o.o5 
34,000.-
88,526.88 

94.730.05 

44,243·88 

836.492.64 

44,243·88 

792,248-76 

33.147·80 

88,497·5I 

12I,645·31 

404,783.35 
792,248-76 

121,474·36 221,474·36 33·'47-80 88,497-51 
~~~~~--~~-1------

768,753·05 1,748.753·05 702,563.25 

I45.500.35 '45.500.35 
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ScuEnULE Q TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 23. - A. SupmJision of Opium Traffic. 

l:... Salaries • .. .. • .. .. • • • • • • • .. • • 

:a. Travelling and removal expenses • • • • • 

3- Control ,of Traffic in Opium and Other Dan
gerous Drugs: 

(i) (a) Sessions of the Advisory Com-
mittee • .. • • • .. "' .. ... • .. 

(b) Sessions of SuiK:ommittees • • 

[li) Printing and documentation of the 
Committee • • • • • • • • ••• 

(iii) Cables, telegrams and misce11aneous • 
[w) A.~.aid: Gift from the 

Egyptian Government • • • 

Gross expenditure 

Dt:ti.a: Appropriation-in-aid: 

Gift from the Egyptian Government • 

Net expenditure 

Original 
Appropriation 

219.753·-
12,500.-. 

6,000.-
2,000.-

23,000.-
1,000.-

2,400.-

266,653·-

2400.-

Appropriation Actual 
as modified by Expenditure 

transfers 

219.753·- 218,837·55 

12,500.- 3,515.10 

5,500.- 4.527.05 
2,000.- 722.45 

23,000.- 15,576.45 
1,500.- 1,255.05 

2,400.- 2,400.-

266,653·- 246,833·65 

ScuE»ULE Q(1) TO CHAPIER ill, ITEM 23. - B. Social Questions (including Suppression of Traffic 
in Women atul Protection of Children). 

L Salaries • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. Travelling and removal expenses • • • • • 
3- Protection and Welfare of Children and 

Young People: 

(i) Sessions of the Committees • • • • • 
-

(ii) Sessions of SuiK:ommittees and 
Experts • • • • • • . • • . • • 

fill) Suppression of Traffic in Women and 
Children: 

(a) Printing and documentation • 
(b) Cables, telegrams and miscel-

lan.oons .......... . 
(c) Enquiry into Traffic in Women 

and Children: A.ppropriat~ 
in-aid: A.mericanA.ssociationof 
Social Hygiene. • • • • • • 

(iv) Protection of Children: 

(a) W o.rk of Experts • . • • • 
(b) Printing and documentation 

A. ppropriation-in-ai4 • • • • • 
(c) Cables, telegrams and miscel-

Ja.n.eo.us • • • • • • 

.f. Penal administration (printing) • , . . . • 

5· Other Social Questions entrusted to the 
Section, and unforeseen contingencies 

Groll expenditure , • • , 

87,159·-

6,750.-

6,500.-

7,000.-

300.-

6,500.-

348-29 

300.

soo.-

soo.-

xs:z,6og.94 

87,159·-

6,750.-

6,500.-

7,000.-

300.-

6,500.-

348.29 

300.

soo.-

soo.-

84.919·35 

3·907-70 

13-35 
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SCHEDULE Q(I) TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 23.- B. Social Questions (including Suppression of Traffic 
in Women and Protection of Children) · (continued). 

Appropriation 
Original as modified by Actual 

Appropriation transfers Expenditure 
Deduct: Appropriations-in-aid: 

Contribution from the American Association of 
Social Hygiene towards the expenses of the 
Commission of Enquiry into Traffic in Women 
and Children . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27.468.65 27.468.65 27,468.65 

Contribution to the Child Welfare Committee 348.29 348.29 348.29 

Net expenditure . I24.793·- I24.793·- I08,96I.25 

SCHEDULE Q(2) TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 23. - C. Expenses of the Permanent Central Board set 
up in accordance with Article I9 of the Convention drawn up by the Second 

I. 
2. 
3· 
4· 
5· 

Opium Conference and signed on February z9th, z925. 

Sessions of the Board . . .. . . 58,ooo.- 58,ooo.-
Secretariat of the Board . . . . 62,I34·- 62,I34·-
Printing and documentation . . II,OOO.- II,OOO.-
Travelling and removal expenses. . 8,000.- 8,000.-
Cables, telegrams and miscellaneous I,400.- I,400.-

140,534·- I40,534--. 

ScHEDULE R TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 24. - Reduction of Armaments. 

I. Secret.ariat: 

I. Salaries • . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. Travellirig and removal expenses 

II. Permanent Advisory Commission: 

I. Meetings. o~ the Permanent Advisory. 
Comm1ss10n . . . . . • . . . • 

2. Printing and documentation . . . . 
3· Cables, telegrams and unforeseen 

expenses 

266,I75·
II,900.-

I,000.-
500.-

500.-

266,I75·
II,900.-

I,000.-
500.-

500.-

III. Investigations • . I8o,ooo.- • I8o,ooo.-

IV. Preparatory Disarmament Work 

V. Statistical Year-Books: 

I. Armaments Year-Book . . . . . . • 
2. Statistical Information on the Trade in 

Arms, Ammunition and Implements 
of War . . . . . . . • . . • 

VI. International Conference for the Control of 
Manufacture of Arms, Munitions and 

40,000.-

I7,000.-

Implements of War • • . • . • • . • . I2o,ooo.-

VIII. International Conference for the Reduction 
and Limitation of Armaments and further 

40,000.-

I7,000.-

I20,000.-

expenses arising therefrom . . . • . I,ooo,ooo.- I,ooo,ooo.-

35,044-90 
59,969.40 
5,92I.75 
I,555.85 

747·65 

I03,239-55 

262,063.55 
5.425.85 

I34-70 

396-90 

II,II8.70 

229,387.20 

537.58I.30 
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ScllEDt'LE S ro CHAPTER III, ITEM 25.- Imelkclual Co-op~ration, Int~tional Bureaux, etc. 

A. bctdkr:lual Co-operaliott: 

Original 
Appropriation 

z. Salaries (including the officials who deal 
with questions relating to Interna-
tional Bureaux) . • • • • • • • • . I28,o8s.-

a. Plenary sessions (including travelling 
e..~ and subsistence allowances), 
Executive Committee and Permanent 
Committee of Arts and Letters • • • • 66,7oo.-

APP,oprialion-ifl-aid: 

Government of Spain 

3. Preparation of the Conference on the 
Question of Scientific Property . . • 

4- Sub-Committee of Experts for the In-
struction of Youth • • • • • • 

5- Committees of Experts 
6. Travelling expenses • 
7· Printing: 

(a) Ordinary 
(b) Reprints, translations, etc., of the 

pamphlet Aims and Organisa
lilm of IJJe League of Nations . • 

8. I.eagneofNationsEtlucationalSuroey • 
9- .Misrellanoons petty and unforeseen 

expenses • . • • • • • • • • • • 
zo. Preparatocy work for the Conference of 

National Committees • • • • • . . 

B. I rrtenudional Bureaux and M iscellan61JUS 
Questilms: 

I.-

7,000.-

26,ooo.-

4,000.-

3.500.-
7.500.-

3.000.-

I,5oo.-

L General expenses. International Bnrean 7,500.-
2. Supplement to the Handbook of Inter-

1Uilional Organisatilms • • • • • I,ooo.-

Gross expenditure . 26g,ogi.50 

Dedlld: Appropriation-in-aid: 

Contribution from the Government of Spain 

Net expenditure • • 

I3.305.50 

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

:128,o85.-

I.-. 

7,000.-

26,ooo.-

' 4,000.-

3.500.-
7.500.-

3,000.-

I,500.-

7.500.-

I,ooo.-

269,09I.50 

I3.305-50 

Actual 
Expenditure 

.I28,o6o.9o 

5.499-20 

9.354-95 

I,I23.60 

5.377-90 

2,9I5.IO 

209,026.30 

I3,305.50 

I95.720.8o 

ScuEDULE T TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 26.- International Convention on Slavery. 

Committee of experts, printing, etc. • • • • • I,5oo.- I,5oo.- I8I.35 

I,5oo.- I,5oo.- I8I.35 

ScJiEm,'LE U TO CHAPTER Ill, ITEH 30. - Commission of Enquiry for European Union. 

I. ~meetings . . • IO,OOO.- IO,OOO.-
2. Printmg •••• 22,I25.- 22,125.-
3- Sub-Commissions • 24,000.- 24,000.-
+ Printin.g ,,~,,,,,.,, 12,000.- 12,000.-
5- Telegrams and removal expenses • 9,ooo.- 9,ooo.-
6. Commitues of experts • • • • • • 6o,ooo.- 6o,ooo.-

223.05 

137,125.- 137,I25.- 223.05 
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ScHEDULE V TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 3I A. - Liaison with Latin America. 

I. Secretariat . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
II. Other expenses: 

(a) Correspondents, cables, travelling and 

Original 
Appropriation 

removal expenses, etc. . . . . . • 68,ooo.-
(b) Technical, health and other investiga-

tions to be undertaken in Latin America 136,o8o.-

Appropriation 
as modified by 

transfers 

68,ooo.-

136,o8o.-

ScHEDULE .w TO CHAPTER III, ITEM 32. - League Wireless Station. 

(a) Contribution to a Fund for the upkeep and 
running expenses of the Station . . . . . 

(b) Meetings of Committee of Experts for the 
Station and objects related thereto 

(c) Technical expenses for the listening-in service 

200,000.-

!2,000.-. 

2!2,000.-

200,000.-. 

!2,000.-

2!2,000.-

ScHEDULE Y TO PART VI. - Pensions. 

I. Contribution to the Pension Fund . . . . !,773,306.- !,773.306.-

II. Administration of the Fund: 

(a) Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . . 46,!00.- 46,!00.-

(b) Administrative Board (travelling ex-
penses, etc.) . . . . . . . . . 8,000.- 8,000.-

(c) Valuation of the Fund by an Actuary I,OOO.- I,OOO.-

(d) Miscellaneous expenses and unforeseen . 500.- 500.-

(e) Printing . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . I,OOO.- I,OOO.-

!,829,906.- !,829,906.-

Actual 
Expenditure 

42,!95-50 

46,198.43 

47.578·95 

200,000.-

43.58!.25 

3,294.10 

81.50 

470.-



ScHEDULE X TO CHAPTER VI, ITEM 35· - Library. 

Original appropriation I Appropriation 111 modl11ed by transfer I Actual Expenditure 

League vote Grant I Tot41 I League vote I Grant I Total I League vote I Grant I Total 

• 
Temporary stall • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . . . • • . • • • . - 34·000·- 34,000,- - 34,000,- 34·000·- - 31,475.6o 31,475.6o 

•• a: Print:iDa ........ • . . . . . • . • • . • • • • • • . • • • - 10,000,- Jo,ooo.- - 10,000.- JO,OOO,- - 6,267.6o 6,26J.6o • 
S· Books and maps , • . • • . • . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • ,50,000.- :zo,ooo.- 70,000.- ,50,000.- 20,000.- 70,000.- 29,010.78 10,097•50 39,108.28 

4• Binding ..... • • . . . • • • • • • • • • . • . • . • • . as,ooo.- 10,000.- 3,5,000.- 2,5,000.- 10,000.- 3,5,000.- 22,36o.6o 6,201.80 z8,s62.40 

5· ~ ....... . • • . • . . . • . . . • • • • . • • . • Ig,ooo.- ,5,000.- 24,000·- Jg,ooo.- ,5,000.- 24,000.- 18,765.26 1,745.19 20,510.45 

6.. Equipment. shelvina. etc. • • • • • • . . . • . . . . • • • • • g,ooo.- 6,ooo.- 1,5,000.- g,ooo.- 6,000.- rs,ooo.- 5,426.80 4·171·90 10,1g8,70 

TravelliDg expenses of Librarian . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • - ,5,000.- .5,000.- - ,5,000,- s,ooo.- - 1,424.15 1,424,15 
7· 

103,000.-
' 

go,ooo.- 193,000.- 103,000.- go,ooo.- 193,000.- 75.563-44 61,983.74 137.547·18 
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U. STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABIUTIES AS 
AT DECEMBER 3IST, I933· 
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II.- STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

LIABILITIES. 

Wortin~ Capital Account : 

Balance as per last account • • . • . • . 
A.tlll Refund of part of advance to Interna

tional Labour Organisation during 1931 

A.tlll Refund of advances to the International 
Labour Office and to the Permanent 
Court of International Justice during 
1932 • . . • • . • . • • . . . . • 

Less Advances during year: 
International Labour Organisation 
Permanent Court of International 

Justice . . • • . • • • • . • . 

Depreciation Reserve : 

Ffll"'liture, /illi"gs· typewrileTs, etc.: 
Balance as per last account 
Atld Depreciation for year 

Lilmzry (books): 
Balance as per last account 
Atld Depreciation for year • 

Librt~rY (sllelvi1Jg): 
Balance as per last account 
Atld Depreciation for year . 

Suspense Accounts: 1 

Building Annuity • • • • • 
Contribution for 1933: 

EXCJ>SS payment made by the Turkish 
- Government • . • • • • • . • • 

Contribution from the Rockefeller Founda
tion towards the expenses of the printing 
of Banking and Monetary Laws • • • • 

Contribution from the Rockefeller Founda
tion towards the cost of the study of 
double taxation • • • • • • . • . • 

Contribution from the Rockefeller Founda
tion towards the cost of promotion of 
analytical research work • • . • • • 

Contribution from the Governments of Iraq 
and France towards the expenses of the 
Commission entrusted with the demarca
tion of the frontier between Iraq and 
Syria .. .. .. .. • • • .. • • • • • • • 

Contribution from the Government of Siam 
towards the cost of the investigation of 
the question of improvements to the 
approaches to the Port of Bangkok, etc. 

International Health Division of the Rocke
fdler Foundation Grants account •• 

Gift for research work on malaria in Greece . 
Gift from the Egyptian Government • 

Carried f01'711ard • 

(In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

1,100,018.70 

845·933-67 

142,620.47 

1,487>344-48 
133,128.10 

1,138,051.24 
70,136.64 

988,554-14 

1,620,472-58 

1,208,187.88 

x,6oo,ooo.-

80,296·75 

5.598.2o 

30,3g8.25 

17,316.53 
15,542.10 

1,365.50 

7.572,910.95 
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OF THE SEC_RETARIAT AS AT DECEMBER 3IST, I933-

AssETS. 

Property at Geneva : (In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

Hotel National, Armleder Property and 
Capital Installation . . . . . . . . . 

" La Pelouse " property . . . . . . . . . 
Secretariat and Assembly Hall: Building 

Fund Account: amount expended to date 
Library: Building Fund Account: amount 

expended to date . . . . . 

Wireless Station: 

Total cost of the station 

Library Endowment Fund: 

Balance as per last account . . . . . . . 
Adjustment in respect of expenditure in I932 

Amount expended during year . . . . . . 

Capital Account. 

Furniture, fittings, typewriters, etc.: 

Balance as per last account 
Additions during year . 

Library (books): 

Balance as per last account 
Additions during year . 

Library (shelving) : 

Balance as per last account 
Additions during year . 

Sundry Debtors - States Members : 

Secretariat allocation . . . . . . . 
Working Capital allocation • • . . • . . • 

Suspense Accounts as per contra . . . . . 
LOSS OF INVESTMENT: 

Working Capital Fund . . . . . . . . . 
Secretariat and Assembly Hall Building Fund 
New Buildings: Furnishing Account . 

Less: 

Allocation from I932 Cash Surplus . 
Profits during year . . . . . . . 

Carried forward . • • 

262,936.06 
33,8r8.6o 

-----

I,487 ,344.48 
I33,I28.IO 

I,I38,05I.24 
70,!36.64 

25!,952·97 
!,!32,732.48 

r4r,208.59 

546,!78.46 
8,02!.70 

4,000,000.-
782,056.-

!4,676,575·-

2,056,920.-

229,!!7·46 
29,083.99 

!,620,472.58 

I,208,I87.88 

I8,8I6,04I.7I 
94.8!4.27 

554,200.!6 

2I,5I5,55I.-

r8,9ro,855.98 

97!,693·88 

49.554.799·50 
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LIABILITms (cominued). 

(In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

Broughl fon~~ard • • • • 

Contribution from the American Association 
of Social Hygiene towards the expenses 
of the Commission of Enquiry into 
Traffic in Women and Children .•• 

Gift to the Child Welfare Committee . • • 
Contnbution from the American Association 

of Social Hygiene for the enquiry as to 
the situation of children ·exposed to 
moral and social dangers • • • • • • 

Gift towards the expenses of the Committee 
of Experts on Slavery. • • . • • • • 

Scholaiship Fund for the Study of Malaria 
in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia • . • • 

Contnbution from private individuals in the 
U.s.A. for a publication on Legal Aid 
to the Poor •.•••.••••.• 

Revolving fund for special publications • • 
Gift by the Woodrow Wllson Foundation • 
Fund for upkeep and rnnning expenses of 

Wn:eless Station • • • • • • • • • • 
Contribution from the Government of Co

lombia towards the expenses of the 
Commission set up by the League to 
administer the territory of Leticia • • 

Balance of the contributions received for 
arbitration expenses in connection with 
the Zeltweg-Wolfsberg and Unterdrau
berg-Woellan Railway Company ..• 

Contribution from the Government of China 
towards the expenses of the technical 
agent placed at the disposal of the 
Chinese Government and of his office . 

Contribution from the Government of the 
United States of America towards the 
expenses of the Monetary and Economic· 
~-- .......... . 

BAI.AliCE being excess of Assets over Liabilities 
as at December :pst. 1:933 • • • • • • • 

1.857·447.96 7,57Z,910.95 

8,8oo.zx 
4.545-48 

3,8II.35 

B,Bgo.Bo 

ZJ,29I.05 
I5,I68.95 

129,565.-. 

427.977-IO 

2,594.445-75 

55,635.48g.zz 

65,8oz,845·92 
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AssETS (continued) 

Brought forward 

Working Capital Fund: 

Recoverable advances . 

Cash at Bank and in hand (including cash 
· advances): 

Building Fund: Secretariat and Assembly 
Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

New Buildings: furnishing account .... 
Library: Building Fund . . . . . . . . . 
Library Endowment Fund (including invest-

ments) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Working Capital Fund . . . . . . . 
Exchange depreciation fund . . . . . 
Secretariat Cash Surplus in respect of 

Fiftee~th Financial Period . . . . . . 

March 1st, 1934· 

(In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

49.554.799-50 

'""-. 

6,537,643-58 
758,905.80 

1,073.955-91 

1,875.780.51 
4,027,327.38 

554,200.16 

1,197 ,908. 79 

~ ·-----
(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 



III. - CASH ACCOUNT FOR THE FIFTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD ENDED 
DECEMBER 31sT, 1933· 

Arrears •• 
Fifteenth 
· Financial 

Period. ·. 

Olapterii • 
Olapter III . 
OlapterV . 

(In gold francs as adopted by the League of Nations.) 

15,9U,399·62 
18,023,855'·40 

PAYMENTS. 

By Chapter I 
Chapter II 
Chapter III 
Chapter IV 
ChapterV 

234,041·35 
7,266,289.05 
5,620,288.79 

148,892.19 
270.675.28 

By N ansen International Office 
for Refugees . • • • • . 

By Buildings at Geneva . . . 
By Pensions. . . . . • . . • 
By Working Capital . . . . 
By Cash Surplus for Fifteenth 

Financial Period . . . . . 

13,540,186.66 

297.763.-
2,034.659·
x,765,9oo.5o 

432,176.17 

March ISt, 1934-' 

1,197•908.79 

19,268,594·12 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 

IV. - EXPENSES BORNE ON THE VOTE FOR UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE 
INCURRABLE ONLY BY SPECIAL RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL. 

(See Budget Account, page 18, and Section V, A, below.) 

V. -UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE, TRANSFERS AND SUSPENSE ACCOUNTS. 

Memorandum by the Secretary-General. 

Paragraph 3 of Article 36 of the Regulations for the Financial Administration of the League 
of Nations reads as follows: 

.. There shall be attached to the account as annexes a memorandum showing for the past 
financial year the resolutions of the Council with reference to: (a) any recoverable advances 
made from the Working Capital Fund; and (b) any advances originally thought to be recover
able and ultimately considered by the Council to be irrecoverable; and of the competent 
~with reference to: (c) any expenses borne on a vote for unforeseen expenses 
mcurrable only by special resolution of a competent authority; and ·(d) any transfers made in 
the budget." 

The present memorandum also includes for the sake of completeness a list of internal transfers 
approved by the Secretary-General. 

A. EXPEXSES BOR!o"E 0!1' THE VOTE FOR UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE INCURRABLE ONLY 

BY SPECIAL REsoLUTION OF THE CoUNCIL. 

Ezbadlfrom Reports and Resolutions taken by the Council during the Year I933· 

(4) Polftfeal Espendlture. 

1. Request for A11istance presented by the Government of Liberia: Expenses incurred in connection 
..nth Meetings of the Council Committee. 

" The Council decides to charge to Item 3 (a) of the 1933 budget (Unforeseen Expen
diture 5Ubject to Special Vote of the Council: Political Expenditure), up to an amount of 
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Io,ooo francs, the expenses in I933 of the Council Committee which was instructed to 
consider the problem raised by the request submitted by the Liberian Government on 
January 22nd, I93I." 

(7oth Session, Minute 3239.) 

2. Dispute between Bolivia and Paraguay: Expenditure o~ Telegrams. 

" The Council authorises the Secretary-General to charge to Item 3 (a) of the I933 
b!ldget (Unforeseen Expenditure, subject to Special Vote of the Council: Political Expen
diture), the cost of telegrams, up to a maximum of Io,ooo francs, despatched in ·I933 in 
connection with dispute between Bolivia and Paraguay." · 

(72nd Session, Minute 3256.) 

3· Request for Assistance submitted by the Government of Liberia: Expenses of Dr. Mackenzie's 
Mission. 

" The Council, 
" In confirmation of the decision taken by its Acting President on August 3rd, I933: 
" Decides to charge to Item 3 (a) of the I933 budget (Unforeseen Exi>enditure subject 

to Special Vote of the Council) the expenditure involved by Dr. Mackenzie's mission to 
Liberia up to an amount of 9,000 Swiss francs." · 

(76th Session, Minute 33I0.) 

(b) (Exceptional) Financial Expenditure • 

. I. Meetings of the Preparatory Commission of Experts for the Monetary and Economic Conference. 

" The Council decides that the following expenses, .to be incurred in I933. shall be 
charged to Item 3 (b) 9f Chapter I of the I933 budget (Unforeseen Expenditure subject to 
Special Vote of the Council: Exceptional Financial Expenditure): 

.··"(I) ··The expenses involved by the meetings of the Preparatory Commission of Experts 
and work preparatory to the Monetary and Economic Conference, up to an amount not 
exceeding 45,000 Swiss francs." 

(69th Session, Minute 3IJ2.) · 

2. . Financial Enquiries in I933· 

- . - -." .(2) ·. -The expenses involved by consUltations between the members of the Financial 
Committee and those Governments or banks ·which, under the authorisation of the Council, 
have sought the advice of the Committee in the present financial crisis, up to an amount 
not exceeding 20,000 Swiss francs." 

(69th Session, Minute 3I72.) 

3· Services in capacity of Expert. 

!' The Council authoris~s the Secretary-General to charge, up to a maximum sum of 
5,000 francs; part of the .salary of M. -Rene. Charron, attached in an expert capacity to the 
Financial Section and Economic Intelligence Service, to Item 3 (b) of the 1933 budget 
(Unforeseen Expenditure subject to Special Vote of the Council: Exceptional Financial 
Expenditure)." 

(69th Session, Minute 3177.) 

4· Expenses involved by the Financial Enquiry in Greece. 

" The Council decides to ratify the decision taken by its President on May 1st, 1933, 
whereby the expenses involved by the financial enquiry in Greece are charged, up to a 
maximum sum of 30,000 Swiss francs, to Item 3 (b) of the 1933 budget (Unforeseen Expen
diture subject to Special Vote of the Council: Exceptional Financial Expenditure)." 

(73rd Session, Minute 3259.) 
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B. TRANsFER IN THE BUDGET FOR 1933 APPROVED BY THE CoUNCIL. 

&pte.bn- a:nul. 

" The Council authorises the ~tary-General to transfer the sum of 15,000 francs 
from Item 4 (Salaries, Wages and Allowances) to Item 16 (Unpaid Liabilities Fund) in the 
bu~oet for 1933." 

(76th Session, Minute 3312.) 

C. INTERNAL TRANSFERS APPROVED BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL. 

(External transfers not accounted for.) 

The following internal transfers within the various items of the Budget for 1933 were 
approved by the Secretary-General: 

Sab-head 
No. 

Sub-head 

Item. 10. PRoPERTY AccoUNT, MAI:N
IENANCE: 

Hetulqtuzrlen Ill Gerleua: 

Original 
figure 
Francs 

Add 
Francs 

(11) Water rates • • • 5,000.- 500.-
(b) Repaiis and renewals: 

Building . . . • • • • 59,000.-
<•> Rent . . . • • • . . . • 68470.- 2,043.-
(o) Maintenance of Secretary-

General's official residence and 
grounds • • • • • • • • • • 12,000.- 19,500.-

Subtiact 
Francs 

New 
figure 
Francs 

5,500.-

22,043:- 36.957--
70,513.-

31,500.-

144.470-- 22,043·- 22,043·- 144.470.-

Item I].. SPECIAL STAFF CHARGES: 

(11) Indemnities provided in the Staff 
Regnlations • • • • • • • • 30,000.-

(g) Recruitment of Staff • • • • • 20,000.-

Item IS. ADlmiiSTB.ATIVE CoMVTSSIONS 
AliD JdiNORITIES QuEsTIONS: 

2. Travelling (including removal) ex-

4- ~~~ -~d· kmg-dis: 
tance telephones • • • • • • 

Item 22. IJiTEUATIONAL HEALTH 
OJIGAJnSATION: -' 

I. H«ddh Committee: Secretarillt and 
General Work of the Organi1ation: 

I. Sessions of the Health Com-

50,000.-

zo,ooo.-· 

1,000.-

21,000.-

mittee , . . . . . . • • . 25,000 .. -
2. Sa1arie& of the Health Section 382,ooo.-
3- Travelling and removal ex-

J>e~~SeS , • • • • • • • • • zs,ooo .. -

432,000.-

I50.

I50.-

7,000.-

n,66s.-

150.-

150.-

47,000.-· 
3,000.-

50,000.-

19,85o.-

x,x5o.-

21,000.-

32,000.
II,665.- 370,335·-

2g,66S.

II,665.- 432,000.-



Sub-bead 
No. 

Sub-head 

II. Intelligence, Technical and Research 
Work of the Organisation: 

I. Technical Committees and Sub-
Committees, conferences . . . 
miSSions, work of experts 
and collective and individual 
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Original 
figure 

Francs 

studies (Rockefeller grant) . III,335·-
2. Salaries of temporary staff 

(Rockefeller grant) . . . . 349,079.-
3· Publications, printing and 

documentation (Rockefeller 
grant) . . . . . . . . . . 50,ooo.-

5· Contribution to Singapore 
Bureau (Rockefeller grant) . 90,000.-

III. Expenses in connection with a System 
of Liaison between the Various 
National Health Services (Rocke-
feller grant) . 15o,ooo.-

(Rockefeller grant) . . . 

Item 23. A. SUPERVISION OF OPIUM TRAF
FIC: 

3. Control of Traffic in Opium and · 
Other Dangerous Drugs: 

(i) (a) Sessions of the Advi
sory Committee . 

(iii) Cables, telegrams and 
miscellaneous . 

6,000.-

1,000.-

7,000.-

Add 
Francs 

7,000.-

20,219.-

15,500.-

500.-

500.-

Subtract 
Francs 

New 
figure 

Francs 

II8,335·

I6,2I9.- 337,645.-

70,219.-

105,500.-

31,285.- II8,715.-

4J,504.- 750,414.-

500.- 5.500.-

1,500.-

500.- 7,000.-

F. SUSPENSE ACCOUNTS SHOWN ON THE STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 
AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1933· -

I. Building Annuity. 

The sum of I,6oo,ooo francs represents the total amount entered in Part V of the Budget 
for 1933 under the heading of " Terminable Annuity payable on account of Building Operations 
of the League". It was pointed out in that budget that, "as this sum is, from year to year, 
entered in the budget, reimbursements to the States which advanced the sums necessary for the 
formation of the Building Fund must be made ". 

Adopting a recommendation of the Supervisory Commission, the Assembly decided, on 
October 17th, 1932, " to cease until further notice any repayments to the States to which such 
payments were due ", as it was necessary " to take immediate measures to cover the estimated 
deficit " since, " in 1935, the difference between the assets of the Building Fund and the estimated 
expenses in connection with the actual cost of the building would amount to about 3,ooo,ooo francs". 

2. Contribution for I933; Excess Pay~ent made by the Government of Turkey.· 

The Government of Turkey, in remitting its contribution for 1933 during the course o~that year• 
paid an amount of 1,630.70 gold francs in excess of the sum due. This balance is held in suspense 
pending indications from the Turkish Government as to the method of disposal. 

3· Contribution from the Rockefeller Foundation towards the Expenses of the Printing of • Banking 
and Monetary Laws ". 

At a session held in September 1929, the Council accepted a gift of 200,000 Swiss francs from 
the Rockefeller Foundation for the printing and publication of • Monetary and Banking Laws". 
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As at December sxst, 1933, ~ amount of 36,180 Swiss ~cs has been recei~ed, against 
which e.:tpenditure has been incurred to an extent of 28,668.50 SWiss francs. · . 

.J. CouibHii'ort from 1M Rock4feller Foundation towards the Cost of th6 Study of Double' Taxation. 

At a session held in May 1930, the Council accepted a gift of 9o,ooodollars from the Rockefeller 
Foundation to be used for the work of the Fiscal Committee on Double Taxation questions. As at 
December 31st, 1933, an amount of 439,631.95 Swiss francs has been received under this head, 
a.,aainst which e.~di~ has been incurred t<? an extent of 403,670.f~ Swiss francs. 

At a session held m May 1933. the Council accepted a further gift.of so,ooo dollars from the 
Rockefeller Foundation, in order to continue the work of the Fiscal Committee on double taxation 
questions. As at December 31st, 1933. an amount of 76,838 Swiss francs has been received under 
this head, a.,uainst which expenditure has been incurred to an extent of 15,0II.IO Swi~s francs 

s. Cortl7ibtdiora from the Rock4feller Foundalion towards the Expenses of th6 Analytical Research 
Work of the Finarteial Section and Economic Intelligence Service. 

At a session held in May 1933, the Council accepted a gift of. 125,ooo dollars from the 
Rod.-efeller Foundation to be used for the analytical research work of the Financial Section and 
Economic Intelligence Service, under the conditions proposed in the resolution of the Trustees 
of the Foundation taken on April 12th, 1933. As at December 31st, 1933, an amount of 
82,939-25 Swiss francs has been received under this head, against which expenditure has been 
incurred to an extent of 2,64z.5o Swiss francs. · 

6. Expertses of the Commission erttrusted 'With the Demarcation of th6 Frontier between Syria and 
Iraq . 

.At the session held in October 1932, the Council adopted the following resolution: 

• The Council, 
"In response to the request of the representatives of the United Kingdom and France: 
" Delegates to its President-in-Office the necessary powers for the designation, as soon 

as request is made to him to that effect, of a national of a third Power to preside over the 
Commission to be entrusted with the demarcation of the frontier between Syria and Iraq.· 
It is understood __ that, in accordance with the suggestions of the two mandatory Powers 
concerned, the Chairman. of the Den:i.arcation Commission will be entrusted with arbitral 
powers.• 

The two Governments interested (France and Iraq) will contribute in equal parts to the 
expenses incurred in the above connection. · 

As at December 3Ist, 1933. an amount of 70,000 Swiss francs has been received, against 
which expenditure has been incurred to an extent of 64401.80 Swiss francs. 

7- Cost of the Investigation of the Question of Improvements lo th6 Approach6s to th6 Port of Bangkok 
and lo the Installations of the Port. 

In a letter of February 23fd, 1933, the Siamese Government asked for the opinion of the 
experts of the Communications and Transit Organisation on the question of improvements to the 
approaches to the port of Bangkok and the installations of the port. The Chairman of the Advisory 
and Technical Committee for Communications and Transit entrusted the examination of the 
question to a Committee of three experts of the Transit Organisation. . 

In connection with this work, an amount of 35,000 Swiss francs has been received from the 
Sia!IIf:Se Government. Expenditure has been incurred, to December 31st, 1933, of 4,601.75 Swiss 
fr~. . 

8. Granls from the International Health Division of the Rockefeller Foundation. 

The sum of 17,316.s3 Swiss francs represents the unspent balance of the grants of the 
RockefeiJer Foundation towards the budget of the Health Organisation of the League, which, 
in ac.oordance with the agreement, will be returned to the Foundation. 

9- G1jt fqy Malaria Research in Greece (15,542.10 Swiss francs) .. 

The Council, at it.'l sixty-fifth session, accepted a gift of $51,500 offered by Mrs. David Simmons 
IFK financing malaria r~rch in Greece on the conditions set out in the Secretary-General's note . 
..U at IJearnber 31st, 1933, the total expenditure amounted to 77.499·44 Swiss francs. ·' 
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ro. Gift from the Egyptian Government· (r,365.50 Swiss francs). 

. At a ~~ssion hel~ 'in September I93Ir the Council accepted a gift of 500 Egyptian pounds 
offered ~y th~ Egyptian Government as .a contribution towards the expenses of the League in 
connection With the work of the Advisory Committee on traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous 
Drugs. 

Expenditure has been.incurred, to December 3Ist, I933, of 8,45I.IO Swiss francs. 

II. Contribu_tio.n from the American Association of Social Hygiene towards the Expenses of the 
Comm~ss~on of Enruiry into the Traffic in Women and Children. . 

· ~t its fifty-ninth session, the Council accepted a sum of I25,ooo dollars offered by the 
Ame~c~ Association of Social Hygiene for the extension, to Far Eastern countries, of the 
enq~uy mto the Traffic ~n Women and Children. Of this grant, 568,333.20 Swiss francs were 
received and the ·expenditure amounts to 559,532.99 Swiss francs. 

I2. Gift to the Child Welfare Committee (4,545.48 Swiss francs). 

At the session held in March I925, the Council ~ccepted a gift of $I,500 presented to the 
League by the friends of the League in the United States, on the understanding that this sum, 
together with a further gift of $r6r.8o and interest, would be available for the Child Welfare 
Committee of the League. In accordance with a decision of the Child Welfare Committee, 
expenditure to the extent of 4,6or.87 francs has been incurred to date in the purchase of books 
.dealing with child welfare. · · 

I3. Contribution from the American Association of Social Hygiene for the Enquiry as to the Situation 
of Children exposed to Moral and Social Dangers. 

On June 9th, I925,the Council accepted a gift of $5,000 "to be used in connection with the 
child welfare work of the League ". 

On June 4th, I928, the Council adopted the proposal of the Child Welfare Committee "that 
the money can be most usefully employed in studying the problem of the child whose environment 
is bad, or who is exposed to moral and social dangers ". 

The sum of 3,8II.35 Swiss francs is the unspent balance. 

I4. Gifts towards the Expenses of the Committee of Experts on Slavery. 

The Council, at its sixty-sixth and sixty-seventh sessions, accepted a gift of io,ooo Swiss 
francs from a client of the Friends' Provident and Century Life Office, London, and one of 
Io,ooo lire offered by the " Societa Antischivista d'Italia " at Rome, as contributions to the 
expenses of the Committee of Experts on Slavery provided for in the Assembly resolution of 
September 25th, I93I. 

As at December 3Ist, I933, the total expenditure in this connection amounted to 3,739.20 
. SWiss francs. The amount of 8,890.80 francs represents the unexpended balance . 

. 
I5. Scholarship Fimd for the Study of Malaria in Yugoslavia. 

The sum of 2,J2J.ZO Swiss francs represents the balance, including interest, of the credit of 
6o,ooo dinars (4,4I9.35 Swiss francs) given in I924 by the Minister of Public Health of the Kingdom 
of Yugoslavia in order to enable two foreign medical officials to study malaria in the Kingdom. 

r6. Contribution from Private Individuals in the United States of America for a Publication on Legal 
Aid to the Poor. 

The Assembly, at its fifth ordinary session, invited the Secretariat to prepare and to keep up 
to date a list of the measures taken or institutions created in each cow1try for the purpose of giving 
to poor persons legal assistance in connection with litigation in the courts or free legal advice and 
consultation. The Assembly also requested the Secretariat to collect and to publish the various 
laws and provisions regulating the legal assistance to poor persons in different countries. 

As the Assembly had understood that, in undertaking this new work, the League would not 
incur new expenditure, private individuals in the United States of America contributed for the 
purpose in I924 and I925 the total sum of 50,909.35 Swiss francs, the unspent balance of which 
amounts to 23,29I.05 Swiss francs. 

IJ. Revolving Fund for Special Publications (r5,I68.95 Swiss francs). 

On September I 9th, I929, the Council accepted a gift of 25,000 Swiss francs for the creation of a 
revolving fund to facilitate the printing and publication of pamphlets, books and descriptive 
material on the League. In accordance with the recommendation of the Supervisory Commission, 
a statement of the receipts to, and payments from, the fund is annexed to the present accounts. 
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IS.. Gijl by 1M U'oodro• lVilsott FotmdatiO# (129,565 Swiss francs). 

On January IJth, 1930, the Council accepted the a~ of the. ~oodrow Wilson F~u~dation 
of 25,000 dollaxs to the League of Nations. This sum will be utilised for the new buildings. 

19- Ftml for Jlajflklta~~U a11d (}perati11g Expenses of Wi,.eless Station (427,977·10 Swiss francs). 

The 1929 Assembly decided to accept the solution which provides for th.e construction, at 
the expense and under the direction of the League, of a short~~ve wireless station to ~e operated 
by the Radio-Suisse Company and handed over to be administered by the League m times of 

Wltl.f:"~ the maintenance and operating expenses of the station, the Supervisory Commission 
recommended that the credit of 200,000 francs entered in Item JO (a) of the budget should be 
oonsidered as the nucleus for a trading account, ·distinct from the budgetary accounts, but controlled 
and audited in the same manner as those accounts. It considered, however, that, in view of the 
special character of this account, the unspent balances should be carried over to the succeeding 
year; in due course, the disposal of any surpluses could be decided upon. 

Including the amount carried forward from the previous year, this extra-budgetary account 
shows a credit balance of 427.977-IO francs. 

20. Expetases of the CommissUm sel up by the League to administer the Territory of Leticia. 

The sum of £2,175 7s. 6d. (equal to J6,76J-75 Swiss francs) represents the balance of the 
amounts advanced by the Colombian Government to carry out the obligations it had assumed, 
in 1933. with regard to the expenses of the Commission set up by the League to administer the 
territory of Leticia. 

21. PdiliorJ submitted under Arlicle 320 of the T,.eaty of St. Germain-en-Laye by the Zeltweg
lVolfsbeTg aflll UlllerdraubeTg-lVoellen Railway Company of Vienna: A,.bitrator's Expenses. 

On December JISt, I933, an amount of 30,000 Swiss francs was received by the League on 
account of arbitration expenses; one-third was paid respectively by the Austrian Government, 
by the Yugoslav Government and by the interested railway company. The expenditure to date 
amounts to :c,658.85 Swiss francs, leaving on hand a balance of 28,J4I.I5 francs. 

22. Expetases of the Technical Agent placed at the Disposal of the Chinese Government and of his 
Office. 

On July 18th. I933· a special Committee of the Council decided that the technical agent 
whose appointment had been requested by the Chinese Government should hold office for one 
year, and that his salary, travelling and subsistence expenses should be defrayed by the Chinese 
Government . 

• As at December JISt, I9JJ, an amount of II2,500 Swiss francs had been received, against 
which 83,0I3-75 Swiss francs had been spent, leaving an unexpended balance of 29,486.75 Swiss 
francs. 

23- Contribution from the Government of the United States of America towards the Expenses of 
the Monetary and Economic Conference, held in London in I933· 

An amount of 17,62g francs was received in I933 for this purpose. 
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I. BUDGET ACCOUNT FOR THE FIFTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD. 

(/flfluary zsllo Deumber Jisl, I933-) 

A. SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS. 

Sediorl I. - Ordinary Expenditure: 

Chapter I. - Sessions of the Conference and of 
the Governing Body. • • • • • • • • • • 

Chapter n. ·---General ~res- of ·the- Inter
national Lab()ur Office. . . • . . • • • 

Chapter m. - Profit and loss on exchange . 

SediorJ II.- Capital Expenditure: 

<llapter IV. -Buildings, permanent equipment, 
etc. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

SediorJ III.- Unforeseen Expenditure: 

<llapter V. - Unforeseen expenditure of 
Chapters I to IV (see Schedule K) . 

SediorJ IV. 

<llapter VI. - Contribution to the International 

Original Appropriation Actual 
Appropriation as amended by Expenditure 

Transfers 
Swiss Francs Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

473.000 

92,000 

1:50,000 

473.000 

92,000 

1:50,000 

407.546.87 

7.705,349·07 
28,934-70 

41:.320.80 

Management Institnte • 6o,ooo 6o,ooo 6o,ooo.-

Total • 9,o65.442 
Dedw:t: 

(a) 

(b) 
(c) 

Estimated Receipts from Sale of 
Publications • • • . • . 

Miscellaneous Receipts ·. • • 
Bank Interest . . • . . . . • 

Total deductions 

Net Total . . . . 
·-~ ----- ···-

Geneva. February zzth, 1:934-

21:0,000 21:0,000 :r66,689.66 
1:,470 1:,470 H,J:45·55 
2,000 2,000 J:,I28.42 

21:3.470 21:3.470 1:78.963.63 

8,85z,972 8,85z,972 8,o99>93Z.o5 

(Signed) K. G. McKINLAY, 

Chief Accounla1}t. 

B. SUMMARY OF ITEMS. 

SECTION I. - ORDINARY EXPENDITURE. 

CBAPrEJt I.- SESSIONS OF THE CoNFERENCE AND OF THE GOVERNING BODY. 

:1. Sessions of the Conference (see Schedule A) • • 
2. ~of the Governing ~y (see Schedule B) 

T ota1 of Chapter I • • • 

Original Appropriation Actual 
Appropriation aa amended by Expenditure 

Transfer& 
Swias Franca Swiaa Franca Swi88 Franca 

329,000 
144,000 

473,000 

329,000 
144,000 

473,000 

3II,659-57 
95,887-30 

407.546.87 
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CHAPTER II. - GENERAL SERVICES OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE. 

3· Salaries, wages and allowances: 
(a) to (i) Salaries (see Schedule C) . • . • 
(k) Contributions towards Provident Fund. 

4· T ra veiling expenses of officials: · 
(a) Removal expenses . . . . . . . . 
(b) Travelling expenses and allowances of offi

cials taking up or leaving posts in Geneva 
(c) Travelling expenses and subsistence allow

ances occasioned in connection with 
General Services . . . . . . . . . 

(d) Holiday travelling expenses . . . . . . 
s. Entertainment allowances (see Schedule D) . 
6. Maintenance of Geneva Office· (see Schedule E) 
7· Printing (see Schedule F) . . . . . . 
8. General office expenses (see Schedule G) 
9· Special staff charges (see Schedule H) . 

Io. Unpaid Liabilities Fund . . . . . . . 
II. Supervision of revenue and expenditure . . . . 
I2. Enquiries, Investigations and External Collabo-

ration . . . . . . . . . . . 
I3. Commissions (see Schedule I) . . . . . 
I4. Branch Offices (see Schedule J) . . . . 

Total of Chapter II . 

Original Appropriation Actual 
Appropriation as amended by Expenditure 

Transfers 
Swiss Francs Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

6,026,I25 
6,IOO 

IS,OOO 

s,ooo 

I30,000 
IOO,OOO 
77,500 

17I,8oo 
495,000 
220,500 
59.550 

I8,330 

I83,8oo 
IOO,OOO 
68I,737 

8,290,442 

6,007.490 
6,IOO 

I3,500 

I22,000 
110,000 
77,500 

·I71,8oo 
495,000 
220,500 
59.550 

I8,330 

I83,8oo 
IOO,OOO 
700,372 

s.9n,232.65 
5,580.10 

I3,425.I5 

4.038.30 

89,809.78 
1o8,Ioo.ss 
54,250.25 

147,6II.o6 
426,185.25 
I72,050.82 
47.88I.I8 

I2,304.-

I54,868.97 
45,859-20 

5I2,ISI.8I 

CHAPTER III. - PROFIT AND Loss oN ExcHANGE. 

IS. Profit on exchange . . . . . . . . . 
Deduct: Loss on exchange . . . . . 

Total of Chapter III 

IO,OOO 
IO,OOO 

SECTION ll. - CAPITAL EXPENDITURE. 

IO,OOO 
IO,OOO 

. ' 

95-04 
29,029-74 

28.934-70 

CHAPTER IV.- ORDINARY ExPENDITURE (BuiLDINGS, PERMANENT EQUIPMENT, ETC.). 

I6. Furniture, etc. . IS,OOO IS,OOO 933-30 
I7. Typewriters, etc. 27,000 27,000 12,392-70 
IS. Library, etc .. so,ooo so,ooo 22,417.24 

Total of Chapter IV- 92,000 92,000 35.743-24 

C. SCHEDULES. 

SCHEDULE. A . 

to Chapter I, Item I. 

SESSIONS OF THE CONFERENCE. 

(a) Salaries of temporary staff. . . . . . 
(b) Travelling expenses of temporary staff 
(c) Rent of hall, heat, light, etc. . . . . 
(d) Hire of office equipment and furniture 
(e) Automobiles and cyclists . . . . . . . . . -. 
(/) Cables, telegrams, telephonic communications 
(g) Special printing . 

Total . . . . . . . . . 

Original Appropriation Actual 
Appropriation as amended by Expenditure 

Transfers 
Swiss Francs Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

66,ooo 
IO,OOO 
45,000' 
4,000 
5,8oo 
2,200 

I96,ooo 

329,000 

72,IOO 
9.750 

34.990 
4,000 
7,500 
4,66o 

I96,ooo 

329,000 

72,046.80 
8,9I5.8o 

2I,no.Ss 
3,089.-
5.938·95 
4.659-90 

I95,238.27 

3II,659-57 



SCHEDULE B 

to Chapm I, Item s. 

SEssiONs oF Tim GoVERNING BoDY. 

Original Appropriation Actual 
Appropriation as amended by Expenditure 

Transfers 

Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 
(a) Travelling expenses and allowances of members 

of the Governing Body . • • • • • . • • . 
(ll) Printing of documents for the Governing Body 

Total • . • • • • • . • • 

SCHEDULE C 

1.44,000 

. 10 Chapm II, Item 3· 

(a) Directorate • • • • • • _. 
(ll) Administrative Division • 
(c) Diplomatic Division • • • 
(d) Research Division • • • • 

SALARIES. 

(e) Intelligence and Liaision Division 

1..ess dliduction of 10 per cent on salary scale of 
vacant posts • . • . 

Total .-

(f) Statutory allowances: 

Family allowances for local staff • • • • • 
Language allowances • • • • • • • • • • 
Special revisers' and interpreters' allowances 

(g) Reclassification of staff arising out of adminis-
bative reform • • • • 

(h) Tempor.uy Staft • • • • 
(•1 Ove1 tinw;; • • .. . . . . . . . . 

Total . . . . . . . 

SCHEDULED 

392.945 
1,916,615 
1,072,6go 
1,68I,96o 

849.915 

5.9!4,125 

20,000 

5.894,125 

6,000 
20,000 
8,000 

85,000 
I3,000 

6,oz6,I25 

to Chapter II, Item 5· 

EKTEllTAINMENT ALLowANCES. 

(a) Director •• . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • 30,000 
(b) Deputy Director • • • • • • • • • # # • 10,000_ 
(e) Cbairman of the Governing Body • • # 12,500 
(d) Entertainment Fund # • # • • # # # • • # 25,000 

Total # # # # ' ' ' ' • • • 77.500 

144,000 

384.945 
:t,8o5,465 
1,039,055 
1,613,835 

797,190 

5.640,490 

20,000 

5,620,490 

6,000 
20,000 
8,000 

340,000 
13,000 

30,000 
10,000 
12,500 
25,000 

77.500 

Swiss Francs 

74.514-40 
21,372-90 

95,887.30 

328,628.30 
I-773,158.85 
1,036.542.05 
1,612,322.65 

782,5og.8o 

5,533,161.65 

5,533,I61.65 

4·925.
I8,8IO.-
7,200.-

339.463.65 
7.672-35 

5,9II,232.65 

27,500.-

9·999·9° 
I6,750.35 

54,250,25 
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SCHEDULE E 

to Chapter II, Item 6. 

MAINTENANCE OF GENEVA OFFICE. 

Original Appropriation Actual 
Appropriation as amended by Expenditure 

Transfers 
Swiss Francs Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

(a) Water rate . . . . . . . 
(b) Heating . . . . . . . . . 
(c) Electricity I Light~g · · · · I Electnc motors . . . . . . . 
(d) Repairs (main building, villa and grounds) 
(e) Insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(/) Upkeep of office furniture and equipment . . . 
(g) Domestic staff employed in cleaning and watch-

men . . . . . . . 
(h) Messengers' uniforms . 
(i) Sundry supplies. . . 

Total 

SCHEDULE F 

2,100 
22,000 
10,200 
3,200 . 

30,000 
8,400 

12,000 

78.900 
2,000 
3,000 

171,8oo 

to Chapter II, Item 7· 

PRINTING. 

(a) Industrial and Labour Information .... 
(b) Native Labour Review . . . • . . . . . . . . 
(c) Official Bulletin . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 
(d) International Labour Review (English, French, 

German, Italian, Spanish and Japanese editions) 
(e) Industrial Safety Survey . . . . . 
(/} • Bibliography of Industrial Hygiene 
(g) . Legislative Series . . . . . . . . 
(h) Studies and Reports . . . . . . . 
(i) Monthly Summary . ...... . 
(j) Printing for various commissions . . . 
(k) Special publications . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(l) Pamphlets, leaflets and circulars for propaganda; 

and publications in languages other than 
English, French and German. . 

(m) Publicity . . . . . . 
(n) Binding for sales . . . 
(o) Reprinting for sales .. 

Total 

.· SCHEDULE G 

6o,ooo 

7,000 

110,000 
18,ooo 
4,000 

85,000 
90,000 

5,000 

35,000 

15,000 
31,000 
5,000 

30,000 

495,000 

to Chapter II, Item 8. 

GENERAL OFFICE EXPENSES. 

~:~ 
Stationery, office supplies . 62,000 
(i~ Postage . . . . . . . 96,ooo 

(ii Courier, Geneva-Paris . 3,500 
(c) Cables and telegrams . . ~ 9.500 

t 
Telephones . . . . . . . • . 27,000 

e) Papers and Press cuttings . . . . 12,000 
f) Additional miscellaneous expenses: 

(i~ Freight and carriage 10,000 
c Photographs . . . (ill Other expenses . . 500 

Total 220,500 

2,500 
21,6oo 
9.85o 
3.550 

30,000 
8,400 

12,000 

78.900 
2,000 
3,000 

171,8oo 

6o,ooo 

7,000 

101,730 
17,950 
4.320 

97,000 
90,000 
5,000 

31,000 

15,000 
31,000 
5,000 

30,000 

495,000 

62,000 
96,ooo 
3,500 
9.500 

27,000 
12,000 

10,000 

500 

220,500 

2,105.50 
15,234.15 
9·092.65 
3,516.10 

19,584.05 
8,150.35 
8,753.05 

76.837-55 
1,991.55 
2,346.II 

147,6II.06 

56,331·55 

6,999·50 

97.704.61 
15,603.35 
4,316.-

96,971.70 
77.148.52 
3,916.14 

28,509·39 

6,352.70 
30,000.09 
2,u5.6o 

210.10 

426,185.25 

33.995·07 
84,263.59 
2,644.05 
7·963.10 

26,962.95 
10,367.II 

5,440-55 

414.40 

172,050.82 
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SCHEDULE H 

to Cllapter II, Item 9· 

SPECIAL STAFF CHARGES. 

(a) Indemnities provided for under the Stafi Regu-
lations • • . • • • • • • . . . . • • . . • 

(6) Reserve Fund for Death and Invalidity Fund . 
(c) Contribution to Sickness Insurance Fund . 
(d) Upkeep of sick-room • • . • 
(e) (i) Nurse • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

[ri) Fares • • • • • • • • • • . . • 
(/) Medical Adviser: Honorarium •... 

Fees for second medical examination . 
(g) Stafi Welfare • • • . • • • • • • • • 
(h) Recruitment of staff • • • • • • • • • • 
(1) Cantonal, communal and other subscriptions 
(r) Pension for the child of the late Dr. Pardo • 
(k) Administrative Tribunal: 

(i) Expenses • • • • 
[ri) Indemnities •••• 

Total ' . 

SCHEDULE I 

Original 
Appropriation 

Swiss Francs 

2,300 
s,ooo 

20,000 
soo 

8,450 
1,200 
6,000 

200 
2,000 
1,200 
3,8o~ 
6;900 

r,ooo 
1,000 

59.550 

to Chapter II, Item IJ. 

CoMMISSIONS. 

(a) Joint Maritime Commission ••..••••• 
(6) \lixed Advisory Agricultural Committee. • •• 
(c) Social Insurance Committee: 

L Joint Committee on Social Hygiene and 
Insurance • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

2. Committee of Experts on Social Insurance • 
(d) Conespondence Committees: 

L Industrial Hygiene • • • • • • • 
2. Accident Pievention • • • • • • 

(e) Migration Committee • • • • • • • • 
(/) Joint Committee on Economic Crises • 
(g) Committee on Native l.abour • • • • 
(,\) Committee on Article 408 . . • . . • 
(~) Committee on Professional Workers ••••• 
(1) Advisory Committee on Salaried Employees • 
(k) Committee on Automatic Coupling • • • • • 
{l) Committee on Glass Works 
{m) Other committees • • • • 

Total •• . . . 

SCHEDULE J 

3400 
10,500 

6,000 
6,000 

4.050 

7.500 
6,300 
9,000 
7,500 
9,000 

2,050 

100,000 

to Chapter II, Item I4. 

BRANCH OFPICES. 

(a) Paris Office. . • . . . • . • • 66,820 
(b) 1ondon Office . . . . • • • • • • 103,250 
(c) Rome Office . . . . . . . • • • • . • • 53.36o 

m 
Berlin Office • . • . . . • • . • • • 117,990 
W~Office. . . . • • • • • . • 95.366 
Tokio ••• . . . • • • • • • • • 128,102 

(~ Delhi Office • . . • • • • • • • 78,884 
(h) Chinese Office • . . • • • • • • • • • 37.965 

:Total • • • • • • • • • • 681,737 

Appropriation Actual 
as amended by Expenditure 

Transfers 
Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

1,6oo 
s.ooo 

20,700 
soo 

8.450 
1,200 
6,000 

200 
2,000 
1,200 
3,8oo 
6,900 

1,000 
1,000 

6,000 
6,000 

4.o5o 

7,500 
6,300 
9,000 
7,500 
8,550 

100,000 

66,820 
103,250 

53.360 
117,990 

95.366 
128,102 
78,884 
56,6oo 

.700,372 

646-70 

20,697-75 
410.30 

8,450.-
1,200.-
6,ooo.-· 

2,549-30 
6,895.60 

47.881.18 

15,137-95 

4·793-65 

5.739-65 
5.893·45 
7,055.20 

62,033.10· 
67,948.:zo 
50.9II-55 

109,421.75 
74.335-75 
45,668.so 
51,453-35 
50,379·61 

5I:Z,I5I.81 
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SCHEDULE K 

to Chapter V. 

UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE OF CHAPTERS I TO IV: EXPENSES BORNE ON THE VOTE FOR 

UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURE BY DECISION OF THE GOVERNING BODY. 

Tripartite Preparatory Conference on the Reduction of Hours of Work . • • . • 
Representation of the Governing Body and the Office at the London Monetary and 

Economic Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 
Attendance of delegate from South Africa at the meeting of the Correspondence 
' Committee on Social Hygiene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cost of setting up and unveiling the memorial to M. Arthur Fontaine. . . . . . 

Swiss Francs 

26,862.!0 

I2,I29-45 

I,79I.75 
537-50 

4I,J20.80 
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II. STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

Buildings at Geneva • 
Fumiture and fittings • 
Machines •••••• 
l..ibraiy. • • • • • • 

Working Capital Fund • -. 

c.s1 ~ A«ottllls liS per contra: 

LIABILITIES. 

• 

Brazilian contribution • • • • • . • . 
Balance of grant from British Legion towards 

cost of album on prosthesis • • • • • . • 
Balance of grant from the Industrial Relations 

Counsellors for enquiry into industrial 
relations • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Balance being excess of assets over 
liabilities •••••••••• 

Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

682,093-32 
653,831.15 
384,rro.65 
566,259·59 

37,551.15 

. . . . . 

z,286,294.7I 
845.933-67 

345.826.03. 

Gold Francs · 
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AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, .1933· 

AssETS. 

Buildings: 

Buildings at Geneva • . . . . . . . 
Furniture, Machines and Library: 

Furniture and fittings at Head Office and 
Branches . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Typewriters,. duplicating and other machines 
at Head Office and Branches .. . . . . . 

Library at Head Office and Branches. . . . . 

Swiss Francs 

653,831.15 

384,II0.65 
566,259·59 

Swiss Francs Gold Francs 

Contributions due from States Members of the League of Nations 

Stocks: 

Stationery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cash in hand, at banks and with Branch Offices: 

Cash Suspense Accounts as per contra . . . 

Geneva, February 12th, 1934. 

' 

I5,206.8s IS,2o6.8s 

345.826.03 345.826.03 

(Signed) K. G. McKINLAY, 

Chief Accountant. 
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III. CASH ACCOUNT FOR THE FIFTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD. 

To COfllrilndimls frrma 
Slides MeMbtin of 
1M Llap6 of Na
liof&s 

Swiss Francs Gold Francs 

Arrears •• • • • • 875,g66.04 877,25X.X7 
Fifteenth Financial 

Period • • • • • 6.377.<l66.6g 6,426.404-20 

.d~-ifl-.did: 

Sale of publications x66,68g.66 x67,73X.42 
MisceDaneous Re-

ceipts • • • • • XX,X45·55 XX,2X5.20 
Bank Interest. • • X,XZ8-4Z X,X35-47 

EzlriiOr!lifiiiiY Receipts: 
Printing paper with-

drawn from stock 964-65 964.65 

W orki•g Capilill Fuflll 845.933·67 845,933.67 

8,278.894-68 -8,330,635-78 

PAYMENTS. 

By Expenditure 
under: 

Chapter I •• 
Chapter II .• 
Chapter III • 
Chapter IV . 
Chapter V •• 
Chapter VI •. 

Swiss Francs Gold Francs 

407,546.87 4X0,093.92 
7.705,349·07 7.753,505.X9 

28,934,70 29,XI5.53 
35,743.24 35,966.62 
4X,320.80 4X,579.04 
6o,ooo.- 60,375.48 

(Signed) K. G. McKINLAY, 

Chief Accountant. 

IV. TRANSFERS FROM ITEM TO ITEM. 

T:RAlliSFERS FJWK ITEK TO ITEH IN THE BUDGET OF THE FIFTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD 

EPPECTED BY THE GovEJumiG BoDY OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE. 

From Cllaptu JI, Item 3 (c): 

Swil8 Francs 

Salaries: 

Diplomatic Division • 

Geneva,. February xzth. X934· 

To Cllapter II, Item I4 (h): 
Swiss Francs 

Chinese Office • . . . . . . . 18,635 

{Signed) K. G. McKINLAY, 

Chief Accountant. 
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V. INTERNAL TRANSFERS APPROVED BY THE DIRECTOR. 

'f!le foD:owing internal transfers within the various items of the budget for the fifteenth 
financtal penod were approved by the Director. 

Chapter I, Item I. - Sessions of the Conference. 

Swiss Francs Swiss Francs 

From § (b) Travelling expenses of 
temporary staff. . . 250 

(c) Rent of hall, heat, light, 
etc. . . . . . . . IO,OIO 

I0,260 

To § (a) Salaries of temporary staff 
(e) Automobiles and cyclists . 
(/) Cables, telegrams and tele

phone communications 

Chapter II, Item J. - Salaries. 

I0,260 

From § (a) Directorate . . . 8,ooo 
(b) Administrative Divi-

To § (h) Temporary staff. . . • . 255,000 

sion. . . . . . • • 
(c) Diplomatic Division . 
(d) Research Division . . 
(e) Intelligence and Liai-

son Division . . . . 

III,I50 
rs,ooo 
68,!25 

255,000 

Chapter II, Item 4· - Travelling_ Expenses of Officials. 

From § (a) Removal expenses . • r,soo To § (d) Holiday travelling ex-

255,000 

(b) Travelling expenses and 
subsistence allow
ances of officials tak
ing up or leaVing 

penses . . . . • . ro,ooo 

posts in Geneva . . soo 
(c) Travellingexpensesand 

subsistence allowan
ces in connection with 
General Services • • 8,ooo 

IO,OOO 

Chapter II, Item 6.- Maintenance of Geneva Office. 

From § (b) Heating. • • . . . . 
(c) (i) Electricity-lighting. · 

400 
35~ 

750 

To § (a) Water rate.. . . • • • 
(c) (ii) Electricity-electric 

motors • . . . . 

Chapter II, Item 7· -Printing. 

From § (d) International Labour 
ReviettJ • • • • . . 

(e) Industrial Safety Sur-
vey . • . • • • • • 

·(k) Special publications • 

!2,320 

To § (/) 

(g) 

Bibliography of Industrial 
Hygiene • . • • • • • 

Legislative series • . . . 

IO,OOO 

400 

350 

750 

320 
12,000 

!2,320 
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ClulpW II. 116M g.-S~ Slag Cllfll'gu. 

Swiss Francs 

From § (•) Indemnities provided 
. for under the Staff 

Regulations • • • • 100 

Swias Francs 

To § {c) Sickness Insurance Fund • 700 

ClulpW II. 116M IJ. - Commillus. 

From § (c) (2) Committee of Ex
perts on Social In-
surance • • • • • :1,;120 

(k) Committee on Auto-
map: Coup]iDg. • • 450 

z.87o 

Geneva. February :12th. :1934-

To § {c) {:r) Joint Committee on 
Social Hygiene and 
Insurance • • • • • :1,420 

{m) Other Committees. . . • 450 

{Signed) K. G. McKINLAY, 

Chief Accountant. 
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I. BUDGET ACCOUNT FOR THE FIFTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD (r933). 

A. SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS. 

OrigiDa1 Credits after Expenditure 
Credits TraiiSfers 

Dutch ll.orins Dutch ll.orins Gold francs 
5EcnON :r. - ORDINARY ExPEN-

DlTURE. 

Cluzpler I. 
Sessions of the Court. 3I5,250.- 3I5,250.- :r86,258.26 388,036.!0 

Cluzpler II. 
General services of the Court. • 926,873-75 926,873-75 887,862.32 I,849,703.90 

ClapleT III. 
Cost of administration of the 

Court's Funds. • • • . . . IOO.- IOO.- II,I33·73 23,I95.I5 

Citlpter IV. 
Contrlbution towards the Fund 

to defray the expenses result-
ing from the application of 
the • Regulations reganling 
the granting of retiring pen-
sions to the members and to 
the Registrar of the Penna-
nent Court of International 
Justice-......... . 24,852.5o 24,852-50 24,852.50 5I.775·78 

SEcn:ox 2. - CAPITAL AccoUNT. 

Cluzpler V. 

PemJanent installa.tions, etc. •• :rz,ooo.- IZ,OOO.- 9.973-75 20.778·54 

Receipts to be tlolfldell: 
I.z79,0?6-25 !,279·076.25 :r,:r2o,o8o.56 2,333.489-47 

Bank Interest • • . . . . 2,000.- 2,000.- 44I.90 920.62 

!,277.076-25 !,277.076.25 I,II9,638.66 2,332.568.85 

B. SUMMARY OJ' ARTICLES. 

Original Credits after 
Ccedits Transfers Expenditure 

Dutch florins Dutch ll.orins 
SECTIOI L - 0RDI!fARY EXPEMDITURE. 

Citlpter I. 

I. Sessions of the Court (see Table A) • • • • • • 3!0,250.- 3!0,250.- r86,258.z6 
Ibis. Extraordinary or unforeseen expenditure • 5,000,- 5,000,-

Chapter II. 
3I5,250.- 3!5,250.- r86,258.26 

General Services of the Court. 
2. Annual salaries and special expenditure rela-

ting to stafi: 
(a) Annual salaries (see Table B) • • • • • 773.655·- 773,655·- 767,8o8.47 
(b) Contribution to the Staff Provident Fund 

863·~ and to the Pensions Fund •••••• !,083.75 !,083.75 

Carried /O'f1Jiard 774·738·75 774·738·75 768,6J2.25 
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Original 
Credits 

Brought forward 774,738.75 

(c) Indemnities provided for in the Staff 
Regulations . . • . • . • • . . • • 400.-

(d) Contribution towards sickness insurance. . IOO.-
(e) Compensation payable as a resulf of 

administrative proceedings . mo.-
(/) Medical examination . . • . . . • • . . mo.-

3· Travelling expenses of the Registrar and officials 
of the Registry: 

(a) Travellingexpensesandsubsistenceallowance 
of Registrar and officials of the Registry 
(on duty). . . . . • . . . . . . . . 

(b) Tra vellingexpensesofRegistrarandofficials 
of the Registry on leave to native country 

(b) bis. Travelling expenses of wives and 
children of the Registrar and officials of 
the Registry to their recognised homes, 
every three years . . . . • • • • . . 

(c) Removal expenses (on taking up appoint
ment and on departure) . . . . . 

3 bis. Travelling expenses of members of the 
Court: 

(a) Travelling expenses of members of the 
Court (on duty) . . . . . . . . 

(b) Travelling expenses of members of the 
Court on leave to their native countries 

(c) Removal expenses on arrival and departure 

4· Contribution to the Carnegie Foundation: 

(a) Repayment of the expenditure contempla-
ted in Article I of the contract . • . . 

(b) Supplementary credit contemplated m 
Article VI of the contract . . . . 

(c) Amortisation of cost of installation of 
new premises for the Court • . . . . 

(d) Amortisation (supplementary) of cost of 
installation of new premises for the Court 

5. Administrative expenses (see Table C) 
6. Printing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
6 a. Idem (special work) . • . • • • . . 
6 b. Cost of purchasing publications of the Court, 

the stock of which in the Registry is 
exhausted • • . . • . . . • • • 

7· Unpaid liabilities from preceding years. 
7 bis. Unforeseen expenditure • . • • • . 

Chapter III. 

Cost of administration of the Court's Funds. 
8. Loss on exchange 
g. Bank charges . . . . . . . ., . . . . . 

To be deducted: 

Profits on exchange . . . . . . . . . . 

7.500.;:-

2,000.-

1,000.-

1,000.-

1,000.-

7,000.
s.ooo.-

2!,000.-

xg,ooo.-

10,000,-

10,000.-

25.435·-

30.500.-

.2,000.-

4.000.-

5,000.-

926,873-75 

10,000.-

100.-

10,100.-

10,000.-

100.-

Credits after 
Transfers 

Dutch fiorins 

400.-

Expenditure 
Dutch fiorins 

100.- 38·73 

I00.-
100.-

7.500.-

2,000.-

1,000.-

1,000.-

1,000.-

7,000.-
5,000.-· 

2!,000.-

xg,ooo.-

IO,OOO.-

10,000.-

25.435·-

30,200.-

2,300.-

4,000.

s.ooo.-

926.873-75 

10,000.-

100.-

10,100.-

10,000.-

100.-

·5.558 22 

1,355-93 

755-28 

193-96 

2,000.-

2!,000.-

xg,ooo.-

10,000.-

10,000.-

20,265-77 

· 26,319.56 

II,Q13.06 

. 61.25 

II,134-31 

0.58 

II,133.73 
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Ci.Jp!n- IV. 
10. Contribution towards the fund to defray the 

expenses resulting from the application of 
the • Regulations regarding the granting !lf 
retiring pensions to the members and Regxs
trar of the Permanent Court of International 

Original 
Credits 

Justice • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24,8sz.so 

SEcnoN 2.. - CAPITAL AccouNT. 

CluJpter V. 

Permanent installations, etc. 

Credits after 
Transfers 

Dutch florins 

Expenditure 

Dutch florins 

u. Furniture and installation of additional fittings. 10,000.- :ro,ooo.- 8,ox8.96 
u. Library • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . _ _:z.:..:,o:...:o...;.o.:....-=---=z:.:..,o.:...o_o_.-:=-___ x:::•:.:::95:::..4.!..·7~9 

:rz,ooo.- :rz,ooo.-· 9·973·75 

(Sic-J) D. J. BRmNSMA, 

Accountant-Establish~Mnt Officer. 
(Signed) A. HAMMARSKJOLD, 

Registrar of the Court. 

C. SCHEDULES 

TABLE A 
(See Chapter I, Article :r.) 

Sessions of the Court. 

L Duty and subsistence allowances of Judges • 
2. Salaries of temporary staff and overtime pay 

(permanent and temporary staff). . . . . . 
3- Travelling expenses of Judges and temporary 

staff • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
4- Taxis to conveyfemalestafftotheirhomesafter 

nightwork •••• 
5- W e1fare of staff • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Sums recoverable: 
Subscriptions of non-members • 
Assess •Is • • • • • • • • • • . . . . 

2J:7,000.

sx,8oo.-

ss.ooo.-

200.-
150.-

J24,:rso.-

6,J:00.
.7.800.-

2:1:7.000.-

sx,8oo.-

5S.ooo.-

200.
xso.- . 

6,J:00.-
7.8oo.-

J:44,150.-

2g,252.5J: 

12,793-30 

zo.ss 
4:1:-90 

:r86,zs8.26 

3:1:0,250.- 3:1:0,250.- :r86,258.26 

ANNEXED TABLE No. J: TO TABLE A. 

Duty and Subsistence Allowances of Judges. 

Duty aDowance of Vu:e-President, Judges and 
Deputy-Judges • • • • • • • • • • . . • • J:4:I,ooo.- J:4:I,ooo.- • :roo,gso.-

Subsistence aDowance of Vice-President, Judges and 
Deputy-Judges • • • • . . • • • • . . . . 

National Judgesl duty allowance • • . • • • . so,ooo.- so,ooo.- 43,200.-
National Judgesi subsistence allowance •••• 
A~ (subsistence allowance) • • • . • • • • 20,000.- zo,ooo.-
Wrtn•- esandExperts(ArticieszofRulesofCourt). 6,ooo.- 6,ooo.-

2:1:7,000.- 2:1:7,000.- :I44,J:50.-

• B.rlalruattheead of the financial year 1932 [..,.,notepage 6:z of the audited accounts 
hthe bmeeath finanriaJ year (1932)(docament A.3.1933.X)] • • • • • • • • • • • • 

lleuipU, ~ 7UW Z933: 
CoatribatioD provided tor in the Court's budget tor Dutch fiorins 

1933 ~ ~ .. .. • • • • • .. .. • • • • • • • • • • 2.f,852.,50 
Bcia.k iDterat • .. , ,. ,. ,. • • ,. • , • • ,. ,. ., ., • ., I,O.f-,5.11 

E~llwe, ~ 1NW Z933: 
Total of~ paid daring financial year 1933 • • • 
Bcaak c:barge. ... .. • .. • • • • • .. • • • .. • • • • • 

BIIIMiu, end of financial year 1933 • • • • • . . . 

Dutch florins 
67·581.60 

24,86o.8s 

68,618.36 
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ANNEXED TABLE No.2 TO TABLE A. 

Salaries of Auxiliary and Temporary Staff and Overtime Pay (Permanent and Temporary Staff). 

Salaries of auxiliary staff . . . . . . . . . 
Salaries of temporary staff (Printing Service) 
Idem (Registrar's office) . . . . . . • . . . 
Idem (Establishment and accountancy service) 
Idem (Press Service) . . . . . . . . . . , 
Overtime pay, permanent staff . . . . . . 
Overtime pay, auxiliary staff . . . . . . . 

Original 
Credits 

37.500.-

8,000.-
s,ooo.-

I,OOO.-
300.-

sx,8oo.-

ANNEXED TABLE No.3 TO TABLE A. 

Credits after 
Transfers 

Dutch fiorins 

37.500.-

8,ooo.-
s,ooo.-

I,OOO.-
300.-

sx,8oo.-

Travelling Expenses of Judges and Temporary Staff. 

Judges and Deputy-Judges ••• 
National Judges . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . 
Assessors . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Auxiliary staff • • . . • . . . . . • • . . . • 
Witnesses and Experts (Article 52 of Rules of Court) 

TABLE B. 

35,000.
s.ooo.

I0,000.-
41000.
I,OOO.-

ss,ooo.-

Annual Salaries. 

President of the Court 
Vice-President . . . 
Judges . . . . . . . . · 
Registrar . . . . . . . 
Idem (retrospective) . . . . . . 
Permanent Staff of the Registry 

Cost of distribution of documents. 
Supplies . . . . . . . . . . 
Post, telephone, telegraph . . 
Insurances . . . . . . . . . 
Gratuities at the New Year . 
Financial control • • • • • • 

TABLE C. 

6o,ooo.-
35,ooo.-

455,000.-
32,000.-
7.soo.

I84,I55--

773.655--

Administrative Expenses. 

2,500.
I4,000.-
6,soo.

I35·
soo.

I,8oo.-

25435·-

35,000.
s.ooo.

xo,ooo.-
4,000.
I,ooo.-

ss.ooo.-

6o,ooo.-
35,ooo.-

455,000.-
32,000.-
7.soo.

I84,I55--

773,655--

2,500.
I4,000.-
6,soo.-. 

I35·-
500.

x,8oo.-

Expenditure 
Dutch fiorins 

I5,639.5I 

8,000.-
s,ooo.-

559·-
54·-

.29,252.5I 

!2,793-30 

6o,ooo.-
3s.ooo.-

455,000.-
32,000.-
7.soo.

I78,3o8.47 

!,034·64 
!3,985.27 
3,X35·49 

98·23 
soo.

I,SX2.I4 

20,265·77 
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II. STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND 

LIABnrriES. 

Dutch florins Dutch florins Dutch florins Gold francs Gold franC!I Gold francs 

~ 8CCOtlfll: 

(•} Furniture. type-
writers, etc.. to De-
cember ;pst, XC}32 .J:02,502.20 
PU.S depreciation 
to December 31St. 
J:933. • • • • • • 8,01:8.96 

(b) I.ibraiy: 
To Deeember 3zst. 
X9J3 • • • • • • • 14.332·09 1 

PU.S depreciation 
to Derember 3zst. · 
X9J3. • • • • • • :1,954-79 

Workiwg upiltll: 

Loan contracted in :1933 
(of which X3J:.,268.99 fio
riiJs-.....273A33-30 _ gold 
francs-is covered by the 
bank and cash balance 
at the end of the finan.. 
cial year X9J3} • 

Swspe1tse tu:em~fft (per 
contJ:a}: 

FlDid to defray the ex
penses resulting from the 
app1ication of the Regu
lations regarding the 
granting of Ieliring pen
sions to the membeis -of 
the Pennanent Court of 
Intemational Justice and 
to the Registrar • • • 

Smp}us ~ assets over 
JiaJJilities, • • • • • 

212,696·33 

x6,7o6.o8 
U0,52I.I:6 229,402.41= 

68,6:r8.36 

X,Q13,785.62 

I:.468,66o.I:9 6 

. IZ,232,379·I:4 

3,054.697 ·4I: 
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LIABILITIES AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1933. 

ASSETS. 

Dutch florins Dutch florins 

Furniture, typewriters, etc.: 

Balance from the financial year 1932 . 102,502.20 
Purchases during financial year 1933 . 8,0I8.96 

----- II0,521.16 

Library: 

Balance from the financial year 1932 
Purchases during financial year 1933 

. 
Contributions to be received 1 

Suspense account. (per contra): 

Fund to defray the expenses resulting · 
from the application .of the Regulations 
regarding the granting of retiring pensions 
to · the members of the Permanent 
Court of International Justice and to 
the Registrar . . . . . 

Cash in hand and at Bank. • 

The Hague, February 15th, 1934. 

14,332.095 

1,954·79 
16,286.886 

68,618.36 

131,268.99 

• 

Gold francs 

212,696.33 
16,7o6.o8 

29,835-43 
4.072-46 

Gold francs 

33.907·89 

2,374.999-61 

142,954-20 

273.433-30 

(Signed) D. J. BRUINSMA, 

Accountant-Establishmen# OfliceY. 

(Signed) A. HAMMARSKJOLD, 

Registrar of the Court. 

• 
• For details, see Annex to the General Statement, pages 13 and 14 of the present document. 
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III. CASH ACCOUNT FOR THE FIFTEENTH FINANCIAL PERIOD.· 
• 

1933 DllkA floriftl Gol4 frolltl 1933 Duleh florlm Goltl fi'IMUI 

Dec. sm To contributions from States Members: Dec. sxst By Chapter I . 186,:z58.~ 388,036.10 

Arrears •• "" •• "". U4·304·44 258,684-42 
, , II • • 88J,862.JZ 1,849,703·90 

• III II,I33·73 23,195.15 l " 
, 

Fifteenth financial period • 1,931,263.96 
, , IV z4,85z.5o 51,775·78 z • 927,155·04 , , v 9.973·75 20,778·54 

Working Capital 199·448.17 416,053·77 Balance, being cash surplus for 
I . . .. . . 

' 
fifteenth financial period . t31,z68.99 273.433·30 

To extraordinary receipts: 

Bank interest • • • • • • • 441·90 9zo.6z 

X.Z5I,349·55 z,6o6,922.77 1,251,349·55 z,6o6,g:zz.77 

• 
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IV. TRANSFERS IN THE BUDGET. 

A. - Transfers in the Budget approved by the Court, or, by delegatio~ of powers, 
by the President: 

None. 

B. -Transfers within an article of the Budget approved by the Registrar of the Court: 

On December zst, I933: 

300 florins from Credit 6 (Printing) to Credit 6b (Cost of purchasing Publications of the 
Court the stock of which in the Registry is exhausted). 

Memorandum by the Registrar. 

Article 8.- On October IIth, r933, the fourteenth Assembly, when approving the conclusions 
of the various reports of the Supervisory Commission which had been submitted to it (No. 4 of 
the Assembly Resolutions adopted upon the reports of the Fourth Committee), ratified the opinion 
of the Supervisory Commission to the effect that the Governments of India and Czechoslovakia 
could not be held responsible for certain circumstances beyond their control, which had led to 
losses on exchange in respect of the payments made by them. (See Supplementary Report of 
the Supervisory Commission to the I933 Assembly, document A.s(a).I933.X, page 7, No. 2, 
paragraphs so and sr.) 

The Registrar had read this resolution as meaning that from the amount due to the Court 
under the I933 budget (z,66o,r96 gold francs) was to be deducted the Court's share of the sums 
in gold francs, from the payment of which the two Governments in question had been released
that is to say, a total of I3,535.48 gold francs. 

The position was as follows: , 

· Allowed by the I933 budget . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Share of reduction in respect of India and Czechoslovakia . . 
Balance of contributions to be received for the financial 

year I933 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

' z,66o,r96.
I3,535·48 

It appears, however, that the Treasurer of the League of Nations prefers that the above
mentioned portion of these two contributions should be treated as losses on exchange. 

In order to abide by the principle that the accounts of the Secretariat and the Court should 
be uniform, the Registrar has thought it right, in the accounts submitted to the Supervisory 
Commission, to follow the method adopted at Geneva; but, in his opinion, this necessitated the 
charging of the amount in question to the credit for losses on exchange (Chapter III, Article 8, 
of the Court's budget). As this credit was already charged with the losses on exchange incurred 
inter alia in respect of the British and French contributions (decision of the Supervisory Commission 
of February 2nd, I934), the result is that the credit allowed under the above-mentioned Article 8 
is exceeded by I,OJ3.o6 florins. It should be observed that this is a purely technical excess-a mere 
bookkeeping device. For if, instead of including a credit of ro,ooo florins for loss on exchange, 
balanced by an equal sum for- profit on exchange, two mutually balancing credits of, say, 12,ooo 
or rs,ooo florins each had been included, there would have been no excess. But the adoption of 

·higher figures would not have affected the total of the budget. Be that as it may, the excess has 
in a sense been imposed upon the Registrar by the financial authorities. 

The Hague, March 19th, I934· 
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Allocation Original Argon tine Year fund contributions from 
cash surplus 

1925 IO.S35o30l.8o 2o799o69aol4 -
1926 - - 3o367,8<J7,28 
1927 - - ' -
1928 - - -
1929 - - 104791161,12 

1930 - - -
1931 - - -
1932 - - -
1933 - - -

IO,S3So30I.8o 2,?gg.6ga.14 4o8<J7,oo8.40 

• 

March Ist, 1934· 

I. -CASH ACCOUNT AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1933. 
(In sold frtm<:l na adopted by tho Lcnsuo of Natlon1.) 

Allocation Expended International 
from Interest on Labour 

l'lulldinR earned 
Total ConAtructlon Organfllation 

Annuity Account Building 
I 

- 102,807.20 13o437~801.14 - 3o2SO,OOO,"-

- 464,398.42 s,B32,245·70 2,33806<J4.60 6o,ooo.-

- so8,674.24 508,674·24 10192,II7•40 -
- 538.ss6.45 538,ss6.45 196,694.10 -

675,000.- 672,657·42 2,ll26,818.s4 209,973·45 -
67s,ooo.- 636,o16.15 1,311,o16.15 510,394·20 -
67s,ooo.- 46o,514.15 1,135.514.15 1,974·339·25 -

· 67s,ooo.- 59,889.8<J 734,889.84 3•797•503·95 -
Io37SoOOO.- 6,434·85 1,381,434·85 · 4o4S6,go8.os -
4•075,000.- 3o449o948•72 25,706,951,06 14,676.575·- 3,310,000.-

t After deducting the sum of I,132,732.48 francs, being-loss on investment. 

PAYMBifTI, 

Building Balance 
Annuity Total at end of 
refund year ' 

- 3,2$0,000,- I00IS7,8oi.I4 

- 2,398,644.69 n,6:zi,403.24 
2$,000,.;_ 1,217,II7•40 10,912,959.08 
25,000.- ::121,694.10 II,229,8:z1,43 

- 209,973·45 13,846,666.52 
- 510,394·20 14,647·288.47 

- X,974o339,25 13,8o8,463.37 

- 3o797oS03·9S 10,745,849•26 
- 4.456,go8.os 6,537 ,6.u.s8 1 

so,ooo.- 18,036o575·-

(Signed) P. G. WATIERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 

, 

I 
&l 
I 
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II. -. STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE TO DECEMBER JIST, I933· 
(In gold francs as adopted by tbe League of Nations.) 

A. Non-recurring· 

I. International Labour Office . • 

E.xpenditure. 

2. Assembly Hall and Secretariat: 
(a) Cost of land . . • . . 
(b) Cost of annex. . . . . 
(c) Annex installations . . 
(d) Examination expenses . . . . . 
(e) Cost of original plans on old site 

2,678,soo.-
• . 270,000.-

I22,40I.6o 
40I,768.ss 
I26,777.25 

B. Construction Expenditure - Assembly Hall and Secre~riat. 

I. Construction of new building . IO,SI8,2SS-6o 
2. Advertising expenses . . . • 25.-
3· Prints of plans . . .. . . 29,876.70 
4· Transport charges - 576.6o 
5- Telegrams and telephones 532.85 
6. Experts' fees.. . • . . . 24,563.30 
7· Printing . • . . . . . . I,2og.-
8. Incidental expenses . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . 33,537 .IS 
g. Allowances and travelling expenses of Building Com-

IO. 
II. 
I2 .. 
I3. 

mittee and staff . . . . . . . 
Legal expenses • • . . . . . . . 
Administration of property. . . . 
Salaries of staff . . . . . ~ . . . 
Sundry and miscellaneous eXpenses 

Less- In aid: 
· Sales of documents to contractors . 
Sale of timber, etc. 
Miscellaneous • . . . . . . . . . 

I75,635·50 
3I,222.55 
2,822.65 

250,2II.85 
45,5I9.70 

I7,8I4.20 
s,88o.

I3,I66.6s 

UI.- CAPITAL ACCOUNT AS AT DECEMBER JIST, I933· 

SHOWING AMOUNT STILL DUE TO CONTRIBUTORY STATES. 
(In gold francs as adopted by tbe League of Nations.) 

Income. 
Amount contributed by 

States Members • 
Amount receivable in re

spect of sale of Hotel 

16,702,841•22 

National . . . . . . 4,ooo,ooo.-
20,702,841.22 

'' 

ExpenditurtJ. 
Refunded to States Membexs: 
Financial period ended 

December 31st, 1927 I,4oo,ooo.-
Financial period ended 
, December 31st, 1928 1,4oo,ooo.-
Financial period ended 

December 31st, 1929 7oo,ooo.-
Financial period ended 

DecembeJ:: 31st, 1930 700,000.-
Financial period ended 

December 31st, 1931 7oo,ooo.-
Financial period ended 

December 31st, 1932 700,000.-

Balance still payable • 

J,3IO,OOO.-

II,II3,g88.45 
I8,023,435.85 

J6,86o.8s 
I7,g86,575--

s,6oo,ooo.
I5,102,84I.22 

20,702,841.22 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 
Chief Accountant. 
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Part VI.-

LIBRARY: BUILDING FUND ACCOUNT 

-

CASH ACCO~T AS_ AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1933. 

Receipts: 

Amount received on account from Mr. J. D. Rockefeller, junr._. 
Interest • • . • . . . · . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 

Payme~: 

Construction expenditure· to December 31st,_ 1933 

Balance.~ 

' 
Cash in hand as at December 31st, 1933 
Loss on ·investment •.. 

. . . . . . . . . . 

. 1,073,955-91 
104,849·69 

Francs 

3,217,385:S3 
18,340.27 

3,235.725.60 

2,056,920.-

1,178,8o5.6o 

3;235.725.60 

March 1st, 1934. (Signed) P. G. WATTERSON; 

Chief Accountant. 
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c.pal Ac:c:o•lll:-

Balance as at December.JXst, X9Jl · • .• , . 

. 
Balance as at January xst, 1:933 
IIIOOIJIE! from investments. • • • • 
Pan::hase of ( t:tmlr•) Swiss fiaucs 

Part 

_LIBRARY 

I, CAPITAL ACCOUNT AS 

~'~ ..... or~·. 
' . 
. . . .. . ~ 

Dollars 

soo,ooo.-

.. 
II. 'REVENUE ACCOUNT FOR THE 

DollaD Frau<:8 Francs 

86.23 96,on.40. 96,458.jo 
99·079·55 99,079-55 

. 446.go 446.go 

86.23 
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VII. 

ENDOWMENT FUND 

AT DECEMBER JIST; '1:933·. 

Investments (at cost) : 1 

7% Germim External Loan I924 ... 
7 % Austrian Government Loan I923/4J 
7 % Greek Government Loan 1964 . . . 
4%% Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Co., 1992 . 
4% Northern Pacific Railway 'Co., 1997 ...... . 
4 % Atchison Topeka and Sante Fe Railway Co., 1995. 
4%% New York Central R.R. Co., New York Central 

and H.R.R.R. Co., 20IJ 
4%% Swedish Government Loan I9JO .. 
4%% Swedish Cities Loan I927 ..... 
4%% Netherlands Government Loan 1917 

Cash at Bank: 

Bank of France (French frs. 729,578.25) 
Current account (Swiss frs. 46,867.50) 

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER JIST, I9JJ. 

Library, in aid account . . 
Miscellaneous expenses . . 
Sale of Dollars . . . . • . . . .· 
Depreciation Reserve Fund . . . . 
Balance as at December JISt, I9JJ . 

March xst, I9J4· 

Dollars 

86.2J 

86.2J 

Nominal Value 

$97,000 
$88,000 
$28,ooo 
$25,000 
$25,000 
$25,000 

$25,000 
Kr. J70,ooo 
Kr. IIo,ooo 

Fl. 64,000 

Francs· 

6I,98J.75 
625.10 

J6,470.70 
96,458.JO 

I95.5J7-85 

Dollars 

I05.475·-
9J,498·75 
27,470.-
25,000.-
22,86!.25 
2J,725.-

25,062.50 
98,J4J.85 
29,575·45 
26,I9I.I6 

477,202.96 

JJ,98o.6J 
IJ,OJI.70 

Francs 

6x,98J.75 
625.10 
446.90 

J6,470.70 
96,458.Jo 

195,984.75 

(Signed} P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 

• The market value of these investmente, exclusive of interest, was, on December 31st, 1933, $424,041·35· 
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Part VIII. 

REVOLVING FUND FOR SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS_ 

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED 
DECEMBER 3IST, 1933. 

R«eipts: 

Balance as at January ISt, :1932 • 
Sales of documents during :1932 
Sales of documents during :1933 

ExperctlitwTe: 

Printing. etc., during I93Z . • , 
Printing. etc., during 1:933 • • • • • • _. 
Balaoce as at J:)eamber 3ISt, 1:933 • • • 

. . .. .. . 

.• -· . 

' 

Francs Franca 

15,I6B.gs 

zs,66o.so 

(Signetl) 'P. G. WATTERSON,· 

Chief A~ntaid. 
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Part IX 
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In conformity with Article 44 of the Regulations for the Financial Administration of the 
League of Nations, I have the honour to transmit to you herewith my report on the audit of 
the accounts of the League for the financial year Ig33· · 

(Signed) A. CERESA. 

REPORT. 

I have the honour to present herewith the result of my audit of the accounts of the League 
of Nations for the financial year Ig33, which were submitted to me for examination by the 
Secretariat, the International Labour Office and the Permanent Court of International Justice. 
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I. GE.a.,ERAL BUDGET OF THE LEAGUE FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1933. 

The results of the budget account for the financial year 1933 may be summarised as follows: 
Of the 33.429,IJ3 gold francs due by States m respect of contributions, the sum· of 

24.269.007-78 gold francs was actually received. Thus on December 31st, 1933. there were 
9,:r6o,ol4.22 gold francs outstanding; 

On the credits voted by the Assembly for expenditure for the said financial year, totalling 
33 • .f29,IJ2 gold francs, the actual expenditure was 27,309,069.15 gold francs-i.e., 6,12o,o62.85 
gold francs below the estimate. . , · · 

Expenditure, nevertheless, exceeded actual income by 3.040,ooi.37 gold francs. 

The following table shows how ·this excess amount is made up: 

Secretariat and Special Organisations . 
International Labour Organisation . • • 
Permanent Court of International Justice 
Nansen International Office for Refugees 
Buil~ at ~eva . . . . . 
Pensions . • • • • . • . • • • • 
Working Capital Fund •• · •.. 

Total . . . . . . . . . . 

Income 

I 
Gold francs 

12.575.855-28 
6,426.404.20 
I,931,263.96 

216,I7I.64 
1.477.133·08 
1,328,485·35 

313.754-27 

24.26g,067-78 

Expenditure 

2 
Gold francs 

12,295.447-94 
8,150,553·69 
2.332.568.85 

297.763.-
2,034.659-
I,765,9oo.5o 

432,176.17 

2J.309,069.15 

Di1ference 
between 

Cols. I and 2 
Gold francs 

+ . 280,407-34 
1,724,149·49 

401,304.89 
81,591.36 

557.525-92 
437.415.15 
n8,421.90 

3.040,001.37 

Subject to the analysis which will be given later, it may be of interest to note the following 
_ nper"""'cen"'tages relating to the budget for 1:933, as compared with the figures for the three previous 
year.;: 

Income. 

Financial Credits Actual Di1ference 
period voted receipts 

. I 1930 IOO 86.62 13.38 
General total • . . . . . . . . I93I IOO '85.53 14·47 

1932 IOO 79.1:7 20.83 
1933 IOO 72.60 27·40 

Expenditure. 

Financial Credits Expendi- Di1ferenco 
period voted ·ture 

I 1930 IOO 87.50 12.50 

Secretariat ' 1931 IOO 88.18 II.82 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
69.70 1932 IOO 30.30 

1933 IOO 70-98 29.02 

I I930 IOO 96-96 3-04 
lntemational I:abour Organisation I93I IOO 97·39 2.61 . . . . . 

1932 IOO 94-80 5.20 
1933 IOO 92.08 7-92 

I 1930 IOO 73-42 26.58 

Permanent Court of International Justice • 1931 IOO 89.03 . 10.97 
193~ IOO 95-00 5-00 
:1933 IOO 87.68 12.32 

Xansen International Office for Refugees • •. { 1932 IOO 100.00 
1933 IOO 100.00 

I 
1930 IOO 99.06 0-94 

Buildings at Geneva 1931 IOO 99-70 0.30 . . . . . . . • . . 1932 IOO IOO.OO 
1933 IOO 100.00 

{ 
1931 IOO 99·g6 0.04 

Pensions. . . . . . . • . . I932 IOO 99-90 O.IO 
1933 IOO 96.5o 3-50 

Working Capital Fund • • . .. 1933 IOO 100.00 

I 1930 100 89.82 10.18 

General total expenditure • 1931 100 91·93 8.07 
• . 1932 100 81.00 19.00 

1933 • 100 81.69 18.31 
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It will be s~en that the payme:r;tt by the States of their contributions has become increasingly 
less re~ar ~urmg the four financial years to which the above table relates. The arrears have 
accordmgly mcreased each year in proportion, as will be seen from the following percentages: 

1930. 
1931. 
1932. 
1933. 

.. 
Per cent 

13-38 
H-47 
20.83 
27-40 

The pe~centa~e of the total expenditure incurred as compared with the credits voted for the 
1933. financial penod was 81.69, as against Br in 1932. In the case of the Secretariat, it proved 
possible to keep the percentage down to 70.98 (against 69.70 in 1932), owing to the big effort made 
to cut down expenditure. 

· The percentages of resulting economies are shown below: 

1930. 
1931 · 
1932. 
1933. 

Percentages for the Secretariat were as follows: 

1930. 
I93I • 
1932. 
1933. 

INCOME. 

Per cent 

IO.I8 
B. OJ 

19.00 
!8.31 

· Per cent 

!2.50 
II.82 
30-30 
29.02 

Contributions of States in respect of 1933. 

In the 1933 budget approved by the Assembly on October 17th, 1932, the contributions to 
be received from the States Members of the League were fixed at a sum of 33.429,132 gold francs, 
made up as follows: · 

Gold francs 

Ordinary contributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,284,537 
Temporary lump-sum payment towards the cost of the Nansen 

International Office for Refugees . . . . . . . . . . . . 297,763 
Extraordinary contributions: 

(a) Under heading" Buildings at Geneva". 
(b) Under heading " Permanent equipment, 

etc." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(c) Under heading "Working Capital Fund ". 

Gold francs 

2,034,659 

379.996 
432,177 

In the accounts covered by the present report, the contributions due from States, in accordance 
with the 1933 budget, the sums received by the League during the same period and the amounts 
outstanding on December 31st, _1933, were as follows: 

Contributions due for the financial year 1933 
Received. . . . . .. . . 

Contributions outstanding 

Gold francs 

33.429,132.-
24,269,06J.78 

g,r6o,o64.22 

or 27.40 per cent of the total contributions due, the corresponding percentage in 1932 having been 
. approximately 21 per cent. . 

It should, however, be observed that the sum of 24,26g,067.78 gold francs was not recovered 
iri its entirety. The actual amount of the contributions received was 24,098,975·84 gold 
francs. The difference of I7o,ogr,g4 gold francs between this figure and the 24,26g,o67.78 gold 
francs shown above represents the loss on exchange incurred in converting into gold francs the 
contributions paid by two Members of the League, owing to the depreciation of the dollar due 
to the abandonment of the gold standard by the United States.1 

' This loss was distributed as follows, in proportion to the contributions due to each of the three Organisations: 

Secretariat • • . . . . • . • • • • . . 
International Labour Office • . . . . • 
Permanent Court of .International Justice 

Total • • • . • . • • • . . 

Gold francs 
III,5I6.46 
45,040.
I3.535·48 



' 
~-\swill be seen below (heading" Loss on Exchange"), the League considered it equitable to 

bear this loss itself. A sum corresponding to this loss was included, by a fictio juris, in the amount 
· of the contributions actually paid, so as not to swell the total of unpaid contributions with sums 

"illch m>uld never have been collected after the remission in question. · 
A sum of 170,091.94 gold francs was also added to the budgetary expenditure of the cash 

account, althou,oh, instead of being tr11e expe1Jdit11re, it really represents an unrealised receipt. 
As the increase in receipts on the one hand and that in expenditure on the other. cancel out, the 
final balance of the cash account is not affected and remains at the figure at which it actually 
stood on December 31st, 1933. as reduced by the amount of the losses in question. 

The procedure thus adopted seems open to objection, not only from the point of view of 
constitutional regularity, but also from that of the real situation. In justification of its adoption, 
it is urged. however, that any other course would have been open to objections from the point of 
new of administration and accountancy. ~ 

As compared with the amount due, the contributions received in respect of. 1933 represent 
(as already noted) 72.6 per cent, against 79.17 per cent in 1932, 85.5 per cent in 1931, and 86.6 
per cent in 1930. · · 

The fi.,oures relating to the allob_n.ent of the contributions due, received and to be received in 
~res""pec-~t of 1933 will be found on pages 12 and 13-14 of the present document . 

.... 

Contributions in Arrears. 

The total figure for contributions in arrears, which on December 31st, 1932, was 23;958,258.85 
gold francs, amounted, on December 31st, 1933. to 29,835,335.61 gold francs, as shown in the 
following table: 

Arrears as at December 31st, I93Z 
Sums collected in respect of these arrears in 

1:933 • • • • · - • • • • • • · • 
Cancellation of the Dominican Republic's 

debt for the financial period I93I • . . 

Further arrears for the financial period 1:933 
Arrears as at December 31st, 1:933 • . . . • 

. . .. . . .. 
Gold francs 

3.251,825.82 

31,161.64 

-+ 

Gold francs 

23.958,258.85 

- 3,282,987·46 
20,6]5,271:.39 
9,I6o,o64.22 

29,835.335-61 

The increase of 5.877.076.g6 gold francs, as compared with the arrears as at December 31st, 
I9J2, thns rep~esents the difference between the sums received in 1933 in respect of contributions 
outstanding at the close of the previous year, plus the amount of the Dominican Republic's debt, 
which. as already stated, was written off (making together a total of 3,282,987.46 gold francs) 
and the much larger total of the arrears subsequently accumulated (9,160,064.22 gold francs). 

The amount of 3,25I,825.82 gold francs received in 1933 in respect of contributions in arrears 
is made up as follows: 

Payments from China in respect of consolidated arrears 
(see No. 2 below) • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . 

Payments by other States ip respect of arrears for: 

I929 
1:930 
1931: 
1:932 

Total 

Gold francs 

I5,712.17 
6,722.57 

72,0]9.27 
2,666,6]g.18 
3,251:,825.82 

In virtue of a resolution adopted by the Assembly of the League of Nations on October IIth, 
1933. during its fourteenth session, payment of the Dominican Republic's contribution for 1:931 
was waived as a mark of sympathy for that State, which was suffering from the consequences 
of the great disaster that had overtaken it during that year. . . 

The contributions in arrears may be divided, as in previous reports, into the followmg 
c:att:gories: 

I. The first category comprises old arrears of contributions due by four States of Latin 
America (Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay and Salvador), in the case of which an arrangement 
had been made which should have guaranteed progressive payment. On December 31st, 193~, 
the amount due in respect of these arrears was IZ4,846.45 gold francs, as on the same date m 
tl.e previous year, nothing having been paid on this account. 

• Tbe .ame metbod wu adopUd by the Permanent Court of International Justice so as to maintain uniformity 
1ritJl the aurAiftU of the Secretariat. 

Tbe I~ Lalxmr ~. c:m the other hand, ahowed in ite acoounte the figure of contributions actually 
,..,....,.,.,.., at the ......, time reducing the tnta1 unpaid c:ontributiona by the amount of the losses in question, ~o that the 
...., .,_ baYe Jed U. an '""'"'""" of the v..Jance, in Swill jnmu, of the advanceto obtained from the Workmg Capital 
f' ..... 
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~· <?n D~cember JISt, I9J2, C_hina owed a sum of 8,743,212.4I gold francs in respect of 
contnbut10ns m arrears for the penod I922-I930 inclusive. 

. In accordance with the resolution adopted by the League Assembly in September I930, 
this debt was to. be paid off in twenty years at the rate of one-twentieth each year . 

. On D~cember Jist, I933, the debt _had been reduced to 8,252,579·78 gold francs, China 
haVIng patd 490,6J2.6J gold francs 1 durmg the year. 

J. The contributions due from the Argentine for the period I929-I933 fall into a separate 
category. The amounts are as follows: 

I929 
I930 
I93I 
I932 
I9J3 

Total 

Gold francs 

736.558.I4 
79I,290-53 
88o,852.o4 
947.540.29 
957.476·37 

4,3IJ,7I7.J7 

4· There is another category of contributions, which relate to the financial years I920-I932 
inclusive. The sums outstanding in respect of these contributions are indicated below, with the 
exception of the contributions due from China for the period I922-I9JO and those due from 
the Argentine, which have already been mentioned under Nos. 2 and 3 above: 

December Jist, December JISt, Sums received 
Financial periods l9JJ I9J2 in I9J3 

Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs 

I920. 26,952-72 26,952.72 ·Nil. 
I92I. I87,499·70. I87,499-70 Nil. 
I922. I82,040.JO I82,040-30 Nil. 
I92J. J89,I6I.63 389,I6I.63 Nil. 
I924. J59,200.49 359,200.49 Nil. 
I925. J75,6I6.I9 J75,6I6.I9 Nil. 
I926. J35,27I.8o 335,27I.8o Nil. 
I927. J48,449·47 348,449-47 Nil. 
I928. I26,536·74 I26,536·74 Nil. 
I929. 387,92J.66 40J,635.8J I5,7I2.I7 
I9JO. 6o9,J6o.6o 6I6,083.I7 6,722.57 
I93I • 2,209,593-82 2,3I2,834-73 I03,240-9I 
I932. 3,403,997-04 6,070,676.22 2,666,6J9.I8 2 

Total 8,94I,604.I6 II,733,958.99 2,792,J54-83 

If to the sum of 2,792,J54.8J gold francs, which is the total for column J, be added the sum 
of 490,6J2.6J gold francs paid by China in I933 in respect of consolidated arrears, the resultant 
figure of J,282,987.46 gold francs represents the total reduction in arrears during the year under 
consideration. 

5· As has already been stated, of the contributions due for I93'3, the sum outstanding on 
December JISt of that year was 9,I6o,o64.22 gold francs. That figure includes the sum due from 
the Argentine in respect of the same year (957,476.J7 gold francs), which has been separately 
dealt with (No. J above). On deduction of this debt, the aforementioned figure is reduced to 
8,202,587.85 gold francs. 

It should be noted that, on December Jist, I933, thirty.:three of the fifty-seven States had 
not yet fully paid up their contributions due in respect of that year, and-which is worse
fourteen of them had paid nothing at all. The total due from such States amounted to 5,J8I,6J7-55 
gold francs. 

To some extent, however, this may be regarded as a temporary state of affairs, since, in the first 
quarter of I9J4, some of the above-mentioned thirty-three States paid either the whole or a part 
of the amounts still outstanding in respect of their contributions for I933- · 

l The original debt as at December JISt, I9JO, was 9,708,9I7.J6 gold francs. 

China has paid on this account: 

In I93I 
In I932 
In I933 

Total 

Gold Innes 

48I,I2I.48 
484.58J.47 
490,6J2.6J 

I,456,337·58 
thus leaving a balance of 8,252,579. 78 gold francs, as stated above. · 
• • This figure includes the Dominican Republic's debt of 3I,I6I.64 gold francs, which, as stated above, has since 
been written oft. 
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Summing up, the outstanding contributions as at December Jist, I9JJ, were made up as 
follows: 

Compounded arrears • • ·• . • • • . . • 
Consolidated arrears (China) • . • . . • • 
Arrears due from the Argentine • . . . . • • • . . • • 
Arrears in respect of the period I920-I9J2 • . . .•.• 
Arrears in ~pect of I933 (not including the sum due from 

the Argentine for the same period) . . . . . • . . • 
Total • . • • . . • . • . • . . 

Gold francs 

I24,846·45 
8,252,579:78 
4,JIJ,7I7.J7 
8,94I,604.I6 

8,202,587.85 
29,8J5,JJ5.6I 

As a result of the amounts received during the first three months of the current period, the 
total amount due in respect of outstanding contributions for I9JJ had been reduced by March Jist 
last to 6,6I6,fi4I.74 gold francs (inclusive of the Argentine debt)-a decrease of 2,54J.422.48 gold 
francs. due to the settlement by eight States of their arrears in toto. . 

· As a result, the amount of contributions received for I9JJ totalled 80.2 per cent on March Jist, 
I9J.t. as compared with 72.6 per cent on December JISt, I9JJ. 

In the corresponding quarter of I933. the amounts received in respect·of I9J2 totalled So per 
cent. 

In the first quarter of the current period, 25,229.75 gold francs were also received on account· 
of arrears for I929. l9JO and I9J2. . 

To sum up. the total amount received in respect of arrears during- the quarter in question 
amounted to 2,568,6:;2.33 gold francs, as compared with J44,669.78 gold francs in the same 
period of the preceding year. The position has, therefore, taken a marked turn for the better, 
though it is still far from satisfactory.~ 

Appropriations-in-aid. 

In the case of the Secretariat, these receipts may be divided into two categories: 
In_ the first place, there are those derived from the sale of publications, from the interest 

accruing from fonds deposited with the bank and from other minor sources. All these receipts 
are deducted from the sums spent on the " General Services of the Secretariat " (Chapter II of the 

• budget). The figures are shown in the following table: 

Sale of publications . . . • • 
Interest earned • • • • • . . 
Sale of cinenmtographic films 
lliscellaneous cash receipts. • 

Total 

Gold francs· 

274.765.67 
J,OJI.IO 

842.--
6,444.85 

285,08J.62 

This som of 285,o83.62 francs is considerably lower than the corresponding total for the -
previous year, which was 339,509.83 francs. The various items of which it is made up all show 
a more or less serious decline. The sale of publications brought in 274,765.67 francs, as against 
28g,622.78 francs in I9J2, or a falling-off of I5,000 francs: The interest earned has decreased 
by 8,IOO francs; the amount brought in by the sale of films shows a decrease of almost 3,400 francs, 
v.iriie there is a decline of 28,000 francs in the " Miscellaneous Cash Receipts ". _ 

The second category of appropriations-in-aid are, in the main, special contributions towards 
the expenses of the " Special Organisations " attached to the Secretariat (Chapter III of the 
budget) and to expenditure under Chapter VI, " Library ". In view of their nature and amount, 
these contributions call for special attention. The figures for I9J3 were as follows; · 

Economic and Financial Organisation (Item I9 a of the budget) 
llandates. (Item 20) • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . • 
Transit Organisation (Item 2I) • . • . • . 
International Health Organisation (Item 22) 
Supervision of Opium Traffic (Item 23 a) • 
Social Questions (Item 23 b) • • • • 
Intellectual Co-operation (Item 25) • 
Library (Item 35) · • • • · 

Total 

Gold francs 

I24,787.32 
64.40I.80 
4,60I.75 

66o,358.o5 
2,400.-

27,8I6.94 
IJ,J05.50 
6I,983.74 

959,655-IO 

• Oa OcWber J 1th, 1933. in tbe cour11e of its fourteenth ordinary JIC!Ision, the Assembly of tbe League of Nations 
adupted the lcAiowiJJg re.oluticnl: 

N Tbe Aaembly. 

M s- with rejp'et that tbe amount of unpaid contributions has once more increased this ·year; . 
M .Appeak to tbe States having arrear• to make every effort during tbe coming year to liquidate part, 1f not 

the wbr..le, of these arrearo and at least to pay their current contributions to tbe League; 
M Ccmoidtn that, unleH tbe oituaticnl has distinctly improved during tbe course of the next year, th~ Assem~ly 

wiU be~ to .wdy mea.our.,. of a general character to enforce tbe fulfilment by certain States of theJr financ1al 
t..t.ligat¥_.... to the Lagne: . 

M Decides, u a mark of .ympathy lor tbe Dominican Republic, which is still suffering from tbe effects of the 
u-di- of 1931, to excu.oe tbe payment of tbe contribution for that year; · 

N Jc.t:q-u tbe ~etary-General to continue his efforts for tbe recovery of arrears and to report to th~ 
~bly at its next Clrdinary leloion." - - .- . 
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. This total of 959,655.10 gold francs shows a d~crease of 557,020.70 gold francs as compared 
w1th th~ c~rrespondmg figure for the previous year. · 

Thts dtfference is to be attributed, in the main, to the following factors: A reduction of 
173,992.~7 francs in the Rockefeller Foundation's contribution towards the expenditure of the 
Inte~atu;mal Health Organisation; a reduction of 43,000 francs in the same Foundation's 
contnbubon to the cost of the special enquiries into the problem of double taxation; a reduction 
of 85,6oo francs in the contributions towards the expenses of the Commission of Enquiry for 
the Delimitation of the Frontier between Iraq and Syria ; in 1932 such contributions, which 
were made by the United Kingdom and French Governments, amounted to 15o,ooo .francs, 
whereas the contributions of the Iraqi and French Governments in 1933 only amounted to 
64,401.80 francs. 

Furthermore, certain contributions of a non-recurrent character which were received in 1932 
were discontinued in 1933, and other contributions for enquiries into social questions were 
seriously reduced. 

Interest on Current and Deposit Accounts with Banks. 

The interest earned during the past financial year was as follows, compared with 1932: 

Interest earned on Secretariat funds, included, as 
already stated, in the appropriations-in-aid . . . 

Interest on available balances of the Working Capital 
Fund credited to this account. . . . . . . . . 

Interest ori the Building Fund for the Assembly Hall 
and the Secretariat Building credited to this 
account . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Interest on the New Buildings Furnishing Account 
credited to this account . . . . . . 

Interest on the Library Building Fund credited to 
this account . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Interest on the Library Endowment Fund 

Total . . . . . . 

1933 

Gold francs 

3,031.10 

1932 

Gold francs 

II,163.70 

20,628.23 

59.889.84 

3,643-53 

Difference 
for 1933 

Gold francs 

8,132.60 

20,628.23 

53.454-99 

3.643-53 

5.773-49 2,923-96 + 2,849-53 
99,079·55 II6,630.75 17,551.20 

114,318.99 2:1;4,880.01 ·- 100,561.02 

The decline shown in the 1933 figures is due to the fact that the above-mentioned funds have, 
in the main, been deposited without interest; but it must also be attributed to the interest rates 
generally paid by banks in the same year. 

Expenditure. 

· The credits voted by the Assembly, at its meeting on October 17th, 1932, for the expenditure 
of the 1933 financial year amounted to a total of 33,429,132 gold francs, thus showing a reduction of 
258,862 francs in comparison with the credits voted for the previous year, as is shown by the 
following table: · 

Secretariat . . . . . . . . . . 
International Labour Organisation. 
Permanent Court of International 

Justice . . . . . . . . 
Nansen International Office for 

Refugees ..... 
Buildings at Geneva 
Pensions . . . . . . . 
Working capital fund . 

total 

1933 1932 Difference Percentage 
for 1933 of increase 

Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs or decrease 

17,322,459 
8,851,972 

2,660,196 

297·763 
2,034.659 
1,829,906 

432,177 

33-429,132 

19,174,317 
8.792,290 

2,663.702 

297.763 
1,748,899 
1,011,023 

33,68J.994 

- 1,851,858 
+ 59.682 

3.5o6 

+ 285,760 
+ 818,883 
+ 432,177 

258,862 

9.65 
+ o.6J 

0.13 

+ 16.33 
+ 80.99 + 100.00 

0.76 

The decrease in 1933, as compared with 1932, was 0.76 per cent, as shown above, as against 
an increase of 6.5 per cent in 1932. 

* * * 
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When the expenses of the Secretariat and of the autonom.ous organisa~ions (International 
Labour Organisation and Permanent Court of International Jushce) are exammed separately, the 
follo"ing figures are obtained: 

1. Secretariat. 

The e.~diture of the Secretariat and Special Organisations in 1933 may be summarised 
as follows:. 

CreditS voted 
Gold francs 

Sums expended 1 

Gold francs 
Difference 
Gold francs 

Gross e~:penditure of the 
Secretariat ~d special 
o~tions •.... r8,826,r82.67 I3.540,I86.66 - 5,285.996.01 

Deduct: 

Appropriations-in-aid 

Net expenditure 

1,503,723.67 

!7,322,459·-

!,244.738.72 

!2,295.447:94 

258.984-95 

5,027,0II.06 
(Savings) 

It will be seen that the expenditure of the Secretariat in I933 amounted to r8~o7o,685.33 gold 
francs (gross expenditure); this expenditure was, however, met to the amount ?f 1,244,738.72 

· gold francs by appropriations-in-aid, so that, in reality, expenditure of the Secretanat was a charge 
upon the budget only to the extent of r6,825,946.6r gold francs (net expenditure) and, as compared 
with the credits voted, there was a saving of 5,ogr,or7.39 gold francs. 

The saving of 5,027,orr.o6 gold francs which appears in the preceding table is made up 
as follows: 11 

A. Seaetariat and Special Organisations. 

Clulpter I. - Assembly and Council • . . . • • . . . . . • . . .. 

Expenditure in respect of the" Assembly" (Item r of the chapter), for which 
a credit of 333,000 francs had been voted, amounted to 152,636.35 francs, the saving 
being r8o,363.65 gold francs. This saving is due mainly to the fact that the session 
of the Assembly was of short duration and to· a reduction in expenditure on 
salaries of the temporary staff which it is customary to engage for the Assembly. 

The expenditure in connection with the " Sessions of the Council " (Item 2 
of the chapter) also shows a saving: of the credit of 63,000 francs provided, the 
amount spent was only rr,rg8.55 francs. 

Chapter I also includes unforeseen expenditure. · 
In the 1933 budget, as in that for the previous year, unforeseen expenditure 

is divided into two categories, the first comprising political expenditure authorised 
by the Council up to 2g,ooo francs, out of the normal credit of 5oo,ooo francs. 
The a~ expenditure was 22,II2.55 fran_cs. 3 The other category is of an 
exceptional nature and relates to expenditure on the League's activities in 
connection with the present grave financial crisis. For this purpose, a fund of 
200,000 francs was placed at the Council's disposal, from which expenditure was 
authorised up to a sum of roo,ooo francs. The surus actually spent amounted to 
48.093·90 francs. a 

Carried forward . • . 

1 Details of the Secretariat's expenditure in 1933: 

Assembly and Council • . • • • . • . . • 
General Services of the Secretariat • . . . 
Special Organisations of the Secretariat . • 
l.o9;es on exchange • . • . . . • . . ·• 
Permanent equipment, etc.. . . . . . . . 

Total (Secretariat and Special Organisations) 

Refn~:ees • • • . • • • 
Boild.ings at Geneva . 
Peusiont • • • • • • • 
Working CaJ>ital Fund. 

Gross expenditure 

Gold francs 

234.041·35 
7,266,289.05 
5,620,288.79 

148,892.19 
270,675:28 

13,540,186.66 

297.763.-
2,034,659-
x,765.900.50 

432,176.17 

Appropriations· 
in·aid to be 

deducted 
Gold fraocs 

285,083.62 
897,671-36 

61,983.74. 

1;244,738-72 

Gold francs 

86r,g58:6s 

86r,g58.65 

Net expenditure 

Gold francs 

234,041.35 
6,981,205.43 
4.722,617-43 

148,892.19 
.2o8,6g1.54 

12,295.447·94 

297.763.-
2,034.659--
1,765.900.50 

432,176.17 

Total • • · • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • . • 18,o7o,685.33 1,244,738.72 16,825,946.61 

b-d~ In the fuJJowing statement, expenditure taken as a basis in· calculating savings is shoWn gross in the case of the 
su JVi!iUAa of Chapter II "General Sexvices of the Secr<;tariat ", while, in the case of the sub-divisions of the other 
cbapterl~ they are ohown net-that 18 to say, after deduction of " appropriations-in-aid". Cf. what has been said on 
this 111bject on page 76 of the present document. 

. • ~page 20 of tbio document fur a statement of expenditure authorised by the CouncU. and ~ums actually 
diobtmood. 



Brought . forward. 

Th~ total savings effected on the credits voted by the Assembly for unforeseen 
expenditure amount to 629,793.55 francs. They thus represent the greater part 
of the total saving of 86r,gs8.6s francs effected in this chapter of the budget. 

Chapter II. - General Services of the Secretariat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

·The most notable saving is that of 673,317.69 francs (Item 4 of the budget) 
effected in the proportion of r0.45 per cent on" Salaries, Wages and Allowances", 
posts falling vacant not having been filled in the ordinary course and the numbers 
of temporary staff having been considerably reduced. Special interest attaches 
to the saving effected on travelling expenses and subsistence allowances for 
journeys in connection with the general services of the Secretariat (nearly 6r per 
cent) and a very considerable saving on the travelling expenses of officials and 
their families proceeding on leave. 

Among the other economies may be noted: (a) 208,787.48 francs (44.57 per 
cent) for " General Office Expenses " (Item r2) in connection with supplies, the 
saving being due mainly to using up stocks purchased for the Disarmament 
Conference under the budget for 1932, and (b) g6,222.65 francs out of the credit 
of 4I0,r:2o francs for "Maintenance of Headquarters at Geneva" (Item ro). 
" Frais de representation " (Item g) show a saving of 19.35 per cent, 124,223.30 
francs having been expended out of a credit of 154,025 francs. 

Another saving made (approximately 58 pe,r cent) is in respect of" Unforeseen 
Expenses of the Secretariat" (Item rs), which amounted to r6,873 francs as 
compared with a credit of 40,000 francs. 

For ·the " Publications Department " (Item II) the credit voted was 
473,480 francs. The expenditure showed a saving of I45,23r.gs francs or 30.68 
per cent. 

Item r6, "Unpaid Liabilities Fund", shows excess expenditure of 13,034·30 
francs over the credit of ro,ooo francs. This excess was covered by a transfer of 
rs,ooo francs from Item 4, " Salaries, Wages and Allowances ", in virtue of a 
decision of the Council of September 22nd, 1933. 

Chapter III.- Speciai Organisations of the League 

A credit of r,637,075 francs was voted for Item 24 of the budget, "Reduction 
of Armaments ". The amount expended was 537.581.30 francs, making a saving 
of r,ogg,493·70 francs or 67.17 per cent of the credit. 

An examination of the headings into which the item is divided shows that: 

I. In 1933, as in the previous year, there was no expenditure on 
" Investigations ", for which a credit of r8o,ooo francs had been provided. 

· 2. The International Conference for the Control of the Private Manu
facture of Arms, Munitions and Implements of War was not summoned, so 
that the credit oh2o,ooo francs provided for that purpose remained untouched 
and the whole amount was thus saved. 

3· Of the credit of r,ooo,ooo francs provided for the Conference for 
the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments, 229,387.20 francs only was 
expended, the· Conference having been on a smaller scale than had been 
anticipated. 

The expenditure of the " Financial Section and Economic Intelligence 
Service" (Item rg a), for which ·a credit of r,oor,876 francs was voted, was 
825,044.73 francs, representing a saving of r76,83I.27 francs. The expenditure 
of the "Economic Relations Section" (Item rg b) was 341,788 francs out of a 
credit of 6r7,950 francs, representing a saving of 276,r62 francs. These savings· 
were due mainly to curtailment of the work of the Sections, and were effected in 
connection with " Committees, Printing, Travelling Expenses and Unforeseen 
Expenditure ". There is a savihg of 25I,I49-IO francs on the expenditure in 
connection with the " Monetary and Economic Conference ", as against the credit 
of 436,ooo francs voted (Item rg c), but it should be noted that the final accounts 
have not yet been settled. 

In the case of the "International Health Organisation" (Item 22), the 
expenditure was 702,563.25 francs out of a total credit of g8o,ooo francs, repre
senting a ·saving of 277,436.75 francs (28.3r: per cent of the credit). 

Carried forward . . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

86r,gs8.6s 

2,857.6o8.57 

S,I2I,S94·79 
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Brought forward • . . . . . 

Other savings amounting in all to 770,546.40 francs were effected on the 

following items of the budget: Credit Expend· Saving • Percent-

Administratn-e Commissions and Minorities 
Questions (Item 18) • • • • • • . 

Mandates (Item 20) •. • • • . • • • • . • : • 
Communications and Transit Orgamsation 

(Item 21) . • • • . • • • • . • • • 
Supen-ision of Opium Traffic (Item 23 a) . 
Social Questions (Item 23 b) • • • • • • • 
Fermanent Cent:Ial. Opium Board (Item 23 c) 
Intellectual Co-operation (Item 25) • • • • 
International Convention on SlaveiY (Item 

26) ·············:· 
Commission of Enquiry for European Umon 

(Item 30) ••• • • • • · • • • • 
I i•ison with Latin America (Item 31 a) 
I i•ison with China (Item 31 b) • 
Leagne Wireless Station (Item 32) • • 

voted iture age of 
Gold Gold Gold saving 

francs francs francs 

400,423 
264,253 
124,793 
140,534 
255-786 

1,500 

137.125 
247-~3 
450,000 
212,000 

251,296.05 
250,024.10 

261,653-30 
244.433-65 
1o8,961.25 
103,239-55 
195-720.80 

223.05 
135-972·88 
355·944·92 l 
204,127-70 

80,531-95 
66,415-90 

138.769-70 
19,819-35 
15,831-75 
37.294·45 
6o,065.20 

1,318.65 

136.901.95 
III,670.12 
94,055.o8 

7.872-30 

34·66 
7-51 

12.69 
26.6o 
23-49 

88.-

99.84 
45-10 
20.91 
3-72 

Total . . • • , . • • . 2,882,325 2,111,778.6o 77o,546.4o 26.73 

The savings-mainly due to curtailment of activities-were in connection 
with committees, printing and. travelling expenses. '. 

Chapter V. - Capital Expenditt~re . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . 
' 

Under" Furniture and Equipment: Current Expenditure" (Item 34a of the 
budget), a credit of 6o,ooo francs was provided. The expenditure amounted to 
38,67r.zo francs, representing a saving of zr,328.8o ~ancs or 35-55 per cent of 
the credit voted. 

The credit voted for the " Library " (Item 35 of the budget) amounted to 
ro3,000 francs. The expenditure was 75,563.40 francs. The saving effected was 
thus 27.436.56 francs. 

For the purchase of the furniture provided by the Canton of Geneva for 
the Disarmament Conference building, a credit of roo,ooo francs was voted. 
The e11:penditure was 94,456.go francs. The saving was due to the fact that the 
Secretariat did not take over all the furniture. 

Total of savings 

From the total savings mentioned above, there should be deducted the excess 
of losses over profits on exchange . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . 

The total savings thus amount to the aggregate figure above indicated-viz. 

PROFIT AND Loss ON EXCHANGE. 

Gold francs. 

5,I2I,594·79 

r48,8gz.rg 
5,027,0II.06 

The contn'butions of the several States towards the expenses of the League of Nations are 
fixed in gold francs. · 

The gold franc being merely an accounting currency, adopted in lieu of legal currencies 
subject to fluctuations, the United States dollar-which at the time was convertible into gold
was adopted for the purpose of determining the gold franc's value for the above purposes, the 
calculation being based on the dollar exchange parity at the rate of I dollar = 5.I826 gold francs. 

On April rgth, rg33, the United States proclaimed the suspension of the gold standard, and 
steps were taken to devaluate the dollar. 

The official divorce of the dollar from gold was followed by its depreciation at an alarming 
rate: z 

'This amount is made up as follows: 

Salaries and allowances 
Insurance ~ . . . . 
Travelling expenses • 
Telegrams .••.• 
Bank charges • • • • 
Miscellaneous • • • • 

·, . 

Gold francs 

222,of.OI.so 

35.463.50 
74·184·4' 
20,693·55. 

1,931-96 
1,270.00 

Total • • . . • . • • • • 355.944·9• -
• The following 6gnres give the average rate of the dollai in Swiss francs for each month of 1933: 

January . 
February. 
March • 
April 
May •• 
Jane • 

Swill franct 
I« a dollar 

5.185 July • • • 
5.161 August • . 
5.159 September 
4·944 October • 
4.411 November . 
4.230 December • • 

Average foi the year: 1 dollar - 4·130 Swiss francs. 

Swlu francs 
for a dollar 

3·708 
3·766 
3·479 
3·463 
3-225 
3-295 
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In consequem;e of this depreciation, losses were incurred on the dollar payments received 
from the Governments of India and Czechoslovakia, on conversion into gold francs. 
. The Supervisory Commission, at its session in July :i:933, had considered that the Governments 
In question could not be held responsible for circumstances beyond their control, and had 
recommended to the Assembly that it should regard those payments as having been made at 
dollar metallic exchange parity. 

The League's loss would appear to have been 170,091.94 gold francs.1 

The report of the Supervisory Commission on the subject 1 was adopted by the Fourth 
Committee o,f the Assembly. 

The Assembly adopted the conclusions of the report at its plenary meeting on 
October nth 1933. . 

Another question arose with regard to payments in French francs made at monetary exchange 
parity by the United Kingdom and French Governments; in that instance, however, the losses on 
exchange ·were due to the fact that, at the time of conversion, the Swiss franc was above par. 
In the circumstances, the two Governments in question could not be held responsible for the 
losses incurred. . · . 

The losses on contributions received amount, for the Secretariat, to . . . 

Other losses were incurred, as follows: 
On the sale of dollars ·. . . . 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . 

While profits realised were as follows: 
On the sale of dollars ·. 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . 

Net losses 

Gold francs 

33.989-73 
u,836.92 

4.361.70 
4,089.22 

2. International Labour Organisation. 

Gross expenditure . . 

Deduct: 
Appropriations-in-aid 

Net expenditure 
. . \ . . . . . . . . 

Credits voted 
Gold francs 

9,065,442 

213,470 
8,851,972 

Sums expended 
Gold francs 

8,330,635-78 

18o,o82.09 
8,150,553·69 

Gold francs 

II1,516.46 8 

45.826.65 

157,343.II 

8.450-92 

148,892.19 

Difference 
Gold francs 

734.806.22 

•33.387-91 
701,418.31 

A comparison· of the sums expended with the corresponding credits of the several sections 
of the budget gives the following results:. · 

Credits voted Expenditure Difference 
Swiss francs Swiss francs Swiss francs 

I. Session of the Conference and of the 
Governing Body (Chapter I) . . . . 

General Services (Chapter II) . . . . . 
Profits and Losses on Exchange (Chap

ter III) . . . . . . . . . . . 
II. Capital Expenditure (Chapter IV) . 

III. Unforeseen Expenditure (Chapter V) 

Total . 

Deduct: 
Appropriations-in-aid 

Net total 

' This sum was made up as follows: 

India ....• 
Czechoslovakia • 

473,000 
8,290,442 

92,ooo 
150,000 
6o,ooo 

9,065.442 

213,470 
8,851,972 

407.546.87 
7.705,349-07 

28>934-70 
35.743-24 
41,320.80 
6o,ooo.-

8,27B.894.68 

178,963.63 
8,099.931.05 

Gold francs 

134.407.80 
35.684.14 

Total 170,091.94 

- 65.453-13 
- 585,092.93 

+ 28>934-70 
- 56,256.76 
- 108,679-20 

- 786,547-32 

- 34.506.37 
- 752,040·95 

• Cf. Supplementary Report of the Supervisory Commission to the. 1933 Assembly (document A.s(a).I933-X). 
a This amount was divided up as follows between the above-mentioned two States: 

Gold francs 
India . . .. . • • • • • • . . • . • • . • 88,121.08 
Czechoslovakia • • 23,395·38 

Total • • . . • . • • • • • • 
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The saving of 752,040.95 Swiss francs was effected as follows: 

Chapter I. -Sessions of the Conferenu and of the Governing Body • • • • • • • 

A saving of 17,340.43 francs was effected on the credit of 329,000 fra~cs 
voted for the" Sessions of the Conference" (Item I of the chapter). ·The s3:vmg 
related to costs of renting and fitting up the assemb!y h~. whereas the e?CPendt!ure 
on salaries of temporary staff engaged in connection. With the aforesatd _ sesstons 
e..~ceeded the credit voted by 6,xoo francS. The deficit was covered by a transfer 
from one sub-head to another of the same item. 

The saving on the expenditure for the " Sessions of the Governing Body " 
(Item 2) was 48,II2.70 francs: it was effected chiefly on travelling and subsistence 
allowances of members of the Governing Body. 

Chapter IT.- Getteral Services of the International Labour Office_ . .•••.•.• 

The expenditure on salaries of staff was II4,892.35 francs below the estimate. 
The saving was_due chiefly to the fact that the post ·of Deputy-Director, which 
became vacant on the appointment of the present Director, has not been filled. 

As regards salaries, it may be noted that a credit of 85,000 francs had been 
voted in the budget for expenditure on temporary staff. This credit was 
increased by 255,000 francs, bringing it up to 340,000 francs, by cutting down 
other sub-heads (" Salaries of Permanent Staff ") in the same item. The sum 
actually expended was 339,463.65 francs-that is, 254,463.65 francs in excess of 
the credit voted. . . · 

Out of the total credits voted for travelling expenses of officials, amounting 
to 250,000 francs, the actual expenditure was 215,373·78 francs-i.e., a saving of 
34,626.22 francs. It should be noted, · however, that " Holiday . Travelling 
Expenses" (Item4 d) exceeded the credit voted-:roo,ooo francs-by 8,155 francs.· 
The deficit was covered by means of transfers from other s~b-heads of the 
same item. . 

There was a saving of 23,250 francs on " Entertainment Expenses " and a 
further saving of 24,200 francs on expenditure on " Maintenance· of Geneva 
Office". 

On the expenditure for·., Enquiries, Investigations and External Collabora
tion ", there was a saving of about 29,000 francs. · . The saving on the following 
items was more considerable: "Printing" (68,815 francs); "Expenditure on 
Commissl.ons" (54.140.80 francs), as several Coriunissions did not meet;'" General 
Office Expenses " (48,450 francs); and, most important of all, 179,585.19 francs 
on expenditure for " Branch Offices". The saving related chiefly to the expenses of 
the London and Tokio offices: it is connected with the local currency .depreciation. 

Chapter IV. - Buildings, Permanent Equipment • . • . . • • . . . . . . . 
The saving was effected on all the 5ub-heads of the chapter. 

Chapter _v. -. Unforeseen Expenditures on Chapters I to IV • . . . . . . . 
Out _of a total credit of _x5o,ooo francs, 41,320.80 francs were expended 

(for details, .see page 51 of thi:; docuntent). The expenditure in question was 
duly authorised by the Governmg Body'. 

Less: 

Chapter ID. - Profit and Loss on Exchange 

Profit 
Loss. 

. . . . . 

. .. . . . 

.. . . . . 
Gold francs 

95.04 
29,029-74 1 

Net loss 8 . . 2 .934-70 
Total of savings effected on gross eJfPenditure • • • . • . • . . . . . • 

. If, from this total, the sum is deducted which represents the. amount by 
which the appropriations-in-aid fall short of the estimated total . . . . 
the result, for savings on net expenditure, is the above-mentioned total 

. 
1 This amount was made up as follows: 

(~ .r.o..... on exchange due to the depreciation of the dollar . 
( ) Miocellaneons • • • • . • • . • • • • • . • . • • • • 

The J.-......,. referred to onder (a) were incurred: 
On contriwtions paid by Brazil for the years 1930, 1931, 1932 . • . • • 
In connect11.m with refund•, in goW franca, to the Working Capital Fund • 

Gold francs 

65.453-13 

xo8,679·2o 

28,934-70 

786,547-32 

34.506.37 
752,040·95 

Swiss francs 
28,851.40 

83.30 

22,820,08 
6,031.32 

28;851.40 
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The appropriations-in-aid amounted to: 

Sale of publications . . 
Interest · . . . . . . . 
Miscellaneous receipts 

Swiss francs 

166,689.66 
1,128.42 

II,145·55 

178,963.63 

The total, 178,963.63 francs, is 226,596.71 francs less than that of the previous year.l 
' . 

. Comparing the total gross budgetary expenditure for the financial year 1933, 
already noted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
with the total receipts for that year, details of which are given in the following 
table . . . . . . . . . . . . . "' . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . 

. there is an excess of expenditure over receipts amounting to . . . . . 

This deficit was covered by drawing on the Working Capital Fund. 
The receipt,s for 1933 mentioned above were as follows: 

Contributions for the same financial year (6,426,404.20 gold francs) 
Contributions in arrears (877,251.17 gold francs} . .· . . . . . . . 
Appropriations-in-aid . . . . . . . . . 
Printing paper withdrawn from stock 

3. Permanent Court of International Justice.a 

Swiss francs 

8,278,894·68 

7,432,961.01 

845.933·6( 

7,432,961.01 

Net expenditure · 
Gold francs 

Credits voted 
Actual expenditure 

2,660,196.-
2,332,568.85 

Saving. 327,627.15 

The expenditure of the Court in 1933 is made up .as follows: 

Credits voted Expenditure 
Dutch ftorins 

Sessions of the Court . . 
General services . . . . 
Administration of funds . . . . . . . 
Contribution towards a fund to defray the expenses result-

ing from the application of the " Regulations regarding 
the Granting of Retiring Pensions to Members of the 
Court and to the Registrar " 3 • • • 

Capital expenditure . . . . . . . , . 

Gross expenditure 

Deduct: Appropriations-in-aid (bank interest) 

Net expenditure . . . . . 

315,250.-
926,873-75 

100,-

24,852.50 
I2,000.-

1,279,076.25 

2,000.-

1,277,076.25 

The expenditure was thus below the estimate by 157,437.59 florins. 
The saving of 157,437.59 florins consists of the following sums: 

186,258.26 
887,862.32 
11,133.73 

24,852.50 
9.973-75 

1,12o,o8o.56 

441.90 

1,II9,638.66 

1 It will be recalled that the appropriations-in-aid for I9J2 included the sum of 250,46r.4o francs, paid by Brazil 
on account of the contribution due for I9JI. · 

• The accounts of the Court are in Dutch ftorins. 
At the end of the year, the ftorins are converted into gold francs for the adjustment of the accounts between the 

Secretariat and the Court. · 

• At December Jist, I9J2, this sum amounted to ; . . • . • . • .. . • • . • • 
It c.onsisted of the annual payment of Io,ooo ftorins, for the period from 1925 

to I9J2, plus interest, and less petty cash expenditure. 

In I9JJ, the following sums were added and deducted: 

Contributions for I9JJ 
Bank interest •...•.•....... 

Pensions paid during I9J3 • 
Bank charges . . . . . . 

Total as at December Jist, 19JJ 

• • t • 

Dutch florins 

24,852.50 
1,045.II 

Dutch florins 

6],58I.60 

9J.479-2I 

24,86o.85 

68,6t8.36 
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Chapter I. - SessiOHS ofll.e Co11rt • • ._ • • • · · · • • · • • · · • • 

The credit of 3I5,250 Dutch florins voted under t~is chap~er is made '!!P of 
two sub-heads: (I) Sessions of the Court (3I0,250 flonns); (IbJS) Extraordmary 
and Unforeseen &-penditure (5,000 florins). 

Of the credit for the former h:eading, _I86,2~8.26 flor!ns were ~xpen~ed:· 
effecting a saving of I23,99I.74 flonns. Th1s saVIng was m connection With. 
(I) duty and residence allowances of the judges; (2) sal~es of temporaxy staff 
and overtime of permanent and temporary staff; (3) travelling expenses of JUdges 
and temporary staff. . · 

The credit under the second heading was not touched. 

Chapter IT. - General Services of the Court . • • . • . . . . • . . • . 

The main savings were as follows: Salaries-of staff (s~lVing of 5,846.53 flo~s); 
travelling expenses of the Registrar and staff of the Reg~stry of the <:ourt (savmg 
of 3,636.61 florins); travelling e:o..-penses of members of the ~ourt (s~~g of II,ooo 
florins); administrative expenditure (saving of 5.I69.23 flonns); pnntmg (4.I80.44 
florins). . 

Special e:o..-penditure on staff was eliminated or reduced (saVIng of 88I.24 
florins out of a credit of 1,783.75 florins). 

There was no payment on account of unforeseen expenditure, the credit for 
which was 5,000 florins. 

Chapter V. - Capital Acco11nt .. . .;. . . . . . . . . . . 

Dedlld: 

Chapter IlL - Cost of Administration of the Court's Funds 

The budget contained the following estimates: 
Losses on exchange 
Profits on exchange 

Difference 
Bank charges . 

.. . 

Dutch llorins 

I0,000.-
10,000.-

IOO.-

Total mo.-
The losses on exchange amounted to II,OJ3.o6 florins 1 and the profits only to 

0.58 florin, giving a net loss of II,OJZ.48 florins. On the other hand, bank charges 
were only '6x.25 florins, making a total of II,I33·73 florins, as compared with the 
above-mentioned credit of mo florins, resulting in an excess of II,033-73 florins.2 

Total savings on gross expenditure . 

Deducting from this total the sum representing the amount by which the 
appropriations-in-aid (bank interest) fell short of the estimates-viz. . . ·. . . . 
the savings on the net expenditure amount to the above-mentioned t?tal . . . . 

Comparing the aforesaid total (gross) budgetary expenditure for the year 
1933-namely. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
with the total receipts for the same year, details of which are given in the following 
table. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
there is an excess ·of expenditure over receipts amounting to . . . . . . . 

This deficit was covered by advances from the Working Capital Fund. 8 

The receipts for I933 mentioned above are as follows: 
Contributions for 1933 . . . . . . . 
Contributions in arrears . . . . . . . . . 
Appropriations-in-aid (bank interest). . . . 

Total 

.. 

Dutch florins 

I28,99I.74 

2,026.25 

II,033·73 

1,558.IO 

I57.437-59 

1,I2o,o8o.56 

I,o5I,901.38 
. 68,179.18 

927,155-04 
I24.304-44 

#1-90 
1,05I,90I.38 

1 
This sum includes the Josoes on exchange on the contributions paid by India and Czechoslovakia, mentioned on 

page 85 of this report. • · 
~ The fluctuations in the rate of exchange of United States doUars into Dutch florins, in 1933, may be seen from the following table: 

Rate of Dollar Exchange in Dutch Florins. 
(Par: I doUar = 2.488 Dutch florins.) 

Maximum Minimum Average 
1933 Dutcb florins Dutch ftorint Dutch Aorina 

ut quarter. . • . . 2.49 1/ 1 2.46 •t11 2.48 •t
11 

znd quarter • • • . 2.47 7/ 1 1.91 •t, z.x8'/
11 3rd quarter • . • . . . . . • . 1.96 Yz 1.58 '/1 1.75 1•/

11 
4th qnarter • • • • • , • , . . 1.76 'f. 1.46'/1 1.61 1f

1 
• The Caurt'o debt u at December JISt, 1933, on account of advances received, amounted to 199.448.17 florins, 

bat ,..._. red~ to the above-mentioned figure by the allocation of the cash balance at that same date, amounting to 
• 31 ,:V'..8.<J9 llorino. . · 
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II. GENERAL STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF THE LEAGUE OF 

NATIONS AS AT DECEMBER 3IST, I933· 

1. Buildings. 

The above-mentioned statement and those of the Secretariat and the International Labour 
Office give the following figures for the immovable property of the League of Nations as at 
December 31st, 1933: . 

Property at Geneva. 

I. Hotel National, with adjoining property (former Armleder 
property) . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2. " La Pelouse " property . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . 
3· Building of the International Labour Office . . . . . . 
4· Price of land and amount of expenditure incurred as at 

the same date for constructing a new Assembly Hall 
and a new building for the Secretariat . . . . . . . 

5· Expenditure for the erection of the League Library Building 

Gold francs 

4,000,000.-
782,056.-

3.490,895·38 

14,676,575·-
2,056,920.-

25,006,446.38 

The total of 14,676,575 gold francs paid up to December 31st, 1933, under head No. 4, includes 
provisionally the following sums: 

Price of Annex to the present League building 
Fittings in that Annex . . . . . . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

270,000.
!22,401.60 
392.40!.60 

When the sum of 392,401.60 gold francs is deducted, the abov.e total is reduced to 
14,284,173·40 gold francs. This figure consists of the following: 

Price of ground . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. Competition expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cost of plans for ground originally chosen . . . . . 
Building costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Other expenses, details of which are given on page 69 bf this 

document . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Deduct: Appropriations-in-aid (sale of documents to contrac
tors, sale of wood, etc., and various receipts) . . . . . 

2. Building Fund. 

The available balance of the Fund as at December 31st, 1932, was 
In 1933 the following changes took place in the Fund: 

Increases. 

r Gold francs 

2,678,5oo.-
401,768.55 
126,777·25 

10,518,255.60 

595.732.85 
!4,321,034·25 

36,86o.85 

Gold francs 

!0,745,849·26 

1933 Annuity to be added to the Fund -. 
Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

!,375,000.-
6,434·85 

Expenses .... 
Loss on exchange 

Decreases. 

Available balance as at December 31st, 1933 

1 The expenses incurred in 1933 were made up as follows: . 

4.456,9o8.o51 

1,132,732.48 

1 • New building (including the amount of the architects' fees and the office expenses) 
2. Plans . · ...... # • •• 

3· Cost of transport . ·• . . 
4· Telegrams and telephones . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . 
5· Fees of experts • . . . . . • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . 
6. Petty expenditure • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . • 
7· Allowances and travelling expenses of the Buildmg Comnuttee and staff 
8. Legal expenses . . . . . • . . . . • . 
g. Administrative expenses ....... . 

ro. Salaries of staff . . . . . . . . . . . . 
r 1. Miscellaneous and unforeseen expenditure . 

L•ss appropriations-in-aid 
Total .•. . . . . . . . . . 

1,381,434.85 
12,127,284;II 

5,589,640 .. 53 
6,537.643·58 

4·361,102.25 
6,012.05 

178.85 
257·6o 

2,222.75 

10,339·35 
28,6g1.-

226.70 
961.50 

51,246.25 
2,448·40 

4·463,686. 70 
6,ns.6s 

4·456,go8.o5 
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The mo,-ements of the Building Fund from its inception until December 31st, 1933, may 
be summarised as follows: 

Sum constituted by cash surpluses of the :financial periods from 1923 
to 1926 and of the 1929 :financial period : • • · · · . ·· ·. · · · 

Special payment made in 1925 by the Argentine as contnbuhon for 
1922, 1923 and I924 • · · · · • · : · · . · • · · · • .· · • · 

Bank interest earned (from r925 to I933 mclus1ve) .- · ~ · · · · · 
Portion of budgetary annuity of I,375,ooo gold francs for 1929 to I932 

inclusive, remaining after the re~d of 700,000 !iold francs for 
each year to the States which contributed to the creation of the Fund, 
and full annuity for 1933 . · · · · · 

Total . . . . . . · · · • · · · 

Fom this total must be deducted the amounts paid: 

For the building of the International Labour Office . 
To make up, in r927 and rg28,-the annuity of. 1,40o,ooo 

gold francs to be repaid to the contributing States_ 

. 

Gold francs 

. 3,3I0,000 

50,000 

Leaving a balance of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . · • · · : 
for the costs of constructing the Assembly Hall and the new Secretariat building, 

As already stated, of this balance there had been. expended 
up to Decen~ber 3rst, rg33. a sum of . • . . . . . ; . . · 

In addition, there was a loss on exchange of . · . . . . . 

The fund available at that date was therefore reduced to 
as shown above. 

Gold francs 

14>676,575·-
1,132,732.48 

. . . . 

3. New Buildings: Furnishing Account. 

Gold francs 

I5,382,310.20 . 

2,799,692.14 
3.449.948-72 

4.075,000.-

25.706,95I.06 

3.360,000.-

22,346,95I.06 

15,8og.307-48 

6,537.643-58 

In accordance with the resolution adopted by -the Assembly at its eighth session (r926), 
an account bas been opened for furnishing and fitting up the new buildings at Geneva. 

The first sum paid into this account was . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Subsequently it was increased: 

By the allocation of part of the 1929 cash surplus . . . . . . . . . 
By the proceeds of the sale of premises belonging. to the· International 

Labour Office in Rome . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
By earned interest from 1927 to I932 (in I933 the investments of the 

Fund did not yield any interest, as is shown in the table on page 8r 
of the present report) . . . . . . ·. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 

Less: loss on exchange on the investment of funds in dollars, due to 
depreciation of that currency . . . . . . . 

Fund available at December 3rst, I933 

Gold francs 

500,000.-

250,000.-

20,705-70 

I29,408.69 

900,Ir4-39 

141,208.59 

758,9o5.8o 

As regards the increase of 20,705.70 gold francs, it should be pointed out that, in accordance· 
with the resolution passed by the Supervisory Commission at its forty-first session, the equivalent 
in Swiss francs of the amount received by the International Labour Office· in 1932 from the sale 
of premises which it possessed in Rome for the use of its branch office was handed over to the · 
Secretariat to be placed to the credit of the capital account of the League of Nations. _ · 

· The above-mentioned price (20,J05.JO Swiss francs) was provisionally entered in a suspense 
account, from which it was transferred in I933 to the Building Fund. 

4. Library Building Fund. 

Up to December 31st, 1932, the League of Nations received 5oo,ooo dol.lars (200,000 paid in 
1931 and 300,000 in 1932) from the grant of :z,ooo,ooo dollars made to it by Mr. John D. Rockefeller, 
junr., fur building the new library. 

The above amount in dollars was converted into 2,563,576.90 Swiss francs. 
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In December ~933-th~t is to say, after the United States had abandoned the gold standard-· 
· the League of Nations received from the donor 653,808.43 Swiss francs, being the equivalent of 
2oo,ooo dollars at the current dollar rate of exchange. 

The t?t.al amount received is therefore 3,217,385.33 Swiss francs. . 
To ~his a!llount should be added 18,340.27 Swiss francs for interest (of which 5,773.49 francs 

was received m 1933). 
On the other hand, the following amolll!-ts should be deducted: 

Building expenses incurred ~uring the period 193;1:-1933, amounting to 
~osses on exchange on the mvestment of funds in dollars due to the 

depreciation of that currency . . . . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . 

Gold francs 

2,o56,92o.-1 

104,849·69 

· 2,161,769.69 

These va~iations show a bala~ce of the fund as at December 31st, 1933, of 1,073,955.91 Swiss 
francs, as agamst 1,333,023.68 SwiSs francs at the end of the previous year. 

5. Library Endowment Fund. 

. This was the fund constituted by part of the donation of 2,ooo,ooo dollars made to the League 
· by Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Junr. The amount received under this head by the Secretariat 

is 500,000 dollars. 
Practically the whole of this sum is invested in securities (see table on pages 72 and 73 of 

this document). . 
· Dollars 

The purchase price of these securities. was . 

To this must be added the following assets: 

In deposit with bank (729,579.25 French francs) . 
Current account (46,867.50 Swiss francs) . . . . 

The total arrived at is thus . . 

.. 

477,202.96 

33,980.63 
13,031.70 

which exceeds by 24,215.29 dollars the sum of 5oo,ooo dollars paid by the donor. The surplus 
was used for the formation of a reserve fund to meet possible depreciation. 

The position regarding security investments was almost identical wit}). that at the end of the 
previous year. There was only a decrease of 5,ooo florins in the nominal capital of the 4% per cent 
bonds of the Netherlands Loan, 1919 issue, due to·redemption by lot and reimbursement at par 
(the purchase price of the repaid bonds was 2,045.55 dollars). . 

. The depreciation of the securities. corresponding to the above investments was estimated 
at 53,161.61 dollars in the revaluation made at marke~ rates on December 31st, 1933. It represents 
a decrease of 64,472.15 dollars as compared with the depreciation calculated at the end of the 
previous financial year (IIJ,633-76 dollars). · 

This depreciation represents II.I4 per cent of the purchase price of the securities, as compared 
with 24.55 per cent .at" December 31st, 1932. 

This improvement, however, is more apparent than real, since it is due, mainly, to the 
increase in the market value of some securities, following the dollar depreciation. 

It should be added that the amount of the investments in securities, at the Gold francs 
purchase price (477.202.96 dollars), calculated in gold francs at par (I dollar = 
5.!826 gold francs) amounts to . . . . . . . : • . • . . . . . . . . . . . 2,473,152.06 
while the same amount calculated at the current rate of exchange on December 31st, 
1933 (I dollar = 3.32 gold francs) is only . · 1,584,313.85 

which shows a depreciation of. . . ·. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . 888,838.21 1 

In the general statement as at December 31st, 1933, the Library Endowment Fund was 
entered at r,875,780.5I gold f,rancs, made up as follows: 

Fund as at December 31st, 1932 . . . . . . 
·Receipts during 1933 (income from investments) . 

Carried forward 

Gold francs 

2,756,II9.14 
99,079·55 

2,855,r98.6g. 

As regards the income from investments, it should b~ noted that the interest on the Greek 
7% Loan was paid in 1933 only to the extent of 6o per cent of the amount due for the first half
year, so that only 30 per cent of the .annual interest-namely, 588 dollars instead of 1,960 dollars 
-was received on the bonds allocated to the above Endowment Fund for a nominal capital 
of 28,ooo dollars. 

1 Of which 813,8oo francs was incurred in 1933. 
• The depreciation would amount to 1,065,334·78 gold francs if the depreciation of the bonds (53,i61.61 dollan;) 

at December 3 Ist, 1933; in comparison with their purchase price, were also taken into account. 
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Brought forward . • . • • • . . 
Doiud: 

Gold francs 

2,855,198.69 

E:rperulii11re during the same year: 

Sum withdrawn from the Fund and transferred to the 
Library (Chapter VI, Item 35. of the budget) . . · 

Miscellaneous expenses . . . . . . . . . . . : : . 
Balance of the 1933 receipts allocated to the deprectabon 

reserve fund of the value of the investments . . . . 

Loss on e.'Cchange (dollar depreciation) . . . . .. . . . 

Gold fmncs 

61,983.75 
625.10 

36.470-70 . 99,079-55 

2,756,n9.14 
880,338.63 

I,875,780.5I 

The loss of 880,338.63 francs shown above is made up as follows: 
Gold francs 

27,967-15 Actual loss due to sale of dollars . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · 
DepreciatU:,. found on revaluation of securities and bank balances at the 

current dollar rate of exchange, at December 31st, 1933 (I dollar = 
3.32 gold francs), as compared with original valuation at par 
{I dollar = 5.1826 gold francs) . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · 852,371.48 

880,338.63 

The General Statement at December 31st, 1933, and the statements of previous years include 
the item" Library Endowment Fund: Amount expended". 

This amount (258,201.45 gold francs) is made up as follows: 

Amount of expenditure as at December 31st, I9J2 . . . 
Less expenditure on staff incurred during the same year 

Plus: Expenditure during the year . . . . . . . 

6. Wireless Station. 

Gold francs 

262,936.06 
- 33,818.60 

229,II7.46 
29,083.99 1 

258,201.45 

On the assets side of the General Statement as at December 31st, 1932, appeared the sum 
of 2,329.454-85 gold francs, representing the total cost of the wireless station. 

This amount was made up as follows: · -

Cost of plant, as fixed by the contract with the firms constructing 
the station . . . . 

Difference on exchange . . . . . . . . . . 
Swiss francs 

2,327.559-40 
1,895·45 

_ At the aforesaid date, in addition to I,163,421.8o Swiss francs charged to the budgets for the 
financial periods 1931 .and 1932, 815,003.6g Swiss francs had been paid on account of the sum of 
2,327,559-40 Swiss francs. The amount of 815,003.69 Swiss francs had been taken from the 
Working Capital Fund (which is kept in gold francs) on ·the understanding that it should be 
repaid. As, however, the dollar exchange, on the basis of which the value of the gold franc was 
then calculated, for the purposes of the League's accounts, was slightly below par, the actual 
amount withdrawn had to be larger (816,8g9.14 gold francs). Hence the difference on exchange 
of 1,8g5.45 francs, which, owing to the difference in the tenns in which the amounts it concerns 
are expressed- (gold francs and Swiss francs), seems difficult to classify from the currency 
standpoint. . 

However, ~e sum of _1,895-45. francs w~ added to the cost of the plant, bringing it up to 
2,329,454.85 Sunss francs m the W1reless station accounts, and the same amount, in gold francs, 
was entered in the General Statement at December 31st, 1932 (see above). 

' This amount ia divided up as followB: 

Printing • • • • • 
Boob and mapa • 
Binding. • • . • . 
Periodicals • • • • • 
Fittings, shelves, etc. 

Gold franco 

6,267.60 
10,097-50 
6,201.80 
1,745·19 
4·771-90 

29,083·99 
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At that date the balance still payable to the constructing firms was 349,133.91 Swiss francs 
as may be seen hereunder:· ' 

Cost of plant as fixed by contract . . . . . . . 
Amounts paid to December 31st, 1932, inclusive: 

Ch.arged to 1931 and 1932 budgets . . . . . 
Wtthdrawn from the Working Capital Fund 

SwiSJ; francs 

1,163,421.80 
815,003.69 

Balance outstanding . . . . . 

There was to be repaid, furthermore, to the Working Capital Fund the sum of 
816,899.14 gold francs, withdrawn from it as already stated . . . . . . . 

Total 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 

'This sum was covered as follows: 

Out of the available balance of the surplus of income over expenditure for the 
financial period 1932, after deducting therefrom the amount required to 
repay to the Working Capital Fund the advances made to the International 
Labour Office and the Permanent Court of International Justice, and the 
amount withdrawn to constitute a fund to meet losses on exchange . . . . 

Out of the appropriation in the 1933 budget (Part V, heading H) for expenditure 
entailed by the construction of the wireless station . . . . . . . . . . . 

By a withdrawal from the fund constituted for the operation and upkeep 
expenses of the wireless station . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Total as above 

Swiss francs 

2,327,559·40 

1.978,425.49 

349,133-91 

816,899.14 

1,166,033.05 

729,478.60 

434,659--

1,895.45 

1,166,033.05 

The cost of the station is shown in the General Statement as at December 31st last at 2,327,559.40 
gold francs, and appe_ars there as an asset to the League, now free of all charges. 

7. Furniture, Equipment, etc. 

In the General Statement under consideration, the furniture, typewriters, books, etc., are 
shown on the assets side at their purchase price, whilst on the liabilities side is shown the amount 
necessary to cover their depreciation. · 

The situation on the assets side is as follows: 

December 31st, Decembei 3 Ist, . Difference on 
December 31st, 

1933 '932 '933 
Secretariat: Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs 

Furniture and miscellaneous equipment, 
typewriters, etc. 1,620,472-58 !,487 .344-48 + 133,128.10 

Library (books) 1,208,187.88 1,138,051.24 + 70,136.64 
Library (shelving) 147,831.58 142,404-78 + 5,426.80 

Total 2,976,492.04 2,767,8oo.5o + 208,691.54 

The sum of 208,691.54 francs corresponds to the expenditure charged to the budget appro
priations. As regards the Library, there must be added to the 75,563.44 francs (70,136.64 + 
5.426.80 francs) above shown, the sum of 61,983.74 francs paid out of the Endowment Fund 
(gift of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Junr.) as an appropriation-iri-aid.1 The total expenditure 
thus amounts to I37,547.18 francs. 

' 

1 The expenditure effected, 61,983.74 gold francs (out of a vote of 90;000 gold francs). is shown below in comparison 
with the corresponding expenditure for the previous financial year: 

1933 1932 Difference for 1933 
Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs 

Salaries of temporary staff 3'·475·00 30,108.- + 1,367.00 
Printing ' 6,267.60 6,898.80 - 631.20 . 
Books and maps 10,097-50 5,824.22 - 4·•73·28 
Binding . 6,201.80 9.700.25 - 3.558.45 
Periodicals . '-745·'9 3-647-02 - 1,901.83 
Fittings, shelves, etc. . 4·771.90 2,131.8o + 2.64o.Io 
Librarian's travelling expenses 1,424.15 3,710,6o - 2,286.45 

Total . 6!,983·74 62,o8o.6g 96·95 
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December, 31st, 
Difference on 

December 31st, December 31st, 
1933 1932 1933 

International Labour Organisation: Gold francs Gold francs . Gold francs 

Furniture and miscellaneous equipment, 
- I,037,94I.80 I,022,I7I.gO + 15,76g.go typewriters, etc. 

Ltl>rary (bool-s) • 566,259.59 540,87!.60 + . 25,387·99 . 

Total I,604,201.39 1,563,043·50 + 41,157·89 

Permanent Court of International Justice: 
Furniture and miscellaneous equipment, ' 

212,696.33. + 16,7o6.o8 typewriters, etc. 229.402.41 
library (books)' 33.907.89 29,835-43 + 4.072-46 

Total . . 263.310.30 242,531-76 + 20,778·54· 
' 

Grand total 4.844,003-73 4·573.375-76 + 270,627-97 

8. Depreciation Reserve Fund. 

This account showed the following figures as at December 31st, 1933, in comparison with 
those of the previous year. 

Secretariat . 

International Labour Office: 
For buildings at Geneva . . . . 
For furniture, typewriters, and Library . 

Permanent CoUf1: of International Justice . 

Total . . . . . . . . · . 

December 31st, 
1933 

Gold francs 

2,976.492.04 

682,093-32 
r,6o4,2or .39 

263,310.30 

5,526,097·05 

December 3 xst. 
1932 

Gold francs 

2,767,8oo.5o 

595,198.r9 
1,563,043·50 

242,53!.76 

5,168,573-95 

Difference on 
December 31st, 

1933 
Gold francs 

+ 208,691.54 

+ 86,895-!3 1 

+ 4I,I57.89 
+ 20,778·54 

+ 357.523.10 

It will be seen, from a comparison of the figures in this table with those of the preceding one, 
that the value of furniture, typewriters and calculating machines and all other fittings (including 
new acquisitions during 1933) was, at the end of the same year, as at the end of the preceding 
year, covered to the extent of 100 per cent by the sums entered in the account in question, this 
being tme both of the Secretariat and of the autonomous organisations (International Labour 
Office and Permanent Court of International Justice). . · 

The amortisation of the cost of the Int~rnationai Labour Office building is proceeding at the 
rate of 2}'2 per cent per annum. · 

9. Contributions in Arrears. 

Ou this subject I need only refer to the stat~ment made in Chapter I of the present report. 

10. Reserve Fund to cover Loss on Exchange. 

Most of the League of Nations funds were invested in United States dollars. When the dollar 
depreciated, sums held in dollars were converted into French francs. The conversion involved a 
loss on exchange, which appears in the General Statement as 97I,693.88 gold francs, on 
December 31St, 1933· 

This is made up of: 

Loss on: 
Working Capital Fund .... 
Bu~~ Fund (Assembly Hall) . • • 
FurniShing account for above building 

Deduct: 
Total . • . , . . . 

.. 

Fund es~blished to cover loss on exchange. This forms part of the 
cash m hand and at banks appearing in the General Statement . . 

1 Annual a111011nt far depredation. 

Gold francs 

251,952-97 
1,132,732.48 

141,208.59 

1,525,894·04 

554,200.!6 

971,693·88 
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To establish this fund, there was transferred from the cash surplus for 1932 
(in conformity with a resolution adopted on October nth, 1933, by the Assembly, 
on the proposal of the Supervisory Commission) a sum of 

To this was added the profit on exchange for 1933 . 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Gold francs 

546,178-46 
8,021.70 

554,200.16 

As stated, the gross losses on exchange amount to 1,525,894·04 gold francs, not including 
losses suffered by (a) funds composed of sums drawn from extra-budgetary ·sources--i.e., 
from the Rockefeller Foundation; (b) the Pensions Fund and the fund for the upkeep and operating 
expenses of the Wireless Station. 

The loss mentioned above is 299,518.06 gold francs.1 . 

This sum, when added to the 1,525,894·04 gold francs already mentioned, makes a total 
loss of I,825,412.Io gold francs. 

As will be seen, the loss of 148,892.19 gold francs on exchange in respect of contributions 
from States Members of the League (mentioned in this report under " Budget ") does not appear 
in the above statement; for the loss in question was included in the budgetary and cash expenditure 
for the year, and has therefore implicitly been written off. 

11. -.Working Capital Fund. 

Details regarding the fund are given in Chapter III of the present report. 

12. Suspense Accounts. 

The total amount of these accounts is shown at the same figure of 2,567,218.41 gold francs 
on both sides of the General Statement. 

The details are given in an explanatorynote appended to the Secretariat's audited accounts 
and in the balance-sheet of the International Labour Organisation. 

13. Cash in Hand and at Banks. 

This item is made up at December 31st, 1933, as follows: 

I. Working Capital Fund cash balance . . . . . 
2. .Building Fund (Assembly Hall and Secretariat) . 
3· Balance of the New Building's Furnishing Account . 
4· Library Building Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
5· library Endowment Fund (investments in securities and 

cash balance with banks). . . 
6. Fund to cover loss on exchange 
7. 1933 cash surplus . . . . 

Total- • 

Gold francs 

4,027,327:38 
6,537.643·58 

758,9o5.8o 
1,073.955·91 

1,875,780.51 
554,200.16 

1,1~:)7,908.79 

16,025,722.13 

as compared with 20,876,899·13 gold francs at the same date in the previous year. 

14. Employment of 1932 Cash Surplus. 

The excess of actual receipts over expenditure for the financial year 1932, established in 
accordance with Article 38 (a) of the Financial Regulations, was 2,375,675·76 gold francs.s 

' Consisting of: Gold francs 

Library Building Fund • • • • • • • ; • • • . • • • • • • • : 104,849·69 
Library Endowment Fund (actual loss: see Part II, No. 5, of tb•s 

report) • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . • . • • 27,967.15 
Pensions Fund . • • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . · · • · • · · 122,144.57 
Fund for the maintenance and operating expenses of tbe Wireless 

Station • . • • • . . . • . • . • • . . . . . . • . • . • · 44,556.65 

299,518.06 

• Cf. document A.3. 1933· X, page 103. 
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In conformity with the Supervisory Commission's proposal, the Assembly decided that the -
abo,-e-mentioned surplus should be employed in the following manner: 

Gold francs 

Repayment to the Working Capital Fund of sums withdrawn to meet the deficit 
of the International Labour Office and the Permanent Court of Interna
tional Justice as at December Jist, I9J2 . . . . . . _ . · · · · ·, · · · 

Repayment to the Working Capital Fund of sums advanced, subJect to 
repayment, for the construction of the Wireless Station 

Formation of a fund to cover loss on exchange . . . 

I,I00,018.70 

729,478.60 
546,I78-46 

Total 2,J75.675-76 

15. Summary. 

The results of the General Statement of the League of Nations as at December Jist, I9JJ, 
may be summarised as follows: 

Excess of assets over liabilities: 
Secretariat . . . . . . . . 
International Labour Office 

Excess of liabilities over assets (deficit): 

Permanent Court of International Justice 

Net balance of assets over liabilities . 

Gold francs 

J6,8I9,447-5I. 
I,978,075-24 

J8,797.522.75 

I42,620.47 

J8,654.902.28 

This sum of J8,654,902.28 gold francs shows an increase of I,076,89J·75 gold ~ancs, as _ 
compared with the position as at December JISt, I9J2, as may be seen from the followmg table: 

~etariat . . . . . . . . . • . . 
International Labour Organisation 

Gold francs 

+ I,058,I70.I7 
I02,JI9.08 

+ 955.85I.09 
Permanent Court of International Justice (reduction of 

deficit) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + I2I,042.66 

Total 

As regards the ~etariat, the above increase of I,o58,I70.I7 gold francs is chiefly accounted 
for by the settlement of the debt of the Wireless Station, which, on December JISt, I9J2, was 
I,I66,0JJ.05 francs; by the budgetary annuity of I,J75,000 golds francs for buildings at Geneva; 
by the payment of 65J,8o8.4J francs by Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Junr., as part of the gift for the 
construction of the new Library; by the surplus of actual income over expenditure for the financial 
year I9JJ (I,I97;go8.79 francs); and by bank interest. On the other hand there were decreases due 
to the employment of the cash surplusfor I9J2 amounting to 2,J75,675-76 gold francs, and to losses 
on the Library Building and Endowment Funds and on the Working Capital Fund owing to the 
depreciation of the dollar, without counting adjustments involving increases and reductions. 

In the case of the International Labour Office, the decrease of I02,JI9.o8 gold francs is 
mainly due to the annual amortisation, to the extent of about 87,000 francs, of the cost of the 
Labour Office building. 

In the case of the Permanent Court of International Justice, the reduction of the deficit 
by I2I,042.66 goW francs is mainly due to the diminution of its indebtedness to the Working 
Capital Fund. . _ 

It should, however, be noted that the excess of assets over liabilities for the Secretariat and 
the International Labour Office, and similarly the excess of liabilities over assets for the Permanent 
Court of International Justice, have been established without regard to the amount of contri
butions in arrears, which appear as assets in the statement for each of those organisations, the 
figures being: · 

Secretariat " "' . "' " . .. . . . . . . .. . 
International Labour Office • • • • .• • • 
Penuanent Court of International Justice . 

Gold francs 

I8,8I6,041.7I 
8,549.480,02 
2,J7 4,999.6I 

. In.~ General Statement for the League of Nations, these figures appear both as assets and 
as babilitJeS, and so cancel out. · 
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III. WORKING CAPITAL FUND . 

. This account, as at December 31st, 1933, showed a balance of 5,584,973.05 gold francs, 
which appears under liabilities in the General Statement at the same date. 

The following table shows the assets of which this sum is made up and the differences as 
compared with the figures for the previous financial year: · 

Cash balance at banks . . . . . . . 
Advances made under Article 33 of the 

Financial Regulations . . . . . . 
Arrears of contributions due in respect 

of the Working·Capital Fund . . 
Loss on exchange (depreciation of the 

dollar) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Total . . ·. . · . . . . . 
Deduct: 

Balance of the advances made in 1931 
to the International Labour Office 
and to the Permanent Court of 
In tern a tional Justice . . . . . . 

Differences 
December 31st, December 31st, as at 

1933 1932 December 31st, · 

Gold francs 

4,027,327 ·38 

. 94,814.27 

251,952-97 

5,584,973-05 

Gold francs 

2,786,822.60 

2,699,901.73 

98,248.72 

. 432,176.17 

5,584,973-05 5,152,796.88 

1933 
Gold francs 

+ 1,240,504-78 

- 1,489,023-30 

3.434-45 1 

+ 251,952-97 

+ 432,!76.!7 

The following table shows the changes that took place during the financial year 1933 in 
regard to advances made out of the Working Capital Fund. · 

- Recoverable advances 
(Article 33. No. I, of the Financial Regulations): 

I. Expenses of the High Commissioner 
at Danzig . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2 . Sum to be repaid by Turkey in respect 
of the advance made by the Secretary-
General to meet the expenses of the 
Commission appointed by the Council 
in 1924 to collect information concern-
ing the frontier between Turkey and 
Iraq._ ..... .- ....... . 

3. Expenses of experts appointed under 
the Rules of Procedure in connection 
with Article 39 of the Treaty of No
vember 9th, 1920: Free City of Danzig 

4· Expenditure of the Commission sent 
to Manchuria . . . . . . . . . . 

5. Liberian Government's request for 
assistance: Expenses of the mission 
sent to the Kru country . . . . . 

6. Construction of the Wireless Station . 
7. Dispute between Bolivia and Paraguay 

(Chaco Commission) ; . . . . . . . 
8. High Commissioner for· Refugees 

coming from Germany 

ADVANCES. 

Balance as 
at December Further 

31st, 1932 advances 

Gold francs Gold francs 

37,947.05 I5I,8oo.-

10,000.-

r8,519.35 
_8r6,899·14 

25,586.8o 

22,470-58 

I,495·8o 

1:48,370.74 

25,000.-

Total . . . . . . . . I,I67,706.86 374,723-92 

Advances to the autonomous organisations 
(Article 33. No. 2, of the Financial Regulations):· 

Balance as at 
Repaid December 31st, 

1933 
(beads I+ 2-3)_ 

Gold francs 

I9I,954·-

26,951.50 

279,860.40 

4,44!.45 
8r6,899.I4 

I,320,I06.49 

Gold francs 

2,206.95 
(Credit of 

High Commr.) 

IO,OOO.--

25,586.80 

15,573-70 

;1:48,370·74 

25,000.-

222,324.29 

9. Advances to the International Labour 
Office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r,268,531.74 I,471,858.24 I,894,456.31 845,933.67 

xo. Advances to the Permanent Court of . 
International Justice 263,663.1:3 474,914.38 595,957.04 142,620.47 

Total . 

1 Amount paid by China. 
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In the matter of recoverable advances, the addition of the two items referred to in Nos. 7 
and 8 has to be noted. . · . 

Further there still remains a debt of 1o,ooo francs due from Turkey; this debt has been 
·dragging on from year to year, notwithstanding the steps taken to recover the amount. 

As to advances made to the autonomous organisations (International Labour Office and 
Permanent Court of International Justice), the debt of the first-named organisation was made 
up as follows at December 31st, 1932: 

Due at December 31st, 1931, for advances received in that 
year . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Due at December 31st, 1932, for advances received in that year 

Gold francs 

432,176.17 
836.355-57 

1,268,531.74. 

The International Labour Office debt at December 31st, 1931 (432,176.17 gold francs), was 
repaid out of the appropriation of 432,177 gold francs made for the purpose in the 1933 budget 
(Part VII). . 

The Labour Office debt at December 31st, 1932 . . . . . . 
plus: 

The debt of the Permanent Court of International Justice 
at the same date . . . . . . . . . • 

Total 

Gold francs 

1,100,018.70 

was repaid out of the surplus of income over expenditure for the financial year 1932. 
The advances made to the above-named organisations in 1933 were as follows: 

International Labour Office . . . . . . . 
Permanent Court of International Justice . 

Total 

Gold francs 

1,471,858.24 
474.914-38 . 

During that year, the Labour Office paid 471,858.24 francs on account of its debt of 
1471,858.24 francs, thereby reducing the debt to 1,ooo,ooo francs. To set off against this sum, the 
Labour Office had at December 31st, 1932, a cash surplus of 154,066.33 francs. At that date; 
therefore, the Labour Office debt was reduced to 845.933.67 francs, as shown in the above table. 

The Permanent Court of International Justice paid 58,860.61 francs on account of its debt of 
474.914-38 francs for new advances received. There was also set off against that debt the Court's 
cash surplus at December 3Ist, 1932-viz., 273,433.30 francs. The debt· was thus reduced to 
142,620-47 francs, as shown in the above table. 

IV. CASH SURPLUS FOR 1933. 

(ExcEss OF ACTUAL REcEIPTS OVER EXPENDITURE.) 

In a<:C?rdance with Az:ticle 38 (a) of the Financial Regulations, the difference between the · 
actual receipts and expenditure for the financial year 1933 has been established as follows: 

1. Secretaiiat. 

Actual . 1 receipts . . . . . . 
E di I ~ 

. . 
xpen ture ..... . 

Surplus of receipts over expenditure . 

1 This amount is made up as follows: 

Contributions lor the financial year 1933 . • • • 
Arrears of contributions • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Appropriations-in-aid (Chapters II and III of the bl'dget) 

Total 

• Budget expenditute: 

Secretariat and special orgauisatioiUI • • 
:N'a.IUiell Iuternatioual Office lor Refugees 
Baikfulg. at Geneva • 
Working Capital Fund 
Peusiou ••••• 

Total 

Gold francs 

19,268,594.12 
18,070,685.33 

1,197.908.79 

Gold francs 

15,911,399-62 
2,II2,455·78 
1,244·738.72 

19,268,594.12 

13,540,186,66 
297.763.-

2,034.659--
432,176.17 

1,76s,9oo.so 
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2. International Labour Organisation. 

Actual receipts 1. • . . . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • 
E d" xpen 1ture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Deficit covered by withdrawal from Working Capital Fund 

Gold francs 

7,484,702.;U 
8,330,635-78 

- 845.933·67 

3. Permanent Court of International Justice. 

Actual receipts 2 

Expenditure . . 

Gold francs 

2,I9o,869.-
2,333,489.47 

Deficit covered by withdrawal from Working Capital Fund . - I{2,620.47 

. The following table shows the amount of the cash surplus at the end of each of the .last 
five years: -1929 1930 1931 1932 . 1933 

Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs Gold francs 

Secretariat . . . . . I,I35,535.27 273,IOI.07 82,033·89 2,375,675-76 I,I97 ,908. 79 
International Labour Orga-

nisation . . 
Permanent Court of Inter-

national Justice. 357,68o.or 385>976·75 3I,I08.39 

Total . . I,493,2I5.28 659,0J7.82 II3,I42.28 2,375,675-76 I,I97,908.79 

As will be seen, the Secretariat is the only organisation which had a cash surplus at the end 
of the financial year I933· 

On the other hand, the International Labour Office and the Permanent Court of International 
Justice closed their accounts with advances received in respect of the Working Capital Fund. 
The debt of these organisations in respect of advances from the Working Capital Fund has already 
been shown (Chapter IV) and is as follows: 

International Labour Office . . . . • . 
Permanent Court of International Justice 

Total . 

Gold francs 

845>933-67 
!42,620.47 

988,554·!4 

The General Statement and the Special Statement of the Secretariat as at December 3rst, 
'r933, also shows a loss of 97I,693.88 gold francs, due to the depreciation of the dollar, which could 
not be covered during the financial year. · 

V. CONCLUSION. 

-
The financial situation revealed by the accounts reviewed in the foregoing pages is the result 

of unfavourable circumstances, of which a brief survey is given below. 
The amount of contributions in arrears has increased by some 6,ooo,ooo francs, and is now 

nearly 30,ooo,ooo francs. 
The steady growth of a considerable mass of arrears has long been a matter of grave concern 

-in particular, to the Secretariat, in view of the commitments that will have to be met in the near 
future for the completion of the new buildings. 

This position is not merely disturbing the balance of the League's finances, causing serious 
difficulties to the Treasury, and injuring the League's prestige, but is also giving rise to increasing 
discontent in those countries which regularly pay their contributions and have indirectly to bear 
an additional burden owing to the fact that other countries fail to discharge the common obligations 
into which they have entered. 

Owing to the difficulty of collecting contributions for the financial year I933, that year closed 
-in spite of a large reduction in expenditure by the competent authorities of the Secretariat and 

' Including 877,251.17 gold francs for arrears of contributions and r81,o46.74 gold francs for receipts. 
• Including 258,684.42 gold francs for arrears of contributions and 964.65 gold francs for miscellineous receipts. 
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the autonomous organisations-with a cash surplus of only I,I97,908.79 francs for the Secretariat, 
against which must be set the considerable deficits of the International Labour Office and the 
Permanent Court of Internationai Justice in' respect of advances out of the Working Capital 
Fund. Through this and other withdrawals in the form of recoverable advances, the Fund has 
been considerably reduced, and will have to be restored to its original level. · 
· The more or less normal factors of depression, the influence of whicb. is being more than usually · 
felt during the present period of :world crisis, were aggravated in 1933 by the general disturbance 
caused by the abandonment of the gold standard by the United States of America. . · 

The con~tient depreciation of the dollar caused· considerable losses to the League, and these 
could be made good ouly in part out of the reserve of sso,ooo francs formEd for that purpose. 

(Signed) A. CERESA, 
' 

Auditor. 
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·_ACCOUNTS. OF THE STAFF PENSiONS FUND FOR 1933 
' > ' - - • ~ 

. AND ~EPORT THEREON BY M. A .. CERESA .(Auditor) . 
- - - - ·-- - ' - . . ... 
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CAISSE DES P~NSIONS DU PERSONNEL 

BlLAN AU 31 DECEMBRE 1933 -·BALANCE-SHEET AS AT DECEMBER 31st, 1933. 

Passif - Liabilities. 

. 

FoNDS ACCUliUI.:Es - AccUMULATED FuND - . . . . . . . . .. . . 
CoMPTES CREDITEURS DMRS- SUNDRY CREDITORS: 

Pensions - Annuities • · • . . • • . • . . . • . . .• . . . . . . . . . 
. . 

FONDS DE REsERVE SURLES DElTES AU TITRE DES PRIMES »'ASSURANCE -. 
INsURANCE PREMIUM DEBT RESERVE FUND • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

137·50 
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STAFF PENSIONS FUND. 

BILAN AU 31 DECEMB~ 1933 -BALANCE-SHEET AS AT DECEMBER JIST, 1933. 

Actif - Assets. 

DISPONIBILI';I'ES - CASH. 

Compte courant -· Current Account: 

Francs suisses- Swiss francs 476,257·9·0 . . ~ 
Compte de depot - Deposit Account: 

·Francs fran~ais -French francs I3,885,572.8I. 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

476,257-90 

PLACEMENTS (au prix d'achat) conformement aux indications 
detaillees figurant en annexe, page xo6 - INVESTMENTS 
(at cost) as per Details annexed (page Io6) . .- . . . . . • 9,037,793·91 1 

et interets echus- and accrued interest . . . . . . . . • 102,404.75 

COMPTES DEBITEURS DIVERS - SUNDRY DEBTORS. 

Contributions arrierees dues par les membres - Members' 
arrears of contributions . . . • . . . . . . . . · . . 

Dettes au titre des primes d'assurance- Insurance premium 
. debts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 

FONDS DE RESERVE CRE~ POUR PARER A UNE DEPRECIATION DES 
VALEURS - INVESTMENTS RESERVE FUND: 

153.397·89 

299,380.15 

· Perte sur vente de titres - Loss on sale of investments . . 1,093,552.58 
Perte sur Ia conversion de monnaies diverses - Loss on 

conversion of various currencies . . . . • . . . . . 133,077,10 

M oins Solde de reserve au 31 decembre 1932 - Less Balance 
of reserve fund as at December 31st, 1932 . • . . . 

Le 15 mars 1933· 

1,226,629.68 

320,531·49 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

9,140,198.66 

906,098.19 

13,794.798·34 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 
Chef Comptable. - Chief Accountant. 

1 La valeur en bourse des titres detenus par Ia Caisse au 31 decembre 1933 representait, non compris les inte
rMs. - The market value of the investments held by the Fund as at December 31st, 1933, was, exclusive of 
interest , • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • • Francs suisses- Swiss francs: 7,261,979·65. 
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COMPTE DES RECETTES ET DES DEPENSES POUR L'EXERCICE SE TERMINANT 
LE 31 DECEMBRE I9J3- INCOME AND. EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR -

THE'PERIOD ENDED DECEMBER 31ST, 1933. 

Recettes - Income. 

COMPTE DES MEMBRES - MEMBERS' AcCOUNT. 

. Contributions courantes - Current contributions . . 
Contributions arrierees - Arrears of contributions · . 

CoMPTE DE LA SociETE DES NATIONS -. LEAGUE ACCOUNT, 

Contributions courantes - Current contributions ·: .. 
Compte des arrieres - Arrears account . • . . . . 

Contribution annuelle pour I'amortissement du deficit de Ia 
reserve mathematique - Annual contribution for the 
amortisation of the deficit on the actuarial reserve 

INrtRhs - INTEREST. 

Des placements- On investments. 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

836,803·33 
8,536.25 

1,271,434·55 
. 17,128.35 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

1,288,562.90 

454,6rr.-

487,832·95 

3,076,346·43 
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COMPTE DES RECETTES ET DES DEPENSES" POUR L'EXERCICE SE TERMINANT 
LE 31 DECEMBRE 1933 -_INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR 

THE PERIOD ENDED DECEMBER 3IST, 1933 .. 

Depenses - Expenditure. 

PRESTATIONS - BENEFITS. 

· Remboursement de contributions -" Contribution refunds 
Pensions -" Annuities . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " 
·sommes en capital - Capital value annuities ·. . · . . • 
Pensions d'invalidite - Invalidity annuities : . . ; • . 
Pensions aux veuves -et aux orphelins - Annuities to widows 

and orphans . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 

DEPENSES DIVERSES - MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES. 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

331,481.35 
28,658.30 

959,280.30 
17,385.85 

23,745·95 

Y. compris les frais d'achat des titres - Including cost of purchase of 
securities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

. SOLDE, SOIT EXCEDENT DES RECETTES SUR LES DEPENSES - BALANCE, BEING , 
EXCESS INCOME OVER EXPENDITURE . • • . . . . ; . • I,685,997·S5 

. 3,0J6,346·43 
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PLACEMENTS APPARTENANT A LA CAISSE DES PENSIONS. 
INVESTMENTS HELD BY THE PENSIONS FUND. 

•• .o Designation 
Detads 

7% Emprunt bulgare I928-68. -. Bulgarian 
Loan • . • . . . • . . . . . . . 

Valeur 
nominale 
Nominal 

value 

$23.000,-
7% Emprunt hongrois I924-44· - Hunga-

rian Loan . . . . . . . . . . Fr. s. 67.000,-
7% Emprunt hongrois I924-44· - Hunga-

rian Loan . . . . . . . . . · · · 
7% Gouvemement fran~s 1:94I.- French 

Government ........ . 
7 Emprunt autrichien I923-43·- Austrian 

Loan .: . ........ . 
7 Emprunt bulgare 1:926-67. -. Bulgarian 

Loan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
7 Consortium italien de credit I947· -

Italian Credit Consortium . . . . . 
6Yz Empmnt bresilien I957· - Brazilian 

Loan . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 
6% Etat h'bre de Prosse 1:926-I95I. -Free 

State of Prussia . . . . . • . . . 
6Yz Ville de Milan I952.- City of Milan .. 
6Yz Ville de Rome I952. -City of Rome . 
6Yz Chemin de fer du. Nord I950. - Nord 

Railway . . . . . . . . • . . . .. 
6 Chemin de fer argentin r96o. - Argen

tine Railway • . . . . . • . . . . 
6 Empmnt argentin 1:959. .- Argentine 

Loan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
6 Empmnt beige 1:955. -Belgian Loan . 
6 Emprunt urnguayen r96o.- Uruguayan 

Loan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
6 Ville de Bordeaux I934· - City of Bor-

deaux . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 
6 Ville de Buenos-Ayres r96o. - City of 

Buenos Aires • . • . • . • • . • • 
6 Ville de Marseille I934· - City of Mar-

seilles • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
6 Ville de Lyon I934·- City of Lyons .. 
6 Etat de Hambourg r946. - State of 

Illunburg ...•......... 

$ro9.ooo,-

£roo,-· 

$I7.500,-

$20.000,
$7-500,

$I3.500,-

$23.000,-

$IO.OOO,-

$40.000,
$30.000,-

$ro.ooo,-

$Io .. ooo,-

$r5.ooo,-

$r5.ooo,
$35.ooo,-

$26.ooo,-
6 Cfe des Messageries Maritimes r927-52. -

French Nat. Mail S.S. Lines . . . . $can. r8.ooo,-
5Yz Emprunt allemand I930. - German 

Loan • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cr. sued. n8.ooo,-. 
5Yz Emprunt danois I955·- Danish Loan . $47.000,-
5% Emprunt municipal danois I955· -

Danish Municipal Loan . . . . . . 
5% Emprunt norvegien rg65.- Norwegian 

Loan • . • • .. . . . . .. . . . . 
5% Emprunt suisse I946. - Swiss Govern

ment Loan (S.B.S.) • • . . • . . . 
5 Yz Emprunt suisse r946. - Swiss Govern

ment Loan (Lloyds Bank) . . . . . 
5 Chemins de Fer Federaux 1924 (IV). -

Swiss Federal Railways .....• 
5 Emprunt federal suisse 1924. - Swiss 

Federal Loan • . . • • . • . . • 
5 Emprunt federal suisse 1925. - Swiss 

Federal Loan • . • . . . . . . . . 
5 Ville d'Anvers 1958.- City of Antwerp 
5 Chemins de fer de l'Etat fran~is 1932. -

French Railway • . . . • . . . • 
5 Emprunt consolide bresilien 1931. ·

Brazil Funding Bonds . . • . • . • 
5 Obligation-or Canal de Suez 1945. -

Suez Canal Gold Bonds .•..•.• 

$r5.ooo,-

$28.ooo,-

$40.000,

$I50.000,-

Fr. s. 10o.ooo,-
-

Fr. s. 10o.ooo,-

Fr. s. 15o.ooo,
$35.ooo,-

.Fr. s. 5o.ooo,-

Fr.-or 325.000,-

Prix d'achat en 
francs suisses 
Cost Price 

Swiss francs 

98.487.79 

67.000,-

242-706,02 

658.567,20 

213.I7I,75 

2.313,55 

86.984,13 

87-7!7,50 

IOI.I46,8o 
37-009,55 
66.777.64 

5!.669.75 

206.470,29 
I55.035,65 

50.4II,98 

5I.387,7I 

77·739.-

77-I55,I3 
I80.028,65 

!22.809,74 

roo.5r6,5o 

I35.000,-
243·582,20 

76·570,65 

I49·740,97 

189.657.40 

747-814,55 

98.222,50 

98·913,-

147-000,-
166.003,20 

50.000,-

. ro.248,95 

367.024.55 

Estimation au· 
Estimate at 
31.XII.I933 
En fr. suisses 

In Swiss francs 

r8.7o8,-

24·707,-

52.273·-

564-533.80 

12.201,-

28.054.-
20.79!,-
38.88r,-

95.64o,

;r6.766,-

73·372,-
:t28.353.-

8.964,-

50.381,-

2I.912,-

75·447·-
176.043·-

33-598,40 

77·454·-

62.109,- · 
131.853,-. 

36.105,-

76.882,90 

205-984,-

768.1:65,-

102.750,-

. 103.250,-

50.I25,-

2.567,-

365-349.60 
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% Designation . 
Details 

5 Chemin de Fer- de l'Etat 1932-42. -
French Railways . • . . · . . . · . . 

4% Emprunt franc;ais 1928.- French Loan. 
4Yz Emprunt danois 1962.- Danish Loan . 
4Yz Emprunt suisse 1927. - Swiss Federal 

· Loan . . . . .. . . . . ·. . • . . 

Valeur 
nominale 
Nominal 

value 

Fr.fr. 2,o9o,ooo.
Fr. fr. 40o.ooo,-. 

$ro.ooo,-

Fr. s. 5o.ooo,-

$30.000,-

4Yz Chemin de Fer New-York Central et 
Hudson 2013. -New York Central 
and Hudson RR . . . . . . . . . 

4Yz Gouvernement franc;ais 1933-93: -
French Government . . . . . . . Fr. fr. 2.ooo.ooo,-

4Yz Fr. fr. 44.100 Rente franc;aise 1932. -
French Loan 1932 . . . . . . . . . 

4 Rente Chern. de Fer federaux 1900. -
Swiss Federal Railways : . . . . . . 

4 Chemins de Fer Federaux 1923 (III).
Swiss Federal Railways (III) . . . . 

4 Ville de Copenhague 1910-rr.- City of 
Copenhagen . . . . . . . . . . . . 

4 Emprunt egyptien (unifie) I912. -
Egyptian Loan • . . . . . . . . . 

4 Canton de Geneve Emprunt I93r. -
Canton of Geneva Loan . . . . . . 

4 Federal Suisse Emprunt r931. - Swiss 
Federal Loan . . . . . . . . . . . 

4 Chern. de Fer d'Alsace-Lorraine I93r.
Alsace-Lorraine Railway . . . . . . 

3 Yz Emprunt britannique de guerre 1932. -
British War Loan . . . . . . 

3% Chemin de Fer Jura-Simplon r894. -
Jura-Simplon Railway . . . . . . . 

3 Yz Emprunt Fed. Suisse 1932. -Swiss Fed. 
Loan . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 

3 Yz Chern. de Fer Federaux 1932. - Swiss 
Fed. Railways . . . . . . • . . . 

3 Emprunt hollandais 1905. - ·Nether-
lands Loan . • . • • . . . . . . • 

Fr. fr. 98o.ooo,

Fr. s. 99.750,-

Fr. s. IOO.OOO,-

£4.880,-. 

Fr. s. 5o.ooo,-

Fr. s. 50.ooo,-

Fr. s. 6oo.ooo,-

Fr. fr. ~5o.ooo,

£r5.ooo,-

Fr. s. 720.ooo,

Fr. s. r96.ooo,-

Fr. s. ro2.ooo,-

Flor. 49-000,-

Prix d"achat en 
francs suisses 
Cost Price 

Swiss francs 

397-443.55 
75·330,10 
45-553.55 

48.5oo,-

I48·744,9I 

399·988,80 

205.r5I,70 

84-528,40 

87-727,50 

99-544.-

37-280,-

49-775.-

6oo.ooo,-

48-732,50 

378-300,-

624-756,-

19I.350,-

98.940,-

82.322,70 

1 Taux de conversion du 31 dt!cembre 1933- Rate of conversion as at December 31st. 1933: 

Paris. . . 
Londres .• 
New-York 
Hollande. 
Stockholm 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

20.25}'. 
16.90 
3·32 

207-50 
87--

Estimation au 
Estimate at 
3I.XI1.1933 

En fr. suisses 
In Swiss francs 

378.879.90 
67.635.-
23-572,-

5I-500,-

60.548,-

372-286,90 

r68.724,I5 

99-750,-

!01.000,-

8r.778,-

35·475,-

46-300,-

602.000,-

38.400,-

256-35!,-

656.450,-

180.810,-

93-585,-

86.677,-
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ACCOUNTS OF THE STAFF PENSIONS FUND FOR THE 
FINANCIAL YEAR I933· 1 

REPORT BY.M. A. CERESA, Auditor. 

I have the honour to set forth below the result of the audit of accounts for the Staff Pensions 
Fund of the League of Nations for the financial year 1933· 

* * * 
On December 31st, 1932, the Pensions Fund had accumulated a 

capital amounting to . . : . . . . . : . . . . . . . 
To this ampunt were added, dunng the financ1al year 1933 . . 

Thus the cap\tal had increased by December 31st, I933· to 

Swiss francs 

12,103,859·34 
I,685.997·55 

I3,789,856.89 

The abvve increase of I,685,997.55 Swiss francs represents the difference between income and 
expenditure for the financial-year, which were as follows:- . 

Income . . . . . . • . . . . . . 
Expenditure . _. . . . • • • . . . 

Surplus of income over eXpenditure 

The income is as follows: 
I. Contributions from officials members of the Pensions Fund and 

from the League of Nations . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 
2. Annual contribution of the League for the amortisation of the 

deficit on the actuarial reserve 
3. Interest • • • . • - . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

SWISS francs 

3.076.346·43 
I ,390,348.88 

1,685.997·55 

2,I33.902.48 

454,6II.OO 
487 ,832._95 

3.076.346·43 

The contributions referred to in Item I of the above table may be analysed as follows8
: 

Contributions in respect of the financial 
year 1933 · · · · · • · . · · · · 

Arrears of contributions . . • . • . • . • 

Members' 
acconnts 

836,803·33 
8,536.25 

League of Nations' 
acconnt 

I,27I.434·55 
I7,I28.35 

.z,288,562.90 

Total 

2,I08,237·88 
25,664.60 

_2,I33.902.48 

In the League budget for the financial year I933. an appropriation of I,773,306 francs was 
voted as contribution to the Pensions Fund: For the previous year, the appropriation voted for 
the same purpose had been 953,272 francs. The increase is due mainly to the fact that almost 
all the officials who were members of the former Provident Fund have, within the periods allowed 
by the Assembly, applied for and been granted admission to the Pensions Fund. In view of 
this circumstance, the contribution to the Provident Fund in the I933 budget was reduced and the 
contn'bution to the Pensions Fund correspondingly increased. . 

The total sum paid to the Pensions Fund· under this head in I933 is made up a5 follows: 

Contribution due under Article 9 of the Pensions Fund Regulations (9 per 
cent of the salaries of officials members of the Fund) . . . . . . . . 

Annual payment for the amortisation of the deficit on the actuarial reserve. 

Swiss francs 

. a 
I,27I.434·55 

454,6II.OO 

1 Cf. the reports on the accounts for 1931 and 1932 (documents A.3(c).1932.X and A.3.1933.X). · ' 
• The ordinary contributions payable by the staff are fixed at 6% per cent of tbe pensionable emoluments in the 

cue_of pnncipal oflicers and other officials classed as belongin& to the FiYsl Division, and 5 per cent in the case of other 
officials. The rate of the League contribution is fixed by the Assembly on the advice of the Administrative Board of the 
Fund. For 1933, as for the previous year, this rate was fixed at 9 per cent of the pensionable emoluments of members 
of the Fund. · 

• This oum is composed as followJJ: 
Swb• franca 

Sum paid from the appropriation voted in the 1933 budget • • • . • . • . x,z63,86z.65 
Contributions made at the rate of 9 per cent.-by officials whose salaries are 

paid from special funds (Building Fund; International Health Orga-
nisation-Rocufeller grants, etc.). • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7·S7I.go 
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As regards the League's contribution for the amortisation of the deficit on the actuarial 
reserve~ the present valu~ of the liabilities of the new Pensions Fund as at January rst, I9JI, was, 
accordu:g to the actuanal estimates, only partially covered by the assets that were to be handed 
over to 1t. There was a deficit of 6,27o,ooo francs, which, according to the calculations, could have 
been made good in thirty years by annual payments of 358,ooo francs, calculated at the rate of 
_4 per cent, the annual payment to be rounded off to 40o,ooo francs as from I933· 

As already mentioned, the amount paid for amortisation in I933 was 454,6II francs. The 
surplus of 54,6II francs is due to the fact that, in I9JI, the sum payable for amortisation should 
have been 4;II!ooo franc;;, but only 356,3~9 francs could be paid, representing the balance from 
the a;ppropnabon voted m the budget available after payment of current contributions due to the 
Pens1ons Fund by the League. These contributions were larger than was estimated, on account 
of the greater number of officials who passed from the old Provident Fund to the Pensions Fund. 

The income under No. 3 is composed, as already stated, of interest on investments. 

The expenditure may be analysed as follows: 

Refund of contributions (Article 9, No. 5, of the Pensions Fund 
Regulations 1) • . . • • • • • • 

Pensions paid. -. . . . . . . . . . . 
Capital sums paid in lieu- of pensions . 
Invalidity pensions paid . . . . . 
Pensions to widows and orphans . 

Miscellaneous expenditure (including cost of purchase of_ investment 
securities) . . . . . . . . . -· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

- The investments securities-estimated at purchase price-amounted at 
December JISt, I932; to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · 

Further to be added, the securities purchased during the financial year 
I933, to the amount of . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Against which, however, the following decreases must be set off in respect 
of the same financial year: 

(a) Sale of securities . . . . . . . . .- . . . 
(b) Reimbursement of securities drawn by lot . 

3.300,700.63 
100,757:70 

The amount invested in securities at December 3rst, I933 - valued at 
purchase price --was ~us reduced to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

as shown in the balance-sheet of the Pensions Fund at that date. 

The following table shows the new investments made in I933: 

7%% French Government I94I ... 
7% Austrian Loan r923-43 . . . -. · 
6% Com~agnie des Messageries mari-

times I927-52. . · · · · · · 
5%% Swiss Gove!:Ilment Loan I946 . 
5%% Swedish Loan I954 . . . . . . 
5% Consolidated Brazilian Loan I93I . 
5% Suez Canal Gold Bonds I945. . . 
5% French State Railways I932-42. 
4%% French- Government I933-93 . 
37'2% Swiss Federal Loan I932 . 
37'2% Jura-Simplon Railway r894 

Nominal 
value 

$86,ooo.
$u,ooo.-

$r8,ooo.
$r9o,ooo.
$20,000.-

$I,I37-50 
G. fr. 20o,ooo.
F. fr. I,300,ooo.
F. fr. 2,ooo,ooo.
Sw. fr. 96,ooo.
Sw. fr. 5oo,ooo.-

Total . . . . ·~ . . . . . . .. . . 

t This article reads: 

Purchase price 
in 

foreign currency 

$ro6,887.50 
S9.790.-

$I9.395·
$r96,65o.6o 
$I9,375·-
$I,I37·50 

F. fr. r,u4,65o.
F. fr. r,2I5,5oo.-· 
F. fr. I,970,ooo.
Sw. fr. 95,520.
Sw. fr. 450,750.-

Swiss francs 

33I,48I.35 
28,658.30 

959,280.30 
!7,385.85 
23,745·95 

I,360,55I.75 

29,797.!3 

!,390,348.88 

9.326,943·49 

3,II2,308.75 

!2,439.252.24 

Purchase price 
in 

Swiss francs 

508,397-30 
42,I45·95 

roo,5r6.5o 
93J.47I·95 
I00,4I2.85 

4.353-75 
226,396.90 
246.354-75 
399,988.80 
95.520.-

450,750.--

3,II2,308.75 

"Whatever be the age of th~ official, if he has completed more than three but less than ten years' service, 
he sbali be awarded a capital sum equal to his own contributions to the Pensions Fund and the payments due in 
respect of him to that Fund from the League, plus simple interest at the rate fixed by Article 21, provided that such 
sum shall not exceed the value of the annuity which an official would receive after completing ten years' service." 
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The securities sold were as follows: 

j0~ Gennan Loan 1924-29 
i% Austrian Loan 193o-57 
7% Italian Loan 1951 •••. 
5%% Norwegian Loan 1965 . 

v 0
' British L 5/:Lo oan 1937· · · 

5%% Swedish Loan 1954 .. 
5% British Columbia Loan 1954 . 
5% Norwegian Loan 1963 . . • . 
5% Irish Free State Loan 196o . 
5% South African Loan 1945-75 • 
4%% Canadian Loan 1944 . . . 
4%% British India Loan 1958-68 
4%% Swedish Loan 1929-2009 
4%% Swedish Loan 1927 ..... 
4%% Canadian Pacific Railway 1944 . 
4%% Canadian National Railway 1954 . 
4%% Great Northeni Railway 1954 ... 
4% Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Co. 1989. 
4% Atchison and Santa Fe Railway Co. 1995. 
4% Northern Pacific Railway 1997 . . · . . 
3% Transvaal Loan 1923-53 . . . . . . . 
123 Cap. stocks American Telephone and 

Telegraph . . . . . . . . . . . 
226 Com. shares Public Service Corporation 

- of New Jersey . . . . . . . . . 
237 Com. shares Consolidated Gas of New 

York . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

3*% Federal Railways 1899-1902 

Purchase price 
in 

Swiss francs 

152,886.70 
96,293-34 

130,942·37 
145,II2.80 
448.770.60 

. _512,037-75 
103,652--
5o,669.53 

100,517.13 
103,040.-
336,869.-
135,571.15 
94.995-47 
97,216.-
51,381.-

104,268.75 
77,25!.60 
50,822.69 
72,2!3.20 
96,552.60 
49.609-75 

71,602.90 

3,225,!40.13 
75,560.50 

Sale price 
in 

Swiss francs 

69,956.25 
42,189.-
84,430.05 
72,546.50 

351,061.45 
347.402.05 

60,104-95 
25,271-70 
70,632-90 
72,385-50· . 

216,807.10 
106,216.70 
59,260.85 
60,248-40 
22,818.05 
65.737-75 

. 39.991-25 
33,012.25 
43.890-30 
55,!92.60 
38,873-75 

2,!05,!05-55 
96.480.-

Loss 
in 

Swiss francs 

82,930-45 
~ 54,104-34 

46,512.32 
72.566.30 
97,709.15 

164,635-70 
43.547-05 
25,397-83 
29,884.23 
30,654-50 

120,061.90 
29.354-45 
35.734-62 
36.967.60 
28,562.95 
38,531.-
37,260.35 
17,810.44 
28,322.90 
41,360.-
10,736.-

14?II8.-

17,158.75 

16,II3.75 

1,120,034-58 
2o,9I9-5o 
(Profit) 

3.3oo,7oo.63 z,2o1,585.55· 1,099.n5.o8 
(Net loss)-

With regard to the currencies in which these securities were issued, the net loss of 1,099,II5.o8 
francs is made up as follows: . 

United States dol-
lars . . • . . 

0madian dollars 
Pounds sterling . 

Swedish crowns . 

Swiss francs . . 

Losses due 
tofalliu 

market value 
of securities · 

228,849-85 
16,653.64 

Profit due 
toriseiu 

market value 
of securities 

2 

72,482.80 
1,556.75 

67.935-67 

8,195.88 

zo,9I9-50 

171,090.60 

The following were the . bonds repaid: 

4Yz% Swiss Federal Loan 1915 (III) • 

6Yz% 2,000 Chemins de fer du Nord 1924-50 • 

Net loss 
or profit 

(Col I- 2) 

3 

156,367.05 
15,096.89 
67.935-67 
(Profit) 
8,195.88. 
(Profit) 

20,919.50 
(Profit) 

Loss due to 
depreciation 
of curiency 

573.886.36 
133.527-96 
236,389-77 

8o,8g8.10 

Total 
loss (net) 

(Col. 3 + 4) 

s 

- 730,253-4! 
!48,62{.85 
168,454.10 

72,702.22 

2o,gig.5o 
(Profit) 

74,412.89 1,024,702.19 I,099,II5.08 
(Net loss) 

Purchase price 
iu 

Swiss francs 

90,4I5--

10,342-70 

Amount paid 
in 

Swiss francs 

95,5oo.

IO,I66.25 

105,666.25 

Difference 

Swiss francs 

5,085.
(Profit) 

!76-45 
(Loss) 

4,go8.55 
(Net profit) 
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A summary of the profits and losses on the above investment securities shows a net loss of 
I,093,552.58 francs, the details of which are as follows: 

Net loss on sales . . . . . . . . 
Net profit on repayment of bonds 

Various profits .. 

Net loss . . . 

.. 

Swiss francs 

r,o99,II5.o8 
- 4,9o8.ss 

r,o94,2o6.s3 
6S3-9S 

I,093,SS2-S8 

A statement of the Pensions Fund's investments as at December 31st, 1933, is appended to 
~he balance-sheet of the Fund as at that date. It shows the nominal value, the purchase price 
m foreign currency and in Swiss francs of the securities therein listed. 

The aggregate purchase price in Swiss currency amounted, as has already been said, to 
9,037,793-91 francs, amount of the securities shown in the balance-sheet. 

Their current market value, however, at the prices ruling on December 31st, 1933, was only 
7,261,979·6S Swiss francs. · 

The depreciation is, therefore, I,77S,814.26 Swiss francs, or 19.6S per cent of the total invest-
ments in securities. . 

The depreciation on the same date in the previous year was 14.2S per cent. 
The higher percentage at December 31st, 1933, is due to the fact that, in addition to the fall 

in market value as compared with purchase prices, certain currencies have also depreciated. 
In this connection it may be useful to give figures showing in the form of percentages the 

distribution of the Pensions Fund investments according to the currencies in which the securities 
purchased are issued, and to compare these with the percentages for the previous year. 

1933 1932 
% % 

United States dollars . 49-37 S6.69 
Swiss francs . . 2S.27 2!.86 
Pounds sterling . . s.31 8.24 
French francs. . . 12.47 S-IS· 
Canadian dollars . . I. II 3.61 
Swedish crowns - 2.06 . r.so 
Netherlands florins . . . . . 0.91 0.88 
Gold francs (Suez Canal bonds) 4.06 I.SI 

IOO IOO 

It should be added that the securities issued in dollars (24.II per cent of the total 
investments), the capital and the interests thereon are payable in gold of the standard and weight of 
the former gold dollar, in accordance with the gold clause under which they were issued. The 
corresponding percentage at December 31st of the previous year was 18.72. 

In addition to the investments in securities already mentioned, the Pensions Fund had the 
following sums at banks at December 31st, 1933: 

Current account (Swiss francs) . . . . . 
On deposit (13,88S,S72.8I French francs) 

as against 2,4s8,893.2S Swiss francs on December 31st of the previous year. 

Swiss francs 

476,2S7·90 
2,8r9,46s.ss 

3,29S,723·4S 

The relatively high figure represented by these holdings-which are certainly not very 
remunerative at the present rates of interest paid by the banks, amounting on current accounts 
to practically nil-is due to the instability of the stock market and the international exchanges, 
which makes the utmost caution advisable where the purchase of securities is concerned. 

Reference should also be made to two figures which appear under the head of " sundry 
debtors " at December 31st, 1933· 

The first, IS3,397.89 francs, represents arrears of contributions due by members to the Fund. 

The corresponding figure at December 31st of the previous year was . 
This increased in 1933, through new arrears and interest, by . 

On the other hand, it was reduced through sums recovered by 

leaving a balance of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. 

Swiss francs 

217,004.14 
23,421.70 

240,425.84 
87,027·9S 

IS3,397.89 
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The other fi.,aure under the head of" sundry debtors" referre~ to above is 299,380.15 francs, 
representing the debt in respect of life-insurance premiums for o~c1als who were fm;merly ~embers 
of the Provident Fund and had opted for this form of provision m the future. Th1s figure IS made · 
up as follows: _Swiss francs 

Amount owing to the Fund at December 31st, 1932 . . .. · · ' 35I,I47·35 
Increases in 1933 through subsequent payments of premmms 

by the Fund, and through interest. . . . . . . . . . 36,674.65 

387,822.-_ 
Decrease in the same financial period through sums recovered. 88.441.85 

-
Balance at December 31st, 1933 . . . . . . ... · . . .• . • 299,380.15 

The stmdry credirors item shows a balance of 137-~0 franc;;, representing the amount 
of pensions due in respect of the financial year 1933 but still unpaid at the end of that year. 

The reserve jmul, formed to cover eventual losses on the amount owing to the Fund in 
respect of insurance premiums, amounted at December 31st, 1932, to 3,705.35 francs, and at 
December 31st, 1933, to _4,803.95 francs. · 

The results of the Staff Pensions Fund balance-sheet at December 31st, 1933, may be 
summarised as follows: 

Assets • • . . . 
Liabilities • • . 

Deficit . 

Swiss francs 

I2,888,700.I5 
13.794.798·34 

9o6,o98.19 

This deficit (excess of liabilities over assets) is due to the following losses incurred during 
the financial year as follows: 

Loss on the sale of investment securities 
Loss on the conversion of various currencies 

Total • . . . . - . . . . . 

Swiss francs 

1,093.552-58 
I33,077-IO 

1,226,629.68 

Against this has been set the" Difr,.eciation Reserve Fund", which stood at 320,531.49 francs 
on December 31st, 1932, and was not increased during 1933. . · 

The losses are therefore reduced to go6,og8.19 francs, at which figure they appear on the 
asset side of the fund under the head "Depreciation Reserve Fund ". -

It should be noted, however, that this fund no longer existed at the end of 1933, having 
been absorbed by the losses. 

CONCLUSION. 

When the _report on the 1932 accounts was drawn up, the Pensions Fund had already suffered 
heavy losses on securities (the majority of which had been transferred from the Provident 
Fund, in accordance with the Pensions Fund Regulations), which represented the invest
ment of the major part of the actuarial reserve. Part of these losses was revealed by the 
re-estimation of the value of securities on the basis of current market prices, and others were 
to be foreseen as a consequence of the depreciation of certain currencies following on . the 

- abandonment of the gold standard. . · 
As pointed out in the .foregoing pages, large sales of securities took place in 1933. Though 

they were necessary to avoid subsequent loss, the immediate loss to the Fund has nevertheless 
been very heavy. · . 

Moreover, at the current market value, the investment securities as at December 31st last 
showed a depreciation of 19.65 per .cent as compared with the purchase price, although a fairly 
appreciable part of the Fund's assets has been safeguarded, as far as possible, from eventual loss 
owing to the fluctuation in the value of securities and in exchanges, by investment in securities 
issued with the gold dause. 

The precarious situation of the intemational money and stock market has also made it 
necessary for the Fund to maintain a much larger balance in the banks. 

May Jrd, 1934· 
(Signed) A. CERESA, 

Auditor •. 
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CAISSE DE PR:ltVOYANCE DU PERSONNEL. 

BILAN AU 3I DECEMBRE I933·. 

Passif. - Liabilities. 

CoJdPTE CAPITAL- CAPITAL AccOUNT. 

Sealtaritd - Seaetariat. 

Contributions versees par les membres -
Contributions by members . . .. ; . . . 

Contributions versees par Ia Societe -
Contributions by League . . . . . . . 

Bureau interlllltional du Travail- I nterlllltional 
Labrmr Office. 

Contnl>utions ver5ees par Ies membres -_ -
Contnl>utions by members . . . . . . . 

Contnl>utions versees par Ia Societe -
Contnl>utions by League . _. . . . . - . 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

39.497·97 

38,9r8.89 

Cour Pemlllnente de Justice interlllltionak - .
Pemlllnent Court of lnterlllltional Justice. 

' -
Contnl>utions versees par les menibres --

Contnl>utions by members ....•. _. 7,020.66 
Contnlmtions versees par la- Societe -

Contributions by League • . . . . • • 6,3r8.49 

Caisse de dids et d'invalidite- Death and Invfzlidity Fund • 

Co:MPIE »'INTtRtrs - REVENUE AccouNT. 

Solde au 3r decembre I932 - Balance as at December JISt, 
!932 . . ' . . . . • . . . . . . • . .' . . . . . . 

Moins somme portee au compte capital et representant Ia 
repartition d'inter~ts pour I93I et Ig32 a raison de 3% 
par an - Less amount transferred to Capital Account, 
being distribution of interest for I93I and I932 at 3% 
per annum . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . 

Moins somme portee au fonds de reserve- Less amount 
transferred to Investments Reserve Fund ...... . 

Plus inter~ts pour l'annee se terminant le 3I decembre 
I933 - Add revenue in respect of year ended December 
3JSt, 1933· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

, 

Francs suisses - Francs suisses 
Swiss francs Swiss francs 

I3,339·I5 

7,259·42 

.... 

24,660.69 · 

376,8u.o6 

2,8g3.09 
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STAFF PROVIDENT FUND. 

BALANCE-SHEET AS AT DECEMBER 31sT, 1933. 

Actif. - Assets. 

Valeur nominale Francs suisses 
Nominal value Swiss francs 

COMPTE PLACEMENTS - INVESTMENTS ACCOUNT. 

7% Bons du Tresor fran9ais 1926/36 - French 
Treasury Bonds. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

6%% Ch. fer du Nord 1924/SO- External Gold 
Bonds Nord Railway Co. . . . . . _ . . .. 

6% Emprunt municipal Ville de Lyon 1919/34 -
Municipal loan gold bonds City of Lyons. . . 

6% Emprunt municipal Ville de Bordeaux 1919{34 
- Municipal loan gold bonds City of Bor" 
deaux . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . -. 

Fr. fr. 

3%% Ch. Fer federaux 1932/62-- Swiss Federal 
Railways. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . 

3%% Ch. Fer Jura-Simplon 1894-]ura-Simplon 
Fr. s. - Sw. fr. 

Railways . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Plus inter~ts echus au 31 decembre 1933 -
Plus accrued interest to December 31st, 
1933 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Fr. s. - Sw. fr. 

FONDS DE RESERVE CREE POUR PARER EVENTUELLEMENT A UNE 

DEPRECIATION· DES VALEURS - INvEsTMENTS RESERVE FUND. 

Pertes sur titres vendus- Loss on sale of investments: 

_5%% Emprunt Grande-Bretagne et Irian de converti en 2%% 
Bons du Tresor anglais- Great Britain and Ireland Loan 
converted into Treasury Bonds . . , 

5%% Emprunt suedois - Swedish loan . . . . . . . . . 

M oins primes afferentes au remboursement de valeurs - Less 
premiums on redemption of securities: 

7% Bons du Tresor fran9ais- French Treasury Bonds 

M oins somme viree du compte d'inter~ts - Less amount trans-
ferred from Revenue Account . · 

EN BANQUE - CASH AT BANK • . . . . 

235,000.-

$!0,000.-

$s,ooo.-

$5,000.-

50,000.-

-50,000.-

Francssuisses 
Swiss francs 

22,969·40 
14,399·23 

37.368.63 

47.818.28 

51,826.-

25.913.-

25.913.-

48,8oo.-

45.255--

245.525.28 

2,507,-

248,032.28 

29.514·37 
102,157·50 

Le rer mars 1934· (Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

Chef comptable - Chief Acco-untant._ 

NOTE. 

La valeur en bourse des titres dc!tenus par Ia Caisse au 31 d<!cembre 1933 repr~entait, non compris 
Jes int6r!ts - The market value of the investments held by the Fund as at December 31st, 1933. 
was. exclusive of interest . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ 

Francs suisses 
Swiss Francs 
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COMPTE DE CAISSE - CASH ACCOUNT 
. 

pour les douze mois se tenninant le 3I .dt!cembl'e I933· 
f01' the twelve months ended Decem bel' 31st, I933· 

REcETTES. - RECEIPTS. 

Francs suisses 
Swiss francs 

. Francs suisses Francs suisses 

DISPONmiLITES EN BANQUE- To CASH AT BANK. 
xer janvier 1933 -. January xst, 1933 • . · 

CoNTRIBUTIONS. 

SUI'ltariat - SUI'etariat. 

Contributions des membres -· Contributions 
by members ...•..•...... 

Contributions de Ia Societe - Contributions 
by League . • . • • . . . . . . , . . 

Bureau international du Travail-International 
Labour Otfice. 

Contn'butions des membres - Contributions 
by members • . , . . . . . . . . . . 

Contn'butions de Ia Societe - Contributions 
by League • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Cour pennanente de justice intel'nationale -
Permanent Court of International Justice. 

Contn'butions des membres - Contributions 
by members . . . . . . . < • • • • • 

Contn'butions de Ia ·societe ·- Contribution!;_ 
by League . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Caisse de dices et d'invalidite - Death and 
Invalidity Fund .. . . . . . . . . 

r8,655.6o 

I6,790.I5 

·5.543.60 

4.g8g.28 

I,J97-5I 

I.,6IJ.J6 

REvENU AFFERENT AUX PLACEMENTS, Y COMPRIS LES INTERETS 
EN BANQUE- INCOME FROM INVESTMENTS, INCLUDING BANK 
INTEREST • • : .• • • • • • • . • • .• • • • • • : • • • 

VALEUR DES PLACEMENTS REMBOURSES (Y CQMPRIS LA PRIME) -
VALUE OF INVESTMENTS REDEEMED (INCLUDING PREMIUM) : 

1% Bons du Tresor fran~- French.Treasury Bonds rgz6. 
Fr. fr. :14,500 . . • . . . . • . . ·· . . . . • • . . 

VALEUR .DES PLACEMENTS REALISES - VALUE OF INVESTMENTS 
REALISED: 

5%% Emprunt Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et Irlande 
I9I9/37, $2,000 converti en 2%% Bons du Tresor 
anglais, £5,200 - 5%% U.K. of. Great Britain and 
Ireland external gold bonds I9I9-37. $z,ooo converted 

· to 2%% Treasury Bonds, [5,200 . • • . . . • • • 
5%% Emprunt suedois- Swedish loan Ig24-54. $J.O,OOO •• 

Swiss francs Swiss francs 

35.445-75 
\ 

!0,532.88 

85,758.ro · 
34,x6o.-

305,02~·47 

II,027.38 

3,066.79 

IIg,gx8.ro 
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COMPTE DE CAISSE - CASH ACCOUNT 

pour les douze mois se terminant le 31 dlcembre 1933. 
for the twelve months ended December 31st, 1933. 

DEPENSES - EXPENDITURE. 

Francs suisses Francs suisses Francs suisses 
Swiss francs Swiss francs Swiss francs 

MONTANTS VERSES A DES MEMBRES DEMISSION
NAIRES, ETC. - BY REFUNDS -CONSEQUENT ON 
RESIGNATION, ETC. 

Secretariat. - Secretariat. 

Compte des membres.- Members' account . 
Compte de la Societe - League account . . 

Bureau international du Travail- International 
Labour Office. 

Compte des membres - Members' account . 
Compte de la Societe -- League account . . 

Cour permanente de Justice internationale -
Permanent Court of International Justice. 

Compte des membres - Members' account .. 
Compte de la Societe -- League account . . 

903.80 
813.35 

AVANCES AFFER,ENTES AUX PRIMES D'ASSURANCE -- BY ADVANCES 
IN RESPECT OF INSURANCE. 

Secretariat - Secretariat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Bureau international du Travail - International Labour 

Office . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

ALLOCATIONS PRELEvEES SUR LA CAISSE DE DECES ET D'INV ALIDITE 
-- BY GRANTS FROM DEATH AND INVALIDITY FUND •••• 

CoMPTE PLACEMENTS - BY INVESTMENTS ACCOUNT 

VERSEMENTS D'INTERETS POUR 1931 ET 1932 AUX MEMBRES 
DEMISSIONNAIRES - INTEREST FOR 1931 AND 1932 PAID 
TO RESIGNING MEMBERS: 

Secretariat - Secretariat. 

Compte des membres - Members' account . 
Compte de la Societe - League account . . 

DEPENSES DIVERSES AFFERENTES AUX ACHATS DE VALEURS, -ETC. 
- SUNDRY EXPENSES RELATIVE TO PURCHASE OF SECU-
RITIES, ETC. • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • 

DISPONIBILITES EN BANQUE - BY CASH AT BANK • 

13,261.22 

774·45 

557-90 
1,332-35 

453-90 

2,690.98 

102,157.50 

492.934-07 
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COMPTE D'INTER£Ts -.. . REVENUE ACCOUNT 

;otW les rlow.ze mois se tmni,ant le 31 riecembfe 1933. 
j(IJ' tlte twelve months. ended December 31st, 1933 . 

. -
RECETTES - INCOME. 

Revenu deS placements: montant pel'\:U et a per~voir, y comprls les inter~ts de 
banque -By Revenue received and receivable from investments, including 
'bank interestS- . .. . . . . . . oi • • .. .. .. • • • • •. • "' •• 

I 

Fran~ suisses · 
Swiss frant:S --

, 

' ' \, . -, ', ;;.. 

'· 
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COMPTE D'INTER:Il:TS -· . REvENUE ACCOUNT 
- . 

pour les douze mois se terminant le_ 31 -dlcembre_ 1933. 
for the twelve months ended December 31st, 1933· 

DEPENSES. - EXPENDITURE. 

Depenses diverses relatives a l'achat de valeurs, y compris leur garde, frais de 
banque, _commissions et telegrammes - To Sundry Expenses relative to 
purchase of securities, including safe keeping of same, bank charges, com
missions and telegrams · . . . . • . . . . . . . · . . . . . ~ . , . . . 

Amortissement opere sur certains titres pour en ramener Ia valeur au pair, y 
compris Ia _difference entre achat et vente -. . Amount written o:ff certain 
securities equivalent to reduction to par value, ·including difference between 
purchase _and sale . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' • . . . . ·. . . .. . . . 

Solde, soit revenu net de l'annee, porte au bilan - Balance, being net revenue 
for year, _transferred to balance-sheet. . . . . . . . . . . . ; .. . . 

Francs suisses 
Swiss Francs 

2,690.98 

2,893.09 
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ACCOUNTS OF THE- STAFF PROVIDENT FUND 

FOR THE YEAR 1933. 

REPORT BY M.A. CERESA (Audit<w). 

The capital of the Provident Fund amounted, on December 31st, 1933~· to 369,551.64 SWiss 
francs. 

In comparison with the same date of the previous year, there was an increase of 49.539.01 
francs, as shown below: · . ·. · 

Difference on 
December 31st, -December 31st, December 31st, 

' 1933 1932 1933 
Swiss francs Swiss francs . Swiss francs 

Secretariat . . . . . . . . . 277.795-63 232,855.21 + 44.940-42 
International Labour Office . 78.416.86 65,085.48 . + 13,331.38 . 
Pennanent Court of lnterna-

tional Justice . . . . . I3,339.I5 22,071-94 - 8.732·79 

36g,551.64 320,012.63 + 49.539-01 

The increase of 49,539.01 francs shown in this table is du~ to the contributions of the members 
of the Fund and to contributions of the League of Nations Organisations to which these members 
respectively belong, as shown below: 

·Contributions of Contributions of 
members Organisations Total 

Swiss francs Swiss francs Swiss francs 

Secretariat . . . . . . . . . x8,655.6o 16,790.15 35.445-75 
International Labour Office . 5.543-60 4,989.28 10,532.88 
Permanent Court of Interna-

tional Justice . . . . . 1,797-51 1,617-76 .3.415.27 

25,996.71 23.397-19 49.393-90 

To the above . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 
add interest for the years 1931 anil 1932 credited in 1:933 to the accounts of 
individnal members of the F und-vi2 . . • . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . • 

Deduct: 

Sums paid to members leaving the service 
Advances in respect of insurance premiums 

Swiss francs 

14.978.37 
1,332-35 

which gives the above-mentioned increase of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

The capital of the Death and Invalidity Fund was reduced on December 31st, 
1932, to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . .• . . . . . . . . . . 

During the year 1933 it was increased as follows: · 

By receipts (contributions) . . . . . • • . • • . . . 
Interest for 1931 and 1932 credited to the Fund in 1933 . 

Swiss francs 

4,506.52 
42-75 

Total • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
Leu: Allowances paid out of the Fund . . . . . . . 
On December 31st, 1933, it was accordingly reduced to . 

Swiss francs 

49.393-90 

16,455.83 

65,849·73 

49,539.01 

9,585.15 

4.549-27 

14,134·42 
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The account of investments in securities shows the folloWing developments: 

Amount on December 31st, 1932 (purchase price of the securities) . . . 
Purchases made in 1933 (purchase price) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Sales in ~933 (amount realised) . . . . . . . . . 
Redempbon of bonds drawn by lot (amount realised) 

Deduct: 

Writing down to parity of securities purchased . 
Losses on sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Add: 

Premium on bonds redeemed 

Amount as at December 31st, 1933 

- Purchases effected fu 1933 are shown in the following table: 

Securities purchased in 1933. 

Nominal value 
5%% U.K. of Great Britain and Ireland 

Swiss francs 

II9,918.ro 
3,066.70 

Purchase price 
in foreign 
currency 

1917-37 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20,000.- $2!,000.-
7% Bons du Tresor fran~ais 1926-36 .. Fr. fr. 25o,ooo.- Fr. fr. 277,256.-
6% Ville de Lyon: Emprunt municipal 

(gold) 1919-34 . . . . . , . . . . $5,000.-- $5,100.-
6% % Compagnie des Chemins de fer du 

Nord (gold) 1924-50 . . . . . . . . 
6% Ville de Bordeaux: Emprunt munici

pal (gold) 1919-34 . . . . . . . . 
5% %. Kingdom· of Sweden 1924-54 . . 
3%% Chemins de fer Jura-Simplon 1894 

$10,000.- $1o,r65.-

$5,000.- $5,nio.-
$1o,ooo.- $9,392.50 

Sw. fr. 50,000.- Sw. fr. 45,255.-

The following are the securities sold in 1933: 

Swiss francs 

48,8oo.-
364.445·97 

413,245·97 

122,984.80 

290,261.17 

_44,881.94 

245·379-23 

Purchase price 
in Swiss 
francs 

108,727-50 
56,617-!9 

26,J6].-

52,553-05 

26,367.-
48,559-23 
45,255--

364,445·97 

Securities sold in 1933· 
Purchase price 
in Swiss francs 

· Sale price Loss 

5%% $20,000 U.K. of Great Britain and Ireland 
1917-37 converted into 2% % Treasury Bonds 
1937· £5,200 . . . . . . . . . . . . 

5%% Kingdom of Sweden 1924-54 .... 

The following securities were redeemed: 

108,727-50 
48,559-23 

157,286.73 

Securities redeemed in 1933. 

7% Bons du Tresor fran~s 1926-36: French 
francs 14,500 . . . . · . . . . ~ . · · · . 

Purchase price 
in 

Swiss francs 

2,920.65 

in Swiss francs in Swiss francs 

85,758.10 
34,16o.-

II9,918.ro 

22,969.40 
14,399-23 

37.368;63 

Amonnt Premium 
redeemed in on redemption in 
Swiss francs Swiss francs 

3,066.70 

The total of cash in hand and at banks was 102,157.50 francs on December 31st, 1933, as 
against 305,021.47 francs at the same date in the previous year. There was therefore a reduction 
of 202,863.97 francs, as shown below: 

Receipts for the year 1933 . . ·. • . . . . . · . . 
Expenditure_ for the year 1933 . . . . . . . . . . . 

Amount by which expenditure exceeded receipts 

Swiss francs 

!87.912.60 
390,776·57 

202,863-97 
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The total of receipts is made up as follows: 

Contributions in respect of the financial year I9JJ: 

Provident Fund. . • . . . 
Death and Invalidity Fund 

Income from investments . . • 
Value of investments realised . 
Value of investments redeemed. 

The total of expenditure is made up as follows: 

Investments • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Swiss francs 

49.J9J-90 
4,5o6.52 

Sums paid to members leaving the ser\rice . 
Advances in respect of insurance premiums 
Sums paid out of the Death and Invalidity Fund . . . . . 
Payments of interest for I9JI and I9J2 to members leaving the 

service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Miscellaneous expenditure in conriection with the purchase of 

securities, etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . 

The Interest Account had a balance on December JISt, I9J2, of .. 

Swiss francs 

5J.900.42 
II,027.J8 

II9,918.xo 
J,066.70 

187.912.60 

J64.445·97 
I4.978·J7 
I,JJ2.J5 
6.875---

45J·90 

2,690.98 

J90.776·57 

Swiss francs 

24,660.69 ' 
From this balance there was taken in I9JJ the sum representing the distri

bution of interest for I9JI and I9J2 at J per cent, carried to capital account-viz. x6,952.48 

This sum was set off against losses on investments in I9JJ . . . . • . . 

On the other hand, the account benefited by interest in I9JJ on investments 
to the extent of . _ . . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

7,7o8.zx 
- 7,708.2:.; 

There was thus a balance on December Jist, I9JJ, of . 

The interest in I9JJ shown above was composed as follows: 

Income from investments . . . . . . 
Less: 

Expenditure in connection with investments 
Writing down to parity of certain investments 

Balance . . • • . . . -. . 

Swiss francs 

2,69o.98 
7,5IJ.3I 

·-

10,204.29 

2,803.09 

2,803.09 

The assets of the balance-sheet of the Fund at December 31st, 1933, contain a h!lading 
"Investments Depreciation Reserve Fund". _ 

The amount of this Fund is 29,514.37 francs, made up as follows: 
Swiss francs 

_ Losses on sales of securities • . ;., . ' . . . . . . . . . .• . 37.368.63 

Less: 

Premium on repayment of securities 

Net loss ••••• . .. 
Less: 

Sum transferred from Interest Account in part _cover of the 
loss .. . ... .. . . • .. .. . . . . .. . • . . • . . . 

Balance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29,514·37 

This figure represents, accordingly, the amount of losses which the above-mentioned Reserve 
Fund was unable to cover. -

May 5th, 1934· (Signed) A. CERESA, 

Auditor. 
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Depreciation Account: 

Balance as per ·last accounf • • 
Atll Depreciation for yeu: 

_v&rloos creditors ... . . -- . -. . .. 

-- IZ4-· 

STATEMENT OF ·A~SETS _AND· 

. LIABrr..rrJE5 . 

. . 

. . . 

. .. _ . . 

-- .. I . 

' 

Swiss francs 

232,755-94 .. 
232.755·94 .. 

----'--~' 

. · .. 

. . . -.. 

·, 

·, 

. . 

Swiss francs 

. 
' . •·• ·~ -

. 2Ig • ....:· .. . 
-. 2,443.29:t~5~ 

" - . ...._ 

' . , . 



·LIABILITIES AS AT DEC~MB~R 31ST, 1~33. . 
·' 

Installations : 

Prangins . . ... 
Colovrex . . . -; ·. . . . . 

. Operating. Office af ,Geneva 
. League of Nations building · 

Reserve Material ; 

.ASSETS; 

. 

•. 

. 

Societe fran~~e de radioelectrici~e . . . . . • 
' 

. Societe Radio-Suisse: 

Trading account . . ·• . . ~. . 
Less Additional -initial expenses 
Less Reserve .material . : • 

·Cash at BaDk 
Loss· on investment •. . 

March -12th,. 1934. · 

·. 

.· 
. "' .. 

. . -

- ·. 

Swiss francs 

1,650,259·40 
6!8,024.-
3I,8!7•-
27.459--

. . 

I05;888.8I 
4.!67-35 

20,430-30 

427>977·!0 

44·556.65 

Swiss francs 

2,327,559-40 

25,925.!5 

8I,29I.I6 

472,533·75 

(Signed) P. ·G. WATTERSON, 

Chief Accountant. 
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ACCOUNTS FOR THE I933 FINANCIAL. YEAR. 

Receipts .. 

Balances -from I932 • . . - . · ; · · · · · • 
Grant from the League of Nations for 1933 . 
Radio-telegraphic charges · 
Radio-telephonic charges. 

Expenditure. 

Fire insurance and sundry expenses 
Unforeseen additional initial expenses . . ... 
Exchange difierence on the reimbursements of the 

·Radio-Nations 
Cash account 
Swiss francs 

279.388.05 
200,000.-

z,68s.6s 
2,273-20 

Radio-Suisse 
Current account 

Swiss francs 

58,S7o.95 

370,243-40 
6,282.25 

435,096.60 

Total 
Swiss francs 

337.959--
. 200,000.-.. 

376,525.65 

914,484.65 

advances made by the League of Nations. _ 1,895.45 6,854-30·. 
COst of wireless broadcasts. . . . . . . 
Operation expenses . . . . . . . . . . 

. Unforeseen additional initial expenses . . 
Purchase of valves, resistances, etc. 
Premium on the receipts 
Cost of administration. . 

. 

Swiss francs 

Balances at December 31st, 1933 
Loss on investments . 

March 1zth, 1934· 

472,533-75 

479.388.05 

387·34 
261,426.-

4,167.35 
20,430-30 
35.570-30 
31,824.15 

81,291.16 

435;o96.6o 

353.805-44 

553.824-91 

914,484.65 

(Signed) P. G. WATTERSON, 

. Chief Accountant. 

. ' 
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ACCOUNTS OF THE WIRELESS STATION FOR THE FINANCIAL 
YEAR I933 

REPORT BY M. A. CERESA (Auditor). 

Preamble. . . . . . . : . . . • 
Receipts and Payments Account . 
Trading Account: 

1. Receipts . . . . . . 

CONTENTS. 

2. Expenditure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3· Excess of Revenue over Operatfng Expenses 

Balance-Sheet at December 31st, 1933 . . . 
Supervision . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 

PREAMBLE. 

128 
129 
130\ 

131 
132 

The Wireless Station of the League of Nations, constructed in the neighbourhood of Geneva 
under the title of "Radio-Nations", was opened to traffic on February 2nd, 1932.1 

The Station consists of: 

(r) A transmitting station in the neighbourhood of Prangins (near Nyon); 
(2) A receiving station in the neighbourhood of Colovrex (near Geneva), equipped 

with two high-speed long-wave telegraphic receivers and two high-speed short
wave telegraphic receivers; 

(3) An operating office at Geneva; 
(4) An auxiliary centre at the Secretariat of the League, for use in times of emergency, 

in direct communication by wire with the Geneva Central Telegraphic Office. 

In ordinary times, the Station is managed by " Radio-Suisse "-a limited .liability company 
with its head office at Berne-in accordance with the agreements established by the Convention 
concluded on May 21st, 1930, between the Secretary-General of the League and the aforesaid 
company. 

The results of the audit of the Wireless Station accounts for the financial year 1933 are given 
below. 

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS AccOUNT. 
Radio-Nations Cash Account. 

It should be observed that, in anticipation ·of special commercial and industrial requirements 
of the Wireless Station, a credit of zoo,ooo francs was voted in the League budget for each of the 
financial years 1931 and 1932 to constitute the nucleus of a fund for the maintenance and operation 
expenses of the Station, separate from the ordinary budget accounts, but supervised and audited 
in the same way. 

The unexpended balance of this fund at the end of each year was to be carried over to the 
following year, subject to a later decision as to the use to which it should be put. 

Of the sum of 40o,ooo francs representing the total of the credits voted for the financial years 
1931 and 1932, 120,6II.95 francs were expended during those two years. 

Thus at December 31st, 1932, there was a balance of. . . . . . 
A further credit of. . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

was voted in the budget for the financial year 1933. making a total of 

The expenditure effected out of this fund during the same financial year 
was as follows: 

Fire insurance, petty expenses and sundries . . . . . 
Supplementary installation expenses . . . . . . . . . 
Exchange difference on advances from the League's 

Swiss francs 

2,685.65 
2,273.20 

Working Capital Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,895.45 
Balance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

From this balance, however, must be deducted the loss on bank investments 
in dollars, due to the depreciation of the dollar 

The balance is thus reduced to . . . . . . · . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . 

Swiss francs 

279.388.05 
200,000.-

6,854·30 
472.533·75 

_44!556_.65 
427,977·10 

1 The creation of the Station was decided upon by the Assembly of the League of Nations at its meeting on 
September 24th, 1929. during its tenth ordinary session. 
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CNTTNfl Acromtt belween Radio-Suisse and Radio-Nations. 
As a general rule, the receipts and expenses connected with the oper3:tion o~ the ~tation 9:re 

respectively credited and debited to the cu"ent account opened for R~d10-Nabons wtth Radio
Suisse, which operates the Station, ~d to w~ich the Se?retary-General1s e!ppowered to advance 
funds during the financial year when mcome 1s not sufficient to meet expenditure. 

At December JISt, I9J2, the Radio-Nations current account showed a credit 
balance of . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · 

The state of this current account during the financial year I9JJ may be 
summarised as follows: 

Revenue .• 
ExPenditure 

Credit balance of Radio-Nations at December JISt, I9JJ . · • 

Swiss francs 

J76.525.65 
J5J,805-44 

. . . . . . . 

Swiss francs 

22,720.21 
81,29I.I6 

These figures are analysed in the next chapter, dealing with the " Trading .Account ". 

TRADING AccouNT. 

r. Receipt.~. 

The income accruing to Radio-Nations for I9JJ totals J76,525.65 Swiss francs, distributed 
as follows, the differences as compared with ~e previous financial year being also shown : 

Transit charges . . . . , . . . . . . . 
Terminal charges • . . • . . . • . . .. 
Broadcasts . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 
Special service for remittance of commu-

. "- 1 wqu= . • . • . . . . . . . . . 
Rebates on official League telegrams . . . 

1933 
Swiss francs 

J45.789.27 
15,34I.08 
6,282.25 

. I,200.-
7.9IJ.05 

J76,525.65 

1932 
Swiss francs 

286,598.58 
27,Jll.IO 
24,514.65 

240.-
9.849-48 

J48,5IJ.8I 

Difference 
for 1933 

Swiss francs 

+ 59,190.69 
- II,970.02 
-· I8,2J2.40 

+ 960.
_ I,9J6.4J 
+ 28,on.84 

It will be seen from this table that the total income in respect of the financial year I9JJ shows 
an increase of 28,on.84 francs over the previous financial year, but this increase is more apparent 
than real. Actually, the average monthly income was JI,J77-I4 francs in I93J, as against 
3J,68J.OJ francs in 1932 (it must be borne in mind that that financial year was only eleven months 
instead of twelve, the Station having been opened for traffic oil February 2nd, I9J2), making an· 
average drop of 305.93 francs per month in I9JJ. · 

A real increase is shown by the foregoing table, however, in the case of income from transit 
charges. The monthly average for this income was 28,8I5.77 francs in 1933, as compared with 
26,054-42 francs in I932· · 

It will be seen that the 1933 accounts show a total income of 376,525.65 francs. The whole 
of this amount had not been received by December JISt, I9JJ. The amount outstanding was 
r6o,634.J5 francs (42.66 per cent of the total), and was due from the telegraph departments and 
company of the following countries: 

Argentine. .. . " . . . . . . . 

Brazil • . . 
China 

Japan • 

United States (charges for wireless 
communications). • • • • . 

{ 
{ 

{ 

Swiss francs 

34,196.o5 
27,064.04 
J2,J77·79 

4·407-42 
4.761.72 

IJ,005.I3 

r6,o8s.so 
25,J82.70 

I57.580.J5 

J,054·
I60,634·35 

Quarter 1933 

second 
third 
fourth 

third 
fourth 

fourth 

third 
fourth 

fourth 

At the date of writing, the sum of r6o,634-J5 francs had been paid in full. 

• This oerviu began in October 1932. 
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The share of the expenses of joint operation charged by Radio-Suisse to Radio-Nations amounts 
to 261,426 Swiss francs, as indicated in the accounts (see page 126). -

It sho~ld be remembered in ~s connection that, for the first financial year, percentages for 
the a!Iocat1on of the above-mentioned expenses were agreed upon, provisionally and as an 
expenment, between the League and Radio-Suisse.l 

These percentages did not vary in I933· 
As already stated, the operating expenses charged by Radio-Suisse to Radio-Nations on current 

account amounted to 261,426 Swiss francs. 
The total operating expenses, however, reached a higher sum-388,469.74 Swiss francs. 

As a matter of fact, to the above-mentioned sum of 
must be added the following expenses: 

I. Cost of broadcasts . . . . . . . . . . . ·. 
2. Material taken from reserve during the financial year a 
3· Premium due to Radio-Suisse on the total receipts . . 
4· Administrative expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

5· Miscellaneous expenses (fire insurance, petty expenses and sundries) 
paid out of the fund for the maintenance and operation of the 
Station. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Deduct: 

Sum due by the Societe fran~aJse de radioelectricite (see Note 1 

below) . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Swiss francs 

26!,426.- 1 

387·34 
56,815.30 
35,570-30 
31,824.15 

386,023.09 

2,685.65 

239·-

as compared with 312,769.21 francs 4 in 1932, or an increase of 75,700.53 francs. 
The increase is chiefly due to a greater consumption of material as compared with 1932 

(66,678.55 francs in 1933 against 24,330.35 francs in the previous year). This is explained by 
the fact that, at the beginning of the financial year 1932, the Station had a new set of material 
(valves) delivered with the installations of the Station, while at the beginning of the financial 
year 1933 this material was still in use but was beginning to wear out, so that replacements had 
to be made. 

Expenditure on staff (159,030 francs in 1933 5 against I4I,751.90 francs in 1932) also shows 
an increase. 

Other increases are shown under the head of administrative expenses and cost of electric 
power, not to mention other plus or minus variations of minor importance. 

The expenditure on staff and administration (including the premium due to Radio-Suisse 
on the total receipts) amounted together in 1933 to 58.29 per cent of the total operating expenses, 
as against 64.19 per cent in 1932. · 

But an exact comparison of the operating expenses of the two financial years cannot be made 
on the basis of the figures indicated above, on account-as already noted in connection with 
receipts-of the different duration of these financial years (eleven months for 1932 and twelve 
months for 1933). To make this comparison, we must therefore examine the monthly averages. 
We thus obtain the following table: 

1933 1932 Increase 
Monthly average Monthly average in 1933 

% 
2.8o 

I5I 
2.52 
4·67 

13.85 

Staff. · . . . . 
Material used . 
Electric power 
Administrative expenses 
Total operating expenses . 

Swiss francs Swiss francs 

13,252-50 
5,556.55 
3,947-4! 
5,6r6.2o 

32,372-48 

12,886.55 
2,2II.85 
3,85o.5o 
5,365.40 

28,433-56 

1 Cf. Report on the Wireless Station Accounts for the Financial Year 1932 (document A.J2.I9JJ.X, page 4). 
• This figure includes the sum of 239 francs due at December 31st, 1933, and paid in March 1934, by the SociHe 

fran~se de radioelectricite (one of the firms that constructed the plant) in settlement of accounts-which sum ought not 
to he included in operating expenses. 

• Under this head, it should be noted that: 

At the close of the financial year 1932 the " reswve mat .. ial " account showed 
a balance of • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 

During the financial year 1933, valves and other material were bought to a 
total amount of • • . . • . • . . • . . • . • . . . • 

Total • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . 
Material was taken from this reserve, however, to the amount of . 

The balance of . . . . . . : . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 
represents the value of the stock as ascertained at December 31st, 1933· 

Swiss francs 

62,310.15 

82,740·45 
56,815.JO 

• For more accurate comparison, the operating expenses for 1932 have been reduced by 9,049.80 francs, representing 
expenses incurred in 1931 and added to the 1932 expenses in the accounts for that year (the Station's first working year). 
This reduction brings that expenditure down to 312,76g.21 francs. 

• This sum does not include an amount of 1,841.65 francs paid in 1933 as bonuses to the stall for 1932, since otherwise 
the figures for expenditure on staff in the two financial years would not have been exactly comparable. 
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As will be seen, the figures of this table confir~ that the greatest increase relates to material 

usedThe e:\.-pe~ses charged by Radio-Suisse to Radio-Nations include, as already stated! (a) the 
pmnirm1 on the total receipts; (b) administrative expenses ,(see the table on the precedmg page 
of the present report, items 3 and 4). . . . 

As regards the above-mentioned premium, it should be remembered that, m VIrtue of Article 16, 
point 3. of the Convention signed on June 30th, 1930, _by the Secretary-G~neral of the League 
of Nations and the Radio-Suisse, " on the revenue denved from the trans1t charges due to the 
Station in respect of communications, whether official or non-official, the Radio-Suisse shall be 
allowed a premium by way of interest in the development of the traffic ". 

As regards the amount of this premium, the same clause of the Convention states that it 
shall be calculated on the gross revenue at a rate of 10 per ce~t up to a sum equal to the expen~es 
shown in the operation account. On the surplus, the rate may nse to 20, 30 or 50 per cent, accordmg 
to the cases provided for in the said clause. . 

The total receipts on which the premium is due amounted to 352,884.18 francs. This sum 
is made up as follows: · 

Swiss francs 

Transit charges . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Special service for remittance of communiques . 
Broadcasts . . . . 
Less: Cost thereof 

Total . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 

345.789.~7 
1,200.-

5.894-91 

. 352,884.18 

The amount of the expenditure to be taken into account for the calculation of the premium 
rate has been determined as follows: 

Operation expenses charged by·Radio-Suisse to Radio-Nations 
Material taken from reserve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Sum due to Radio-Suisse under Article 14 of the above-men
tioned Convention for general administrative expenses 
(10 per cent of the above sum of 318,241.30 francs) 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. 

Swiss francs 

261,426.-
56,815.30 

318,241.30 

31,824.15 

350,065.45 

This last sum marks the limit up to which the premium due to Radio-Suisse is reckoned 
at the rate of 10 per cent, subject to the application of higher rates on the surplus. 

The premium is therefore calculated as follows: 

10 per cent of 350,065.45 francs 
20 per cent of 2,818.73 francs 

Total . . . . 

Swiss francs 

35,oo6.55 
563-75 

If the 31,824.15 francs due to Radio-Suisse for administrative expenses is added to this sum, 
we obtain a total of 6].394·45 francs which has been debited to the current account of Radio
~ations. The corresponding figure for the previous financial year was 59,019.48 francs. 

3· Excess of Revenue over Operating Expenses. 
Swiss francs 

If against the total revenue under trading account . . . . . . . . . • . 
we set the aggregate expenditure, which, according to the accounts, amounts to . 

376.525.65 
388,469·74 

we find that the excess of the former over the latter is . . . , . . . . . . . 

To compare the operation results of 1933 with those of the previous financiai year, it will 
be necessary, for the reason already stated, to take as basis of comparison the monthly averages 
of receipts and expenditure which were indicated above and are reproduced below: 

R.eceipts ~ • . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Expenditure • . . . • . • . . • . • 
Percentage ratio of expenditure to revenue 

1933 
Average for each 

month 
Swiss francs 

31,377-14 
32,372-48 

103.17 

1932 
Average for each 

month 
Swiss francs 

31,683.07 
28,433·56 

89·74 

As will be seen, r~ipts ~eased on an average by 305.93 francs per month in 1933. On 
the ot~ hand, expe!lditu~e mcreased by an average of 3,938.92 francs per month. The ratio 
(If receipts to expenditure m 1933 was 103.17 per cent, agains~ 89.74 per cent in 1932. 
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' BALANCE-SHEET AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1933· 

· The first item on the ~.ssets side consists of the cost of the installations, entered at the figure 
of 2,327,55_9-40 francs, agamst which is placed, on the liabilities side, the sum of 465,5II.88 francs 
for depreciation at the rate of 10 per cent per annum. 

Th~ next item on the assets side is " Reserve material ",which appears at the figure of 25,925.15 
francs (mventory value of stock at December 31st, 1933). 

The balanc~-sheet also shows a sum of 81,291.16 francs credited to Radio-Suisse in the 
curr~nt account, m respect of the operation of the Station; a bank balance (cash account of Radio
Nations) of 427,977.IO francs and a sum of 44,556.75 francs for losses on investments . 

. As a r~sult of an adjustment of accounts, a sum of 1,713 francs appears on the assets side, 
agamst which a sum of 219 francs is set off on the liabilities side. 

The figures of the balance-sheet !it December 31st, 1933, may be summarised as follows: 

Assets . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
Liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Surplus of assets over liabilities 

This figure is made up as follows: 

Swiss francs 

2,909,022.46 
465.730.88 

2,443.291.58 

Cost of installation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Less: Depreciation at the rate of ro per cent: 

1932 
1933 

Balance 

Swiss francs 

232,755-94 
232.755-94 

. . . . •. 

Reserve material (as at December 31st, 1933) . . . . . . . . 
Societe fran~aise de radioelectricite: sum to be refunded in adjustment 

of accounts . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Surplus of ·revenue over expenditure in the financial year 1933: 1 

(a) Current trading account . 81,291.16 
(b) Cash account . . . . . 427.977.10 
(d) Losses on investments 44.556.65 

Deduct: 
Sundry creditors (adjustment of accounts). . . . . . . . . . 

Surplus of assets over liabilities . . . . . . . . 

Swiss francs 

2,327.559-40 

465,5u.88 
1,862,047-52 

25,925.I5 

1,713.-

553.824-91 
2,443.510.58 

219.-

It should, however, be not.ed that the assets as at December 31st, 1933, include losses on 
exchange totalling 44,556.65 francs, incurred on investments in consequence of the depreciation 
of the dollar. When this fact is taken into account, the actual total is brought down to 
2,864,465.81 francs, while at the same time the surplus of assets over liabilities is reduced from 
2,443,291.58 to 2,398,734·93 francs. 

The latter figure, when compared with that of 2,147,834·15 francs shown by the balance-sheet 
at December 31st, 1932, reveals an increase of 250,900.78 francs made up as follows: 

r .. The sum of 349,133·91 francs which, at December 31st,. 1932, was still owing to 
contractors for constructing the Station was duly paid by the League in 1933; 1 

2. The balance of the current account with Radio-Suisse, which on December 31st, 
1932, amounted to 58,570.95 francs, had risen by December 31st, 1933, to 81,291.16 francs, 
representing an increase of 22,720.21 francs; 

3· Cash at the bank, which on December 31st, 1932, amounted to 279,388.05 francs, 
totalled 427,977.10 francs on the corresponding date of the year under consideration, showing 
an increase of 148,589.05 francs; 

4· An adjustment of accounts increased the assets by 1,494 francs. 
The variations set out above represent in all a total of 52I,937.17 francs. 
On the other side: 

5. The depreciation fund has been increased by 232,755.94 francs (1933 instalment); 
6. The exchange difference of 1,895.45 francs, which, in the balance-sheet as at 

December 31st, 1932, was provisionally added to the cost of the installations, was finally 
adjusted in 1933, the amount being charged to the fund for the maintenance and operation 
of the Station. · 

7· The value of the reserve material fell from 62,310.15 francs (which was the figure 
as at December 31st, 1932) to 25,925.15 francs at December 31st, 1933, showing a decrease 
of 36,385 francs. 

1 See the accounts on page 126. 
• Cf. Report on the Audit of the Accounts of the League of Nations and Autonomous Organisations for the 1933 

Financial Year, page 93· 
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The- reductions in assets, enumerated under 5. 6 and 7 above, represent a total of 
271,036.39 francs. · - _ - · · : · - · . · · 

· Deducting this figure of 271,036.39 !rancs from that ?f 5~U.937·17 francs, repre~entmg the_ 
total anlO\mt of increases in the capital account ·dunng 1933, leaves a net-. mcrease of 
250.900-78 francs, as stated above. 

SVPERVISIC>N. 

In pursuance of the ~egulallons applicable to the accounts of Radio-Nations signed on 
May zznd, 1933. by the Secretary-General of the League of Nations and the Societe Radio-Suisse, 
the latter has supplied at the agreed intervals: · 

A weekly return ( statisti~al) of the. telegraphi~ tr~flic transmitted and receiv.ed thr?ugh 
Radio-Nations and of the radiotelephomc commumcabons effected through Rad10-Nahons; 

A statement of monthly receipts; · · . . · . · . 
The expenditure account .of the Wireless Stati9n for each month together with documents 

in support accompanied by duplicates of invoices. 

The monthly returns of expenditure for 1933 received by the League Treasury have been 
checked arithmetically at Geneva and aiJ.alysed and Classified according to the nature of . the 
expenditure. . - · · · · 

The inventory has likewise been carefully .checked at the Station at Prangins. 
The books of Radio-Suisse have been twice audited at ·Berne, once in respect of each half-year. 
Radio-Suisse supplied the League official responsible fo.r the audit with all the information 

and papers which he reqUired in the performance of his duties. · · - - . · · -
It should neverth~ess be noted that, on account of the very large number of bills and entries -

which had to be checked--,-and which oftel;l related to joint expenditure-and of the comparatively 
- short space of time in which the audits were carried out, the above-mentioned official was obliged 

to confine himself to very careful soundings, as the methodical checking of every item was, in the 
circumstances, impossible. · _ · . ·· · 

_ · During 1933, the Treasury has continued to exercise an active supervision from Geneva in 
close co-operation with the Transit Section. · _ • . 

I have no hesitation in expressing the view that, during the past year, supervision of the 
operation· of the Wrreless ~tation has been more efficiently organised and has appreciably improved. 
Perseverance is, however, essential in orderto secure the continuance of efficient control and, if at 
any time it seems desirable that the examination by a Treasury official should be extended, I hope 
that the necessary action will be taken. · - · · . . · _ 

. May 15th, 1934. 
(Signed) A. CERESA, 

Auditor. 
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The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation held its fourteenth session at 
Geneva from July 18th to 23rd, 1932. Its Executive Committee sat on July 15th and 16th. 

T~e_following were present : Professor Gilbert MuRRAY, Mr. Earle B. BABCOCK (replacing 
Dr. Mrllrkan), M. Jose CASTILLEJo, Mme. CuRIE-SKLooowsKA, M. J. DEsTREE 1\1. Gosta 

· s, FoRSSE_LL, M. Louis GALLIE (replacing M. Paul Painleve}, M. HosHIEN TcHE~ (replacin"' 
M. W_u-Shr-Fee),_M. H. A. K~i.iss (replacing Professor Einstein), M. Georges 0PREscu (replacing 
M. Trtulesco}, Srr Sarvapalh RADHAKRISHNAN, M. S. RESTREPO (replacing M. Sanin Cano). 
M. G. DE REYNOLD, M. Alfredo Rocco, M. H. voN SRBIK, M. J. SusTA, M.A. TANAKADATE. 

The Committee confirmed the appointment of Professor Gilbert Murray as Chairman of · 
Mme. Curie and M. Destree as Vice-Chairmen, and of M. de Reynold as Rapporteur. ' 

I. GENERAL SURVEY OF THE YEAR 1931-32. 

The first event to be noted is of an administrative nature. To complete the reorganisation 
undertaken i:iJ. 1929, the Plenary Committee, in July 1931, asked the Council and the Assembly 
to unify the different branches of intellectual co-operation and to define the relations that 
should· exist between them. In response to this request, the Council and the Assembly 
created the International Organisation of Intellectual Co-operation. The relevant decision 
reads as follows : 

" The Assembly, 
" 

. " 2. Recognises the existence of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, com
prising the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, which is the advisory 
body of the League of Nations; the commissions and committees dependent on it; the 
International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, its executive organ, and the Inter
national Educational Cinematographic Institute, these two institutes having been placed 
at the League's disposal under the conditions laid down in their respective statutes ; 
and the National Committees on Intellectual Co-operation, whose representatives may be 
called upon to meet occasionally in conference on the proposal of the International 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation." 

The despatch of a mission of educational experts to China (from September 1931 to 
January 1932) constitutes the outstanding event of the past year. It opens up a vast field of 
action for the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation and tends to make it a centre of exchanges 
and a factor of adjustment between ;western and eastern civilisations. This is a point on 
which we desire to lay great emphasis. . 

Next in importance come three big international meetings. They demonstrate what 
success can be achieved by intellectual co-operation as soon as it expands its bounds and is 
given access to new spheres of action- a success from which the League of Nations is the 
first to benefit. These meetings were the Athens Conference for the Protection and Preser
vation of Artistic and Historical Monuments, held from October 21st to 30th, 1931 ;the meetings 
held at Frankfort by the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters in honour of Goethe, 
from May 12th to 14th; and, lastly, the Conference held at Milan by the representatives of 
institutions for the scientific study of international relations, from May 23rd to 27th. In this 
connection, we express our gratitude to the Greek Government and the municipality of Athens, 
to the Government of the Reich and the City of Frankfort, and to the City and Province 
of Milan and the Italian:committee on Intellectual Co-operation, to all of whom the success 
of these three conferences was due. 

The problem of " moral disarmament ", as· laid before the Disarmament Conference by 
the Polish Government's proposal, could not fail to engage our whole attention ai_~d will 
certainly exercise a great influence on our subsequent work and on our general pohcy. It 
may be said that the dominating question at our session of July 1932 was that of moral dis
armament. 

It was with the same consideration uppermost in our minds that, at the beginning of the 
last administrative year, we approached the study of a new problem - broadcasting. This 
study, which the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation is methodically pursuing, is another 
of the events by which the past year has been marked. . 

The question is a new and vital one ; it provides one more point of contact between 
intellectual co-operation and contemporary life. All the other questions with which we 
have been dealing have been on our programme for a long time past, although each year 
they assume different aspects. It is in the sphere of education that we have made the biggest 
advance during the past year. The first Conference of the representatives of higher education, 
held in Paris from February 29th to March 1st, 1932, and that of the representatives of 
elementary education and of the educational information centres, are proof that our action is 
already developing and will continue to develop in contact with the national institutions and 
responsible authorities, and also that both the latter are affording us their co-operation and 
suppo"rt. 

S.d.N. 1.880 (F.) 1.430 (A.) 9/32 Imp. Grancbamp, Annemasse. • 
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II. INTERNATIONAL CO-ORDINATION. 

Our work of international co-ordination was pursued, and even extended, during the past 
year. 

Let us briefly recall our method. . 
When the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation has decided to place a new question 

on its programme, it first of all has an enqui~y mad~ by the Institute ; it then summons a 
Committee of Experts t~ det~rmine whether this ~ues.tiOn sh<?uld be placed on the programme 
of intellectual co-operation or no. If the questiOn IS de~rutely placed on the programme, 
another committee is summoned to study it and determme by what method and by what 
plan of work international co-ordination can be established in the sphere in question. _Lastly, 
problefi!.S demanding a plan of work_ spread over several years are referred to a Committee of 
E..x-perts appointed for a longer period. 

At the present moment, international co-ordination· has been, or is being, established in 
the follo"'ing matters : · 

Arls : 
International .l\luseums Office ; 
International Athens Conference for the ·Preservation of Artistic and Historical 

Monuments ; . 
International Committee on Popular Arts, with the national committees attached 

to it; . 
First Committee of Experts to establish Liaison between Institutes of Archreology 

and the History of Art ; 
Committee of Experts on Recorded Music. _ 

Literature : 

· Committee for the Publication of the Ibero-American Collection. 

Science : · 

Committee of Experts for the Co-ordination of Scientific Terminology ; 
Committee of Experts to establish Liaison between Scientific Museums ; 
Agreement between the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation and the International 

Scientific Organisations ; 
Annual Conference of Institutions for the Scientific Study of International Relations 

. (Milan Conference, 1932). . · 

Documentation : 
Committee of Library Experts ; 
Committee of Expert Archivists ; 
Committee of Experts for the International Bibliography of Translations. 

Education. : 
Meeting of Directors of Higher Education ; · · 
Co~ttee of Representatives of International Stu\lent Associations ; 
Committee of Experts for the Co-ordination of Educational Information Centres · 
Committee of Experts for the Revision of School Text-books. · . ' 

InleUedual Righls : 

Meeting of International Institutions dealing with Intellectual Rights .. 

To this list should be added the vast domain of the educational cinematograph which is 
reserved to the International Institute in Rome. _ ' 

* * * . 

The ~ollowing is a list of. the principal enquiries which the Institute of International 
~perabo~ has unde~ken With the help and co-operation of specialists, specialised organisa
tions or national committees on intellectual co-operation ; · 

Universal adoption of Roman characters · · 
Travel !lnd interchang~s of elementary- a~d secondary-school children · 
Educabon_al broad_castmg ; ' 
Broadcast~ng and mternational understanding ; 
Broadcas~mg and adult education · 
Popular libraries and workers' leis~re · 
Popular arts and workers' leisure. ' 

The results of th~se enquiries will be printed . 
. \_Ve would conclude_ this chapter by drawing attention anew to our publications which 

~on.•btu~ yet another _Instrument of mternational co-ordination, partly by reason' of the 
mhformalar bon they contam and partly because of the assistance they render to students and 
J!(; () • s. 
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III .. RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED IN PLENARY COMMITTEE. 

T~is pad of ~ur report contains the text of all the .resolutions adopted by the plenary 
com':mtt_ees an<;!. br1ef c_omments on them. These resolutions, which often go into considerable 
detail, give an exact picture of the work we have undertaken since 1922, of the position now 
reached by that work, of the results we have achieved and those we hope to achieve. 

~hese resolutions are given in the same order as that followed in the previous chapter : 
arl, hter~ture, science, docu!llentat~oll:, educati?n, intellect~al rights, broadcasting, cinemato-
graph, miscellaneous resolutiOns, Mission to Chma, moral disarmament. · 

(a) INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION IN THE SPHERE OF ART. 

l. · Resolution concerning the I nternalional Museums Office. 

A. " The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 

" After examining the reports submitted to it by the President of the Directing 
Committee of the International Museums Office and by the Institute of Intellectual 
Co-operation on the activities of the Office during the year 1931-32: 

· " Notes ~th satisfaction that this period has been marked by the achievement of 
positive results. 

" The Committee approves the programme of work of the Office as set forth in these 
reports. 

" It calls attention to the special importance of the work of the Conference held at 
Athens for the study of problems concerning the protection and preservation of artistic 
and historical monuments. 

" The Committee welcomes the proposals submitted to it by the Austrian National 
Committee on various questions relating to museums. and monuments and draws the 
attention of the International Museums Office to these proposals. · • · 

" It also welcomes the recommendation of the American Council of Learned Societies 
transmitted by the American National Committee in regard to the publication of a 
collection-of the legislative texts in force concerning excavations in the various countries. 
It refers this recommendation, which has already been reaffirmed by the Athens Con
ference, to the Museums Office and trusts that effect will be given to it at the earliest 
possible date. 

B. " The International Committee on Intellectual Cooperation, 

" Noting· with satisfaction the positive results obtained in the domain of art by the 
. Intellectual Co-operation Organisation ; 

" Desirous of strengthening still furlher the ties which, thanks to the International 
Museums Office, bind together the national Fine Arts Administrations and enable them 
to co-operate with each other ; . 

" Considering that the preservation of the artistic and archreological heritage of 
mankind is a matter of interest to the community of States, ~s the guardians of civilisation; 

" Believing that the best guarantee for the preservation of monuments and works 
of art is to be found ·in the respect and attachment towards them felt by the peoples 
themselves, and that these feelings can be greatly stimulated by appropriate action on 
the part of the public authorities; · 

" Convinced that the feelings aroused by the contemplation of works of art can 
greatly facilitate mutual understanding between the peoples and that it is therefore im
portant to ensure their international protection and to promote by all possible means the 
execution of the social mission which they perform ; . 

" Recognising the excellent effects of an extensive movement of exchange and· co
operation between public art collections, thus ensuring a better knowledge of the national 
genius of the different peoples beyond the borders within which they have found expres
sion, enabling museums to make their collections more universal in scope, and, lastly, 
affording opportunities for the public to comprehend more fully the creative genius and 
the civilisation of other peoples : 

" Requests the Assembly to address the followin·g recommendations to Member 
States : 

" That States _acting in accordance with the League of Nations Covenant should 
establish closer and more concrete co-operation with each other for the purpose of 
ensuring the preservation of monuments and works of art ; 

" That Member States should ask educationists to teach children and young 
people to respect monuments, whatever the civilisation or period to which they 
belong, and that this educative action should also be extended to the general public 
with a view to associating the latter in the protection of the records of any civilisation ; 

" That the public authorities of the various States should assist each other to 
regain objects removed from national collections or exported secretly, although 
included in a national schedule ; 

" That States should recommend their fine arts administrations to limit the 
scheduling of works of art (which implies a ban on their export) only to those of 
special interest to the artistic or archreological heritage of their country ; 
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" That national laws should take into account as far as possible the needs of 
international co-operation. and shoul~ incorporate t_he pr!nciple of trans~~r by sale, 
exchange or deposit of objects of no mterest to their national museums. 

This resolution relates chiefly to the conclusions of the Athens Conference. The latter 
Conference. org-anised by the International Museums Office, is a sequel to _the Conf~re;nce held 
in 1930 in Rome. The object of the Rome Conference was the preserva~IOI). of pam.tmgs ~nd 
sculpture. That of Athens ·emb~rked upon a ne'Y sphere -~he restoratiOn aJ?-d preservation 
of architectural monuments. This problem has, m the first mstance, a techmcal aspect, but 
it has a le"'al aspect also. In almost all civilised countries, such monuments are already 
protected by special legislation. As the Austrian National Committee proposes, copies of the 
relevant laws should be collected and an endeavour then made to co-ordinate therri by the 
comparative method. Another subject to be stu~ied from the inter~~:ation~l point of view will 
be the laws on excavatin"', the importance of wh1ch to archreology IS obVIous. To sum up,. 
the Athens Conference laid down the principle that_in t~is matter, as in other~, the pe?ples are 
interdependent, that this in~erdep~nden~e ~ust g1v~ n~e to a new form ofmt~rnatwnal ~a
operation, and that, by a senes of mvesligations endmg m concrete proposals, this commumty 
of interests should be expressed in_the form of internati?nal agreeme;nts. . . . 

We may add that the International Museums Office Is also prepanng a draft mternabonal 
agreement on casts and an international convention on objects of art removed from national 
collections or exported clandestinely. · . . · 

2. Resolution regarding Liaison between Institutes of Archreology and of the History. of Art. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Having considered the Institute's proposals in regard to the establishment of a 

centre of liaison between institutes concerned with archreology and the history of art : 
" Approves the establishment of this centre, and instructs the Institute to take the 

necessary action, bearing in mind the various suggestions made on this subject, and being 
guided by the experience of the International Museums Office." · · 
The Paris Institute having convened last January a committee of experts, the latter 

suggested the desirability of forming national centres to facilitate research in two branches -
archreology and the history of art. It asked the. Institute to establish liaison between these 
national centres, pending the time when it should be possible to constitute a specialised inter
national body on the model of the International Museums Office. · . . · 

3. Resolution concerning Popular Arts. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, learning with regret 
that circumstances have necessitated the postponement until 1939 of the Exhibition of 
Popular Arts at Berne, once more assures the organisers of this exhibition· of its active 
interest in their undertaking." . . · 
The first International Exhibition of Popular Arts was to be held at Berne in 1934. The 

economic crisis has obliged its organisers to postpone it until 1939. Nevertheless, all the organs 
of the exhibition remain in being and are continuing their activities. After its General 
Assembly at Berne on July 1 lth last, the main committee of the exhibition adopted a resolution 
asking the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation to give its help and support 
to this important enterprise as in the past. . · 

4. Resolution concerning Recorded Music. 

:The _International Committee on Intel~ectual Co-operation, · 
. HaV!llg n_ote?- the docu~entary matenal submitted by the Institute on recorded 

music, the publicatiOn of musiCal texts and the broadcasting of music : · 
" Instructs the Institute to continue its studies, and in particular: 

"(~). I~ t~e matter ~f recorded _music, approves the periodical publication .of 
a ~ulletm md1catmg the vanous collectiOns of recorded music available, in accordance 
With the plan proposed by the experts ; 

" _(b) In the matter of ~he publication of musical texts, recognises the interest 
attaching to M. ~ela Bartok s p~oposal, and requests the Institute to undertake a 
prei!a~atory enquiry among publishers and collectors of music as to the possibilities 
of giVIng effect thereto ; 

" (~) In _the matter of ~roadcasts of music designed to spread knowledge of 
the mus1c of d1fferent peoples, mstructs the Institute to continue in agreement with 
the International Bro!ldcastin!l' Uni?n, its study of the means by 'which international 
programmes conformmg to th1s des1gn can be established." · 

_This resolution summarises the report of the Committee of Experts which met at the 
~nst1tu~ on ~ece~ber 21st and 22nd, 1931. To it should be added a recommendation concern
~ng national ~1branes of recorded music, aiming at the establishment of collections of records 
m all ~u~tnes where t~ey do ~ot yet exist, in order to prepare the way for international 
eo-ordmatJon. . Meanwhile the htt~e bulletin which the Institute has been asked to publish 
~y serve~ a hnk be~ ween the natiOnal record libraries. This is the first action we have taken 
m the domam of mus1c and, according to expert opinion, it is likely to prove of considerable 
value. 
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(b) INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN THE SPHERE OF LITERATURE. 

Resolution on !he Teaching of Poetry and on the Theatre. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
. "Having_noted the results obtained by the Institute in the course of its enquiries 
mto the teachmg of poetry and the international rille of the theatre : 

" Au~horises the Institute to continue its researches, and to complete the document
ary matenal already collected on these subjects." 
Here, there are two enquiries to be pursued, corresponding to resolutions adopted last 

year by the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters. 
. At present, they are only of a preliminary character, the object being to enable the Com

mittee on Arts and Letters to consider next year whether any action should be taken in either 
of these directions. · 

(c) INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN THE SPHERE OF SCIENCE. 

1. Resolution concerning Co-operation with lhe International Council of Scientific Unions. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Thanks the International Council of Scientific Unions for having appointed _a 

Committee of three of its members to enquire into the question of co-operation with the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, and the members of this Committee, Sir Henry 
Lyons, M. Jean Gerard, and M. Magrini, for having been good enough to come to Geneva 
to consult with it. 

" Bearing in mind that the International Council of Scientific Unions comprises a 
very large number of scientific organisations ; · 

" Being anxious to avoid overlapping and to facilitate the co-ordination of work and 
the execution of any decisions taken; · · 

" The Committee on Intellectual Co-operation has drawn up, in agreement with 
the above Committee, the following principles of co-operation : 

" (1) The Intellectual Co-operation Organisation of the League of Nations 
and the International Council of Scientific Unions will exchange views on any 
question of scientific organisation concerned with the exact and natural sciences and 
their application, which may be referred to either of them. 

" (2) If they decide to deal with such matters, they will agree together on the 
procedure to be followed (e.g., collection of the relevant documentation, summoning 
of an expert committee, or any other means calculated to secure the solution of the 
problem before them). 

" The executive action to be taken shall be entrusted to the executive bodies of the 
International Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, acting in agreement with the 
General Secretariat of the International Council of Scientific Unions. The same shall 
be the case with regard to arrangements for action to be taken on decisions or resolutions 
adopted, and the execution thereof." 

This resolution defines the nature of the agreement with the International Council of 
Scientific Unions. The aim of the agreement is, in the first place, to avoid duplication, and, 
in the second place, to ensure us the advice and collaboration of an organisation whose field 
of activity extends to practically the whole range of exact and natural science. 

2. Resolution on Scienti fie Questions. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" (1) Having heard the statements made by the representatives of the Executive 

Committee of the International Council of Scientific Unions, expresses its gratitude to 
Sir Henry Lyons, M. Jean Gerard and M. Magrini, for the spirit of co-operation which 
they have evinced towards the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, 

'' Approves the draft agreement submitted to it regarding the future relations 
between the two organisations, and 

" Instructs the Institute to ensure this liaison ; 
" (2) Approves the resolutions subinitted by the Com~ittee of Experts for the 

Co-ordination of Scientific Terminology, and instructs the Institute to carry those resolu-
tions into effect ; . 

· " (3) Approves the resolution submitted by the small Committee of Experts for 
the Co-ordination of Scientific Museums, and instructs the Institute to give effect to these 
resolutions also ; 

" ( 4) !hanks. Professor ~fa~rini in. particu~ar for. his offer to collaborate 'Yith the 
Institute With a view to pubhshmg an mternabonal hst of research laboratories, and 
instructs the Institute to arrange for this publication." 

This resolution is complementary to the preceding one. It approves the agreement 
concluded with the Scientific Unions and entrusts the Institute with the task of maintaining 
liaison between them and the. Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. At the same time, it 
asks the Institute to push forward the work undertaken for the co-ordination of scientific 
terminology and that of scientific museums. 
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:\s n'~rds the ~o-ordination of scientific terminology, the Instit';lte will pur~ue the work 
Qll the ba~s of the recommendations of the Committee of Experts whtch met durmg the year. 
It ><hQuld.:s be noted that the study of this question h~s alread~ led to a first measure of 

' t• "th the Sc1·ent1"fic Unions since the Committee conststed of two delegates each 
co-opera ton Wl - · • • d B" 1 d f th from the International Unions of Physics, Chemtstry an 10 ogy,_ an one _ rom e 
International Electro-technical Commission. - 1 t b th 

Furthermore, definite rules for the drafting of su~maries were _draw~~: up a~ year Y. e 
-, · till d ·- the Inst1"tute beino- instructed to gtve them as wtde a CirculatiOn as posstble :snen c a vt;:,ers, o . . . -

1 
-

and to try to secure their acceptance by sc1enlific JOUrna s. . . . . 
The Institute has forwarded the rules to learned sociebes, from whiCh 1t has received 

encouraging replies. S~veral important associations have already adopted the rules recom~ 
mended by the Commtttee. - . b · f fi 

Onl a modest first step has been taken in the matter of co-operatiOn etween scien 1 tc 
mnseunJ. An attempt is being made to render relations b~tween th_ese mu.seums more 
frequent and more reo-ular and relations are for the moment bemg established With regard to 
com arison of methods, co~servation and exchanges .. T~e experts themse~ves h~ve concluded 
in ffvour of an " international link " between the sctenttfic museums, whtch -mtght be estab-
lished on the same lines as that of the Internat~onal Museu.ms Office. . . 

Lastly, the list of scientific laboratories whtch the Inslitute has b~~n asked to prepare "?II 
be!!in with laboratories of physics. This work will be greatly _facilitated by the matenal 

-whlch Professor Magrini has been good enough to place at our disposal. 

3. Resolulion concerning lhe Conference for lhe Scientific Study of International Relations. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, -
" Having examined the report of the International I~stitute of Intellectual Co-opera

tion, and heard a statement by M. Rocco on the. fifth sessto;n of the At;mua~ Conferenc~ of 
Institutions for the Scientific Study of Internalional Relations, ~rgamsed ~n co-operation 
with the Italian National Committee on Intellectual Co-operatwn, at Milan, May 23rd 
to 27th, 1932 : · . . . 

"Notes with pleasure the progress that has been achie':'ed b:y the orgam~atlon of a 
study meeting within the framework of the Conference, dealing wtth the relatiOns of the 
State with economic life ; -

" Offers its cordial thanks to the Italian National Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation for the generous assistance granted to the Institute in order to ensure the 
success of the Conference ; 

" Approves the programme of work drawn up for the coming year, and thanks the 
institutions concerned, both for the assistance they have given in the past to the work of 
intellectual co-operation and for the valuable contribution they have decided to make by 
the preparation of a Conference in 1933." 

The Conference held at Milan by the representatives of the institutions for the scientific 
study of international relations was the fifth of the series. We have here, therefore, an 
example of periodic meetings and of a common method. 

In accordance with the programme adopted at Copenhagen; the Fifth Conference, ·after 
dealing with the questions of organisation which have been on its agenda for several years, 
undertook the scientific study of a subject chosen in 1931 :"The State and Economic Life". 
The discussion, which was conducted in an entirely impartial spirit, brought out . a 
certain number of points which will be reconsidered in London next year. - _ 

- An effort is thus being made to give a practical direction to the study of international 
problems by choosing· present-day subjects or subjects of direct concern to the League of 
Nations and by dealing with them according to the comparative method, which enables the 
different schools of thought and different solutions to be confronted with one another. 

(d) INTERNATIONAL Co-OPERATION IN THE SPHERE oF DocuMENTATioN: 

1. Resolution concerning Documentation. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
". Ha_ving taken note o~ the proposl!-ls of the Committee of Library Experts on the 

orgamsatwn of documentation and havmg heard the explanations of M. Jean Gerard : 
" Authorises the I~stitute to proceed with the enquiry proposed by the Committee 

and to convene a committee of experts to work out a plan of co-ordination in this matter." 

Almost. everyw~ere a movem~nt is n_ow- ~n progress_ to orgaril~e and unify the work of 
documentat11;m. Thts moveme~t IS m!lkmg ~tsel{ felt m the Umted Kingdom, Germany, 
Franc~, B~lgmm and Ita!~. I_t IS creatn~g-nabonal documentation centres for the purpose of 
co-ordm!ltmg docum~ta~1on m the national field. The same movement has been gaining 
ground m another d1rectwn - that of special subjects of scientific research. It therefore 
seems probable that international co-ordination will become necessary in the more or less 
nf!ar future.- For the moment, we must wait until national co-ordination has made further 
pr?~":s, for nowhere has i~ yet gol!e ve~ f3:r. ~o-or?in.ati~n in special subjects of scientific 
reseanh, _although already mtematwnal, IS hkew1se still m Its early stages. There is never
U.elf!33 a lmk oolw~en all forms of documentation, although there is far from being general agree
m•mt on the termmology, or even on the meaning of the word bibliography. 
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As far as we are concerned, we have been obliged by ~he force of circumstances to under
take documentary enquiries regarding all the subjects we have been called upon to. study. 
We ha':e also been naturally led to co-ordinate the different aspects of this abundant docu
mentatiOn.; the Index translationum and the Index bibliographicus are both evidence thereof. 
~he expenence we have thus acquired is gradually preparing us to serve as an " international 
l~nk "· The first step to be taken in this direction is indicated in the following special resolu-
tiOn adopted by the Committee of Library Experts : . 

" The Committee of Library Experts, 
." After taking cognisance of the memorandum prepared by M. Jean Gerard, 

President of ~he .'.Union frang~ise. des office~ de documentation ', unanimously agreed 
as to the desirabihty of co-ordmatmg work m the matter of documentation. 

" The Committee regarded the new contacts which were being established between 
the documentation centres of one and the same country as of the highest interest and 
deserving of every possible encouragement ; they furnished the necessary basis for an 
undertaking of international co-ordination. 

" It asked the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation to prepare a 
me.morandum which would be submitted as early as possible to the principal national 
documentation centres already constituted, which would be asked to forward their 
opinions and suggestions ; this memorandum would be drawn up on the basis of the 
proposals made in the course of the meeting, the documents submitted to it and the 
enquiries which the Committee had received during the year and which had led it to deal 
with specific problems of documentation. . 

" The material thus collected would serve for the subsequent drawing up of a working 
programme which would make it possible to consider the problem of documentation within 
the framework of the Organisation of Intellectual Co-operation and in relation to the 
other existing bodies." · 

2. Resolution concerning Libraries. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Having examined M. Godet's report on the Sixth Meeting of the Committee of 

Library Experts and heard the explanations of Dr. Kriiss, Chairman of that Committee : 
" Approves the experts' report and, in particular, the resolution concerning the 

protection of library budgets, in view of the fact that libraries of all kinds, both scientific 
and popular, constitute a universal instrument in the organisation of intellectual work 
and an essential element in intellectual life as a whole." 

This resolution approves the report on the sixth meeting of the Committee of Library 
Experts held in Paris on June 16th and 17th, 1932. The library experts considered the utilisa
tion of popular libraries for workers' leisure and examined the Institute's report on the subject. 
They also dealt with the following problems : exchange of information between the big 
libraries regarding the purchase of foreign books ; decimal classification ; standardisation of 
formats for periodicals, for international index cards, for bibliographical cover notes, etc. ; 
international bibliography' of translations. It further studied the manner in which libraries 
could best be utilised to make known the League of Nations, in which connection they drafted 
the following recommendation : · 

" The Committee of Library Experts, 
" After taking cognisance of the Institute's report on the progress made by certain. 

libraries in the matter of their utilisation for making known the League of Nations, and of 
the report by Dr. Bishop, which, in its account of the activities of the Library of the 
University of Michigan, afforded an excellent illustration of what could be done in this 
field : . 

" Expresses the wish that the publications of.theLeague of Nations should be circulat
ed •on a wider scale among libraries in order that they might reach a greater section of the 
public and, further, that an attractive and illustrated periodical should be published 
explaining the activities of the League of Nations." 

They approved the second edition, prepared by the Institute, following their directions, 
of the " Guide to National Information Services " and the supplement to the " International 
Code of Abbreviations of the Titles of Periodicals ". 

The International Committee desires to lay special emphasis on the recommendation 
concerning the budgets of librari~s .. Libraries !lre the ba~is of all international co-operation ~n 
the intellectual sphere, the essential mstrument mall relatiOns between peoples. The economic 
crisis should not be allowed to bring about a reduction in the credits supplied to libraries, 
whether they are learned libraries or public a!ld popular lib;aries, pa:ticularlY: as the latter 
are assuming, on account of unemployment, an Importance which they hitherto did not possess. 

3. Resolution on the Co-ordination of ArchiDes . 

• " The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Having noted the proposals of the expert archivists concerning the liaison to be 

established between the various central archive administrations and, in particular, the 
publication of an ' International "Guide to Archives ' : 
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" A roves t.hese proposals and instructs the ~nstitute t? act upon the~ ~n or~er 
that thep~sults obtained may be col!ated, with a v1~w to solvmg var10us adm1mstrat1Ve 
or technical problems of an mternat10nal character. . · . . . 
This resolution is very general in character, The Comm1ttee of Expert Arch111st~\ ~h~hh 

met at the Institute on December 20th and 21st, 1931,. drew up 9: progra!Ume\ o w !C • e 
principal points are : publication of an international gmde to archives, um~cation of termm
ology e..xchan!!e of fascimiles, exchange of c.ourses and lect~res, conservalion of docu~fin~s, 
cinem:atoaraphic collections. In dealing WJth these queslions the same procedure w1 e 
adopted ~s for libraries. 

4. Resolution on the Index Translationum. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-opera~ion, · · 
" Having examined the first number of the Index transl~l!~num and the recoiii:men

dations put forward by the Committee of E~per~ on th(~1bhography of TranslatiOns : 
" Asks the Institute to continue the pubhcat10n and g1ve effec~ to the rec?mmenda

tions of the experts, particularly as regards the index of trans!at10ns accordmg to ~he 
original language, and the gradual eJ>..tension of the Index tran~latzonu'!l to ?ther countr~es. 

"To this end, the Executive Committee may,. at one of 1ts mee~mgs m 1933, dec~ de 
the date on which, according to the funds at the disposal of the Inst1tute, such extensiOn 
may take place." 

Here we have another positive achievement to place:t? our cred!t .. The~ first volume. of 
the Index translalionum has just made its appearance: It IS necessar~Iy_mcoll?-~lete, refern~g 
as it does to only six countries. It will have to be rmproved both m 1ts ed1tmg and by 1ts 
eJ..tension to other countries. · 

(e) INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN THE SPHERE OF EDUCATION. 

1. Resolution on the Meeting of Directors of Higher Education. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Noting the important results obtained by the first meeting of Directors o! ~igh:er 

Education and recognising the value of this new collaboration between heads of mm1stenal 
departments in different countries : 

" Instructs the Institute to communicate to the competent authorities in each 
country the recommendation passed by the Conference that steps should be taken 
to ensure that professors regularly nominated for teaching abroad should retain, in 
their own country, their rank of professor and their right to promotion and, in general, 
that they should suffer no prejudice in the progress of their career; 

" Trusts that, as soon as the preparatory work now in progress permits, the member
ship of the meeting may be slightly enlarged and that one representative, at least, may be 
admitted of those countries which are particularly interested in the question of the 
equivalence of degrees and in that of exchanges of professors ; • · 

" Approves, as regards the programme of work, the .studies for which provision has 
been made, it being understood that these stu!fies should bear not only on administrative 
questions of importance to the departments in the· various Ministries which deal with 
higher education - and, in particular, that of the relations between universities and 
Governments - but also on problems connected with the. organisation of universities 
and the relation between the universities and independent institutes of research, and · 

"Emphasises the special importance at thepresenttimeoftheorganisationofbiological 
studies, which has been placed on the agenda of the next meeting." 

This meeting took place in Paris on February 29th and'.March 1st of this year. Six 
countries were represented : Germany (Prussia), France, British Empire, Italy, United States 
of America and, lastly, Hungary, from which country the proposal for the meeting had · 
come. The meeting studied two classes of question : administrative problems and problems 
of general interest, such as university organisation and, as" one of the participators put it, 
" international scientific policy ". The purpose of this first meeting was to prepare an inter
national conference of directors of higher education, but, before this aim can be achieved, a 
!~"~"eat deal of preliminary work must be done in the way of exchanges of views and obtaining 
mformation. The programme of the next meeting was fixed as follows : relations between 
universities and Governments, super-university organisations, legal status of higher education, 
importance of biological studies, practical teaching of modern languages in the universities, 
co-ordination of national university statistics. These subjects will be studied according 
to the comparative method which is tending more and more to become characteristic of intel
leetual co-operation. 

!he more gener~l subjects which are the e_ssep.tial reason for the holding of this meeting 
and 1ls successors wdl of course always remam m the foreground. These are exchanges of 
professors and students, international scholarships, equivalence of degrees overcrowding 
of the universities and of the intellectual careers. ' 

This meeting brought intellectual co-operation for the first time into contact with official 
Gwernment repre~entatives, t~e purpo~e being, not to obtain their assistance in any particular 
t.:tsk, but to ao;soCJate t~em directly w1t~ our work as a whole. In so doing, it called u~on 
(.J(JVernment representabves for the first lime to work together on a common programme, whJCh 
tt..,y c•'Juld bardly have arJproached without our intervention. 
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2. Resolution regarding the Meeting of Representatives of International Student Associations. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Note~ with satisfaction the excellent results of the meeting held in 1932 by the 

representatives of the International Student Organisations, and expresses the hope that 
the work of this meeting may be continued in the same spirit and by the same methods. 
. " In t~is connection; the Committee, being anxious to secure the increasing co-opera

tion of the. m~ellectual element among the rising generation, and particularly of university 
students, mv1tes the National Committees to enquire into the possibility of associatincr 
students in their work." 0 

. This meeting is the seventh. It is therefore quite in our tradition, if I may so put it. 
Th1s year, apart from current work and the questions permanently on the agenda, a new 
!eature was the discussion, with experts convened ad hoc, of a major question of common 
mterest, the social rOle of the student. This method will perhaps make it possible to broaden 
the. scope of this Conference by summoning representatives of national student associations. 
It 1s a necessity for the future of intellectual co-operation to establish direct contact with 
youth in the universities. 

3. Resolution concerning the Co-ordination of Educational Information Centres. 

The report of the experts convened by the Institute in Paris on February 11th and 12th, 
1~32, was submitted first to the Sub-Committee of Experts for the Instruction of Youth in the 
A1ms of the League of Nations. The Sub-Committee adopted the following resolution : 

" The delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts, 
" Having noted the report of the Committee of Experts for the Co-ordination of 

Educational Information Centres and the documentary material collected by the Institute 
on the organisation and activities of the centres for educational information and pedagogic 
studies of Belgium, the United Kingdom, France, Germany and Italy : 

" Recommends that there be set up in every country a National Educational In
formation Centre. With a view to ensuring liaison between these centres, the Sub
Committee considers it highly desirable that a permanent Committee of National Centres 
should be set up, the Secretariat for which would be provided by the Institute. 

" This permanent Committee, while respecting the characteristics peculiar to the 
different centres, and without interfering with their autonomy or with the special 
relations which they might have established with one another, would be responsible for 
promoting the establishment of national centres in countries where these do not yet exist. 

" It would inform the Institute of the main lines of the work to be carried on in 
collaboration with the different centres and in regard to all problems of international 
co-ordination in the matter of primary and secondary education. 

" The Sub-Committee trusts that the setting up of this permanent Committee may 
be preceded or followed by a more comprehensive meeting of representatives of the 
principal national centres already in existence; or of the departments of primary and 
secondary education. 

"·It stresses also the expediency of publishing periodically a selected bibliography 
of useful works and articles on the subject of education." 

This resolution provides for the constitution in each country of a national educational 
information centre and for the creation of an organ of liaison between these centres ; it entrusts 
the secretarial work in connection with this organ to the Institute. 

On its side, following the directions of the Committee of Experts, the Institute communicated 
this recommendation to a certain number of countries and asked them whether they considered 
the constitution of these national centres desirable. The majority of the replies were in 
the affirmative. We shall thus be able to establish a new international link between 
national administrations, which will be able to confer with one another on important 
questions of general interest. 

4. Resolution concerning School Text-books. -

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Noting a proposal submitted by the Sub-Committee of Experts for the Instruction 

of Youth in the Aims of the League of Nations, agrees with the Sub-Committee that the 
proposal of M. Casares indicates a procedure for the revision of school text-books which 
might forthwith be followed more specifically and extensively (document A.24.1925.XII, 
page 6, IV). 

" On the basis of this text, the International Committee once more appeals to the 
good offices of the National Committees, which have already been so often accorded, and 
proposes the following method : -

" (a) The National Committee's field of survey should include, not only 
history text-books, but text-books on the history of civilisation, on geography, on 
civics and morals, ethnographical maps, and anthologies and readers used both in 
public and in private education: · · 

" (b) Whenever a National Committee has to request the correction of errors 
of fact or the rectification of opinions revealing a spirit of animosity towards foreign 

_ nations, or of comments such as intentionally place a nation in an unfavourable light, 
• 
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it shall apply direct to the National Committee of the c~mntry in which the ~ork 
in question is in use. Every request shall be accompamed by textual quotatiOns .. 

" (c) National Committees sho_uld invariably re~ly to all requests for correction 
even when they do not deem it adv1sable to take action. 

" (d) National Committee.s are requested to be good .enough t~ forward a copy 
of all such requests, and the rephes thereto, to the InternatiOnal Inslitute of Intellec
tual Co-operation. 

" (e) The International Committee on Intellectual Co-?peration is. pr~pared,. 
whenever two National Committees fail to agree, to pl~ce 1tself at their disposal 
as mediator, with a view to arriving at a friendly solution. 

" (/) The Int.ernational Com~ittee o~ Int~llectual Co-operation shall request 
the National Committees to commumcate to 1t a list of the text-books most generally 
employed in their respective countr~es. ~ational Committees sh~uld also at the same 
time specify the methods followed m their country for the selectiOn of school-books. 

"(g) The National Committees of each country are 3:lso req~ested to bring.to 
the notice of the International Committee any text-books m use m other countr1es 
which merit, in their opinion, special commendation. The CoiD:mittee, if it. deem~ 
it advisable, may also bring them to the notice of the other National Comm1ttees. 

The Committee had before it resolutions adopted by a· Committee of Experts convened by 
the Institute in Paris on February 15th and 16th, 1932. This Committee of Experts was 
composed of a representative ofele;'Ilentary education, a represen~ative of se.co~dary education, 
a representative of high~r ed~cabo~, a delegate of the Educat~on CommiSSIOn. of ~he Inter
national Committee of H1stoncal Sciences, a delegate of the Institutes for the Scientific Study 
of International Relations and, lastly, a delegate of the Sub-Committee of Experts. 

Working on the basis of the Casares resolution, the Committee adopted a system whereby 
the National Committees were entrusted with the task of obtaining, through the Inter~ 
national Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, the deletion from certain school text-books of 
passages harmful to international understanding. · . 

The Committee retained the essence of the proposals formulated by the Committee of 
· Experts, while giving them a less imperative form. For the moment, at any rate, there is 
_ no question of a procedure involving any penalties or even arbitration. All that is aimed at 

is an endeavour towards friendly conciliation, the adoption of a method - in short, a prelimi
nary experiment, the success of which depends on the goodwill displayed by the National 
Committees. Their goodwill is invoked to ensure the success of the experiment.. Hence, we 
strongly urge the National Committees to use these means to solve, in the spirit of mutual 
confidence - and also in the spirit of complete frankness that marks all our work - even 
problems that give rise to the most serious difficulty. It must not be forgotten that the revision 
of school text-books is a matter which is preoccupying public opinion more and more and we 
mnst endeavour not to disappoint it. It must further be remembered that this subject is on 
the agenda of the Committee on Moral Disarmament. The Disarmament Conference Will 
perhaps go even further in this direction and draw up international agreements on tbe matter. 
The method we are proposing is therefore provisional. If it is applied, it cannot but act as an 
encouragement to the Conference, and may perhaps constitute a basis for those international 
agreements to which we have just alluded. Lastly, we express the hope that, on their side, 
the Governments will encourage the National Committees to make use of our resolution and will 
endow them with the necessary means and authority. 

We would emphasise the positive and constructive side of our proposal. Its aim is to 
encourage good school text-books and to promote their use and circulation. It implies more
ov':r, a series of sll:pplementary studies in th': educational ~eld- for example, on the psycho
·Jog~cal effects of hiStory text-books on the mmds and feehngs of children. It is ·not for the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation but for educationists themselves to undertake these 
s~udies. We should, how.ever, be glad to have information concerning any studies on these 
hnes that have been earned out, to promote others and to be made acquainted with their 
results. 

5. Resolution regarding the Wo~k of the. Sub-Committee of Experts for the I nstruclion 
· of Youth m the A1ms of the League of Nations. 

. In ~eneral the Committee warmly approved of the work done during the year as regards 
Instruc~IOn, and th~ proposals ?f the Sub~Com.mittee of Experts which sat at Geneva a few days 
before 1ts own sess10n. In this connectiOn, It adopted the following. resolution : 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 

" Having co~idered Professor Gilbert Murray's report on the session of a delegation 
of t~e ~u~mm1ttee of Experts for the Instruction of Youth in the Aims of the League 
of Natwns, held at Geneva on July 12th and 13th, 1932 : 
. " Adopts the resolutions sll:bmitted by the Su~-Committee of Experts with the addi

tions or a~endments to. ~ertam of these resolutions by the Committee, particularly 
those refernng to the rev1s1on of school text-books and educational broadcasting." 
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(f) INTERNATIONAL Co-OPERATION IN THE SPHERE OF INTELLECTUAL RIGHTS. 

Resolution. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
. " Notes with satisfaction that the work of the various international institutions, with 

a VIew to the revision of the Berne Convention at Brussels in 1935, is being regularly 
P.ursued and embraces the various questions relating to the protection of intellectual 
rrghts; 

. " App!oves the proposals put forward by the representatives of those institutions at 
.their me.etrng on June 4th, 1932, and likewise the addition to the programme of work 
of questions relating respectively to authors' rights of journalists, to the application of 
the same principle to cinematography and to the safeguarding of moral rights in regard 
to works for which the copyright has expired." 

The representatives of the institutions dealing with intellectual rights (Berne Bureau, 
International Labour Office, Legal Section of the Secretariat, International Institute for the 
Unification of Private Law, Institute of Intellectual Co-operation) met in Paris on June 4th, 
1932. They pursued the study of the legal questions on their agenda, the chief of which were: 
right of mechanical reproduction and execution, performers' rights, droit de suite, rights of 
scientists, harmonisation of the Berne and Havana Conventions, authors' rights in journalism, 
authors' rights in cinematograpliy and droit moral with regard to the cinematograph. They 
submitted their report to the International Committee, which noted that several of these 
problems figured for the first time on its programme and also that they raised important ques
tions of principle .. It therefore instructed the Institute to continue to study them in collabor
ation with the other bodies mentioned above. 

(g) INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN THE SPHERE OF BROADCASTING. 

1. Resolution on Educational Broadcasting. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Having considered the results of the enquiry carried out by the International 

Institute of Intellectual Co-operation into the educational aspects of broadcasting : 
" Notes that this study is in full conformity with the recommendations which it had 

made in the matter ; 
" Expresses its thanks to the International Broadcasting Union for its valuable 

assistance in this connection ; 
" Requests that this documentary material may be printed and made widely known ; 
" Considers that the Institute should pursue this documentary study without 

losing sight of the fact that broadcasting cannot replace the personal influence of the 
teacher, but must continue to be supplementary thereto. 

" With a view to future action based on this enquiry, the Committee requests the 
Institute to consult in regard to educational questions the representatives of the education
al centres attached to the various Governments ; and to study in collaboration with the 
relevant committees of the International Broadcasting Union the technical problems 
involved by this new method in schools. On the international problems raised by broad
casting, it may consult the Special Committee of Broadcasting Experts which is to be 
convened. 

"As regards instruction con·cerning the League of Nations by means of broadcasting, 
the Committee considers it necessary to co-ordinate the various activities now in progress. 

" It requests the Director of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation 
and the Secretary-General of the Internationa!Broadcasting Union to agree upon a method 
of giving effect to these recommendations." 

. 2. Resolution on the International Aspects of Broadcasting. 

" The Internationaf Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Having examined the Institute's report on the international aspects of broadcasting 

with special reference to the establishment of friendly relations between the peoples ; 
" Considering that special importance should be attached to an instrument which is 

particularly suited to intellectual intercourse ; · 
. " Considering that, notwithstanding the admirable efforts already made by broad
casting assoc~ations, it is ~till possibl~ to atta~n furt~er resul~s by uti~sing this mean~ of 
spreading, wrdely and raprdly, exact rnformatwn on mternatwnal affarrs and preventrng 
the circulation of partisan statements : 

"(1) Is of opinion that the work now being done in this connection by the 
Disarmament Conference should be followed very closely, and requests the Institute 
to keep itself at the disposal of the Conference ; 

" (2) Requests the Institute to publish the material already collected and to 
continue its enquiries ; 
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" (3) Considers it desirable that the Institute, in agr~ement wit~ the Leagu.e 
Secretariat, should summon a Committee of Experts to con~Id.er forthwith the condi
tions which a""reements relating to broadcasting should fulfil If they are to serve the 
cause of peac~, to study existing agreements, nota~Ir that between. the Germa';l and 
Polish-societies, and possibly to .consider the conditions under which a draft mter
national convention might be drawn up." 

These resolutions lay down the plan of our future activities in the sphere of broadcasting. 
The point of departure is the enquiry unde~taken by .the Institut~ ... This enqU;irY: is 

sufficiently important and complete for us to begm to consider the poss1b1hty of pubhshmg 
the results and making them generally known. 

Later t!Iey will be communicated to the Sub-Committee of Experts on Instruction and to 
the e.."-perts whom we have alre3:dy consulte.d separatelY: as regards the preparation of this 
enquiry and whom we are proposmg to form mto a committee. 

Lastly, we shall consult educationists themselves -~.g., representatives of t~e educati.onal 
centres directors of elementary and secondary education, and, for all techmcal questiOns, 
the International Broadcasting Union. Before proceeding to international co-ordination as 
~aards educational broadcasting, there are a large number of psychological, pedagogical and 
technical questions to be cleared up. 

The Committee wishes to thank the International Broadcasting Union for all the help it 
has given in the enquiry and preparatory work. It is particularly grateful to the Secretary
General of the Union, Mr. Burrows, for the information he has furnished. 

(h) INTERNATIONAL Co-OPERATION IN THE SPHERE OF THE CINEMATOGRAPH. 

1. Resolution concerning droit moral in respect of Film Scenarios. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-pperation ; 

" In view of the recommendation made by the Permanent Executive Committee of 
the International Educational Cinematographic Institute ; 

" Noting the explanations given in the report submitted by the Institute : 

" Decides that the question of the droit moral in respect of film scenarios shall be 
added to the other questions relating to the protection of intellectual rights already 
included in the programme of the Organisation. 

" The Committee consequently requests the Rome and Paris Institutes to be good 
enough to make the necessary joint arrangements for the study of this question, in con
junction with the relevant professional organisations. 

" The Committee will take cognisance of the results of this enquiry at the same time 
as it deals with the other reports in regard to the protection of intellectual rights." 

The Ro.me and ~aris_ Institutes have be~n instructed ~o collab.orate in this enquiry. 
Its.purpose Is.to consii:J.er m.what Wll;Y P.rotectiOn could be giVen to works the copyright of 
which has expired, the mtegnty of which 1s no longer guaranteed by any measure of protection 
and which are consequently exposed to exploitation by all and sundry. ' 

2. Resolution concerning the Offer of Assistance to the League of Nations by Film Producers· 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 

" Having noted with interest the offer of assistance made by the representatives of 
groups of film producers at the meeting held in Paris on April 28th last, 

. " Most cordially welcomes this proposal to afford technical aid to the League of 
Nations as a whole ; 

" Believing, however, that the methods of such co-operation require more careful 
study ~nd tha~ the body b~st qualified to undertake such study is the International 
Educa.lJo~al Cm~matographic- Institute attached to the Intellectual Co-operation 
Orgarusabon, dec1(les : . 

. " {1) To .reques.t the Governing Body of the International Educational 
Cmematograph1c Institute to be good. enough, at its next session, to exainine the 
of!er.of the film producers and to consider how such assistance can best be utilised 
yntethm the framework of the . Intellectual Co-operation Organisation and in the 
m rests of the League of Nations as a whole · · 

' 
Co " (2) . To invit;e t~e. Exec~tive Committee of the Committee on Intellectual 

-operatwn t? dec1de JOmtly w1th the Governing Body of the Rome Institute how 
such.co-o~eratw~ .shall be organised and what its programme shall be, and to com
mumcate Its dec1s10ns to the representatives of the groups of film producers ; 
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" (3) To instruct the Secretariat to communicate the present resolution forth
wit~ to the_ representatives of the groups of film producers who were present at the 
~ans meetmg._ The Secretariat should collect, .in particular, from the various 
mterested serviCes of the Secretariat and the International Labour Office all data 
likely to be of use in the enquiries, which will be conducted by the Govern'ing Body 
of the Rome Institute and by the Executive Committee." · 

. This resolution is an important one. It relates to a meeting held this spring by representa
trves of film-producing groups. The latter offered their technical assistance to the League, 
and we were anxious to thank them therefor. The resolution indicates the method to be 
followed in giving effect to this new co-operation. 

3. Resolution concerning the International Educational Cinematographic Institute. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Having heard the report submitted by M. Rocco, Chairman of the Governing Body 

of the International Educational Cinematographic Institute, on the work of the Institute 
during the past financial year : 

" Expresses its satisfaction at the excellent results obtained and notes with special 
interest the growing success of the International Review of Educational Cinematography, 
published in five languages, and the publication of a Cinematographic Encyclopredia: 

" Emphasises th~ value which it attaches to the close collaboration of the Institute 
in its own efforts to ensure the more effective use of the cinematograph as a means of 
making known the work of the League and promoting mutual understanding between 
the peoples." 

This resolution pays a well deserved tribute to the Rome Institute ; to the Chairman 
of its Governing Body, M. Rocco; to its Director, M; de Feo, and to all the latter's colleagues. 

Among the numerous tasks undertaken by the Rome Institute, the Committee has laid 
. special emphasis on the International Review of Educational Cinematography and the forth
coming publication of a Cinematographic Encyclopredia, the need of which has become manifest. 

The Committee has also received a report on the measures taken in favour of educational 
films in the different countries and a draft protocol to facilitate the international circulation 
of these films. 

(i) MISCELLANEOUS RESOLUTIONS. 

1. Resolution concerning Comparative Studies of Different Aspects of Intelieclual Activity 
and Civilisation. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Having examined the proposals of Sir Frank Heath and M. Kriiss for comparative 

studies of different aspects of intellectual activity and civilisation, and the suggestions of 
M. Castillejo relating to the programme of work of the Committee of Intellectual 
Co-operation, decides as follows : 

" (1) As regards the proposal of M. Castillejo, to recognise its importance and to 
request the Director of the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation to consult the Conference 
of Scientific Institutions for the Study of International Relations, with a view to its being 
submitted to those Institutions for examination ; 

" (2) As. regards the proposals of Sir Frank Heath and M. Kriiss : . 
" (a) The Committee is of opinion that, in view of the present circumstances, 

it is not in a position to convene, for the time being, the Committee of Experts 
set up for the resumption of the enquiry into intellectual life. It thanks the distin
guished persons who have agreed to serve on that Committee, and trusts that they 
will be good enough to continue their collaboration in any studies that may be under
taken at a later date. 

" (b) The Committee accepts in principle the suggestions of Sir Frank Heath 
and M. Kriiss regarding the comparative studies in question. It feels that it should 
at the same time endorse the observations of the Director of the Institute to the 
effect that such work, at all events at the present stage, should be strictly limited in 
extent. 

" (c) It entrusts to the Executive Committee the duty of examining the best 
method of giving effect to the proposals of M. Kriiss and Sir Frank Heath, due account 
being taken of the various criticisms made in the course of the discussion. 

" The Executive Committee will have ample powers of discretion as regards the 
system to be adopted : choice of authors, choice of subjects, organisation of competi
tions, or consultations carried out by the Institute with the assistance of qualified 
experts. 

" (d) The Committee intends to confine itself to recommending a first step 
which must not affect its subsequent decisions. It reserves the right to express an 
opinion at its next session on the value of the results obtained from this first 
experiment." 
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In 1930, the Committee of Enquiry, in its report on the re-organisation. of intellectual 
co-<>peration, proposed the joint study by the comparative method of a fe~.maJorprob_lems of 
international scope. This type of study w!ls approved by the. <::omm1t~ee, .. b~t, hitherto, 
circumstances have prevented any action bemg taken on the decision, which IS mdeed very 
general in character. · 
~ Sir Frank Heath and l\1. Kriiss have taken this idea up afresh. They have defined it and 
su!reested certain limits for it in a memorandum which the Committee debated at length. The 
Co~ittee was obliged to conclude that, for the moment, ~t w_as n<?t yet in a P'!sition to sum
mon the Committee of Experts set up to resume the enqmry mto mtellectual hfe. It n~ver
theless accepted in principle Sir Fr~nk Heath's and IlL Kriiss's s~ggestions and more esp~c1ally 
the methods they proposed. The1r proposals may be summarised. as follows: a s~bJect. of 
both general and immediate interest would be selected, such as the mfluence of specialisatiOn 
on the education of university students and in secondary education, or the organisation and 
development of research institutes. The subject thus chosen would be studied in. two or three 
countries presenting the greatest possible differences, so as to allow of a comparison between 
the systems and bring out their results. The work would not be entrusted to a committee of 
experts but to an " authority " .. It would thus have a personal character. The person 
appointed, however, would be assisted in his enquiry either by the Institute or by experts. 
The method would therefore be half-way between those of personal and collective work. 

The Committee, considering that both the idea and the method were most interesting 
but should be examined still more closely, instructed the Executive Committee to do so. If a 
subject is chosen, it is understood that it will be in correlation with the studies we have already 
undertaken and the work in progress at the Institute. · 

M. Castillejo's proposal aims at international organisation of intellectual life in order to 
ensure its independence and make it a still more effective instrument of order and peace. 

The Committee decided to forward his memorandum to the Conference of Institutions. 
for the Scientific Study of International Relations. 

2. Resolution on the Study of International Relations. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 

" Having noted with the liveliest interest the introductory statement submitted by 
Professor Shotwell on the study of international relations ; · 

. " ~nsidering, on the o~e hand, that it is becoming increasingly nec.essary to inter
nationalise the field of the sciences concerned with human relations, and, on the other hand, 
that it is desirable to establish closer relations with the various League of Nations services 
directly concerned : 

" (1) Regards as desirable the inclusion in its membership of specialists in 
these branches of science ; . 

. " (2) Requests its Chairman, Professor Gilbert Murray, and M. Alfredo Rocco, 
Pre~1dent of t~e fifth Conference of Institutions for the Scientific Study of Inter
national .R~labons, to be good enough to proceed, with the assistance of the Institute, 
to a preli~ma~ s~udy of the most appropriate means of developing the activities of 
the Orga~1sabon m the field of social science, bearing in mind the importance of 
collaboratiOn between men of thought and men of action for the solution of inter
national problems." 

P~ofess~r Shotwell's idea, in the introductory statement which he submitted to the· 
CollliiUttee, IS to ~ncourage the social_and political·~cie~ces to do for the community of nations 
what _th~)r have _hitherto done for their own countries ; m other words, to undertake studies of 
the b1g mternation~l problems wi~h which _the League is dealing at Geneva in order to secure 
for th~ latter the d1r~ct co-oper~t!on of _sc1ence. Professor Shotwell thinks that the impulse 
t~us given _to the social and political sCiences would be a powerful means of endowing them 
\\"Ilh new life . 

. T~e Commit~ee, _while adopting Professor Shotwell's idea, decided to submit it to a 
prelimmary exammatJon. 

3. Resolution concerning the Uniuersal Adoption of Roman Characters and the Standardisation 
of Methods of Writing Languages. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-o_peration, 

. " Having ~xamined the report by the Dire~tor of the Institute concerning the 
uthamvtersal adoption of Roman characters, and the extensive documentation attached to report: 

·t".ls ofho_phin!on ~hat ~o effective action can be taken immediately in regard to this 
ques .!~n, w 1c IS primardY: a natiol}al one. 
effect t! ~~pes thavhe vario~s Na~10nal Committees in the countries concerned will give 

" Th C:ugg~s Ions contamed m the documentation submitted by the Institute. 
A 21 l9'Jf; mmi~tee.also r~fer~ to the resolution adopted at its 1930 session (document 

· th 1 i pa_g~ ), m which 1t emphasised the value of the adoption of a uniform 
m': 0

( o wrJtmg languages, side by side with the national system of writing. 
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. " Since t~e Committee of Library Experts, at its 1932 meeting, proposed to deal 
Wl~h the quesb~n of st~ndardising th~ principles for the transcription of foreign characters 
at Its. nex~ year s meetmg, the Committee requests the Institute to arrange for the· studies 
to b~ earned out and to place this item on the agenda of the next meeting of the Committee 
of Library Experts." 

H~re there are two questions, that of Roman characters, which is primarily one for individual 
countries, and that o_f the sta~dardisation of methods of writing languages, which has been 
referred_to the Committee of Library Experts. As regards the first, all that_we have to do is 
to keep mformed of ":hat is being done and to continue to collect information. A preliminary 
study of the second will be undertaken at the next meeting of the Committee of Library Experts. 

4. Resolution concerning !he Publicity of !he Work of !he I nlelleclual Co~operalion Organisation. 

The Committee considered that it .would be a valuable contribution to international 
rapprochement to endeavour to make known the work done by the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation, and adopted the following resolution : . · 

" The Internatio11al Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Recording that the references in the world's Press to the work of the Intellectual 

Co~operation Organisation are scanty ; · 
" Believing that more efforts should be made to bring about the mutual rapproche

ment of peoples through increasing references to this section of the League's work : 
" Resolves : 

" (1) That the Paris Institute give as much publicity as possible to the work 
of the Organisation and that the Information Section at Geneva pay more attention 
to the work of Intellectual Co-operation; 

" (2) That National Committees be requested to co-opt a member of the 
journalistic profession, who can give advice as to what steps should be taken nationally 
to ensure the fullest possible publicity for the work of the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation ; 

" (3) That, during the coming year, the Executive Committee explore the 
q·uestion by any means that seem suitable and render a report to the next plenary 
session in 1933." 

5. Resolution concerning the National Committees on Intellectual Co-operation. 

I. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation 
" Recalls its resolution adopted in 1931, which stressed the important part 

the National Committees are called upon to play ·in the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation ; 

" Reiterates its firm determination, as soon as circumstances permit, to organise 
a General Conference of National Committees, at a date to be fixed later; 

" Considers, in the meantime, that it would be desirable, so far as is possible and in 
accordance with a system of rotation to be established, that the Presidents and Secretaries 
of the National Committees should be asked to participate both in the work of the Inter
national Committee and in that of other Committees in which such collaboration may be 
useful; . 

" Considers further that exchanges and correspondence between the various National 
Committees should be encouraged." 

II. 

" Th~ International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Considering the importance of the data which might be collected concerning the 

best means of action for promoting moral disarmament, 
" Requests the Secretariat to forward to the National Committees the documents of 

the Disarmament Conference relating to this question, asking them at the same time to be 
good enough to state what means are open to them ~n their respective countries for 
assisting in the attainment of these objects, and to submit any further suggestions on the 
subject." 

6. Resolution concerning Liaison with the Major International Associations. 

" In order to render relations between the Liaison Committee of the Major Inter
national Associations and the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation more regular, 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operati9n, on the motion of the 
Director of the Institute, adopts the following decision : 

" The International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation is authorised to propose to 
the Liaison Committee of the Major International Associations that henceforth a session 
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be heM om'e a year, the agenda of which would ~e prepared by the I~stitute in ~o~~ulla- · 
tion with the Committee's Bureau, Onlr questions dire_ctly conc~rnmg_ the aclivilies of 
the Intellectual Co-operation OrganisatiOn would be mclud_ed m tins a~enda.. :rhe 
major international associations would thus have an oppo!tumty of expressmg op1~10ns 
and making suggestions, whi~hwould_ subsequently be submitted to _the Plena\YC?mm1tt~e, 
and of co-operating methodically w1th the Intellectual. Co:operatiOn Orgamsat10n, while 
retaining their independence in relation to that Orgamsat10n." 

These last two resolutions refer to the organisation of intellectual ?o-operation. . 
In the first, the International Committee once more emphasises that the ~a.tiOnal 

Committees are the very foundation of intellectual co-operation, that they ha~e parllCI_pa~ed 
.in nearly all our enquiries, and that without theJ:!l ~ve should ~ot _succeed .m estabhsh1~g 
an adequate measure. of liaison between ~~r international orgamsalion and II!-tellectual hfe 
in the ditTerent countries. Consequently, It IS _absolutely n~cessary to hold meetmgs .at \egular 
intervals of the representatives of these National Cotmmttees at Geneva. Even If Circum
stances seem adverse for the moment, this is not a sufficient reason for renouncing what the 
Committee re~rds as a necessity to its work. Hence, until the moment when a general con'
ference can be fL...-:ed, two methods offer thelllSelves for establishing contact with the National 
Committees. The first is to invite the chairman and secretaries of the National Committees 
to att~nd international committee meetings each year, according to a system of rotation to be 
established. The second is to include in our different committees of experts a larger proportion 
of qualified members of National Committees. Furthermore, the efforts of and direct relations 
between the National Committees - e.g., those between the Swiss and Polish committees -
should he encouraged. Lastly, every endeavour should be made to interest all the National 
Committees in the major general questions, beginiiing with that of moral disarmament, 
particularly as it may be anticipated that the latter will enlarge the range of National 
Committees' activity and enhance the importance of their function .. 

The second resolution establishes a closer link between the major international associations 
and ou.r organisation through the Liaison Committee, by associating them with our work in 
a more methodical way. 

{j} .l\IISSION OF EDUCATIONAL EXPERTS TO CHINA. 

· Resolution. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Having noted with lively interest the statements by Professor Becker Professor 

~<>evin and Baron Sardi with r~gard to their mission to China, warmly thank; them and 
therr coll~aues, Professor Falski and Professor Tawney, for the skill and devotion with 
which they have accomplished their task; 

." Notes wi~h great satisfaction that the Chinese Government is disposed to collaborate 
contmuou:;Iy With the ~ntellectual_Co-operation Organisation, and anticipates from such 
collaboration the happiest results m the development of intellectual exchanges between 
China and the western countries ; . 
. "Expresse;; its grat~cation that, in the work begun in China by the League of Nations 
m agr~me~ With ~he Chinese Government, an important place has been found for public 
education With a VIew, ~?t o~ly ~ enhan~ing the efficacy of the proposed programme _of 
reforms, but also to fac1litatmg Its execution · -

" Instructs the Institute to transmit the ;eport of the Experts' Mission to the Chinese 
Government, and to take the necessary steps to ensure that the Chinese educationists 
sen_t to Europe shall derive the fullest possible benefit from their visit with the kind 
assEtance of the Governments of the countries visited ; 

"prges tha~ t~e various means of action at the disposal of the Intellectual Co.: 
operation Orgarusat10n be employed in order to maintain close touch with the Chinese 
Government, and 

. " Instructs the Institute to submit to it, at its next session, a report on the progress 
achieved." · 

Stress was ~d B;t the b~ginning of this rel!ort on. the importance of this mission. The 
gen~ report 'Yh1ch It sub~Itted to us was. received w1th the greatest interest, and the Inter
nabonal Committee heard with cl~se attenllon the su_pplementary information given in person 
by Profes:10rs Becker and Langevm and Baron Sardi. 

_In ~he discussion which ensued and in which all the members of the Committee took part 
~pe<aalimportance attaches to t~o remarks made by M. de Reynold and M. Castillejo respec~ 
1vel& :rh~ former drew attenllon ~ the dangers of too material a conception of civilisation 
ll. . 5~dleJO ~ngratulated the missiOn on the work it had done, but expressed the opinion that 
t?~ Cbm~ Govemment should b~ wa~ed against the dangers to the progress of education in 
C~na a,~, to_ the cause of peae;e ~hJCh m1g~t be the consequence of the adoption of a premature 
a ex.ag~I;J"al.P-1 system of ng~d and umform centralisation tending to place the education 
,,f the Cl,untry m the hands of an improvised bureaucracy ' Such a 8 st ld b l"k 1 
to dl;!l!r'"' individual 0 J 1 · T t' d . . · Y em wou e 1 e 'I ~ -{- ·h 

1 1 
r 0

1 
ca Ini Ia IVe an traditiOns, and to discourage the manifold experi-

Jill<n w Ill, are a )8() ute y necessary to the preparation of a f f d t" b d h 
mot.if,MI Clmll4:·i~<nf;e rl;!!pect.ful of . 't" d f orm o e uca Ion ase on t e 

Tl (' • •. '' " • . mmon II;!! an ree from any political aims 
. '~ .... omm~tt.P..e dP.dared Jts willingness to pursue with the Chinese · Governm nt the 
l;l'H"-'{II;Tal.ll,n wtucb had be;m flO well begun and to place at the latter's service all the ;eans at 
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its disposal. This is the first time that the International Organisation of Intellectual Co
operation has been able to furnish direct assistance to a Government, and it feels great 
satisfaction at the opportunity so afforded. · 

(k) MORAL DISARMAMENT. 

Resolution. 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
" Having heard with the liveliest interest the statement on the work of the Committee 

on Moral Disarmament, by its President, M. Perrier : 
. " Welcomes the close co-operation which has been established between this Com

mittee and the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation which has always exerted 
itself to foster mutual understanding between nations ; 

" Expresses its thanks to M. Perrier and decides that his statement and the 
various speeches made in response to it by the members of the Committee shall be brought 
to the knowledge of the public ; 

" Notes the suggestions put forward by the Polish National Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation and proposes to take them into account as soon as the decisions of the 
Disarmament Conference in regard to moral disarmament make it possible to do so." 

The Plenary Committee devoted its meeting on the afternoon of Thursday, July 21st, 
to moral disarmament. It had the pleasure of hearing M. Ernest Perrier, Chairman of the 
Committee on Moral Disarmament, who came in person to give an account of that com
mittee's work and to inform the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation of the importance 
which his colleagues attached to its co-operation. The Committee on Intellectual Co-operation 
decided to publish M. Perrier's speech and the other remarks to which it gave rise. 

The Committee, in this connection, noted a proposal by the }>olish National Committee 
on " the means of giving practical effect to any decisions the Disarmament Conference may 
take relating to moral disarmament ". 

The Committee is particularly interested in this proposal inasmuch as, directly or indirectly, 
all that it has done in the last ten years tends towards moral disarmament, this being the 
aim and inspiration of all its efforts and all its work. It possesses a sort of prior claim to the 
intellectual part of moral disarmament, to the success of which it proposes to devote itself"' 
more than ever. · 

IV.. REPLIES TO THE COUNCIL ON THE ADJUSTMENT OF THE INTELLECTUAL 
CO-OPERATION ORGANISATION TO BUDGETARY NECESSITIES. 

At its sixty-sixth session, in January 1932, the League Council adopted the following 
resolution on the proposal of its Rapporteur : 

" The Council, 
" Having heard the explanations given by its Rapporteur as to the necessity fo.r 

providing the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation with means for stating its views 
on the delicate problems relating to its work which are raised by the restrictions applied 
to the budget of the League· of Nations, and being desirous of enabling the Committee 
to express an opinion in which due r~gar~ is paid to experience gained and to.th~ need !or 
ensuring that the work of the Orgarusation shall have that character of contmUity which 
is essential : -

" Decides, 
" (1) To request the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation to consider, at its 

next session, in the light of the infor~ation given in the present report, what a~ran~e
ments might be made for safeguardmg the whole of the work of the Orgamsatwn 
during the period of financial restriction which, according to the Assembly's intention, 
is to be only temporary ; 

" (2) Consequentl_y! to postpone until its session i!l September 1932 any decision 
relating to the compo~Ibon or renewal of the ~ommi~tee,_ so that ~embers of the 
Committee at present m office may be able to give their VIews on dehcate problems 
concerning the work to which they have personally contributed." · 

The Committee greatly appreciated the Council's action in consulting it on the measures 
likely to attenuate the somewhat disquieting consequences which recent budgetary reductions 
might have on the Organisation's work. . . . 

The Committee felt, of course, great concern at the- drastic nature of the financial restnc
tions imposed by the Assembly. Nevertheless it realises their necessity and accordingly 
it has endeavoured to adjust the Organisation's work to the reduction in its resources. 

The retrenchments effected in 1931, which represent a considerable proportion of the 
previous budget, could not be further accentuated without compromising the work of intellectual 

• 
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t-o-..~pt•ration. Hence the Committee's proposals are bas~d on the conviction that the. Assembly,· 
taking into at-count the adjustments made ~n the bas1s of the present figures, w1ll agree to 
maintain the same figures for the ne.'l:t finanCial yea.r.. . . . 

To assist the Committee in e.'l:pressing an opm10n, the Counc1l drew 1ts attenl10n to 
t"ertain partkular points. These matters, enumerated in the an~ex t? the repor.t adopted by 
the Council, are reproduced below and are followed by the Comm1ttee s remarks m each case : 

L Work of lhe Commillee on Inlelleclual Co-operation. 

" The Committee mi.,.ht state whether it considers that it would be reconcilable with its 
re;:ponsibilities for the nu~ber of its members to b~ temporarily reduced or fo~ its sessions to 
take place Ie.ss frequently, or that, as has ~een done m the case of ~h~ Sub-Comm1tt~e of Experts 
for the Instruction of Youth, only a certam number of members s1tlmg as a delegatiOn should be 
conwnoo, save in exceptional cases." 

R~plg. - To hold meetings of the Committee every two y~ars. OJ?IY would be seriously 
to diminish its authority over the widespread organisation of wh1ch 1t 1s the head. It would 
be pre"-ented from exercising due supervision over the work as a whole and from ensuring its 
unity and continuity. In fact., the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation is alreadysovast, 
and the programme, as we have seen, so extensive, that the Committee ought to be given the' 
possibility of meeting !\\ice a year, and a recommendation to this effect has already been put 
forn-ard. As this recommendation could not be accepted for budgetary reasons, the Executive 
Committee was set up, which itself represents an economy, since the four statutory sessions 
each year cost materially less than would a second session of the Plenary Committee. 

To convene a few members of the Committee in exceptional cases to sit as a delegation 
w-ould be to duplicate the work of the Executive Committee. 

The Committee on Intellectual Co-operation therefore adheres to the principle of annual 
sessions. It desires that all its members should attend in person. If, however,, any of those 
belonging to distant countries were obliged to send a substitute, it would request them to 
appoint a compatriot residing in Europe. 

The Committee is also opposed to a reduction in the number of its members, because, 
in its opinion, the number should rather be increased. It points out that any reduction could 
only be effected to the detriment of the " small countries." . 

2. Renewal of the Commillee. 

~ In this connection, the Committee might suggest to the Council a suitable dale for the 
effective termination of the periods of office of its members. Under the Council resolution of 
June 9th, 19'26, these terms of office expire theoretically about the middle of June. It is felt 
tha~ the work.of th~ Executive Committee during the period immediately preceding the 
se;;;;1on of the Comm~ttee on Intellectual Co-operation might be hampered if this date were 
maintained. It would rest with the Committee, having due regard to the Council's earlier 
resolutions, to suggest the most suitable date." 

Replq.- The Committee proposes the following system :retiring members will remain.in 
o~ce nnbl the day before the date on which the Committee is to hold its annual session. In 
~his way, th;ose members who belong to the Executive Committee will still be able to take part 
m the meetmgs held by the latter immediately before the Plenary Committee. 

3. Work of the Executive Committee. 

"The Commit~ on ln~llect~ai C?-operation might :state whether, in its opinion, it 
wo~d be more expedient durmg thiS penod of temporary restrictions to reduce the number of 
sessions ~f the Exec~tive CommitU:e and their length, or to reduce the number of members 
temporarily suspendmg the operation of previous decisions on this point." ' 

Reply. -. Th~ Committee wishes to point out the serious drawbacks which might result 
fr~m a :r:~ucbon. m the number of membe!S of the Executive Committee, since, as in its own 
case, this re1ucti?n would be ~ the detnmel?t. of the countries which are already in a less 
favourable s1t~abon. ~t most 1t would :proVISIOnally be possible to reduce the membership 
of the Executive Com_nuttee by two - VIZ., one of the representatives of the Committee on 
Intelle<';tua~ Co-opera~wn and one of the persons chosen outside the Committee. In this wa 
~Executive Committee would be reduced from the present number of ten members to eighl' 

Is measure w~:mld no doubt hamper the Committee's work and would have to be rescinded 
::,,:;.JO~:: /:~h~!:· b~ ~h~a~!:i~~mbjr ofhsessio~~ they_might :pr~visionally be reduced 
temporary. ' e a so opes at th1s restnctwn would be purely 

4. Work of the Sub-Committee of Experts. 

,;s,ru:~~h:rf,:t up by a decision ~f the Council on ~arch 15th, 1926, the Sub-Committee 
it appoinkd th':Ys:M;::~itu.Ihth~ ncmbe; hJ·'d not mcreased to sixteen. At the time when 
TMml""" or the conditioru f(Jr th;.ir r;_ ou,n_cl 1 no see ~t to fix the term of office of its 
t~~~ fundi! aiU....:al-'ld .._.,·the Organi~atio:~f Im~llen;. 1 ~ pomt o.f fact, for several years past, 
<:J~nt y, aJI,,w ,,f plenary lllP-etings of th ~c; be-C.~ ua . o-operatwn have no longer been suffi-

, e • u omm1Ltee. These have been replaced by 
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meetings of delegations composed of persons selected by the Chairman of the Committee on 
lntellec~ual Co-ope~ation. . Such measures are, of course, temporary, but they allow some 
unce~tamty to subsist. It Is felt that the Committee might usefully suggest somewhat more 
defimte rules for the work ~f the Sub-Committee. · In devising such rules, special efforts should 
b~ made to ensure the maximum results from the small resources remaining at the Committee's 
disposal." · 

Reply.- The Committee also considers that the number of members of the Sub-Committee 
of Experts should be reduced and that the latter should be brought more completely within 
the framew?rk of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. It considers, however, that, 
bef?re defimte proposals are put forward, it would be desirable to maintaip. the status quo 
un~Il July 1933. The renewal of the Sub-Committee of Experts will depend to a large extent 
on Its programme, on the progress made by the questions regarding education and on the task 
devolving upon it in the field of moral disarmament. . 
· T~e Committee proposes that during this transitional period a delegation of the Sub

Committee should sit in 1933. A scheme for the re-organisation of the Sub-Committee will 
be drawn up by the Committee at its next session and submitted to the Council. 

5. Work of the Permanent Committee for Arts and Letters. 

" For this Committee, whose first session has already given valuable results, the Commit
tee on Intellectual Co-operation, at its annual session in 1931, laid down rules that are at least 
provisional. Faced by new problems arising out of the strict enforcement of a policy of eco
nomy, the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation will doubtless think fit, without prejudice 
to such decisions as it has previously reached, to recommend suitable rules to preserve the 
activities of this important body." . 

Reply. - The members of this Committee were elected for three years, and their term of 
office expires next year. It will then be possible to effect a reduction, and the Committee 
intends to do so. Nevertheless, this reduction should not deprive the Committee of the 
right to convene to the "conversations ", inaugurated so successfully at Frankfort, any 
persons whose collaboration might be thought necessary on a particu~ar occasion. 

6. Secretarial of the Organisation and Educational Information Centre. 

" One of the effects of the execution of the re-organisation programme adopted by the 
Council in 1930 was a necessary change in the corresponding Section of the Secretariat to which 
an Educational Information Centre was attached. The Secretary-General endeavoured to 
avoid any rigidity in the organisation of this Section, which is responsible for such of the work 
proposed by the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation as the Paris Institute is not required 
to perform under the present system. Should the proposals of the Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation lead to even a temporary re-adjustment of the operation and activity of the 
Organisation, such a decision could not but affect the work of the corresponding Section of the 
Secretariat. It is felt that the Committee's views on this point might be of very great value 
to the Secretary-General." · 

Reply. - The Committee has always relied on the Secretary-General to take suitable 
measures to adapt the Secretariat of the Organisation to the exigencies of the latter's work. 
It therefore leaves the matter to his judgment, while hoping that he will be able to give due 
consideration to the more important role which will devolve upon the Secretariat if the number 
of meetings is materially reduced. 

7. Work of the Inslilule of Intellectual Co-operation. 

" It is to be observed that the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation is very much less 
affected by the policy o~ r.etrenchment imposed on the League, because it has a separate budg~t 
covered by contributions from the French and other Governments. The new system now m 
force has already enabled the Governing Body of the Institute and the Committee of Directors 
to adjust the work of the different services of the Institute to its financial resources." 

Reply. - The re~ly to this question concerns t~e Go.verning Body and the Directors' 
Committee of the Institute. Nevertheless, the Committee Is able to state that the reform of 
the Institute as regards retre~chment both in the number of o~c!als and in expenditUI:e is a_n 
accomplished fact. The Institute has gone to the extreme hm1t of economies, and m this 
respect its financial administration is worthy of all praise. 

* * * 
The Committee hopes that the Council will see in these proposals evidence of its desire 

to take into account to· the greatest possible extent the financial considerations which have 
inspired the restrictions already imposed. 

In this connection, it would recall that, in placing an Institute of Intellectual Co-operation 
at the disposal of ~he Lea~ue, the F!ench Govern!llent's intention was. to provide the latter 
with assistance which would enable It to develop 1ts own means of action and would not be 
used to supplant them. 
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A pro r b..'\lanee betwee.n the.se two c.ontributions ~ill ensure that ~he work will retain 
its pn'J.'<.'"' ..-lh'aracler and will further its development. U Uus balance were d1sturbed a~ the result 
(\f over-drastic economie.s, the consequence would be that the burden of carryu~g on the 
o~isation's e.ssential tasks would rest on Paris rather than Geneva, and the opera bon of the 
Qr<i-anism would be profoundly affected. 

- The Committee therefore ventures to draw the attention of th~ Coun~il and the Assembly 
to the dant!N'S of compromising the development of an undertakmg wh1ch has made parb
culady satisfactory progress during the past year. 

CoNCLUSION. 

~t year, we made what we ventured to call a general report on the " atmosphere " 
of ouracfu-ity. 

This year, we are submitting a report on our work. 

Despite its length, due ~hiefly to the number of resoluti~ns adopted by the P~enary 
Committee, the report is still incomplete. We might hav.e gone m_to much greater de~ad, but 
we confine ourselves to referring you to the special rep<!rts subm1tted to the Com!lu~te_e on 
Intellectual Co-operation concerning each group of_ questions and even a number of md1y1du~l 
questions - e.g .• to the report of the Sub-Com1mt~e~ of Experts, one of the m?st sohd this 
year, to those of the library experts, the expert archiVIsts, the Permanent Committee on Arts 
and Letters, etc. We also refer you to the publications of the Institute and, in particular, to 
the different nnmbers of its Bulletin. 

The first conclusion to be draWn is that the administrative year 1931-32 was one of hard 
work. The second is that it was a year of practical results. These results are the outcome 
of patient efforts plll'Sued over the last ten years with resources which were always much 
below requirements and which are now more so than ever. If we are at length able to begin 
to achieve results, we must recognise that it is very largely due to the Institute of Intellectual 
Co-operation, to its Director, M. Bonnet, and to all his colleagues. The Director's report Is 
sufficient evidence of this. During this period, the Institute worked with smaller resources 
than during the previous period, but nevertheless succeeded in effecting economies. Hence, 
while resources have diminished, results have increased ; which proves what can be accom
plished by careful administration, good methods of work and, above all, a good spirit. 

Another cause of success resides in the no less excellent relations which have prevailed 
between the Secretariat at Geneva and the Paris Institute. These two executive organs of 
intellectual C()-()peration have worked together in perfect harmony. Now that, to our great 
regret, we are losing him, we offer our grateful congratulations upon this fact to the Under
Secretary-General, ll. Dufour-Feronce, to whom we owe a great debt. Lastly, the same 
excellent relations, the same close C()-()peration and the same unity of views and action exist 
between the Paris Institute and the Geneva Secretariat, on the one hand, and the International 
Educatioual Cinematographic Institute at Rome, on the other. We are not merely bestowing 
praise, but drawing attention to a moral atmosphere to which we attach the greatestrmportance. 

As regards the work done, it still pursues the same purpose which was set before the Com
mittee on Intellectual Co-operation when it was created by the League Council. It endeavours 
to promote the C()-()rdination of intellectual activities in all fields where the assistance of an 
international organisati~:m- may pr<!ve useful and fruitfuL Such an undertaking can only. 
progress by stages, but It IS developmg each year. This work of co-ordination is the basis of 
our acti~ty, which, while growin_g mor_e and more manifold, still retains its essential unity. 
A matenal advance has been achieved m the matter o{ education and the resolution on the 
revisi?n of school text-books is proof that we have crossed the bo~ndary between theory and 
practice and between a recommendation and its accomplishment. 

!~_the _world of art, our activity_ has_ grown b'?th in range a~d influence. The public 
a~rmniStratJons of a large number of countnes are actmg on the adVIce of our technical organs 
With regard_ to museu~ and the preserv_ation of monuments. We have been unable to make 
equally ~pid progress m the sphere of SCience. But it should be remembered that international 
C()-()pe_rab?n between the large scientific associations had been highly developed before our 
~abon w~ founded.. The latter has therefore had to explore this field very carefully 
m order to av01d overlappmg and to encourage work already initiated rather than act itself . 

. Our rece~t agreement with scientific unions - the outcome of numerous consultations 
-IS both an Important event and the beginning of more intensive activity. 

N"or have we negl~ted - !or this is one of our essential tasks - to place instruments of 
wr,rk _a_nd _source~ of mfonnalJon at the disposal of groups or individuals with the obJ" ect 
of fa<;JbtatJng their researches and studies. ' 

Two main tendencies have marked the ~ast year First we have th fT t d t l rinf7 into · · d 1· · . • • e e or s ma e o 
' ., •1 . i ~rommenee, 

10 ea mg ~1th speCJa questions and technical problems, certain more 
r!'<ml<f'". I' ea~ aJJII)ng those to whiCh contemporary thought is devoting · articular! close 
:!.f~nbrmi· S<-0mdly, ~here is the inereasin~ly close co-operation betweet the InteDectual _..._,pera .wn rgamsatwn and the other bodies within the League. 
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The Frankfort " conversations·" oii Goethe illustrate the first of these tendencies; The 
~~quiries pursued in liaison with the International Labour Office show the great practical 
Importance of the second. · · 

·We venture to assert that, judged in the light of the results obtained from year to year-, 
our work. fulfils the expectations of the Council and the Assembly when they .created the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. Its purpose is to serve the cause of the League in 
one of the most important but most difficult spheres open to international action. _ 

We hope, therefore, that it will be possible to continue and even to intensify these _efforts. 
Despite adverse circumstances, the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation's only aim is to 
render greater services than ever before. 

(Signed) Gilbert MuRRAY, 
Chairman. 

(Signed) G. DE REYNOLD, 

Rapporteur. 
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Appendix 1. 
C.I.C.I.272. · 

PERMANENT COMMITTEE ON ARTS AND LETTERS. 

REPORT ON THE RESULTS OF ITS SECOND SESSION, HELD AT FRANKFORT-ON-MAIN FROM 
MAY 12rH TO 1-lTH, 1932, SUBMITTED BY THE CHAIRMAN, M. JULES DESTREE, APPROVED 
BY THE PLE...-..-\RY CoMMITTEE AT ITS FouRTEENTH SESSION. 

The Pe"nnanent Committee on Arts and Letters held its second session at Frankfort-
on-Yam from Yay 12th to 14th, 1932. · 

Bv deddin.. in response to the kind invitation of the municipality, to hold its second 
annuai meeting"'in that city, the Committee was able to join in the ceremonies arranged in 
honour of the first centenary of the death of Goethe. · 

It is onlv fittin .. that the Committee should, in the first place, express to the· mayor of 
the city of Frankfo~t, to the municipal authorities, to the representative of the German 
Yinistry of Foreign Affairs, and to the Press its great appreciation of the welcome it received, 
and of all the arrangements made to ensure the favourable progress of its labours. The 
hb-t.oric and artb--t.i.c surroundings provided by the town hall of Frankfort contributed largely 
to the success of the session, the meetings of which were open to the public. 

The following members took part in the meetings ;. M. Bela BARTOK, M. CosTA DU RELs, 
Professor Henri FociLLON, M. Julien LuCHAIRE, M. Thomas MANN, M. Ugo 0JETTI, Professor 
Georges OPREScu, M. Ragnar (}sTBERG, l\1. R. PARIBENI, Mme. Nini RoLL ANKER, Professor 
Josef STRZYGOWSKI, Mlle. VACAREsco, Dr. W. WAETZOLDT, Professor Gilbert MuRRAY,· 
Y . .Jules DESTREE and Professor DE REYNoLD. 

Y. Paul Yalery, of the Academie Fran~ise, and l\1. Salvador de Madariaga, Spanish 
Ambassador, were unable to attend at Frankfort, being detained in Paris by the funeral of 
Y. P. Doumer, President of the French Republic. . 

Apologies for absence were also received from l\1. Karel Capek and Mr. John Masefield. 
· The session was divided into two entirely separate parts ; the first part, which lasted two 

days, was devoted to a ·discussion on Goethe, while the second was occupied with the regular 
work of the Committee. The debate on Goethe was the first of those " conversations " which, 
at the su,agestion of l\L Paul Valery and Professor Henri Focillon, the Committee last year 
decided, to arrange; it took the form of written papers and verbal discussions. 

M. Paul Valery and M. Salvador de Madariaga had kindly forwarded their papers, which 
were thus able to be read . 

. The meeting on Thursday morning, May 12th, was devoted to the address of welcome 
delivered by Dr. Landmann, Oberbiirgenneister of the city of Frankfort ; replies were made 
by ll. .Jules Destree, Chairman of the Committee, and M. A. Dufour-Feronce, Under
Secretary-General of the League of Nation.S. 

The four following papers, coming under the general heading of Goethe the European, 
were then read : 

M. Paul Valery : " How I see Goethe ". 
M. Thomas Mann: "Goethe's Career as an Author". 
Mlle. Helene Vacaresco: " Goethe and the European Lyric ". 
M.S. de Madariaga: "Faust and Europeans of the Mind ". 

At the afternoon session four more papers were read on the subjecL of Goethe and Art 
as follows: ' 

Professor Gilbert Murray : "Goethe and Hellenism ". 
Professor StF.ZYgowski : " Two Drawings by Goethe ". 
M. Ragnar Ostberg : " Goethe and Monumental Art " 
Professor Focillon: "Goethe and Romantic Art". · 

The discussion whi~h arose on these various papers was mainly concerned with the lessons 
!:?_~;drawn by an age hke our own from the multifarious examples given by a genius such as uueo,he. 
th gn Friday, May 13th, a ~eeting, arranged by the municipality of Frankfort was held at 

e "pera J!ouse, w~ere vano~s members of the Committee paid tributes to Goethe in the 
};m, of the~r resp~t1ve countnes. Several hundred people were present. Professor Gilbert •:r;Y spoke on Goethe and the Anglo-Saxon World " Professor Focillon on " Goeth~ 
a~ ~a~", 1r!me;, Roll Anker on." ~octhe and Norway 1•, M. Costa du Rels on "Goethe 
a tm Am_enca a~d M. Ugo OJetti on" Goethe and Italy ". 
r d The mecl.mg on Fn~ay aftef!loon was devoted to Goethe's travels. Professor de Reynold u'! ·,!paper on Goethe s three J_oumeys to Switzerland, M. Paribeni and Dr. Waetzoldt on 
(" '~ ~to Italy and the stay m Rome, and Professor Oprescu on "Goethe and the Popular 
JCl"llfJiJ , 

ly 1'[!w1.:~•pa~ft:~ an
1
d
1
thet_discussions to which they gave rise have been issued in volume form 

' 
1

, JJv;rna J(ma nH Jtute of Intellectual Co-operation, 
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. On S~turday, May 14th, the Committee held two meetings forming the second session, 
m. the stnct sense, of the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters. The questions dealt 
With may be arranged under three heads : 

(a) Work in Progress. 

This. consists of the progra~me of wo~k drawn up by the Committee at its 1931 session, 
and earned out by the InternatiOnal Institute of Intellectual Co-operation during the year 
1931-32. It covers six main subjects: 

1_. International B~bliography of Translations. - The Committee noted the proposals 
~ubmitted by the Committee of Experts who met at the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation 
m J?ecembe: 1931, to the effect that, beginning on July 1st, 1932, the Institute should publish 
an mternatwnal catalogue of translations, under the title of Index Translationum based 
upo~ informa~ion at present available in national bibliographies, and· giving a list of tran~lations 
for SI~ countries :France, Germany, United Kingdom, Italy, Spain and the United States of 
AmeriCa. 

2. Wider Exhibition of Educational Films.- The Committee noted the results achieved 
by the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation in connection with educational films, very 
largely as the outcome of the meeting of representatives of the principal cinema industries 
at Paris on April 28th, 1932. 

In particular, the Committee approved the proposal for an exchange of correspondence 
or a " conversation" on the subject of cinematographic literature. 

3. Collections of Recorded Music.- The proposals of the three experts consulted by the 
Institute, to the effect that national libraries of records should be formed and that an inter
national catalogue of music already recorded should be published, were approved, and sub
mitted to the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation with the request that the 
Institute be instructed to take action thereon. · 

4. Broadcasting of Music.- The Committee has received from the Institute particulars 
of the steps taken by it to secure for music and poetry as large a place as possible in wireless 
programmes. 

5. International Centre for Inslilutes dealing with Art and Arch:eology.- The Committee 
decided to recommend specially to the attention of the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation the very carefully considered programme for co-operation between institutes 
dealing with archreology and the history of art, which had been drawn up by the Committee 
of Experts convened at Paris by the Institute on January 28th and 29th, 1932. 

6. International :Museums Office. -The President of the Directing Committee of the 
Office reported to the Committee on the work done during the year. The Committee noted 
this report with interest, particularly as regards the success of the Athens Conference on the 
Preservation of Artistic and Historical Monuments, a result which reflected great credit on 
the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. The proceedings of the Athens Conference will 
be published in Mouseion. 

(b) Current Questions. 

1. " Exchange of Leiters " and " Conversations ". - As already mentioned, the dis
cussion on Goethe was the first of the series of " conversations " decided on at the Committee's 
first session. A very interesting exchange of views took place regarding the choice of a subject 
for the next " conversation ". Being anxious to attack a present-day problem of particularly 
immediate interest, the Committee unanimously agreed on the following : " The future of 
Europe and the World ". In the meantime the Institute will undertake an extensive enquiry 
into. the steps taken in the different countries, either by public bodies or by private initiative, 
to cope with the distressing effects of the economic crisis on artists, writers, and intellectual 
workers in general. 

The Committee fully realised the difficulties involved in carrying out the scheme of 
" exchange of letters "proposed in 1931, and desired to express its appreciation of the efforts 
made by the Director of the Institute to ensure the success of this scheme, which will remain 
in the forefront of the Committee's activities, and will continue to engage the earnest attention 
of the Institute. . 

The Committee had decided in 1931 on the following subject: "Means of ensuring that 
in contemporary social, economic and political spheres the intellectual element shall be present 
and play its part". The Committee decided to add a second subject-namely, "The Latin 
and Nordic Outlooks", on which correspondence is to be exchanged between Professor Focillon, 
M. Ojetti, Professor Murray, and Professor Strzygowski. 

2. Poetry.- In 1931 the Institute was asked by the Committee to undertake an investi
gation regarding the cultivation of the taste for poetry in teaching. The Institute submitted 
at Frankfort the opinions of such authorities as M. Michel Babits (Hungary), l\1. Ernst Robert 
Curtius (Germany), Mr. H. P. B. Lyon (United Kingdom), M. Perez de Ayala (Spain), and 
M. A. Thibaudet (France). The Committee noted that the Institute had given up the system 
of administrative and general enquiries in favour of the far more attractive and profitable 
method of consulting eminent poets, critics, and schoolmasters. 
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The Institute has still a few enquiries to make, afterwhi?h it will co~municate. the resul~s 
of Ule inve>ti'!ation to the Ministries of Education in the various countries, or pubhsh them m 0 

'"\.llume form. 

3. Th~ Thffllre. - At the Committee's first meeting, the subject of the theatre was 
me:rely placed on the agenda, and the Institute was instru?ted to ~ollect in.formation wit~ a · 
'ie,,· to ascertaining whether there were good grounds for mte.rna~10nal action. In carry~g 
out. these instructions, the Institute followed the methods which It had adopted for deahng 
"ith the question of poetry. It got into touch with producers, and with the Universal 
Theatre Society. It became clear that the theatre in its international aspect raised several 
technical problems which might well form the subject of further consultations on the part of · 
the Institute. 

(c) SMJ Qu~ions. 

I. lnltlleclual Righls. - Although the Committee has no authority to d~al with t~e 
questions of principle involved in the protection of intellectual rights, the Chairman felt It 
his duty to keep the Committee informed of the steps being taken in this connection by the 
In::,-titute of Intellectual Co-operation. 

2. Professor St.nygowski had requested that the following question might be included 
in the agenda : Technical problems and their connection with the general problems relating 
to the future of civilisation. 

This proposal was, however, withdrawn during the session. 

3. Publicalion of Authentic Texts of .Musical Works.- At the request of M. Bela Bartok, 
this matter will, with the approval ofthe plenary Committee, be examined by the International 
In::,-titute of Intellectual Co-operation. · 

Appendix 2. 

C.I.C.I.283. 

SUB-CmHIITTEE OF EXPERTS FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF YOUTH IN THE 
AHIS OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS : REPORT ON THE MEETING OF A 
DELEGATION OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE, HELD AT GENEVA ON JULY 12TH 
A'"'"D 13TH, 1932, SUBMITTED BY THE CHAIRMAN, PROFESSOR GILBERT 
MURR~Y. . 

APPROVED BY THE PLENARY COMMITTEE. 

A delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts for the Instruction of Youth iii the Aims 
of the League, appointed in accordance with the decisions of the League Council, held a session 
at Geneva on July 12th and 13th, 1932, under the chairmanship of Professor Gilbert Murray. 

The following took part in the discussions : 
Professor Gilbert MuRRAY, M. Jules DEsTRtE, Professor Ivan DJAYA, Mme. DREYFus

BAR..~EY, Professor G. GALLAVRESI, Miss H. Clarkson MILLER (substitute for Dr. Duggan), 
ll. P. ML""NCH, M. W. ScaELLBERG, Professor A. ZiMMERN and M. G. THELIN (International 
~~o~. . . 

!Jle delegation held four meetings, at which the various items · on its agenda were 
considered. · 

Collaboralion of the Institutes for the Scientific Study of International Relations in Instruction 
in the Aims and Work of the League of Nalions. 

The following resolution was adopted : 

" The delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts, 
" ~aving exami~ed. the report of the Secretariat on the enquiry now in protp"ess 

conr..erw~ the or~msation an~ metho~s of the scientific study of international relat10ns, 
more particularly m regard to Instruction on the League of Nations· 

." ~aving not-P..d a ~eso!ution adopted on the subject by the annuai Conference of the 
Institutions for the Scientific Study of International Relations held at Milan from May 
22nd to 27th, 1932 : ' 

" Approves the J.llan of the enquiry which also involves an examination of the assist
ant.:e th!Jt th_es_e institutions might give hi the training of teachers and in the directing 
of pubhc opm10n ; 

" Considers it highly desirable that the institutions of other countries engaged in 
the 11t.udy of the same questions should be associated with the enquiry ; 
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" Recommends that the international Committee on Intellectual Co-operation 
should co~ve~e the Joint Committee during the annual Conference of the Institutions 
for the SCI~ntific Study of In~erna~ional Relations, which is to meet in 1933, in order that 
the Committee m.ay e?'press .I~s views on the results of the enquiry and communicate 
those res.ults, With Its opmwn, to the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operatwn." 

Enqu_iry addressed to Slates Members of the League with regard to Instruction on the League 
m Teachers' Training Colleges. 

Th~ de~egation of .the Sub:Committee took note of the report submitted to it by the 
Secretariat m. the enq.mry no:v m progress. It was pleased to see that the questionnaire had 
~roused keen mterest m certam quarters. The delegatio:a left it to the Secretariat to consider 
m what form the results of the enquiry would be published. 

Production of Educational Films on the League of Nations.· 

. The dele~ation examined a report by the Secretariat on the results of a meeting held in 
Pans on Apnl 28th, 1932, to study the means of encouraging the production of educational 
films ?n the League.1 It also. heard a ~tatement by the Director of the Information Section 
on this matter. Th~ delegatwn unammously recognised the great importance of the film 
as a means of spre~dmg a knowled~e of the League amon~ young P.eople and of promoting a 
bet~er unders.tandmg between natwns. It also emphasis~d the Importance of a suitable 
choice of subJects for news films. After an exchange of views, the following resolution was 
adopted: 

" The delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts, 

" Expresses its keen appreciation of the opinions given at the meeting held in Paris 
on April 28th, 1932, and recognises the value of the assistance which has been afforded it; 

" Stresses the importance of the resolution concerning the method to be followed 
for the production of an educational film on the League of Nations; 

" Considers it expedient, however, at this first stage, to limit its recommendation 
to requesting the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation to leave to the 
Information Section, acting in liaison with the Secretariat of the Organisation and with 
the Rome Institute, the task of having a scenario prepared ; 

" Is of opinion that the Committee might request the Secretariat of the Organisation, 
acting in agreement with the Rome Institute and with the Information Section, and after 
consultation, if necessary, with the Executive Committee, to collect any suggestions 
th,at might assist in producing the film on the basis of the scenario, when once adopted ; 

" Reiterates the importance which it attaches to the problem of news films and more 
generally to the part that the cinema may play in promoting mutual comprehension 
between peoples ; 

" Recommends that this aspect of the question be considered by the Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation and by its executive organs ; 

" Expresses its satisfaction at the decision taken by the Governing Body of the 
Rome Institute to study the means of encouraging the production of folk-lore films 
presented in such a way as to lead to a better understanding of the particular genius of 
the different peoples." 

Circulation of League of Nations Publications. 

The delegation heard a statement by the Secretary of the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation on the reasons for which the League Assembly, at its twelfth session, found it 
necessary to refuse ~urther ~redits for the .circulation of League .Publica~ion~. It al~o took 
note of the information furmshed by the Director of th.e Secretanat Publications Service and 
by the Director of the. International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation regarding the sale 
of publications. It likewise ~eard a ?tat~ment by Mr. Cummings con~erning the circulation 
of a bulletin by the InformatiOn Sectwn, mtended for overseas countnes, and took note of a 
report on the progress of translations of the pamphlet The Aims and Organisation of the League 
of Nations. The various suggestions made during the discussion were embodied in the 
following resolution : . . 

" The delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts, 
" Learns with satisfaction that the Supervisory Committee has approved of the 

principle of publis~ing in. attractive book form League documents that· are considered 
likely to be .of particular mterest ; · . . . . 

" Draws its attention to the special opportunity for the application of this policy 
presented by the forthcoming World Economic Conference, when t~e fina.ncial ~nd econo
mic documentation (such as the three reports of the Gold Delegatwn) will be m demand 
both by students and by the general public ; . . 

See document C.I.C.I.JE.J./63. 
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.. Points out. that. Lt>ague documents are year by year ~ecomi~g more in~ispe~sable 
to teachers and students of modern history as well as of mternat10nal relatiOns m the 
narrower sense ; and 

• Renews its request, made last year, for the repr~nting of important Lea~ue 
docume.nts such as early numbers of the Of!icial Journal, wh1ch have become out of prmt, 
suggesting that. the period during which the expense is estimated to be recovered should be 
e."\:t.e.nded to at. least three years." 

.. Educalional Surotg • ., 

As it. rests with the Advisory Committee of the Educational Survey to examine in d~tail 
the pro!!TalllDle of this publication, the delegation, after hearing a statement by the editor, 
merely took note of the information furnished and approved in principle the programme for 
the forthcoming numbers. . 

Ret>ision of School Texl-books. 

The delegation examined a report by the International I~s~it.ute of Intellectual Co-opera
tion on the meeting of the Committee of Experts for the Rev1s10n of School Text-books, held 
in Paris on February 15th ~d 16th, 1932.1 The delega~ion approve~ the _resoluti<!ns of the 
experts after making certain amendments. It noted With great sat1sfact10n the rmproved 
procedure proposed by the experts for the revision of school text-books. W_hile emp~asising 
once a!!ain the importance of the revision of school text-books, the delegatiOn unammously 
sbcssed the fundamental part played by the teacher who made use of the text.-b?oks in ~is 
in:.-truction. The delegation approved the report and programme of work submitted to 1t, 
and adopted the following resolution : 

"' The delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts, 
.. Approves the report on the revision of school text-books framed by the Inter

national Institute of Intellectual Co-i>peration, and trusts that the English edition may be 
published as- soon as possible with due reference to the fresh data collected by the 
Institute; 

_ " Approves .the resolutions of the Committee of ExpertS for the revision of school 
text-books, convened by the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, and 
directs the special attention of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation 
to the new Casares resolution amended by the Sub-Committee of Experts for the Instruc
tion of Youth. The Sub-Committee further stresses, in particular, the importance of 
Resolution VI, which calls for a technical study of the psychologicarinfluence exercised 
by school text-books on the mind of the child ; . 

"' Approves the request of the Committee of Experts that the International Com
mittee on Intellectual Co-i>peration should study the means of encouraging the prepara
tion of school text-books and reading-books imbued with the spirit of international 
rapprochemenl; 

" Recommends the establishment of a collection of school text-books of every 
country, kept up to date and placed at the disposal of the p~blic; 

" Asks that the Institute shall include in the InleUeclual Co-operation Bulletin a 
new section dealing with fresh data concerning the revision of school text-books." 

The resolutions of the Committee of Experts for the Revision of School Text-books as 
approved and amended by the delegation, read as follows : ' 

I. 

"The Committee of Experts for the Revision of School Text-books 
" Apprised of th~ resolu~ion adopted by the Sub-Committee of E~perts for the 

Instruction of Youth m the Aims. of ~~e League of Nations advocating the correction in 
sc~l text-books of passages preJUdicial to mutual understanding between nations and 
whic~ was ap~roved by the Internatio~al Committee on Intellectual Co-operation': 

. ls convinced that a more extensive application of the' Casares resolution' would 
constitute one of t~e most ~tiective means of obtaining practical results and that the 
pr~ure already m operatiOn could be usefully developed ; 

Recommends that the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation should: 

." .m. Remind the Na~iona~ Committees on Intellectual Co-operation of the 
f:~:!~1: ~k!~ to. t~~~.m ~hts Pt~cedure, calling attention to the fact that it is 
to th 1 f ehmt Ia Ive m P.u ~mg it in.to practice and thereby to contribute 

----- e remova o t e causes of fnct10n and mternational discontent ; 
1 See I...Utute cloeumeat B.8.19cn. 
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" (2) C I omp ete the measures in force by adopting the following procedure : 

. · " (a) The action of the National Committees on Intellectual Co-operation 
should. be extended to t~xt-hooks on history and geography, ethnographical 
maps, te~t-hooks on the history of civilisation, civics and morals, and anthologies 
and readmg-books used both in public and in private education. 

" (b) This procedure shall be followed whenever a National Committee 
deems_ It .. advisable to obtain the correction of errors of fact, the making good 
of _omis_siOns, or the rec~ification of opinions or comments revealing a spirit of 
ammosity to:wards foreign nations or of a nature to place a nation in an un
favourable hght. Requests for such adjustments shall be accompanied by 
textual quotations. 
. . " (c) T~e Internati?nal Committee on Intellectual Co-operation shall 
InVIte the National Committees to communicate to it a list of the text-hooks in 
general use in their respective countries. The National Committees shall at 
same time, indicate the methods adopted in their country for the choice of school 
books. 

" (d) The National Committees on Intellectual Co-operation shall be 
asked ~o reply to all requests for correction addressed to them by other National · 
Committees, even when they do not deem it advisable to intervene. They 
shall forward. a copy of each of these requests to the International Committee 
on Intellectual Co-operation through the intermediary of the International 
Institute. The National Committee concerned shall, in the same conditions 
communicate a copy of its reply. . ' 

" (e) If, within a period of six months, a National Committee on Intel-· 
lectual Co-operation receives no reply to its request, or if it fails to obtain 
satisfaction, it shall have the right to ask the International Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation to set up a small committee of friendly conciliation 
under the chairmanship of a member of the -International Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation and assisted by two representatives of important 
educational and scientific organisations." 

II. 

" The Committee of Experts for the Revision of School Text-books is of the opinion 
that the League of Nations should recommend to the Governments that they assure 
themselves that the text-books in use in their country contain no passages prejudicial 
to mutual understanding between nations. · 

" Without wishing to intervene in any manner whatsoever in questions concerning 
teaching within the different countries, it considers itself justified in recommending the 
following measures, among which a choice may be made : 

" (a) In countries where the choice of school text-books is a matter for decision 
by the Government, the latter shall entrust a committee or official organisation with 
the duty of ensuring that none but school books containing no passages of a nature 
to prejudice international goodwill shall be used ; 

" (b) In countries where the choice of school text-hooks does not concern 
the Government, this choice shall be entrusted to groups of teachers, under the 
responsibility of the school authorities. 

" The Committee is further of the opinion that educational museums and National 
Centres of Educational Documentation should possess collections of instructional text
books compatible with the lofty spirit in whiCh educators should conceive their duties." 

III. 

" The Committee of Experts, after taking cognisance of the results obtained by the 
collaboration of regional groups, such as the Scandinavian association ' Norden', or of 
national branches of the major international associations, such as the International 
Federation of Teachers' Associations, to mention but two examples, is of the opinion 
that: 

" The national branches of the major international associations concerned with 
educational questions should be invited .t? place themselves directly i~ touch one ~ith.the 
other with a view to obtaining the revision of school text-books which are not mspired 
by a spirit of mutual understanding, and thus exercise an immediate influence on the 
manner in which the history of their respective nations is treated." 

IV. 

" The Committee of Experts examined the pro~osal formulated in 1930 by the Sub
Committee of Experts for the Instruction of Youth m the Aims of the League of Nations 
that, with the consent of the Governments, an enquiry should be undertaken regarding 
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s,,·hool t.e~t-books used for instruction in history and geography, ~thnograph_ic!l! m~ps, 
school text-books used for instruction in civics a~d morals, the htstory of ClVlhsat10n, 
antholo!!i.es and readers used in the various countries. 

" Notin"' that. various investiaations · in this connection are proceeding . or 
contemplated and that., moreover, the 

0
lnternat.ional Institute of Intellectual Co-operatiOn 

had already approached the Governmen~s regarding the drawing up of a documentary 
report which it. submitted t.o the Commtttee, . . . 

" The Committee of Experts recommends that, pending the rece1pt of mformat10n 
on the results of the unofficial action at present being taken o_r contemp!ated,_the In~er
national Institute should continue to collect documentary matenal concernmg thts questiOn 
for communication to the different Governments." 

V . 

.. The Committee of Experts for the Revision of School Te~-books, while con~ning 
iL~lf t.o the consideration of the definite subject ref~rred to 1t ~y the In~ernat10nal 
Committee on Intellectual Co-op~ration,. canno~ refram ~rom ~alhng .att~~t!On to. ~he 
importance attaching to the teaching of history m connection wtth the trammg of nsmg 
generations in a spirit of peace and goodwill . 

.. The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation should examine the 
means of promoting, in the differen~ cou!ltrie~, th~ ~ompilatio~ of t_ext~books as well as 
historical and literary readers concetved m this spmt and, whde scientifically accurate, 
of a nature to further international understanding." 

VI. 

"' The Committee of Experts for the Revision of School Text-books, 
"' Considerina that a more comprehensive solution of the problem of the revision of' 

school text-books
0 

necessitates a technical study of the psychological influence exercised 
by these text-books on the minds of the pupils ; 

"' Expresses the wish that this study be undertaken and the results brought to the 
notice of educators." 

VII. 

"' The Committee of Experts is of the opinion that it would be an advantage to 
con.:."titute a collection of the school text-books envisaged in the present report and the 
more generally nsed in the different countries and, for this purpose, to obtain the collabora
tion of competent bodies, such as the Committee for the Teaching of History of the 
International Committee of Historical Sciences. These organisations might, in their 
respective countries, see that this collection is constituted and kept up to date and place 
it at the disposal of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation." 

Educational Broadcasling. 

The International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation submitted three reports on the 
problems of broadcasting. The first contains the results of an enquiry into the educational 
aspects of broadcasting ;1 the second covers broadcasting in its relation with adult education, 
with the object of im~roving international relations,1 and the third all the questions raised by 
the use of .b!oadcastmg fro~ the angle of international understanding. a The delegation, 
aft.er exammmg the conclusiOns of these reports, had the advantage of hearing a statement 
by ~lr. B~ows, Secreta!'Y-Gen~ral of the International Broadcasting Union, on the results of 
the f!!!quuy among sendmg statiOns concerning school broadcasting. This enquiry was carried 
out SIIDultan~usly with the enquiry of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation 
~ng educaborusts !'~o have made a special study of the question. Lastly, the weekly 
lnreless talks summan.smg the work of the League, contemplated by the Secretariat formed 
the subject of a communication from the Director of the Inforntation Section. ' 

. The d~legation approved the programme of work referred to in the different reports s~b
mitted to It and adopted the following resolution : 

" The delegation of the Sub-Committee, 

. " Hav~ tak,en cognisance of the re~ult.s of the enqui!'Y carried out by the Inter
national Institute of Intellectual Co-operation mto the educatiOnal aspects o( broadcasting: 
. " Notes that this study entirely satisfied the recommendations which it expressed 
m the matter; 

" Requests th~t this docuiDf!!ltary material may be printed and circulated to Govern
menta and to organiSers of educational broadcasting programmes in the different countries ; 
l S.,., IMUliJte dl>eument 8.13.1932. 
s S.. IMUiute dl>eument 8.15.1932. 
• ke laollwte doeutoeut 8.17.11132. 
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" Considers. that the Insti~ute should continue to keep in touch with the develop
ments of educatwnal br<?adcastmg, to study them, to make known the progress achieved 
~nd to ~romote co~parisons and exchanges of methods. As regards, more particularly, 
m~t~uctwn concer;11mg th~ Lea~ue of Nations and the propagation of an international 
spmt, the del~g:a~wn c<?nsiders It necessary that systematic action be taken to support 
~he many actiVIties which are already in being but which are dispersed and of varying 
Importance. 

" Noting the request put forward by several experts, the delegation urges that every 
cou~try sh:ould frame a list of programmes characteristic of its culture and national 
genms, which would help towards a better understanding between the peoples. 
. ".As regards broadcasting from an international standpoint, the delegation considers 
It desirable that the Institute should be authorised to convene after consultation with 
the _International Broadcasting Union, a committee of experts' which would define the 
var~ous fields of study to be explored and draw up a programme of work or action, and 
de~Ires_ to bring speci~lly ~o its attention the important problem of the broadcasting of 
reliable news concernmg mternational events." 

Travel and Interchanges for Young People. 

. The delegation took note of a fully.documented report on the enquiry into international 
mterchanges and travel for school pupils. It also examined a proposal by Dr. Schellberg 
for the organisation of national centres for the international travel and interchanges of young 
people. The delegation approved this proposal and requested the International Institute of 
Intellectual Co-operation to continue its efforts in this direction. 

The resolution adopted read_s as follows : 

" The delegation of the Sub-Commit<tee of Experts, 
" Having noted the report prepared by the International Institute of Intellectual 

Co-operation on interchanges and travel for young people, and, more particularly, the 
methods and principles adopted for such international interchanges, especially for 
educational purposes :1 

" Notes that this documentary material already embodies a considerable mass of 
experience, and that the conclusions arrived at as the result of this enquiry are deserving 
of wide publicity in the official and private circles concerned ; 

" Considers that co-ordination may be recommended, on a national basis, between 
the activities of the various bodies concerned with the international travel and inter
change of youth ; 

" Recommends that there be set up, in accordance with the methods of work in use 
in each country, national offices or co-ordination centres responsible for collecting infor
mation on all questions concerning the organisation of such travel and the material 
facilities which might be obtained by means of common action, more particularly as 
regards railway rates, visas, insurance against accidents, sickness, etc. 

" The Institute will, if necessary, ask for the opinion of experts on questions requiring 
technical knowledge." 

Libraries and Publications. 

As various questions concerning publications had already been dealt with in connection 
with the circulation of League publications, the delegation merely took note of a statement by 
the Director of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation on the difficulties which 
had been encountered in regard to tlie publication of interesting and objective works 
on the League's activities. · 

The delegation decided to refer this question to the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation. 

National Educational Information Centres. 

The Institute submitted to the delegation a report on the results of the meeting of experts 
held in Paris on February lith and 12th, 1932. 

The delegation approved the conclusions of this report and the programme of work in the 
following resolution : 

" The delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts, 
" Having noted the report of the Committee of Experts for the Co-ordination of 

Educational Information Centres and the documentary material collected by the Institu~e 
on the organisation and a?tivities of the centres ~or. educational information and pedagogic 
studies of Germany, Belgmm, France, Great Bntam and Italy :1 

" Recommends that there be set up in every country a National Educational Infor
mation Centre. With a view to ensuring liaison between these centres, the delegation 

l See Institute document B.l8.1932. 
1 See Institute documents B.9, B.u· and B.l4.1932. 
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considers it highly desirable that a permanent Committee of N~~;tional Centres should be 
set. up, the Seeret.ariat. for which would be provided by the Institute. 

" This pe-rmanent Committee, while respecting the charact~ristics pec~liar to. the 
different centres, and without interfering wit.h their autonomy or With t~e speCial relatu;ms 
which thev might have established with one another, would be responsible f?r promotmg 
the establishm'tmt. of National Centres in countries where these do not yet exist. 

" It ·would inform the Institute of the main lines of the work to be ~ar~ied ~n in 
collaboration wit.h the different centres and in regard to all problems of mternat10nal 
co-ordination in the matter of primary and secondary education. 

" The delegation trusts that the setting up of. this permanent 9ommittee JI?-a~ be 
preceded or followed by a more comprehensive meetmg of representl_ltives of. the prmCipal 
National Centres already in existence, or of the departments of pnmary and secondary 
education. 

" It stresses also the expediency of publishing periodically a selected bibliography 
of useful worl-s and articles on the subject of education." . 

lrork of the .Major ·Associalions wh(ch collaborale in the Inslruclion of Youth regarding the 
League of N alions. 

The delegation took note of the report submitted to it on this ll?-atter by the Li~ison 
Committee of t.he major international organisations.! It requested the Director of the Ins~Itute 
to inform the Liaison Committee that the delegation greatly appreciated the collaborat10n of 
these bodies. It also expressed the hope that henceforward the Liaison Co~ttee w~uld 
submit to it a short list of the questions to which it desired to draw the delegat10n's attent10n. 

Anti-war Education. 

The delegation discussed a draft resolution submitted by M. Destree, which reads as 
follows: 

u The teacher must imbue his pupils with a horror of war. When commenting 
on the Covenant of the League of Nations arid the Briand-Kellogg Pact, he must take 
care to point out that, while the defence of the native country is a sacred duty, il. war of 
aggression is a crime in which no citizen can in any way take part." 

After a warm discussion, which revealed considerable divergencies of opinion, the 
delegation, whilst unanimously recognising that the idea underlying M. Destree's proposal 
deserved the most careful consideration, nevertheless found that the question upon which it 
had been asked to express an opinion was not yet ripe for decision. It therefore decided to 
keep the item on its agenda for further examination at its next session. 

Moral Duarm.amenl. 

The delegation heard a statement by the Secretary of the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation on the present position of the discussions concerning moral disarmament in 
the Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments. The Secretary explained 
the orl.,<>in of the preliminary draft text submitted by the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation 
to the Committee for Moral Disarmament. In taking note of these statements, the delegation 
expressed great satisfaction at the keen interest shown by the members of the Conference in 
the. questions o~ its pro~e.. In the course of the ?iscuss!on, the delegation endorsed 
vano~ observations «?I! the pr~liminary draft text. In partiCu!ar, It unanimously recommended 
that m all texts posttive action should come before negative and repressive action. The 
Secretary of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation was requested to transmit these 
observations to the Chairman of the Committee for Moral Disarmament. 

Euhange of View• on lhe Adion lo be taken on Connedion with Continuation Classes and Adult 
Education. 

lime. ~reyfus-~arney _explain~d the reas«;'ns for which she advocated systematic action 
to pr?mofA: lllStructi?n on mternational ~esttons ~mong young people and adults. During 
the di.SCUSSt?n, the Dtr~r of the Internatton~l Inst1tute of Intellectual Co-operation informed 
the delegation ~f the vanous _angl~s from which the Institute had ap.Proached the problem 
of adult ed~~~ton (popular librane~, popular arts, broadcasting, etc.). 

M. Thehn mformed the delegation of what had been done by the International Labour 
Office to promote the better use of workers' spare time. 

The delegation adopted,.the_following resolution: 

" The delegation of the Sub-Comtnittee of Experts, 

~ Co~ide~ng the importance of post-school and adult education, and desirous alike 
of wJtness•ng its furt:her pro~ess in the vari~us countries and of making better known 
the advantages of mternat1onal collaboration and organisation and of a spiritual 
rapprochemenl between the peoples ; 
• See JDIUtut. doeument C.£.97. 
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" A:pproving ~he work already done in this connection, more particularly by the 

O
lnmternatwnal Institute of Intellectual Co-operation and by the International Labour 

Ice, whether separately or jointly : . . 

" Asks that systematic action may be further extended, in accordance with the same 
met~ods, ~oth amon~ the masses and in professional circles, with a view to employing 
the. mcreasu~g spare ~Ime o~ a large number of persons for the purpose of supplementing 
their educatiOn and Improvmg their general culture." 

World Conference of Educationists. 

A~ the twelfth session of the Assembly, a motion was brought· forward in the Sixth 
Committee to convene a World Conference of Educationists. The proposal was referred to the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. 

The ~elegation wishes to draw the attention of the International Committee on Intellectual 
~o-operatwn t~ the !act that it does not consider it possible to modify the decision taken by it 
m regard to an Ide~tical prop~sal made ~t ~t~ 1930 session. It therefore requested the Secretary 
of the Intellectual Co-operabon Orgamsatwn to pursue the study of the question which it 
would keep on its agenda. · ' 

International History Manual.· 

The delegation took note of a proposal made by the Conference on the Teaching of History 
h~ld at The Hague from June ?Oth to July 2nd, 1932, for the publication of an international 
history manual to serve as a kind of complement to the pamphlet The Aims and Organisation 
of the League. . . 

AI.though it w!ls unable to take a decision on the matter, the delegation unanimously 
recogmsed that this proposal deserved careful consideration. 

Appendix 3. 

C.I.C.I.279. 

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE 

REPORT ON THE WoRK OF THE INSTITUTE, SUBMITTED BY M. A. Rocco, CHAIRMAN OF THE 
GoVERNING-BoDY OF THE INSTITUTE, APPROVED BY THE PLENARY CoMMITTEE. 

As Chairman of the Governing Body of the International Educational Cinematographic 
Institute of Rome and as a member ofthe International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
I am particularly glad to be able to inform the latter body of the work done by the Institute 
since July 1931. • 

During this period, a meeting of the Governing Body was summoned by the International 
Educational Cinematographic Institute, and was held on October 13th and 14th. Two meet
ings of the Permanent Executive Committee were held, one on October 15th, immediately 
after the meeting of the Governing Body, with the object of giving practical effect to certain 
of its discussions ; and a second on April 8th and 9th last. As an exceptional measure and in 
view of the present need for economy, which applies also to international bodies, the Council 
had decided that the three statutory meetings of the Committee should take place during 
the financial year 1932 as follows : one in April, to which reference has just been made; the 
second immediately before the conclusion of the work of the Governing Body ; and the third 
immediately afterwards. · 

You are no doubt acquainted with the "report on the activities of our Institute, prepared 
by-Dr. Kriiss and submitted to the Council of the League, 1 and also with the report of the 
Rapporteur to the Council of the League, 2 and you have no ~oubt been glad to hear the favour
able opinions on the work done which have been expressed m both these reports. 

The work of the Institute has, for budgetary reasons, been confined within the same limits 
as during previous financial periods, but the development of its activities has none the less 
been very encouraging. Expressions of approval are being received in daily increasing numbers 
from producers and users in all countries, and we have witnessed the rapid extension of a net
work of national corresponding bodies well qualified to reinforce the efforts of the Institute. 

Corresponding Committees of the Institute have been formed in many countries, and have 
acquired importance from the adhesion of eminent persons or the participation of public author
ities and official bodies interested in the subject. I may refer, by way of example, to the French. 
Committl)e of the International Educational Cinematographic Institute, the German Committee 
(recently set up on the initiative of Dr. Kriiss), the Roumanian Committee (set up on the 
initiative of M. Oprescu), the Dutch, Hungarian and Chilian. Committees, the Arge~t~ne 
Committee which will shortly be set up, the Czechoslovak Committee and, finally, the Bntish 

1 See document C.922.M.487.1931.XII. · 
1 See Official Journal, thirteenth year, No. 3 (Part II), page 455. 
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Committee, which, although exercising independent activities of a more com~lex nature, has 
uewrthdess undertaken to act as one of the Corresponding Bodies of the ln~titute. . 

The f.onunittee in which you will be most interested is, however, ~he Chmese _Com~1ttee, 
which has been working successfully for some months llast. · IJ?- sp1te of the difficulli.es of 
di,;;tam·e the Director of the Institute has succeeded m arousmg among many emment 
ed'u.:atio'ni;;t.s in both the international and Chinese communities of Shanghai, and also in 
the most hnportant cultural, scientific. and e~ucational ce~tres o~ China, a direct interest. in 
the work of the International Educational Cinematographic Inslitute. -

It has thus been possible to set up an institution which is busi~y preparing an ~clive 
propaganda ; the articles appearing in the entire internati_onal and ~hmese Press are evidcD:ce 
of the ene.rgy "ith which this Com~ittee has s~arted on Its !'ork, d_Irected towar?s a de.fimte 
practical object- namely, the creatio~ of a Natio~al ~ducalional Cinemat?grap~1c lnst~tute. 

lleanwhile the Institute has continued to mamtam and develop relatiOns With allmter
national bodies~ A mutually satisfactory arrangement has been come to with the lnternati'?nal 
Committee on Social Instruction and Education through Cinematography and Broadcastmg, 
and also "ith the International Chamber of the Educational Film at Basle. . 

The International Educational Cinematographic Institute has also been able to co-operate 
in the work of the Moral Disarmament Committee by submission of a report on the part to be 
plaved by the cinematograph as a means of mutual understanding between the peoples, and 
has· made certain definite proposals which were the subject of a special resolution by the 
CommiUee. 

_.\s«istance has also been given by the Institute in an enquiry into the best means of 
improving cinematographic propaganda in favour of the League of Nations and for t-he 
instruction of youth in the aims of the League. 

The Child Welfare Committee expressed its gratitude to i.he lnternational Educationai 
Cinematographic Institute for its assistance, and at its April session a<l.opted a resolution 
in this sense which was greatly appreciated by us. 

Last year I informed the Committee of the draft International Convention for the abolition 
of Customs'barriers against educational films. As a result of observations made by various 
Governments, and in view of the necessity for accurate cataloguing by the Institute and for 
strict national supervision. this Convention has been to some extent modified in the direction 
required. In order to hasten the coming into force of the Convention, the decision was taken 
not to have recourse to a diplomatic conference, which would have involved considerable 
expense, but to prepare a definite draft Protocol open to the signature of the Powers- a course 
in which the Economic Committee of the League concurred. This draft will be submitted for 
discussion to the League Assembly in September next. 

Among the matters on the programme approved by the Governing Body which may be of 
intere,-t. to the Committee, I "ill mention the follo"ing : 

1. An enquiry into the possibility of the systematic employment, in the national and 
consequently in the ffi:ternatio~al sphere, of talking films for purposes of ethnical, linguistic and 
folhl:ore ~rds. ~ _work IS to some extent connected with the enquiry which the Paris 
lnslitute IS conductmg mto the large problem of gramophone libraries. By the help of sound 
and taJking films, it will be possible to extend this work into other fields, supplementing the 
recording of speech and sound by the visual representation of persons, things and traditional 
performances. 

2. _The !!nquiry, of a purely ~chnical nature, which has been made into: the moral right 
to eopynght m respect of works which have become public property · the question of cinema to· 
graphic archives, in considering which the Institute has had the ~dvantage of the valuable 
assistan~ of the Commit~ of the Paris I~tit~te ~oncerned with archives or library experts; 
the ~~lion of the pr~rvallon ?f films of h1Stoncalmterest ; the continuation of the extensive 
~nqumes already earned out or m course of completion, which have aroused keen and general 
mterest and have attracted the special notice of the Council of the League. 

_Acting on th~ reeommenda~ion of the Permanent Committee on Arts: and Letters, the 
~n:.-t.1t~te has C3J!led out a !ap1d a_nd most ~uccessful investigation into the possibility of 
mcludmg _educational films ~ pub~1c ente~ents. In many countries, draft laws have 
~ ?r~:n shortly be, subnntted With the obJect of encouraging the exhibition of educational 
films m ememas. 

. The repo~. of the Institute on this ~t~r appeared in the Institute's Review, which, in 
spite of the CflSIS, has been not ~erely mamt~~:u~ed, but improved from the point of view both 
?f fo~ and of matter. A fall_ m the ad~ert1smg receipts, on which it largely depends, was 
IIJl!D~tely made up !or !>Y stnct ec_ononnes an<~; by a reduction in the price paid for paper and 
cnntmg, _measures which m no way mterfered With the circulation of the Review or the excel
~ of Jl.s _make-up •. There has been no falling oil in the number of subscribers and the 

figure_ of 2,f~JO subsenbers reached last year may be exceeded durin the curre~t eriod 
The CJrrulabon of the Review is spreading in intellectual c1"rcl h gl'b · h p ·' "t" Jtu 1 d · · es, sue as 1 rancs sc ools um· 
v«rs! 1~· eu ra. an. SCJenlific research centres etc. and I tak th· f t 'd' th 't th Retnew IS sueceedmg m its aim. • • e IS ac as ev1 ence a e 

I . , _Ar.1 , -~ ~ve atlr_eady said, the Review - and, in general the various publications of the 
n.~~J.u,.,-IS M m a~waya financial charge o th b d 't t'J'?l ·n th r n e u ge ; on the contrary for the period 

, • •J1,-·J er~ wl as a 8 1 1t profit on t~e publications item of the budget which m~de an addition 
vJ 1le g'mera revenues of the Institute. ' 
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This yea~ will s~e the publication, in one of the five official languages of the Institute, of a 
work _of partiCular Importance -. namely, the Cinematographic Encyclopredia. 

Smce the first appearance of cmematograph films in the last years of the past century down 
to the P.resen~ day, several thousands of words have been brought into use in all countries in 
connectiOn WI~h ~a~ters of technique, production and artistic presentation. The absence 
of any real lexicon raised, and continues to raise, many difficulties in the understanding of the 
fundamental terms, both technical and artistic, employed in this powerful industrial and intel
lectual movement. For this reason, the Institute has drawn up the Cinematographic Ency
~lopredia, which will contain approximately 3,600 words arranged according to subjects, 
Il_lustrated and accompanied with every possible aid to explanation, such as diagrams, illustra
tions, etc .. From a scien~ific point of view, this will be one of the most important achievements 
of the Institute over whiCh I have the honour to preside. 

At the same time, we have continued with the preparation of international catalogues of 
films of educational value. The object of this work is to bring to the notice of users- actual 
or potential - the wide choice of material in existence, which, for want of means to publish 
all these films, remains unknown. It will no doubt be possible during this year to begin the 
publication of general catalogues arranged according to subjects. The authorities of all 
countries have given very extensive assistance to the International Educational Cinemato
graphic Institute in this matter. 

Finally, I think I should inform the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation that, in 
order to enable the Institute to draw up its budget without encroaching upon its reserve funds, 
the Italian Government has granted for the current financial year (1932) an additional extra
ordinary subsidy of 200,000 lire. The Institute has thus been enabled to keep intact its 
reserve fund, which has been increased by a surplus from the year 1931 and has now reached 
a considerable figure. In spite of the reduced figure of the budget, this surplus has reached 
8 per cent of the total credits. 

The Institute follows faithfully the instructions of its Governing Body and its Com
mittee, and carries out an excellent and useful task with the help of an extremely small staff. 
I can give the assurance that strict and careful administration enables the Institute to work at 
full efficiency in spite of the modest means at its disposal. 
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I. INTRODUCTION. 

· The. programme. for the year 1931-32 was determined by the resolutions voted by the 
Internat10~al Comm1ttee on Intellectu~l Co-operation in July 1931 ; they were approved, in 
the followmg Sel?tember, by the Councll and the Assembly of the League of Nations, which, 
as shown by the1r reports, unreservedly expressed themselves in favour of the working plan 
and the methods adopted. 

The Committee had placed a ~umber of new questions on its agenda. Special attention 
should firs~ of all be called to the 1mpor.tance attached to all matters relating to education ; 
the Col!lnuttee had, for ~xample, _prov•?ed for a first meeting of the Directors of Higher 
Education, who not only mcluded m the1r pro_gramme questions concerning the international 
ex?han~~ of teac~ers and students,. the eqUivalence of degrees and the overcrowding of 
uruversJtJes and n!-tellectual professiOns, but also devoted their attention to establishing 
what one of the d~rectors termed a " policy of science " ; this meeting decided t.o examine 
fundam~ntal questiOns such as the relations between universities and Governments and the 
adap~at10n of teachin~ and re~earch i~ certain fields of science to the requirements of present
day hfe. Other questiOns of mternabonal collaboration of direct concern to universities and 
~igher ed~cation were. broached by ~h~ meeting of. Intemational Student Organisations ; 
1t was dec1ded to establish a centre of hmson and exchanges between university institutes and 
institutes for the history of art and archreology. 

. Leaving the ~eld of higher ~ducation, it. is to be noted that steps have been taken with a 
v1ew to the est~bhshment of natiOnal educ~t10nal r~ference centres, to bring them into regular 
contact one w1th the other and to orgamse relatiOns between the departments of primary 
educatioD: ; a comparative study has been made of the methods adopted in the exchange of 
school-chlldren; a procedure has been proposed whereby the League of Nations could exercise 
a beneficial influence on the drafting and compilation of school text-books ; interesting and 
fully detailed conclusions are emerging from the enquiry undertaken on broadcasting for 
schools ; and several contributions have been made to post-school education by popular 
libraries, popular arts and the utilisation of mechanical means of disseminating knowledge in 
completing the education of the masses. 

All who took a part in this work were prompted by the principles which dictate the action 
of the Committee : to make known through the channels of collaboration the progress realised 
in education, to facilitate fresh undertakings through the urging of joint action, to raise the 
intellectual standard of workers and persons who have been obliged to leave school at an 
early age and, lastly, to promote a better mutual understanding between nations. 

The decisions of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation regarding these 
questions were received with the keenest interest in all quarters. The work which it entrusted 
to the International Institute has been carried out with the support not only of the major 
associations and private organisations, but also of official departments, heads of public 
services and the ministries of public education. Thus, new bonds have been formed between 
countries, and international activities have developed by the combination of national effort, 
by the establishing of contact between existing institutions, by promoting or facilitating 
relations, exchanges and comparisons, without there being any necessity to form new 
organisations. 

International work has also been pursued in the other fields of intellectual activity in 
which the Committee had undertaken to develop mutual relations and to further co-operation. 
With regard to the exact and natural sciences, a programme has been drawn up for the co
ordination of their terminologies and is already being put into operation ; the recommend
ations concerning t~e dr.afting of s~mma~ies are meeting with ~onstantly ~ro~ng support ; 
studies are proceedmg m connectiOn w1th resear.ch laboratone~ and . sCJent•fic muse!lms. 
Special mention should be made of the more sustamed collaboratiOn whiCh the InternatiOnal 
Institute has been able to establish with the scientific unions and various international 
commissions ; a draft agreement with the International Council of Unions is, mo;-eover, 
submitted to the Committee. · 

The Int:ernational Museums Office has, for its part, developed its connections with the 
national institutions and departments of fine arts. The latter sent a great number of delega
tions to the Athens Conference, and their competence is p~ove~ by the high standar.d of the 
work there accomplished. Further results h~ve been obtamed m the mat~er of archr~es and 
libraries. Finally, in accordance with. the w1shes expr.essed by the Comm~ttee regardmg the 
dissemination of the product of the mmd, the pro~ot10n of exchanges of 1deas and perso!lal 
contact between intellectual workers, the Institute undertook the W?rk of preparmg 
" conversations " along the lines of that held at Fran~fort on the occasiOn of the Goethe 
Centenary celebrations, and an " excha~ge of letters " ; 1t also ~ade a s~udy of the use th~t 
can be made of broadcasting for makmg known the masterpieces of hterature and mus1c 
and examined a number of questions bear!ng upon culture .in ~eneral. The I~st.itute has 
begun the publication of the Index Translal10num, a work wh1ch, m the field of b1bhography, 

. will constitute a fresh, although limited, contribution to a question which concerns both 
literature and science. . . · 

The majority of the conclusions subm1tted to th~ C?mm1ttee have bee~ rea_c~ed thanks 
to· the meetings of committees of experts, who were ~nv1~ed to express the•r. opm10n OD: the 
placing on the agenda of a question accepted for ex~mmatlon by the Internat10na! Comm1ttee 
of Intellectual Co-operation or to draw up a workmg programme. The convemng of these 
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et.'mmit.t~ of ~.xperts had been decided last year, and especial atte~tion:must'be called to the 
:;ati:>factory results obtained by this procedure; each of t~ese m~etmgs was attended by only 
a SJUall number of experts, but they ~evertheless made It P?Ssible, on t~e whole, to benefit 
l>v the advice of a body of international experts of the lughe~t st~ndmg. These ~xperts 
"~re, for the most part, heads of administral:ive departmen~, umv~rsi~Y profess?rs, _directors 
of major national institut:i~ns, represent~ti':es of recogmsed sCientific orgamsat10ns and 
personalities occupying positions of authority I~ the w?rld of art and lette!S, ":ho had ~espon
deJ. to the Committee's invitation to place their experience and talent at Its d~sposal. ·These 
cont.act.s, which were completed by a regular exchange of correspondence an~, m ~o far a~ was 
po..'>Sible.., by ,;sits undertaken by various officials, se';Ved to assu~e the stnctly mternat10nal 
character of the work accomplish~d_;. all the countries and of:llmal d_epartments concerned 
as...~ateJ. themselves with the actiVIties of the League of NatiOns, With the guarantee that 
their different points of view would be taken int? considerati?n in the work pursued in co~~on 
under the impartial authority of the Interna~I?~al Committee of. Intellectual Co-operatiOn. 

The same collaboration and the same facilities were forthcommg for the conduct of the 
nun1e.-ou.s enquiries which the Institute had been instruct~d to undertake ~~d, in this field 
also the indications of future success were most encouragmg. These enqumes related to a 
!!l"ea't variety of subjects and, at the close of the year, were dealt with in a number of reports : 
};opular libraries, the utilisation of popular arts in the employment of workers' spare time, 
educational broadcasting, the international aspect of broadcasting, methods adopted in the 
exch3.fio<>e of school-children- to'lnention only the most import.ant of th~ que~tions examined. 
In this connection, it should be noted that the system of addressmg quest10nnrures to numerous 
onmnisations does not seem to be the most suitable method of procedure; in the majority of 
~. the most valuable results were achieved by approaching qualified persons. In this 
~-pact, the collaboration of the National Committees was extremely valuable ; they either 
undertook themselves to ask one of their members to reply to the questionnaire or furnished 
the In:,-titute with the names of the most competent authorities in their respective countries. 
Bv this meallS it was possible to obtain real studies, which were frequently of the highest 
v:i.Iue, and, by a system of comparison, to extract principles and, according to each particular 
case, provisional or definite conclusions of considerable interest. 

Another feature to be noted is the ever-growing contribution being made by national 
onmnisations and centres to the general activities of. the League of Nations Committee. 
F~ and foremost in this collaboration stand the National Committees. Apart from these 
committ~. and in a general manner, there is a marked tendency towards the formation of 
national centres, between which communications, exchanges and the co-ordination of work 
is relatively easy to organise. This is the method envisaged by various committees - for 
example, the Committee on National Centres of Educational Documentation. 

This method of work, which is calculated to permit of the comparatively easy development 
of.nseful undertakings in the future, would perhaps be of assistance in effectively taking up 
a question which has, on different occasions, already been brought to the notice of the Organisa
tion of Intellectual Co-operation and which, in several forms, is again submitted to it : the 
question of docun1entation. Whether it be through the lnde:t: Translalionum, the rules for 
the drafting of scientific summaries, the educational bibliographies, the information supplied 
by the llnseums Office or through the proposals made by the library experts, nun1erous efforts 
have already been made to meet, in a satisfactory manner, the need for collaboration which 
in this field, is manifesting itself to an ever-increasing extent every day, at a time when it 
seems more and more difficult to keep pace with the steady progress of human learning. 

~lention must be made of the entire success which attended the Milan Conference. For 
the- first time on record, institutions for the scientific study of international relations 
undertook to cany ~ut conc_rete work by. concer:ted action ; in a ve!"Y short space of time, 
they ~ll~ted basic info~abon o~ a (_lllesbon ":hi~h, more _than ever m the past, is becoming 
of capital mterest :State mtervenbon m econormc life, and, m the course of an open discussion 
the different arguments and views on t~s problem, were heard. !he ~stitutions drew up ~ 
very full programme for the next meetmg of the Conference, which Will be held in London 
in 1933; it was unanimously agreed to intensify the application of this new method and there 
can ~ ~o d~ubt t~at, during t~e twelve mont~s that w~ll elapse between the two C~nferences, 
the 1nsti~utions ~ devote ~herr whole_ at~nt10n to thlS matter and that next year they will 
succeed ~ reac~ concl~sions of. capital mterest. A first step has thus been made in the 
study of mternational relations, which elsewhere form the subject of new proposals by Professor 
James T. Shotwell. 

One of the most !lo~ble proofs of t~e hopes placed in the work of the Organisation of 
Intellectual Co-opera bon lS to. be_ found I~ the fact that a Special Committee on Moral Dis
armament has been set up_ withm t~e DlSarmamen~ Conference. Having been invited to 
stu_dy the proposals and yroJects subrmtted ~y the PoliSh Government, this special Committee 
Y~li~i:P..d t~ collaboratiOn of the Secre~~at of the Committee and of the International 
Institute; It also drafted a ~umJ;ler of pnnciples which have been submitted to the approval 
of th~ Governmenf:s and which, If they are adopted, cannot fail to impart fresh impetus and 
new life to the actwn undertaken. . 

II. ACTIVITIES OF GENERAL INTEREST. 

1. MoRAL DISARMAMENT. 

. (a) 'Yhen, at the b~ginning of the year, the.Disarmament Conference met at Geneva, 
It wu ap_Pnlll'..d of a questl(~n t~e solution of which, for the jp"eater part at least, falls within 
thb prwmce of the OrganiSatiOn of Intellectual Co-operatiOn - namely, the question of 
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~ m~ralb disarmament", submitted in a memorandum by the Polish G~vernment dated 
er ~~ er 23rd_, 1931. It was defined as follows: the determination of the means best 

ca cu a ed to brmg. a~out a moral detente, to dispel mistrust and anxiety and to prepare the 
way for the estabhshmg of a lasting peace. Although the proposals submitted to the Dis
a~~a~!Jt tCon

1
ference ref~rred to certain points which were not dealt with by the Organisation 

0 n e ec ua Co-operation,. such as the amendment of home legislations, the revision of 
penal codes. for the safeguardmg of peace, etc., all the other efforts envisaged for a rapproche
ment o~ nation~ had already engaged the attention of the International Committee and of its 
executrve servrces. · 

Thus, in a lett~r addressed on this matter to the Chairman of the Disarmament Con
ference, ~·rof~ssor Grlbert Mur~ay stressed the necessity for a regular policy of international 
co-operatron m .the fields of scre~ce,. art and letters to bring about moral disarmament, and 
offe.r~d the servrces of the Orgamsatron of Intellectual Co-operation for the successful under
t3:kr~g ~f any new task that might be entrusted to it by the Conference for the Reduction and 
Lrmrtatron of Armaments . 

. (b) The q:uestion of moral disarmament was discussed on March 15th before the 
Pohtrcal Commr~tee of the Conferen~e. The Polish delegate, in submitting the request 
formulated ~y ~rs Government, explamed the scope of the problem in the following terms : 
" The question rs not only one that envisages the disarming of minds, but also their transform
ation with a view to creating a solid psychological basis for the future development of inter-

, national society ". A reply to this programme was furnished by a documentary memorandum 
prepared by the Institute and distributed a few days beforehand to the members of the 
Conference ; this memorandum, which was drafted in the light of the experience acquired by 
the Organisation of Intellectual Co-operation, developed the considerations set forth by 
Professor Gilbert Murray. It stated that the exhaustive and far-reaching work to be under
taken must be based, abo;ve all, on teaching and on the education of nations, more particularly 
of the younger generation ; that complete success must be reached in stages but that, once 
attained, it would no doubt be of a decisive character. It added that, to hasten this success, 
the support of the Governments, all of whom were represented at the Conference, would be 
an invaluable factor. 

The points to which the memorandum called especial attention cover a considerable 
portion of the programme of the Organisation of Intellectual Co-operation. After recalling 
to mind that questions relating to the Press had not, up to the present, been dealt with by the 
International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation in the framework of the League of 
Nations, but that the machinery set up by the Committee might, in this field also, be of value, 
in view of the extremely important part played by journalism in the intellectual life of our 
time, the memorandum rapidly reviewed the most urgent questions : the teaching of the aims 
of the League of Nations; the teaching of international relations; study of contemporary 
history; school text-books ; the utilisation of broadcasting for making foreign people, their 
civilisation and characteristic attainments, better known ; and, lastly, the cinematograph 
and this vast field of opportunities which every class of teaching opens up for a policy of peace. 
Special reference was made to the new. relations which, under the auspices of the .Inte~ational 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operatron, had been recently .estabhshed and m whrch the 
Governments themselves had already collaborated through the intermediary of their Ministries 
of Public Education and the dependent institutions, as well as to the support given to t.his 
work in the cause of peace by the disinterested action taken by the major international associa
tions and teachers' and students' organisations. Finally, the efforts made to secure the 
co-operation of intellectual circles were briefly desc!ibed, followed by an outline .of t_he -yast 
work of co-ordination whereby new contacts are bemg created between so many mstitntions 
concerned with intellectual problems. 

(c) Simultaneously with the examination of these questions by the Conference, a certain 
number of intellectual organisa~ions were initiating a movemen~ for the furtherance of the 
all-important task of moral drsa~m~ment. throug~ representations t~ t~e Govern~e~ts ; 
these organisations were : the pr~ncrpal mt~rn.atronal student .ass~crations! the Lrarso,n 
Committee ·for the Major International Assocratrons and the leadmg mternatronal women s 
organisations. . 

(d) After taking cognisance of the memorandum and other papers prepared for rts 
information, the Conference set up a sub-com!J!-ittee entrust.ed with the special task of e:<amin
ing the question of moral disa!lnament. T~rs sub-:commrttee has held several meetmgs at 
Geneva under the chairmanshrp of M. Perrrer (Swrtzerland). 

After a prelimina7' general ~iscussion, it co~centrated. its atte!ltion o~ the scheme 
drawn up by a Draftmg Commrtte~ on the basrs of the mformatron furmshed by the 
Organisation of Intellectual Co-operatron. 

It is this scheme which has since been discussed, more particularly at the last ~wo sessions 
of the Committee on Moral Disarmament on May 3rd and 4th, 1932. It consrsts of four 
chapters : 

Instruction of the younger generations ; 
Collaboration by intellectual circles ; 
Utilisation of technical means of dissemination (films and broadcasting) ; 
Ways and means to be adopted for bringing into operation the measures recommended 

with a view to moral disarmament. . 
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The text prepared in this connection will be submitted to t~e International Committee 
on Intdlt'l:'tual Co-operation at its July session. It is at present m the hands of the Govern
mt"nt.s. l:pon their receipt of the o~servations, w~ich ar~ to be forwarded ~ot later t~an 
June ~th. the Committee on Moral Disarmament w1ll examme the resul~s of t~1s consultalion 
and, with the help of its Drafting Co';UIDittee and the Institute secretanat, will endeavour to 
adjust this provisional text to the desiderata of the States. . 

The insertion of a Protocol in the final Convention on the reductwn of armamen~s would 
constitute further official recognition of the Organisation of Intellectual ~o-operatwn. . It 
would place on record a programme approved by the G?vernments as. a g';11de to. the aclion 
to be taken nationally and internationally for furthermg collaborat!on m all m_tellectual 
quarters. It is possihle, however, that such a Pf<!gramm? cannot 1~clude de~alied legal 
en!m!!elllents, since a considerable number of the pomts wh1ch have ansen call, m fact, for 
ca~f~ study by e.:"Cperts. Some require investigations and comparative .st~dies to b_e ~a de ; 
others call for the· establishment of uninterrupted contact between the eXJstmg orgam~atwns ; 
some would entail the setting up of _special national bodies; they are all bound up w!th that 
flexible and varied procedure which the Organisation of Intellectual Co-operatiOn has 
endea-,-oured to establish. But a comprehensive engagement on the part of the Governments 
to do all in their power to bring this tremendous task, open to ~nternation~l initi_ative, to a 
successful issue would be invaluable and would set the undertaking on a solid basis. 

2. THE INTERNATIONAL . ASPECTS OF BROADCASTING. 

It "ill be remembered that, last year, the League of Nations Assembly asked the Inter
national Institute of Intellectual Co-operation to undertake an enquiry on all the international 
questions arising from the use of broadcasting from the standpoint of friendly relations 
between nations. 

. (a) In carrying out its enqniry and in order that the question might be clearly defined, 
the Institute this year confined itself to inviting a number of official personalities to st.ate 
their qualified opinion on the subject; it has received several considered studies containing an 
abundance of suggestions ; the line of action along which this work may be pursued is already 
~ming clear. . 

The conclusion to be reached from these studies is that, although wireless broadcasting 
does not lend itself to the same kind of propaganda as mass meetings, where the spirit of a 
crowd stimulates the energy of the speaker, it none the less permits of the instantaneous 
di3semination to every part of the world of false or misleading news ; the broadcasting of 
literary or artistic works may also include passages prejudicial to foreign nations. Finally, 
consideration must be given to the case where a national transmitter broadcasts messages 
to its nationals residing abroad or to ethnical, political or denominational groups living in 
another State. 

Furthermore, if broadcasting can, by developing along unfavourable lines, contribute 
to enmity and misunderstanding, it is, on the other hand, a powerful instrument of rap proche
moll and mutual understanding; the opportunities which it offers, in this respect, are infinite. 

(b) With a view to excluding from wireless programmes everything of a nature to 
prejudice amicable relations between nations, the experts were unanimous in advocating 
inlemal;onal. agree_menls on t~ po_int. Agreements of this description may assume the 
chara?-er. of official convent10!15 either be~ween Governments or between broadcasting 
orgamsabons. They may be bilateral or reg.onal, and may even lead to the introduction of 
a general convention. 

In point of fact, ~ question here a~e~ ~n which the authori_ties co~sulted are not in agree
!llent : !!?me woul~ WISh to see the prohib1~10n of al~ broadcast Items likely to disturb friendly 
international relations or to offend the national feelings of a foreign nation. The conventions 
to be drawn up should therefore cover not only the broadcasts made within a countrv but 
also those in~!lded to be heard ab~oad. Other experts, and particularly the British e';cpert, 
are of the op~on th~t the _convenbo~ to be ~oncl~ded should be aimed exclusively at broad
ca:.-ts made \11Ith the mtenbon of exertmg a dxrect mfluence on the mind of listeners in another 
country. The programmes intended to be heard within the country would in these agree-
ments, !orm the s~bject o! general reco~menda~ions only. - ' 
~ con~p~xon denves fro.m an _mtere~tmg principle, according to which it is not 

sufficient ~ eln~u~ate controversial subJects ; m order. to ~reate a t~ue spirit of international 
undentaJ!dmg, It IS, _on the con~rary, necessary to furnxsh listeners wxth complete information, 
to acquamt the~ wxth the _vanous a~gume~ts advanced on different questions, to bring to 
them the co~pbo~ of foreign countnes -m short, to furnish them with all the data of the 
probJemg whiCh anse. 

_(e) ~lan~ other points for study are. brought to light by the enquiry : programmes 
deahng With xterature, art, the charactenstics and civilisation of countries arranged in 
sueh a way that they can be relayed ~y foreign t~ansmitters ; recommendatio~s to be given 
by_ the ~ernments ~the broadcastmg compames of their country regarding the issuin 
of I_nformation of a s~nctly accurate nature ; the question of frontier transmitters concernin~ 
wh~eh the expert.a ratse purely technical problelll8 in addition to problems of g;neral agree
~,ete .. 

,. (d) I~ a~y case, ~he authori~i~ consulted unanimously agree that an international 
agr~ IS htghly desirahle ; untd 1t can be concluded, they even suggest that certain 
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guiding principles coul~ be l~id do~ for observance by the broadcasting stations of eve 
~ountry. All t~ese pomts wiii.reqmre careful_examination- in the course of the year aZ 
m ag~eement With the InternatiOnal Broadcastmg Union -by a committee of experts whose 
dut~y It would be to define the scope of the studies to be undertaken and to draw up a plan of 
ac IOn. -

3, THE MILAN CONFERENCE AND THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. 

. L~st year, at it.s session held at Copenhagen, the Conference of Institutions for the 
SCientific Study of I;nternation~l Re}at~ons decided to hold, in 1932, a first meeting devoted 
to th~ study of qu~sbo~s, at whiCh ~he di!Ter~nt groups represented would conjointly endeavour 
to brmg the ~xammat10n of a specific questiOn to a successful issue. 

The subJect c~osen at Copenhagen was : " The State and Economic Life, more particularly 
from the Standpomt of International Economic· and Political Relations " 

At. a meetin~ !held at the beginning of February at the Internatio.nal Institute, the 
Execu~Ive Committee of the Conference approved, on the recommendation of a small 
comm1t~ee of experts, a detailed programme of action and discussion. I 

Owm_g ~o the _short time allowed to the groups concerned, the Committee had recommended 
t~em to lu~It _their studies, as far as possible, to the measures affecting international trade, 
witho?-t om1ttmg, of course, the reasons which had led to the taking of such measures, and the 
resultmg consequences. 

The memoranda requested were forwarded by the prescribed date by practically all the 
members ?f the Conference. Thanks to the generosity of the Italian Committee of Intellectual 
C?-operat10n, the meeting took place at Milan, where the municipal and provincial authorities 
displayed a most commendable spirit of hospitality and extended a most cordial welcome 
to the delegates. The proceedings, which lasted from May 23rd to 27th, took place under 
the. ?hairmanship of M. Rocco, President of the Italian National Committee. Every possible 
faCJhty was accorded to the Conference, which, in the most favourable conditions, was able 
to accomplish the difficult and new task it had undertaken. 

Two principal rapporteurs had been designated to open the discussion and to sum up 
the reports - Professor Bonn, of the Berlin Handelshochschule, and Professor Dalton, of 
London University. . · 

The representatives of the different institutions had enlisted the services of eminently 
qualified experts in view of this working meeting. All were specialists in research work and 
belonged to universities or institutes concerned with teaching and with the study of political 
and economic sciences. 

In these circumstances, a debate of a particularly high standard was possible and the 
proceedings at all times remained within the limits of a disinterested and objective discussion, 
m spite of the fact that divergent theories were advanced on an extremely topical and contro
versial subject which concerns the very organisation, the role and the responsibility of States. 
Members were thus able to exchange their personal views - one of the essential aims of the 
Conference - verify their information, and obtain, through direct channels, details and 
interpretations which they could not have obtained under other conditions.2 

All the delegates agreed as to the manner in which the limits of their work should be 
defined. The Milan Conference constituted a first phase; as will be seen below, it made 
possible the delimitation and initiation of the work to be undertaken in common on the basis 
of collaboration and comparison. In a second stage, this work will be continued in the course 
of the year ; in London, next year, a more detailed discussion will take place, when, by the 
same method of free exchange of opinions, considerations of a general and immediate interest 
will be placed on record. 

The delegates also agreed that this first experiment, carried out at Milan, was, in their 
view, a complete success and therefore should be developed to its full extent. 

Next year, since each group is to set t.o work forthwith, a scientific study of the problems 
to be examined will be submitted by each one of them. It was definitely agreed, as an 
essential princ!ple, that the Conference wou_ld_. not meet subsequently f~r th~ purpose of 
d,efining its pohcy, but for the purpos~ of providmg, by means of an exhaust~ve ~Iscl!ssiOn, t~e 
requisite complement to the conclusiOns already reached by each of the mstitub,ons. It IS 
hoped however, that the comparisons and contrasts provoked by this discussion will lead to 
a cert~in unanimity of opinion among the different schools. 

The subject chosen last year, " The State and Econo~ic _Life ", ~as been _left on ~he 
agenda. ·Members of the. Confe~ence hav_e, how~~er, been mvited to direc~ th~Ir atte~bon 
more particularly to cer.tam specific questiOns ansmg out of measures affectmg mternational 
trade, measures affecting international finance, and the intervention of the State in private 
economic affairs. 

The Committee wished it to be remembered that, as the discussions would be directed to 
the international consequences of the measures taken, the preparatory studies should consider 
such measures from the international point of view. 

In order to assist the groups in keeping themselves infor~ed of the work being undertaken 
and to facilitate the discussions at the London Conference, It has been agreed that, through 
the intermediary of a qualified expert or of a rapporteur, who wquld remain in touch with the 
International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, information would be exchanged in 
the course of the year and contacts established. In addition, the Institute would endeavour 

1 See Bulletin de Ia Coop~rallon inlel/ecluelle, No. I4, pa!(e• 65!-653 and 698-699. 
1 For the resolutions of the Milan Conference, see Bulletin de Ia Coop~ralion inlellecluelle, Nos.l7-IS, pages 974-975. 
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to arrangt' a mooting of some of the authorities concerned, in order that they might e:rprcss 
a qualit1ed opinion in good time on the progress of the work. The latt~r sho~ld be termmated 
t><>f,)re ~lan:h 1st, "in order to allow the principal rapporteurs suffiCie~t t1mc. , 

Furthermore, the Milan prort>edings, with short extr?-cts or summar~es ofthe memoranda, 
will oo published in English and French under the auspices of the Inst1tute. · 

4. COLL.,BOR.,TION OF INTELLECTUAL CiRCLES IN THE PROGRAMME OF, INTERNATIONAL 
"·oruc: "ExCHANGE oF LETTERS "AND "CoNVERSATIONS • 

Last year, the Committee on Arts and Letters, desirous of associating resear~h workers 
and representative thinkers more closely with the work of intellectual co-operatiOn, asked 
the International Committee " to encourage an exchange of letters between leaders of ~hough~, 
on the lines of those which have always taken place at the great epochs of ~uropean h1storr • 

With a view to discussing the action to be taken to give effect to this recommendation, 
the Institute convened a meetin"', on November 30th, 1931, of the members of the Bureau 
of the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters (Professor Gilbert Murray, M. Jules Destree, 
and Y. Gonza!!Ue de Revnold) ; the meetin.,. was attended also by the members of the Com
mittee present

0

in Paris (M. de l\Iadariaga, Ill. Paul Valery and 111. Henri Focillon). · 
Durin.,. this exchange of views, it was agreed that the first book would, in so far as was 

possible, ~ devoted to the following subject : " The Means of ensuring the Representation 
of Intellectual Activity in the Social, Economic arid Political Fields of To-day ", and that a 
certain number of personalities in Europe, America and Asia would be invited to collaborate ; 
ha"ing been asked to contribute to this" exchange of letters ",the majority of these personal
ities have expressed their willingness to participate in this work. 

At its meeting held in Frankfort, the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters decided 
that a fresh subject would be studied and that the first letters would be exchanged between 
Y. Focillon, Y. Ojetti, Professor Gilbert Murray and M. Strzygowsky. This discussion by 
correspondence will continue the controversy which arose in the course of the conversation 
on Goethe regarding the differences that exist between the Latin and the Northern mind. 

It will be seen, therefore, that this project promises to develop in an interesting and 
satisfactory manner ; by means of this exchange of correspondence, it will be possible in the 
future to study, in collaboration with the most representative thinkers, important questions 
of general interest which have an immediate and lasting influence on the moral and political 
life of peoples. · 

The first of the conversations arranged by the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters, 
on all the elements that contribute to a lofty definition of mankind and civilisation, was held 
from May 12th to 14th last, on the occasion of the celebrations organised in memory of Goethe. 
We cannot let this opportunity pass without paying a tribute to the municipal authorities of 
the City of Frankfort for the admirable way in which this session of the Committee had been 
prepared ; the generous and cordial welcome extended to its members gave full significance 
to this gathering and contributed to its brilliant success. The " conversations " took place 
on the basis of the following papers : . · 
" "How I see Goethe", b7 ?au! Valery:;_" Goet~e's Career as an Author", by Thomas Mann; 

Goethe and Europeani:-ynciS~ , by Helene Vacares~o; "Faust and Europeans of the Mind", 
~y Salvador. de Madanaga ;, Goethe and Hellemsm ",_ by Professor Gilbert Murray; 

Two Drawmgs by Goethe , by Professor Strzygowski ; " Goethe and Architecture ", 
by ll. Ragnar Ostberg; " Goethe and Romantic Art ", by M. Henri Focillon · " Goethe and 
Switzerland", by~~- Gonzague de Reynold; "Goethe and the Popular Genius •1, by M. George 
Oprescu;" Goethe _m Rome ", by Dr. Waetzoldt; ~nd" ~oethe in Rome ",by M. R. Paribeni. 

After th~ reading of eacl~ group of papers, a discussion was opened in which the members 
of the «;omm~ttee took part ; It led to an exchange of views which, starting from one or other 
of th~ mnu~~rable aspects ?f Goethe's re~~rkable genius, were directed to the momentous 
questiOns ammg out of the mtellectual trammg of modern man, and intellectual action from 
the aspect of the future of Europe. 

_It was thus _r~lised _that ce~ enquiries, conducted with the help of contributions from 
qualified authonbes or, m certam cases, by means of correspondence could at times be use
fully supplemented by this system of "conversations". The Com~ittee forthwith decided 
to ~nge for an exchange of views on the destiny and future of Europe, on the occasion of its 
IW!ebng to be held next year. 

5. DoCUMENTARY INFORMATION : BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TRANSLATIONS. 

In the course _of the year, a qu~stion, vi~wed from its various aspects, several times 
~gild the attent1!'n ?f the. Internatwnal Institute of Int~lle?tual Co-operation _ namely, 
that of dO?Jmenta_tw~ m al_lits !orrns. The need for orgamsabon, a~reement and systematic 
~eatme_nt ~ asse~mg Itself m this field ; the in~llectl!al ~orld is expenencing growing difficulty 
m kP~pmg Jt!!elf mfo~A on research and d1scovenes, m keeping abreast of the progress of 
k~.JWIPAge; the trad1t~o!13l forms of organisation, exchanges and information are to-day 
bemg outpaced by reaht1es. 

){any of the co~mittR~s o~ e~perts ~ho met during the year found it neccssa to formu
Jat~ r~ut:i>ts reg~rd1!lg new lnbhograph1cal publications, thus giving evidence ~ an urgent 
pt:aire for CQ-()rdmatwn. 
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Th~ Institute! fo: its part, endeavoured to augment the services which it can render to 
the va~wus orga:fl1satwns with which it is already in contact, by the publication of new in
formatiOn .bulletms ; furth~rmore, it rece~ved communication of a memorandum dealing with 
the establishment of Natwnal Informabon Centres and the liaison between these centres 
prepared by t~e .Secretary-General of the Union of Chemistry. This memorandum, which 
defines the prmc1pal aspects .of the question, was submitted to the Committee of Library 
Experts, ~hose recommendabons are elsewhere presented to the Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operabon. . 
. With regard to analytical bibliographies - one of the chief aspects of the problem at 
ISsue.- further efforts have been made, as will be seen in the chapter dealing with the sciences, 
to brmg about the adoption of the approved rules. 

It would seem, however, that a comprehensive solution will be reached, covering all the 
aspects of the problem :. ~ibliography, analytical digests, distribution and dissemination, etc. 

Pursuant. to a dec1s10n of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
!I sma~l Comm1ttee of Experts, entrusted with the task of determining the technical conditions 
m wh1ch an Index Translalionum could be published met at the Institute on December 18th 
and 19th, 1931. · ' 

The pro~osals of this Committee were approved by the Executive Committee last March.1 

T~e Inst1t_ute therefore set to work immediately, and early in July issued the first number 
of the mternatwnal repertory of translations which it had been instructed to publish. 

In conformity with the general decisions taken by the International Committee on 
Intellectual Co~operation in July 1931, the Index Translationum will be a quarterly publication 
and, for the t1me being, will announce the translated works appearing in Great Britain, 
Fran~e, Germany, Italy, Spain and the United States. The entries will be compiled exclusively 
from mformation on these translations given in the different national bibliographies . 

. It is interesting to note that, up to the present, this new departure in the field of publi
catiOns has been very favourably received by bibliographical organisations and in publishing 
circles. The Index Translalionum will, in fact, make its appearance with the full agreement 
of the different national bibliographies. Some of the authors of these bibliographies are even 
taking immediate steps to facilitate the work of compilation undertaken by the Institute. For 
example, the Bibliographie de Ia France has, in response to the wishes expressed by the experts, 
agreed to indicate monthly and in one section all translations published in France and to adopt, 
in this connection, the system of classification by subject-matter recommended by the Institute. 
In another quarter, the Borsenverein der Deutschen Buchhandler, of Leipzig, which publishes 
the Deutsche Nalionalbibliographie, is considering the suspension of the publication of its 
periodical supplement devoted to German books translated abroad; in this way, the Borsen
verein will avoid overlapping with the Index Translationum. The Bolletino delle Publicazione 
italiane will communicate in advance to the editorial offices of the Index Translalionum its 
proofs of the lists of translated works to be published in its general bibliography, classified 
according to subject-matter. The Publisher and Bookseller (English bibliography) and the 
Publisher's Weekly (American bibliography) have also signified their readiness to give effect 
to the recommendations of the experts. 

6. THE MISSION TO CHINA. 

Last year, the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation favourably received 
the request addressed by the Chinese Government to the Council of the League of Nations 
that a body of advisers be sent to China with a view to co-operating in the reorganisation of . 
her system of education and to facilitating exchanges between the intellectual centres of 
China and those of foreign countries. 

Complete agreement was reached between the League of Nations experts and the Chinese 
authorities. The trend of events in the Far East at that date in no way hampered the 
execution of the programme which had been drawn up. · 

The opinions which the eminently qualified experts chosen by the International Com
mittee for this mission were invited to give supplemented the technical collaboration arranged 
by the League of Nations, in agreement with the Chinese authorities, for the economic restor
ation of the country. The representatives of the Organisation of Intellectual Co-operation 
were thus called upon to enter into contact, more particularly, not only with the Ministry 
of Public Education but also with the body constituted by the Chinese Government for 
the centralisation and control of the work of reform. When the mission arrived in China, 
this central body - the Economic Council - had just d~fin_ed an? published: the guiding 
principles of the action it proposed to take. It. announced 1ts mtent10n of arawmg up a pro
gramme without delay, setting forth.the most urgent ta~ks that ~o1_1ld be successfully under-. 
taken in the course of the coming years. It declared 1ts conv1cbon that the work of the 
first few years would be in the nature of an experiment, limited in its object and field of applica
tion, that would serve usefully to prepare t~e way fo: a more extensive pia~ covering a much 
longer period. Its intention was to determme by th1s method the most smtable means to be 
employed and, by a process of pa~t!al but appropriate application, ~o set up, ":ith the assistance 
of the provincial and local authonlies, models for the new undertakmg wh1ch 1t was endeavour
ing to bring into operation. 

In so far as public education was concern~d in this gener~l plan, the Government and the 
Economic Council had recently affirmed the Importance wh1ch they attached to the reform 

1 For the Committee's resolutions, see Bullelin de Ia Coop~ralion inlel/ecluelle, No. 13, pages 625·627. 
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(\f the status of teachin<> and announced their express wish to availthemsei'~es of the opport~
nity otTered by the p~ence of distingl!i~hed edu~atio~ists to introduce m the country, m 
the conditions defined above, the reqms1te. techmcal 1mp~vements. They also suggested 
that these n'forms should be effected in the hght of the reqmrem?nts that. would be confi~~ed 
in the ext'Cution of the general pl~n envisa~red by_ t!'e Econom1c _Council,_ thus emphas1smg 
the importanc-e of technical education and the trammg of pro!ess10nal. um~. . 

The Lea.,.ue of Nations mission was able to collect all the mformallon 1t requ1red for the 
succes:sful pe~formance ~f the task entrust~d to it. As the ~rst e~periments m_ust be of a 
limited character, they w1ll of course be earned out more espec1ally m th~ ~?re h1g~ly devel
oped pro"\inces, pl'('Cisely t~os~ which t:Jle L_eague exp~~s were able t? VISit m deta1!. They 
,;sit~. in particular, the distncts of T1entsm and Pe1p1~~~ the _provmces. o_f Che-Kiang and 
Kiang-Su, establishing contact with the school and adm1mstrat1ve author1t1es, the heads of 
universities and of the primary and secondary scho?ls ; they made ~ ~t.udy of the system of 
tt'Chnical education and of the schools already orgamsed ; noted the Imtmtn:es already taken 
in the more important towns and centres in connection with adult education, and spent a 
month in I\anking in consultation with representatives of the Ministry of Public Education. 

Before leaving the Chinese capi~l, they_ were _afforded an opportu~ity of ~iscussing _with 
the Sub-Committee of the Economic Council, which deals more especially With educatiOnal 
matters, not only their main conclusions, but also the condit~ons in whi~h i~ would be possible 
to establish n'gular collaboration with the League of Nat10ns Orgamsat10n of Intellectual 
Co-operation. 

The members of the mission, who were unanimous in their conclusions, communicated 
their preliminary recommendations to the Ministry of Public Education and, since their 
return to Europe, have drawn up a complete report based entirely on the actual facts noted 
in the course of their "1.-isit. 

The proposals are inspired by the principle that the organisation of public education 
is an essential factor in the national unity of a country, and, although this principle has always 
been recognised in China, the reforms introduced as a result of intercourse with foreign countries 
have none the less compromised the unity of China's national culture. . 

The problem which remains to be solved is more a question of adaptation and, in certain 
respects, even of creation, than of limitation pure and simple. It is not a matter of abandoning 
and setting aside the vast experience which China has acquired, but of allotting to it the 
position which it should rightly occupy in the vast sphere of world culture. 

In order that the tremendous task of restoring the country may be successfully accom
plished, at a time when Chinese society is in the throes of grave problems, education may 
serve as a powerful instmment if it is organised in the public interest. 

The advice given by the mission concerns, first of all, the improvements or adminis.trative 
simplification that can be introduced in all grades of education. It underlines the paramount 
nece:ssity of obtaining the services of a qualified staff of teachers and of providing for the train
ing of schoolmasters, not only in the ranks of higher education, but also, and perhaps in a 
greater degree, in secondary and primary grades as well as in the different branches of science ; 
attention is also called to the need for recognising a personal status of professors and teachers 
whereby they would be assured of stable and permanent positions. The mission also directed 
its attention to the regrouping of the universities and to the organisation of secondary education, 
especially in its technical sections. In this connection, it saw several encouraging examples 
of schools organised on an inexpensive footing, but which nevertheless provide efficient tuition 
~~ t~ foremen for agricultural and ~dust~al occupations. H?wever this may be, there 
15, m this field, an urgent need to be met m Ch_ma, who must orgaruse her ranks of technicians 
if s~e ~hes to_~e a success of her economic develop~ent and reform. Primary education, 
which IS of ~p!taltmportan~ for the masses of the Chmese people, and adult education also 
form the subJect of exhausllve study and practical conclusions. The same is true in regard 
to the question of school text-books written in Chinese, the compilation of a scientific 
vocabulary, etc. -

Further, one of the experts, designated on the recommendation of the International 
I_nstit?te of_Educational_Cinematograph_y, studied the question of the utilisation of educational 
fllniS m C!llna. FolloWing the suggesllons mad~ ~r the Chi~ese authorities, he approached 
~he_ qu~tiOn fro~. a three~ol_d aspect: new facilities !-<' be mtroduced in e~ucation (films 
dlustratmg profes~Jonal trammg, health ~ea~ures, agnculture and the teachmg of sciences, 
and _dOC!Jmentary films, etc.); colla~o~abon m the work of reform undertaken in China by 
~~ 1t known and understood Withm the country ; means of interesting foreign countries 
m (..'htna. , 
~ adlnirable set of documen~ry reels was shown to groups of Chinese educators in the 

-most l!llpo~nt to~ns, accompamed by explanatory lectures·. The conditions in which 
edur-atw~ filniS r~ught be produced a_nd utilised in China were studied in the light of experi
menlil earned out m European countnes and communicated to the Chinese authorities. 

W!th a vJew to facilitating the applicati_on of the measures recommended by the experts, 
th~ Chmi'!Se (_.overnment has, moreover, decided to send a small mission of educators to visit 
Eur<fa:~;. at the Government's own request, this mission will visit a few countries selected 
by_ t '~ (_.u_~~rnment, !or the P!Jrpose ?f st~d~ng th~ir administrative machinery from the 
P''!n~ of V1e_w of _pubhc educatwn, their prmc1pal umversity and educational centres The 
JnJio:WJR,. whu;h WJ!l be COD_lposed of distinguished departmental chiefs, was to have arrived in 
Eur~1'~, m the sprmg, but 1t was obliged to postpone its departure and will not begin its tour 
•mtr tue autumn. 
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The mi~sion will also take ~ack with it a collection of standard text-books, which, in 
accordance Wit);). the recommendatiOns of the experts, will be studied by Chinese educationists 
and serve ~s models for the preparation of national school-books. 

There Is e~ery reason to _hope that the assistance rendered by the Organisation of Intellec
tual Co-opera~10n. to the Chmese Government-and the cordial spirit in which it was able to 
collaborate w1_th It, through the intermediary of the mission of experts, will lead to fruitful 
result~ and will mark the beginning of a period of uninterrupted concerted action and the 
~stabhshment of that " continuous collaboration " envisaged by the Chinese Government 
m the request addressed to the League of Nations Council last year. 

7. THE UNIVERSAL ADOPTION OF ROMAN CHARACTERS. 

The documentary enquiry envisaged last year by the International Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operatio~, as a result of the proposal made by Professor Tanakadate, has been 
successfully pursued durmg the past year. The National Committees of the countries in which 
roman chara~ters were not currently used have been consulted, as well as a number of linguistic 
experts, official departments and· learned societies. Information was thus collected from the 
following countries : Annam, Bulgaria, Cambodia, Dutch East Indies, Egypt, Greece, India, 
Japan, M_adagascar, Persia, Turkey, Palestine and Yugoslavia. 

. Rephes are still pending and will complete the information collected with regard to China, 
S1am and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

These documents clearly indicate, however, that the immediate adoption of Professor 
T_anakadate's proposal would encounter serious difficulties ; not only does a whole series of 
different problems arise according to the country considered, but, in the interior of many of 
the countries themselves, a multiplicity of questions call for careful examination ; in China, 
for example, the romanisation of the written language would immediately raise the problem 
of spoken dialects in the different provinces ; the question of orthography is also of no little 
importance for the writing of Chinese and Japanese in roman characters. 

Apart from these technical difficulties, however, there is one essential point that calls for 
special mention : the decisions to be taken in this matter are, in a general manner, regarded 
by the interested countries as falling exclusively within their competence ; in these circum
stances, it would appear that no effective action can be taken immediately and that it would 
perhaps be advisable to await the necessary further information before the Institute turns its 
attention to new aspects of this question . 

. III. EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES. 

1.. MEETING OF THE DIRECTORS OF HIGHER EDUCATION. 

For the first time, the Organisation of Intellectual Co-operation has, this year, made an 
attempt at establishing direct collaboration between the higher departments of ministries of 
public education or institutions of a like nature. · 

In pursuance of the decisions adopted by the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation, this first meeting was of a limited character ; it assumed a twofold aspect in 
that it was constituted as a committee of competent authorities, eminently qualified to express 
an opinion on the problems which had been pr~viously submitted to it and, at the same time, 
sat as a programme committe~ called upon _to state its views regarding the. methods to. be 
adopted in the future for ensurmg collaboratiOn between the department of h1gher educatiOn, 
the agenda to be followed {or such collaboration, the preparatory and comparative studies to 
be undertaken in common and the composition of the committees which would subsequently 
be convened. 

Reports had been prepare~ b_y the m~mbers ?f the ~eet~g on the d~ffer~nt ques~ions 
placed on the agenda: the estabhshmg of an _mte~nabonal pohcy m r~gard to ~c1ent1fic quesli?ns; 
the international exchange of teachers ; umversity exchanges and mternat10nal scholarships ; 
the overcrowding of universities and intellectual professions ; the equivalence of foreign degrees 
and study pursued abroad. . . 

The results of the discussions may be divided into two parts : on the one hand, vanous 
recommendations were voted, the chief points of which are summarised below, and, on the 
other, a working programme was drawn up with a view t? a further 11?-eeting and the execution 
of which would, subject to the approval of the I?ternabo~al ~omm~ttee,_be entrusted to ~he 
International Institute of Intellectual Co-operatiOn, workmg m conJunction, of course, w1th 
the national departments concerned. 

1. The principal recommendations voted were as follows : 

(a) Teachers regularly engag~d !n teaching ab~oad sho~ld retain, in their o~n 
country, their status and rank, their ~1ght to promotiOn and, m general, should sufler 
no prejudice in the development of the1r career; 

(b J The fullest possible use should _be made of the services of foreign teachers for 
the teaching of modern languages ; · 

( c J Every facility should be offered by official authorities for the exchange of 
teachers; 
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(•I) Studies and enquiries regarding the social and cult';lral sta~ding of stude~ts 
a"' wt>ll as on the intellectual labour market should be enc~uragfd m the t~Jffe~~n;hc~fl~~:r~r 
t~ serve as the bases required for a study of the quesll?n .o dongds JOn 1 r t of the 
higher edu.:ation. and, finally, the Institute s_houl~ be my1~e _to raw up a IS • ht 
inft)rmation which should figun: in national "!mvers1ty statistiCs m order that they mig 
be compared from the international standpomt. . 

If these l't'("ommendations are approved by the International Committee on ~ntellectua! 
Co-operdti~n, they will be communicated to the different national departments mterested. 

2.. The Directors of Higher Education, having_ unanimously a~re~d as to the useful 
purpo..-.e served by their first meeting and having dec1ded to me~t a_gam lf!- the course of ~he 
coming year. drew up.a list of the questions which would be ~tud1ed m the mten:al and whiCh 
would form the subject pf future discussion. These questiOns. are as follows · . 

(a) Relations between universities and governments; . 
(b) Super-university organisations (e.g., the Nolgemeinschafl in Germany);_ 
(c) The le,aal constitution of a system of higher education in the different countr1es 

(e.g., the Fascist laws on-higher education in Italy) ; -
(d) The importance of_ biological stu_dies ~e~ulti_ng fro~ the dev~lo~ment of the 

sciences and from the expansiOn of economic actiVIty m tropical countr1es , 
(e) The practical teaching of modern languages in universities ; 
(/) The CIH)rdination of national university statistics. 

As regards the various items on the above programme, and irr~spectively of t~e work 
and information that will be contributed by the members of the meetmg themselves, 1t would 
be well if the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation took steps to have a: few 
comparative studies prepared, so that the Committee might be able to adopt appropriate 
mea:.--ures at its next session. -

2. MEETING oF INTERNATIONAL STUDENT AssoCIATIONS. 

The seventh annual session of the Committee of Representatives of International Student 
Or!mnisations was held at the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation from 
April 18th to 20th, 1932, under the chairmanship of M. Oscar de Halecki, professor in the Uni
versity of Warsaw. Continuing and developing a method which had already been adopted 
at its two previons sessions, the Committee devoted a considerable part of the proceedings 
to the joint study of a special question bearing upon student life. The subject chosen for this 
year's discussion was "Student Social Service ". The debate, which occupied a whole day, 
was opened by three special rapporteurs, each of whom dealt with a different aspect of the 
question. The standard of these studies, as also that of the discussions, was remarkably 
high. By advancing and comparing their points of view on the educative value of student 
social work, working settlements, groups of student-workers and all the similar initiatives . 
calcnlated to further the rapprochemenl of university youth and agricultural and industrial 
workers, the various associations represented brought out a certain number of principles, 
based on their past experience, which will ser-Ve to guide them in the social work which they 
propose to undertake in the future. 

The meeting devoted two further days to the consideration of a number of practical 
questions, such as the organisation of student travel ; the publication, under the auspices of 
the World Students' Christian Federation, of a list of student houses and hostels, etc. 

Several of the recommendations voted by the meeting are addressed to the international 
student associations, whose activities they are intended to guide. One of these recommenda
tions, conce~ the publicat!on of sc~edu!es of university fees and charges, will be communi
cated to the Directors of National Umvers1ty' Offices. 

The other recommendations adopted by the Committee refer to moral disarmament ·• 
they have already been submitted, together with a memorandum to the Disarmament Co~
ference Committee_ dealing with this question. They have a twofold bearing : on the one hand, 
t~ey as:.--u~e the DISa~ent ~nference and, conse~uently,_ the Organisation of Intellectual 
Co-operation of the active and smcere support of the mternatwnal student associations which 
undertake to follow ~ line of action conform~ble to. the main principles laid down for the 
rapproehemenl of nations and for the promotiOn of mtellectual collaboration · on the other 
ha~d, they urge the Gov.ernmen~s assembled at 9en~va to facilitate, by ever/ means within 
the1r po~er, the work of mterna~u?~l understand~ng m the cultural sphere by supporting and 
enr..rmragmg, amongst other activities, the essential work undertaken by the Organisation of 
ln~lleci.ual Co-operation in the matter or education. 

. The ~_:om~ittl>..e alao expressed its earnest dc~ire to mee~ again i_n 1933. The agenda of 
t~ms_ lllPAmg wdl be drawn up by the representali~es of the. mternalional students' organisa
t!lina when they meet next autum~ at the Internatwnal Institute of Intellectual Co-operation. 

! ~ ~ .~.'!~"" ,_,!utm.. ••p,.,dur..ed In Bulklln tk Ia CIJQptrallon lnlelkclutl/e No. 16 pogo 766 
"""' ou..,-..,n de Ia C<YJpbalbm lnklluluelle, No. 16, page1 !131-!134. ' 1 ' 
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3. UNIVERSITY EXCHANGES. 

(a) Students abroad(" Bulletin of Organisations concerned with Students abroad ") .. 

Under this title, t~e Institute has published the first two numbers of a biannual bulletin. 
It has thus met the· wishes conveyed to it by the International Conference of organisations 
concerned with foreign students. 

. . Th~s new o;gan, which is published in its English and French editions, is inte~ded for all 
msti~utwns. which regularly concern themselves with young people pursuing their studies 
outside th_eir o_wn country (day-club committees, student travel bureaux, national university 
office~, u~uversi~y excha~~e committees, students' associations, international foundations, etc.). 
~ts aim _Is to giv~ pub~Icity ~o the latest !lleasures taken, not only nationally, but also by 
mternational bodies, With a VIew to rendermg foreign students moral and material assistance. 

The great number o{ congratulations received on the occasion of this new initiative proves 
that the publication in question is filling a real need. 

(b) University Exchanges in Europe. 

Th~ Handbook of University Exchanges in Europe was published in 1928 with the aid of 
a fin~ncial grant made by the American Council on Education ; it appeared in three editions : 
En~hsh, French a~d German ; a second English edition was issued in 1929 and an enlarged and 
revised French edition has just been published, making the third addition to this work. 

(c) Holiday Courses in Europe. 

In January 1932, the Institute published, for the fifth time since 1928, a booklet on higher 
holiday courses in Europe ; this was issued in three editions : English, French and German. 
The 1932 edition gives particulars of 135 courses organised in seventeen countries, An index 
of the subjects taught in the different courses has been added at the end of the booklet, thereby 
increasing the practical value of this work. Supplementary information is given in the 
Bulletin de la Cooperation intellectuelle. 

4. LIAISON BETWEEN INSTITUTES OF ARCHJEOLOGY AND HISTORY OF ART. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation authorised the Institute to 
convoke a small committee o{ experts to examine the project submitted by Professor Focillon 
for the establishment of a co-ordinating centre for institutes of archreology and the history 
of art. The scheme would make it possible to ensure liaison between these institutions 
formed for the purpose of instruction and research ; would promote useful collaboration 
between them by exchanges of every description and assure the study of a certain number 
of questions concerning the branches of knowledge to which they devote their activities. 

The Committee of Experts, which met at the Institute in January 1932, unanimously 
recognised the desirability of establishing this liaison between university institutions and siini
lar organisations concerned with the history of art and archreology - that is, organisations 
which are not entrusted with the protection of artistic property such as art galleries and 
museums, but which devote their attention to research work for the furtherance and develop
ment of their particular branch of science.1 

The discussion that ensued definitely showed that there could be no question of establish
ing a " super-institute ", but simply of organising collaboration between the numerous and 
important institutions already in existence, in the interest of scholars and their pupils, and, if 
warranted by circumstances, in conju!lction with the Inte~national Academic Unio~, ~he 
Permanent Committee of the InternatiOnal Congress.es of History of Art and other smular 
bodies. 

The main points dealt with in the recommendations which were voted by the experts 
and which will determine the activities of the centre were as follows : study material ; scientific 
training ; research in situ ; publications ; propaganda. 

At its meeting held in March 1932, the Executi~e _Committee expressed itself~ favou~ of 
these suggestions. For its part, the Permanent Commit~ee on A_rts and Letters, a~ Its meetm_g 
held last May in Frankfort, proceeded to an extremely mterestmg exchange of views on this 
new plan for international liaison. It was of opinion that this undertaking constituted a most 
fitting complement to the technical work of intellectal co-operation in the field of fine arts. 
The hope was expressed that the programme of exchanges envisaged i~ regard to study material 
and the existing collections of phot~graphs wou~d also be of serviCe to c~~tell!pora:Y ~rt. 
Finally certain members of the Committee emphasised the urgent need for facihtatmg scientific 
work a~d resea.rch in the field of art as in other fields. 

The proposals summarised above constitute a general working plan. It was not the inten
tion of the experts that the Institut~ should gi':e effect to their rec.omm~ndations 
in one single operation; they represent a senes of successiVe tasks to be accomplished m stages. 

1 For the resolutions, see Bulletin de Cooptralion inlellectuelle, No. 14, pages 692·694. 
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;.>. £sTAI>USH~IE:ST OF NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION CENTRES AND LIAISON 
BETWEEN THESE CENTRES. 

At its mt-eting held in July 1931, th? Sub-Co~mittee of Ex{lerts for the Instruction of 
Yt>uth in the Aims of the League of Nations, havmg taken cogmsance o! the report. by the 
Institute on educational museums, expressed the wish that the Interna~10nal Committe.e on 
Intl'lleetual Co-operation should authorise the convening o~ a small com~Itt~e at the Ins~It'!te 
"ith a ,iew to e:samining, in particular, the following questiOns : the d?sira_b!Ity of estabhshmg 
an educational information centre in each country ; the means of assurmg haison between these 
cent~. . 

This re.solulion was approved bv the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
and on February lith and 12th, 1'932, th_e Institute convene?, in Paris, a _small. Commit~ee 
composed of directors of primary education and representatives of educational mformat1on 
and st-udv centres. 

The Committee was therefore of opinion that, while respecting the specific character of 
these institutions it would be possible, in the case of each country, to recognise or to establish 
a national info~ation centre which would be attached to an institution capable of carrying 
on this work. _ 

The main proposals formulated by the experts on which the Committee will be called upon 
to take a decision deal \\ith the link to be set up between the national information centres 
and the comrening, in due course, of a conference of representatives of all these centres.1 

With regard to the first point, the experts were unanimously of the opinion that a Perma
nent Committee for National Educational Centres should be formed. This project would, 
more particularly, deal with the documentation, either of a bibliographical nature or relating 
to teaching material ; cinematograph films, gramophone records, practical experiments and 
initiatives in the field of education, etc. It would also indicate the details to be given concerning 
student travel and, later, the circulation of books on the civilisation and customs ofthe different 
peoples of the world and on international organisations. _ 

As regards the second point - the convocation of a Conference - a measure of capital 
importance was recommended by the experts : without wishing their views in this respect 
to be regarded as a necessary condition, they considered that, before the International Liaison 
Committee was con,--tituted, it would be desirable to arrange for the holding at the Institute 
of a general and advisory meeting of representatives of the national educational information 
centres. There is no need to emphasise the desirability and importance of such a meeting. 
It would bring together,in a practical manner, the representatives of all the departments which, 
in the different countries, are concerned with questions relating to primary and, possibly, -
secondary education_ It would meet certain wishes frequently expressed in a number of 
circles. It would mark a decisive step forward along the path of international collaboration 
under the regis of the League of Nations, in the field of education. ' 

There is another interesting point connected with the question of educational information. 
It has bee_n ~uggested ~h~t each of the national centres. shoul~ undertake to ~ollect a specially 
selected bibliography limited to notable works and reVIew articles and that Its publication at 
regular intervals should be entrusted to the Institute. This would entail the issue of a new 
Bulb-lin, which would probably appear every six months. It might perhaps be argued that 
there are already a gr~t ~umber of bibliographical publications dealing with educational 
~tu:rs; but th_ese publications are frequently of a. fra~enta_ry and unequal character, and, 
m this_ co~ectu~n!one of the p~obl?ms which anse IS precisely the necessity for having 
aut!tontatJve opimons ; no org~atwns could be better qualified to give them than the 
national centres, and the selectiOns they would make would not run the risk of overlapping 
other works of this nature already existing. 

6. REviSION OF SCHOOL TEXT-BOOKS. 

In the course o! t~e year, the InternationaJ Institute made the final adjustments to, and 
a~ed f~r the prmtlng of, the report on the revision of school text-books which had been 
sub':fl•ll;ed m draft form to th~ International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation at its 
~on m July 1931. A Committee of Experts met under the Institute's auspices on February 
};>th and 16th last." . . 

~l?st of the reco~endations of these experts call for decisions by the International 
~mrmttee. T_he m_ost I!fiportant of the.se C!>nCefliS the strengthening of the rovisions of the 
Lasares re3Qlutwn; If thiS_ recommendati'?n IS approved, the role of the nati~nal Committees 
on l~t.e!lect.ual Co-operation and the action they would be called upon to take with a view 
to e~JmJnatJ~ fro':ll school text-books all passages l!rejudicial to mutual understandin 
bet'Ween nations will undoubtedly be far greater than m the past The b t' h' hg 
th~, Jd · te to th · . . · o serva 10ns w w ·~3 wou commumca e committees m fore1gn countries would not be final a d 'th t 
appeal; not only wo~dd ~he Co~mi~tee on Intellectual Co-operation be ke t infor!et~f thls 
rhrrespondenr..e, but It m•ght be mvit.ed to assume the same rOle of mediato~ as th t h' h h 
already devolved on other technical organs of the League of Nation . . .1 .. a w Ic as 

Anw~ the other recommendations put forward by the C s u~:~mJ a~cEcumstances. 
relating to the part w be played by the Governments and th omm! ee o xperts, that 
erB•Jre that tbe text-books in use m their respective coun'rJ· e stepts ~h!Ch they should take to 

" es con am no passages of a nature 
! ~'" ,_1"~,~~·"""' Bullrlln tk C~opiMiwn lnldluluelle, No, 14 page 697 

'" '""' u.....,,,., lllle IJulbJttn tk Cooptrallon lnlell«lutlle, No. 14, pogee 604·697. 
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to prejudice friendly international relations will, after approval, need to be communicated 
to those Govern~ents. It would, moreover, be the means of establishing a happy collaboration 
between the Natwnal Centres of Educational Information and the International Committee 
which associates them with the work undertaken in this field in the interests of peace. ' 
. ·In communica~ing the experts' third recommendation to the major international associa

tiOns, the InternatiOnal Committee on Intellectual Co-operation would furnish them with a 
further opportunity of parlicipating in its activities as they have done in the past. 

It s~ould als~ be noted that the Committee expressed the wish (Resolution 4) that the 
I!lternatwnal Institute of Intellectual Co-operation should continue to collect official informa
tion on the revision o~ school text-books; further (Resolution 5), it urges the Organisation of 
Intellectual Co-operatiOn to encourage, in the different countries, the drafting of text-books 
which, while respecting historical accuracy, would be calculated to promote a spirit of inter
national understanding. 

Lastly, two recommendations of a general character (Resolutions 6 and 7) might give rise 
to collaboration with various international organisations concerned with the question of school 
text-books or with the teaching of history - for example, the International Committee on 
Historical Sciences. 

With the authorisation of the Executive Committee, the International Institute has 
already opened preliminary negotiations with the national Committees with a view to facili
tating the application of the Casares proposal. It has already received assurance that, in 
England and Germany, special committees will be set up to deal with this question. A 
similar decision will probably be taken in Italy, while, with regard to France, this duty would 
be assumed by the Peace Sub-Committee of the French National Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation.· 

7. EXCHANGES AND TRAVEL OF PRiliiARY- AND SECONDARY-SCHOOL CHILDREN. 

The enquiry on this subject was undertaken on the proposal of the Committee of Experts 
for the Instruction of Youth in the Aims of the League of Nations and after approval by the 
International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. · It was directed to the methods and 
principles on which international exchanges of youth are based and, by a process of comparison, 
stresses the principal points on which the efforts of official or private organisations could hence
forth concentrate their attention. 

The enquiry was conducted along systematic lines, and was preceded by documentary 
work on the exchanges already effected and on the institutions responsible for such exchanges 
in the different countries. By this method, it was possible to determine the questions deserving 
of especial consideration and to select the personalities or organisations who were invited 
to contribute a study on the subject. 

Among the great number of initiatives of an extremely varied character which have been 
taken with a view to promoting contact between school-children, the Institute devoted its 
particular attention to those which have led to the most fruitful collaboration. 'It received 
some very detailed and helpful replies to the questions which it had asked in this connection ; 
.these questions had been drafted in such a way as to permit not onlyofa definition of the essen
tial aspects of the different forms of exchange, but also to determine the main features of the 
methods adopted and to judge of the value of the results obtained. . . 

. The enquiry sheds light, first of all, on the principal forms of exchange and travel : mdi
vidual exchanges, collective exchanges of two kinds- holiday homes and group exchan~es 
between two institutions - holiday camps, holiday settlements, excursion and travel parties. 

These various forms of contact are not always aimed at educational objects; som~ are 
organised in the interest of sport and tourist travel, and, although they may all contribute 
to paving the way to better international understanding, it would nevertheless be a mistake 
to place them in the same class. . 

Consideration should be given to the suggestion which has frequently been made regardmg 
agreement between the organisations concerned with the international circulation of school 
youth from the practical standpoint, more particularly with a view to facilitating the organisa
tion of travel or exchanges, to ensuring better preparation, to obtaining material facilities, the 
reduction of the expenses of these institutions, etc. 

8. EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING. 

Broadcasting for Schools (General Education; Teaching of the Aims of the League of Nations). 

In conformity with the resolution voted by the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation at its last session, the Institute has continued the enquiry which it had begun 
and has made a study of the different aspects of broadcasting, in collaboration with the 
International Broadcasting Union and other organisations concerned with this question. 

The object of this study is to ascertain the advantages offered by broadcasting to schools 
and adults either in connection with the teaching of the aims and activities of the League 
of Nations or in the field of general education. 

Following an excha~ge ?f views between the Institu~e and the International Broadcasting 
Union, the work was distributed as follows.: The Umon addressed to the transmitters a 
questionnaire on the experiment~ which they had carried out in ~he field of educa~ional b~oad
casting and on the parts of their programmes devoted to the Improvement of mternatlonal 
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~lations. The Union addressed this enquiry to the different wireless stations in ord~r to 
obt.ain infl,rmation on what they had done. The Institute, on the other ha~d, pl~ced It~elf 
in tou.:h with t>tiucators and organisations specialising in educational broadcastmg, With !1 view 
to obt.ainino- their views and sug~reStions on the methods adopted and the results achieved ; 
the work u~dert.aken was therefo"re not only of documentary but also of cons~ructive value. 

The International Committee on Social Instruction and Education through Cmematography 
and Broadl'3Stin"" for its part undertook an enquiry on the utilisation of wireless in 
post-School cours~ intended for' young people who have left school but who cannot yet be 
ranked as adults. . . 

The questions asked by the Institute were drafted in such a way that the rephes furmshed 
bY the educators consulted mi.,.ht be in the form of a monograph. This procedure was a further 
application of the method or"enquiry by the comparison of detailed studies. Thirty replies 
from twenty-two different countries have been r_eceived.. . . . ... 

This enquiry has made it possible to determme the hnnts of, and the possibilities offered 
bY. in5tructional "ireless. . · 

• · Broadcastin~, which is a purely auditive and, to a certain extent, mechanical instrument 
of instruction, c'annot supplant the personal teaching of the schoolmaster and, naturally, 
does not suffice for education properly so called. Its rOle will be merely of a supplemel!tal 
character. Subject to this reservation, however, broadcasting can render valuable service, 
principallY in those fields which are more particularly suitable for completing education -
for example, in connection "ith literature, languages, history, etc. In these domains, wireless 
talks widen the intellectual horizon of the pupils by giving them information on life, the 
mowment of ideas and the outstanding events in history which they would-not easily find in 
school te..'d-books and in the normal systems of education, since the latter do not always permit 
of such generalisation. . 
· Similarly, for the teaching of modern languages, geography and the natural sciences, 
broadcasting is an auxiliary medium of considerable value. 

The report prepared by the Institute contains a number of practical suggestions on the 
most appropriate form to be given to this kind of instruction, the drawing up of programmes 
and the steps to be taken in order that the schools may take an active part in the wireless 
courses. 

With regard to the teaching of the aims of the League of Nations and the promoting of 
the international spirit in schools, the experts generally give their preference, especially in 
the field of primary education, to talks on the customs and living conditions of the different 
peoples, their folklore, and to the recital of folk-aongs, rather than to lectures dealing directly 
voith the League of Nations. The. latter are apt to make the League of Nations appear as a 
Yery remote reality. frequently of a tedious character, whereas talks on concrete facts 
appeal more to the imagination of the pupils and develop within them the feeling that they 
belong to ci"ilised society - the best means of inducing them to look upon the work of the · 
Lca,uue of Nations in a favourable light. 

The report drawn up by Mr. Burrows on behalf of the International Broadcasting Union 
at Geneva constitutes, in part, the practical demonstration of the suggestions contained 
in the ln.:;i.itute's report; he furnishes information on the educational subjects which have 
~~ broadcast by the _wireless ~ransmi~ters ; h~ also calls attention to the importance of pro
''lding for good reception. It IS on this technical aspect of the question that the success of 
lll.ireless courses for !'Chools largely depends. 

In general, _the stu~y underta~en by the Institute has led ~o the formulating of a certain 
number of very mteresbng ~ncluswns, not only from the techmcal point of view of the lessons 
to be broadcast and the subJect!' that can be handled, butalso as regards themethodsoforcranisa
tion._ llany o! the experts consulted po~ted out, in th_is connection, that the questions" raised 
(choice of subJects, m~thod of presentatiOn, preparation ~y the lecture~, publication of pro
grammes and ~reparatiOn by the school-teacher) are questiOns the solutiOn of which must be 
~ught meth~dical)y. They should f?rm the subject of studies conducted in permanent centres 
m ~Ilabora~10n With the repre~~ntat1ves of t.he school authorities and with due regard to the 
special req~'!ements_ and conditiOns of ~ach co!lntry. 

_ To facilitate ~hiS ~ork, t!I~ Committee m~ght, for example, decide to communicate the 
r':Sults of the ID;Sbtute s enqumes to the orgarusers of school broadcasting programmes in the 
d1fl'erent countnes; thanks to the co~peration of the national Committees of the Union and of 
ou~ correspo~d~nts, the studies prepared by the Institute embody the fruits of an experience 
whJ<;h, even m Its present stage, should be of considerable value. 

T~e Institute wo~ld keep itself informe~ o~ the constant progress which is being made in 
~u_cabonal broadcastmg. It would remam m touch with the International Broadcastin 
t:nwn, on the o~e hand! an_d with ~he educational centres concerned, on the other. g 

-~regards mstructwn m the aims of the League of Nations it rna in a eneral manner 
be sa1d that m';'ch s~ill remaiJl!! to be done. It is true that there 'have ?e~n a n~mber of move~ 
ments _started m thiS connection, but they have been of a rather scattered nature and of un 
eq_ual Importance according to the country in which they were initiated and it wo ld b -
mH;t.ake to r .. •:mclu~e, from the fairly numerous examples brought to the notice of the I u t't eta 
that.any sys~t1c attempt has been made to make known the League of Nations th n.s Ihuthe, 
moomm o! wm:less _broadcasting. · roug e 

In th1s connectwn also, it is highly desirable that the work b h 1 · 
Tite r«sults aehieved in the countries which hl!ve displayed th egu~ s to!-! ~_be. con~mue~. 
matt.~::r sbould be developed. e grea es lllitiatJve m this 

W<Jrk {Jf e<)nsidP-rahle importance would thus figure on the d · 
It ~h{Juld be add~l that, as a result of the decisions which th D'agen a for the commg year. 

e Jsarmament Conference may 
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take, on t~1e propos~l o~ its Committee on Moral Disarmament, the action of the Intellectual 
Co-ope~atu:~n Orgamsat1on III:ay be notably strengthened; with the support of the Govern
men~s, 1t y.'lll no doubt be eas1e: to ~ssure, on the one hand, the broadcasting of programmes 
deahng w1th the League of Nat10ns m each country and, on the other, to promote international 
ententes and exchanges. 

9. ADULT EDUCATION. 

(a) Broadcasting . 

. The co~preheJ?-sive study _undertak~n by the Institute on broadcasting from the inter
natlOnal pomt of v1ew and on 1ts educat10nal aspects included also the services that can be 
rendered by this medium in the domain of post-school instruction and adult education. 

It would seem that it may be definitely concluded that, although broadcasting is becoming 
a valuable auxiliary to the teaching given in the schools, it is far from having attained the same 
position of prominence in adult education or as a means of improving international relations. 

In this connection, broadcasting will not bear full fruit until it has formed the subject 
of an exhaustive study to be carried out beforehand by specialised groups, which would 
endeavour to arouse public interest in this aspect. 

It would seem, in fact, that no very substantial results are to be expected from wireless 
talks in which the listener is left to himself as an isolated unit; in certain countries, " study 
groups "have been formed whose duty it is to prepare listeners for the subjects of the lectures 
which they are to hear and also for their discussion. This method seems to have produced 
by far the best results. It is to be hoped that the formation of such groups will be generalised 
in other countries. These systematic movements are, however, extremely rare, especially 
in connection with instruction primarily organised for adults. · 

But this situation is chiefly due to the fact that all countries do not devote the same 
attention to adult education; when this method of instruction is effectively employed, it will 
be much easier to induce transmitters to broadcast matter of a purely educational character 
for adult listeners and to provide programmes calculated to improve their knowledge of the 
culture of foreign peoples and to contribute to a better international understanding. 

(b) Popular Libraries and Workers' Leisure. 

In April last, the Institute communicated to the International Labour Office the results 
of the enquiry which was undertaken at its request with a view to determining in what manner 
popular libraries could be rendered more accessible to, and more fully utilised by, workers 
in their spare time. . 

In addition to the admirable reports submitted by the experts and organisations consulted, 
a general study of the question was prepared by M. Lemattre, an expert whom the Committee 
of Library· Experts had themselves designated for this work. This study is a comprehensive 
survey of the question of popular libraries from the point of view of premises, installation and 
equipment, hours of admission of the public, conditions of access, the different classes of books 
that should be found in a popular library, the preparation of catalogues, home lending, public 
information service, propaganda on behalf of libraries, and the training of librarians. 

The Institute, moreover, in a brief synthetic report on the information received from the 
different countries, draws attention to the various types of popular libraries at present utilised 
and the very interesting methods adopted for placing books at the disposal of workers in 
urban and rural areas. 

This resume also emphasises the four points on which international action should be 
concentrated: increasing the number of popular.libraries, the publication of special works, 
the training of librarians and the training of the public, more particularly through the inter-
mediary of schools. . 

On all these points, the report as a whole contains certain definite suggestions ; in many 
cases they involve governmental or municipal intervention and might serve to encourage 
donations on the part of private individuals. The report also strongly emphasises the urgent 
necessity of orga!lising courses for t_he trainin~ of prof~ss!onal librarians, a!ld recommends 
special measures m regard to the fittmg up of hbrary bmldmgs and the drawmg up o~ school 
programmes with a ~iew to teaching the yo~nger g~neration _how to make full use of the oppor
tunities which libranes offer to workers durmg the1r spare t1me. 

(c) Popular Arts and Workers' Leisure. 

The enquiry undertaken by the Institute, in execution of a further request addressed to 
it by the International Labour Office, in the matter of popular arts has also been completed. 
It was conducted. as in the case of the other enquiries, by consultation with the national 
committees on intellectual co-operation, the national committees on popular arts and the major 
international associations. The Institute also sought the views of competent experts, who 
furnished it with reports of a detailed and highly interesting character. A comprehensive 
study, setting forth ~he conclusions deduced from the information so collected, has been 
prepared by the Inst1tute. 

The general con~lusion is t~at, while a de~line in popular. art is _to be. noted in ev_ery 
country particularly m those whiCh have been h1ghly developed mdustr1ally, 1t seems poss1ble 
and desirable from the social as well as from the cultural point of view, to interest workers 
in this traditional form of artistic production. 
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In vit>w of the ditlkulties of the task, however, the work to be undertaken will have to be 
prt~t'<it'<i bv a thorough preparation of the ground to be covered. A~ove all, a taste for 
l~~pular art.S mu:>t be enc?uraged amo!lg adul~ workers ; numerous suggestiOns haye been made 
in t.his conneet.ion regardmg the plastic arts, m the broadest sense of the expr~ss10n. Great~r 
P'-'-'-~bilities are o!Tered in the spheres of music, dancing, dr!l~~ and pofular fe.st1va~s. A certam 
number of mt>asures in this direction have already been 1mtmted, al of whiCh will serve as a 
guidt' for fut.ure action. . . t 
~ .-\ qut>St.ion of still greater importance, perhaps, is the instruction of youth m this mat _er. 
Snt.t'matic action should be inspired, more especially by the methods already adopted w1th 
succt'SS in ct'rt.ain countries to safeguard manifestations of folk-art, to m~ke them known, to 
pro,·e that it is to the interest of the population not to allow them to d~e oll;t, and to fos~er 
this valuable form of cultural activity. The second chapter of the Institutes report, wh~ch 
dt>als with the practical results achieved in a number of countries, suggests several alternative 
methods that might be adopted. 

10. LIAisoN wiTH THE MAJOR INTERNATIONAL AssociATIONS • 

. -\sin previous years, the Institute has endeavoured to work in close liaison with th~ major 
international associations concerned with the rapprochement .of nations, more particularly 
throu!:!h the medium of education. This contact has almost invariably been assured through 
the a,!ency of the Liaison Committee for Major International Associations, which - in virtue 
of th~ number of organisations which it represents, their importance and the multiplicity of 
'iews and tendencies for which it stands ; thanks also to its national branches - is naturally 
led to deal "ith many of the activities coming within the province of the Organisation for 
Intellectual Co-operation. · 

It was therefore through the intermediary of this Committee that the international 
associations communicated their opinions or furnished information on the numerous questions 
considered by the Institute : practically every question, for example, figuring on the agenda 
of the Sub-Committee of Experts for the Instruction of Youth in the Aims of the League of 
l\ations, educational questions in general, the teaching of the principles of the League of 
l\ations, broadcasting, the revision of school text-books and moral disarmament. 

It would seem, henceforth, desirable to associate the major international associations as 
closely as possible with the study of these probleiDS, so that full use may be made of their 
influence in furthering the rapprochement of minds aimed at by the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation. . 

It would, however, be possible to make the collaboration already established of a more 
constant and regular character. By way of example and precedent, mention may be made of 
the collaboration established between the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation and the 
international students' associations, which has proved highly satisfactory. Their committee 
meets once a year at the Institute for the purpose of discussing an agenda prepared beforehand 
by a small annual meeting of delegates held in the intervals between the annual sessions of 
the Committee itself. 

Taking advantage of the elasticity of the procedures open to it, the International Commit
~ might, if it concurs in this view, examine the possibility of setting up similar machinery 
m regard ~ the major associations. Their Liaison Co~mittee could, for instance, meet once 
a year to discuss an agenda prepared by the InternatiOnal Institute in conjunction with the 
B~~ of the Committee and which_ would be confined to questions directly concerning the 
act1~tie_:; pursued by the International _Organisation ~f Inte~lectual C_o-operation. The 
associations wc;mld thus have an opportumty of _formulatmg therr suggestions, which would 
later ~ ~ubmitted to the I~ternat10nal Committee o~ Intellectual . Co-operation, and of 
detery~~mg ~he extei?-t to which_ U~ey could coll~bo~ate m the work bemg done. · 

\ anous mternat10nal associations or orgamsat10ns have moreover collaborated in the 
cou_~ _of the year, in several of the enquiries undertaken by 'the lnstitu'te or in certai'n of its 
act1VIt1_es; regular contact has been established with the International Education Bureau· 
the assu;ta~ce afforded by the International Broadcasting Union was particularly valuable~ 
rep~entativ~ of the different organisations consulted were invited to sit as members of 
ce~ committees of experts. 

IV. EXACT AND NATURAL SCIENCES. 

The grogramme put into operation during the year was laid down b the c · 
in J'!ly 1~31, on the basis of the recommendations formulated by the ComJittee tffi?It;.fi• 
A~~ who met a~ that date under the chairmanship of Mme Curie-Sklod 0 k men Th c 
pnDCipal results obtamed are set forth hereunder. · ows a. e 

1. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION OF J · 
Co-oPERATION AND THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC 0RGANISAT~~:~~ECT~AL 

(a) lnlernt.dir.mal Council of Scientific Unions. 

~ During the yf<ar, the Institute has been enga ed · t" · · · • 
l)<"..t;retary-Genrmtl of that, body which promise to bge 

8 
m negol !a lions, m conJunctiOn with the 

' uccessfu m every respect. The Executive 
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Co~mittee o~ the International Council of Scientific Unions itself examined the question at its 
sessiOn held m Lol!don on May 17th and 18th. It was apprised of the correspondence ex
cha!lged bet'Yeen 1~s Secretary-General {Sir Henry Lyons) and the Director of the Inter
natiOnal Institute, m the terms of which the International Council of Unions was to be reau
larly -cons.ulted befo_re ~ny scientific question was placed on the agenda of the Intellect~al 
Co-operat~on Org~ms~t1~n, th~ _Council having the faculty of referring to the Organisation 
any questiOns wh1ch, m 1ts opmwn, called for examination. 

(b) International Scientific Unions and Other Similar Organisations. 

Relations of an uninterrupted character have been maintained with the International 
l!nions of Biol~gy, Chemistry, Geography, Physics and Mathematics. This year for the first 
t1me, a _Committee, composed exclusively of representatives of scientific unions and of the 
Interl!atwnal Electrotechnical Commission met at the Institute for the purpose of discussing 
questwns relating to the co-ordination of scientific terminology. 

2. Co-oRDINATION OF SciENTIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHIES. 

Definite rules were drafted last year by the scientific advisers for the drafting of summaries, 
the Institute being instructed to bring them to the notice of interested circles in every country 
and to induce scientific journals to adopt them as far as possible. To this end, the Institute, 
through the intervention of competent personalities, got into touch with several important 
associations - in particular, the Royal Society, the Federation of Biological Societies, the 
French Association for the Promotion of Science, the Belgian Federation of Scientific Societies 
and the " Sociedad espanola de Fisica y Quimica ". 

The American and Japanese National Committees were consulted, as also various authori
ties, among .whom may be mentioned Professor Haber, Professor Racovitza, and Professor 
H. H. Dale. Finally, an enquiry was instituted in the United States by Mr. Thompson, 
Secretary of the American National Committee, on the advisability of taking steps to obtain 
the adoption of the rules agreed upon. 

The first results obtained in this intricate question, which had already formed the subject of 
numerous conversations in the past, are most encouraging. The Royal Society has expressed 
a favourable opinion and has invited the authors of scientific articles to append, to their reports 
and memoirs intended for publication in the Proceedings or in the Philosophical Transactions 
of the Royal Society, summaries drafted in accordance with the rules proposed. 

With a view to bringing these rules to the notice of each society and of every publisher 
of scientific journals in Great Britain, the Royal Society caused the recommendations of the 
Committee of scientific advisers to be inserted in the periodical Nature. 

The Roumanian Academy, after devoting one of its sessions to the discussion of these 
rules, decided to recommend their adoption to writers and to the editors and publishers of 
scientific reviews. 

Since that date, two important scientific institutions in Roumania have directly informed 
the Institute that, in their publications, they would observe the recommendations of the 
experts concerning the drafting of summaries. 

Favourable replies have also been received from France and Belgium, which justify the 
hope that satisfactory results will be obtained in the near future. 

3. Co-oRDINATION oF SciENTIFIC TERMINOLOGY. 

On March 17th and 18th last, a Committee met at the Institute, composed of two delegates 
of each of the· International Unions of Physics, Chemistry, and Biology, and a representative 
of the International Electrotechnical Commission. 

This Committee unanimously recognised the desirability of co-ordinating and unifying 
the results so far obtained in the matter of scientific and technical nomenclature through the 
remarkable work accomplished by the different international organisations. It invited the 
institute : 

(1) To take such steps as might be neces~ary_with a view to c~llaboration wit_h the 
International Unions and other compe~ent bod1es, •!! .order to es~ablis_h, at the I!lstJtu~e, 
an International Information Centre wh1ch would faCilitate the um~catlon of ternnnolog1es 
used in physics, chemistry and biology and the other natural sc1ences ; 

(2) To centralise the materia~ alrea~y collected by the international ~rganisations 
and to co-ordinate this material w1t.h a v1ew to _reportmg the re~ult~ of th1s :work to a 
further meeting of the representatiVes of ~h~. mtereste~. orgamsatwns, ~~!Ch would 
examine the proposals received and the poss1b1lity of amvmg at final defimtwns of the 
terms common to several sciences ; 

(3) To collect the scientific glossaries a!ready in existence and to :provide for the 
drafting of a critical report on these glossanes.1 

. 

1 The lull text of the Resolutions is to be found in the Bulletin de Ia Coop~ralion inlellecluelle, No. 15, page 757. 
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FurtJwrmt,n>. the Gonunittee req_uested the Intellectual Co-~peration Or:ganisatio~ to g~ve 
th.- widt':>l po."Sibh~ publicity to the wrshes expressed at the meetmg concernmg the umficat10n 

of t.h.- md.rir. sn:tems. d · h t• f t• th · t f g The E.'i:eeutive Committee, at its i\larch session, note ~rt sa rs ac _IOn e m eres m 
work which had bet>n undt>rtaken in agreement with the Umons and wh~c.h cannot proceed 
without. their approval. It authorised the Institute to tak~ all reqmsrt.e steps for the 
rolledion of the documentary material envisaged. This work rs at present m hand. 

4. CoLLABORATION BETWEEN SciENTIFIC MusEU!IlS. 

This qut>st.ion figun-.s on the agenda as the result of the actio~ in!tiated by the American 
::\ational Committee. An appreciable number of directo~s of sCie~trfic mus~ums have b~en 
con::;ulted and tht>ir n-plies have made it possible to determme the pomtson whrch collaboratron 
app.-ars to be desirable. 

5. H.~"DBOOK oF SciENTIFIC· LABORATORIES. 

Ha,ing been instructed to examine the possi':>ility ?f publishing a handboo~ ~f resea~ch 
laboratories, the Institute endeavoured to determme, With the help of. expert oprmon, w~rch 
branches of science should first be dealt with in this work. ~ts ch~rce fell on the P~¥srcal 
laboratories and a questionnaire has been prepa~ed, _together ~:th a hst of the authorrtres to 
be consulted. This heavy work of documentation rs proceedmg. 

V. LffiRARIES. : ARCHIVES. 

1. LiBRARIES. 

The Institute has prepared or caused to be issued three new publications _: tJ:re seco!ld 
editionofthe IndexBibliographicus, which is a work of reference on the current brbhograph~es 
on all subjects, compiled by M. Godet and 111. Vorstius; the Supplement to the Code of Abbrevra
lions of Tilles of Periodicals; the Guide to National Information Services, Loan Systems and 
lnlernalional Exchanges, the first edition of which, issued in 1930, is exhausted and anew edition 
of which was prepared in the course of the year with the assistance of the National Information 
Centres. 

La,--t, year, the Library Experts voted certain recommendations concerning the adoption 
of standardised formals for periodicals, the formal of the international index card and the 
bibliographical cover note. These recommendations were communicated to the Standardisa
tion Committees of twenty-one countries, and the correspondence exchanged proves the keen 
intere.--t aroused by these· questions of standardisation ; furthermore, the International 
Federation of National Standardising Associations signified its readiness to collaborate with the 
Institute and to submit the recommendations of the experts examined by the members of its 
bureau with a "iew to urging their adoption by the national associations, members of the 
Federation. 

The Committee of Library Experts had also suggested that steps be taken, in each country, 
to establish or to develop an official organisation composed of bibliographers, librarians and 
other competent authorities, who would remain in direct touch with the Committee on Decimal 
Oassification and who would collaborate with it in the work of improving the decimal system, 
account being taken of the diversity of requirements to be met in this connection. The 
ln.,--titute communicated this resolution to the Decimal Classification Committees of the Inter
national Information Institute. A number of replies have been received and there is every 
indication that interesting results have already been obtained. 

With a vie~ to pro~ding a practical s!-lbstitute fo~ the former periodical booklet Notable 
Bo~Jks, the Institute, actmg on the suggestiOn of the Lrbrary Experts, asked all the directors 
of national.or centrl!llibraries to indicate the organisation which would be the best qualified 
to _supply _mformabon on the mo.st notable works published in their respective countries. 
Thi~ enqurry produced an appreciable amount of information, which was published in the 
Guule . 

. . L~tly, wi~h re~ard to the _recommendation of the Committee of Library Experts on the 
utrlisatron of bbranes for makmg known the League of Nations the Institute assured the 
widest possible circulation to this recommendation ; it was comm~nicated to the Librarians' 
As~dations _and to the Chairmen o_f t~e N a~ional Comm~ttee~ on !ntellectual Co-operation in 
th~ ~unt_nes w~ere no such assocratron exrsted. The hbranes drs played a marked readiness 
to classify, ~n specml groups, th~ publications of the League of Nations and to call the attention 
,,f the pubh~ t~ereto ; several libraries addressed a request to the Institute asking that the 
League ?f :'\at10ns take steps to assure a more extensive distribution of its 'publications 

As !n the ~ast, _rela,tions ~er~ contin!-led throughout the year with the International 
Fedr,rat~on of L1bran~ns Assocrat10ns, whrch has always rendered most valuable service to 
the Institute ; ~he Institute was, moreover, represented at the annual session of the Committee 
of the Fed•lration. 
. As the 1932 Sei!sion of_ the Committee of Library Experts was not held until J e 16th 
Jls rr,p<Jrt was addres8ed d1rect to the members of the International Committee.t un ' 

Po :Uu!'()F :.u"'I>"Ttt otndthe me«UJll!'o oee Bu/klln de /a Cooptral/on lnle/lu/uelle, Nos 17-18 page gzo The text ol the .- cma • he fou on pag .. 978-982. . • ' • 
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2. ARCHIVES. 

Last ye~r, the Committee approved the proposals for the establishment of liaison between 
central archives depar~ments, drawn up by a Committee composed chiefly of directors of such 
departm~nts. The. obJe.ct of the programme laid down was, not only to facilitate exchanges 
of experience acqmred m the matter of archives but also to obtain the solution of various 
a~ministrative or technical questions of an inter~ational order, or susceptible of being dealt 
With as such ; for example, the accessibility of archives, the preservation of documents, 
loans, etc. 

The Committee of Expert Archivists, which met at the Institute on December 20th and 
21st, 1931,1 considered that, in order to prepare the ground for the work to be accomplished, it 
would fir~t of all be necessary to publish an International Guide to Archives Services, giving the 
outstand~ng ~eatures of the laws which govern the functioning of these services in each country 
and :ffialung It possible to adapt or standardise certain legal regulations. This Guide would 
consist o~ two volumes, compiled after consultation with competent authorities on this question. 
~he Ins~Itute suggested, and the Executive Committee agreed, that attention should, for the 
time bemg, be devoted to the first volume, which would deal with European countries; the 
work of collecting the requisite data is already in progress. 

The other work envisaged by the Committee of Directors of Archives Departments has 
also been put in hand; the principal subjects oil which studies have been undertaken are as 
follows. . · . · 

(a) Unification of Archivislic Terminology. 

The object of this work would be to facilitate the technical designation and classification 
of documents and the compiling of references. The requisite material must be collected 
beforehand, and the Institute is at present engaged in obtaining it along the lines of the 
practical suggestions formulated by the Committee of Experts. 

(b) Exchanges of Paleographic Facsimiles, Courses, Lecturers, etc. 

The aim is here to promote direct and active co-operation between the institutions, 
schools and savants concerned with paleography and the auxiliary historical sciences. In 
addition to institutions which are fully equipped and keep themselves informed on the progress 
made in this field, there are some which, through lack of suitable means, are unable to follow 
the improvements introduced. With a view to establishing a policy of mutual aid, the 
Institute has begun the necessary negotiations, and it may be expected that the first exchanges 
of facsimiles and the interchanges of lecturers will take place early in the coming school-year. 

(c) Preservation of Documents. 

This question had already formed the subject of study by the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation and the recommendations which it made, after consulting qualified experts, 
had already brought forth a number of replies and produced certain results. The Committee 
of Directors of Archives Departments asked the Institute to confine itself, for the time being, 
to communicating its recommendations to the services concerned, inviting them to submit a 
certain number of technical points to further careful examination. 

(d) Film Libraries. 

This question was subinitted to the Committee at the request of the International Educa
tional Cinematographic Institute; the latter has received useful suggestions, more particularly 
in connection with the adoption of a system of legal deposit ; the matter has also been brought 
to the notice of the Committee of Library Experts. 

VI. LITERARY QUESTIONS. 

1. ENQUIRY ON THE TEACHING OF-POETRY. 

On the proposal made by Mr. John Masefield and 1\L Paul Valery, the Permanent Com
mittee on Arts and Letters, " emphasising the supreme worth of poetry and desirous of arous
ing greater public interest in this activity of the human mind, asked the International Com
mittee on Intellectual Co-operation to request the Institute to carry out an enquiry as to the 
means by which a taste for poetry and knowledge and understanding of it are cultivated in 
teaching, and to inform the relevant departments of State in the various countries of the 
results of such enquiry ". 

To give effect to this resolution, it w;~.s thought that the best method of procedure would 
be, first of all, to obtain the views of a small number of personalities in this field. 

These opinions were then embodied in a report which was submitted to the Permanent 
Committee on Arts and Letters at its second session, thus enabling it, with the aid of this 
preliminary documentation, to determine either the conditions of the enquiry to be conducted 
by the Institute or the main lines of the general action to be taken. 

1 For resolutions see Bullelin de Ia Coop~ralion intellectuelle, No. 13, pages 627-632. 
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The folluwin"' weN' accordindy invited to e.."':press their views : M .. Babits (Hungary}, 
)(.Curt ius (Germ:Uy), Mr. H. P. B:Ly_on (Great Britain}, M. Guido Manzom (Italy), M. Ram6n 
Pt'NX de .·\xala (Spain). M. Albert Thtbaudet (France) .. 

The ~port. submit-ted to the Permanent Commtttee on Arts and Letters, was ve~y 
favourablv ft'Cein•d bv its members, some of whom, i\llle. Vac!lr~sco .and M. ?e Reynold In 
particular: added cert:ain suggestions to those made by the dtstm~mshed wrtters who. had 
ht-en good e.nough to Nply to th~ Institu~e:s enquiries .. :rh~ Commtt~ee as~ed the lnstitu~e 
to continue its enquiries by seekmg the VIews of authorities m educatiOnal Circles. 

2. BROADCASTING OF PoETRY. 

A circular letter was prepared by the Institute informing all the. inter~sted institutic;ms 
of the resolution adopted by the Committee on Arts and Letters, m which broadcastmg 
organi..-.ations were requested : 

~ (a) To devote a place in their programmes to th~ recitatioD: of poems taken from 
· the chief foreign literatures, as well as from that of their own natiOn ; 

~ (b) To supenise the qua~ty of. diction in such c_ases, in_order to e~~ure that those 
spe.aking the poetry do not mutilate Its rhythm and Its musical value. 

In a!rreement with the International Broadcasting Union and the International Bureau 
of the T~le!!Taphic Union, which communicated to the Institute a complete list of wireless 
tran:,-mitte~,a circular explaining the wishes of the Committee on Arts and Letters was addressed 
to sixtv" centres, representing 1,190 stations; contact with every country in the world was 
thus e5tahlished. A certain number of replies have already reached the Institute from 
Europe and overseas; they are all of favourable tone; the stations from which these replies 
emanate si_anifv their readiness to take the Committee's decisions into account; some of them 
even expre'Ss the wish that their activities in this direction be properly guided. 

3. DRAMA FROM THE INTERNATIONAL STANDPOINT. 

Four main points were considered by the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters at 
its fust session: touring companies abroad; travelling companies in a given country;. collec
. tions of printed plays ; exchanges of plays through the agency of publishers. 

With a view to obtaining authoritative opinions on these questions, the Institute got 
into touch with various theatrical organisations and persons of note in the theatrical world ; 
it con.::.""Ulted the National Committees and brought the questions enumerated abovetothenotice 
of the Con.,uress of the Universal Theatre Society" held at Rome in May last. The results of 
this enquiry were contained in a report submitted to the Permanent Committee on Arts and 
Letters on the occasion of its session in Frankfort. This Committee decided that the following 
points could form the basis of a programme of international collaboration: (a) the founding 
of an international theatre ; (b) the constitution of international archives concerning the 
theatre; (c) exhibitions of stage scenery ; (d) compilation of an international repertory ; 
(e) utilisation of workers' spare time for the development of drama. 

R:.-pecial importance was attached to the last-named point ; in this connection, consider
ation was given to the possibility of developing travelling theatres, such as those organised in 
Italy. 

The Committee on Moral Disarmament also discussed the question of the theatre from the 
point o_f view of promoting friendship between nati?ns an~ from the aspect of its educational 
value, m the broadest sense of the term ; the Committee Will probably call the attention of the 
Governments to this aspect of the question. _ 

4. IBERO-AMERICAN COLLECTION. 

In July 1931, the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation approved the 
plan for the reorganisation of the lbero-American Collection proposed by M. Gonzague de 
Repold. In_ pursuance of this decision, and with the approval of the members of the Publi
catwn Committee, the latter henceforth assumed the character of a Committee of experts 
CI".J!lvened at regular intervals to assure the literary supervision of the collection. This Com
IDittee_meets under the chairmanship of l\L Gonzague de Reynold, member of the International 
~m111lttee on Intellectual Co-operation, the Secretary-General being M. Dominique Braga 
literary counsel!or at the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation. ' 

The Committee met at the Institute on November 28th, 1931 and on March 29th 1932 
It drew_ up a ~eneral programme of publications for the coming' years. Its attenti~n wa~ 
called,_ m particu~r, to ~he desirability of supplementing the purely literary series in the 
cc,lled~on by ~ senes. of Illustrated works devoted to the folklore of the republican States 
of Latm Af!l~nca, which represents one of the greatest literary treasures of the New World 

In additwn to the grant of 500 dollars made to the Institute by the Marti Committee of 
~a~;r;:• for the. translation of Jose Marti's book of essays, the Municipality of Havana h~ve 

<,<;1 e to {?t~ov_ule t~e sum of 600 pesos annually in three successive bud ets to cover the 
r..rJ~;t of pu ,h_;hmg, m the Ibero-American Collection, a volume dealing ~ith the musical 
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folkl?re _of Cuba. Negotiations have been opened with other countries with a .view to the 
pubhcatwn of works devoted both to plastic folk-art (monuments costumes popular arts) 
and to litera~ folklore (legends, songs}. ' ' 

T~e followmg works are at present being translated at the request of the Publication 
Comr~uttee : Facundo, one of the great !hero-American classics, by the Argentine author 
Sarmrento; the -?-ellers and Discourses of Bolivar and Don Casmurro, by Machado de Assis, one 
of the most emment novelists of Brazilian literature. 

5. CINEMATOGRAPHIC LITERATURE. 

. At the meeting organised by the League of Nations Secretariat for the purpose of examin
mg the question of instructional films on the League of Nations, one aspect of the cinemato
graph was considered, which should be dealt with in collaboration with literary and artistic 
institut!ons- namely, the undertaking. of an enquiry, among authors of literary works and 
dramatists, on the production of films calculated to-facilitate a rapprochement of minds and to 
contribute to the general education of the spectators. 

The suggestion was viewed with interest by the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters 
which was of opinion that a study of the question might be undertaken along the same lines 
as those followed for the enquiry on the teaching of poetry, and that it would undoubtedly 
lead to the formulation of interesting ideas and suggestions. 

VII. INTERNATIONAL MUSEUMS OFFICE. 

1. PRESERVATION OF ARTISTIC AND HISTORICAL MONUMENTS : THE ATHENS CoNFERENCE. 

Continuing its studies on the preservation of works of art, which, in 1930, led to the 
summoning of the Rome Conference, confined to painting and sculpture, the International 
Museums Office organised a further meeting of experts during 1931 ; this meeting was the 
Athens Conference, which was held from October 21st to 30th last ; its agenda consisted of 
problems concerning the protection and preservation of architectural monuments. One 
hundred and twenty experts, belonging to twenty-four countries, took part in the proceedings.1 

This Conference was, in a way, the introduction to the studies which the Office proposes 
to pursue in this field ; it afforded the experts an.opportunityof examining a number of questions 
of a general order and, at the same time, of drawing up a programme for this future activity 
of the Office. 

(a) Legal Questions. 

The Conference first directed its attention to the legal questions arising in connection 
with the protection of artistic and historical monuments. 

It was agreed that the attention of legislators should be called to the following points, 
representing a .threefold necessity : 

· (a) The granting to the public authorities, in each country, of adequate powers 
for taking immediately, and without awaiting the completion of formalities in the matter 
of classification, all indispensable measures for the preservation of monuments 
threatened with destruction ; 

(b) Compensation for the sacrifices imposed on private property, by the payment 
of indemnities or the granting of other considerations in various forms, conceived in such 
manner that the owner of a monument need have no reason to fear the consequences 
of classification ; 

(c) The establishment of a protective zone around each monument. 

The discussions emphasised the general tendency which, in this matter, recognises a certain 
right of the community to the enjoyment of private property. The Conference approved this 
manner of viewing the problem, but thought that the different legislations should be adapted 
to local circumstances and to the state of public opinion, so that the least possible opposition 
may be encountered. · 

(b) Nature of the Materials to be employed in the Restoration of Monuments. 

Technical questions form the subject of a number of papers. With regard to the materials 
to be employed in the restoration of monuments, the experts approved the judicious use of all 
the resources offered by modern technique and, more especially, of reinforced concrete. · They 
recommend that these materials should, whenever possible, be concealed in order not to 
detract from the character and original design of the building undergoing restoration. It was 
recommended that such materials and methods should be used more especially when the 
risks of dismantling and reassembling of the portions to be preserved could thereby be avoided. 

Notwithstanding the variety of cases to be considered and the multiplicity of the solutions 
envisaged, the experts were of opinion that these solutions should be based on certain general 
rules. 

t For the resolutions or the Athens Conference, see Bulletin de Ia Cooperalion inlellecluelle, No. 10, pages 469-482. 
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In the case of a monument in a state of ruin, scrupulous pr~servation is ~o be strictly 
,,b._~rYe..i. with rdnstat.eJ.nent of the original portions found on the s1te (anaslyloszs), whenev:er 
su,·h a ,..._,urse is po .. ""ible ; U_te new Dl:aterials require~ for thi~ work shoul.d always ~e recogms
abl<". When the pre.servahon of rums brought to hght dun_ng exc~vat10n opera~10ns proves 
imP..'-""iblt", the experts recommend that they should be buned agam, after makmg accurate 
l'e..'t'NS and plans thereof. 

(c) Prol<Y!ion against Destrucliz•e A. gents. 

Follo"ing out the same idea, and to protect buildings against. des~ructive agents and 
atmospheric in!luence.s, the Conference recommended the. collaboratiOn, 1~ each cou.ntry, of 
museum curators and architects, assisted by representatives of the physical, chemical and 
natural sciences, in oroer to determine the treatment to be applied. . 

(d) Ornamental Sculpture. 

The experts were of opinion that the removal of sculptures from the setting for which they 
\Wre designed constituted, in principle, a practice that should be discountenanced. They 
recommended the preservation of original models, when they still existed, and, failing this, 
the taking of casts. 

(e) Surroundings and Vegetation. 

Dealing with questions of an :esthetic order, the Confere~ce gave special consideration to 
the surroundings of monuments and the part played by vegetation. It recommended that, when 
new buildings are being erected, the character and aspect of the towns should be respected, 
particularly .in the neighbourhood of ancient monuments, the surroundings of which call 
for specially careful treatment. Certain groupings and perspectives of a particularly picturesque 
character should also be preserved. A study should also be made of the plantations and orna
mental ve,aetation most suitable for certain buildings or groups of buildings from the point 
of 'iew of pre;;ening their ancient character. The Conference finally recommended the 
exclusion of any form of publicity, the abusive erection of telegraph poles and lines, 
the installation of noisy factories and high chimney shafts in close proximity to artistic and 
hb-t<Jrical monuments. · 

(f) The Proleclion of Monuments, and lnlernalional Solidarity. 

Special mention must be made of the tendency manifested by the Conference to establish 
collaboration between national departments to assure the preservation of certain monuments 
considered as belon.,oing to the common patrimony of mankind. It would seem that we are 
here witne;;:;ing the development of a new principle ·of international solidarity in the field 
of art, to which it would be desirable to see the International Committee on Intellectual 
UH:Jperation and the Assembly of the League of Nations itself devote their official support. 
The Conference therefore adopted a resolution the principle of which it hopes the Assembly 
will uphold. 

(g) Educalion of the Public regarding the Respecting of Monuments. 

The Conference, taking the view that the most reliable guarantee that could be ofTeted 
in the matter of preserving monuments and works of art resided in the respect and attachment 
shown for them by the people themselves, and, considering that these sentiments could be 
very largely fostered by suitable ac~ion on the part of public authorities, expressed the wish 
that. educators. s~ould accl!stom children and youth to refrain from disfiguring monuments 
of every descnpt10n and, m a general manner, to devote more interested attention to the 
protection of these marks of civilisation throughout the world. 

(h) Preservation of the Monuments on the Acropolis at Athens. · 

An _accoun~ of the proceedings of th~ Athens Conference would be incomplete if we omitted 
to ment.~on the 1mportant exch~mge of _v1ews that took place at .a special meeting devoted to the 
Acropolitan monuments. ThiS meetmg, held on the Acropolis itself under the chairmanship 
of Professor Georg Karo, Director of the German Institute of Archre~logy at Athens afforded 
the experts an opportunity of expressing their views on the following points : ' 

. (a) Reinstatement of the north colonnade of the Parthenon and of the south 
periStyle; 

(b) Use of cement as a coating for the drums to be replaced; 

(c) Choice of metals to be used for the dowels· 
' 

(d) Desirability of using casts in completing the anastylosis ; 

(e) Prot.P .. dion of the frieze against weather. 
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· (i) Handbook of Legislative Measures relating to Historical Monuments. 

In order that its ~ork might be followed by practical results, the Athens Conference 
entrusted the InternatiOnal Museums Office with a certain number of definite tasks - in 
partic~lar, the_ preparation of a handbook and a comparative schedule. of the legislations in 
f~rce ~n the different countries, concerning the protection and preservation of artistic and 
h~storiCal m~mume~ts. The O!fi~e has accordingly approached a number of Departments of 
Fme Arts With a VIew to obtammg the necessary documentation. 

(j) Excavations and lfle Methods employed. 

In Ma:ch last, the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation communicated 
to the _Ins~1tute a request emanating from the American Council of Learned Societies that the 
Oq~am~at10n of Intellectual Co-operation should collect, for presentation in a handbook, the 
legislative texts at present in force in the different countries regarding excavations, and the 
agreements concluded between administrative departments and scientific institutions on this 
subject. 

This question had already formed the subject of important discussions at the Athens 
Conference. It directed its attention to a study of the question of excavations from the two
fold aspect of technique and legislation. The juridical aspect of the question, however, was 
the subject of special consideration. In point of fact, the preservation of archreological sites 
and objects brought to light is closely :bound up, on the one hand, with the lesser sr greater 
re_adiness with which the national departments grant excavation permits and, on the other, 
w1th the loyalty shown by the concessionary parties in the fulfilment of their contractual 
obligations. 

The Athens Conference therefore thought that the International Museums Office 
would be rendering a valuable service by undertaking the compilation of the legislative and 
administrative measures governing excavation operations in the different countries. 

(k) National Archives and Inventories. 

In execution of another recommendation, inviting the States or national institutions to 
draw up an inventory of their historical buildings, the Office has asked the Departments of 
Fine Arts to communicate to it a memorandum on the work already undertaken in this con
nection. These particulars will enable it to determinewhatinventoriesor archives have already 
been prepared and the bases on which it will be possible to complete them or to promote their 
preparation in .countries where none exist. 

2. INTERNATIONAL JuRIDICAL PROTECTION OF PuBLIC CoLLECTIONS. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation had already given favourable 
consideration to the proposal made by the Italian National Committee on Intellectual Co
operation for the promotion of an international agreement on the measures to be taken to 
prevent or check the sale of objects withdrawn from public collections or clandestinely expprted 
abroad. 

A detaile!l report on this question .was submitted by the Italian. Committee to the 
Directors' Committee of the International Museums Office in 1931 ; it indicated the main 
points of the problem and outlined the conditions in which it might be solved. The Directors' 
Committee of the Office, after confirming the desirability of an international agreement of this 
kind, approved, in principle, the conclusions reached in the report by the Italian National 
Committee. It instructed its secretariat to examine the positive law of the different countries, 
in collaboration with the Legal Adviser of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-opera
tion, with a view to determining the texts that could serve as a basis for the establishment of 
an international control in this field. 

With reference to the classification of works of art implying the prohibition to export, 
the members of the Committee unanimously expressed the wish that the competent depart
ments should be prompted by the desire to facilitate the circulation of works of art and, in 
consequence, that they place an embargo only on the exportation of objects possessing a really 
unique interest from the point of view of the artistic patrimony of the country in which they 
were situated. · 

Lastly, it was pointed out that, if an agreement were concluded, it should not have retro
active effect, so as to avoid, at all costs, claims or protests in respect of transactions which 
may have taken place in the past. 

3. AGREEMENT BETWEEN CAsTING WORKSHOPS. 

Pursuing its enquiries with a view to encouraging the organisation of collections of casts, 
the Office has endeavoured to establish the bases of an agreement between the official casting 
workshops in the different countries, the aim of which would be to reduce the cost of casts and, 
consequently, to facilitate their dissemination. 

Stress has repeatedly been laid on the desirability and utility of such an agreement from 
the educational point of view, not only for countries possessing no collections of original works, 
but also and more generally, for educational institutions. 

The' preliminary negotiations, opened by the Secretariat of the Office, justify the hope 
that an agreement in this matter is realisable, as the interested workshops seem inclined 
to accept the principle of surmoulage, subject to a system of control, the essential features of 
which could be as follows : 
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(1) P~rmission to take a surmoulage should be granted only to an official casting 
worksht'P (lf the most dependable character. 

(:?) Pt>rmission t.o take a surmoulage should not be granted once and for al.l by a 
~neral ag~m~nt .. but should form the subject of a special contract for each p1ece of 
sculpture e-xploited. 

(3) All contracts authorising the exploitat!o!l of sculJ?tl!re by surmoulage s~ould 
provid~ for the delivery, by the workshop explmtmg the or1g!nal model, of a speCimen 
eastim! b~aring its stamp, which would be used for the makmg of the secon~. mould. 
When ~this mould is no longer fit for use, the specimen cast alone should be ut1hsed for 
the making of a new mould. 

(-I) All casts made by the workshop executing the surmoulage should bear the stamp 
of that workshop, in or~er to prevent imitation. . 

(5) The International Museums Office should be entrusted with the supervision of 
the ~"''rous application of the international agreement and, in the event of dispute, may 
be appealed to by the parties concerned or, if necessary, act as arbitrator. 

Such are the main principles, the final terms of which will be examined by the Office in 
collaboration with the representatives of casting workshops. · · · 

4. PuBLICATIONS. 

Since the last session of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, the 
Office has continued the publication of its quarterly review Mouseion and has endeavoured 
to widen the scope of its documentation. Five further volumes have been added to the 
collection : the first two gave an account of the last part of the proceedings of the Rome 
Conference ; the three others contain an account of the first part of the work of the Athens 
Conference. The separate printing of all the papers submitted to this latter Conference will 
make it possible to publish them later in a special volume. 

In addition to these studies, which represent a substantial quantity of material, JMouseion 
rec.eives communications of such an abundant and varied character that it is becoming difficult 
to make use of them, as and when they arrive, in a review issued only every three months. 
Since, moreover, certain of these communications are chiefly of current interest, the secretariat 
of the Office has undertaken their publication in a monthly supplement. Relieved in this way, 
_\louseion will in future be confined exclusively to the publication of scientific studies and . 
research work, all news items proper being left to appear in the Informations mensuelles. 

5. l\IISCELLANEOUS QuESTIONS. 

Organisalion of Open-Air Museums of Popular Art. 

At its annual session held in 1932, the Bureau of the International Committee on Popular 
Arts decided to summon, for this summer, the third plenary session of the Committee. The 
que::>tions fi.,"''ring on the agenda of this session include the organisation of open-air museums 
of pop~lar art; At t~e request of the Bur~au of the International Committee on Popular Arts, 
the Directors Committee of the InternatiOnal Museums Office has authorised its secretariat 
to collaborate, in so far as it is concerned, i~ the technical preparation of this session. 

Broadcasling Service of the lnlernalional Museums Office. 

:nus se~ce, which has been functioning under the auspices of the Office ~ince 1930 
co~~:t~t_Ies to give satisfactory results. In addition to information of current interest on th~ 
actin~Ies of ~he Office, ~roadcast at regular intervals, three further wireless talks were 
organLSed dunng the penod 1931-32. 

Preseroalion of the Monumenls at Philre. 

. The Secretariat ?f the Office wa~ appri~ed of a wish expressed by the American Associa
t~n of :\luseums, _whJch, on the occasiOn oJ Its Congress held at Pittsburg in 1931 had asked 
~ t:he lnterna~10nal Museums Office take the initiative with a view to international action 
or e p_reservat10n of the monuments at Philre; A recommendation to the same effect was 
~hm~um~t.;d to the Office by the Congress of the Latin Press held at Cairo in February 1932 
I ~~~ rt:r th~ Office deemed it advisable to defer any a'ction in this connection until th~ 
n • 1ona mm1ttee on Intellectual Co-operation had had an opp rt 'f. f · 

an opinion on the conclusions of the Athens Conference which includ~d ~m y o exp1s~!ng 
that .a syswm of international collaboration should be, establish d f recommen. a IOn 

~:;':;_~~ta~~~7~~~80ffi'!h~:v~~~~/:S~ ~;~:o~c~~~ s!~ri~1~s tJ~~~~!tt~:{e3:~!h~:~~e:~ 
f: J,r.:S!:r~~:rn~~e::::~t the protection or the monuments at Phiire was realisabie in ;::~ic~ 
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International Exhibitions of Fine Arts and Climatic Influences. 

The attention of directors of museums, responsible for the safety and preservation of the 
val?ab!e objects entrusted to ti:J.eir care, has frequently been engaged on this question; 
hes1tat10n, often resulting in a refusal to participate in international exhibitions, has had the 
effect of diminishing the value of these demonstrations. At the request of the Directorate 
of_ th~ Berlin Museums, the International Museums Office, confining itself to the purely 
sctel_lttfic aspect of the problem, is taking steps to collect the opinions of qualified experts with 
the mtention of placing them at the disposal of the parties concerned. 

Regulation of lhe Right to copy Works in Museums. 

The International Museums Office has undertaken an enquiry on this question, the first 
resul~s of which point to the need for regulation in this field. The absence of any definite by
laws m certain countries has led to cases of abuse, which have, in a disquieting manner, encour
aged the production and circulation of fakes .. This question also will be laid before the Aavisory 
Committee of Experts of the Office at its next meeting. 

VIII. MUSIC : POPULAR ART. 

A. Music. 

I. Recorded Music. 

Documentary material was collected during the year by the Institute in execution of the 
proposal made by M. Bela Bartok and approved last year by the Permanent Committee on 
Arts and Letters, concerning collections of recorded music. This material was examined by a 
small Committee of experts, who met at the Institute on December 21st and 22nd, 1931.1 

The Institute also inaugurated an exchange service for the leading gramophone journals, 
the most important of which it receives periodically, and for the catalogues of gramophone 
record companies in practically every country where such firms exist. 
· The wishes expressed by the experts were approved by the Permanent Committee at its 

session held in Frankfort ; they are now submitted to the International Committee on Intellec
tual Co-operation with the favourable recommendation of the Permanent Committee. They 
envisage the organisation of national gramophone record depositories in countries where no 
such collections have as yet been constituted, and the establishment of collaboration between 
ili-. . 

2. Musical Editions . . 

After having heard a statement by M. Bela Bartok at its second session held at Frankfort, 
the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters approved his proposal for the safeguarding 
of the integrity of musical compositions in their various editions ; the aim of the proposal is 
to encourage the publication, at prices accessible to the general public and especially to 
students of the history of music and conservatory students, of editions of works strictly in 
accordance with the indications figuring on the original manuscripts of great composers. 

3. Musical Broadcasts. 

Pursuant to the resolution voted by the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters, 
for promoting a better knowledge of national music by means of wireless broadcasting, the 
Institute was instructed to examine, with the International Broadcasting Union, the means 
whereby international programmes fulfilling this purpose might be prepared. . 

. At its meeting held at Rome in October 1931, the Council of the International Broadcastmg 
Union, to whom this recommendation had been communicated, voted a resolution inviting 
the members of the Union to answer a questionnaire, in which the following specific question 

·was asked; 

" Do you currently broadcast complete programmes of the literary and musical 
works of foreign nations or really characteristic national programmes of other countries ? 
Are these broadcasts accompanied by appropriate commentaries, and would it be desirable 
for countries, the musical past of which is less known, to prepare, for the purposes of ex
change a syllabus drawn up in a European language to ensure better commentaries 
before the microphone of foreign stations ?" 

This resolution was the first practical result of a cordial and effective collaboration between 
the .Union and the Institute in the field envisaged by the Permanent Committee on Arts and 
Letters. Technically such developments are quite feasible, as the notable progress made in 
recent times in the adaptation of the European telephone system to the technical requirements 
of broadcasting now make it possible to organise, by means of relays, first-rate concerts, 
which can be broadcast, not only in the country of origin, but throughout every State linke-d up 
with it by telephone lines capable of reproducing the musical frequencies essential for good 
reception. 

1 For resolutions, see Bulletin de la Cooperation intellecluelle, No. 13, pages 632·634. 
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B. PoPULAR ART. 

1. Collaoorolion with the lnlernalional Commillee on Popular Arts. 

In conformitv wit.h the ao-reement reached last year, regular· collaboration was established 
"ith t.he Int.ernational Com~ittee on Popular Arts. The Committee:s ~ureau met at the 
Instit.ut.e last .\ugust1 and discussed, among other subjec~, the. orgamsa~10n. of a ce~~:tre .for 
folk music. In this matter, the work undertaken by the Institute 1s J?r~~eedmg m co-ordmat10n 
·with the e:.-..-eeut.ion of the programme concerning " recorded mus1c . '!he Bureau of. the 
Int.ernat.ional Committee on Popular Arts has also solicited the collaboratiOn of the. lnst1t';lte 
for an enquiry on collections of folk music. Mention _should a.lso be m.ade of th~ g~est10n wh1ch 
directlvinterests the Institute-namely, the preparatiOn of an mternat10nal exh1b1t10n of popular 
art, and the organisation of" open-air museums ",which concerns the International Museums 
Oftke. · 

2.. Publirolion of the "Acls and Memoranda of lhe Prague Congress ". 

The publication A.rl populaire -Acles el memoi~es du Congres de P~ague -w~s issued at the 
end of 1931. It consists of two heavy volumes prmted on fine-quality paper, Irreproachable 
both from the iconographic and typographic point o~ view, T~ey ?ontain nearly ~00 pa€1es of 
t.ext. "it.h numerous illustrations and 200 plates. Th1s work, which 1s the first of th1smagmtude 
on ~pula_r arts, constitut~ a document of im~ense va~ue on a~chitecture, wo<!d-carving,metal
working. Jewellery, ceranncs, costumes, weavmg, m_us1c, dancmg and drama~ every cou~try. 
_-lrl populaire has met with a very favourable recept10n, not only from experts m these subJects, . 
but aL"' from the public interested in popular arts. 

IX. INTELLECTUAL RIGHTS. 

In conformity "'ith the resolution voted by the Executive Committee at its meeting held 
in :Xovember last, the results of the studies undertaken in this domain were submitted to the 
second annual session of institutions concerned with intellectual rights. This session took 
place in Paris, on June 4th, 1932, under the chairmanship of M. Jules Destree.8 

1. CoLLABOR..-\.TION WITH OTHER INSTITUTIONS CONCERNED WITH INTELLECTUAL RIGHTS. 

Following out the suggestions made at last year's meeting, close liaison was established 
between the respective activities of the institutions concerned with intellectual rights. This 
liai.."<<n consisted, on the one hand, in the regular exchange of information and, on the other, 
in the compilation by the Institute of documentation on the proceedings of congresses organised 
by international groups the activities of which· extend into the field of intellectual rights. 

With regard to the exchange of information, the Institute's work was greatly facilitated 
by th~ lis~ periodi_call~ received from t~e I~ternational Labour Office, giving the result of the 
exammat10n of legiSlative texts concermng mtellectual workers. The Institute also continued 
its analysis of the review LeDroil d' Auteur, published by the Berne International Bureau from 
which it has obtained a considerable part of its documentation on the question of authors' 
rights as exercised in the different countries. 

Lastly, the Rome International Institute for the Unification of Private Law contributed 
extr~mely valuable studies on several technical points figuring on the programme of the 
Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, in particular on the material right of the artist (droit 
de suite) and the endeavours made to harmonise the texts of the Berne and Havana Conventions. 

2. hTERNATIONAL PROTECTION OF AuTHORS' RIGHTS (Preparation of the Brussels Conference). 

In the plan for the distribution of work, adopted at the meeting of March 16th and 17th 
1931, an_d approved by ~h~ International Committee in July 1931, the Institute was allotted 
the Special task of exannnmg the two following questions in connection with authors' rights : 

(a) The material rights of the artist (droit de suite J; 
• . , (b) The harmonising of the texts of the Berne and Havana Conventions on authors' 
nghts. . 

(a) "Droit de 1uile ". 

Adion was taken with a view to obtaining in pursuance of the · d t" 
hy the Rome .c~mfer~n~e on the proposal of M. Des tree the insertionr:~~h~n ~-IOn ffOJ?\ed 
ti<JO§ of provu;JOns SimJ!ar to those m force in Belgium, Fran d C na !Ona egis a
have e:.;tabli;;hed the principle of the right of artists a~d of ~~ ~n d zechJslovakia and ~hich 
pro,~erh derived from commercial transactions in the w elr escen a~ts to s~are m t~e 
eff<:~;t have r.-....-:ently been introduced in Spain and Germa~; of these artists. Bills to this 

1 YtJr ,....,hJU'"'"• - BuUdln tk Ia Cooptrallon lntelleclu 11 N 
' fttr :,t;.t;s.,,mt ~ntJ r~.~lut..imu, tee /Jullt:lin dt Ia CoQptr!u:' l oi /J6, page 782. 

n n e lecluelle, No. 17-18, 1'"11"" 912-920 ond 975·978. 
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Further, the Institute, in collaboration with the International Association of Arts and 
Letters and the I~ternational Confederation of Intellectual Workers, is endeavouring to bring 
~bout t~e formatiOn, by the groups concerned with the collection of the "droit de suite", of an 
mternatwnal committee the duty of which it would be to prepare the ground for the adoption, by 
the Bru~sels Conference in 1935, of the draft of the new article to be inserted in the Berne 
ConventiOn on " droit de suite "; this draft was adopted in 1929 by the International Congress 
of Arts and Letters at Cairo, on the recommendation of the Institute. 

(b) Harmonising of the Texts of the Berne and Havana Conventions on" Droit de suite". 

_At the request of the International In~titute for the Unification of Private Law, the 
Institute of Intellectual Co-operation made further representations to the National Committees 
of Latin America with a view to obtaining, from interested quarters, positive suggestions 
concerning the points on which the desired concordance between the two Conventions could be 
realised. . · 

Up to the present, these negotiations have added no fresh factors to the information 
already set forth in the reports respectively drawn up by the two Institutes. On the other · 
hand, the action initiated by the American National Committee has made it possible to take 
a considerable step forward in this connection. 

As a result of this Committee's intervention, the Organising Committee of the Seventh 
Pan-American Conference has decided to place this question at the head of the programme of 
the Conference. At the last session of the Directors' Committee of the International 
Institute for the Unification of Private Law, the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation was 
asked to prepare, for the information of the States Members of the Pan-American Union, a 
memorandum setting forth the conclusions already reached by the two Institutes in the course 
of their preliminary studies. The Legal Adviser of the League of Nations Secretariat, who 
attended the Rome meeting, has kindly promised to facilitate the communication of this 
memorandum to the Governments concerned. 

At its March 1932 session, the Executive Committee adopted a resolution noting the 
importance of the initiative taken by the Pan-American Union and authorising the Institute 
of Intellectual Co-operation to place all necessary information at the disposal of that Union. 
According to the latest news received, the Pan-American Conference, originally fixed for 
December 1932, has been postponed until December 1933. This postponement should be 
sufficient fo enable the Governments, which are to be represented, to be fully informed of the 
various aspects of the problem. The fact that the Havana Convention of 1928 has so far been 
ratified by only two States (Guatemala and Panama) is, moreover, of a nature to facilitate the 
extension to the American continent of at least some of the principles laid down by the Rome 
Protocol revising the Berne Convention. 

The question was submitted to the meeting of Institutions concerned with intellectual 
rights held at the Institute on June 4th. On the proposal of M. Alvarez, Minister Plenipoten
tiary for Chile, who attended the meeting, the Committee expressed the wish that the Inter
national Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, in agreement with the Institute for the Unification 
of Private Law and the Berne Bureau, should convene a meeting of a special committee, which 
would work in liaison with the Organising Committee of the Seventh Pan-American Conference ; 
this special committee would be invited to prepare proposals calculated to obtain the adhesion 
of the States signatory to the two Conventions, both from the point of view of their improve
ment and concordance .. 

Furthermore, the meeting examined questions bearing upon authors' rights in the matter 
of mechanical sound production ; it heard, in particular, a statement by M. Ostertag, Director 
of the Ber:ile International Bureau, and took cognisance of a report drawn up on this question 
by the Institute for the Unification of Private Law. 

The meeting also recognised the desirability of entrusting to a special committee, in view 
of the Brussels Conference, the task of examining the possibility of the present text of Article 13 
concerning rights in the matter of mechanical sound production ; this special committee would 
be convened by the Institute, in agreement with the Berne International Bureau. 

3. INTERNATIONAL ACTION IN FAVOUR OF THE PRELIMINARY DRAFT INTERNATIONAL 
CONVENTION ON THE RIGHT OF THE SCIENTIST. 

The Institute has continued to centralise the replies addressed by the Governments to the 
League of Nations Secretariat concerning the desirability of the draft international Convention 
submitted to them for their consideration. In this connection, the Institute received a certain 
number of observations, which were brought to the notice of the Committee and its Executive 
Committee. The text of these replies was communicated to the Berne International Bureau 
as and when received. 

Up to the present, twenty-one replies have reached the International Institute of Intellec
tual Co-operation. Of this number, only seven can be regarded as being in favour of the 
immediate summoning of an international conference for the drawing up of a convention on 
the basis of the preliminary draft. 

The remainder of the replies, while recognising, for the most part, that the anxieties which 
led to the preparation of the preliminary draft are justified, express the view that the applica
tion of this text would encounter certain difficulties in present circumstances. The arguments 
against the system of international protection of the right of the scientist provided in the pre
liminary draft can be reduced to two : (1) lack of definition, which, in the present state of 
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e..·onomil" lifo' wo~ild bocome dan~rerous from the point of view of determining what discoveries 
,wee to be p~,t~t.-d by the new

0 
convention ; (2) difficulty of reconciling the new system of 

pn,te..·tion with pr.-sent legislation in the matt~ of paten~. · 
(A>rtain repht>s, especially the last to b~ recetved, c~:mtamed propo.sals for amendments of 

the highest intere.st. Several of them are m accord wtth the s1;1ggestwns already formulated 
by the Italian National Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. One of the a!llendn;tents 
pn>po.~ by this Committee aims at fixing a time-!i~it in which scientists should.gtve n?ttce of 
their diso..-owries. whereas the framers of the prehmmary draft sought to ~ake t.t posstble for 
the author of a discovery used in industry long after i~ pu~lic~tion, or for hts .h.etrs, to reckon 
the period of protection onlr as from.t.he date at w~tch hts ~tscovery was utthsed. . 

The Institute devoted Its attentwn to developmg the mterest already aroused m the 
different countries bv the movement in favour of the recognition of the right of the scientists. 
A discussion opened· at the Academy of Medicine, Paris, after the reading of a paper by 
:Y. Lucien Klotz led to the constitution, within that body, of a Committee the Rapporteur of 
which., Mme. Curle Sklodowska, emphasised the sou~d mo_ral and social reasons i.nvoked in this 
matter of scientists' ri.,.hts. The Academy declared ttself m favour of the establishment of the 
right of the scientist; it recommended that the recognition of this right " be expedited by the 
initiati"\"-e of public authorities ". 

It would seem that one of the first consequences of this recommendation should be the 
earlv resumption of the work undertaken by the Inter-Departmental Commission set up in 
Frai.ce, in 19"27, under the chairmanship of M. Edouard Herriot, for the purpose of drafting 
the te..~t of a national Bill protecting the authors of scientific discoveries. 

In the United States, notable developments are taking place in favour of the right of the 
scientist. - Since the movement of opinion created by the awarding of the Linthicum Prize, 
legal circles are manifesting constantly growing interest in this question. 

Two important American organisations - the Michigan Patent Law Association and the 
American Bar Association - have each undertaken an enquiry on the question. 

4. NEW QUESTIONS. 

The Committee of representatives of institutions concerned. with intellectual rights 
recommended the inclusion of the following questions in the programme of future work : 
Authors' rights in journalism; authors' rights in the matter of cinematography. 

X. NATIONAL COMMITTEES ; " D~L~GU~S D'~TATS ". 

During the year, liaison ~th the ~ational Committees on I.ntellectual Co-operation was 
developed, and the collaboratiOn established has been most frmtful. The execution of the 
working programme which the Committee had outlined for the Institute has, moreover, been 
greatly facilitated by the frequent intervention of the dilegues d' Etals. . 

(a) ORGANISATION. 

No new_ National Committees were form.~d during the year 1931-32. Interesting ex
ch~aes of VIeV.:S have,_ however, takl_ln place m_th a view to the organisation of committees in 
(.?Dna. Colomb!-3., India -~d _ Pale?tme._ Special documentary material was placed at the 
~of _lea~ aut~onltes m Chinese I~tellectual circles, while conversations were conducted 
m connection With this matter by the Drrector of the International Institute of Intellectual 
Co:operation on the occasion of his visit to the Far East ; in response to the wishes of the 
Chi~ese Gove~ent, a plan was drawn up to facilitate cultural relations between China and 
foreign countnes. 

Three N ~tiona! Co~ittees-~hose of Germany, the Netherlands and Switzerland- have 
~ !eor!f<i;nised. In this connect~on, referen~e should be made to the growing tendency to 
associate With the work of the Nat~onal Com~mt~ees _the personalities who. collaborate in the 
work of the In~llectual C!H>peratton Organtsalton m the capacity of experts. 
. . _ F?ur Comm!ttees - those of Germ.~ny, America, Belgium and Switzerland -took the 
Imltabve ~f p~aci!Ig the names of ~II their members on the list of subscribers to the Bulletin 
de Ia Cf!OP_eralron mlell~uelle.. Thts course has the great advantage of furnishing the members 
of a National Comlll!ttee Witll; ac.curate information on all the activities pursued by the 
lnteii.,Xual Co-operatiOn Orgamsabon . 

. _. The work and activities of the Japanl_lse Committee were referred to in there orton the 
VISit to th!l Far East undertaken by the Director of the International Institute of intellectual 
Co-operation. 

{b) CoLLABORATION WITH THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION. 

f tlSeverat! Commh~ttees have forwarded ~o the Institute reports on their activities or Minutes 
o 1e ~~ m~.w tch they have held dunng the year. The Institut t" 1 
to ~uhhsh thts mformation in the Bulletin. The Committees of th r llas I?ar ICU arl¥ happy 
ay~~~~ t~r,m~lv'ls of the special section placed at their disposal : B:I lu~WIFg coun~nes have 
!-}nt~A Kmgdf,m, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Netherlands East Indicsg Pol~ndanRcoe, er~anyd, 
;:, pam. , , umama an 
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F'!rthermore, the Institute was obliged to have recourse to the collaboration of theN ational 
Committees for several of its enquiries. It was thus possible to obtain information which was 
often ?f ~n ex.tremely interesting and complete character. The Intellectual Co-operation 
Orgamsa~10n "~Yishes to express its deep gratitude to the Committees for the assistance they have 
rendered m this manner. They were invited, in particular, to avail themselves of the services 
of a representative of the national student organisations, to collaborate in the preparation of the 
third ed~t.ion of University Exchanges in Europe, to complete the 1932 edition of Holiday 
Courses zn Europe, to fm nish information concerning the bibliography of translations, to colla
borate in the enquiry undertaken by the Institute on educational broadcasting, to forward 
particulars concerning collections of recorded music, to urge National Librarians' Associations 
to reserve a place for Leagne of Nations :[mblicatioris, to send material for reports on the utilis
_ation of popular libraries and folk arts for the employment of workers' leisure, to take a 
general interest in the publications of the Institute and to supply information on the unification 
of characters used in writing. 

As in the previous year, the Institute has forwarded complimentary copies of all its 
publications, including periodicals, to the chairmen of the forty National Committees now in 
existence. Three special reports furnished the National Committees with detailed information 
on the programme of work undertaken by the Institute during the year 1931-32 and on the 
progress made in the execution of this programme as at March and June 1932. 

The delegues d'Elats accredited to the Institute were also supplied free of charge with the 
same documents and information as that supplied to the National Committees. Many of them 
accorded their effective support to the Institute in the course of the year and, with the National 
Committees, are deserving of its warmest thanks.-

XI. PUBLICATIONS. 

1. PERIODICALS. 

(a) Bulletin de la Cooperation intelleciuelle. 

(b) Mouseion. 

(c) " Students Abroad ". 

(d) Bulletin of International School Correspondence. 

(e) Information Bulletin in English. 

(f) Index Translalionum. 

' 2. VOLUMES AND "- CAHJERS ". 

The f~llowing have been published and are now on sale : 

Revision of School Text-Books. 

Holiday Courses in Europe,' 1932 (in French, English and German editions). 

International Code of Abbreviations of Titles of Periodicals. 

Art populaire (VoLUME II). 

Index bibliographicus. 

Second French edition of University Exchanges in Europe. 

The Reorganisation of Education in China (editions in English and Frenc~). 

The Stale and Economic Life (discussions of the Milan Conference). 

Volume I of Conversations devoted to Goethe. 

The following are in the press : 
Guide to National Information Services, Loan Systems and International Exchanges. 

International Repertory of Scientific Research Laboratories. 

The Preservation and Protection of Artistic and Historical Monuments. 

Ibero"American Collection (third literary volume and a volume on folklore). 

Volume I of Exchanges of Letters. 

Notwithstanding the economic crisis through which we are passing, the sale of Institute 
publications is developing fairly satisfactorily, especially when it is remembered that the 
majority are of a technical character. The proceeds from sales during the year 1931 amounted 
to approximately 60,000 French francs. 
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XII. CONCLUSION . 

. -\swill have been seen in the different chapters of this report, the programme drawn up 
bv the Gommit.tee covers most of the fields of intellectual activity. The work does not seem 
to haw bt>en unneee.s..~rily distributed; certain important subjects were selected in ~he vari.ous 
branch~, certain guiding principles have been laid. do\':11 an~, at least for the time bemg, 
efforts are being concentrated on those problems which, m their order of urgency, have. b~en 
giwn a prominent position in the programme. It is interesting to note that the maJOrity 
of the new questions are, in reality, nothing more than a development of the research work 
carried out durin.,. the year; they remain within the limits fixed for their investigation without 
there being any ~eed to extend them ; to deal with them, it will suffice to carry the studies 
already begun a little further or to improve the methods of liaison and co-ordination which have 
~-n outlined or adopted. At most, an extension of the methods of co-operation may, per
haps, in certain instances, be advisable, more particularly to avo~d undue distribution - for 
example, in the question of documentation. 

It sometimes happens that a specific aspect of a given question reveals itself and, at first 
sight, would seem to warrant the setting up of new machinery; but it is generally found that 
its e.xamination falls "'ithin the competence of a committee already functioning or that it can 
be dealt "ith in accordance \\ith the system of comparative studies so often applied during the 
year and in so many fields; correspondence, enquiries, conversations, joint discussions and work 
resulting from research or personal examination. 

There are, moreover, two questions on the agenda oftheCommitteewhich are not mentioned 
in this report, although they are closely connected with the questions engaging its attention. 
The first is formulat~d in a note from Professor James T. Shotwell and relates to the applica
tion of international methods to the human sciences, to the study of economic, juridical, social 
and political relations ; this note emphasises the interest attaching to this question. 

The other proposal, made by Sir Frank Heath, is only a restatement of one recommended 
by the Committee of Enquiry in 1930.1 In the opinion ofthat Committee, a series of comparative 
studies should be conducted in such a way as to bring to light the deeper and subjacent 
cau..'<eS, conceptions and forms of national organisation, in order that nations may be imbued 
with a spirit of better understanding and in order that the work of harmony and entente · 
undertaken by the Committee may be facilitated. 
. _In conc!us~on, it may be stated tha~ ~h~ m~chinery already set up could, without disturb
~g Its funct10nmg, be used for fresh actiVIties; Its use is, however, limited by material possibil
~tles. It should also be observed that the questions studied are awakening ever-increasing 
mt~rest and that Intellectual Co-operation may now be regarded as having established itself 
in the programme of the League of Nations. 

1 
S.... doeur.<Umt A.21.1930, Appendix 3, paragraph B. 4 (d), page 27. 
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION 
FOR INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION 

REPORT OF THE. SIXTH COMMITTEE TO THE ASSEMBLY 

Rapporteur: His Excellency M. Joseph BECH (Luxemburg). 

Having been entrusted by the Sixth Committee with the task of presenting the report 
on the work done during the year by our Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, I think 
that a brief account of the results obtained may be of use to the Assembly. 

In the words of the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation itself, the past year has 
been one " of labour and achievement ". I should like, in the first place, to inform the 
representatives of the Governments assembled here of the progress made in regard to the 
establishment of administrative liaison between the National Departments dealing with 
intellectual questions, which enables them to co-operate with each other with a view to 
improving their methods and the organisations which they control. 

Among the most important of these ·international activities are educational questions. 
A glance at the reports sul5mitted to the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation and at the 
report drawn up by it at its July session will show that the machinery for regular co-operation 
is being created ; it is being established in higher education by exchanges of views between 
the competent representatives of the administrations of universities, by cordial co-operation 
with students' associations, bureaux, offices or departments dealing with questions of 
university exchanges, and also in schools, by co-ordination of the measures adopted and by 
the beneficial effect of common efforts. 

Naturally, for the League of Nations one of the most important aspects· of educational 
problems is that of instruction concerning the aims and work of the League. The Educational 
81trveJt, which is published by the Secretariat, deals with this problem as a whCile .. Two · 
enquiries have also been instituted, the results of which will no doubt permit of useful 
comparisons and draw attention to some interesting activities : one enquiry deals with the 
training of primary and secondary school teachers from the point of view of instruction 
regarding the League, and the other with the services which can be rendered in this matter 
by the schools of political science. · 

After carefully examining the methods applied, the results obtained and the programme 
laid down by ~he Committee, the Assembly will certainly encourage by its approval this 
creation of links between university organisations and national educational information 
centres. It should also, it seems to me, lay stress on the advantages obtainable from a 
new orientation of broadcasting· and the cinema, with the assistance and guidance of 
teachers. By their promptness in replying to the enquiries addressed to them, the latter 
have proved the utility of the decisions taken by the Assembly last year, in regard to 
broadcasting in particulm-; for this reason, you will doubtless recommend this year that 
efforts sliould be made to ascertain more fully the services which can be rendered by this 
means to .the cause of international rapprochement. 

The Assembly might also approve the Committee's efforts in the field of continuation 
courses and adult education, and the valuable co-operation established in this sphere 

· at the instance of Albert Thomas, whose loss we all deplore, between the International 
Labour Office and the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation. 

Not merely to train workers for their technical work, but by the proper utilisation 
of their spare time to raise their intellectual level and to interest them in popular libraries 
and art, is possibly one of the most useful tasks which the Governments can set themselves. 

s. D .N. 1.860 (F.) 1.375 (A.) 10/32. - Imp. de Ia T. de G. 
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· · h t interesting exchange of views, in which 
As regards educatiOnal questrons! t e h mos b. ct of the reform of school text-books. 

several delegations took part! dealt wr~h t t: s~o~ee that the procedure laid down in the 
All the speakers agreed I!l expressmg .d~r application through the activities of the 

Casares resolution would recerve an ever WI 

National Committees. d th f ll st confidence in the initiative and conciliatory 
.. fh; t~:r;:t~o~:~~~~:f:ee::~nd Jep~e~ated the inst~tution of recourse to international 

spm 0 . h t" th t his observations be recorded. 
organs,. requestm~, at t e sam~ ~~e, thea delegate of the United Kingdom, who, how~ver, 
admi~~:~ s:~~dp~~~:bfu~~ s~1p~;c~urs~ to the friendly conciliation ?f the ~nterna~ron:al 
Com~~~ee r~~e!~~ll~:\~~1 ~:~o!:~::i~~:~~~e;:~~h~~~~~~:~::r~~:~fe~~~;~!r~e::;;!i 
Committe~ itself the judicious and moderate character of which was clearly_ emphasised 
b its ra orteu~ 1\L de Reynold, who was good enough to attend ~he meetmg. . 

Y 1 ne~a only 'refer briefly to the other administrative links :W~ICh ~re· also ~rowmg 
stron er : in the first place, those between the Fine .Arts adiDIDistratrons of different 
count~ies the great utility of which was revealed by the Athen~ Conference. Most of the 
departm~nts concerned sent their best technicians to this me~tmg to compare the latest 
scientific improvements in regard to the study and preserva~10n of t~e treasures of the 
past, and you will be called upon to pronoun~e upon certam. of therr proposals- the 
co-operation of the important libraries and archives, proposals m rel?iard ~o doculll:ent~~y 
material with a view to preventing loss of time and money, co-o:peration wrth the scientific 
unions comprising representatives of the exact and natural sciences. . 

There is another feature of the work undertaken by the I~tellectual Co-operati?n 
Organisation to which I should like briefly to call your attention. -~ orde~ to enli~t 
for the League the help and support of the intellectual world and to utilise for Its benefit 
the great currents of thought throughout the world, the, Com~ttee on A;ts a,~d Lett~rs 
is preparing a series of volumes - " Exchange of Letters and Conversations , to which 
the excellent papers on Goethe, and the European or univers~l aspects ?f his thought, 
read at Frankfort on the occasion of the centenary celebratiOns, constitute the most 
auspicious introduction. . 

In a similar connection, I should also like to mention the studies entrusted to important 
research institutions in regard to problems of a political character. A first report was 
drawn up at the l\filan Conference held last May on the problem of the interventioD; of the 
State in economic life. Investigations will be continued during the year and will ~e~d 
to a free discussion at a further meeting of scientists, who will compare the results of enqumes 
carried out in an objective and disinterested spirit. 

During the discussion in the Sixth Comm;ttee, the representative of France, 
M. de Tessan, emphasised the important part played by the Press in our time as regards 
the intellectual development of the masses. 

On his proposal, a resolution was adopted asking the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation to study this problem in the course of .the coming year and to obtain 
authoritative advice and opinions on this subject. 

Finally, I should like to mention in particular the successful co-operation established 
with the Chinese Government, at the latter's request, for the purpose of facilitating the 
extensive schemes of re-organisation which it has drawn up in regard to education. The 
report of the mission of educational experts sent to China by the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation should interest all the Governments by reason of the lofty spirit in which 
it is conceived and the valuable ideas which it embodies regarding the establishment 
of 11 system of public education. The same applies to the report presented by the 
representative of the Educational Cinematographic Institute. The Committee will 
doubtless agree with me in hoping that, in the words of the Chinese National Government 
itself, continuous co-operation will be established in this connection ; this has been begun 
by the arrival in Europe of a mission of Chinese administrators and educationists whose 
journey was prepared by the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. The Chinese 
delegate, in a statement which the Sixth Committee greatly appreciated and the insertion 
of which in the Minutes he specially requested, conveyed his Government's fullest 
acceptance of this co-operation with the organs of the League of Nations. 

The budgetary restrictions imposed by the last Assembly had also affected the 
International Organisation for Intellectual Co-operation, but, in order not to hamper the 
develop~ent of the _work in progress, the Council decided in January 1932 to ask the 
In~ernational Comnnttee on Intelle~tual Co-operation itself for a provisional scheme of 
~Justment. The ~atter devoted particular attention to the request of the Council, to whom 
1t has ~tely subnntted a reply the lofty tone of which was deeply appreciated by the Sixth 
Comnnttee. 

In conclusi~m, let us h_ope that, t~ro~gh its work of intellectual co-operation, the League 
may lay the solid foundati?ns on which It should build. You are aware that, as the outcome 
of the memorandum submitted by the Polish Government to the Disarmament Conference 
t~e latter has set up a special Committee for. Moral Disarmament. On this subject, I should 
like to say that, once ~he progr3:m~e for thiS move!llen~ has been definitely drawn up, the 
l~tellectual Co-operation Orgamsation should consider It as its own charter, and convert, 
wrth the .help of our Governments, all the conclusions into tangible realities. You will 
see from 1ts own report that it now has full confidence in the mMhods which it is applying 
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and th_at loyal assistance is being offered to it on all sides. With the help of our National 
Com~1ttees on Intellectual Co-operation, in regard to which the Secretariat has recently 
published a bo.oklet, the Handbook of National Committees, the International Institute has 
complet~d durmg th~ year the enquiries entrusted to it. The satisfaction expressed by the 
lntern~twnal Comrruttee and the Council itself with the work of their executive organs 
makes 1t unnecessary f?r me to deal with questions of method, which formerly constituted 
a somewhat controvers1al matter ; these expressions of satisfaction should, I think, entirely 
reassure the Assembly. 

* * * 
In a;ddition to this ·general account, I have also to refer briefly to the work of the 

Internatwnal Educational Cinematographic Institute. It has progressed satisfactorily. 
The International Institute has increased the number of its national committees. These 

are now to be found in Germany, the United Kingdom, France, Chile, Hungary, the 
Netherlands, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and China, the latter being formed as a result of 
the mission .of educational experts to which an expert appointed by the Rome Institute 
was attached. The Institute has continued to collaborate with the various international 
organisations both official and private. 

The adoption by the thirteenth Assembly of the draft- Protocol for facilitating the 
International Circulation of Films of an Educational Character, in which the Institute 
has taken an active interest for some years past, would, in the opinion of the Sixth Committee, 
represent an important step forward for the Institute. 

The Institute has studied, inter alia, the following questions: the cinema and the 
workers' spare time, the film and the prevention of accidents, censorship, public health 
regulations in cinematograph halls, authors' rights in regard to scenarios, the· film as a 
means of education. 

Among the Institute's publications, reference should be made this year as in the 
past to its monthly review, which appears in five languages, and also to the preparation 
of" an encyclopredia of cinematograph terminology, a work of great importance. 

RESOLUTION. 
General Resolution. : 

The Assembly, 
Having considered the report of the International Committee on Intellectual 

Co-operation on the work of its fourteenth session and the report of the Governing Body 
of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation ; 

Noting the contents of the reports submitted by the representative of France to the 
Council at its last session, both on the activities of the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation and on its methods of work and organisation : 

(1) Observes with satisfaction the important results obtained during the past year, 
and 

Approves as a whole the programme of work of the Organisation for the year Hi32-33 ; 

Education: 

(2) Emphasises the importance of the formation of national educational information 
centres and the establishment of direct relations between those organisations, with the help 
of the International Centre constituted by the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, and 
trusts that the other forms of international co-operation which are now being organised 
in regard to the various stages of education will be developed ; 

Revision of School Text-books: 

(3) Appreciates the results of the efforts made to provide a procedure for facilitating 
the revision of school text-books, and attaches the greatest importance to the documentary 
material collected on this question by the Institute ; 

Subject to the explanations given in the Committee's report, approves the more 
extensive application of the Casares resolution, as recommended by the Committee; 

Instruction on the League of Nations: 

. (4) Emphasises the importance which it attaches to all questions connected with 
the instruction of youth in the aims of the League and to the promotion of an international 
spirit; 

Is glad to note the action taken in this sphere both by the Educational Information 
Qentre at Geneva and by the Paris Centre, and draws the attention of Governments in 
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. the education of teachers in training 
~:U!~:a~~~ ~h~~~fo~h~t,w £~~o~=~~u~~f::r:;frding the League ; · 

Re-organisation of Education in China: 
· · 1 1 f th ssistance given by the Intellectual 

(5) Desires to place on record the speCia va ue. 0 
1 e a bl 

8 
in China and in the work 

Co-o eration Organisation in the study of educat10na pro em . . 
of re~organisation .w~ch ~\e ~hinese Gov:r~~\fe:~~~~sdt~:O~~~;~k~~-operate with the 
Leag';~a::h~e:~~::g~~ ~hr~~~~n!h';;s~ zeal the important achievements realised have 

been made possible ; f ll b · will be further 
Expresses the hope that this co-operation, so sl!ccess ~ ! egun, 

extended in the same spirit of comprehension and practical actiVIty; 

Broadcasting : 
(6) Notes that the Organisation has gi:en effe~t to the recommendation~ m~de by the 

.Assembly at its last session concerning the mternat10nal aspects of bro!l'dc~stmg , . 
Attaches special importance to the meeting of expe!ts whose dutr It will be to e;x:~mme 

the conditions which international agreements concernmg broadcastmg should fulfil , 

Moral Disarmament : 
(7) Expresses its satisfaction with the valuable co-operation· which the Intellect~al 

Co-operation Organisation has been able to afford to the Conference for the Reduction 
and Limitation of Armaments, with a view to the study of. the ·problem of moral 
disarmament ; · . . . . 

Trusts that the Conference may find it possible, on the completiOn of It~ work, tomcl~de 
among the documents setting forth its results an act in a form to be determmed later, which 
would assist the efforts that are being made to bring about the intellectual rapprochement 
of the peoples ; . · 

Is convinced that, in this field, the Intellectual Co-operation OrganisatiOn can place 
at the disposal of Governments means of action of proved effectiveness ; 

Scientific Study of International Relations: 

(8) In connection with the scientific study of international relations, the Assembly 
trusts that the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation will extend still further its activities 
in this sphere and will endeavour to give wide publicity to the results of conferences such as 
the Milan Conference ; · 

Intellectual Role of the Press : 

(9) Whereas the Press plays a part of the first importance in the education of the 
masses, and may be counted upon to provide powerful assistance in raising their intellectual 
level; 

The .Assembly asks the Organisation for Intellectual Co-operation to seek the most 
effective means of completely attaining this end, and 

Requests it, in consultation with the National Committees on Intellectual Co~operation 
and representative journalists, to study the methods by which the Press might contribute 
to a better understanding between the peoples by perfecting their knowledge. The 
conclusions of this study shall be submitted to the fourteenth Assembly ; . · · · . 

National Committees : 

(10) Recognises o!lce again the important part played by the National Committees on 
Intellectual Co-operation and the necessity of encouraging those already in existence and 
of affording them additional means of carrying out the more and more numerous tasks of 
increasing importance which they have to perform ; · · · 

Preser1Jation of Historical Monuments: 

(11) -The Assembly, 

Approving the resolution adopted by the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation and acceding to the latter's request that it should communicate to the 
Members of the League the recommendations drawn up by the Athens Conference concerning 
the preservation of historical monuments and works of art : · 

. Entrusts to t~e Intellectual Co-operation Organisation the task of transmitting the 
sa1d recommendatiOns to the Governments on its behalf · 

' 
.Administrative Questions : 

(12) ~aving noted the results of the administration of the Institute of Intellectual 
Co-operat10n as. show~ by t~e report of the Governing Body of that Institute : · 

_Expresses 1ts satiBfact!o!l. with th:e excell~nt methods employed which have made it 
poss!ble t~ deve_l~p the actlVJtleB of this orgarusation and at the same time to consolidate 
1ts fina.ncml pos1t1on ; ' ' 
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Internatio_nal Educational Cinematographic Institute: 

(13) Having considered the report of the Governing Body of the International 
Educational Cinem~togra.phic Institute : 

Expresses its satisfaction with the systematic development of that Institute's work 
and, in pa.rticula.r, with the results of the numerous enquiries already completed or at 
present in progress ; 

Has pleasure in recognising once a.ga.in the value of the International R61!il!10 published 
by. the Institute and the friendly reception given to it both in educational circles and by 
the technical experts of the film industry; 

· · Trusts that the Institute, by extending its activity in those spheres which already 
·engage the attenti!)n of the League of Nations; may be able to promote the use of the 
powerful means of diSsemination represented by the cinema in favour of the League's work. 
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. "held at Madrid under the Auspices 
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· · ll t 1 c t'on held its fifteenth session at 
The International Committee on Inte ec ua . o-{fera ~ttee sat on July 14th and 15th. 

Geneva i.~'ll July 17th to 22nd, 1933· Its Execuhve omml SKLODOWSKA M Emile 
The following were prc~;:nt: Professor Gilbert MuRRAY, Mme. CURIE- . G' F · ll) 
B ( 1 · M p · 1 ~) M J CASTILLEJO M Isak CoLLIJN (replacmg M. . orsse , 

OREL rep acmg · am eve • · · ' · · M T't 1 ) Sir Sarvapalli 
M H A KROSS M B C J LODER M. G. 0PRESCU (replacmg · 1 u esco • . 
R~D~AK~ISHNA~. M.. G. ;E REYNOL~, M. A. Rocco; Mr. J. T. SHOTWELL, M. H. VON SRBI~, 
M. J. SusTA, M. H. L. TIENSHE Hu (replacing M. Wu-Shi-Fee) and M. TANAKADATE. M. Samn 
Cano wrote regretting his inability to be present. . C 'tt 

Sir Frank HEATH attended the meetings as a member of the Execut~ve _o~mi. ~e. 
M. RoLAND-MARCEL, also a member of the Executive Committee, wrote regrettmg h1s mabil1ty 

to be present. . N · 1 C 'tt 
The meetings were also attended by representatives of f1ve at~ona ommi ees on 

intellectual co-operation : M. H. CHRISTENSEN (Danish N~tional ~ommittee), ~· Ch. VITTAS 
(Greek National Committee), M. Z. GoMBOCZ (Hunganan National ~omm1ttee) •. M. K. 
LuTOSTANSKI (Polish National Committee), M. M. !BROVAC (Yugoslav Nahonal Committee). 

The International Labour Office was represented by M. F. _MAURE!TE 3;nd Mr. G. A. 
JoHNSTON; the International Institute of Intellectual Co-oper.atwn ~y Its Drr~ctor •. M. H. 
BONNET; and the International Educational Cinematographic Inshtute by Its Duector, 
M. L. DEFEo. . . 

The Committee confirmed the appointment of Professo~ Gilbert Murray as Charrman ; 
as Vice-Chairmen it elected Mme. Curie and M. Rocco, and appomted M. de Reynold Rappor~eur. 

During the year 1932-33, the ch3:racterist!c featu.re _of the work o! the Internatwnal 
Organisation for Intellectual Co-operation was Its contmmty-a fact which was to lead the 
Committee to modify and simplify the method of work which it had followed for a number 
of years past. . 

Its Executive Committee, which met three times during the past year-twice at Paris, 
in December 1932 and April 1933, and once at Geneva, immediately before the meetings of 
the plenary Committee-had itself taken steps in virtue of its own powers to lighten the 
Committee's very heavy agenda. · 

There were a large number of questions which had appeared regularly on the agenda 
for a number of years and were under constant consideration. In regard to this class of 
question, the Executive Committee proposed that the Committee should confine itself to 
formally ratifying the proposals put forward by the Director of the Institute of Intellectual 
Co-operation, by the Secretariat of the Organisation or by the Committees of Experts. At 
the same time, it proposed the discussion of all questions the importance and novelty of which 
were such as to call for consideration by the Committee and for the adoption of resolutions. 

The first category included the following questions: Co-ordination of centres of documenta
tion ; intellectual role of the Press ; the whole of the vast field of education, comprising the 
meetings of directors of higher education and those of the international student associations, 
university exchanges, liaison between university institutes of archreology and the history of 
art, the enquiry on the study of international relations, educational information centres, 
school journeys and interchanges between pupils of elementary and secondary schools, school 
broadcasting and, lastly, liaison with the major international associations ; the whole field 
of the exact and natural sciences; relations between the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation 
and international scientific organisations, co-operation between science museums, co-· 
ordination of scientific bibliographies'; literary questions; !hero-American collection; relations 
between the Institute and international literary organisations; art questions; the International 
Museums Office; folk arts, recorded music and, lastly, intellectual rights. 

It need har.dly be sai~ _tha~. though the Committee might confine itself to recording 
the results obtame~ and g1vmg Its approval to proposals for the future and to the work in 
hand, there were m the case of each of the questions enumerated above what might be 
described as " reserved points ". . 

-:t;he second category consisted of general questions with a certain number of special 
questions. · 

The follow~ng is a lis~ of the gt;~eral q:uestions : in the first place, Professor Shotwell's 
propo~al r.e~ardmg the .social a1_1d pohtlca~ sciences ; " correspondence " and " conversations " ; 
the sc1entif1c st!ldY of mternabonal relations; lastly, the educational mission to China and, of 
course, moral diSarmament. 

The spec~l q~t;stions were as follows : Education : adult education, revision of school 
text-books ; scienhf1c questions : handbooks of research laboratories ; literary questions : 

" 
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the Index. Translationum and the method to be followed; proposais by the P.E.N .. Clubs; 
art questions: repatriation of works of art, Bulletin of Folk Arts, international committee 
of arch~tects ~intellectual rights ; scientific rights; grants for scientific purposes ; international 
feder.ahon of lllV~ntors ; documentation ; archives and libraries ; broadcasting and international 
relations; the cmematograph and the League of Nations film; and, lastly, the question of 
Roman characters. 

In this list we have left on one side certain questions of an administrative nature : 
Advisory Committee of Intellectual Workers, re-organisation of the Permanent Committee 
on Arts and Letters and of the Sub-Committee of Experts for the Instruction of Youth in the 
Aims of the League of Nations. · · 

I. NATIONAL COMMITTEES. 

The Committee has always regarded it as essential that the National Committees should 
co-operate in its activities. As at the present time financial considerations preclude the 
possibility of calling a meeting of the representatives of these committees at Geneva, it was 
decided last year to invite certain of them to take part in the Committee's meetings. 

. Those invited were the delegates of the following Committees : Denmark (M. Christensen), 
Greece (the Secretary, M. Vittas), Hungary (M. Gombocz), Poland (the Chairman 
M. Lutostanski) and Yugoslavia (the Chairman, M. Ibrovac). ' 

. ~he reports submitted by. these deleg~tes s~rengthened our conviction that, generally 
speakmg, the work of the Nat~onal Comm1ttees lS a very real matter. They represent, in 
respect of intellectual co-operation, and consequently of the League in general, agencies which 
are indispensable for maintaining contact with the intellectual life of the various countries. 
In addition to this international importance, they are also of the highest importance nationally 
as centralising influences. . 

This year's experience has been conclusive. The Committee is determined to follow it up 
. at each of its future sessions with a system of rotation which will enable it to reach in turn 

all the National Committees of Europe at least. It may be added that the members of the 
Committee itself included chairmen of National Committees, who were thus able to speak 
in the name of their respective committees. _ · 

The participation of these five representatives of National Committees in the proceedings 
of the plenary Committee and the interest they took in our activities and achievements is one 
of the outstanding successes of the present session. 

The Committee expressed the hope that a new and more complete edition of the handbook 
of National Committees·might be published at the earliest possible moment, and expressed 
its gratification at the news that a Chine.se Committee is shortly to be set up. 

~ . 

II. GENERAL QUESTIONS. 

I. PROFESSOR SHOTWELL'S PROPOSAL. 

Last year, Professor Shotwell drew attention to the great importance of the social and 
political sciences at the present day. He pointed out, in the first place, that these sciences 
were still young ; though their origin dated from the eighteenth century, they had not really 
been developed. Their method, and frequently even their scope, had not been truly defined 
until the nineteenth century, and, indeed, the second half of that century. Since the war, 
he continued, the numerous and important political and social problems claiming attention 
had considerably broadened the scope of these sciences and had brought them into peculiarly 
close contact with current affairs. Hitherto, however, they had not received any attention 
from the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. As, however, the Committee's intention 
-with a view to serving better the cause of the League-was to study the problems before the 

·League and to study them from the scientific point of view, the Committee would inevitably 
be brought sooner or later to incorporate this group of sciences in its programme. In other 
words, it unanimously accepted Professor Shotwell's proposal. Like him, it realises that, in 
the vast field of the moral and political sciences, it will have to deal with the most varying 
conceptions which, to begin with, will have to be ascertained and understood. Again, like 
Professor Shotwell, it realises the influence which these sciences are exerting upon international 
relations, and vice versa. Lastly, it appreciates the service they are capable of rendering to 
the work of peace and moral disarmament. · 

At present, all that can be undertaken is work of a preliminary character, such as 
consultation and investigation. When sufficient progress has been made, it will be possible 
to draw up a programme of enquiries. 

2. " CORRESPONDENCE " AND " CONVERSATIONS". 

In its purpose, the scheme of "correspondence" and "conversations" may be regarded as 
the culmination of intellectual co-operation. They go beyond the phase in which the primary 
concern is to forge administrative links, consult experts and investigate particular and limited 
questions, and represent an attempt to come to grips with the general problems which dominate 
the whole life of our age and lie at the root of our present discontents. It is, as it were, the 
quest of the idea which has begun or, to use M. Paul Valery's phrase, it is a" League of Minds " ; 
for a League of Nations presupposes a League of Minds . 

• 
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For the time being, only tentativ~ experimhenftsthave fb~:V'ilfs:~~; ~~n~~Jri~~~s ~:yc;;;~~ 
at Frankfort in May 1932 ; conversah?ns on t e u ure o , 
correspondence on the "League of Mmds" and "Why War? . . . th h"l 

The success of these first attempts has been suffi<:ient to ju~tify ~ur c~ntm~Ihg . teTI wt I ~ 
at the same time improving our methods by prepanng the diScussions ~om e m e ec. ua 
standpoint, carefully defining the questions and ensuring the homogeneity of the meetmgs 

calle~he oint of departure of this new phase will ~aturally be. the Madri~ conversations, 
their subj~ct and conclusions. We take this opportumty of thankmg the SpanfishhG~vernn;en~ 

. for its invitation to Madrid and for all it did to ensure the success o t e Impor an 
conversations which took place there. 

3· SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. . 

This is the standard e~ample of progressive effort at co-ordination, methodically carried 
forward step by step to the farthest point attainable. . . . . 

From 1928 to 1931, efforts had been confined to co-o~dm~t10n between the mshtute_s of 
higher international studies. The purpose of such co-ordmat10n was ~xchanges of _all ku~ds 
and the compilation of a lexicon of political terms-in other wor~s, ~f-an Impl~ment w1th which 
to work. In 1 931, at Copenhagen, the represent~tives of these ~shtutes decided to go_ further 
and to undertake the investigation of some important question: That chosen wa~ State 
intervention in economic matters, which was discussed at ~ila~ m 1932. The. Institute. of 
Intellectual Co-operation published the reports and proceedi!lgs m a volume ~hich met With 
great success. In June 1933, the discus~ion of the same ~ubject was resumed m London 3;nd 
brought to a conclusion. At the same time, a new question was placed on th~ agenda-Viz., 
collective security. This question will be discussed in 1935, the year 1934 bemg devoted to 
preparatory work. . . . . . . 

Preparations are thus bemg made for a scientific contnbution to the work. of the League, 
as the proposed subject is directly and fundamentally related to the essential problem of 
disarmament. , 

In this connection we must thank the organisers of the London meeting, and more especially 
the London School of Economics, the Royal Institute of International Affairs and the British 
Committee oil Intellectual Co-operation, the perfection of whose preparatory work made 
the high standard and success of the meetings a foregone conclusion. 

4· RE-ORGANISATION OF PUBLIC EDUCATION IN CHINA. 

In ;r931, as was announced at the time, the Chinese Government requested the League 
of Nations to send four experts, to be appointed by the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation,_ 
to make a first-hand study of the system of public education and its re-organisation. In due 
course, the experts proceeded to China, where they remained three months (1931 to 1932), 
and on their return drew up a report to the Chinese Government, which was published by the 
Institute. This document was discussed by the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 

. which also took note of certain criticisms of the report, by Dr. James Yen, Director of the Mass 
Education Movement; by Dr. Duggan, Director of the Institute of International Education, 
New York; and Dr. William F. Russell, Dean of Teachers' College, Colombia University. 
The Committee also heard a statement by M. Langevin setting out the point of view of the 
experts. 

As regards American educational systems, the Committee, it need hardly be said, has no 
desire to pronounce upon their value. These systems .are, in their diversity, admirably 
adapted to the varied needs of the United States, where they have produced excellent results. 
But, as regards their influence in China, it is always dangerous to copy foreign educational 
systems closely and without attempting to adapt them to entirely new conditions or to bring 
them into harmony with the requirements and peculiar genius of the people amongst whom· 
they are to be transplanted. That is a universal truth which the Committee emphasised. 

In the meantime, the Chinese Government had itself sent a mission of educational experts 
to Europe. The programme of their visit was drawn up by the Institute of Intellectual 
Co-operation, with the assistance of theN ational Committees in the countries where the Chinese 
mission made a st'!-y : Poland, Germany, Denmark, France, the United Kingdom, Austria 
and Italy. Before Its return to China, the mission also stayed in the U.S.S.R. · 

The ~ommittee a~taches ~igh importance to the mission of Chinese educationists in Europe, 
and considers t~at this .expenmen! sho~ld be widely imitated. 

The Committee desrres to pay Its tnbute to the memory of Professor Carl Becker who died 
suddenly, after a short illness, on February roth last. Dr. Becker had been one ~f the four 
experts appointed by the Committee as members of the mission to China. He was a statesman 
a scholar and an educationist whose loss will long be felt. · ' 

5· MORAL DISARMAMENT. 

Th~ Committee on Intellectual Co-operation has followed with unfailing interest the 
proceedmgs of the Committee for Moral Disarmament of the Conference for the Reduction 
and Li~it!ltion of Armaments, and was glad that the Secretariat of the Intellectual Co-operation 
OrganiSation and the Paris Institute were able to assist that Committee in its work. The 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation asks nothing better than to contribute its assistance 
and support to the future achievement of this great purpose. 
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The Committee took note of the new draft texts which are to be submitted to the 
Committee for Moral Disarmament and which it views with the most lively sympathy. These 
texts deal with education, the co-operation of intellectual cirCles, and the use of technical 
means of disseminating information and ideas. The Committee again noted that several 
of these questions have been appearing on its agenda for some years past. It has therefore 
ventured to draw up a draft text. It proposes to request the Committee for Moral Disarmament. 
not to discuss this text but, should opportunity offer, to give due weight to the considerations 
which it sets forth. 

III. SPECIAL QUESTIONS. 

I. EDUCATION. 
(a) Adult Education. 

Hitherto, the Committee had approached this vast and complex but very pressing 
question indirectly through popular libraries and folk-arts, both of which were examined from 
the point of view of the workers' spare time. It now proposes to deal with it directly. 
As, however, the funds at _its disposal are limited, it will begin by investigations in a few countries 
only. The enquiry will therefore be of a comparative characte,r, with special emphasis on 
methods and the collection of documentary material. . 

(b) School Te~t-books. 

It will be recalled that last year, after discussing the Casares proposal-which it both 
extended and defined-the Committee laid down a form of procedure in which the principal 
part was to be played by the National Committees. This year, the Committee confined itself 
to adding atlases and dictionaries to the works to which the above-mentioned procedure may 
be applied. 

(c) Training of School-teachers with a View to teaching the Aims and Activities of the League 
of Nations. 

The necessity of teaching the interdependence of nations in all grades of educational 
establishments with a view " to accustoming the rising generations to regard international 
co-operation as the best method of conducting world affairs" remains one of the major concerns 
of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. · 

The Committee expressed its satisfaction at the fact that twenty-nine Governments had 
replied to its enquiry on the training of the teaching profession in this respect. It approved 
the programme drawn up by the Sub-Committee of Experts with a view to following up the 
various suggestions put forward by the education Ministries consulted. 

(d) Enquiry on the Scientific Study of International Relations. 

This enquiry was conducted under the auspices of a joint Committee consisting of 
representatives of the Conference of International Studies and of the Sub-Committee of Experts. 
Its purpose is to collect data regarding the progress made in the various countries in 
encouraging the study of the legal, social and political sciences. 

This enquiry is based upon ideas which are closely related to the guiding principles of 
Professor Shotwell's proposal. Such being the case, the latter has had a detailed report 
on the study of international relations in the United States prepared by the Social Science 
Research Council as a continuation of the enquiry. . 

Hitherto, eighteen countries have, by their replies, helped in the enquiry, and it is already 
clear that the documentation collected will furnish sufficient data for a comparative study. 

2. SCIENTIFIC QUESTION. 

Handbook of Research Laboratories. 

The programme of intellectual co-operation in the sphere of science was, as will be 
remembered, drawn up in I93I. It comprises inter alia the preparation of an international 
handbook of research laboratories and institutes. On the proposal of the scientific experts 
themselves, the Committee decided: to begin with physics laboratories. The purpose of this 
publication will be to supply information such as may be of interest and practical assistance 
to foreign scientists and students. 

3· LitERARY QUESTIONS. 
(a) "Index Translationum " .. 

The Index Translationum appeared for the first time in July I932. The time has now come 
to prepare a fuller edition embracing six new countries: Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Hungary, 
Norway, Poland and Sweden. In this connection, the question of method has claimed 
attention : Shall the system of classification adopted be based on the original languages of the 
works translated, ·or should the Committee confine itself .to a system of classification by 
countries ? For practical reasons, the Committee pronounced in favour of the latter system, 
on the understanding that supplementary particulars should be supplied with regard to the 
languages from which works are translated. · 
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(b) Proposals of the P.E.N. Clubs. . . 
· · f · ternational prize for hterature 

. The P.E.N: Clubs have proposed£ Nthet_fou~d~tl~ns o no~n a'pnpeared possible to recommend 
under the auspices of the League o a 1ons , I a 
any such step. . 'd ans of promoting the free 

The P.E.N. Clubs also requested the ~ommhltt~e t~ co:d t~e ~~stitute to collect material 
circulation of literary works. The Committee as ms rue e 
for a subsequent enquiry. 

4· ART QUESTIONS. 

(a} Repatriation of Works of Art. 
This uestion is one of the elements in a much vaster problem : the legal p_rotec~ion of the 

artistic he~itage of mankind. It is well known that the component pa~ts o£
1 
hl~h~y ':portan~ 

works of art have been separated and dispersed. The question to e so ve IS ow sue 
dismemberment can be prevented in the future. Such would be ~he purp~se of .~t prolfo~hd 
international Convention, the draft of which, prepared by the Drrector~ omm1 e~ o e 
International Museums Office, is to be submitted, if the League of ~atwns so decides, for 
preliminary examination by the Governments before being opened for s1gnature. 

(b) Bulletin of Folk-Arts. 
The publication of this ~ittle bulletin, which "":as propo~ed by Professor Lehma1_1n, Chairman 

of the International Committee on Folk-Arts, will begm m a mod~t way and will serve. as a 
link between all those interested in this question, and more espe~1ally between the NatiOnal 
Committees on folk-arts which have beeri set up in several countnes as a result of the Prague 
Congress of rgz8. 

(c) International Committee of Architects. 
At the request of the Government of the Uni~ed Kingdom_, the ~<?unci! of the League 

requested the Committee on Intellectual Co-operatiOn to state 1ts _opmwn on a_proposal to 
draw up conditions with which international architectural competitions would m future be 
required to comply. 

The Committee appointed three of its members-Sir Frank Heath, M. Rocco and M. Oprescu 
-to consider procedure, though not the substance of the question itself. The Committee's 
conclusions are embodied in a report to the Council, which is annexed to the present document 
(Appendix 3}. 

5~ INTELLECTUAL RIGHTS. 

The Committee began by formally approving the resolutions adopted by the Committee 
of representatives of institutions specialising in the study of intellectual rights which met 
at Paris last June with M. Loder in the chair. 

(a} Rights of Science. 
The Committee has itself decided-not so much with a view to investigation, which has, 

indeed, already been carried as far as possible, but to propaganda in favour of a just and 
indispensable principle-to resume active interest in the rights of scientists and science. 
This problem, which came before it at its first session in rgzz, the Committee has not the least 
intention of abandoning. 

In this connection, it formally recommended that the grants made for scientific purposes 
and to scientific establishments should not be unduly reduced, in spite of the necessity, under 
which all States are labouring, of applying a programme of strict economy in all spheres. 
Culture in general is at stake. · 

(b} International Federation of Inventors. 

A proposal on this subject was put forward by the Italian Committee and was considered 
by the Committee on Intellectual Rights, whose point of view was subsequently ratified by the 
Committee after hearing a statement by M. Piola-Caselli. 

6. DOCUMENTATION AND ARCHIVES. 

In all matters relating to the co-ordination of libraries and archives the Committee 
approves the experts' proposals. ' 

The I?Jian Committee ~s preparing an international congress of archivists for I935· 
The Comm1tt~e, _through the mstrumentality of the Institute, will do everything in its power 
to support th1s 1mportant undertaking. 

7· BROADCASTING AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. 

. The. Assembly requested the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation to investigate the 
mternational ~pects of broadcasting, on which the Institute has since published a volume. 
Fur.thermore, it. called together a Committee of directors of broadcasting undertakings with 
a View t? drawmg up a draft international agreement. This instrument will subsequently 
be submitted to the Government authorities for examination and approval. 
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8. THE CINEMATOGRAPH AND THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS FILM. 

The Co~mittee noted with keen interest the activity displayed during the past year by 
the ~nternabonal Educational Cinematographic Institute. Among its activities may be 
mentioned the forthcoming publication of a vast encyclopredia of cinematography, which 
should prove of great value. . 

As. regards more especially the League of Nations film, reference may be made to the 
resolubpn on this subject. This scheme is to be reconsidered with the assistance of a Committee 
of Experts, consisting of representatives of important cinematograph undertakings. 

9· UNIVERSAL ADOPTION OF ROMAN CHARACTERS . 

. T~e Committee has always taken a great interest in this problem, the development of 
whtch rt follows through the instrumentality of the Institute. The latter continues to make 
a very specialised collection of material, which may subsequently be published. 

10. INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF MODERN LANGUAGE TEACHERS. 

Professor Ibrovac, who was representing the National Yugoslav Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation, submitted to the International Committee on behalf of the International 
Federation of Modern Language Teachers, of which he is the Vice-President, a recommendation 
in favour of free passport visas, and urging that travelling facilities should be granted. to 
members of the teaching profession travelling for official study purposes. 

This recommendation was sympathetically received by the Committee. 

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE QUESTIONS. 

I. RE-ORGANISATION OF THE PERMANENT COMMITTEE ON ARTS AND LETTERS. 

At its sixty-sixth session, in January 1932, the Council of the League of Nations requested 
the Committee to consider "what arrangements might be made for safeguarding the whole 
of the work of the Organisation during the period of financial restriction ". It put certain 
questions to the Committee, to which the latter replied in its report dated August 2oth, 1932. 

The question raised by the Council with regard to the activities of the Permanent Committee 
on Arts and Letters had already led the Committee to reply that it would be possible to reduce 
the number of members of which that body consists. 

Last year, the Executive Committee of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation asked 
the Bureau of the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters to draw up suggestions for 
s11bmission to the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. It was on the basis of these 
suggestions that the Committee adopted the following resolution : 

"The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
"Having regard to the arrangements contemplated at its fourteenth session with 

reference to the re-organisation of the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters, and 
to the recommendations made on that subject in the report submitted by the representative 
of France to the Council of the League of Nations on September 27th, !932 ; 

" Considering that, according to the provisional rules of the Permanent Committee, 
three of its members are notre-eligible ; 

"And bearing in mind that, since the formation of the Permanent Committee, two 
of its members have resigned : 

"Decides: 
"That the two members of the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters who have 

resigned shall not be replaced ; 
" That three of the remaining members shall retire as from ·the next session of the 

Executive Committee and shall not be replaced ; 
" That the total membership of the Permanent Committee, which is now nineteen 

(including the representatives of the Plenary Committee), shall thus be reduced to fourteen. 
"These arrangements shall be submitted to the Council of the League for its approval, 

together with the report on the fifteenth session of the International Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation." 

If the Council approves these arrangements, the Executive Committee will be called upon 
to name, at its session immediately following that of the Council, the three members of the 
Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters who, having ceased to be members, are not to be 
replaced. 

Having regard to the views expressed on this subject by the Council at its sixty-eighth 
session, the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation is of opinion that this 
substantial reduction in the regular members of the Committee should enable it, in certain 
circumstances, to call in the aid of distinguished persons who are not members of the Committee, 
belonging to various countries and representing the widest possible range of cultures and forms 
of art. 
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RE-ORGANISATION OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF YoUTH 
2

" IN THE AIMS OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS. 

In his report, which was submitted. to t,he_Coun?il on 1~t::~:d %t~b.!9ie~~~::nf::ti~~ 
representative too~ notef oEf the tComGt~~e~ \mt:~ti~nspin7ons ex~ressed by the Rapporteur 
of the Sub-Commtttee 0 xper s. U1 e Y ~ b th E cutive Committee 
in his statement to the Council, a special Sub-Commtttee, set up .Y t. e x~h Committee is 
of the Or anisation drew up a complete scheme of .re-orgamsa ton. e . 
submittin: this sche{n~ of r~-organisation tohthef CllouD:cil m t~e ~f~: ~~: ::~~~~~l~~:~ittee 

Should the Counctl dectde to approve t e o owtng res? u , 
of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation will be able, wtthout delay, to take suchsteps as 
may be necessary for the application of the new scheme : . . 

" The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, . 
" Taking duly into account the recommendations which it made at tts fou.rteenth 

session together with the remarks of the representative of France o'!l the Counctl of the 
Leagu: of Nations concerning the re-organisation of the ~ub-Commtttee of Experts for 
the Instruction of Youth in the Aims of the League of Nations, 

"Notes that it is necessary : 
. " (I) To reduce the number of members of the Sub-Committee ; . 

" (2) To establish a closer relati?nship between the Sub-Commtttee and the 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation ; · . . 

" (3) To enable that advisory organ of the Committee to h8;ve recourse O? occaston 
to experts who have specialised in various branches of te~chmg and also m the use 
for educational purposes of the cinematograph, broadcastmg, etc. ; 
"Considers, further, that the collaboration of representatives of private associations 

may in various circumstances prove very fruitful ; 
"Submits the following proposal to the Council of the League: 

" There shall be substituted for the Committee of Experts, as constituted 
hitherto, an advisory organ of the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation, the members of which shall be appointed by the latter. 

" It shall consist during a first period of three years of three members of the 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation and of two persons at present members of the 
Sub-Committee of Experts. The International Labour Office, the International 
Institute of Intellectual Co-operation and the International Educational Cinemato
graphic Institute will be represented at the sessions of the Committee. 

" The questions to be submitted to this Committee will be selected each year 
by the Executive Committee, with due reference to the desirability of devoting 
each of the sessions of the Committee to as homogeneous a group of questions as 
possible. 

" According to the nature of the questions submitted to this advisory organ, 
the Executive Committee will appoint not more than five assessors to collaborate 
in the Sub-Committee's work in studying the questions included in the agenda of 
the session. 

"The Executive Committee will have the fullest liberty in the choice of these 
assessors. It can appeal to representatives of the Ministry of Public Education, 
to experts who have specialised in the use for pedagogic purposes of technical means 
of diffusion, to representatives of international or national associations, such as 
the International Federation of League of Nations Societies, professional associations 
of the teaching profession, women's organisations, students' organisations, etc. 

" The Advisory Committee, whose duties and composition have been defined 
above, would be entitled 'The Advisory Committee for League of Nations Teaching '." 

Should these provisions be· approved, the Executive Committee, at its next session, would 
have to give effect to the resolution and to prepare, for next year, the first meeting of the 
Advisory Committee thus newly created. 

3· CO-ORDINATION OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE ORGANISATION WITH THOSE OF CERTAIN 
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS. 

The Committee has ahyays interested itself in the progress of international co-operation 
as promo.ted by ~he e~tab~tshment, under the auspices of the League, of co-ordinating links 
between mternahonaltnsbtutes, bureaux or associations. 

. It expresses the hope _that, in ~he efforts which are being made in this direction, due account 
w11! be taken ?f t~e ex_Penence ga~ed by the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation and of the 
assiStance which 1t mtght afford m certain circumstances. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

It is almost thr_e~ years since the work of intellectual co-operation entered upo~ the stage 
of results-and r~ahtt~. . The progress it is making is continuous, regular and uninterrupted. 
A~curat~ and rehable m. 1ts m~thods, which are tested by daily experience, it is constantly 
dtscovenng new w_ays ?f 1mpr?vmg their a_Pplication. In almost all spheres progress is marked 
-hence a reassunng 1mpress10n of secunty. 
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The_ Committee was unanimously of opinion that the value of the work done by the 
International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation gave cause for congratulation. The French 
Government's intention in founding the Institute was to place at the disposal of the Committee 
on I_ntellectual _Co-operation an executive organ capable of progressive: adaptation to 
requirements which would be brought to light as the work developed. 
. The Committee takes pleasure in recognising that the Institute is constantly perfecting 
its me!hods of work, that it is able to cope with an extension of the programme while at the 
same hme relaing nothxing of the thoroughness with whichitcontinues to carry out the principal 
tasks entrusted to it. The Institute therefore deserves .both the praise bestowed upon it 
by members of the Committee and the confidence and support which it receives from certain 
Governments in the shape of regular subsidies . 

. The report of the Director of the Institute was used as a basis for the Committee's 
discussions. It was designed, not merely to serve as a means of information likely to be of 
use to any person interested in the work of intellectual co-operation, but. also as an excellent 
practical instrument, of which the members of the Committee have made full use. 

The Committee could not but be gratified to note the excellent results of the close 
co-operation which has been established between the Secretariat of the Organisation and the 
I~stitutes of Intellectual Co-operation and Educational Cinematography respectively. Ever 
smce the re-organisation of intellectual co-operation, it has been realised that such 
collaboration is one of the essential factors in the success of our work. . 

The Committee was glad to note how fully the hopes voiced in this connection have been 
fulfilled.· 

Attention must also be drawn to the increasing number of publications. The fact that 
these publications are increasing, that circulation in each case is also on the upgrade, that 
several of these works are being republished, and republished with improvements, together with 
the fact that the proceeds of such publications are now definitely one of the Institute's assets, 
prove the increasing interest which the intellectual public is taking in our work. We have 
succeeded-and it has always been one of our objects-in supplying that public with practical 
instruments. Our work is beginning to tell. We are emerging from the preliminary period 
of dossiers and discussions. Our efforts have begun to bear fruit. · 

A further point which is worthy of special notice is the constantly increasing numbers and 
higher intellectual standard of the contributions received from the various countries. It is 
to them in a very large measure that the success of our publications and activities is due. 
They are evidence of the active interest which intellectuals in almost all countries are taking 
~our work and of their desire to participate in it. 

The work of intellectual co-operation is evolving on three different planes. 
First, there· is the service of the various States. On this plane, indeed, the Organisation 

.endeavours to render intellectual services to the States themse1ves through their scientific 
'establishments and educational institutions. Apart from our publications, the most important 
aspect of our work in this connection is the efforts we have been making to co-ordinate the work 
of various administrations of an intellectual character. Ministries of education, through 

,higher education and secondary and primary education ; museums· of fine arts and archreology, 
. science museums, archives, libraries, centres of educational information-the system is 
·almost complete, and our activities are achieving their purpose. . 

On the next higher plane comes the service of the League of Nations. We are, indeed, 
endeavouring to make an effective contribution to the work of the League by disseminating 
its spirit in all grades of educational establishments, by undertaking the scientific investigation 
of the great international problems with which the League is called upon to deal, and, lastly, 
by co-operating in the indispensable work of moral disarmament. 

It is the highest plane of all which is the most characteristic province of intellectual 
co-operation-that is to say, the service of intellectual activities for their own sake, the service 
of ideas, the service of the mind. This highest plane we are still in the process of reaching ; 
the upward march has barely begun. In order to reach the goal, however, we have only to 
follow our natural tendency sincerely and logically. Starting from concrete facts, such as 
a mete administrative contact, we were led first to the investigation of problems also concrete. 
and restricted in scope, until at last, as our study of these problems became more searching, 
we reached the general problems by which they are dominated and determined ; we had touched 
the realm of ideas. 

These three planes are linked together by a close network of connecting links which gives 
our work a character both of homogeneity and harmony. Such an undertaking would, however, 
remain hazardous, and perhaps even vain, unless endowed with a spirit to make it live wi~h a 
life of its own, and to lead it to take part in the work that is being done under the auspices 
of the League. · 

Without this spirit to quicken our activities, their value might have been doubted even 
from the practical point of view ; but, in the various spheres of international ,life, present 
results are of no avail unless they mark the beginning of a new stage towards the ends which 
the authors of the Covenant held up to the goodwill of thinkers and men of action alike. 
At this fifteenth session, .these deep-rooted convictions, which are shared by all the members 
of the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, again created a unique atmosphere, while the 
methods adopted facilitated the completion of a very comprehensive programme. The 
discussions nevertheless reached a higher plane than almost ever before. It would appear that, 
in the difficult times through which the world is now passing, the Committee has thus afforded 
proof of the intellectual classes' determination to face the crisis and to do their share in over
coming it ; for this crisis is not merely economic, but to an equal degree intellectual and moral. 
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Appendix 1. 

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE PLENARY COMMITTEE AT ITS MEETING 
ON JULY 22ND, I933· 

I. NATIONAL COMMITTEES ON INTELLECTUAL Co-OPERATION. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation was gla~ to welcome at its 
fifteenth session the delegates of five National Commi~tees. It recogmses the great value 
of the reports submitted to it on behalf of these Comm1ttees ; . . . . . 

It considers that the success of this first attempt shows the great va!-ue ot dire~t p~rh~1pahon 
by the National Committees in the work of the Intellectual Co-operahon O!gamsahon' 

It thanks the Information Section for its assistance in this undertakmg ; 
Decides to continue the collaboration thus begun ; . . . . 
Relies on the Executive Committee to continue this collaborat10n m accordance Wlth a 

general programme to be drawn up later ; . . , 
Expresses the hope that a new and enlarged edition of the" List of Nahonal Committees 

will shortly be published ; and · . 
Takes this opportunity of thanking the National Comnnttees once more for the work 

they have accomplished. 

2. SOCIAL AND POLITICAL SciENCES : PROFESSOR SHOTWELL'S PROPOSAL. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, . . . 
Having heard Professor Shotwell's proposals and having taken mto cons!derahon the 

statement submitted to the Executive Committee on this matter by Professor Gilbert Murray 
and Professor Rocco : 1 

Notes: 
(I) That differences of conception exist as to the scope and methods of the social 

and political sciences ; · · 
(2) That there is a connection between Professor Shotwell's proposals and the enquiry 

now in progress concerning the ~tudy of international relations, and that they should 
therefore be helpful to the enquiry ; 

(3) That those proposals form an important contribution to the programme and 
work of moral disarmament. 

The Committee consequently expresses the opinion that the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation should extend its activities in the sphere of the social and political sciences and 
should with that object appeal, in a form to be determined later and whenever this may be 
necessary, for the co-operation of as many specialists as practicable and for the co-operation 
of the International Labour Office and the competent organs of the League of Nations. 

It decides that this work of organisation will be undertaken without delay ; that the 
National Committees on Intellectual Co-operation may possibly be asked to take part in it ; 
that Professor Shotwell should be requested to draw up more detailed proposals which the 
Institute of Intellectual Co-operation will submit to competent persons ; that, as the outcome 
of these consultations, the Institute will determine the principles and methods of work and will 
lay proposals before the Executive Committee as to the first studies to be undertaken. 

A committee will then be appointed in accordance with the usual procedure to supervise 
the carrying out of the programme. 

3· "CoRRESPONDENCE " AND "CONVERSATIONS". 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
Notes the declarations and conclusions unanimously adopted by the participants in the 

Madrid " Conversation " ·• · • 
R~ognises th!lt th~ general ~~larations set forth in yaragraphs I, 2, 3 and 4 are in every 

respect m confornnty w1th the spmt of the League of Natlons, and accordingly endorses them; 
Hopes that satisfaction will be given to the desire expressed by the Committee in 

paragraphs 5 and 6 : 
(I) That the study of tile fundamental problem of the future of culture should be 

continued; 
(2) That for this purpose attention should be concentrated on these two essential 

parts of the problem : 
(a) Conditions which should be fulfilled in education in order to avoid excessive 

specialisation ; · 
(b) Measures which should be taken to provide access to the benefits of the 

highest culture to those who are most worthy of them. 

:See Institut<; document Com. Ex.flnstitut/15.1932. 
~ Appendu: 5 of the present document, page 2-4. 
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. . As regards this last point, the Committee observes that the Madrid Committee's draft 
1s _m harmony with that submitted by M. Magyary at the last meeting of the Directors of 
H1gber Education. The Committee considers that, in accordance with the Madrid Committee's 
wishes and with the eloquent statement of M. Magyary, it would be extremely useful to institute 
an international policy of scientific research. 

The Committee expresses its gratitude to the Spanish Government tor its cordial invitation 
and its generous hospitality, which led to the creation of an extremely favourable atmosphere 
for the discussions pursued at Madrid. 

4· COLLABORATION IN THE RE-ORGANISATION OF EDUCATION IN CHINA. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, deeply moved by the death 
of Professor Becker; desires to pay a tribute to his memory. and expresses its admiration 
for the signal devotion and enlightened assistance which he brought to the work of the re
organisation of public education in China. 

The Committee is gratified to note the constitution in China of a committee for the 
organisation of a National Committee on Intellectual Co-operation; 

It is also gratified to learn that the study tour of the Chinese educationists in Europe, 
which took place during the year, proved a complete success. It takes this opportunity of 
expressing its gratitude to the Governments and to the public education authorities and the 
National Committees of those countries which received the mission. 

It decides to continue the collaboration of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation 
with China which the Chinese Government has been good enough to ask for. 

In view of the success of the Chinese educationists' mission in Europe, the Committee 
hopes that similar missions will be set on foot, particularly among European countries, and 

. that the same facilities will be granted as in the case of the Chinese mission. 

5· EDUCATION IN CHINA : THE MASS EDUCATION MOVEMENT. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation notes that, in his excellent 
statement, Professor Langevin has rendered full justice to the efforts and zeal of Dr. Y. C. James 
Yen and the Mass Education Movement which he directs. It also notes that Professor 
Langevin has given due prominence (x) to the admirable work being carried on in the Ting 
Hsien district for combating illiteracy and promoting adult education; (2) to the possibility 
of developing this work in accordance with the suggestions made in the report of the Mission 
of Educational Experts sent to China. 1 

It approves the action of the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation in giving the widest 
publicity to Dr. James Yen's letter' concerning the passage which refers to the Mass 
Education Movement in the report of the Mission, and in thus making public the exact figures 
concerning the Mass E,ducation Movement's means of action. 

It is happy to be able once more to satisfy itself that the sole aim of the Mission of 
Educational Experts was to facilitate the co-ordination of the efforts being made by the 
Chinese Government to re-org~!se education, and that its main object was to furnish advice, 
when requested to do so, regarding what it considered to be the best means of ensuring to 
China the benefit of Western experience in the development of her own culture. 

6. WoR~ OF THE SuB-COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS ON THE INSTRUCTION OF YOUTH IN THE AIMS 
OF THE LEAGUE OF NAl'IONS. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
Having examined Professor Gilbert Murray's report on the session held at Geneva, on 

July roth and utb,, I933, 3 of a delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts for the Instruction 
of Youth in the Aims of the League of Nations : 

Approves the resolutions submitted by the Sub-Committee of Experts subject to the 
amendments which it has itself made to them concerning, in particular, the preparation of 
films on the League of Nations and broadcasting. 

It emphasises the importance of the scheme of work drawn up with a view to the revision 
of school text-books, the execution of which has been entrusted to the Institute of Intellectual 
Co-operation. 

7· ADULT EDUCATION. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation authorises the Institute 
to undertake a comparative enquiry into the methods of adult education. This enquiry 
would be carried out according to the possibilities at the Institute's disposal and within such 
time as may appear to it necessary ; it would deal with a limited number of countries. 

• See "The Re-organisation of Education in China ", by the members of the League of Nations' Mission of 
Educational Experts: M. C. H. Becker, M. Paul Langevin, M. M. Falski and Mr. R. H. Tawney. 

• See the publication Ooopwation intellec.tuelle, No. 29-30, pages 259-267. • 
• See Appendix 4 of the present document, page 18. 
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B. EXACT AND NATURAL SciENCES. 

. al ·c ·u n Intellectual Co-operation, . . . : 
I. The Internation ommi ee ? th t of the Director of the. Institute dealmg 
Having taken note o_f the chapter m e rep~r d tural sciences ·1 . . 

with what has been done m the matter oM£ the ecxa<: a~ ~orel and M. Langevin. with regard 
Having heard the stateme~ts by ~e. une, ·. . . . 

to the possible publication of ~!I~~~ PfY~I.~s !a~o::~~~~~ ·in this matter should be continued~ 
Considers that the work w Ic e ns I u e blication will be to provide, in regard 

it being clearly .un~ersto?d that ~e purphose of thepfo~e of interest to foreign scientists and 
to research institutions, mformation sue as may 
students. 

II. The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operatio~, . . 
Thanks the s anish Government for ~he valuable assis~ance It has gi~en the Instit!lte 

of Intellectual Co-~eration by making possible a second meetmg of the Committee for studymg 
the co-ordination of scientific terminology ; . d · h. th 
. R · es th I·mportance of this action and requests the Institute to ·procee wit e ecogms e . . t· "tt t the 

k · hand which may lead to the constitution of a permanen · commi ee o ensure wor m , . th" h . 
continuation of what is being done m IS sp ere. 

9· " INDEX TRANSLATIONUM ". 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, · · · · 
After noting the communications from M. J.ulien Cain and M. Ern~t Reinhardt 2 and the 

explanations furnished by the Institute concernmg theJnde~ Translatzonum, · . 
Recognises the arguments in favour of a classification by languages m the Index 

Translationum ; · .. · . b · · h 
Is, however, of opiDion that i!l present circl!mstan~~s c!assificatlon y countnes IS t e 

safest practical method, since a stnctly systematic classification by languages would not be 
possible; . . . . . 

Is accordingly in favour of maintaining the present system of classification by countnes. 
Nevertheless, with a view to meeting the suggestions expressed, the Committee requests 

the Institute to add, as far as possible, to the classification by countries, systematic indications 
concerning the original languages of the translations ; and 

Instructs the Institute to decide, with M. Julien Cain, President of the Committee of 
Experts for the bibliography of translations, on the most practical methods by which this end 
may be attained. 

IO. PROPOSALS OF THE P.E.N. CLUBS .. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, . .' 
Having considered the proposals made by the Organisation of P.E.N. Clubs regarding 

the following two questions : · 

(a) The institution under the auspices of the League of Nations of an international 
prize for literature ; · · 

(b) Means of promoting the free circulation of literary ~orks, 
Decides as follows : 

With regard to the first proposal : 
Requests the Secretariat to inform the Organisation of P.E.N. Clubs that, for 

constitutional and budgetary reasons, ·the Committee finds it impossible to recommend 
any measure of this kind ; 

As regards the second proposal : 
Notes that the free circulation of literary works, as of scientific and technical 

publications, has already been considered both by the League Assembly and the Intellectual 
Co-operation Organisation ; · 

Is of opinion that this question might with advantage be further investigated and 
relies on the Institute to collect the necessary material. 

II. INTERNATIONAL MUSEUMS OFFICE. 

(aJ. The International Committee on Intellectual Co_.operation, having taken note of 
the Institute's report on the work of the International Museums Office during the administrative 
period 1932-33,• endorses the proposals contained in this report with regard to the future 
programme of the Office and the changes to be made in its methods. . · 

The Committee recognises the desirability of setting up, in the International Museums 
Of~, an intern.at.ional. historical monumen~s commiss!on co.nsisting of delegates of the 
national arts admm1Strabons. It hopes that this scheme will receive sympathetic consideration 
from the Council and the Assembly. 

'See Appendix 8 of the present document, Section IV, page 48. 
• See Institute document F.t2.1933. · 
• See Appendix 8 of the present document, Section VII, page 51 .. 
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(b) The Directors' Committee of the International Museums Office has submitted 
to the Intellectual Co-operation Committee a preliminary draft Convention,1 providing that 
States shall assist one another in the return of objects removed from their respective national 
artistic heritages. 

The Committee approves this preliminary draft. It requests the Council to be good 
enough to invite the Assembly to instruct the Secretary-General to transmit this preliminary 
draft to the Member and non-member States for their observations. 

The Committee decides forthwith to place this question on the agenda of its next session, 
during which it proposes to consider, on the basis of the observations received, what action 
should be taken. 

(c) The Committee approves the programme of the International Conference of Experts 
convened by the International Museums Office for April 1934. It expresses its gratitude 
to the Spanish Government for its generous invitation to hold this meeting at Madrid and for 
all the help it proposes to give to the Conference. 

(d) The Committee notes with satisfaction that the draft international agreement between 
the producers of casts has been accepted in principle by the competent authorities of the 
following countries: Belgium, France, Greece, Italy, Spain. 

12. FOLK ARTS. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
After hearing the report of the Director of the International Institute of Intellectual 

Co-operation, and after taking cognisance of the suggestions made by Professor Lehmann, 
Chairman of the International Committee on Folk Arts :• · 

Instructs the Institute to publish a half-yearly bulletin for the purpose of establishing 
liaison between the organisations interested. 

13. INTELLECTUAL RIGHTS. 

The International Co~ittee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
Having heard the report by M. Loder, Chairman of the Committee of Representatives 

of Institutions concerned with Intellectual Rights, on the meeting held at Paris on June 9th, 
1933: 

Approves the resolutions adopted by that Committee, 8 subject to the following amendments: 
Resolution II (Journalist Authors' Rights) :Add a third paragraph as follows: 

" . . . Directs the attention of the International Labour Office to the 
expediency of providing in the collective contract of journalists for clauses safeguarding 
the full efficacy of the rule designed to ensure that the journalist shall have the right 
to use his work for the purposes of a new publication." 

Resolution VI (Inventors' Rights), amended as follows : 
" (1) Recognising the importance of the proposal communicated by the Italian 

National Committee on Intellectual Co-operation with a view to the grouping of 
inventors of the various countries in a professional federation ; 

" Taking into account the points of view expressed by the representatives of the 
International Bureau at Berne and of the International Labour Office, together with 
the fresh considerations put forward by M. Piola-Caselli, the Chairman, in support 
of the scheme, and more particularly his information concerning the possible 
convening under the auspices of the Italian National Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation of an International Congress with a view to the constitution of the 
future federajion : 

• See Appendix 8 of the present document, Section VII, paragraph C, page 52. 
• See Appendix 8 of the present document, Section VIII, page 55· 
• Institute document E.tg.1933 : 

.. II. JoURNALIST AUTHoRS' RIGHTS. 

" The Committee, · 
.. Noting with pleasure 'the evolUtion of the conceptions of jurisprudence towards a better protection of works 

published in the Press and specially the hopes expressed at the International Congress of Comparative Law held at 
The Hague in August 1932 : 

" Is of the following opinion : 
" {I) Authors' rights should be recognised in the case of an author of works published in the Press, on the 

same terms as those accorded to other authors protected by the Berne Convention, the new ruling with regard 
to the conditions of borrowing enviSaged in Article IO of that Convention being considered sufficient for the 
prevention of abuses : 

" (2) The author of a work published in a periodical, unless be makes a stipulation to the contrary, retains 
the right to use it, provided that the use be such as not to entail disloyal competition with the periodical." 

u VI. INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION OF INVENTORS' RIGHTS. 

" The Committee. 
"Recognising the importance of the proposal transmitted by the Italian National Committee on Intellectual 

Co·operation with a view to grouping the inventors of the various countries in a professional federation ; 
" Taking into account the points of view expressed by the representatives of the In~ernational Bureau at Berne 

and of the International Labour Office: 
"Thinks this tentative measure desirable and recommends, amongst the objects to be attained in order to respond 

to the considerations expressed by the Executive Committee of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, the insertion 
in the Paris Convention for the protection of industrial property of a disposition allowing the author of every invention 
to claim the authorship of it and have his name attached to it.·~ . 
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" Recognises the importance of this suggestion as a ·means of safeguarding 
the material and moral rights of inventors ; f made by the American 

a Also recognises the importance of the s~gges ~ons. . . al b di 
National Committee with a view to obtaining the ms~r~ton, m. certam natio~ 0 ~s 
of law, of measures permitting inventors to have t~eir mventlons patented m certam 
cases in which they have had to be prematurely divulged. . . 

" (2) Recommends the inclusion in the Paris Convention for th~ Prot~ction 
of Industrial Property of a provision permitt.ing t~e author of a~y mvent~on .to 
claim the authorship and to have his name mentiOned m t~e patent, without p;eJudice 
to any regulations giving effect to nationall3;ws ;egarding p;:.tents and designed to 
co-ordinate such mention with the system of Issumg patents. 

Resolution VII (Ratification and Revision of the Rome Act) amended as follows :1 

". . . Suggests to the Council of the League. of Nati<?ns the e~pe?iency 
of recommending to the Assembly of th_e League of Nations that It shoul_d mvite the 
States signatories to the Rome Act which have not yet be.en able to ratify that Act 
to do so as soon as possible." 

The Committee notes.that there is at present some urge~cy as regar~~ certain problems 
relating to intellectual rights-namely,. those ~onnected with. t~e revlSlon of the B.e~ne 
International Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artlstlc Works and the reVISIOn 
of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property. 

It accordingly requests the Institute to follow these problems, under the direction of 
M. Loder and with the assistance of the competent institutions and persons, with a view to 
the meeting, to be held next year, of the Committee of Representatives of Institutions 
concerned with Intellectual Rights. 

14. RIGHTS OF SCIENCE. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation wishes to reaffirm the 
importance which it attaches to the question of the rights of the scientist, or more generally 
the rights of science. It declares its intention of reverting to this problem as soon as possible, 
so that the technical studies already completed may contribute towards a solution which would 
obviate the difficulties raised by the individual form of the rights of the scientist, by devoting 
a portion of the profits resulting from the application of those rights to the maintenance and 
development of scientific research as a whole. 

15. GRANTS MADE BY STATES TO NATIONAL" EDUCATIONAL AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 
ORGANISATIONS. 

At its _fifteenth ~essio~, the International. Co~mittee on Intellectual Co-operation 
considered, m connection. with grants made to libranes, the general qw~stion of the funds 
placed b~ States at the .disposal o_f national educatio~a!- and scientific research organisations. 
It recognises the exceptional gravity of the present cnsis and the necessity for strict economy 
on the part of Governments. . 

H_owever, it feels t~at it would be neglecting its duty ~fit did not once again draw the 
atte~ti<?n of ~e Council and of the Assembly to the senous consequences which further 
restrictions Inight produce on the level of contemporary culture. 

16. LIBRARIES. 

The Intern.ational Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, · 
After heanng the r~ports of Dr. Kriiss and the Director of the International Institute 

of Intellectual Co-operation : 
Approves the resolutions adopted by a delegation of the Committee of Library Experts 

· w~ch met at Geneva on July 12th and 13th, and instructs the Institute to take appropriat~ 
action thereon. a 

17. BROADCASTING AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation 
After noting the Institute's report on the work of the co'mmi"tt f E t · t d 

t d t · th di · h" ee o xper s appom e o e ermme e con tlons w Ich should govern broadcasting agr t d · d t the cause of peace :• . eemen s esigne o serve 

Consid~rs that these q_uestions ~3:ve be~n ~tudied in sufficient detail to make it desirable 
toprepare,I_naccordance~th theguidingpnnctplescontainedintheexp t • d t" 
a more preciSe draft text m appropriate legal form ; and er s recommen a tons, 

• " VII. RATIFICATioN AND REv1s1oN OF THE RoME AcT 
"TheCommittee,havinglearnedoftheappealsaddressedt th I t · • 

by several professional groups : 0 e n ematJonal Institute of Intellectual Co-operation 
"Thinks it would he dt,~~irable to secure within the brief t "bl d · 

all tbe signatory States in order to avoid h~ving to adjou e:h p~sst e elay, the ratification of the Rome Act by 
" Expresses the hope that a reCommendation to this eff:t m! :ssels Congress ; 

in question by the competent body of the League of Nations." Y formulated and addressed to the Government 
1 See Institute document C.I.B.17.1933· 
1 

See Intellectual Co-operation Series : "Broadcasting and International Peace ". 
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I_ns~ructs the. Insti~ute t<;> cause this draft text to be framed by qualified persons, and to 
subirut 1t as a baslS of discussion to the Governments and broadcasting enterprises with a view 
to the preparation of a draft agreement which might be submitted later to the official 
authorities for approval. 

I8. WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE. 

The Int~rnational Committee on Intellectual Co-operation has noted with interest the 
.report ~ubmit~ed by M. R~cco, a~ Chairman of the Governir;g Body of the I!lternational 
Educational Cmematographic Institute, on the work accomplished by the Institute during 
the year I932-33.1 

The Committee expresses its satisfaction with the results obtained, notes that the 
Institute's work is developing under favourable conditions, and approves all the arrangements 
made to ensure closer co-operation between the Institute and the other branches of the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. · 

The Committee wishes to emphasise the value of the personal contribution towards the 
work made by the Chairman of the Governing Body and by the Director of the Institute; 
it regards this as a guarantee of success. 

Ig. PROBLEM OF THE CINEMATOGRAPH. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
Having taken note of a resolution submitted by the delegation of the Sub-Committee of 

Experts on the Instruction of Youth in the Aims of the League of Nations concerning the 
preparation of educational films on the Leagu~ and more generally the international problem 
of the cinematograph ; 

. Having heard the proposals and observations made by M. Rocco, Chairman of the Governing 
Body of the International Educational Cinematographic Institute, and by M. de Feo, Director 
of the Institute : 

Notes that the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation is now called upon to consider the 
international problem of the cinematograph in all its aspects : its educational function, its 
cultural function, the utilisation of the cinematograph as a means of moral disarmament, 
the utilisation of news films for making known the League of Nations and its work, etc. 

It recalls that the Organisation has assumed obligations towards private associations 
desirous of having educational fihns on the League of Nations at their disposal; 
. It considers that, during the forthcoming administrative period, the following measures 

should be taken. Those measures relate to : 

(I) Liaison to be established with the film industry organisations ; 
(2) Preparation of educationa~ fihns on the League !)f Nations; 
(3) Consideration of the general aspects of the problem of the cinematograph; 
(4) Subsequent procedure. 

(I} Liaison with the Film Industry Organisations. 

Last year, representatives of the film industry offered to co-operate with the International 
Committee. T~ latter greatly appreciates this offer, which has since been confirmed. It is 
solely on account of fortuitous circumstances that the Educational Cinematographic Institute 
has been unable to convene this Committee of Representatives of the Film Industry. The 
Committee accordingly recommends that the latter be convened as soon as circumstances 
permit, and that the whole of the questions relating to the cinematograph considered from the 
point of view of the League and its work be submitted to it. 

(2) Preparation of Educational Films on the League of Nations. 

At the present stage of the investigations, all that can be done is to encourage the 
preparation of films of an educational character dealing with the League of Nations ; moreover, 
for the moment, only fihns of that character were recommended by the Sub-Committee of 
Experts for the Instruction of Youth and by private associations. • 

M. Jules Destree's kind offer to assist in preparing a scenario and in making a film on the 
League has been gratefully noted by the Committee. 

The Committee recommends that every facility for carrying out this scheme should be 
given to M. Destree. 

The Chairman of the Governing Body of the Rome Institute has also offered to devote 
the Institute's activities during the forthcoming administrative period more especially to the 
preliminary steps and work connected with the preparation of a film on the League. The 
Committee thanks the Institute for this offer. 

It relies on the Governing Organs of the Institute to take the necessary action. 
It requests the Secretariat. to continue the _co~ultations alreadY: begun, to obtain ~ore 

definite proposals and to submit them for exammatlon by the Committee of Representatives 
of the Film Industry and the Educational Cinematographic Institute. 

• See Appendix 7 of the present document, page 27. 
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(3) Generrd Aspects of the Problem of the Cinematograph. . 
hould gradually be drawn up covermg 

The Committee considers that a general.program~e st" ·n the sphere of the cinematograph. 
all the activities of the Intellectual Co-operation Or~amst t~i~Iproblem by stages and to ask for 

The Committee proposes to undertake the ~tu Y o 
all useful assistance for this purpose. . 1 t f the cinematograph, the Committee 

Asregards, more particularly, the educatrona aspec so t"onal Congress on Education by 
attaches very great impor~anc~ to the r.esdl~s ~~ t~~f!~~~~~al Educational Cinematographic 
the Cinematograph, which lS bemg orgamse Y e . 0 anisation and is to be held at. 
Institute, in concert with. the I~tellectual Ctho~opCeration ~11 be able' to extend the field of 
Rome in April 1934· It lS convmced that lS ongress . 
studies already in progress in.a verytopfportpune ma~~eyrCommittee to prepare the Congress's 

It recommends the appomtmen ° a repara . t f of the Secretariat 
work on this matter. This C?mmittee :wo~ld consiSt of fep:!~fo: ~ee;tion of the League 
of the ~ntellectual Co-op~ratilonL ObrganOisfaf_tron, do~f ~~ f:t~;national Institute of Intellectual 
Secretanat, of the Internationa a our Ice an 

~e::!~~~~ :::~::S~Jh:~~~~ t=\~~e a~~~f:~;s ::~~:!~~~t:¥ ~~!~~;a';/~~ i~o~~i~f~ 
at its next session. 

(4) Subsequent Procedure. . . 
Finally, the Committee requests the Executive Committ~e to .supervi~e the carr:r-ng out 

of this programme to examine in particular, the results which will certamly be ac~Ieved at 
the meeting of the' Committee ~f Representatives of the Film Industry, and to consider what 
action should be taken on their proposals. · . . b h 

As regards the· preparations for the International- Congre~s. on _Education Y t e 
Cinematograph the. Executive Committee will take whatever decisiOns It may deem t? be 
necessary on the basis of tlie data with which the above-mentioned Preparatory Committee 
will supply it as its work progresses. 

20. UNIVERSAL ADOPTION OF ROMAN CHARACT~RS. 

The ·International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation ~xpresses its. appreciation 
for the study undertaken by the Institute on the question of the umversal adoption of roman 
characters,' and requests the Director so to continue the ~ork that the resul~ of. the 
investigation may be likely to be of special service to countnes where the question 1s of 
particular importance. 

Appendix 2. 

MORAL DISARMAMENT. 

LETTER FROM PROFESSOR GILBERT MURRAY, CHAIRMAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLECTUAL Co-OPERATION, TO M. KOMARNICKI, RAPPORTEUR TO THE MORAL 

DISARMAMENT COMMITTEE OF THE .CoNFERENCE FOR THE REDUCTION AND LIMITATION 
OF ARMAMENTS. 

Geneva, July 22nd, 1933· . 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation has followed with constant 
. interest the work of the Committee on Moral Disarmament of the Conference for the Reduction 

and Limitation of Armaments. It is gratified to note that the Secretariat of the Organisation 
and the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation are collaborating in the studies 
undertaken by that Committee. It will be happy to do its utmost in future to facilitate the 
carrying out of the 'proposed work. 

It therefore noted with the keenest interest, in the course of its present session, the new 
draft texts which you pr~ose to submit to the Committee on Moral Disarmament, dealing, in 
particular, with education, the collaboration of Government departments and intellectual 
circles in the work _of moral disarmament, the utilisation of technical means of spreading ideas, 
etc. Those questions have also had the attention of the Committee some having been 
included in its agenda for several years past. It was thus led to draw ,{p a draft text based 
on various suggestions submitted to it. In framing this draft, the Committee had no intention 
v:hatever of recomme!Idin~ new ba.ses of discussion to the Government representatives. ~t 
s1mply thought that 1t might possibly be able to add useful material to the data at therr 
disposal. · 

. I ~ave accordi~gly the honour to send ~ou herewith the draft prepared by the Committee, 
which IS, however, mcomplete, and I leave It to you to take such action as you may think fit 
in the matter~ · 

1 See Institute document A.2.I933· 

(Signed) Gilbert MuRRAY, 
Chairman of the International Committee on 

Intellectual Co-operation. 
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Sub-Appendix. 

PROPOSALS OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE ON INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION 
REGARDING THE PRELIMINARY DRAFT TEXTS CONCERNING MORAL DISARMAMENT. 

The High· Contracting Parties, 
Considering that the reduction and limitation of armaments depend to a large extent 

upon the ~ro'!th of reciprocal confidence between nations ; 
. _Constdenng that moral disarmament is one of the essential aspects of the general work 
of dtsarmament, and that, moreover, each stage towards the realisation of the limitation 
of arma~ent.s implies a parallel effort in the domain of moral disarmament ; 

Taking mto account the fact that the success of the measures adopted in one country 
~o ensure mor~ disarmament is largely dependent on the application of similar measures 
m other countnes ; · 

R~cognising that the League of Nations possesses in the Intellectual Co-operation 
Orgamsation as established by the Assembly of the League in its resolution of September I93I 
-c~mprising the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, the International 
Inst~tute of Intellectual Co-operation, the International Educational Cinematographic 
Institute and the National Committees on Intellectual Co-operation-an instrument adapted 
to accomplish certain tasks connected with moral disarmament : 

Article I. 

The High Contracting Parties undertake to recommend to the competent authorities of 
their respective.countries that education, at every stage, including the training of teachers, 
should be so conceived as to promote good understanding and mutual respect between peoples 
and to emphasise the importance of international co-operation. 

To this end, school text-books should be prepared in the spirit indicated in paragraph I, 
and teachers should be guided by the principles contained therein. 

Article 2. 

The High Contracting Parties agree to urge their competent education authorities to provide 
for the teaching of the principles of the peaceful settlement of international disputes and the 
renunciation of war as an instrument of national policy, and the application of these principles 
in practice, and to cause these subjects to be included subsequently by the competent 
authorities in the list of subjects prescribed for the entrance examinations to the more important 
official careers, and, in particular, such careers as may entail relations with other Governments. 

Article 3· 

The Hi~h Contracting Parties undertake to contribute to the enquiry instituted by the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation into the services that the cinema, the theatre and 
broadcasting can render to the cause of international understanding and the means of 
increasing the spirit of tolerance, equity and justice between nations. 
. They will endeavour, in accordance with the provisions of their respective Constitutions, 

to prevent and discourage the performance of plays, the showing of films and the b~oadcasting 
of programmes likely to wound the legitimate sentiments of other nations. 

Article 4· 

· The High Contracting Parties undertake to facilitate by the most appropriate means the 
co-operation of the Government departments of their respective countries in the work of 
moral disarmament. 

· They undertake to encourage the creation and development of National Committees .on 
Intellectual Co-operation with a view to their collaboration with the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation. 

The States Members of the League of Nations undertake to grant to the Natio~al 
Committees on Intellectual Co-operation of their respective countries an annual sum amountmg 
to not less than 2} per cent of their annual contribution to the budget of the League of Nations. 

Article 5· 

The High Contracting Parties shall take steps to ensure that the National Committees on 
Intellectual Co-operation of their. respective countries report e"?"ery year (or _every . . .. 
years) to the International Commtttee on Intellectual Co-operation on the action taken m 
their countries in conformity with the foregoing provisions. 

These reports shall be published by the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. 
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Appendix 3. 

NT FOR THE CREATION 
PROPOSAL. OF THE UNITED KINGDOM GOVERNME ECTS UNDER THE 

OF AN INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF ARCHIT 
AUSPICES OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS. 

REPORT BY THE COMMITTEE ON INTELLECTUAL Co~oPERATION TO THE COUNCIL OF THE 
. · LEAGUE OF NATIONS. . 

At its seventieth session, the Council of t~e League of N ati?ns ~ad ~fore ~t t~~!~~tr:fti~~ 
a proposal submitted by the United Kingdom representative ?r e es a. f 
International Committee to be appointed by the League as an advisory body m respect 0 any 
proposed architectural competitions of an international ~haracterC. il d t d th f ll wirig 

On the motion of the United Kingdom representative, the ounc ·a op e · e 0 0 

resolution : 

"The Council, · . . · · al t't' 
" In order to regularise the organisation of international arc~I!ectur c~m~e I Ions, 

and in order to avoid the complaints to which numerous compebtlons of thrs kmd have 
given rise, . . · al ·0 · t' f 

" Invites the Secretary-General to submit to the lnternabon rl?anrsa wn or 
Intellectual Co-operation, for their conside.ration, th~ ~roposal to establi~, unde.r the 

. auspices of the League of Nations, a Technical Commiss.Ion comp?sed of five arc~I!ects 
whose task will be to examine the programmes of international architectural comp~tl~Ions, 
to foster the sound organisation of these competitions and to settle every difficulty 
or complaint concerning them ; . · · . . 

" Requests the Secretary-General to fur.nish the Council wi~ ~ report .which wrll 
allow it to decide upon the desirability of proceeding to the realrsatlon of thrs proposal 
at its next session." 

Subsequently, the United Kingdom representative supplemented the report submitted 
to the Council by sending a memorandum; which was circulated to all the members of the 
Committee oh Intellectual Co-operation. 
. On the basis of these data and of the opinions. advanced by the Legal Section of !he 

Secretariat, the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, after having the quest~on 
studied by a special Committee consisting of three of its members, submits the followmg 
considerations to the Council of the League : 

" I. The actual principle of the creation of the contemplated Committee as part 
of the organisation of the League does not encounter any immediate legal obstacle, 
inasmuch as the Committee in question would be an advisory body placed by the League 
at the disposal of those concerned, while tire League could not incur any responsibility 
on that account. 

"2. The five members provided for in the proposal of the United Kingdom 
Governement might be appointed by the International Committee on Intellectual 

·Co-operation after consultation with the most competent andrepresentativeorganisations. 
It is felt that they should be chosen from five different countries. Their term of 
office should not exceed . . . years and they should not be immediately re-eligible. · 

"The Chairman should be elected aunually by a simple majority. Until such time 
as that majority could be secured, the chair should be temporarily occupied by tire eldest 
member. 

" 3· The International Council for International Architectural Competitions-that 
seems the most suitable title-would be required, as soon as it came into existence, to 
draw up a standard code of regulations for international competitions. This code would 
be subm~tte~ to the Intern~tional Committee on Intellectual Co-operation for its approval. 
In dra~tm~ It, acc~mnt nught usefully be ~aken of the suggestions formulated by the 
succes~Ive mternatto.nal congresses of architects, especially the ninth congress held at 
Rome m I9_II (e_qualrty among competitors, strict anonymity, publicity, fixed proportion 
between prrzes {If any) and cost of the works, public exhibition of plans). 

" 4: . The _st~ndard code of regulations should lay down certain rules for the 
compo_sitl_on of JUnes an~ should leave th«: organisers of competitions free to apply to the 
Council either to act as J':r.y, or to app~mt the members of the jury, or to supervise 
the c,?nduct of the c_omretttlon, or to arbitrate upon any disputes that may arise. 

5· T~e apphca~10n of t~e standard regulations would always be in the discretion 
of the orgarus.er~ of an mternatlonal competition. The same would apply to any recourse 
to ~~e Coun~il r_n any of the forms contemplated in paragraph 4 above; in such case, 
official ~pphcatlon would have to be made by the organisers of the competition to the 
Secretanat of the League of Nations. . 

. " 6. The Co_uncil would meet when summoned by the Chairman by arrangement 
wrth,~he Secretanat of the League of Nations. 
. .As a ge.neral rule, ~~ Council would meet only when formally requested to act 
m an mternatlonal competition and only provided that in the Chairman's opinion such 
request should be complied with. ' ' 
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" 7 · Unless otherwise decided by the Council of the League of Nations in exceptional 
-cases, ~~ expenses of every_ meeting would be chargeable to the organisers of the 
competition. -

"The expenses of the constituent meeting of the Council would, however, be defrayed 
by the League of Nations. . -

- " 8. The secretarial staff of the Council would be provided by the Intellectual 
Co-operation Organisation." 

The ~ommittee feels that it has accomplished the first part of the task entrusted to it by 
the Council. It does not, however, feel itself able to express a final opinion. . 

T~e Committee thinks that, owing to the complexity of the question and the magnitude 
of the mterests involved, it could not recommend a decision to the Council or any particular 
procedure, until it has consulted a committee of architectural experts. 

For this purpose, the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation proposes the 
following procedure : - - -

The Permanent International Committee of Architects would be invited to supply a list of 
names, from which the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation-or, failing it, 
the Executive Committee-would choose three. Further, the International Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation-or, failing it, the Executive Committee-would appoint two persons, 
making its selection in such a way as to ensure the adequate representation of the main 
architectural movements of to-day. 

The Committee of five members so formed would be asked to give an opinion on the 
observations made "by the International Committee .on Intellectual Co-operation, and if 
necessary to complete and revise them. 

If the Council also thought such a consultation desirable, the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation would be prepared to arrange for it in the manner indicated above, as soon as the 
requisite funds were placed at its disposal. 

Appendix 4. 

REPORT ON THE MEETING OF A DELEGATION OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE 
OF EXPERTS FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF YOUTH IN THE AIMS OF THE 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS, HELD AT GENEVA ON JULY IOTH AND_ IITH, I933· 

SUBMITTED BY THE CHAIRMAN, PROFESSOR GILBERT MURRAY. 

A delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts for the Instruction of Youth in the Aims 
of the League of Nations held a session at Geneva on July Ioth and nth, 1933. under the 
Chairmanship of Professor Gilbert Murray. -

The following took part in the discussions: Professor Gilbert MURRAY, M. Jules DESTREE, 
Professor Ivan DJAYA, Mme. DREYFUS-BARNEY, Professor G. GALLft.VRESI, Dr. W. ScHELLBERG, 
Professor J. T. SHOTWELL, Professor A. ZIMMERN and M. J. ARTUS {International Labour 
Office). - · 
· The following were present as observers : M. H. CHRISTENSEN, Member of the Danish 
National Committee; M. M. IBROVAC, Chairman of the Yugoslav National Committee; 
M. Ch. VITTAS, Secretary of the Greek National Committee. -- · 

The delegation examined the various items on its agenda at four meetings. 

Collaboration with the Conference on International Studies :. Enquiry into the Study of International 
Relations. . -
The delegation of the Sub-Committee examined Professor Gallavresi' s report on the me~ting 

of the Joint Committee consisting of representatives of the Conference on International 
Studies and the Sub-Committee of Experts. It noted with satisfaction that eigh~~en countries 
had already sent in their reports. It approved and supplemented the dec1s1ons of that 
Committee. · 

The following resolution was adopted : 
" The delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts, _ . . 
" Having heard Professor Gallavresi's report on the meeting of the Jomt Committee, 
" Expresses its gratification at the results of that meeting, 
" And; in general, endorses the resolutions adopted. . . 
"It thinks it desirable, however, to amplify them on the followmg pomts: 

"I. On the Enquiry .into Instruction in International Relations. · 
" The delegation endorses the request that the League Secretariat should take all 

necessary steps to pursue and extend the enquiry until March. Ist, I934· . With that 
object, the Secretariat should secure further reports a_nd furniSh t~e national groups 
with all information that may help them to make their rephes to the enqmry as homogeneous 
as possible. . ' 

"It emphasises the expediency of the Joint Committee's. recoll?mendation ~at 
members of that Committee should be supplied, as soon as poss1ble, Wlth an analytl~al 
study of the replies received. As it is most important that the results of -the enq1;1rry 
should be published, it hopes that there will be numerous consultations on the. question, 
with a view to securing all such assistance as may contribute to the completion of the 
actual work and the removal of the material difficulties. 
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"2. On Professor Shotwell's P~oposal. . ce of this proposal, and notes w!th 
"The delegation emphasises the Impo~~ittee on Moral Disarmament con tams 

satisfaction that the new draft text before the . 
a paragraph inspired thereby. . . h d ft text on the subject of mor~~;l dlSarm~~;ment, 

" It hopes that, when exarmmng t e r\ C ration will pay special attention to 
the International Committee on Intellectua o-ope 
Professor Shotwell's proposals. 
"3 On Unof/icial Meetings of Professors of International Relfationsh. 15. tance at these 

. . h S t . t can be o muc ass . 
"The delegation rec?gnises that t e ecr~n~:~~ationalCommitteeonintellectu~~;lCo,; 

meetings, and hopes that, If so relqu~Jt~d byftet to the Joint Committee's recommendation. 
operation, the Secretary-Genera WI give e ec 

Enquiry made of Governments with ~egard to the Trai1Jing of Teachers in Methods of giving 
Instruction on the League of Nattons. . 
The delegation of the Sub-Committee examined the replies which illh~v.e been ;ecelv~d 

· G ts While it is gratified to note the w mgness s own Y 
from =e~fs-~~~e tr:m:e~e· questions asked and the progress made in the in;;truction 
~~~~~ League of N~Jon~ given to future teachers, th.e delegation .wi~t~d to tmphas1se,. ~?rge 
es eciall with a view to giving effect to the enqurry, the ad~Isa ~ty o commun~ca m 
wfth thore Governments which have made definite requests in ~eir rephes.as to th_e asslStance 
which the Secretariat could give them with a view to the e~tension of ~uch mstruction. 

In this connection, the delegation adopted the followmg resolution : 

" The delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts, . . . . 
· " Having noted with the keenest interest the res~ts of th~ enquuy Into the traimng 
of members of the teaching profession who are requued to give lessons on the League 

of Nations : ill' · h h' h th " Considers that it should mention the promptitude and w mgness wit w IC . e 
countries consulted have replied to the questions put to them as a result of the resolution 
of the 1930 Assembly ; . 

" Is gratified by the encouraging progress s~o.wn by the t~nor of. the re:pl~es, 
particularly as regards adapting programmes of tra1mng colleges with a view to givmg 
instruction on the League of Nations; 

" Notes that the results of the enquiry open a wide field of action to the Int~l!-ectual 
Co-operation Organisation and should enable the latter to render valuable asslStance 
to Governments in improving the measures already adopted or contemplated by them ; 

" Draws special attention to the importance of selecting in each reply the points 
on which the various Governments have made definite requests, and recommends the 
Secretariat of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation to communicate with Governments 
on this subject and supply them with all necessary information ; . 

" Expresses the opinion that it would be inexpedient at the present to initiate a fresh 
enquiry, but thinks that the Secretariat could already begin to collect data likely to 
facilitate the choice of subjects of enquiry for subsequent years; 

" Recommends the members of the Sub-Committee of Experts to submit, before 
January 1st, 1934, opinions and suggestions regarding the action to be taken as a result 
of the enquiry just completed and also the future enquiries." 

Educational Films on the League of Nations. 

The delegation noted that difficulties stood in the way of the rapid completion of a 
programme which demands much consultation. Notwithstanding those obstacles, the delegation 
was of opinion that the studies already undertaken should be continued and even extended. 
The production of films on the League of Nations should be encouraged, not only in itself, 
but also as constituting one of the aspects of a more general problem-namely, the international 
role of the cinema. 

The delegation considers that the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation 
might usefully examine the question of the cinematograph as a whole, with a view to the framing 
of a definite programme, with the assistance of the competent circles. 

These co~iderations led the delegation to adopt a resolution, which was later examined 
by the Comnuttee on Intellectual Co-operation. The decisions of the latter on the subject 
are reproduced on page 15 of the present document. 

Publications of the League of Nations. 

The delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts examined a report on the booklet entitled 
"T~e ~lns and Organisation of the League of Nations ". It emphasised the importance of 
haVIng m h~nd a sufficient stock of this publication in the two official languages of the League. 
!t also con;;Ider~d the recommendations put forward by Governments which had sent replies 
~n connection w1th the enquiry concerning the training of teachers with a view to instruction 
m the work of the League of Nations. The delegation endorses the suggestion received 
from a I_arge number of Governments regarding the issue of an annual booklet containing 
current mfo_rmation as to the League's work for the use of members of the teaching profession. 
It also considered the most appropriate means of encouraging the publication of school text-
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boo~s on. the League of Nations. With regard to the monographs published by the Information 
Section, \t e~pressed the hope that the suggestions of Governments would be taken into account. 
The delegation adopted the following resolution : 

" The delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts 
"Havi!lg ex.amined the various questions raised by publications of an educational 

natur.e dealmg mth the League and taking into account particularly the wishes expressed 
on t~m ~atter ~y Governments in their replies to the enquiry into the training of teachers 
to g\Ve mstruction on the League, 

".Expresses the following opinion : 

"I. Concerning the Booklet' The Aims and Organisation of the League of Nations'. 

"Emphasises the value of this text-book for the use of the members of the teaching 
profession, the seventh English edition having already been sold out ; . 

" Notes that it has proved to be extremely useful, as is shown by the fact that it has 
bee~ tr.anslated into twenty-seven languages and is widely distributed in several thousand 
copies m many countries ; 

" Recommends that the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation should 
take all necessary steps to keep this publication up to date and to maintain a sufficient 
stock in the two official languages of the League of Nations for the use of teachers; 
. " Expresses its profound satisfaction that, at its request, the Information Section 
is proposing to reprint a revised and enlarged English edition. 

"2. Concerning the Publication of an Annual Booklet containing Current Information 
as to the League's Work for the Use of Teachers. 

" Associates itself with the wishes expressed by a large number of Governments 
for a publication of this nature ; . 

"Notes with satisfaction that the Information Section is prepared to lend its assistance 
in preparing this booklet ; 

" Requests the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation to take the 
necessary steps to give effect to this recommendation by appealing, if need be, to the 
major international associations that have specialised in the publication of popular· 
works on international questio~s, and particularly on the League of Nations. 

"3· Concerning the Publication for Young People of Illustrated Text-books on the League 
of Nations. 

" Considers it advisable to encourage, by all appropriate means, the publication 
of such works in the various countries ; 

" Requests the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation to ask the 
Secretary of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation : 

" To prepare, with the help of the Information Section, a collection of texts giving 
useful information ~s to the aims, organisation and work of the League ; 

" To form a collection of text-books already in use. · 
"Through the agency of the National Committees on Intellectual Co-operation, 

or any other appropriate body, this material might be placed at the disposal of any persons 
or organisations desirous of publishing a text-book dealing with the League for use in a 
particular country. 

"4· Concerning Monographs on the Various Activities of the League of Nations. 

"Emphasises the value of these publications, and requests the International Committee 
on Intellectual Co-operation to arrange that, wheri such monographs are issued or re-issued 
by the Information Section of the Secretariat, account should be taken of the desire 
expressed by Governments that they should be edited in such a way as to make them 
accessible to members of the teaching profession who have no special knowledge of the 
League's work." 

Revision of School Text-books. 

The delegation examined and approved a report by the International Institute of 
Intellectual Co-operation on the work done during the year and the programme of work for the 
following year. It noted in particular the English edition of the work "School Text-book 
Revision". It also examined a request for the amendment of the Casares resolution submitted 
by the Hungarian National Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. 

The delegation of the Sub-Committee adopted the following resolution : 
"I. The delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts once more emphasises the 

importance of the Casares resolution with regard to the revision of school text-books. 
and expresses the hope that, in the cases referred to in that resolution, the National 
Committees on Intellectual Co-operation will adopt the procedure recommended. 

"In response to the request of the Hungarian National Committee, the delegation 
suggests that the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation should add 
geography atlases and dictionaries to the list of the various categories of school text
books given in paragraph (a) of that resolution. 
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. h t in revising school text-books, the 
" Further the delegation recommends t a • . II ualified experts-for example, 

National Com~ittees should obtain the help of specia Y q 
historians, geographers, etc. . . the second edition (in English) 

"II. The delegation ~~s noted .With great i~teredt which forms a documentary 
of School Text-book RevisiOn, revised an~ ::IIihge ' wide circulation 
basis for all work of this kind, and hopes that it . ave a d . · 

32 
to the 

" III. The delegation ha~ followed ~arefully t~~u!~cg~~ d;~~i~en,' :hich 
1
ft r~quests 

revision of school text-books m t~e. revi~W Int~:e that i/ would be well to publish 
the Institute to continue.. In a~ditlon, i~ con~;h e;by the school authorities themselves 
reports on the steps taken m certam countnes, ei e 
or by associations· to improve the present text-book:;. . 

1 ' f th r tion between the Internabona 
. . " IV. The delegation, having ta~en not~ 0 h e ~tf.pe al Committees on Intellectual 
Institute of Intellectual Co-operat10n an t e . a. iOn h · national branches 
Co-operation, and the Major ~nternat.ional Associations lln~ ~ e!l"es to emphasise th~ 
requests the Institute to contmue this work. Above a • i esrr . d ts 
importance·of the editing of text-books for use in two or _more countnes, an reques 
the Institute to devote special attention to the study of thlS aspect of the problem. 

"v The delegation requests the Institute to make a collection of school text-b~oks 
and legi~lation such as school syllabuses, lists of text-books approved in the var~?~5 
countries, law; and decrees governing the selection of school text-books,. the teac mg 
of history, etc." 

Educational Broadcasting. 

The delegation, having noted the results of the enquiry cond.ucted ~y the ~nternatio!lal 
Institute of Intellectual Co-operation into ~d1;1cational broad~asbng, pa~d specia~ attention 
to the problems raised by broadcast transmissiOns beyond national f!ontiers, as. discusse~ by 
the Committee of Experts on the International Aspects of Broadcastmg. In thlS connect10n, 
the delegation noted with interest a verbal statement. by Mr. Burrow.s, Secretary-Gene.ral 
of the International Broadcasting Union. The delegation also dealt Wlth the broadcastmg 
of information on the work of the League. 

The following resolution was adopted : 

" The delegation of the Sub-Committee of Expe:ts, . . 
" Having noted the further resu~ts of the enqUiry condu~ted by. the Institute mto 

the educational aspects of broadcastmg and the exchanges of views which have taken p~ace 
on this subject with the official authorities and the .educational centres of the vanous 
countries: 

" Considers, in view of the almost universally favourable reception given by teachers 
to the suggestions in this report, that these exchanges of views and enquiries should be 
continued ; · · . . . · 

" Trusts that the In.Stitute will continue to keep teachers and specialist circles 
regularly in touch, as it has done hitherto, with fresh initiatives and experiments in the 
various countries; 

"Having taken cognisance of the proposal of the Norwegian National Committee 
that broadcasting enterprises should be placed under the control of the Ministries of 

· Education, considers that it should be studied simultaneously with. the international 
problents raised by the use of wireless, so that the International Intellectual Co
operation Organisation may be enabled to express its opinion on that proposal and to 
decide whether to refer it to the national a:uthorities that would ultimately have to put 
it into execution ; · 

" Draws attention to the importance of the question of programmes, which seems 
to belong more particularly to the sphere of national education ; · . · 

" S~riously concerned by the international aspects of broadcasting, once again affirms 
that thlS powerful means of action should be employed for purposes of international 
rapprochement ; 

"H?~e.s that the League of Nations, which possesses a wireless station, will st1).dy 
the possibihty of broadcasting unbiased statements regarding its work still more widely ; 

. " Asks the. Interna!ional Institute of Intellectual Co-operation to continue its studies 
dunn~the cormng. ye~r ~~the spirit i!l whi~h it has so far conducted the in, giving partic?lar 
·attention. to .the possibihty·of draftmg bilateral or multilateral agreements which might 
be pr~pos.ed m the near future to Governments and, in particular., to national broadcastil'lg 
organiSations." · 

Travel and Interchanges for Elementary and Secondary School Pupils . 

. The delegation adopted the following resolution : 

, 

. . "T~e delegation of the Sub-Committee of Expe~ts for the Instruction of Youth 
m th~ Aun~ of the I:eague, · · · 

Havm!l' exammed the vo-lume L'Entente des Peuples par la ]eunesse, containing the 
report submitted by the. Institute.in 1932 on trav~l a.nd interchanges for young people, 
and also the further particulars which have·reached it smce that date: · 

".Recommends ~e Institute .to continue its efforts, which have· already led to the 
estabhshment of national centres m several countries; · 
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" Also recommends that any useful information as to the action taken, the methods 
employed, the results obtained, and the possibilities of improving these interchanges 
should be secured from national centres, or, in countries where these do not exist from 
the national committees on. intellectual co-operation · ' 

·:Lays special stress on the importance of the' methods employed in planning and 
carrying out travel ; 

. " Reco?l_mends that propaganda be undertaken and preparations made in.conjunction 
'Y1th the LlalSon Committee of the major international associations in countries where 
httle progress has so far been made in regard to the interchange and travel of young people." 

National Educational Information Centres . 

. ~he delegation examined the report of the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation and was 
gratified to note the creation of educational information centres in twenty-three countries. 
It also approved the Institute's programme of work for ilie year 1933-34, which provides for 
the establishment of liaison between those centres and for a first experiment in selected 
bibliography. 

The following resolution was adopted : 
" The delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts, 
" Having considered ilie report of ilie Institute on the organisation and work of the 

national educational information centres set up in twenty-three countries and the projected 
selected international bibliography compiled by the delegation of ilie Advisory Committee 
of Experts: 

"Recommends that an experiment in specialised international bibliography be made 
by calling at rirst on a few national centres and submitting the results to the Advisory 
Committee, which could be convened at the Institute during the coming year, for the 
purpose of laying down the final rules for this bibliography and linking up the national 
centres; · 

" Recommends also that, in collaboration with the centres, a list should be compiled 
of the chief educational reviews published in their respective countries, and of reviews 
dealing with special subjects ; 

"Trusts that ilie Institute will be authorised to complete and publish tlle material 
it has collected with regard to tlle organisation and work of national educational 
information centres, as well as the bibliography of books and articles and the list of 
educational reviews with which it will be supplied by tllose centres." 

Cocoperation between the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation and the Liaison 
Committee of the Major International Associations. 

The delegation noted tlle report of ilie International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation 
on ilie re-organisation of the Liaison Committee and its work during ilie past year. It regarded 
as of special importance the establishment of permanent liaison between tlle members of that 
Committee and ilie National Committees on Intellectual Co-operation. 

The following resolution was adopted : 
"The'llelegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts, • 
" Having taken note of the annual ·report of the Liaison Committee of the Major 

International Associations submitted to ilie Director of the International Institute 
of Intellectual. Co-operation : -

" Congratulates the Liaison Committee on its work; . 
" Expresses its entire satisfaction at ilie regular collaboration which has been 

established between it and the Instituteinconformitywiili the resolution of tlle International 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation of July 1932 ; 

"Expresses the hope iliat the major associations which concern themselves with 
proble1ns of intellectual co-operation will give increasing prominence to such problems 
in the agenda of tlleir principal meetings and will request their members most competent 
on the subject to submit reports to them thereon ; . 

"Recommends also tllat the National Committees on Intellectual Co-operation 
should supply ilie directing committees of these associations with the names of iliose 
of their members who have occasion to collaborate directly in tlle work of the Intellectual 
Co-operation Organisation, in order that these committees may request such persons 
to submit statements on such activities in the matter of intellectual co-operation as are 
of special interest to the associations." 

Adult Education. 
The delegation examined the Institute's proposals for' the preparation of a comparative 

study of the teaching metllods employed in a certain number of countries where adult education 
is ·known to have assumed its most distinctive forms. The delegation also heard an oral 
statement by tlle representative_ of the International Labour Office regarding tlle enquiries 
conducted by tlle latter into workers' education, and emphasised ilie importance of such work 
under ilie conditions now prevailing throughout the world, as a result of which large numbers 
of young· people are unemployed. The delegation expressed its gratification at ilie close 
co-operation which had been established between ilie International Labour Office and tlle 
International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation in regard to such questions. The delegation 
approved tlle Institute's programme of work, which will supplement tlle work it has already 
accomplished in tllis sphere and place it in its proper setting. · . . . 

r 
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The following resolution was adopted : . 
. f E t . onsiders that a comparative 

" The delegation of t~e Sub-Committ.ee 0 xpe~ s k d done i.iJ. that sphere by 
enquiry into adult edlfcabon,, supplementmg.t~~hwoint:rn~~i!nal Labour Office, might 
the Institute and earned out m agreen,te,nt WI et d. th Director's report." 
usefully be undertaken under the conditiOns sugges e m e 

Moral Disarmament. . 
th S t f the Intellectual Co-operat10n 

The delegation heard a statement by ~ D~re ary 0 t C mmittee of the Conference 
Organisation ~n the pn~gr~ss !llade by the Mor It~ar~a~enof a draft Convention submitted 
for the Reduction and Lrmitabon of Armaments. ~° Cno e 'tt for Moral Disarmament. 
to the Governments through the Rapporteur of e ommi ee . . em hasised the 
Without ronouncing upon the provisions of this draft, the delegatiOn agam P . 
great imp~rtance which it attaches to the problem of moral. disar~a~ent, an~oi t~Is pu[posi 
requested its Chairman and Professor Shotwell to commumcate Its views to e, n erna Iona 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. 

World Conference of Educationists. 
Professor Gallavresi directed the delegation's attent~o~ to a reco~mendation.ado_Pted by 

the International Federation of League of Nations Societies regardmg ~he summomng of a 
world conference of educationists under the alfspices of the Leagu.e ?f Natl?ns. . d'f 

The delegation considered that present crrcumstances made I~ rmpossible for It .to mo I Y 
the decision it had taken on an identical proposal at its rg3o sess10n.. It t~e;efore mstru~ted 
the Secretary of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation to pursue his enqurries on the subJect, 
which would be kept on the agenda. 

Anti-war Teaching. 
At the delegation's rg3r session, M. Destree submitted a ~raft res<;>lutio!l o~ anti:war 

teaching. As the delegat~on did; not r~gard this. ques~ion as yet_npe fo~ d1Scuss10n, It decide,d 
to keep it on the agenda wtth a view to Its reconsideration at commg sessi?ns. qn M. De;; trees 
proposal, the delegation postponed th~ examinatiot;t of. the draft resolut.I~n until such tlme as 
it should become necessary to consider the publication of a new edibon of the brochure 
"How to make the League of Nations known". 

The Chairman called the Sub-Committee's attention to the possibility of extending the 
teaching of peace principles to certain countries which, though they were not Members of the 
League and therefore could not be expected to favour instruction in the aims and work of 
the League, had nevertheless signed the Pact of Paris and other treaties of peace or no~
aggression, and might therefore be willing to undertake some engagements to ·teach their 
younger generation the principles of those treaties and to accustom their minds to the 
conception of a permanently peaceful world. 

• Appendix 5. 

CONCLUSIONS ADOPTED AT THE "CONVERSATION" HELD UNDER THE 
AUSPICES OF THE PERMANENT COMMITTEE ON ARTS AND LETTERS 

AT MADRID FROM MAY 3RD TO 7TH, I933·· 

r. The Committee assembled at Madrid under the auspices of the League of Nations 
expresses the opinion that the future of civilisation in all its forms is closely bound up with the 
maintenance of general peace, and that all other conditions of a more specialised and technical 
character depend on this primary condition. . 

2. The Committee expresses the opinion that the future of Civilisation, even within 
the various t;tati<;>n3;1 units, .is esse!l~ially bound up with. th~ developme.nt of its universal 
elements, which m Its turn Is conditional upon the orgamsahon of mankind as a moral and 
legal entity. 

3· That national civilisations can only be conceived in relation to one another and to 
the universa~ <:iyilis_ation which inclu.des all countries and that, in consequence, man can only 
reach full Civilisation when there Is complete liberty of intellectual intercourse between 
individuals, nations and institutions. 

:4· The Com.mi~t~e expr~s~s the op~nion that the reasons which justify limitation of 
the Ii~erty <;>f ~e.I~diVldual withm th~ naho.nal group remain valid for the nations themselves 
both m therr mdividual conduct and m their dealings one with another · 

. Th_at, having reac~ed i!s pres.ent sta&e, universal civilisation cannot develop or everi be 
mamtamed unless natlons m therr own mterests consent to a limitation of their freedom 
of act~on by moral and l~gal rules, the moral and legal unity of mankind being, as the 
Committee has already affrrmed, a necessary condition of the future of civilisation. 

. 5·. In order to ~rotec! civilisation against the dangers which may result from the egoism 
or Instmct of conformity of mdividuals or groups, from excessive specialiSation or the indifference 
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· of the majority of mankind, it is suggested that there sl).ould be organised and extended ~o all 
an educah?n on t~e broadest lines based on active approach to tb'e various subjects and scientific 
me~ho~s.; m partl~ular, this education should aim at a progressive development, having regard 
t? .U:ldl~rdual aptitudes and without premature specialisation, of a general conception of 
c1vihsatlon. · 
. · 6. The Committee expresses the opinion that, the future of civilisation being bound up 

:(irst and foremost with that of the most gifted individuals, it is of the most vital importance 
that. a study sho.uld be made .of means of recruiting and selecting the young people destined 
for h1ghereducat1on, in order to ensure that, as far as possible, natural aptitudes will be discovered 
and developed. 

The Committee requests that this important question should be thoroughly studied. 
The Committee expresses the opinion that, without in any way sharing the pessimistic 

outlook of those who proclaim the decadence of European civilisation, there is reason to think 
that the future of that civilisation is bound up with certain conditions, some of the more 
important of which, apart from those enumerated above, are as follows : 

(I) The creative efforts of the leaders of thought to give value and excellence to the 
achievements of the human mind ; 

(2) Elasticity and diversity in the forms of life giving free play to original initiative 
and avoiding the dangers of uniformity; 

(3) An organisation of labour that will correct the inevitable disadvantages of 
specialisation which foster a sense of fundamental unity in the productions of the mind. 

Appendix 6. C.I.C.I. 325. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT BY THE SECRETARY OF THE ORGANISATION 
ON THE WORK OF THE SECRETARIAT DURING THE PAST YEAR. 

I. EXECUTION OF THE COMMITTEE'S RESOLUTIONS. 

Among the resolutions of the Committee the execution of which falls more particularly 
on the Secretariat of the Organisation, mention should be made of the resolution relati!lg to the 
co-operation of the National Committees, and also that which refers to the assistance offered 
to the League of Nations by representatives of the film industry. 

National Committees. 

On December I2th, I932, the Secretariat transmitted to the National Committees on 
Intellectual Co-operation, in the form of Circular Letter No. 5-I932.XII, four resolutions adopted 
by the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation in July I932 and confirmed by 
the Assembly at its thirteenth session. These four resolutions, which concern more particularly 
theN ationalCommittees, deal with the following questions: (I) moral disarmament; (2) relations 
of the National Committees with the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation; (3) possible 
co-operation between representatives of the students' associations and the National 
Committees of their countries ; (4) means of spreading knowledge of the work of the Intellectual 
Co-operation Organisation. 

The Secretariat has received only a few replies to this communication-viz., from the 
British Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, the Catholic Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation and the Ukrainian Academic Committee. 

The British Committee transmitted to the Secretariat the Minutes of its session of May 9th, 
I933, recording the following decisions : 

(I) The British Committee has decided to appoint a sub-committee, which will be entitled 
to co-opt experts for the study of special questions, the terms of reference of the sub-committee 
being to study moral disarmament from the point of view of the United Kingdom. It also 
decided to bring to the knowledge of His Majesty's Government the recommendation adopted 
by the Committee that the Disarmament Convention should contain a general declaration 
on the subject of moral disarmament, the details being left to the National Committees. of 

· each country. · · 

... <3) ·c~-~P'e;atio~ ~iili. stucie~ts·· ~rta~~tio~s ·= rh~ i3ri.ti~h· c~~~itte~ ~a~ ~f ~P'inio~ 
that it was unnecessary to provide for students' organisations to be represented in theN ational 
Committee, since the honorary secretary of the Committee and the assistant secretary are in 
constant relations with the British representatives of these organisations. 

(4) In execution of a recommendation of the plenary Committee, concerning the means 
of spreading information on the work of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, the British 
Committee has co-opted Mr. Wickham Steed, or, failing him, Mr. Barrington Ward, to advise 
on Press questio~. 

(I) With regard to moral disarmament, the Catholic Union of International Studies, of 
which the Catholic Committee on Intellectual Co-operation is an organ, arranged, at Geneva, 
in October I932, the fourth international Catholic Week for the discussion of moral disarmament 
in Christian thought. 
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. . al C mmittees should take part by rotation 
(2) It endorsed the prop_osal that 1ll:e Natw~ f 0 d to this plan as" an excellent means 

in the sessions of the International Committ~e, an re e~= International Committee ". 
of ensuring co-operation between our Comt?uttees ~nd. · vided for in the Catholic 

(3) Co-operation with the stu~ents . org~msat~on~, IS pr~mana " 
Committee by the f~ct that i! worts m con]u~cli~~ w~~~sife~ ~gr.Bea~pin, to represent it 
as a (~e~t~rC~~~~~ ~~:S~I~teceor;:c;~~u~i~h ~e study fo~ assuring the widest possible 
publicity for the work of the organiSation. . 

The Uk;a'inian Academic Committee merely replied on Mayf 22nd ~9§~ to !k~n~ie~fd:~ 
Committee's circular letter. It has instructed _its member, Pro esso~t t. :oUkrainian Press 
of the Union of Ukrainian Authors and Journalists abroad, to-tranS;ffii o e. . 
any information relating to the work of the Intellectual Co-operation Orgamsation. 

Representatives of the Film Industry. 

The assistance offered by representatives of the film industry was ~o be the su?iecl 
of a reliminary examination by the Governing Body of the Internation~ Educat.Iona 
Cinem~tographic Institute, and a decision was then to be taken by ~he Executive Comm~ttee. 

At its fifth session, held in Rome in October 1932, the Govermng Bo~y of the Institute 
adopted a resolution proposing that a committee of experts should be appomted and .attached 
to the Institute but should be at the disposal of the League of Nation.s as a whole. 

The Executive Committee, during its eighth session, held in PariS. on December 17th _and 
I 8th, 1932, adopted the proposals of the Governing Bo_dy of th_e l~titute, and thus left It. to 
the latter to appoint the Commi~tee of ~xperts repr~entmg ~e film mdu~try. The Secretanat 
and the International Educatwnal Cmematographic Instit~te have .smce ~en. co-oper3:ted 
closely in the appointment of this Co;mmittee of Experts and m preparmg for Its first meetmg, 
which was convened for July 3rd, 1933, at Geneva, but was postponed to a later date. 

Protection of Historical Monuments. 

On November 23rd, 1932, the Secretary-General forvyarded to the States Me~bers 
of the League, by Circular Letter No. I76.1932.XII, the resolutions adopted by the !nter~ational 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, and subsequently by the Assembly at Its thrrteenth 
session, concerning the protection of historical monuments and works of art. Those resolutions 
represented one of the results of the Athens Conference of October 1931. 

The following replies have so far been received by the Secretariat : 

The Chinese Government says that it is in full agreement with the recommendations of 
the Assembly. 

The Colombian Government has referred them to the Ministry of Education. , 
The Governments of Guatemala, Haiti and Iraq state that they have duly noted them. 
The Mexican Government refers to a law promulgated on January 31st, 1930, concerning 

the protection and preservation of monuments and natural beauties, which contains provisions 
identical with the first four recommendations embodied in the resolution. As regards the 
fifth recommendation, the competent authorities will study it with a view to the introduction 
of new proviSions in the existing law. 

The Governments of Nicaragua, New Zealand and Peru have taken note of the 
recommendations. · 

The Government of Salvador and that of Uruguay have referred them to the Ministries 
of Education of their respective countries. · 

Siam and Venezuela have acknowledged receipt. ' 

2. ENQUIRIES. 

A. Enquiry concerning the Training of Teachers who have to give Lessons on the League of Nations. 

This enquiry, which has been carried out by the Educational Information Centre at 
Geneva, was begun early i_n 1932. On February Ioth, the Secretary-General addressed 
to the States Members a crrc~ar letter, .to which was at~ached a detailed questionnaire. 
!=>n March 31st, 1933, twenty-nme countri~s had sent detailed replies. Five Governments 
informe~ the. Secr~tary-General that they considered it unnecessary to prepare a special 
report, smce m therr VIew the whole of the questions covered by the circular letter had been 
dealt wit~ in ea.r~er communications from them. The reports sent by Governments were 
analys~d m detail m the last number of the Educational Survey (Vol. IV, No. I, March 1933)~ 

B. Enquiry into the Study ·of International Relations. 

With ~ view to giving. effect to a resolution of the Joint· Committee consisting of 
representatives of the Conference on International Studies and the Sub-Committee of Experts 
for the _Instruction _of Youth in the Aims of the League of Nations, approved by the 
International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, the Educational Information .Centre, 
on J~nuary 19th, 1932, addressed a memorandum-questionnaire on the study of international 
relations to all _the m~mbers of the Conference. Subsequently, the enquiry was extended 
to other countnes which might be interested in it, but which did not possess institutions 
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~filiate~ to the ,Conference. The enquiry concerns the extension and organisation of 
mter~ational studies in higher educational establishments and the means by which they 
contr~bute to the teac.hing of international relations in training colleges and secondary schools, 
and m adult education. Eighteen countries have sent in information to the Secretariat 
and the enquiry is prolonged until March Ist, I934· 

3· MORAL DISARMAMENT. 

. In :'1-.res?lution which it adopted at its fourteenth session, the Committee had expressed 
Its gratification at the close collaboration between the Comlnittee on Moral Disarmament 
and the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. 

T~at collaboration has continued, despite the long suspension of the work of the 
Comnuttee set up by the Conference for the Reduction and Lilnitation of Armaments. 

In point of fact, it w~s only on May 26th that the Comlnittee on Moral Disarmament was . 
able t? resume its proceedings. Under the chairmanship of Mrs. Corbett Ashby, the 
Com~ttee on Moral Disarmament devoted its special attention to the text which it had adopted 
on frrst reading last year, dealing more particularly with questions of education, the 
collaboration of intellectual circles, and technical means of diffusion. It will be remembered 
that, with the assistance of the Secretariat of the Organisation and the Paris Institute, the 
Comlnittee on Moral Disarmament had framed a draft text with twenty-six articles dealing 
with the various questions . 

. In the opinion of members of the Comlnittee, these earlier texts should be very carefully 
revised. It seemed preferable to detach from the earlier texts such essential provisions as 
could actually be embodied in articles to be inserted in the future Disarmament Convention. 
The remaining subsidiary provisions might, in a new form, appear separately, either in the 
Final Act of the Convention, or in an annexed Protocol, or in a report. ·M. Komarnicki, 
Rapporteur .of .the Comlnittee on Moral Disarmament, subsequently drew up two separate 
texts, which were communicated. to the Comlnittee. on Intellectual Co-operation.1 

4· PUBLICATIONS BROUGHT OUT BY THE SECTION. 

The Section continued the publication of the Educational Snrvey, one number being devoted 
to moral disarmament-several members ·of the Comlnittee on Moral Disarmament of the 
Conference for the Reduction and Lilnitation of Armaments contributed articles-and the 
second to the enquiry into the training of teachers who give instruction concerning the League 
of Nations. 

In order to supplement the series of translations comprising twenty-seven languages 
of the booklet "The Aims and Organisation of the League of Nations", four texts in the 
following Indian languages were published : Bengali, Hindi, Mahratti and Urdu. The 
Secretariat made a grant to cover the.cost of translation, the cost of printing being defrayed 
by the publishing firms in the country concerned. 

5. DRAFT CONVENTION FOR FACILITATING THE INTERNATIONAL CIRCULATION OF FILMS 
OF AN EDUCATIONAL CHARACTER. 

At its fourteenth session in 1932, the Plenary Comlnittee was informed that a draft 
Protocol was to be submitted to the Assembly for approval in September 1932. A Sub
Comlnittee of delegates of the First and Second Comlnittees of the Assembly studied that 
draft and introduced certain amendments, concerning which the Assembly decided to consult 
the Governments. The new draft Convention, to be found in document A.62.1932.II.B, 
was sent to States Members of the League and to certain non-member States for their 
observations. These have been communicated to the States invited to the meeting. Further, 
the Council of the League decided, at its session in January 1933, to convene a meeting of 
the Government delegates called upon to discuss tlle draft at Geneva on July 5th, I933· 
This meeting, however, has been adjourned, by decision of the Council, until the next session 
of the Assembly, as the date originally chosen coincided with the meeting of the Econolnic 
Conference in London. · · · 

Appendix 7. C.I.C.I.323. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
EDUCATIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE, SUBMITTED BY 

PROFESSOR A. ROCCO, CHAIRMAN OF THE GOVERNING BODY. 

Since last year, the Institute's work has been p_ursued without intermission. !he details 
of that work it is, however, unnecessary for me to discuss. I would, nevertheless. like to dr~w 
the Comlnittee's attention to certain essential aspects of the Institute's activities, and to men bon 
in particular, its publications, tlle Cinematographic Encyclopa~ia, the Information Bullet~n; 
cinema legislation, the enquiry into the effects of the cmema on peoples belonging 

• See also in AppendiX 2 to the present document a letter by the Chairman of the Committee on Intellectnal 
Co-operation to the Rapporteur of the Committee on Moral Disarmament. 
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. on Education through the 

to non-Western civilisations, and the International Congress . . 
Cinematograph. . ion has had upon the pertodJcal 

In spite of the effects which the world eco.nomic depressble thanks to the ever-widening 
publications of all countries,_ t~e Institute's R_evtew has b!~t ~untries), to continue its car~er, 
circle of its collaborators (It IS open to W~Iters from c interesting and at the same t1me 
improve its outward appearance and make Its contents more . . 
more attractive. . . d without cost to the Institute. 

I think it well to point out that all this ha~ been one balance of 40 ooo lire, which, 
Indeed, the small independent budget of th~ Revtew sho~edh a 1 tter to bal~ce its ordinary 
when transferred to the account of the Ins.titute, enable t e -~ ble expenditure resulting 
budget. In addition, the budget of the Re~zew had to be~r .con.si :J:tion has been maintained 
from the preparation of the Cinematograp~tc ~ncyclOfa1dt'h r~c a miracle when it is realised 
at the same level as· in previous years, W~Ich .Is nothmgbs or dod d the restrictions placed by 
that to the difficulties of the general situation, have een a e . . 
man'y States upon the export of their national currency. . will t lack the funds which it 

We venture, lastly, to express the hope that the Remew . no h nfidence of its 
will need if it is to continue and justify in a constantly increasmg degree t e co 
readers in all countries. t" h ve made such 

As regards the Cinematographic Encyclop_tl1dia, ~he prepara Ions a m ilation the 
considerable progress as to modify the very basis of this great work, whose co P 
Institute is pursuing indefatigably. b 1 1 ge 

As the compilation progressed, new problems arose : Wa~ the work to e mere Y: az: 
reference dictionary or was it to 'be boldly transformed mto a real ~nd compre ensive 
encyc1opredia of the 'cinema ? The Director of the Institu~e did .not hesitate to choose. the 
second ialternative-a c?u~ageous decisio.n on which he IS to be congratulated, especially 
when one considers the limited means available. . . 

The Cinematographic Encyclopa1dia, which will be a work worthy o~ an I~ternahonal 
institution,.may be expected to appear early !lext ye~. It wip. be published m two large 
volumes, British Encyclopredia format,. and w~ contam approXImately 2,000 pages of text, 
in two colunms with about a thousand illustrations. . 

As the wo'rk goes forward, suggestions continue to reach the In~titute. from ':an.ous 
quarters. The fact, for example, that the encyclopredia is to i~?lude an mdex m the pnDcipal 
languages, with a translatio~ of all ~he terms e_mploye~-to facilit~te refe~ence-. sugg:ested the 
idea that, when the work IS published, an mternabonal committee. might ~nvesbga~e. ~he 
possibility of assigning to each of those several thousand words an mternat10nal deflrubon 
to be used, for instance, in the compilation of a correspondence code. . 

Although its funds-a fact which I am anxiou~ to emphas!se-are now ~ven less than m 
previous years, the Institute has undertaken durmg the period under review s~veral n~w 
schemes which have been received with keen interest by film producers and the film pubhc, 
and also by the technical and political Press. I refer more especially to the fortnightly 
Information Bulletin. At the present moment, the Bulletin amounts to some 500 cyclostyled 
pages containing upwards of r,zoo valuable and interesting items of scientific, legal, cultural, 
and other information. The Bulletin gives a summary of part of the material which the 
Institute's Information Service selects from the technical and trade Press of the entire world 
or from the daily Press, and also from the reports of its own correspondents. In any case, 
the publication of the Bulletin has extended the activities of the Information Service in a way 
which entitles the latter to be regarded as one of the most important centres of reference on 
matters appertaining to the cinema. 

During the period under review, the Institute decided to complete its study of cinema law 
and legal practice. That work has now been almost terminated. It is proposed to publish 
the results in the near future, giving a, survey of the subject from every angle and dealing 
with it by a threefold method-informative, explanatory and comparative. It is thought 
that at least four or five volumes will be required. . 

To the achievements which, iliough of a definite character, will, like all others of their 
kind, be open to periodic revision and expansion, must be added the results of the important 
investigations which were begun three years ago and are being rapidly and actively pursued, 
yielding abundant material for fresh enquiries and researches, especially in relation to modern 
social life. 

Among these enquiries is one which, though quite recently undertaken, may be said 
without exaggeration to be already far advanced-iliat is, the enquiry into the influence of the 
cinema on peoples whose civilisation and mentality differ from those of the Western world. 
This is a problem of the greatest importance and is deserving of the most careful and thorough
going investigation. Over r,soo replies have already reached the Institute. Their contents 
-.which the Instit~te intends to lay before ~he public as soon as. the enquiries are complete
gives food for serious thought as to the disastrous effects which the cinema has had in a 
number of_c?~ntr_ies ~d evet;t throughou~ whole continents a's re&ards the manner in ~hich ~ur 
~Ves~em civiliSation 1S co!lceived of and Judged by people~ ~hom ~any cases have Identified 
It With the more or less lillmoral, doubtful and amoral VISions which the screen conjures up 
for them. 

. Having col!lple~ed its _work of inve;;tigation in ~he various spheres where. the cinema 
might be o_f assiStance (agnculture, pubhc health, social welfare, professional guidance, etc.) 
and co-?r.dmated ~ll the problems relati;tg to ~he use of the cinema in education (methodology, 
composition. of films, etc.), the Institute 1S now making very careful preparations for 
the International Congress on Education through the Cinematograph. to be held in Rome 
in April I934· I 
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The C<;>ngre;;s. maY:, and, i~deed, 1?-ust, represe~t the worthy comme~cement of an initial 
phase of this actiVIty ; It must, m ~he frrst place, defme, and, as far as possible, solve, a number 
of fundamental, though still controversial problems, and in the second place bring together 
~e pro_ducers and users of educational films. Lastly, it must afford an opportunity for the 
discuss10n of many questions which still excite the liveliest interest in the educational world. 

Before the meeting o! the Congress, the Institute will publish a series of monographs, 
for the _information of those interested, concerning the progress made in all countries of the 
world m the several branches of the subject. In this way, the Institute will obviate 
unnecessary discussion and supply a documentary and practical basis for fruitful debate. 

~twill then be possible,to initiate a new phase of practical activity under the happiest 
auspices. The luxuriant crop oi national institutes, National Committees and corresponding 
organisations which have been founded in various parts of the world at the Institute's suggestion 
or with its assistance proves that the work accomplished has not been barren of results and 
that a problem which only a few years ago was never raised except theoretically-when it 
Was not entirely ignored-has now reached the stage at which a solution is possible. 
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The characteristic featu~e of the work oftheTntellectual C~-~peratf~ or;ran;sa!d~~~e16f~il1~ 
is the constant development recorded in every brancfh of actli';Itty. t . un h~h ethis movement 

ro ess is to be found in the study of problems o genera lD eres I~ w 
~f i~ellectual collaboration is seeking to define itself and to det~rmme. exactly the t gere::r 

ur ort of the influence it wishes to exercise ; it is found also m the Impr?vemen . 0 
• e 

~afhinery set up for effecting contacts and exchanges ; in the. more s~bsta~tial contnbutlon 
which national organisations are making to the common enterpnse, .and m then: ef~orts to":ard~ 
adaptation and creation with a view to assuming a more prorrunent par~ m I':lternationa 
activities ; in the studies undertaken and _the effect given t~ their _conclusi~ns ; m the draft 
texts of conventions or agreements established, and, lastly, m the mcrease m the number of 
publications and their wider distribution.' . . . 

For the first time, the decision to take up general problems conce~nmg the Immed~ate 
future of international relations and the organisation of mutual understandi~g has led to tangible 
resUlts. The aims of education, the trend of human cUlture and the paVIng. of _the way for a 
rational and voluntary peace represent some_ of the essentials that are begmnmg to emer~e 

-from personal exchanges of thought and correspondenc~. A_ ~eat effort has been mad~, .m 
the same spirit but in another sphere, to establish certam prmciples ~hat woUld be beneficial 
to the economic organisation of States; this collective study was. drrected, n?t only .to the 
role of Governments considered individually, but also to their reciprocal r~lations which ~re 
constantly extending and being consolidated as a result. of a natura.! evolution-an evolution 
which must not, however, outpace the power of adaptatiOn of the mmd. . 

In the present state of uncertainty of world affairs, the resources of the Intellectual 
Co-operation Organisation which have thus asserted themselves might be utilised to a greater 
extent than in the past. In actual practice, a method has come into being which has ~ot the . 
inflexibility of routine; it can be applied to the study of a great variety of problems, If only 
they call for a disinterested effort of comprehension-and t~is is g~nerallyt~e case-and for 
an analysis of facts by men who have devoted the best of therr learrung and science to research 
of this kind. The very nature of their scientific work frees them from the urgent anxiety 
of the present and from the necessity of partial solutions or adjustments. 

In this general framework of its activities, the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation 
has, moreover, continued with due restraint, but consistently, to promote new intellectual 
relations. It cannot confine its task to participating in the endeavours pursued to solve 
general problems of international organisation, however valuable this participation may be. 
Its work shoUld lead to the installation of permanent machinery for exchanges and collaboration. 
The principle which continues to be strictly applied and which is the only one iliat can be 
deemed appropriate in this connection is that of co-ordinating national efforts. It is only 
by the bringing into operation of a spirit of confederation that one can hope to achieve 
concrete resUlts without developing costly international organisations or institutions 
overburdened with administrative duties. 

It is therefore most gratifying to note the development of ·new connecting links between 
intellectual services and organisation of every class during the past year and, still more, the 
spirit of devotion so often displayed in the work undertaken by the national centres concerned. 

The perusal of this report will give a comprehensive idea of the progress made in every 
field: university exchanges, where, ilianks to a network of relations which is constantly being 
extended, a veritable centre of information and international co-operation now functions at the 
Institute without being officially labelled as such ; educational centres, which are being 
established in an ever-increasing number of countries ; collaboration in school questions in a 
variety of fields ; revision of history text-books ; numerous interventions in the important -
problem of documentation; closer collaboration with the scientific unions and the solution 
of concrete pro.blems such as the c?-ordination of terminology; more thorough participation 
on the part of fme-art departments m the work of the International Museums Office· centres of 
exchange ~nd c?lla~or~tion between ins.titu~es of archre?logy and history of art, libraries, 
records o~fices, mshtubons concerned With mtellectual nghts ; draft agreements relating to 
broadcastmg, etc. 
. . Clo_ser relations ~re being established with existing national institutions, and, when these 
msbtutwns are Iackmg, steps are taken to promote their formation. Generally speaking, 
one of the gre:_tt~t ob.stacles encountered in the work of international rapprochement is perhaps 
that the adnumstrahve and legal systems of each country have been designed to meet the 
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requirements of that country, as is only natural, and not with a view to collaboration with 
other States. The development <?f these systems has, in many instances, been the outcome 
?f m~asures of defence and protection. The first step towards a solution ofthe general problem 
1s bemg ma~e by th; Intellectual Co-operation Organisation promoting the creation of organs 
adapted to mternabonal coll?-boration and by- securing the adoption of new methods to that 
same ~nd. The report .also c1tes n~merous examples of changes which, in the light of common 
expen~~ce, have ~~e~ mtr?duce;J m the .various forms of national activity, not with a view 
to arnvu~g a~ artif1c1al uniform1ty, but m order to take the greatest possible advantage of 
the contnbuhons forthcoming from all civilisations. 
. This conception of the work which is to be accomplished and which is constantly expanding 
1s the on~y one that permits of a gradual broadening of the field of action. In the absence 
of m~tenal .aid which! even if it were very limited, would allow of more complete results in · 
practice, th1s conceptwn assures a regular and steadily increasing contribution of effective 
work. The role of executive bodies is thereby facilitated; their relations, which are continuously 
developed and supported by practical and concrete collaboration, enable them to carry out, 
as a whole, the programme drawn up by the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation. · 

· T~ere is no need to refer this year to the questions which have already engaged the 
attention of the Committee or to the methods which it has approved. 

During the year, the Institute continued to concentrate on the collaboration of qualified 
experts or compe~ent internat~onal committees. Most of the enquiries, save in very exceptional 
cases and according to the W1Shes of the experts themselves, were conducted along the lines 
adopted last year-that is, no attempt was made to collect world documentation, but a small 
number of exhaustive studies were made of the subjects chosen. The data obtained by this 
method served as a basis for analysis, comparison and comprehensive investil?'ation, or 
furnished a point de depart for the discussions held by the committees of experts. The results 
of these different enquiries are now submitted to the Committee. In some cases, they open 
the door to the practical execution of a definite programme to be followed in conjunction with 
the services, departments or organisations concerned; in others, they furnish a workin15 plan 
for the different international technical institutions attached to the Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation; or, again, some carry the question into the field- of conventions and agreements 
and, in these cases, the direct consultation of the Governments will be necessary with a view 
to establishing new agreements on definite questions-broadcasting as a medium of international 
understanding, to quote one example among many. 

An examination of the work accomplished· as a whole reveals the fact that no fewer 
meetings of experts were held than last year. It was, however, found necessary to postpone 
some of the sessions figuring on the programme; but these were replaced by consultations 
on a more limited scale when, for the continuation of its work, the Institute required the 
advice or opinions of qualified personalities. This method was adopted in connection with 
folk-arts, educational bibliographies, the co-ordination of documentation, the directory of 
archives services and the co-ordination of the principal libraries. The extensive range of the 
work and the need for economy in the present period of crisis would seem to prescribe the 
c·onvening of technical committees only after the work entrusted to the Institute has been 
completed and adjusted and regarding which a final exchange of opinions should be held. 
In view of the difficulties offered by a given task, it may happen that this period of indispensable 
preparation may not be wholly comprised within the ten months of effective work between 
the meeting of the Assembly of the League of Nations and the plenary session ofthe International 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, which takes place in July of the following year. 
But, although certain drawbacks may result-since, in this case, it would be impossible to 
submit a final and complete report to the Committee on a given point-it seems none the less 
desirable to establish a rule according to which no meeting should be held until the completion 
of the enquiry or study which the Committee is called upon to verify, approve or direct into 
the proper channels for the future. 

In this respect, the encouraging conclusions which, in the foregoing observations, point 
to an extremely promising development of national collaboration would seem to indicate 
new facilities for future undertakings. Certain activities have developed to such a degree that, 
as will be seen in the course of this report, they necessitate uninterrupted and direct contact 
with the responsible aufuorities or organisations in each country ; and, in such cases, it is not 
impossible that meetings may be arranged to enable the representatives of these countries 
to come into touch with each other without any expenditure in this connection being charged 
to the budget of the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation. 

In recent years, certain committees have grown to the proportion of real conferences, 
fuanks to the co-operation given in this way by national departments or organisations. It is 
to be hoped that, as time proceeds, it will be possible to organise, in this spirit, certain meetings 
of an official character. The stage now reached in regard to collaboration with fine-art 
departments will no doubt make it possible to begin by arranging meetings with those bodies. 
Definite proposals will be submitted to the Committee in this connection. This new procedure 
will, moreover, be quite in conformity wifu that hiilierto followed in international matters, as 
evidenced by a certain number of conferences or meetings on different questions officially 
held under the auspices of fue League of Nations. 

From a·general standpoint, no better conclusion could accompany this brief introduction 
than a tribute to the valuable assistance afforded to the Institute in the execution of the work 
entrusted to it. This collaboration has been of such a varied character, bofu on the part 
of official departments and private groups and associations, that a detailed enumeration is 
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. . . . n proves that the planning of 
impossible. This general support furnished. by publi~ opiDlOd that notwithstanding cert:Un 
intellectual co-operation activities is not. a vam underttt ~f ::Ought ;s to the future of mankmd 
indications of a contrary nature, th~r~ ~x1sts a strong un Y d , 
and the spheres in which these activities should be pursue · . 

. UAL CO OPERATION. 
II. GENERAL QUESTIONS OF INTELLECT -

I. OPEN LETTERS AND CONVERSATIONS. 

, bli hed during the year and a second 
The first two volumes of " Open Letter~ were Pr t s f culture. With the exception 

"Conversation" took place in May at M~dnd on t~e u.~~;e Grethe centenary celebrations, 
of the meeting held last year at Fra!lkfort, m connectio~ WI ali tion of the projects conceived 
these pr~ceedings ~on~titute .the first stel?s tow~ds t r~ rthe saare to perform in the building 
with a vtew to assignmg .t~ mtehlledic!ualtcrrclt~s. t et. w: of thuikers in the organisation of peace, 
of the future, and to obtammg t e rec par rc1pa IO 

in the search for plans and guiding principles.L f d for the purpose of studying 
The Permanent Committee on Arts and etters was orme. rn the future of 

general questions" which, in the .present state of the .wdorld, .'Nfecily h~~c~egal conventions 
human culture," and for promotmg the concord of mm s, Wl • ou .W. . th 
would be both powerless and lifeless. In order to ensure this spmtual ?0-0P~~ation, . e 
Permanent Committee decided to proceed by dire~t ~xch<~;nges of ~hough\ 1~ w_n~mg :ndi~~ 

. speech, and by the joint discussion of the unce~tamties wtt.h ~hie edvery 0tl{ 1~h:~ie~ents 
aim was thus to create an intensive flow of considered conVIctions an to ga er 
of a world doctrine. . . · · d t by th 

This intention, which is only just beginning to matenalise, IS ?arne ou e 
publication of "Open Letters" and by "Conversations.". Th~ su~cess whtc? has atten~ed the 
first experiments in this direction is, however, sufficient to .mdicate th.e mterest whtch ~as 
rapidly awakened by the " Conversation " organised at Madnd and confirms th~ hopes whtch 
the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation can place in the movements of th~ught.It has started. 
The general framework of its numer?us activities is thus outlined and their obJect and scope 
defined. · ' 

A. Open Letters. . . 
The first exchanges of letters broughttogether Europeans of note such as M. Emstem, 

M. Focillon, M. Freud, M. de Madariaga, ;professor Gilbert Murray and M. Paul Valery, fiS 
well as South Americans like M. Osorio de Almeyda and M. Alfonso Reyes, and one Astatic, 
M. Tsai Yuan-Pei-men of science and letters, professors, research worke.rs ~d auth~rs, 
Their reflections were brought to bear more particularly on the means of delivenng mankind 
from the menace of war, a question discussed by Professor Einstein with Siegmund Fr~ud, 
and on the duty of intellectuals and the assistance they can i:epder to the League of Nations 
in the present state of world affairs. · 

Taken as a whole, these documents already constitute a manifesto, an expression of the 
common thoughts of men who are devoting their lives to the quest for truth, an urgent appeal 
to the intelligence of mankind for the organisation of relations between men. It defines 
certain elements of programmes of work summarised in the conclusions of Professor Freud: 
"Whatever makes for cultural development is working also against war". 

B. Conversations. 

I. The " Conversation " held in Madrid served to bring together eminent personalities 
of the most varied culture, origin and schools. The meeting took place under the chairmanship 
of Mme. Curie-Sklodowska .. The exact or natural sciences were represented by Mme. Curie 
herself; M. J. B. Haldane, of London University; M. Paul Langevin, of the College de France; 
M. G. Maraiion, of Madrid University; M. A. R. Severi, member of the Italian Academy. 
The world of letters was represented by Mlle. Helene Vacaresco, M. Agustin Calvet, M. Salvador 
de Madariaga, M. Jules Romains, M. Unamuno, M. Paul Valery and M. Genaro Estrada; 
philosophy, ethnography, economics, the history of art and civilisation and philology by 
M. Viggo Br¢ndal, of Copenhagen University; Mr Edwin Gay, of Harvard University; M. Otto 
Lehmann, Chairman of the International Committee on Folk-Arts ;· M. Julio Dantas, of the 
Lisbon Academy; M. Georges Oprescu, of Bucharest University; M. Francesco Orestano, of the 
Royal Italian Academy; M. Pinder, of Munich University.; and M. Josef Strzygowski, of the 
University of Vienna. Music was represented by the composer M. K. Szymanowski. . 

2. • The conversations were held at the Residencia de Estudiantes, Madrid, the Director 
of which, M. Gimenez Frau.d, ha~ ~losely collabo.rated in the perfect organisation of the meeting. 
. M. Zulueta, t~e ~p~1sh Mmtster for Fo~ergn Aff~irs, opened the inaugural meeting and, 
m an addres~ whtch m 1ts~lf served a~ an mtroduction to the "Conversation" proper, he 
calle~ at.t~ntion to the anxiety of ?ur time ~~~ th~ inadequacy of the teachings of the past, 
and Justified these exchanges of views on civilisation and the taking of me:J.sures that must 
not only safeguard it but also ensure its development. _ 
. " Does.hu'!lan intelligence, which has bee~ instrumental in realising the marvellous progress 
m ~he do~ation of man ove.r matter, c~nt~m ge;ms of destruction, and is there any ~a1_1~er 
of 1ts .leadmg the world to ~uta ~hrough t!s. mordmate. success and through the imposstbi).ity 
of adJustment to the phys10lo1pcal co~drt10ns prescnbed by nature? A difficult' subJect 
for debate, no doubt, but one which provides proof of common goodwill and evidences the faith 
placed in the future." This statement was made by Mme. Curie-Sklodowska in her inaugural 
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~ddress and was developed by M. ~arcia More!lte, pean of Madrid University, in a remarkable 
mtroductory statement. He defmed the perils With which the culture of to-morrow seemed 
to b~ th.reatened, suggested the .answ~rs which might be given t? allay these apprehensions, 
and l_Ildicate~ the measures wh1ch m1ght be taken for the attamment of these lofty ideals 
notw1thstandmg the difficulties with which the world was now confronted. ' 

It ~ould be superfluous to. give a summary of the debate in this report, since the full 
proceedn;gs are to form the subject of a volume to be published by the Institute. It should 
be mentwned, however, that the conclusions were adopted unanimously. In the debate, 
no ~t!empt was l_llade, of course, to lay down any definite rules. The general purport of 
the_Jomt observatwns of the Committee must be sou'?;ht first in the comprehensive declaration> 
wh1ch several of the members, and more particularly Mme. Curie-Sklodowska and M. Garcia 
Morente! made at the end of the session and, secondly, in a few general principles specially 
dr<~;fted m the course of the closing meetings.1 They constituted instructions for the guidance 
of n~tellectual co-operation and an appeal to all organisations and personalities representing 
the mtell~ctual structure of the different nations, either individually or collectively. 

The 1deas expressed will thus serve, not only to inspire the general activities pursued by 
!he Int~llectual Co-operation Organisation, but will also determine a definite line of action 
m th.e f1eld of education. From this latter standpoint the personalities who took part in the 
" Conversation " as well as the writers of " Open Letters " unanimously agreed that attention 
must be concentrated on the training of the younger generation if the elements of a common 
moral doctrine were to be safeguarded for the future. 

The volume devoted to these " Conversations " contains such a wealth of thought, 
principles and suggestions that it calls for further contributions and a continuation of similar 
discussions. It furnishes material for fresh " Conversations ", which might perhaps be of more 
limited scope to begin with, as well as for further pamphlets or volumes of " Open Letters ". 

Special thanks are due to the Spanish Government, whose courtesy and generosity made 
this meeting possible. At the close of the discussion; the Committee was given an opportunity 
of expressing its gratitude to M. Fernando de los Rios, Minister of Education, who extolled the 
role of culture,. to the advancement of which his effort& were being devoted in his country 
with ever-increasing perseverance and ever more fruitful results. · 

2. INTERNATIONAL STUDIES CONFERENCE. 

The sixth International Studies Conference was held in London from May 29th to June 2nd. 
·It was organised as a continuation of the meeting held last year in Milan and the same subject, 
"State and Economic Life", was further discussed. 

(a) A tribute must first be paid to the high value of the preparatory work accomplished, 
during the interval which elapsed between the Milan and London Conferences, by the scientific 
institutions of fourteen countries and by the five international institutions grouped together 
as a single permanent body under the auspices of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. 
Each of these institutions had prepared a series of memoranda and studies, which in some cases 
amounted to real books, on the different aspects of the subject to be debated. This research 
work had not been conducted without a preconceived plan. A programme drawn up in due 
time and communicated to the institutions indicated the points on which the preliminary 
studies and the discussions were to be focused. 

Thanks to the courtesy of the Rockefeller Foundation, the Institute had, moreover, 
been able to secure the collaboration of a Rapporteur-General, Dr. Arnold Wolfers, of the 
Deutsche Hochschule fiir Politik, who, .during the year, had, in agreement with the Institute, 
established contact with the different national study groups concerned. 

One of the essential conditions governing this new form of collaboration was thereby 
fulfilled. Although conducted in the national field, t}).e investigations of each group were 
designed to complement each other and to emphasise the international repercussions of the 
different Government policies. Studies, which, in the past, had developed in an isolated 
field, therefore assumed a new character. This method, which this year was applied to an 
economic problem, will from now on be adopted for political, legal and social investigations. 

Prepared well in advance, the discussions~although confined within the narrow lim.its 
of a five-day session-threw light on several important points. Subjects which, from the pomt 
of view of present interest, were sometimes of a delicate character, were broached and t~e 
philosophy of different schools of thought were brought face to face. It should be sa1d, 
however, that the debate never for one moment suffered from the influence of political 

. preoccupation. It was conducted in accordance with .a scientific plan and started frol_ll.an 
objective analysis of facts. It was nevert~e~ess poss1ble to obtam a conse!lsus .cf op1mon 
on several points and to place on r~cord JOmt agreeme~t as to. the .requrrel_llents ?f the 
community of nations for the restoration of normal econom1c and fmanc1al relahons adjusted 
to the complexity of present-day world affairs. . 

In conformity with the procedure agreed upon for the Conference, these C?~clus~ons formed 
the subject of neither votes nor resolutions, but they seemed to be of su!flc1ent mterest !or 
them to be communicated immediately to the World Monetary and Econom1c Conference which 
was meeting in London on June nth. • . . . . . . . . . 

These propitious circumstances, which perm1tted of a rap1d util1sahon of the sc1entif1c 
work accomplished by the International Studies Conference, serve to enhance the value of 

1 For the conclusions adopted at Madrid, see Annex 5 to the present report, page 24. 
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the activities pursued in t~e CO'!-fS? of the last ~ew ye~~h it laces at the dispos~ of .the 
Organisation has succeeded m buildmg up. a techmque ~h e J{ international orgamsatlon. 
League of Nations and, more generally, at the ~ervi~e oft e causbe no exaggeration to regard it 
This technique can be of incontestable value,; ~~ mll?ht )erh:[s regularisation of international 
as indispensable, in the midst of present diff.1cultlesb, ~r eht into operation more generally 
relations and still less to express the hope that 1t may e roug 
than in the past'. 't · impossible to over-

( b) In reviewing the proceedings of the L?~don Conf~ren.ce, ~o~mittee, to which too 
estimate the value of the effort made by the Br!bsh Co-ordu~atmf h it contributed to the 
high a tribute cannot be paid for the methodical manner S ~ 1f f Economics where the 
preparation of this meeting. The collaboration o~ the London c t?0 ~ Affairs which placed 
opening sitting was held, and of the Royal Institute of Inte~a.~on sible fo~ the Institute 
Chatham House at the disposal of the .confer~nc~, alone m~ e ~it1_o~his im ortant session .. 
to carry out satisfactorily the secretanal duties m connectwf 

1 
p ilent of the Board 

The inaugural meeting was opened by Lord Eu.stace .Percr, ormer yed r: behalf of all the 
of Education, whom M. Charlety, Rector of Paris ¥!11~e~~ty,s~:n: President ofthe British 
delegates present. The Chairman of the Conference, rr r ur h C ' f assigning it a 
Co-ordinating Committee, reviewed and define~ the v.:o~k of \ e f ~~ eren~~rial and moral 
place among the various international- enterpr~es ansmg ou o e rna . 
dividing up of the world. . . 

Dr. Arnold Wolfers, the Rapporteur-General, then r~ad h~s ge!ler~ report. 
The preparatory memoranda dealt with the two questmns f1gurmg m. the progra~f~ drawn 

up last year after the Milan Conference-meas~res affecting international trade a~ mance ; 
State intervention in private economic enterpnse. d 

The first group of questions examined by the First Commission .of t~e Confer~nce cove.re 
the following points : the most-favoured-nation clause and an an~ys1s ?f 1ts op~ratwn, poss1ble 
exceptions ; the principle of the open doo~ and co~onial trade I?olicy ; mternatlonal movement 
of capital, international investments and mternatlonal borrowmgs. . . 

The second group of questions discussed in the. Second CommiSSion of th~ Conference 
related to State intervention within the frontiers, m industry, transport, agnculture and 
finance, and in relation to capital and labour. Documentary material had also been p~ep~red 
on the systems of intervention, particularly the corporative St~te, and on the general prmc1ples 
of intervention as an economic theory. Last year, the Milan Conference had asked the 
Italian delegation for a special contribution on these aspects of the problem .. 

After the opening meeting, the Conference, which comprised about e1phty delegates, 
resolved itself into two commissions. The first sat under the chairmanship of Professor 
Henri Hauser, of the Sorbonne, and nominated as its Rapporteur Professor William Rapp.ard, 
of the Post-Graduate, Institute of Higher International Studies. The second was pres1ded 
over by Professor Edwin Gay, of Harvard University, and appointed as its Rapporteur Professor 
J. H. Richardson, of Leeds University and School of International Studies, Geneva. . 

With Sir Arthur Salter, the President of the Conference, Professor Ettore Rosboch, VIce
President-elect, Dr. Wolfers, the Rapporteur-General, and Professor Eisenmann, Chairman of 
the Executive Committee, the above personalities composed the Conference Bureau, which 
controlled the general trend of the discussions. 

(c) The two Commissions devoted six whole meetings to an exhaustive study of their 
agenda. The Minutes of these meetings will be published by the International Institute of 
Intellectual Co-operation. . . _ 

The First Commission reached a certain unanimity of opinion on such a controversial 
subject as the most-favoured-nation clause. It also felt that, in the present state of economic 
interdependence of the States, an international economic organisation should be formed both 
for the arbitration of disputes and for establishing a sort of moral code of international 
relations. 

An extremely interesting_ de bat~ took plac~ within this same Commission on the principle 
of the open door, from the pomt of v1ew of relatwns between non-autonomous colonies and the 
home Government, as well as in regard to the system of imperial preference, in the light of the 
Ottawa Conference. Interesting suggestions were also advanced in connection with international 
movements of capital and the possibilities of international organisation and control in this 
matter. 

. ~he Second ~ommissi?n ~eard. an extreme~y detaile~ and philosophical debate on the 
prmc1ple of Stat~ mterventlon ~n pnvate e~ononuc enterpr~se. The practical aspect was also 
thoroughly stud1ed, together With the vanous methods of mtervention and the international 
con~equences of such Government ac~ion within national frontiers. Concrete and especially · 
top1cal problems were touched upon m the course of these exchanges of views-for example 
the wheat. question, c?mpetition and the low~ring of !?rices, the dangers of subsidising 
unproductive undertakings, and, lastly, the question of settmg up an international organisation 
for the adjustment of tariffs. 

(d) To. conclude this brief review! it may be asserted, with the concurrence of the 
Co~erence 1t~lf, that the new ent~rpnse should be continued. A Programme Committee, 
which sat _durmg th~ Lo~don meetmg, had alre~dy chos.en the subject·for the next session. 
T~e expenence acqmred m the last two years will mak~ 1t possible to prepare the work even 
still more thoroug~y and to ensure closer and ~ore sustam~d collaboration between the national 
groups. They will, moreover, .have longer tm~e at therr disposal, since the actual Study 
Conference will not be held until 1935. In the mterval, and as a first stage, a small meeting 
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will be. held in I934· This will make it possible to organise the exchanges of views and the 
afpfportionment of work among the groups, and also to give a more definite orientation of their 
e orts towards the most interesting problems. 

h In order that the insti~utions ~ay no longer confine their investigations to the economic 
sp ere, .but may turn therr attention to other aspects of the great international problem, 
the sub]~ct chose~. for the ~ext ~onference will be." Collect~ve Security :. The Principles and 
Me!hods mvolve_d -a cons1deration of the changes m the notions of sovere1gnty and neutrality 
which would be mvolved through the development of a system of collective security (sanctions, 
etc.). 

* * * 
Th~ ~onfer_ence also held an administrative meeting, at which it determined the conditions 

of ad~1Ss10n to the Conf~!ence and discussed a report on the institutions existing in certain 
countnes a!ld not yet a~filiated. It welcomed Spain, which was represented for the first time 
at the sess1on, and dec1ded to admit the Netherlands, where a Co-ordinating Committee had 
~eady been formed and was represented at the London meeting. The Conference agenda 
1ncluded the question of the" Lexicon of Political Terms". 

The title of the Conference was modified as follows : in French "Conference des hautes 
etudes internationales " ; in English, " International Studies Conference " and in Italian . 
" Conferenza di Studi Superiori Internazionali ". The ti~le in German rem~ined unchanged: -

3· MORAL DISARMAMENT. 

The International Institute has, in conjunction with the Secretariat, continued to collaborate 
closely with the Moral Disarmament Committee of the Conference for the Limitation and 
Reduction of Armaments. This collaboration resulted in the preparation of various draft 
texts, the object of which was to establish a series of international rules concerning teaching, 
collaboration between intellectual circles and the utilisation of certain means of dissemination, 
such as the theatre, broadcasting and films. 

Active correspondence has, moreover, been exchanged, for example, with Professor 
James T. Shotwell, Chairman of the American National Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
regarding the new proposals which might be made before the Moral Disarmament Committee 
on the resumption of ,its discussions. This exchange of views revealed the existence, in 
American circles, of tendencies more and more favourable to recognised international action 
in the field of moral disarmament. The measures advocated in regard to this form of 
disarmament might eventually assume the character of aefinite engagements and not of a 
simple declaration. A further suggestion made by Professor Shotwell was that the programme . 
of qualifying examinations for all public posts involving relations with foreign countries 
should include a knowledge of the methods permitting of the peaceful settlement of 
international disputes. . 

The foregoing remarks, together with the texts reproduced in Appendix 2 to the present 
document, page 16, will suffice for an estimate of the progress which the principle of moral 
disarmament is making in the public mind. If, as there is every reason to hope, this idea 
appears in the future Disarmament Convention, the goodwill of the States will be formally 
placed on record, and at the same time the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation will be 
permanently associated with the application of the measures envisaged, measures which 
cover the entire field of its own activities. 

4· THE PROBLEM OF DOCUMENTATION. 

A. In view of the ever-increasing number of requests brought to the notice of the 
Intellectual Co-operation· Organisation, some of which advocated the publication of new 
documentary periodicals while others recommended that the activities of the numerous 
reference centres should,be co-ordinated and linked up, the Committee last year decided that 
the. International Institute would undertake an enquiry with the object of determining a 
practical working plan. 

Before being examined by the Committee, this question had formed the subject of study 
and discussion by the Committee of Library Experts in June 1932. Two very interesting 
papers were read before the Commi~tee, one b_y Mme. Dupl:lY· of the Bibliothequ_e n~tionale, 
Paris on the formation of the " Umon fran~a1se des orgamsmes de documentation only a 
few ~eeks previously, and the other by M. Jean Gerard, Secretary-General of the lnternati~nal 
Union of Chemistry, who, in an extremely detailed memorandum, proposed the formation, 
in other countries, of organisations similar to the " Union fran~aise " and the establishment 
of regular and systematic contact between them. 

B. The movement initiated for the purpose of systematising the work of documentation 
-at a time when the intellectual world is so rich in new ideas-dates back several years. 

At the end of the nineteenth century, an endeavour was made to constitute universal 
documentation centres. However, the very vastness of the field to be covered by these 
undertakings rendered practical ~eali~atio~ both co~Uy and difficult. An~ther mov~~ent 
has since developed in the oppos1te direction, and al!DS rather at the creation of defnntely 
specialised centres. . . · . 

The consequences of this movement along different lines rmght, _moreover, ~ot be wholly 
satisfactory if a proper remedy is not found for the drawbacks which may artse. There 1S 
undoubtedly a danger of inordinate multiplication of these centres, of divergences between 
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. . . . erla ing and duplication. Although 
the methods adopted for classification, not to mention ov ~p ·nt two corrective measures 
decentralisation is a sound and f~uit~ul principle for th~ ct~! ~~-~~ilin'ation of existing ce~tres. 
need to be introduced-the umficabon of me~hods an b f ned that the Internatwnal 

As regards the unification of methods, .It s~ould e~t!~nc~~tinuously to this question 
Institute of Documentation has bee~~; devotmg_ Its ~t~ co-ordination shows far less progr~ss. 
since I89S· On the other hand, work_m connection 'Yl~ d National Unions of Document8;tion 
Up to the present, only a fe": coun.tnes ha~e ~t~~s be tween these independent federations. 
and, strictly speaking, there Is. no mternati?n e t nother international effort-

This brief survey would be mcomplete Without a reference 0 a t tion centres for individual 
to which we will return later-which aims at constituting d?~~men a · n in the establishment 
branches of science and which has found its most charactens .1c expressw t 
of rna]· or scientific unions for chemistry, physics, mathematics, btology, e c. . al f"eld 

· t" h e m sever 1 s 
C. The activities of the Intellectual Co-operation Orgamsa wn avt~tion Its variou~ 

resulted in correcting certain lacunre that existe~ in the matter of do~ume~ests c~mmunicated 
studies and publications were all undertaken m response t<? urgen req_ n Intellectual 
through different but authorised channels to the Int~rn!ltwnal Comm~tee 0 

. tions with 
Co-operation and, in each case, with the object of fur.mshing perso~s an orgams8; dications 
information on the present situation of problems in whtch they were mterested and m 
of the reference centres to which they-could apply. . . . 

D. The enquiry entrusted to the International Institute was, in the vtew of th~ librana~s, 
to be conducted chiefly by consulting the principal nat.ion~ c_entres of docum~ntabon alrea Y 
existing, which were to be invited to communicate thetr _opmtons and ~uggestwns. . . the 

The material thus collected was to serve as a basts for a wo~king ~Ian, which, m b 
opinion of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operatwn, mtght eventually e 
submitted to a committee of experts. . · . . 

The Institute's enquiry was conducted, therefore, With the cop.aboratlo_n o~ the foll?w~n~ 
organisations or persons : (I) the national unions of d?cm_nentatl~n orgamsabons or su~ila 
institutions; (2) international documentation or9amsat10n~; (~) ~ersons of .recogm~ed 
authority on the subject; (4) leading chemical, phystcal and bwlogtcal]ournals whtch publish 
abstracts. · 

E. A special report; submitted to the International Committee on Intellec.tual 
Co-operation, set forth the results of the enquiry ; these results cannot yet b~ regarded as ft!lal. 
Some of the replies, notably those received from American: instituti?ns, are hig~y e_ncoura~g, 
but there still subsists a divergence of views on many pomts. Wtthout entermg mto details, 
we can nevertheless indicate some of the conclusions reached. 

A first question arises : Should international co-ordination have as its basis the national 
unions already functioning, which group a great variety of documentation centres and ~eek 
to bring about the establishment of similar unions in those countries where none so far extst? 
This federative movement can doubtless render inestimable service, but it is evident also that 
there is a tendency to proceed along totally different lines. 

The several branches of science are very differently equipped from the point of view of 
documentation. In these conditions, it would perhaps be preferable to confine our preliminary 
action to separate branches of science or to such branches as have common interests instead 
of attempting a comprehensive actiop. that would embrace centres of the most varied character. 
Would not this method make it possible to take the fullest advantage of scientific equipment 
already existing and, at the same time, to promote certain agreements which, up to the present, 
are lacking ? 

Lastly, would it be possible to combine these two methods, both of which have their 
staunch supporters ? 

5· BROADCASTING AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. 

A. It was on September 24th, I93I, that the League of Nations Assembly asked that 
the enquiry on educational broadcasting be extended and made to embrace all the international 
questions which arise out of the use of broadcasting from the point of view of friendly relations 
between nations. For its part, the Conference for the Limitation and Reduction of Armaments 
was apprised of this question in relation to moral disarmament. 

B. A preliminary investigation was made last year by the Institute. For this investigation 
the most cordial collaboration was established with the International Broadcasting Union· 
and its Secretary-General, Mr. Burrows. The first consultations, all of which took place with 
offic~al personalit~es in the ~ferent. European countries, or with qualified experts, had made ~t 
possible to. outline the chte! pomts of. the problem. After taking cognisance of th1s 
doc~mentabon, the lnt~rnational Commttte.e on Intellectual Co-operation instructed the 
Institute to convene durmg the year a comm1ttee of experts to examine the conditions to be 
fulfilled by b~oadcast.ing agreements in order to serve the cause of peace ; to examine existing 
agre~n;tents, m particu_lar, the ~erman~Polish agreement;. and possibly to consider the 
conditiOns for the draftmg of an mternational Convention. 

C. I!! preparin!? _the wo~k !or this meeti~g of experts, t,he Institute again sought the 
collaboration of qualifted spectalists. The Institute thus obtained a number of studies from 
the follow~ng : Major A~kinson, Director of the Foreign and Oversea Department of the British 
Broa~castmg Corporation, ma~e an essential distinction between broadcasts given within the 
frontiers of a State for the nationals of that State and broadcasts intended to be heard by the 
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nationals of a foreign country. He discussed more specifically the preventive and repressive 
measures calling for consideration in both these instances. 

Revie_wing t~e action taken in the field of moral disarmament by the International 
Broa~c:'-stmg Umon, Mr. Burrows, Secretary-General of the Union, drew attention to the 
benef1c1al effects of this corporative jurisdiction. 

Commandante Gino Montefinale,. Chief of the Radio Division at the Italian Ministry of 
Communications, indicated the conclusions to be drawn from the Madrid Conference on 
telec~mmunica~io';ls as ~egards rapprochement between peoples and, more particularly, 
frontier transm1ttmg stations. 

M. L. Sourek, Chairman of the Managing Committee of the Czechoslovak Br~adcasting 
Company, also dealt more particularly with the question of frontier stations. 

M. Giesecke, Ministerial Councillor and Director of the Reichs-Rundfunk-Gesellschaft, 
contributed a study on the principles underlying the German-Polish agreement. 

M. Arnold Raestad, former Minister for Foreign Affairs and Norwegian delegate to the 
League of Nations Assembly, examined the question of the legal responsibility of broadcasting 
undertakings. 

Lastly, M. Mario Roques, Professor at the Sorbonne and Vice-President of the Association 
of Wireless Listeners, studied the positive means whereby the spirit of international 
understanding could be promoted. 

D. ~he Committee of Experts appointed to examiJ;J.e the conditions to be fulfilled by 
broadcastmg agreements if they were really to facilitate rapprochement between peoples 
met on February 23rd and 24th, I933. at the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation 
under the chairmanship of M. Arnold Raestad. The persons mentioned in the preceding 
paragraphs attended as experts. The Institute had also secured the collaboration of the 
following : 1\l. R. Homburg, Jurist, Secretary-General of the International Committee on 
Broadcasting; M. Joseph Raeber, Doctor of Law, Director of the International Bureau of the 
Berne International Telegraph and Wireless Telegraphy Union, and M. Jaime Torres Bodet, 

·Observer, representing Mexico. 
The follo~ing points were examined in turn : ' 

(I) The provisions of an international world Convention, or at least a European 
Convention. · 

(2) The extent to which it might, in certain circumstances, be necessary to limit this 
action to regional agreements satisfying the individual requirements of the contracting 
countries and to be concluded either between the Governments or directly between the 
broadcasting undertakings. 

(3) The professional intervention of international organisations consisting of 
broadcasting undertakings. 

(4) The questions which should be settled within each country by means of instructions 
issued by the Governments to the broadcasting undertakings. 

The experts also discussed certain specific cases, such as that of frontier stations and the 
possibilities of making use of the League of Nations station. 

The measures envisaged may be divided into two classes : preventive and repressive measures 
introduced 'with a view to eliminating from broadcast programmes any matter likely seriously 
to compromise good international relations ; positive measures destined to promote a spirit 
of understanding between nations. In the opinion of the experts, the importance of the 
preventive measures should gradually decrease as the positive measures which they had 
recommended were adopted in the planning of programmes. 

* * * 
Reference must be made to the exact scope of the work entrusted to this meeting of 

experts. It unanimously agreed that it was, at this stage, impossible to draft appropriate 
juridical formulas, but that this delicate work should be accomplished in several stages. At 
the meeting of experts held at the Institute, attention was confined to determining the substance 
of the recommendations or agreements to be envisaged later ; the result was therefore of the 
highest value and represents an indispensable preparation for later stages.. Furthermore, 
there can be no doubt but that this undertaking, which must necessarily be spread over a 
fairly long period, however difficult it may prove to be, is filling a recognised need and 
satisfying definite requirements, and action by the League of Nations in this matter seems to 
be warranted. · 

The results of the work undertaken by the Committee of Experts, together with the 
memoranda submitted by some of its members, have been published by the Institute in 
English and in French in a volume entitled " Broadcasting and International Peace ". 

' . 
6. RELATIONS WITH THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT. 

A. Reorganisation of Public Education in China. 

I. Report of the League of Nations Mission. 

The report of the four experts sent to China by the League of N:'ltions at _the request 
of the Chinese Government to study on the spot the system of public education and the 
possibilities of reform met with a most favourable reception in !he educ:'ltional. world .. The 
numerous articles which have appeared .on this work pay a unarumous tr1bute to the Wlsdom 



. hich they took local circumstances 
of the rapporteurs and congratul<:te th~m on t~e manner~~ ~he necessity of maintaining the 
into consideration and for havmg_l<:t.d spectal st~ess . . 
invaluable elements of the ancient ctvilisatwn_ of Chm<:· t k n in education problems in general 

In the United States, where the keenest mterest ts a e American schools, the Mission's 
and in all" matters concerning China, where there are numerous f course in China itself. Two 
report was discussed more than in any other coun!J'• ~:v;ti~n not o;uy on, account of their 
of the criticisms that have been made c~ {or_spect -~ /tion ~f their authors: Mr. Stephen 
length (36 and 12 printed pages), but chtef y m const e a f New York. and Mr. William 
Duggan, Director of the Institute of Intern<:ti~r~l E~~ca ~0~ York As ~as to be expected, 
F. Russell, Dean of Teachers' College, Columbta ruv~rst y, r eations to assages in the report 
each of these writers devote~ the g!~a~er part ;f J:is o~se veducational system, the influence 
which contain more or less direct cnticts.ms of t e mer~an des The essential parts of these 
of which has predominated in Chi~a dur~g t~i I~;t l~e'( ~c~rde; that qualified representatives 
twoarticleshavebeenreprodu_cedtnthe. on~y ude~tk· g might have an opportunity of 
of a great country directly mterested tn t s un er a m C eration Organisation. 
expressing their views in an official orga~ of thfe In~~e~t;: seo~lnistry of Education shows 

The information received at the I':stttute rom e ;. The directors of the Mass 
that, in China itself, the report m~t wthth an exctehllent{te~~;ofue three pages of the report 
Education Movement of Tmg Hsten, owever, oug . f f t d d 
in which reference is made to this organisation containe~ certam ~rrors o ac an· expresse · 
too drastic a judgment. The letter addressed to the Institute ?n thts matter bh M.J· Cd Jbe:! 
Yen, the distinguished Director-General of the Ma~s EducatiOn ~ovement, . as ea .Y . 

blished in the Bulletin. It is also submitted to the International Cotn_mtttee! w~ch will 
· ~~doubt wish to pay a tribute to the zeal and initiative displayed. by the Tmg Hsten directors 

in the vast work they are undertaking in the cause of adult education. 

2. Mission of Chinese Educationists to Europe. 

The sending of a mission of Chinese educationists to Euroi?e constit?-te~ one of the first 
practical measures of collaboration with the Intellectual Co-operatwn Orgarusation recommended 
by the League of Nations experts. This mission reached Europe at the end of August 1932, 
and was composed as follows : . 

CHI-PAo, CHENG, Chairman, Ph.D. Columbia, Director of the College of Education, 
Nanking; M.A. (Chicago University). · · . . . 

SHI-Mou, LEE, M.A. (Harvard, U.S.A.), Direc~or of the College of Engmeermg, National . 
Chekiang University, ~angchow. . · . . . . . . .. 

LIEN, YANG, M.A. (Columbta), Professor m the N abonal Petpmg Umverstty; B.A. (Pe~p~g). 
You-Saou-Kuo, D.Litt. (Sorbonne), Director of Higher Education at the Mmtstry 

of Education, Nanking. 
(RIA-HSIANG, LEE, of Jena and Heidelberg Universities (Germany), author of educational 

works. 
HoHSIEN, CHEN, Ph.D. (Paris), former Commissioner of Education at Kiangsu; delegate 

to the International Committee on Intelleetual Co-operation. · 

The mission was to study the systems of public education in -different European countries 
and to acquaint itself with Western methods. The general preparation of the visit was 
entrusted to the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, which planned the 
programme in agreement with the Chinese educationists and the members of the League 
of Nations mission of experts, and with the assistance of the Governments, Ministries of 
Education, other authorities concerned, the National Committees on Intellectual Co-operation 
and reception committees formed through the instrumentality of the Institute in the countries 
visited. 

The Institute was attempting an undertaking of this kind for the first time, and the 
experience acquired during the eight months or so of study-travel fully justified its efforts. 
Special gratitude and thanks are due to all the persons and official and unofficial bodies
particularly the Ministries of Education and the National Committees on Intellectual Co
operation-which responded to the appeal issued by the Institute with a readiness and hospitality 
that will remain indelibly fixed in the memory of the Chinese educationists. The scientific 
results of the study tour exceeded, if possible, the moral effect of this visit. The Chinese 
mission was brought into contact, in each country, with the most highly qualified authorities 
on educational questions ; it was afforded every opportunity to discuss the different problems 
of organisation with the directors of national education in person. A judicious selection of 
model institutions had been made in order that the Chinese educationists might see a striking 
and condensed picture of the educational system in force in the countries they visited. We 
give below a brief account of these visits in the order of the schedule followed. 

Poland.-The Chinese mission arrived in Poland on September 3rd, 1932, and remained 
in the ~ountry_ unti~ ~eptember 28th. Spe~ial• atten~i?n was given to p~im.ary schools, to the 
campatgn agamst illtteracy and to vocational tratmng. The educahomsts also inspected 
several health institutions and made a special study of the distribution of rural schools, the 
training of teachers and the material conditions of the teaching profession. The mission 
made an exhaustive study of adult education and visited several university departments 
and research institutes, especially those concerned with" the exact and applied sciences. 
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Germany .. -~ booklet w~ printed. for the guidance of the mission giving a description 
of the organiSation of. :public education. machinery in present-day Germany. The chief 
Ger~an towns were VISited, together With such educational establishments as schools of 
horbcult~re, professio~al schools of handicraft, schools of mines, a. higher school of machine 
construcb_on,. pe~agogical academies (teachers' training schools), higher technical schools, 
and such msbtuhons, as the Central Institute of Education and Teaching. 

. . Denmar~.-. The visit to Germany was interrupted for a week (October 4th to nth), 
which the m_Ission pass~d in Denmark. The schools, and more especially the world-famed 
adult educational establishments (folk high schools) were visited. 

France.-The mission's tour of France lasted from November 10th to December sth. 
A 150-page booklet was issued giving a concise description of the essential features of the 
organisation of public education in France. 

The missio~ visited the' various instituti?ns which were selected as best representing 
the types forrmng part of the French public educational system, amongst them being 
elementary schools, secondary schools and professional training establishments. 

As examples of institutions of higher technical education, and the organisation of scientific 
research establishments, visits were paid to the College de France and the Caisse Nationale 
des Recherches. With regard to adult education, visits were paid to social education institutions 
and professional training schools. 

United Kingdom.-Following the method adopted throughout the whole of the European 
tour of inspection, visits to.the various educational institutions were preceded by explanatory 
addresses and lectures. The mission paid fairly long visits to Oxford and Cambridge, and to 
Eton College. At the Board of Education it studied the system of inspection, the functioning 
of the school health services and the organisation of the local education authorities, and also 
visited the most typical infant schools, elementary and secondary schools, and various special 
institutions, together with a number of elementary and secondary technical education 
establishments in London. The mission also visited' the headquarters of the British Broadcasting 
Corporation for the purpose of acquainting itself with the organisation and functioning 
of broadcasting as an instrument of classroom teaching and adult education. 

Italy.-The programme included, not only visits to schools and cultural arid political 
institutions of present-day Italy, ·but also visit~? to some of Italy's artistic collections of past 
centuries. The mission began by visiting Milan, the Polytechnic U~iversity, several primary 
schools, including the new school based on the Pizzigorni meihod, arid the Conservatory of 
Music. At Genoa, a special study was made of various clinical establishments and institutes 
of scientific research. The mission afterwards visited Florence and Venice. Among the 
establishments visited in Rome, mention may be made of the rural schools of the Roman Agro 
and the Pontine Marshes, the Royal School of Industry and the University. The International 
Institute of Educational Cinematography gave the visitors much useful information on the 
production of educational films and the use to which they could be put for the culture of the 
Chinese people. Furthermore, the Chinese educationists were received in audience by the 
Pope, by the Head of the Government and by the.Governor of Rome. 

Austria.-The mission then travelled to Vienna, where for a week it studied the new post
war educational institutions for which the Austrian capital is renowned. The delegates were 
also shown over a number of institutions representing the system of education in Austria
for example, elementary primary and higher schools for boys and girls and trade schools with 
workshops; they also inspected school hygiene measures and social welfare organised by the 
schools. 

• 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.-The last stage of this extensive study tour of Europe 

was Moscow, to which the mission paid a fortnight's visit at the beginning of February 1933 
in response to the invitation of the Soviet Government. Different types of schools, factories, 
museums and other centres of culture were visited and lectures were arranged on the 
" Polytechnicisation " of education, the central control of technical colleges, the campaign 
against illiteracy, the Romunisation of Chinese writing and juvenile art. Visits were also paid 
to the" House of the Scientist", and to the Bolshevist Commune, where about 1,200 deserted 
children, most of whom are now grown up, are being morally reformed and taught a trade. 

3· Future Collaboration with the Chinese Government. 

· We must await the ~eport which the Mission of Chinese educationists is to communicate 
to the Institute after it has consulted the Ministry of Public Education at Nanking and the 
principal education authorities of the country. 

The first stage in co-operation with China in this matter will then have been completed. 
The Intellectaul Co-operation Organisation will thus be informed as to the working plan to 
be adopted by the Chinese Government, drawn up in the light of the report prepared by the 
four experts of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation and the knowledge acquired by the 
Chinese mission in Europe. In the meantime, the Institute is remaining in touch with the 
competent authorities in China and with the Committee which, in the Geneva Secretariat, 
deals with all matters relating to technical collaboration between the League of Nations and 
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. . . . . M' . t f Public Education in Nanking, 
Chma. In order to ensure still closer liaison with the IniS ry 0 b ·ally entrusted with 
it is possible that a technical representative of the Leagu~ may e sl.'eci ose . 
educational questions and a qualified person may be appomted for this p~rfacilitated by the 

These exchanges of views with China have, moreover~ been very ~u~ s for Intellectual 
recent formation of a Chinese delegation to the Inter~ational <?rgam~~/hn s organised by 
Co-operation, with offices in Geneva and Paris. This .d~lega.tiOn, w c d ~arepresentatives 
M. Li Yu Ying, president of the National Academy of Peipmg, ~s c~m~e t 0 t t with the 
of the different branches of Chinese intellectual life. It re~ams m . ec con ac ft t d in 
academic institutions and education establishments of Chma a~d It ;has cons I u e • 
Europe, a centre of documentation and information, equipped With a lib~ary. 

* * * 
This survey of the reorganisation of public education in China w~mld be incomplet~ without 

a tribute of respect to the memory of Dr. Karl H. Becker, who died after a short illness on 
February roth last. The premature death of Dr. Becker~ a states~an~ scientist an~ e~ucator, 
is anirreparableloss to all who at the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation are mo.repartic~arly 
concerned with the question of collaboration with the Chinese Government m educational 
matters. 

B. Exchange Professors in China. 

Two years ago, the League of Nations sent three professors to Nanking Universit:y: in 
accordance with the exchange plan approved ; these professors were M. Edouard Pare] as, 
Professor of Geology at Geneva University; M. Hermann von Wissmann, Professor of Geo~raphy 
at Vienna University, and Mr. H. N. Davy, Professor e>f English Literature at Nottmgham 
University. · 

The information received from official and unofficial sources in China shows that their 
services have been entirely satisfactory andthat they have considerably exceeded the limits 
of their professional obligations. The contracts of these three professors expire in September 
I933· As the major portion of their salary has been paid by the League of Nations during 
their stay in China, they will ·be unable to continue to discharge their duties unless some new 
arrangement is made on their behalf. The prolongation of their stay in China is desired by 
all the university and scientific authorities. The Minister of Education himself, M. Chu Chia 
Hua, associated himself with this wish in a letter which he addressed to the League of Nations 
in February last. · 

To facilitate, if possible, the solution of this difficulty, the Institute has approached the 
Board of Trustees of the British Boxer Indemnity Fund at Nanking and has asked it to assume 
the I:eague's obligation to :pay ~rofessor Davy's salary. .No ;eply has as yet been received 
to this _request and the Institute IS 1;mable to ~ay wheth:er It will be ~avourably considered. 

With regard to Professors PareJas and Wissmann, It seems possible that in view of the 
need for technicians in co~nection with t_he reco~struction work proceeding in China, an 
a~~ement may be reached With the Economic Council, the Geological Survey and the Academia 
Simca. 

C. Formation of a Chinese Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. 

M: L~ Yu Ying and M. Ho Shien Chen, one of the Il!-embers of the Chinese mission of 
educatiorusts to Europe, who last year attended the meetmg of the International Committee 
on Int~ectual Co-operation, undertoe~, on ~heir return to China, to form a Chinese National 
Committee on I~tell.e~tual Co-operation With a permanent secretariat. They had taken 
advantage of therr visit to ~urope to collect, at the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation 
all the necessary data for this purpose. ' 

7· THE INTELLECTUAL RoLE OF THE PRESS. 

In October I932, the Intellectual Co-operation Organi~ation was instruct d b · th . 
League of Nations Assembly to study the question of the intellectual role of the Pre Y e 

. It w'!-s the feeling of. the Assem_?ly that th.is question was quite distinct ::~'m that 
discussedt~n alano

1
ther ~thommittede on ththe collahbordatiton ohf the Press.in the organisation of peace , , 

more par ~cu r y WI_ reg'!-r , o~ e one ~n , o t. e preventive measures which mi ht b 
taken to hmder the crrculatwn of maccurate mformahon and on the other to va · g 't" e 
measures cakulated to facilitate the publication of reliabl~ news The~e qu r~?us pos~~vh 
are essentially connected with that of inaccurate news, had already been ex~~ Ions, w Ic 
conferences, and formed the subject of a resolution voted after the d' m:d at fPrehss 
" collaboration of the Press in the organisation of peace ". lSCUSSion o t e 

Apart from these questions, however, which are to be resumed b p f 
jointly with various Governmental services and a few technical organis!t· · ressf ~n rences 
of Nations, the Assembly took the view that the Intellectual Co-o erati Ions 0 

. e. eague 
more specially qualified to study the "intellectual role of the Pr!ss,. 0~ Org!lnlSahon ~as 
it emphasised the influence exercised by the Press on mass education th n th~Jo~nech~m. 
can be expected from it for raising the intellectual standard of the pe e row~ th aid which 
examining the methods whereby the Press could promote better mutual uop e an . e need for 
nations by circulating more complete information on the different peopl nders:;:n.din:ft between 
the part which each plays in the general movement of world progress. es, on err c ture and 
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To J?leet ~e Assembly's wis~es, the Int~r.nat!onal I':lstitute of Intellectual Co-operation 
thought It desirable to seek the views of qualified Journalists and to publish their suggestions. 
It therefore approached: 

M. B. Sanin Cano, of the Nacion, Buenos Aires; 
M. He~ry de Jouv~nel, formerly Chief Editor of Le Matin; 
Mr. Kmgsley Martm, of the New Statesman and Nation· 
Mr. Pa~ Scott Mowrer, of the Chicago Daily News; and ' 
M. F. Sieburg, of the Frankfurter Zeitung. 

T~e ques!ion is whether the Press at present fills as completely as it might the great 
educat.Ional role of 11ene~al interest devolving upon it, whether it takes into account the 
evolution of the pubhc mmd and whether it endeavours to furnish its readers with the fullest 
possi~le matc:rial enabling them to stimulate their judgment and understanding. Is it possible 
to ~aise the mtellectual st~ndard of the people through the Press ? If so, how can this be 
achieved ? The consultation undertaken should therefore lead to definite proposals. The 
persons consulted were therefore invited to state their views on : 

. (r) The means of ~ncreasing information of every kind on foreign peoples, by 
assi~ng an ever more Important place to culture in general and to every factor which 
contnbutes to the progress of civilisation. 

(z) The means of placing the research and discoveries of scientists, their technical 
applications and the contemporary forms of art and literature at the service of the public. 

In their replies, which were expressed in more or less optimistic terms, the persons 
consulted 1 unanimously recognised the value and urgency of the question raised by the League 
of Nations Assembly. None of them fails to realise the difficulties that will always result 
from the latent conflict between the commercial character which must inevitably be associated 
with the Press and the anxiety to attain ideals destined to raise the intellectual standard of 
society. The replies furnish valuable technical indications as to the practical means of 
lessening this difficulty, particularly in regard to information, its drafting, presentation, 
diffusion and remuneration, and some go so far as to envisage Government intervention to 
ensure that the Press shall assume functions of a definitely educative nature. 

In any case, the enquiry clearly shows that the question raised by the League of Nations 
Assembly should engage the attention of qualified persons and that the time has now come 
to consider it. The enquiry should indisputably be followed up by further consultations, and, 
in the meantime, the first results of the exchange of views published by the Institute might be 
communicated to the next Press Conference, which is to be held at Madrid in the coming 
autumn. 

8. INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION IN REGARD TO SOCIAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCES. 

At its fourteenth session; held in July 1932, the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation discussed an introductory memorandum on the study of international relations, 
which had been communicated to it by Professor James T. Shotwell. In this memorandum, 
Professor Shotwell urged the Committee to assign a position of greater importance to 
international co-ordination, to studies and to research in the sphere of social and political 
sciences, first by extending its membership to representatives of these sciences, and, secondly, 
by giving greater prominence to the humanities in its programme of work. 

Under this proposal, the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation should, 
by giving the social and political sciences a fair share of attention, take international 
circumstances into account, and especially the grave problems at present studied by other 
organisations of the League of Nations. The Intellectual Co-operation Organisation would 
consequently furnish to these latter bodies objective and scientific reports on " questions of 
principle or general doctrine constituting one of the aspects of political problems which are not 
studied by Governments but the comprehension of which is essential to good politics ". 

This proposal has since engaged the attention of the Executive Committee, in which 
Professor Gilbert Murray and Professor Alfredo Rocco had been particularly entrusted with 
its examination. They envisaged, for example, the possiblity of constituting a programme 
committee for the social and political sciences, and a memorandum was prepared for the 
purpose by the Director of the Institute. 

Too great stress cannot be laid on the interest attaching to Professor Shotwell's proposal. 
The success of the International Studies Conference in London provides an illustration of 
this as does its decision to take up, in the course of the coming year, the problem of "collective 
sec~rity ". But there are many other proble!Ds over w~icl:~ int.ellectual circl~s ~re exe.rcised. 
The machinery of the Intellectual Co-operation OrganiSation IS such that It IS possible to 
. approach them from the angle of joint research in an impartial spirit. 

g. UNIVERSAL ADOPTION OF ROMAN CHARACTERS. 

This qu~stion, which is rather difficult to review as a 'Yhole-.the documentation th!lt the 
Institute had been instructed to collect cannot be obtamed without the collaboration of 

'Up to the present replies have only been received from M. Sanin Cano, Mr. Kingsley Martin, Mr. Scott Mowrer 
and M. Sieburg. 
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. . . . ort last year. In the course of 

philologists and specialists-was dealt wrth m a prelm~tnar~·~ep h material has been received, 
this year, the work has been continued and a qua~tlt~ 0 f re~ hed the requisite information 
more particularly from countries which had not prevwus Y _;[1!15 provinces . 
-for example: China, Greece, Siam, U.S.?·~· and v~rioll;s ncan . · . 

The report will be completed by a btbhographical hst. . .. 

III. EDUCATION. 

I. MEETING OF THE DIRECTORS OF HIGHER EDUCATION. 

. . f D" t f Higher Education met with 
The work accomplished at the frrst meetmg 0 tree ?rs l C mittee on Intellectual 

a very favourable reception last year by the Inhern;t~~a Ed om tion Departments were 
Co-operation. It had been gratified to note that t e u c uca t" n Or anisation. It 
associating themselves with the work. of the Intellectua). ~othpefa ~ftute t~ continue the 
approved -the proposals made by the Dtrectors and authortse ef ns d ting 
work which had been begun-in particular, to make arrange~e~ts 0~ a seco~io:e~once~nin 

The programme laid down was to embrace, not only admmtstrattve ques . t" g 
the ministerial departments of higher education, but also questions relati~g to ~hd organ~sa. 10~ 
of universities and scientific research. Among other points, _the. Comm~ttee. a em/ astse 
the special importance, in present circumstances, of the ?rgantsatton of btologtcal stu ~es. the 

The meeting was held at the In5titute on April z8th and zgth, I933· un er 
chairmanship of Sir Frank Heath. 

Last year, the members of the Committee had alre~dy bee? able to br?ach the n~~erous 
problems of organisation at present engaging the attentlon of htgher educahon authont~es, !he 
study of which might hasten their solution. This year, they were to carry the exammat~on 
of a certain number of these questions a step further. Twenty or so reports and stu.dies, 
contributed partly by the members themselves and partly by experts c~osen by the; Inst~tute 
in agreement with the Directors of Higher Education, served as a basts !or the dtsc~sstons. 
These reports contained extremely detailed and first-hand information on htgher educatiOn and 
scientific research in the countries concerned. 

In accordance with the preparatory character of the conference, no hard-and-f~st rule 
was laid down for the discussions. Statements were made by the authors of !he d~fe.rent 
reports to explain, in greater detail than had been possible in writing, the essential prmctples 
of the various university systems. The exchange of views which follow~d fully enabled. ~e 
Directors present to attain their object-·namely, to compare the exp.enences. o~ the off1c1~l 
directors of higher culture in the countries represented and thereby to arnve at a livmg synthesis 
rather than a written and documentary survey of the different university syste~s. . 

In the space of this brief report it is impossible to give a faithful picture of dtscu~stons the 
value of which was unanimously recognised by the members of the meeting. We wrll merely 
give an outline of the debate, pointing out, however, that the interdependence of the questions 
dealt with frequently stimulated the conversations and threw light on problems which were 
not actually being discussed. · 

A. Legal Status of Higher Education and the Relations between Universities and Governments. 

At the first meeting, it was proposed that these two questions should be examined 
separately, but after a preliminary consideration of the reports it was decided to deal with 
them together, since the legal status of higher education necessarily includes the question of 
the relations between universities and Governments. The reports submitted explained the 
constitution of. the State departments to which the higher education authorities were 
responsible, or, in the countries where the State did not concern itself with higher education, 
indicated the organisations entrusted with this branch of education. They explained how 
these organisations functioned from the legal standpoint, the status of the staff and the 
administrative working of higher education establishments. The discussions made it possible 
to develop certain points, to raise fresh questions, to determine the spirit in which the various 
systems of higher education functioned in practice and to define their present tendencies. 

These ex~hanges o_f inf?r.ma!ion thre~ light, thanks to the.stat~ment made by Dr. Krans, 
on the evolutwn of umversttles m the Umted States; on the htstoncal development of British 
universities, traced back by Sir Frank Heath; on the adjustment and later stages of the 
autonomous rights enjoyed by French universities and the prerogatives of the central aufuority 
explained by "!· Cavalier; on t~e n~~ pro'?sions of the Gentile Law in Italy, outlined by 
M. Frascherelli _; and on the sctentiftc pohcy adopted by Hungary, as commented upon 
by M. Magyary. 

This exchange of informatio~ revealed. the ~iversity and multiplicity of the elements which 
go to make up any do~UII_~entat.ton on umver~tty syste~s: It a.lso proved the necessity, on 
th~ one hand, for establtshmg thts documentatwn on .a unifted basts so that the various systems 
might be. c<!mpared, and, on the .other, for extendt~g the documentation to a greater, but 
perhaps hmtted, number of countnes, selected accordmg to the interest which their university 
systems offered for the purposes of this study . 

. It was t~erefore decided:_(a) to invite the me~bers present at the meeting to remodel 
therr reports. m accord~nce. ~th a common plan {mdicated below), and (b) to ask certain 
other countnes to furmsh Similar reports. 

The; main lines of the unified plan were laid down by the chairman of the meeting and 
summanse the results of the foregoing discussion. The reports to be prepared would be 
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entitled "Universities and· Other _Higher Education Institutions" and would consist of the 
following chapters : 

I. -History and Fundamental Principles. 
·II. Relat~ons between the State and Universities. 
III. Intenor Organisation of Higher Education Establishments. 

~ IV. Examinat.ions, Academic Grades and Degrees, Expenses of Study. 
· V. Scholarsh1ps and Student Welfare Organisations. 
·VI. University Buildings. . 
VII. Finance (Detailed Composition of Budgets) . 

.. The meetin~ approved this plan, the final text of which will be drawn up conjointly by the 
~nstlt~t~ and Srr Frank Heath. A list of the countries to be consulted was also proposed; 
m add1tlon to those represented at the meeting, and including Germany, these countries would 
be the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and the U.S.S.R. 

B. ·Major Extra-University Organisations for the-Promotion of Scientific Activity. 
By discussing the reports prepared on the subject, the Committee's aim was to stress the 

~xistence of certain gaps in present systems and, at the same time, to throw light on the 
mfluences governing the development of these activities in the different countries. The 
inf~rmation thus furnished showed that it was necessary to draw up fresh documentation, 
taking advantage of the data collected during the discussion. This work could be undertaken 
in various ways. In this connection, the Directors of Higher Education decided that the 
documentary work to be undertaken should embody all the measures taken in a given country 
for the advancement of scientific research, whether within or without the universities. The role 
of the State should be specified, together with the methods adopted for the furtherance of 
research work. It was agreed, however, that laboratories answerable to authorities other than 

· those concerned with higher education would not be investigated. 

C. Practical Teaching of Modern Languages. 
The measures initiated by higher education establishments in France, Hungary, Italy and 

the United States of America to enable students to acquire a practical knowledge of modern 
languages were given in special reports which, from the point of view of suggestions and 
information, will be of the utmost value for the departments concerned. They will therefore 
be communicated. to the competent organisations. 

D. Co-ordination of National University Statistics. 
M. Vincenzo Castrilli, Professor of Statistics in the University of Bari, had prepared a study 

in two parts on this question. The first part reviewed the situation and the sources of 
university statistics in the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Hungary and Italy. The 
conclusion reached is that, for the time being, it is impossible to establish a comparative 
university statistical statement. The second part indicates the information which should 
figure in the university statistics of these countries. in order that a comparison may be drawn 
between them. It also contains a list of the most important data which might forthwith and 
without any difficulty be incorporated in university statistics and serve as a starting-point 
for the co-ordination of statistics relating to higher education. 

While recognising the difficulties to be overcome in this work, the members o'f the 
Committee undertook to communicate M. Castrilli's study to the national statistics offices 
with a view to obtaining, for the next meeting, replies of a definite character. The Institute 
will then be in a position to reply, in a certain measure, to the enquiries addressed to it from 
various quarters, and even from certain national committees, concerning the question of 
statistics. · 

E. Organisation of Biological Studies. 
Special reports on this question were contributed by Professor Alfred Killin, of GOttingen 

University; Professor Henri Laugier, of the Sorbonne; Professor V. H. Blackman, of the 
Imperial College of Scienc'< and Technology, London ; and Professor Carlo Foa, of th~ Royal 
University of Milan. The reports received from Professor Killin and Professor Laugter deal 
with the entire organisation of biological studies in Germany and France as functioning at 
present, and indicate the opportunities offered to students in this field. They also contain 
concrete proposals for the improvement of instruction and biological research with a view to 
their adaptation to scientific and practical requirements. . . 

The report submitted by Professor V. H. Blackman lays spec1al stress on the place 
assigned to biology in programmes of secondary and higher education and puts forward 
suggestions for the amelioration of these programmes of study. · 

The Italian report advocates centralising in one single faculty of biology all the biological 
research work now being carried out in the several faculties of science and medicine, in the 
schools of pharmacy, veterinary colleges and schools of agriculture. This central f~culty 
would constitute a homogeneous and well-balanced whole and would lead to the creation of 
new branches in the sphere of biological research. 

The Institute has been authorised to obtain similar reports from other scholars. This 
series of reports will be submitted by the members of the Committee ~o the compe~ent 
scientific societies in their respective countries and, later, the whole of th1s documentation, 

. together with the suggestions resulting from this procedure, will be laid before the next meeting 
of the Directors o·f Higher Education, if possible, in print. · 
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. 1. · the Field of Science. 
F. Development of InternatMnal Po tcy m . h' h 

. t M Magyary stated the reasons w tc ' 
In an extremely detailed and compreJ;tenstve reP.0 ! • . · th different countries to adopt a 

in his opinion, obliged the higher education aut?or~t~es tn eh and to ensure the best possible 
definite course of action for the developmen~ of sctent¥1~ resefrc al policy with regard to science 
results from the intellectual effo~ts of a nl!-tl.o~. ~ m 1 erl}: 10~ the disposal of international 
will develop, co-ordinating natiOnal actlvttles ~n P act g t · s thus leading perhaps, to a 
science the benefits of experiment and progres~ m ~the~hou~ ~i~ undertaken by the meeting 
rational distribution of the work to be accomplishef. d ~.s u f this international policy for 
of Directors of Higher Education help to lay the oun a ton ° 
the advancement of science. 

G. Composition and Place of the Next Meeting. 

· f h U 't d St t f America should be invited 
It was decided that a representative o t e m. e l!-llesh ld 't t meeting on March 

to attend as a full member of this body. The Commtttee WI .~ . 1 s nex d 
15th, 1934, this date being subject to postponement if the reqmstte documents are not rea Y 

in t~h~ following agenda has been drawn up : {I) Universiti~s and Other Higher Educat~on 
Institutions · (2) Scientific Research Institutions responsible to Sec?nd~ry E~ucat.IOn . 
Authorities; (3) Co-ordination of National University Statist.ics; ~4) Orgamsatlon of B10logtcal 
Studies ; (5) The Distribution of Chairs in the Different Umversttles .. 

2. MEETING OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ORGANISATIONS. 

The Committee. composed of representatives of international student ~rgan!sations _held 
its eighth session at the Institute on April 4th and 5th, 1933, un~er the charrm::nshtp of 
Professor Oscar de Halecki, of Warsaw University. As at past me.etmgs, the followmg seven 
major associations were represented: the International Confederation of Students, the Inter
national Students' Service, the International Federation of University Women, the World 
Students' Christian Federation, the International University Federation for the League 
of Nations, Pax Romana, a,nd the World Union of Jewish Students. . 

The advantage derived from these meetings, which afford the major international students' 
organisations an additional opportunity of coming into contact with each other! is no doubt 
increasing as a result of a tradition which is tending to establish itseH after etght years of 
collaboration. Students also have an opportunity of taking a direct interest in the W?rk of 
the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation and, from a more general standpoint, m the 
activities of the League of Nations for the promotion of a rapprochement between intellectuals. 

There can, of course, be no question of confining the action of student associations to 
giving their support to official decisions. No organisations are better fitted to work, with all 
possible freedom, for the cause of international understanding by exercising a direct influence 
on the classes which they represent; but •. in certain respects, student activity should be able 
to render useful assistance to the organisations for intellectual co-operation. At the same 
time, it is ea'!iier for them to discuss at the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation 
certain problems which depend solely on their own decision, but which relate to delicate points. 

With a view to increasing the interest of these meetings, it was decided last year that they 
would study and discuss questions of general importance, such as "Student Social Service", 
and several extremely interesting reports were submitted and useful discussions held on this 
subject. This year, two main problems were included in the programme for special 
consideration: "The Student Press" and" The Racial Problem in the Universities". 

A meeting on Moral Disarmament intended to co-ordinate student activities in this matter 
was held at Geneva from March 31st to April 2nd, 1933, under the auspices of the International 
Students' Service. An opportunity was thus given to student organisations to affirm on the 
one hand, their adhesion to the cause of moral disarmament and, on the other to ~xamine 
the v::rious su_ggestions which ha~ been made regarding t~e influence and l!-ction' they should 
exerctse-the mcontestably essential factor for young and mdependent assoctations. 

3· UNIVERSITY EXCHANGES. 

The work proceeding in this field is of capital importance from the standpoint of the 
promotion of l!- spirit ?f. underst~ding thr?ugh_ be~ter mut!lal knowledge. The Institute 
has succeeded m orgamsmg a service for umverstty mformatlon-an international reference 
centre which follows the measures taken by official and unofficial institutions in the different 
countries for the promotion of university exchanges. 

Special attention is devoted to the encouragement of studies abroad. The hall-yearly 
bulletin, Students Abroad, has made the Institute a kind of international Secretariat for the 
agencies which receive foreign students in the different countries. 

We would here recall the annual publication of the booklet on holiday courses completed 
by a sectiol} regula;rly inserted in.the Infor_mation _Bulletin of Intellectual Co-operation, in view 
of the contmuous mterest attachmg to thts question. · 

. Lastly, numero1:1s enquiries on the living conditions available to students abroad, the 
equtvalence of studtes and degrees, exchanges between families and au pair exchanges, 
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scholarshipsan~stude_nt;s' host~s!lrereceived by the Institute, which, thanks to the international 
contacts estab~IShed, ISm a pos.ltlon t? suppl:l:' considerable data on these subjects. 

The chromcle of the BulletJn furniShes evidence of the remarkable quantity of information 
already received and circulated. 

4· LIAISON BETWEEN UNIVERSITY INSTITUTES OF ARCHlEOLOGY AND HISTORY OF ART. 

~ centre of li~ison was to be ~stablished this year between the institutes of archreology 
!lnd ~1story of .art m accordance .WIth the decisions taken last year by the Committee, which, 
m th1s ?on~echon, had been app~ISed of a number of concordant opinions expressed in the most 
authont~tlve quart~rs. A d~tailed working plan was submitted for the consideration of the 
International Comffilttee. Th1s had been prepared by a committee of experts specially convened 
for. the purpose and was int~nded to define the functions of the liaison centre, the points on 
wh1ch regu~r exch~nges might ~e effected between the institutes concerned, not only as 
regards therr collections, but also m the matter of working methods, research etc. 

A pir~cto!s' Committee has just b~en formed. Fur~~er, the Institute ha; drawn up a list 
of the mshtuhons of archreology and hiStory of art qualified for membership of the proposed 
Centre. This list has been revised either by the members of the Directors' Committee themselves 
or by the National Committees of Intellectual Co-operation. A large number of acceptances 
have already been received, some of which emanate from several of the most important 
institutes of archreology and history of art. 

When addressing its invitations to these organisations, the Institute asked them to draw 
up a brief report on their work and the scientific equipment at their disposal. The material 
thus obtained will provide the contents for the first number or the first two numbers of the 
periodical bulletin which the Institute has been instructed to publish for the information of 
the Centre and interested circles. 

5. NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION CENTRES. 

A. Following a meeting held by directors-general of primary education and directors 
of educational mu~eums or similar organisations, the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation· recommended that a National Educational Information Centre should be 
established in each country. These Centres would serve as information services, equipped 
with what might be termed living records on all matters relating to education in all its aspects. 

To ensure regular contact and exchanges of information between the national Centres, 
secretariat work of a limited character would suffice and might be entrusted to the 
International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation. This work would be supervised by a 
permanent committee. 

B. The outstanding task of the Institute in this field has this year been to promote the 
establishment of national educational information centres in the greatest possible number of 
countries. 

After collecting information from various sources, more particularly from the National 
Committees on Intellectual Co-operation, it was able to place itself in touch with thirty 
institutions qualified to serve as the national centres envisaged. The negotiations conducted 
with these institutions have already resulted in the formation of educational information 
centres in the following twenty-two countries : Australia, Austria, Belgium, the United 
Kingdom, Bulgaria, Canada, Denmark, Estonia, France, Germany, Iceland, Irish Free State, · 
Italy, Latvia, Luxemburg, Norway, Netherlands, Poland, Roumania, Spain, Sweden and the 
United States of America. 

The Institute has also collected detailed reports on the nature and principal activities of 
these institutions and on the manner in which the national educational information centre 
to be attached to them would materialise and function. It is to be noted that several of these 
centres have already started operations, that direct contact has been established between them 
and with the International Institute, and that some of them are already publishing periodical 
information sheets. 

There is certainly scope for concrete work in this sphere, which will no doubt develop 
regularly as time proceeds and through which the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation will render service of indisputable value to the cause of intellectual organisation. 

C. It has not been possible to arrange for an extensive consultation of the representatives 
of the Educational Information Centres, or of the departments for primary and secondary 
education. In the meanwhile, however, an Advisory Committee has been constituted and a 
small delegation of this Committee was convened in Paris on May nth, I933, for the purpose 
of assisting the Institute to prepare the publication of a selected bibliography of notable works 
and articles appearing in the different countries and dealing with education. This 

· documentation was to include aids to study. The small delegation gave special consideration 
to the question of introducing a model bibliographical index card. It made no attempt 
definitely to fix the principles according to which the international bibliography was to be 
compiled, but it formulated certain general rules which will be supplemented in the light of 
experience. 

D. The task devolving on the Institute for the coming year will therefore be as follows : 
to promote the formation ?f ne~ natio~al centres . and t? ~rrange for a meeting _of ~he 
Committee of Experts; compile an mternahonaleducatlonal b1bhography; prepare a publication 
containing a list of existing information centres and reproducing the reports which they have 
supplied on their organisation and work. Bibliographical references might be appended to the 
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. . k and catalogues of teaching material 
repertory in question, both as regards educatiOnal wor s . 
and information of like character. 

6 REVISION OF SCHOOL TEXT-BOOKS. . . 
. . I . s were adopted by the Comm.1ttee 

Last year, a number of extremely u~I?ortant reso ution b k which in the international 
on this question. Consequently, the :ev1s1on of school text- 00 st attention of all concerned 
field, had for several years past contmu?usly enghagefdtthe e~rfu~ spirit of understanding and 
with the training of the younger generation and t e u ure o 
rapprochement, redoubled in interest. . M al n· mament endorsed the initiative 

Almost simultaneously the Comm1ttee on or tsar . "th the su port of a body 
taken by the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation w1 t which it would like 
composed of Government delegates. Among the general engage~en · s s eciall emphasised 
to see assumed by the responsible authorities in the different cruntr1e~. 1t ~. as!ociated itself 
the need for supervising the quality .of school te~t~booksf Edt u~~~mf~~ tbe encouragement 
with a proposal made by M. de Monz1e, French Mlllister o uca 10 • . hat in books 
of the publication of works of an international character and for ensunng t ' ments 
dealing with international relations, an explicit and objectiye statement of othefi~~£fviews 
and other interpretations of ~acts should figure ~ide by side w1th. a statementthof nanot yet bee~ 

The various texts subm1tted to the Comm1ttee on Moral Dtsarmamen ave . 
established in their final form ; but there seems to be every re~son t? hop~ that, m anye~~~; 
the Protocol on Moral Disarmament now in course of preparation will ass1gn to the qu 
of the revision of school text-books the prominent place it _deserves.. d t d d th 

Furthermore, the International Committee had coD:s1derably ~proved an ex en. ~ 0~ procedure for friendly understanding between the Nat10nal Comm1ttees for the Rev1s~on 
School Text-books laid down in the Casares resolution. Its proposals :vere commumcathd 
to official quarters and to the National Committ~es. A. movem~nt lS on foot for t e 
re-organisation of the National Committees with a vtew to mtrodu~mg the new proc~dur:es. 
At present, seven National Committees have formed ~peci~ s~b-comm1~tees for the examm.atlOn 
of this question or have come to an arrangement w1th extsting comm1ttees. The comlllitte~s 
here referred to are those of the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Laty1a · 
and Switzerland. Several committees notified the Institute of Intellectual· Co-operatlo? 
that they were conducting an enquiry regarding a certain number of school text-~ooks .. Th1s 
work needs to be carried out with great care and method, and it will not be poss1ble to judge 
of the results until a few months have passed. . 

In this connection, mention must be made of a controversy raised by the Japan~se 
National Committee, which complained of Chinese text-books; the Institute is endeavounng 
to obtain a reply and explanations. 

The Institute has prepared an English edition of its volume on the revision of schoo~ text
books containing passages prejudicial to good understanding between peoples. It d1d not 
confine itself to preparing a translation of the original volume, but produced a new work, 
taking into account the resolutions adopted at Geneva and the recent experience acquired. 

The new English edition therefore appears as a practically new book, one-third of which 
consists of hitherto unpublished matter. 
- Among the aspects of the problem examined in this connection, special reference should be 
made to one of the tasks envisaged by the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation 
-the study of the means of encouraging the drafting of school text-books in a spirit of 
internationalrapprochement. . 

The work as a whole will be very largely facilitated by the constitution of a collection of 
school text-books at the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation. As a preparatory 
step, the Institute has asked the National Committees to furnish it with a list of the school 
text-books approved in their respective countries. These lists communicated to the Institute 
were published, as and when received, in the Information Bulletin of Intellectual Co-operation 
They have also been reproduced in the new English edition of the work "School Text
book Revision". Mention should also be made of the success of the section devoted to school 
text-books which appears regularly in the Bulletin. 

In conclusion, it may be said that. the work undertaken in connection with this problem 
has begun to produce results. The action taken by the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation 
has the advantage of centralising the efforts which, in this sphere, were very much scattered. 
~ee~es~ to say, some of these effort~ ar~ beiJ?-g car.ri~~ O?t outside the League. In no other 
fleld 1s 1~ poss1ble to .Pla~e ~reate: fa1th 1n ~nvate. m1tiat1ve •. and there can be no question of 
supersedlD:g such action m 1ts ent.rrety .. It ~s poss1ble that crrcumstances will hamper certain 
efforts wh1ch have not. been men~10D:ed m th1s report, because they do not directly concern the 
Intellectua~ Co-opera~10n Organ.tsat.1on; but the supp_?rt of public opinion in many quarters 
may b~ rehed u~on w1thout hes1t~ti?n· The W?rk be~ng pursued by independent congresses, 
by maJor comm1ttees and the prmc1pal federations w1ll also continue to contribute effective 
a1d to t~e co~mon enterprise, ~specially as the inter.vention of the League of Nations in this 
matter lS ~admg to the formation of a centre of action and already resulting in a process of 
concentrahon of the utmost value. 

7· EXCHANGES AND TRAVEL OF PRIMARY- AND SECONDARY-SCHOOL PUPILS. 

The ~nternational Institute has taken ~teps to assure the widest possible circulation of the 
compar!'-ttve study prepared o~ the ques.tion of exchanges and travel of schoolchildren. 

Thts study ~et forth ~~e mam conclus1ons r~ached regarding· the most appropriate methods 
to be adopted m organtsmg exchanges of pnmary- and secondary-school pupils. Further 
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particulars having been received, however, the report was entirely revised and completed 
before being publish~d in English: and French in ~e "Intellectual Co-operation Series". 

In accordance With o~e of the liilp?rtant conclusiOns of the report and also a recommendation 
!ldopted ~y the Intern3;t10nal Comm1!tee on Intellectual Co-operation, the Institute turned 
1ts atte~t10n to pr?moting the establishment of national centres and to arranging for the 
!ldaptatlon of eXISt~ng centres to this work, the latter being chosen from among those which, 
~ each coun~, displa~ed the_ greatest activity. These negotiations led to positive results 
m t:?e followmg countnes : Fmland, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, 
Spam and ~weden. As r~gards other countries, there is every reason to hope that definite 
me~sures will be adopted m the near future. It is the intention of the Institute to use the 
national centres as sources of periodical information on the initiatives being put into operation, 
on t~e methods ~mploye~ and the results obtained, and on the possibilities of improvement. 
It Will '!-ct as an mternatlonal secretariat for these activities without involving any additional 
expenditure or extra calls on the staff. 
. . In ~iew of the moral ~portance attaching to these contacts between the rising generation, 
It lS desrrable that the Institute should make special efforts: 

(r) To encourage the formation of new nation'al centres; 
(2) To collect, from the national centres in existence, useful information regarding 

the initiatives, methods, results and possibilities of improvement in this sphere ; 
(3) To ensure, in particular, with the collaboration of the Liaison Committee of the 

major international associations, the taking of propaganda and preparatory measures 
in those countries where initiatives in the matter of exchanges and travel of youth are 
lacking. 

International School Correspondence. 
The Institute has continued to provide the Secretariat of the Permanent Committee 

on International School Correspondence and has prepared the fifth number of the Bulletin 
of this correspondence. 

" . 8. EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING. 

Last year, a report was submitted to the International Committee on Intellectual Co
operation setting forth the initial results of the investigations and comparative studies 
undertaken by the International Institute. This work was completed, brought up to date 
and published at the beginning of I933· The chief concern of the Institute, therefore, was to 
take such steps as might be necessary for bringing these conclusions to the notice of educators 
and interested departments, and, secondly, to continue the exchanges of views on this subject 
in order that these same quarters might be kept informed of the constant progress made in this 
field. School broadcasting is, in fact, still in the experimental stage ; the eminent authorities 
who collaborated in the investigations asked to be informed of tP,e results obtained in the 
different countries where this supplementary medium of teaching is employed. · 

The International Institute, therefore, first invited all the experts who had taken part 
in the enquiry to communicate to it a report on the results obtained in the latter half of I932. 
It also drew up, in the fullest possible detail, a bibliography of the works and monographs 
which had appeared in the different countries on the question of school broadcasting. 

In accordance with the decision of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-ope
ration, the Institute next addressed the report to the official authorities and educational 
centres of every country.1 In addition, a special number of the Bulletin was devoted to 
this question in order to give the widest possible publicity to the general conclusions. 

In order that interested circles may be kept informed of the progress made, the Institute 
has introduced a section in the Monthly Bulletin to be devoted specially to questions of 
educational broadcasting. 

A further aspect of the question is the possibility of attaching broadcasting services 
to the Ministries of Education, rather than to the Postal, Telegraph and Telephone Departments 
-at any rate, in so far as concerns the planning of programmes and the budget to be allotted 
thereto. The Norwegian Government has recently adopted a decision to that effect. In 
any case, it would seem that this question should be studied in conjunction with the general 
problems arising out of the use of broadcasting from the international standpoint, and should 
therefore be submitted to the qualified persons who will continue to deal with the problem 
as a whole. 

9· ADULT EDUCATION. 

The question of adult education under numerous aspects engaged the attention of the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. It came up at a time when.the full play of technical 
progress facilitates ~nternational relation~, whereas th~ problems relatm~ to prliilary, secondary 
and higher education are bound up with the condibo~s .t~at. rule~ m a byg_one era when 
questions resulting fro!? moder~ forms of WesteJ?l ~~~~15a~10n d1d not ariSe. It. me~ts 
difficulties which are bemg expenenced wherever thiS civiliSation becomes the predommatmg 
factor of social life. This new educational effort does not claim to satisfy the primary needs 
of every social unit which is developing f~om th~ intelle~tual point of vie~; but it sa~isfies the 

. specific requirements engendered by the mdustnal and mtellectual evolution of the nmeteenth 
century. Owing to the disturbance of equilibrium which has, at least temporarily, been 

• This publication, School Brotulcasling, will serve as a basis in the United States of America for the discussions to 
be held in 1934 between tbe high schools and colleges on the status and r6le of broadcasting. 
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. . . . . f . . f the intellectual life of peoples, 
provoked by modern c1vihsatwn m the normal unctwnmg 0 h an 0 portunity 
special measures need to be envisaged in order that adult culture may ave P 
of developing. th t ff rs international 

It is therefore a general phenomenon, and for t~at reason o~e a 0 fe the institutions 
characteristics, which has in modern times resulted m the ~tablls~ment ~ d to the 
that it is proposed to study. Notwithstanding the d~versl~Y. of c1rc~ms ances ue 
variety of national cultures, these institutions always satisfy smular reqUlhements .. t tiona! 

The history of adult education shows that it has reached a stage w ere a~ ln er~a 1 statement of progress would seem to be necessary and, at the same time, prol!l1ses ex re~e ~ 
interesting results. In rgzg, a first International Congr~ss of _Adult EducatiOn 'Yas he thll; 
Cambridge. As an illustration of the present internatlona_l ~porta~ce att~~hmg to i ~ 
question, we would refer to the International Labour. Off1ce.s enqurr~ on .. Pr~fe.ss ~n 
Organisations and Workers' Education:· (I932) ; and, agam, th~ mvestl~atlons wh1ch 1t _mv1t~d 
the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation to undertake regardmg the role of popu~ar h~ranes 
and folk-arts in the employment of workers' spare time. The work of t~e lnshtu~e ~n the 
field of broadcasting also touched upon the question of adult educatiOn. But 1t. 1s the 
problem viewed as a whole and not in any such specific aspect that calls for enqUiry and 
comparative study. . . 

This work should emphasise the essential aspects of the question, pa~hcula:ly fro~!~ the 
international standpoint. For the time being, it would be advisable to confme th1s enqUiry ~o 
a limited number of countries in which adult education has assumed the most charactenshc 
forms-the United Kingdom, Denmark, Germany, France and the United States- by bringing 
out the essential aspects of the different methods employed. 

IO. LIAISON WITH THE MAJOR INTERNATIONAL AsSOCIATIONS. 

With a view to facilitating contact with the major associations which devote the whole 
or part of their activities to educational questions, the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation last year authorised the Institute to propose to the Liaison Committee of those 
associations that one of its annual sessions should be set aside for the discussion of an agenda 
containing only questions which were being studied by the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation. In agreement with the Liaison Committee, it was decided that the plenary 
meeting held in February would henceforth be reserved for that purpose, and the first 
experiment in this form of closer collaboration was carried out for the first time this year. 
The questions on the agenda included the following : (a) school text-books; (b) school 
broadcasting; (c) travel and exchange of schoolchildren; (d) the Press and children. 

(a) The Committee decided to continue its collaboration in the revision and improvement 
of school text-books generally through the agency of its National Liaison Committees. It 
further decided to have inserted in the publications of its associations a note on the work 
undertaken by the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation in regard to the revision of school 
text-books. 

(~) After a!l exc~ange of views on school broadcasting, the delegates agreed to call the 
attent.10n. of therr national. branches to the desirability of forming study groups within the 
orgamsat10ns concerned w1th post-school and adult education. 

These same nat.ional bra~che~ would ~n~~av~ur to enco~rage the inclusion, in broadcasting 
programmes, of subjects dealmgw1th the c1Vil1Sat10n of the different countries (music literature 
folklore, etc.). ' ' 

(c) Having taken cognisan~e ?f the report published by the Institute on the travel and 
excha~ges. of youth,. the ass~c1ahons dec1ded to take part in the formation of national 
co-ordmatmg centres m countnes where none so far existed . 

. (d) A study group.was formed for the purpose of examining what action might be taken 
to. mflu;nce the I_'ress a~d, more particularly, the daily newspapers which contained 
children s pages, w1th a v1ew to ensuring that their educative role might be effective and 
favourable to the rapprochement between nations. 

IV. EXACT AND NATURAL SCIENCES. 

The Institute has continued to apply the programme drawn up in July rg3r and alr d 
deve~oped last year. ~he _greatest headway has been made in the co-ordination of scie:t~fi~ 
te~mmology, the compilation of the repertory of laboratories and in the collabo t" "th 
sc1ence museuD!S. ra 1on WI 

I. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION ORGANISATION 

AND INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC ORGANISATIONS. 

A. International Council of Scientific Unions. 

In the course of the year, the Institute-conforming to the essential r le 1 · · 
th~ rg~~ agr~ement, which provides for exchanges of views with the Interna~io ~~~dow~ mf 
Sc1entif1~ Umo~s on all matters of organisation connected with th n ou~c 0 

and therr application-kept the Secretariat of the Council i f e exadct andlnl atural sc~e!l~es 
proceeding m this field. n orme on a the achv1t1es 
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B. Unions and Other International Scientific Organisations. 

- Re!ations with _the Unions have continued to develop. They were more numerous with 
the Umons of. Phystcs and Chemistry owing to the work undertaken in connection with the 
co-ordination of terminology. 

2. · Co-ORDINATION OF SCIENTIFIC TERMINOLOGY. 

A first Co~mittee of Experts met in Paris last year under the chairmanship of Professor 
Cabr~ra. Thetr resolutions were submitted to and approved by the International Committee. 
To gtye effect to t~ese ~esolutions, two reports were drawn up by the International Unions of 
Physt~s and ChemtStry mdicating the terms common to the two sciences and for the definition 
of Wh:tch agre_ement was desirable. These reports were next examined at a further meeting 
hel~ m Madrtd in May 1933, under the chairmanship of Professor Cabrera, of the Physics 
Umon. The members present at this meeting had been appointed by the Unions themselves, 
viz. : 

For the Physics Union: Professor CABRERA, of Madrid University; Professor BRUNI, 
of the Polytechnic School, Milan ; Professor COTTON, of the Sorbonne, and Professor 
LANGEVIN, of the College de France. -

For the Chemistry Union : "Professor BoDENSTEIN, of Berlin University; Professor 
COHEN, of Utrecht University; Professor LowRY, of Cambridge University, and Professor 
Charles MARIE, of the Sorbonne. 

The Committee examined in detail a certain number of terms which form the subject 
of controversy or misunderstanding between chemists and physicists, and established technical 
definitions which will be communicated to the Unions and to the International Council of 
Scientific Unions for final approval. 

The work thus accomplished is of the highest interest to research, and still more so for 
teaching and scientific publications. The task undertaken is, however, one of vast scope and, 
apart from its technical work, the Committee has sought to maintain its continuation. In 
order that it may proceed without interruption, the experts propose that a permanent 
committee be set up to work in accordance with an agreed procedure and consisting of four 
members to be chosen from each of the Unions in collaboration with their International Council. 
It should be added that the Committee of Experts considered the possibility of supplementing 
the definitions of the different terms with a translation in several languages, which would 
be supplied by the appropriately co-ordinated national organisations and would be communi
cated also to the International Esperantist Scientific Association. 

Lastly, various technical recommendations were formulated. These refer to neologisms, 
similar terms employed with different interpretations, and the means of giving practical 
effect to the resolutions adopted. In this conn~ction, the Committee was of opinion that it 
might be advisable to envisage a meeting of the directors of the principal journals of physics 
and chemistry.· 

3· COLLABORATION BETWEEN SCIENCE MUSEUMS. 

Last year, the Institute was authorised to organise an information and documentation 
centre for all questions concerning science museums, and begin to execute the general 
programme laid down by a Committee of Experts. · 

The principal studies provided for have been taken in hand. The Institute has thus 
begun to collect a considerable quantity of valuable material for the mutual information of 
these institutions-inventories of collections, duplicates, types of unique models in the possession 
of certain museums, etc. 

Special mention should be made of the abundant and most interesting documentation 
received from the United States, thanks to the activity of Mr. Avinoff, Director of the Carnegie 
Museum at Pittsburgh, who occupied the chair last year at the meeting of the Committee of 
Experts. 

The work envisaged to ensure collaboration between general and central museums, on the 
one hand, and specialised or local museums, on the other, has also been started. -

Finally, the Institute has begun to receive documentation on the educative role of science 
museums. . From the point of view of instruction. in general, th~s question is of c_ap~tal 
importance. In due course it will be necessary to consider the most smtable method of brmgmg 
this material to the notice of competent quarters. 

In the last place, one of the m<;>st _imp?rtant 1~)32 resol~tions .h~ ~een brought int.o 
operation by the publication of a penodical mformatlon bullet~, SCJe~t:f:c.Museums.· This 
monthly information bulletin, publishe~ in Fn;n~h and EngJ!s~, gt':'es Items of ge1_1eral 
information concerning museums, scientif~c expeditions and admrmstrat~ve chanl:\es. It lS an 
indispensable instrument for the promotlo_n of re~r ~xch:anges of mformahon J:>etween 
museums, and the results obtaine~ by the frrs~ few Issues Ju:ttf~ th~ hope that a considerable 
proportion of its contents will be drrectly contnbuted by the mstltutwns concerned. 

4· REPERTORY OF SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES. 

The Institute has collected the material required for the publication of a repertory_ ~f 
scientific laboratories during 1933. It has received, moreover, from Professor Ma~rm, 
of Rome University, _and ;ffiember of the Physics Union! .a courteous offer ?f co}laborab?n, 
Professor Magrini havmg himself already collected and venfied a complete dossier of mformabon 
·~~~~- . 
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5· CO-ORDINATION OF SCIENTIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHIES. • • 
. . . . h" h t under the chairmanship of 

In I9JI, the Committee of Scientific Advisers. Vf IC me cts Even last year these 
Mme. Curie-Sklodowska drafted the rules for the wntmg of ~~~r~ this initiative met with a 
rules had been widely ~irculated, and. it will_ be remember; d"trs of scientific journals are 
most favourable reception. An ever-mcreasmg number 0 e. I 0 tributions The Institute 
now inviting the writers of articles to append an abstract of their con 

1 
· nded 

will continue its efforts to arrive at the general application of the ru es recomme · 

V. LIBRARIES : ARCHIVES. 

I. LIBRARIES. 

During the past year, the Institute revised and adjusted the report on the use of public 
libraries for the employment of workers' spare time. . b n added 

Special studies received from Switzerland, Spam and the. U.S.~.R: have ee · 
The authors of the different memoranda have been asked to furrush a bibhography. . S . 

The results of the enquiry were recently issued in the " Studies and Information enes 
on Intellectual Co-operation ". . . 

Further, the Committee of Library Experts asked the Institute to conduct an e~qmry 
into the question of professional training for librarians. It was found tha! the solutions of 
this problem varied very considerably according to the country, and that, m some cases, no 
administrative measures had been taken in the matter. . 

The different aspects of the question were set forth in a provisional report, of which note 
was recently taken by the Committee of Library Experts. Moreover, a numb~r of ex,perts 
were consulted. Their replies will fittingly complete the remainder of the matenal and, mall 
probability, the whole of this information will be published in due course. . . " . 

The Institute of Intellectual Co-operation has issued the second edttlon of the Gmde 
to National Information Services ". It has also invited the librarians' associations to draw up, 
for their respective countries, a list of inexpensive series of works which ~ight be included 
in public libraries, and requested the principal libraries to establish and pubhsh a catalogue of 
their collections of reproductions and facsimiles. 

The Institute has also communicated to the Governments, with a favourable 
recommendation, the resolution adopted by the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation concerning the maintenance in State budgets of the credits assigned to libraries. 
The replies prove that this initiative was well received, and several Governments have expressed 
their willingness to carry out the said resolution, notwithstanding the difficulties with which 
they were faced. 

2. ARCHIVES. 

The first stages in the work to be accomplished to meet the requirements formulated 
by the different archives departments and approved by the International Committee were 
as follows : publication by the Institute of an "International Guide to Archives ", the 
compilation of a comparative Lexicon of the relevant terminology, and exchanges of lecturers 
and instructional material. 

(a) The work of the Institute with regard to the publication of an International Guide 
is proceeding satisfactorily. The first volume, the only one under consideration at the moment, 
will deal exclusively with European countries. 

·(b) The comparative Lexicon of archives terminology is also nearing completion. For 
the time being, it is limited to terms in current use in about twelve countries-those represented 
on the Committee of Archives Experts-and contains only the principal terms. 

_(c). Various neg?tiatio~s have been opened in ~onnecti<;m with the exchange of lecturers, 
but It will not be possible to Judge of the results obtamed until the next academic year. 

VI. LITERATURE. 

I. "INDEX TRANSLATIONUM ". 

f'.t its sess~on in July I932, the Internatio~al Committee on Intellectual Co-operation 
consider~d the first number of the [~ex Translat~onum, approved this publication, and asked 
the Institute !O take such ste~s as might be 1!-ecessary _for its development. 

Th~ _Institute h~s ~ccordi~gly de':oted Its a!tenhon, on the one hand, to improving the 
composition of the bibhographical entnes appearmg in the bulex and on the other to making 
arrangements for its extension to several other countries. ' ' 
.. (a) As regards the first point, the Institute has, by repeated representations made to 

pnvate publishing firms ~nd official ~ibliographies, endeavoured to obtain the regular mention 
of the. la~guage from which translations are made and the original title of the works. These 
negotiations have already produced results. 
. The numbe~ of ori~nal titles given in the Index Translationum is also increasing with each 
Issue. Much still re'_llams to be done, however. Publishers must gradually be induced to 
abandon some _of their forme~ methods and to adopt new ones. It is when they ins ect the 
Ind~x TranslatJonum and realiSe the advantages offered to them by this publication Jiat the 
decide to take th~ measures recommended to them. It must here be pointed out that in thfs 
respect, the Institute has found the national bibliographies most willing to collabor~te. 
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C~rtain bibliographies, which up to the present had not classified their entries according 
to. subJect m'!-tter or which will shortly be included in the Index, either supply the Institute 
With c11;r;ent. ISSues bea~g conventional manuscript signs enabling the compilers to determine 
a classificatlo!l bJ>: s';IbJect-matter, or have adopted this classification in their publications. 
Lastly, certa~ bibliographies which hitherto seemed to be rather behindhand are now 
gradually makmg up lost time and are issuing their lists at approximately the same dates as 
the others. 
. . The edito~s. of_these bibliographies are in constant touch with the Institute and furnish 
It With all r~quiSI~e mformation. We have here a remarkable instance of sustained co-operation 
and goodwill which go to prove that these organisations have realised the international value 
of our publication. 

(b/ W~th regard to the second point-extension of the Index Translationum to other 
countnes-It had been decided that the Executive Committee might authorise the Institute 
to arrange for a progressive extension of the Index. As the necessary conditions were fulfilled, 
!he Execut.ive Committee decided to extend the Index to countries publishing bibliographies 
~ c<.mformi~ with the criteria laid down by the experts, and the July 1933 number contains 
bibliographical lists for six additional countries-namely, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Hungary, 
Norway, Poland and Sweden. The Institute has also come to an understanding with the 
Central Chamber of Bibliography at Moscow and, as from October next, will publish lists of 
translated works appearing in the U.S.S.R. Negotiations are proceeding with other countries. 

(c) In the course of the year, a difficulty arose in connection with countries the political 
frontiers of which do not coincide with the linguistic frontiers. The Institute has abstained 
from taking any decision in this matter pending a ruling by the International Committee. 

2. IBERO-AMERICAN COLLECTION. 

A meeting of the Publication Committee was held on December 16th, 1932, under the 
.chairmanship of M. de Reynold, and the programme of publications for 1933 and 1934 was 
drawn up. 

The translation of " Facundo " entrusted to M, Marcel Bataillon has now been completed. 
The text has been revised by M. Roberto Levillier, who has also contributed the preface. 
The manuscript will be handed to the printers during the summer vacation and the volume 
will make its appearance early in the autumn. . 

The translation of "Lettres et Discours de Bolivar" undertaken by M. Aubrun and the 
Notes and Commentaries of M. Vallenilla-Lanz will be ready in June. M. Parra Perez has 
been invited to write a biographical foreword to this publication. 

M. Francis de Miomandre has terminated his translation of "Essais de Jose Marti"; 
the prefaces, by three Cuban authors, are expected to arrive during the summer. 

The translation of" 0 Mulato" by Aloisio Azevedo was entrusted to M. Manoel Gahisto. 
A Hostos Committee has been appointed at Porto Rico with a view to collecting subscriptions 

to defray the cost of translating the essays of Hostos, the Porto-Rican writer. 
A Florencio Sanchez Committee was formed at Montevideo, under the honorary 

chairmanship of M. Enrique Diez Canedo, Spanish Minister to Uruguay and member of the 
Publication Committee for the Ibero-American Collection, to provide for the translation of 
that writer's plays. 

3· RELATIONS BETWEEN THE INSTITUTE AND INTERNATIONAL LITERARY ORGANISATIONS. 

The Institute has remained in contact throughout the year with the international 
organisations which concern themselves with literary questions and, more particularly, with 
questions relating to translations-viz. : the Bureau of the International Federation of 
Professional Societies of Authors, the International Congress of Publishers, and the Federation 
of P.E.N. Clubs. 

VII. INTERNATIONAL MUSEUMS OFFICE. 

The competence of the International Museums Office has now been establishe~ and its 
utility recognised ; national fine-arts and museums departments now regard th~ <?~f1ce as tl!e 
normal centre fo! every kind of research work com!ng withi!l tl!e scop~ of the activities allotted 
to it. It renders service, not only as an organ of mformahon an~ lfaiso~. but also as a centre 
for technical studies pursued for tl!e common benefit of the admmiStrahons concerned. But 
tl!is new position has not been conquered without the ~reation o~ m_ore. and mor~ numerous and 
definite obligations to which it would be difficult for It to remam Indifferent; It has therefore 
been compelled to seek out tl!e necessary adaptations of procedure and the working methods 
appropriate to tl!ese new requirements. . . . . . . 

This process of adaptation applies both to the admmiStrahve field and to tl!e techmcal 
organisation of its meetings. . . . . 

The Atl!ens _Co~erence emphasised tl!e need for contm~~us ac.bon m the sp~ere of !he 
preservation of hiStoncal monuments. The whole of the admmiStrahve aspect of this question 
of preservation, without which technical investigations would be ine!fect~ve, cannot be examined 
without the direct collaboration of tl!e competent bodies responsible m each country for tl!e 
application of the laws and regulations concerning tl!e preservation of historical and artistic 
buildings. · _ 

In tl!is connection, fue constitution of an International Committee on Historical Monuments 
at tl!e International Museums Office is necessary ; it should be composed of representatives 
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. . . Off that assistance which alone will . 

of official organisations who are qualified t.o gtve. the tcectical value and importance. 
enable it to make its action in !he intemational.fteld of [;kal character, the Conference to be 
· As regards the new adaptatwns of a more ;;tnctly tee 't fa 1 ing a new method of 
held in Madrid in April 1934 will give the Offtce.a~ oppor~~1Js~mbl~_:the text of which is 
work. In the preparation of the agenda .of thiS ~mpor !.ined has been planned as follows : 
given later-the arrangement of !~e questi?~s to . e ex.a . ed to ex ress his views and, on the 
for each group of questions, a quahfted techmcta_n ~ll be ~~It th Offtce will submit a general 
basis of the documentary materi<~;l plac~d at.hiS dispo~ t ~with the ~emoranda submitted 
report to the Conference. The dtscusston will be con ut ~ ports and the results of the 
by the rapporteurs as a basis. In this way, the text 0 es~reconstitute. a comprehensive 
discussions will, as soon as the Conference c.omlles dit? t~ ef d the subjects which engaged 
record in which it will be easy to find, orgamca y s n u e • 
the delegates' attention. Off d oted its activity to 

During the period 1932-33. the International Museu!fis tee e~ ts Among the 
concrete questions of immediate utility to museum;; and fme-a:t~ dep~~ ~~~ ~ention should 
questions with which it w!ls called ~p?n to deal durmg that pkenof • P: t~: legal protection of 
be made of the preservation of artistic monuments and Wflr s o ar • 
national artistic treasures and the organisation of the Madnd Conference. · 

A. Handbook on the Preservation of Paintings. 

. In pursuance of a recommendation made by the Rome Conference, the Office CfJ~vened, 
on March 30th and 31st 1933 a Committee of experts for the purpose of d~ternunmg the 
different aspects of the questi~n of the preservation of paintings on the basts c;>f. the W~~~ 
studies, publications and enquiries undertaken since 1930. The gene~al o~mton w; 1~ 
emerged from thi~ exchange of personal views was that, on several essential pomts, defmrte 
agreement, which at the time of the Rome conversations still seemed to be r~mote, c?ul.d no~ 
be reached. It was partly for this reason that a" Handbook.on ~e Preservation o~ Pamtmgs • 
the compilation of which had been entrusted to the Committee tn acc~rdanc~ ~rth the t~rms 
of a resolution of the International Conference, was regarded as possible wtthm a relatively 
short space of time. . . . 

It is agreed that the handbook, the first of a senes to be devoted tc;> the preservation 
of works of art in general, would be limited to canvases ; mu;ral decoration.s, f?r example, 
which involve associated questions (particularly of an <~;r<:hitectomc order) of cap~tal Importance, 
will be dealt with in this first volume in a chapter outlmmg the general precautiOns to be ta~en 
in connection with this class of works of art when they are transferred to a mus~um. In vtew 
of the importance attaching to this subject, a special volume will be devoted tort later. 

B. The Preservation of Artistic and Historical Monuments. 

The Athens Conference had expressed the wish that the collection of documentary material 
laid before it should be published by the International Museums Office. This work appeared 
at the beginning of 1933. 

The International Museums Office, in publishing this volume, had no intention of presenting 
it as a treatise on the preservation of ancient monuments; neither was this the mission of 
the Athens Conference. Its sole aim was to state the aspects of the problem. The book is 
therefore only an introduction to the studies which the International Museums Office proposes 
to pursue in this sphere. . . . 

The Athens Conference did not merely aim at initiating a system of co-operation so long 
awaited and eminently desirable, but also at determining certain points of a programme which 
remains to be fulfilled in this field; it further succeeded in calling the attention of the public 
authorities to the most appropriate means of combining hitherto scattered efforts. · 

As has already been said, in order to work towards this two-fold objective, it will be necessary 
to set up an International Commission on Historical Monuments. 

· C. Legal Protection of Artistic Property. 

The question of the signing of an international Convention designed to prevent or to'check 
the sale of objects withdrawn from public collections or illicitly exported abroad was 
exhaustively discussed by the Directors' Committee of the International Museums Office. 
The preliminary draft is in conformity with the conclusions of this discussion. 

It will be recalled that the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation asked the 
League of Nations Assembly, at its 1932 session, to address to the States Members of the League 
a nuiJ?ber of r.ec?mmendations wit~ a view to in~ernati~nal collaboration in the protection 
of nation~ artiStic tr~asures and urgmg mutual assistance m the recovery of objects withdrawn 
from national collections ; on October xoth la~t. the Assembly agreed to give effect to this 
suggestion. In order to give definite form to these recommendations the International 
Museums Office submitted the text of this preliminary draft Convention f~r the consideration 
of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation.' 

1 Text of the preliminary draft Conve:1tio:1 : 
"Th.e High Contracting Parties, 
"BeiJlganxious to conform to the spirit of the recommendations made bytheAssemblyofthe League of Nations 

on October 1oth, 1932 ; · 
. " And desirous of attesting their mutual confidence and friendship by ensuring one another mutual assistance 
1n the recovery of objects removed from their respective national artistic heritages.: . . : ·· , _. 
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. It is tr_ue that, at first sight, the formula of an international agreement may appear 
madequate m a ~p!Iere where considerations wii}l r~gard to h?me police organisation occupy 
the foremost posttion. Nevertheless, the exammation of national laws reveals that there is 
absol!lte ~oncordance between the preoccupations of a large number of countries. By expFess 
constitutional measures, several of them have prohibited the exportation of their national artistic 
t~easures. T;his is the case in Germany (Constitution of Weimar, 1919), Spain and the Free 
Ctty of Danz1g. Other countries have confined their action to the enactment of legislative 
measures-for example, Austria, Estonia, France, Italy, Japan, Poland and Tunisia, to mention 
only those from which documentation on this subject has been received. 

Consequently, it cannot be denied that, from the point of view of international solidarity, 
a duty devolves on the countries which have themselves recognised the necessity of reserving 
the ownership and enjoyment of their own artistic treasures-the duty of respecting the artistic 
property of other countries in so far as these countries intend retaining them in their possession. 

The preliminary discussions at the Directors' Committee of the Office referred chiefly to the 
prevention and punishment of exportation proper. They were thus focussed on the examination 
of the means that would permit of the claiming of objects of art illicitly exported abroad, even 
when these objects had been neither stolen nor lost. The observations contained in the 
memoranda submitted in this connection emphasised the need for envisaging another question, 
that of placing a commercial embargo on certain objects claimed on behalf of the artistic 
patrimony of a country. Among the countries considered, there are several the legislation 
of which prescribes the inalienability of all or part of the objects belonging to public collections : 
Belgium, France, Italy, Japan and Spain. A nullicy clause prohibits as of full right transactions 
to which these objects might unduly give rise. In Italy and Spain, this rule extends to 
alienation agreed to by bodies corporate ; it finds its justification in the collective character 
of the enjoyment of the property held by these corporations. 

With regard to objects belonging to individuals, the commercial embargo would be 
difficult to carry out. In point of fact, no provisions in this sense are to be found in the 
legislative texts that we have examined. In general, certain formalities are provided for, 
whi~h enable the administrative department to follow the alienated object when in the 

" Have concluded among themselves the following Convention : 

"Article I.-The High Contracting Parties undertake not to recognise the validity of transactions in regard 
to movable or immovable objects of an artistic. historical or scientific character in the event of any breach of the 
provisions whereby any one of the said Parties may, in accordance with its legislation, have prohibited the 
alienation or export of such objects. 

· · "Article 2.-The High Contracting Parties undertake to lend one another their good offices with a view to the 
restitution or repatriation as speedily as possible of any object covered by the definition given in Article I of the 
present Convention which may have been introduced into their territory in consequence of loss, theft or alienation 
or illicit export. · 

"Article 3.-The bona-fide purchaser shall be entitled to compensation not exceeding the price and the genuine 
costs of the contract actually paid by him. 

"Article 4.-The bona fides of the purchaser may not be admitted if notice of the disappearance of the object 
and a description enabling it to be identified have been given, prior to the purchase, in an official publication 
of the International Museums Office attached to the League of Nations. 

"Article s.-In the event of the disappearance of any objects covered by the present Convention, the 
in~titutions or persons entitled to claim them must notify the International Museums Office, which will publish 
periodical lists of objects that have disappeared. 

"Article 6.-No claim can be accepted unless notice has been given of the disappearance of the object, as 
specified above. Claims must be made within five years of such notification; othenvise limitation shall operate. 

" Furthermore, each of the High Contracting Parties reserves the right to require, as an additional condition, 
the ·insertion of a notice in a Government publication, such Party itself to arrange for the insertion within fifteen 
days of the receipt of the publication of the International Museums Office in which notice of the disappearance 
of the object is given. 

"Article 7.-Should any dispute arise between the High Contracting Parties as to the interpretation or 
application of the present Convention, and should it be impossible to reach a satisfactory solution of such dispute 
through diplomacy, it shall be settled in accordance with the provisions in force between the Parties with reference 
to the settlement of international disputes. 

" Should no such provisions exist between the Parties· to the dispute, the latter shall be submitted to an 
arbitral or judicial procedure. Failing agxeement upon the choice of some other tribunal, the Parties shall, at 
the request of any one of them, submit the dispute to the Permanent Court of International Justice if they are all 
Parties to the Protocol of December 16th, I920, regarding the Statute of the aforesaid Court, or, if they are not all 
Parties to that Protocol; they shall submit the dispute to a Court of Arbitration constituted in accordance with the 
Hague Convention of October 18th, 1907, for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes. 

"Article 8.-The present Convention, of which the French and English texts are equally authentic, shall bear 
this day's date, and shall be open until • • • . • for signature on behalf of any Member of the League of 
Nations or any non-member State to which the Council of the League shall have communicated a copy of the said 
Convention for that purpose. 

"Article g.-The present Convention shall be ratified. The instruments of ratification shall be sent to the 
Secretary-General of the League of Nations, who shall give notice of the deposit thereof to all the Members of the 
League and to the non-member States referred to in the preceding article. 

" Article Io.-On and after . • . • . , any Member ofthe League of Nations and any non-member State 
referred to in Article 8 may accede to the present Convention. 

"The instruments of accession shall be sent to the Secretary-General of the League of Nations, who shall 
give notice of the deposit thereof to all the Members of the League and to the non-member States referred to in 
the aforesaid article. · · 

"Article 11.-The present Convention shall come into force when the Secretary-General of the League of 
Nations shall have received two ratifications or accessions. 

" It shall be registered by the Secretary-General of the League of Nations on the day of its entry into force. 
"Article I2.-The present Convention may be denounced by a notification addressed to the Secretary

General of the League of Nations. Such denunciation shall take effect one year after its receipt. 
"The Secretary-General shall notify all the Members of the League and the non-member States referred to 

in Article 8 of any denunciations so received." 
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f this formality does not involve the 

possession of the new owner; but the non-observance o 
cancellation of the sale. . d . first with regard to objects 

A two-fold international rule may th~ref?re be enviS3:g~ ili m : secondly with regard 
illicitly exported by their owner, the obli~abon to repatn~. e te ~hich thes~ objects may 
to objects illegally alienated, the cancellation of a~ transac Ions If nstitutes an answer in 
have given rise. This second rule is of particular 1~portan~~ f~tee of the Internatidnal 
fact, to the hypothesis already put forward at the Directors . omm have been effected by 
Museums Office, in which the withdrawal or removal of the. obrct ma~s aside the possibility 
a person responsible for its custody. The law at present m orce se 
of claim. . . . f mitting the recovery 

It has not seemed possible to cons1der ~xpropnabon as a means 0 P~~ f th"s rocedure 
of objects withdrawn from the artistic patnmony of a country. ~ecogru~lOn ° 1 P f th' 
which is always costly would in fact deprive the contemplated mternabonal agf reement 0 t" e 

' · · · t" · th payment o compensa 1on greater part of its value. A system of expropnabon cons1s mg m e ll . d f th 
to bona-fide purchasers, calculated exclusively on the basis of the sum actua Y pa~ .0~ ~ 
object, would introduce into civil law a conception contrary to the v_ery prmc1p e o 
expropriation. It is therefore preferable to adhere to the t'Yo ru~es enun_c1ated above. 

On the other hand, it is obvious that the rights of ~ona-f~de ~1rd parb~s deserv_e careful 
consideration. Their cause may, moreover, be merged With that of m~ermediary parties ":hose 
legitimate interests must be protected. In the preliminary dra!t subm1tt~d to the Internaho~al 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, there i~ a c~ause w~1?~ recogruses. that the b~na-f~de 
purchaser shall, in the event of loss, the£~, alienation o~ ~~1c1t exporta~10n, be c:nhtled. to 
compensation not exceeding the amount pa1d for the acqu1s1b?~ of the obJect. Th1s solution 
is, for example, in conformity with the principle of French c1villaw; but an endeavour has 
been made also to facilitate the recognition of good faith, and it is suggested that a systc:m of 
embargo should be instituted by means of announcements to be mad~ by the Internat~onal 
Museums Office. The bringing into operation of such a system would mvolve no.apprec1ab~e 
expense or difficulty. If it were accepted, dealers in works of art would soon acqurre the h~b1t 
of consulting the lists periodically issued by the Office. Claimants would, moreover, be ad~sed 
to notify only the disappearance of objects which were really of value and, to prevent nnsuse 
of this service, a small charge might even be made for each announcement. 

Lastly, it would be necessary to fix a time-limit for the presentation of claims .. Most of 
the legislative enactments relating to lost or stolen property prescribe that no cla1ms shall 
be valid after a period of three years. Experience has shown, however, that it is very easy 
to conceal an object for such a short period and then to dispose of it with impunity. It would 
therefore seem reasonable to prescribe a time-limit of, say, five years, which would apply to 
claims of every kind-that is, not only in cases of loss and theft, but also in cases of alienation 
and illicit exportation, the two latter cases being those for which no solution can be conceived 
outside the framework of an international Convention. 

D. Museum Architecture and Equipment. 

· The Madrid Conference.-The organisation of an international conference of experts for 
the study of questions of general museography constitutes the logical and necessary consequence 
of the studies undertaken in this sphere by the International Museums Office since its inception. 

These studies had hillierto been inevitably of a somewhat llieoretical character. It was 
therefore indispensable to find an opportunity of comparing the ideas expressed in fuese 
studies with a v!ew. to ~educing therc:from certain pri~cip_les of gen_eral application. Thanks 
to the courteous mV!tabon of llie SpaniSh Government, 1t Will be poss1ble to hold this conference 
at Madrid in April I934· The proceedings, the agenda for which is reproduced below,1 will 
bear upon museums 3:nd collections of art, archreology, history, ethnography and folk-art. 
We have already explamed elsewhere the system of the technical organisation of fue Conference 
and stated the reasons which have made certain innovations necessary. 

E. Collaboration of the Office in the International Exhibition to be held in I937· 

In I93I, in anticipation of an international exhibition of art, the Secretariat of llie Office 
sub!ll~t!ed for t~e consideration of its Dir~ctors' Committee a plan for collaborating in fuis 
exhibition and, m July I932, the International Committee authorised it to offer its services 
to the organisers of llie exhibition, which, as has since been confirmed, is to be held in Paris. 

The scheme drawn up by the International Museums Office provided for the erection 
subte~t.to the adjustments which might have to be made to conform to the general plan of th~ 
exh1b1tion, of : · 

I. A museum of contemporary art; 
2. An open-air museum of folk-art. 

~ith a view to the re~ation of these two projects, which would necessitate detailed 
preV!o~ study, the International Museums Office will place its technical documentation 
at the disposal of the organisers of the exhibition. 

d ~ M:=" Arcbe:.!tectuMre; Museum Equipement; Special Questions; Presentation of Collection~· Loans Deposita 
an xc nges een useuma; Exhibition of Museographical Documents. ' ' 
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The Office will also have a most favourable opportunity of giving concrete and practical 

effect to the museographical progress that will be confirmed by the Madrid Conference. 

F. Museums of Ethnography and Folk-Art. 

The studies published in Mouseion on this subject emphasise the need for co-ordination 
in this sphere in view of the role and importance of local museums. 

In a memorandum presented to the Directors' Committee, the Chairman of the 
International Committee on Folk-Art accordingly expressed the wish that special activity on 
behalf of ethnographical and folk-art museums should be developed within the International 
Museums Office. This suggestion met with a favourable reception and, in the view of the 
Directors' Committee, the setting up of a small committee composed of directors of this class 
of museum would be useful in assisting the Office in the accomplishment of this task. 

G. Technical Enquiries. 

This branch of activity in the International Museums Office, which underlies all the work 
it undertakes and represents the most direct means of supplying material to its documentation 
service, is constantly developing. In addition to the initiatives of the Office Secretariat or of 
the Directors' Committee, official departments have adopted the course of asking for the 
intervention of the International Museums Office for the pursuit of systematic investigations 
of points in which they are specifically interested; they thus avail themselves of the technical 
and administrative facilities which the Office has at its disposal in the international field. 

Without embarking upon a technical and detailed review of the consultations which 
took place under this head during the period I932-33, we will mention some to which attention 
should be called: (I) The preservation of ancient tapestries and fabrics; (2) the transportation 
and packing of works of art ; (3) organisation of excavation sites from the point of view of the 
education of the public ; (4) possibilities of establishing international collaboration between 
numismatic collections ; (5) annual topographical surveys of excavation sites ; (6) organisation 
of open-air folk-art museums ; (7) professional tuition of restorers of works of art ; (8) system 
for the compilation of inventories and organisation of records concerning historical 
monuments, etc. 

H. Agreement between Casting Workshops. 

Continuing its efforts with a view to the formation of collections of casts in countries or in 
connection with educational institutions possessing no original works, the Secretariat of the 
Office, after establishing the basis for an agreement between the official casting workshops of 
the different countries, took steps to obtain the adoption of this agreement by the national 
departments concerned ; the following countries have already signified their adhesion : 
Belgium, France, Greece, Italy and Spain. 

The ·object of this co-operation between the workshops is to reduce the price of casts 
by authorising new casts to be taken from existing casts in accordance with international 
regulations, and thus to lead to their wider dissemination. 

I. Publications. 

Informations mensuelles, published as a supplement to Mouseion, will henceforth be 
presented in a fqrm that will facilitate the circulation of this publication, which, according 
to the draft international Convention on the protection of national artistic treasures, is to be 
used for the periodical issue of lists of works of art placed under embargo. 

The first booklets in a new series entitled Les Dossiers de l'Oifice international des Musees 
were published this year. . 

As regards the International Repertory of Museums, the Office has issued, in this series, a 
new edition of the repertory of museums in the Netherlands, the Dutch Indies and France. 

Two further volumes are in preparation : Archteological Excavations (a compendium of 
legislative texts and international agreements) and a Compendium of Comparative Legislation 
concerning Historical Monuments. 

VIII. FOLK-ARTS : MUSIC. 

I. FoLK-ARTS. 

A. Collaboration with the International Committee on Folk-Arts. 

The Institute has, during the year, continued to collaborate with the International 
Committee on Folk-Arts. An exchange of views took place at the Institute on April 29th with 
the Chairmanofthe Committee, Professor Otto Lehmann, and its Secretary-General, M. Richard 
Dupierreux, for the purpose of establishing the working programme which the Institute might 
bring into operation immediately the work now proceeding has been completed. 

It was decided that the Institute would continue and terminate the studies which it had 
undertaken regarding the organisation of museums of folk-art and regarding the proposal for 
a folk-art cartogram, which gives rise to many delicate questions and for which it will perhaps be 
possible merely to make recommendations as to the methods to be employed. 
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. "dent that if the efforts made in the 

During this exchange of views, however, .1t became e~I the uestions which really deserve 
sphere of folk-arts were to be usefu!Jyco-ord~nated, a~~ef to biing new elements to the major 
to be treated on an international basts an_d which 'Yere t Y e it would be necessary to devote a 
problems of culture were to be given therr proper tmpor fnc o~rse be no question of issuing a 
periodical publication ~o these .lll_atters ; t~ere c~~f' ~eh~ann: the collaboration of the most 
monthly bulletin, but, m the opi_niOn of Pro hss~ g oted their main activities to the study 
eminent. authorities and ~he advice of men w ~ ave ;i~ be easily and promptly secured. 
of questions connected With folk-arts and folk- ore wo . 

B. International Information Centre for Folk-Music and Folk-Songs. . 
· · h · t th establishment of an information The Institute is conducting an enqurry Wit a vtew o e . 

centre. 
C. Folk-Art and the Employment of Workers' Spare Time. 

. . · Jul 932 on this question was, it will be 
The report submttted to the Committee In Y r h b collected · a concise 

remembered, incomplete. During the y~ar, ~urth~r data aye ee~k- t ' ittees and 
bibliography of folk-arts, prepar~d in conJun.ctiO.n will~thbthe nll:~fnf foubl:h ~~:;~ortly. . 
various experts, will complete thts study, whtch 1t e posst e o P 

2. RECORDED MUSIC. 

The Institute devoted its attention to compiling data concerning collectio_ns of rec~rded 
music. It intensified the service of exchange established betwe~n the InformatMn Bul~ettn on 
Intellectual Co-operation and the principal gramophone record JOurnals, as well as wtth the 
catalogues of record-publishing firms. . . . 

These journals and catalogues are being syste~atically analyse~ and· classifted, and .tt 
will be possible to publish a booklet on the most tmportant collections of recor~e~ ~ustc. 

On February 22nd, r933, the Institute adW::essed a circn!ar .letter to. the Mmtstnes of 
Education in sixty countries concerning the formation and organiSation of natio~al ~a~ophone 
record depositories. The first few replies that ha,ve co.me ~o hand sh?w that, m prmctp~e, t~e 
Governments are in agreement regarding the constitution of n~t10nal record .deposttones 
and that steps in this direction have been or are about to be taken m som~ countnes, but that 
present economic conditions do not penuit of giving effect to the proposal m the near future. 

IX. INTELLECTUAL RIGHTS. 

In conformity with the method agreed upon in July r930, the International Institute has 
continued its studies in regard to intellectual ~ights, working in close collaboration wi~ .oth~r 
official institutions concerned with this question. On June 9th last, the problems ansmg m 
this field were examined, for the third time, by a Committee of representatives of interested 
institutions which met in Paris under the chairmanship of Mr. B. C. J. Loder. 

In pursuance of the recommendation formulated last year, considerable attention was 
devoted to the activity displayed by unofficial groups, more particularly in connection with 
authors' rights. This contribution to the solution of these problems will, when the time· 
comes, facilitate the framing of proposals which the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation 
will be called upon to draft, in so far as it is concerned, in view of the Diplomatic Conference 
to be held in Brussels for the revision of the Berne Convention. . 

Among the questions submitted to the meeting for examination; it was deemed preferable 
to exclude those the technical study of which is now sufficiently advanced to permit of moral 
action being undertaken in the quarters directly concerned with the solution of these questions : 
scientists' rights ; droit de suite in favour of artists to the proceeds of successive sales of their 
works ; concordance of the Berne and Havana Conventions in the matter of authors' rights. 

With regard, more particularly, to the right of the scientist, mention must, however, be 
made of a proof of the interest which this problem continues to awaken in new countries. The 
recently enacted Mexican .C.ivil Code, in force since October rst, r932, has, in the terms of 
Article r82, formally recogntsed that the author of a discovery or original scientific invention 
shall be entitled to the relevant rights for a period of fifty years, even if, at the time of the 
,publicat!on of .his discov~ry ?r invention, he omits to indicate th~ po~sibilities of exploitation 
m practtce or 1~ the applications en1:1merat~d .do not .render explo1tat10n possible. According 
to the same arhcle, any person_ who mdustnal_ises a dtscoverr and patents a process is required 
to allot to the author of the discovery a portion of the profits, to be determined in each case 
by expert valuation. · · ' ' 
. The poin~s exa~ined by the meeting have, ~or the purposes of this chapter, been divided 
mto two sections : frrst, those the study of whtch has been pursued in accordance with the 
programme adopted la~t ye.ar '?Y the Internatio~~ Committee on Intellectual Co-operation 
and, secondly, those whtch, m vtrtue of a later dec1s10n of the Committee might be included in 
the programme of future activities. ' · 

The first group comprised the following :. 

(r) The Brussels Conference for the revision of the Berne Convention : 
(a) Authors' rights in the matter of films, 
(b) Authors' rights in journalism, 
(c) Authors' rights in mechanical sound reproduction, 
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(d) International juridical sanction of conventional rules relating to authors' 
rights; 
(2) Performers' rights ; 
(3) International measures destined to ensure the protection of national artistic 

treasures. 

The second group included : 
(I) The photo-copying of documents (from the point of view of the respective rights 

of authors and publishers), taken up at the request of the International Institute of 
Documentation ; 

(2) The international protection of inventors, examined in pursuance of a decision 
taken last April by the Executive Committee following a suggestion made by the Italian 
National Committee concerning the formation of an international federation of inventors . 

. Performers' rights have been left entirely to the International Labour Office ; inter
national measures to ensure the protection of national artistic treasures are dealt with in the 
chapter devo_ted to the International Museums Office. 

I. BRUSSELS CONFERENCE FOR THE REVISION OF THE BERNE CONVENTION. 

A. Authors' Rights in the Matter of Films. 

The studies undertaken up to the present, at the request of the International Educational 
Cinematographic Institute and already reviewed last year, have made it possible to reduce the 
problem to two main questions : 

I. Determination of the author of a film ; 
2. Moral rights in respect of literary works adapted to cinematography. 

The diversity and inequality of the collaboration required for. the production of a film 
makes it difficult, if not impossible, to express in a text, especially in an international text, 
the extent of the rights to be assigned to each class of interested parties. National legislators 
have themselves hesitated to take any steps in this direction. 

There is, however, one point on which general agreement seems to have been reached
namely, the recognition of a film as an artistic work, within the meaning of the Berne 
Convention. 

The scope of the present report does not permit of dwelling any longer on the applications 
of the principle of moral rights in the field of cinematography as formally endorsed by the 
Diplomatic Conference in Rome. In recent years, authors in every country have had occasion 
to complain of certain abuses which were prejudicial, not only to their interests, but also to 
those of art in general. They therefore unanimously hope that no derogation will be made by 
the Brussels Conference to the inalienable right conferred upon them by the first paragraph of 
the new Article 6 bis of the Convention. 

Furthermore, consideration must also be given to the case of works which have become 
public property. The cinematographic art has, of late, been borrowing its material from 
classic works, with the result that certain masterpieces of literature have been subjected to 
changes against which public opinion has revolted, but which no measure has yet succeeded in 
checking. · · 

In the terms of the present international regulations, the moral rights of an author come 
to an end at his death. The survival of these rights has, however, formed the subject of a 
recommendation of the Diplomatic Conference at Rome, which urged the States to consider the 
adoption of rulings under internal law guaranteeing these rights after the author's death. 

The Committee's resolution leads to the following three-fold conclusion : 

(I) The inclusion of cinematographic works in the enumeration given in Article 2 of 
the Convention ; 

(2) The maintenance, in their entirety and on behalf of the author of the original 
work, of the guarantees conferred by Article 6 bis regarding moral rights ; 

(3) Examination, outside the framework of the Convention, of the expediency of 
measures calculated to protect works which have become public property. 

B. Journalists' Copyright. 

The attention of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation has already 
been called to the protection at present afforded by the Berne Convention to authors' works 
published in the Press. The technical studies undertaken in this sphere with a view to the 
further revision of the Convention were made to bear on two distinct questions : the first 
with a view to determining in what measure it is possible to dispense with the present condition 
requiring formal mention of reservation of rights for the protection of articles of current 
interest and articles dealing with economic, political or religious discussions, published in the 
Press ; the second with a view to determining the respective rights of the author and the 
proprietors of a· paper or journal in the event of republication. 

A preliminary draft text prepared by the Berne International Bureau proposes to give 
partial satisfaction to journalists on the first point by restricting, in a redrafting of the second 
paragraph of Article 9, the right of reproducing articles of current interest dealing with 
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. h' h they would become the subject of 

economic, political or religious questions, to the case ill t ~c in a draft for the new Article 9 ~is, 
discussion or appear as abstracts. Further, the sa~; ext' an article published in a periodical 
guarantees, unless otherw:ise ~tipulate~, for the au hor 0 loitation in no way prejudices the 
series, the right of explOitation, prov1ded that sue exp . 
interests of the periodical. . 1 I t't te in connection with this important 

The study undertaken by the Internationa ns .~ u uld be desirable . 
question have led it to suggest that the following solutions wo · 

· d b h Id b authors of articles published in 
1 . Authors' rights sho?-1~ be recogmse to . e e Y ther authors rotected by the 

the Press, in the same conditions as those applyillg to all f 'al rovide/by Article roof 
Berne Convention, a new ruling on the right to borrow rna en P 
this Convention being s~fficient t_o prevent abuse. f t · 1 blished in a periodical 

2. Unless otherwiSe prescnbed, the author o an a~ lC e P?- . . 1 
retains the right to make further use of it, prov:ided that ~~s exp(l~~~bon:f~~!~1;n:h~~ 
in so far as the periodical is concerned, unfair compeh 10n. IS ne . - • 
introduces the definite princiJ?le to which unfai; c~mpetfition c~;rds1on:h 1~:~~7st~0~f~l~ 
seems preferable to that which refers to preJudice o any ill o e 
periodical) . . . . 
The Committee adopted a resolution which was fully ill conformity With these two 

suggestions. 

C. Authors' Rights in the Matter of Mechanical Sound Reproduction. 

At its session held in July 1932, the International Co~mit~ee on ~ntell~ctual. Co-operation 
contemplated the convening, b:y the Intern~tional IJ_Istitute .m conJunction With the Ben~e 
International Bureau of a meetillg of a -special comffilttee wh1ch w?uld be asked to study,_ m 
view of the Brussels 'conference, the possibility of. improving Article _I3 of the Convention 
concerning the right of reproduction and mechamcal sound producho~. Th~ Intelle~tual 
Co-operation Organisation has not yet thought _it desir.able ~o co~vene th1s special committee. 
It considered it preferable to postpone the meetillg until the s,tu_dies undertake~ _by the Interna
tional Labour Office on the associated question of perfo~mers nghts were, s~fficiently advanced 
to ensure that no confusion would arise between these nghts and authors nghts proper. 

D. International Jurisdictional Sanction of Conventional Rules concerning Authors' Rights. 

The general considerations which would render desirable the institution of a procedure 
that would permit of assuring the unity of the interpretation and application of the Convention 
have, for many years past, engaged the attention of competent jurists. The oper~tion of the 
Convention will undoubtedly be impaired so long as the assurance is not forthcommg that ~n 
identical interpretation, at least of the essential questions, will be given by all the countnes 
affiliated to the Union. 

The disputes which might arise from the interpretation and application of the Convention 
may be divided into three classe~ : disputes between States ; disputes between States and 
individuals ; disputes between individuals. Disputes between States and individuals would 
not seem to call for special examination, since individuals have a natural protector in their 
Government, with whom rests the initiative of converting the dispute into an interstate 
dispute. It will therefore be sufficient to consider in turn : (r) disputes between States, and 
(2) disputes between individuals. 

(r) Disputes between States.-Apart from jurisdictional appeal to the Permanent Court of 
International Justice, the States may adopt a less formal procedure, the principle of which is 
set forth in Article 14 of the Covenant of the League of Nations : "The Court may give an 
advisory opinion upon any dispute or question referred to it by the Council or by the Assembly". 
Up to the present, the Court has not been called upon to give an opinion on authors' rights.
But the fact that this request for an advisory opinion may emanate, not only from the Council of 
the League of Nations, but also from the Assembly, on which, with very few exceptions, all the 
States .Members of the Berne Union are represented, is of a nature to facilitate this procedure. 
This consideration, side by side with the recent extension of the compulsory jurisdictional 
competence of the Court of International Justice, dispenses with the need for establishing 
another system of settlement applicable to interstate disputes. 

In tb~ resolution submitted to the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
the Committee referred to the advisability of specifying this competence in formal terms in the 
new article of the Convention. 

(2) Disputes between Individuals.-The case to be considered is that in which the author of 
a~ int~llectual work produced in a country belonging to the Union is required to establish his 
nghts In another Union country. 

In pres~nt circumstances, the courts of this latter country are alone competent to hear and 
determme diSputeg concerning these rights. Vested with sovereign powers for the application 
of the rules of the nationa~ written or customary law, these courts are also alone competent to 
apply the Berne Con~e~ti_on _and other international instruments in force. Experience has 
shown, however, that It IS mdiSpensable that there should at all times be concordance between 
these two laws. Uncertainty. must in so~e cases inevitably result from their co-existence. 

In_ th~ cour~e of the mee~mg, a _solutl~n was put forward by the Chairman, .Mr. B. C. J. 
Loder , thi_S provided that special arb1tral tnbunals, constituted for each case should be invited 
to settle diSputes between individuals. The Committee adopted this propo;al. 
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2. PHOTO-COPYING (WITH REFERENCE TO THE RESPECTIVE RIGHTS OF AUTHORS AND 
PUBLISHERS). 

Foll?wing the_ Conference held in Frankfort, in August-September 1932, by the 
International Institute of Documentation the International Committee on Intellectual 
Cocoperat~on w!ls apprised of a recommend~tion concerning the adoption of new methods of 
reproduction With a view to placing documents at the disposal of intellectual workers under 
reasonable conditions. 

. In view of the complexity of the problem, it was deemed expedient to take as a starting
porn! for the _necessary international enquiry the examination of the solutions which could be 
apJ?hed to this same question in a certain number of countries. At the request of the French 
Um~n of Documentation Organisations (U.F.O.D.), a meeting was held at the International 
Insbt~te of Intellectual Co-operation on March 22nd, 1933; the chair was taken by State 
~ouncillor Grunebaum-Ballin, and invitations were addressed to representatives of the principal 
mterests concerned (documentation centres, authors and publishers) . 

. One of the findings of the meeting recognised the legitimate character of manuscript 
copi~s made by a person for his own use. This point has never been seriously contested, 
and It has been formally recognised by many national legislations. 

The question of reproductions made for third parties, in accordance with the common 
practice in library circles, seemed to be rather more delicate. As a general rule, any person 
who reproduces a document for the use of a third party cannot be regarded as responsible 
for the commercial use to which this reproduction may eventually be put. Nevertheless, in 
view of the fact that, thanks to processes of photographic reproduction, libraries can very 
rapidly turn out countless numbers of reproductions and that it is impossible for ·them to 
ascertain to whom these copies are supplied, it would be advisable to specify, in accordance 
with the practice adopted by the British Museum-a practice which the French Bibliotheque 
N ationale has agreed to adopt-in a note accompanying each reproduction that any commercial 
use thereof is prohibited. 

The Committee on Intellectual Rights, after hearing the views of the Director of the 
Berne International Bureau and a statement by the representative of the International Institute 
of Documentation, expressed itself strongly against the unauthorised commercial utilisation 
of photo-copies. 

3· INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION OF INVENTORS' RIGHTS. 

At its meeting held in December 1932, the Executive Committee of the International 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation placed on the agenda of the next session of the plenary 
Committee the question of an international professional organisation of inventors. 

This decision was taken as the result of a communication from the Italian National 
Committee, forwarding a memorandum submitted by the Associazione fascista degli Inventore. 
This document proposes thatinventors should be classified according to whether their inventions 
are or are not of industrial value. This selection, which would be entrusted to regional 
committees, would, from the international point of view, prevent the activity of the Inter
national Federation from being diverted from its true object to the advantage of inventions of 
merely temporary or theoretical interest. Such a precaution seems to be eminently desirable. 
In order that it may achieve its purpose, the Federation should no doubt be given the character 
of a group of associations and not of inventors themselves. 

Having been consulted by the Executive Committee, the Committee on Intellectual 
Rights expressed a favourable opinion regarding the establishment of an International 
Federation of Inventors. Further, it stressed the expediency of providing for the establish
ment of the moral rights of inventors in the forthcoming revision of the Paris Convention for 
the Protection of Industrial Property. 

In this same sphere of intellectual rights, the attention ofthe International Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation should be drawn to several enquiries which have reached the Institute 
from various international organisations regarding the delay on the part of certain Governments 
in ratifying the Rome Act revising the Berne Convention. As pointed out by Mlle. Vacaresco in 
a letter which she addressed, as Chairman of the International Committee on the Rights of 
Speech, to the Institute, this delay is causing serious prejudice to the interests of the 
intellectual world. It is, moreover, likely to compromise the success of the next revision 
conference to be held in Brussels in 1935. This situation greatly exercised the Committee on 
Intellectual Rights, which suggested that official representations be made to the Governments 
concerned. 

X. NATIONAL COMMITTEES AND "DELEGUES D'ETAT". 

It may be said that, on the whole, co-operation between the National Committees and the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation is developing regularly and that appreciable progress 
has again been made, thanks to the activity of the principal National Committees during the 
year. 

Furthermore, the closest possible contact has been maintained with the Governments 
through the intermediary of the delt!gues d'Etat. This method of liaison has proved to be 
specially effective with regard to certain distant countries, such as the South-American 
States, where the delt!gues d'Etat very happily supplement the National Committees in the 
carrying out of their programmes. With the approval of the Executive Committee, a new 
feature in this connection has been introduced. Some of the committees of experts which met 
during the year at the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation were assisted by a delegate 
representing one of these distant countries. 
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The system inaugurated in 1930 wherebv all the Institute's publications are ~dd~~~d t~ 
the Governments, through the age~cy of the delt!gues d'Etat, as well as to t e a wna 
Committees, has been maintained and regularly applied. . h h' h. t 

At the same time the collaboration of the National Committees has been oft e Ig es 
value to the Institute.' Thanks to the activity which they have. displayed, the work entrusted 
to the Institute has in many cases been brought to a successful lSSU~. .• 

There is a certain inequality in the organisation of the. Naho~al Com~t!ees, b?-t the 
development of their influence is, generally speaking, progressmg rapidly. I~ 1S Impossible. to 
enumerate in this report all the results achieved by each of ·thes~ Comrmtt~es. Mention 
should, however, be made of the complete re-organisation of the ~mencan Comrmttee unde; the 
chairmanship of Professor Shotwell ; it has enlisted the services o! a number of advi~ory 
committees specialised in the various technical questions arising out of mtellectual co-operah?n, 
either by appointing these committees or by approaching existing institutions-~ st~p which 
constitutes an extremely interesting innovation from the point of view of orgamsatlon. By 
this means, it has brought together a large number of qualified authorities. . . 

An ever-increasing number of National Committees have made a pomt of k.eepmg the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation regularly informed of their work. For this purpos.e, 
they avail themselves of the opportunities offered to them in the special section introduced m 
the Information Bulletin. In addition, some have published periodical bulletins, news-sheets 
or booklets, and the beginning of direct liaison between the National Committees is thus 
asserting itself. It has been seen, moreover, from this report, that certain Committees have 
continued to take action and to submit their proposals to the International Committee. 
This also constitutes a valuable element of activity in the interest of the work being pursued by 
the Organisation. 

The decision taken last year by the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
on the proposal of M. Rocco, to invite in turn a few representatives of the National Committees 
to attend each plenary session, cannot but lead to extremely happy results. The Committees 
will discern in this decision a proof of the interest in, and gratitude for, the most helpful 
work they have so frequently accomplished during past years. They will also have an oppor
tunity of acquainting themselves more thoroughly with the work of the International Committee 
on Intellectual Co-operation, and of playing their part to the full, and the International 
Co~mit~e~ itself will be assured of that national assistance indispensable for the performance 
of Its miSSIOn. 

XI. PlfflLICATIONS. 

The activity ~f the International I_nstitut~ of Intellectual Co-operation in this field is 
constantly developmg, both from the pomt of view of the number of new publications and as 
regards their sale and circulation. These publications may be divided into three groups ·: 
periodicals, collections and miscellaneous volumes. 

I. PERIODICALS. 

(a) Coopt!rati?n intellec~uelle (monthly bulletin) ; . 
lb) Informr:tMn Bullettn of the League of Nations'Intellectual Co-operation Organisation • 
(c) MouseMn (quarterly museographical review) · ' 
(d) Informations mensuelles-Musees et Monume~ts · 
(e) Index Translationum (international bibliography of translations) · 
(f) Students abroad; ' 
(g) Bulletin de la correspondance scolaire internationale · 
(h) Les Musees scientifiques (monthly bulletin). ' 

2. COLLECTIONS. 

" Conversations " : (a) " Conversations on Goethe " · {b_) " The Future of C lt " (' 
the press). . ' u ure m 

Open Letters : (a) "A League of Minds"· (b) "Why War?"· (c) "Th N th d 
the Latin Mind " (in preparation). ' · ' e or ern an 

Intelle<:tual Co-operation Series : (a) "School Broadcasting"· {b) "I t t' 1 
U!l~erstan~mg .~hrough Youth" (in English and French); {c) "Bibli~the ues n er~8: Ion\ 
loiSirs ouvners .; (d) "Broadcasting and International Peace". q popu arres e 

Ibero-Amencan Collection : (a) " Historiens chili ens " and (b) " Le D' t B ~ ·1 " 
Two furth 1 · f . Iaman au r~::SI . " . er vo umes are In course o preparation : " Facundo " by SA d 

Lettres et Discours de Bolivar ". • RMIENTO, an 

3· VOLUMES. 

Prop~ganda Booklet and Catalogue of Publications ( ) " I 
Co-operation, 1932 ";{b)" Catalogue of Publications, : a nternational Intellectual 

Int~rna~ional Re~ations : "State and Economic Life ". 
. EUmve~:Ity Relations: (a) "University Exchanges in Europe". (b) "H I'd C m urope . • o I ay ourses 

Educ!l~ion : (a) " Re-organisation of Public Education in Ch · " . (b) ,; 
Book Revision and International Understanding". ma • School Text-
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Libraries and Archives : "Guide to National Information Services, Loan Systems and 
International Exchanges". 

Arts : "La Conservation des Monuments d'Art et d'Histoire ". 
Total number of publications : twenty-eight new volumes in different languages and one 

new monthly bulletin. . 

4· DISTRIBUTION ; SALE. 

The action taken to give publicity to the work being done by the International Institute of 
Int~llectual Co-operation was pursued concurrently with the sale of publications. These two 
a~t10ns, which developed very considerably, entailed the distribution of communiques, 
c1rcular letters, pamphlets, catalogues, leaflets, prospectives, specimen copies, complimentary 
copies, Press notes, exchange of publications. . 

The sale of publications shows an appreciable improvement as compared with the previous 
year. Receipts rose from sg,ooo francs in 1931 to 74,68o francs in 1932, exclusive of those in 
respect of ilie work Art populaire, which alone amounted to 65,345 francs for the year. There is 
every indication of a still greater improvement for the current year. 

XII. CONCLUSION. 

This report has so far as possible been limited to a survey of the work accomplished in the 
course of the last twelve months. The new proposals which it contains are intended merely 
to assure ilie continuation of this work and, in most cases, emanate from the persons associated 
with the various undertakings or emerge from ilie conclusions reached by them and the 
Institute. Very often, however, the proposals constitute, not only a development of the 
activities being pursued-which is both natural and desirable-but also a further extension of 
these activities ; growth is the inherent condition of living creation; but, in reality, the new 
projects, as will have been seen, are accompanied by promises of collaboration and of more 
extensive support. If a given undertaking is pursued on a wider scale, it is also placed on a 
broader foundation. It may be said that, almost without exception, these new enterprises 
will, in so far as the executive organs, and more particularly the Institute, are concerned, 
involve no excessive burden or any increase in their respective responsibilities likely to overtax 
their capacity. 

In the body of this report, the initiation of absolutely new activities is nowhere suggested ; 
neverilieless, attention should be drawn to the possibility of organising a collective study tour 
to be undertaken by European educationists along the lines of that arranged last year for 
Chinese teachers. The welcome extended to this Chinese mission in the different European 
countries visited has suggested, to some of its organisers, the repetition of this experiment for 
the benefit of Western countries. Similar study tours have already been promoted by the 
League of Nations for technical experts in another sphere, with marked success. The Institute 
might draw up a plan, the execution of which would of course be contingent upon the consent 
of the countries to be visited. Their agreement is indispensable for the successful undertaking 
of such a study tour without undue expense or difficulty. 

This new undertaking might therefore be incorporated in the general framework of 
activities without any disadvantage whatsoever. On the contrary, it might be asked whether 
fue study of other problems, which the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation 
would be induced to take up as a result of its ever-increasing participation in international 
movements, would not-as has been seen above-necessitate a considered examination of 
administrative possibilities. Would it not lead to a curtailment of activities in other fields ? 
At first sight, it seems only natural to raise this question. But, in point of fact, and without . 
prejudging ilie decisions which the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation 
will deem fit to take, it is perhaps unnecessary to give a detailed reply. In reality, the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation places at the disposal of the League of Nations various 
possibilities of study, and a technique of research and exchanges of views. Its services should, 
in the fullest possible measure, enjoy a certain latitude and should be in a position to reply 
to all the enquiries addressed to them. All international organisations are subject to this 
same law and, to a greater extent than ours, they must at times be able to cope with the 
unexpected. The general financial situation, and particularly that of the Intellectual Co
operation Organisation, would, if this eventuality materialised and unless further support 
were forthcoming, obviously need to be adjusted in the course of the year. It seems possible, 
however, to arrange matters so that it would involve no excessive delay in the accomplishment 
of the ge\l.eral programme. . . . . . 

Expe\iments such as the Madnd " Conversations " are certam to lead to defimte con
sequences. This gathering of representative thinkers who dealt with human relations and 
the destiny of mankind made suggestions which deserve to be considered and followed. 

The new subject chosen by the International Studies Conference opens the door to an 
investigation of principles and theories which it would be desirable to pursue as far as possible, 
especially as regards certain highly controversial points of international doctrine ; perhaps, in 
the difficult effort which the world is making to restore its organisation there exists no more 
serious cause of hesitation and delay than the discordance of views between schools of thought 
which are equally sincere but deeply divided. 

Whatever may be done within the framework of ilie Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, 
in concert wiili fue oilier international organisations, to promote the broadest possible 
agreement on the interpretation of contemporary facts and ilie practical conclusions to be 

" r 
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deduced therefrom should without doubt be undertaken and, in so far as circumstances 
permit, brought to a succ~ssful issue · it ~ould in all probability constitute a decisive step 
forward in the field of intellectual co~operation beneficial to its artisans in every sphere of 
specialised learning. . · 

This result would be added to those obtained in the different fields of activity-education, 
science, literature and art-where the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation 
has j_udiciously <:hosen subjects which are still limited in number, but which it desires to see 
studied and earned to the final stage of practical conclusions. . · ' 
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The Governing Body of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation held its 
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M.G. 0PREscu (replacing M. Titulesco), M. PIETROMARCHI (replacing M. Rocco), Sir Sarvapalli 
RADHAKRISHNAN, M.G. DE REYNOLD, M. H. voN SRBIK, M. J. SusTA, M. H. L. TIENSHE Hu 
(replacing M. Wu-Shi-Fee). 

Sir Frank HEATH also attended the meetings as a member of the Directors' Committee. 
M. Roland-Marcel, the second member of the Directors' Committee, wrote regretting his 
inability to be present. Representing the Secretariat of the League of Nations: M. PILOTTI, 
Deputy Secretary-General, M. DE MONTENACH, Secretary of the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation; representing the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation : 
M. H. BONNET. 

M. VIVALDI, Deputy Auditor of the League of Nations, also attended this session. 

In accordance with the Statutes, the administration of the Institute during the past year 
has been in the hands of the Directors' Committee and the Director. The Directors' 
Committee met three times, simultaneously with the Executive Committee of the Committee 
on Intellectual Co-operation, in December 1933 and in April and July 1934. 

At its present session, the Governing Body first heard the Director's observations 
regarding the administrative and financial position of the Institute. A detailed report 
had been submitted in writing to the members of the Governing Body. The latter approved 
the Director's report and congratulated M. Bonnet on the manner in which he had carried 
out the Governing Body's decisions during the past year. 

s. d. N. 1.265 (F.) 940 (A.). 9/34. Imp. Granchamp, Annemasse. 
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The Governing Body then examined the second item on its ~genda, concerning financial 
,. I' fi • h ard M v1·valdi who made a very detailed and fully documented ques.!OnS. • IrS• C ' I • h d th t • 't f th 

statement with regard to the financial year 1933. Th1s s~atement s owe a , m sp1 eo . e 
financial difficulties with which the Institute w~s faced m 1933, a~d the development o! 1ts 

f ·r 'thad been able to meet all its obligatwns. Naturally, th1s result was 1!-ot obtamed 
!ithv~u1:s;a1crifice. The Director and the Directors' Commit~ee wer~ obliged durmg th~ year 
to draw considerably on the surpluses left over from prev1ous years. Fortunately, 1t was 
found possible to increase the reserve fund from 316,000 fran.cs to _400,000 fr~ncs, thus 
constituting a very. appreciable safeguard against future contmgene1es. In sp1te. of the 
transactions referred to above, the surpluses still amounted at the e~d of t~e finanCial year 
to 165,566.10 francs. The situation is therefore satisfa~tory ;_the Aud1tor sa1d that there was 
reason to hope that it would improve and that 1934 rmght y1eld even better results. 

The Governing Body after noting the Auditor's report, approved the closed accounts for 
1933 and adopted the proposal of the Directors' Committee to the effect that ~25,900 francs
to be taken from the surpluses- should be allotted to Chapter III, H (PublicatiOns) for the 
current year. The total under this heading will thus be brought up to 325,000 .francs. The 
Governing Body decided that of the remainder of the surplus from the finanCial year 1933 
(40,566.10 francs), 10,816.10 'cranes should be allotted to the item "Journeys made by 
officials", and 29,750 francs to bonuses for the staff, at the rate of 50 per cent as compared 
with the previous year ( 1932). . . . . 

The Director then gave further deta1ls z:ega:dl!lg ce~tam ~educbons t~at he propo~ed to 
in:troduce in the 1934 budget in order to _brmg 1t mto line With. the defimte~y a~certamable 
income for the current year. The reductwns were to be made m the followmg 1tem : staff, 
80,000 francs. The Governing Body approved the pro~,>osed reducti9ns. . 

·In regard to the draft budget for the next finanCial year (193o), the Governmg Body 
approved the proposals contained ~ the Dire~tor's .report. T~~ ·latter drew the Governing 
Body's ·attention to the fact that, m conform1ty With the deCisiOns reached by the French 
Government the variable portion of the grant hitherto accorded to the Institute, for which 
no provision' had been made in the French Government's agreement with the League, was no 
longer forthcoming, owing to financial circumstances. He had been obliged to take this 
reduction into account in drafting his proposals for expenditure. Among other smaller 
reductions, the credits allotted to meetings of experts, and the contribution to special work, had 
been reduced by 125,000 and 100,000 francs respectively, as compared with the credits for 
the previous year. The Governing Body approved the budget for the financial year 1935, as 
proposed by the Director. It also agreed to a suggestion made by the Directors' Committee 
concerning the possibility of remedying, as far as possible, the reduction of these credits. For 
instance, if any supplementary credits became available, in addition to expected revenue, 
they would be allotted in the first place to these two chapters. 

As regards the third item on its agenda, the Governing Body was informed by the Director 
that no essential change had occurred in the staff or organisation of the Institute, except the 
departure of Dr. Picht, a principal secretary. The latter having tendered his resignation, 
the Director of the Institute had felt bound to accept it. He had not taken any steps to 
replace Dr. Picht, as the other two officials in that Section had, owing to their experience, 
been able to cope with the whole work of the Section, and should therefore be allowed to 
continue to do so. In so doing, the Director had followed the present practice of the League, 
which had also decided, for reasons of economy, not to replace any officials retiring in the course 
of the year. . 

The Director informe(l the Governing Body of the results of the decisions which the latter 
ha~ tak!ln in 1933 concerning_ staff ~ensions. The ~ystem ~dopted has given general 
sat1sfacbon, the whole staff bemg affiliated to the Ca1sse natwnale des retraites pour la 
vieillesse. 

The Director of. the Institute re~d to the Governi~g Body a let~er. from M. Pasquier,. 
headmas.ter of a public school and pres.1dent of an ex-servicemen's assoe1atwn, asking whether 
the Institute could accept .a foundation, of .an amount not defined, the proceeds of which 
would be devoted to grantmg an annual pnze to the best work published during the year 
ca~culated to encourage internatio~a~ goodwill and to serve the cause of peace. The Director 
sa1d that he had. only sen~ a _provisiOnal reply, a_s he was anxious to consult the Governing 
Body_ on the JlOI!lt of prmc1ple. After d!~cuss1on, the Gover-!1-ing Body agreed that the 
q_uestwn of pnne1ple. would. have to be dec1ded first of all, takmg into account the special 
circumstances of th1s parllcular case and the League's general rules in respect of the 
acc~ptanc.e of _gifts or foundations. The Governing Body also thought that it would be 
des1rable 1!1 th1s case to examine the possibility of responsibilities or charges devolving upon 
the Comm1ttee on Intellectual Co-operation or the Instituteif it undertook to award an annual 
pr_ize; The Governing Body instructed the Director to collect all information to enable the 
D1rectors' Committee. to go into the matter more fully in accordance with the principles laid. 
down by the Governmg Body. 
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Appencllir. 1. 

REPORT BY THE DIRECTOR OF THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE 
OF INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION TO THE GOVERNING BODY, 

APPROVED BY THE LATTER AT ITS ELEVENTH SESSION, JULY 193·1. 

I. STAFF. 

. Since the Governing Body's last session in July 1933, only one change has been made 
m ~h~ composition of the Institute's staff, as the result of the resignation of Dr. Werner Picht, 

. Pnn<:Ipal Secretary. This resignation was accepted by the Directors' Committee at its 
meetmg on December 20th, 1933, when it also requested the Director of the Institute to 
express to M. Picht its appreciation of the services rendered by him in the course of the 
seven years during which he has been in charge of the University Relations Service. 

As Dr. Picht cannot be replaced, his work has been distributed between two other officials 
of the Insitute - .M. Lajti, who has been put in charge of University Relations, and 
Mr. Chalmers 'Vright, who will act as Secretary of the Permanent Conference on Higher 
International Studies and be responsible for the work relating to social and political sciences. 
Both these officials are fully competent to carry out these duties. 

As usual, a list of the higher staff of the Institute, as on July 1st, 1934, is attached to the 
p~esent report (see Sub-Appendix 1). 

II. BuDGET. 

The draft budget for the financial year 1935, which is herewith submitted to the 
Governing Body for examination, balances revenue and expenditure at 2,875,900 francs, which 
is 342,100 francs less than the figure for the current financial year. 

This falling ofT in our receipts is due to the reduction of the French subvention and to 
losses on exchange. 

The necessity for balancing the budget compels us to propose to you reductions in 
expenditure corresponding in amount to this decrease of 342,100 francs. 

The reductions concern the following items : 

Chapter I: Staff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
This reduction is mainly due to the non-replace

ment of Dr. Picht, who has resigned. 

Chapter II: Upkeep of Buildings and Furniture 

Chapter III: 
B. Entertainment allowances . 
C. Officials' travelling expenses 
D. Experts' meetings 
E. Special work . . . 
F. Office expenses . . 
G. Purchase of books 

Chapter IV: Unforeseen . 

Total reductions 

Francs 

80,000 

10,000 

Francs 
5,000 
6,000 

125,000 
100,000 

10,000 
500 

246,500 
6,600 

342,100 

The proposed reductions h·ave already been carefully examined by the Directors' 
Committee at its session on April 13th last. However regrettable these measures may be, 
it will still be possible, as shown in the report submitted to the Committee and thanks to the 
improvement in the Institute's organisation and machinery, to carry out the programme of 
work adopted. In normal times, this progress would have been more rapid, but we :ventu~e 
to hope that these restrictions will be merely temporary. Moreover, the Institute IS 
endeavouring to add to its resources. . . . 

The steady increase in the procee.ds from the sale: of our pubhc~twns and. the p~ol!use 
of new subventions enable us to view 1ts future financml prospects with a certam optimism. 

The Use of the Surplus from the Financial Year 1933. 

According to the Au?itor's report, the financial ye~r 1933 sh?wed a su~plus of revenue 
over expenditure. amountmg to 165,G66.10 francs. In 11;_5 resolutwn of Apnl l~th last, the 
Directors' Comm1ttee proposed to allocate a sum of 125,000 francs out of this surplus to 
Chapter III, Item H : " Publications for the current fmancial year", the appropriation for 
that chapter being thus increased to 325,000 francs. _ 

In accordance with the decision of the Directors' Committee of July 14th, 1934, 
10 816.10 francs will be allocated out of the 1933 surplus of 40,566.10 francs to Chapter III, 
It~m C : "Officials' Travelling Expenses", and 29,750 francs to gratuities to the staff. 
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Sub~Appendlx 1. 

HIGHER STAFF OF THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE 
OF INTELLECTUAL. CO-OPERATION 

M. BELIME, Principal Secretary (French). . 
M. MoHR, Principal Secretary (Norwegian). 
M. Rossi, Principal Secretary (Italian). 
M. WEiss, Legal Adviser (French). 
M. BRAGA, Technical Adviser for Literary Questions (Brazilian). 
M. ESTABLIER, Secretary (Spanish). . , 
M. FouNDOUKIDIS, General Secretary of the International Museums Office (Greek). 
M. DE HENZEL, Secretary (Polish). 
M. LAJTI, Secretary (Hungarian). 
M. MERCIER, Secretary (Belgian). 
M. PrsTOLESE, Secretary (Italian). 
Mlle. RoTHBARTH, Secretary (German). 
M. SATo, Secretary (Japanese). 
M. SECRETAN, Secretary (Swiss). 
Mr. WRIGHT, Secretary (British).' 
M. TrssEAU, Chief of the Administrative Services (French).· 
M. Maas GEESTERANusl, Assistant Legal Adviser (Dutch). 
M. CAsTRILLI1 (Italian). · 

Sub-Appendix 2. 

DRAFT BUDGET FOR 1935 . 

. RECEIPTS. 
I. Subventions of Stales. 

Francs 
Austria . 
Brazil . . 
Colombia 
Denmark 
Ecuador. 
Egypt .. 
France . 
Hungary 
Italy . . 
Luxemburg 
Mexico . . 
Monaco . 
Poland . 
Portugal.' 
Roumania . 
Switzerland 
Venezuela . 
Yugoslavia 

. 

II. Miscellaneous Receipts. 

Interest on deposits 
Sales of publications 
Sundry . . . . . . 
Subvention from the 

. . . . . . . . . 

III. Extraordinary Receipts . . 

Total receipts 

.• 

. . . . . 

..... 

1 Th m·~a 
. ese o ••• receive no remuneration, but have the rank or secretary. 

1,000 
.75,000 

9,400 
10,800 
2,000 

39,300 
2,000,000 

20,600 
152.000 

2,000 
60,000 

2,000 
30,000 
15,300 
25,000 
24,500 
12,000 
25,000 

20,000 
200,000 
50,000 
40,000 

2,505,900 

310,000 . 

60,000 

2,875,900 
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EXPENDITURE. 

Chapter I. .- Staff. 
A. Director, Principal Secretaries, Legal Adviser Secre-

taries and internal administration . . : . . . 
B. Chi~f clerks, clerks and shorthand-typists 
C. J umor staff . . . . . . · . . . . . . . 
D. Allowances (family allowances, etc.) . 
E. Payment to the Caisse des Retraites 

Chapter II. -
A. Upkeep of buildings and 
B. Heating· and ·lighting 
C. Insurance . . . . . . . 

furniture 

Chapter III. 
A. · Travelling expenses of members of Directors' Com

mittee and of the Auditor . . . . . . . . . 
B. Entertainment allowances ; Francs 

Directors' Committee (lump sum). . 5,000 
Director (lump SUI!l) • • . • • . • 30,000 
Secretaries (entertainment allowance) 5,000 
Lump sum for motor-car expenses . 30,000" 

C. Officials' travelling expenses 
D. Experts' meetings . . . . . . 
E. Contributions for special work 
F. · Office expenses 
G. Purchase of books . 
H. Publications . 

Chapter IV. 

Francs 

965,000 
. 496,700 
135,000 
88,000 
87,200 

40,000 
50,000 
20,000 

20,000 

70,000 
84,000 

150,000 
300,000 
150,000 

5,000 
200,000 

Francs 

1,771,900 

110,000 

889,000 

Provision for unforeseen expenditure • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • 15,000 

Chapter V. 
Contributions to Reserve Fund (ad memorandum) 

Total expenditure . . 2,875,900 

Appendix 2. 

' AUDIT OF THE ACCOUNTS OF THE INSTITUTE FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1933. 

REPORT BY DR. F. VIVALDI, DEPUTY AUDITOR OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS. 

Communicated lo the Governing Body of the Institute on July 20th, 1934. 

In accordance with the Organic Statute and Financial Regulations1 of the Institute, I 
have examined the accounts for the financial year 1933, and here set down, as usual, the 
results of my audit together with such comments as seem appropriate. 

INCOME. 

The income represented by Government contributions, which maintained last year the 
tendency to improvement noticed in 1931, showed a decline in 1933, falling from 3,061,130.41 
francs to 2,764,438.03 francs.2 

1 Article 13 of the Statute and of the Regulations. 
• In order to provide the higher authorities with a comprehensive view or the position of the Institute In this respect, 

from its Inception to the present day, I here recapitulate the total income from Government contributions In each 
financial year •. It should, "however, be notedi as regards the decrease which occurred In the financial year 1933, that 
several contributions were received after the c ose or the period. 

Income from Increase Deerease 
Year Government a1 compared with the 

contributioDB previou1 year 
. 1925 • 1,025,000.-

1926 - 2,183,250.- + 1,158,250.-
1927 . 2,514,501.44 + 331,251.44 
1928. 2,954,138.22 + 439,636.78 
1929 - 3,182,957.30 + 228,819.08 
1930 - 2,977,726.20 -190,847.35 
1931 . 3,023,692.25 + 45,966.05 
1932 • 3,061,130.41 + 37,438.16 
1933 • 2,764,438.03 - 296,692.38 
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. . t parts of the total income : The following table summarises the vanous componen 

French contribution· . . . . . : · · · · · · 
Other contributions provided form the budget 
New contributions . . . 
Arrears of contributions . 
Profit on exchange• ... . . . 

Francs 
2,353,125.-1 

361,914.74 

49,398.29 

2,764,438.03 

· · · h Jd b oted that on April 12th, 1933, the With regard to arrears of contributions, It 5 ou et~ t to m~ke an arrangement with 
Directors' Committee authorised t~e Diffrectthor of.tthe IJ!-S Ic~n=ideration of the payment of a 
the Governments concerned to wnte o ese 1 ems m 

lump sum in one yfetahr: d . . the leuitimacy of which under the constitutional rules of 
In pursuance o IS emswn- . o; . th Governin Body _ the Director, 

the Institute seems to depend upon Its r!lbfitcat~~~ ~yland for the se,tlement of all previous during the financial year, made an agreemen WI o 

accounts by a paymenfttoh~ 30,000d offratnhces.other payments made during the year, the State 
In consequence o Is, an . h fi h 'n the 

contributions which the Institute ought to receive, accordmg to t e 1gures s own 1 

budgets of the various financial years, are as follows : 

Name of State 1928 I 1929 1930 1931 

Austria 
(In francs) . 

. - -
Belgium - -
Colombia - 15,000 
Czechoslovakia - -
Dominican 

Republic . 25,000 -
Ecuador 2,000 -. 
Egypt . - -. 
Mexico - -
Monaco • - -
Venezuela . - -

Total . 2,000 40,000 

Viz. : 
Arrears for the financial year 

1928 
1929' 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 

-
75,000 
15,000 
73,000 

25,000 
·-
-
-
-
-

188,000 

Total of the contributions in arrears 

-
75,000 
15,000 
73,000 

25,000 
2,000 
-
-
-

12,000 

202,000 

• 1932 1933 

5,000 3,929.-
- -

15,000 5,587.90 
73,000 -

25,000 -
2,000 2,000.-
- 58,000.-
-. 60,000.-
- 2,000.-

12,000 12,000.-
132,000 143,516.903 

Francs 
2,000.-

40,000.-
188,000.-
202,000.-
132,000.-
143,516.90 

707,516.90 

The amounts due have therefore decreased by only 82,099.35 francs in relation to those 
(789,616.25 francs) which remained due at the end of the preceding year. 

With regard to extraordinary receipts, which were estimated at 192,000 francs, they 
actually amounted to 240,072.17 francs. The detail of these receipts is as follows : 

(a) Interest on funds deposited in banks, which figured in the estimates at 12,000 francs, 
but produced 25,370.11 francs- more than double the amount- chiefly due to the working 
capital fund and to the satisfactory cash situation in the early part of the year on account 
of the balance from the previous year and extra-budgetary funds. · 

(b) Proceeds of the sale of publications, with which I shall deal in due course. The 
amount continued to increase as noticed in previous years, reaching 104,698.71 francs, as 
compared with 73,024.20 francs in the previous year. . 

1 
The French contribution originally amounted to 2,000,000 francs and was subsequently (1928) increased to 

2,500,000 francs, and Is shown at that figure in the Institute's budget, but it had already been reduced in the previous 
year by 5 per cent on the last instalment (see my previous report, document A.I2.1933.XII). During the financial year 
1933, there was a fur.ther reduc~ion, bringmg the contribution down to the figure shown in the text. 1 

There was, str~ctly speakmg, an exchange profit (1,729.93 francs, to be exact) on the Hungarian Portuguese and 
Swiss contributions, but it was completely absorbed by the loss on another contribution. ' 1 

Nearly all the countries mentioned In this column paid their contributions in the year 1934 or stated that they would be paid very shortly. 
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(c) Special Italian contribution, estimated at 40,000 francs and paid to the extent of 
29,000 francs.1 

Jd) Miscellaneous receipts properly so called, which amounted to 81,003.35 francs. The 
detail 1s as follows : 

Contributions to the upkeep of the Salle des Fetes 
Sale of old furniture and waste paper . . . . . 
Repayments in respect of private telephone calls . 
Reimbursement of the postal charges in respect of the 

publication relating to popular art· . . . . . . . 
Reimbursement of duplicating expenses . . . . . . . 
Contribution by the Greek Government to the expenses 

incurred by the Institute in 1931 for its participation in 
the Athens Congress held in October of that year to study 
problems relating to the protection and preservation of 
artistic and historical monuments 3 • • • • • • • • • • 

Contribution from the Royal Institute of International Affairs, 
. London, to the Institute's expenses for the Conference 

held in London (May-June 1933) for the scientific study 
of international relations (£100) . . . . . . . . . . . 

Reimbursement by the League of Nations of certain expenses 
incurred by the Institute in connection with the above
mentioned Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Reimbursement of certain expenses incurred by the Institute 
in connection with the meeting of a Committee of Experts 
for the co-ordination of scientific terminology at Madrid 
in May 1933 .................. . 

Reimbursement by the Spanish Government of certain 
expenses incurred by the Institute in connection with the 
meeting of the Committee for Arts and Letters of the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation at Madrid (May 
1933) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 

Contribution by the National Library, Warsaw, to the 
publication of the Index Translalionum (special number 
for Poland) ... 

Total . . . . . . . . 

• • • 

Francs 
4,297.50 

691.-
5,083.10 

654.05 
4,909.80 

30,000.-

8,598.-

408.95 

1,491.10 

19,869.85 

5,000.-

81,003.35 

The amounts received by the Institute in 1933 were thus as follows : 

State contributions . 
Miscellaneous receipts 

Total 

Francs 
2, 764,438.03 

240,072.17 

3,004,510.20 

- i.e., 202,489.80 francs less than the budget estimate of 3,207,000 francs.3 

Modifications made in the Budget in lhe Course of lhe Year. 

Before examining the actual expenditure, I must mention the changes made in the 
original estimates during the year and giving the same total as those for income 
(3,207,000 francs). 

Of these changes, four transfers, voted by the Directors' Committee on two occasions,' 
represent those that may be said to have had no appreciable effect on the structure of the 
budget as voted. They consisted of transfers from one item to another totalling 
93,334 francs. & 

1 The dit!erence was paid in full during the current financial year. 
• See my report on the accounts for 1931. 
8 The following table gives a general idea of the situation from the Inception of the Institute to the close of tbe 

financial year 1933: 
Estimated Actual 

receipts receipts 
1925 1,025,000 1,025,000.-
1926 .• 2,100,000 2,210,515.85 
.1927 2,115,000 2,549,497.84 
1928 2,431,000 2,989,836.70 
1929 2,896,000 3,306,213.58 
1930 3,260,000 3,096,266.32 
1931 3,404,000 3,330,744.70 
1932 3,365,000 3,277,470.14 
1933 3,207,000 3,004,510.20 

• At the meetings on December 18th, 1932, and December 20th, 1933. 
• See table in t.he Institute's accounts appended to t.his report. 

DUI'erence 

+ 110,515.
+ 434,497.84 

[, + 558,836.70 + 410,213.58 
- 163,733.68 
- 74,055.30 
- 87,529.86 . 
- 202,489.80 
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On the other hand, the general structure of t~e budget b';~~rl~~:j~~~~~s:~t~~e~redi~s 
in the two previous years, but to an even gre!lter egree - e art of the sur Ius from th~ 
amounting in all to 377,629.90 francs. For this purdpo~e, a.I~rg Jf the powers ~ested in the 
previous financial year (48~,519.50 francs). was _use , m VI! ue 
Governing Body under Article 7 of the Fmanc1al RegulatiOns. . · 00 f ) 

The addition of this amount to the original estimated expenditure· (3,207,0 rancs 
brought it up to 3,584,629.90 francs. . · f 

As in the previous year, however, the increases in question are not really. mcreases o 
credits in the strict sense except to the extent of a smaller sum than that mentiOned above, 
inasmuch as this charact~r cannot be regarded as applying· to the mere passage through the 
budget of 80,000 francs to be paid into the working capita.! fund, and the entry of th~ usual 
9,629.90 francs remaining in hand since the en~ of 1930 m .respect of a payment ~till out
standing from that year.I Hence, only the difference - t.e., 297,000 francs - IS to be 
regarded as a genuine increase in credits. -

Comparison between Receipts and Expenditure. 

The expenditure for the financial year reached a . t.otal of. 3,324,463.6,0 francs, 
representing an increase of 117,463.60 francs over the ongmal esbm~te~. It IS proJ!er, 
however, a"ain to observe that, as already stated, 80,000 francs were paid .mto the working 
capital fund (thus, in fact, remaining in the Institute's hands as a reserve), while 9,629.90 francs 
represented a liability in respect of an earlier year. For the year 1933, therefore, the actual 
excess of expenditure over the original estimates should properly be reduced from 
117,463.60 francs to 27,883.70 francs. · 

The situation being thus exhibited in its true light, we must remark that the excess of 
expenditure over income appears greater in the cash account for the financial year. As I 
have said elsewhere, the real income was only 3,004,510.20 francs, and consequently the year's 
receipts were insufficient to meet the corresponding expenditure to the extent of 
319,953.40 francs. This, therefore, is the sum taken from the supplementary credits voted 
during the year, and so in actual fact expended out of the cash surplus from the previous year. 

Unexpended Surplus from the Financial Year 1932. 

This surplus, therefore, amounting to 485,519.50 francs, was reduced at the end of the 
financial year 1933 to 165,566.40 francs. 

Working Capital Fund. 

!he position of the working capital. fu!ld, on the other hand, is more satisfactory. As 
previOusly stated, 80,000 francs were paid mto the fund from the above-mentioned surplus. 
Besides this, in accor~an~e with Article 8 of the Financial Regulations, the extra-budgetary 
account for the publicatiOn of ~he Acts and Memoranda of the International Congress of 
Popular Arts held at Prague m October 1928 repaid to the working capital fund the 
3,514.25 francs borrowed from it in the previous year.2 

At December 31st, 1933, therefore, the working capital fund of the Institute, which 
amounted to 316,485.75 francs at the end of 1932, had reached the sum of exactly 
400,000 francs. 

The Results of the Financial Year. 

The financial year 1933 thus closed : 

(a) With receipts falling short of the budget estimates by 202,489.80 francs; 
(b) With expenditure exceeding the original budget estimates by 117,463.60 francs; 
(c) With expenditure exceeding actual income by 319,953.40 francs which was 

made good out of the cash surplus from the previous year, this being thus reduced when 
the accounts were closed, to 165,566.40 francs ; ' 

(d) With a working capital fund of 400,000 francs; 
(e) With an asset of 707,516.90 francs in respect of claims for unpaid contributions 

by States. 

ExPENDITURE. 

Chapter I. - Staff. 

The above-m~ntion~d increase of 377,6~9.90 francs voted by the Governin Bod in the 
budget for 1933, mvolvmg the correspondmg withdrawal from the cash surfflus f!r 1932 
was allotted to the " Staff " chapter to the extent of 105 000 francs or near! one-third' 
It should, moreover, be stated at once that this fact is in no'way conne~ted withy · · 
in edxi!endditdure on salaries, the ~pproi!riation for which remained intact as originall;n?s;i~~~:de 
an , m ee , allowed of certam savmgs. ' 

1 This sum, as mentioned in my previous reports should ba e b · d to · 
Government in consideration of the inspection b him' of certai v een P81 th.e he1rs of an architect of the French 
which it had not previously been possible to male because the ;. work on the p~e;:'•ses o! the Institute.- This payment, 
rights as heirs, wa~ finally effected in the financial year under ~~~i~ conteme ad not yet furnished evidence of their 

1 See my prev10us report (document A.l2.1933.XII). era 100
• 
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The_ increase in questi_on was aut~orised to the extent of 57,500 francs to enable gratuities 
to be prud to the _staff .as ~ the .P!ev10us ye~r, and to the extent ~f 47 ,50l? francs to put into 
effect _the Goverrun~ ~ody s. deCISIOn to affih_ate the staff to the Caisse nationale fran!<aise des 
Retraites pour la VIeillesse, m accordance With Article 26 of the Staff Reo-ulations. 

In addition to ~his considerable change in the original estimate for th"e chapter, and in its 
a?tual s~ructure, mmor transfers of funds took place between different items of the chapter
VIZ., an mc~ease of 20,334 francs in the appropriation for salaries of head clerks and clerks, and 
corre~pondmg ?ecreases of 19,000 francs and 1,334 francs respectively in the appropriation for 
sa~anes of assistant clerks and shorthand-typists. This was due to the creation by the 
Directors' Committee of a tenth clerk's post, additional to the nine provided for by the 
establishment and in the budget.l 

These changes increased the appropriation for this chapter from 1,772 500 francs to 
1,877,500 francs of which 1,842,279.07 francs were expended. ' 

As regards adherence to the establishment- a matter which, as usual, I investigated with 
ca~e -·the situation in 1933 remained practically the same as in the previous year. I do not 
thmk, however, that I need dwell upon the subject, as the position has now been changed by 
the ?lew rules subsequently approved, in which some suggestions that I made to the Director 
are mcorporated. 

Lastly, I would add that the accounts for 1933 make it clear that, in addition to the staff 
allowed for by the establishment, there is another staff paid monthly on the basis of a fixed 
annual sum included in Chapter III, Item E ("Contribution to Special Work"). This staff 
again consisted of eight persons, and cost 205,298.12 francs in all.s 

Chapter II. - Maintenance. 

The appropriation for this chapter also showed a slight increase of 5,000 francs, 
representing a transfer from the credit for unforeseen expenses (Chapter IV), and allotted to 
staff insurance. It was not necessary, however, to make use of this increase, as the savings 
effected on the original appropriation (135,000 francs) made it possible to meet the whole of 
the expenditure ( 108,172.54 francs). 

Chapter III. - Working Expenses. 

To this chapter, 180,000 francs were allotted out of the above-mentioned surplus from 
the financial year 1932. The total appropriation for the chapter was thus increased from 
1,255,500 francs to 1,438,500 francs. The expenditure (1,266,461.49 francs) exceeded that 
for the previous year by over 80,000 francs (chiefly owing to greater expenses connected 
with publications), but still left a large part- 172,038.51 francs- of the increase untouched. 

With regard to details, which are of special interest, inasmuch as this is the chapter most 
·closely concerned with the Institute's essential aims, Items A ("Travelling Expenses of 
Members of the Directors' Committee") and B ("Entertainment Allowances ") call for no 
remarks other than those made last year, apart from a very small increase of expenditure on 
each item (936.45 francs and 1,667.60 francs respectively). 

The item "Travelling Expenses of Officials ", the original appropriation for which 
(90,000 francs) had to be increased to 110,000 francs in the course of the year, shows a total 
expenditure of 107,846.50 francs, but this is 5,939.95 francs less than in 1932. As I had 
occasion to remark in my previous report, however, the next item ("Meetings of Experts") 
sometimes contributes to this expenditure by directly defraying, under another head, other 
similar expenditure. 

There was, on the other hand, a substantial increase in expenditure (17,895.85 francs) 
over the previous year on Item D ("Meetings of Experts "),on which, in all, 226,046.65 francs 
were spent. This sum is, however, much less than the amount (300,000 francs) voted by the 
higher authorities in the budget estimates for this item, so that the savings effected enabled 
68,000 francs to be transferred to Item H ("Publications ") of the same chapter. 

Item E ("Special Work"), with expenditure amounting to 282,130.52 francs, also reveals 
a slight increase (7,314.22 francs) over the previous year, but a very considerable saving 
(117,869.48 francs) as compared with the estimates. As I said a little earlier, this item 
continued to cover the salaries of eight supernumerary employees and the fixed allowances 
to which I have referred in previous reports.8 There was also an increase in the cost of 
translations from and into various languages, which, having risen from 10,676.50 francs in 
1931 to 25 058.65 francs in 1932, reached the sum of 38,252.20 francs in the year under review. 

Item 'F (" Office Expenses ") continued to be somewhat costly. Although the 
appropriations had been increased (15~,000 francs as compared with 116,000 francs in ~he 
previous year), the grant of a further mcrease of 35,000 francs was found necessary durmg 

1 This transfer which was more than a mere shirting or funds, thererore made a substantial change in the budget, 
since it altered an eSsential element in the structure or the budget- namely, the establishment or statT. At its meeting 
in July 1933, however, tile Governing Body approved the 1934 budget, whi_ch •!".bodied this change. The Governing 
Bod:y: must thererore be considered, at all events as rrom that date, to have ImpliCitly approved the change. 

• 1 note that the Institute's contribution in respect or the insurance or this statr additional to establishment had to 
be charged to tile new heading "Insurance" in the "StatT" chapter. This entailed a certain complication in the entries 
and a contradiction between the two Items. 

a Including 600 Cranes a year to a shorthand-typist attached to the office or one or the principal secretaries, and 
4 800 Cranes to an ex-employee or the Institute who works at home Cor tile Museums Offices. 
' 
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"ts relation to the development of the 
the year. To view this matter co~recUy, howeve~, be borne in mind. This develop~ent 
Institute's publications ~nd work m ~eneral mus It should further be noted that, as agamst 
inevitably affects expend1tu~e under thiS cr~pt~r·185 000 francs expenditure amounted to 
the appropriation t~us ra1se.dhto ad. to a h ~has been said above, was still less than in the 
167,393.85 francs, wh1ch,notw1t stan mg w a . 
previous year. . " h f B k ") the usual modest initial credit of 5,500 francs 

For the next 1t~m ( Pu~c ase 0b . 00 s d b 3 000 francs. A sum of 1,890.55 francs, 
did not prove suffiment, havmg to e mcrease Y ' 
however, remained unexpended ... th t 1 f to" Publications". The credit for this item 

The last item of the chapter IS f a ~t a m.g. 1 figure of 200 000 francs to 393,000 francs, 
was r~ised in the course of the year r~m 6; ~74~3~afrancs more than in the previous Y.ear. . 
of whJCh 390,706.42 francs were spen d" 't custom the expenditure in connectiOn WJth 

The following table shows, accor mg o , 
each of the Institute's publications : 1 

Name or publication 

Intellectual Co-operation (11 numbers, including 
5 double numbers) . . . . . . . · · · · 

Information Bulletin (7 numbers, including 3 
double numbers) . . . . . . . . · · · · 

M ouseion ( 4 numbers, including 2 double num
bers) and Monthly Information . . · . · · 

Index Translationum (4 numbers and 1 special 
number for Poland) 

Scientific Museums (9 numbers, including 3 
double numbers) . '. . . . . 

Bulletin of International School Correspondence 
Conversations on the Future of Civilisation 
Towards a League of Minds {French and 

English editions) . . . 
Why War? (English, French and German 

editions) . . . 
The Intellectual Role of the Press 
School Broadcasting . . . . 
L'entente des peuples par la jeunesse . 
International Understanding through Youth 
La radiodiffusion et la paix . . 
Broadcasting and Peace . 
Bi bliotheques populaires et lois irs ouvriers 
Advanced Holiday Courses in Europe . 
School-Textbook Revision and International 

Understanding . 
International Directory of Museums: 

Netherlands . . . . . 
France 

Publications of ihe International Museums 
Office: 

The Preservation of Monuments . 
The Preservation of Paintings . 

Miscellaneous printing (prospectuses, etc.) 

Total . . . . 

Expenditure 

Francs • 

49,197.08 

11,689.30 

58,987.25 

46,492.79 

16,224.55 
1,671.-

15,200.-

17,938.70 

16,890.-
13,350.-
13,540.-
8,586.30 

10,362.-
8,570.-

10,800.-
15,752.60 
21,585.15 

17,780.-

4,971.-
2,180.-

1,490.-
4,732.50 

22,716.40 

390,706.42 

Receipts 

Francs 
L 

8,204.34 

699.60 

24,072.03 

7,318.63 

811.65 
Not on sale 

439.-

1,330.34 

10,584.05 
600.-

3,552.56 
602.-
30.-

171.50 
60.-

4,210.60 
2,508.-

222.50 

15.50 
51.-

7.50 
65.-

65,555.-

Claims 
outstanding 

Francs 

623.-

50.65 

156.-

38.25 

771.55 
96.-

191.70 

73.75 
7.50 

30.-

162.-

30.-

2,220.40 

The figures in this table are comparable with those of the previous year only to a small 
extent, because, owing to the development of this branch of the Institute's work, the 1933 
list contains a considerable number of publications that were not included in the previous 
list. This explains and justifies the above-mentioned increase in the total expenditure. 

I must now add that 5,000 francs representing the contribution from the National Library 
at Warsaw for the publication of the special number of the Index Translaiionum shown in the 
table should properly be deducted from the total expenditure given in the first column, thus 
reducing the real expenditure to 385,706.42 francs. It should also be borne in mind, as regards 
receipts (second column); that there should be added to these the sum of 39,142.91 francs 
received in respect of the sale of publications of previous years and of claims unpaid at the end 

1 AB I explained last year, I have endeavoured to show in the table the financial results in connection with each 
publication, solely for the information o! the higher authorities; for the nature of this publishing activity of the Institute 
makes it increasingly clear that that activity cannot be fairly Judged from a purely commercial standpoint. 
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of the previous fmancial year. We thus obtain for receipts from publications the total 
figure of 104,698.71 francs, which I mentioned above (see" Income"). 

Other Chapters.- Unfores~en Expenses, Paymenllo lhe Working Capital Fund, and Expenses 
. Outstanding in respect of Past Financial Years. 

The original appropriation for unforeseen expenses (44,000 francs) was reduced, as 
already stated, by 5,000 francs transferred to Chapter II Item C (" Insurance ") Of the 
rei?aining 39,000 francs, only 17,920.60 francs were expend~d, the greater part (15,000 francs) 
bemg accounted for by the refund of the expenses incurred for removal from Paris to Oxford1 

by the former Assistant Director of the Institute, who left as lon<> a<>o as 1930 ·the intention 
being to settle finally the question of this ex-official's claims ag~in~t the Institute. 

As regards C}lapt~rs V (" P,~yment t.o Reserve Fund"). and VI ("Balances Payable in 
respect of Past FmanCial Years ), there IS also no observation to be made this year, seeing 
that the former was merely a necessary entry to pass the sum of 80,000 francs from the cash 
account to the working capital fund, while the latter was used to effect the payment of 
9,629.90 francs due, as stated, to the heirs of an architect of the French Government. 

SEPARATE SPECIAL BuDGET AccouNTS. 

A. Publication of the Collection of Latin-American Classics. 

The sum of 199,111.60 francs, which remained available for this purpose at the end of 
the year 1932 was increased in 1933 by 17,537.35 francs, of which 17,497.35 francs1 were paid 
by the Hostos Committee of Porto Rico for the publication of essays by Eugenio Maria 
de Hostos. The remainder' of the sum added to the fund (40 francs) represents the proceeds 
of the sale of volumes in the series. As no decision has been taken by the competent higher 
authorities on the question raised by me in my previous report as to the expediency of 
including the proceeds in question in this special extra-budgetary account, instead of among 
the Institute's receipts, I feel bound to call attention to the fact that this point still requires 
to be settled. a 

In accordance with the decision of the higher authorities, this account has to be subdivided 
into as many accounts as there are contributions. The position is shown in the following 
~able: 

Payments received Expenditure 

Contribu- Portion of 
tion to the the~ayment Balance Name of State Year general to e used 

exclusively avallable Amount of extenses of for texts 1929 1930 1931 '1932 1933 Total payment ~u lication of interest 6 per cent to the State of the making the payment) payment 

Francs Francs Francs Francs Francs Francs Franca France Franca Franca 

Chile . 1928 30,874.70 1,543.75 29,330.95 263.25 13,600 1.755.- 137.50 - 15,755.75 13,575.20 
Brazil 1929 86,916.- 4,345.80 82,570.20 - 1,800 15,095.95 2,945.50 7,312 27,153.45 55,416.75 
Venezuela . 1930 77,212.35 3,860.60 73,351.75 - - - - 5,000 5,000.- 68,351.75 
Argentine 

Republic 1930 
Martt Com-

36.481.90 1,824.10 34,657.80 - - 30.- 1,500.- 2,500 4,030.- 30,627.80 

mlttee 1932 12,677.50 633.85 12,043.65 - - - 4,500.- - 4,500.- 7,643.65 
HostosCom-

16,623.20 mittee . 1933 17,497.35 874.15 16,623.20 - - - - - -
261,659.80 13,082.25' 248,577.55 263.25 15,400 16,880.95 9,083.- 14,812 -66,439.20 192,138.35' 

1 This ~ayment was made by a special decision of the Governing Body (session or July 1933). (See the similar case 
referred tom one of my earlier reports, document A.19.1932.Xll.) 

I $1,000. 
• To make the matter perfectly clear, I quote what I said in my previous report on the subject or tbe proceeds or 

the sale of volumes in tbe series (see document A.12.1933.Xll) : 
" Since this is tbe first time tbat sucb proceeds bave been added in the accounts to the funds available Cor this 

' purpose, it is my duty to draw the special attention of the big~er authorities to the m:'tter, in .order that tbey .may 
decide whetber this system should be contmued, or whetber, takmg Into account tbe ass1stance g.ven by the Jnst1tute 
to this work in the form or staft and in other ways, it would not be right to include the proceeds in question among 
tbe Institute's receipts instead or among the extra-budgetary resources or this special account. 1 would point out 
that there are strong arguments in favour of both solutions, the former appearing more in keeping with the separate 
nature of the two accounts, and the second more just." 
• Of this sum, only 7,503.65 francs bad been expended by tbe end or 1933; there consequently remained 5,578.60 francs 

for general expenses. 
• This sum is brought up to the figure sbown in the annexed table for "Non-budget services • (199.436.95 francs) 

by adding the 5,578.60 francs .mentioned in note 1 above, and 1,720 francs representing proceeds or sales (40 francs in 
1934 and 1,680 francs in the previOus year, as shown m my report for that year). 
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B. Enquiry concerning the Institution of International University Exchanges a'!d the Meas.ures 
taken in Various Countries of Europe to encourage such Exchanges (Amerzcan Enquzry). 

Out of the sum of 37,490.76 francs1 remaining available for this purpose at ~he end of the 
financial year 1932, only 1,025 francs were spent. A~ the. close of the financial year 1933, 
therefore, there remained a balance of 36,465.76 francs m this account. 

C. Publication of the Acts ·and Memoranda of the International Congress of Popular Arts 
held at Prague in October 1928. 

The fund set aside for this purpose, which was completely exhausted during the financial 
year 1932, was reconstituted in 1933 out of the proceeds of the sale of the volume, which 
amounted to 9,470 francs. 

It was thus possible, as stated above, to repay unconditionally the 3,514.25 francs 
borrowed in the previous year from the Institute's working capital fund, while still leaving 
a net balance of 5,955.75 francs, of which 2,970 francs were spent in purchasing copies of the 
volume for resale. The account therefore closes with a credit balance of 2,985.75 francs. 

It will be seen that the financial transactions relating to the printing of the volume were 
fmally closed during the year, with the favourable result anticipated by me in my previous 
report. A second operation has now been begun, which consists in employing the proceeds of 
the sale of the volume - which now represent an absolutely net profit - to buy more copies 
from the printer in order to resell them at a further profit. 

D. Expenses of a Competent Scholar in connecti~n with the Research Programme workedout 
at the Fifth Session of the Conference of Institutes for the Scientific Study 

of International Relations. 

As I explained in my previous report, the Rockefeller Foundation, by letter dated 
Jul_y 2~th, 1_932, plac~d at the _Institute's disposal a sumo~ $1,500 for the above purpose, of 
whiCh It paid two-thirds (eqmvalent to 25,523.75 francs m French currency) in the same 
year. 

Out of this sum, an advance of 3,000 francs was granted forthwith to the general 
Rapporteur on "The State and Economic Life "at the sixth session of the above-mentioned 
Conference. Vouchers for the use made of this advance have been duly submitted to me. 

The. balance of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

was increased during the year by : 
(at The final third of the above-mentioned donation 

equivalent to . . . . . . · . . . . . . . 
(b) A further donation from the same Foundation 

giving a total amount available of . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Out of this sum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . - . 

were ~xpended for _travelling expenses, translation a~d copying, 
all With the sanctiOn of the Foundation. 

There thus remained available at the close of the financial 
year 1933 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

E. Preparation of the "Lexicon of Political Terms ". 

Francs 
22,523.75 

10,862.50 
39,417.12 

72,803.37 
29,588.37 

43,215.-

Out of the sum of _25,495 francs2 granted for this purpose in 1932 by the Carnegie 
Endoj000t for Internatwna! Peace, which sum was still intact at the end of that financial 
ytar, 'r francs were spent I~ 193~ in refunding travelling expenses and allowances. At the 
c ose ot the year under consideratiOn, therefore, 22,495 francs remained available in this accoun . 

CONCLUSION. 

expe!l~u~~rhgoi~g repo1 ~!early shows the main characteristic of the year. Although 
detailed e ~s mt. creashe. ,hit cannot therefore be deduced - and this is borne out by the 

xamma Ion w Ic I made - that th h b · · · econom th . . .ere as een any remission m that care for 
previou; ;e~r. e thae~n~~;!~ i~numstr~tors ~h~ch had ~ielded such excellent results in the 
in the Institute's activity whiche~pe~d.Itr~ I~. m/~c~ direc~ly proportionate to the increase 
must be regarded as the ~utcom:8

0f !mY m ICta e
1 

'Y the Item "Publications " and which 
. very na ura advance on the upward path. 

• Derived rrom payments made in previ b th 
aeeount through the Secretariat or the Le ous yeraNrs ty e American Council on Education and placed to the Institute's 

• ,1,000. ague o a 10ns. 
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If, therefore, taken all in all, the financial situation seems to have deteriorated, the sole 
cause is to be found in the decline in receipts, which have not merely failed to keep pace with 
the increase of activity but have actually fallen back. The amounts already received during 
the current year, however, even in respect of arrears for 1933, justify the belief that the above
mentioned decline will prove to be merely temporary and that, therefore, that admirable 
proportion between activity and resources which was noted last year will speedily be restored. 

As regards particular items of expenditure, no comment worth mentioning is required ; 
the few minor questions that did arise were settled in complete agreement at personal 
interviews. 

I accordingly declare the accounts of the Institute for the year 1933 to be in order. 

Rome, July 5th, 1934. 
(Signed) Dr. F. VIVALDI, 

Deputy Auditor of !he League of Nations. 

CASH POSITION AT DECEMBER 31sT, 1933. 

Total Bud_get Non-budget 
serv1ces services 

Francs Francs Francs 
Balance at December 31st, 1932 . . ·. . 986,795.07 383,351.57 603,443.50 

Actual receipts in 1933 : Francs 
(1) For the financial period 

1932 . . . . . . . 346,448.30 
(2) For the financial period . 

1933 . . . . . . 2,829,258.02 
(3) For non-budget services 160,801.22 3,336,507.54 3, 175,706.32 160,801.22 

Total ·. . . . . 4,323,302.61 3,559,057.89 764,244.72 

Actual expenditure in- 1933 : 
(1) For the financial period 

1932 . . . : . . . 244,280.37 
(2) For the financial period 

3,156,524.96 1933 . . . . . . 
(3) For non-budget services 59,646.26 3,460,451.59 3,400,805.33 59,646.26 

Balance at December 31st, 
1933 . . . . . . . . 862,851.02 158,252.56 704,598.46 

BUDGET FOR 1933. 

RECEIPTS. 
I. Grants by: Francs Francs 

Austria 5,000 
Brazil . 75,000 
Colombia ~5,000 
Denmark 23,000 
Ecuador. 2,000 
Egypt. 58,000 
France 2,500,000 
Hungary 20,000 
Italy . . ' 

152,000 
Luxemburg 2,000 
Mexico 60,000 
Monaco . . 2,000 
Portugal .. 15,000 
Roumania . 25,000 
Switzerland 24,000 
Venezuela . 12,000 
Yugoslavia 25,000 

Carried forward. . . . . 3,015,000 
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Brought forward. 

II. Miscellaneous Receipts: 
Interest on deposits . . . . · · · · · · 
Sales of publications . . . . · · · · · · 
Sundry . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · ·· 
Contribution of the " Deutsche Hochschule fiir 

Politik " . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · 
Contribution of the Italian National Committee 

on Intellectual Co-operation . . . . . . 

III. E:tlraordinary Receipts (ad memorandum) 

Total receipts . . . . . . . . , 

EXPENDITURE. 

Chapter I. - Staff. 

I Director . . . . . . 
4 Principal Secretaries 
1 Legal Adviser . . . 

I 0 Secretaries . . . . . 
Internal administration . 
9 Head clerks and clerks . . . . . . 

I7 Assistant clerks and shorthand-typists 
Minor staff . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Allowances (family allowances, etc.) . . 

Chapter II. 

A. Upkeep of buildings and furniture 
B. Lighting and heating 
C. Insurances. 

Chapter III. 

·. 

A. Travelling expenses of members of the Com
mittee of Directors . . . . . . 

B. Entertainment allowances : 
Committee of Directors (lump sum 

allowance) . . . . . . . . 
Director (lump sum allowance) . . 
Secretaries (entertainment allow

ance) . . . . . . . . . . . 
Lump sum allowance for the costs 

of Director's motor-car . 

C. Journeys made by officials . 
D. Experts' meetings . . . . 
E. Contribution to special work 
F. Office expenses . . 
G. Purchase of books . 
H. Publications . 

Chapter IV. 

Francs 
10,000 
30,000 

IO,OOO 

.30,000 

. . . . 
Francs 

12,000 
100,000 

7,600 

32,400 

40,000 

120,000 
290,000 

70,000 
450,000 
110,000 
227,400 
270,100 
135,000 
100,000 

60,000 
60,000: 
15,oop 

30,000 

80,000 

90,000 
300,000 
400,000 
150,000 

5,500 
200,000 

Provision for unforeseen expenditure . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Chapter V. 

Payments to Reserve Fund (ail memorandum) ....... . 

Chapter VI. 

Balance payable in respect of past financial years 
(ad memorandum) . . . . . . 

Total expenditure . . . . 

Francs 
3,015,000 

192,000 

3,207,000 

1,772,500 

135,000 

1,255,500 

44,000 

3,207,000 
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RECEIPTS FOR FINANCIAL YEAR 1933. 

I. Grants by : 

Austria 
Brazil . 
Colombia 
Denmark 
France . 
Hungary . . . . . . . . . . 
Italy (Balance 1932 and total 1933) 
Luxemburg .· . . . . . . . . . . 
Poland . . . . . . . . . 
Portugal (1932 and 1933) . 
Roumania . . . . . . . . 
Switzerland 
Yugoslavia 

II. Miscellaneous Receipts: 

Interest on deposits . . . . 
Sale of Publications . . . . . . . . 
Contribution of the Italian National 

Committee. 
Miscellaneous 

Francs 

1,071.-
75,000.-
9,412.10 

12,000.-
2,353,125.-

20,611.50 
156,100.-

2,000.-
30,000.-
30,596.58 
25,000.-
24,521.85 
25,000.-

25,370.11 
104,698.71 

29,000.-
81,003.35 

Francs 

2,764,438.03 

240,072.17 

3,004,510.20 

TRANSFERS AND SUPPLEMENTARY CREDITS FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1933. 

Transfers and supplementary credits 

Items Original December July 19tb, December Final 
credits 18th, 1932 : 1933: 20th, 1933: credits 

Directors' Governing Directors' 
Committee Body Committee 

Francs Francs Francs Francs Francs 
Chapter I. - Staff. 

Secretaries . . . . . 450,000 - - - 1,334 448,666.-
Head clerks and clerks . 227,400 + 19,000 - + 1,334 247,734.-
Assistant clerks and short-

hand-typists. . . 270,100 -19,000 - - 251,100.-
Allowances . . . . 100,000 - + 57,500.- - 157,500. --

- Pensions Fund - - + 47,500.- - 47,500.-

Chapter II. 
20,000.-c. Insurances . 15,000 + 5,000 - -

Chapter III. 
c. Journeys made byoffi-

cials . . . . 90,000 - + 20,000.- - 110,000.-
D. Experts' meetings . 300,000 - - -68,000 232,000.-
F. Office expenses . . 150,000 - + 35,000.- - 185,000.-
G. Purchase of books 5,500 - + 3,000.- - 8,500.-
H. Publications . . . 200,000 - + 125,000.- + 68,000 393,000.-

Chapter IV. 
Provision for unforeseen 

. 
expenses . 44,000 - 5,000 - - 39,000.-. . . 

Chapter V. 
80,000.- 80,000.--Payments to Reserve Fund - - + -

Chapter VI. 
Balances payable in respect 

+ 9,629.90 9,629.90 of past financial years . - - -
- + 377,629.90 -
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DETAILED ACCOUNT OF EXPENDITURE DURING THE FINANCIAL PERIOD 1933: 

Items 

Chapter I. - Staff. 
Director . . . . 
Principal Secretaries . 
Legal Adviser . . . . . 
Secretaries . . . . 
Internal administration 
Head clerks and clerks . 
Assistant clerks and short-

hand-typists . . 
Minor staff . . . . 
Allowances (family allow-

ances) . . . . 
Pensions Fund . . 

Chapter II. 
A. Upkeep of buildings 

and furniture . . 
B. Lighting and heating 
C. Insurances . . . 

Chapter III. 
A. Travelling expenses of 

members of the Di
rectors' Committee 

B. Entertainment allow-
ances . . . . 

C. Journeys made by offi
cials . . . . . . . 

D. Experts' meetings . . 
E. Contribution to special 

work . . . . 
F. Office expenses . . 
G. Purchase of books . . 
H. Publications . . 

Chapter IV. 
Provision for unforeseen 

expenditure 

Chapter V. 
Payments to Reserve Fund 

Chapter VI. 
Balances payable in respect 

of past financial years . 

Actual expenditure 
Total credits l-------;-----l 
entered for From From 

the financial January Ist to January Ist to 
period December3lst, March 31st, 

Francs 

120,000.-
290,000.-
70,000.- . 

448,666.-
110,000.-
247,734.-

251,100.-
135,000.-

157,500.-
47,500.-

60,000.-· 
60,000.-
20,000.-

30,000.-

80,000.-

110,000.-
232,000.-

400,000.-
185,000.-

8,500.-
393,000.-

39,000.-

80,000.-

9,629.90 

1933 1934 

Francs 

120,000.-
289,999.70 

69,999.94 
442,815.16 
109,999.76 
247,033.02 

244,899.10 
130,536.15 

148,131.74 
38,747.50 

20,610.35 
24,690.45 
17,357.80 

15,857.35 

68,606.95 

91,593.80 
217,673.90 

272,706.77 
140,820.10 

3,027.50 
343,497.32 

17,920.60 

80,000.-

Francs 

117.-

19,411.23 
26,102.71 

1,263.80 

16,252.70 
8,372.75 

9,423.75 
26,573.75 
3,581.95 

47,209.10 

9,629.90 
1-----

Total 
expenses for 

financial 
period -

Francs 

120,000.-
289,999.70 
69,999.94 

442,815.16 
109,999.76 
247,033.02 

244,899.10 
130,653.15 

148,131.74 
38,747.50 

40,021.58 
50,793.16 
17,357.80 

17,121.15 

68,606.95 

107,846.50 
226,046.65 

282,130.52 
167,393.85 

6,609.45 
390,706.42 

17,920.60 

80,000.-

9,629.90 

Cancelled 
credits 

Francs 

0.30 
0.06 

5,850.84 
0.24 

700.98 

6,200.90 
4,346.85 

9,368.26 
8,752.50 

19,978.42 
9,206.84 
2,642.20 

12,878.85 

11,393.05 

2,153.50 
5,953.35 

117,869.48 
17,606.15 
1,890.55 
2,293.58 

21,079.40 

3,584,629.90 3,156,524.96 167,938.64 3,324,463.60 260,166.30 
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RESULT OF FINANCIAL PERIOD 1933 . 
. 

Transactions during lhe financial period 1933: 

L :Receipts : 

(a) January 1st to December 31st, 1933 

(b) January 1st to March 31st, 1934 

Francs 

2,829,258.02 

175,252.18 

Francs 

Total . . . . 3,004,510.20 3,004,510.20 

2. Expenditure : 

(a) January 1st to December 31st, 1933 

(b) January 1~t to March 31st, 1934 

3,156,524.96 

167,938.64 

Total . . . . . . 3,324,463.60 3,324,463.60 

Excess expenditure 

The result of the financial period 1932.showed a surplus of . 

The_ final result of the financial period 1933 is a surplus of 

NON-BUDGET SERVICES. 

Balance on Actual Total December receipts receipts 31st, 1932 1933 

Francs Francs Francs 

Latin-American Classics . . 199,111.60 17,537.35 216,648.95 

American Enquiry . . . 37,490.76 - 37,490.76 

Acts and Memoranda of the . 
International Congress of 
Popular Arts . . . . - 9,470.- 9,470.- . 

Scientific _study of interna-
tiona! relations (Rockefeller 
Foundation). . . . . . 22,523.75 50,279.62' 72,803.37 

Dictionary of political terms 
. 

(Carnegie Grant) . 25,495.- - 25,495.-

Reserve Fund . . . . . . 316,485.75 83,514.25 400,000.-

Sums received in advance . 2,336.64 - 2,336.64 

603,443.50 160,801.22 764,244.72 

Actual 
expenditure 

1933 

Francs 

17,212.-

1,025.-

6,484.25 

29,588.37 

3,000.-

-

2,336.64 

59,646.26 

319,953.40 

485,519.50 

165,566.10 

Balance on 
December 
31st, 1933 

Francs 

199,436.95 

. 36,465.76 

2,985.75 

43,215.-

22,495.-

400,000.-

-
704,598.46 
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VALUE OF FURNITURE APPEARING IN THE INVENTORY. 

1928: 
Depreciation on Decem

ber 31st, 1927. 20 per 
cent . • . . . . . . 

Add 20 % on value as at 
December 31st, 1928 . 

1929: 
Balance as per last 

account. 
Add 20% on value as at 

December 31st, 1929 . 

1930: 
Balance as per last 

account 
Add 20 % on value as at 

December 31st, 1930 . 

1931: 
Balance as per last 

account. 
Add 20 % on value as at 

December 31st, 1931 
I 

1932: 

Francs 

164,463.80 

170,913.56 

335,377.36 

188,055.91 

523,433.27 

189,476.45 

712,909.72 

190,750.37 

Balance as per last 
account • • . . 903,660.09 

Add Depreciation for 
the year • . 63,763.06 

1933: 
Balance as p-er last 

account . . 967,423.15 
Add Depreciation for 

tho year . 25,872.55 

Francs 

335,377.36 

523,433.27 

712,909.72 

903,660.09 

967,423.15 

993,295.70 

1928: 
Value of furniture acquir

ed up to December 
31st, 1927 • . 

Additions during the year 

1929: 
Balance as per last 

account . • • . . . . 
Additions during the year 

1930: 
Balance as per last 

account. 
Additions during the year 

' 

1931: 
Balance as per last 

account . 
Additions during the year 

1932: 
Balance as per last 

Francs 

822,319.-
32,248.80 

854,567.80 
85,711.75 

940,279.55 
7,102.70 

947,382.25 
6,369.60 

account . 953,751.85 
Additions during the year 13,671.30 

1933: 
Balance . as per -last 

account • . • . . 
Additions during the year 

967,423.15 
25,872.55 

Francs 

854,567.80 

940,279.55 

947,382.25 

953,751.85 

967,423.15. 

993,295.70 
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. Collaboration of the Intellectual Co-operation _organisation in the ~e-organisa

tion of the Educational System in Chin3; : Repo;t submttted to the 
Committee by M. Fernand Maurette, Assistant Dtrector of the Inter-

4· 
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national Labour Office . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · 
International Educational Cinematographic Institute : Report by the Dir~ctor 

of the Institute on the Results of the International. Con~ess of EducatiOnal 
and Instructional Cinematography, held at Rome m April 1934 · · · · · 

Extracts from the General Report of the Director .of the Int~rnational 
Institute of Intellectual Co-operation to the International Commtttee · 
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The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation held its sixte.enth session at 
Geneva from July x6th to 2rst, I934· The follow~ng were pn;sent: Professor Gtlbert MURRAY, 
M. M. ANESAKI, M.A. NIETO-CABALLERO (replacmg M. Sanm Cano), M. J. CASTILL~~o, M .. J. 
DANTAS, M. Ed. HERRIOT (replaced at the later meetings by M. E. ~OREL), ~· BorJe KNos 
(replacing M. G. Forssell), M. B. C. J. L_?DER, M. G .. OPRESCU (replacmg M. Tttulesco), M. L. 
PIETROMARCHI (replacing M. Rocco}, Str Sarvapalll RADHAKRISHNAN, M. G. DE REYNO~D, 
M. J. T. SHOTWELL, M. H. voN SRBIK, · M. J. SusTA, M. H. L. TrENSHE Hu (replacmg 
M. Wu-Shi-Fee). E · c · d 

Sir Frank HEATH attended the meetings as a member of the xecutive ommtttee, an 
H.E. M. A. H: K. FoROUGHI, permanent delegate of Persia to the League of Nations, as 

observer. · 1 · Chi 
The meetings were also attended.by the.following e~p~rts: for questiOns re atmgto na 

-M. T. L. YuAN, director of the National Ltbrary of Petpmg, M. Paul LANGEVIN, professor at 
the College de France, member of the mission of educational exp~rts s~nt to. China, Dr._ L. 
RAJCHMAN, Technical Agent of the Council of the League of .Nations m China, and M. F. 
MAURETTE Assistant Director of the International Labour Offtce, who had been sent by the 
Committee' to study on the spot questions in connecti.on with educa~ion in China ; for 
scientific questions-Mr. AviNOFF, Director of the Carnegte Museum at Ptttsburg. 

On the invitation of the Committee, six National Committees on Intellectual Co-operation 
were represented, as follows : the Brazilian National Committee by M. E. MONT ARROYOS, 
the Bulgarian National Committee by M. B. FILOW, the Finnish National Committee by M.A. 
LJI.NGFORS, the Lithuanian National Committee by M. V. SOBLYS, the Mexican National 
Committee by Dr. Pedro DE ALBA, and the Norwegian National Committee by Mlle. K. 
BoNNEVIE. · 

The International Labour Office was represented by its Assistant Director, M. F. 
MAURETTE, and the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation by its Director, 
M. H. BoNNET. M. L. DE FEo, Director of the International Educational Cinematographic 
Institute, was unable to be present. 

The Committee confirmed the appointment of Professor Gilbert MURRAY as Chairman and 
His Excellency M. Rocco as Vice-Chairman. 

The session was preceded by a meeting of the Advisory Committee on League of Nations 
Teaching and by the session of the Executive Committee. . 

The newly appointed Advisory Committee held its first session, which proved to be of 
the greatest interest and utility. The Intellectual Co-operation Committee confined itself 
to approving the proposals submitted to it by the Advisory Committee and this resolution is 
attached to the present report. 

The Executive Committee held three meetings-two at Paris, _in December 1933 and 
April 1934, and one at Geneva; immediately before the meetings of the plenary Committee 
-and, in accordance with the .practice instituted last year, it endeavoured to lighten the 
plenary Committee's agenda so far as lay in its power. The questions which regularly appear 
on that agenda and the study of which is to be continued were examined by the Executive 
Committee and the latter recommended the Intellectual Co-operation Committee to approve 
without further discussion the proposals contained in the documents submitted to it. 

As regards the other questions which called for discussion owing to their importance or 
to the fact that they were new questions, the Executive Committee drew up suggestions to 
serve as a basis for discussion. The Intellectual Co-operation Committee adopted the various 
resolutions which are also attached to the present report on the basis of the programme of 
work prepared by the Executive Committee and the accompanying comments. 

I. COMPOSITION OF THE COMMITTEE. 

During the past year, the Committee suffered a very severe loss by the deaths. of two of its 
members, Madame CURIE-SKLODOWSKA and M. PAINLEVE, whom it particularly regrets, 
not only on account of the prominent position which they occupied in the scientific world, 
but also by reason of the great interest they had both taken in the work of intellectual co
operation and the distinguished services they had constantly rendered to it. 

Madame Curie had been associated with the work from the outset, having joined the 
Committee as soon as it was established in 1922. For the next twelve years, she was never 
absen.t from our meetings and took part in all our work with that enthusiasm., tempered by ·• 
practical commonsense and an objective outlook, for which she was noted. M. Painleve 
succeeded our first Chairman, M. Bergson, who was obliged to resign in 1924. M. Painleve, 
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not~ithstanding his multitudinous duties and anxieties, also afforded us the constant benefit 
• of his personal collaboration, his experience and his ability. He took a keen interest in our 

work and was a firm believer in it. 

The loss of Madame Curie and M. Painlev~ means that the scientific element is no longer 
~~;dequately represented in the Committee. For some years past this element, which was at 
frrst predominant, has been steadily diminishing. It has now become necessary to restore the 
bafance between the representatives of the exact and natural sciences and of the humane 
sciences. The exact and natural sciences play so large a part in modern life that it is essential 
that for our various activities in this field we should obtain the assistance of an adequate 
number of scientists. 

Owing to certain circumstances, another member of the Committee has been obliged to 
leave us-namely, M. H. A. KROss, Director-General of the Prussian State Library at Berlin. 
M. Kriiss' departure has deprived our Committee of an excellent administrator of whom it had 
very great need. His departure was followed by that of all the German experts who were 
members of our numerous technical committees. We can only deplore their departure and 
hope that this situation will not prove irremediable. Germany occupies such an important 
place in intellectual life as a whole that her absence was viewed with concern both by the 
Executive Committee and by the plenary Committee. Our most earnest desire is that our 
work should be universal. Intellectual co-operation should remain aloof from political 
contingencies. The more the nations of the world are forced to retire into themselves, the 
more strongly the divisions between the peoples will be felt and the greater the need for 
intellectual union and collaboration. If material relations are unsatisfactory, we must improve 
intellectual relations. No doubt that is a very difficult undertaking at a time when inter
national life is also passing through a crisis, but it is precisely on this account that intellectual 
co-operation is necessary. In saying this, we are not thinking only of Germany, but also of 
other countries which are not yet Members of the League or which have withdrawn from it. 

II. GENERAL CONDITIONS. 

It is not the object of this report to furnish details of the work done by the Intellectual 
Co~operation Organisation. The report by the Director of the Institute, from which lengthy 
extracts are reproduced in the Appendix 5, and the resolutions adopted by the Committee 
give a faithful picture of the Organisation's work and of the nature of the decisions which 
the Committee was called upon to take when deciding upon next year's programme. 

In these circumstances, the Rapporteur's task would appear to be rather to draw attention 
to certain aspects of the work done and endeavour to take stock of the position. As is the case 
with all the other organisations of the League and with the League itself, a h~~nt has been 
reached at which a general survey is required. In briefly recapitulating what so far been 
done, it is our duty to mention the positive results achieved and, if occasion arises, to criticise 
our work from an objective standpoint, bearing in mind the task entrusted to us, its raison 
d'etre, what we have done towards its accomplishment, and the best methods of attaining the 
desired end. 

if we consider the progress that has been made during the four years which have elapsed 
since the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation was re-organised, we can clearly perceive 
what is its source of strength and to what it undoubtedly owes its increased prestige. Its 
structure has been gradually adapted to its requirements and this has facilitated the execution 
of its task. It was thus possible to bring out in last year's report the three chief planes on 
which the work of the Organisation is evolving: the service of States, the service of the League 
and the service of intellectual activities. These three planes have remained unchanged and 
the various activities of the Organisation are naturally distributed among them. 

Stress should also be laid on the constant progress in the Organisation's methods .. These 
have now been definitely fixed and have proved to be excellen~. All that remains to be done 
is to improve the details, and the Committee endeavours to do this in each particular case. 

In the third place, the continuity of the Organisation's work should, in all fairness, be 
recognised, since it is to this factor that the important results already obtained are in the main 
undoubtedly due. This continuity enables the Organisation to progress by stages according 
to the means at its disposal, and to use very elastic methods, its main desire being to render real 
service. These few purely general preliminary observations bring out the strong point of the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation-that is to say, the efficacy of its means of action and 
the credit items in its favour. Nevertheless, it must be admitted that, as the Organisation's 
work expands, new difficulties arise owing to the numerous demands made on it to meet the 
needs which are everywhere felt and as a result of the vitality of the Organisation itself. 
If the programme becomes overcrowded, oilr efforts are likely to be dissipated and bur work 
will be superficial. However, by facilitating the co-ordination of activities and preventing the 
dissipation of energy and overlapping, which is the main object of the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation, the extension of our relations with national or international organisations and 
institutions outside the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation should enable us, as far as 
possible, to guard against these dangers. 
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. combat certain tendencies to regard intellectual life from an 
I~ lSI als3 <?U~ /uty to ngle The Committee and all its collaborators have consistently 

:~~~:~~~;:~ ~~~~oi~ 1;~i: danger and rectify these tendencies, ll;nd we think th~y have 

d d Of II th · k to which we are exposed at the present time, the most senous one 
succee e . a e ns s d Alth h th A embly has continued 
is the more and more drastic curtailment of our fun s. oug e ss . . 
to ant us the credits required for the meetings of the Intellectual Co-operat10n ~~Il?'m1ttee 
anfthe other subordinate committees, and although the. number ?f States subs1d1smq the 
Institute is the same, the inevitable result of the econom1c depress10n has been apprec1ably 
to reduce our financial resources. The question may be asked wh~ther _w_e shall not one day 
find ourselves faced with an abnormal disproportion ~e~ween what IS legtbm~te~y expected of 
us and the funds at our disposal. If the present pos1t10n grows any worse, 1t 1~ to be fe~ed 
that our work may be endangered. It is t~e _Committee's dut~ to call the senous attention 
of the Council and Assembly to this point, as 1t 1s they who have gtven us o~ mandat~ and have 
traced the broad outlines of an extremely vast proqramme, the exec_ut10n of wh1ch would 
require very much larger funds than those at our disposal. _We realise too well the grave 
reasons which are inducing all Governments to advo~ate a po~1cy of ~cono~y, to hope, at all 
events so long as present conditions subsist, for any mcrease m our fmanc1al resources. But 
we must at any rate urge very strongly that these resources should not be cut down any further. 

III. CHIEF ITEMS ON THE PROGRAMME. 

A clearer idea of the progress made, the res!llts achieve~ and the developments y;e had 
in mind will be obtained if we confine ourselves m the folloy;mg paragraphs t? the rna~~ facts 
and to the more important decisions reached by t~e Comm1ttee. <?ur task will ~e facil1tated 
if we consider them in relation to the three pnnc1pal planes on which, as we sa1d above, our 
activities are evolving. 

(a) In the realm of thought, which"is the highes~ of th~se three planes, we have for some 
years been endeavouring to secure the support of distmgmshed persons, not so much for our 
work itself as for the spirit in which it is conducted. That is the purpose of the "open letters " 
and " conversations " initiated on the recommendation of the Permanent Committee on Arts 
and Letters. The number and.importance of those who are taking an interest in these ventures 
was increased at the time of the Madrid "Conversation" on the" future of culture ", and the 
Paris "Conversation" on the " future of European thought ". After the session described in 
this report, there will be a third "Conversation" in Venice, arranged with the help of the 
Italian National Committee on Intellectual Co-operation and the Biennial International 
Exhibition of Modern Art. The participation at this " Conversation " already shows, at the 
moment of writing this report, that this new venture may be expected to yield very encouraging 
results. 

The same may be said of the volumes of" Open Letters". Three have already~appeared: 
"A League of Minds";" Why War? "; and "Esprit, Ethique et Guerre ". These volumes have 
been favourably received in a very large number of countries. In this way, our Organisation 
is extending its relations with the most representative persons in intellectual affairs or at 
any rate with those who are most disposed to take an interest and assist in our activities. 
We are also gradually evolving methods for dealing with important problems by means of 
open letters and free discussion. It is not enough to exchange ideas-their exchange must 
lead not, of course, to unity of thought, but to one way of thinking. Furthermore, one of 
the best ways in which the Organisation can affirm its universality and, in this spirit, establish 
relations and inaugurate exchanges between the two great civilisations, the eastern and the 
western, is by" Conversations " and" Open Letters ". 

There is no doubt that conversations organised in different countries make the work of the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation known and appreciated, and thus extend its influence 
and gain for it fresh support in its-various activities. We can therefore claim that the work 
undertaken on the plane of thought should be continued, that its value is beyond question and 
that its activities have undeniably justified themselves. 

(b) On the plane which we have called the service of the League of Nations, we have to 
report the completion of a first stage and the opening of a new stage in the study of international 
re!ati<?~· . Oil! Organisation has no responsibility for the study conferences arranged by the 
sc1ent1flc 1nst1tutes for the study of international relations, but it affords considerable 
techn~cal assist~nce and is keenly interested in their results. The study on the first problem 
exaDUned at ~!Ian and London (the State and economic life) has been completed, and the 
vo~ume con~a1rung an ~ccount of the discussions is very interesting. A new problem is now 
bem~ stud1ed--collechve security. The Paris Conference dealing with this subject was· 
preside~ over by M_. Charlety, Rector of the University of Paris, and opened and closed by 
M. Hemot. Its obJect was to define the subject, to prepare for subsequent studies, and to fix 
the methods to be adopted. We desire to draw attention both to the increase in the number 
of ~tio~ co-<?rdinating committees set ~p to prepare for and carry out these comprehensive 
stud1es m the mterval between internat10nal conferences, and to the inherent value of the 
studies. Our Organisation considered that one of the services it should render to the League 
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was to assist in these study conferences. It felt that it was most important to encourage the 
r~search ~ork undertaken by thinkers, historians-and, more especially, philosophers of 
htst_?ry-Jurists, economists, and sociologists. By undertaking a joint study of important 
subjects such as those mentioned, they can make a very useful contribution, which maybe of 
the greatest value in subsequent research and even in strictly official work. 
. Ye~ by year the Committee endeavours to make its programme on the instruction of youth 
m the _aims and activities of the League of Nations more explicit. It set up a new Advisory 
Commi~tee composed ot assessors, whose knowledge of educational methods, the organisation 
of pubJfc education and important international movements specially qualified them to assist in 
prepanng a new programme adapted to circumstances. The Committee had only to approve 
the plan submitted to it by the Advisory Committee, and has reason to congratulate itself on 
this preliminary consultation. 

The attempts to instruct young people in the organisation of the League of Nations should 
be continued, but it is obvious that they would be more effective if they were bound up with 
the efforts to promote mutual knowledge and an understanding of the reciprocal duties of 
nations. 

A number of practical measures follow from this principle. Their application in both the 
international sphere and the special setting of each country should enable the public education 
departments and the private organisations concerned to take account, in their work, of new 
tendencies and new requirements. The Committee's attention was specially drawn to the 
work accomplished by the Committee for Moral Disarmament of the Conference for the 
Reduction and Limitation of Armaments before its work was suspended. It adopted a reso
lution which it submits to the Council and the Assembly for their appreciation. Several 
members of the Committee expressed the hope, during the discussions, that, without prejudice 
to the subsequent work of the Committee for Moral Disarmament, the first texts prepared by 
the latter would be recommended to the attention of the States, if necessary through the 
Assembly itself, when it thinks fit. The Committee was unanimously of opinion that the 
texts prepared by the Committee for Moral Disarmament might serve as a very useful basis 
for subsequent studies, in which the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation would be glad 
to assist. 

(c) On the third plane-the service of States-we continued our work of co-ordination 
. in the following fields : public education, libraries, State archives, scientific museums and fine 
art museums. 

With regard to education, we endeavoured two years ago to constitute educational 
information centres to assist us in our work. There are now thirty-five of these centres. 
The Institute has just published a handbook on them. Their first joint work will be to prepare 
a select bibliography of educational works. We are contemplating holding an international 
conference later on. Lastly, in spite of all the difficulties, we have by no means abandoned 
the problem of school text-books. We are studying both the negative aspect-their revision
and the positive aspect-that of giving prominence to such examples of impartiality as they 
are able to provide. 

With regard to libraries, we have finished the enquiry into professional training for 
librarians, and intend to publish the results. We have decided to make another enquiry into 
popular libraries. With regard to archives, we have just published the " International Guide 
to Archives". Lastly, Mr. Avinoff, Director of the Carnegie Museum, Pittsburg, placed before 
us a very interesting proposal for extending our liaison with scientific museums still further. 

We have a particularly striking example of continuity and expansion in the realm of fine 
arts, we allude to the International Museums Office. The three outstanding events of the 
period under review are the Convention on the Repatriation of Objects of Artistic Interest, 
which the Governments are now studying ; the constitution of an International Commission 
on Historical Monuments, a Governmental Commission attached to the Office, and the 
preparations for our third big conference, which will meet in Madrid next October and will 
consider the building and equipment of museums. 

Our fine arts programme has hitherto consisted mainly in liaison with museums. To it 
was subsequently added folk-arts. Here we should like to draw attention to two publications 
-one on folk-arts and workers' leisure, and the other on folk music. We have now added 
university institutes of archreology and history of art which we have just undertaken to co
ordinate : we intend to devote a new periodical to this subject. 

We have still to mention the !hero-American collection, which is so important for making 
known the literature and thought of Latin America, and thus for establishing or strengthening 
the ties of thought between the two continents. This example has led to a similar scheme for 
Japan. We see in it the beginning of a venture which, if it gradually spreads, will be one of 
the most effective means of achieving one of our chief aims, or at any rate bringing it nearer. 

For some years, the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation has devoted special attention, 
in accordance with the Assembly's instructions, to modern methods of diffusion-the Press, 
the cinema and broadcasting. 

Consultations on the intellectual role of the Press are continuing. This is a very 
important aspec~ of th~ problem, aJ?-d i(entails a seri~ of studies ~Y. the Intellectu~ <;o-oper
ation Orgamsatxon, With the assiStance of professional associatiOns and specralists. A 
collection of memoranda from several distinguished persons in various countries has already 
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been published, and this first volume marks the inauguration of the action we are proposing 

to undertake. 
The work of our Committee and its executive bodies in the realm _of broadcasting_ has 

already led to important developments. The members of the Comm1t~ee we~e espec1:'-lly 
· t" f th rogramme submitted with regard to the use of the Radio-N atwns Statwn. apprec1a 1ve o e P . . al bl · ki th 

The application and evolution of programmes of this kind can be very v ua e m rna ng e 
work of the Organisation better known and gaining for it fresh sympathy and support. 

In the domain of cinematography, the outstanding event last year was the In~ernational 
Congress of Educational and Instructional Cinematography,_ held under t~e aus~nces of our 
Organisation in Rome at the International Educational Cmematogr?-phic Instltut.e.. The 
Congress was very successful, not only by r:eason ?f. the number and quahty of the participants, 
but also on account of the importance of 1ts decisions. The <?ongress dr~w up a new plan of 
work, which will necessitate close collaboration between th~ vanous exec~hve or~ans depende~t 
upon the Committee. In this, naturally, the Jnternatwnal Educatlo~al Cm~matograph~c 
Institute, which the Committee once again warmly congrat~ated on 1t~ achi~vements, 1s 
destined to play a very important part. Th~ report subm1t~ed by th1s Institute to t~e 
Committee enabled the latter to gauge the qual1ty and scope of 1ts work and the energy of 1ts 
Director, M. Luciano DE FEO. 

The Committee also considered the problem of intellectual rights. In this domain also, 
it noted that the suggestions of the Intellectual.~o-operation O!ganisatioJ:?- had been favoura~ly 
received by the London Conference for the rev1s1on of t~e Pax:1s Convenh?n for the P~otectwn 
of Industrial Property. The Committee had the sahsfa~twn of heapng one of 1ts most 
distinguished members, M. DANTAS, explain the influence which the doctrmes of the Intellectual 
Co-operation Organisation had exercised in the preparation of the new Portuguese law on 
authors' rights. 

IV. SPECIAL QUESTIONS. 

Since 1931, the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation has been following 
with attention the admirable efforts of the Chinese Government to reorganise education. 
The mission of experts sent to China in 1g31-32 marked a first stage in the co-operation 
requested. The second stage, in 1932-33, consisted of the visit to Europe of a mission of 
Chinese educationists organised by the Paris Institute with the assistance of the Governments 
and National Committees concerned. This year, our Committee was in a position to continue 
its co-operation by instructing M. MAURETTE, Assistant-Director of the International 
Labour Office, to proceed to China and obtain from the Government all useful information 
concerning the practical steps taken as a result of these missions. 

M. Maurette submitted a very instructive statement to the Committee, which is set out as 
an Appendix to the present report. The Committee was able to realise the value which the 
Chinese Government attaches to our collaboration and the services which such collaboration 
has _already rendered. From M. Maurette's remarks, it may be gathered that the reform 
camed out by the Chinese Government is already producing encouraging results. The Chinese 
Government now proposes to create employment agencies for intellectual and technical 
workers in Nanking and in the West. It has sought the assistance of the Intellectual 
Co-operation Organisation, and we have met its wishes by appointing a special Sub-Committee 
to deal more particularly with the ways in which we can assist the Chinese offices . 

. Professor SHOTWELL, one of the members of the Committee, deserves thanks for having, 
dunng. th~ last . t~o _years, draw:n our a~tention t? . the desirability of our Organisation's 
extending 1ts achv1ty m the domam of soc1al and political science. Last year, the Committee 
recommen~ed that preparator~ consultations and enquiries should be undertaken. This year, 
on the. basi~ of the result~ ob~amed, we have adopted a more extensive programme having the 
foll?~mg ~ms : to estabhsh lists, ~ c?mplete as possible, of institutions dealing with social and 
political sc1ence ; to analyse the prmc1ples and methods of the various branches of this science ; 
and to conduct enquiries into certain specific problems with which it is concerned. This 
pr?gramme can only be carried out by stages, but in proposing it to our executive organs we 
think that we have opened to them a practical and useful field of work. 

V. NATIONAL COMMITTEES. 

The presence of the representatives of various National Committees at the Committee's 
session. again pr?ve_d to be most useful. The names of the persons designated by the National 
Co~m~ttees or _mv1ted as State delegates accredited to the Institute have been given at the 
begmmng_of t~~ report. We feel bound to say how helpful their presence was and how very 
useful tberr opmwns proved to be during the debates. 

In all preyious reports,. we have emphatically stated that the National Committees are 
the verr basiS of . OUr orga!Jisation and the indispensable intermediaries between the 
International Committee and intellectual life in each country. Every year, the truth of this 
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stat~ment becom~ more apparent. National Committees must be enabled to take a more 
contl;lluous ~harem our work. But this necessity implies another : namely, that they must be 
proVId~d With adequate funds. As our activity develops, the part played by the National 
C~mm1ttees becomes more manifest and increases in scope. This fact should be borne in 
mmd. We ther~fore venture to request the Council and the Assembly to be good enough to 
draw t_he at~enhon of Governments to the importance of the mission entrusted to National 
Comnuttees m order that they may do all that lies in their power to assist these Committees 
to carry out their work in a normal manner. 

VI. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AND INSTITUTE. 

As the term of office of the members of the Executive Committee who were also members 
of the Directors' Committee has expired, the Committee was called upon to renew the 
membership of these two organs. The Chairman of the Committee and the Chairman of the 
G?verning Body of the Institute are ex officio members of the Executive Committee and the 
Drrectors' Committee. The Committee ·renewed the term of office of M. CASTILLEJO, 
M. DE REYNOLD and M. Rocco, who are members of the Executive Committee. as· representatives 
of the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. The Committee thought it advisable to refrain 
from filling one of the vacancies. It appointed the members of the !Executive Committee 
chosen among persons outside the Committee. It renewed Sir Frank HEATH's term of office 
and appointed M. Julien CAIN, Administrator-General of the National Library, to replace 
M. Roland-Marcel, who had declined the renewal of his term of office. The Committee 
expressed its gratitude toM. RoLAND-MARCEL for the valuable assistance he had afforded to the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, both as Chairman of the Committee of Enquiry and as 
member of the Executive Committee .. 

In terminating its work, the Committee paid a very warm tribute to the achievements 
of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, which, under the direction of 
M. Henri BoNNET, is not only improving its methods of work each year, but is obtaining 
definite and increasingly ample results. The Committee was 6nce more glad to note the 
efficacy of the collaboration between the Paris Institute, the Rome Institute, the Secretariat 
of the Organisation and the various National Committees. It adopted a special resolution 
regarding the work of State delegates accredited to the Institute. 

In addressing its thanks to M. BoNNET, it emphasised the e~sential part played by the 
Institute in the work of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, of which it formed an 
absolutely indispensable part. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

As we stated at the outset, the main object of this report is not to give a complete idea 
of yearly activities. Our work is continuous and must therefore be surveyed as a whole. 
This need for synthesis is particularly nolit:eable in the present period of crisis in international 
co-operation. A committee like ours is not called upon to draw up an inventory, but rather 
to prepare a programme of action, the various details of which are so many individual aspects 
of one central directing concept. We must bear in mind the reason for which we were created 
and what we have done to justify the hopes placed in us, for our activities can only be judged 
as part of the whole effort of the League. This reason for our existence is evident. No attempt 
to organise the world on an international basis, t.o establish an international order and thereby 
ensure abiding peace, could be durable or even possible were it not accompanied by a corres
ponding effort in the realm of the mind. The one is the body and the other is the soul : a League 
of Nations is inconceivable without intellectual co-operation. If it be true that the political 
and social phenomena which accompany any crisis are the outcome of spiritual disorder, and 
that the crisis of the League is due to a weakening of the will of peoples to understand their 
common needs and aspirations, the importance of intellectual co-operation becomes still 
clearer. Intellectual workers have, above all, an international mission. Though it is possible 
to conceive of an economically self-sufficing geographical unit, human thought cannot be 
confined within geographical boundaries. These considerations fully prove the present value 
of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation and the need for its continued existence. Though 
its work may sometimes appear to be limited in scope-since it only seems to be attacking one 
little problem here and another there-though its resources are fragile, it adheres to those 
principles which endow it with a character of permanency and unity throughout the 
vicissitudes of the present depression. 

These are the constants which should make it possible in this period of depression and 
uncertainty for intellectual co-operation· to render an obvious and welcome service to the 
League. During this recent session, the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation was fully 
conscious of its responsibilities and duties. It endeavoured to stimulate action in the various 
fields of action. The practical results of this meeting undoubtedly constitute progress, but 
the Committee was at particular pains to examine, from its own special standpoint, the 
difficulties which beset the development of international life. It is convinced of the extreme 
usefulness to the League at the present time of a totally non-political body working in the realm 
of human thought. 

(Signed) Gilbert MuRRAY, 
Chairman. 

(Signed) G. DE REYNOLD, 
Rapporteur. 
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Appendix 1. 

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE PLENARY COMMITTEE AT ITS MEETING 
ON JULY ZIST, 1934· 

I. "CORRESPONDENCE "AND" CoNVERSATIONS". 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
Approving as a whole the suggestions submitte~ in _his general report;~Y the Director o.~ 

the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation m the chapter on Correspondence 
and" Conversations " ; . 

Recalling the fact that the experiments made hitherto have proved to be most encouragmg, 
considers that they should be continued : . . . 

Is gratified to note the initiative taken by the Itahan National CoJ?mlttee on In~ellectual 
Co-operation in organising a "Conversation" at Venice on the occas10n of the Nmeteenth 
Exhibition of Modern Art ; 

Considers that the choice of subjects for that "Conversation"-" Art and the St~te" 
and" Contemporary Arts and Reality "-are such _as. should enable ~e Pe:manent. Comm1ttee 
on Arts and Letters most usefully to pursue the m1ss1on entrusted to 1t at 1ts creation ; 

Consequently expresses to the Italian National ComJ?ittee, th~ ~rganisers . of the 
Exhibition and the authorities of the city of Venice, its very h1gh appreciation of the1r gene
rosity and of the remarkable work of organisation and pr.eparation which they have performed ; 

Emphasises the fact that the opportunities hitherto offered to the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation for arranging" Conversations" in France, Germany, Italy and Spain seem to it 
specially calculated to serve the very aim which the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation has 
set before itself, and to interest wider circles in the different countries in its work ; 

Considers it advisable to make still clearer the method that should be adopted in these 
exchanges of ideas, whether these assume the form of exchanges of open letters or of public 
" Conversations " ; 

The most effective means of obtaining positive results are to be found in undertaking the 
consideration of a specific problem, the different aspects of the problem being approached in 
turn, and subsequently endeavouring to synthetise the opinions collected; · 

With reference more particularly to the future exchanges of "Open Letters", the 
Committee welcomes the proposal for an exchange of letters between persons representing 
the Eastern and Western civilisations on points of contact between those civilisations and the 
means for bringing about certain kinds of rapprochement between them, so that they may be led 
to serve the aim of intellectual co-operation itself-namely, the enrichment of the common 
civilisation of all nations and their mutual understanding. ' 

Z. PERMANENT INTERNATIONAL STUDIES CONFERENCE. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : . 
Is gratified to note the collaboration established between the Intellectual Co-operation 

Organisation and the Permanent International Studies Conference which is so devised as to 
guarantee the autonomy and in~ependence of the Co~ference, whilst enabling the Organisation 
to encourage and promote action the value of wh1ch has been constantly affirmed more 
particularly at the Conferences held in Milan and London ; ' 

Notes that the Preparatory Conference which met in Paris last May for the study of the 
subject " Collective Security " marks a real advance in the direction chosen-namely that of 
joint research by the method of free discussions ; ' 

Requests the Institute to furnish, as it has done hitherto the widest measure of technical 
and _administrative assistanc~ in _the prepa:ations for the gen~ral Conference arranged for the 
commg year, and expresses 1ts smcerest w1shes for the success of this fresh manifestation of 
activity. 

3· WORK OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON LEAGUE Q_F NATIONS TEACHING •. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
Havin~ noted wi~ the greatest interest. the report submitted in the form of a resolution 

by the Ad:vlsory Comm1ttee on League of Nations Teaching: 1 1 

Consl?-ers that t~e C~mmittee's yvork at its first session has fully come up to the Intellectual 
Co-o~ration Committee s expectations, and that the proposals submitted by it are of real 
practical value ; 

Approves as. a whole the progran;me of work proposed by the Advisory Committee, and 
requ~sts the Institute and the Educati~mal Information Centre of the Secretariat to take steps 
to g1ve effect to these recommendations · 

St:esses the imp?rtance of the questi~n of the utilisation of unemployed young people's 
spare time, and considers that the Advisory Committee should pay special attention to this 
matter; 

' See Appendix 2 of the present document. page 17. 
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. . Re~ommends continued co-operation with the International Labour Office and the other 
msbtubons concerned ; 

Reque~ts the Executive Committee to follow up the execution of the programme proposed 
by _the Adyxsory_Committee and to select from among the various questions to be studied one 
which, owr'!g to Its importance and urgency, might be investigated more thoroughly next year 
by the Advisory Committee, consisting of assessors specially chosen for the purpose. 

4· MORAL DISARMAMENT. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : 
. Is gratified at the appreciation shown by the Assembly of the League of Nations, during 
Its fourteenth session, of the draft text on moral disarmament prepared by the Committee ; 

Notes,with satisfaction that the Committee for Moral Disarmament has taken this text 
into account and added it to the other proposals used as a basis for its discussions. 

Having taken note of the new draft text submitted to the General Commission of the 
Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments by the Committee for Moral 
Disarmament, 1 

Desires to draw attention to the very great value of the new text from the point of view 
which the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation has always maintained ; 

Notes that, while not deeming it advisable to submit proposals on these various points to 
the General Commission, the Committee for Moral Disarmament h1\.s nevertheless called its 
attention to the measures of execution that might be taken-the communication of an annual 
report and complaints in the event of infractions, and also to the final form which the draft 
might take ; . 

Expresses the hope that the draft text submitted by the Committee for Moral 
Disarmament, together with the other questions concerning measures of execution, may be 
studied again at a suitable moment, when the Committee hopes to be in a position to call 
attention once more ·to the importance of ensuring that the financial resources which are 
essential to the realisation of its aims are made available for the work of moral disarmament. 

5· INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ORGANISATIONS. 

The International Committee. on Intellectual Co-operation : 
Is gratified to note the work carried on in the present time of crisis in intellectual life by 

the international student associations ; 

TEXT ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE FOR MORAL DISARMAMENT, NOVEMBER 17TH, 1933· 

" The High Contracting Parties, 
" Considering that moral disarmament is one of the essential aspects of the general work of disarmament : 
" Considering that the reduction and limitation of annaments depend to a large extent upon the increase of mutual 

confidence between nations ; · 
"Considering that as far as public opinion is concerned a sustained and systematic effort to ease tension may 

contribute to the progressive realisation of material disarmament ; 
" Considering that the inter-dependence of States calls, not only for their co-operation in the political sphere, but 

also for an effort of mutual understanding between the peoples themselves ; 
"Being resolved to do whatever lies in their power to induce their nationals to display in any public discussion a 

spirit of tolerance and mutual respect ; 
"Being convinced that the success of the measures adopted in one country to ensure moral disarmament is largely 

dependent on the application of similar measures in other countries ; 
· " Recognising that the League of Nations has placed at the disposal of the various States the Intellectual 

Co-operation Organisation, which is particularly suited to the accomplishment of certain tasks connected with moral 
disarmament, although a different procedure may have to be adopted to meet special situations : 

" Article t, 

" The High Contracting Parties undertake to use their powers or their influence to see that education at every 
stage, including the training of teachers, is so conceived as to inspire mutual respect between peoples and to emphasise 
their inter-dependence, which makes international collaboration a necessity. 

" .Arlicls 2. 

" The High Contracting Parties will" also do whatever lies in their power to see that teachers are guided by these 
principles. 

" School text-books should be prepared in the same spirit; those which are at variance with that spirit should be 
revised. · 

· " The High Contracting Parties likewise agree to recommend to their competent authorities the inclusion of the 
following subjects in the syllabus prescribed for entrance examinations to official posts which entail re~ations with other 
countries: fundamental principles of international law, legal bases of international relations, and outlines of the efforts 
made to consolidate peace between nations. 

"They undertake to recommend to their competent authorities that their country's history is taught in relation 
to the history of other countries. · 

11 .A rticls 3· 
" The High Contracting Parties undertake to encourage, in accordance with the special system in force in their 

respective countries. the use of the cinematograph and broadcasting with a view to increasing the spirit of good~itl 
between nations. With this end in view, they will also support any action taken by the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation, as well as by orga~tions ha~g the ~me o~ject. . . . . . . 

" In accordance with the special system In force m their respective countnes, they Wlll use their Influence to avotd 
the showing of films, the broadcasting of programmes and the organisation of performances obviously calculated to 
wound the legitimate sentiments of other nations. 

J 

11 A rlicle 4· 
"The High Contracting Parties will endeavour to facilitate, by the most appropriate means, the co-operation in the 

work of moral disarmament of Government departments, intellectual circles and others working for peace on a larger 
scale. 

" With this end in view. they agree to encourage the creation and activities of national committees for intellectual 
co-operation or other organisations collaborating in the work of moral disarmament." 
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· · 1 th rk of mutual understanding and It asks them to support m student c1rc es e wo . . . 
intellectual rapprochement on which the activities of the Intellectual Co-operation Orgamsation 
are based · · t · · 

It expresses the hope that suitable facilities may be granted t.o these orgamsa Ions, m 
order to enable them to carry on their work of international collaboration. 

6. EDUCATIONAL· INFORMATION CENTRES. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : 
Notes with the greatest satisfaction that national centres of educational information have 

been formed in nearly thirty-five countries ; . . . . . 
It regards this as a valuable result which will appreciably facilitate Its task m the sphere 

of education ; · t. th k f 
It consequently invites the Institute ~f I?tellectual Co-operation to ~on mu~ . e wor o 

co-ordinating these centres undertaken by It smce 1932, as shown by the list of existmg centres 
which it has just published; 1 

• • • • • • • 
It considers that the annual publication of an mte~at~ol!-al educational bibliography 

would constitute a second" stage in the work and would be a first JO~nt ~ork; . . . 
It therefore instructs the Institute to arrange for the publication of ~Is bibliography; 
Being desirous, however, of immediately instituting closer collaboration between the 

centres, it requests the Institute to convene them, if possible, befo~e the end ~f 1935 ~o a general 
conference of which the agenda, to be submitted to the E~ecutn~e Committee: will be drawn 
Uf on the basis of the necessary technical advice ; it should, .m part~cular, d~al WI~ the pro~lem 
o the part which should be assigned in national education to mstruction on mternational 
relations. 

7· ScHOOL TEXT-BOOKS. 

(a) The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation: 
Confirms the opinion it has already expressed on many occasions as to the very important 

part that can be played by school text-books from the point of view of good understanding 
between peoples ; 

Once again draws the attention of the National Committees to the procedure laid down in 
what is known as the Casares Resolution, which has proved so useful for the revision of school 
text-books; . 

Approves of the continuation of the efforts made in this sphere by the International 
Institute of Intellectual Co-operation ; 

Recognises the importance of the chapter of Intellectual Co-operation devoted to the 
international movement in favour of impartial text-books ; 

Considers that, in future, that chapter should qeal with. the problem of history-teaching 
in general; 

Is of opinion that the principles on which that teaching is based are of special importance ; 
Accordingly requests the Institute to collect the texts published by the Ministries of 

Education of the various countries in so far as they relate to the teaching of world history, 
civics, and good understanding between peoples ; 

Convinced that the compilation of imparti~ text-books is just as important as, or even 
more important than, the improvement of unsatisfactory text-books, 

_Awaits with interest the results of the further enquiry entrusted to the International 
Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, which aims at the collection in various countries from 
the ~ational Committees an~ possibly from teachers' associations, of chapters or pass~ges in 
the history text-books used m schools which, in the opinion of those institutions are written 
from an objective standpoint; ' 

Recommends that the results of this enquiry should be made as widely known as possible, 
as they may set a valuable example and provide a concrete basis for efforts to introduce in the 
schools books calculated to promote intellectual co-operation. 

(b) Proposal by M. Emile Borel. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : 
Requests the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation to prepare a draft 

mode~ bilateral agreemente~tablishing_a procedure.cal<:ulat~d to remove, or at any rate mitigate, 
!he differences due to the .mt.erpreta~IOn of certam histoncal events in the text-books in use 
m the schools of the countnes m question; 

. Th~ draft agreement should provide for methods differing according to the internal 
legislation of each of the contracting States as regards schools and school text-books It 
would be submitted to the next plenary session of the Committee. · 

1 See the publication" Handbook of National Centres of Education~! Information n. 
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8. LIBRARIES. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : 
~otes with satisfaction the work accomplished by the Institute in connection with the 

enqurry into professional training for librarians and the publication in the near future of its 
results· 1 ' . 

Instructs the Institute to continue its work of co-ordination in connection with libraries, 
in_ accordance with the plan drawn up by the last Committee of Library Experts, especially 
With regard to the organisation and social aspect of popular libraries, the construction and 
equipment of libraries, and legal deposit; · 

At the same time authorises the Institute to continue and complete its enquiry into 
collections of facsimiles and, if possible, to publish the results. 

9· ARCHIVES. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : 
Notes with satisfaction the publication of the first volume of the" International Guide to 

Archives", dealing with the European countries; • 
Instructs the Institute to conclude this task by publishing the second volume dealing with 

the extra-European countries and to continue its work on the other questions on the 
programme, such as archives terminology, exchanges of archivists, etc. 

IO. INTERNATIONAL GUIDE TO DOCUMENTATION. 

The International-Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : 
Notes with satisfaction the information supplied to it with regard to the progress of the 

work undertaken by the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation with a view to 
publishing an." International Guide to Documentation " and securing the progressive 
co-ordination of the existing bodies ; 

It requests the Institute: 
(a) To continue and, if possible, to conclude the enquiry and consultation of 

experts which the completion of the Guide still renders necessary ; 
(b) To encourage the setting up, in the various countries, of joint bodies grouping 

together either the different centres which already exist in a specific country, following 
the example of the Union franfaise des Organismes de documentation, or at any rate the 
majority of them, as in the case of the Council of Learned Societies in the United States; 

(c) To secure the necessary liaison with the institutions interested in the problem 
of documentation. 

II. EXACT AND NATURAL SCIENCES. 

I. Co-ordination of Science Museums. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : . 
Has heard with the greatest interest the statement of Mr. Avinoff, director of the Carnegie 

Museum of Pittsburg, on the principles which should govern the activities of the Intellectual 
Co-operation Organisation in respect of science museums ; 8 

It considers that one of these principles should consist in the gradual fulfilment of the plan 
drawn up by the Committee of Experts in 1932 ; the science museums themselves should 
voluntarily take a share in the fulfilment of the plan ; 

Further, a parallel enquiry might be conducted regarding the science museums of different 
countries, by arrangement with the national associations and the directors of the museums. 
The object of the enquiry would be to study the characteristic features of these institutions, 
and it might be followed up by the issue of one or more publications, according to the financial 
resources placed at the Institute's disposal. 

1 See Institute document C.I.B.34-I934· 
2 See the publication: " International Guide to Archives ". 
a Summarising the practical projects in connection with science museums~ it is suggested : 

1. To obtain preliminary information through national associations, where they exist, and through other 
means~ on the more important museums capable and desirous of becoming potential participants in an international 
co·operation ; 

11. To instruct an observer specially delegated for the purpose of making a direct investigation of the various 
angles of museum work in different c~)Untries, to co.llect material on ~a~cularly. interesting features, and to 
prepare for publication, under the auspices of the Institute, a set of descnptlve and illustrated surveys; 

111. To publish, if thought desirable, a directory of Museums of Science with a sufficiently complete general 
index of their possessions that would stimulate international contacts in the fields of research, registration, 
documentation and exchange of material-and services; 

IV. To amplify the present publications on science museums by a current bibliography in the form of abstracts 
on various technical museological methods and procedures ; 

v. To develop international relations between science museums in the sense of encouraging voluntary 
participation in a syste':"atic and progr~ve programme within the range of their possibilities, as defined in the 
resolutions of the Comuuttee of Experts m 1932 ; · 

VI. If the suggestion of the American Association of Museums is adopted, one should consider widening the 
scope of the present International Museum:- Office to include the problems of science museums, with a view to thus 
preserving the unity of the whole mnseum field. 
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The Committee has taken note of the resolutio~ adopted by the Americ3:n Museull_ls 
Association and considers that, in view of the very Imp?rtance of the soggestlons therem 
contained, it cannot give an immediate o:pinion on the subject. 

Accordingly, it requests the . Institute of Intellectual Co-operation to conduct a 
preliminary enquiry and to report to It upon the results. 

2. Relaiions with the Internationtil Council of Scientific Unions. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, . 
After having heard the report of the representativ_e of the I~tellect~al <:~-oper_ation 

Organisation at the last general assembly of the Intern~twnal ~ounc~ of Scientific pmons : 
Notes with satisfaction the growth and progress of Its relations wlt~ that Cou~cil; . 
It requests the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation to mamtam this 

contact ; and . . 
Requests the Executive Commit_tee to_ take_ the necessa_ry ~easures, al?pomtmg a sub

committee if need be, to develop and mtensify this collaboration m every desirable way. 

3· Co-ordination of Scientific Terminology. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : 
Approves the work done in regard to the co-ordination of scientific terminology; 
Requests the International Institute of Intellectual_ Co~~peration t~ continue the work; in 

progress and in particular to convene, bef~re the Committee s _next se_sswn, a !urther meet~ng 
of the Committee of Exrrts, whose task It would· be to contmue this- work m collaboration 
with the Internationa Council of Scientific Unions, the unions themselves and the 
international organisations particularly concerned. 

4- Repertory of Physics Laboratories. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
After hearing the statement by Professor Borel : -
Requests the Institute to prepare lists of laboratories and research organisations of an 

international character in the field of physics and mathematics with a view to the publication 
of a repertory of these ; 

Requests that before publication the lists in question should be sent to the competent 
international unions for their observations. 

5- Annual Tables of Constants and Numerical Data. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation draws the Assembly's attention 
to the considerable importance, from the point of view of science in general, of the publication 
of annual tables of co.nstants and numerical data and to the value of the proposal made by 
the International Union of Chemistry to convene, under the auspices of the French Government, 
a conference to consider the present position as regards this publication. 

U. INTERNATIONAL MUSEUMS OFFICE. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation,·. 
Having considered the reports submitted to it by the Chairman of the Directing Committee 

of the International Museums Office and by the International Institute of Intellectual Co-opera-
tion on the work of the Office during the period 1933-34: 1 · 

I. Accepts the proposals regarding the internal organisation of the Office and the 
composition of its advisory organs ; 

2. Notes the formation, in connection with the Office of the International Commission 
on Historical Monuments, and approves that Commission:s programme of action · 

3- Notes the general acceptance, by the majority of the States consulted of'the draft 
international convention on the "repatriation of objects of artistic historical' or scientific 
interest lost, stolen, or illicitly alienated or exported ", and instructs the Office to continue to 
collect the observations and suggestions of Governments and to prepare a text for its next 
session in the light of those observations and suggestions; -

4.· Approves the p~ogramme o_f the Office's future work, as set forth in· the reports 
submitted to the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. 

13. FOLK ARTS. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : 
I. Notes with satisfaction the publication of the first volume devoted to the interesting 

results of the enquiry on folk music and song; a 

: See ?,ocument C.I.C.I.355. a~d App_en~!x 5 of ~he present document, page 55. 
See Intellectual Co-opera bon Senes , Mus•que st Chanson populairos. 
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Instru~ts the Institute to continue and complete this work ; 
2. W1th regard to the folk arts, requests the Institute to resume and carry out the 

proposed study on the common characteristics of folk art, especially in Europe. 

I4. INTERNATIONAL CENTRE OF INSTITUTES OF ARCHEOLOGY AND HISTORY OF ART. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : 
. N?tes. with s<~;tisfaction the work already accomplished by the Institute in the matter of 

co-ord!natmg Institutes of Archreology and History of Art, especially by the publication of the 
Bulletm as a means of ensuring liaison ; 1 

Instructs the Institute to continue to publish the Bt1lletin and to carry out the other items 
on t~e programme drawn up by the Committee of Directors of the International Centre of 
Instltut~s of Archreology and History of Art. 

IS. THE PROBLEM OF WIRELESS BROADCASTING. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation notes that the problems raised 
by the use of wireless broadcasting call for consideration by the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation under several of their aspects-cultural and educational. 

I. Draft Convention regarding the Use of Broadcasting in the Interest of Peace. 

The Committee, 
In view of the draft Convention drawn up by the Institute and submitted to the 

Governments for consideration in pursuance of the decision taken by the Council of the League 
of Nations; 

In view· of the numerous replies and observations received from Governments as a result 
of this consultation : 

Instructs the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation to revise the draft international 
agreement in question in the light of the replies received from the Governments and on the 
basis of such technical advice as may be required; 

Requests the Executive Committee to see, if necessary, that the prescribed procedure in 
regard to the preparation of conventions concluded under the auspices of the League of Nations 
is observed. 

2. Intellectual and Educational Role of Wireless Broadcasting. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : 
Considers that the enquiry undertaken by the Institute on the utilisation of wireless 

broadcasting as a means of educating the general public has already given interesting results; 
Accordingly invites the Institute to pursue the enquiry and to publish its results as soon 

as all the necessary data have been collected. 
The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation: 
Notes the resolution adopted by the International Wireless Broadcasting Congress held 

at Oslo regarding the use of broadcasting as a means of promoting the spirit of understanding 
among the peoples ; 

Considers that it should give effect to the recommendation made by the Congress, and 
consequently instructs the Institute, in accordance with the suggestions contained in the 
Director's report, to institute a study, with the assistance of the experts on the Secretariat, 
of the problem of international exchanges of programmes. 

3. Utilisation of the Radio-Nations Station. 

The Committee, recognising the value of the efforts already made with a view to the 
utilisation of the Radio-Nations Station, recommends that these efforts should be continued 
with the assistance of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. 

The Committee is particularly gratified at the arrangements made by the Secretary
General of the League of Nations to enable regular use to be made of the Radio-Nations 
Station for broadcasts which will be of a cultural and educational character, thus fulfilling the 
aims of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. 

The Committee consequently recommends its members, the members of the other organs 
attached to it and the National Committees to co-operate as fully as possible in the preparation 

. ' . 
of programmes to be broadcast from the station. 

r6. WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
Having considered the report of M. de Feo, Direct~r of the International Educational 

Cinematographic Institute,Z and heard the oral explanations of M. Oprescu, Rapporteur to 
the Governing Body of that Institute, regarding the work done during the year !933-34 : 

• See the publication: Ofjir.e.des Insliluts tl'Archlologie el d'Hisloire del' Arl, periodical bulletin. 
• See AppendL-.: 4 of the present document, page 28. 
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Is gratified to note the results obtained, and lays spec!al str~ss on:the importan~e of 
the conclusion of the Convention for facilitating the Internatu;mal C1rculabon of Educat~onal 
Films, and of the preparation and holding of the Internatwnal Congress . on Educational 
and Instructional Cinematography. . . . 

The Committee desires to congratulate the Cha1rman of the Governmg Body of 1ll;e 
Institute, its Director, and the organisers of the Congress, and welcomes the success of the1r 
efforts as a promise of future achievements. 

IJ. PROBLEM OF THE CINEMATOGRAPH. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation,. . --
Recalling the resolutions adopted by it at its previous sesswn concernmg the problem of 

the cinematograph : . . 
Notes with satisfaction the very great progress effected m the mterval between the two 

sessions ; . h · t h' h Thinks it advisable to refer particularly, in the followmg paragrap s, to questwns o w 1c 
it has devoted special attention : 

(a} Results of the International Congress of EducationaZ and Instructional Cinematography 
(Rome, April 1934). 

The Committee expresses its high appreciation of the results of this Congress and of the 
value of the preparatory informati?n collected ~nd of ~he resolution~ adop~ed. 

It considers that the International Educatwnal Cmematograph1c Institute has thereby 
furnished very valuable material for work which will serve to guide and develop the activity of 
the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation in a sphere which it considers to be of the greatest 
importance. 

(b} General Aspects of the Problem of the Cinematograph. 

Desires, in connection with the various resolutions adopted by the Congress, to emphasise 
the importance of the one referring to the general aspects of the problem of the cinematograph ; 

Approves the principles set forth in the resolutions, more particularly those relating to the 
educational function of the cinematograph, the responsibility of authors, producers and 
renters, the importance of tli.e international exchange of educational films and also the other 
measures recommended : 

Fully approves the programme of work and accordingly requests the Institute of 
Intellectual Co-operation to make the necessary arrangements to support the work of the 
International Educational Cinematographic Institute in accordance with. the plan outlined 
by the Congress : 

(c) Intellectual Role of the Cinematograph. 

Further requests the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation to undertake the enquiry 
suggested by the Rome Congress into the intellectual role of the cinematograph, it being 
understood that this enquiry should be conducted with the help of the International 
Educational Cinematographic Institute in accordance with the methods followed for the 
enquiries into the intellectual role of the Press and the educational aspects of broadcasting ; 

(d) Production of Short-length Films dealing with the League of Nations. 

Highly appreciates the information given by the International Educational Cinemato
graphic Insti~ute conc_ernin~ the ne.gotiations at present in progress for the production of 
short-length films dealmg w1th certam aspects of the work of the League of Nations· 

Requests the Rome Institute to give this question its closest attention in vi~w of the 
unde~ta~ings gh:en by the I~tellectual Co-opera.tio~ Organi~ation to a large number of private 
assocmtwns, wh1ch are anx1ous to have at the1r d1sposal fllms dealing with the work of the 
League of Nations and suitable for educational purposes. 

r8. INTELLECTUAL RIGHTS. 

r. W ?rk of the Committee of Representatives of International Institutions dealing ·with Intellectual 
R~ghts. 

The Committee, 
Having_ heard the rep_ort by ~· Loder, Chairman, on the work of the Committee of 

Representabves of Internabonal Inshtutions dealing with Intellectual Rights : 
Fully ap~roves_the proposals made by that Committee, and invites the Institute to take 

t~em as a bas1s_ fo! 1ts future work on the protection of the rights of inventors and authors of 
bterary and artlShc works ; 

Notes with interest the communication by M. Julio Dantas on the direction followed 
~y the ne": Po~tuguese laws relating to authors' righ~s, and thanks him for having secured the 
mcorp?rahon m those laws of sever~! of the solut~ons recommended by the International 
C<;>~m1tte~ on Intellectual Co-operation, more parbcularly with regard to moral right and 
drott de sutte ; 
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Str~sses. the importance of the resolution adopted by the Pan-American Conference at 

MonteVIdeo m regard to authors' rights, and expresses the hope that th~ work of the Committee 
contemplated by that Con~erence may enabl~ a draft universal convention to be prepared giving 
effect to the recommendation made by the nmth Assembly of the League of Nations. 

2. I nventl!"s' Rights. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : 
N?tes with ~ati~faction the successful result of the action taken by the Intellectual Co

?Perabon Organisation at the London Conference for the recognition of the moral right of 
mventors; 
. C<?nsidering, however, that the rights of inventors employed in offices for research or 
mvent~on are not adequately safeguarded either by the text adopted or by the laws of many 
countnes; , 

Whilst recognising the value of the joint work carried out in such offices by those employed 
in the service of an undertaking : 

Draws attention to the advisability of ensuring that that practice does not lead to conse
quences con~ra_ry to the respect for the dignity of human labour ; 

Apprec1atmg at their true value the studies already undertaken by the International 
Labour Office in regard to the rights of salaried inventors : 

Recommends that national laws should reserve for the inventor, mentioned as such in the 
patent, the right to demand a reasonable share of the profits derived from an invention when 
the rate of such protits considerably exceeds that of the salary of the inventor employed. 

3. Collaboration of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation with the Work of the Advisory 
Committee on Intellectual Workers. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
Having heard the report of M. Montarroyos on his participation in the meeting of the 

Bureau of the Advisory Committee on Intellectual Workers in his capacity as representative 
of the Committee : 

Notes the satisfactory results of the collaboration in the field of intellectual work 
established between the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation and the International Labour 
Organisation; 

Approves the conclusions reached at the said meeting ; 
Instructs the Institute to collect the data required for the enquiry desired by the 

International Labour Office into the comparative value of professional titles in the different 
countries and into the best means of rendering the protection of such titles more effective, such 
enquiry to take into account the studies already undertaken by various organisations and in 
particular by the International Bureau for Technical Education. 

4· Status of Press Correspondents in Foreign Countries. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
Having taken .note of the request of the International Federation of Journalists for the· 

study of the proposal regarding .the status of Press correspondents in foreign countries ; 
Convinced of the importance attaching to this question from the standpoint of the 

intellectual role of the Press : 
Invites the Institute to arrange for the study by its Legal Adviser, who will keep in touch 

with the International Labour Otfice, of the question raised by the International Federation 
of Journalists, and for the submission of the results of this examination to the Executive 
Committee at one of its future sessions. 

:19. COLLABORATION WITH CHINA. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : 
Wishes in the first place to thank the Chinese Government for the confidence it has 

displayed in the Intellectual Co-oper~tion Organisation by co~ti';luing to se~k its co-ope_r~tion, 
and further wishes to respond to this mark of esteem by assisting the Chmese authonties to 
obtain the information and support which they ar~ see~ing.. The. Committee is fu~ly aw:'-r~ of 
the complexity of the problems to be solved, and Is pnmarily desirous to offer Ch1!la opm1ons 
of the greatest possible variety and nuii_Iber from competent personages sele~ted .m diff~rent 
countries · it does not therefore propose m each case to recommend the solutions It considers 
preferable. but proposes instead to place at the Chinese Government's disposal experts capable 
of helping' that Government to make selections and take decisions in the work of reconstruction 
which it has undertaken ; . . . . 

Has noted with much interest the admirable report which M. Maurette has laid before 1t 
on his recent mission in China and has pleasure in submitting that report to the Chinese 
Government for consideration ; 1 

• See Appendix 3 of the present document, page :u. 
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Congratulates the Chinese Government on the remarkable progres~ ac~ieved~ thanks to 
· t t' t' · the ft'eld of public education and the orgamsation of mtellectual Its sys ema IC ac ton, m . . 
exchanges with foreign countnes ; . a1 d h · a1 

Assures the Chinese Government of its entire support f?r the.mtelle~tu an te_c me 
I t b hl.ch the Cht'nese Government has decided to establish at Nankmg and emp oymen ureaux w . . · d · E 

and in the West in order to further the vocational trammg of Ch11~ese stu ents ~n . urop_e o~ 
the United States and its adaptation to the curr~n~ needs of.economtc reconstructiOn m Chma, 

Decides to form a sub-committee, conststmg of Str Frank HEATH, M. LANGEV!N, 
M. MAURETTE, M. PIETROMARCHI, Mr. SHOTWELL and M. YUAN,_ for the p~rpose 0~ draWing 
up proposals with regard to the nature and_methods of such assistance as mternational and 
national organisations may accord to the Chmese bureaux. 

20. INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN THE MATTER OF THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCES. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation : 
Notes with satisfaction the steps taken during. the past year by t~e Execut~ve 

Committee, as well as by some of the National Commt!tees an~ by th~ Inst~tute, t? gtve 
effect to the resolutions adopted by the Committee _at Its pre_VIO?S s~sswn with a view _to 
extending the activities of the Intellectual Co-operation Orgamsation m the sphere of social 
and political sciencl"s ; · . . 

Decides that full extracts from the valuable memoranda submitted on this question by 
the National Committees, particularly those of China and Czechoslovakia, shall be published 
in the Bulletin of the Institute ; 

With a view to defining the Organisation's programme of work in this field for the ~oming 
year, the Committee invites the Internati?nal Institute of Intellectual _Co-operation to 
prepare, with the help_of ~he Nati.onal_Commtt.tees on Intelle~tual Co-o:peratio~. lists of those 
institutions and orgamsah?ns which,. 1~ the ~1fferent count~Ies, de~ either _with re~earch or 
with instruction in the social and political sciences from an mternatwnal pomt of VIew ; 

Likewise requests the Institute, side by side with this preliminary enquiry, to institute, 
with the help and advice of the National Committees and the competent experts, investi
gations into the principles and methods of the various branches of the social and political. 
sciences; 

Considers that the Executive Committee's proposal that a series of studies on certain 
specific problems arising out of the subject-matter of the social and political sciences may also 
offer an appropriate means of extending the activities of the Organisation in the sphere of those 
sciences - the first of these studies would relate to certain aspects of the eff~cts of mechani
sation on modern life ; 

Requests the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation : 
(a) In conjunction with the International Labour Office, to proceed with the general 

survey of the scope of this problem, thus continuing the work undertaken by the Institute 
in preparation for an international study of the subject; and 

(b) To submit an implemented report in due course either to the International 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation or to its Executive Committee. 

21. NATIONAL COMMITTEES ON INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation has pleasure in paying a tribute 
to the very valuable collaboration it has received during its session from the representatives 
of the National Committees on Intellectual Co-operation. It is gratified to note the results 
of the system whereby representatives of the National Committees, chosen each year by a 
system of rotation, can participate directly in the work of the Committee and thus afford 
it the benefit of ~he spec~al experience they haye acquired in the course of recent years. . 

The Committee affums ·once more the Importance of the part which the National 
Committees have to play, and which is the outcome of the very numerous tasks entrusted to 
t~em in th_e differe!lt fields. It is grateful to the ~ational Committees for the zeal they have 
displayed m adaptmg themselves to the very vaned and at times onerous tasks which the 
decisions of the Committee have assigned to them. 

The Committee recognises the value and importance of the reports made by the 
repre~nt~tives of t~e National Committees on the work of those Committees, their 
orgam:ahon and their future programme. In order to give effect to the recommendations 
made 1_n the cou;se of the discussion, it desires to refer to certain points in its previous 
resoluh<?ns, particularly those of 1931 and 1932 relating to the importance of the role of 
the Na~wn<;J Comt;~ittees, their organisation and method of work, and to supplement those 
resolutions m certam respects. 

I. The C<?mmittee confirms the desi~ab!lity of a National Committee being set up in 
eac~ coun.try wtth a tw.ofold task-to act wtthm the country as one of the instruments of the 
nahon<;tl ~ntell~ctua~ hfe and to provide constant liaison in the international field. In 

. countnes. m whtch circumstances do not permit of the formation of a National Committee 
the appointment of correspondents to provide liaison with the international organs would 
seem to be a temporary solution to be recommended. ' 
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2. The Committee confirms that, in accordance with the rules adopted by the 
Inte_llectual Co-?peration Organisation, periodical conferences of representatives of all the 
National Committees should be held. It regrets the financial difficulties which prevent the 
poss~bility of such conferences for the present. It accepts, however, the proposal of the 
Institute fo~ a conference of this kind to be held in Paris in 1937 on the occasion of 
the Inte~ahon~ Exhibition of Civilisation, and requests the Institute to hold preliminary 
consultations _wrth the various National Committees regarding the proposal in principle 
and the matenal means of putting it into practice. 

3· The Committee confirms the desirability of encouraging contacts, exchanges and 
correspondence between the various National Committees. The Institute of Intellectual 
Co-?peration will place itself at the disposal of any National Committees which express the 
desire to promote such contacts and exchanges by such means as seem most appropriate . 

. 4· The Committee emphasises the desirability of any measure calculated to enable the 
National Committees to obtain fuller information on the work and methods of the 
international organs, particularly the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation. 
It welcomes the suggestion that National Committees -possessing the necessary funds should 
se.cond to the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation temporary collaborators or stagiaires, who 
will thus have full facilities for learning the Institute's methods of work and obtaining from 
it information which may subsequently be useful for the work of the National Committees 
concerned. 

5· The Committee also welcomes the suggestions submitted to it concerning the increase 
in the number of contacts to be established between the international organs and the National 
Committees, particularly by means of such journeys as either the members of the International 
Committee or the members of the Committees attached to it or the officials of the Organisation 
may be called upon to make in the different countries. It feels sure that the Committees will 
derive great benefit from such visits. 

_ 6. The Committee, confirming the recommendation which it has previously made, hopes 
that the-necessary funds may be granted for a new and more complete edition of a Handbook of 
National Committees, to contain particulars of the organisation of each Committee and its 
principal activities. -

22. "DELEGUES D'ETAT." 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 

Having considere'd the question of the relations between the Delt!gues d'Etat and the 
International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, with a view to making their co-operation 
more effective than it has been in the past : . 

Desires in the first place to express satisfaction at the very useful work accomplished by the 
Delt!gues d'Etat, and considers that they should be given all necessary facilities to enable them 
to carry out in connection with the Institute the mission with which they are entrusted; 

Consequently requests the Executive and Directors' Committees to consider what practical 
steps could be taken to promote such co-operation. . 

The Executive and Directors' Committees will be completely free to dectde what methods 
shall be followed and may obtain suggestions from the Delt!gues d'Etat themselves, either by 
consulting them direct or by correspondence. . . · . 

Any rules which they may draw up shall be commumcated to the Committee at 1ts next 
session. 

Appendix 2. 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON LEAGUE OF NATIONS TEACHING. 

REPORT ON THE FIRST SESSION HELD AT GENEVA ON jULY IITR AND 12TH, 1934· 

The Advisory Committee on League of Nati?ns Teaching, constituted in accordance ~ith 
the decision of the Council of the League of Nations of September 22nd, 1933 (sev~nty-s1x~h 
session), held its first session at Geneva on July nth and 12th, 1934, under the Chairmanship 
of Professor Gilbert Murray. . . 

The Committee is composed of three members of the lnte~ahonal Committee on 
Intellectmil. Co-operation, two members of the fon~er Sub-C?mmtttee of Experts on the 
Instruction of Youth in the Aims ~f the Lea~e of Nations, appomted by the ~hatrman, .an~ of 
assessors appointed by the Executive Committee of the Intellectual Co-operation Orgamsabon 
for the period of one session. · . 
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The following took part in the first session : 

Members of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation: 

In addition to Professor Gilbert MURRAY (British), Chairman; . 
M. Jose CASTILLEJO (Spanish), Professor of the Institutions of Roman Law at Madnd 

University ; . . . . 
M T SHOTWELL (American), Professor of History at Columb1a Umvers1t;v; D1rector 

r . .J: · · f E · d H1"story of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. of the D1v1s1on o conom1cs an _ _ 

Members of the Former Sub-Committee of Experts on the Instruction of Youth in the Aims of the 
League of Nations : 
Mme. DREYFUS-BARNEY (French), President of the Committee on the Cinematograph and 

Broadcasting of the International Council of Women; 
M. G. GALLAVRESI (Italian), who was unable to be present, was replaced by M.P. ToscH! 

Professor at the University of Rome. 

Assessors: 
Dr. Wilhelm CARLGREN (Swedish), delegate of the <Ecumenical Council of Stockholm ; 

Dr. Amaranatha ]HA (Indian), Professor and Head of the Department of Letters at the 
University of Allahabad; 

The Abbe A. WoYCICKI (Polish), Doctor of Social and Political Sciences, Professor at the 
University of Wilno ; 

M. Marcel NYNS (Belgian), General Secretary at the Ministry of Education, Brussels; 

M. J. PIAGET (Swiss), Professor at the University of Geneva, Director of the International 
Bureau of Education, Vice-Director of the Institute J. J. Rousseau, Geneva; 

M. T. RUYSSEN (French), Professor, Secretary-General of the International Federation 
of League of Nations Societies. • 

The International Labour Office was represented by Mr. Mack EASTMAN, Chief of Section; 
the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation by its Director, M. H. BoNNET ; and 
the Secretariat of the League of Nations by M. M. PILOTTI, Deputy Secretary-General, and 
M. J. D. DE MoNTENACH, Secretary of the Intellectual ~o-operat!on Org~nisation. . 

The meetings were also attended by representatives of fiVe Natwnal Committees on 
Intellectual Co-operation : M. E. MoNTARROYOS (Brazilian National Committee), M. B. FILOW 
(Bulgarian National Committee), M. A. L!NGFORS (Finnish National Committee), M. V. 
SOBLYS (Lithuanian National Committee), Mlle. K. BoNNEVIE (Norwegian National Committee). 

The Committee discussed the various points on its agenda in the course of four meetings, 
and, in conclusion, adopted the following resolution : 

"The Advisory Committee on League of Nations Teaching, 
"Recognising that the task entrusted to it by the International Committee on 

Intellectual Co-operation chiefly consists in selecting. from the data submitted to it the 
elements of a concrete programme of work for the coming year ; 

"Having held a general discussion on the basis of the information communicated 
to it ; - · 

" Emphasising the value of the recommendations of the Sub-Committee of Experts 
the efficacy of which has been proved by experience ; ' 

" Bearing in mind the work done by the Sub-Committee of Experts in pursuance of 
the Assembly's resolutions ; 

"Attaching the greatest importance to the texts drawn up by the Committee on 
Moral Disarmament of the Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments, 
both to those adopted by the Committee and to those examined in the course of its work 
and which are of the greatest value from the point of view of the comprehension of the 
conclusions which the Committee on Moral Disarmament has reached ; 

"Having discussed the special difficulties resulting from present circumstances in so 
far as they affect international co-operation in the matter of education ; 

" Noting the value of the contributions made by the members of the Committee on 
the basis of their private experience in various fields : 

" Recommends to the Intellectual Co-operation Committee to base its action on the 
following general principles : _ 

. "I. In a~c_o~dance with the Assembly's intentions, !nstruction on the aims, organi
sation and achv1bes of the League of Nations must contmue to be given and the efforts 
made to carry out the Sub-Committee's recommendations must be pursued. 

" These efforts might be more effective if they were closely associated with the 
endea~ours made to propagate the international spirit, to promote a knowledge of other 
coun~nes and of the mutual duties of nations, and more generally any instruction designed 
to brmg out the value of the special contribution of the genius of the several nations as a 
part of the common heritage of civilisation. 

" The development of the study of international relations is likely to further the aims 
contemplated by the Assembly and to promote a knowledge of the League. -
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"Similarly, ~S tea~g of hi~tory and other subjects, such as political economy, 
geography, etc., might be rmbued With the same spirit. 

" lnstruc~ion regarding international co-operation, which, in accordance with the 
recommenda~I_?ns of _the Sub-Co~mittee of Experts, should begin in the primary school, 
woul~ be facilitated if lofty sentiments calculated to make this instruction more effective 
were mculcated upon the youngest children. 

" The Co~mittee, while advocating the application of the methods proposed in the 
reco~me~datlons W:a~ up by the Sub-Committee of Experts for instruction regarding the 
org~satlon and prmciples of the League, considers that account should be taken of the 
exP_enments that have ~e~n made, the changes in international relations, methods 
designed to ensure the pacific settlement of any problems or disputes which may arise and, 
lastly, examples of effective international co-operation which bring out more clearly the 
fellowship of the nations and their interdependence. 

"The Committee concludes that, although it should remain a subject of instruction, 
the League ?f Nations, and particularly its basic principles, should not be regarded as a 
separate subJect but should be incorporated, according to the requirements of the different 
disciplines and national mentalities, in the general curricula of the various grades. 

"II. To give effect to these principles, the Committee recommends to the Interna
tion~ Committee on Intellectual Co-operation a programme which is intentionally 
confmed to a tew measures, as it considers that the organisations or groups entrusted 
with its application should be left very wide discretion. 

" (a} International Action. 

· " The Committee considers that Governments can only be usefully consulted by 
means of an enquiry, if this is confined to certain definite points and a method is adopted 
which, while it enables them to state what is being done in their own country, at the same 
time makes it possible for them to benefit by the experience of other countries. 

"The Committee attaches very great importance to the action of the churches and 
religious associations. It considers, however, that it is not possible for the Intellectual 
Co-operation Organisation to propose any definite action to them but that it should 
welcome any initiative on their part. 

" The Committee desires to state that the whole of the work of the Secretariat and 
institutes, such as the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation or the Inter
national Educational Cinematographic Institute, contributes towards the proposed aims; 

·it can only express the opinion that the development of this activity in the various fields 
in which it is exercised is likely to add to the means of action at the League's disposal for 
carrying out the Assembly's recommendations. 

" It is accordingly convinced that, in determining the various tasks ofthose institutes, 
their governing bodies will bear in mind this special aspect of the consequences and 
repercussions of the work to be carried out. 

" The Committee desires to emphasise the fact that any official action will be incom
plete unless it is accompanied by a corresponding effort on the part of the private inter
national organisations. It accordingly considers that one of the main tasks of the 
Liaison Committee of the major international associations should be to co-ordinate the 
work of the private organisations and to encourage the extension of official activities 
to that sphere. 

"The Committee unanimously recognises that one of the most useful tasks of the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation in this field is to co-ordinate efforts, to promote 
contact and collaboration and to prevent overlapping. 

" A general programme in the international sphere should therefore aim at harmonis
ing the work of the Intellectual Co-operation Committee, of its institutes and of the 
associations. 

" The Committee recognised the very great value of personal contact between the 
members of the Intellectual Co-operation Committee or its organs and national adminis
trations or associations. It accordingly desires to draw the Committee's attention to the 
importance, should its members or the members of the Committees of Experts be sent on a 
mission to other countries, of their taking the opportunity to find out what has been done 
in those countries in regard to League of Nations teaching, the special methods employed, 
etc. 

" It considers that the advice and experience of those delegates mig~t be of very great 
assistance to bodies whose duty it is to give effect to the recommendations made by the 
organs of the Intellectual Co-operation Committee. 

. " (b} National Action. 
" The Committee, 
" Realising the number and importance of the relations which have already been 

established by the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation with the national education 
authorities : 

" Considers that, during the preliminary period, action should be confined to utilising 
the contact already established as a means of ascertaining national tendencies and promot
ing the progressive application of the programme laid down. 
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· t of th&work of the National 
" The Committee stresses the ~xtrel!le Im~or ance t the International Committee 

Committees on Intellectual Co-op_eratwn ; It. considkers ~hath . here of teaching on the 
should associate them closely w1th the action ta en m e sp 
League of Nations and moral disarmament. N . al C ·u h Jd 

"It ro oses that, during this period of consultation, t~e atwn omm1 ees s ?u 
be enablfd t~ study from the standpoint of national con~phon!:/£~ ":~rf of ~efro:a::~~: 
for Moral Disarmament of the Conference for the Reductu;m an h ;rr;h a 100 think fit on 
and that they should be invited to submit any suggestiOns t a ey may 
the documentary material placed at their disposal. 

" (c) Special Action. 

" (i) Survey of the Study of International Relations. 

"The Committee is of opinion that one of the I??st essential instrum~nts of interna-. 
tional understanding may be found in surveys descnbm~ the efforts made_u~ each co~ntry 
for the furtherance of the study of international relatiOns, whether· off1c1al or pnv<l;te, 
educational or professional, institutional or individual. It recommends the preparation 
of such surveys in various countries. . . · 

" The Committee notes with satisfaction the completion of tw? !;UCh studies, thos~ of 
Mr. Bailey for the United Kingdom and o~ Dr. Shotw~ll forth~ Umted States_ of ~menca. 

"It expresses the view that an enqmry of t_he kmd that IS n_ow proceedmg IS .b?und 
to gain in interest if it periodically forms the ~ub]ect of a report-If necessary, provisional 
-giving a synthetic view of the results obtamed. . . . 

" Rather than recommend the closing of the enqu1ry, 1t thmks that the latter sh?uld 
be continued by stages without, however, waiting for its completion before commumcat
ing the first conclusions. 

" (ii) 'Educational Survey '. 
" The Committee recommends to the Intellectual Co-operation Committee the 

adoption of the proposals contained in Note C.I.C.I.fC.C.E.2, with certain modifications 
mentioned hereunder. · 

" It considers that the function of the Survey might be considerabl:y extended i!, 
destined as it is to give some idea of the execution of the programm~ d~fmed above~ 1t 
were placed at the disposal of the bodies and persons called upon to ass1st m the execution 
of that programme. . . . 

" The Committee thinks it desirable to recommend a new denommahon of the 
Survey. It thinks that the Editorial Committee of that periodical might usefully take 
account of the suggestions put forward during the discussions, more particularly on the 
following points : 

"I. Abolition of the part entitled' Open Forum'.· 
" 2. Measures to be taken in order that the Survey may be placed more generally 

at the disposal of the organisations and persons associated with the work in question, 
more particularly the Liaison Committee of the major international organisations. 

" 3. Desirability of framing the information contained in the Survey in such a 
way that it may be immediately utilised by the teaching profession in order to 
supplement the documentary material obtained by the latter from other sources. 
In particular, references should be presented bearing in mind the difficulties that 
users may have in obtaining the original documents. 

" 4· Desirability of bringing out the annual edition of the Survey in such a 
way as to supplement but not to overlap with other periodical publications of the 
Information Section, the Intellectual Co-operation Institute and the International 
Educational Cinematographic Institute. 

" 5· Possibility, according to the funds available, of bringing out occasional 
information sheets for the use of readers of the Survey. 

"(iii) Utilisation of Unemployed Young People's Spare Time . 

. "The _Committee co~siders _that t~is ~s ~n extremely important problem from the 
pomt. of v1ew ?f the su~Ject w1th w~1ch It IS conce~ed-namely, League of Nations 
teachm1?-and IS one wh1c;h presen~s Itself under a tnple aspect : economic, pedagogic 
and social. It does not think that It would be expedient to recommend measures which 
are not of immediate practical utility. It accordingly recommends that the International 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation should entrust to the Educational Information 
Centre, working in agreement with the International Labour Office and the International 
Bureau of Education and enlisting the collaboration of the National Committees on 
I~tellectual Co-operation and the big specialised associations, the task of drawing up a 
fatrly general pia~ for ?ealing with the problems with which the Advisory Committee is 
concerned and which might be adapted to the special conditions in the different countries. 

" As regar~ adul.t ed~cation in gen:ral, it asks that the· various special activities 
already beg~n, m.ClOnJOJlctwn more parhcularly with the International Labour Office, 
may be continued and co-ordinated; as in the case of educatim;dn·general, it considers it 
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~~g!!li~=~rabl~ ~0. extend the scope of the cun:ic~a. i? order to rn_ake known, in addition 
I. t t" alacttv1 It~es, the general progress of avthsatton and to giVe an adequate idea of 
n erna 10n re at10ns. 

" (iv) Cinematograph and Broadcasting. 

" The Committee. recommends for approval to the International Committee on 
Intell~ctual ~o-operatto_n the measures suggested in the notes which have been 
submit~ed to It wtth a view t<? the utilisation of the cinema and of broadcasting as means 
of making the League of Nations known and as ~actors in a rapprochembd of minds and 
m'!tu.al knowle~ge of the ~eoples. I~ takes this opportunity, in conformity with the 
prmciples that It has enunciated, for expressing its conviction that the most effective use 
of these means. of diffusion ht;tplies, not only givmg information on the work done by the 
Lea_gue of. N at10ns, but showmg the place of that work in the general framework of inter
national life." 

Appendix 3. 

COLLABORATION OF THE INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION ORGANISATION 
IN THE RE-ORGANISATION OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM IN CHINA. 

REPORT SUBMITTED TO THE COMMITTEE BY M. FERNAND MAURETTE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE. 

The mission entrusted to me by the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation 
was undertaken as the result of a request from the Chinese Ministry of Education made 
through Dr. Rajchman, technical agent of the Council of the League of Nations for collaboration 
between the League and China. This request from the Ministry of Education was to the 
effect that a person competent ill educational matters should be appointed to study the 
practical application of the proposals made by the Commission of Experts despatched to China 
under the auspices of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation lind of t~e group of Chinese 
experts who visited Europe in 1932. The Ministry desired the League, in making its selection, 
to choose a person who would be prepared to act as a permanent liaison officer in Europe 
between China and the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation. The duties of 
this officer would be to prepare technical studies for Chinese educational authorities intending to 
visit Europe; to seek out experts at the request of the Chinese Government for advising on 
certain educational reforms in China; and, in particular, to guide the studies abroad of Chinese 
students. The Chhtese National Economic Council suggested that the person selected should 
have had experience in adapting educational methods to a general comprehensive policy of 
industrial reconstruction. 

It was as a first step in the fulfilment of this mission, without prejudging the decisions 
to be taken by the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation with regard to future collaboration, 
that, on being appoint.:d by that Organisation, I proceeded to China in February last. I 
remained there until the end of March. My mam purpose was to consult the Chinese Ministry 
of Education on the possibility of sending Western experts to China, on the preparation of 
visits to Europe by Chinese technical experts for the purposes of study and, lastly, on the most 
suitable methods of guiding Chhtese students in their studies abroad . 

.I could not, however, without ignoring the intentions of the Intellectual Co-operation 
Committee and the spirit of collaboration established between the League and China, lose sight 
of the fact that I was visiting that country three years after the Commission of four eminent 
experts sent there by the Intellectual Co-operation Committee. The Commission of Experts 
presented a report embodymg a series of recommendations equivalent to a complete programme 
for the organisation or re-organisation of the Chhtese educational system. I knew already 
that the Chhtese Government had given that programme a deservedly warm reception. 
I considered, in agreement with the Secretariat of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation 
and the Director of the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, that, so far as the brief time I was 
able to devote to the first stage in my mission permitted, I ought to ascertain what progress had 
been made during the past three years and the extent to which it was on the lines suggested by 
the experts. Finally, when I was in Chhta itself, the Mmister of National Education was good 
enough to ask me for suggestions as to the means I considered most suitable for carrying out 
the programme of reform approved by the Chhtese Government and the Commission of 
Experts, having regard to the possibilities of immediate accomplishment at the Chinese 
Government's disposal. 

In short, my mission fell under three heads : mvestigation of the progress achieved in the 
reform of the educational system in China during the last three years ; presentation of practical 
suggestions as to ~e immediate actio~ to·l_>e taken as a ~ueJ t<? !hat reform; la:;tly, an 
exhaustive discussion on the three pomts ftxed by the Chmese Mmtstry of Education and 
stated in Dr. Rajchman's telegram of December 30th. 
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I. 

· · what progress had been achieved, the 
To enable me to ascer~am With greater. accu!acy d Dr Ra"chman thought-and they 

Chinese Minister of Education, ~- Wang-Shih-\hleh, t~y di~posll and the fact that it was 
were probably right-tha~, despite the sho!t hme a eat of the Chinese Government-i.e., 
necessary for me to remam as long as P?~Sibthle at t_he s university establishments of different 
Nanking-it would be useful ~or me to VISit .e.~anous Euro e travelling to Nanking. I 
degrees in the towns most easily reach~d by a VlsttC: fro~ f ~uring or after my stay at 
accor~ingly visited Ca!ltodn,f Shanghtal and kHsan1ch~d' a n~:~~r of very useful conversations 
Nanking, where I remame or over wo wee : d · d ed most im ortant 
with the directors and members of the teachmg staff. L~tlyl;; ' ~~ e th Vice ~inister 
of all-I had lengthy discussions with the Minister of N atioill I uc~ 10:' e t 

0
- dial and 

and the various departmental chiefs in the Ministry. From . receiv: t mos c r h" 
s m athetic welcome. The Minister, M. Wang-Shih-Chieh, m par IC!l ar, _gave m~ IS 
siro~gest and most enlightened support. The reader !leed only codnshult h:; artifcle,d~ubhf~~ 
on October 10th, 1933, in the China Press, to reahse the ~rea t. an pro un 1 Y o ~s 
views as to the needs of the reform of the educational systel!l m Chm3; ~{!'d ~he ~part that It 
must play in the national awakening of China and her share~~ 'Yorld ctv~sa~IOni Ed t" 

My conversations, however, were not confined to. the ~bmstry of ationa. uca u:~n. 
The problem of the reform of the educational system m Cht~a rests on ~conom1c and soc1al 
b I d d that was the reason for which the International Committee on Intellectual ases. n ee , d" 1 h d f 1 Co-operation chose myself for the mission in question. I a~cor mg Y a very use u conversa-
tions with the President of the Council, M. Wang-Ching-We1, to whose courtesy and understand
ing I would respectfully pay tribute, with the Ministe.rs of In~ustry and o! Roads and Com
munications and with the representatives of the vanous National Committees of the Bo:x:er 
Indemnity Funds. Thanks to these conversations and the ample doc~mentary matenal 
placed at my disposal, I was able to ascertain with some accuracy the pomt of development 
now reached by the Chinese public educational system and to take the measure of what has 
already been done. 

II. 

These achievements, while based on the experts' recommendations, were to .a certain 
extent already implicit in certa~n legislative acts, even before the recommendaho~s were _ 
framed-e.g., the Higher Education Act of .August 1929 and the Secondary Education Act 
of 1929, revised in 1932. This need cause no surprise for, ever since the establishment of the 
National Government at Nanking in 1927, the latter's policy in the matter of education had 
been guiding it in a direction which was confirmed by the experts' recommendations, framed_ in 
sucli terms as to give it sound reasons for thinking that it was on the right road and substantial 
encouragement for continuing its course. Moreover, the work of reform was greatly assisted 
by tlle information which the Chinese investigators brought back from their mission in Europe 
(1933). Although their general report is not yet quite complete, they have already offered 
the Minister the fruits of the experience which they acquired during their visit. 

I was able, during my brief stay, to note progress in the following points, of which I 
propose to give only a brief sketch here. I shall, however, be able to supply the Director of 
the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation with a collection of substantial 
statistical and other documents on the subject. 

I. As regards higher education, the work of simplifying and concentrating the univer
sities, strongly recommended by the experts, is making headway. Instead of fifteen national 
universities, there are now only thirteen ; instead of seventeen provincial universities, eight ; 
instead of twenty-seven private universities, twenty-i.e., forty-one universities, instead of 
fifty-nine. There are still, it is true, apart from the universities, five national colleges, eleven 
provincial colleges and twenty-one private colleges, making a total of thirty-seven. But, as 
will be realised, in the fact of established situations, the work of simplification and concentration 
cannot be completed in a day. In any case, from now onwards, all the universities still in 
being will have at least three faculties and the colleges at least two departments. The college 
departments are more specialised than the university faculties. For example, while a univer
sity may have a faculty of agriculture, a college will possess a department of sericulture, 
horticulture or forestry. While a university may have a faculty of science, a college will 
possess a department of electricity or optics. 

This justifies, in the Chinese Government's eyes, the existence of this type of specialised 
school, side by side with the universities, which offer a more general education. 

Anotller tendency that may be noted in the present transformation of the universities is 
the tendency to give a larger place to science. Henceforth it is an established rule tllat, in a 
univ~rsit~ with t_hree faculties, ~H~e at leas~ shall ~e a faculty of science-applied science 
(engmeenng), agnculture or medicme. An mcrease m the total and the relative numbers of 
science students is already apparent. In 1933, a decree was enacted providing that from that 
year, no university should admit a larger quota of students of law and of letters and ~rts than of 
pure and applied science, t~e latter includi~g agriculture and medicine. Lastly, steps have 
been t<?-ken to ensure that, ~n accordance With ~he e':'~erts' suggestions, professors of higher 
educatiOn shall not be occupied too many hours m official lecturing. They may not in future 
teach for more than six hours outside the university in which they hold their chairs, and the 
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s~ariest 0~ professors h?lding c~airs have accordingly been raised in order to give them an 
a equa e mcome, notWithstandmg this restriction. 
t' A~{egards examinations, I am obliged to state that despite the experts' recommenda-
lOn\1 ~?stem of "credit_s :· has been maintained in its entirety.! At the same time, its 
po~I· e. e ects.have been mitigated by a custom which is spreading in most of the universities 
~n .Is, .m particular, successfully applied in the University of Hangchow-namely the 
~nsbtubon _of. one ?r h'!'o prelimin~ years of general education, taken by all students. 'with 
he s~me. obJect m VIew, there 1s a tendency to raise the standard of the matriculation 

exammabon. 
We w_ou~d note, lastly,_ wi~ re~ard to higher education, a movement in keeping with the 

pr~sent pnnciple of the n~son"!s~ats_on or re-nationalisation of culture. The average number of 
Chmese stude~ts at the umversihes m the country was, during the last few years, about 34,000, 
that of the Chmese students abroad 5,000. The Government is anxious to reduce the number 
?f the lat~er a~~ to send abroad only students who have already completed an entire curriculum 
~n the U~Iversibes of ~he c01;ntr~ .. Such a reform would undoubtedly enhance the value of the 
mstrncbon that foreign umversibes can give to the Chinese students whom they admit and 
who woul~ thus all be capable of reaping the benefit thereof. The difficulty is that the majority 
of the Chmese stu~~nts who go and. live abroad do so at their own expense, but a decree has 
been enacted providing that passports shall only be issued to students who have first completed 
an adequate course of study in their own country. 

2. As regards secondary education, a very definite distinction is now made between 
secondary education proper, training colleges and technical or professional schools. Each of 
these categori~s has its fixed quota in the budget of secondary education-secondary education 
proper, a maximum of 40 per cent; training colleges, a maximum of 25 per cent· technical and 
profess!onal education, a minimum of 35 per cent. Thus the prospects of 'technical and 
profess10nal education, the development of which is so important for the future of China, 
appear to be fairly well assured. This question will be further dealt with later. 

The Experts' report emphasises the necessity of modernising the curricula of secondary 
education proper. Even before their report, the provisional curriculum of junior secondary 
schools and senior secondary schools promulgated in 1929 had been revised on the lines suggested. 
A new programme was drawn up in 1932. To-day it appears to be definitely established 
in a form (described in the appendix) which brings the new Chinese secondary education 
system more into line with the Western forms of secondary education. For subjects which 
consist of a national and a universal section (history, geography, etc.), the second is kept entirely 
for the senior classes (last three years); the first being divided between the latter and the 
junior classes (first three years). The number of school hours per week, which the experts con
sidered too high, has been reduced. The new curriculum will, however, only come into force 
gradually. A beginning was made two years ago with the first class of juniors, and the 
curriculum will be put into force for one new class each year. 

In the case of training colleges, efforts have been directed in the first place towards 
making them as independent" as possible of the secondary schools proper. Since, moreover, 
the training colleges turn out only two or three thousand teachers a year-barely sufficient to 
staff the new primary schools-the Government is endeavouring to improve the educational 
attainments of the teachers already on the staff of the existing schools, not all of whom have 
had time or money to complete their training. This is done either by means of summer 
courses at the university centres, or by means of books brought out by special committees, or, 
lastly, by correspondence. This last method, in particular, is employed in the regions of 
Canton, Shanghai and Fou-kien. 

3. I shall have comparatively little to say about primary education: except that the 
number of primary schools, and hence the accommodation for pupils, has been increased as 
rapidly as possible. The last year for which statistics are available is 1930, and these were 
communicated to the Commission of four experts, but it cannot be far out to say that the 
number of pupils in the primary schools to-day exceeds 12 millions. Of course that is still a 
very small proportion out of a population of more than 400 millions, and for many years to 
come adult education covering the rudiments of knowledge will need to be developed in order 
that the very large number of persons who had no opportunity of obtaining primary education 
in_ childhood may have an opportunity of acquiring a minimum of culture now that they are 
grown up. 

4· I am therefore particularly happy to record the definite progress in adult education or, 
as it is called in China, mass education. In 1928, the adult education schools had 700,000 
pupils; in 1929, :r,ooo,ooo ; in I930, :r,roo,ooo ; and i~ 1931,. :r,2oo,ooo. The Ministry of 
National Education informed me that, at the present tlme, this number exceeds 4,0oo,ooo, 
while the number of schools is roughly 40,000. It is the desire of the Ministry of Education 
that every district should be provided with a school for adults as soon as possible. The 
funds have been supplied, in the case of those already in existence, and will be supplied, in the 
case of those not yet established, partly by the district administrations, partly by their 
political offices and partly by private associa!ions, such as, for instance, the Chambe!s of 
Commerce and in the near future, the trade umons. In all the new adult schools established 
during recent years, the aims are strictly limited, the two fundamental objects being to give 
the pupils a minimum of civic instrnction and to teach them to read newspapers, posters and 

• It has, however, been abolished in secondary schools. 
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sim le books without difficulty. These two aims are pursu~~ simulta~eously, be&i~ners 
beiJg taught to read out of books which contain the precepts of ClVlC education. T~e Mn~1~try 
of National Education considers that 200 hours' instruction sp_r~ad ov;h !o~r ~on:~s 1~ s£fNclenJ 
to attain the desired result in the case of persons of average ~b1h!Y· _1s ~~~rue 10!j 1s 0 owe. 
by a second course lasting six months, the object of w~1ch 1~ to g1ve e _pup! s e<:onomlc 
instruction bearing upon their occupation. During this pe~10d, the readm~ ~xerclses are 
taken regularly from short manuals setting forth or ex~ounding t_he three I?rmclple~ of Sun 
Yat Sen, or, in rural districts, from reading matter relatmg to agr~cultural hfe and, m urban 
districts, from matter dealing with social life. I have s~nt a coll~ctlon of these manuals to the 
International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation for 1ts c?llectlon o! reco~ds. 

The Ministry of National Education is also en~eavourmg to .tram soc1~ workers fo~ the 
adult education centres, to teach the pupils the rud1ment~ of hyg1ene_. the nght use of le1sure 
and the details of their trade. These education centres m1ght, ~ co~s1der, beco.me the nucl~us 
of the future district vocational schools, the establishment of wh1ch 1s proposed m t~e followmg 

chapter. . h ld . 1 d d t t Lastly, each centre includes, or, the Government cons1ders, .s ou me u .e. a epar men 
of popular education. I visited the newest of these centres, wh1ch had only JU~t been opened, 
in the large city of Canton. It is devoted almost e~tirely to present-day reqmrement~ ?r the 
needs of the future. While I found a few rooms wh1ch were devoted to a clever expos1~10n of 
Chinese history, the vital feature consists of the rooms devoted to health, the care of ch1ldren, 
the national economic system and social life. 

III. 

Such, then, is the stage of development which I found Chinese ediication to h;;tve reached. 
The Minister of Education was good enough to ask me whether I had any suggestion to make 
as to the immediate steps which might be taken in the next few years, and I ventured to propose 
the following measures : 

x. In the case of higher education, I considered that, in the faculties of pure or applied 
science, the greatest attention should be paid to the development of the research spirit. among !he 
best students, who should not rest content with the general culture and method1cal mstruchon 
given in the colleges or specialised institutes .. The research spirit, however, can only be 
developed if the necessary equipment is available. A laboratory of general culture, intended 
chiefly for educational purposes, such as the majority of faculties and departments of advanced 
scientific training in China already possess, and a laboratory equipped for individual research 
work by scientists working out their own discoveries are also essential. In dealing with a 
country as extensive and as densely populated as China, where the complete centralisation of 
intellectual research is obviously impossible, I considered it expedient to suggest to the Chinese 
Government that a fairly large number of intellectual centres should, in the future, be esta
blished in carefully selected localities. Such centres are already to be found at certain places, 
such as Shanghai, Peiping, Nanking, thanks to the efforts of the Academia Sinica. 

2. In the case of secondary education, I laid special stress on the desirability of developing 
technical education based on the definite requirements of the new China. I should like to deal 
at some length with this point. 

It is obvious to any economic expert that agriculture, which forms the foundation of 
Chinese national life, will probably continue to do so, if not for always, at least for a very long 
time to come. To-day the Chinese farmer can hardly get enough food for himself out of the 
soil he cultivates-if he can even get that. In any case, even in the most favourable 
circumstances, he has a very small surplus to sell. This is the cause of the deplorable state 
of Chinese agriculture in general. If it is desired to increase his selling margin and also to 
assure him of some degree of prosperity, the first thing to be done is surely to increase the yield 
of the soil. For this purpose, agricultural training is necessary. At present it exists only here 
and there. Consequently, the first technical and vocational schools to be established should 
be agricultural schools. They should be small in size and limited in scope, but very numerous, 
the curriculum being confined to elementary instruction. In this connection I would point out 
th,at a certain number o! school~ of seric?lture already exist and h?-ve produced good results. 

· )Nevertheless, notw1thstandmg the 1mmense area of land sUitable for cultivation the 
Chinese agricultural population is so dense and many of the properties or farms so small'tllat, 
even with a~? improvement and intensification of land cultivation, it is by no means certain 
that_pros~enty can be assured to the Chin~se farmer. It would be a good thing if, in addition 
to hlS agncultural work, he could engage m some subsidiary industry during the intervals of 
leisur~ which field v.:m:k always inv<?lves. In former days a large number of the poorer classes 
of Ch!nese made a hvmg out of artisan trades. A weaving-loom in his own home, silk-worm 
breeding_ on a small scale, a few bobbins for spinning or throwing the costliest of the textiles, a 
small chma, pot!ery or lacquer. 'Yorkshop are a f~w of t.he means by which the farmer might 
make extra proftt. Others, ansm~ out of th~ dtscovenes of modern industry, can be added. 
to-day-the manufacture of electnc lamps, Wireless apparatus etc. It would be worth while 
therefor~ to revive the traditional industries in the rural dist~icts of China and to introduce 
moder_n ~ndustries. which can be ~arried on in small workshops. This can only be done by 
estabhshmg techmcal schools, whtch should also be small in size and of limited scope like the 
schools of agriculture, their object being to train the peasants. ' 
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schoJ~a t~~uf~esaltion idn~olved ~y these first two categories of technical and professional 
ru al d grt_ ur an mdustnal, or more exactly schools for arts and crafts-is that of r e uca Ion. 

-.~.0 far as the important export industry is concerned it would seem that save in large 
~ari Ime, ce;~~tr~s, such as Shanghai, or in certain large to~s situated on navigable rivers, it 
;s u~~co~m~~-either to provide for such schools or to desire their development in China, at ;m m . e ma of to-day and to-morrow. For a long time to come, China's main market 

f c~>nsist of h~r enormous home market. Apart from agriculture and the small industries 
0 hlhich I have Just spoken, the only important industries for the working-up of raw materials 
w ch ma:y be contemplated or recommended in China are those connected with silk and cotton 
wares, which ~a:y also be ca.I!i~d on in workshops, provided that the necessary power is supplied 
b~ tJ;te transmission of electncit~. To these I should add the mining and quarrying industries, 
P rbcularly _those conl!-ected With coal and iron-ore. Further, there is the great transport 
system, pa~bcll:larly railways. The railway system in China is still inadequate, but it is to be 
hoped tha~ It will shortl:y be completed. 'In the case of the textile industry, mines and railways, 
the creation of techmcal schools, both district and national, may be considered and 
recommended. . 

I may sum up my proposals concerning the development of technical training as follows : 

(a) Railwa~ schools for training technical experts, engineers, engine-drivers, etc. ; 
(b) A certain number of schools of mines; 
(c) A certain number of schools of spinning and weaving; 
(d) A few schools, not many, of metallurgy; 
(e) A very large number of local schools specialising in spinning, weaving and " small 

crafts" · , 
. (f) A large number of local technical schools, particularly in various branches of 

agricultural production (husbandry, horticulture, silkworm breeding, forestry, etc.). 

3- In primary education it has already been noted that the Chinese Ministry of Education 
atta?hes, with entire justification, the highest importance to the post-graduate training of 
servmg schoolteachers whose knowledge and methods call for improvement. In my opinion, 
too much cannot be done to press on with and render general such training. 

The summer· schools set up in some districts around certain universities should be 
increased in number, and it would be desirable to invent suitable machinery for ensuring them 
the collaboration, not only of the universities, but also of the provincial or local authorities 
concerned with education. 

I have even wondered. {and my idea was not rejected by the Ministry of Education) 
whether, as wireless develops and reaches even the most remote villages, it would not be well 
to organise the broadcasting of evening lectures by distinguished educationists belonging to 
various university centres throughout all the districts surrounding the university. 

4· In the sphere of social education I believe that the Chinese Government is right in 
trying to develop and multiply community centres which shall be living cells for the spread 
of education : club rooms, theatre halls and lecture rooms, social museums directed rather to 
the future than to the past and giving the people, along with some knowledge of Chinese history 
and art, all the necessary information on hygiene (personal, family and domestic) and some 
knowledge of the products, present or potential, of China. The competent departments of the 
Ministry told me that they hoped some day to see at least one centre of this kind in every 
district in China. I consider that, the more quickly this work is accomplished, the more 
effective will be the whole work of education in China-that is, the education to be imparted 
to adults as well as to the young. 

5- Finally, among the tasks to be performed immediately, there is one which in my opinion 
is essential : the establishment or development of a sistem, of inspection in schools of every 
grade, more especially the secondary and primary schools. In all countries in which education 
has reached a high level, experience has shown that, without an efficient body of inspectors, the 
greater part of the work done is in vain. . 

What is meant by an efficient body of inspectors? First of all, no doubt, men possessing 
the necessary qualifications, and not purely academic qualifications, but also those of practical 
experience and character-for instance, the power of commanding respect, discrimination, 
etc. It also implies a sufficient number of inspectors, each having wide experience 3;nd 
specialising in this or that technical branch of education, letters, science, the arts, engineermg 
and mechanics, etc. Above all, in a country where the corps of teachers is still being formed 
and where local conditions differ widely owing to the immensity of the territory, we need 
inspectors who understand that their-task is not confined to inspecting and passing judgment 
on premises and persons, but is first and foremost to give teachers the guidance of practica~ 
advice, and for that purpose talk over with them the difficulties, either general or local, with 
which they may meet in performing their duties and the adjustments necessitated by local 
conditions in both the curriculum and the general principles of Chinese education. 

The development of research institutions, the general spread of technical training, the 
future training of serving primary-school teachers, the increase in the number of community 
centres, the training of a corps of inspectors--these are, in my opinion, the IJlOSt urgent tasks 
in an immense programme which can only be carried out by stages. It is for the Chin~se 
Government to judge according to the means at its disposal whether to undertake the entire 
programme all at once and throughout the whole territory, or whether to carry it out by 
stages, restricting its efforts at first to a few provinces. My opinion-and, I am sure, the 
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· · · d resent circumstances, any limited 
Government agrees Wit~ me-Is ~hat, m any case un .er lo the cause of national education 
reform thoroughly earned out ~Ill ~en~~r better serv(~ce a barbarous but expressive term 
than the undertaking of a " totahtanan rrogramme 0 use a be found wanting 
at present in fashion) for the completion o which the necessary means m. Y d . th f" t. 

· · " 1 " (f ar or ten-year) It shoul m e Irs 
If Chinese education lS to ha_ve Its. Pan Ive-ye ied out' would be tabulated in 

place take the form of a sch~du~e m.whic~ the reforms to be ca:~rried out in order of facility. 
order of urgency and the distncts. m ~hich thdeyb werte .tot beffect without delay and continued 
Once the schedule has been determmed, It shoul e pu m o e 
without interruption. 

IV. 

In addition to a general examination of the present state of ed?cational re~r:;a~l~~~ 
instructions to study two special points while in Ch!na : (r) whe.ther I! woul~ be 

0 
~r anisin 

establish permanent liaison with the Ministry of National Edu~abon, WI~~ a view~ s !cialise~ 
at some future date missions of European experts to work m ~e Mmistry_ an P . 
missions of Chinese experts to Europe; (2) the_best m~thod o_f ensunng that Chmese students m 
foreign universities might obtain the full benefit of their studies. 

r I agreed with the Ministry of National Education that, for the present at any rate, no 
furth~r missions for the purposes of general study such as t~at sent by th_e League three years 
ago were necessary. Doubtless, were an opportunity to anse for the Chi~ese Go_vernment to 
benefit by the advice of a distinguished international authority, well acquamted Wit~Jhe neers 
of China and able to remain in the country for several years, the Gover~ment wou warm_y 
welcome such assistance. This would, of course, be. a purely . excep~10nal matter. ~ t Is, 
however, possible that, in carrying out the systematic ref~rms ~oyv m hand, the ~hmese 
Government may, under certain circumstances a~d for certam def~mte purposes, reqmre the 
help of technical specialists. It is therefore desirable that to. t):us end per!llanent cont~ct 
should be maintained by a sort of liaison officer between the Mimstry of National EducatiOn 
and the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation of the League. 

The same conclusion was reached with regard to limited missions of. Chinese experts t.o 
Europe. For instance, as regards the reforms referred to ~n the pre~edmg chap~er ?f t~us 
report as being in my opinion the most urgent-more specialised techmcal sc~ools, msbtubon 
of a more general system of school inspection with a more numerous corp~ of ms:pectors, e~c.
the Chinese Government may one day find it useful to send a few experts. m particular subjects 
to certain European or American countries to learn the methods by w_h~ch such re~o~ms .~ere 
achieved in these countries. Here, also, the existence of a permanent haison agent IS JUStified. 

2. As regards the means of rendering the stay of Chinese students in foreign universities 
more profitable, I have reached the following conclusions. 

The Ministry of National Education is particularly anxious that, on their return to China, 
these students should not only possess a diplom<> in science, arts or law, certifying a general 
education, but should also be equipped for the practice of a definite profession. This can only 
come about on two conditions : first, before leaving for the West, or at any rate during their 
stay there, they must ascertain in what professions they will have the best prospect of obtaining 
employment on their return to China; secondly, during their stay in Europe, they must find 
means of acquiring, not only a knowledge of the subject they have chosen, but also adequate 
training for entering the career which they will take up on their return. For these reasons 
I agreed with the Ministry of National Education in suggesting that the Chinese Government 
should create a twofold organisation w~th the objects (r) of enabling graduates who"have acquired 
a degree in the different categories of intellectual work to find, on their return from abroad,· 
easier access to careers and posts in which they can best serve the nation, and (2) of supplying 
the central and provincial administrations and the public or private organisations and 
enterprises in the country with the qualified technicians they need. The idea, in brief, is to 
create a sort of intellectual and technical employment bureau. 

This bureau would, in the first place, have a permanent office in China in the Ministry of 
National Education. The office would institute an enquiry in a few Chinese provinces, the 
number of which might be subsequently increased so as to cover the entire territory, as to the 
immediate or prospective requirements of these provinces in the different classes of intellectual · 
worker-i.e., administrators, officials, technical workers, teachers of special subjects, the liberal 
professions. This enquiry would be made with the help of any private or public organisations 
or institutio~s able to furnish useful information. I~ would relate, not only to the number of 
post~ to be fllled 3:nd the general cat~&ory_ of profes~10n under which they fall, but also to the 
particular professiOn and the qua!Ihcabons requued of the candidates in view of the 
technical conditions of the profession and the regional, social and other circumstances of the 
locality in which the profession is to be c~rried on. Such an enquiry would enable the office, 
to draw up a complete, exact and detalled table of the various posts to be filled in each 
province, either immediately or in the near future. The table would have to be constantly 
kept up to date by regular correspondence with the various organisations and institutions 
which had helped to prepare it. 

Secondly, the Nanking office would have to seek out in China itself first of all those of 
the available intellectual workers who were capable of occupying some of the posts in the table. 
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The organi~a~ioll: wo~d therefore be a kind of national labour exchange for intellectual 
work~rs r~siding m their own _c<;>untry and available for service. But it may be held for certain 
that, m _vi~W o~ the opporturutles of employment that may be anticipated in the coming years 
for sp~ciallSed mtellectual workers, the labour market in this category will be insufficient for a 
long tm~e to come bot~ as regards quantity and especially as regards quality. The remaining 
posts will have to be filled from among students residing abroad. This will be the task of the 
second ~epartment in the proposed Bureau. 
. This second department would consist of another office, subordinate to the first but 

situated _at Geneva. It would be in permanent contact with the League Secretariat, the 
Intern~t10nal Labour Office and the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation. 
Its.~am _work would be to help in the general guidance and training of a contingent of students 
residmg m Europe so that, on their return, they might occupy some of the posts in the table 
kept by the Nanking office. For this purpose it would keep in close touch with the latter, so 
that. the table. of requirements might be kept constantly up to date. It would also be 
contmually in touch with the institutions in the different European countries which concern 
themselves with Chinese students, notify to them the professions in which such students had 
prospects of finding occupation on their return and obtain from them particulars of any students 
who desired or were qualified to practise one or other of these professions. Once this infor
mation had been obtained, the Geneva office, if necessary with the help of the League 
Organisations-in particular, the International Labour Office and the International Institute 
of Intellectual Co-operation-would provide these students, either in the country where they 
were studying or in other European countries, with opportunities (courses in specialised 
institutes, practical work as probationers in administrations or enterprises) of acquiring the 
technical knowledge and practice which would enable them to make good in their profession. 
Lastly, the Geneva office would have to organise machinery to enable it to verify and guarantee 
to the Nanking office the technical efficiency of candidates before their return to China. 

I agree with the Ministry of National Education that this scheme should be put into effect. 
The Minister of Education laid a proposal for its creation before the National Economic 
Council. This proposal was adopted on March 26th, I934. and a credit was budgeted for to 
enable the two offices at Nanking and Geneva to begin work without delay. Certain 
arrangements have been under consideration for extending the work of the Bureau to the 
United States, whose universities also receive many Chinese students. 

Such are the results of the limited mission which I was asked to undertake. I venture 
to hope that, thanks to the warm and enlightened welcome I received fr?m .the Chinese 
Government, to whom I must express my deepest thanks, such modest orgamsat10ns as ~ay 
result therefrom will be of service both to the Chinese nation and to the work of co-operation 
instituted between Chh1a and the League of Nations. 

WEEKLY TIME-TABLE FOR THE "JUNIOR" CLASSES OF SCHOOLS OF MEDIUM INSTRUCTION. 

Hours per week 

Subjects 
First year I Second ye11r I Third year 

Second First Second First 

I 
Second Total First 

term term term term term term 

Civic instruction .. . . .. 2 2 2 2 I I 10 
Physical culture .. . . . . 3 3 3 3 3 3 IS 
Health I I I I I I 6 .. . . .. .. .. 
Chinese language . . . . .. 6 6 6 6 6 6 36 
English language . . . . .. 5 5 5 5 5 5 30 
Mathematics . . 4 4 5 5 5 5 28 . . .. . . 
Physical and Natural Sciences : 

Botany .. . . .. . . . . 2 2 4 
Geology .. . . . . .. . . 2 2 4 
Chemistry . . . . .. . . 4 3 7 
Physics .. . . . . . . . . 4 3 7 

History 2 2 2 2 2 2 I2 . . . . . . . . .. 
Geography 2 z 2 2 z 2 I2 .. . . . . .. 
Manual work 2 z 2 z 4 4 I6 . . . . . . .. 
Drawing z z 2 2 I I IO . . .. . . . . .. 

8 Music .. z 2 I I I I . . . . . . . . . . ---
Total hours of instruction .. 35 35 35 34 35 34 

----
Hours of personal w<;>rk at school I3 I3 I3 I4 I3 I4 
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" SENIOR " CLASSES OF SCHOOLS OF MEDIUM INSTRUCTION. 
\VEEKLY TIME-TABLE FOR THE 

Hours per week 

First year I Second year I Third year 
Subjects 

I I I I 
Second Total 

First 

I 
Second First Second First 

term term term term term 
term 

2 2 2 2 2 I2 
Civic instruction .. .. . . 2 2 I2 
Physical culture 2 2 2 2 2 . . .. . . 2 
Health .. .. . . 2 . . . . I2 
Military training .. .. . . 3 3 3 3 
Chinese language 5 5 5 5 5 5 30 .. .. . . 

5 5 30 
English language 5 5 5 5 .. . . .. 2 20 

4 3 3 4 Mathematics . . .. . . .. 4 IO 
Biology . . .. . . . . .. 5 5 I3 
Chemistry .. 7 6 .. . . .. . . 

6 6 I2 
Physics . . . . . . . . .. 8 

4 2 '2 Chinese history .. . . .. . . 
2' 6 

Foreign history .. 2 2 . . . . .. 6 
Chinese geography 2 2 2 . . . . .. 6 Geography of foreign countries 2 2 2 

2 2 
Logic .. . . . . . . . . . . 

2 IO 
Drawing I I 2 2 2 . . . . . . .. .. 

6 
Music .. I I I I I I . . . . . . . . . . 

---- ---
Total hours of instruction .. 34 34 34 33 3I 3I 

---- -------
Hours of personal work at school 26 26 26 27 29 29 

Appendix 4. 

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE. 

REPORT BY THE DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE ON THE RESULTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
CONGRESS OF EDUCATIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHY, HELD AT 

ROME IN APRIL I934· 

The International Congress, which was the culmination of the first five years' work of the 
International Educational Cinematographic Institute, has made it possible to take stock, 
as it were, of the results achieved in the various departments of intellectual and social life 
where the cinema can be usefully employed. 

On many questions the feeling of the Rome Congress was unanimous; it was realised that 
it only remained to act, without dwelling further on points of detail or method, for which 
experience would speedily furnish a solution. 

This is true in general of the educational cinematography, whether used in the school 
itself and in schools of all grades, or in educational and extra-educat_ional agencies. It is 
also true of the social propaganda cinema in all its aspects and applications :health and social 
prophylaxis, prevention of accidents, welfare, rural depopulation, etc. 

The path is now open in these departments for initiative and achievement. While the 
Institute can and should direct and encourage such initiative, indicate why some enterprises 
succeed and others fail, I venture to assert that it has already done its duty in this respect and 
should, in the future, concentrate mainly on other problems. In attacking these extremely 
complicated and highly important problems, the Institute must more than ever have the support 
of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation and work hand in hand with the Paris Institute. 
In this connection I must emphasise the valuable assistance which the Institute of Intellectual 
Co-operation gave the Cinematographic Institute at the Rome Congress. 

The international problems raised by the use of the cinema, whether it be intellectual 
1'approchement, mutual understanding among nations, the raising of the intellectual, artistic and 
moral standard of production and therefore of the public, have been discussed and put in their 
proper focus at the Rome Congress. In general, they appear in the recommendations of the Second 
Commission of the Second Section (Popular Education), more especially those regarding strict 
objectivity even in documentary films, the objectivity, respect and tolerance to be shown for 
religious beliefs and philosophical opinions, the use of the cinematograph for recording and 
disseminating popular arts and international news and events. There is also the decision in 
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the records of this Commissi t k h I · · · · I" . f . on o as t e · nshtute and 1ts Techmcal Commtttee to study the 
Sappt~cabon ° Ji~e cmema to research ,work on folk-lore · further the resolution 'of the Third 

ec ton regar g the problems ra· d b th · • •. · 1 . . tal"t" d lse Y e cmematograph m connection wtth dtfferent 
~en 1t tes anh cultures, and, lastly, the general resolution on the international function of the 
cmema ograp . 

Th ~ d~_tn~t. P~0Pc;>se to analy;se the~ recommendations and resolutions point by point. 
I eill ns 1 ~ e s . emew and the mternabonal Press have already given them wide publicity 

w mere Y pomt out. that ~hey are the outcome, but not the final outcome, of extremely 
vfu~ble contacts and discusstons, that they can be regarded as the highly satisfactory results 
o a o~gress, but that t~ese results would be negligible unless concerted efforts are made, by 
thebbodtes ~apable of ~omg so, to put them into effect. A mere glance at the more urgent 
pro lems will prove this : 

I. Intellectual Rapprochement. 

. As a result of the anxiety of producers to curry favour with all sections of the public, the 
cmem~togra~h does not usll;allY exercise a disintegrating influence, and may even be regarded 
as ~avt!lg a kmd of moderatmg effect on religious or philosophic belief. From the social stand
~omt, 1t h~ already helped to some degree to bring the various classes closer together as the 
ftlm submtts them to the same emotions and reactions. 

It must, howe~er, be admitted that the fusion thus produced by the cinematograph is 
effected on the basts of the rather indifferent and uncertain quality of almost all the films 
produced for general consumption. We may, however, justifiably expect something greater 
a!ld better, for several films which have been highly successful recently prove that the 
cmematograph can handle artistically and vigorously problems of great social significance. 
. Far be it from me to minimise the value of the sentimental rapprochement which the 
cme~atograph has already effected, but human compassion is not sufficient to create a lasting 
and mseparable bond between the various classes of society. The feeling of class solidarity 
requires something more substantial for its nurture and development. It needs to be 
repeatedly shown the reasons for and the advantages of this solidarity, for no sound structure 
can be erected if the interests involved are not thoroughly understood. Can the cinematograph 
furnish these proofs and by doing so introduce more common sense and justice into social 
relationships ? If it did, it would make a more positive and effective contribution than 
hitherto to the intellectual rapprochement which is an essential condition of social harmony and 
solidarity. 

This, however, is only one-as it were, the national-aspect of the problem. Its 
international aspect is infinitely more complicated and delicate. Here we come to the role 
which the cinematograph can play in : 

2. International Rapprochement. 

This· question has been fully dealt with in the statement made by the Director of the 
Institute of Intellectual Co-operation and in several reports submitted to the Rome Congress. 

Here, again, it is to be observed that, in general, producers, in their anxiety to ensure the 
widest international circulation for their films, try nowadays to avoid everything that might 
wound the legitimate susceptibilities of the various national publics. American producers go 
even further : before a film the subject of which is drawn from the life of other countries is 
exported, it is inspected by an authorised representative of the country concerned. This 
procedure establishes a rule which should not only be universally adopted, but should even be 
given wider application. It is not enough that a film likely to offend a certain country should 
be altered only in the version intended for that country, while the original version circulates 
in all other countries. This has occurred, and we have not yet heard the last of the amply 
justified protests and diplomatic representations which were made. 

Experience, furthermore, has proved that it is almost always a very difficult problem to 
make films based on the life or literary production of other countries. In most cases the 
psychology is wrong, if not the documentary and historical facts. 

The problem of historical truth, a thorny problem even when the historical points concern 
the country of production only or a single other country, become even more thorny when the 
episodes refer to two or more countries simultaneously. In such cases, mere objectivity is not 
enough from the standpoint of international rapprochement. The need is for what might be 
called " benevolent objectivity "; and my remarks should not apply to artistic films onl~ but 
also, and mainly, to films intended to give a brief explanation of a current internatiOnal 
problem. · 

On the subject of cinematograph production generally, most of the reports made to the 
Rome Congress adopted the conclusion that the films of general interest which make the most 
effective contribution to international rapprochement are not those which, in the producer's 
opinion, square best with a commercial rule for international diffusion, but rather films dealing 
with the daily life of the country of production in the form of conscientious and bold studies of 
national customs, artistically conceived. In point of fact, the cross-sections ~f life and the 
specimens of humanity displayed in these films are really ca~culated to co~vmce 1;1s of the 
essentially uniform sentiments which animate or agitate people m the most vaned envtronment 
and are consequently likely to convince us that frontiers a_nd oceans do _not separate ~s as much 
as we usually think. If extensively produced, these fllms would, m a word, gtve us the 
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mentality of people who have travelled far and wide, stayed in various countries and for~ed 
connections and friendships with people in thos~ countr~es. I nee~ hardly stress the moderatmg 
effect which such a mentality would have on mternabonal relations. 

A purely sentimental rapprochement is, however, just as i!ladequa!e in the international 
as in the social scale. Something more concrete is neede~. wh1ch the cm~matograph can and 
should give us, in view of its immense .power of expansiOn. and persuasiOn.. In what form 
will it give it? None, it seems to me, would be more appropnate than that of· 

3. Films of a Topical and Documentary Character. 

By topical I mean something less trite than the news reels to which we are accustomed 
in almost all countries. We should like to see news reels better composed and, abov.e al~, 
more suggestive. I should like to apply to news films the words wh1ch M. B,?nl?'et, ~~ h1s 
report to the Rome Congress, used of cinematography. g~nerally : Th~y s~ou~d d1ss~mmate 
useful information, widen the public's field of appreciation, supply 1t With Information and 
the means of forming an opinion on life generally ". 

The Cinematographic Institute proposes, as requested by the Ro~e Congress, to examine 
the possibility of creating an international" cinema journal" on the_lmes sugg~sted .. ~t f~ly 
realises the difficulties involved. They will be not so much economic or techn~cal dl~flculhes 
as the difficulties inherent in the distances involved and, therefore, the speed w1th wh1ch news 
reels can be produced and circulated. In any case, should these difficulties prove insuperable, 
there would always be the advantage of promoting and developing, in the interl?'ational sense, 
a new departure in production which is proving very successful in sever~ countnes. I re~er to 
those films which, in a space of three or four minutes, show an interestmg aspect of the hfe of 
a people, illustrate a new invention or discovery, a big public undertaking, or, by resorting, if 
necessary, to the animated cartoon, exhibits soine actual incident in international economic 
or political life. In the case of such films, which are in an intermediate class between news reels 
and documentary films, the "speed" factor, too, undoubtedly plays an important part, but not 
to the same degree as in the case of news reels properly so called. Furthermore, as regards the 
latter, certain proposals were made to the Rome Congress, more particularly by Mme. Germaine 
Dulac, to give film reporters the same privileges as newspaper reporters, and, therefore, to 
exempt film news reels from Customs dues. If film reporting is regarded as news, one might 
go even farther. Just as Press telegrams and telephones are transmitted in all countries at 
very reduced rates, similar reductions might be envisaged for the international transport of 
news reels. There would be no objection to the country of departure making the grant of this 
tariff reduction subject, for administrative reasons, to the inspection and stamping of the reels 
authorised. Similarly, the country of destination would not lose its right of inspection and 
veto, though it is to be hoped that this right would be exercised in moderation, for it is absurd 
to imagine that a purely documentary film, if produced in a spirit of absolute objectivity, could 
have undesirable consequences. Even when the incidents· illustrated are disagreeable -
disagreeable, that is, from our point of view-news reels have none the less the merit of being 
indisputably authentic information and of helping us therefore to draw the proper inferences 
from a more or less dangerous situation. 

Furt~ermor~ •. there are .countless fields in w~icl~ national activity takes the form of 
c?nstrucbve pac~hc undertakmgs of general or special mterest which can form the subject of 
cmematograph f1lms calculated to make people understand that, outside the clamant demands 
of international politics, there is an immense field in which life is the same for all a field in which 
everything cond~ces to ma~e ~e!l co-operate iJ?- a common ideal of work and ~f social activity 
for the preservation of the mdiv!dual, the fam1ly, the nation and therefore the international 
con;tm~nity. A '":ider ~£fusion of such films might have the' effect of' dissipating many 
preJudices and of mducmg the countless audiences which fill cinemas throughout the world 
to know one another better. 

I say nothing of the lofty emulation which knowledge of the contributions made by each 
nation to human progress may inspire. 

. In a wor~, the a.im shoul~ J;le to pr?duce l?ng or short news reels and documentary films, 
m ~onstant~y mcreasmg quanh!Ies and 1mprovmg quality, which will serve as a real exchange 
of ~n!~rm~hon bet~een the var.wus countnes and lead them to realise their interdependence in 
a CIV!hsahon to wh1ch all contnbute and from which all benefit. 

The cinematograph. can sh~w us this !1-nd much else, too, which should induce the nations 
to take 3: more broa.dmmded v1ew of their mutual relations. It must however be given the 
opportumty. The " Isolation reaction " to certain intellectual productio'ns is one ~f the hardest 
?obstacles to ~,vercome. Doubtless, the proper ~ay is not to deliver a frontal attack but to 

wear ?own the obstac~e! to get those responsible for the future of the nations to accept, to 
s!art With, a common mlJ?-lmum. of informa!i~n, propaganda and pacific action through the 
cmeJ?la and, .by gradually mcreasmg. these ~mmm3:, slowly induce Governments and peoples to 
eradicate quietly the causes underlymg the1r genume misunderstandings and disagreements. 

P~rvasive though it may b~ in itself, it is. hard for intellectual activity to penetrate the 
watertight compartments of. mistrust J;lY wh.lch conflicting interests surround themselves. 
The chosen few who succeed m overcommg th1s mistrust are almost the only people who can, 
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, af~ 7ho kr;towal how to, savour the· delicate, refined productions of the international mind and 
~h 1!1 ~r~~~~o~ art. They s;hould,- however-and they do undoubtedly-feel bound to share 
It eir ~de ec ual pleas.ures With the m~es. Can the cinematograph fully achieve this aim? 

wo . perh3:ps be nsky to say_ t;hat 1t could, but undoubtedly the cinematograph, which is 
an essentially popular form of art, 1s an admirable and incomparable means of : 

5· Improving the Mind and refi~ing the Taste of the Masses. 

· Is it true, ther~fore, as som,e people argued at the Rome Congress and elsewhere, that we 
~ust start _by teaching the pubhc to ~ppreciate intellectual and artistic work before we give it 
films of a highe! standard of taste and mt_elligence. The. reply might be to ask another question : 
In tJ:;Le past th1~ty-odd years, has the cmematograph Improved the public's taste or has the 
pubhc forced film prod?cers to raise their standards? Beyond doubt, there has been an 
Imi?rovement on both. Sl~es, ~nd I am equally convinced that this twofold result is due to 
rec1proc~l efforts. Th1s Is a highly reassuring conclusion, for there is no reason to believe that 
the pubhc and the pr?~~cers wil! stop inciting one another in turn to greater achievements. 

Ur;tdoubtedly, cnt~clsm, which has reasserted itself since intellectuals began to appear on 
both s~des of the _barner-3:mong producers and among audiences-is justified in pillorying 
~orne film production~. Wnters of good standing do not think they are demeaning themselves 
m ~ny way _by apply~ng the_ir analytical mind to film criticism ; famous dramatists agree to 
write scenan?s; genume artists of extremely wide general culture succumb to the fascination 
of the mov1e theatre. Producers themselves are no longer as they once were film 
" m:mufacturers " merely ; some of them are no whit less intellectual than the great pubiishers 
of literary works or the directors of big theatres. In addition, films characterised by an 
undoubtedly high level of thought, wit and artistic feeling remain on the screen for weeks and 
even months, attracting almost the entire population of a large city. 

And yet that is not enough ; we demand more from the cinematograph than we do from 
the other arts, particularly literature and the drama. Is it necessary to repeat the reasons 
underlying-! am almost tempted to say, justifying-such claims in respect of the 
cinematograph? They are the same reasons as those advanced to explain why producers 
cannot give us masterpieces only. If, to absolve the cinema, we are told that, films being a 
manufactured article which have to be constantly renewed in order to supply tens of thousands 
of theatres attended by tens of millions of spectators, it is impossible for producers to give us 
nothing but .masterpieces, we can reply that this is not the point. Just because a good or a 
bad film is seen in a few months by millions and millions of spectators-which is not the case 
with a book or a theatrical production-we should like to see less films produced where 
sumptuous staging-when it is sumptuous-Jails to conceal a sorry lack of ideas. 

And what is the remedy?. Are we to have fewer films, fewer cinemas, more specialised 
theatres, repertory cinemas, new methods of production and distribution ? These are all 
problems that cannot be solved offhand and which the Institute will refer with many others to 
its Advisory and Technical Co~mittee for consideration. . . . . . 

But the cinematograph ra1ses many other problems m Its contacts w1th mtellectual hfe. 
The relations between the cinematograph and the theatre, between cinematograph and 
literature, the debts they owe to, and the influence that they exercise on, one another-these 
raise manifold and various problems with ramifications e_ven in other fields-in ~he legal sl?here, 
for instance-problems which it would be hard to defme by merely expressmg a few 1deas. 
They need to be even more thoroughly studied, since on them the future of the cinematograph 
largely depends. And that leads me, in conclusion, to recall the words written not long ago by 
M. Gaston Rageot : " On the direction given to the cinematograph will depend the intellectual 
future of a nation and its influence in the world ". 
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. !hou&h present circums~3;nces call for r~doubled efforts to make intellectual co-operation 
a hvi~g.thing and to rally spn;tual forces to Its support, it must be admitted that they add to 
the difficulty and urgency of Its task. The work of international collaboration in the sphere 
of thou.ght h~. to be .develop~d at a time when, in the political sphere, spiritual life is menaced 
by the mstabiiity of mt.ernahonal relations, by the consequent hesitations and anxieties and by 
the h~zards of produ?hon and the crises through which the economic system is passing. The 
practical upshot of this state of affairs is a succession of difficulties, and sometimes of suffering. 
From the materi.al stan~point, uncertainty as to the future is the lot of some portions of the 
younger generation of mtellectuals almost everywhere. For those in charge of education, 
adoles~ent unemployment constitutes an immediate peril. Interchanges of students and 
travellmg for the young are becoming less frequent. The overcrowding of the universities 
and _of the liberal professions necessitate the adoption on every side of measures that are 
~enerally effective but sometimes disquieting and often unjust. The equipment allotted to 
mtellectual and cultural work and to scientific research is at the mercy of budget fluctuations. 
In many countries, under the pressure of necessity, the development or maintenance of such 
equipment has suffered already. The very dissemination of thought, of scientific work, of 
books, is becoming more difficult. From the moral standpoint, the same vicissitudes affect 
international collaboration. The crisis in international relations is accentuating the diver
gencies between different schools of thought and the profound misunderstandings as to the 
very organisation of relations between men. It is clearly revealing the absence, or at all events 
the apparent absence, of any agreement as to the means of establishing a recognised order in 
the world. 

Never, on the other hand, has it been more true that a difficult period offers the best 
opportunities for action. Beside the palliatives which only too often have to be employed 
to avert the effects of the crisis for the time being, the necessary conditions for a vigorous 
reaction, a widespread desire to save the rights of the mind and to bring about a recognition 
of the essential factors of international collaboration can already be discerned. The effects of 
present ills·are not purely negative; they create or produce a keener realisation of the need for 
the peoples of the world to know and understand one another. It is for this reason that the 
work of intellectual co-operation in international relations is spreading and winning more 
ready support. By the method of " Conversations " and " Correspondence ", it has studied the 
necessary conditions for a spiritual rapprochement and the means for safeguarding the European 
spirit and the international spirit. New contributions have recently been made to this work. 
All bear witness to the interest of the intellectual world, and of its best representatives, in a 
movement directed towards ensuring the recognition of a universal moral doctrine-those 
ethical principles which must constitute the basis of a flourishing League of Nations-and 
towards the prevention of the dangerous excesses and warped mentality that are born of 
hatred. By appealing to representatives of the political and social sciences and ~y asking 
them to study present-day conditions with the methods customarily emp!oyed by science, the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, without claiming to exert any m~uence over those 
responsible for government, is placing at the disposal of the League of Nahons ~he result~ of 
work which is the fruit of impartial reflection and disinterested studY: .. Fro!D this.standpom.t, 
it has approached the most vital contempo~ary pr~blem~ and the di.fficul!I~s which sta~Il;J. m 
the way of the development of international life. It IS ~nxious to ~lp m defmmg the conditions 
in which, without losing anything of their own parhc~ar geruus •. the. peoples of the w?rld 
will be called upon to furnish their own valuable national contnbuhons to the orgamsed 
community. · . . . 

But theoretical studies however keen the hope that they will make their mfluence felt 
in practical life, will not suffice. The Interna~ional Commit~ee on Intellectual Co-operation 
has therefore taken a direct interest in everything that permits of l!-n~ encourl!-ges the spread 
of knowledge. At a time when the means of contact have .been multiplied by science, but when 
the means of defence and isolation created by the ingenmty of man are no less numerous, the 
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Committee felt that the most recent methods of ~onveying inform<l;tio!l-the Press! the 
cinematograph and broadcasting-should be used as mstruments for brmgt~g ab_out an I_ntel
lectual rapprochement. The intellectual function of th~ Press ~nd broadcastmg, mter!lat1onal 
action by means of the cinematograph, the exchange of mternabonal progr~mmes by wireless
these are a few of the new subjects which the Committee has taken ~p wtth the help ~f ~~~se 
best qualified. It desires to be able to frame definite propo:;als, to ptve men new poss1brhttes 
of knowing one another in spite of frontiers, to increase their consciOusness of the world. In 
the matter of broadcasting, this work has already reached the contractual stage through the 
submission of a draft agreement to the Governments. . . . 

But if ever unanimity has been reached during the d1scu_ss~ons which the Intellectual 
Co-operation Organisation has devoted to the issues of t~e day, rt IS sure~y on the. part playe~ 
by education and the fundamental importance of the problems of te~ching: Th1s problem IS 

generally regarded as the key to the future ; this is not the place to d1scuss 1t or to ~ttempt_ to 
discover how sound educational methods can be substituted for dan9erous forms of !nstructwn 
and their natural orbit extended. It may be noted, however, that, m the work of mt':llectual 
co-operation, the place reserved for everything relating to educa~ion has, thi~ yea: ~gam, been 
considerable. The work done has related to all stages of education, fro~ umvers1bes down to 
elementary schools. Contact had already been established at an earher stage between the 
Government departments which deal with these questions, the universities and the teachers' 
organisations ; but this first stage of administrative organisation has now been followed by the 
concerted execution of work undertaken in the common interest and conducted on an 
international basis. In this field, as in all others, there is no more effective method of giving 
genuine life to collective organisations. The technical bodies set up by the Intellectual 
Co-operation Organisation can gain an intimate sense of their own existence and can prove 
that they meet a real need only by performing definite tasks which were formerly pursued 
separately but will henceforth be based upon collaboration, exchanges of views, division of 
labour and comparison of results. These are the fundamental ideas by which the Committee 
of Directors of Higher Education is guided. The same ideas underlie the work done in regard 
to university problen!s, students abroad, the overcrowding of the liberal professions· and the 
unemployment of intellectual workers. They provide a basis for the work done by the. 
national education information centres ; they inspire the efforts made in connection with the 
teaching of history and govern the relations with the students' associations and the great 
organisations of teachers. At the same time, the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation is 
conducting various enquiries bearing upon education ; it is endeavouring to create new inter
national connections between all who have charge of the younger generations. 

It would be superfluous to give here a general review of the work done in the other branches 
of intellectual co-operation. Suffice it to say that the methods recommended by the Committee 
have continued to be applied and to yield results which are set forth in the different chapters 
of the present report. Mention must be made, however, of the gratifying increase in the extent 
of national participation in the common task. Support of this kind has made possible the 
successful completion of the numerous enquiries entrusted to the International Institute of 
Intellectual Co-operation. The Committees, Government departments, groups and individuals 
consulted have, in the vast majority of cases, gladly acceded to the requests for collaboration 
addressed to them. Original work has been conducted at the Institute. In many eases, 
indeed, new organisations have been set up to enter into relations with similar institutions 
existing:abroad or in compliance with the wish expressed by the International Committee on 
Inte~ectual Co-operation. Several examples of such organic developments might be 
mentioned, more particularly in the field of education or the social and political sciences. 
As some return for the action thus taken and for the disinterested work done on a national basis 
the Institute has always endeavoured to make the results of such common efforts as widely. 
known as possible, so that all might profit from the work done by each. 

It ca~not be d~ub~ed that the increase in the activities grouped around the Intellectual 
Co-?perat1~n. Orgams~tton h3;s alo!le m3;de it possible to maintain its output undiminished 
dunng a drffrcult penod of fmancral strmgency. It may without self-deception be asserted 
that with, unfortunately, diminished resources, the results obtained have been no less than 
last year's, and would, indeed, have greatly surpassed them had circumstances been more 
favourable. The machinery of intellectual relations is being completed and perfected. 
Problems may t~us be tr':ated more thoroughly, while new aspects of problems are being taken 
up. The Commrttee's farthful collaborators in the different countries are themselves putting 
forward suggestions and proposals, and it would seem that from these and from the results 
of work it has itself initiated, there should be no difficulty in framing 'a programme of work 
for the coming months. · 

II. QUESTIONS CONCERNING INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. 

I. "CONVERSATIONS" : THE PARIS MEETING ON THE FUTURE OF EUROPEAN 
THOUGHT AND CULTURE • 

.. During t~ y~ar, t_he Institute of Intellectual Co-<?peration was able to assist in organising 
a Conversation which forms a sequel to the Madr1d " Conversations " on " The Future of 
Culture". 

The ~rench Committee of European Co-operation, which is presided over by M. Emile 
Borel, decided t<? ask a few distinguished thinkers to exchange their views on the future of 
t~e European ~md. The Institute associated itself with this proposal and, in collaboration 
w1th the Committee of European Co-operation, organised at the Palais-Royal, from October 
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I
6tdh tfo Ill8thha, 1 933, a ~e~ting attended by distinguished representatives of all schools of thought 

an o a s des of optmon. 

whic~t :h in;pos~ible in thl:s brief_ summary_to describe the wide field covered by these discussions, 
e nstitute published m extenso m a volume at the beginning of the year. 

certar~om thes~ very~~ dis~ussions,_ which remained quite objective despite the existence of 

1 . u~derlymg political dtvergenctes, the following points may be singled out. In the first 
ph ace, It ~came clear that there was almost complete unanimity as to the need for adapting 
td e e~buca~on _of the young and of adults also to the new economic and if they can be so 

escn ed 'sc tif " d" · ' • ten ~~ con ttions of a Europe which has an entirely different aspect from the 
Eu.rope_ C!f former hm~. Witho~t going_ back to. the Middle Ages, when the guilds and 
~mversttie~ formed the hnks of an International cham, or to the Renaissance, when a real pan-

uropean mtelle~tual communit~ came into existence, the developments even of recent years 
~how the pred?mmance of educational questions in the future of international relations. This 
IS a ma~ter. w~ch ~ad long engaged the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation's attention and 
for which It IS trymg to find a solution. 

The actual existence of a " European mind " was recognised and asserted by almost all 
the speakers. As regards me~hod, also, the Paris "Conversation" presented interesting 
features. Apart from the operung and closing meetings, the value of the discussions was much 
enhapced by t~e atmosphere of simplicity, almost of familiarity, during the meetings, more 
particularly owmg to the comparatively small number of participants. 

_The me~ting was, moreover, in itself a proof of the interest aroused by this new method 
outside the crrcle of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. Indeed, during the year, other 
groups have frequently employed the same system, in the form ot "Conversations", usually, 
however, more restricted in character, on some subject of contemporary interest and very 
frequently of a political character. Thus, collective discussions have sometimes been 
substituted for a study entrusted to a single author. 

Apa!t from the" Conversation" organised by the Committee on Arts and Letters at Venice 
on gueshons of contemporary resthetics, two of the questions now under study might form the 
subJect of exchanges of views organised on these li11es : (I) enquiry, in the field of social and 
:political science, into modern life and its influence on national characteristics, and (2) enquiry 
mto the contribution made by anthropology and ethnography to the study of civilisations. 

It will be well to await the result of these two collective studies before reaching any final 
decision, but a " Conversation " may possibly be held on each of these particular subjects. 

2. CONTINUATION OF CORRESPONDENCE ON THE FORMATION OF A LEAGUE OF MINDS. 

The two volumes of "Correspondence " published in French and English editions last 
year have found a wide circulation. They are a valuable advertisement for intellectual 
co-operation, and show how the movement aims at affording representatives of the intellectual 
world their proper role, place and responsibilities in contemporary life. These exchanges of 
views also fulfil the wish expressed by the Committee on Arts and Letters, and by the 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation itself, to institute regular intellectual relations, as 
has always been done in the most brilliant periods of European culture, and" thus promote the 
common interests of the intellect and of the League of Nations", and allay anxiety as to the 
trend and the future of civilisation. 

Interesting letters have been received and published by the Institute from M. Johan Bojer, 
M. Huizinga, Mr. Aldous Huxley, M. Andre Maurois and M. Walder. Others are announced 
and will be published later. Intellectual co-operation thus affords the League direct assistance, 
which should enable it to perform its real function. Those most qualified to speak in every 
country define the conditions for the attainment of that mutual understanding which alone 
will enable the peoples to know one another and prevent recourse to violence. 

3· PERMANENT INTERNATIONAL STUDIES CONFERENCE. 

(a) Preliminary Study Meeting on" CoUective Security". 

Special mention must be made of the work ~f intelle~tual co-oper!ltion in improving 
international relations by the exchange and companson of VIews on questions of the moment. 
Though of recent date, the method of scientific studies carried on join~ly by institutions or 
groups of institutions, and completed by discussion and the direct compar!S?n of arguments and 
conclusions has already shown itself in the Conference capable of producmg concrete results. 
It constitutes a new form of scientific investigation by the division of work and co-operation. 

This form of collaboration can be extended. New groups may be included, new countries 
brought in. The methods tried during _the investigation and discussion _of. ·: T~e St<~;te 3:nd 
Economic Life "will be perfected. But It may already be asserted that this JOmt mveshgahon 
of questions of the hour is a ~aluable stimulant. ~rogr~ss has . been made to':'l'ar~s the 
organisation of intellectual relations, through the habtt of mte.rnahonal collaborah~m m the 
economic and political sciences, and as regards contemporary history such research IS also of 
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scientific value .. The Conference is entering up~n its new programme of ~tudies ~>n ". c~llective 
security "-the most vital of all contemporary questions from the exclusively sc1ent1f1c angle. 

(I) The seventh session of the Permanent International Studies Con~er~nce. met at 
Paris from May 24th to 26th, I934· This year's session was p~;parato~y and lu:~1te?, m scope. 
Its object was a preliminary discussion on the problem of collectlv~ secunty and t~e 
preparation of a final agenda for the General Conference on the same subject to take place m 
I935· 

In view of the experience gained inJ 1932 and 1933, when the Conference last. year was 
considering " The State and Economic Life ", it decided to _devote two cc;msecuhve years, 
beginning now, to any international problem that it ~ay take. m hand. ~ t Wl~ also be reme!ll
bered that, in choosing "collective security" as a subject for 1ts ap-enda, 1t des1red to deal w1th 
an international problem of a political character, having preVIously treated one that was 
mainly economic. 

Since the last session the various institutions members of the Conference have, in 
accordance with the method of work recommended, been engaged in a tentative exploration 
of the wide field of activity before them. 

This preliminary work required direction and co-ordination by a specialist. · The 
Institute invited Professor Maurice Bourquin, of Geneva University and the Graduate Institute 
of International Studies at Geneva, who was appointed General Rapporteur. In the autumn 
of 1933, Professor Bourquin defined the subject in a detailed memorandum, and indicated 
those aspects of the problem which in his view should be considered by members of the 
Conference. The purpose of this memorandum was to suggest a common starting-point for 
the work of the institutions and to obtain their own views and suggestions. The purpose was 
fully attained. Almost all the members of the Conference replied to Professor Bourquin's 
·memorandum by sending in observations, comments, criticisms or suggestions. These were 
examined in January I934 by the Executive Committee of the Conference. On the basis of 
all this material and of the discussion to which it gave rise, the General Rapporteur was able 
to work out a summary scheme of work. 

(2) In giving an account of this session, we must first thank the French Co-ordinating 
Committee of International Studies and its Chairman, Professor Charlety, who were the hosts 
of the Conference, placing at its disposal the rooms of the Academie de Paris itnd giving 
valuable technical assistance. They also arranged in honour of the participants receptions 
which enabled foreign delegates to meet representatives of French scientific and political life. 
Thanks are also due to the Rockefeller Foundation, whose generous support made it possible 
for the Institute to carry out without difficulty the preliminary work of co-ordination. . 

Discussion at this session was divided into two parts : a general discussion was opened by 
Professor Francesco Coppola, representative of the Italian institutions members of the 
~onference, on the notion of collective security. Professor Coppola proposed that the inves
tigation to be undertaken in I934-35, in preparation for the full meeting of the Conference on 
Co~e_ctive Security, should deal specially with the following two questions : (r) What is the 
poli~1cal, historical and moral content of the idea of collective security? (2) If war cannot be 
avmded for ever, what means are there of gradually reducing its frequency by eliminating 
causes of conflict without recourse to sanctions ? 

Owing to lack of time, the Conference could not .discuss all the other points on the agenda 
as ful_ly as these main principles relating to the essence and definition of the idea of collective 
secunty. But the discussion nevertheless served to establish firmly the main lines of the 
programme of work_. After the discussion, the officers of the Conference prepared a summary 
agend~, on the bas1s of which subsequent conversations took place with a view to the final 
adoption of a plan of study and of the agenda for the general Conference in I935· 

As a result of these discussions, the Conference was able, at a closing session over which 
M. Edouard Herriot presided, to adopt the following final text : · 

I. 

A. The Notion of Co~~ctive ~ec~ity (Historical Evolution, Definition). 
B. The Content (Political, H1stoncal, Moral) of the Idea of Collective Security~ 

II. 

Principles and Methods of a System for the Organisation of Peace : 

A. Prohibition of Recourse to Force. 
B. Prevention of War: 

(r) Means of ensur!ng the Pr~gress of Law and Respect for Justice apart from Wa~; 
(2) Mea_n~ of ensurmg the Mamtenance of Peace in Cases of Threat of War; 
(3) Paclf1c Settlement of International Disputes · 
(4) Reduction and Limitation of Armaments ; ' 
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(5) Respect _for International Agreements : Revision of Treaties and International 
Situations. 

C. Repression of War: 

(I) DetermiJ?ation of the Aggressor ; 
(
2

) The Notion of Neutrality in a System providing for the Repression of Recourse 
to War; 

(3) Measures of Mutual Assistance, and Sanctions : Regional Agreements. 

III. 

An:\:' other point _whi~h the Executive Committee of the Conference may think fit to 
add durmg the exammation of the documentary material supplied to it. 

_Th~ ab?ve agenda will form the basis of the work to be undertaken during the year by 
the mstitutio~s th~t are members of the Conference. It will be accompanied by a detailed 
c?mme.ntary m whi~h the ~eneral R~pporteur will ~~body all the fundamental points of the 
discussion. From time to time he Will add any additional proposals he may .receive from the 
member~ of the Co_nference and he will also keep in constant touch with them for the purpose 
of carrYing out, with the help of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation the 
work of co-ordination for which provision is made in the rules of procedure of the St~dies 
Conference. 

_(3) _The Confe~ence.~s? held an administrative meeting. It first heard reports from the 
Institutions OJ? their actiVIties and noted with satisfaction that the advantages of the grouping 
and c.o-operation of these bodies were already apparent in an organic development that was 
oc~as10nall.Y of consi~era~le importance .. The creation of addit~onal institutions for the study 
?f mternational relations m Italy and Spam affords eloquent testimony to the progress achieved 
m the organisation of advanced studies, due to the initiative taken by the Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation. 

At the same meeting, the Conference heard a report from the Royal Institute of 
International Affairs on the system for the exchange of duplicates of books and documents, 
the organisation of which the Conference had placed in its hands. It discussed the procedure 
for continuing the work on the "Lexicon of Political Terms ", and took note of a report by the 
Secretariat of the League of Nations on the enquiry into teaching on the subject of international 
relations. 

It was further informed of the resignation of the Ausschuss fiir Auswartige Angelegenheiten, 
Berlin, and confirmed the membership of the Australian Institute of International Affairs. 
It made enquiries regarding the negotiations now proceeding for the admission of institutions 
in China, and decided to admit the institutions in Japan as soon as the final formalities have 
been completed. Lastly, it appointed Lord Meston as a member of the Executive Committee 
of the Conference in succession to Sir Arthur Salter, who has resigned. 

(b) Publication of" The State and Economic Life". 

The work carried out on the subject of State intervention in economic life supplied material 
for a volume of 450 pages published in a French and an English edition. This volume 
represents the result of two years' work by the Conference, its national groups, and the 
international institutes affiliated to it. In order to make the point of departure clear, pre
liminary memoranda by members of the Conference are reprinted, either in extenso or in the 
form of extracts or summaries. They constitute a reliable source of information on the part 
played by the State in economic affairs in the leading European countries and in the United 
States of America, their economic and commercial policy abroad, and their attitude within 
their own frontiers towards production, distribution and consumption. 

On this basis, a full discussion took place, which maybe described as genuine joint research 
work. The results appear in the various chapters of the book. A new feature of the study of 
State intervention in economic enterprise is that it deals with a group of national measures 
adopted in various countries and examines scientifically both their immediate effects in the 
country in question and their effects on international economic and political relations. 

4· INTERNATIONAL Co-OPERATION IN THE SoCIAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCES. 

At the present time, public opinion is more seriously !=oncerned than ever before with the 
organisation of international life and r~lations, and the mterchanges ~hat shol!ld t~k~ place 
between nations. A satisfactory solution of these problems would giVe pubhc opm10n the 
assurance that civilisation will continue to develop in a state of assured peace and that the 
sense of the moral unity of the world will be strengthened and will no longer be open to question. 

The Intellectual Co-operation Organisation had necessarily to consider these causes of 
general anxiety and to approach the fundamental problem from different sides. In order to 
extend its field of action, it contemplated, in particular, on the proposal of Professor Shotwell, 
the possibility of carrying its work into the sphere of the social and political sciences. The 
time would appear to have come to consult more especi~y students of the s~ience~ of man, 
who are trained to reflect on contemporary events, to explam them, and to descnbe therr causes. 
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. This idea, which the Institute brought to the knowledge of th.~~~~~N~tl~~~~i~o~m:O::t~~~ 
of preliminary consultations with experts an~ corresponde~ce Th Institute drew up after 
on Intellectual Co-operation, received. unammol!s suppor : e als for the establi;hment 
considering the interesting suggestions 1t had recetbved:t~edt:t~Jfrt~:cutive Committee which 
of principles and methods of work. The~e were su mt e o e • 
approved them at the session held in Apnl I934· . . . e urel · adminis-

It would of course have been possible, as a begmmng, stmply to arrang P Yd t d . 
trative liaiso~ between 'the institutions and persons concerned. That sysdte~ w~.a op e thn 
the earl da s of the Permanent International Studies Confer~nce. an ~~. se tng up e 
Educati~nal lnformation Centres. It would also have been posstble tmmedtately to study a 
definite problem of interest to all countries. · . T bl b 

Attention will, for the moment, .be confined to the study of ce~tam ~pec1 tc pro em~ Y 
means of written consultations with expert~, ~nd the~, should o~cas10~ a~s~ ~y J codbarts~n 
of their opinions. Such a comparison of optmons, which could, lf ~eqm~e .' e 0 do7e d Y b Y 
necessary meetings, would create the habit of co-operation and mtght, It IS h?pe • e~ su se
quently to the establishment of regular relations and a system of exchanges m the scie.nce;; of 
man, without it being necessary first of all to lay down any hard and. fast scheme of orgamsati<?n. 

The Executive Committee also recommended that the attell:t10n of the c?mp_e~ent bodies 
should be drawn to the advantage of an international application of th~ scientif~c met~ods 
that have hitherto been employed in the social sciences on almo~t exclusively Il:atlo~al hnes. 

The first subject selected may subsequently be developed m ~umero~s dtrection~. It 
relates to the influence of modern machinery and the changes machmery brmgs about m the 
cultural and social habits of the various countries, and also to the eff~cts of these _profoun_d 
changes on distinctive national characteristics 3:nd on all th~t has gxven the nations their 
individuality. It will also be necessary to co~sider t~e relatioll:s between these e~fects and 
influences and the progressive development of mternatto~al relations, to stl!dy t~e Impo~tant 
question of the contributions of the several. countnes . to . the orgamsed mternattoll:al 
community, and to see how the value of these nattonal contnbutlons c~n be safeguarded, while 
at the same time satisfaction is given to the increasingly imperative need for concerted 
organisation. 

At the request of the Executive Committee, the Institute first <?f all ~onsult~d a f~w 
experts as to the best method of presenting these problems. As soon as It _receives thetr replies 
it will, with due regard to the opinions expressed therein, communicate a fmal text to the most 
highly qualified persons in the various countries and ask them to ~e good enoug~ to take p_art 
in this joint study. It hopes in a few months to be able to submtt to the Committee the frrst 
results of this new enterprise in the field of the political and social sciences. 

5· ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND ETHNOGRAPHICAL SCIENCES AND THE STUDY OF CIVILISATIONS. 

The enquiries into the trend of modern civilisations undertaken by the Intellectual 
Co-operation Organisation with a view to establishing closer intellectual contact and promoting 
international goodwill have made it abundantly clear that repres,entatives of the anthropological 
and ethnographical sciences will have to be consulted. 

Last year, at the Madrid meeting devoted to the "Future of Culture", questions had 
already arisen which could not be answered without the assistance of these specialists. More 
recently, a proposal in this same connection was submitted at Rome in I934 to the Governing 
Body of the Centre of Institutes Archreology and the History of Art and was· adopted. Its 
author, Count Constantini, President of the International Association for Mediterranean 
Studies, after emphasising the desirability of collaboration between archreologists and 
representatives of anthropology and ethnology, described the services which might be rendered 
to intellectual co-operation by anthropology, which is the " science of the material 
achievements of man and of his intellectual, moral and social development", and by ethnology, 
which is the "science of classifying peoples according to their race, language and culture". 

After examining-these proposals, the Executive Committee of the Intellectual Co-opera
tion Organisation concluded that the question ought to be referred to experts, who would be 
asked to state what exact data anthropology could, in the present state of knowledge, 
contribute towards the solution of the problem of the origins of Western civilisation. 

A list of the most eminent specialists on the subject has been prepared by the Institute, 
with the help of one of these specialists. They have been asked to state the facts which 
~heir :particular branch of science considers to be definitely established regarding the manner 
m which the_ modern world of European culture has come into being, the common capacities 
and tendenCies shown by man during the growth of civilisation and the contribution made to 
Western civilisation by the various ethnic groups. 

6. DRAFT INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON BROADCASTING AND PEACE FIRST REPLIES 
FROM GOVERNMENTS. 

Last September, the Assembly of the League of Nations considered the conclusions reached 
by the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation after taking note of the results 
of a study made by the Institute, published in the work entitled "Broadcasting and Peace ". 
It approved the proposal to draft a convention immediately for submission to Governments. 

' 
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It is unnecessary to emphas' th · · · one of the r t . ~se e Importance of this new stage of the work. Th1s is 
. 0 t 't r O~CaslOns on which the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation has had an hP0f. urn ygulo ex_n ody the results of its activities in treaty form. If this initiative is successful, 
e ~c h~~ r~ ab.ons. for. the enforce~ent of the great principles of moral disarmament (for b c t bJsh 1~msa~l0n IS endeavourmg to obtain official recognition from Governments) will 

e es a. e . or ~eless broadcasting, with all the necessary exactitude and details. These 
~~~abo~~ furmsh a solid basis for preventive and constructive action designed to enlist 

IS pow~. means o~ rapprochement in the cause of international underst~ndiug. 
D_esmn~ to. establish as perfect a legal text as possible, the Institute appointed a drafting 

comrmttee, which met on Nove~ber 24th and 25th, 1933, under the chairmanship of 
~- ~o~d Raestad, ~ormer ~orweg~an Minister for Foreign Affairs. The Committee prepared 
prelim~nary draft l~ternabonal agreement, the text of which has been communicated to the 

International Comm1ttee. It forwarded at the same time an explanatory note which was 
approved by the Execu~ive Committee on December 19th, 1933. These texts we;e forwarded 
to the League Secretanat ~n~ then laid before the Council at its seventy-eighth session in 
January 1934. The Council mstructed the Secretary-General to communicate them to the 
Governments Members and non-members of the League with a request that any observations 
thereon should be.sent _in _not _later than August rst, 1934. 

Though the bme-lim1t lru.d down for the replies has not yet expired, the replies received
they are gen~rally f~vourable-for~shadow the success of the draft. It will, of course, have to 
be amended m the ligh~ of the v3:nous observations made by Governments, but there is good 
reason ~o hope that this work will be completed in the course of the next few months. In 
these crrcumstances. the International Committee will doubtless wish to request this year's 
Assembly ~o authonse t~e International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation to make the 
necessary Improvements m the text with a view to submitting a final draft to Governments. 

III. GENERAL QUESTIONS OF INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION. 

I. INTELLECTUAL AND EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS OF BROADCASTING. 

In th!l, course of enquiries previously conducted by the Institute of Intellectual Co-ope
ration with regard to broadcasting, the experts consulted had particularly stressed the need 
for special committees to prepare and supervise the execution of the programmes. · 

Their recommendations indicate a line of useful research that would be of direct benefit 
to intellectual co-operation. Wireless broadcasting knows neither limit nor frontier. It may 
well, therefore; if utilised in a spirit of mutual understanding, become one of the most important 
moral and spiritual factors in the promotion of international harmony. It is a marvellous 
instrument for imparting information and stimulating thought. 

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation fully realised at its last session 
the important part which wireless broadcasting could play both in raising the intellectual ~vel 
and in making listeners more conversant with life and thought outside their own countries. 

As the outcome of a proposal by the Norwegian National Committee, the International 
Committee instructed the Institute to undertake a preliminary enquiry into the influence of 
broadcasting on intellectual life, with a view to deciding later whether any recommendations 
could be made in the matter. 

In compliance with these instructions, the International Institute requested a number 
of qualified persons to express their opinion as to the manner in which this work of general 
education could best be undertaken. It would be premature to expect any immediate results 
from this enquiry, but the documents already received allow the following conclusions to be 
reached: 

. A very clear distinction should be drawn between courses for the use of wireless listeners 
and the general education of the masses. The courses, which include actual teaching and may 
be compared with university extension or occupational training courses, should, mutatis 
mutandis, be governed by the rules that apply to school and post-school broadcasting. They 
are intended for certain categories of regular listeners who are specially interested in the subject 
and are anxious to follow the course from beginning to end. They will never produce the 
slightest effect on the masses, who would soon tire of methodical instruction. Short, well• 
planned lectures, delivered in a simple but arresting style, afford the best hope of successful 
education by broadcasting. 

The experts make various practical recommendations. They ·show how carefully the 
various items of the programmes should be prepared, and what improvements are still required. 
In the first place, popular education can best be achieved by commentaries on current events. 
Conclusions are drawn from some actual occurrence likely to interest the listener. One of the 
most effective methods is to explain the events of the day ; economic phenomena and political 
events are traced to their source and their scope and significance are explained in detail. 

To achieve this purpose, educational news must be broadcast on a definite plan. It may 
in some cases be successfully incorporated in the review of the day's news. It may even be 
possible to give a general survey of the day's events, drawing lessons therefrom. 

After comments on the daily news items it may be well, in connection with some specific 
occurrences, to refer listeners to a general commentary, to be broadcast, for instance, at the 
end of each week. It will thus be possible to explain the relationship of the isolated occurrence 
to the general order of events. 
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. . t rily to a great extent The efficacy of such educatiOnal news broadcastmg mus necessa . this 
depend on the individual skill of the broadcaster. The experts have particularly _stres~e~ be 
point, and have stated the qualifications which a news broadcaster must possess If he IS 0 

also a real educationalist. . . · 1 men-
These very helpful general suggestions are accompamed by ce;tam speci~, recom . 

dations in connection with the most important points-the settmg up of . progr~!ft'e 
committees " and the powers these committees must possess if they ar.e .to work With cont! Y 
and method. The experts devote particular attention to t~e comi?osibon of th;ese c?mmittees, 
which should include qualified representatives of the public services al?d _var!ou~ Intellectual 
and artistic guilds, representatives of the Press and of listeners: associations formed by t~ 
various State and private stations. The members of th~e _committ~es should not be expec!e . 
to act in an honorary capacity, but should have full official standmg. Though each. station 
would be allowed to establish its own programme committee, the experts sugg~st t~at m every 
country a national council should be set up to ensure a certain degr~e of co-?rdmf!:tiOn bet wee~ 
the time-tables and programmes of individual broadcasting umts. This national council 
would also deal with questions relating to international broadcasts and r_elays. . . 

This last point deserves special attention. Doubtless a well-conce!ved orgamsabon of 
national programmes would in itself-as the first results of the enquiry show-go_ f~~ .to 
enlighten the public on international questions. But there are also ~ery _great possi~Ihbes 
in the only partly explored field of the programme exchanges, the diffusiOn or relaying of 
news, and talks addressed specially to foreign audiences. 

One of the technical aspects of this question-the teaching of modern languages
already forms the subject of recommendations by the experts. ~here seems t.o be no r~as~n 
why the example set by the International Broadcasting Union, m the domam of music, m 
organising a series of European and international concerts and broadcasts o_f even!s .o.f world 
interest, should not be followed up and even carried a stage further. This possibility was 
discussed at the International Broadcasting Congress at Oslo at the beginning of June. After 
hearing what the Director of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation had to say 
on the subject and after a discussion, in which programme directors and technical experts took 
part, the Congress adopted the following resolution :. 

" The Congress congratulates the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation 
on its efforts to encourage the international exchange of programmes in a spirit of 
intellectual rapprochement and understanding. It believes that such exchanges would 
make for a greater degree of mutual understanding-, in that each country would gain an 
insight into the life of other countries. In this connection it would be highly desirable 
that the speakers on questions of current interest should be the highest authorities on 
their subject. 

" As the future organisation should be carefully studied in advance, the Congress 
is of opinion that the preparatory work should be carried out by an international 
institution dealing with intellectual subjects. Accordingly, it expresses a hope that the 
International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation will be good enough to continue to 
handle the question." 

.If the C?mmittee ol?- l~tellectual Co-ol?er3:tion decides t~ act on this suggestion, the 
Institute, besides c?mpletmg Its general enquiry Into the educational aspects of broadcasting, 
would have to get mto touch with competent organisations and individuals in order to study 
the problem. · 

2. THE CINEMA AND INTERNATIONAL LIFE. 

(a) The Cinema in Intellectual Co-operation. 

The Internatic;mal Congress of Educa~ion_al _and Instructional. Cinematography, which sat 
at. Rome from Apnl rgth to 2?th, 1934. laid, m Its general resolution, the foundations of what 
n;ught be ca~ed the f~ture actio_n of the Inte!lectual C:o-operation Organisation in regard to the 
cme~a and mternational relations. As this resolution makes explicit reference to the Paris 
Institute,. the latter feels that it should submit its views to the Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation. 

. I~ is, naturally, the business _of intellectual co-operation to utilise such new mediums of 
diffusiOn as the Press, broadcastmg and the cinema, each of which would seem to be an 
im~e.nsel:y: powerful agent in pr~moti~g c!oser intellectual intercourse, making nations more 
familiar with one another, and dissermnatmg that wide knowledge of the world which must lie 
at the root of any international understanding. 

If, however, we try to define the international problems raised by the use of the cinema 
we shall find that, like the problems which in other fields have confronted ail who concer~ 
themselves on behalf of intellectual co-operation, they fall into three main categories : 

(a) T~e problem of 1;1sing the cinema to promote intellectual concord and mutual 
unde;sta.ndmg among nations. _The probl.em ?f making the fullest use of this compre
hensive m?trument of reproduction and diffusiOn and of the varied resources it affords 
for sprea?mg: us~ful kno~ledge, widening the field of public appreciation, and supplying 
the pubhc With mformabon and the means of forming an opinion on life generally. 

. (b). The problem ?f preventing this instrument of rapprochement not mere! from 
bemg ~Isused for permcious propaganda, but also from being used in ignorance ~r mis
conception, to take only one instance, of another nation's mentality or civilisation. 
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d Th~ prob~em of avoiding the t~ndencytow:ards isolation which is so common nowadays, 
an whi~h ~ght l~ad to the closmg of_frontiers to highly valuable films. The problem 
of esta?lishing, l_lS It w~re, a system of mtellectual protection that would facilitate as far 
as possible the CirculatiOn of such works of the intellect as deserve that privilege . 

. t Jc)t ~f problem, finally, of making the best possible use of the cinema to raise the 
~~ e ec ~ _eve! of the pu~lic, to develop its taste for beauty, to accustom it to appreciate 

e {;a; ehrpi~ces of the nund. The problem of stimulating the intellectual and educative 
wor o t e cmema towards the formation of general culture. 

(b) International Problems of the Cinema. 

~t must first be recognis~d that most of the international problems raised by the use of 
t~e cmema have not been studied as closely as might have been expected ; indeed, such cognate 
fields as the Press and broadcasting have probably been more thoroughly explored. 

As t_he Rome Co_ngress recognised, the essential problem is to draw up a similar programme 
for t~e ~III~~a. ma~Il:g. ~owance for the conditions peculiar to this form of artistic expression 
~d Its mfirute possibilities. Intellectual collaboration may derive manifold benefits from the 
cmema, and these should be studied by the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation under the 
following main heads : ' 

(a) Films of news and events ; 

(b) Animated films and cartoons, designed to make international relations intelligible; 
(c) Films ~nd cartoons calculated to promote mutual knowledge among peoples and 

to enable_a _fc;>rel(5"ner to appreciat~ a ~ountry's productions, the part it plays in the general 
work of civilisation, and 1ts function m the life of the world as a whole ; 

. (d) General culture films and high-grade films on literary, artistic, or intellectual 
SUbJeCts. . 

(c) Conditions governing International Action in regard to the Cinema. 

Ge~erally speaking, the conditions governing international action would seem, in the case 
of the cmema, to be both more favourable and at the same time more complex than in the case 
of other means of diffusion. 

For some time past, all who consider one of the bases of international organisation to be 
a real knowledge and intelligent understanding of the different national outlooks have realised 
the importance of performances which appeal primarily to the eye. It is true that, since sound
films have come into general use, the cinema is not entirely, as it once was, an international 
langnage ; but this complication has now been satisfactorily disposed of by various technical 
devices, such as written captions or oral comments. 

The cinema, moreover, like the Press or wireless, enables the maximum advantage to be 
taken of interest in current topics. It may, like other instruments of diffusion, 'York in 
conjunction with music, and make a wider use than the theatre of the wealth of visual Impres
sions. It has at its command the widest possible variety of technical methods for making 
questions of all kinds intelligible-by animated pictures, for instance, and by the countless 
resources of photography.· 

True, it also has its special difficulties, particularly of a financial nature ; but there is 
plenty of ground for agreement, and it should be an easy matter to discover them by 
examining in turn the various possibilities of action which suggest themselves. 

(d) International Solutions considered by the League of Nations. 

At several international meetings convened by the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, 
the international function of the cinema has been discussed. 

The general problem, for instance, was raised in 1931 by the Committee of Arts and Letters, 
and also by the League Assembly on the motion of the French delegation. 

Both the Committee and the Assembly raised the question of an international agreement 
regarding the circulation of better-class films. 

Later, on April 28th, 1932, a Committee of Representatives of the Film Industry and 
Educationists met at the Paris Institute, and examined, among other questions, that of co
operation by ~he cinematograph industry in the work of the League as regards : 

(a) The preparation of scenarios with the active participation of literary and artistic 
circles; 

(b) Topical films dealing primarily with the activities of the League and its organs. 

This meeting called for the appointment c;>f an expert. COI_IImittee consisting of produc;rs, 
to collaborate systematically with the InternatiOnal Orgamsation of Intellectual Co-operation. 

It is interesting to observe that the Rome Congress was also in favour of an international 
agreement and a committee of expert producers. 
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(e) Various Possibilities of International Co-operation: Methods. 

· (1) News Films.-The question of topical films has two diff~rent aspect~. There is, 
first the aspect that was studied by the Committee of RepresentatrveLs of the r~~m/ndus:~y 
anrl 'Educationists which met in April 1932 : co-operation with th~ ~agu~ 0 ~ Ions, .. e 
International Labour Office, and the Intellectual Co-operation Orgamsat1011, m making official 
international activities known through news films. 'th th d 

Apparently, the only solution here will be to come to an ~greemen~ WI. e pro ucers 
and to keep regularly in contact with the Intellectual Co-oper~t10n Orgamsatl?n, such con~act 
to be supervised and directed, if necessary, by a joint comm_1ttee of th~ pa~tles conc~rne · 

The other aspect of the problem is that presented by top1~a! news films ~n. the stnct se_nse 
of the term. There is, of course, no more vivid, direct or stnkmg way of ~vmg the. pu~hc a 
wide knowledge of what is. happening thr~mghout. the wo:ld. The chmc_e of _topics Is an 
extremely important question, and that 1s why mternat10nal co-operation, m the form 
of an agreement between the various countries, suggests itself. 

(2) Films dealing with International Relations.-Apart f~om educational films· in t~e 
strict sense, and films or topical gazettes designed to popul~nse the work of the League, 1t 
would seem to be of special interest to the latter that the cmema should be used to SI_>read 
knowledge of important international questions. Excellent results have already been achieved 
in this field by means of animated cartoons. It is for the experts to say whether _these 
successful technical experiments can be carried further, and whether such f1lms are smtable · 
for exhibition at popular cinema performances. 

(3) International Understanding.-The cinema offers the nations, and still more the 
various types of civilisation, an incomparable means of getting to know and understa~d one 
another. The production of films for this purpose ought to be encouraged. The f1eld is 
immense : scientific research, discovery and exploration, among other branches of activity, 
would furnish most attractive subjects. Here, too, as in the last class of films, a machinery 
of exchange and selection should be introduced. 

(4) There remains the more general question, the intellectual function of the cinema, which 
covers everything connected with the quality and the artistic, intellectual and moral standard 
of films shown to the public. This is not the place to repeat the criticisms that are too 
frequently made; it might be better, on the contrary, to draw attention to the constant 
improvement in films-which is apparent-and to the high quality of many cinema productions. 
At the same time, there is undoubtedly still room for improvement. As a matter of fact, a 
number of special problems arise in connection with the highest forms of intellectual activity
problems of co-operation with composers, writers and dramatists. The question of stage-plays 
adapted for the screen and of works actually written {or it should be studied. · 

It is difficult, apart from strictly intellectual questions, to pass over some of the political, 
financial, and economic aspects of the problem. To take one example only, it is difficult to 
say nothing about films intended for countries representing different civilisations. 

The International Intellectual Co-operation Organisation might usefully make a preli
minary enquiry into all these points and into others too. It should not aim at a very detailed 
investigation for thi! purpose of collecting complete material. In cases of this kind, it should 
refrain from issuing a large number of questionnaires, concentrating attention rather on the 
quality of the replies. It would therefore seem advisable first to approach the most distin
guished producers, authors, composers and writers in the various countries. If they were 
specifically consulted on the main aspects of the problem, they would probably be able to make 
a number of suggestions as to the lines along which international organisation in this field should 
develop, thus enabling fruitless experiment and useless endeavour to be avoided. 

It would be ~dvisabl~ at. the sam~ time to instruct ~he Institu~e of Intellectual Co-operation 
to push forward Its enqurry mto the mtellectual function of the cmema after it has completed 
its similar study of broadcasting. ' 

3· THE INTELLECTUAL RoLE OF THE PRESS : MADRID CONFERENCE. 

The Institute was represented at the second Conference of Official Press Bureaux and 
Press Representatives, convened by the Spanish Government, at Madrid from November 7th 
~o IIth, 1933. The Conference congratulated the Institute on the publication of " Le Role 
mtellectuel de l~ Presse ", ~hich contains contributions from M. Sanin Cano, M. H. de 
Jouvenel, Mr. Kingsley Martm, Mr. Paul Scott Mowrer, and M. Friedrich Sieburg The 
following resolution was unanimously adopted : · 

" The Conference, 

."After noting the first very admirable volume published by the International 
~nsbtute of Intellectual Co-operation entitled ' Le Role intellectuel de Ia Presse ' which 
1t re~?mmends for translation into se_verallanguages and the widest possible circu'lation : 

"Warmly congratulates the Institute on the fa~ourable initial results of this enquiry; 
. And hopes that the latter may be pursued With equal success with a view to deve

lopmg better mutual acquaintance between the peoples by means of the Press." 
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d't' Follof~Lng Rt~ese. first results, the Institute has arranged for the publication of an English 
e 1 1on .o e ole mtellectuel de la Presse ". . 

. hit Is th_ought that a further consultation among distinguished journalists of other countries 
nug t proVIde matter for a second volume. 

4· ENQUIRY REGARDING THE "PROBLEM OF DOCUMENTARY INFORMATION." 

h Thb enquiry undertaken b¥ the In~ernational Institute of Intellectual Co-operation into 
t e ~ro _lem of ~ocumentary mformation led last year to certain important conclusions. 
In this f1~ld, the l~portance of concerted action has long been acknowledged. 

. The mformation gathered last year by the Institute showed that numerous efforts were 
bemg made, and that some results had been achieved. It also revealed certain differences of 
method. ~n these circumstances, before drawing up a plan of action, it appeared evident to 
~he Comm1ttee that a comprehensive study of documentary information should be made, and 
1t was suggested that the preparation of a Guide to Documentary Information should take 
pre~edence of any other programme. The plan was drawn up following a meeting of experts 
which took p~ace a~ the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation on November 6th, 
1933· The d1scuss1on w:'-s based on a memorandum submitted by l\1. Jean G~rard,·Secretary
Gener~ of the International Union of Chemistry and President of the Uniorr fran~aise des 
Or!l'amsme~ de docum~ntati_on. It was decided that the Guide should not be a mere repertory 
of mternational or national mformation centres, but should justify its title by including a series 
of explanat<?ry chapte~s defining the notion of documentation, the difficulties encountered and 
the mechamsm of rational organisation in this field. It should also deal with documentary 
information, its special technique, and its function in the organisation of intellectual work. 

In the course of this year, the Institute has held a consultation with the national unions 
and ~nter!lational centres ; it has approached some 250 international organisations, asking for 
detailed mformatiou regarding their documentary information centres, their working and 
their relations with users. Similar information has been sought from important national unions 
of documentary information, of which there are a~ yet very few. 

A great number of organisations have replied to the enquiry. The replies, however, have 
not always been wholly satisfactory, and entail checking and further correspondence, thus 
complicating the work. 

As a whole, the Guide, which will involve a supplementary enquiry and expert consul
tations-apart from the fact that the editing will take some time-will not be ready for 
publication for about a year. There is reason to hope, however, that it will prove a convenient 
work of reference. 

Meanwhile the Institute will endeavour to promote the formation of central organisations 
in each country embracing the existing centres, on the lines of the Union fran~aise des 
organismes de documentation and the Council of Learned Societies in the United States. It 
will remain in touch with the institutions concerned with this most important problem of 
intellectual co-operation, for it must not be forgotten that the enquiry in which it is now 
engaged is to serve as a basis for continuous work. It seems clear that the true solution of the 
problem resides in the creation of specialised centres, well equipped and capable of giving 
information as to the exact position as regards the branches of science with which they deal, 
as well as in the rational division of labour and the methodical establishment of an international 
understanding. 

5· COLLABORATION OF THE INTELLECTUAL Co-OPERATION ORGANISATION WITH THE CHINESE 
GOVERNMENT (RE-ORGANISATION OF EDUCATION : CULTURAL RELATIONS). 

(a) Re-organisation of Public Education. 

· The mission of Chinese educationists who, as is known, were sent to Europe as a result of 
the recommendations of the League of Nations experts for the purpose of studying the organi
sation of public education, returned to Nanking in the spring of 1933, after a journey that lasted 
six months. On their return to Nanking, the members of the mission were requested to give 
a brief account of the experience they had acquired during their study tour, and to propose what 
measures seemed to them most suitable for adoption in the branches of education they had 
severally been instructed to examine. Their report was to be drawn up in accordance with the 
scheme of work prepared by the Inission of experts which the League sent to China in 1931. 
Two members of the Chinese mission were, furthermore, appointed commissioners for education 
at the head of the schools administration in the provinces of Anhwei and Hupeh, where they 
will have an opportunity of putting into practice the results of the experience gained during 
their journey in the West. . . . · . . . 

Mention should also be made of the great actiVIty displayed at Nanking last year m public 
education. The decree which the Minister of National Education published in 1933 concerning 
elementary teaching covers in pra~ti~e ~he whole of this field, from ~he organisation .o~ fina~ce, 
curricula, time-tables and school discrpline down to the smallest details of school adnumstrahon. 
Other measures which have been adopted since 1932 regulating the conditions for the 
examination of primary and secondary school pupils before public boards are designed to raise 
the general standard. The secondary schools curriculum, which has been revised by the recent 
decree of the Minister of National Education, is in complete agreement on several points with 
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· f N · t t" larly as regards the abolition the recornrnendatwns of the League o • ahons repor • par Icu . . . Th 
of the system of" credits" and the increasing attention given to natural scien~~ ~ami~g. bl"e 
curriculum for teachers' training colleges is also· being revised and the results Wl hie rna ~Ph h IC 
shortly. The democratisation of teaching, and first of a~ of elementary tf~c ng, ~e ~ t~ 
been urged by the League experts, would seem to be the _aim of the r~cent e orts rn Y. 
Government to prevent the budget for public education from bemg ~ffected. by po;;sible 
fluctuations in the general finances. These efforts have met with success Ihl c~r~~n provm~F· 
such as Kiangsu and Honan for instance, where the financial stability w c . h ne:.e lut. IC 
education urgently needs seems to have been ensured. Lastly, we may note Wit sa IS ac Ion 
the identity of view between certain recornmendatio~s of th~ League's repor~ an~ tho;;e of the 
Congress of Mathematical, Physical and Astronomical Sc1en~es held at an. ng m I933· 
This Congress called for the re-organisation of scientific teaching, the prepa:atw~ of C~ool
books better adapted to the requirements of Chinese schools, and the cre~hon ° a "nese 
scientific terminology (cf. pages III, II2, Ig8, I99 of the League of Nations report, The 
Re-organisation of Education in China"). 

(b) Continuation of Collaboration with the Chinese Government. 

See Appendix 3 : Report by M. F. Maurette. 

(c) Chinese National Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. 

The Chinese National Committee on Intellectual Co-operation appears to be destined to 
play an important part in the programme of re-organisa~ion 3:nd intellect~al excha_nges, for 
which the Chinese Government has requested the League s assistance .. Th1s Coii?mittee wa.!! 
set up in the spring of I933 on the initiative of M. Wu Shi-Fee, M. Tsa1 Y_uan-Pal and M. L1 
Yu Ying and under the auspices of the Ministry of Education. It cornpr!se~ per~ons. ch<?sen 
either on account of their qualifications or as representatives of t~e prmc1p~ mshtut~ons 
for culture and the administration of national education. Its Executive Committee, presided 
over by M. Wu Shi-Fee, meets regularly every two months. The office of. the perrn3:nent 
se<:retariat, under the direction of M. Hoshien Chen, has its seat at Shangha1. The Chmese 
Committee like those of the other countries has two main tasks-to co-ordinate the activities 
of the cult~ral institutions in China and to' ensure the participation of China in international 
intellectual co-operation. 

As regards the first of these tasks, the Committee has instituted an enquiry into the 
position of the Chinese intellectual organisations with a view to drawing up a complete list ; 
it also co-operates with the Association of Chinese Libraries in editing a review, the Quarterly 
Bulletin of Chinese Bibliography, the first number of which appeared in March I934· It has 
undertaken a methodical collection of the studies on the popular art of the various districts of 
the vast empire, and is contemplating the creation of a museum of popular art ; and, lastly, 
it devotes special attention to old Chinese music. · 

In order to make the International Intellectual Co-operation Organisation known, the 
National Committee has translated into Chinese the pamphlet on National Committees 011 

Iutellectual Co-operation, the report of the International Committee on the work of its fifteenth 
plenary session (July I933), au account of the fourteenth session, and two publications of the 
Internatio11al Institute of Intellectual Co-operation--i.e., the first volume of "The State and 
Economic Life " and the papers on Goethe, etc. In this connection, mention may be made of 
the creation of an educational information centre within the Shanghai section of the Sino
International Library, with which the Committee is in close co-operation, and the scheme for 
organising a National Committee of Popular Art and a Co-ordination Committee of Higher 
International Studies. 

Lastly, the Committee is co-operating with the intellectual employment office. It has 
concluded an agreement with the International School at Geneva, whereby the latter will 
reserve a certain number of places for young Chinese scholars. The latter will receive, apart 
from general education, instruction in the language and literature of their country from 
Chinese teachers placed at the disposal of the school by the Committee. The plan to establish 
an international school at Shanghai, in which Western teachers will take part, is at present 
under consideration. 

(d) TheSino-InternationalLibrary. · 

The Sino-International Library of Geneva, founded in close connection with the Chinese 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation and with the Chinese delegation accredited at Geneva 
and Paris to the International Intellectual Co-operation organisations, has for some time been 
installed at 5, route de Florissant, Geneva. It is entrusted tq Dr. H. L. Tienshe Hu former 
Direct.or of the ~ect!on o~ ~cientific R_elations with Fo~eign Countries of the Peiping A~ademy. 
The Library, which IS officially recogmsed by the Nankmg Government, from which.it receives a 
subsidy, has about zoo,ooo Chinese works and Io,ooo European books. Its constituent assem
bly comprises 300 Chinese and European members, who undertake to pay a yearly subscription 
of _400 fr~ncs for ten years.. In order to enable distinguished scholars with small means to join 
th1s advisory body, the Chinese Government has undertaken to pay the subscription of twelve 
members. 

. The Library is not intended to be merely a repository of books ; it is to become a centre of 
Ch!nese study and research and a liaison organ between the European intellectual world and 
Chma. It proposes to render service primarily to specialists ; but it will also meet the needs of 
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~~ew:c~~~ter;sted ~ Chi~J>Y suppl~ng information, by loans of scientific material and by 
!\. b 0

. wor on ~es~ s_ub]ects with other libraries and with private persons. 
A d u~e~u Will be _founded Within Its organisation and will be called the Sino-International 

thea e_mfy • lts ~ask will be to assist Chinese teachers and students residin!!" in Europe to give 
em m ormation reg di r · d" · v • in tall t" d . ar ng IVmg con Itions and conditions of employment, to facilitate their 
s T~ 1LI?- an • 1_11 general, to protect their material and moral interests. 

t Sh e h 1!>raryhi1Is alsh 0 to comprise two further sections. One of these has already been formed 
a ang a!, w e t e other will be shortly established in New York. 

6. UNIVERSAL ADOPTION OF ROMAN CHARACTERS. 

The Institute has been able to p~blish the results of the enquiry undertaken on the 
proposal of P~ofess_or Ta_nakad_ate. Thi~ w~rk had no political tendency. The Committee, 
after exhaustive dis~ussion, d1d not think It possible to exercise a direct influence on the 
aba~donment of national characters and the universal adoption of Roman characters. It 
considered, ho_wever, th~t the ~ork would have real scientific value. The Institute therefore 
ha~ to _enter ~nto relations With sc~entists and philologists of recognised authority. In so 
domg, 1t received the greatest assistance from the National Committees of the countries 
concerned, to which it tenders its thanks. 

_The • enqui~y :;tppears t? have produced results which deserve some mention. The 
Institute s publicati?n colll:pnses twenty-seven articles dealing with eighteen different countries 
and_ languages : Mncan _tnbes, Annam, Bulgaria, Cambodia, Caucasus, China, Egypt, Greece, 
Ind_Ia,_ Netherla~ds I~di~s, Japan, Madagascar, Persia, Siam, Turkey, the Union of Soviet 
Socialist ~e_pub~Ics, Y1dd_1sh a~d Hebrew, Yugoslavia . 

. A dist~ngu1shed_ philol_ogist, Professor Otto Jespersen, of Copenhagen University, has 
v.:nttei?- an _mtroduction wi;Uch not only summarises the reports collected by the Institute, but 
~ves, m Ylgorous synthesis, a complete and exhaustive study of the problem of the general 
m!roduct~on _of Roman_ c~aracters. It should further be added, to emphasise the interest of 
this publication, that 1t Is the first attempt, in this special field, to combine in a general 
framework the results of all the research undertaken on the subject. 

IV. EDUCATION. 

I. INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION BETWEEN UNIVERSITIES. 

(a) Meeting of Directors of Higher Education. 

In I933. the Directors of Higher Education drew up a complete programme of specific 
enquiries to be carried out by the Institute. The programme faithfully reflected the aims 
which the Committee had been assigned-the investigation of problems relating to the 
organisation of universities and scientific research in general, so as to compare the experience 
gained in this sphere and thus promote the establishment of an international policy of scientific 
research. 

The documentary work is being pursued in accordance with the guiding principles laid 
down by the Committee at its first two meetings. The countries taking part in the joint enquiries 
on the universities and institutions of higher education were selected on account of 
specially interesting features in their university systems and are as follows : the United 
Kingdom, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, the United States 
of America, and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Each of these countries is drawing 
up a second report, which will give an account of the measures adopted in order to stimulate 
scientific studies, both at the universities and elsewhere. Some of the material has already 
reached the Institute, and it may be expected that it will all be available to members of the 
Committee by the end of the year. 

-In the present age, when the necessity for adapting the methods and scope of higher 
education to the requirements of a changed world is becoming more and more apparent, the 
direct discussion of such problems by Directors of Higher Education on the basis of documents 
specially prepared for their use should lead to conclusions of the greatest value from the 
point of view of the adoption of an international policy of advanced scholarship. 

The other problems submitted to the Committee call for equally thorough preparation, 
and here also the work is well on the way to completion. With the acceptance of Professor 
Castrilli's report, the steps taken to co-ordinate national university statistics enter upon their 
decisive phase. A minimum list of the particulars which all national statistics should comprise 
was first transmitted to the statistical bureaux of the countries represented on the Committee, 
where it is now under consideration, and, according to the information already received, it may 
be presumed that the method recommended will be generally accepted. It will then have to be 
gradually extended to the other countries. When that has been done, the comparison of the 
various series of national university statistics, which at present is extremely difficult, will 
become a very simple matter. Wholly reliable statistical information should be available to 
form the basis of the study of the various problems raised by the overcrowding of universities 
and the liberal professions and the energetic steps already taken in many countries to deal with 
this evil. It is, moreover, only on that condition, through the exchange of information and 
the comparison of methods, that the various countries can benefit by experiments made 
abroad. 
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In the last place the enquiry regarding the organisation of biologic~ studies set 0~ foot 
by the Committee ~ith the co-operation of distinguished representatfi.ves

1 
of tfe .scienc~ll 

concerned, will als~ have been completed by the next session, when the ma cone us10ns WI 

be submitted. 

(b) University Exchanges. 
An International Centre of University Information has been in operation a~ the Inter

national Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, though not under that name, dunng the past 

year. 1 · thi · It is only lack of adequate funds which pr~vents t~e I~sti!ute fro~ deve opmg s service 
on a very considerable scale ; but, even now, lts workmg I~ hig?Jy satisfactory, thanks. to the 
fact that it acts as the international secretariat for the Umversity Bur~aux, the Co~mitte~ of 
International Students' Organisations and organisations interested m .students m forei~ 
countries ; and also thanks indirectly to other activities relating in _van?us ways to sp~cial 
branches of higher education, such as archreology, the history of art, social sciences, mternational 
relations, etc. . . I · h 

A tribute must in the first place be paid to the valuable assistance which the nsbtute as 
received from the National Universities Bureaux and their Directors. Numerous .requests 
for information have been passed on to them, to which they have always sent very satisfactory 
replies. . . 

The complete list of vacation courses in Europe which has been pubhshed smce 19~8 has 
been issued this year in the form of a trilingual booklet (instead of in three separate edibo~s
German, English and French-as in former years). The development of such courses smce 
the war and their growing importance as a means of drawin9 close~ the bon~s betwe~n s.tudents 
and professors in the various countries have led us to mvestlgate their orgam~abon ~nd 
working, together with their methods of teaching and propaganda. The resul~s of this enqurry, 
which has been carried out with the assistance of the organisers of the vacation courses them-
selves, have been published in the Bulletin oflntellectuat Co-operation. . 

In the last place, the Institute, as in previous years, has published two numbers, m French 
and English, of its bulletin The Student A broad. In this booklet it has endeavoured to give as 
complete a list as possible of everything that has recently been done in the various countries 
to encourage visits by foreign students and to see that they receive a warm welcome. The 
correspondence received on this subject from the competent institutions proves that this 
publication meets a real need. 

The section devoted to educational notes in the Institute's Monthly Bulletin also constitutes 
a source of very varied information on international university life. Special attention is paid, 
amongst other subjects, to the serious problem of the overcrowding of the liberal professions, 
and; in this connection, to the action being taken in the various countries in official and other 
quarters to reduce unemployment among young university graduates. 

2. EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION CENTRES. 

· (1) The past year has seen an increase in the number of centres between which the 
Institute maintains co-ordination and liaison, and their activities and exchanges are 
developing very satisfactorily. In a clearly defined field of primary importance for the future 
of international relations, the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation has succeeded in 
promoting the creation of official organisations specially equipped for entering into relations 
with foreign countries, whose initial task is to collect complete information on conditions of 
education in their own countries. 

The steps taken by the Institute have led to the formation of thirty-three centres in the 
following countries : South Africa, Argentine, Australia, Austria, Belgium, the United 
Kingdom, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, C~na, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Danzig, Estonia, 
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ins~ Free S!ate, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Luxemburg, 
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Roumama, Spam, Sweden, the United States of America and 
Yugoslavia. 

A delegation of the Advisory Committee of Experts whose discussions resulted in the for
mation of these centres met at the Institute on January 15th, 1934. Regular contact had then 
be_en established between those in charge of the National Centres in Belgium, the United 
Kmgdom, France, Italy, Poland and the United States, and the valuable, detailed information 
thus obtained bears witness to the utility of this new organisation. In addition the Institute 
~ been. in a position to communicate to all national centres a number of 'documents of 
pnmary mterest to educationalists, thus effectively ensuring liaison between the various 
centres. 

(2} O~er and above the exchange of information, the first joint work of the Education~! 
Centres wil! be the prepa~at!on of an international. educational b~bliography, to be published 
by th~ Instt!ute. The pnncipal task of the delegation of the AdVIsory Committee has been to 
establish a list of the general chapters of this publication in the light of observations conveyed 
to the Institute by the various centres. . 

. In substa~ce, the ~ports received w_ere ~ in fa~our of confining the bibliography to 
stnctly educational subJects of an essentially mternabonal character, such as international 
school correspondence, the teaching of peace, foreign travel for the young, etc., or problems 
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which, thou~h of a national character, are likely to interest other national centres, such as laws 
and regulations, school attendance and school terms State or public action in regard to 
schools, etc. ' 

The following general chapters and subdivisions were adopted : 

A. National systems of education : 

(a) General considerations · 
{b) Legislation ; ' 
(c) A~mini_stration and organisation; 
( rl) Fmanc1al questions. 

B. International educational relations : 

{a) General considerations, 
{b) Instruction in international relations, 
(c) Exchanges of pupils, students, teachers, 
( r1) Aids to education: broadcasting, the cinematograph, lantern slides, records, etc. 

. This firs_t bibliograp~cal experiment will cover the year beginning January 1st, 1934, and 
Will be p_ub!Jshed ~arly m 1935. The Institute has printed and forwarded to the different 
centres bibliographic cards drawn up in accordance with the instructions of the Committee of 
Experts. 

(3) Th~ In~ti~ute h~s. moreover, publi~hed_ a lis~ of the existing centres this year. This 
booklet, which 1s 1ssued m French and English, 1s des1gned to enable educationalists to obtain 
reliable and accurate information on the organisation and activities of the national centres. 

Another important feature of this work is that it gives a list of the principal educational 
reviews appearing in each country. This list was compiled by the Institute in co-operation 
with the national centres. 

(4) This new departure on the part of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation would 
seem to be most deserving of support and encouragement. 

Now that the centres have been set up, the most urgent task is to keep them constantly 
supplied with international work. The Institute can ensure regular relations and exchanges 
between them, and, as has already been explained, they have at its .request agreed to set about 
the immediate preparation of their educational bibliography: But it will probably be necessary 
to go still further and stimulate their co-operation by a meeting of representatives of existing 
centres. In present circumstances, it would be difficult for the Institute to bear the expense of 
such a meeting ; but, as most of these organisations are under public control, the Governments 
might be prevailed upon to pay the expenses of one delegate from each centre. 

Such a meeting will require careful preparation, and it could hardly be held before the 
summer or autumn of 1935. The Institute will have to proceed to consultations regarding the 
agenda, the joint work to be proposed to the Educational Centres and the collection of 
preliminary material. A less ambitious, though also less effective, solution would be to 
summon in 1935 an enlarged Committee of Experts. But it is certain that the results would 
not be so far-reaching, and the Institute would propose that the necessary negotiations and 
preparations should be undertaken for a meeting of representatives of all the existing National 
Centres. 

3· MEETING OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS' ORGANISATIONS. 

The Committee of Representatives of Students' International Organisations decided this 
year to devote its meeting to the crisis in international relations and the student problems 
arising therefrom. In so doing, it was anxious to express its sense of responsibility towards 
the international commonwealth, at a time when certain signs might suggest a decline of that 
sense of responsibility among university students. 

The proposal, which had been put forward at a smaller meeting of the Committee in Paris 
on November 27th, 1933, met with the full approval of the Executive Committee. The 
latter felt that the big international students' organisations, which have been associated with 
the work of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation since 1926, and which, 
through their national branches, represent almost the whole of the student world, should be fully 
acquainted with the movement of opinion in university student circles, and should, as far as 
possible, be able to define their present attitude towards international collaboration, which 
is the raison rl'etre of the Committee comprising those orgarrisations. At the same time, 
an invitation was extended to the Students' Committee to meet this year at Geneva, at the 
offices of the Secretariat. The cordial acceptance of that invitation by the Committee may 
be interpreted as proof of the latter's devotion to the League's ideals. · 

This meeting of the Committee-the ninth-was held on April 16th and 17th, under the 
chairmanship of M. Oscar de Halecki, Professor in the University of Warsaw. It comprised 
the following organisations : International Confederation of Students, International Student 
Service, International Federation of University Women, International University Federation 
for the League of Nations, World's Student Christian Federation, Pax Romana, World Union 
of Jewish Students. 
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The chief item. on the agenda was " The Crisis in International Co-op_erati~n anfdthii~ss 
· 0 · t' " The d1scuss1on o Influence on the Activities of Students' International rgan!sa Ions · . . f' tl b reason 

question dominated the Conference throughout-a fact that IS not surpnsmg, dlrls yb, Y th 
· hi h d h b' t b · quest1'on and secon y ecause e of the circumstances w c rna e t e su Jec a urmng ~ ' Th 'C 'tt • 

two outstanding aspects of the Committee's activity_ ~e~e brought mto pl~yt t~ or:u~~d~~~ 
duty is, on the one hand, to co-ordinate the activ1t1es of the seven m erna 10~af s th . 
organisations, in order to ensure a proper division of labour among them and e u~e f elr 
respective spheres with the necessary precision ; and, secondly, to see th~t those orgamsa Ions 
carry out concerted enquiries into the more general problems of student hfe. . 

Each of the seven international organisations had submitted a s_tudy O!l the selecte~ ~ubJ_ect. 
The discussions were remarkable for the degree of frankness with ~hie~ the orgamsations 
expressed themselves on their experiences and on their preoccupations m the face of the 
difficulties that they encounter in certain countries. . . 

Different as have been the effects of the changes in inteni.ationallife on the pos1tion of the 
several student organisations, the seven reports concur in stating that those effects are by no 
means purely negative. . . · . . 

Generally speaking, the Committee's discussions would seern to show that the 1rn~ed_1ate 
dangers have for the moment been surmounted. The representatives of all the orgamsa~10ns 
emphasised the necessity of reinforcing local activities, which, making full use of nat10n~l 
personalities, should form a sound basis for international work. T_h_ey ag;eed, also, that 1t 
was important to strengthen the bonds between the various groups aff~1ated m any one c~unt~y 
and the seven organisations forming the Committee. These rn~in 1deas. w~re ernbo~1e~ m 
resolutions. In drafting the latter, the Committee also made a pomt of affrrrnmg the pnn~r~;>le 
that its members are responsible for maintaining international contact betwee~ umvers1hes 
and recommending that the international organisations should take concerted act10n. Lastly, 
the Committee protested against the restrictions on freedom of action which prevented the
groups in certain countries from co-operating with the international organisations. 

The free exchanges of views that took place upon the true scope of international student 
co-operation were a regular searching of conscience, the beneficial effects of which will 
undoubtedly be felt in the activities of these organisations. 

The meeting next discussed the draft constitution of a General Students Press Committee 
to be attached to the international student organisations. This draft had been prepared by a 
meeting held at the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation on April rzth, I934. 
under the chairmanship of M. Valot, Secretary-General of the International Federation of 
Journalists, in the presence of delegates of the international student organisations, including 
the directors of the Press Secretariat of the International Confederation of Students and the 
International Catholic University Press Secretariat. This General Students Press Committee 
will have to co-ordinate the Press activities of the different international student organisations 
and, as far as possible, to promote relations between the international student organisations 
and the student Press, and the Press as a whole. It will.also issue an international student's 
Press card, the wording of which was approved by the Committee. 

The International University Federation for the League of Nations gave an account of 
unemployment among young people and the grave consequences of that economic and social 
phenomenon, and proposed concerted action with a view to finding some means of dealing with 
the abnormal situation. The Committee decided to place this problem on the agenda of its 
next session, referring at the same time to the studies carried out by the International 
Labour Office and the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation. 

4· REVISION OF SCHOOL TEXT-BOOKS. 

The re.vision of school text-boo~~ remains on_e of the m?st. difficult questions. The 
mov~rnent m ~avour of the prope~ ed1bng.of educational books 1s, mdeed, being continued in 
certam countnes, no~ onl_y by pnvate action, but also by official measures. The Bulletin of 
Intelfectual Co-operatton, m the chapter on school text-books, describes the various measures 
applied by ~ifferent educational d~partrnents, and is publishing decrees and laws promulgated 
on the_ subJect as well as resolutions adopted by international organisations. The National 
Committees have, moreover, forwarded to the Institute numerous lists of the school-books 
used in their countries. This material has also been published. 

Ne~erth~less, o~ng douJ;>t~ess t~ political circumstances, it has not served, as was hoped, 
as ~ bas~s for mternat1<;>~al offiCial action. No measures _under the revised" Casares procedure", 
~hich rums at the reVIsion of school-books by the deletion of passages detrimental to friendly 
mternational relations, have been applied during the year. 

On the other h_and, careful attention should be given to another aspect of the problem
namely, ~o emphasise and promote what has been called constructive action in favour of the 
preparation of. school-bo.oks in ~ spirit ?f i~ternational concord. These views were endorsed 
by the Exec'!tive CoiD_rnlttee at 1ts meetmg m December I933. when it entrusted a new task to 
the In~ernabonal Inst~tu~e of Intellectual Co-operation-namely, by enquiries among National 
Cornrnittees.and associations of teachers to collect from various countries passages from history 
books used .m school_s, ~hich, in the opinio'n of these organisations, are objectively conceived 
Chapters might be diStn~uted and made known ~ models of their kind, in which educationist~ 
~ve e_ndeavoured to give you~g pt;opl~ an Impartial description of events leadin to 
1rnpass10ned controversy. The dissernmahon of such works would undoubtedly be inval!able · 
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and woul_d form a solid basis for the Committee's efforts to introduce in schools books which are 
not det~mental to the future of in~ernational co-operation. As already pointed out, the 
problem_ I~ not merely one of suppressmg passages calculated to disturb international relations. 
~he reVIsiOn of school-books enters into the framework of history teaching, and intellectual 
~rrcles must take u~ the preparation of satisfactory works to the same extent as the 
Impro~eme!lt of unsatisfactory works, or even to a greater extent. 

. Hfstonan~ ~nd ~duc<~;tionists are agreed that the teaching of history should be strictly 
obJective. Dtfftculties arise, however, when it has to be determined how and to what extent 
a~thors of school-books can be asked to adhere to a strictly objective representation of 
history. 

. !n additi~n _to definite errors of fact, there are all those which bear upon disputed facts. 
It ts.m these dtfftcult cases that the scientific probity of an author appears most clearly as well 
as his e~de<~;vour to. co_mpare theories with evidence, to examine divergent viewpoints, even if 
una~le 1~ his des~nption to develop every aspect of this work of criticism.·· Such scientific 
probtty Is also eVInced by the extent to which he formulates his criticism. Moreover even 
thou~h national hist?r:Y must take f~~ _pla~e in school-books •. so~e authors endeavour t~ give 
pronunence to the Jomt work of Civilisation and the growmg Interdependence of nations. 

In its enquiry the Institute's very aim is to invite communications on chapters or passages 
conforming to these rules of scientific probity. National Committees and teachers' 
organisations will be informed that the passages selected should bear upon outstanding periods 
and facts of national history and also upon contemporary history. It is important that the 
enquiry should bear upon facts in regard to which historians have often failed to show the 
necessary objectivity. · 

If possible, the Institute will endeavour in its report to classify the passages forwarded 
by different countries on the same historical events, in order to bring out points of divergence 
or agreement and perhaps to outline the basis for regional agreements with a view to action 
simil~ to that successfully carried out in northern countries by the "Norden " associations. 

Lastly, the Institute was represented at the second International Conference on the 
Teaching of History, held at Basle on June 9th to nth, 1934. All the questions dealt with at 
that meeting are of the highest interest to intellectual co-operation. They relate to the ways 
in which history-teaching methods should promote international understanding. 

5· INTERNATIONAL JOURNEYS AND INTERCHANGES OF YOUNG PEOPLE, 

A number of national centres for the co-ordination of the work of numerous organisations 
dealing with international journeys of young people were opened on the initiative of the 
Institute. Four more countries (Austria, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, and Norway) have, during 
the year, organised special centres. It is hoped that other coun~ries will adhere shortly ; 
negotiations with Belgium, the United Kingdom, Poland and the Umted States of America are 
well advanced. 

As it is, the network of national centres (twelve countries) is sufficiently extensive to 
enable the second part of the Com~ttee's recommendations of 1933 to_be carri~d into effec~
namely, the organisation of me~ti~gs and the exc~ange of all usefuln~formatwn concermng 
young people's journey:>, the pnnctpal results obtamed and the concluswns to be drawn. 

Generally speaking, the information already obtained points to two essential conclusions : 
(a) the year 1933 was,not as satisfactory as the preceding years as regards the international 
relations of young people, financial difficulties hampering the work of the organisers and also the 
work of propaganda and preparation in countries. where .the movemen~ to pr?mote travel ~y 
young people requires encouragement; (b) there IS a satisfactory and mcreasmg tendency, m 
the international organisations dealing with any kind of youthful travel, to create a permanent 
link between the national affiliated branches and thus to centralise their efforts. 

This tendency will certainly facilitate .the I_nstitute:s task, and.wi~ lead to the consider~tion 
of a new form of liaison between the vanous mternatlonal orgamsatlons thus created, w1th a 
view to practical methods of collaboration and agreement. Further, it will help to develop 
the network of communications already established between national centres. 

To sum up, the Institute contemplates the following programme of action for the coming 
year: 

To encourage the form~tion of s~veral new national centr~~; . 
To continue to collect mformatlon and to promote enqUJnes on everything connected 

with international travel by young people ; 
If possible, to maintain relations between the international secretariats and the 

major organisations interested in the question. 

6. EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING. 

Since the publication of its book on ed~catio_na~ broadcasting, the Institute has rem~i!led 
in constant touch with further movements m this fteld and has afforded them full pubhctty. 

The chapter on" Educationa_l Br:oadcastin_g ",regularly publish~d in the Monthly Bul~etin 
of the Institute, contains commumcatlons, studtes by experts and reVIews of books and articles 
on this subject. 
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. al 1 t d to promote better international 
Special attention is devoted. to anything c cu a ! t be made acquainted, in a lively 

understanding. School broadcastmg enables youngf~eop. e 0 "vilisations Numerous. official 
and topical manner, with the principal features o orel.gn c~ d" t" · 
and private associations have made commenda~le effofrts mththids ~dcr~~~its will be continued 

This work of centralisation and of companson o me o s a 
next year. 

7· PoST-SCHOOL EDUCATION : ADULT EDUCATION. 

(I) At its 1933 session, the International Committee on- Intelle~tual Co-operation 
authorised the Institute, in conjunction with the Internati~nal Labour OffJ~e, \ 0 u3~::~~t 
comparative investigation of the methods of adult education. It. was un e~s 00 

. his 
investigation would be proceeded with so far as the funds of the Institute per?Jiltte~;~ w~t 1~ such time as the Institute thought fit, and tha~ a limited n~I?b~r of countnes w_o . e ~a 
with. In consequence, however, of the resignation of the.off1c1al m charge of the mves~gitJO~, 
who possessed recognised competence in the matter, this worJc has been so~e~hat e aye · 

The plan approved provides for investigations to be can:1ed ~mt by spec1~lists as to. th~ 
purpose, organisation, methods and working of adult education m the followm~ count~1e~ · 
the United Kingdom, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the Union of Sov1et Soc1al1st 
Republics, and the United States of America. . . . . 

The whole will form the basis for a comparative study whic~ the Institute mten~s to 
entrust to an expert with sufficient international experience to desc_nb~ what has been a~hieve~ 
in these countries, to draw attention to the best methods and to md1cate the part which this 
movement is called upon to play in the future of civilisation. 

The Institute would thus complete the work it has already begun at the request of the 
International Labour Office in regard to the employment of workers' spare time. ~ 

(z) Whilst the results of this comparative study are being awaited, another kindred subject 
has been taken up. This relates to the difficult problem of the unemployment of young 
people, which the International Labour Office has placed on the agenda of its I.935 ~on~erenc~. 
One of its aspects-continuation-school training for young people under I8-1s bemg m~estl
gated with the help of the major international associations and their Liaison Comm1ttee. 
It seems more and more evident that, as the result of the increased use of machinery, all the 
unemployed will not be absorbed into work even if general economic prosperity is restored. 
The raising of the age of admission to work, while it may diminish t-he number of young persons 
without employment, makes it imperative that the hours of leisure shall be usefully employed 
in organised post-school instruction. · 

Besides the possible prolongation of the school age, questions of vocational continuation 
courses, technical re-education, labour camps and other methods should be considered. 

8. INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL CoRRESPONDENCE. 

The Permanent Committee for International School Correspondence, for which the 
Institute acts as secretariat, continued its task of co-ordinating the school correspondence 
offices of the various countries ; it has also endeavoured to arrange for new centres in countries 
where none yet exist, and it has been fairly successful. It has been able to "recognise" the 
national bureaux of Australia, Hungary and Poland, and to negotiate for the establishment 
or re-organisation of the bureaux in Belgium, Roumania and Czechoslovakia. The sixth number 
of International School Correspondence has also been prepared by the Permanent Committee. 
It contains reports on the activities, during the school year 1933-34, of the international school 
correspondence bureaux recognised by the Committee. 

9· LIAISON WITH THE MAJOR INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS. 

As the Committee may learn from the special report of the Liaison Committee collabo
rat~on and .liaison have be~n maintained with th~ ~ajor as~ociations ~ea~ng with the problems 
of mstructlon and education for peace. An off1c1al meetmg of the1r L1aison Committee was 
held at the Institu~e in FebruarJ:' last, and was devoted to the questions set out in the previous 
chapters and formmg the ~ducabonal programme ?f.the Intelle~tual Co-operation Organisation. 

It should be emphas1sed that, through the L1ruson Comm1ttee and the major associations 
of which ~t c~msists, intellectual C?·op~ration maintains close touch with public opinion: 
The or~amsat~ons con~erne~ are thirty m nu~ber and are all, or almost all, arranged on a 
feder~tJve bas1s. The1r national branches, the1r numerous bulletins and their congresses and 
meetmgs afford valuable means of international contact and exercise an influence in all coun
tries. These organisations should be specially thanked for the wide publicity given in their 
periodicals to ~ecisio.ns ~f the In!ernational Committee ~n Intellectual Co-operation, to the 
results of the mvest1gabons carried out under the auspices of the Committee and to the 
publications of the Institute. ' 

Special stress may perhaps be laid on the Liaison Committee's work in regard to 
unemployment among young persons and its moral effects. This investigation is proceeding 
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in collaboration with the Intern t" al L b Off" · 
education with the lnstit t f Ia Itonll a our Ice! and, espeCially as regards post-school 

• . u e o n e ectual Co-operation. 
obtai~h!~ua:~l;~e:ltio~s for rose ~vestigat!o~. and the official ~odies dealing with th_em might 
. f k f f om t e maJor associations, many of which have a long practical expe-
nenc~. wo~ or t e youn~ and th~ education of the adolescent after he has left school. · 

1 t" 
10 t e cas~ of the mternational students' associations, the falling off in international 

rea IOns puts vanous obsta~les i~ the way of the Liaison Committee's activities. It was 
na~urald that w~ole groups, m the1r desire for various forms of contact, mutual assistance 
an ~tf~r!i~dm~ ~etween peoples, should be led to compare their experience and discuss these 
neh I~, Pies Wit o;ne a~other. They placed on the Liaison Committee's agenda problems 
sue as . eace, nat~onality and race in education " ; '· What are the present political, 
P_sycholog~cal, _economic and other obstacles to international collaboration ? Is a reconstruc
tic;m of t~e notion of inte~nation~sm possible and how can it be attained ? " The Committee 
will r~alise. that. ~any mternational organisations share the same fears, but the Liaison 
Com~t~ee ~ d~~sions and conclusions will, it may be hoped, have a practical value in addition 
to theirmtnnsicmterest. ' 

V. EXACT AND NATURAL SCIENCES. 

I. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION ORGANISATION AND 
INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC ORGANISATIONS. 

· The Institute has sought to maintain and strengthen its collaboration with the 
ID:te~<~;tional C~mu_cil of S~ientif~c Unio;ns. the scientific unions themselves and the other major 
scientific organisations, With a VIew to Improving on the results which this method had yielded 
last year. 

For the first time, the Council invited the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation to send 
a representative to its general assembly at Brussels on July 5th, I934· 

Collaboration with the unions has also continued. Thus, the Institute took part in the 
General Assembly of the International Union of Chemistry, held in Madrid in April 1934, when 
several questions of importance to the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation were discussed. 

The same problem has been put on the agenda of the meeting of the International Union 
of Physics arranged to be held in London next October. 

Lastly, the Institute has, on several occasions, collaborated with other international 
organisations-e.g., the International Union of Biology and the International Committee on 
Tables of Constants and Numerical Data. 

2. CO-ORDINATION OF SCIENTIFIC TERMINOLOGY. 

After considering special reports drawn up by the International Unions of Physics and 
Chemistry, the Committee of Experts which met at Madrid in 1933 recommended a procedure 
for investigating the co-ordination of terminology, and entrusted its application to a Permanent 
Committee, for which the Institute was to act as secretary, and, at the same time, adopted other 
resolutions of a technical nature concerning terms common to physics and chemistry. 

The first task of the Institute was to secure the approval of the two unions concerned. 
At the Institute's request, the Union of Chemistry set up a special committee .to study the 
co-ordination of scientific terminology. 

The conclusions of this enquiry were submitted last April to the eleventh Conference of 
the International Union of Chemistry. The special committee for co-ordinating terminologies 
then adopted the following resolution, which was noted by the general assembly of the Union : 

"The Committee of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry for 
co-ordinating scientific terminology, having noted the report submitted by M. Charles 
Marie at the meeting organised by the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, 
approves the resolutions then adopted." 

The same procedure is being followed by the Union of Physics, and it is hoped that it Will 
be equally successful at the meeting in London next October. The Institute will then merely 
have to forward the complete result to the International Council of Scientific Unions for final 
approval. Preparations are also proceeding for further work in biology. 

3· COLLABORATION BETWEEN SCIENCE MUSEUMS. 

In this connection, the Institute has applied the detailed scheme of work drawn up by the 
Committee of Experts, which TI?-et at Geneva under the cha~man ship of M~. ~vinoff, J?irector 
of the Carnegie Museum at Pittsburg. In agreement With the latter, It IS collectmg the 
necessary material for drawing up lists of the models and duplicates existing in the chief 
museums. Great interest is being taken in this work in England and the United States of 
America, but it is a lengthy task. The Centre for Liaison between Science Museums and 
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Information Centres has- continued to collect information and suggestions and to circulate 
them among the institutions concerned. . 

It has also continued the publicati~n of the monthly bulletin Scientific ~useums, f~f~e~ 
issues of which have already appeared, and which is publishing more an more ongm 
information. 

4· REPERTORY OF SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES. 

In 1933, the International ~ommittee on Int~llectu~l Co-operation proposed. to draw up 
a list of physics laboratories which regularly admit .c~mstderable numbers of for~tgn s~udents 
and offer them special facilities for study. · This declSlon w~ the outco~e of a discussion of a 
wider scheme-namely, to draw up a complete list of all physics laboratones. 

Although the less ambitious scheme was adopted, the Institut~ found that it had first to 
undertake the heavy task of compilin&" ~list of all.existingl~boratones and then to. see whether ' 
the particulars collected could be classified accordmg to a suitable method of selection. 

Use can already be made of the information collected and clas~ified .. The~e are, however, 
great difficulties as regards the selecti~n to be ~ade. The I.n~titute frrst tned th~ method 
generally applied in such cases of leavmg the national authonbes to. make a selection. ~he 
results, however, showed that, in this case, the procedure was no_t satisfactory. The _se_l:ction 
of international laboratories can only be made by experts appomted on the respor;tslbili!Y of 
the Committee. This will be a delicate task, and it might perhaps be better to watt unt~l the 
financial situation enables the original scheme to be taken up again and a complete list of 
laboratories of pure and applied physics to be published. 

5: ANNUAL TABLES OF CONSTANTS AND NUMERICAL DATA. 

The Council of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, at its 1934 session 
in Madrid, reconsidered the material difficulties which the Committee on Annual Tables of 
Constants has to contend with in continuing its publications. 

In Madrid, two kinds of action were advocated, with which the Committee might associate 
itself: 

(a) The resolution setting up the International Committee on Annual Tables was officially 
communicated by the Foreign Office to the Governments represented at the London Congress 
in 1909. The same procedure should be followed for amending its regulations, and the 
Congress of the Union considered that the question should be examined by an international 
official conference, and asked the French Government to take steps to convene this conference 
at the earliest possible moment. The Madrid resolutions have already been forwarded to the 
various Governments by the Spanish Government. 

The importance of this recommendation cannot be over-estimated. Such an undertaking 
as the tables of constants should be safeguarded against the vicissitudes it has hitherto 
experienced .owing to the fact that the principle and the scale of the necessary national 
contributions have not, except in a few cases, been laid down and finally accepted. The 
only remedy is an official conference, and it would seem advisable for the Committee to support 
the recommendation made by the International Union of Chemistry . 

. (b) The Union of Chemistry has also resolved to ask the various branches of pure science 
to gtve the tables of constants the same support that has hitherto been given by chemistry only. 

By a resolution adopted at the Madrid Congress, the International Council of Scientific
Unions and the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation have both received such a 
r~q.uest to _co~vene a committee of ~xperts rep~esenta~ive. ~f all ~he major international scien
tific organisations. If the International Council of Scientific Umons agrees, it would probably 
be highly desirable that the procedure suggested should be jointly adopted. 

6. CO-ORDINATION OF SCIENTIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHIES. 

1"1?-e Institu~e h~ cont~ued its :£forts to make the rules for abstracts drawn up by the 
Comnuttee of Scientific AdVIsers as widely known as possible. 

J?es~ rules are ~eing mo!e and more ge_nerally adopted, and a large number of scientific 
orga_msahol_ls belo_ngtng to d~f~erent countnes _have spontaneously got into touch with the 
Inst~tute With a v1e~ to obta1mng the explanations necessary for the application of the rules. 
It m1ght almost be sa1d that, as a whole, and notwithstanding difficulties and divergent customs 
the problem of abstracts has now been solved. ' 
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VI. LIBRARIES : ARCHIVES. 

I. LIBRARIES. 

(a) Enq11iry into the Training of Librarians. 

. ~thoug~ the Institute has also collected information of various kinds relating to the 
libranes of different c_oun~ries and their 'York, which has been published regularly in its bulletin 
Int~l~ectual G_o-opt;ratton, 1t h~s devot~d 1ts chief attention to the enquiry into the professional 
~ramH~g o~ librarians. The mfor~atlon received in this connection in the course of previous 
mvesbgabons had shown that, while there were a few points on which they coincided, on the 
whole, the methods employed by the various countries differed widely. The conclusion was 
reac~ed, therefore, t~at a comparative study for the purpose of ascertaining the results 
obt~med ~y these v~nous methods would be of great utility, and the members of the Committee 
of ~1branans, m_eetmg last year at Geneva, requested the Institute to undertake this enquiry, 
which th~:y: con~1dere_d should cover all public libraries. Under this head would come national 
and mumcipallibraries and _specialised and popular libraries. This conception of the enquiry 
apl?e~rs to ~ave _been the J::Ight one, as the categories of libraries for which the professional 
traimng of hb;anans need_s to be improved vary according to the country. 

The Institute's enqurry was conducted in two stages : it first asked for certain definite 
do~umentary information, and received from nearly all European countries, the United States, 
China and Japan replies which constitute a valuable record. It did not, however, wish to 
confine i~s~lf to thl:s _necessarily schematic enquiry and approached certain persons possessing 
the reqUisite qualifications, requesting them to submit original reports dealing with the 
factors of the problem in their own country and giving their general views and suggestions. 
About a dozen surveys have already been received. 

Ta~ing into consideration both the contents of the library and the public which uses it, 
the Ins~Itute has, for the purpose of arriving at general conclusions, classified libraries into 
fou~ mam ·categories: (I) specialised scientific libraries; (2) general libraries of the Bibliollleque 
nattonale type; (3) libraries of a general character (municipal, central, provincial) ; (4) popular 
libraries. 

The comparative survey made shows how the problem of training higher, intermediate or 
lower grade librarians is usually dealt with in these different categories as regards technique and 
teaching methods. 

The report advocates not only national measures but international collaboration as well, 
periodical meetings of directors of schools or professors, the establishment of institutes for 
research in library management, which would study the various experiments made and the new 
methods which might be adopted according to the purpose of the various categories of libraries. 

After it has been revised by a librarian, M. de Gregori, Director of the Casanatense 
Library in Rome, this report will be published; it will have the merit of striking out upon a new 
line, different from other works already published, dealing with the management of libraries. 

(b) Collections of Facsimiles. 

The Institute was also instructed to collect the fullest possible information on the repro
duction of manuscripts in facsimile. Last year, it requested the libraries to be good enough to 
draw up and communicate to it a list of their collections. In order to facilitate the. work, 
M. Collijn was good enough to draw up, by way of example, an invento.ry of collectwns of 
faesimiles for Sweden. When these lists are complete, they will constitute a very useful 
reference document for all who wish to consult at little expense and without inconvenience 
original documents, the loan of which is usually unobtainable without great difficulty. 

2. ARCHIVES. 

The collaboration between archives departments initiated by the Intellectual Co-operation 
Organisation has begun to bear fruit this year. 

(a) The most important achievement is t?e compilation o~ ~he "Int~rnational Gu!de 
to Archives ", which has led to close co-operation between archivists. This volume, which 
deals with Europe, could no~ have been drawn up wit~o~t the di~ec~ assistance of ~he heads 
of archive departments, whom nearly every case helped m Its compilatiOn. The Institute kept 
in constant touch with them, in order that the replies received might be as uniform and as 
full as possible. It obtained the assistance of a delegation of their Committee, the Chairman 
of which, M. Casanova, has closely followed the editing of the book. The Guide thus contains 
all useful irlformation concerning the various archives services, their organisation and resources, 
and the many and varied data whic~ may be of use_ to_ wor~ers in this field.. '!he ~nstitu~e 
was fortunate enough to interest an Important publishmg fum, the Casa Ed1tnce d Arte, m 
this work, which has been compiled on scientific bases. 

(b) A first exchange of lecturers. has taken place. A ~rench archivist, Professor ~ourgin, 
gave a series of lectures last March m Rome on the sp~cial. features of French ~rc~ves, the 
methods employed in the teaching of the science of archives m France, and matenal m French 
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archives relating to Italian history. A similar series of lectures will be given ~t Paris in <?ctober 
by an Italian archivist, Professor Buraggi, Superintendent of the State Archives at Tunn. 

(c) Lastly, various other questions have been dealt wit~ such as the co-ordinati<?n of 
archives terminology and relations between the central archives departments and pnvate 
archives. · 

The Institute will continue to collect information for a second volume of. the Guide, which 
will be devoted to extra-European countries, and for a lexicon of archive termmology. 

VII. LITERATURE. 

I. "INDEX TRANSLATIONUM." 

The publication of the Index Translationum has made ~t possible. to .establish durin~ the 
year closer collaboration between the Intellectual Co-operatwn ·Orgarusabon and the national 
bibliographieal centres and so improve the Index, and to perfect the arrangements for the 
exchange of information. 

Another country, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics! has been added to the Index 
Translationum during the present administrative period. The mdex cards are prepared at the 
Institute itself by its staff on the basis of the Kniznajaletopis, which is sent to us regularly by 
the Central Chamber of Bibliography at Moscow. 

It is interesting to note that certain national libraries or official bibliographical 
organisations-e.g., those of Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary-have spontaneously made 
an offer to the Institute to fill in the cards themselves and to undertake on the spot the 
supplementary researches requested by the Institute. The Royal Library of Sweden itself 
revises the Swedish part of the proofs of the Index Translationum. The editors of the 
Norwegian bibliography undertake specially for the Index a classification of translations. 
The editorial staff of the "Deutsche National-Bibliographie" is engaged in drawing up a list 
of the translations which should be included in the Index Translationum and sends any addi
tional information. In another direction, the American bibliography The Publishers' Weekly, 
in accordance with the arrangements made, has modified its mode of presentation and, for the 
past year, provides a classification by subjects which is utilised by the Index Translationum. 
The Roumanian Academy, in agreement with the national Intellectual Co-operation Committee, 
has undertaken to draw up the list for Roumania. Lastly, certain countries, such as China, 
which do not appear in our publication have expressed the desire to be included therein. 

The Institute has also endeavoured to obtain from the publishers of the different countries 
the names of the original works, and some progress has been made in this direction. 

In spite of the depression in the bookselling trade, the Index Translationum has been able 
to retain a good part of its advertisements. Its numbers are now frequently quoted and 
commented upon in the Press of the different countries and its statistics are reproduced. 

2. IBERO-AII!ERICAN CoLLECTION. 

The Publication Co~mittee <?f the !hero-American Collection held a meeting on December 
21st, 1933, under the chairmanship of M. Gonzague de Reynold, at which important decisions 
were adopted. 

The _programme o~ publications for the next two years was fixed as follows: "Facundo ", 
by Sarm1e~to (Argentme), prefa~e by J\nibal Ponce, translatio~ by Marcel Bataillon; "Dom 
Cas.murro , by Machado de Ass1s (Brazil), preface and translation by Francis de Miomandre 
reVIsed by Ron~ld de Carvalho, and "Letters and Speeches of Bolivar" (Venezuela), preface~ 
by ~I. L. yalemlla Lanz and M. Parra Perez, translated by Charles Aubrun. These will be 
published m 1934. 

Th~ following are the titles for 1935 : Jose Marti-" Essais" (Cuba) preface by Manach 
translation ~y Francis de Miomandre ; Aloisio Azevedo-" 0 Mulato " (Brazil) translated b ' 
Manoel Gahisto; Hostos-" Essais" (Porto Rico), translated by Max Daireau~. y 

A compl~te pro91"amme has be~n d~awn up '?"ith the assistance of a number of specialists 
on folklore. With a y1ew to the publication of an Iconographical series devoted to the popular 
arts of Latm. Amenca ~ soon as the necessary funds can be obtained. This arts series would 
parallel the literary senes of the !hero-American collection. 

3· RELATIONS W1TH INTERNATIONAL LITERARY ORGANISATIONS. 

The lnsti~ute ~as remained in contact with the internati~nal organisations which concern 
~herse~ve~ w~th. h~erary questions and particularly with the International Federation of 

ro esswn oc~ebes ~f Authors. The last Assembly of this Federation ado ted amona 
~=:fa~o~!~~tlon which shows the great interest aroused in literary circles ty the Inde~ 
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VIII. l'INE ARTS. 

I. INTERNATIONAL MUSEUMS OFFICE. 

~n the Museums Office there has been established a real international liaison centre which 
des~n~e the mea~re resources at _its _disposal, is already engaged in all the various forms of 
:'-CbVlty appropnate to an. orgarusation of the kind. Several years' experience have enabled 

, 1ts methods to be establishe_d o_n a sou~d basis ; it provides liaison between important 
~ov.ern~ent department~, which_1t keeps l~forme_d of current developments in museums and 
mstit11tions connected 'Ylth the. fme arts ; 1t stud1es, as a matter of regular routine, the out
standmg features of theu technical work and collects valuable material for them. 

T~e work deals, ~rom 3: theoretical standpoint, with the major problems of museography 
and Wlt!:t the_ educatwnal mflu~nce_ _of museums and monuments ; and from the practical 
standpomt ":'lth a number of scientific problems connected with the protection, preservation 
and restor:'-tion of monuments 3:nd works of art. It further deals with the preparation of a 
mu~eum duectory; the preparations for the Madrid Conference, the concluding stage of studies 
which ~ave been m progre_ss. fo~ several years ; the draft International Convention for the 
prote_ctioi_~ of works of artistic mterest, and the creation of the International Commission 
on H1stoncal Monuments. 

(a) The Madrid Conference. 

The ~nternatio~al Conf~rence of Experts for the Study of the Problems of General Museo
graph¥ w1ll be held m Madrid from October r4th to 2rst, I934· This will be the first occasion 
on which the. new meth?d of work adopted by the International Museums Office for its meetings 
of experts will be apphed. The Conference, which will be essentially practical in nature will 
prepare the final draft of a treatise on modern museography for the use of curators' and 
:'-dministrators of antiqnity and fine arts departments; the various items on the agenda are, 
m a sense, a table of contents of the treatise which is being prepared. We shall therefore be 
making the first experiment of a scientific congress convened to produce, on the basis of 
carefully prepared material, not a-necessarily disconnected-series of acts and Minutes, but a 
real work of ·reference, in which national or individual contributions have been adjusted 
beforehand to conform to a single plan prepared on international lines. 

(b) The Legal Protection of National Artistic Possessions. 

In 1933. a preliminary draft Convention for the Repatriation of Objects of Artistic, 
Historical or Scientific Interest which have been lost or stolen or unlawfully alienated or 
exported was submitted to the International Committee on Intellectual Co-Qperation, and 
received its approval as well as the approval, in principle, of the Council and of the Assembly. 

This draft was referred to Governments for their observations by the Secretary-General 
of the League. The impression conveyed by the first replies received from Governments is 
that they view the Office's proposals with favour. The great majority of them recognise 
the expediency of the principle underlying the Convention, the observations sent in by some 
of them relating rather to questions of detail. The Office is engaged in this work at the 
moment and hopes to be in a position to submit, at the Commission's next session, a detailed 
report on this question, together with the final text of the draft Convention. 

The interest which national Government departments are taking in these proposals of the 
Office is already being demonstrated in concrete form ; several of them are already anticipating 
the procedure laid down in the Convention, since they are using the Office and its official 
publications to report the disappearance of objects from their collections. The Office has 
placed at their disposal, as provided for in the Convention, the very publication which the 
latter contemplates for communications of this kind, and has, moreover, taken other measures, 
such as the issue of confidential circulars and of Press or broadcast communiques, to ensure the 
adequate dissemination of these communications. 

(c) Programme of the International Commission on Historical Monuments. 

The creation, under the International Museums Office, of an International Commission 
on Historical Monuments was approved by the Council and Assembly of the League in 
September and October I933· The readiness with which various States had signified their 
approval of the principle of safeguarding and respecting ancient monuments warranted the 
belief that the setting up of an international body for the joint study of such problems would 
meet with an equally favourable reception. Most States have now appointed their delegates 
to the Commission. 

Its field of work is delimited by the definition of the term " historical monument " itself. 
Generally speaking, this denomination applies to a building whose preservation is a ~atter of 
interest to the community owing to its significance in history and, especially, in the history of 
art. Considerations of legislation, case law and the practical application of laws and 
administrative regulations add certain important supplementary ideas to this general concept. 

Furthermore, the various national laws provide that the surroundings of monuments must 
be comprised in the definition. _This applies equally_ to the circumstances~ w~ch architecttlfal 
units and monumental perspectives have to be considered and to excavations m arch~eolog1cal 
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areas. The natural beauty of sites can be take~alinfto :ccou~~~nlle i~~~ef~r c~n!f~!r;~i:s t~~ 
setting of such monuments. To these maten ac ors . . 11 hygiene, town-planning, the location of ex~av~tion work ~n safe spots, expropnation, eJc., ·~h 
matters which do not come exclusively Withm the purvieW of departments ~oncerne Wi 
antiquity and the fine arts. · · · t · · th 

Finally, very intricate administrative and legish;tive _problems ~nse m conneh iO~ ~i 1 the re ulations governing excavations, more especially m count~i~S where arc reo ogica 
treasu!s are particularly abundant. The question of the supervision and the lay-out of 
excavations, and, generally speaking, the right to excavat~ ~nd t~e attendant cont~acts have 
thus formed the subject of many legislative and admims!rahve measur~~· which o~ght 
certainly to be studied on the international plane with a vieW to harmomsmg the-vanous 
interests concerned. · · • k 

These few considerations show in a general way t.he scope o.f th~ CommiSSi<?n. s wo~ , 
which will be divided into: (r) moral and educational acho~; (z) legislative and admimstrative 
action ; (3) technical action ; (4) international documentation. 

(r) Moral and Educational Action.-The Commission will endeayour to secure accept_ance 
for the view advanced by the Athens Conference that the safeguarding of .those masterpieces 
in which civilisation has found expression is a matter of moment to all nations. 

(z) Legislative and Administrative Action.-Consideratio!l of the pr?vision;; ~ fo:ce iri 
various countries for the protection of historical monuments disclo;;e certam admimstrat~ve or 
legislative lacunre. States which have no special body responsible for the pr~servat10n. of 
historical monuments might, taking advantage of the experience of other coun.t~ies, and. With 
the assistance of the Office, seek to draw up such regulations and set up the reqmsite machmery 
for their enforcement. 

A rational system for the protection of monuments sh~uld in particular be based upon 
provisions empowering the competent bodies to apply such emerg~ncy measures as. may. be 
required and take stringent action against acts of pilfering and vandalism, severe penalties bemg 
provided for the purpose in criminal law. National legislation should also reflect the present 
tendency to acknowledge certain rights of the community over private property, where 
historical monuments are concerned. 

Finally, the preservation of monuments as a whole necessarily implies action which only an 
international body is able to undertake. . 

(3) Technical Action.-Wherever attention has been given to the preservation of historical 
monuments, observations have been made and solutions proposed which, if they were pooled, 
might greatly facilitate the task of the authorities. There is hardly any field in which all the 
resources of modern science are more needed, and no nation can any longer claim that its 
own knowledge and skill are sufficient. 

It would therefore be expedient, with a view to the study of certain general problems, 
for the Committee to consult technical specialists. 

(4) International Documentation.-Documentation plays an essential part in these various 
means of action, but, if it is to be used on an international basis, it must first be collected by 
national centres. The Athens Conference itself reached the conclusions that documentary 
material should be systematically collected in each country and should comprise an inventory 
of national historical monuments, accompanied by photographs and descriptions, and that 
archives should be established for the collection of useful information regarding such 
monuments. The Conference urged that every country should deposit its publications with 
the Museums Office and that the latter should publish articles on the general processes and 
methods of preserving historical monuments and-should study the best means of utilising the 
information thus centralised. 

It is in this direction that the co-ordinative action of an International Commission on 
Historical Monuments may be expected to yield the most concrete and useful results. Its 
chief object should of course be to encourage national publications, but a certain homogeneity 
in the planning and editing of such reports or studies would greatly facilitate the work of 
co-ordination and centralisation. 

In addition to these general studies, the Commission should at a later stage recommend 
the preparation of other more technical publications dealing, for instance with graphic and 
photographic documentation. ' 

Collections of casts should be similarly co-ordinated. 
Lastly, publications of general interest might be undertaken under the auspices of the 

International Museums Office : a comparative list of laws in force in different countries in 
regard to historical monuments, documents relating to excavations general reports dealing· 
with technical problems of preservation, etc. · ' 

Owing to the nature of the functions entrusted to the International Commission on 
Historical ~onuments, ~t i_s possible f~r all national authorities .or competent institutions to 
belong to it, although it iS also provided that exchanges of Views and discussions on the 
subjects men~io.ned ~ust be confined t~ small co~mitt~es. As, in principle, plenary meetings 
of the Commission Will take place only m exceptional circumstances, its members will be as it 
were, the representatives, in dealings with the International Museums Office, of the national 
departments of antiquities and fine arts, or similar institutions. 

(d) Administrative Studies and Technical Investigations. 
In the c?urse of this work, and ~n cons~quence of the enquiries which it constantly receives, 

the S~cretar~at of. th~ Museums Office realised that the development of research and scientific 
expenment m this field was frequently hampered by the lack of co-operation between the 
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laboratories ~d research ~stitutes attached to the museums and fine arts departments, and 
by the ~c~ssity under which they are placed of confining their tests and experiments to the 
cases.w c concern the museum or monuments to which their work relates. The progress 
of s~Ien~e, however, has ~evealed a number of laws and general principles, of which the 
apphcatlon should be s~udied or the scope ascertained. Pending the establishment of a labo
ratory for the International Museums Office, in which these researches could be carried out 
freely, the _work has bee~ entrusted by it to specialists whose personal researches qualified 
them for this task. A senes of systematic studies has thus been undertaken. 

(I). The _Transport of. JY?Tks of Arl.-This question has arisen on various occasions in 
connectlo~ With large exhibi~lOns of works from public or private collections in all parts of the 
worl~ •. which have be_en subJected_ to the influence of a change of climate, environment and 
conditiOns.. The Office has studied the technical aspect of the problem, the action of 
atmosp?enc ag~nts on ~?rks of art (paintings, sculptures, objects) ; it has also endeavoured to 
asc~rtam and gtve pubhcity to the results of the experiments made and the conclusions reached 
durmg the~e removals. By ~pproaching the curators and the transport undertakings 
conce;ned, I.t has collected a senes of documents, opinions and suggestions which constitute a 
practical gmde that can be consulted with advantage. 

. (2) The Preservation of Old Tapestries and Fabrics.-Curators who have specialised in this 
field w~re good enough to send the Office very detailed reports on the various means of 
prote_ctmg _fabrics !lnd the methods a!ld material used in European and American museums 
for displaymg fabncs, carpets, tapestnes and lace. The Secretariat of the Office also enlisted 
the co-operation of a specialist, who went more fully into the question whenever these replies 
or other information received made additional investigations necessary. 

(3) Special Scientific Research.-In the course of its documentary work, the attention of 
the Office was drawn to individual cases in which works of art had deteriorated, and to the 
advisability of undertaking systematic studies and experiments in regard to certain definite 
aspects of their preservation. 

For instance, the Office engaged a biological chemist to make a systematic study of the 
present resources of science from the point of view of the chemical, microscopic and optical 
analysis of the pigments used in different techniques of painting. A radiological expert made 
a valuable contribution to the highly controversial question of the possible deterioration of 
materials examined by X-rays. He is preparing a report on the possible deterioration of 
pigments subjected to the action of ultra-violet rays. 

(4) Archreologists, as well as experts in the pictorial sciences, have long been devoting 
attention to the technique of encaustic painting, which was widely practised in antiquity, 
owing to the special resistance of wax to atmospheric action. An attempt has been made to 
reconstruct this method by analysing specimens excavated and by using the same implements 
as antique painters. The Office has prepared a very well documented study on both the history 
of the process and how modern electrotechnical methods of heating the paint and ground bring 
it within the reach of present-day painters. 

(5) Restoration of Articles of Metal and Wood.-This difficult problem has for some time 
attracted the attention of curators, chemists and physicists. An attempt has been made.by 
chemical and electrical methods, among other means, to restore objects which have been broken 
or have lost their shape through being buried for a long time in t.he earth. The most 
satisfactory experiments were those made by an Italian scientist, who unfortunately died 
without leaving any written statement to enable his work to be carried on. The Office has 
followed very closely the work done in America and Europe in connection with ancient brasses 
and bronzes, and has received several important contributions on this subject. 

Another problem to which the Office has devoted attention during the past year is the 
preservation of articles of wood. Thus a systematic study has been made of the principal 
wood parasites-animal and vegetable--and methods of destroying them, and a detailed report 
has been received on the preservation of woven articles and wicker-work. In addition, the 
Office has considered the practical aspect of. this question, the application to museum exhib~ts 
of the theoretical methods that have been recommended, which, of course, requires very spec1al 
care. 

(6) Miscellaneous Questions relating to Restoration, _Preservation an_d Classif~cation.
Mention must also be made of the studies which are proceedmg on the questiOn of v~rn~shes and 
the various factors affecting the ground of and preparatory work o~ easel pamhngs, the 
restoration of mosaics, from the strictly technical aspect of the strengthemng or the transference 
of these works of art, and the experiments made and methods adopted to secure the ~roper 
temperature, hygrometric condition and purity of atmosphere for the proper preservation of 
the objects in exhibition-rooms or store-rooms. . . . 

In a similar connection, the Office has endeavoured to collect opmiOIIS and .s~ud~es on 
methods of labelling museum specimens. One detailed study deals With the classificatiOn of 
pottery. 

(7) Administrative Questions and Q·uestions of General Museogr_aphy.-. Questions of ge!leral 
museography arising out of the preservation of works of a;rt. and, m parhcular, the v:ocahonal 
training of muse~m curators and rest?rers h3:ve been considered, and the reports received have 
enabled it to specify what measures rmght be mtroduced. 
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For some time the various points of view to be consider~d in arranging and ~resen~ing 

collections of coins 'and medals have been receiving the attention, not o~y of nu':jismatls~, 
hut also of curators of historical, ethnographical and :"rt mus~ums: The Office .has en eavoure. • 
in a study on this subject, to bring out the histoncal~ soc10lo~ical, pedago~cal and1 re.sthetlc 
function of these collections, which, in itself, determmes their museographical va ue. . . 

Museum curators will also benefit from the Office's investigation~ into the ~haract~nsti<?> 
of objects coming more specifically within the scope of ethnograpJ:ical collections. Ltght iS 
thrown on the various aspects from which these specimens can be mterpreted and arranged 
in a museum collection by a general study of the question and a written statement on negro art. 

Any examination of the chief museographical problems will remain incoJ?plete, however, 
until more systematic attention has been devoted than at p_resent to the _history of museo
graphy .. While it does not claim to ~ave. found~d a new science,_ the Office has planned a 
comprehensive programme of research m this relatively unexplored field .. 

In order to give greater publicity to the principles adopted, the technical met,~ods empl?yed 
and the innovations introduced in the museums of the old and new worlds, the International 
Repertory of Museums" is to be issued on a uniform pl~n. It w~Il serve both as a source _of 
information regarding the artistic treasures of the vanous contments, and as. an essential 
instrument of work. To supplement this importal!-t work: ~!.reference, t~e Office has made 
a collection of general surveys of the museographical activities o~ countnes such a~ Japan, 
Canada, New Zealand and Australia, which are not very well known m Europe from this aspect. 

Lastly, the educational function of museums has this year been studied, both_from tJ;e 
theoretical point of view and in the light of practical experiments such as those carried ou~ m 
open-air museums in the Scandinavian countries, and in the form of regula: co-operation 
between museums and educational institutions in the important museographical centres of 
Europe and America. 

(8) Handbook on the Preservation of Paintings.-During the past year, the Office 
Secretariat has compiled almost all the chapters of the " Handbook on the Preservation of 
Paintings". They are being revised by the experts of the sub-committees concerned. Part I 
deals with the preservation of paintings from external influences, and also with exhibition 
material, protection from fire, cleaning, etc. Part II deals with the diseases that attack the 
various constituents of paintings, and describes how they can be treated according to the 
technique of the original work and the character of the backing. The necessary material is 
assembled, but wider consultations have had to be undertaken to meet, not only. the wish 
expressed by the Committee on the Handbook, but also the present requirements of 
scientists, art historians and curators. The work in hand must reflect the various tendencies 
prevailing in regard to the resthetic and museographic principles of restoration, which are, 
in their turn, reflected in the technical methods employed. 

The Handbook will contain a bibliographical appendix giving, in addition to an 
analytical table of the chief monographs which have appeared, a list of authoritative works ' 
on pictorial technique, the examination of pictures and their restoration. 

The general introduction, which is now being compiled, will begin with a short historical 
summary and will then describe how the restoration of a work of art should be undertaken, 
the general principles which will guide the curator in the difficult problem of the proper care of 
paintings and the steps necessary to ensure their preservation. . 

(9) Preservation of Artistic and Historical Monuments.-The Athens Conference was the 
~tarting-p?int .of a series o~ studies, some supplementary and others entirely fresh-researches 
m the legtsl~tiv~ sphere, i~ rega~d t? which mention may be made of a detailed report on 
Ge~man. ~egtslahon regardmg histoncal monuments; the question of open-air museums, 
their on%ln, the part ~hey are called upon to play, not only from the strictly museographical 
standpomt, but also m the preservation of ancient buildings, and the utilisation of artistic 
monuments as museums, as a means of protecting and preserving the buildings so employed. 
One survey dealt more particularly with the preservation of castles, which are frequently used 
for purposes that may be detrimental either to their architectural integrity or to their safety . 

. As recommended '!>Y the experts who met at Athens, the Office has tried to keep a kind of 
re~ter _of the restoration work done in various countries, and to give in its periodicals the most 
!YPi~al mstances o~ such work. It has published regular reports on the excavations in progress 
in d1fferent c.ountnes. Lastly, it has examined the new question of museums of architecture. 
The recent gift of a model of ancient Rome has given it the opportunity of investigating the 
prece_dents for sl!ch work and of collecting documentary material likely to encourage the 
creation of architectural museums. 

(e) Publications. 

Mo~seion, "lnformat!ons mensuelles ", " Les Dossiers de !'Office international des 
M~sees (dllot~d respectively to the Preservation of Artistic and Historical Monuments 
Rn to a co echon of documents on the preservation of paintings), the " International 
F epertorl ofd.l\I~seums " (of_ which, in addition to the two volumes on the Netherlands and 
"ranee a ;ea Y 1ssued, a third volume has appeared dealing with museums in Poland) the 

Proceedmgs of the Athens Conference" and the" Map of Archreological Excavations in It~ly". 
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The foll.owing publications are in preparation : " Handbook on the Preservation of Paintings " 
"Treatise on Museography" "C 11 •: f L ' . , .. . • o ec,...on o aws and International Agreements concerning 
¥xcavat10~s • Compendium of Comparative Legislation concerning Historical Monuments ", 
Repert~nes of the Museums and Collections of Roumania, Greece, and Austria ", " Repertory 

of Collections o! Greek an~ Roman Archreology ",and, in conclusion, in a series dealing with 
monuments, a Systematic Catalogue of Byzantine Churches." 

2. FOLK ARTS. 

!n t_he matter of !c;>lk ~t. the Institute has mainly directed its efforts this year to issuing 
publications on the utilisation of workers' spare time and to studies on folk music and song. 

TJ:le scheme of work adopted after discussion with the members of the International 
Com~nttee. on Folk Arts. c~mprises a study of the common characteristics of folk art, 
espectally m Eurc;>pe, both m 1t~ underlying tendencies and its means of expression. A list 
of persons who rmght. take part m such a comparative study has been drawn up. 

The new work will be undertaken as soon as the present studies have been concluded. 

(a) FolkMusicandSong. 

The Institute was requested by the International Committee on Folk Arts to make 
preparati?ns for the esta~lis~ent of an Information Centre on this subject, and it succeeded 
1n coll~ctmg very ~xtenstve, lf not complete, documentary material in about thirty of the 
countnes that are, .m gene_ral, tlu; most important from this point of view ; this material has, 
moreover, _the ment of bemg enhrely new. In view of the abundance of the material, it has 
been ~osstble, with the help of the composer Lajta, to prepare a list for the following 
countnes: Belgium, the United Kingdom, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, 
Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Luxemburg, Mexico, the Netherlands, the Netherlands Indies, Norway, 
Poland, Roumania and Sweden. 

This book will give detailed information on the scientific work done in these countries, 
on the gramophone and manuscript records of folk music already prepared, on the collections 
made and on the principal works dealing with this subject. 

A second volume will be prepared next year, and will cover the non-European countries 
and the few European Countries on which the Institute has not yet received complete information. 

(b) Folk Art and Workers' Spare Time. 

A volume appeare$i in May giving the results of the enquiry made into this subject at the 
request of the International Labour Office. The separate reports are ptefaced by a detailed 
study drawn up by the International Institute showing the general ideas arising out of the 
enquiry and the suggestions which appear applicable and might be put into practice on the 
initiative of various groups interested in the question of workers' spare time. The book further 
records the opinion of the Bureau of the International Committee on Folk Arts regarding the 
conclusions reached by the Institute ; it also gives a succinct though extensive bibliography for 
the countries which have taken part in this comparative study. This documentary part has 
been drawn up with the help of M. Lehmann, former President of the International 
Committee on Folk Arts, and of the national popular art committees. 

3· INTERNATIONAL CENTRE OF INSTITUTES OF ARCH.!!OLOGY AND THE HISTORY OF ART. 

This new link extends the work of organisation in matters of fine art. The Museums 
Office already deals with all questions relating to the preservation of works of art ; on behalf 
of the art administrations, it is studying a number of specific problems. Its activities extend 
to art as a whole, regarded from the museums point of view. 

It was thought desirable, however, to supplement this work, which has now been developed 
in all its aspects, by applying to persons engaged in research studies, in laboratory investiga
tions and in the training of young scientists, and to the masters of archreology and the history 
of art. A fresh liaison centre has been created during the year; on the invitation of the Italian 
National Committee, its Committee of Directors met in Rome on December Ist and 2nd, 1933, 
and finally drew up its programme-i.e., to make known the direction and methods of research 
work at prese~t _under~a~en by t~e various i_nstitute~, toget~e~ with t~ me~ns at t_heir disposal ; 
to help in edthng eXlsbng nabonal and mternabonal btbliographical bsts, wtth a vtew to 
supplementing and developing them ; to take part in the work of intern .. tional co-opera,tion, 
which has already been outlined, and in the exchange of teachers and students ; to deal with 
a number of special problems of immediate interest connected with the progress of artistic 
documentation, such as the grant of exclusive rights to excavators in t:tle study and publication 
of their discoveries, the participation of students of archreology in the work of archreologists 
in respect of excavations, the question of palreo-ethnographical studies and the utilisation of 
documentary cinematography. On the last point, the Institute has already submitte<i sugges• 
tions to the International Congress of Educational and Instructio~al Cinematography, held in 
Rome in May I934· 

Since the Institute's liaison work has enabled it to collect original documentation for the 
Centre, it has been possible to consider the publication this year of a perio<lical bulletin which 
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is strongly recommended by the Committee of Directors of the Centre. TRhis bu~tin will 
contain studies on the various points of the programme drawn up !1-t the orne 0 ;"gress, 
articles dealing fully with the institutes of archreology and of _the history of art which are 
members of the Centre and articles on the problems-the most Important and frequently _the 
most interesting in respect of the origin of civilisation-w~ch they _are _at present studyi!lg· 
The bulletin will also contain a section devoted to current mform~tiOn , al!hough appean~g 
only three times a year, it will show that the International Centr~ IS ~n a~tive body a!ld will 
constitute an effective bond between the institutions collaboratmg m this matter With the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. 

IX. INTELLECTUAL RIGHTS. 

The investigations made in this sphere were reviewed at a meeting held in _Paris by 
representatives of the various international institutions which deal wit~ intellect~al nghts and 
cognate legal problems : the International Labour Office, Internationa~ Instit'!-te for the 
Unification of Private Law (Rome), International Bureall:x for the Protection of L~terary and 
Artistic Works and Industrial Property (Berne), Secretariat ?f the I:eague of Nations (~ega! 
Section and International Bureaux and Intellectual Co-operation Section) and the International 
Institute of Intellectual Co-operation. . 

The meeting took place on June nth, I934. V.:Ith ~· B. C. J.. Loder, member of the 
International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, m the chair. On account of the 
technical character of some of the problems raised by the international position in regard to 
authors' rights, III. Destree and M. Raestad were invited t? take part. in the di~cussions. 

Recent diplomatic events had enabled the Executive Committee to mclude on the 
Committee's agenda work of immediate practical value :the revision of the Union Convent~oi~s 
of Paris and Berne regarding the protection of industrial property and literary and artistic 
works respectively. . . 

The revision of the first Convention was the work of the International Conference held m 
London from May rst to June 2nd, I934· - The second is to take place in Brussels on the 
invitation of the Belgian Government, if possible at the end of the summer of I935· The 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation has thus been afforded an opportunity of establishing 
that close co-operatipn with the Bureaux in Berne which has so often been advocated by the 
League of Nations. Such co-operation has just been given practical form at the London 
Conference, which was attended by a delegation headed by the Chairman of the International 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. It also formed the subject of the following 
recommendation : 

" The Conference recommends that the International Bureau, in the exercise of the 
powers conferred on it by the Convention, should keep in touch with the permanent 
organs of the League of Nations, and transmit to the Secretary-General, as and when it 
may think fit, any suggestions for intervention by the League likely, in the opinion of the 
International Bureau, to further the work of the Union." 
In addition, the Belgian Government has invited a representative of the International 

Institute to attend the meetings of the Committee set up under the chairmanship of M. Jules 
Destree to draw up the official proposals which are to form the basis for discussion at the 
Brussels Conference. These proposals will of course remain distinct from those which the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation will put forward on points specifically dealt with in the 
recommendations adopted by the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. 

In spite of the wide differences which exist and will inevitably continue to exist between 
the rules governing industrial property and literary and artistic works respectively, their 
parallel development affords striking proof of the identity of some of the problems with which 
they will have to deal. These include the majority of the subjects the moral and social 
importance of which has already attracted the Committee's special attention. 

Such is the case in regard-to what has come to be known as the moral right of the authors 
of literary and artistic works, henceforward recognised on the international plane under the 
Rome Act ; an exactly similar right in the case of inventors has just been recommended by the 
London Conference, which inserted in ·the Convention a provision on the lines of the 
recommendation adopted by the Committee last year. The same applies to the uniform 
interpretation and application of the two Conventions through reference to an international 
juris~iction. In the last place, the kinds of protection to be granted to certain persons 
workmg under contract also represent more or less common ground. These various points 
naturally fall to a large extent within the scope of the activities of the International Labour 
Organisation, which is investigating them t.hrough its Advisory Committee on Intellectual 
Workers. 

The vast problems connected with the London and Brussels Conferences would, it was 
thought, provide an adequate programme for this year's meeting. They all, though for various 
reasons, call for the pooling of the various forms of international activity. 

The purpose of the meeting was thus twofold. In the first place, as regards the London 
Conference, it had to appraise and state the effects which the new text would have upon the 
protection of inventors' rights. In the second place, as regards the Conference of Brussels, 
tt _had to work out the proposals to be put forward by the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation 
~Ith the approval of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. A problem 
mseparably bound up with these is that of devising means of harmonising the international 
s:yste~ governing a~~hors' rights in the two continents. Such action was urged in certain 
highly Important declSlons taken by the recent Conference at Montevideo. 

The following is a summary of the Committee's discussions : 
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{a) Moral Rights. 
I. INVENTORS' RIGHTS. 

In the matter of inventors' right · th · · Committee on Intell t al C . s, as m e matter of authors' nghts, the International 
of ersonal rero /c u o-oper~t10!1 has always supported the view that a certain number ,S k P ga IVes should be malienably secured to all those engaged in creative intellec-
tu wor • any cont.ract t~ the contrary notwithstanding. For this reason, it has always 
pressed f~r the adoption of mternational regulations prohibitino the practice whereby industrial 
~der~akings ta~e out ano~ymous patents for inventions made

0
by their employees or purchased 

. om mvento~s m _needy circumstances. Without prejudice to the remuneration of salaried 
mvent<_>r_s which I~ bemg de~t with by the International Labour Office, it has urged 
recogmt~on of the nght of every mventor to sign his invention. 

A~hn_g upon _th~e general pri_nciples, the delegation of the Intellectual Co-operation 
Orgarusahon applied It~e~f to secunng the recognition by the London Act of the principle 
of the mo;al nghts of mventors. It has secured the insertion in the Union Convention of 
the. followmg new clause : "The invent.or has the right to be mentioned as such in a patent". 
This clause ensures tha~ henceforw~rd mventors will enjoy the prerogative claimed on their 
behalf _by. the ~ntern.ah<_>nal Comm1tt~e on Intellectual Co-operation. It will rest with the 
count~es I~ wJ:Uch this nght h~ not hi~herto been recognised to bring their national legislation 
on this pomt mto harmony With the International Convention, In this connection, it would 
appe3:r that the Intellectu:U Co-operation Organisation will have an opportunity of giving 
effective support to the action taken by professional associations. 

{b) ~ight to Pat.ent Discoveries or Inventions pret.jously described in Communications published 
m the Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

. I~ the maj<_>rity of countries, the law provides that no patent can be issued in respect of an 
mventwn that IS not absolutely new. This requirement is justified by the public interest and 
also by the need for avoiding the complications which might arise out of private transactions. 
B:nt even so, its consequences are sometimes unreasonably severe, more especially when 
disclosure before patent takes the form of a communication made by the inventor to his 
colleagues or of a review article. 

This state of things has been frequently criticised in scientific circles. An attempt at 
reform was made in the draft prepared by the experts in December 1927 and submitted by the 
League to the Governments for examination, which provided that the right of the scientist 
would be automatically established by the publication of his discovery, the official registration 
of which would merely serve to fix the date on which he would begin to exercise his acknowledged 
right. 

It was the unique facilities granted by the laws of the United States of America which 
decided the American delegation to the Conference of London to submit a proposal that a 
certain time-limit should be allowed, during which patents may be taken out in respect of 
inventions previously communicated or published. In conjunction with several delegations, 
the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation used its best endeavours to devise a formula to that 
effect, but the Conference was unable to go further than a recommendation which also referred 
to the rights of salaried inventors. 

"The Conference recommends that any amendments which the countries represented 
in the Union may introduce in their national laws on the protection of industrial property 
shall be based on the principle of the protection of inventors' interests, account being 
taken of the proposals discussed at the present Conference, more particularly in respect 
of employed inventors and the need for prescribing a time-limit within which the commu
nication and use of an invention by its author shall not constitute an obstacle to the 
granting of a patent or involve the invalidity of the patent for which he may subsequently 
apply." 

Although this text is as yet without binding force, the Committee on Intellectual Rights 
considered that its moral effect was of genuine importance for the world of science. It also 
took the view that it might be used as the basis for new representations by the Intellectual 
Co-operation Organisation to the various Governments. 

(c) Jurisdictional Clause. 
The problem arose in the same form in connection witli the coming revision of the Berne 

Convention, but it was the occasion only of a brief statement, in the Committee on Intellect~al 
Rights, on the discussions that had taken place at the London Conference and of the negative 
solution reached. 

The proposal to introduce a jurisdictio.nal clau:;e into the ~o~vention, though it obtain~d a 
large majority in favour, also revealed the Irreconcilable opposttion of a number of delegations 
to the principle itself. In these circumstances, the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, 
in agreement with the delegation of the League Economic Committee, could do no more than 
reserve its future action as regards finding a formula harmonising equally with the Berne 
Convention. 

(d) Protection of Press Statements. 
Press agencies and newspapers have, of course, frequently protested against the abuses 

arising in connection with the commercial use of news obtained and published by them. 
Press statements constitute a form of publication which is not covered by copyright, and 
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. · f th B C nvention On the other hand, the 
therefore cannot cla1m the protection ° e ern~ ~h h d ·f unfair competition which 
improper use of such statements appears to come un er e ea 0 . f I d t · 1 p ' t 

· is covered by Article ro(a) of the Union Convention for the Protectwn ~ b n t~s ~!at rol~r Yi 
The work done by international conferences of Press experts an Y . e n erna wna 

Chamber of Commerce following the investigations which have been c~n?~d on for a l~ng 
time past by the Inter~ational Bureaux in Berne, have revealed the poss!b1~1ty of atte~ptmg 
to establish an international rule granting to Press agencies and ?-ewspapers, If not the ngh~ of 
ownership of their statements, at any rate the institution of a tl~e-hm1t for t~e rep~oduct10n 
of such statements or an obligation compelling anyone repro~ucmg ~hem to _c1te the1r source. 

The Conference held that the question was not yet npe f~r mternatlonal settle~ent. 
A resolution was unanimously adopted, however, and the Comrruttee on. Intellectl!al Rights 
considered that the problem called for careful attention by the Inter!l~twnal Institute, and 
that a memorandum should be ..:om piled showing the present de facto position. 

2. AUTHORS' RIGHTS. 

(a) Preparation of Possible Proposals to be submitte:l by the Intellect~al Co-operation Organisation 
to the Brussels Conference for the Revision of the Berne Convent1on. 

(I) Journalists' Copyright.-The discussions on the subjec~ in the Commit~ee in. 1933 
served to throw light on the two aspects from which the protection of works pubhshecl m t~e 
Press should be considered. In the first place, the exceptional system by which Press work 1s 
still encumbered must be brought to an end. The unfairness of this position ~as long been 
denounced by the International Literary and Artistic Association. The Internah<;mal C~miS!ess 
on Comparative Law, held at The Hague in 1932, associated itself unreserve~y w1th th1s Vl~W. 
In the professional sphere, the International Federation of Joumalist~ has Itself t~ken actwn 
in recent years, with results that have helped both to put an end to m1sunderstandmgs and to 
overcome opposition. 

In the second place, the fact that journalistic work is most often done under contr~ct 
undoubtedly creates a special position which the professional circles concerned wish. to bnng 
under the operation of the Berne Convention. It would be of no use to the journalist to have 
his rights as an author recognised, however fully, if, in practice, his rights only accrued to the 
management of the paper in which his work was published. 

The interest of the problem is not limited to the publication of a series of articles which have 
already appeared in the Press, or to their adaptation to some other form of circulation such as 
the cinema. The problem arises equally in the case of reproduction in some paper other than 
that in which the article first appeared. A current practice, which has grown up out of the 
development of international relations, allows many journalists at the present time to act as 
foreign correspondents of papers in other countries, in which they are enabled to publish 
articles that have already appeared in piJ.pers in their own country, on conrlition that the latter 
do not suffer. The same problem also arises in the case of illustrations having an intrinsic 
value of their own, the paper in which they appear having no valid claim to ownership of them. 

On these two points, the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, in 1933, 
endorsed the opinion of the Committee and drew up definite recommendations, drawing the 
attention of the International Labour Office to the important subject of journalists' 
collective contracts, in connection with which certain safeguards of a professional character are 
required in the interests of the parties concerned. The value of these measures was admitted 
by the Bureau of the Advisory Committee on Intellectual Workers at a. meeting held at Geneva 
on April 24th, 1934. 

As regards the amendments to the Berne Convention, the . views of the Intellectual 
Co-operation Organisation were favourably received both by the International Bureau of the· 
Union and by the Belgian administration.. . 
. Once it is admitted that journalistic work is entitled to enjoy the common rights recognised 
m the case of other intellectual work,. it will be necessary to determine the conditions under 
which " borrowing " may take place from such journalistic work. The point is at present 
governed by Article 10 of the Convention. The right to borrow is at present limited to 
ex.tra~t!ng portions " for publications destined for educational purposes or having a 
sc!entl~lc character or for chrestomathies ", and should be completed so as to allow newspapers 
to retam the right to borrow from one another for other than didactic or scientific purposes ; 
at ~h~ same time the Press must be prevented from borrowing from any and every literary or 
artistic work. 

(2) Droit de suite.-One innovation which the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation has for a long time past endeavoured to introduce in the present positions of 
authors is the assignment to the authors of artistic works of a droit de suite in the proceeds of 
successive sales of their works. 

At the present time, there are three countries-Austria, Germany and Portugal-in which 
recent Government b1lls embody the droit de suite principle. The two first-named countries 
limit its application to original works, while Portugal extends it to books, manuscripts and 
autographs. 

Side by side with the action taken to introduce the droit de suite in the internal legislation 
of t~e different countries, efforts have been made to secure its recognition internationally. 
An Important step has lately been taken in this direction by the insertion, in the official 
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proposals for submission to the Bru e1s c nf · · 
Proposal drafted by the Int t' ssal I ? ere~ce, of a provision reproducing the terms of a erna Ion nsbtute : 

" In the case of ?riginal. works of art and original manuscripts of writers and 
c~fp.ostrs, !he pro.tect10n proVIded for under the Convention further includes an inalien
a ekiafn eres a~crumg. to the author of the work or his heirs in public sales of the said 
wor ter the frrst assignment of the same by the author. 

" The forms and the rate of such charge shall be determined by the internal legislation 
of each country." · 

Wit~out seeking to underestimate the obstacles which the adoption of a proposal in these 
terms wiJ!. undou?tedly encounter. at the Brussels Conference, it is quite evident that the 
proble~ IS evolVIng on ver~ satisfactory lines as regards its international aspect. The 
Com~tte«: 011 Intell~ctual. Rights held that it was desirable to avoid any rigid formula, 
espec1~y _I~ conll:echon With the proposed extension to original manuscripts and the rights 
of the mdividual ~n r~gard ~o t~e proposed fees, and requested the International Institute to 
~ake a compara~Ive m~e~tigabon of the different systems whereby it would be possible to 
mtroduce the dro~t de suJte m execution of an explicit provision in the Berne Convention. 

(3) ]urisdic#onal Clause.-It would undoubtedly be desirable for the few countries which 
are not yet bound by the compulsory jurisdiction of the Permanent Court of International 
Justice t? accept it in this particular sphere. The experience of recent Conferences, however, 
~nd Pru:hcularly, as we have seen above, that of the London Conference on the protection of 
mdustnal p~oper~y. makes clear the necessity of seeking a solution consisting in a more elastic 
formula which will leave the countries not subject to compulsory jurisdiction free to resort to 
another mode of settlement. 

These negative conclusions of the London Conference have not permitted the Committee 
on Intellectual Rights to draw up immediately a text which can be included among the Brussels 
proposals. Several solutions have nevertheless been considered. In the first place, it has 
discussed the possibility of creating within the Berne Union a Commission entrusted with the 
task of interpreting the Convention by means of advisory opinions. 

The Committee rejected this solution, for it considered that the intervention of a new body 
might still further complicate the problem of the interpretation of the Convention. On the 
other hand, it approved a proposal by M. Pilotti that the Brussels Conference should be asked 
to recommend that the Permanent Court of International Justice should give an advisory 
opinion if a request to that effect were made to the Council of the League by two contracting 
States in the event of a dispute arising between them with regard to the interpretation or 
application of the Convention. 

Furthermore, it considered a preliminary draft prepared by M. Racstad, limiting the cases 
to be covered by the jurisdictional clause and defining the consequences which the court's 
decision might entail. for the State against which it was pronounced. 

(4) Authors' Rights in the Matter of Bibliography.-At present neither the Berne Conven
tion nor the national legislations mention bibliographies. This does not, of course, mean that 
they are not protected. They are in any case protected when they constitute separate works. 
But the question appears more complex with regard to bibliographies merely forming a chapter 
at the end of a book, or scattered throughout the book in the form of notes. After examination, 
and in accordance with the opinion expressed by the Director of the Berne International 
Bureau, the Committee considered that the protection of bibliographies was sufficiently pro
vided for, in cases where it was legitimate, by the present statute. 

(b) Unification of the Berne and Havana Conventions. 

In this connection, an important new event has occurred since last year : the Seventh 
Pan-American Conference, held at Montevideo in December 1933, which had placed this 
problem on its agenda on the proposal of the American Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
also pronounced in favour of unifying these two Conventions, as recommended by the Rome 
Conference and by the ninth Assembly of the League of Nations. 

The work done by the Rome and Paris .institutes had already shown that the Berne and 
Havana Conventions had sufficient points in common to permit of the harmonisation of the 
two texts being regarded as a practical proposition. The two main difficulties are, first, 
that the protection of literary work is governed in the Berne Union by territorial status and 
in the Pan-American Union by personal status, and, secondly, that the Pan-American Union 
maintains formalities which the Berne Union has succeeded in removing. 

The Montevideo Co~ference took as the basis for its discussions two reports, prepared 
respectively by the American Institute of International Law and by Dr. Jose de Antuna, 
delegate of Uruguay. These two documents were based on the work of the Paris and Rome 
Institutes and emphasise the fact that the proposed process of harmonisation could not be 
confined t~ the examination of the Havana Convention, which has so far been ratified by only a 
few countries. The complex system of conventions and agreements existing between the 
different States of the American continent must also be taken into account. 
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hi h had a1r ady been given in 1932 by M. Alejandro 
This situation, an_ account of w c . htse convened at Paris by the International 

A!v~ez to the Committee on In~ellect~al Rig ur the idea of a universal protection of copy
Institute, led the rapporteu~s to VIeb :~: f;~ .1 M de Mello Franco suggested the con
right. In a proposal submitted on e 0 • razi • ·. f re aratory commission to 
stitutio_n, under the auspices of th~. Inter~atl\~:1n!~~~~~~;o~o~!Js, however, the Conference 
determme the bases of a new conven wn. <? • · f six members is to draw up in 

adop~d ~~:~!~;io~~e~~~::ti~~~~;\T:~~~~~~~f:!~~!~ing the inter-American system 
I934 P . . 1 Y1 "d d · the Berne Union Convention The moment thus appears to be 
with the pnncip es ai own m · d" tl · dr fting a convention 
approaching when the two Unions will be able to co:operate lr~c y m a aff t th o kin 
acce table to all their members. It is clear that this text can m no way ec . e w r g 
of tSe two principal existing international systems, nor, as regards m<?re harbcularl~ t1e 
B rne Union can it in any way endanger the benefits which that Umon as success1ve y 
~ned for the authors who are nationals of its seve~al members.. . . 

g In these circumstances, consideration has been glVen t<? ~he 1dea o_f supenmposmg on 
the two existing texts a convention of universal scope, contammg to begm 'W!\h ?nlY af s:~~ 
number of provisions corresponding to principles already accepted by the legts abons o o 
continents. . · tal t t · h 

But, even now, the establishment of a system of m~er-contmen. pro ec wn, owever 
rudimentary, would be of obvious value from the pracbcal standpo~nt ~one. These r~les 
might apply to subjects deserving attention, not only on account of _th~ 1dent~ty o~ the solutwns 
already accepted by the two Unions, but also on account of the1r 1mme~1ate mteres~, such 
as moral rights, translations, broadcasting, mechanically reproduced mus1c and _the cmema. 

The Brussels Conference, to which, as usual, not only the delegates of count~1es members 
of the Union but also those of non-member countries will be invited, would _Provlde an oppor

. tunity of holding without extra expense a special conference to draw up a uruversal agreement. 

3· PERFORMERS' RIGHTS·. 

This problem, of course, belongs to the proVince of the International L_abour Organisation, 
but, at that Organisation's request, it has been discussed by the Comm1ttee on Intellectual 
Rights. 

The representative of the International Labour Office gave an account of the present 
state of the studies undertaken on this subject and drew attention to the recent decision 
of the Bureau of the Advisory Committee on Intellectual Workers to place the question on the 
agenda of one of the International Labour Conferences with a view to the possible drafting 
of appropriate regulations. . 

X. NATIONAL COMMITTEES AND DELEGUES D'ETAT. 

I. NATIONAL COMMITTEES. 

(r) There are at present thirty-eight National Committees.1 . 

In three countries-South Africa, Australia and India-their duties are at present fulfilled 
by correspondents. The total number is therefore actually forty-one. 

One Committee was dissolved during the year, that of Lithuania, and was reconstituted by 
the Ministry for Foreign Affairs in Kaunas. On the other hand, Committees were formed in 
the Lebanon and in Syria. 

Representations were made to the Commonwealth Government by the League of Nations 
Union of Australia urging the appointment of a Committee, and a decision was taken by the 
Ministry of Education in Pretoria to organise the South-African, Committee. The number of 
Committees is proportionately highest in Europe ; there are two in Asia-i.e., in China and 
Japan ; there is none in Africa; there is none in Australia, but these gaps are about to be 
filled ; there are seven in America. 

If the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation agreed, action might be taken during 1934 
and 1935 to supplement the existing network of national Committees. 

(2) The decision taken in 1932 to invite representatives of the National Committees to 
the meetings of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation was certainly 
excellent. The value of convening, as in 1929, a general conference in 1936 or 1937, on the 
occasion, for instance, of the Exhibition of Civilisation in Paris, should be borne in mind. 

This _Plan is worth considering for many reasons. Since 1929, the position of intellectual 
co-o~rahon has greatly changed ; the programme has become more definite and stable. 
But smce then, no general exchange of views has taken place with the representatives of the 
National Committees as a whole. Financial objections will be raised to this suggestion but 
they may not prove insurmountable. ' 

1 

Austria, Belgi':'m, Bolivia, Brazil, United Kingdom, Bulgaria, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Danzig, 
Den!""rk. Estonoa, Fmland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lebanon, Luxemburg 
Mexico, Netherla_nds, Netherlands Indies, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Republic of Salvador, Spain, Sweden' 
Swttzerland, Syna, Uruted States of America, Yugoslavia. ' 
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(3) S~nce 1 9JI, t~e Ins~itute has devoted a section to National Committees in It~tellectwu 
Co-operatJon, and th_is sect10~ has be~n much used during the year. Reports of meetings, 
annual ;epon;s and Items of mformabon have been published relating to fifteen countries : 
Australia, _China, ?enmark, Ffll:llce, Greec~, Hungary, Lithuania, Mexico, Poland, Roumania, 
South Africa! SWitzerlan?, Syna, the Uruted States of America, Yugoslavia. 

The National Comrmtt~e~ have ~ontributed in a real spirit of co-operation to the success 
of the many tasks and ~nqumes earned on by the Institute. A number of them have already 
helpe_d to creat_e ~ national centre of educational documentation ; in many cases, tht-y have 
appo~nted specia!i~ts (whe?- they have been unable to carry on the work themselves) to take 
part m _our enqumes ~elatmg to the organisation of biological studies, folk arts and workers' 
spare time, f~l~ musi~, th~ or&arilsation of archives in Europe, the adoption of Roman 
characters, trammg of hbranans, mventories of facsimiles of manuscripts, etc. 

~ter the re~ults. of thes~ enquiries were collected in a volume and published, the 
Coi?-':mttees supplied mformaboll: to the Monthly Bulletin of Intellectual Co-operation on the 
~evisiOn of school text-books, foreign travel and interchanges of young people and broadcasting 
m schools. 

Speci~ ~ention should b~ made of the important problem placed before the Committees 
at the begmnmg of 1934 relatmg to the extension of intellectual co-operation to the sphere of 
social and political science. 

Further, four of them-i.e., France, China, the Netherlands and Roumania-drew up a 
r~port at the end of the year. If this practice became general, the International Committee 
might be informed in July of the activity of all the National Committees. 

The Institute has, for its part, endeavoured to facilitate the work of the National 
Committees by placing ample and accurate documentary material at their disposal. They 
have continued to receive all publications and, in addition, a monthly list of the roneographed 
documents. The Institute sent them at the beginning of 1934 a number of copies, correspond
ing to the number of their members, of the pamphlet on Intellectual Co-operation in 1933 and 
a detailed report on the programme of work for I934· 

There is a further point to which the attention of the National Committees might be drawn 
-namely, the possible value to specialists in their respective countries of the published results 
of the enquiries on intellectual co-operation. National Committees are too apt to regard 

- intellectual co-operation only from the point of view of information to be furnished and 
documents to be compiled and sent in. But, in the great majority of cases, the Institute 
publishes the results of these enquiries in a volume or in its Monthly Bulletin; in return for 
information supplied, therefore, they receive complete documentation covering a great number 
of countries. The effort demanded must enable each to benefit by the work of all. In these 
circumstances, the National Committees might be urged to extend their activities even further 
and to make special efforts to bring our volumes and publications before the public in their own 
countries. 

2. DELEGuES D'ETAT. 

As in previous years, the Institute has maintained constant relations with these delegates, 
and has had frequent recourse to their good offices and endeavoured to keep them fully 
informed of its work. The documentary material placed at their disposal is the same as that 
supplied to the National Committees. . . . . . 

There is every reason to welcome the decision taken by the Executive Committee of the 
Comiuittee on Intellectual Co-operation, at its December session in 1933, to invite to the 
plenary session in July the delegues d'Etat residing in Paris and representing count_ries which 
possess a National Comiuittee, but are too distant to be invited to send a representative. 

There can be no doubt that this measure will strengthen the official support so generously 
gran:ted hitherto to the work of intellectual co-operation. Many cases could be mentioned 
where, thanks to the delegues d'Etat, the Institute has this year obtain~d detailed replies to 
enquiries addressed to administrations and ministerial departments. This s~ows that contact 
with these representatives is in many circumstances indispensable to the Institute. 

XI. PUBLICATIONS. 

As the work of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation develops, its 
publications occupy an incre~ingly important plac~ in i~s activities. Fr~m Au&us~ 1933 to 
July 1934, the Institute published n~ f~wer !han f1fty-e•_ght numb~rs of 1ts penod1cals and 
twenty-six new volum.es or pamphlets m Its senes of collections and miscellaneous volumes. 

I. PERIODICALS. 

Cooperation intelled_uelle (Intellectual Co-operation) (forme~ly J.nformation Bulletin), 
Mouseion and Informatsons mensuelles, Index Translatsonum, ScJentsfJc Museums, Students 
Abroad, Bulletin de Ia Correspondance scolaire internationale. 
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2. CoLLECTIONS. 

A fifth item," Cahiers ", has been added to the Collections series. 

(x) Conversations.-" L' Avenir de la Culture", " L' Avenir de I' Esprit europeen ". 

(z) Correspondence.-" L'Esprit, r.~thique et laGuerre": Letters from Bojer, Huizinga, 
Andre Maurois, Aldous Huxley, and Wli.lder. 

(3) Intelle~tual Co-operation Series.-" Broadcasting aJ?-d Peace ", " Art populaire et 
Loisirs ouvriers ", "L'Adoption universelle des caractckes latms ". 

(4) Ibero-American Collection.-" Lettres et Discours de Bolivar", Don Casmurro. · 

(5) Cahiers.-" Le Role intellectuel de la Presse ", (also English translation : " The 
Intellectual Role of the Press "). 

3· 1\fiscELLANEous VoLUMES. 

(x) Propaganda Booklets and Catal?gues.-",'!-' Annee 1933 de la C~ope!ation intellectuelle" 
(" International Intellectual Co-operation 1933 ), Catalogue of PublicatiOns. 

(2) International Relations.-" The State ahd Economic Life " (" L'Etat et la Vie econo-
mique "). 

(3) University Relations.-" Holiday Courses in Europe ". 

(4) Education.-" List of National Centres of Educational Information". 

(5) Libraries and Archives.-" Le Guide international des Archives", ·~ Musique et 
Chansons populaires ". 

(6) Bibliography.-" Repertoire des Centres de Documentation". 

(7) Arts.-;' Repertoire international des Musees" (volumes entitled "Netherlands and 
the Netherlands Indies " and "Poland "), " Releves topographiques des champs de fouilles en 
Italie ", " Rapport annuel sur 1' Activite de !'Office international des Musees en 1932-33 ", 
"Les Dossiers de !'Office international des Musees" (voltiines entitled "La Conservation des 
Monuments d'art et d'histoire" and" Documents slir la Conservation des Peintures "). 

4• DISTRIBUTION AND SALES. 

(a) Distribution. 

The action taken to give publicity to the work of the International Institute of Intellectual 
Co-operation has been developed still further this year. Attention has been devoted both to 
the publications of the Institute and to the work of intellectual co-operation, In particular, 
the Institute has sent out a large number of communiques, Circular letters, pamphlets, catalogues, 
prospectuses, specimen copies, complimentary copies, Press notes, exchange copies, etc. The 
new pamphlet on the work of the Institute iii 1933 and the new catalogue of publications, which 
opens with an explanatory note on the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation and was issued 
in two editions, English and French, have even to some extent made a successful appeal to 
the general public. The number of· correspondents who are interested in the Institute's 
publications increases day by day, and the distribution service is often unable to fill all the 
orders received. 

The Institute has also obtained the help of well-equipped libraries in circulating all its 
publications and reaching as many depositaries a.S possible. 

(b) Sales. 

In spite of the economic depression, the receipts from the sale of publications increased 
from 73,000 francs in 1932 to 105,000 francs in 1933. The increase seems likely to be even 
greater during the present year. ' 

XII. CONCLUSION. 

The Committee will realise that the movement towards collaboration which has grown up 
:rround it is continually developing. Of all the results which it is called upon to consider, this 
15 one of the most encouraging features, and its value is still further increased by its universal · 
~haracter. Several chapters in this report give convincing illustrations of the scope of this 
mfluence-e.g., the establishment of an increasing number of points of contact with several of 
t~ great dominions, South America and China; • Further, important new lines of action are 
e1ther. announced or are being planned. The Japanese institutions are evincing a desire to 
organ.1se re~ar e~changes with the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation for their mutual 
benefit. This reVIval of activity would affect, not ohly the various items of the ctrrrent 
programme of '!ork, but al~o those tmde!takings which, though special in character, are 
nevertheless of drrect general mterest-studtes of points of toiitact between Western civilisation 



··an~ Japanese c~ture, and of the more remarkable productions of Japanese art and liteiature, 
which are too little known a~road. In the same connection, mention should be made of the 
pr~p~sals p~t forw~d by Ali Khan Foroughi, Persian delegate at Geneva, concerning rap
poe ement <:tween ast_em and Western cultures. His statement, which was communicated 
to the Col:mrutt_ee, contams suggestions for future work . 

. It might, mdeed, be ~ked ~ow, in present circumstances, further commitments can 
possi~ly be .assumed, but, I~ the frrst place, it is to be hoped that some of the proposals in 
ques~ton will be accompa~ed by resources for putting them into effect. Moreover, a 
consideraJ;>le meas~e of reliance may be placed in the progressive and natural improvement of 
the. machine~ of mtellectual co:operation. In many instances already, the experts on the 
various Committe~s connect_ed wtth the Intemational Committee have displayed such diligence 
as to comple!e therr _work Without any need for costly meetings. The Committee should have 
att~ched to I~ a senes of advisory bodies, naturally increasing in number, and acting as its 
ordmary advtsers •. the members of these bodies being, as it were, its correspondents in their 
respecbve c~untnes _and helping it to direct such work as comes within their particular 
spheres. It ts essential that such bodies should be maintained, associated with definite work, 
and brought together to give an opinion on their work as a whole, when an important stage 
has. been completed. But the progressive consolidation of results, following on the period 
durmg which programmes were laid down, sets energies free and gives the necessary leisure 
for taking up either new questions or, preferably, the still-unexplored aspects of the main 
problems under consideration. 

This natural development of the Organisation is taking place in satisfactory conditions. 
It is to be hoped that nothing will occur to impede it, and, accordingly, that no material 
difficulties will arise. The creation of Government Committees and the possibility of holding 
meetings at which official administrations or departments will be represented, will also facilitate 
this evolution. In regard to education, for instance, and in the sphere of the fine arts, further 
progress should be recorded during the coming year in consequence of the adoption of these 
methods. The many meetings held outside Geneva and Paris, in every case with the fina!lcial 
assistance of the country tendering the invitation, and the frequently heavy expend~ture 
incurred by the national Committees in carrying out their share of the work, constitute 
valuable material and moral support in the common ent_el)lrise of intellectual rapprocheme'!t. 
As such collaboration grows, the names of further authonttes may be ad~ed t? the lengthy hst 
of distinguished persons serving on our commit~ees of e_xperts. ~he soci_al sciences will be t~e 
subject of special study, and, doubtless, of an mternahonal meehng which shou.ld_ ~e ~ fertile 
source of future developments. The enquiries into the .trend and fu.ture. of .civihsat.JOn are 
taking the direction of definite work. Gaps will thus be filled, and, as It g~m~ m cohesiOn, the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation wip. ~aw nearer to. the ~oal of 1ts efforts-namely, 
the creation of a spirit of greater understanding m human re1ahonshtps. 

' 
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PART I. 

INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS 
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I. PACIFISM. 

FEDERAL COi\UIITTEE OF EUROPEAN CO-OPERATION. -- . 
CO~IITE FEDERAL DE COOPERATION EUROPEENNE. 

Seat: Paris VIe. 107, boulevard Raspail. 

Foundation : 1928. 
Object: To bring together, systematically and without reference to party, all_ politic:U, economic 

and moral forces which, within the framework and in accordance With the Ideals of the 
League of Nations, seek to organise and develoP. among the nations o_f Euro~e a constant · 
co-operation with a view to the progressive lowering of the barriers which separate 
theq~, the strengthening of their desire for peace, the solution of t~e problems which 
concern them, and, in general, the increase of their moral and materml welfare. 

!llembers: National Committees in Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,_ Denmark, 
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, Nether
lands, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland; Yugoslavia. 

Governing Botly : President-Emile BOREl. (France). 
Vice-Presidents...:.Lady GLADSTONE (Gt·eat Britain), Professor Dr. W&lther ScaC CKING 

(Germany), Ladislu GRABSKI (Poland), Dr. J. LIMBURG (Netherlands), DultnA 
(Austria), !lE PEKAR (Hungary) .. 

General Serreraries-Jules RAIS (France), Wilhelm HEILE (Germany). 
Members-Grigor VASSIJ.£FF (Bulgaria), Professor Dr.' BAXA (Czechoslovakia), MuNcn 

(Denmark), Andre-Franoois PoNCET (France), Carl CREMER (Germany), Dr. J. C. 
M.~XWELL G~RNET'r (Great Britain), PoLITIS (Greece), Professor STnONSKI (Poland), 
Dr. V. YovANovrTcn (Yugoslavia), Count BERNSTORFF (Germany). 

Finances: Subscriptions from National Committees, the amount of ~vhich is settled by the 
Governing Body-. 

Activities: Publication of the following reports :-"La cooperation curopeenne dans le domainc 
de Ia politique douanitl!e" ; "Le probleme de Ia souverainete des Etats " ; "La soli
darite europeenne et !'organisation internationale" ; "Le cMmage industrial" ; "La 
crise et le credit agricoles "- · 

The Fed'eral Committee and its sub-pommittees have held meetings in : Paris and 
_ Bussels (1928) ; Brussels, Madrid, Stockholm and Zurich (1929) ; Brussels, Geneva, 

London, Zoppot-Danzig (1930) ; Brussels, Prague and Budapest (1931). ' 

INTERNATIONAL UNION OF YOUNG LIBERAL, RADICAL AND DEIIIOCRATIC SOCIETIES. 
' . -- . '. 

UNION INTERNATIONALE DES ASSOCIATIONS DE LAJEUNESSE RADICALE, 
- · LffiERALE ET DEI\IOCRATIQUE. . 

Seat: No'central office .. Address of Hon. Sec.: W. P. Campbell, 55, Hatton Garden, London, 
E.C.1. 

Foundation : 1929. 

,Object: To bring together for ,discussion of international problems young liberal, radical and 
democratic repre,entatives from European countrjes. 



PACIFISY. 

Members: National organisations in Denmar;,;, England, France, Germany, Luxemburg, Nether-
lands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland. . 

·Governing Body: The Executh·e Committee consists this year of representatives from Denmark, 
England, France, Germany, Luxemburg, Netherlands and Switzerland .. 

Officers: !here are no officcrl'l, the chairman for the year being the chairman of the organisation 
m whose country the annual conference takes place. . 

Finance~: No subscription ; the expenses of the conference are horne by the organisation of till' 
country in which the conference is held . 

. <lctivities: Accounts on the annual International Conferencts. 
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II. LAW AND ADMINISTRATION. 

INTERNATIONAL UNION OF CIVIL REGISTER OFFICIALS. 

UNION INTERNATIONALE DES OFFICIERS ET FONCTIONNAIRES DE L'ETAT CIVIL. 
--r 

INTERNATIONALE VEREINIGUNG DER BEAIIITEN DES ZIVIL STANDSDIENSTES . 

.. Seat: Bemc. Neuengasse, 24. 
Foundation : 1926 .. 
Object: To develop international private law and, as·far as possible, tp unify the different systems 

. of law regarding civil status; to promote the professional training, both theoretical and 
practical, of civil register officials. · 

lllembers: The following are eligible : (a) authorities in oharge of civil registration, and national 
unions of civil rP.gister officials ; (b) as individual members (auxiliary and assistant · 
members), civil register officials, and persons actually responsible for oh·il registration, 
or officially concerned therewith. 

Governing Body: President-Uirico STAMP A (Switzerland). 
Vice-President-Edouard Lf.vv (France). 
Secretary General-Edwin KRUTIN,t (Germany). 

Finances.: Annual subscriptions. : For associations, 50 Swiss francs ; for official authorities, 
2(1 Swiss francb ; for individual members, 4 Swiss francs. 

Actlviti~s: Publicatiqn of a series of pamphlets containing a summa1y of legislation on civil 
~taf.us, and particularly on marriage, in German and French (Italian and Dutch copies 
are a,Iso in preparation). 

Historical Facts: First Con~;1ess 1926, at Berne; second, 1929 at Paris ; the third v.ill take place 
at Hamburg in June !932. · 

Omcial Publications: A bulletin is in preparation. 

INTERNATIONAl. ACADEI\IY OF CRIMINOLOGY. 

ACADEIIIIE INTERNATIONAI.E DE CRI!IIINOLOGIE. 

INTERNATIONALE ACADEl\IIE Fl.lR l{Ril\IINAI.ISTISCHE WISSENSCHAFTEN. 

Seat : Vienn~ VII. Stiftgasse 1. 
Foundation : 1929. 

Object : To f?llow th~ de·. elopment_ of scientific research in the field of criminology and kindred 
StlbJects, wtth the exceptiOn of penal law and procedure prison reform psychology 
psychiatry and criminal biology. · ' ' ' 

lllombers : The Academ~· is composed of_ honorary_ members, regular members and temporary 
member~ appOinted for the per104 of the1r membership of foreign commissions, and, 
lastly, of corresponding members. · 



LUV AND -~DYINISTR.\.TIO:S. 11 

Governing Body: President-Dozent Y.\.N LEDDEN HrLSEBoscn (='ielhf'rlands). 
- Vice-Presulents-Professor Dr. l\Iaro B1scnoFF (S\\itzerland), Dr. Edmund LoCARD 

(France) ; Professor Dr. G. PoPP (Germany), Dr. Robert HEINDL (Germany), Dr. B. 
Scouuz (Austria). 
Secretary-Professor D.·. Siegfried TuRKEL (Austria). 

Finances: Members pay no subscription but contrib-ute annually to expenses aotually incurred. 
Activities : Conferences and publications. 

Historical Facts: Founded at Lausanne in 1!129 during the International Conference of 
Criminologists ; the second meeting was held at Vienna in 1930 ; the third .will be held 
at Amsterdam in 1932. 

Omcial Publication : Re~ue internatwnale de criminalistique. 

AlUERICAN INSTITUTE OF COMPARATIVE LAW Mm LEGISLATION. 

Seat: Washington D.C. 1012, 13th Street, N.W. 
Foundation: August 19th, 1930, at the Natignal University of Mexico. 
Object: To study and solve the problem of the internatiopal unification of private law, with 

special reference to American law, and to promote and draw attention to the reforms 
most appropriate to the present state of society. 

Members : Sixty-three nations are represented ; correspondent members in all countries of the 
world. 

omcer: General Director-Professor F. CoSENTINI. 
Publications: Monthly bulletin, Biblioteca del Instituto Americana de Derecho y de Legislacion 

comparada, Estudios y Documentos. 

THE WORLD POLICE .Ai'W CRDIINAL LEAGUE. 

LIGUE MONDIALE CRlMINELLE ET DE LA. POLICE. 

(Formetly part of the World Police League ; now independent.) 

Seat: Utrecht (Netherlands) Pelikaanstraat, 13. 
Foundation : 1923. 
Object: (a) To assist members in perfecting their knowledge of their special branch'; to promote 

the development of police methods, to exchange information on experiments made in 
the various countries and make use of the results thuB obtained ; (b) to set up and 
support police welfare and other practical organisations ; (c) to further the use of 
Esperanto as an auxiliary language in enquiry and other agencies throughout the 
world ; (d) to "t;.Se the League's organisation to deYelop amicable relations between 
colleagues in the various countries. 

Members : Detectives, enquiry agents, information agencies, proteetive agencies, publishers 
and editors of special reviews. 
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Officers: Several police· authorities in the various countries. -
· . SecretanJ-General-G. J. C. ENDER~IAN, Jr., Pelikaanstraat, 13, Utrecht (Netherlands). 

· Aetivitics: Filst conference ut Utrecht, 1931. 
Official Publication : An orricial bulletin. 

IXTERNATIONAL LEGAL t.:OJUiUITTEE FOR 'l'HE PROTECTION OF ANIJIIALS. 

COJIITE JURIDIQUE INTEitNATIONAL POUR LA PROT.ECTION DES ANIJIIAUX. 

Srat : Paris X\' c. 18!), rue de Vaugirard. 

Ohjt!Ct: To make a study of the laws, .conventions and.regulations relative to the protection of 
animals ; to put forward sqggestions for their improvement and to give free legal advice 
to societies for the protection of animals. . 

lllcmbers : Full members. assisted by substitute members selected from among legal authorities 
in the various countries.. The Committee at present includes members of fifteen nations. 

Olllccrs: Chairman-Louis LESPINE (France). 
Trea.mrer-Dr. Eduard MF.LKmi (Austria). 

I<'inances : Contributions from indh<idual members and societies. 

Official Publications : Bulletin. dn Comite juridique international pour la protection des animoua·, 
Quarterly Reviell' of Legal T!teo1y, Legislation and Jurispmdence. . 
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IV. EDUCATION. 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR COllli'IIERCIAL EDUCATION. 
--· 

SOCIETE L.YfERNATIONAJ,E POUR J.'ENSEIGNEJIIENT COllll\IERCIAL. 

INTERN.\TION.\LE GESELLSCIL\FT FtlR KALFJIIANNISCIIES BILDUNGSWESEN. 

Scat: Amsterdam. 2-G, Vijgendam. 

Foundation : 1926. 
Object : To group tho existing national associations and other institutions, private or public, 

which are interested in the promotion of business education ; to organise international 
meetings and congresses ; to arrange for international courses for commercial expansion 

· and the study of languages ; to institute a central information office ; to encourage 
educational tours and visits, etc. 

lllombors : Collective members (government authorities, public institutions, corporations, schools 
and school boards, societies, commercial and technical organisations, business firms, etc.) 
and individual members. 

Governing Body : Executive Committee. 

Officers: Chairman-Ch. E. H. BoiSSEVAIN (Netherlands). 
Secretary-Y. DunosQ (Netherlands). · 

Finances :Annual subscriptions : For colle<:tive members, 25 gold francs; for individual members, 
3 gold francs. · 

Activities: The general meeting, to be held every three years1(:Amsterdam 1929, London 1932) ; 
courses for commercial expansion every year (Netfiihatel1927, Brunswick, 1928, Rot· 
terdam 1929, Copenhagen 1930, Vienna 1931). 

Official Publication: Revue internationale po11r l'enseignement commercial, published twice a year. 

INTERNATIONAL INS'fiTUTE OF HOME EDUCATION. 

INSTITUT INTERNATIONAL DE PEDAGOGIE FAMILIALE. 

Scat: Brussels. 22, avenue de l'Yser. 
Foundation : 1922. 

Object: To culle~t information on everything concerning methods of home education ; 
. to encourage research on t-hese problem~. 

lllombers: Correspondents in various coun~ries. 
Governing Body: President..:....M. P. DE VuYST (Belgium). 

Librarian Archivist-M. Fnom URE (Belgium). 
}'iuanccs : Official subscriptions and private gifts . 
• \ctivitios : Documentation. ' 
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OOER.X!TIONA.L FEDERATION OF MODER...~ UNGU.!GE TE.lCIIERS • 

. FEDERATION INTER..'U.TIONA.LE DES PROFESSEURS DE L!NGUES TIY~"TES •. 

Seat: Paris I. International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, 2, rue l\lontpensier. 
Foundation: 1931, by the Second International Congress of Modern Language Teachers held 

in Paris. . 

Object: (a) To establish and encourage relations of friendly co-operation between mode~n 
language teachers ; (b) to co-ordinate the work and researches of its members (both 
theoretical and practical) with a view to improving methods and ensuring the 
development of modern language teaching ; (c) to promote and facilitate every kind 
of intercourse between members likely to assist teaching (exchanges of pupils, teachers, 
books, reviews, teaching material, etc.). 

Members: All national as;ociations accepting the Federation's rules and regulations provided 
that no country is represented by more than one association. 

Governing Body: The Central Committee consisting of two delegated from each national 
association. The Federation's affaiu are managed by a central bureau consisting of 
nine members at present representing the associations of Austria, France, Germ lilly, 
Great Britain, the Netherlands, Poland and Yugoslavia. 

OIHcers: President-Professor Georges Roosa (France). 
Secretary-General-Professor Maurice RoY (France). 

Finances: Members' subscriptions : Aotive members and associate members - entrance foe, 
100 or 50 Swiss francs per association, and 0.20 Swiss francs annually per member. 

Activities: International congresses; exchange of publications, lectures, eto. 

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF OPEN-AIR StHOOLS AND OF INSTITUTIONS FOlt 
DELICATE SCHOOL CHILDR&~ (PREVENTORIA). 

COMITE INTERNATIONAL DES ECOLES DE PLEIN AIR ET PREVENTORIA SCOLAIRES. 

Seat : Paris. 9, avenue Reille. 
Foundation : 192fl. 
Object: To promote international congresses of open-air schools ; to provide a meeting grotind 

for persons and bodieb in each nation specially interested in the protection and recovery 
of school children from tuberculosis, scrofnla and rickets, by promoting the devclopmenL 
of school hygiene, and of physical exercises in the open air, curative exercises and 
sunbaths, in publio or private schools and in institutions for delicate school children 
(preventoria). 

Members: National associations of the following countries: Belgium, England, France, Germ!lny, 
Japan, New Zealand, United States of America, Uruguay, and individual membol'l!. 
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Governing Body: President-Or. Americo MoLA (Uruguay). 
Vice-President-Professor K. TRIEBOLD (Germany). 
General Delegate-Professor G. LEMONIER (France). 

Finances: Subscriptions from individual members and from affiliated bodies ; subsidies, dona--
tions, eto •. · .. 

Activities: Propaganda, oolleotion of information, arrangement of international congresses. 
The first congress was held in Paris in 1922, the second in Brussels in 1931, the third 
will be held in Germany in 1934: 

Omcial Pnblieation : Half-yearly bulletin. 
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V. FEMINISM. 

MEDICAL WOllEN'S INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 

ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE DES FEMMES lllEDECINS. 

Seat: The country of the President, changed every five years. Central Office at present : 
Paris. 56, Faubourg Saint-Honore (Bureau 307). 

Foundation : 1922. 

Object: To secure the co-operation of medical women in matter& connected with international 
hygiene ; to provide a means of communication between medical women in dif£erent 
countries and to promote the general interests of medical women throughout the 
world ; to afford opportunity for medical women to meet at stated intervals to confer 
upon questions relating to the health and well being of humanity. 

Members : In Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Canada, China, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 
France, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, 
Netherlands Indies, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 
United States of America, Uruguay, Yugoslavia. 

Governing Body: The Council, composed of representatives from the accredited orilanisationa 
of the various countries. 

Officers: Cl!airman-Dr. TuuiLLIER-LAMDRY (France). 
Vice-Cl!airman.-Miss MARTINDALE (Great Britain), Dr. DAGNY BANG (Norwny), 

Dr. FERRARI CARCUPINO (Italy), Dr. NECHOVITC!l VOUTCHETITCH (Yugoslavia), 
Dr. SALZMANN (Germany), Dr. TAYLER-JONES (United States of America). 

Treasurer-Or. REQUIN (France). 
Honorary Secretary-Or. MoNTREUIL·STnAUS (F.anoe). 

Finances: Each accredited organisation contributes 50 cents (American) annually per rapita 
. of its membership. 

Al'lh'ilies : Meeting every month of the Executive Committee, every 2 Y:: years of the Council, 
and Congress every five years. 

Historical Facts : The Constitutive Assembly was held in Geneva in 1922, but foundations were 
laid in New York in 1919. First quinquennial Congress, London, 1924; the second, 
Paris, 1929. The Council held its first meeting in London in 1924, the second in Prague 
in 1926, the third in Bologna in 1928, the fourth in Paris in 1929 and the firth in Vienna 
in 1931. 

Official Publication : Bulletin published twice yearly. 
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OPEN DOOR INTERNATIONAL FOR THE ECONOMIC EMANCIPATION 
OF THE WOMAN WORKER. 

Seat: Headquarters Office : London. 3, Iddesleigh House, Caxton Street, S.W.1. Geneva 
Office: 67, avenue Wendt. 

Foundation : 1929. 
Objeet: To secure that a woman shall be free to work and protected as a worker on the same 

· terms as a man and that legislation and regulations dealing with conditions and hours, 
payment, entry and training shall be based upon the nature of the work and not upon 
the sex of the worker ; and to secure for a woman, irrespective of marriage or childbirth, 
the right at all times to decide whether or not she shall engage in paid work and to 
ensure that no legislation or regulations shall deprive her of this right. · 

Members.: National branches in Belgium, Denmark, Czechoslovakia, Germany; Great Britain, 
Sweden ; national affiliated societies in Finland; France, Great Britain, Hungary, 
Sweden,. United States of America; members in Australia, France,• Germany,. Great 
Britain, India, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, .Palestine, Sweden, Switzerland, United 
States of America. · 

Governing Body : A general council consisting of the President and delegates from the national 
branches and national affiliated societies, national corresponding members and board 
of officers. 

Officers: President- Chrystal MACMILLAN. 
Bon. Treasurer-Anna WESTERGAARD. 
Bon. Secretary-Winifred LE Su,EUR; Elizabeth ABBOTT (Great Britain), Gertrud BAER 

(Germany), Louise H. DE CRAENE VAN DuuREN (Belgium), Thyra voN BEETZEN 
OsTMAN (Fiuland), Frantiska P.LAMINKOVA (Czechoslovakia), Ruth VANDEER LITT, 
(United States of America), lngebord WALIN (Sweden). 

Representative in Geneva-Edith RoDGERS. 
Financ.es : Affiliation and membership fees, subscriptions, donations and sales of publications. 
Activities: Biennial conferences (First Conference, Berlin, 1929 ; Sec~nd, Stockholm; 1931), 

summer school, public meetings, etc. 
Official Publication : Quarterly Organ The Open Door (English and French). 

EQUAL RIGHTS INTERNATIONAL. 

Seat : London. 26, Eccleston S~reet, S. W.1 •. 
Foundation : 1930. 

Object: To establish equal rights for men and women throughout the world. The organisation 
shall wo~k for the adoption of the Equal Rights Treaty by all nations. . 

Members : Bran~hes, affiJ:iated societies and individual members in the following countries : 
Australia, Austria, Burma, Canada, Chile, Cuba, Czechoslovakia Danmark Finland 
France, Germany; Great Britain, Hungary, India Netherland~ Palestin~ Persia' 
Poland, Roumania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United States of America, Yugoslavia: 
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Governing Body :A na~ional organisation shall be entitled to not more than five representatives 
on tb~ Council. The executive shall consist of the officers, the chairmen of standing 
COIIliillttees and n~t more than fifteen additional merubers. 

Officers: Chairma11-Helen ARCHDAT..E (Great Britain). -
Vice-Chairme11-Jessie STREET {Australia), E. VAN DEN BoscH DEJoNGH {Netherlands), 

Mar~t WHITTEMORE (United States of America), Ger~d BAER (Germany), 
Mane VERONE (France). 

Honorary Secretary-Winifred MAYO (Great Britain). -
Finances : De~ends upon membership fees (minimum, five shillings sterling annually) and 

donations. 

Activities : Is has been agreed to hold a general meeting annually during the time of the A~sembly 
of the League of Nations. 

IN'rERNATIONA.L FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN. 

ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONA.LE DES FEIDIES DANS LES AFFAIRES 
ET LES CARRttRES LIBERA.LES. 

Seat: New York City, Vanderbilt Hotel, 4, Park Avenue. 
Foundation : 1930. 

Object: To promote friendly relations between the business and professional women of all 
· · countries ; to co-operate in regard to their common interests ; to work for high standards 

of service to their communities and to all nations. · 
Members : National organisations in Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Finland, France, 

. Hungary, Italy, Norway, Sweden, United States of America. 
Governing Body: Board of Directors consisting of the officers of the International Federation 

(president, four vice-presidents, corresponding secretary, recording secretary, treasurer) 
and one representative from each of the affiliated countries. 

Officers: President-Miss Lena MADESIN PHILLIPS (United States of America). 
Vice-Presidenw--Dr. Marianne BETH (Austria), Dr. Marguerite DE MuNTER-LATINI~ 

(Belgium), Mme. Frantiska PLAKINKOVA (Czechoslovakia), Baroness Marta ARM· 
FELT (Sweden). 

Recording Secretary-Miss Dorothy A. HENEKER (Canada). 
Corresponding Secretary- Dr. Maria CASTELLANI (Italy). 

Finances : Membership fees and gifts. 
Activities: Interchange of speakers of the different countries. Mutual aid through committees 

of commeroial exchange, hospitality and courtesies, fine arts and publicity. The 
International Federation also has a Bureau of Information with headquarters in Vienna, 
Austria. 

Historical Facts: The International Federation is an outgrowth of the " Goodwill Tours " of the 
National Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs of the United States, 
begun in 1928 and continuing annually. In 1930, a conference was called at Geneva, 
Switzerland, leading to the organisation of the International Federation. The first 
congress of the organisation y;as held at Vienna in July 1931. 

Official Publication i W.idenin~ H oriZJJns, quarterly bulletin. 
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INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN MAGISTRATES, BARRISTERS 
AND MElffiERS OF OTHER BRANCHES OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION. 

FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DES FEJIL)IES l\IAGISTRATS ET AVOCATS 
OU QUI EXERCENT UNE AUTRE CARRIERE JURIDIQUE. 

Seat : Paris. 83, rue des Saints-Peres. 
Foundation: 1928. 
Object: To establish relations IIJld exchanges between women magistrates, barristers, solicitors, 

notaries, professors of law and holders of law degrees practising law in any other capacity, 
in all countries. 

l\Iembers : National associations IIJld individual members. 
Officers: President-Mme. DyvriiJlde THEVENIN (France). 

Vice-Presidents-Mile. CAMPOAMOR (Spain), Mlle. BERENT {GermiiJly). 
Secretary-General--Mme. KRAEMER-BACH {France). 
Treasurer-Mile, KALISKA {PoliiJld). 

Finances: Individual IIJld collective subscriptions. 
Activities :Enquiries into various questiuns of interest to women: the opening of judicial positions 

to women, the internationalisation of the offence offamily desertion, legal status of the 
international associations, etc. · . 

Ilistorical Facts: As a preliminary step, a Provisional Committee m'et at the Pal.ais de Justice 
in Paris on July 13th, 1928, IIJld a Congress was held on November 3rd, 1929. · 

O!Hcial Publication :A bulletin will shortly be published. 
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VI. SPORT AND TOURIS)I. 

INTE&'U.TION..ll COIDIITTEE FOR THE STl'DY OF GLIDING. 

COIDTE INTE&~ATION..ll D'ETUDES DU TOL SANS 1\IOTEUR. 

!BrE&~UIONALE STUDIENKOIDIISSION FVR DEN l\IOTORLOSEN FLt:G. 

Seat: Frankfort-on-Main .. Mainzerlandstrasse, 42, II. 
Foundation : 1930. 

21 

Object: To study all scientific, technical and aerona)ltical questions relating to gliding and its 
o"rganisation, together with all kindred subjects. In sporting matters, the Committee 
co-operates with the International Aeronautio Federation (Federation acronautique 
internationale). . 

lUembers: Organisations in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy, 
Nether lands. 

Corresponding 1\lembers: Professor E. WARNER and Dr. KLE~IPERER {United States of America). 

Governing Body: An administrative council on which each country is represented by one delegate. 
Officers : Governing Board : President-Professor GEoRG II (Germany). 

Vice-Presidents-Major MAssAux {Belgium), M. P. M.\SSENE·r (France), Colonel Tu11 
MASTER OP SEMPILL {Great Britain). 

Secretary-General--Count u'YsENBURG {Germany). 

Finances : Each country pays a subscription of 400 marks annually. 
Activities: Annual conferences ; International Gliding Congress every three years ; International 

Gliding Competition annually from 1932 on. 
Official Publications :The Committee's bulletin, together with the publications of the scientific, 

· sporting, technical and gliding propaganda commissions, appear e.s required. 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TOURIST OFFICES. 

ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE DES AGENCES DE TOYAGES 

INTERNATIONALER VERBAND DER REISEBUROS. 

Seal :Berlin. Central Bureau : Gottingen. 

Foundation : 1914. 
Object : Organisation of tourist offices and tra~fic enterprises. 
1\Iembers: National organisations in Algeria, Argentine, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Czechoslovakia, 

Denmark, Egypt, England, France, Greece, Italy, Luxemburg, Morocco, Netherlands, 
Spain, Switzerland, Regency of Tunis, Turkey, United States o(America. 

Officers : Chairman-Ernst KELTERBORN (Germany). 
Vice-Chairman-Kaiser). RAT CAHN. 
Secretaries-Dr. STAVENHAGEN and Dr. HERZOG. 

Official Publications: Internationales Verkelzrs-Centralblatt and l'rluteilungen des Internationalen 
Verbandes der Reisebilros. 
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VII. HUMANITARIANISM, RELIGION AND MORALS .. 
, 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR LIBERAL CHRISTIANITY 
AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY. 

ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE POUR LE CHRISTIANISME LmERAL 
ET LA LIBERTE RELIGIEUSE. 

Scat : Utrecht, Netherlands. 27, Nieuwe Gracht. · 

Foundation : 1930. . 
Object: (a) To establish and maintain a connection between all Christian organisatiol!s working 

for the union of faith and liberty; (b) to promote friendship and co-operatiOn and to 
create links between the historically constituted liberal Churches, liberal groups existing 
within the Churches and individual defenders of religious liberty. This association 

. also maintains friendly relations with other religious organisatiuns. 
illemhers: American Unitarian Association (U.S.A.), Universalist General Convention (U.S.A.), 

General Assembly of Unitalian and Free Christian Churches, Association fraternell~ 
des pasteurs liberaux en France, Deutscher Protestantenverein, Bund fiir Gegen
wartschristentum, Bund fiir freien Protestantismus, .Unitarian Church of Hungary, 
Eglise tchecoslovaque, Unitarian Church at Prague, Sveriges religiosa Reformforbund, 
Det fri Kirkesamfund (Denmark), the Unitarian Churches in Roumania, Federation 
des foyers de l'atne (l'Eglise nouvelle de Ia reformation (Belgium)), Schweizerischer 
Verein fiir freies Christentum, Eglise de Geneve, Centrale Commissie voor het Vrijzinnig 
Protestantisme (Netherlands, Utrecht), the Leyden International Bureau (Netherlands). 

Governing Body: President-Professor M. C. vAN MouRIKBROEKMAN (Net~erlands). . 
Secretary- Dr. L. J. VAN HoLK (Netherlands). 
Members.,-Mr. M. RowE (England), IProfessor J. C. A.'FAGGINGER AuER (U.S.A.), 

Professor M. WERNER (Switzerland), Dr. W. ScHUBRING (Germany), the Rev. 
Pastor WAUTIER o'AYGALLIERS (France). 

Finances: Sources of income : Contributions. Annual expenditure : 10,000 Netherlands florins. 
Activities : Lectures, communications to the Press. 

Ilistorical Facts : The International Association was founded in July 1930 in succession to the 
. Intern'ational Congress for Religious Liberals, which had met every three years since 

1901, at first under the direction of Dr. C.\W. Wendte and, after the war, under that of 
Dr. Drummond. · · 

Official Publication : Quarterly report.-

INTERNATIONAL. CONFERENCES OF CATHOLIC EMPLOYERS'· ASSOCIATIONS. 

CONFERENCES INTERNATIONALES DES ASSOCIATIONS PATRONALES CATHOLIQUES. 

Scat: Paris. Centre catholique, 5, boulevard Montmartre, V•. 
Foundation : 1931. 
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Object: To provide a link between, and a means of mutual-assistance for, Catholic employers' 
associations which support the following three-fold programme : • 
(a) To spread and make effective in economic and social life the principle of the 

natural and Christian law, as eontained in the traditional teaching of the Catholic 
Church; 

(b) To promote good understanding between employers and employees on the basis 
of the above principles ; 

(c) To look after the social and professional int~rests of its members. 
To defend international social and professional interests. 

lllembers: National associations of Belgium, France, Germany,.Netherlands, Spain; Persons of 
recognised position in Czechoslovakia, Poland, Switzerland. 

Officers: President-J. ZAM.\NSKI (France). 
Vice-Presidents- Dr. KoasTER (Germany), P. J. SPoORENBERG (Netherlands). 
Administrati<•e Secretary- E. A. FouaMOND (France). 

Activities: Conferences are held at least t\\ioe a year, and whenever circumstances demand. 
Omcial.Publication : A monthly circular. . 

Historical Facts: The proposal to provide regular contact between the employers' associations 
of the various countries was first definitely made at the Congress of Catholic Employers 
at Antwerp on September 5th and 6th, 1930. A meeting was held at The Hague on 
January 8th, 1931, and a Constituent Assembly was held in Paris on February 12th, 
1931. 

INTERNATIONAL KOLI'ING SOCIETY. 

ffiUVRE DES JEUNES ARTISANS ET OUYitiERS CA'fHOLIQUES. 

KATHOLISCHEit GESELLENVEREIN. 

Seat : Cologne. Kolpingplatz, 9-11. 

Foundation : 181o7. 

ObJect: To unite young Roman Catholic workers in local unions with houses of their own ; to 
assist members in their professional training, especially in migrations and travcllinp, ;· 
to give them a thorough relil,-i9us, professional and civic education. In its internationnl 

· manifesto, issued 1928 at Vienna, the Society proclaims as its aims: Family, democracy 
and international peace. · · 

:.\I embers: Affiliated l<.cal Unions in Argentine, Austria, Belgium, Br&.zil, Canadn, Czechoslovakia, 
Danzig, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Poland, Houmo
nia, Spain, Switzerland, United States of America, Uruguay, Yugoslavia. Individual 
members in practically all c.ountries of the world. 

Governing Body: General Assembly, General Council (of priests), General Scniorato (of lay mem
bers), General Praosidiurn. 

Officers: General Praeses-Monsignor Tiiheodor HaTH (Germany). 
··General Serretary-Hev, Dr. Johannes N,\TTERMANN (Germany). 

1!1uanccs: l\Iembership fees. 
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. \rtil'itiPs: lnlcma'tional Congresses 1922 at Cologne, 1927 in Vienna, the next Congress will 
prabably meet at Lucerne (Switzerland); many practical institutions - r.g., help to 
emigrants,. to sailc.rs, insurances, savings banks, etc.· 

Historical Facts: The founder of the Society was Father Adolf Kolping, who, already before 1865, 
founded him•elf the local unions of Cologne, Berlin, Munich, \'ienna, Prague, Budapest, 
Zagreb, Basle, Zurich. 

Offldt1l Publications: Mitteilungen (in German, English, Dutch, Hungarian and other ianguages), 
Kolpingsblatt (German), Tiszte.v .I par (Hungaria•i), Kolpingsl;/ad (Dutch), Kolping 
Banner ( En~lish and German), Kolpingspost (German), Der Fiihrer (German). 

INTEitNATIONAL FEDEitATION FOR INNER 1\IISSION · 
AND CHRISTIAN SOCIAL WORK. 

I 

l'EDEitATION L~TERNATIONALE POUR LA 1\IISSION INTERIEURE 
ET LE SERVICE CHRETIEN. 

INTERNATIONALER VERBAND Ftl"R INNERE 1\IISSION UND DIAKONIE. 

. . 
Sent: Berlin-Dahlem. Zietenstrasso, 24. 
Fon1ulation : 1923. 

Ohjoct: To unite evangelical organisations working on the basis of inner mission and Christian 
work of charity.· · · 

lllcmhcrs: National organisations in Austria, Czechoslovakia, Danzig, England,-Estonia, Finland, 
France, Germany, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, Sweden, Swit-
zerland. · 

omcers: Chaimwn-Professor D. SEEBEIIG (Germany). 
Vice-Chairmen-Court Preacher D. CENTERWALL (Sweden), Vicar Dr. NonEL (Nether
. lands).' · · · · 

Activities: International Congress in Amsterdam, 1926. Meeting of the Executive. Committee 
e'very year in a different countrv. · 

Offlcial Publications : Oekumenische I nnere Jl! iss ion ; Die Baltisrhe Rrtsslandarbeit ; Der 
I nternationale Verband. 

UNIVEitSAL NEGitO. IlllPROVElUENT ASSOCL\.TION AND AFRICAN COl\IlUUNITIES' 

LEAGUE. 

Seat: St. Andrew, Jamaica, B.W.I. 67, Slipe Road, Cross Roads P.O. European Headquarters: 
London. 57, Cnstletown Road, Weslt Kensington. 

••ounllntion: Hllt,. 
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Object: To establish a univeroal confraternity among the race; to prornott• the spirit of pridt• and 
]o,·e ; to reclaim the fallen ; to administer to and assist thl' needy ; t~ assist in t•ivilising 
the_ backward tribes of Africa : to assist in the development of indt•pl'ndt•nt negro 
natwns and communities ; to establish commissionarie~ or agem·ies in the prim•ipal 
~ountrie~ and cities of the world for the rt>presentation and p~teetion of all nl'groes, 
Jrre~pectlve, of nationality ; to promote a conscientious spiritual worship among tho 
native tribes of Africa : to establish universities, colleges, academies and schools for 
the racial education and culture of the pcop!.• ; to conduot a world-wido commen•ial 
and industrial intercourse fur the good of th~ people ; to work for better con•litions in 
all negro communities. 

lllcmbers: Three ·thousand branches all over the world, particularly in the l.'nited Statt•s of 
• America, South and Central America, Africa and the West Indies. 

GoYcrning Body: Executive Council. 

Officers: President-Gemral-Marcus GARVEY. 
Secretary-General-Hazel EscRJDGE. 
High Chancellor-Grover C. FoRo. 

Finances : Monthly subscriptions of 1/6 from each member. Each member receives a Dcath 
Benefit of £15. Annual expenditure at Headquarters amounts to about £3,000. 

Official Publications: Blackm~n Daily Paper, in Kinb'Ston, Jamaica, and the Negro ll"orld Jrukly 
, Publication, in New York. • 

L.VfERNATIONAL LEAGUE FOR TilE DEFENCE AND Fl'It'fliEUANeJo: 
OF PROTESTANTISM. 

LIGUE INTERNATIONALE POUR LA DEFENSE ET LA PROPAGA'fiON 
DU PROTESTANTISliiE. 

-.--
INTERNATIONALER VERBAND ZUR VERTEIDIG{;NG (jND FORDEII{;NG DES 

PROTESTANTISliUS. 

Seat : Berlin, W.iO. 

Foundation : 1923. 
Friedrich-Wilhelmstr., 2( a). 

Object : To give unanimous expression to protestant convictions in their spiritual, religion~ and 
moral aspects. 

lllcmbers : Fifty-two larger societies and churches in Austria, Czechoslovakia, Danzig, Denmark, 
Finland, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, Houmaniu, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Yugoslavia. Smaller groups and individuals have joined in 
Argentine, Brazil, Chile, England, Estonia, France, Latvia, Norway, Scotland, South 
Africa, United States of America. 

Governing Body: Chairman-Ex-Minister Professor Dr. SLoTEMAKER DE BnuJNE (Netherlands). 
Secre'ary-General-Dr. G. OHLE!\1: LLER (Germany). 
Members of til~ Coline it-Professor D. PFANNENSTILL (Sweden), Minister Dr. ToMCSANYI 

(Hungary), HicK~IAN:'I (Czechoslovakia); Ecclesiasticminister Bishop D. STADENEII 
(Sweden), Bishop Dr. RAVASZ (H,mgary), Hev. D. BAIN (Ireland), Frau Paula 
MuELLER-0TFRIED (Germany), J. HAAS-ScnNEIDER (Switzerland). 
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Finances : SubsoripLion.s of Lhe ·affiliaLed organisaL.ions. 
Activities: General Assemblies: 1924 in Haarlem, 1926 in Dresden: 1928 in Budapest-Debrecen, 

1930 in Zurich. Branches : International Protestant Press Bureau, International 
Protestant Institute. 

omcial Publication : Protestant RePieW (published also in French and German). 

NANSEN INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR REFUGEES. 

OFFICE INTERNATIONAL NANSEN POUR LES 'REFUGIES. 
(Under the direction of the League of Nations, in virtue of Article 24 of the Covenant.) 

Scat: Geneva. 5, rue General-Dufour. 

Foundation : 1931. 
Object : Resolution of the League of Nations Assembly of September 30th, 1930 : 

(a) CollecLing and collaLing information regarding the material and moral welfare of 
the refugees ; facilitating the task of finding them work and settling them and, 
for that purpose, collecting useful information as to the conditions of labour in the 
countries to which they emigrate ; 

(b) Giving general directions to relief institutions which already exist, or which may 
be established subsequently with th~ authorisation of the various national 
authorities, and co-ordinating their work ; . 

(c) Collecting and distributing with the help of other bodies, panicularly the Advisory 
CommiLtee of the Private Organisations, the resources placed at its disposal with 
a view to the improvement of the lot of the refugees, including the resources 
derived from the sale of Nanseri stamps; · 

{cl) Facilitating, within the limits of its competence, the application, in particular 
oases, of the arrangements 'that have been made for the benefit of refugees. 

For the aLtainment of these objects, the Office may organise local centres dependent 
on itself, after consulting the national authorities. 

Governing Body: President, appointed by the League of Nations Assembly-Dr. Max HunEn 
(Switzerland). · 

11/embers, nominated by the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission .for Refugees: 
Vice-President-His E;xcellency M. Z. FIERLINGER (Czeohoslovakia), L. B. GoLDEN 

(Great Britain). . · . 
Titrtlar 11/embers-M. DE NAVAJLLES-LADATUT (Franqe), His Excellency M. Z. 

FlERLINGEn (Czechoslovakia), His Excellency M. R. RAPHAEL (Greece}, Dr. H. 
VoELCKEIIS (Germany). 

Srtb.~titrtte lllembers-His Excellency M. C. ANTONIADE (Roumania), His Excellency 
M. I. CnoUMENKOVJTcn (Yugoslavia), His Excellency M. J. FELDMANS (Latvia), 
M. Th. GwJAznowsKI (Poland) . 

• il-l ember, nominated ·by the Secretary-General of the League-M. J. AvENOL, Under 
. Secretary-General; M. Kerno (substitute). . 

Member, nominated by the International Labour Office-M. Albert TnoMAs, Director 
of the Office. , 

illembe~s, nominated by the Advisory Committee of Private Organisations for Refugees: 
Ttt!tlar Members-¥. L. B. GoLDEN, His Excellency M. C; GouLKEVITcn, M. L. 
PACIIALIAN ; Srtbstllllte 11Iembers-M. C. HANEMIAN, M. W. A. MAcKENZIE, J. 
HUUINSTEIX. 
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Members, nominated by the Governing Body of the Office--Colonel E. P. BICKNELL, 

Senator CmAoLo, Professor G. WERNER (substitute). Senator A. FR.\N«;:OIS 
(substitute). 

JJ/anaging Committee, composed of the President of the Governing Body and two 
. members of the Governing Body appointed by the latter. 

Fznance Commission, consisting of the members of the Managing Committee and two 
other members. 

_Officers: Secretary-General-Mr. T. F. JonNSON (British) . 

. Finances: Annual grants made by the League of !'lations ; the proceeds of tho sale of Nanst•n 
stamps ; the proceeds of fees and sums derived from refugees ; donations, legacies 
and grants. 

Historical Facts: The office continues the relief activities of Dr. Nansen, High Commissioner for 
Refugees of the League of Nations, who, in June 1921, was invited by tho Council 
of the League to endeavour to find a solution of the problem cretted by more than 
one million Russian refugees scattered throughout Europe and China. In 

. September 1923, the Council requested Dr. Nansen to undertake the solution of the 
problem of some 300,000 Armenian refugees in the Near E!lst who were in a similar 
position to that of the Russian refugees. In 1925, the technion) part of the rofugeo 
work was transferred to the International Labour Office, the High Commission 
remaining responsible for the politic&!, legal and financial questiuns. In execution 
of the Assembly resolution of September 30th, 1930, the High Commission wns 
transformed into the Nansen Internationr.l Offioe and put under the autlwrit~· 
of the League of Nations in accordance with Article 24 of the Covenant. 

WORLD SABBATH OBSERVANCE LEAGUE. 

LIGUE liiONDIALE POUR LA PROTECTION DU JOUR DU SABBAT. 

Scat: Berlin. Thomasiustr., 7, N.W.40. 
Fonndation : 1929. 
Object: The cultivation of the ideal of the Sabbath and the promotion of the proper keeping of 

the Sabbath. 
111cmbcrs : National organisations in Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 

England, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, Norway, Palestine, Poland, Roumanin, Sweden, 
Switzerland, South Africa, Turkey, United States of America, Yugo~lavia. 

Officers : Cl!airman--Dr. Samuel GRONBERG. . 
Vice-Chairmen-Or. Paul SuLZBERG and Dr. N. RACIIMILEWITZ. 
General Secretary-Dr. Joseph STERN. 

Activities: World Congress, August 24th to 26th, 1930. 
Offici~! Publication~ Sabbatl!-Korrespondenz (in German, English, Hebrew, Yiddish). 

INTERNATIONAL CIVILIAN SERVICE. 

SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL. 

Scat: Beauregard, La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland. 

Foundation : 1920. 
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Objrcl.: To gather men and women from· all countries for international voluntary h_elp in ~ase 
of natural catastrophes (floods, landslides,earthquakes, etc.) and for co~str~cllve s?rvtees 
without wages ; to promote the creation of alternative services for cons~I~nti?us obJe?tors 
in conscription countries; aiming at the establishment -.or an offteial mternatiOnal 
service, if possible undllr the control or the League of N atwns. 

~lembers : All individuals interested. 

Governing Body : An International Committee. 

Finances : Private subscriptions. 
Historical Facts: Service 1920-21 in the devastated area, Esnes, near Verdun, France; 1924, Les 

Ormonts, Swit-zerland (avalanche), and Someo, Swit-zerland (landslide) ; 1926, Almens, 
Switzerland (clearing river bed); 1927, 1928,1929, Feldis, Switzerland (clearing pastures 
covered with parasitic growth) ; 1928, Liechtenstein (Rhine floods) ; 1930, Lagar~e, 
France (clearing the village destroyed by floods); 1931, Aargau, Switzerland (clearmg 
the fiel<i!) and Brynmawr, South Wales (helping to economic reconstruction. making 
a public garden and swimming tank with the aid of the local unemployed). 

/ 

PER~IANENT COJ\llUITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFEREN_CES OF SOCIAL WORI\. · 

COi'lliTE PERlUANENT DES CONFERENCES INTERNATIONALES DU SERVICE SOCIAL. 

So at: Frankfort-on-Main. 30, Stifst.rasse. Paris. 2, avenue Velasquez: 

Foundation : 1928. 
Object : To promote discussions among social workers and social agencies throughout the world 

by the creation of national committees of social work and by the organisation of 
international conferences of social work. 

1\lembers: Public and private bodies, associations and individuals in Argentine, Australia, Austria, 
Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Ceylon, Chile, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Ecuador, 
Egypt, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary, India, 
Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Peru, 
Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Siam, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 
Turkey, United States of America, Uruguay, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 
Venezuela, Yugoslavia. 

Officers: Chairman-..:Dr. Alice MASARYKo_vA (Czechoslovakia). • 
l'ice-Ch~irmen-Dr. GEm (Germany), Mary VAN KLEECK (United States of America), 

Cyrille VAN OvERBERGH (Belgium). 
SecNtaries-General-Professor pr. Wilhelm P<iLLIGKEIT. (Germany), Dr. Rene SAND 

(France). . 
Treasnrers-Hon. Percy ALDEN (Great Britain), Andre CoLLAIN (France). 

Finances: Contributions fro'm national committees, gifts from foundations .and individuals._ 

Activiti~s ·= Or~an~sation of the Sec~nd international conference (Frankfort-on-Main, July 1932) ; 
publicatiOn of the proceedmgs of the First International Conference (Paris, July 1928). 

Historical Facts : The Committee was appointe-d ·by the "first International Conference of Social 
Work in Paris. · · 

Officiul Pnblic.ation~: Two numbers of the International Bulletin of Social Work have already 
been published. This publication will he continued from time to time ip. three edition~• 
( E~glish, French 11nd German). • · · · · · · 
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IXTERXATIONAL COJDIITIEE OF SCHOOLS FOR SO('L\L WORK. 

COlliTE L'"TERXATIOX.\L DES ECOLES DE SER\"In: SOri.\L. 

Sea\: Berlin. W.30. cfo Dr. Alice Salomon. LuitpoJrl,tr .• 2i. 
Foundation : 1929. 

Object: To ~ring about an exchange of views and of the experience gained behwen sehools for 
social work and to deal with all problems of international co-operation in those sehonls, 
~uch as e_xchanges of teachers and students, organisation of a serYiee of dm·umt•nts and 
mformat10n and of international courses on social work. partil'ipatinn in the 
preparation of international congresses on social work. 

lllember.; ~ Mem~ership is open to any properly constituted school. the objt•ct of whid1 is to train 
pr;,less10nal workers lor social work. There are at present 51 membt•r school& bt•lon~:ing 
to the following countries : Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile. Czet•hoslovakia, Frnnt>n, 
Germany, Great Britaiil.. Netherlands. Poland, lloumania. Swwrlen. SwitzPrland, 
Transvaal, United States of America. 

Officers: Dr. Alice SALO~ION (Germany) ;'i\!me. i\!t'I.LE (Belgium); Miss lln~:cKJNiliiH;E (t'nited 
States of America); Mme. FrsTEn (Franre); i\!igg ;\1.\c.\n.\\1 (Grent Britain); 
Dr. MoLTZER (Netherlands); Mme. W.\G:<ER-BE<:K (Switzerland). 

Finances: Every member pays an annual subscription of 2:; gulrl francs. 
Activities: Centre for information c:lncerning the. programmes and activitit•s of sehools for sOl' in I 

work at the Library of the International Labour Office. Meeting of the Sec"rt•tariut 
in Paris in May 1931; preparation of a Conferenre of all tlw memlwr sd10nl• at Frankfort 
on July F>th to lGth. 1!1:12. 

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF WORK~IE.'i'S EVANGELIC.\L ASSOfi.\TIONS. 

FEDERATION L'iTERNATIONALE DES LIGl:ES On'RIERES EV.\NGELIQO:S. 

L.'iTERNATIONALE A RBEITSG EJU:lNS{'HAFT EVAN<l ELHH'IIIm 

ARBEITNEHliERYERBANDE. 

Seat: Utrecht. Stadhouderslaan, 45 .. 

Foundation·: Hl28. 
Object: To rouse the people's conscience and minds to an appreciation of the principles embodied 

in the Gospels of Jesus Christ, by means of professional and joint work on tlw 
international plane of social and economic questions. In particular it endeavours, 
without itself exercising the functions of a trade union. to promote all the effort~ of the 
various organisations of evangelical workers to lend religious, moral and material 
assistance and protection to the economically weak body of workers. 

JUembers: Affiliated organisations in Denmark, Germany, Netherlands, Switzf'rlnnd. 

Officers : Chairman-Reichsminister Dr. W. Kocn (Germany). 
Vice-Chairman-Vicar WERBECK (Germany). 
Secretary-H. AMELINK (Netherlands) .. 
Treasurer-J. HAAs-ScnNEIDER (Switzerland). 

Activiti~s: Organisation of international congresses. The first congress wr.s held at Dusseldorf 
on April 10th, 1928, the second at Essen in June 1931, the third will he held in the 
N ctlJerlands in Hl31. 
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VIII. ECONOMICS AND FINANCE . 

• 
INTERNATIONAL COlll\IITTEE ~F THE UNION OF BONDHOLDERS. 

CO:liiTfi INTERNATIONAL DE L'UNION DES PORTEURS DE VALEURS l\IOBILIERES. 

Seat: Paris. 11bis, rue Scribe. 

Foundation : 1926. 
Object: To ensure respect for private property, for agreements regarding sbare7issues, etc. 

l\lomhers: National bodies in the following countries: Austria, Czechoslovakia, Danzig, England, 
France, Germany, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Poland, Switzerland, United States 'of 
America. ' 

Governing Body: President-Dr. D. J. Hui.SIIOFF (Netherlands). 

• 

Secretar!f·General-E. C. PIIILIPPE (France) .. 
General Jlelegate-J. SEliNA!. (Czcchoslovakm) . 

INTERNATIONAL CREDIT INSURANCE ASSOCIATION. 

Seat: London, E.C.3. 51-54, Graceohurch Street. 

Foundation : 1928. 
Object : To study questions relating to credit insurance and the means whereby the common 

action of the members can be facilitated in order to safeguard their interests and develop 
their mutual relations. 

l\lembors : Active Members : Com panics or other organisations regularly carrying on credit 
insurance 01 credit re-insurance, or groups formed for the purpose of ultimately 
constituting a credit insurance company. Associate members : Individuals or concerns 
which, although not actually engaged in carrying on credit insurance or credit re-
insurance, are nevertheless intel'ested in the subject. · 

Go.v~rning. Body : Executive committee, elected by the the active members. 
omcers : Chairmanr-C. E. HEATH. . 

First Vice-Chairman-Henry DESPREZ; Seconrl Vice-Chairman: Emil HERZFELD En. 
Secretary-A. N. PA.TRICK. . 
Joilit Treasrtrers- A. H. A. DE Rot•GE~JONT and Lord Francis HILL. 

Finances: Annual subscriptions of the active and associate members, which al'e 25 guine&.s and 
· 1 guinea each respectively. . 

Activities : At present, the activiiies of the Association are of a somewhat indefinite ·cha1 acter. 
It has organised a bureau for the interchange Q.f information among its ·members. 

omeinl Pnbllcaf.ion : A re"iew entitled I ntern~tional M ercanti/e Credit. 
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IX. AGRICULTURE. 

U'iTER..'i.lTIONAL AGIU.RLL.'i BUREAU. 

BUBE.!U Th'TEIL'UTIOX!L AGR..llRE. 

Scat : Prague. V aclavske nam., 64. 
Foundation: 1926. 
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Object :To co-ordinate the efforts of the European peaoant parties whose programmes include 
. parliamentary democracy and the defence of peasant interests. 
~!embers: The peasant parties in tho follo"ing cvuntries: Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, 

Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, 
Roumania, Switzerland. 

Officers: _President-Antoine SvEHLA (Czechoslovakia). 
Secretilry-General-Charles 1\IEi:iit (Czechoslovakia). 

Finances: Subscriptions of affiliated associations. 
Activities: Annual general meetings; the first in May 1928, the second in May 1929, the third in 

October 1930. The Bureau has just created a special section to keep in touch with the 
International Labour Office. 

Official Publication: Bulletin du Bureau. international agraire, a quarterly review, published in 
. French, in Czech and in German. 

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON AGRICULTURAL F..NGINEERING . 

. COJDIISSION INTERN.!TIONALE DU GENIE RURAL. 

Scat : Gembloux. Institut agronomique de l'Etat, Belgium. 
Foundation : 1930. · 

Object: To create a link between agricultural engineering specialists in the various countries ; to 
co-ordinate research and other work of international interest ; to approach public 
authorities and international agricultural associations with a view to obtaininK their 
moral and financial support for the application of the Commission's. programme ; to 
promote the formation of a N a tiona! Section of Agricultural Engineering in countries 
where such do not already exist ; to promote the organisation of future International 
Congresses and contribute to their success; to give publicity to and further 
the application of the recommendations of the International congresses ; to found an 
international review on agricultural engineering ; to draw up plans for the foundation 
of an International Centre for Agricultural Engineering and, if possible, carry these 

. plans into effect. 
Officers: President-Professor G. BouCKAERT (Belgium). 
Finances : Members' subscriptions, donations and legacies. 
Historical Facts: The Commission was founded at thl3 International Congress on Agricultural 

Engineering held at Liege in August 1930. 

6 
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OOER..'U.TION.!L CO:lL'\IISSION FOR INSTRUCTION IN AGRICULTURE .. -
COIDIISSION INTERN.!TION.!LE DE L'ENSEIGNEMENT AGRICOLE. 

S~al : Brussels. 22, avenue de l'Y sa.·. 

Foundation : f 905. i . 
Objed: (a) To give publicity to the recommendations of the I~ternat~onal Con~es.ses with 

regard to instruction in agriculture and ~o ~ake steps. w~th a VI~W to obtammg their 
application ; (b) to promote the orgenlSatiO~ of ne~v mt~rnat10n~l ~ongra.sses end 
contribute to their success ; (c) to collect materml relative to mstruction m agnoulture ; 
(d) to supply information on these questions, etc. . 

Members: The Commission consists of members from the following col!llf;ries: Argentine, Belgium, 
Czechoslovakia, Egypt, England, Estonia, Finland, France, G:eece, Honduras, Italy, 
Latvia, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Poland, RoJimania, South Afnc~, Southern Rhodesia, 
Spain, Straits Settlements and Federated Malay States, SWitzerland, Venezuela. 
The International Institute of Agticultura at Rome is also represented. Each country 
baa from five to fifteen members. 

Oftlcers: President-M. DEVUYST (Belgium). 
Vice-President-M. VANDER'l"EREN (Belgium). 
Jlembers-M. RoLLAND (France}, M. FILENI (Italy}, M. PETRINI (Roumania}, M. REICH 

(Czechoslovakia), M. CAST~ELS (Belgium} end Mlle. RouFFY (Switzerland}. 
Seuetary-General-M. MAT (Belgium). 
Assistant Secretary-General and Treasurer-M. SEGERS (Belgium). 

Finanees : The Commissi~n's funds are ·derived from voluntary subscriptions ; the subsc~iption 
rate is fixed by the general assemblies (20 belgas for Governments, 5 bel gas for individual 
members):. 

Activities :The organisation of the Third International Congress, held at Liege and Antwerp 
in 1930. 

llistorieal Faets : The Commission was founded as a result of the Second International Congress. 
on Domestic Agricultural Instruction held at Liege in: 1905. - The Commission had 
succeeded in making a valuable collection of material ; this was lost during the war of 
1914 to 1918 which also put an end to the Commission's activities. It was reorganised 
at the 1930 Congress. The Bureau, which met at Prague in· 1931, decided to hold 
congresses every two years, the first of which will meet at Budapest in 1932.-

Th"TERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF TECHNICAL AGRICULTURISTS. 

FEDEIU.TION INTERNATIONA:i.E DES TECHNICIENS AGRONOl\IES. 

Seat: Rome. Via Vittorio Veneto, 7. 
Foundation : 1930. 

Objeet: To_ estab~sh and promote r~lat~ons be_tween experts in agriculture in different countries 
- ~th a ~ew to the protectiOn m the mternational sphere of their various activities and _ 

With a VIew f_urther to mu~ual assistance and the co-ordination of their efforts in questions · 
of common mterest relatmg to agriculture. 
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lllembers: National associations of the following countries : Afghanistan, Argentine, Belgium, 
Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, France, Germany, Greece, · 
Hu~gary, Italy and Italian Colonies, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Spain, 
SWitzerland, Union of South Africa, Yugoslavia. . 

Governing Body : Central Committee : 
President-His Excellency Baron Professor Giacomo AcERBO (Italy). 
Vice·Presidents-Professor Edmond LEPLAE (Belgium), Professor Paul LIGHTEN HAHN 

(Switzerland), Professor Epaminondas K YPRIADIS (Greece), Professor C. A. KoEFOED 
(Denmark). 

Members-Francisco BILBAO y SEVILLA (Spain), A. D. CARABELLA (Roumania), Georg 
CHLEBAROFF (Bulgaria), I van RITIG (Yugoslavia), Fred T. WAHLEN (Canada), 
Lajos SzABO (Hungary). · 

Secretary-General-Franco ANGELINI (Italy). ' 

Finances: Annual subscriptions of Associations ; contributions of public and private institutions ; 
mcome from the sale of publications, etc. 

Activities: Preparation of international conferences and of m~etings of the Central Committee; 
propaganda ; various publications. 

· Histu1ical Facts: First International Confe1ence held at Rome in November 1930, which approved 
the Statute and the constitution of the Bureau 'or the Federation. Second Conference 
held at Prague in June 1931. 

Official Publication : La Technique agricole internationale, quarterly review. 
' 

INTERNATIONAL' UNION OF FOREST RESEARCH ORGANISATIONS. 

UNION INTERNATIONAL£ DES INSTITUTS DE RECHERCHES FORESTIERES. 

INTERNATIONALER .VERBAND FORSTLICHER FORSCHUNGSANSTALTEN. 

Seat : Stockholm, Experimentalfaltet. 
Foundation : 1929 . 

. Object: International co-operation in the various branches of forest research. 

1\Iembers : About 80 • forest ·experiment stations, forest research· institutes or divisions at 
· universities, etc., in 30 different countries (three associate members: private individuals 

engaged .in forest. research). · 
Governing Body: International Committee composed of one delegate from each country, the 

countries grouped according to the principles applied in the Universal Postal Union. 
Permanent Committee : one .representative each from seven countries and the Secretary
General. 

Officers: Chairman-Professor Ph .. GuiNIF;R (France). 
Vice-Chairman-Professor Gy. RoTH (Hungary). 
Secretary-Generalr-Sven PETRINI (Sweden). 

· Finances :Annual subscriptio'ns, minimum 120 SWiss francs each, total about .10,000 Swiss francs. 
Office expenses : about 7,000 .Swiss francs. 

Activities : Annual meetings of the Permanent Committee ; International Congresses every three 
to five years. Special commissions for the standardisation of terminology and methods 
of investigation and J;I~easurement ; organisation of bibliography, etc. 

Official publications : Annual report. · 
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X. TRADE AND. INDUSTRY. 

IXI'ER..~.!TIONAL OFFICE OF CHOCOLATE AND COCOA liiANUFACTURERS. 

OFFICE INTERNATIONAL DES F..lBRIC"U.'TS DE CHOCOLAT ET DE CACAO. 

St>at: Brussels. 19, rue des ChartJ"eux. 
F01mdation : 1930. 

' 
Objl'd: To study all question relating to the chocolate and cocoa ind11:stry ; to promo~e the 

solution of problems of mutual interest ; to bring these solut10ns to the notice of · 
national associations :to collect and circulate all material of interest to manufacturers of 
chocolate andjor cocoa and the associations to which they belong._ It is t~e duty of the 
Office to do everything possible to carry out all decisions taken by 1ts constituent organs. 

Jiembers: National associations of chocolate and cocoa manufacturers in the following countrie:;: 
Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark ', Ecuador, Estonia ', France, Germany, 
Great Britain, Greece •, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Latvia 1, Netherlands, Norway, Peru, 
Poland, Portugal•, Roumania 1, Spain, Sweden 1, Switzerland, Uruguay', Venezuela .. 

Gowming Body: Honorruy President-M. Gaston MENIER (France). 
President-M. Alfred MA.nTouGIN (Belgium). 
Vice-Presidents-M. Fritz SToLi.w:i:RGK (Germany), M. Jacques LEBEL (France), 

M. Alexandre CAILLER (Switzerland). • 
General Director: M. Albert BouRGAUX (Belgium). 

Finanees: Funds are derived from the annual subscriptions paid by the affiliated associatio;as 
and manufacturers. 

Activities: International Congress, Antwerp, September 1930. 

Offieial Publication : The Office has published an official bulletin since January 1931. Articles 
are published in the language in which they are written with summaries in five languages 
(French, English, German, Spanish and Italian). · 

"INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS BUREAU. 

BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DES ExPOSITIONS. 

(Under the direction of the League of Nations, in virtue of Article 24 of the Covenant.) 

Seat : Paris. 60, avenue de La Bourdonnais. 
Foundation : 1931. 

Object: Under Article 10 of the Convention concerning International Exhibitions, of November 
22nd, 1928, the Bureau is responsible for supervising the application of the provisions 
of that Convention, which regulates the frequency of international exhibitions and 
estahlish~s. the guarantees and facilities which the organising country i& required to 
offer exhibitors. No member country may organise an international exhibition before 
having registered with the International Exhibitions Bureau the regulations governing 
tha_t exhibition or before having s~a~~d that it is observing the statutory pericd 
which must elapse between two exhibitions of the same kind. 

-----
• 

1 Manufacturers alllliated in an individual capacity. 
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1\Iembers: States. wJ:Uch have ratified the Convention: Albania, Belgium, France, Germany, 
Great l~btrun, Italy, Morocco, Roumania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia. 

Officers: Honorary President-M. CnAPSAL (France). 
President-M. DuNANT (Switzerland). 
Vice-~residents-Dr. MATHIES (Germany), _M. PuRICELLI (Italy), CnAUMET (France), 

SII' Edward CROWE (Great Britain). 
Director-Maurice IsAAC. · 

Finances :Budget: 300,000 French fran~s. Revenue: Annu~ payments made by States members 
of the Bureau, on the basis of the League of Nations scale of contributions .. The unit 
is at present fixed at 700 French francs. 

Historical Summary:. The foundation of the Bureau having been provided for under 
. the Convention of November 22nd, 1928, a meeting of delegates of the member countries 

was convened on January 19th and 20th, 1931, in. Paris. The Board of Administration 
was constituted, the Director was elected . and the various Committees were set up. 
The latter met in Mar.ch, May and ;october, in Paris and in Berlin. The Board of 
Administration met on October 29th, 1931. On May 20th, 1931, the Council of 
the League of Nations decided to place the Bureau U}lder the League's authority, in 
accordance With Article 24 of the Covenant. 

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF RETAIL GROCERS. 

FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DU COl\lliERCE DE DETAIL DE LA :BRANCHE 
. ALI!\IENTAIRE. 

Seat: Soleure (Switzerland). Volksbankgebiiude; Lagerhausstrasse. 
Foundation: 1927. 

Object: Exchange of publications of the national organisations. 
1\Iembers : National organisations in Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, 

Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, S\vitzerland. 
Governing Body : Chairman-J. LAURI, 

Vice-Chairman-Fritz BoRRMAN. 
Treasurer-M. BRANDENBERGER. 
Members-Fernand HEMlER (France); ·Anton SLADECK (Czechoslovakia); K. Puss 

. (Austria); A. CIIAUDOIR (Belgium) ; Dr. BRUNI (Italy). 
Official Publications: Bulletin in preparation. 

INTERNATIONAL SILK FEDERATION. 

FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DE LA SOlE. 

Seat: Lyons (France)_. 24, place Tolozan. · 

Foundation: 1927. 
Object: To represent industries and businesses connected with. silk in th.e yarious forms of 

, international eoonomio activity ; to collect from trade uruons, associatiOns and _member 
groups; any opinions, ~nformation and d?cuments that may serve the common Interests 
and determine the pohcr of the FederatiOn. · 
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Jlt•mbt•rs : Groups in the following countries : Czeoho~lovakia, France, Ger~any, Great Bfitain, 
Hungary, Italy, Spain, Switzerland and the United States of America. . . 

frtln>rning Bodj: The Federation is under the direction of an Administrative Committee ~onsisting 
of delegates of all the member groups, tho maximum of the latter allowed beu~g 17 ~er 
country. Each country's delegation inclu~es. representati:ves . o_f th~ var10us . silk 
branches (if formed into trade unions or assomat10ns). The .A:d_ml~Jstratl':e Comm1ttee 

. holds a general meeting at least once a year. The Bureau, whwh 1s appOinted for two 
>ears, consists of the heads ·or delegations. 

Oflirt'rs: President-Etienne FouGERE (France). . . 
r~e-Presidents-Comm. G. GoRIO (Italy), R .. STEIILI-ZWEIFEL (Switzerland), F. 

BERNADES ALA VEDRA {Spain), and the head of the German delegation. 
Trea.mrer-Frank FARRELL (England). · 

Finanres: EYery trade union, association or member group pays an annual subscription of £2 
sterling and every nation pays an annual subscription of £5 sterling per titular delegate . 

.!di'lities: First congress, Paris 1925; second, Milan 1927 ; general meeting, Paris 1930. 

INTERNATIONAL WOOL TEXTILE ORGANISATION. 
. . 

FEDERATION LAINIERE INTERNATIONALE. 

INTERN.!TIONALE WOLL VEREINIGlJNG. 

Seat: Bradford (Great Britain). Commerce House. 

Foundation: 1928. 
Object: To facilitate relations between members of the wool textile industry and to discuss 

problelllS relating thereto. 
llembers: The wool textile industry of Belgium, Czechoslovakia, England, France, Germany, 

Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Spain. · 

Governing Body: An Executive Committee of four members from each country. 

Offieers: Chairman-Maurice DuBRULLE (France). 
Vice-Chairmen-Joseph CuT (England), Andre PELTZER (Belgium), G. ScHoNBACH 
(Germany), Daniele ScHNEIDER (Italy), Walter Low BEER,· (Czechoslovakia), 
Frans MuTSAKRS (Netherlands), Victor DISCHKA (Hungary), Wilhelm ScHoN (Poland). 
Secretary-H. T. TuLLOCH (England). 1 

Finances : Subscription payable by countries. 

Aeti'lities: Annual International Wool Conference, meetings of Executive quarterly, and other 
. meetings of special sub-committees as required. . . 

Historieal Facts: The Organisation. has already an International Wool Textile Arbitration 
Agreement, a:'-~ has agreed upon terms for th'e Standards of Condition (Bareme des 

. 1 :aux de condit10nnemeut--Tabelle der Feuchtigkeitszuschliige); Difference in Counts 
m Worsted Yarns (Marges de titrage des fils de Iaine peignee) and· a resolution for the 
Limitatio.n of Credits (Limitation des credits). ' · 

Official Pnblieations: Proceedings of International Wool Conference and quarterly bulletin. , . - . 
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XI. COMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSIT. 

INTERNATIONAL 1\IARITiliiE RADIO COMl\IITTEE. 

COl\IITE INTERNATIONAL DE RADIO 1\IARITil\IE. 

Seat: Brussel~, 16, rue Theresienne. 
Foundation : 1928. 
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Object: To study questions of general interest and suitable means for the improvement of 
. maritim'e radio services in the interests of shipowners, passengers and the public. 
lllembers :Wireless and radio associations in Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, 

Great Britain, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, United States of America. 
Officers: President-A. HuBERT (Belgium). , 

Vice-Presidents-H. BEHNER (Germany), Ch. J. PANNIL. 
Finances: Members' subscriptions. 
Historical Facts : The International Maritime Radio Committee has done a great deal to bring 

maritime radio companies into closer touch with each other, through the exchange of 
documents of general interest on administrative, business and technical questions and 
also by organising numerous meetings of members for the examination of possible 
improvements of a general character in maritime wireless services. 

Official Publication : A monthly ·bulletin. 

INTERNATIONAL CATHOLIC RADIO OFFICE. 

BUREAU CATHOLIQUE INTERNATIONAL DE LA RADIOPHONIE. 

INTERNATIONALES KATHOLISCHES RUNDFUNKBtl'RO, 

· Seat.: Cologne. Norbertstr., 12. 
Foundation : 1928. 
Object :.International co-operation cif Catholic& in respect of broadcasting. 
1\Iembers: Committees in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Ireland, 

· Italy, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Poland, Switzerland, United States of 
America. 

Governing Body: Directorate of. five members, commission with delegates from each country. 

Officers: Chairman-P.L. H. PERQUIN (Netherlands). 
Director-Father BERNHARD MARSCHALL"(Germany). . 
Counc.illors-Paul A.M. SPEET (Netherlands), Canon J. HEYMOND' (France), Professor 

E. DELVOIE (Belgium), P.L. Escu, S.J. (Germany). 

Finances : Subscriptions of national committees, donations. · 
Acti'nties: International Congress (Munich 1929) ; committee meetings .<Cologne, Liege, Zurich) ; 

foundation of new national committees .. 
Official Publications : Congress reports (French and German) ; monthly bulletin. 
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OOER.Y!TIONAL ADVISORY TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ON 
mRELESS COJDIUl\'ICATIONS (C.C.I.R.). 

COJIITE CONSULTATIF INTERNATIONAL TECHNIQUE DES 
COIDIUNICATIONS R.\.DIOELECTRIQUES. 

Srat: No permanent seat. 
Fotmdation: 1927. 
Objeet: To study teohnical and related questions regarding international wireless communications 

submitted to it by Government authorities· or private undertakings belonging to the 
Committee. The Committee's r6le is confined to giving opinions on the questions 
which it studies. It forwards such opinions to the International Bureau of the 
Telegraphic Union in Berne with a view to their communication to the Government 
authorities and private undertakings concerned. 

Jll'mbers: The Committee consists at each meeting of experts representing Government 
authorities or accredited privaie undertakings responsible for wireless enterprises which 
desire tu take part in its discussions and undertake to contribute in equal shares to the 
common expense• arising out of the meeting which it is proposed to hold. The personal 
expenses of the experts are borne by the authorities or private undertaking which they 
represent. · 

Governing Body: The Government authorities responsible . for organising each meeting. 
Organisation of the C.C.I.R. : the President of the C.C.I.R. and the presidents, vice
presidents and rapporteurs of the various commissions are elected at the beginning of 

- each meeting. N! a rule, the Secretariat is composed of officials of the International 
Bureau of the Telegraph Union and officials of the organising authorities. 

The authorities represented at each meeting of the Committee designate the 
authorities responsible for summoning the next meeting. The questions to be examined 
by the Committee are sent to the authorities organising the forthcoming meeting, who 
fix the date and agenda. ' _ · -

Historical Facts: The C.C.I.R. was set up by Article 17 of the International Radiotelegraph 
Convention concluded at Washington, November 25th, 1927. The organisation of the 
first meeting of the Committee was entrusted to the Netherlands authorities, and was 
held at The Hagne in September and October 1929. The Danish authorities were 
invited to organise the second meeting, which took place in Copenhagen in May and 
June 1931. The next meeting will be held in Lisbon in 1933. 

LABOUR WIRELESS INTERNATIONAL. 

]]';'TER.-UTIONALE OUVRIERE DE RADIO-DIFFUSION. 

ARBEITER RADIO INTERNATIONALE. 

Seat : Hilversum (~ etherlands). Heuvellaan, 33. 
Foundation : 193G. 
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Obj~ct: To safeguard the interests of the Socialist working class in respect of wireless and to 
ensure that the Workers' Cultural Movement shall.have due influence in the further 
development of wireless in respect of organisation, technique and culture. 

Members: Affiliated organisations in Austria, Czechoslovakia, Danzig, Denmark, Germany, 
Netherlands, "Switzerland. 

Olllcers: Chairman-Franz ZELENKA (Au.tria). 
Secretary-G. J. ZWERTBROEK (Netherlands). 

Finances.: Contributions from the affiliated organisations. 
Activities: Congress in Prague in September 1930, in. Vienna in July 1931, in Berlin in August 
· 1931: Preparation of a Labour Short-Wli:ve International. 
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XII. ARTS AND SCIENCES. 

-
IXrER.~ATIONAL COlDIITTEE FOR THE DIFFUSION OF ARTISTIC 

AND ~ITERARY WORKS BY THE CINEJIIATOGRAPH. 

COJIITE INTERNATIONAL POUR LA DIFFUSION ARTISTIQUE ET 
LITTER..URE PARLE CINEJIIATOGRAPHE. . 

Seat: Paris. 92, avenue des Champs-Eiysees. 

Foundation : 1930. 
Object: To assist in every way the circulation of intellectual work produced by the peoples of 

the \VOrld, and to Ilrovide international ci:.Cies with information op. the beauties and the 
. economio 1 esources of the various countries. . ' 

Jlembers: The following countries are officlally represented.: Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, 
Bulgaria, Canada:, Cb.ina, Colombia, Costa-Rica, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 
Ecuador, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Guatemala, 
Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Mexico, Monaco; Netherlands, Norway, 
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Salvador, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia. A certain number of men of 
letters are also members. 

Go¥erning Body : President-1\llie. Helene V ACAREsco (Roumania). 
Secreiarg-General-M. N. ·piLLAT (Roumania). _ 
Nembers-L. LoucHEUR (France), Mr. R. CAHILL (Great Britain), M. A. KoHAN 
• (France), M. F. DEuTscH (France), Count MANZONI (Italy), General VASQUEZ 

CoBo (Colombia), M. G. RAGEOT (France), M. Francis DE CRorssET (France). 

Finanees: Donations, subsidies, etc. 
Aetinties : Conferences, bulletins, etc. The Cpmmittee has created an annual prize (Prix 

C.LD.A.L.C.) to be used as a premium for, and to ensure the cinematographic 
representation of the work of authors who have prepared (either in French, ·or translated 
into French) scenarios for scientific, social, economic, historical, educational, literary 
or documentary films whose exhibition in "the various countries of the world would 
promote international understanding and closer relations between peoples, in accordance 
with the iaeals of the League of Nations. · 

Th"TERNATIONAL CONCERT FEDERATION. 

FEDERATIO'Y INTERNATIONALE DES CON_CERTS. 

Seat: Rome. Accademia St. Cecilia, Via Vittorio, 8. 
Foundation : 1929. -
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O~ject : To promote the exchange of works and artistes between the various countries, to draw 
attention to compositions and unknown conductors and executants, to encourage the 
adoption of uniform rules among artistes and musical societies, to promote legislation 
~elating to music and musicians in all countries-living conditio11s, health, social 
JDsurance, subsidies, travel facilities, etc.-and, in general, to take all steps likely to 
assist the progress and diffusion of music together with intellectual co-operation in 
musical matters throughout the world. 

· lllembers: Asso.ciations in Argentine, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, England, 
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Poland, Portugal·, Netherlands, 
Roumania, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United States of America, Yugoslavia. 

Governing Body: The Federation is directed and managed by the General Council consisting &f 
the representatives of the N a tiona! Commissions, each member countrv being represented 

· · by from one to three delegates. The General Council elects a Pr~sident, two Vice-
Presidents and a Secretary-General, together with an Executive Committee and Sub
Commissions for (1) international exchanges, (2) the Press, (3) legal questions including 

~ the settlement of disputes between members and artistes, ( 4) the annual budget. 
Officers : President--Count n1 SAN-MARTINO (Rome). 

Vice-Presidents-: Mr. LAMOND (Director of the Musical Section of the United States 
Academy in Rome), Baron E. A. VAN BERESTEYN (Nethel"lands), M. Guy RoPARTZ 
(France), M. Emeric KuN (Hungary), M. Nona 0LTEscu (Roumania). . 

Finances: Each National Bureau undertakes to pay the sum of $50 annually for five years.· In 
addition, State subsidies, donations, takings at musical festivals, etc. 

Activities and Historical Facts: In. accordance with the decision taken at the preliminary meeting 
in Paris on July 3rd, 1929, members of ·the International Concert Federation were 
summoned to a meeting in Budapest (Hungary) on October 28th to 30th, 1929. Second 
International Congress, April 22nd to 25th, 1931, in Rome. 

Official Publications:. (a) Minutes of the meetings in Paris and Budapest, 1929, and of the 
Congress in 1931, at Rome. 

INTF;RNATIONAL FEDERATION OF DRAJ\IATIC AND 1\IUSICAL CRITICISIII .. 

CONFEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DE LA CRITIQUE DRAl\IATIQ_UE ET 1\IUSICALE. 

Seat: Paris. 2, rue de_ Montpensier (Palais-Royal). 
Foundation : 1929. 
Object: To develop, on international lines, the activities pf the affili&ted bodies; to defend the 

rights of criticism. 
_lllembers : Almost all national associations of critics in Europe. 
Officers: Secretary-General : M. Stan GoLESTAN. Two assistant Secretaries, one of whom acts 

as Treasurer. 
Governing Body : Th~ Federation is administered by an Executive Committee including one 

deleaate from each country represented ; the President is the representative of the 
. co~try where the next congress is to be held. One half of the Committee is replaced · 

every two years by lot. Meetings are held at least once a year. 
Finances :The annual subscription due from each national body is one gold franc for each active 

member. ' 
Historical Facts: Congress m." Paris 1926, in Salzburg 1929, in Bucharest 1929, in Prague 1930, 

in Lisbon 1931. · 
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1:\"TERNATIONAL COlUIISSION FOR liiSTORICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

CO.lllllSSION INTERJ.~ATIONALE DE GEOGRAI'HIE HISTORIQUE 
(International Committee of the International Committee on Historical Sciences). 

S!'at : Brussels. 12, rue J acques-J ordaens. 

Foundution : 1928 .. 
Objeet : To perfect methods of research into historic~! ~ography ; to p_romote, through 

international co-operation, the creation of certam mstruments required f?r resear_ch 
into historical.geography,more particularly a list of old large-scale maps kep_t m cou~tnes 
other than the countries to which such maps refer ; to prepare for mternatiOnal 
congresses. 

Officers: President-F. CuRSCHMANN (Germany). 
Vice-President-M. SEMKOWJCZ (Poland). 
Secret;.ry-General-M. GANSHOF (Belgium). 

Finances : Funds supplied by the International Committee of Historical Sciences. 

Historical Facts : Set up at the Oslo Congress as an external Committee of the International 
Committee of Historical Sciences (August 1928) ; participation in the First International 
Congress on Historical Geography in Brussels in 1931 ; establishment as an internal 
Committee of the International Committee of Historical Sciences in Budapest in 1931. 

Official Publication : Bulletin of the International Committee of Historical Sciences. 

Th'TERNATIONAL COJDIITTEE ON THE HISTORY OF SCIENCES. 

CO.liiTE INTERNATIONAL D'HISTOIRE DES SCIENCES · 
(External Commission of the International Committee on Historical Sciences). 

Scat: Paris. 12, rue Colbert, II•. 
Foundation : 1928. 

Object: To gather the most eminent authorities on the history of sciences into an international 
Academy, to stimulate the study of the history of sciences and promote its organisation. 

Members: Thirty active members and 50 corresponding members, elected by co-optation. 
There are also a few honorary members (at present four). .. 

Officers: President-Karl SuD HOFF (Germany); Ex-Presidents-Gino LoRIA (Italy), Charles 
SI~GEn (Great Britain). . · 

l'ice-Presidents-Paul DIEPGE~ (Germany), Julian RIDERA (Spain) Georges SAnTON 
(United States of America). · · ' 

Organising Secretary-Treasrtrer-Mme. Helene METZGER (France). 
Permanent Ser.retary-Aldo MIELI (France). 

Finances : Subsidies from . Governments and scientific in~titution~ and private donations . 

. btivities: Inte~national ~ongresses every three years_(P~s 1929, London 1931, Berlin 1934). 
Committee meetmg3 are held every other year 1n Paris or at the seat of the InternatiomJ 
Congress of Historical Sciences. 
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Historical Facts: The Committee was founded in Oslo in 1928 at the International Congress of 
. Histo~cal Sciences, through the expansion of an external Commission set up by this 

Committee. Its regulations were adopted at jts first Congress in Paris (May 1929). 
The Committee then hP,ld its meetings in Paris, May 1930; Second Congress, London, 
June 1931. The next meetings will take place in Paris in the spring of 1932 and in 
Warsaw in AUi;'USt 1933; Third Congress, Berlin 1934. · 

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES OF 1\IRL"i OF, LETTERS. 
' 

FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DES SOCIETES PROFESSIO~'NELLES 
DE GENS DE LETTRES. 

Seat i Paris. 3!l, rue du Faubourg-Saint-Jacques. 
Foundation: 1931. 

Object: The international defence of authors' rights and.interests. 
lllombors: National professional societies of men of letters in the following countries: Argentine; 

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czechoslovalcia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 
Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Norway, Netherlands, Poland, Roumania, Sweden, 
Switzerland. . 

Governing Body : Executive Committee, Permanent Bureau . 
. Officers: President-M. Gaston RAG toT (France). 

Vice-President-Heinrich MANN (Germany), S. E. MARINETTI (Italy), Mme. Marika 
STJERNSTEDT (Sweden). 

General 8ecretaries-M. Jose GERMAIN and M. H. J. MAGOG (France). 
Treasurer--M. Rene DE WEeK (Switzerland). 

Activities : Amlual Congresses. The first was held in Paris in May 1931. The second will 
be held in Vienna in 1932. · 

Historical Facts: Created during the First International Congress of Professional Societies of 
Men of Letters, organised by the Society of Men of Letters of France. 

Official Publication : Bulletin in preparation. 

PERl\lANENT INTERNATIONAL COl\Il\IITTEE OF LINGUISTS. 

COiliiTE INTERNATIONAL PERillANENT DE LINGUISTES. 

Seat: Nimeguen (Netherlands). 17, St. Annastraat. 

Foundation : 1928. ' 
Object: The organisation of international congresses of linguists ; to make a linguistic survey 

of the world with special reference to idioms in process of dying out; to act as a clearing 
centre for information on linguistic developments in the various countries. 

Governing Body: Committee composed as follows : 
8ecretaries-General-J. ScHRIJNEN (Netherlands), C. BALI.:Y (Switzerland), M. BARTOLI 

(Italy) F. BoAs (United States of America), C. BRoCKELMANN (Germany), 0. JEs
PERSE~ (Denmark), D. JONES (Great Britain), B: _KARLGREN (Sweden), 
P. KRETSCHMER (Austria), V. MATHESIUS (Czechoslovakia), A. MEILLET (France). . . 
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l'iuanees: If necessary, the funds of the Committee are ~upplemented by the balances remaining 
· after the congresses of linguists. · 

llistoril'ill Facts: Two congresses : tbe first· at The Hague, April 1928 ; the second at Gerieva, 
August 1931. · 

O:lleial Publications : Proceedings of 'the. congresses, publications of the sub-sections . 

• 
IXFEIL.~ATION.U. LITERARY AND ARTISTIC ASSOCIATION . 

.ASSOCUTION LITTER.URE ET ARTISTIQUE INTERNATIONALE. 
•' ' 

s~:~t: P.1.ris. 117, boulevard St. Germain. General Secretariat : 31, rue Fortuny, Paris. · 

Foandat,ion : 1878. 
Object: The study on international lines of legal and technical questions concerning literary and 

artistic property of _all kinds. · 
JI~mb~rs: National associations of the following countries: Austria, Czechoslovakia, France, 

Germany, Netherlands, Poland, Roumania, Yugoslavia ; associations. of . various 
countries and individual members. 

Gowrning Body: President-M. MAJLLARD.- . 
Vice-Presidents-M. Lucien GLEIZE, M. Eugene MonEL, M. Celestin JouBERT, M. WAu

VER~B.Nss, M. H.\CHETTE, M. Albert VAuNOIS, M. PouPINEL, M. DoMANGE. 
Secretary-General-Marcel BouTET. 
Treas"rer-Marce! BEURDELEY. 

Finances : Receipts : entrance subscriptions, annual subscriptions. Expenses : publications, 
organisation of annual congresses. 

A.cthities: Congresses or annual meetings since 1879, particularly in Paris in 1925, Warsaw and 
- Prague in 1926, Lugano in 1927, Belgrade in 1928, Cairo in 1929, Budapest in 1930. 

Annual publication of reports submitted to the Congress, of questions investigated and 
of Minutes of the meetings. 

Th'TEIL.~ATION!L COJDIITTEE ON !IODERN LITERARY IDSTORY. 

COJDIISSION ll'l"'TElL.~ATION.U.E D'IDSTOIRE LITTERAIRE !IODERNE. 
(Under the auspices of the International Committee on Historical Sciences.) 

Seat: Paris. 47, boulevard Garibaldi, xve. 
Foundation : 1928. 

Object: To bring together the historians of modern literature of all countries ; to create or to 
develop the material equipment necessary to their activity. 

JIPmbers: In Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Great Britain, France, Germany, Hungary, 
Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Sweden, Switzerland United 
States of America, Yugoslavia.. ' 
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Governing ~ody: ~hairman---Professor F. BALDENSPERGER (France). 
Vu:e-Chatrmen---Professor R. S. CRANE (United States of America), A. FARINELLI 

_ (Italy), S. B. LILJEGREN (Sweden). . 
· Secretary-Generalr-Professor P. VAN TIEGHEM {France). 

Finances : Annual grants .from the International Committee of Historical Sciences. 
Activities_: Prep~ation_ of an international ehronological literary repertory and other works of 

. · mternat10nal Interest for literary historians. Organisation of periodical congresses ; 
· the first was held in Budapest, May 1931. 

, IN'fERNATIONAL COMMISSION FOR THE SCIENTIFIC EXPLORATION 
OF THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA. 

COMMISSION INTERNATIONALE POUR L'EXPLORATION SCIENTIFIQUE 
DE LA MER 1\IEDITERRANEE. 

Scat: Paris. cfo the lnstitut oceanographique, 195, rue Saint-Jacques. Secretariat General : 
3, rue Octave-Greard, Paris. 

Fo1mdation: 1919 • 

. Object: 1'he study of all scientific or technical questions relating to oceanography and fishing , 
in the Mediterranean and its tributary seas. 

lllembers :The following countries count participants: Cyprus, Egypt, France, Gibraltar, Greece, 
Italy, Monaco, Palestine, Roumania, Tunisia, Spain, Syria, Turkey, Yugoslavia. 

Officers: President-. His Excellency the High Admiral Duke Thaon DI REVEL (Italy). . 
Vice-Presidents-Professor Odon DE BuEN (Spain), Professor Gregory ANTIPA (Ron-

mania). · 
·Secretary-Generalr-M. LE DANOIS (France).-

Finances : Each member country makes a contribution of 5,000 French francs. 
Activities: Numerous cru.ises and physic~-chemical and biological investigations. 
Historical Facts: Founded by H.S.H. Prince Albert I of Monaco, the International 

Mediterranean Commission began with seven member States. The work done has 
induced seven other States to take up membership. Plenary assemblies have been 
held in Madrid (1919), Paris (1922), Madrid (1924), Venice (1926), Malaga (1929), Paris 
(1931). In addition, the Central Bureau meets annually in Paris. · 

Official Publications: From 1919 to 1924: Bulletin de la Commission Internationale de la JJ!edi- · 
terranee (10 numbers). Since 1924: Reports and Minutes of the Meetings of the 
International Mediterranean Commission (6 vols.). Card index of Mediterranean fauna 

· (14 sets of 24 cards already issued). , 

INTERNATIONAL MUSEUl\IS OFFICE. 

OFFICE INTERNATIONAL DES 1\IUSEES. 

Seut: Paris. Institut international de cooperation intellectuelle, 2, rue de Montpensier, Jer, 

Foundation: 1926 (Decision of the Assembly of the League of Nations). 
Object: Systematic organisation of museums of art, archreology, history and popular arts. 
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::Ut•mbt•rs: Governments of all States Members of the League of Nations. Mombership is opon 
also t~ States non-members of the League. 

tlowrning- Body: A Managing Board nominated every 5 years by the International Committee 
on Intellectual Co-operation of the League of Nations. 
Pl't',~i.lent-l\I. Jules DESTREE (Belgium). 
Gmual Sec.niary-M. E. FouNDOUKIDIS (Greece). . 
~1/emWs--?.I. D. BAun-BovY (Switzerland), Henri BoNNET (D1rector of the 

International Institute of Intellectual .Co-operation), Laurence VAIL CoLEMAN 
(United States of America), F. J. SANCHEZ y CANTON (Spain), R. DuPIERREUX 
(Belgium), Sir Cecil HARCOURT-SMITH (Great Britain), R. GRAUL (Germany), 
Jean GUIFFREY (France), Francesco PELLATI (Italy). ' 

Finanees: Special item in the budget of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation . 

.\t~hiti~s : Annual meetings and periodical conferences of experts. 
Publieations: .llouseion (quarterly ,review); Repertoire international des Jllu,sees (museums 

directory). Up to the present directories have been published for the N~therland.s, 
· Poland and France. Similar volumes are in preparation for Greece, Rouman1a, Austrta 
and Italy. Th_e Office publishes special monographs from time to time . 

. 
IXrER...,.!TION..U. WORKING ASSOCIATION FOR THE STUDY OF GENERAL NCTRITION. 

ASSOCIATION 1:\"TER...,ATION..U.E l'OUR L'ETlJJ)E DE L'ALDIEl\"TATION 
AU l'OIL\'T DE VUE SOCIAL. 

I:\"TERX!.TIOX..U.E ARBEITSGEJIEIL\'SCIIAFT ZUM STUDIUM DER \"OLKSERNAHRL'NG. 

S~at: Berlin. Linienstrasse, 139-40, N.24. 
Foundation : 1928. 

Objeet: Concentration of all international endeavours in order to promote and study questions 
COJIJlected with general nutrition. 

:llembers : Professors of medicine and of chemistry in several countries. 
Ollie~ : Chairman-Professor Dr. STRAUSS. 

General Secretary-Dr. Max WINCKEL (Germany). 
Finances : Annual expenditure : 2,000 RM. -

Aefuities : Scientific lectures and publications. 
Olliciall'ublieation : Die Volkserniihrung. 

Th"TER...,.!TION..U. l'HOTOGRAliJIETRIC SOCIETY .. 

SOCIETE Th"TERNATIONALE DE l'HOTOGR.UD[ETRIE. 

S~t: During the period 1931-34: Paris. cjo General Perrier, 2, rue de Ia Porte·d'Issy X\·o 
FoiiDdation: 1907. ' · 

Objeet : To initiate and maintain in all countries a scientific movement in favour or 
photogrammetry ~f the earth, ·aerial photogrammetry and their applications. 
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1\lombors:' National societies in the· following countries : Austria, Czechoslovakia, France, 
·Germany, Hungary, Latvia, Norw_ay, Poland, Roumania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland. 

Officers: Honorary President and Founder-Professor Ed. DoLEZAL (Austria). 
Secretary-General-M. RoussiLHE (France). · 
Treasurer-M. LABUSSEIRE (France).. · · . 
Other Members of the Council:-'-M. BAESCHLIN.(Switzerland), Dr. A. Bucnnor.n.(Latvia), 

Major V0N LANGENDORFF (Germany), Dr. TORROJA (Spain). 
President~General PERRIER (France). ' ·· 

Finance: Each National Society pays an annual subscription of one Swiss franc per member. 
Activities : International congresses combined with exhibitions of apparatus and work (Vienna 

. 1913 ; Berlin 1926; .Zuric.h 1930). . . . · 
Official Publication: lnternationales Archivjiir Plwtogrammetrie. . 

·INTERNATIONAL UNION OF J,>URE AND APPLIED PHYSICS. 

UNION INTERNATIONALE DE PliYSIQUE PURE ET APPLIQUEE. 

Seat : Paris. 45, rue. d'Ulm, ve. · 
Foundation: Brussels, 1922. Finally constituted in December 1923. 

Object : To create and encourage international co-operation in physics; to co-ordinate the work 
of preparation and publication of extracts froinmemoranda and of tables of physical 
constants ; to bring about international agreement on matters of units, standards, 
nomenclature and notations.. To support research iJ?. suitable directions. · 

lllembers : National committees of member countries: Australia, Belgium; Canad'a, Czechoslovakia,· 
Denmark, France, Great 'Britain, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Poland; 
Sweden, Switzerland, Union of South Africa, United States of America. 

Governing Body :The activities of the Union are directed by the General Assembly of delegates, 
by whom are elected the President, the Vice-Presidents 'and the Secretary-General, 
who form the Bureau ; they remain in office until the end of the ordinary General 
Assembly subsequent to that at whioh they were elected. Between the assemblies, 

. the Bureau acts as the Governing Body. ' 
Officers: President-M. Robert A. MILLIKAN. 

Vice-Presidents-M. VAN AuBERL (Belgium), M. PosEJPAL(Czechoslovakhi),M. KNUDSEN 
(Denmark), M. CoTTON (France), Sir Richard . GLAZEBROOK (Great Britain), 
M. NAGAOKA (Japan), M. KusoM (Netherlands), M. VEGARD (Norway), M. CABRERA. 
(Spain), M. SIEGBAHN (Sweden). 
Secretary-General-M. ·ABRAHAM (France). 

Finances : Annual contributions from affiliated national committees in accordance with a scale 
based on the population of the member countries (minimum 200 francs a year). 

Aetivilirs: General !Constituent Assembly in Paris in December '1923; Second Assembly in 
Brussels in 1925, Third Assembly in Br~ssels in July 1931. · 
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IXfERX.\TION.\L l'NION FOR TilE S,fiEl\'TIFIC IN1'ESTIGATION OF 
POPl"I.ATION PROBLEiUS. 

niOX IXfER.~.\TIOXALE POl"R i;:ETUDE SCIENTIFIQl'E DES PROBL1<::lUI•;S 
DE LA POPULATION. 

St•al : London. c;o The Hoyal Geographical Society, Kensington Gore, S. W. 7. 

Found111ion : i 928. 
Objt'l'l : To initiate and organise researches which depend upon international co-operation,. to 

provide for the soientific discussion of the results of such researches and to pubhsh 
them without duplicating the publications of existing international statistical agencies. 
The l'nion confines itself solely to scientific investigation in the strict s.ense and refuses 
either to enter upon religious, moral or politioal discuss~on or as. a Unw~ to ~upp?rt a 
poli«')' regarding population, of any sort whatever, part10ularly 111 the d1rectwn e1ther 
of increased or of diminished birth rates. 

llt>mbers: The national groups of the following countries : Argentine, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, 
Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, 
Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Poland. Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, t'nited 
States of America. · 

Ctilverning: Body1: Executive Committee : Cltairman-Col. Sir Charles CLosE (Great Britain). 
l'iu-Ch!lirmen-Professor Raymond PEARL (United States of America), Professor 

E. ~hn.uM (Belgium), Professor Leon BERN.\RD (France), Professor Engen FisCHER 
(Germany). Sir Bernard MALLET (Great Britain), Dr. H. W. MET HORST (Netherland~), 
Professor Corrado. GIN I (Italy). . 

Hon. General Secretary and Hon. Treasurer-Captain PITT-RIVERS (Great Britain). 

Finanet-s : Each group pays a contribution of £10. 

Hislorital Faets: The l'nion was founded as a direct outcome of the World Population Conference 
held at Geneva in 1927. At this date, the Union appointed three Commissions: (I) on 
population and food supply; (2) on fertility, fecundity and sterility ; (.'l) on the vital 
statistics of primitive races. Second General Assemblv: London i!l:H : Third General 
Assembh· in 19:!4. in Germam·. · . . . 

PER:ll,L~D'T ~'TERXATIONAL COJDIITTEE FOR PSYCIDCAL RESEARCII 
- CONGRESSES; 

COillTE ~'TEID"ATION.U. PERJI.LYE~'T DES CONGRES DE RECHERCHES 
. PSYCIDQL'ES. 

Seat: London. cfo The ·society for Psychical Research, 31, Tavistock Square, W.C.t. 
Foundation : 1921. · 

Objed: Organ~ation of congresses for psychical research. 

ll~m!H>rs: :\'ation:u committ~s in the following. countries: Austria, Belgium, CzechosloYakia. 
Denmark. Egypt, Fmland, France, Germany Great Britain Greece 1 1 d 1 d' 
Italy, Lah'ia, :\'etherlands, Norway Poland 'Roumania Spa'·1n g .. ·ed'e ceSa~.t' nl 

1
rla. ·r k ' l' . f s . s . I' ' • ' . ' . " n •. \\I zrr an ur ~~. n10n o . ovtet . octa 1st Republic~. l'nited States of America · 

. . I 
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P~rmanont Committee: Dr. Phil. Hans DRtESCH fGermany), Sir Oliver LoDGE (Great Britain), 
Carl VETT (Denmark), Secretary-General. The Presid"ent of the National Committee 

. of the country where the Congress is :held. 
Activities : Organisation· of congresses and publication of ·proceedings. 

· llist.orical Facts: First congress held in Copenhagen in 1921, second in Warsaw in f923 third in 
Paris in 1927, fourth in Athens, 1930. The fifth will be held in ;London. ' · 

INTERNATIONAL PSYCHO-ANALYTICAL ASSOCIATION. 
' 0 

ASSOCIATION PSYCHANALYTIQUE INTERNATIONALE. 

INTERNATIONALE PSYCHOANALYTISCHE VEREINIGl•NG. 

Sdat: Berlin-Dahlem. cfo Dr. Max Eitingon, Altensteinstrasse,26. 
Foundation: 1910. 

Obj11ct : Cultivation and promotion of the science created by Freud .. 
Officers: Chairman-Or. Max EtTINGON (Germany). 

• 

Vice-Chairmen-Or. S. FERENCZ! (Hungary), Dr. Ernest JoNES (Great Britain). 
Secretary-General-Anna FREUD (Au,stria). · · · I 

Treas11rer-Dr. J. H. W. VAN 0PHUIJSEN (Netherlands). 
Activities : International congresses, propaganda, publications. 

Official Publications: Imago, International Jour.nal of Psycho-Analysis, Re~11e fran~aise cle 
psychanalyse. · · 

INTERNATIONAL. FEDERATION OF SURVEYORS. 

FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DES GEO~IETRES. 

INTERNATIONALER GEO~IETERBUND. · 

Seat : Gossau (St. Gall, Switzerland). cfo M. J. Allenspach. 
Foundation: 1926 .. 

Object: To group the associations of surveyors in all tile countries with a yiew to discussing 
in common .professional interests ; to organise the relations between the different 
corporative unions ; to make the social conditions of the professional men in every 
country known in order to enable each group in the different countries to adopt the 
improvements effected ; to encourage and support the studies and inventions which 
are useful to the surveyor ; to encourage professional teaching in all its forms ; to 
facilitate' personal contact between colleagues of different countries. 

~Iembers : National Associations in : Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Great Britain, 
Italy, Latvia, Netherlands, Poland, Roumania, Sweden, Switzerland, Yugoslavia. 

Gov.-rning Body·: Permanent Committee : 
C/wirman-S. BERTSCHMAN N. 
General Secretary-J. ALLENSPACH. 
Treas11rer-P. K ii BLER. · 

Finances : Annual subscription from. national associations.,' 

.\ctivities·: Meetings ·of the Permanent Committee ; Report . of the Co~gress (the fourth 
lnternutionul Congress was held in Zurich in 193~). ·, . 

' 
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PERJU:XE.Yf IXfERXATION.\L COJDIISSION FOR FIRST AID ON ROADS. 

fOJDIISSIO~ IXfER..~iTIONALE PERJI.L.~ENTE DES SECOURS SUR ROUTE. 

~~~~: Paris. 2, awnue Yelasquez, \'IIJe. 

Foundation : 1!);~0. 

Objt'C'I :To org-anise the application of the principles laid down by the sixteenth res?lution of the 
fourteenth International Red Cross Conference, with the object of securmg, as far as. 
possible, uniformity in the organisation of roadside first-aid stations. 

JII'mbt•rs: The organisations of the International Red Cross and the Ct.>ntral Council of 
Intt>rnational Touring. 

Offifi'N: Pftsidnlt-Dr. Pierre Bf:H.\Gt:E. 
St>.rntary-Pierre DE BERNONVILLE\ 

Jl .. mbrrs of the Committee : Six permanent members, who may co-opt six temporary members. 
The six permanent members include three members representing the International 
Red Cross and three members representing the Central Council of International Touring; 
a st>Cretary. 

Finanet>: Contributions from the Red Cross organisations and from tourist organisations. 

"\ttititit>s: Bi-annual conferences, investigations, reports, etc. 

Historital Fatts: Founded October 11th, 1930, at Brussels, during the fourteenth International 
Red Cross Conference, in accordance ~ith the resolution of the Central Council of 
International Touring in 1\Iarch 1930. The first meeting was held on November 17th, 
1930, the second on February 23rd, 1931, in order to examine the methods employed 
in various countries in the matter of first-aid stations; the third meeting took place 
on :Xo¥emher 26th, 1931. The Commission has been invited to send representati¥es 
and to submit a proposal to the European Conference on Road Traffic, which met at 
Geneva on )[arch 16th, 1931, and has instructed its President to submit a model notice 
plate. The Commission was also represented at the seventh general assembly of the 
Central Council for International Touring, held in Budapest on May 28th, 2!Jth and 
30th, 1931. . 

I:\'TER.~ATIO~ . .\L ASSOCllTION FOR THE PREVn"TION OF BLI:\"DXESS. 
' 

. ASSOt,'llTION 1:\'TEIL.~.!TIONALE DE PROPHYLAXIE DE LA C:ECITE. 

~: Paris. 2, avenue Yelasquez. 
Foundation: 1929, at The Hague. 

Obj~: .Campaign against diseases and accident~ which endanger eyesight. 
llrmbers: Thirty-six countrie• have joined, 



MEDICINE AND HYGIENE. 

Governing Body: President~Professor DE LAPERSONNE (France). 
Vice-President~Or. PARK LEWIS (United States o.f America). 
Secretary-General-Or. F. HUMBERT (Switzerland). 

Finances : Receipts : Subscriptions from Governments, associations and individuals. -Annual 
expenses.: About 70,000 francs. 

Activities : Annual conferences; foundation of national committees, international enquiries, . 
propaganda. · 

. INTERNATIONAL HOSI?ITAL ASSOCIATION. 

ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE DES. HOPITAUX. 

INTERNATIONALEN KRANKENHA USGESELLSCHAFT. 

Scat: Paris. 2, avenue Velasquez, VIII•. 
Foundation: 1931. 

Object: To establish and maintain relations between representative hospital organisations, to 
make possible a continuous exchange of experiences between all nations and individuals 
interested in hospital activities ; to establish an international bureau for the purpose 
of cqllecting and exchanging international literature relating to hospital matters ; to 
organise international hospital congresses. · 

l\lembers: Ordinary members (National Hospital Organisations). Associate members (Health 
and Sucial Welfare Organisations and individuals attached to them, firms and individuals 
having business relations with the hospital) in forty-one nations. 

Governing Body: Administrative Councifand Executive Committee. 
Officers: Chairman~Or. Rene SAND (Belgium); Substitute~Professor Julius TANDLER (Austria). 

Secretary-General and Treasurer-Or. E. H. L. CoRWIN (United States of America) ; 
Substitute-Professor RoNZANI (Italy). 

Finances: Receipts : Memberl!hip fees, donations and bequests. 
llistorieal Facts: At the first International Hospital Congress (Atlantic City, June 13th to 15th, 

1929), an International Hospital Committee representing thirty-six nations was formed 
·and called together the second International Hospital Congress (Vienna, June 8th to 
14th, 1931) during which the International Hospital Committe!\ was replaced by the 
International Hospital Association. · 

Official Publication: Nosokomeion, quarterly review. 

INTERNATIONAL CO!UMITTEE ON LIGHT. 

COJIITE INTERNATIONAL DE LA LUJIIIERE. 

Scat: Lausanne. c/o Professor Hosselet, 51, avenue du Leman. 
Foundation: 1!.128, at Lausanne on tho occasion of the First International Light Conference. 



. 0.\~lll~(U.H\ \'IJo' l:"<i1'~l\:"<i.\Tlll:"<i.\l., 01\t.iA:"\I~Al'ION!'\. 

Objt'('l : ( tl} To ft'illrnlistl nllmntt•rinl rt>lntiYe to the tlll'rapeutio uses of light ;_ (b) to enoo_iu•ugo 
rtlst'art•h 011 the phvsieal, biological, photochemiual and tl~ernpeut_wul propel·~te~ of 
sunli~ht nnd of artifiuinllight; (r) to appoint nntionnl and mternatwnul conumsswns 
for this purpose; (d) to standardise methods of measurement; (c) to promote the 
o~nisation of conferences and congresses. 

)lt•mbt>rs: l'he Committee consists of not more than six members _from each country. 

Olli~rs: Pnsid<'III-Professor Axel REYN (Denmark). · 
l"i1·~Pn.~i<fmts-Professor LINKE (Germany), Professor H.uTsMANN (Austrin), Pro· 

ft>ssor J .nsioN (France). 
SN'N"Iary·&llfral-Professor HosSELET (Switzerland) . 
.-tssisi<Ull SerN"tary-&neral-Dr. LEDENT (Belgium). . . 

linanrt'S: The expenses have been met out of the profits made by the International Light 
Conference. · · 

.\.rlhitit>s: Reports on the conferences and congresses organised by the Committef'. 

I~;TER..~ATIOX.ll. SOCIETY FOR LOGOPEDY A.~D PHONUTRY. 

SOCIETE IXrEIL~ATION.UE DE LOGOPEDIE ET DE PHONL\.TRlE. 

rH'ER.YlTIOX.UE GESELLSCH.U'T F1JR LOGOPADIE n"D PHONL\.TRIJ,. 

&-at: \'ienna. Ferstelgasse 6. IX. 

Foundation : 1924. 

Obj('('t: Research work in the field oflogopedy and phoniatry: to create connections hetwecn 
the physicians and pedagogues. working in this field in different countries and to improve 
the institutions for the cure and for the training of speech and voice. 

llrmbers: Individual members in Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, England, 
Finland, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Poland, Roumania, Sweden, 
s";tzerland, linion of Soviet Sooialist Republics, United States of America, l'.ruguay, . 
nationaJ·organisations and affiliated societies in some of the countries mentioned. 

Olliet'rs: Chairman-Professor Dr. Emil FRoSCHELS (Austria). 
,l'ice-Chairman-Dr. STERN (Austri&.), Professor Dr. SEEli.,NN (Czechoslovakia), 

Frau Br. V.\N DANTZIG (~etherlands). 
Serrr/P.rics-Dr. J ELLINEK (Austria), 1\led. WEISS (Austria). 
Treasurers-Or. STEI:"i (Austria), Dr. ELIASBERG (Germanv). 
Erp<!rl aduisers-Professor (!. FERRERI (Italy), Dr. HoPF~ER (Germany), Dr. lJf:NEs 

· · (Hungary). . . . 

Fmanus : ~le:nbers subscriptions. 10 schillings per annum.· 

J.ethi!it>s: Bi-annual int~matjonal_ congresse_s and publication of reports on the e m t' 
Th 

s ee mgs. 
e ne~t. congress will be held Ill Budapest in 1932. 
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PEitlUANENT COMMITTEE OF INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES 
ON MEDICAL ASSISTANCE BY AIR. .. 

COMITE PERMANENT DES CONGRES INTERNATIONAUX 
DE L'AVIATION SANITAIRE. 

Seat: Paris. c/o. Aero-Club de Fran~e, 6, rue Galilee, VIII•. 
Foundntion : 1929. 

Object: To organise the international congresses on 'Medi~al Assistance by Air and maintain 
an effective link between countries in which the Governments or private organisations 

_ (Red Cross · Societies, propaganda leagues or associations) are interested in the 
development of this form of assistance. 

lllcmbcrs : Prior to each international congress on Medical Assistance by· Air, the Secretary
General writes direct to the various Governments asking them to appoint secretaries 
to represent them on the Permanent Committee. 

Governing Body : A bureau consisting of a Chairman, several Vice-Chairmen and a Secretary
General. At each congress, the chair is taken by the official representative of the 
country in which the congress is held. The Chairman. of the previous congress is 
automatically elected Honorary Chairman. 

omccrs : Chairman-Professor Charles RICHET (France). 
Vice-Chairmen-Professor Angelo ot NoLA (Italy), Surgeon-General RouPPERT(Poland), 

Surgeon-General Fritz BAUER (Sweden). · 
Secretary-General-Robert CHARLET (Franoe). 

FinanC!)S: The Committee's income, which is irregular, is made up of the balances remaining 
over after an international congress, together with occasional gifts and subsidies from 
Governments or private organisations. 

Activities : The members of the Committee may be called upon to give lect~res on Medical 
Assistance by Air and exhibit air appliances or apparatus suitable for the transport of. 
patients or medical states or all kinds of emergency material, whether public or private, 
capable of being carried by air. The Committee's Bureau supervises the publication 
of the pr()ceedings of the international congresses. . ' 

Historical Facts : The Permanent Committee, which was founded immediately after the First 
International Congress held in Paris, May 15th to 20th, 1929, has applied itself to 
promoting propaganda in favour of medical assistance by air ; it was instrumental in 
founding a propaganda society called " The Friends of Medical Assistance by Air"-.. 
It is engaged in preliminary work in view of the Second International Congress on 
Medical Assistance by Air, presuq~ably to be held in Italy in 1932. · 

PER31AN£Nf INfEIL.'UTIONAL COMliUSSION ON INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE. 

COllllliSSION INTERNATIONALE PERl'IUNENTE DE LA MEDECINE ~U TRAVAIL. 
fj 

Seat : Milan '(Italy). Clinica delle maladie del lavoro. Secretariat : c/o Professor L. Carozzi, 
International Labour Office, Geneva. 

Foundntion : 1906. 



11.\:"llBllOK llF I:STlil11'<.tTill:"AL ORGANISATIONS. 

t)bjt-N: To t>rganise intemational meetings; to study fresh facts ~elating_ to physiology, patl10logy 
· or ••whl srit>m'e whil'h may be of interest from the pomt of YICW of the pathology and 

hy;i.·n~ ~,fJabour or sooiat"assistance ; to pass recommenda~ion~ direot!ng the ~~tention 
,,f the authoritit•s to the results of investigations concernmg mdustrml mediCme and 
to inform the public of the efforts of the authorities, univers~ties, hospitals, etc_. ; _to 
disseminate a knowledge of labour pathology by rec?mmen~mg to _learned. ~ocwtiCs 
t>ertain subjects as suitable for competitions on questwns of mdustr1al med1c1ne and 
b~· itself holding internat-ional competitions on such questions. 

1lt'mbt>rs: Experts on industrial medicine. The number of such experts is limited to 100 (eight 
per c.ountry represented}. There are at present fifty-nine members, belonging to 
ninet.een countries. 

Offit"t'rs: Chairman-Professor L. DEVOTO. 
J"i«-Chairmrn-Professor MARTIN (Franl(e), Professor OuvER (Great Britain), Pro

fessor KoELsn (Germany), Professor GLIBERT (Belgium). 
Trras11nr-Professor H. CRISTIANI. 
Serntary-Professor L. C.-I.ROZZI. 

Finantt'S : Annual subscription, 5 gold francs . 
.ldhities: The organisation. of international congresses is entrusted to the members of the 

Commission residing in the country in which the congress is to be held. International 
congresses held: l\lilan (1906). Brussels (1910), Ly_ons (1929), Geneva ·(19~0), in 
c.ollaboration "ith the International Commission on Industrial Accidents. A congress 
had been organised in Yienna in 1914; it did not take place; part QJl)y of the reports 
were published. Next congress-in 1935, in Brussels. 

Historital Facts: Founded in 1906, the International Permanent Commission for the Study of 
Industrial Diseases decided, in 1929, to change its title to the present one. In 1!J08, 
it published a pamphlet on medical inspection in Europe and up to 1915 a Bulletin 
containing a bibliography of publications on industrial n1edicine. 

Seat : Brussels. 
Foundation : 1930. 

IXrERX.\TION.lL SOfU<;Tr FOR llli('ROBIOLOGY. 

SOtlETE Th""TEIL.~.lTIONALE DE liiiCROBIOLOGIE. 

Objet-t : To promote scientific activity; to proclainJ the conviction of its members that science 
should unite the nations in an ideal of immutable peaoe and constant solidarity. 

Jlembt>rs: Xational Committees in the following countries : Araentine Austria Bel"ium Brazil 
Bul . Chi! Chi " ' ' ., ' ' gana. e, n~,. Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, 
Gr~ce, Hun_gary, lndi11; !taly, Jap:m, No~~y, Poland, Portugal, Houmania, Spain. 
S~eden., ~Wl!zerland, Umon of SoVIet SoCialist Republics, United States of America. 
\ ugoslana. 

Gonrning Body_: A Centra! C:ommittee comp~sed of the Society's officers, the members of the 
Permanent Commission and the Presidents of the National. Committees or Sections. 

Officers: President-Professor HAH:'i (Germany). 
1-iu-Pr~sidents-Professors FUELLEBORN and Professor NEI:FELD. 
Suretar~£S-General-Professor GILDEMEIS~ER (Germany), Dr. Dt•IARRic DE LA HI VI hE 

(France), Dr. PLOTZ (Franoe) . 

• \etil"ities: A three-ye_arly _Congress, the proceedings of which are published. A bulletin will 
prohaLly be published. 

• 



MEDICINE. AND HYGIENE. 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATiON OF PHYSICAL 1\IEDICINE AND 
PHYSIOTHERAPY. 

ASSOCIATION INTE_RNATIONALE DE MEDECINE PHYSIQUE ET DE 
PHYSIOTHERAPIE. 

Scat : Lillge. 25, rue Louvrex. 
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Foundation: 1930 (Reorganisation of the International Committee which had been in existence 
since 1905). - ' 

Members : National associations of the following countries : Argentine, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, 
Bulgaria, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, 
Portugal, Roumania, Spain, Switzerland, United States of America. · 

Object :To organise, in each country, active propaganda in favour of healing by physical agencies; 
to encourage, by all methods, scientific research connected: therewith; to organise 
investigations on the present state of this branch of the healing art ; to encourage 
propaganda in favour of official instruction in physiotherapy ; to organise a ~ampaign 
against quackery ; to establish contact with international extra-medical bodies. 

Officers : President-Professor I. GuNZBURG (Belgium). 
Vice-Presidents-Professor CARNOT (France), Professor GROBER (Germany), Dr. MA.cFEE 

(United States of America), Dr. HEUSEN (Argentine), Dr. SABAT (Poland). 
Secretary-General-Dr. DuBols-TIIEPAGNE (Belgium). · 
Treasurer-Dr. DE KEYZER (Belgium). 

Finances : The subscription is fixed every three years and is payable for three. years in one • 
· subscription. For the period 1931 to 1934, it is fixed at !10 belgas. · · 

Activities : The association holds' a general assembly at the time of each international congress. 
These congresses are held. every three years. The Assembly examines all questions 
submitted to it by a minimum of twenty members; resolutions are passed by an absolute 
majority of votes. Publication of a bulletin. 

Ilistorical Facts : The first meeting was held in Antwerp in 1905; the second in Rome, in 1907; 
the third in Paris, 'in 1910; the fourt4 in Berlin,_ in 1912 ; and the fifth Liege, in 193Q • 

• 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PROMOTION OF THE PRODUCTION 
AND UTILISATION OF MEDICINAL, AROMATIC AND ALLIED PLANTS. 

· FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE POUR LE DEvELOPPEMENT DE L'HERBORISTERIE 
MEDICINALE, AROMATIQtJE ET DES PLANTES SIMILAIRES. 

. -
INTERNATIONALER VERBAND ZUR FORDERUNG DER GEWil\'Nt'NG 

UND VERWERTUN.G VON HElL, GEWURZ UND VERWANDTEN PFLANZEN. 

Seat: Rome. Institut international d'agriculture. 
Foundalion : 1928. 



11.\NDBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS. 

Objt'<lt: 1'<> oollcct information relating to the cultivation,, fertilis_ation, utilisation and soientif!o 
testing of medicinal, aromatic and allied plants and sp1oes\ as .well as. to the t~ado. 1.n 

· them;. and to seourethe assistance of agricultural, oommer01al\ mdustr1al. and S01ent~f1o 
oireles. This objeot is to be attained by separate nat10.n~ seot1ons ~or~ng 
simult<~.neously, by arranguig international meetings and pubhshmg oommumoat10ns 
and papers. . 

Jlt•mbt>rs: In _-\.ustria~· Bulgaria, Czeoho~lovakia, Fr~ce, Germany, Hungary, ltaly, Latvia, 
Lit.huania, Netherlands, Poland, Yugoslavia. 

f.owrning Body: Executive Committee, Permanent International Central Committee. 

Officers of. the Executin Committee: 
Ch11irman-Professor Em. PERROT (France). 
l'i..-e-Chairman-Professor Dr .. Allessandro DE MoRI (Italy). . 
J!tVIlber~Professor B .. · AuGuszTIN ·(Hungary), Dr .. Karl BosHAR~ (Germany), Pro-

. fessor DE GRHFF (Netherlands), Professor R. WASIC~Y (Austrm). 
General Secretary-Professo_i'J)r .. W. HniMELBAUR (Austrm). 

fuan~s: Yearly c9ntributions : Tot!ll ca. 3,000 S\\iss francs a year. 
Atti~ties: Biennial meetin!!S divided. into scientific-technical, agricultural and commercial 
· .. · sessions; ledger fo~ drugs (Code.:c simplicium); scientific. works on collection and 

. · cultivation of ~edical plants, etc. 
Historit'al Facts :First session 1927 in Vienna ; second : . 1928. in Budapest ; third : 1929 at 

: ·. Yenice :; fourth: 1931 in Paris. · 

. . :-. --------
I~iTERN.lTION..ll LEAGUE FOR THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST TRACHOMA. . . 

. ORGlll:SJ.TION INTERN.lTIONALE DE. LA LUTTE CONTRE LE TRA.CHOME. . . . . . 

. Seat : Amsterdam.· P. C. Hooftstr., 146. 

Foimdation : 1}130. 
Obj~t: To .enrouraie co-operati~n between the v_arious bodies de,aling with trachoma; to work 
. . . with international public health org~isa,tions to promote research on trachoma ; to 
.• : . orgiurise meetings to consolidate t4e scientific bases of a campaign against trachomn; 

- ·· to suggest ~ppropriate legislative action. · 
llembers : Ophthalmological organisations in the Argentine, Austria, Belgium, Bulgmia, China 

Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain: 
Greece, Hungary, Irish Free State, Italy, Japan, Lithuania, Mexico, Norway, 
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Russia, Spain, Sweden, S~itzerland, United 
States of America, Yugoslavia , also individual members. 

Governing Body: Exe(,utive committee elected by the delegates. 
Offirl'I'S: Pri:SUknt-Professor Dr. Emile DE GROsz' (Budapest). 
. . . Secretary-General and Treasurer-Dr. F. WIABUT (Amsterdam). 

s~retary--Dr. M. TEWFIK (Cairu). . . ' 

Finanees: Subscriptions from membe1s, subsidies from Governments and other cootributior.s . 
.ietmtii!S :·.COu(eren.es, in>estigtl.tions, scientific repoJ:ts. 

Hi-torii:al I'acts: The League was foU.nded on the initiatiqi of the. ~hirteenth International 
Congress o~ Ophthalmology in Amsterdam in September 192!). The next General 
Assembly." Ill be ~el~ at th; same time as the fau. teenth J ntern •. tional Ophthalmological 
Con~s 10 Madrd In 193. •. · 



· . MISCELLANEOUS. 

XIV. MISCELLANEOUS. 

INTERNATIONAL HOUSING ASSOCIATION. 
I . 

ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE DE L'HABITATION. 

INTERNATIONALER VERBAND.FVR WOHNWiGSWESEN .. 

Seat : Frankfort-o~~Main. 27, Hansa All~e. · · 
Foundation :-1928. 

• 
Object : Furthering of housing reform. _ 
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lllembers : Ministries, . public offices, urban -unions, towns, organisations dealing with housing 
and building questions and. individuals. · 

Governing Body : Executive Committee. . 
. . ' . 

Officers: Ch~irman-Senator Dr. F. M. WIBAUT (Netherlands). 
Vice-Chairman-Henri SELL!ER (France). 
General Secretary-Or. HansKAMPFFMEYER (Germany). 

Finances : Sources of income :'Membership fees. Expenditure (1930) : 56,000 RM. 
Activities : Creation of a collection of international records of housing matters, a special library 

and lantern-slide archives. Information by experts on all questions relating to housing. 
Institution of international enquiries on present-day housing problems and publication 
of results. Preparation and organisation of exhibitions and itinerant exhibitions. 
Organisation of international study iours (Denmark, Norway and Sweden, 1~30.; 
Breslau, Prague, Dresden, Leipzig and the jndustrial district of Central Germany, 1931 ; 
South-Western Germany and Switzerland, 1932). Organisation of international housing 
congresses : Berlin, 1931. 

Official Publications: International review, Housing and Building (in German, English and 
French). 

• 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE DEVELOPl\IENT OF LINEAR CITIES. 

·.ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE DES CITES LINEAIRES. 

Seat : Paris. 25, rue Rennequin. 
Foundation : 1928. 

Object: To promote the development in all countries of linear cities, national, international and 
transcontinental, in accordance with rational principles and with the object of avoiding 
overconcentration of the population in towns ;· to develop as pl!-rkways the new main 
roads of communication-i.e., motorways, motor-routes, arterial roads, seaside 
boulevards,· etc., while, at the same time, preserving ancient villages, natural features, 
rural scenery and historical monuments. 



5S HANDBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS, 

YNnbE>l'S : Affili~ted associations in Belgium, Czeohoslovakia, Chile, Poland, Spain, and individual 
members in several countries. 

Gon-m~ Body: .Prt.side1!l-M. Louis DAussn (Franoe). · 
l''~PI'!'.~ident$'-Professor Charles GIDB (Franoe), the Comte D'ANDIGNi: (Franoe), 

M. MissARD (Franoe), M. Arturo SoRIA. 
Dind<>r-Gelu-.ral-M. Georges BENOIT-Li:vY (France). . 
Deleglltt$'-M. J. A. BLUMBERG (Australia), M. Jos?ph, ScHNEIDER (Austri!I), 

Mr. John ?lhcNicoL (England), M. DE MuNCK (Belgmi_Il), M. DuPFIEUX (Br~zii), 
M. Noulan CAUCHON (Canada), M. Carlos CARVAJAL (C~Jie), Professor D. Domi_ngo· 
BARNES, Don H. G. DEL CASTILLo, Cesar CoRT (Spain), Mr. Arthur CoMET (United 
States of America), M. BouRDEIX and Professor Rosi~R (France), Professor DRA· 
Kouus (Greece), Captain PETAVEL (India), Mr. Richard STET~IN (Panama), 

·D. Rafael LARCO HERRERA (Peru), M. C. !SPINTESCU (Roumania), M. SAKOL 
VARAVAN (Siam). '· 

Finanees : Subscriptions, donations, subsidies • 

.!etiYities : Investigations, enquiries, conferences, publications. 
Historieal Faets! The General Assemblies (the first in 1928, the second in 1930, the third in 1931) 

were held in Paris, where the fourth will be held jn May 1932. · · 

OMeial Publieation : La Cirulad lineal and the annual report. 

INTERN.!TION.!L CH:RISTI.!N PRESS COIDIISSION. 

COIDIISSION INTERN.!TION.!LE DE LA PRESSE CH~TIENNE. 

Th."TER.~.!TION.!LE CH:RISTLICHE PRESSEKOmiiSSION. 

Seat: Berlin-Steglitz. Beymestr., 8. 

Fonndation : 1926. 

Obj~ : Co-operation of the religious Press in the different countries. 

~meers: Clulirman-Professor D.· HINDERER (Germany) ; Professor Dr. AusATOS (Greece), 
Professor W. Adams BROWN (United States of America), Dr. S.M. CAVERT (United 
States of America), Dr. W. B. CREIGHTON (Canada), Professor D. DEISSMANN (Germany), 

• Pasteur D. E. GouNELLE (France), Rev. P. T. R. KIRK (Great Britain), Dr. Frederick 
LYNCH (United States of America), Dr. Albert MooRE (Canada), Dr. Joachim MiiLLER 
(Switzerland), Canon PARTRIDGE (Great Britain), Hubert PEET (Great Britain) ; 
Professor SIEGMUND-SCHULTZE (Germany), Dr. STANGE (Germany), Professor Dr. VAN 
VELDHUIZEN (Netherlands), Professor ZNAKOW (Bulgaria) . 

.!etivities: International Conference at Cologne, August 1928 ; Regional Conference in Basle, 
August 1929 ; Regional Conference in Amsterdam, -April 1930. ' 

Offieial Publieations : CEkumenische N achrichten, CEkumenische Brieje, and various publications. 

THE PRESS CONGRESS OF THE WORLD. 

Seat: Columbia. Mo. School of Journalism, University of Missouri, U.S.A. 

Foundation: 1915, in San Francisoo at the Pan-Pacific International Exhibition. 
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Object: To advance by conference, discussion and united effort, the oause of journalism in every 
honourable way. · · · · 

Members: Workers in every department of journalism, who are engaged in promoting the highest 
standards of the Press. At present, there are members in forty countries. 

Governing Body : The Executive Committee, consisting of the Honorary President, the President. 
the Secretary-Treasurer and six additional members. 

Officers: Honorary President-Or. Walter WILLIAMS (Unite<{ StaLes of America); President-
Mr. Robert BELL (New Zealand). · 
Two vicQ-presidents from each of the forty countries represented. 
Secretar-y-Treasurer-Wallace ODELL (United States of America). 

Finances : Membership fees. 

Activities: Three conferences have been held-at .San Francisco in July 1915, at Honolulu in 
October 1921 and at Lausanne, Switzerland, in September 1926. Regional meetings 
can be called by the Executive Committee ... A regional meeting was held in Mexico 
City August 10th to 14th, 1931. A World- Press. Council-of which the Honorary 
President is chairman-is appointed by the Executive. Committee. Times and places 
of meetings are determined by the Executive Committee. This council, not to exceed 
fifty, is to give advice in matters of policy and organisation. 

Official Publications: Only the official proceedings of the conference. 

PERMANENT CONFERENC.E OF INTERNATIONAL ·PROFESSIONAL F~ERATIONS. 
_....,.. 

CONF~RENCE P-ERMANENTE DES FEDERATIONS PROFESSIONNELLES 
m'rERNATIONALES. 

Address : Paris. cfo International Confederation of Professional and Intellectual Workers, 2, 
rue de Montpensier, I. 

Foundation : 1930. 
Object : To form, as far as possible, a. common ~ront of all professional organisations and to 

submit, jointly and in a single form, all questions of common interest or of a similar 
character, to the official organs of the League of Nations. 

l'IIembers: International Federation of Professional and Intellectual Workers; International 
Bureau of ,National Federations of the Staffs of Secondary .Schools ; International 
Professional Association of Medical· Practitioners ; International Stomatological 
Association; International Federation of Authors' Societies ; Internation.al Union of 
Barristers. 

Secretary: M. Louis GALLI:i (Paris). 
Finance: Members' subscriptions. 

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR THE PROTECTION OF NATUR~. 

OFFICE INTERNATIONAL POUR LA PROTECTION DE LA NATURE. 

Seat : Brussels. 9, rue d'Egmont. 
Foundation : 1928. 
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Objt'<'t: To t>ollt><Jt from all over the world dooument~, as correct and o~mplote ns possible, whioh 
dire.:th· or indireot.ly touohed on the questiOn of the protect~on of nature. 0~ beh~lf 
of public administrations, ocientific societies and all who are mterested, the Office tr1es 
to circulate, by means of publication, its most important texts and documents. The 
Offioe also contributes to the centralisation of work done all over the world for the 
preservation of scenery and natural wealth. · · 

Jlt'lubers: .-\.ssociations in Belgium, France, Great Britain, United States of America and personal 
· members in several countries. 

Offieers: Chairman-Dr. P. G. v.~N TII>NIIOVEN (Amsterdam); 
Dinaor-Dr. J. M. DERSGHEID (Brussels). 
A.dministralors-Dr. HJALMAR BRoca (Olso), Baron DE CARTIER DE MARGHIENNE 

(London), Harold J. CooLIDGE (Boston), T. lvAN.WSKAS (Kaunas), Professor 
L. :\L~NGIN (Paris), Dr. Arnold PIGTET (Geneva), Dr. John PmLLIPS (Boston), 
George Pn.~TT (New York), Kermit RoosEVELT (New York), Dr. Walter 
ScuoENIGHEN (Berlin), Dr. W. SZAFER (Cracow), A. S. VERNAY (London), 
Dr. C. WESENBERG-LUND (Copenhagen). 

Finance: The expenses have so far been assumed by individuals devoted to the cause and by 
· affiliated associations. 

Aethitil's: A special Information Department was organised with the result that to-day the 
Office possesses a collection of archives which forms the most important documentation 
on these questions in the Old World. An Education Department is also foreseens 
The Office has already been able to furnish various colonial Governments with 

. . information allowing them to prepare new legislations concerning game laws, regulation. 
for national parks, game reserves, etc. · 

Official Publication: The Imernalional Review of Legislation for the Protection of N al~tre and in 
the near future an I llternational Review of Bibliography. 

NEW INTER..'UTIONA.L ASSOCIATION FOR THE TESTING OF liiATERIALS. 

NOUVELLE ASSOCllTIO:Y INTER..~A.TIONA.LE POUR L'ESSAI DES MATERIAUX. 

NEUER IXrERNA.TIONA.LER. VERB!ND FUR 1\UTERIU.PRtlFUNGEN. 

Seai: Zurich, Switzerland. Leonhardstr., 27. 
Foundation : 1927 • 
. Object: To secure inte;national co-operation, exchange of views, etc., by holding international 

congresses at mtervals of not less than three or more than five years. The Association 
~hall, h~wever, be free to ~dopt other additional methods of securing and maintaining 
mtematwnal contact as Circumstances may suggest. Questions of standardisation of 
materials are to be regarded as being outside the scope of the Association. 

Jlemhl'r3: Individua! members, companies . and·. corporations. The following countries are 
rep~nte~ m the Permanent Committee :Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 
EstoJ_Ua, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Japan, 
LatVIa, L~emburg, Ne~herlands, _Norwa_y,. Palestine, Poland, Roumania, Spain, 
Sweden, ~Wltzerland, Unwn of SoVIet Socialist Republics United States of Americ 
YugoslaVIa. ' a, 
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Governing Body : Permanent Committee, consisting of one member from each country having a 
membership of not less than twenty in the National Association. 

Officers : Chairman-Dr. W. RosENHAIN (Great Britain). 
· Vice-CI!airmen-Professor C. GuiDI· (Italy), Dr. G. K. BuRGEss (United States of 

America); . · · · · 
General Secretary-Professor M_. Ros (Switzerland). 

Finances : The individual membership subscription ·is two dollars (United States of America) · 
a year. 

Activities : The work is chiefly divided amongst four groups : Group A, '.' Metals " ; ·Group B, 
" Non-Metallic Inorganic Materials" ; Group C, " Organic Materials"; Group . D, 
" Questions of General Importance ". · · . • . ' .. . . · 

Historical Facts: in September 1926, whe,n the first congress of the''rnternational.Association 
for Bridge and Structural Engineering took place in Zurich, the Associations for Testing 
Materials of Netherlands and· Switzerland took the necessary steps to bring about the 
first international congress· for testing materials since the war in Amsterdam in 
September 1927. At this Congress, the New International Association for Testing 

. Materials was founded. The .first congress took place in Zurich in September 1931: .. 
Official Publications: The First Communications (4 volumes). The reports on the Congress at 

Zurich (1931) will be published in t932. In future, there·will;~e animal or b~~ri,~u.a) 
publications dealing with actual problems of the testing of mat_eri~s. _, . 
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· '[Cornrimnique an Conseil, · aux Membres 
:de Ia Societe des Nations ainsi qu'aux 

•· Etats non membres invites a Ia Confe
rence. ou auxquels le Conseil a commu-

J:Jo offiCiel: C. ~~8. M. 274. 1933.XII. 

. nique copie.] 
' 

Geneve, le 19 octobre 1933~ 

SOCIETE DES NATIONS 

·Conference pour faciliter la circulation internationale 
des films ayant un ca~actere educatif . 

. (Geneve, 5-11 octobre ·1933) _ 

CONVENTION 
POUR 

FACILITER LA CIRCULATION INTERNATIONALE 

DES FILMS AYANT UN CARACTERE EDUCATIF 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

Conference for facilitating the Iniernational 
Circulation of Films of an Educational Character 

(Geneva, October 5tb-11th, 1933) 

CONVENTION 
FOR 

FACILITATING' T·H~· INTERNATIONAL CIRCULATION·;·~ 
:• < I "' • • • •. • •' • 

OF·. ··FILMS _.·.ot· .·AN .. EDUCATIONAL. CHARACTER 

~----------~----------~~ S6rle de Publications de Ia Soc16t6 des Nations 

XII.B. BUREAUX INTERNATIONAUX 

1933. XII.B. 1. 
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CONVENTION POUR FACILITER LA CIRCULATION 

INTERNATIONALE DES FILMS AYANT UN CARACT.tRE EDUCATIF 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Convaincus qu'il y a un grand inter8t a faci!iter la circulation internationale des films educatifs 
de tous ordres, qui contribuent a la comprehension mutuelle des peuples confox:znement aux buts 
de Ia Societe des Nations et favorisent ainsi Ie desarmement moral ou qui constltuent des moyens 
particulierement efficaces de progres physique, intellectuel et moral; . 

Constatant que Ies films educatifs sont. insuffisamment connus et que leur diffusion interna
tionale se heurte encore a de nombreuses difficultes; 

Considerant que les droits de douane sont freque=ent une entrave serieuse a la production 
et a Ia circulation de ces films, sans qu'il en resulte des avantages financiers appreciables pour les 
Etats, 

Ont designe pour leurs plenipotentiaires, savoir: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Lesquels, ap!es ay?ir corni?lUnique leurs pleins pouvoirs, trouves en bonne et due forme sont 
con venus des . dispos1tlons su1vantes: ' 

A Yticle P,emiey. 

La pr~ente Conventio~ ~'appliq~e aux films qui visent, selon des ~ethodes didactiques, -
un but emme=ent educatif mternatlonal, et rentrent dans l'une des cinq categories suivantes: 

a) Les films dest~~ a fa!re conn:Utre l'~uvre et les buts de la Societe des Nations ainsi 
que des autres organ!Satlons mternahonales reconnues generalement par Ies. Hautes Parties 
contractantes; 

b) Les films con~s en vue de l'enseignement a tous Ies degres· 
c) Les_ films :{>Our I~ f?rmation et !'orientation professionnelle, y compris les films de 

technique mdustnelle ams1 que les films pour !'organisation scientifique du travail· · 
d) Les films de recherches scientifiques ou techniques, ou de vulgarisation scientifique; 

e) Les films d'hygiene, d'education physique, de prevoyance et d'assistance sociale. 
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CONVENTION FOR FACILITATING THE INTERNATIONAL 

CIRCULATION OF FILMS OF AN EDUCATIONAL CHARACTER 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• 

Convinced that it is highly desirable to facilitate the international circulation of educational 
films of every kind, which contribute towards the mutual understanding of peoples, in conformity 
with the aims of the League of Nations and consequently encourage moral disarmament or which 
constitute especially effective means of ensuring physical, intellectual and moral progress; 

Noting that educational films are insufficiently known and that their international circulation 
encounters numerous difficulties; 

· Considering that Customs duties often constitute a ,serious obstacle to the production 
~nd circulation of these films and that States do not obtain any appreciable compensating financial 
advantage: . 

Have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries the following: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Who, having communicated their full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed 
on the following provisions: · 

Arlicle I. 

· The present Convention shall apply to films which, based on didactic methods, have eminently 
international educational aims and fall within one of the five following categories: 

(a) Films designed to supply information with regard to the work and aims of the 
League of Nations and other international organisations which are generally recognised by 
the High Contracting Parties; 

(b) Films intended for use in education of all grades; 
(c) Films intended for vocational training and guidance, including technical films 

relating to industry and films relating to scientific management; 
(d) Films dealing with scientific or technical research or designed to spread scientific 

knowledge; 
(e) Films d~aling with health questions, physical training, social welfare and relief. 

S.d.N. 1.530 ±.-Ioo I0/33· Imp. Kundig. 
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Article II. 

Les Hautes Parties contractantes reconnaissent que ~es disaosi}ions de ~'art~cle. premier 
s'appliquent aux films educatifs se presentant sous l'une ou 1 autre es ormes smvan es. 

a) Negatifs impressionnes, developpes; 
b) Positifs impressionnes, developpes. 

La presente Convention s'appl~que egalement a toutes les. formes de reproduction du son, 
telles que les disques complementarres du film et films acoushques. 

Article III. 

Les Hautes Parties contractantes s'engagent a assurer, dans un del.ai de six mois a comptes 
de I' entree en vigueur de la presente Con':~ntio~, l'exempti~~ de tous. drorts d~ ~ouane et de tou.ter 
taxes accessoires, de quelque nature qu ils sorent, pour 1 rmp~rt~hon de?-mhve ou t.emporarre, 
le transit et !'exportation des films ayant un caractere educahf mternahonal,.prodmts par des 
entreprises ou institutions etablies sur le terri!oire ~e l'une. des Hau~es Parhes contractante~. 

Cette exemption ne s'applique pas aux drorts qm pourrarent ~tre rmposes en vue de couvrrr 
les depenses entralnees par la presentation d'un film a l'autorite nationale conformement a 
I' article v. 1'. . d 

Elle ne s'applique non plus aux autres droits frappant, dans tous les. cas, rmportabon e 
marchandises, alors m~me qu'il s'agit de ~archandises exemptees. de drort~ ~e douane, .queUe 
que soit l'origine ou la nature des marchandrses, par exemple, les drorts de stahshque et de trmbre. 

Les Hautes Parties contractantes s'engagent, en outre, a ne pas soumettre les films exempts 
de droits de douane aux termes de Ia presente Convention a des taxes interieures, autres ou plus 
elevees, ou a des regles, formalites et mesures de vente, de circulation ou de toute nature, autres 
que celles auxquelles sont assujettis les films educatifs produits dans le pays. · 

Article IV. 

Tout film, y compris toute forme complementaire de reproduction de son, pour lequell'admis
sion en franchise serait demandee conformement a Ia presente Convention sera soumis, pour examen, 
a l'Institut international du Cinematographe educatif, qui, s'il reconnait que le film presente un 
caractere educatif international, au sens de !'article premier, delivrera un certificat a cet effet sous 
la forme indiquee dans le reglement d'execution vise a !'article XIII. 

Si une des Hautes Parties contractantes considere qu'un film pour lequel un certificat a ete 
delivre par l'Institut international du Cinematographe educatif ne correspond pas aux stipulations 
de !'article premier, elle pourra, en exposant ses raisons, demander un second examen du film. 
L'Institut retirera le certificat si les raisons donnees par la Partie contractante en question lui 
paraissent justifiees. 

Article V. 

, Sur pr~entation de ce certifi:cat ~t d!lns 1~ cas ou !'exemption de droits de ~ouane n'est pas 
d ores et deJa accordee par la Iegrslahon mteneure, la douane ou les autres servrces interesses du 
pays dans lequel on desire importer le film, accorderont les facilites necessaires pour la presentation 
du film a l'autorite nationale qui a qualite pour decider s'il y a lieu d'admettre le film en franchise 
. L'autorite nationale competente est seule qualifiee pour se prononcer sur la question de savoi~ 

sr, eu egard au systeme pedagogique du pays, le film doit ~tre considere comme educatif d'un point 
de vue national et de ce fait admis en franchise, conformement a la presente Convention. 

L'autorite nationale notifiera sa decision a l'Institut international du Cinematographe educatif. 

La decision prise a ~et egard pourra donner lieu, conformement a !'article VI a un echange 
de vues entre les pays mteresses. ' 

Artide VI. 

en c~~:t~~~! ~!r;~~b.~t~~~~tfrJ~.ays hn:r;>ortat~ur refusent l'a~ission en franchis~ d'un film 
oil. est et.ablie l'entreprise ou l'institutr:: ;r~~Jc~~! d~u~~!~~al·,~ g~~vernem~nt du pays 
raisons d ordre culture! national un interH a la diff . d fil • s es rme avorr, pour des 
au pays importateur. Les deux ' ouvernements exa u~ron u m, adresser une demande amicale 
profiteront, dans toute la mesureg possible de I' avis ~~ro~\ents~mble 1~ question. et, ce faisant, 
educatif. ' e ns 1 u mternahonal du Cmematographe 
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Article II. 

The High Contracting Parties agree that the provisions of the preceding paragraph apply 
to educational films in. either of the following forms: 

(a) Negatives, exposed and developed; 
(b) Positives, printed and developed. 

The present Convention applies equally to all f~rms of sound reproduction such as gramophone 
records supplementary to the film and acoustic films. 

Article III. 

The High Contracting Parties undertake to accord, within six months from the coming into 
force of the present Convention, exemption from all Customs duties and accessory charges of any 
kind in respect of the importation, permanent or temporary, transit and exportation of films of 
an international educational character produced by concerns or institutions established in the 
territory of one of the High Contracting Parties. 

This exemption does not apply to such charges as may be imposed for the purpose of defraying 
any expenses incurred in connection with the submission of a film to the national authority 
under Article V. 

Neither does it apply to such other charges as are made in all cases on the importation of 
goods, even when the latter are exempt from Customs duty, and irrespective of their origin or 
nature, as, for example, statistical fees and stamp duties. 

The High Contracting Parties further undertake not to subject the films exempted from duty 
under the Convention to internal taxes other or higher than, or to rules, formalities or any 
treatment (relating to sale, circulation or other matters) different from, those to which 
educational films produced in the country concerned are subject. 

Article IV. 

Every film, including any form of sound reproduction supplementary to it, for which exemp
tion from Customs duties is to be claimed in accordance with the present Convention, shall be 
submitted to the International Educational Cinematographic Institute for examination, and the 
Institute, if satisfied that the film is of an international educational character within the meaning 
of Article I, shall issue a certificate to that effect in the form shown in the Executive Regulations 
mentioned in Article XIII. 

If one of the High Contracting Parties considers that a film for which a certificate has been 
issued by the International Educational Cinematographic Institute is not in conformity with the 
clauses of Article I, it may ask that the film be submitted for a second examination, stating its 
reasons for the request. The Institute will withdraw the certificate if it considers that the reasons 
stated are adequate. 

Article V. 

On presentation of such certificate and where exemption from Customs duty is not alr~ady 
given by internal legislation, the necessary facilities for the submission of the film to the nabonal 
authority competent to grant exemption from Customs duties shall be accorded by the Customs 
or other departments concerned of the country into which it is desired to import the film. . 

· The decision of the competent national authority as to whether, having regard to their 
educational system, the film is to be accepted as educational from a national point of view <~;nd 
thus entitled to exemption from Customs duties in accordance with the present Convention 
shall be final. 

The national authority will communicate its decision to the International Educational 
Cinematographic Institute. 

The decision may form the subject of friendly conversation between the countries concerned, 
as provided for in Article VI. 

Article VI. 

If the authorities of the importing country refuse to grant exemption from Customs duties 
to a film because they do not admit its educational character from the point of view of their 
country, the Government of the country where the concern or institution which has produced 
the film is established may, if it considers that it has an interest in the circulation of the film on 
national culture grounds, make friendly representations to the Government of the importing 
country. The two Governments shall consult together on the question, and in so doing they shall 
take full advantage of the advice of the International Educational Cinematographic Institute. 



Article VII. 
M tif et blira le plus tot possible et publiera 

L'Institut international du Cinematographe }c3:1 a delivre un certificat conformement 
periodiquement un catalogue des films pour lesque s I aura 
a !'article IV. . . · t ete prises par les autorites 

Ce catalogue fera mention eq~lement ~es declSions qUI aur~: 11 sera ublie dans les cinq 
competentes des pays auxquels l~mportatlon 3;ura ete def£nd ~s italie~. il reproduira pour 
langues officielles de _l'lnstitut (allemand, angl

1
als, edillgn~ '. r:UJ se;a comm~nique aux gouver-

chaque film les rense1gnements con tenus dans es ce ca: s, e 
nements des Hautes Parties contractantes. . •t t 1 1 efficaces 

Lesdites Parties s'engagent a favoriser, par les moyens qUI leur para! ron es P us • 
la diffusion du catalogue publie par l'lnstitut. 

Article VIII. 

Rien, dans la presente Convention, ne portera atteinte au droit d~s ~autes Parties contrac
tantes d'exercer la censure des films conformement a leur propr~ Ieg:tsl!-1-bon ou de prendr~ des 
mesures de prohibition ou de limitation al'importation ou au transit desdits films, pour des ra1sons 
de sfu-ete ou d'ordre publics. 

Article IX. 

Chacune des Hautes Parties contractantes po'!~~· en signant la. C?nven~~on ou eny adherant, 
se reserver le droit de prendre des mesures de prohiblbon ou ~e restncbon al~mportatlon pour des 
raisons tirees de la necessite de se defendre contre un envahissement de son marche par des films 
de provenance etrangere. . • . ' . . 

Toute Partie contractante qui fera usage du drmt qu elle se sera1t reserve _devra mdiquer 
les raisons de son attitude a l'lnstitut international du Cinematographe Mucabf. · . 

Ces raisons seront communiquees par l'Institut international du Cinematographe educatif 
aux gouvernements des Etats Parties a la Convention. 

Article X. 

Les Hautes Parties contractantes s'ehgagent a rechercher entre elles les moyens de reduire 
au minimum les restrictions qui pourraient en traver la circulation internationale des films educatifs 
vises a 1' article premier. 

Article XI. 

Les differends concernant !'interpretation ou !'application de la presente Convention, excep
tion faite pour les dispositions des articles V, VIII et IX, seront soumis ala Cour permanente 
de Justice internationale. 

Si les Hautes Parties contractantes entre lesquelles surgit un differend, ou l'une d' entre elles 
ne soilt pas parties au Protocole portant la date du 16 decembre 1920 relatif a la Cour permanente 
de Justice internationale, ce differend sera soumis, a leur greet conformement aux regles consti
tutionnelles de chacune d'elles, soit ala Cour permanente de Justice internationale, soit a un tribu
nal d'arbitrage constitue conformement ala Convention du 18 octobre 1907 pour le reglement 
pacifique des conflits internationaux, soit a tout autre tribunal d'arbitrage. 

Article XII. 

L~s Hautes Pa.£!ies co~trac.tan~es feront.co~aitre a ~'lnstitut international du Cinematographe 
educabf, dans les SIX mms qUI SUivront la ffi!Se en VIgueur sur leur territoire de la presente 
Convention: 

a) Les autorites qualifiees pour accorder, conformement a !'article V !'admission en 
franchise des films educatifs; ' 

b) Les mesures prises pour assurer !'execution des dispositions de la presente Convention. 

L'lnstitut international du Cinematographe educatif communiquera aux Hautes Parties 
contractantes les renseignements prevus aux alineas a) et b) de cet article. 

Article XIII. 

Le Conseil d'administration de l'Institut international du Cinematographe educatif arr~tera 
un regle~ent co~cern~t la procedure d'execution de la presente Convention, ainsi ue les droits 
a p~rcevorr par 1 lnsb~ut po~r 1~ delivrance des certificats prevue a 1' article IV et :Our la ubli
cat~on du catalo.gue VIse a 1 ~1cle VII. Ce reglement, y compris le modele du certificat ~t les 
dro1ts a percevorr, sera soum1s pour approbation au Conseil de la Societe des Nations. 

Article XIV. 

. Fa_pres~nte Conve~tion, dont les textes fran~ais et anglais feront egalement foi pourra ~tre 
sign e Jusqu au II avril 1934 au nom de tout Membre de 1 S "ete d N · ' 
Etat non membre auquelle Conseil de la Societe des Nati a OCI • es at~ons ou de tout 
Convention a cet effet. . ons aura commuruque cop1e de la presente 
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Arlicle VII. 

Th~ International Educational Cinematographic Institute shall prepare as soon as possible 
and penodically publish a catalogue of the films to which it has issued a certificate in accordance 
with Article IV. 

The catalogue shall also state the decisions taken by the competent authorities of the 
countries into which importation has been sought. It shall be published in the five official 
!anguages of the Institute (English, French, German, Italian and Spanish) and shall reproduce 
m respect of each film the information contained in the certificates. It shall be communicated to 
the Governments of the High Contracting Parties. 

The said Parties undertake to encourage, by such means as appear to them to be the most 
effectiv~. the circulation of th~ catalogue published by the Institute. 

Arlicle VIII. 

Nothing in the present Convention shall affect the right of the High Contracting Parties to 
censor films in accordance with their own laws or to adopt measures to prohibit or to limit the 
importation or transit of films for reasons of public security or order. 

Article IX. 

Each High Contracting Party to the present Convention, when signing or acceding to it, may 
reserve the right to take measures to prohibit or restrict importation for reasons based on the 
necessity for defending its market against invasion by films of foreign origin. 

Each High Contracting Partyrnakinguse of this reserved right must indicate the reasons for 
its attitude to the International Educational Cinematographic Institute. 

These reasons shall be communicated by the International Educational Cinematographic 
Institute. to the Governments of the States Parties to the Convention. 

Article X. 

The High Contracting Parties undertake jointly to consider means of reducing to a minimum 
the restrictions which might interfere with the international circulation of the educational films 
referred to in Article I. 

Arlicle XI. 

Disputes as to the interpretation or application of the present Convention, except the 
clauses of Articles V, VIII and IX, shall be submitted to the Permanent Court of Inter
national Justice. 

If the High Contracting Parties between which a dispute has arisen, or any one of them, 
are not parties to the Protocol dated December x6th, xg2o, relating to the Permanent Court of 
International Justice, the dispute shall, if they so desire, be submitted, in accordance with the 
constitutional rules of each of them, either to the Permanent Court of International Justice or 
to an arbitral tribunal established in conformity with the Convention of October 18th, I907, for 
the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, or to any other arbitral tribunal. 

Arlicle XII. 

The High Contracting Parties shall communicate to the International Educational Cine
matographic Institute within six months following the. corning into force in their territories of 
the present Convention: 

(a) The names of the organisations entitled to grant exemption from Customs duties 
in accordance with Article V; 

(b) The measures taken to ensure the execution of the provisions of the present 
Convention. 

The International Educational Cinematographic Institute shall communicate to the High 
Contracting Parties the information referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Article. 

Arlicle XIII. 

The· Governing Body of the International Educational Cinematographic Institute shall 
draw up regulations concerning the procedure to be followed by it in order to carry out the present 
Convention and the fees to be charged by it for issuing certificates in accordance with Article IV 
and publishing the catalogue referred to in Article VII. These regulations, including the form 
of the certificate and the fees to be charged, shall be submitted for approval to the Council of 
the League of Nations. 

Arlicle XIV. 

The present Convention, of which both the French and English texts shall be authentic, 
may be signed at any time before April nth, I934. on behalf of any Member of the League of 

'"Nations or any non-member State to which the Council of the League of Nations shall have 
communicated a copy of the present Convention for this purpose, 
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Article XV. 
. . truments de ratification seront deposes aupres 

La presente Convention sera ratifiee. ~es ms . notifiera le depot a tons les Membres de 
du Secretaire general de la Societe des NatiOn~ qui~~es a !'article XIV, en indiquant la date a 
Ia Societe des Nations et aux Etats non mem res, - . . 
laquelle ce dcp6t aura etc effectue. 

Artide XVI. 

b d 1 So iete des Nations et tout Etat non membre 
A partir du I2 avril I934· tout ~en: re e a o:rnunique copie de la presente Convention 

auquelle Conseil de la Societe des ations aura c . 
pourra y adherer. dM . t de oses aupres du Secretaire general de la Societe des 

Les ins.tru~ents d'a .s10n 1sedro~ d P dernier a tousles Membres de la Societe des Nations 
Nations qUI notlfiera le depot et a a e e ce 
et aux :Etats non membres vises a l'alinea precedent .. 

Article XVII . 

. u n .Proces-vedhrb~. sera dresste lt;rd~ep;seeC::~~r~o~n~~a~~~ ~e~~~~~e d~efa ~~~\~~~ ~=~ ;J~~i~~~ 
ratifications ou a ""Ions auron " " . 
ou EJats no~ ~~!~:s~onforme de ce proces-verbal sera remise a chacun des. Membres de _Ia 
Societ~~~~IN~t~ons et a tout Etat non membre vise a !'article XIV, par les soms du Secretarre 
general de la Societe des Nations. 

Artide XVIII. 

La resente Conv~ntion sera enregistree par les soins du S~creta!re ?eneral de la Societe 
des Nati~ns quatre-vingt-dix jours a pres la date du proces-verbal VISe a 1 article XVII. Elle entrera 
alors en vigueur. · d. 1 · t t d 

A l'egard de chacun des Membres ou Etats non membres au !lorn esque s ll!l ms rumen e 
r tification ou d'adhesion sera ulterieurement depose, la ConventiOn entrera en VIgueur le quatre
vlngt-dixieme jour a pres Ia date du depot de cet instrument. 

Article XIX. 

I. La presente Convention pourra etre denonc~e a !'expiration d'une periode de trois annees 
a partir de la date a Jaquelle elle sera entree en VIgueur. 

2. La denonciation de la Convention s'effectuera par ;illle notification ecrite, ad;essee au 
Secretaire general de la Societe de~ Nations, qui informera tousles. Me~bres ~e ~a Societe et les 
Etats non membres, vises aux articles XIV et XVI, de chaque notification, ams1 que de la date 
de la reception. 

3· La- denonciation prendra effet un an apres la reception de la notification. 

Article XX. 

I. Chacune des Hautes Parties contractantes peut declarer, au moment de la signature, de 
la ratification ou de !'adhesion, que, par son acceptation de Ia presente Convention, elle n'entend 
assumer aucune obligation en ce qui concerne !'ensemble ou toute partie de ses colonies, protecto
rats, territoires d'outre-mer, territoires places sous sa suzerainete ou territoires pour lesquels un 
mandat lui a ete confie; dans ce cas, la presente Convention ne sera pas applicable aux ~erritoires 
faisant !'objet d'une telle declaration. 

2. Chacune des Hautes Parties contractantes pourra ulterieurement notifier au Secretaire 
general de Ia Societe des Nations qu'elle entend rendre la presente Convention applicable a !'en
semble ou a toute partie de ses territoires ayant fait !'objet de la declaration prevue au paragraphe 
precedent. Dans ce cas, la Convention s'appliquera a tousles territoires vises dans la notification 
quatre-vingt-dix jours apres la reception de cette notification par le Secretaire general de la Societe 
des Nations . 

. 3· Chacun.e des Hautes Pa~tie~ contractantes peut, a tout moment apres !'expiration de Ia 
penode de trois an~ prevue ~ 1 article XIX, declarer qu' elle en tend voir cesser 1' application de 
I<~; presente Conve~ti_on pour I ensemble ou pou~ toute partie de ses colonies, protectorats, territoires 
d outre-mer, temtorres places sous sa suzeramete ou tertitoires pour Iesquels un mandat lui a 
ete confie; d~s c7 cas,!aConvention cessera d'etre applicable aux territoires faisant l'objetd'une 
tell7 declaratiOn. s1x mo1s a pres la reception de cette declaration par le Secretaire general de la 
Societe des Nations . 

. 4· Le Secr~taire general de la Societe des Nations communiquera a tous Ies Membres de Ia 
Societe des _Natlo!ls ~t aux Etats non membres les declarations et notifications re~ues en vertu du 
present article, ams1 que les dates de leur reception. 
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Article XV. 

. The present Convention shall be ratified. The instruments of ratification shall be deposited 
With the Secretary-General of the League of Nations, who will notify the deposit thereof to all 
the Members of the League of Nations and to the non-member States referred to in Article XIV, 
including the date at which such deposit has been effected. 

Article XVI. 

On and after April 12th, 1934, any Member of the League of Nations and any non-member State 
to which the Council of the League of Nations shall have communicated a copy of the present 
Convention may accede to it. . 

The instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the League 
of Nations, who will notify such deposit and the date thereof to all the Members of the League 
of Nations and to the non,member States referred to in the preceding paragraph. 

Article XVII. 

·ne Secretary-General of the League of Nations will draw up a proces-verbal when the 
ratifications or accessions of five Members of the League of Nations or non-member States have 
been received. 

A certified true copy of this prod~s-verbal shall be transmitted by the Secretary-General of 
the League of Nations to all the Members of the League and to all non-member States mentioned 
in Article XIV. 

Article XVIII. 

The present Convention shall be registered by the Secretary-General of the League of Nations 
ninety days after the date of the prod~s-verbal mentioned in Article XVII. It will come into 
force on that date. 

In respect of each Member or non-member State on whose behalf any instrument of ratifi
cation or accession is subsequently deposited, the Convention shall come into force ninety days 
after the date of the deposit of such instrument. · 

Article XIX. 

I. The present Convention may be denounced after the expiration of a period of three 
years from the date at which it comes into force. 

2. The denunciation of the Convention shall be effected by a written notification addressed 
to the Secretary-General of the League of Nations, who will inform all the Members of the League 
and the non-member States referred to in Articles XIV and XVI of each notification and of 
the date of the receipt thereof. 

3· The denunciation shall take effect one year after the receipt of the notification. 

Article XX. 

I. Any High Contracting Party may declare, at the time of signature, ratification or accession, 
that, in accepting the present Convention, he is not assuming any obligation in respect of all or 
any of his colonies, protectorates, overseas territories, or the territories under his suzerainty or 
territories in respect of which a mandate has been confided to him; the present Convention shall, 
in that case, not be applicable to the territories named in such declaration. 

2. Any High Contracting Party may subsequently notify the Secretary-General of the 
League of Nations that he desires the present Convention to apply to all or any of the territories 
in respect of which the declaration provided for in the preceding paragraph has been made. The 
Convention shall, in that case, apply to all the territories named in such notification ninety days 
after the receipt thereof by the Secretary-General of the League of Nations. 

3. Any High Contracting Party may, at any time after the expiration oftheperiodofthree 
years provided for in Article XIX, declare that he desires the present Convention to cease to apply 
to all or any of his colonies, protectorates, overseas territories, or the territories under his 
suzerainty or territories in respect of which a mandate has been confided to him. The Convention 
shall, in that case, cease to apply to the territories named in such declaration six months after 
the receipt thereof by the Secretary-General of the League of Nations. 

4· The Secretary-General of the League of Nations shall communicate to all the Members 
of the League of Nations and to the non-member States the declarations and notifications received 
in virtue of the present Article, together with the dates of the receipt thereof. · 
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EN_ For DE QUOI Ies p!enipotentiaires sus
mentJOnnes ont signe Ia presente Convention. 

FAIT a Geneve,Ie onze octobre mil neuf cent 
trente-trois, en un seul exemplaire, qui sera 
conserve dans les archives du Secretariat de Ia 
Societe des Nat ions et dont copie certifiee 
conforme sera remise a tous Ies Membres de Ia 
Societe et aux Etats non membres, vises a 
!'article XIV. 

ALBAN IE 

IN FAITH WHEREOF the above-mentioned 
Plenipotentiaries have signed the present Con
vention. 

DoNE at Geneva the eleventh day of October 
one thousand nine hundred and thirty-three, 
in a single copy, which shall be preserved in 
the archives of the Secretariat of the League 
of Nations and of which a certified true copy 
shall be delivered to all the Members of the 
League and to non-member States, referred 
to in Article XIV. 

Lee KuRTI. 
ALBANIA. 
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GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET "IRLANDE, DU 
NORD . 

GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN 
IRELAND 

ainsi que toutes parties de !'Empire britan
nique non Membres separes de Ia Societe des 
Nations. 

and all parts of the British Empire which are 
not separate Members of the League of Nations. 

INDE 

Douglas H. HACKING. 

Under the terms of Article XX of this Convention, I declare that 
my signature is not binding as regards the enforcement of its provisions 
in the territories in India of any Prince or Chief under the suzerainty 
of His Majesty.l 

Brojendra Lal MITTER 

1 TraducllOfl du Seallarial tk Ia Socllll des N alions : 

INDIA 

Conform6ment aox termes de !'article XX de cette Convention, je declare, en ce qui conceme !'application de ses 
dispositions, que ma signature n'engage pas Jes territoires de l'lnde appartenant A un Prince ou Chef plad sous Ia suze
rainete de Sa Majest6. 
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FINLAND 
FINLANDE Rudolf HoLST!. 

GRECE 
GREECE 

R. RAPHAEL 
A. CoNTOUMAS. 

ITALIE ITALY 
Giovanni Cesare MAJONI 
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NICARAGUA NICARAGUA 

T. F. MEDINA 

PANAMA PANAMA 
R. A. AMADOR '••' 



SWITZERLAND 
SUISSE C. GORGE 

URUGUAY 
Alfredo DE CASTRO 

URUGUAY 

Copie certiMe confonne. 
·" 

Certified true copy. 

Pour le Secr~taire g~~ral: For the Secretary-General: 

Conseiller furidique du Secretariat. Legal Adviser of the SeCYetariat. 
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[Communique au Conseil, aui 
Membres de Ia Societe des 

No officiel: 0. 589. M. 275. 1933. XII. 

· Nations et aux Etats non 
membres invites a Ia Confe

rence.] 
Geneve, le 25 octobre 1933. 

SOCIETE DES NATIONS 

Conference 
pour faciliter Ia circulation· internationale 

des films ayant un caractere educatif 

(Geneve, 5-11 octobre 1933) 

·ACTE FINAL 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

Conference 
for facilitating the International Circulation 

of Films of an Educational Character 

(Geneva, October 5th-11th, 1933) 

FINAL ACT 

S6rle de PubUi:atlons de Ia Socl6t6 des Nadons 

XII.B. BUREAUX INTERNATIONAUX 
1933. XII. B. 2. 
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ACTE FINAL 

Les Gouvemements de l'ALBANIE, de l'ALLEMAGNE, des ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE, de 

l'AusTRALIE, de l'AuTRICHE, de Ia BELGIQUE, de Ia BoLIVIE, du RoYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE

BRETAGNE ET D'IRLANDE DU NORD, de Ia BULGARIE, du CHILI, de la CHINE, de Ia COLOMBIE, 

de CuBA, du DANEMARK, de l'EGYPTE, de l'EsPAGNE, de Ia FINLANDE, de Ia FRANCE, de Ia GRE:cE, 

de Ia HoNGRIE, de l'INDE, de l'ETAT LIBRE D'IRLANDE, de l'ITALIE, de Ia LETTONIE, du MEXIQUE, 

de MoNACO, du NICARAGUA, de Ia NORvEGE, du PANAMA, du PtRou, de Ia PoLOGNE, du PoRTUGAL, 

de Ia ROUMANIE, de Ia SUISSE, de la TCHECOSLOVAQUIE, de !a TURQUIE, de !'URUGUAY~ 

Ia YouGOSLAVIE, 

Ayant accepte !'invitation qui leur a ete adressee en vertu des decisions du Conseil de Ia 

Societe des Nations, en date du I3 octobre I932 et du 3 juillet I933. a prendre part a uneumference 

intemationale pour faciliter Ia circulation intemationale des films ayant un caractere educatif, 

Ont, en consequence, designe comme de!egues, conseillers techniques et secretaires: 

ALBAN IE 
Dttegue: 

M. Lee KuRTI, Delegue permanent aupres de Ia Societe des Nations. 

ALLEMAGNE 
Dellgue: 

Son Excellence le Dr VON KELLER, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre plenipotentiaire, 
representant permanent au Conseil de Ia Societe des Nations; 

• 
C onseiller technique : 

Alexander Freiherr voN SUssKIND-SCHWENDI, " Regierungsassessor », Ministere du Com
merce du Reich. 

Dt!lt!gut!: 
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE 

M. Curtis EVERETT, Consul a Geneve. 

AUSTRALIE 
Dt!lt! gut!: 

Le professeur D. B. CoPLAND, C.M.G.; 

Secrt!taire: 

Major 0. C. W. FUHRMAN, O.B.E. 
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FINAL ACT 

The Governments of ALBANIA, GERMANY, the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AusTRALIA, 

AUSTRIA, BELGIUM, BOLIVIA, the UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND, 

BULGARIA, CHILE, CHINA, COLOMBIA, CUBA, DENMARK, EGYPT, SPAIN, FINLAND, FRANCE, GREECE, 

HUNGARY, INDIA, the IRISH FREE STATE, ITALY, LATVIA, MEXICO, MONACO, NICARAGUA, 

NORWAY, PANAMA, PERU, PoLAND, PORTUGAL, ROUMANIA, SWITZERLAND, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 

TURKEY, URUGUAY and YUGGSLAVIA, 

Having accepted the invitation sent to them in pursuance of decisions of the Council of the 

League of Nations, dated October I3th, I932, and July 3rd, I933, to attend an International 

Conference for facilitating the International Circulation of Films of an Educational Character, 

Have accordingly appointed as their delegates, technical advisers and secretaries: 

ALBANIA 
Delegate: 

M. Lee KURTI, Permanent Delegate accredited to the League of Nations. 

GERMANY 
Delegate: 

His Excellency Dr. VON KELLER, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
Permanent Representative on the Council of the League of Nations; 

Expert: 

Alexander FreiheiT voN SUSSKIND-SCHWENDI, " Regierungsassessor ", Ministry of Commerce 
of the Reich. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA· 
Delegate: 

Mr. Curtis EVERETT, Consul at Geneva. 

AUSTRALIA 
Delegate: 

Professor D. B. CoPLAND, C.M.G.; 

Stu:retary: 

Major 0. C. W. FUHRMAN, O.B.E. 

S.ci.N. 1.480 + zoo. <0/!JS. Imp. KUDdlg. 
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AUTRICHE 
Dt!Uguts: 

Son Excellence M. Emerich PFLtl'GL, Envoye extraordiD.aire et Ministre plenipotentiaire, 
Representant permanent aupres de la Societe des Nations; 

Son Excellence le D• Richard ScHULLER, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre plenipotentiaire 
en mission speciale. 

Dt!Ugue: 
BELGIQUE 

M. Eugene Du Boxs, premier Secretaire de la Legation de Sa Majeste le Roi des Belges pres 
le Conseil federal suisse. · 

BOLIVIE 
Dt!legue: 

Son Excellence M. A. CosTA DU RELs, Ministre plenipotentiaire, Delegue permanent aupres 
de la Societe des Nations, ancien Ministre des Finances. 

Dt!legut!s: 

GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET IRLANDE DU NORD 

ainsi que toutes parties de !'Empire britannique 
non membres separes de la Societe des Nations. 

M. S. H. WooD, «Board of Education,; 
M. A. J. DEDMAN, «Board of Customs,. 

Dt!Ugue: 
BULGARIE 

M. D. MIKOFF, Charge d'Affaires en Suisse, Representant permanent aupes de Ia Societe 
des Nations. 

Dt!legue: 
CHILI 

M. Enrique GAJARDO, Chef du Bureau permanent aupres de la Societe des Nations. 

CHINE 
Delt!gue: 

Son Excellence le D• V. Hoo Chi-Tsai, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre plenipotentiaire 
de la Republique.de Chine, Directeur du Bureau permanent de Ia Delegation chinoise 
aupres de la Societe des Nations; 

Dt!lt!gue suppliant: 

M. Che-Ngan Lou, premier Secretaire de legation. 

Delt!gue: COLOMBIE 

Le Dr D. Zollo GONZALEZ, Consul a Geneve. 
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AUSTRIA 
Delegates: 

His Excellency M. Emerich PFLO'GL, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
Permanent Representative accredited to the League of Nations; 

His Excellency Dr. Richard ScHOLLER, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
on special mission. 

BELGIUM 
Delegate: 

M. Eugene Du Bors, First Secretary of the Legation of His Majesty the King of the Belgians 
to the Swiss Federal Council. 

BOLIVIA 
Delegate: 

His Excellency M. A. CosTA DU RELs, Minister Plenipotentiary, Permanent Delegate 
accredited to the League of Nations, Former Minister of Finance. 

Delegates: 

GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

and all parts of the British Empire which are not 
separate Members of the League of Nations. 

Mr. S. H. WooD, Board of Education; 
Mr. A. J. DEDMAN, Board of Customs. 

BULGARIA 
Delegate: 

M. D' MIKOFF, Charge d'Affaires in Switzerland, Permanent Representative accredited to 
the League of Nations. · 

CHILE 
Delegate: 

M. Enrique GAJARDO, Head of the Permanent Office accredited to the League of Nations. 

CHINA 
Delegate: 

His Excellency Dr. V. Hoo Chi-Tsai, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
of the Republic of China, Director of the Permanent Office of the Chinese Delegation 
accredited to the League of Nations; 

Substitute Delegate: 

M. Che-Ngan Lou, First Secretary of Legation. 

COLOMBIA 
Delegate: 

Dr. D. Zollo GoNZALEZ, Consul at Geneva. 
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CUBA 
• DOigul: 

C Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre 
Son Excellence M. Carlos DE ARME~TEROSalY DE. ARDt:r:s· e permanent aupres de la Societe 

plenipotentiaire pres le Conseil feder sUlSSe, gu · 
des Nations. 

DANEMARK 
DeUgue: 

M. William BoRBERG, Delegue permanent aupres de la Societe des Nations. 

EGYPTE 
DeUgue: 

Son Excellence Mahmoud FAKHRY pacha; Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre plenipotentiaire 
aupres de M. le President de la Republique frans:aise; · 

Dllegue suppliant: 

A. AssAL bey, Consul a Geneve. 

ESPAGNE 
DeUgue: 

M. Manuel MARTiNEZ PEDROSO, Professeur a l'Universite de Seville; 

DeUgue suppUant: 

M. Hipolito FINAT Y ROJAS. 

FINLANDE 
DeUgul: 

Son Excellence le D• Rudolf HoLSTI, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre plenipotentiaire 
pres le Conseil federal suisse, Delegue permanent aupres de la Societe des Nations, 
ancien Ministre des Affaires etrangeres; 

Dellgue suppliant: 

M. P. K. TARJANNE, premier Secretaire de Legation ala Delegation permanente aupres de 
la Societe des Nations et a la Legation de la Republique de Finlande pres le Conseil 
federal suisse. 

FRANCE 
DeUgue: 

M. Yves CHATAIGNEAU, Chef de Section au Ministere des Affaires etrangeres; 

D&gue adfoint: 

M. DRILLIEN, Sous-Chef de Bureau au Ministere du Commerce et de l'Industrie. 

GRECE 
Dlllguls: 

Son Excellence M. R. RAPHAEL, Delegue permanent aupres de la- Societe des Nations· 
M. Alex_andre CoN~OUMAS, premier Secretaire de la Delegation permanente aupres de la 

Soc1ete des Nations. 
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Delegate: 
CUBA 

His Excellency M. Carlos DE AlwENTEROS y DE CARDENAS, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary to the Swiss Federal Council, Permanent Delegate accredited to the 
League of Nations. 

DENMARK 
Delegate: 

M. William BORBERG, Permanent Delegate accredited to the League of Nations. 

EGYPT 
Delegate: 

His Excellency Mahmoud F AKHRY Pacha, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
to the President of the French Republic; 

Substitute Delegate: 

A. AssAL Bey, Consul at Geneva. 

SPAIN 
Delegate: 

M. Manuel MARTiNEZ PEDROSO, Professor at the University of Seville; 

Substitute Delegate: 

M. Hipolito FINAT Y ROJAS. 

FINLAND 
Delegate: 

His Excellency Dr. Rudolf HOLST!, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the 
Swiss Federal Council, Permanent Delegate accredited to the League of Nations, Former 
Minister for Foreign Affairs; 

Substitute Delegate: 

M. P. K. TARJANNE, First Secretary of Legation at the Permanent Delegation accredited 
to the League of Nations and at the Legation of the Republic of Finland to the Swiss 
Federal Council. 

FRANCE 
Delegate: 

M. Yves CHATAIGNEAU, Head of Section at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; 

Assistant Delegate: 

M. DRILLmN, Assistant Head of Office at the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. 

GREECE 
Delegates: 

His Excellency M. R. RAPH~L, Permanent Delegate accredited to the League of Nations; 
M. Alexandre CoNTOUMAS, Fust Secretary of the Permanent Delegation accredited to the 

League of Nations. 
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HONGRIE 
Dllt!gul: 

Son Excellence M. Jean PELENYI, Envoye extraordinaire et ¥inistre plenipotentiaire, Chef 
de Ia Delegation permanente aupres de Ia Societe des Nations; 

Dlllguls suppliants: 

M. Zoltan BARANY AI, Conseiller de Ugatio~; · . . 
M. Etienne GOMB6, Secretaire a Ia Delegation permanente aupres de Ia Societe des Nations. 

INDE 
DlUgul: 

Sir B. L. MITTER, K.C.S.I., Membre (Law Member) du Conseil executif du Gouverneur general 
de l'Inde. 

ETAT LIBRE D'IRLANDE 
Dlllgul: 

M. Francis T. CREMINS, Chef de Section au Ministere des Affaires etrangeres. 

ITALIE 
Dlllguls: 

Son Excellence l'ambassadeur Giovanni Cesare MAJONI; 
M. Tommaso PERASSI, Professeur de droit a l'Universite de Rome. 

Dllegul: 
LETTONIE 

M. Jul~s FELDMANS, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre plenipotentiaire pres Ie Conseil federal 
suisse, Delegue permanent aupres de la Societe des Nations; 

Dllegut supplt!ant: 

M. Karlis KALNINS, Secretaire de Ia Delegation permanente aupres de Ia Societe des Nations. 

Dllt!gul: 
MEXIQUE 

M. Servando BARRERA GUERRA, Consul general a Geneve. 

Dlllgue: 
MONACO 

M. Xavier-John RAISIN, Consul general a Geneve. 

Dllt!gul: 
NICARAGUA 

Le D~~~~J~:ti:. MEDINA, Minu;tre plenipotentiaire, Delegue permanent aupres de la 
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Delegate: 
HUNGARY 

His Excellency M:. Jean PELtNYI, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Head 
of the Permanent Delegation accredited to the League of Nations; 

Substituk Delegates: 

M. Zoltan BARANYAI, Counsellor of Legation; 
M. Etienne GOMB6, Secretary at the Permanent Delegation accredited to the League of 

Nations. 

INDIA 
Delegate: 

Sir B. L. MITTER K.C.S.I., Law Member of the Executive Council of the Governor-General 
of India. 

IRISH FREE STATE 
Delegate: 

Mr. Francis T. CREMINS, Head of Section at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

ITALY 
Delegaks: 

His Excellency Ambassador Giovanni Cesare MAJONI; 
M. Tommaso PERASSI, Professor of Law at the University of Rome. 

LATVIA 
Delegak: 

M. Jules FELDMANS, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Swiss Federal 
Council, Permanent Delegate accredited to the League of Nations; 

Substitute Delegate: 

M. Karlis KALNINS, Secretary of the Permanent Delegation accredited to the League of 
Nations. 

MEXICO 
Delegare: 

M. Servando BARRERA GUERRA, Consul-General at Geneva. 

MONACO 
Delegate: 

M. Xavier-John RAisiN, Consul-General at Geneva. 

NICARAGUA 
Delegate: 

Dr. Tomas Francisco MEDINA, Minister Plenipotentiary, Permanent Delegate accredited to 
· the League of Nations. 
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NORVEGE 

Dellgut!: 

M. Hersleb BIRKELAND, Conseiller de Legation, Delegue pennanent aupres de la Societe des 
Nations. 

PANAMA 

Dell gut!: 

Son Excellence le D• Raoul A. AMADOR, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre plenipotentiaire. 

PEROU 

Dt!lt!gut!: 

Son Excellence le D• Luis MIR6 QUESADA, Envoye extraord~aire et Min~stre plen!pote1_1t~aire 
pres le Conseil federal suisse, Delegue pennanent ala Societe des Nations, ancien Mmistre 
des Affaires etrangeres. 

POLOGNE 
Dt!tegut!: 

Le D• Wladis}aw KULSKI, Secretaire de Legation a la Delegation pennanente aupres de la 
Societe des Nations; 

Dt!lt!gut! suppllant : 

M. Antoine BALINSKI, Attache de Legation a la Delegation pennanente aupres de la Societe 
des Nations; · 

PORTUGAL· 
Dt!lt!gut!: 

Le D• Alexandre Maguo FERRAZ DE ANDRADE, Ministre plenipotentiaire, Chef du Bureau 
du Secretariat portugais de la Societe des Nations au Ministere des Affaires etrangeres. 

ROUMANIE 
Dt!lt!gut!: 

M. V. V. PELLA, Professeur universitaire. 

SUISSE 
Dt!lt!gut!: 

M. Camille GoRGE, Chef de Section de premiere classe au Departement politique; 

Expert: 

M. Manfredo v ASSALLI, Chef de Service a la Direction generale des Douanes; 

Dt!lt!gut!: 
TCHECOSLOVAQUIE 

Son Excellence M. Rudolf KUNZL-]IZERSKY E e t din . . 
tiaire pres le Conseil federal suisse De!e'guenvpeoy ex rator ~~e et Mm~stre plt~nipoten-

' nnanen aupr"" de la Societe des Nations, 
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NORWAY 
Delegate: 

M. Hersleb BIRKELAND, Counsellor of Legation, Permanent Delegate accredited to the 
League .of Nations. 

PANAMA 
Delegate: 

His Excellency Dr. Raoul A. AMADoR, Envoy. Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary. 

PERU 
Delegate: 

His Excellency Dr. Luis MIR6 QuESADA, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
to the Swiss Federal Council, Permanent Delegate accredited to the League of Nations, 
Former Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

POLAND 
Delegate: 

Dr. Wladislaw KULSKI, Secretary of Legation at the Permanent Delegation accredited to 
the League of Nations; 

Substitute Delegate: 

M. Antoine BALINSKI, Attache of Legation at the Permanent Delegation accredited to the 
League of Nations. 

·PORTUGAL 
Delegate: 

Dr. Alexandre Magno FERRAZ DE ANDRADE, Minister Plenipotentiary, Head of the Office 
of the Portuguese League of Nations Secretariat at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

ROUMANIA 
Delegate: 

M. V. V. PELLA, Professor of University. 

SWITZERLAND 
Delegate: 

M. Camille GoRGE, Chief (first class) of Section in the Political Department; 

Expert: 

M. Manfredo VASSALLI, Head of Service at the General Direction of Customs. 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
Delegate: 

His Excellency M. Rudolf KONZL-JIZERSKY, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo
tentiary to the Swiss Federal Council, Permanent Delegate accredited to the League of 
Nations. 
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TURQUIE 
DlUgue: 

d. aire et Ministre pUinipotentiaire pres 
Son Excellence Cemal HOsNO bey, Envoye extr~ordml S iete des Nations. 

le Conseil federal suisse, Representant aupres e a oc 

URUGUAY 
Dlllgue.: . 

e t dinaire et Ministre pienipotentiarre 
Son Excellence le D• Alfredo DE CASTRO, E~voy ex ~a~r B 1 t es Sa Majeste Madame 

pres le Conseil federal suisse, pres Sa Ma1este le Ror es e ges e pr 
la Reine des Pays-Bas. 

YOUGOSLA VIE 
DeUgul: 

M. Milan STEVANOVITCH, premier Secretaire ala Delegation permanente aupres de la Societe 
des Nations. 

0NT PARTICIPE A LA CONFERENCE A TITRE D'OBSERVATEURS: 

JAPON 

M. Y. TsUCHIDA, Secretaire du Bureau Imperial a la Societe des Nations .. 

PAYS-BAS 

Le professeur E. MORESCO, ancien Vice-President du Conseil des Indes neerlandaises. 

* * * 

La Conference s'est reunie a Geneve du 5 au II octobre 1933. 

La Conference a choisi comme President Son Excellence M. Giovanni Cesare MAJONI, et 
comme rapporteur le professeur Vespasien PELLA. 

La Conference a designe un Comite de redaction compose de M. CHATAIGNEAU, M. GoRGE, 
M. KULSKI, Freilierr VON SttssKIND-SCHWENDI et M. WooD. 

L'Institut international du Cinematographe educatif a ete represente ~ la Conference par 
son Directeur, M. Luciano DEFEo. 

M. E. GIRAUD, membre de la Section juridique du Secretariat, a agi en qualite de conseiller 
juridique. 

A la suite des deliberations consignees aux proces-verbaux des seances, la Conference a 
elabore une Convention. 

La Conference a, en outre, emis les vceux suivants: 

I. La Conference emet le vceu que les Hautes Parties contractantes recherchent les 
moyens d'accorder le benefice de tarifs reduits ou de la franchise pour le transport des films 
ayant un caractere educatif international. 

z. La Conference emet le vceu que les Hautes Parties contractantes etendent les facilites 
do~anieres aux afliches de reclame relatives aux films ayant un caractere educatif inter
national. 
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TURKEY 
Delegate: 

His Excellency Cemal HOsNO Bey, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to 
the Swiss Federal Council, Representative accredited to the League of Nations. 

URUGUAY 
Delegate: 

His Excellency Dr. Alfredo DE CASTRO, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
to the Swiss Federal Council, to His Majesty the King of the Belgians, and to Her Majesty 
the Queen of the Netherlands. 

YUGOSLAVIA 
Delegate: 

M. Milan SrtvANOVITCH, First Secretary at the Permanent Delegation accredited to the 
League of Nations. 

ATTENDED THE CONFERENCE AS OBSERVERS: 

JAPAN 

M. Y. TsuCHIDA, Secretary of the Imperial Office accredited to the League of Nations. 

THE NETHERLANDS 

Professor E. MoREsco, Former Vice-President of the Council of the Netherlands Indies . 

• • • 

The Conference met at Geneva, from October 5th to IIth, 1933. 

The Conference elected as President His Excellency M. Giovanni Cesare MAJONI, and as 
Rapporteur Professor Vespasien PELLA. 

The Conference appointed a Drafting Committee consisting of M. CHATAIGNEAU, M. GoRGE, 
M. KULSKI, Freiherr VON SossKIND-SCHWENDI and Mr. WooD. 

The International Educational Cinematographic Institute was represented at the Conference 
by its Director, Dr. Luciano DE FEo. 

M. E. GIRAUD, member of the Legal Section of the Secretariat acted as legal adviser. 

Following the discussions which are contained in the minutes of the meetings, the Conference 
drew up a Convention. 

The Conference, further, made the following recommendations: 

I. The Conference recommends that the High Contracting Parties should seek 
means· of reducing, or abolishing altogether, charges for the transport of films of an inter
national educational character. 

2. The Conference recommends that the High Contracting Parties should extend Customs 
facilities to the posters advertising films of an international educational character. 
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EN For DE guor les delegues susmentionnes IN FAITH WHEREOF the above mentioned 

ont signe le present Acte final. delegates have signed the present Final Act. 

FAIT a Geneve, le onze octobre mil neuf cent 
trente-trois, en un seul exemplaire, qui sera 
depose dans les archives de la Societe des 
Nations. 

Une copie certi.fiee conforme sera transmise 
par les soins du Secretaire general de la Societe 
des Nations aux Membres de la Societe des 
Nations et aux Etats non membres invites a 
la Conference. 

DoNE at Geneva, the eleventh day of October 
one thousand nine hundred and thirty-three, 
in a single copy which shall be deposited in the 
archives of the League of Nations. 

A certified true copy shall be delivered by 
the Secretary-General of the League of Nations 
to the Members of the League of Nations and 
to the non-member States invited to the 
Conference. 

Le President de Ia Conference: 
Giovanni Cesare MAJONI. The President of the Conference: 
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Lee KuRTI. 

ALLEMAGNE 
GERMANY 

Frh. VON SttSSKIJi'D-SCHWENDI. 

ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Curtis EVERETT 

. BELGIQUE 

BELGIUM 
E. DuBors 
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and all parts of the British Empire which 
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of Nations. 

CHINE 

ESPAGNE 

FINLANDE 

FRANCE 

GRECE 

HONGRIE 

INDE 

ITALIE 

Sydney H. WooD 

Hoo Chi-Tsai 

Manuel M. PEDROSO . 

Rudolf HOLSTI 
P. K. TARJANNE 

Yves CHATAIGNEAU 

R. RAPHAEL 
. A. CONTOUMAS 

Etienne GoMB6. 

Brojendra Lal MITTER 

Giovanni Cesare MAJONI 
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CHINA 
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. The Governing Body of the International Educational Cinematographic Institute held 
its seventh session at Stresa on June 25th, 1934, under the chairmanship of M. Alfredo Rocco, 
Rector of Rome University, Minister of State, Vice-Chairman of the International Committee 
on Intellectual Co-operation. 

The following also took part in the proceedings : Mr. J. W. BRoWN, General Manager 
of the British Film Institute; Count CARTON DE WIART, Minister of State, member of the 
Child Welfare Committee of the League of Nations; M. BARRIER, Inspector-General and 
Assistant Director of Elementary Education at the French Ministry of Education, replacing 
Professor HenriFocillon, who was unable to attend; M. Nagendra NATH GANGULEE, Professor at 
the University of Calcutta ; Mlle. Gabriela MISTRAL, authoress ; M. Georges 0PREscu, Professor 
at the University of Bucharest ; M. Ryszard 0RDYNSKI, President of the Association of Film 
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Dean of the Faculty of Letters at the 
Producers of Poland; M. Gonzague DE REY~,OLDj C mmittee on Intellectual Co-operation; 
University of Fribourg, member of the lntem\!0na1 Educational Cinematographic Institute. 
M. Luciano DE FEo, Director of Lth

1 
e !nte1~ I:tKozma were unable to attend the meetings, 

M. Louis Lumiere, M. Rodolfo opis an · e the Lea ue of Nations, M. J. D. de 
as were also M. Pilotti, Deputy Se~retBaryd-Ge~~hl rstitute a!d M. Henri Bonnet, Director 
Montenach, Secretary to the Govemmg o Y o e n . • 
of the International Institute for Intellectual cJ.-ope:a~OVIVALDI Assistant Auditor to the 

The following also took part m the procee I~gs · f the Intelle~tual Co-operation Section, 
League of Nations; Mlle. HALLSTEN-KALLIA, member 0f the Information Section of the League 
replaci!lg M. de Mo~tenach; M. BGRUCCOLERHI, mdemf ~~~tion at the International Labour Office, 
of Natwns Secretariat; and M. ALLONE, ea o 
representing . that Office. . B d ed the present session in June for exceptional 

The Chau·man of the Govemmg 0 Y conven h ar The important results 
reasons; it usually meets during the last three mont~s of t. e ye · a h and the arrange
achieved by the Congress on Instructkion.al and E~';leatH~~~\~~nqe~e~i~fn gf J{e standardisation 
ments which the Institute had to rna e m connec JOn WI G in Bod at an 
of sub-standard films made it ~ecess~ry to consult th~ m:m:e;: ~~t~~= a:J~:rli€~· tha~ usual 
earlier date. The fact that thi.s sessJOI! was convened a s .0 II 'n connection with the sub
led to a departure from usage In certam respects an espeCia Y ! fi . 1 
mission of the Audit~r's report and the preparation of .budget _estimfftest f~r ~k: n,;~~kmo~n~~e 

ear These exceptional measures have, however, m no way a ec e . 
bov~ming Body or the financial control of the Institute, or the observance of the rules relatmg 
to such control. · 

I. CONSTITUTION OF THE ADVISORY AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE. 

-
During the past year, and in virtue o.f powers d~legated to it_ by th_e Council of the League 

of Nations, the Chairman of the Govemmg Body, m collaboratiOn with: the members of ~he 
Permanent Executive Committee, made app.ointments to the Advisory and Tech~Ical 
Committee. The members of the latter Committee are as follows : 

M. Charles DELAC Chairman of the Chambre syndicale frangaise de la cinemato
graphic; Professor Gio~anni DETTORI, Chairman of th~ Fascist Nation~! Association of 
the Entertainments Industry; Dr. ScHEUERMANN, Chairman of the ReiChsfilmkammer; 
Mr. Harold SMITH, of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America; 
M. HARIMA, Secretary at the Japanese Embassy in Rome; and Mr. H. Bruce WooLFE, 
of Gaumont British Instructional Pictures, Ltd. 

The Governing Body confirmed the constitution of the Advisory Committee, whose 
members were convened at Stresa. 

In accordance with the decisions of the Council of the League dated January 17th, 1934, 
the members of the Advisory and Technical Committee took part in the meetings of the 
Governing Body, which desired, from the very first meetings of the Committee, to show the 
value which it attached to the direct and constant collaboration of the members of the 
Committee. The members of the Advisory and Technical Committee who took part in the 
work of the Governing Bodywere: Marquis PAuLuccr DI CALBOLI BARONE, replacing M. Dettori, 
M. RAETHER, Ministerial Councillor, replacing Dr. Scheuermann, Mr. Bruce WooLFE and M. 
DELAC. 

At the beginning of the session, the Chairman of the Governing Body defined the method 
of work calculated to make the co-operation between the Advisory Committee and the 
Governing Body as efficacious as possible. In his opinion, the Governing Body and its Advisory 
Committee should hold joint meetings to examine all questions on the agenda which were 
not of a strictly administrative nature. All strictly administrative questions should be dealt 
with exclusively by the Governing Body and discussed by its members at private meetings. 

The Chairman's proposals, which will constitute a ruling for the future, were unanimously 
approved by all present. 

II. WORK OF THE INSTITUTE. 

The ~iscussiop.s of the Governing Body were based on the very complete report submitted 
by the Director of the Institute. The questions which specially claimed the attention of the 
members of the Governing Body were the following : 

(a) INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF EDUCATIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHY. 

The o';ltstanding event of the year under consideration was the International Congress 
of Educ!ltJOnal ~nd Instructional Cinematography, held at Rome in April 1934. The 
preparatiOn of this Congress from the last session of the Governing Body until its opening 
mvolv_ed a great deal of work for the Institute. A very large volume 'of documentary 
matenal was collected, and was placed in the form of a number of volumes at the disposal of 



... 
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~hose attending the Congress ; these volumes may be regarded as contributions of lasting 
mterest for the study of the difierent aspects of the educational cinematograph problem. 
The Institute provided the Secretariat for the Congress and was responsible for the numerous 
arrangements necessitated by so large an assembly. As soon as the proceedings of the Congress 
were over, the Institute had to undertake work in execution of some of its decisions, the 
publication of reports and resolutions, their circulation, etc. 

As the resolutions adopted by the Conference have been published separately, it has not 
been thought necessary to attach them to the present report. Several members of the 
Governing Body attended the Congress in person ; others who had been unable to go to Rome 
at that moment nevertheless made a point of acquainting themselves with the results of the 
Congress. All were unanimous in congratulating the Director on the great success which 
the work of the Congress and its results represents for the Institute. The Congress gave 
prominence to the means of action possessed by the Institute ; its authority among 
educationists and producers of educational films has been enhanced ; its methods of work 
have secured growing appreciation, and its field of operations has been. extended. 

Thanks to the decisions taken by the Congress, it has been possible to make a distinction 
between the questions of secondary importance raised during certain discussions and those of 
more immediate importance which will figure prominently in the Institute's programme of 
work. That the Institute has been able to achieve such important results is largely due to its 
Director's energy and also to the assistance it has been able to secure in different countries, 
thanks particularly to the National Committees, whose creation it has encouraged or brought 
about. Moreover, the Institute has derived great advantage from the contacts it has 
established with the international organisations at Geneva and Paris, the League Secretariat 
and its different sections, the International Labour Office, the International Institute of 
Intellectual Co-operation, etc. All these relationships, together with the Institute's own 
resources, enabled it to make excellent preparations for the Congress and will allow it to 
extend its sphere of action still further in the future, and particularly to make the best use 
of the impetus given to it by the Congress. 

(b) DECISIONS OF THE GOVERNING BODY. 

Among the problems which will call for particular activity on the part of the Institute 
either in the form of enquiries or by means of other suitable methods, the Governing Body {laid 
special attention to that of the cinematograph in connection with the diversity of mentalities 
and civilisations. Moreover, the Governing Body envisaged the formation, subject to 
budgetary considerations, of an information centre to be placed at the disposal of the 
organisations or persons interested in the educational cinematograph. This centre might be 
attached in future to the Secretariat of the Advisory and Technical Committee. 

· Similarly, within the limits of the budgetary resources available, the Governing Body 
decided to publish a complete collection of the laws and regulations concerning the operation 
of the film censorship and of the inspection of films in the different countries. The elements of 
this work have already been collected by the Institute, and it has received requests from 
several quarters to put this publication in hand. 

The Governing Body, confirming its previous decisions concerning the publication of a 
cinematographic encyclopredia, authorised the Director to take the practical measures 
necessary for this purpose. Las~ly, it authori.se.d in principle t.he P.ubl~cat~on of a ha!ldbook 
intended for the users of educatiOnal films, g~vmg them practical mdiCatwns regardmg the 
utilisation of films for educational purposes. 

These various decisions were taken on the basis of the suggestions contained in the 
Director's report. The other proposals contained therein were also ap~roved, so that the 
programme submitted, taken as a whole, met with the Governing Body s approval. 

(c) " INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHY. " 

The Institute's Review continues to maintain a standard which does credit both to the 
Director and to his collaborators, and the Governing Body was happy to acknowledge this 
once more. Nevertheless, the crisis, which affects all publications of this kind, has affected 
the sales of the Review. The Director believes that, by modifying its character, by giving it 
more vitality and making it more up to date, by reflecting more fully the various movements 
in the field of educational cinematography, the Review could be made more attractive to 
readers and would increase its circulation. The Governing Body approved, in principle, 
the Director's proposals on this point, leaving the practical measures to his discretion. 

(d) CONVENTION FOR FACILITATING THE INTERNATIONAL CIRCULATION OF FILMS OF AN 
EDUCATIONAL CHARACTER. 

The Governing Body was glad to note that this Convention, which has been signed by a 
large number of countries, has already been ratified by several of them. When it has been 
ratified by five Statt-s, it will come into force. 
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(e) ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANISATION OF THE INSTITUTE. 

· th D" t ' term of office for a period of 
The Governing Bodydrenewed h~ :~ran;i expeir/~!c 1935. It took this opportunity of 

seven years as from the ate on w 1•0 1 WI . f th nner in which he has 
renewing its thanks an? congraftulatthions ttho ~he Dh:c~~~ d~rplay~~~ his work, and for the 
constantly performed h1s duty, or e en us1asm 

:::~!\~:~!i!!~i~f~h~~~f~~: ~ft~:~:~~!J~Ytt~:~~~?s0~h~s~1!~oi;t~!~:;:~J~~~J; 
expired or were about to expire. d · It 1 "th d 

The Governing Body, on the basis of the gen~ral mea~ures adopte m a Y w~ regar 
to the reduction in the salaries of national offiCials, decided to redu~e t~ ~alare~ d 0~ t~e 
Institute's officials by 10 per cent. On the other han_d, the Gov~rnmg o Y eCI e • 1!1 
principle, to make certain increases in the salaries of offiCials who, o:mng to th_e tat~re of th_eir 
duties, could not expect any promotion. It requested the Exe_cutJve C~mm1t ee o. examme 
this question and to submit concrete proposals at the Governmg B?dY s next sesflwn. d "t 

As re ards the general structure of the Institute, the Govermng _Body c_on 1rme 1. s 
revious d~cisions on the ground that its organisation must always remam suffiCI~ntly elastic 

to enable it to ad~pt itself both to,_;lhe exigencies ofthe service and to the finanCial resources 

available. · (Ad · · t t" D t During the forthcoming administrative period, five ~erviCes _mm~s ra wn, ocum?n a-
tion and Publications, Technique and Convention, Studies and Le~s!atJon, a_nd InternatiOnal 
Relations) and two secretar.iats (that of the A~viso!'Y and Techmcal Committee and that of 
the Directorate and staff) will carry on the Institute s work. 

III. INTERNATIONAL STANDARDISATION OF SUB-STANDARD FIJ,..MS: 

STANDARDISATION OF THE:_16-MM. SOUND-FILM. 

Among the questions which received particular attention from the International Congress 
of Educational and Instructional Cinematography was the unification of sub-standard films. 
The users, as well as the majority of the producers, of such films considered that, in future, 
the circulation of educational films would largely depend on the solution which may be reached- · 
i.e., the adoption of a uniform size by producers. The Congress did not decide on any 
particular size, but adopted a resolution asking that the choice should be made within a 
specified time-limit, relying on the directing organs of the Institute to make the necessary 
arrangements. 

The Director of the Institute, being anxious to give immediate effect to the Congress's 
decisions, arranged for a meeting of experts, which was held at Baden-Baden on May 28th, 
1934. This meeting, at which the representatives of the principal groups of producers 
concerned took part, led to a fundamental agreement, the details of which were to be settled 
by subsequent negotiations. 

Furthermore, on the eve of the meeting of the Governing Body, certain experts, sitting 
with the members of the Advisory and Technical Committee, were summoned to Stresa in 
order to reach an agreement on the standardisation of .the 16-mm. sound-film. 

The Governing Body, having taken cognisance of the texts drawn up both by the experts 
who met at Baden-Baden and those who met at Stresa, and, after consulting the members of 
the Advisory and Technical Committee who had been present at those meetings, adopted the 
following resolution : 

" The Governing Body, having taken cognisance of the agreements reached at 
Baden-Baden and Stresa, notes them with satisfaction, and instructs the Director to 
assist those concerned to carry them into effect, the time-limit fixed for the conclusion 
of the measures in question being forty-five days." 

On the basi~ of this decision, the. Director posses~es all "the necessary powers to hasten 
the final. conclusiOn of an agreement m accordance w1th the recommendation made by the 
InternatiOnal Congress on Educational and Instructional Cinematography. 

IV. FINANCIAL QUESTIONS. 

_The Governing Body's session having taken place, for the reasons iRdicated at a 
consJ~erably earlier _date than usual, the closed accounts for the financial year could ~ot be 
~x~m~n~~ on t~e basis of a complete report by the Auditor. The latter attended the Governing 
th l s r~sctussi~~h on budgetary questions a_nd made a statement on the financial situation of 

e ns 1 u e a e close of the 1933 finanCial year as revealed by a provisional examination 
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of t~e accounts. The Auditor pointed out that the Institute's financial situation had 
con~mued satisfactory during the period in question, althouah the crisis had been accentuated 
d~rmg that period. The Auditor specially referred to the very opportune economies which the 
Director ha~ been able to effect in the course of the year. After hearing his observations, 
the Governmg Body adopted the following resolution : 

". T_he Governing_ Body, after hearing the Auditor's statement, takes note of the 
subffilSsion by the Director of the accounts of the Institute and of the Review and 
a_uthorises its Chairman - for the purpose of Articles 5 and 6 of the Financial Re,.ula
twns - to consider the said accounts approved as soon as they have been audited" and 
passed by the Auditor of the League of Nations." 

. As_ rega~ds the current financial period, the Director pointed out that the financial 
Situ~twn might be regarded as favourable, despite the exceptional burdens imposed on the 
Institute. by t~e preparation and meeting of the Congress. The Governing Body learned with 
great satis~action that the French Government had granted a subsidy to the Institute during 
the financial year, as had also been done by the Hungarian, Polish, Roumanian and Swiss 
Governments, which had undertaken to renew their previous contributions. 

No final or complete decision could be taken by the Governing Body during the session in 
regard to the adoption of the budget for 1935. Since the close of the session, the Chairman has 
consulted his colleagues by letter with a view to making certain modifications to ensure a 
balanced budget for 1935. 

Although the Italian Government, in the undertaking it gave the League, only promised 
to grant the Institute an annual subsidy of 600,000 lire, it spontaneously made a further grant 
of 400,000 lire. As all Governments are now compelled to cut down expenditure, the Italian 
Government has reduced this additional grant by 100,000 lire. The Governing Body has 
accordingly had to amend the Institute's budget for 1935. The budget with the necessary 
changes is shown as an appendix to this report. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

Extensive and valuable work has been done during the past year. The Congress ot 
Educational and Instructional Cinematography marks one of the most important sta~es in 
the history of the Institute. It may be regarded as a very definite achievement, crowrung as 
it does the work done by the Institute since its foundation. But it. may also be regarded as a 
point of departure; since the whole future work of the Institute will necessarily be based on 
the Congress's decisions. The Institute has before it an extremely wide and varied sphere of 
activity. It is in a position, thanks to its Advisory and Technical Committee, to take up 
various technical problems with increased authority. The sub-standard film forms one of 
the important problems with which the Institute is in a position to deal. The various 
representatives attending the Congress - representatives of Governments, of associations, 
of groups of the film industry or film users - all recommended the Institute to take action in 
certain directions, confided various tasks to it and relied upon it to do its part. Such marks of 
confidence do honour to the Institute and justify the work it has done in the past, while 
they also encourage it in its future tasks. The Governing Body was glad to note this apprecia
tion and welcomed the very valuable support it received from the members of the Advisory 
and Technical Committee who sat with it. Thus, the mechanism of the Institute has not only 
been defmed and improved, but a wide sphere of action has been opened out for it, and the 
Institute can count on the support of those who took part in the Congress and who expressed 
a wish to continue to be associated with the work that was being done. 

Before the close of the session of the Governing Body, one of the members of the Advisory 
and Technical Committee, Dr. RAETHER, voicing the opinion of all those present, expressed 
the hope that wider scope would be conferred on the Institute. He said that the countries 
interested in the development of the educational cinematograph should help the Institute 
more energetically and effectively, by supplying it with material for investigation, by aiding 
it in its enquiries and by giving it financial support. The Governing Body endorsed 
Dr. Raether's proposal and decided to ask the various National Committees of the Institute 
to make a sustained effort in their respective countries. Before separating, the members 
of the Governing Body expressed their thanks to the Director of the Institute, who, once again 
in the course of the session, had given proof of his experience, activity and unswerving loyalty 
to an organisation which is largely his own creation. 

(Signed) Alfredo Rocco, 
Chairman. 

(Signed) G. 0PREscu, 

Rapporteur. 
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Appendix I. 

AUDIT OF THE ACCOUNTS FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1933. 

Report by the Auditor to the League of Nations. 

In accordance with the Regulations, I have exam~ne~ th~ accounts of the Institute for 
the financial year 1933, a brief critical summary of which IS g~ven below. 

l. RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE : RESULTS OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR. 

The total amount of the receipts strictly so called estimated in the ~udget for the y~ar 
(1,167,000 lire) was received and even excee~ed the esti~ate by 1,452.05 hr~, thus amo~ntmg 
to 1,168,452.05 lire. For reasons which will be explamed later, the estimated receipt of 
40,000 lire corresponding to the contribution from the Review has not been transferred to the 
Institute's budget. 

I have no observation to make with regard to these receipts in view of the. fact that, as 
has been shown, the State subsidies have all been paid in full. A fresh subsidy has even 
been added to the others - namely, that of the Swiss Confederation - 1,000 Swiss francs 
(3,784lire). This contribution, for which no provision was made when the budget was drawn 
up, has been entered under miscellaneous receipts and has produced the above-mentioned 
surplus. 

A considerable portion (about three-quarters) of the cash saving of the previous financial 
year - namely, 60,000 lire1 - had been .added to the above receipts when the budget was 
approved. Moreover, in the course of the financial year, the competent authorities authorised 
the working capital being drawn upon for the sum of 51,655 lire with a_ view to paying off 
once and for all the staff insurance for 1928, 1929 and 1930. 

Consequently, the sums at the disposal of the Institute during the year were as follows : 

. Ordinary receipts: 

From the Italian Government. 
From other Governments. . . 
From miscellaneous sources . . 

Sum drawn on the working capital 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Lire 

1,090,000.00 
73,784.002 

4,668.05 

1,168,452.05 
111,655.00 

1 ,280, 107.05 

This sum exceeds by 13,107.05 lire the 1,267,000 lire considered necessary (as shown in 
the attached ta~l~) to cover the financi~l requirements for the year at the time the budget -
was drawn up; It Is, h?~ever, 38,517.95 hre less than the higher figure (1,318,655lire) to which 
the competent authorities had durmg the financial year brought the estimates of expenditure . 

......... 

As against these receipts, there was a total expenditure of 1,254,644.60 lire. 
These _figure~ therefore show a budgetary s~ving on the est~mates (1,318,655 lire) of 

64,010.4~ hre, which was r~duced by the decrease m the actual receipts mentioned above to a 
cash savmg of 25,462.45 hre. 

Neverth~less, si!lce the real receipts for the year (that is to say, minus the sums drawn 
on ~he workiJ?g cap_Ital) amounted, as has been seen above, to only 1,168,452.05 lire, it is 
obvious that, m reaht~, the budget has ~ot been se1f-s~fficient. It is my duty to add that this 
result was ~ue. exclusively to two speCial factors, neither of which connotes any departure 
from _the prmCiples of ~ound administration. The first (namely, the payments in res ect of 
staff msurance for_p_reviOus years) was ordered deliberately and after careful reflection ty the 
compe~ent _authorities, who were fully aware of the financial repercussions which this ste 
would mey1ta~Iy have on the administration of the year which had to bear the burden. thp 
other, whwh Is not attributable to the administrators, was the payment of the rent of th: 

1 This sum, which In my report on the Insnute's a - ts f th · 
was shown. together with the whole of the cash .:.ving f,:';'~~:t y~:r a: ~na!'c'~ year (see document C.8.M.6.1934.XU). 
should really be regarded as deducted from that account at the sam t· avm( een transferred t? the working capital, 

• Namely : 30,000 hre lrom the Polish Government, 25 000 r e Ime as he othe~ sum mentioned. 
the Roumaruan Government, and 3, i84 lire from the Swiss Gover~~~t~ the Hungar1an Government, 15,000 lire from 
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premises_ (100,000 lire) which up to then had not been a charge on Lhe Institute. As a matter 
of f~ct, if the need for effecting these two heavy items of expenditure had not arisen, the 
receipts wo~d have been sufficient to cover the requirements. 

Th~re IS no doubt, therefore, that the saving effected on the other items of ordinary 
expenditure has made it possible largely to restore the balance of the budget and to close the 
a~count with a cash surplus (25,462.45 lire), which is no mean feat in these difficult 
circumstances. 

II. WORKING .CAPITAL. 

The above-mentioned cash surplus obtained during the financial year (25,462.45 lire) is 
to be added to the special fund provided for under Article 8 of the Regulations for the financial 
administration of the Institute (working capital). 

At the end of the preceding financial year, this fund amounted, as shown in my last 
report, to 240,345.10 lire, but was reduced during the year by the above-mentioned sum 
(111,655 lire) and therefore stood at only 128,690.10 lire. However, the addition of the 
surplus in question brought it at the beginning of the current year up to 154,152.55 lire. 

III. GENERAL OBSERVATioNs oN THE AccouNT. 

The structure of the budget was modified during the financial year, not only by the 
increase in the appropriation mentioned above (that is to say, by the second sum of 51,655 lire 
drawn on the working capital), but also by a transfer of 10,000 lire from the appropriation 
for the Governing Body, Committees, etc. (Chapter I), to the Publications Account (Chapter 
VI). Other changes of lesser importance were made in Chapter I and Chapter II (Staff). 

These changes do not, however, appear to call for any criticism, as ther were dictated by 
considerations of economy (Chapters I and II) or are the result of mcreased activity 
(Chapter VI). 

•*• 

The following are the results of each chapter of expenditure compared, in order to bring 
out more clearly the administrative aspect, with the corresponding results of the previous 
year. · 

Chapter I (devoted for the most part to expenditure of the Governing Body, Committees, 
etc.), which had already been considerably reduced, shows a further decrease of 10,000 lire, 
which has made it possible to effect a saving of 23,130.90 lire on a final appropriation of 
100,000 lire. 

. In Chapter II (Staff), in spite of the new charge in respect of insurance and the increase 
in the charge for family allowances, the increase in expenditure as compared with the previous 
year seems to be confined to a sum slightly exceeding 50,000 lire.1 

In Chapter III (Official journeys) the expenditure has been reduced by one-half, thus 
showing a saving more than seven times greater than that for the preceding year (6,661.40 lire 
as against 933.45 lire). 

Chapter IV (General office expenses) would also show a reduction if the new charge 
of 100,000 lire for rent, which I mentioned above, had not entirely altered the position. 

Chapter Vl2 (Publications) and Chapter VII (Unforeseen expenses) show slight increases, 
while Chapter VIII (Cost of upkeep) shows an appreciable reduction. 

Consequently, the expenditure for the financial year would not only have remained, as 
I have said, within the limits of the actual receipts, but would not have increased as compared 
with the previous year if insurance and rent had not brought additional budgetary charges. 
In spite of this, the total increase in expenditure is less than the increase caused by these two 
fresh burdens.8 

IV. SEPARATE AccouNT oF THE " INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF 
EDUCATIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHY ". 

Receipts of the Review, which amounted in 1932 to 329,202.90 lire fell in 1933 to 
174,425.351ire- a drop of 154,777.55 lire- that is to say, more than 47 per cent, to which 
the three usual sources of income (publications, subscriptions and sales) contributed to a more 
or less considerable extent. The same gradation is observed in the yield of these three sources 
of income as before, publicity still heading the list and followed at a considerable distance by 
subscriptions, the figure for sales remaining small. 

1 The position of the stair in relation to the places envisaged in the budget Is the same as during the previous 
financial year- that Is to say, as Indicated in the report lor that year (see document C.8.M.6.1934.XII). 

1 Chapter V is omitted as it is a slnlple book entry and corresponds exacUy and necessarily to the special receipt 
relating thereto. 

1 The expenditure for the previous year was 1,114,204.20 lire and the figure lor the 1933 expenditure was 
1,254,644.60, the increase thus being 140,440.40. Now, the two fresh charges mentioned in lbe text have alone been 
responsible for an additional expenditure o! 150,725 lire. 
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As against the total income in question {174,425.35 lire), increased as usual by credit 
balances for 1932 {74.618.30 lire)- that is to say, a total amount of 249,043.65 lire- there 
was an expenditure of 218,736.90 lire, or 46,066.70 lire less than for the preceding financial 
year. As a result of saving effected (30,306.75 lire1) about half of the balance for 1932 still 
remains. 

CoNCLUSION. 

The foregoing summary does not appear to call for any comments, as these are implicit 
in the figures and in the brief explanations which I have given. They are almost the same 
for the two accounts and clearly show -what is an essential feature of both administrations 
-that the difficulties inherent in the position have not escaped the notice of the administrators 
and that they have successfully met them by means of very considerable reductions in 
expenditure. 

I have no observations to make with regard to the various transactions for the keeping 
of the books and documents, which seems to me to be excellent. 

I can therefore certify to the competent authorities the regularity of the two accounts 
submitted to them for their approval. 

(Signed) Dr. F. VIVALDI, 

Deputy Auditor to the League of Nations. 

1 This figure and what I have Just said with rd Lo • . . 
lnsULuLe or the conlribuUon or 40 000 lire menUon:gaabove. rece•pls clearly show what prevented tbe payment to tbe 
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Sub-Appendix 1. 

DETAILED STATEMENT OF INCOME RECEIVED AND PAYMENTS • 
MADE DURING 1933. 

I. RECEIPTS. 

Ealimaled Receip18. 

I. Ordinary subsidy from the Italian 
Government . . . . . . 

:l. Additional subsidy from the 
Italian Government . . . . 

3. Subsidy from the Italian Govern
ment. for the President's 
and Direetor's entertainment 

Lire 

600,000.-

400,000.-

allowances . . . . . . . . 90,000.-
4. Subsidy from the Polish Govern-

ment . . . . . . 30,000.-
5. Subsidy from the Hungarian _ 

Government . . . . . . 25,000.-
6. Subsidy lrom the Roumanian 

Government. • . . . . • . 15,000.-
7. Estimated surplus on the budget 

of the Review • • • . • • • 40,000.-
S. Estimated surplus on the 1932 

budget . . . . . . . . . . 60,000.-
9. Miscellaneous receipts. . . . . . 7,000.------

I ,267 ,000.-

Income received~ 

I. Ordinary subsidy from the Italian 
Government . . . . . . . 

2. Additional subsidy from tho 
Italian Government • . 

3. Subsidy from the Italian Govern
ment lor the President's 
and Director's entertainment 
allowances . . . . . . . . 

4. Subsidy from the Polish Govern-
ment ......... . 

5. Subsidy from the Hungarian 
Government ...... . 

6. Subsidy from the Roumanian 
Government ... 

7. Surplus on the budget or tho 
Review ......... . 

8. 
19. 
10. 

Surplus on the 1932 budget 
Miscellaneous receipts . • . . . 
Amount drawn on the working 

Lire 

600,000.-

400,000.-

90,000.-

30,000.-

25,000.-

11>,000.-

60,000.-
8,462.06 

10. Sum drawn on the working capi
tal in accordance with the 
decision ot the Permanent 
Executive Committee at its 
March session (March 3rd, 

capital In accordance with 
the decision o! the Perma
nent Executive Committee at 
its March session (March 3rd, 
1933) . • . . . . • • • • ol,6oo.-

1933) 0 0 • 

Chapler I. 
Item I. Governing Body . . • 
Item 2. Executlve Committee. 
Item 3. Committees of experts 
Item 4. Individual experts . 
Item 5. Control • . • 

Chapter 11. - Staff: 
Item I. Salaries : 

a) Director . . . 
b) Flrst Division stall . 
c) Second Division stall 
d) Third Division stall . . 
e) Stall entrusted with spe

cial and extraordinary 
work 

Item 2. Allowances : 
(a) Family allowances • . . 
(b) Residence . . . . . . . 

Item 3. Contributions to the 
Stall Insurance Fund • 

Chapter 111. - Travelling Ez-
penses . . • · . 

Chapler IV. - General Office Ez-
penaes: 

Item I. Rent . . . . . 
Item 2. Miscellaneous supplies 
Item 3. Newspapers, publica-

tions and books • • • • . . 
Item 4. Car •....•.. 
Item 5. Postage, telegraph, 

telephone, freight . . . . . 
Item 6. Lighting and beating . 

Chapler V. - Fi:ud Allowance for 
President's and Diredor•s Enlu
tainmenl Expenses . . . . 

Chapler VI. - Publicaliona. 

Chapler Vll. - Unforeseen Ez-
penaes • • 

Chapter Vlll. - Co81 of Upkeep 
and Improuemenl8 • • • . • • 

Lea• • • • • • • • • • 

Credit Balance !o bo placed 
lo !he Working Capital • • 

51,655.-
Leas 

I,318,655.-

II. EXPENDITURE. 

Appropriations 
In tho budget 

Lire 

55,000 
22,000 
20,000 
10,000 
3,000 

80,000 
436,000 
IOO,OOO 
60,000 

50,000 

30,000 
9,000 

110,000 

Trans! ora 
Final 

appropriations 

Lire Lire 

Deducted from 39,500 
this Cbaptor 22 000 (F-:.=ve ~ 

oession) '35,500 
. 3,000 

IO,OOO 

80,000 
424,000 
I01,400 
60,600 

56,000 

34,000 
9,000 

100,000 

Actual 
expenditure 

Lire 

28,695.-
9,933.-

35,34l.IO 
3,000.-

-------=-1,280,107.06 

38,047.91> 

I,318,66o.-

!Balance to 
be placed 
to renrve 

Lire 

76,860.10 23,130.00 

80,000.-
422,100.-
100,300.-
60,020.-

54,835.60 

33,110.-
8,760.-

104,6551 104,655 101,445.50 
869,655 .860,571.- 9,084.-

6,661.40 

llO,OOO 
I2,000 

9,000 
25,000 

20,000 
20,000 

869,655 

20,000 

196,000 

90,000 

1,000 IO,OOO 

[IO,OOO 

22,000 

1,318,665 

110,000 
I2,000 

9,000 
25,000 

20,000 
20,000 

20,000 

I96,000 

90,000 

11,000 

IO,OOO 

22,000 

I,318,655 

100,000.-
11,447.-

7,469.35 
21,822.80 

I7,055.80 
19,448.60 

13,338.60 

177,243.65 

90,000.-

9,800.-

18,756.45 

1,200.-

6,182.16 3,817.85 

20,640.20 1,359.80 

I,254,644.60 64,010.40 
38,547.95 

25,462.46 

1 or which 5I,655 lire drawn from the working capital. 
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Sub-Appendix 2. 

• 
" INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL CINEMf\.TOGRAPHY " 

Receipts. 

Balance in hand 1932 
Publicity . . 
Subscriptions . . . . 
Sales . . . . . . . . 

BuDGET JANUARY-DECEMBER 1933. 

Lire 

74,618.30 
112,985.55 
59,930.-

1,509.80 

249,043.65 

Expenditure. 

Printing the Review. . 
Paper . . . . . . ·. . 
Commissions : Discount 
Postal charges . . . . 
Miscellaneous. . . . . 
Printing wrappers . . 
Staff . . . . . . . . , 
Articles and translations 
Control . . . . . . . . . . 

Balance in hand on December 
31st, 1933 ..... . 

Lire 

82,272.50 
16,950.-
9,022.45 

11,120.75 
1,816.90 

10,974.-· 
40,800.-
43,780.30 
2,000.-

218,736.90 

30,306.75 

249,043.65 
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Appendix U. 

BUDGET FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1935, APPROVED 
BY THE GOVERNING BODY. 

I. RECEIPTS. 

1. Ordinary subsidy from the Italian Government. . . . 
2. Supplementary subsidy from the Italian Government. . . 
3. Subsidy from the Italian Government for the President's and Director's 

entertainment allowances . . . . . . 
4. Subsidy from the Polish Government . . 
5. Subsidy from the Hungarian Government 
6. Subsidy from the Roumanian Government 
7. Subsidy from the French Government 
8. Subsidy from the Swiss Government 
9. Miscellaneous receipts . . . . . . . 

Chapter I.: 

Item 1. Governing Body . . 
Item 2. Control . . . . . . 

Chapter II. - Technical Committee. 

Chapter Ill. - Staff: 

Item 1. Salaries : 
·. 

II. EXPENDITURE. 

Total 

(a) Director. . . . . . . 
(b) First Division Staff . 
(c) Second Division Staff. 
(d) Third Division Staff . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(e) Staff entrusted with special work, and translators 

Item 2. Allowances : Family . . . . . . . . . . 

Item 3. Contributions to the Staff Insurance Fund. 

Chapter IV. - Travelling Expenses. 

Chapter V. - General Expenses: 

Item 1. Rent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.• Item 2. Miscellaneous supplies. . . . . . . . 

Item 3. Postage, telegraph, telephone, freight. 
Item 4. Lighting and heating. . . . . . . . 

Lire 
35,000 
3,000 

72,000 
373,000 

65,000 
55,000 
70,000 

39,000 

53,000 

87,000 
12,000 
22,000 
20,000 

Chapter VI. - Fixed Allowance for Entertainment!.(car, news-papers, publica
tions, Agenzia Stefani, cinema hall and upkeep of apparatus) . . . . . . 

Chapter VII. - Publications and Encyclopredia. 

Chapter VIJI. -·Unforeseen Expenses 

Chapter IX. - Cost of Office Upkeep and Improvements. 

Total 

Lire 
600,000 
300,000 

90,000 
30,000 
25,000 
15,000 
36,000 

3,500 
500 

1,100,000 

Lire 

38,000 
20,000 

727,000 
10,000 

141,000 

90,000 

50,000 

10,000 

14,000 

1,100,000 



[Communicated to the Assembly, 
the Council and the Members of 

the League.] 
Official No.: ·A. 12. 1934. 

, 
Geneva, August 20th, 1934. 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

NANSEN INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR REFUGEES 
(Under the Authority of the League of Nations) 

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BODY 
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30TH, 1934. 

CHAPTER I. -· INTRODUCTION . 

. , (a) AssEMBLY RESOLUTIONS. 

The fourteenth session of the Assembly considered the annual report on the work of the 
Office submitted by the Governing Body and adopted the following resolutions thereon : 

" The Assenibly, 
:• Having considered the .report of the Governing Body of the Nansen International 

Office for Refugees on the important assistance given during the past year to thousands 
of Russian, Armenian, Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean and Turkish refugees : 
. , '\Thanks the organs of the Office for the humanitarian and economic services they 

,have rendered, and for the important contribution they have thus made to political and 
social stability ; . · 
, " Requests the Nansen International Office to continue its study of the question of 
the possibility of the transfer to Erivan of Armenian refugees; • 

. " Notes with satisfaction the steps taken by the Office, in close co-operation with the 
Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission for Refugees, to prepare a draft Convention 
for ensuring the protection of refugees ; 

. " Urges the .. Inter-Governmental Conference which has been summoned. for the 
purpose of examining that draft Convention to give the most sympathetic consideration 
to the recommendations contained therein ; 

" In view of the growing difficulty of settling certain classes of refugees in Europe : 
, " Invites immigration countries which are desirous of developing their territories to 
co-operate with the Office in settling refugees suitable for those territories ; 
, , " Recognising the dangers to which expelled refugees are exposed, and the difficulties 
caused to, the countries to which they proceed : . 

. " Repeats its earnest appeal to Governments not to expel refugees before they have 
obtained formal permission to enter an adjacent country; . 
· " Invites. the Council to take the necessary action to give effect to this resolution ; 

" And confirms its approval of the figure of 300,000 francs for the year 1934 contained 
in the liquidation plan adopted by the Assembly at its twelfth ordinary session. " 

(b) MODIFICATION OF THE COMPOSITION OF THE GOVERNING BoDY AND OF THE OTHER 
ORGANS OF THE OFFICE. 

Since the presentation of the report to the fourteenth session of the Assembly, the 
Governing Body has held its statutory meetings in October 1933 and April 1934, and the 
Managing Committee and Finance Commission have held fifteen sessions as a joint commission. 

The mandates conferred on His Excellency Senator CIRAOLO (International Relief Union), 
and Mr. SWIFT (League of Red Cross Societies) as members of the Governing Body, and of 
Senator FRAN«,<OIS (International Relief Union) and Mlle. FERRIERE (International Red Cross 
Committee), their respective substitutes, terminated on March lOth, 1934, and were renewed 
unanimously for a further period of three years by the Governing Body. 
· The retiring members of the Managing Committee, M. DE NAVAILLES and His Excellency 

M. C. GouLKEVITCH, and the substitute members, His Excellency M. R. RAPHAEL and 
M. PACHALIAN, were also re-elected unanimously for a periodofthreeyears, as were His Excellency 
M. C. ANTONIADE and His Excellency M. R. RAPHAEL, the retiring members of the Finance 
Commission. . 

S.d. N.l.l35 (F.) 980 (A.) 9J34. Imp. Granchamp, Annemasse. 

Series of League of Nations PubUcatlons 

XII.B. INTERNATIONAL BU·REAUX 
1934. XII.B. 2. 
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{c) INTER-GOVERNMENTAL ADVISORY COMMISSION FOR REFUGEES. 

This Commission held its sixth session at Geneva on December 14th, 1933, under the 
Presidency of M. de Na'vaiiles (France). 

"d t f th C · "on for a fuither period of three M. DE NAVAILLES was re-elected Pres1 en o e ommisSI . B d f th Ofli 
years, and ipso facio for the same period as a member of the Governmg o Y 0 e ~e. 

His Excellency M. ANTONIADE {Roumania), His Excellency M. FoTITCH (Yugosla~a). 
and His Excellency M. R. RAPHAEL {Greece), were also re-elected ;members of the G(~v~rm~g) 
Body for a similar period. His Excellency M. FELDMANS (LatVIa), M. MIKOFF . u gana 
and Mr. PATTESON (United Kingdom) were re-elected substitute members for. a like term, 
whilst M. RoMANELLI {Italy) was elected a substitute '?ember of the Governmg Body for 
three years in place of Dr. Krauel (Germany), who had resigned. 

Having heard the report by the President on the work of the lnter-G_overnm~ntal 
Conference of October 26th to 28th, 1933, and on the Convention relating t<! the mterna_ti<!nal 
status of refugees adopted by that Conferen~e, the I_nte~-Governmental AdVI_sory CommiSSion, 
recognising the great importance of a rapid apphcatwn of that Conven~wn, both for the 
refugees and for the States offering them hospitality, reques~ed the Co';!nCil of the League of 
Nations to draw the attention of the countries concerned to this Convention and to recommend 
them to sign and ratify it as soon as possible. . 

Recalling the decision adopted by the Council of th~ League of Nations on June 7th, 
1928, inviting Governments to extend to certain categones of refugees the benefits C!f ~he 
Arrangements of July 5th, 1922, May 31st, 1924, and May 12th, 192?, the Comm1ss~on 
recommended to the Council of the League the reconsideration of the question of the extenswn 
of the said Arrangements, together with the Arrangement of June 28th to 30th, 1928, to the 
categories of refugees with which the Inter-Governmental Conference of June 28th to 30th, 
1928, was unable to deal in the absence of the requisite material. · . . 

On the basis of Article 1 of the Convention of October 28th, 1933, relatmg to the mter
national status .of refugees, the text of which-is as follows : 

" The present Convention is applicable to Russian, Armenian and assimilated 
refugees, as defined by the Arrangements of May 12th, 1926, and June 30th, 1928, 
subject to such modifications or amplifications as each contracting party may introduce 
in this definition at the moment of signature or accession ", 

the Commission recommended the States concerned to extend forthwith in practice the benefit 
of the Arrangements in question to the refugees referred to above - in particular, by the 
co-operation of the administrative authorities with the Nansen International Office. 

The Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission furthermore recalled the resolutions 
adopted by the thirteenth and fourteenth Assemblies of the League, together with its own 
recommendations - in particular, at its fifth session - with regard to the expulsion and 
refusal of entry of refugees, and again urged that expulsions or refusals of entry should at any 
rate not be put into force until such time as the refugees had obtained the requisite permission 
and visas to enter another country. The Commission questioned whether the application 
of penalties to a refugee who was unable to comply with an order of expulsion, in the absence 
of the requisite permission and visas to enter another country, was compatible with the 
general principles of criminal law. · 

The Council had this report under consideration at its seventy-ninth session on May 14th, 
1934, and urged the States convened to sign.and ratify that Convention as soon as possible. 

With reference to the question of extending de facto and de jure the Arrangements of 
July 5th, 1922, May_ 31st, 1924, May 12th, 1926, and June 30th, 1928, to other categories of 
refugees, the Council came to the conclusion that present circumstances did not seem to be 
sue~ as to commend that course, but pointed out that each Government was at liberty to 
decide what treatment should be applied to refugees established in its territory. 

(d) ADVISORY CoMMITTEE OF PRIVATE ORGANISATIONS FOR REFUGEES. 

The Committee held its annual meeting on December 13th 1933. 
1!1 c~nnection with .the consi~erati.on ~f further application's for membership from refugee 

orgamsatw~s, the question w~s raised, m v1ew of the changed circumstances since its creation 
of the fu~ctwns of the Committee,_ as well as that of the methods of nominating its members: 
It was .PC!mted out that the Committee w~s created b~ Dr. Nansen_, on his nomination as High 
Commissioner for Refugees, to afford him mfo~mat10n and advice concerning the Russian 
refug~e problem, and to collect funds to enable him to find a solution of that/.roblem. Since 
that time, the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission had been formed an on the creation 
of the Office, the Go:ver~ing Body came into being, on both of which organ's are' representatives 
~l ~he refugee orgamsatwns. It was agreed, therefore, to invite the President of the Governing 

o Y to ~onsult _a Su~-Committee of the Advisory Committee on the question of the tasks 
and functiOns which still remained for the Committee to perform and eventually on the method 
to be adopted for the recruitment of its members. 

G 
Th~ recommendations of that Sub-Committee will, in due course be considered by the 

overnmg Body of the Office. ' 
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· At ~he request of the Committee of Zemstvos and Russian Towns, the Committee directed 
the ~articular attention of the Office to the tragic situation of refugee children coming from 
Russm. The Office was also urged to consider the necessity of organising credit operations 
for refugees in their countries of residence. · 

(e) PRESENT ORGANISATION OF THE OFFICE. 

· f~e present organisation of the Governing Body, Managing Committee and Finance 
Comrmssion of the Office, of the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission for Refugees and 
of the Secretariat and representations of the Office forms Appendix I to this report. . 

(/) COMMUNICATION TO THE LEAGUE OF THE OFFICE AcCOUNTS FOR 1933 AND OF THE BuDGET 
FOR 1935. 

The accounts for the year 1933 of the various Office funds were approved by the Governing . 
Body at its ninth session on April 25th, 1934, and transmitted to the League in conformity 
with the Office Statutes .. Those accounts showed that, during the year 1933, the Office 
administered funds amounting in all to approximately 929,500 Swiss francs. 

During the same session, the Governing Body approved the Office budget for the year 
1935, which was also communicated for the information of the League. The. budget, from 
League and other sources, amounted to 297,001 Swiss francs, compared with 322,001 Swiss 
francs in 1934 and 371,319.90 Swiss francs in 1933. 

The sum inserted in the budget for 1935, as theLeague contribution, was that appearing 
in the Office liquidation plan approved by the twelfth Assembly- i.e., 280,000 Swiss francs. 

CHAPTER II. - ACTION ON THE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE ASSEMBLY 
AT ITS FOURTEENTH SESSION. 

(a} REFUGEE CONVENTION. 

In pursuance of the decision of the Council on May 22nd, 1933, an Inter-Governmental 
Conference was convened in Geneva on October 26th, 1933, by the Presidents of the Inter
Governmental Advisory Commission and of the Governing Body, to consider the draft of a 
Convention relating to the international status of refugees. · 

The Conference was attended by the representatives.of the Governments of the following 
fifteen countries : Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, China, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, 
France, Greece, Latvia, Poland, Roumania, Switzerland and Yugoslavia. 

The principal provisions of the Convention adopted by the Conference, which is applicable 
to the Russian, Armenian, Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean, Turkish and assimilated refugees, 
defined by the Arrangements of May 12th, 1926, and June 30th, 1928, are as follows : To 
supplement and consolidate the work done by the League on behalf of the refugees, and 
particularly the Inter-Governmental Arrangements of July 5th, 1922, May 31st, 1924, May 
12th, 1926, and June 30th, 1928; to establish conditions which would enable the decisions 
already taken by the various States, with that object, to be fully effective; that the refugees 
should be ensured the enjoyment of civil rights, free and ready access to the courts, security 
and stability as regards establishment and work, facilities in the exercise of professions, of 
industry and of commerce, and in regard to the movement of persons, admission to schools 
and universities. That Convention has been signed, with certain reservations, by the 
representatives of the Governments of Belgium, Bulgaria, Egypt, France and Norway. 

The text of the Convention was communicated to the Council and Members of the League 
on December 4th, 1933, and, at its seventy-eighth session on January 15th, 1934, the Council 
decided to communicate the Convention, for their signature or accession, to the following 
States non-members of the League : Brazil, Free City of Danzig, Liechtenstein, Monaco and 
the United States of America. Furthermore, at its seventy-ninth session on May 14th, 1934, 
.the Council, at the request of the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission for Refugees, 
made a recommendation to all States to adhere to the Convention. 

So far, no Government has ratified the Convention . 

. (b) TRANSFER OF ARMENIAN REFUGEES TO THE ARMENIAN (ERIVAN) REPUBLIC. 

In conformity with the resolution of the fourteenth session of the Assembly, the Office 
has continued the study of the possibility of developing the movement of Armenian refugees, 
particularly from Greece, to Erivan. Some 8,500 Armenian refugees were transferred from 
Bulgaria, France and Greece to Erivan during the last three years, most of whom came from 
Greece, and the Office was gratified to learn that their departure has very much facilitated 
the existence of their compatriots remaining in Greece. The Armenian Government was 
understood to be willing t~ receive further considerable numbers of Armenian refugees if a 
loan could be arranged for their settlement expenses. The Office has maintained close contact 
with the interested organisations, which are studying a questionnaire on the subject, prepared 
by the Office with the object of obtaining information on certain points which would enable 
it to form an opinion of the feasibility of the contemplated movement. 
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(c) OVERSEAS SETTLEMENT. 

In pursuance of the invitation issued by the fourteenth Assembly .to immigrati~n 
countries which are desirous of developing their territories, to co-operate w1th the Offi~~ 1j} 
the settlement of refugees suitable for those territories,. the _Office end~avourh t~ ~eep 1 t' e 
informed of the settlement possibilities in various immigratiOn ~ountnes. T e. m orma IOn 
thus collected may be of service, not only to refugees, but to natwnals of C?unt~es who ~ay 
desire to emigrate. An example of the service the Office is able to render 1_n t~1s connection 
is reported in Chapter IV (b), where an account is given of the co-operatiOl:llt was able .to 
afford to the League in connection with the search for a hom~ for the Assyri~ns w~o desire 
to leave Iraq. Enquiries are being prosecuted by the Office m those countries which may 
conceivably offer opportunities for refugee settlement. . . . 

In response to requests made by certain Governments,_ the Office IS exammmg 
the possibility of settling overseas some groups of Russ1an refugees who cannot 
be absorbed into the economic lives of those countries. 

(d) EXPULSION OF REFUGEES. 

The fourteenth session of the Assembly, after having tak~n cognis~nce of ~he seri?us 
situation and problem in many countries arising from the growmg pract!ce of ne1ghbounng 
countries to expel refugees, often for minor offences, or for reasons wh1ch are beyonQ. the 
refugee's control, repeated its earnest appeal to Governments not to expel refugees before 
they have obtained formal permission to enter an adjacent country. 

Since the adoption of that resolution, the problem of the expelled refugee has become 
even more acute in some countries and has become one of the major daily preoccupations of 
the Office. A glance at Table A in Chapter III will give some idea of the exceed_ingly heavy 
claims on the attention of the representatives of the Office exacted by this particular phase 
of the refugee problem. The desperate situation of some of these refugees, and the sacrifices 
they are prepared to make to remedy it, may be gauged from the fact that many of them 
have travelled hundreds of kilometres on foot to Geneva in the hope that the Office might be 
able to extricate them from their distressing dilemmas. The tragedy of this state of affairs 
for the refugees concerned is only too evident. It is not, however, without important 
repercussions in Switzerland, which, owing to the presence of the League at Geneva, is faced 
with the necessity of shouldering a difficult and costly refugee burden which would otherwise 
be almost non-existent for her. 

The Advisory Committee of Private Organisations, the Inter-Governmental Advisory 
Commission and the Governing Body have each in turn during the last year devoted conside
rable attention to this question, and the two last-mentioned organs finally urged the Inter
Governmental Conference on the International Status of Refugees to include a clause in its 
Convention which, if adopted, would regularise what may well be termed" the expelled refugees 
traffic". It is imperative, however, that, until the Convention obtains wide ratification. 
concerted measures should be taken by interested Governments to remedy a situation which 
is fraught with very grave possibilities. 

The Governing Body therefore invites the Assembly once more to urge Governments 
to agree that, in the interest of the refugees as well as in that of loyalty to other Members 
of the League, they will refrain from expelling a refugee until he has obtained formal permission 
to enter another territory. · · 

CHAPTER III. - GENERAL ACTIVITIES OF THE OFFICE. 

(a) EXISTING STATE OF THE REFUGEE PROBLEMS. 

As ~n pa~t years, it has been impossible to obtain official statistics from many countries 
concernmg e1ther the number of r~fugees in their territories, the number of refugees 
unemployed though capable of workmg, or ~egarding the number of infirm, aged or child 
refugees unable to work. From reports received from the representatives of the Office and 
from refugee org.anisations, however, it is unhappily only too clear that the numbers in each 
of th?se categones have bee~ on the up-grade d~ring the past year. The total number of 
Russia~ refuge~s ha~ been mcreased by the arnval of new refugees in various countries 
b~rdermg Rus~1a,. whilst the i.ncrease of. the unemployed ~as been due to that reason, coupled 
":Ith the contmumg economic depression and the growmg tendency in some countries to 
discharge refugees ~rst when staffs have to be reduced, or when legislation against the 
employ!llen~ of foreign workers has to be observed. 

It IS estimated that there are about one million refugees of whom over 800 000 are R s · 
170,000 Armenian, and 14,000 are Assyrian, Assyro-Chald~an and TurkS. Practically~~~~ 
one of those refugees represents a problem of so~e kind for the Office, as a perusal of the 
part of the ~eport devoted to the ~efugee Convention (Chapter II (a)) will show. Some idea 
?f.the !flagmtude of t~e acute portwn of the refugee problem may, however, be gauged when 
!~Is p~ntb1 out that, m some countries, as many as 50 per cent of the refugees are unemployed 
t oug a e to work, and that at least 25 per cent are aged, infirm or child refugees unabl~ 
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l? work. Unfortunately, o·wing to the natural course of events, the numbers of the aged and 
Sick are steadily on the increase, and, if funds can be obtained, the Office should consider the 
possibility of the endowment of institutions for the care of these deserving cases. 

. Shanghai affords the only exception to the general increase of unemployment amon~ the 
refugees, and that has only been achieved by the unfortunate necessity imposea by 
circumstances on the refugees of undercutting European salaries and wages. It is also a 
melancholy reflection that, because the Russian refugee women in China are, for various 
reasons, unable to follow the example of their males in the economic market, they are forced 
into the White Slave Traffic in the manner described in the extract from a report from the 
representative of the Office in China (Appendix ll). He adds that, for those reasons, a 
solution of the problem of over 130,000 Russian refugees in China cannot be sought by assimila
tion in that country, but must be looked for overseas. 

This, in common with the majority of the refugee problems, raises the question of funds. 
Unfortunately, contributions by both Governments and private organisations show a marked 
falling off during the past few years, whilst the Office funds have been seriously depleted by 
the heavy grants to refugee organisations, which otherwise would have been compelled to 
discontinue their activities. · 

Various means have been explored of increasing the slender revenue of the Office derived 
from the Nansen stamp, and it is still hoped that some scheme may yet be devised which will 
enable the Office to liquidate the refugee work to the credit of the League and itself. 

(b) SETTLEMENT AND RELIEF OF THE REFUGEES. 

Notwithstanding the exiguous funds at its disposal, the Office has, by means of co-operation 
with all interested agencies and by careful administration, succeeded in bringing e!Tectivo 
assistance during the past year to a very considerable number of refugees. Reference to the 
following Table A will show that the Office has given assistance of various kinds to no fewer 
than 91,125 refugees. Certain figures in that table merit special attention. Over 7,000 
refugees were. settled in emplo~ent; 2,833 w~re. either :placed or maintained in e!Dploy
ment by securmg for them exemptiOns from restnctwns a~amst the employment of fore1gners ; 
782 refugees were placed in small trades, of which particulars appear in Table C ; no fewer 
than 2,000 interventions were made in favour of refugees threatened with expulsion ; and 
various forms of relief were afforded to nearly 17,000 refugees by means of grants to refugee 
organisations (Table B). 



I. 

II. 

III. 

Table A. 
INTERVENTIONS ON BEIIALF OF REFUGEES MADE BY TilE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE OFFICE DIJRING THE YEAR ENDING ~lAY 31ST, 1934. 

Activities 

Issuu and renewals of Nansen Passports (Appli
cations to local authorities for the issue of 
Identity Certificates) : 

Russians . . 
Armenians ..•..... · ... 
Assyrians,_ Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

Issuu of visas: 
(a) Entry visas : 

Russians • 
Armenians ........... . 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

(b) Transit visas : 
Russians . • 
Armenians ........... . 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

(c) Return visas : 
Russians 
Armenians 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

Eslablishment of documents referred to in Article 1 
of the Arrangement of June 30th, 1928, or of 
similar documents: 
(a) Ce~tifying the identity and the position of 

the refugees (apart from the inter
ventions mentioned in I above) : 
Russians 
Armenians ............ . 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

(b) Certifying their family position and civil 
status in so far as those are based on 
documents issued or action taken in the 

,country of origin of the refugees : 
Russians 
Armenians ........... . 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

(c) Testifying to the regularity, validity and 
conformitrwith the prevwus law of their 
country o origin of documents issued in 
such countries : 
Russians • 
Armenians ........... . 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 
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59 
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41 
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125 
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23 

I3 
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I9 

23 
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48 
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31 
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34 
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I 
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24 

": 1· 10,412 

1,056 

1,196 
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1,980 

1,084 
' 
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(d) Certifying the signature of refugees and 
cop1es and translations of documents 
drawn up in their own language : 
Russians . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 
Armenians ........... . 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

(e) Testifying before the authorities of the 
country to the good character and con
duct of the individual refugee, to his r.re
vious record, to his professional qualities 
and to his university and academic 
standing: 
Russians . • 
Armenians ........... . 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

{/) Recommending the individual refugee to 
· the coml;letent authorities, particularly 

with a v1ew to his obtaining visas, per
mits to reside, and admission to schools, 
libraries, etc. (apart from recommend
ations under I and II) : 
Russians • 
Armenians ........••.. 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

IV. Ol/1er inlervenlion"s: 

1. Legal assistance : 
Russians , . 
Armenians .........•.. 
Assyria1,1s, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

2. Exemptions from restrictions applied to 
forel~n labour : 
Russmns . . . . • . . . • . . . . 
Armenians .......•.... 
Assyrians; Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

3. Expuls!ons : 
Russmns . • • • . 
Armenians . . 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

4. Taxation : 
Russians . . . . • . 
Armenians ........... . 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

6. General certificates of indigence (apart 
from documents in Section V, I) : 
Russians • • . . . . . . · 
Armenians • . . . . . . . . . . . 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

32 

1 

4 

34 
1 

67 
4 

84 
13 

36 

62 

61 
1 

160 
34 

927 
46 

2 

148 

144 

23 
384 

108 

60 

67 

9 
6 
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79 
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34 

10 

181 

96 
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91 

24 
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23 
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65 

6 
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36 
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18 

1,081 

56 844 

478 26 10 1a9~ I I 3,238 
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18 1 2,471 

637 2,833 

62 2,147 

14 3 599 

445 806 



Table A (continued). 
INTERVENTIONS ON BEIIALF OF REFUGEES MADE BY TilE REPRESENTATIVES OF TilE OFFICE DURING TilE YEAR ENDING MAY 31ST, 1934 . 

Activities 

V. Issue of Nansen Stamps: 

VI. 

VII. 

I. Issue of Nansen Stamps : 
Russians . 
Armenians . . . . . . . . . .. 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

2. Issue of certificates of exemption from the 
Nansen Stamp : 
Russians . . . . 
Armenians . . : . . . . . . . . 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

Other Activities: 
[I.e., applications to private and national 
organisations for relief in cases of un
employment, indigency, sickness, old 
age, etc.; investigations, consultations, 
translations of documents, etc. ; letters 
to debtors, guarantors and employers for 
the recuperation of advances; sundry 
recommendations (apart from settle
ment of refugees)] : 
Russians . 
Armenians . . . . . . . . . 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

Setllements, Placings and Evacuations (apart from 
placings in Table C) : 

1. Russians 
Armenians . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks . 

2. Settlements in trades by means of small 
advances (see Table C) : 
Russians 
Armenians 
Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Turks 

3. Advances to refugees to enable them to 
obtain employment : 
Russians, Armenians, Assyrians, Assyro
Chaldeans and Turks. . . . • 

VIII. Relief and assistance in various forms: 

Totals by countries . 
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Table B. 

ADVANCES GRANTED TO ORGANISATIONS FOR GENERAL REFUGEE RELIEF FROM llfAY laTH, 1933, 
TO JUNE 1ST, 1934. 

Organisations 

Foyer pour garcons russes, Verrieres . . . 
Federation des Associations des travailleurs 

chretiens russes, Rives . . . 

Comites des Zemstvos et Villes russes : 

Foyers d'enfants a Montmorency. 
Various institutions . . . . . . . . . 

School al N arva. • . 

Asile des Rt\fugies russes, Meshed (Persia) 

Comite central de patrona~e de LaJeunesse 
universitaire russe, Paris . . . . . . 

Union centrale des invalides de guerre 
russes, Wilno . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Societe de Secours aux rerugies russes en 
Pologne . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 

Union des Invalides mutiles de guerre 
russes, Athenes . . . . . . . . 

Association des anciens Militaires russes 
en Bulgarie . . . . . . . 

Conservatoire russe, Paris . . 
Croix-Rouge russe (a.o), Paris 

( 12,000 French francs) . . • 
Croix-Rouge russe (a.o), Paris. 

Conseil principal de la · Federation des 
Unions des Travailleurs chretiens russes 
en Yougoslavie - Section de Topchilder 

Union des Travailleurs russes, Panchevo 
Comite d'assistance des Moldaves trans-

dniestriens, Bucarest . 
"L'Aiguille", Paris (3,000 French francs). 

Comite social russe, Warsaw . 

Federation des Invalides mutiles russes 
Federation des Travailleurs chretiensrusses 

en Yougoslavie . . . . . . . . . . . 
Federation des Travailleurs chretiens russes 

en B ulgarie . . . . . . . . . . . 
Association de l' Art russe en France 
Comite ukrainien en Roumanie 
M. Toukhtiaew, Paris( 12,325French francs) 

Croix-Rouge tcht\coslovaque (50,000 Cze-
chozlovak crowns). . . . . . . . . . 

Fonds d'hospitalisation des emigres russes 
en Grece ............. . 

Societe des Gens de lettres armeniens, 
Paris (5,000 French francs) . . . . . 

Colonie de vacances des enfants des refugies 
russes en Allemagne . . . 

Union des Invalides russes, Salonica . . 
Comite des emigres russes en Lithuania . 
Union des Invalides russes en Allemagne 

Orphelinat de Saint-Gratien . . 

Orphelinat Foch, Aleppo . . . . . . . 
Retugies russes necessiteux, Vienna . . 
Bureau de Bienfaisance, Geneva 

Union generate armenienne de Bienfai-
sance, Paris . . . . . . . . . 

Union generate armenienne de Bienfai-
sance, Paris . . . . . . . . . 

Union des Cosaques en Grece . . 
Peres Jesuites a Kirik-Khan (3,000 French 

francs) . . . . . . . . 

Amount 
Swiss 
francs 

2,000.-

2,000.-

1,000.-
8,000.-

6,079.95 

200.-

6,500.-

580.-

1,800.-

1,500.-

1,200.-
2,000.-

2,424.-
6,000.-

- Object 

Towards the upkeep of the school . . . . 
To start a co-operation society on behalf 

or twenty-two associations or the Fede
ration. 

Towards tho upkeep of the borne . 
Assistance to Russian children in various 

countries . . . . . . . , , . . . . . 
Upkeep and to pay otT balance owing on the 

schoolhouse. 
To supply food to refugees passing through 

Meshed. 
For assistance to Russian students. 

Towards upkeep or a home . 

For the Stralkowo camps and the homo at 
Lochowska .......... . 

Assistance to members of the union. 

Cost or a bed in a hospital at Sofia. 

To carry on its work. 
For the dispensary in Paris. 

Towards the upkeep of its various insti
tutions. 

For purchase of materials to carry out 
Public Works • 

900.- . 
900.- To build a pavilion for the members. 

To settle ftrty-one families In Bessarubia 
10,000.-

609.-

350.-

6,000.-

5,000.-

1,000.-
4,000.-
1,500.-
2,500.-

Purchase of three sewing machines ( 400 
assisted) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Canteen distributing 120 to 130 meals per 
day ............... . 

Assistance to sick and unemployed refugees 
To create various enterprises 

For the creation of a co-operative society. 

For assistance in various forms . 
For the development of a farm . . . . . 
To open a restaurant to serve 100 cheap 

meals a day to Russian refugees. 
Towards the construction or a home for 

7,700.- aged refugees. 
Towards the upkeep of a clinic 

1,500.-

1,010.50 

250.-
200.-

1,350.-
5,500.-

1,500.-

5,000.-
200.-
300.-

8,000.-

2,000.-
7,000.-

609.-

For assistance to members of the society. 

Contribution towards upkeep 

For refugees incapable of working. 
For assistance to consumptive refugees . 
For care and assistance of total invalids at 

Tegel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
To permit the orphanage to receive other 

orphans. 
Contribution towards upkeep 
For Christmas relief 1933. 
For food and assistance to refugees passing 

through Geneva. 
For assistance to refugees and refugees' chil

dren in Syria, Greece and Bulgaria . . 
For assistance to Armenian refugees in 

Salonica. 
To purchase a farm for the union . . . . 
To furnish quinine, etc., to Sough-Sou 

village . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Total . . . . . . . . . 116,162.45 

Number 
of refugees 
benefiting 
directlv or 
indirectly 

40 

1,650 

10 

110 

150 

200 

400 

120 
!1,000 

687 

500 
14 

694 

65 

57 

14 

12 

25 

1,102 

100 

2,000 

16,975 
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Table c. 

M 31 T 1934 IN THEIR COUNTRIES OF RESIDENCE, 
REFUGEES SETTLED BETWEEN JULY 1sT, 1933, AND AY S • t 

BY MEANS OF SMALL LOANS TO ENABLE THEM TO BECOME SELF-SUPPORTING, 

Selllement in Enterprises, 
Shops, Trades, etc. 

Advertising agency . 
Art gallery. . . . . . . 
Artificial flower factory. . 
Automobiles : 

Driving lessons. 
Purchase of motor-cars 
Motor repairs. . 
Spare parts. . . . 
Taxi concessions . 

Bars, canteens, cafes, 
restaurants. 

Beach concession . 
Beauty parlour .. 
Blacksmiths 
Bookbinding . . . . . . 
Bootmaking and cobbling 
Bric-a-brac . 
Building materials, pur-

chase of . 
Butchers. 
Canning plant 
Carpet repairs 
Carpenters . 
Coal. 
Concert tourney 
Dairies. . . . 
Dentists . 
Doll factory . 
Dressmaking . 
Electricity . 
Embroidery 
English lessons . 
Farming ... 

.. 

General workshop 
Groceries. 
Haberdashery shops. 
Hairdressers . . . . 
Hawkers and pedlars . 
House decoration. 
Insurance agen.cy. 
Knee-pads, factory .of. 
Laundries . . . . 
Libraries, etc. 
Lingerie . . . .. 
Manicure parlour . 
1\laps . . . 
~larket gardens .. 

Number 
or 

eases 

1 
1 
1 

1 
9 
2 

20 
2 

12 
1 
1 
1 
3 
9 
3 

1 
5 
1 
1 
6 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
7 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
7 

21 
2 
1 
1 
5 
1 
9 
1 
1 
2 

Number 
of refugees 

helped 

7 
2 
2 

2 
38 

4 
34 
5 

31 
10 
3 
2 

12 
20 
7 

3 
11 
3 
2 

13 
2 
2 
4 
3 
3 

23 
7 
9 
2 

103 
3 
7 
6 

13 
34 
3 
2 
6 

13 
3 

17 
2 
2 
4 

Number 
of 

cases 

Massage, course in cos-
metology and 2 

Modistes 2 
Newspaper, to publish a 1 
Old paper and rags. . . 2 
Photographic apparatus, 

repairs . . . . . 1 
Photographic studio 1 
Poultry farms . . . . 3 
Publication of books 2 
Rabbit farm . . 5 
Refreshment kiosks . 2 
Rulers, factory . 1 
Sporting goods . 1 
Tailors. . . . . 4 
Tanneries . . 2 
Technical drawing bureau 1 
Theatrical tourney. . . 1 
Thermometrical appara-

tus · . . 1 
Timber . 1 
Tobacco kiosks and shops 5 
Toy factory . . . 1 
Weaving factory . 1 

Various. 

Small clinic . 1 
Purchases of instruments, 

tools, etc. : 
Artists and painters. 8 
Dictionaries . . . . 1 
Drawing instruments 1 
Leather for boots. . 1 
Musical instruments. 2 
Press for tin work. . 1 
Topographical instru-

ments . 2 
Sewing-machines . 10 
Surgical instruments 5 
Tools, various 9 
Typewriters . . . . 2 
Working clothes . . 2 

Travelling expenses and 
transfers from one 
country to another. 49 

Total . . . . 296 

Number 
of refugees 
· helped 

5 
5 
3 
5 

2 
1 
9 
5 

13 
7 
3 
6 
9 
5 
1 

21 

3 
3 
8 
3 
3 

3 

15 
4 
2 
5 
5 
2 

5 
18 
11 
19 
5 
2 

82 

782 
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CHAPTER IV.- SPECIAL ACTIVITIES OF THE OFFICE. 

(a) SETTLEMENT OF THE ARMENIAN REFUGEES IN SYRIA. 

( 1) General. 
During the past year, the construction of urban quarters for the Armenian refugees 

still _in the refugee camps has been prosecuted as much as the funds made available by 
reimbursements would permit. Furthermore, many buildings in the old quarters have been 
extended and improved for the admission of additional refugees from the camps. Imfortant 
public works have also been effected in the urban districts, notably three kilometres o roads, 
with electric lighting, have been constructed at Beirut, and the whole quarter of Achrafie 
has been provided with a water supply. At Aleppo, the whole quarter has been provided 
with electricity, and five kilometres of drainage have been constructed by the refugees. 

After two years of bad harvests, good reports were furnished by the agricultural colonies 
for the year 1933, and ample crops were obtained for food, seeds and fodder. Considerable 

. progress was also made with the general improvements of the colonies. 
The following figures indicate the situation of the principal urban settlements and their 

development during the year 1933 : 

Houses constructed. 
Population .. 

Houses constructed.· . 
Population. . . 

Beiru!. 

. . . 

Aleppo. 

1932 

1,413 
8,698 

1,200 
9,417 

1933 Increase 

1,731 318 
10,512 1,814 

1,264 64 
12,118 . 2,701 

General Summary of Settlements effected. 

Number of persons established on December 31st, 1933 : 

Urban: 
Beirut . . . 
Aleppo ... 
Damascus .. 
Alexandretta 
Kirik-Khan . 
Rihanie. . . 

Agricultural : 
Sooug-Sou . 
N or-Zeitoun. 
Pre-Militaire. 
Kirik-Khan. 
Massayef. 

· Bey-Seki . . 
Banias ... 

Total. 

. .-

. . 

10,512 
12,118 

737 
211 
318 
240 

206 
95 

634 
175 
181 
36 

109 

24,136 

1,436. 

25,572 

Between December 31st, 1933, and June 30th, 1934, 150 refugees were settled in the 
agricultural colony of Rihanie, and 695 in the urban quarters, bringing the total population 
settled to the figure of 26,417. 

The representative of the Office in Syria reports, however, that the material situation of 
the Armenian refugees in Beirut since the beginning of the year has become more difficult, 
owing to the particularly bad winter and to the increase of unemployment. Many refugees 
who had worked in public services and large enterprises for years were discharged and those 
who were retained have seen their salaries reduced by. as much as 50 per cent. 

Some two or three years ago it was hoped that a large proportion of the 20,000 Armenian 
refugees who could not easily be assimilated by Beirut would become absorbed by the country 
districts. Unfortunately, the crisis is, if anything, more pronounced in the country districts 
than in Beirut, and many of those who sought settlement in the country have been compelled 
to return to Beirut. Thanks, however, to the innate qualities of endurance, energy and. 
thrift of the Armenians, cases of acute Inisery are happily rare. 

The large camp of refugee huts has now disappeared entirely, and all the refugees, with 
the exception of about SOU fainilies, have been settled in new quarters. In 1931, it was 
expected that the normal reimbursements of advances would provide funds which would 
enable all those refugees to be settled by the end of 1933. Unfortunately, the fall in prices 
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and the marked increase of unemployment during the last two :years have prevented the full 
execution of that programme. It should, however, be emp~as1sed .that the non-observ!lnce 
of their reimbursement engagements is not due to any bad faith 01!- the part of the Armemans, 
but entirely to reasons over which they have no control. The re1mbu~ements by the urban 
dwellers amount approximately to 25 per cent. of the sums due accordmg to the agreements 
signed by them. . . . 

The situation of the Armenians in the regions of Aleppo and Damascus and m the SanJak 
of Alexandretta is much better, owing to the almost entire absenc~ of unemployment among 
the Armenians of those regions. Unfortun.ately, wages and p"!ces !ire .so !ow ~hat. the 
Armenians there also find themselves unable to observe more than;partiallyltheir obligatiOns. 
The reimbursem~nts ~ffected by the agricultural settlers are, if anything, even less favourable, 
notwithstanding the satisfactory appearance of the villages and the good harvests of 1 ?33. 
Produce prices once more have militated against the fulfilment of the contracts entered mto 
by the villagers. It is at least satisfactory to note, however, that the agricultural settlers 
have had ample produce for the maintenance of their families, for seeds and for their cattle. 

The winter sowings of cereals in the villages of Haiachene and Abdul-Huyeth were 
destroyed by floods, and were replaced by cotton, which is reported to be doing well and 
affords hopes of good saleable crops. . 

It must be frankly admitted that the present situation of the Armenian refugees in Syria 
presents a very different picture from that which was outlined when the settlement work 
was first embarked on in 1926-27, or even in 1931 at the time of the creation of the Office. 
It is, however, a consolation to know that, with few exceptions, the Armenian refugees in 
Syria have been enabled to make themselves self-supporting. 

(2) Liquidation. 

The Office has devoted considerable attention to the preparation of a plan of liquidation 
of the Armenian refugee settlement work in Syria which would safeguard the interests of the 
refugees as well as those of the contributors to the settlement funds. · 

In June 1931, an agreement was reached between the interested French authorities and 
the Office that, on the termination of the settlement work, an organisation should be created, 
in agreement with the High Commissioner for Syria, which should be charged with the 
recovery of advances made to the refugees and with the transfer to them of the titles of their 
properties. · 

The High Commissioner for Syria and the interested refugee organisations have expressed 
the opinion that only an organ placed under the authority of the Office would be properly 
equipped to execute, in ·a satisfactory manner and at reasonable cost, this complicated and 
responsible task. Alternative arrangements were certainly examined, such as the nomination 
of a bank or even the creation of an independent organisation for the purpose, but had finally 
to be abandoned, seeing that such institutions would possess neither the necessary technical 
knowledge and experience nor the requisite international authority for the intricate work of 
transferring the title deeds to the refugees or for advice concerning the ultimate employment 
of reimbursements in the best interests of the refugees . 

. It _was mainly for those reasons that the Governing Body considered it desirable to 
mamtam the representation of the Office in Syria, if possible, until the final liquidation of 
the Office in 1938. 

Provision has been made for the maintenance of the Syrian representation in the Office 
budget for 1935, and a'!- effo_rt will be made ~o make a contribution for the same purpose 
from the ~936 budget, m spite of the reductiOn for that year, as compared with 1935 of 
30,000 SWiss francs, provided for in the Office plan of liquidation approved by the Asserr{bly 
of 1931. The reductions in the Le!lgue contributions for the years 1937 and 1938 contemplated 
by that plan ~re, however, so cons1derab~e that some other means had to be devised to provide 
a budget durmg those years for the mamtenance of the representation iri Syria. 

It seemed reasonable, in these circumstances, and in the interest of all concerned, for the 
Office to make a _levy of 10 pe~ cent,_ as from January 1st, 1935, on all reimbursements obtairied 
from. the Armeman refugees m Syria, and to open an account at Geneva with the funds thus 
obta1':l~d to meet the administrative expenses in Syria when the Office budget is no longer in 
a position to do so. · 

(3) Ullimate Disposal of Reimbursements. 

The.manner in which th~ distribution oft~~ reimbursements made by the refugees will be 
effected Is, of course, determmed by the conditions on which the various loans were made to 
the settlement funds. ~roadly ~peakirig, the contributions fall withiri two cate ories _ 
those. l~aned and thos~ g1yen outnght; and it is under those two headirigs and in t~at ord 
that It Is proposed to hqmdate the fund. ' er, 
D I\Ap~endix VI will be _found stat~ments showing the financial position of this fund on 
. ec~~- er lst, 1933, and m Appendix III the plan for the liquidation of the various 

habihlies. The sums not ear-marked for reimbursement will be t"J" d f · · 
services for the Ar · f · S · u I Ise or varwus soCial 

It "II b menhian re ugees m _yri!l• a~ter consultation with the respective subscribers 
WI e seen t at, under the hqmdatwn plan prior p · · · d f · · 

definite annuities payable to the Syrian Government ~nd the ~VISI~n ~~ rna el or m:etmg 
26,400 French francs and 181,600 French francs in reimburs~~~t of e~~~al e:~ts~~~Jin°i 
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loans of 132,648 French francs and 726,420 French francs respectively. The Governing Body 
no~es with deep gratitude the generous decision of the ·Armenian Benevolent Union to 
adJOU!Jl for one year the payment of its first annuity due in 1934, to enable the sum in 
question to be devoted to the settlement of further refugees still remainin~ in the refugee 
camps. After payment of those annuities, the remainder available for distribution will 
be allotted equally for redemption of the French Government contribution of 3,000,000 
French francs and of contributions from other sources. 

As regards the part of the balance of the reimbursements allotted to contributors other 
than the French Government, it is proposed to afford priority to the repayment of loans made 
by the Near East Relief, :Miss Roberts, the British United Committee and the Friends of 
Armenia, the reimbursement of which were contingent on repayments by refugees proving 
sufficient for the purpose. 

(b) THE PROBLEM OF THE SETTLEMENT OF THE ASSYRIANS OF IRAQ. 

(1) Brazil. 

The close and active co-operation of the Office has been invoked by the Assyrian 
Committee of the Council appointed to consider the question of the settlement outside Iraq 
of the Assyrians who Inight decide they could not settle permanently in Iraq, following the 
conflict between Iraqi and Assyrian forces in the summer of 1933. 

The President of the Governing Body and the Secretary-General of the Office were 
invited to attend the meetings of the Committee when settlement questions were discussed, 
and which adopted the following resolutions concerning the co-operation of the Office in Iraq 
and in the execution of any settlement scheme for the Assyrians on which the Committee 
might decide : 

. " I. The Cominittee takes note of the intention of the Iraqi Government to 
nominate a local co~ttee, consisting of the Land Settlement Expert as President, 
an adininistrative inspector, the Qaimmaquam and the Assyrian village headman 
concerned, to proceed forthwith to reassure the Assyrians by explaining to them the exact 
meaning of the decision of the Council of the League of Nations and that a Committee of 
the Council is actively exainining plans for its execution. 

" As soon as possible after the place of settlement has been definitely ftxed, a 
representative of the Nansen Office for Refugees, aJ?pointed by that Office in agreement 
with the President of the Committee of the CounCil, will froceed to Iraq to collaborate 
with the above-mentioned local Committee in the task o : 

"(a) Ascertaining what persons wish to leave the country; 

"(b) Taking all necessary measures required for their departure, such as 
liquidation of property, participation by intending emigrants in the cost of transport 
and resettlement, conveyance from their homes to the port selected, etc." 

" II. Finally, it decides that, once a destination has been agreed upon for the 
Assyrians who wish to leave Iraq, the task of preparing and executing plans for the 
transfer and settlement of these Assyrians shall be entrusted, under conditions which 
will be defmed later by the Committee, to the Nansen Office, working in close collaboration 
through the League Secretariat with the Council Cominittee." 

In response to the request of the Committee, the Office communicated to it various 
colonisation schemes which it had studied with a view to the settlement of various categories 
of refugees, and which appeared to offer suitable conditions to the Assyrians. From among 
those schemes, the Cominittee considered that referred to in the Governing Body's report to 
the last Assembly (Chapter V(e)) as being the most suitable for the Assyrians. That scheme 
was subinitted to the Office by a company owning three Inillion acres of land in North Parana, 
Brazil, where some four thousand European colonists were already settled and concerning 
which the Office had obtained a very satisfactory report from an independent source. 

After having received from the Brazilian Government an affirmative reply; subject to 
certain reservations, contemplating the reception of all the Assyrians at the rate of 
500 fainilies per .month, the Committee decided, in agreement with the Brazilian 
Government, to send a Inission to Brazil to ensure that the conditions in Parana were such 
that the Assyrians could adapt themselves to them without difficulty. 

Brigadier-General J. G. Browne, who had for years commanded the Assyrian levies in 
Iraq and was well acquainted with their conditions of life, was invited by the Committee to 
undertake that task. The Committee also invited M. Charles Redard, Counsellor of the 
Swiss Legation at Rio de Janeiro for some twenty years, to place his experience of Brazil at 
General Browne's disposal, and, in response to a request addressed to the President of the 
Governing Body for the services of a settlement adviser, Mr. T. F. Johnson, the Secretary-
General of the Office, was noininated for the purpose. . 

The Council approved these arrangements at its meeting on January 19th, and the mission 
sailed for Brazil on January 27th. The mission carried out an exhaustive inspection of the 
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proposed settlement territories between February 12th and ~pril 7th, and reported that, from 
every point of view, the conditions in North Parana were ~atisfac~ory for the settlement ~f the 
Assyrians. Material extracts from the Secretary-Generals teehmcal report form AppendiX _IV 
to this present report, as they may prove of interest to other refugees who _may ~e seekmg 
satisfactory overseas settlement conditions. It is worthy of no.te that the Inclusive cost of 
transport and settlement mentioned in that report works out at httle more than £30 per head. 

The work and report of the mission were approved ~y t?e Commit~ee, and subsequently 
by the Council at its meeting on May 17th; but the puttmg mto ex~cutlon ~f the scheme was 
prevented by a modification of the Brazilian immigration regulatw~s, which has for effect 
the restriction of the number of nationals who may enter the country m any rear to 2 per cent 
of the total number of such nationals who have entered the country durmg the last fifty 
years. 

In view of that decision, the Assyrian Committee, at the request of t~e Council,_ decided to 
consider the question of finding elsewhere a suitable home for the Assyrians, and1 m response 
to its request, the Office will continue to afford its co-opera~ion to t~e Comiil).ttee _for the 
('Xamination of settlement proposals which may be brought to Its attentron. By so domg, t~e 
Office is acting in the spirit of the resolution of the last Assembly, and referred to m 
Chapter 11 (c), which invited immigration countries desirous of developing their territories 
to co-operate with the Office in settling refugees suitable for those territories. 

(2) Syria. 

The Office has also been requested by the Assyrian Committee of the League to co-operate 
in connection with another part of the Assyrian problem. 

It will be remembered that, after the differences which occurred last year between the 
Iraqi Government and some of the Assyrians, some 550 Assyrians took refuge in Syria and were 
allowed by the French High Commissioner to remain pending a solution of the whole Assyrian 
problem. The French Government has now decided that their families, numbering 940 
persons, should be allowed to join them. The French Government requested, however, that 
the admission of their families into Syria, and the funds provided by the Iraqi Government for 
their maintenance, should be controlled by the representative of the Office in Syria. 

This view was endorsed by the Assyrian Committee, and, in response to its request, the 
Office has instructed its representative in Syria to place his services at the disposal of the 
two interested Governments for the accomplishment of the object they have in view. The 
Office has, however, been obliged to emphasise that, whilst always willing and anxious to 
afford its co-operation for the alleviation of the sufferings of refugees, its responsibility in this 
connection is essentially that of financial control. 

(c) TRANSFER OF RUSSIAN REFUGEES FROM HARBIN TO BRAZIL. 

One of the acute problems with which tlle Office was faced at the time of its creation was 
that of _about 1,~00 Catholic, Lutheran, Me~monite and ~fingstbriider refugees who had taken 
refug~ m. Harbm. Thanks to the. finanCI~l co-operation of the Lutheran and Mennonite 
orgamsatiOns, the Office succeeded m securmg the transfer of two convoys consisting each of 
about 300 of the refugees to South .America. There still remained however another 
300 refugees who regarded their sit1:1ation in Harbin as precarious, and who addres~ed urgent 
appeals to the Office to secure their transfer to South America. Owing to the very heavy 
deman~s on the fu~ds of the Office on b~half of destitute :efugees in all parts of the world, it 
was qmte beyond Its resources to furmsh the comparatively heavy sums required for the 
transp_ort to, and sett~em~nt in, South America of those refugees. To encourage, however, 
other mte:ested org~msatwns to ~ s~preme effort, the Office offered to contribute a sum of 
15,000_ Swiss fra':lcs_If those orga_n~sations would provide the remainder. After many months 
of patient negotiatiOn, the requisite sums were finally obtained thanks to the contributions 
made by the following organisations : ' · 

Central Mennonite Committee . . . . . . . . 
Office. c~ntr~~;l d'entr:aide des Eglises. . . . . 
Assocmtwn mternat:wnale protestante de prets 
Deutscher Caritasverband . 
Martin Luther Bund . . . : : : : . · · · · 
Missions Gesellschaft MulheimjRuhr 
League of Nations Union . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Noel Buxton Fund 
Danish Committee for.the N~n~e~ Me~~ri~l F~nd 
Mrs. Margaret B. Savory, England 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Swiss francs 
50,327.60 
2,239.-

20,000.-
21,639.-
16,757.35 
7,603.-
1,487.85 

158.50 
137.-

8.15 

120,357.45 

Tht~ O~ce was th'!s enabled i~ the spring of the present year to have the satisfaction of 
evac'!a mg rom ~arbm ~he _remamder of those refugees and of arrangin their trans ort t 
Brazil, where their orgamsations had made arrangements for their final s~ttlement. p 0 
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CHAPTER V. - OTHER REFUGEE PROBLEMS. 

(a) RussiAN REFUGEE WoMEN IN CHINA. 

For ~any_years_the High Commissioner for Refugees and the Olfice, in turn, have drawn 
the 3;ttenbon m _thetr. annual reports to the Assembly to the very critical situation of the 
Russian ~efuge_es m Chma. They have pointed out that the presence of nearly 120,000 Russian 
refu~ees m Chma, mo~t of whom were either destitute or compelled to live under conditions 
foreign ~o those to whJCh they were accustomed, constituted a most serious political, economic 
and s~etal menace whose effects could by no means be measured in the terms of acute misery 
to whiCh the refugees themselves were subjected. It is because the High Commissioner and 
the _Oifice were ~o cognisant of the seriousness. of this pro~lem ~hat they have devoted 
pa~JCular attentiOn to the pr~blem of the Russtan refugees m Chma and have from their 
extguo1;1s funds made comparatively large grants to enable Russian refugees to leave that part 
of the world. 

It was, therefore,.with particular gratification that the Olfice learned that its anxiety was 
shared, as regards a portion of that problem, by the Advisory Commission for the Protection 
and Welfare of Children and Young People, which, at its session which met from April 7th 
to lith, 1934, adopted the following resolution concerning the situation of the Russian refugee 
women in China : 

" That the Council be asked to recommend to the Assembly that a grant be made to 
the Nansen Olfice to make at least a beginning towards rendering the assistance to Russian 
woinen in the Far East that is needed." 

. That resolution was considered by the Council at its session in May 1934, and was referred 
to the Assembly for further consideration. 

Some idea of the tragic situation of those women may be obtained from a perusal of the 
report on the subject from the representative of the Office in China, which appears in 
Appendix II. 

. Once again, the Office is perfectly willing to place its technical and administrative 
machinery at the disposal of the League, but it must emphasise that only misunderstandings 
and illusions will result if positive resolutions are taken in this, as in other refugee relief 
problems, unless they are implemented by the necessary financial safeguards. 

(b) THE Exonus OF RussiAN REFUGEES (MoLOKANEs) TO AsiA MINOR. 

After innumerable vicissitudes, several hundred Russian refugees, who came originally 
from the regions bordering on northern Turkey, crossed the Turkish frontier. As they were 
trained agriculturists, the authorities of the country accepted those who were of Moslem 
religion and settled them in different villages. The other refugees, who were Christians, were 
turned back in three different directions - towards Iraq and Persia and, through southern 
Turkey, towards Syria. 

The last-named group, after enduring the worst hardships for five months, in the course of 
which their numbers were decimated by repeated attacks by brigands, finally succeeded to the 
number of some 120 in reaching Syrian territory. Many of them were ill; twenty-five were 
suffering seriously from malaria and others from dysentery. They were kindly received and 
given help in the form of food and medicaments, but were nevertheless once more sent back 
to the Turkish frontier. It was then that their suffering became most acute. Being 
continually driven from one country to another, in a region that was far from safe, suffering 
from .hunger and from the lack of medical care, they were also continually attacked by 
brigands, who killed several of them. On November 15th, 1933, for instance, one small group 
was for the time being separated from the main body of the convoy. Brigands then tried to 

·carry ofT two young girls aged 10. Those who attempted to prevent their being carried 
off (the father, the mother, the elder brother, a man and a woman) were killed one after 
another. 

At present there are 104 of these unfortunate people in Turkey at Diarbekir and round 
about. To meet their most urgent needs, collections have been organised in Istanbul ; 
and the American Committee, which is collaborating with the representative of the Office, 
has added to these gifts a generous consignment of medicaments and linen. 

As a result of steps taken by the Office, moreover, the Turkish Government has stated that 
it is prepared to authorise these refugees to stay a· certain time longer in Turkey. There is 
also a possibility of their being moved provisionally to Beirut, by permission of the French 
High Commissioner in Syria, pending their final evacuation to another country. 

The question of this evacuation, however, raises a certain number of problems, more 
particularly of a financial character. It is true that many of these refugees have relatives in 
the United States (California) ; but it is unlikely that all the necessary permits for their transfer 
to that country could be obtained in any relatively short period of time. This solution, 
moreover, like the possibility of their sett.lement in other countries - e.g., Brazil - would 
call for somewhat considerable outlay, exceeding the resources at the disposal of the OfTice at 
the present time. A preliminary study of this matter shows that the amount required for 
their transfer to, and settlement in, South America would be about £3,600. 

The Office firmly hopes that the organisations which have always devoted themselves to 
the welfare of the refugees will once more be good enough to come to the aid of this new group, 
whose situation is most critical, and assist in their evacuation by making repayable advances. 
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CHAPTER VI. - FUNDS ADMINISTERED BY THE OFFICE. 

The funds administered by the Office during the year ending pecem.ber 31st, 1933, showed 
a marked diminution compared with previous years. As Appendrx V Will show, about 130,000 
Swiss francs were received from various sources by the O~ce Ge';1er3:l Fund, and ab~ut 
250,000 francs either advanced or granted to refugees or therr orga_msatwns, compared With . 
approximately 1,400,000 Swiss francs and 890,000 francs r~spectively for the tw~n~y-one 
months ending December 31st, 1932. These figures do not mclude the fu.nds admrmstered. 
for the Armenian refugees in Syria, particulars of which appear in ~ppendrx VI. . 

This shrinkage is due to a variety of causes, not the least bemg the relaxed efforts ~n 
favour of Dr. Nansen's Memorial Fund, contributions to which represented 450,000 francs m 
the previous account. Donations for the transfer from China to ~outh Ame~ca of Luth~ran 
and Mennonite refugees also accounted for about 230,000 Swrss francs m the prevrous 
statement. 

It is expected that the revenue from the Nansen stamp will be considerably increased in 
the future, thanks to the agreement of the French Government to the general application 
of the Nansen stamp in France. A law on the subject has been adopted by the two Chambers 
and stipulates that one-half of the revenue from the issue of the stamp in France shall be 
remitted to the Office Nansen Stamp Fund, whilst the other half shall be remitted, as to 80 
per cent to the Russian refugee organisations, and as to 20 per cent to the Armenian refugee 
organisations in France. · 

It is difficult to estimate what funds .. may be expected from this measure, but an 
interesting indication is afforded by the knowledge that, before the general application of the 
Nansen stamp in France was suspended in 1926, a revenue of about 20,000 Swiss francs per 
month was obtained from that source. · 

CHAPTER VII. - PROGRESS MADE WITH THE OFFICE LIQUIDATION PLAN. 

Considerable progress has been made, during the past year, towards the liquidatio'n or 
transformation of representations of the Office which constituted important charges on its 
budget. 

(1) POLAND AND THE BALTIC STATES. 

The repre~entations for J?anzig, Estonia, L~tvia, Lithuania and .Poland were cent~alised 
unde~ a salarred representatrve at Warsaw, wrth correspondents m the other terntories 
mentwned. Arrangements have. now been made for a decentralisation of those ·various 
representations and for the appointment of representatives or correspondents on an honorary 
basis or for nominal out-of-pocket expenses. · 

Th~ actual state of those represent!ltions will be found in Appendix I to this report. 
Thrs rearrangement has resulted m a budgetary economy of 17 200 Swiss francs as 

compared with the relevant expenditure last year. ' ' 

(2) CHINA • 

. In spite of the mag.nitude of t~e ~ussian ref~ge~ problem in Chi';la, the Governing Body 
decrded_, af_ter ~ery consr?erable hesrta~wn,-that, m VIew of the necessrty of conforming to the 
Office hqUidatwn plan, rt had no optron but to discontinue the maintenance of a salaried 
represe.n~ative in China. In. deference, h?wev~r, to the importan~e ~ttached by the Chinese 
aut~orrttes to a clo~e and active co-operatwn wrth the Office, negotiations are in progress with 
a vrew to the app?mtment of an honorary representative of the Office in China. 

The suppression of the salaried representative of the Office in China is reflected by an 
economy of 9,800 Swiss francs. 

(3) SYRIA. 

Fu~l particulars of the plans for the liquidation of the representation of the Office in Syria 
appear m Chapter IV (a) (2). 

(4) GERMANY. 

. In _agreement 'Yith th~ G.erm!ln Government, the representation of the Office in Berlin 
ts entermg on a ~eno~ of liqUidatron. A ~egister is being made of the refugees in Germany 
and memor~nd~ rs bemg. sent to .them to mdicate the steps they should take to conform t~ 
Gtrman legrslatron afTect~ng !lussran refugees. The saving effected by the partial liquidation 
o .tthhehOffice rel?resentatwn m Germany amounts to 9,545 Swiss francs this year compared 
WI t _e precedmg year. 
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Appendix I. 

NANSEN INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR REFUGEES. 
(Under the authority of the League of Nations.) 

LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING BODY. 

President, appointed by the Asse.mbly of the League of Nations: 

Professor G. WERNER, Vice-President of the International Red Cross Committee. 

Vice-Presidents. 

Mr. L. B. GoLDEN, M. E. DE NAVAILLES-LABATUT. 

I. Members appointed by the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission for Refugees. 

(I) Titular Members. 

M. E. DE NAVAILLES-LABATUT, President of the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission for 
Refugees. · 

His Excellency M. R. RAPHAEL, Permanent Delegate of Greece accredited to the League 
of Nations. : 

His Excellency M. C. ANTONIADE, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of 
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refugee 
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J. FEDOROFF Russian Darbiniku gve 4, Kaunas, 

refugee 
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Appendix II. 

SITUATION OF RUSSIAN REFUGEE WOMEN IN THE FAR EAST. 

(Extract from a Report by the Shanghai Representative of the Office.) 

1. Prostitution in Brothels. - In nineteen brothels at Shanghai- this list being certainly 
incomplete, as clandestine. brothels are difficult t? trace- there were, ~t the e~,d .of Jan~azr,, 
122 Russian refugees· as mmates. A further nmety, who were workmg as smgle gtrls , 
lived in specified districts. 

2. Professional Dancing Partners .. - In the da~~e-h.alls ther~ ":ere, at the end of 
January, 638 Russian refugees as professiOnal" partners paid by their clients for each dance. 

3. Women acting both as Restaurant Waitresses and as Dancing Partners.- Thirty-two 
Russian refugees. · 

4. Restaurant Waitresses. - It is difficult to ascertain .the number of Russian restaurant 
waitresses. At Shanghai there is a very large numberofsmall Russian restaurants .in which 
it is difficult to distinguish the professional waitresses from the me~bers. of the f~mily or the 
relatives of the proprietors. In the larger restaurants, there are thirty-mne Russmn refugees. 

The above enumeration is certainly far from complete. To it there should be added 
numerous massage institutions, many boarding-houses and, what are perhaps the most ignoble 
cases of all, exhibitions of unfortunate white Russian women to coolies who pay a few cents 
for the spectacle. These cases are happily becoming much rarer and are severely dealt with 
by the police. 

There can be little hope of any reduction in these figures, for every boat which arrives 
from Dairen brings new refugees who imagine that at Shanghai they will find a situation or 
perhaps a foreign husband and thus be assured of a life that is less full of anxiety. Other 
hope in the same way to secure a passport, the possession of which will give them a feeling 
of freedom. 

Mutatis mutandis, the situation is the same in the other open ports of China, more 
particularly Hangkow and Tientsin. . · 

Having given these few details, I am bound to say that I entirely agree with the report 
by the Commission of Enquiry. The tribulations which a Russian woman has to endure from 
the moment she crosses the frontier are such common knowledge that they are hardly ever 
mentioned nowadays. Distress in Harbin has continued to increase since the Commission's 
visit. This sufficiently explains the growing exodus _of young Russian women to the great 
cities of China - in particular, Shanghai. The fact that a few privileged women have 
succeeded in returning to Harbin to pass the summer months and visit their relatives there 
serves as a permanent attraction for the others. · 

As regards Shanghai, I think the chief reasons for this state of affairs are : 

The fact that the number of Russians, estimated at over 18,000, is much too great 
for a city o.f whic.h the European populatio_n is relatively small, the number of Europeans 
(probably mcludmg many half-breeds) bemg only 20,308, according to the most recent 
census; · 

The fact that conditions of labour are absolutely different and that local supplies 
of labour ar~ so abundant and so cheap that many occupations which are usually reserved 
for women m Europe are not open to the Russian refugees ; 

The absolute impossibility of assimilation by the local population, because differences 
are too great ; 

The fact that the climate is fatiguing, more particularly in summer, for those who are 
un~ble to go away, so that, in a relatively short time, it exhausts all energy and power of 
resistance. 

. . I c~nnot but add the general complicity, not only of residents, but often also of 
distmgms~ed travellers, who unfortunately regard the young ·Russi~n woman merely 
as an O~Ject of momentary and easy pleasure and one of the special attractions of 
Shanghai. 

It is absolu~ely certain, as the report says, that, if respectable employment could be found 
for young Russia~!- refugee women, this sad state of affairs would be enormously improved 
Very few dancers mdeed succeed in earning $300 a month, and I think it may safely be said 
~hat 90 per cent would at .once abandon that profession if they could earn 100 Mexican dollars 
m a respectable occupation . 

. te ~edonally, I take advantage of ~ach of my visits to Harbin in order to spread information 
dau:h:Crs tog:arn young people and mduce parents to do everything possible not to let their 
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Appenclix m. 

SUMMARY OF PLAN FOR THE LIQUIDATION OF THE FUND FOR THE 
SETTLEMENT OF ARMENIAN REFUGEES IN SYRIA. 

The funds consists of two parts, (a} Loans, and (b) Contributions. The loans fall under 
two headings : (1} Loans repayable at Specified Dates, and (2} Loans repayable if 
Reimbursements by Refugees permit. 

The situation of this fund on June 30th, 1934, was as follows : 

(a} 1. Loans repayable al Specified Dales. 

Syrian Government: 264,000 French francs repayable from 1930-1939, 
by annuities of 26,400 French francs. Balance due . . . . . . 

Armenian Benevoient Union : £9,080 4s. 9d. repayable by four equal 
annuities from the year 1934, now adjourned for one year (vide 

· Chapter IV (a}, 2}} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

French francs 1 

132,648 

726,420 

(a} 2. Loans repayable conlingenl on Reimbursements by Refugees being suflicienl. 

Near East Relief : £1,415 14s., part of a contribution of £4,000 re
imbursable from 1933, if repayments by refugees admit . . . 

(The Near East Relief have agreed to accept 5.26 per cent per annum 
of the total repayments effected by the refugees settled in 
agricultural colonies.) 

Miss Roberts (balance) . . 
Friends of Armenia . . . . 
United British Committee . 
Nansen Office for Refugees 

·Total . . . · . . . 

French Government . 
British United Committee 
Near East Relief . . . 
Armenian B.elief Union 
Sundry contributions 

Total . . . . 

(b) Contributions. 

113,256 

67,520 
80,000 
80,000 

733,308 

1,933,152 

3,000,000 
1,528,000 

214,540 
260,400 
112,943 

5,115,883 

It is proposed that the various liabilities enumerated above should be met, from refugee 
repayments, from January 1st, 1935, in the following manner, it being understood that, in the 
case of category ( b} Contributions, the repayments will be utilised for social services in 
favour of the Armenians after consultation with the interested contributors : 

(1) Priority Claims, per Annum. 

Syrian Government . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Armenian Benevolent Union . . . . . . . . . . . 

French francs 
26,400 

181,600 

(2) As regards the disposal of the balance of repayments made by the refugees, it is 
proposed that 50 per cent should be allotted to the reimbursement of the French Government 
contribution of ~hree million francs, and that the remaining 50 per cent should be allotted to 
the other contributors to the fund. In view, however, of the conditions made by certain 
of those contributors, the following priority is indicated concerning the disposal of the 50 per 
cent allotted to contributors other than the French Government, in proportion to their loans : 

1. Near East Relief . . . . 
2. Miss Roberts . . . . . 
3. Friends of Armenia . . . 
4. · United British Committee . . . . . . 
5. Nansen Office £2,977 6s. 2d. and 100,000 

Swiss francs . 

Total . . . . •. 

1 II = 80 French francs. 

£1,415 14s. 
£844 

£1,000 
£1,000 

French francs 
113,256 
67,520 
80,000 
80,000 

733,308 

1,074,084 
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After the liquidation of those liabilities, refugees' reimbursements. shoul~ be allotted in 
the following proportions, after consultation with the donators, for social rehef work for the 
Armenian refugees in Syria : 

Near East Relief . . . . . 
British United Committee 
Armenian Benevolent Union 
Other sundry contributors 

Total . . : . . . . . 

Appendix IV. 

French francs 

214,540 
1,528,000 

260,400 
112,943 

2,115,883 

EXTRACT FROM THE REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE OFFICE, 
MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION APPOINTED BY THE LEAGUE TO EXAMINE 
PROPOSALS FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF ASSYRIANS ON THE LANDS OF PARANA 

PLANTATIONS, LIMITED, IN NORTH PARANA, BRAZIL. 

Brazil is a country stretching from latitude 4~ North to latit~d~ 32° South, and from 
longitude 34o West to 74o West. Its area, nearly eight and a half milhon hectares, represents 
no less than 43 per cent of the total area of Latin America, and is eighteen times larger than 
France. Large tracts of this c?untry enjoy a. good climate ~nd possess. immen_se. sources of 
potential wealth. The populatiOn, however, Ill 1930, accordmg to official statistics, barely 
reached forty million people, or 4. 7 per square kilometre. 

It is only natural that such a country should attract immigrants in large numbers from 
all over the world, and Brazil has, as a general rule, not set up any racial or colour bar, 
especially in the case of immigrants whose object was to assist in the agricultural development 
of the country. In view, however, of the very large numbers of foreigners who seek a new 
home in Brazil, it is P.erhaps not surprising that those who are more readily assimilable, are 

· regarded by the Brazilians with a more favourable eye. 

I. INSPECTION OF PROPOSED SETTLEMENT AREAS. 

A thorough examination was made of the settlements in the area of which Londrina is the 
economic centre. Londrina is now a township of 420 houses and 1,300 inhabitants, with the 
offices of the company; an omnibus service between Jatahy and the settlements; a goods 
clearing-station ; a hospital; an agricultural experimental station; an hotel which, although 
primitive, provides comforts which exceed expectations for an undeveloped area; stores, and 
pleasant dwellings constructed for the local Director and his staff. There are streets which are 
at present, in a rough state, but which are capable of being made into serviceable thoroughfares: 

Among the settlements visited were those of Roland, Neu Danzig, Heimthal and Novo 
Vlast, where there were Austrian, Czechoslovak, German, Italian, Japanese and Polish settlers. 
In ~eneral, th?s.e settlers we.re making satisfactory pro~ress,_ and mo~e particularly in Roland, 
which was ongmally orgamsed by the Gesellschaft filr Wirtschafthche Studien in Obersee 
an undertaking which has recently been absorbed by the Colonisation Department of th~ 
German Ministry for Agriculture. The experience gained by and the methods employed in 
that settlement should prove of value in connection with the organisation of the Assyrian 
settlement. Only the Czechoslovak settlement of Novo Vlast has failed to achieve moderate 
success, but this is due to reasons for which the conditions in North Parana cannot be held 
responsible. 

The total population of the area is 4,000, compared with that of fifty less [than two years 
ago, at the time when M. Redard made his report on this region. 

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF CONDITIONS IN PROPOSED SETTLEMENT AREAS. 

(a) Situation. 

_ The Parana a~eas l'!os. 1 and 2 are approximately at latitude 23%o South and longitude 
:>0%0 ~Vest. Their altitude varies between 700 and 800 metres. The Jangada region is 
approximately 21° South and 50o West, at an altitude of 400 metres. 

(b) Climate. 

The climatic conditions of .b~th regi~ns appear to be favourable to Assyrian settlers. 
As regards North Pa~ana, statistics furmshed by the company indicate that the highest 
te_mperature recorded m the summer of 1933 was 38° C. and the lowest winter tern erature 
shght!y under oo C. The highest temperature registered during the various visits to J:ndrina 
at a lime regarded as usually the hottest of the year, did not, in fact, exceed 32o C. The annuai 
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rainfall varies between 50 and 60 inches, and occurs mostly between the months of October 
and March. . 
. . Climatic statistics were not forthcoming for the Jangada region, hut are reported to be 

sm~I!~r to those given for North Parana, except that the temperatures were slightly higher. 
This IS to he expected, taking into consideration the difference of latitude, t!Ie lower altitude, 
and the fact that the country is much more cleared. 

( c} Health Conditions. 

The health conditions of the two areas seem to be distinctly good. Statistics produced 
by the company's doctor show that, on the company's estate in North Parana, between 
February lOth, 1933, when the population of the region was approximately 2,000, and 
February 4th, 1934, when the population was about 4,000, there was a total of eighty-two 
deaths, or an average of 27.3 per thousand per annum. Of those deaths, however, 65 per cent 
were due to infant mortality and consisted of twenty-eight children under 1 year of age and of 
twenty-four children between 1 and 7 years of age. There were two deaths of persons over 
70. It is interesting to note that there was no mortality among the 150 employees of the 
company during that period, and that there were only an average of 2.2 patients per day in 
the hospital throughout the year. 

It IS significant that, until recently, there was no recorded case of malaria contracted in 
the region ; hut, during the visit to the region, two cases were reported, which indicated the 
existence of the malaria carrier, although no trace of the anopheles mosquito could be found. 
Cases of typhoid and dysentery seemed to he singularly rare, and no case at all of cholera was 
recorded. · 

No health statistics of the Jangada region were available, but the health conditions did 
not appear to be much inferior to those obtaining in the North Parana area. 

(d) Insect Pests . 
. 

In both areas, and especially in the forest region of North Parana, there were numerous 
insect pests which were very troublesome, some of whose bites cause eruptions, accompanied 
by intense irritation, which last for several days. As the indigenous population seemed to 
suffer little discomfort from these pests, it is reasonable to assume that, after an unpleasant 
apprenticeship; settlers obtain comparative immunity from their attentions. 

(e) Communications. 

(1) North Parana Area. -Santos to Jatahy; twenty-six hours by rail. 

The total transport time from Santos to the proposed settlement area would amount 
approximately, to thirty hours. 

It is important to note, however, that the company's railway, which is scheduled to reach 
the vicinity of that area by the end of 1938, will effect a reduction of an hour and a half in 
that time. A further important reduction of the transport time to seaport is foreshadowed by 
a concession held by the company to construct a railway from Londrina to Pontagrossa, which 
will enable the growing Parana port of Paranagua to he reached from Londrina in seventeen 
hours, and would then link up, en route, the settlement area with Curityba, the capital of 
Parana, and the important towns of Palmeira, Morretes and Antonina, as well as with 
numerous other important population centres in South Parana. 

(2} Jangada Area.- Twenty-two hours by rail from Sao Paulo to Biriguy; two hours 
by car from Biriguy to the edge of the company's property. 

(3) Construction and Maintenance of Roads.- The company undertakes to construct and 
maintain in good order essential main roads in its properties, and to construct the necessary 
subsidiary roads in the settlement area, hut such subsidiary roads must be maintained by 
the settlers. Appropriate clauses should, therefore, he inserted in the respective contracts. 

(f) Soil and Water Supply. 

In both regions, the very fertile soil known as Terra roxa (red soil) prevails, well watered 
by abundant streams running between the undulations existing throughout both regions. 

(g) Cultivation. 

The following principal crops were cultivated normally in both regions :coffee, cotton, rice 
(on dry land), maize, millet, beans, marrows, potatoes, mandioca, sugar, tobacco, pineapple, 
bananas, oranges, pawpaws. There are, in addition, a variety of other vegetables and fruits 
which were observed in some settlements. 

The Experimental Stations at Londrina and Roland have proved, contrary to popular 
belief, that wheat can be grown commercially in the region, the former station having 
produced 33 sacks per sack sown, and the latter 260 kilogrammes per 12 kilogrannnes sown. 
It was thanks to similar experiments made by the Londrina Station that the cultivation of 
dry-land rice is now practised in the region. Experiments are now being made, with good 
prospects, for the cultivation of tung for the production of tungoil. 
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Jaragua and graminha (couch or doub) grasses flour!sh for pasture. • 
There is a wealth of useful and sometimes valuable timber t~roughout the North P~rana 

region, notably the peroba, a hard wood employed for c?nstruction_pu~poses ~~:nd for ratlway 
sleepers; Parana pine, a softer wood, used for box-maki!lg and allied mdustn~s; the cedar, 
the white fig, and the white palm, which is utilised extens1vely for the construction of settlers' 
houses. 

(h) Animals. 

Pigs thrive and are to be found in nearly all the settlements in la~ge numbers. Goats 
also do well. Horses and mules, with some oxen, .are the transport ammals of the settlers, 
but cattle are not numerous owing to the fact that the area has not yet reached the stage of 
general pasture. , 

Fowls and ducks can be bred without difficulty by all seWers. 

(i) Produce Yields, Markets and Prices. 

In Chapter III an account is given of the results achieved by settlers who started under 
conditions in many respects inferior to those proposed for the Assyrians. Those accounts, 
however, are confined, intentionally, to a limited initial period. It may be well, therefore, to 
~x:a~ne what prospec;ts are offered of economic development after the settler has passed the 
rnitial stages. · 

In the first place, it should be emphasised .that the growth of the population of the 
company's area in North Parana has been so rapid that local produce has been absorbed 
without difficulty. This situation may not, howeveri continue with the advent of some 
thousands of settlers within the space of a few months. I have thought it desirable, therefore, 
to obtain figures showing the yields for certain main products with their market prices in Sao 
Paulo : 

Product Yeld per 
alquiere 

Market price 
in Sao Paulo 

Transport to 
Sao Paulo 

Rice 3,000 2,271$ 263$400. 
Coffee . 3,375 5,450$ 595$ 
Maize -

6,000 1,545$ 404$ 0' 0 

Cotton . . -· . . . 2,000 4,500$ 343$80 
Pig (say of 90 kilogrammes) 168$ ' 22$600 

These figures a~e sufficient to indicate that, if settlers devote, say, four-fifths of their lands 
to one or two of th~ above products. marketable in Sao Paulo, and reserve the remaining fifth' 
for pro~uce for their own consumption, they should have no difficulty in achieving moderate 
prosperity. ' · · . . 

As regards crops mainly required for home consumption; the following table shows 
the comparative rapidity with which they mature : 

Marrows, egg-plants, 'onions, cabbages, lettuces, etc. 
Beans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sweet potatoes 
Maize . . . . 
Mandioca 

Months. 
2 
3% 

Rice ... 

4 
4 
4~ 5 2 

The value of ti~~er v~ries, of course, with its quality, but an interesting sidelight is thrown 
on the value of eXIstmg tim~er ~m t~e land proposed for the Assyrians by the information 
~hat a large peroba, a tree which ~s fairly prevalent in the area, is worth 1,280$ delivered sawn 
m Sao Paulo, the transport costmg 470$800. 

III. REsuLTS OBTAINED BY VARIOUS SETTLERS.. . 

A_ very close. examination was made of the hold~gs of various settlers, and· articular 
~t~e~t1011:tas PB:ld to those settlers who had recently arrived in Brazil under !nditions 
m em~r, I anythu;tg, to .those contemplated for the Assyrians. That examination indicated 
~~at, I~ thW A~syrians display the necessary comprehension, goodwill initiative and energy 
b ey s. ou ifm the a~senc~ o_f unforeseen circumstances, experienc~ no great difficulty i~ 
i:P:'i.se -supportmg Withm the period of nine months it -is proposed to support them 

settl;~ ~?o ~':-r wi_veeldl to gid·ved~effre a trefinsume !Jfl the P.r~sent financial situation. of three typi~al 
un er I eren anCia cond1t10ns : · 

(a) Arri":ed three years ago with wife a.;d two 
chtldren and capital of 900$. Present 
value of holding . . . . . . 
Less original capital (£15) 
Less due on land purchase 

Net profit . . . . . . . . . . . 

900$ 
2,700$ 

13,000$ 

3,600$ 

9,400$ or £157 
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(b) Arrived in October 1931 with wife and three 
working sons and 3,000$. Has main
tained, in all, a family of ten. Present 
value of holding . . . 

Less initial capital (£50) . 
Less due on land . . . . .. 

3,000$ 
1,700$ 

29,400$ 

4,700$ 

Net profit . 24,700$ or £411 

(c) Single unemployed man who arrived in 
October 1932 moneyless. Value of pre
sent holding . 

Less due on land 
2,950$ 

900$ 

Net profit . 2,050$ or £35 

It. is worthy of note that cases of complete default in the execution of the agreements 
between the settler and the company are rare, and that few settlers are seriously in arrear 
with the payments of their land purchase instalments. 

IV. PROPOSED SETTLEMENT PLANS. 
General. 

It is proposed that the Assyrians should be settled in groups of four families, each family 
being allotted five alquieres (12 hectares) of land, with a wooden house for the four families 
at the point of contact of the four blocks of land. Each group of four families would thus be 
separated from the surrounding similar groups by about 750 metres. This arrangement has 
the advantage of providing some companionship outside the individual family during tho 
initial stages of settlement as well as proving more economical than the construction of a 
separate house for each family. After they have found their feet, there will be ample 
opportunity and material for the individual families to construct separate houses for thorn
selves, should they desire to do so. 

As regards non-agricultural but manual workers, arrangements could be made for them 
to serve an approved period of apprenticeship with qualified agricultural families, or, as far 
as accommodation would permit, in an experimental station which should be established in 
the settlement. The maintenance of such stations has proved valuable in· Londrina and 
Roland, and would be particularly useful for the purpose of affording general agricultural 
advice to the settlers. 

AppendixV. 

RECAPITULATORY TABLE SHOWING THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE GENERAL 
RELIEF FUND OF THE OFFICE1 FROM JANUARY 1sT, 1933, 

TO DECEMBER 31sT, 1933 . 

I. RECEIPTS. 

Balance on January 1st, 1933 . 
(including 16,841.90 francs ad
vances granted in 1932 and 
cancelled in 1933). 

Sale .of Nansen stamps . . . . . 
Surcharge on identity certificates 

(Gov.ernments of the United 
Kingdom and, India) . . . . 

Sale of special stamps . . . . 
Contributions to Nansen .Me-

morial Fund . . . . . . 
Sundries (interest, etc.) . . . 
Repayments by refugees . . . 
Donations for special purposes 

.· . 

Swiss francs 
397,370.75 

67,522.45 

3,135.55 
3,000.-

1,463.20 
5,914.05 

50,687.30 
2,924.-

532,017.30 

. 
II. EXPENDITURE. 

Advances made . . . . . 
Grants made . . . . . . 
10 per cent majoration on ad

vances . . . . . . . . 
Credited to the Czechoslovak 

Government's account (repay
ments of refugees evacuated 
out of this fund) . 

Sundries . . . . . 
Losses on exchange 
Balance in hand . . 

Swiss francs 
206,980.70. 

43,303.90 

19,163.45 

. 5,026.05 
747.30 
888.10 

255,907.80 

532,017.30 

1 The amounts earmarked Cor the setUement or Armenian refugees in Syria are not included. The particulars or 
those funds are given in t.be statement on relief work in Syria. 
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Appendix VI. 
/ . 

NEAR EAST FUND AT DECEMBER 31st, 1933. 

A. ASSETS. 

1. Cash at bank : Banque de Paris et 
des Pays-Bas, Geneve . . . . . 

2. M. Burnier : Balance in hand : In 
the Office's account with the Banque 
de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Beirut 

3. Properties purchased 
{see Annexes I and 
li) : 
(a) For urban settle

ment, 
Syr. £114,476.99 
= ..... . 

(b) For agricultural 
settlement, 
Syr. £35,633.72 
= ..... . 

4. Advances (see An
nexes I and II) : 
(a) For buildings in 

urban settlements, 
Syr. £167,985.39 
= 

(b) For the settle
ment of refugees 
in agricultural co
lonies, 
Syr. £141.311,34 

French lranca 
2,289,539.-

712,674.-

3,359,707.70 

2,826,227.-

5. General expenses (recoverable ex
penditure) Syr.£25,985.44 . . . 

French francs 

116,781.35 

243,703.20 

3,002,213.-

6,185,934. 70 

519,709.-

B. LIABILITIES. 

I. Capiial (see Annex III) . . . . 
French franca 

Totalcontributions . 6,344,257.85 
.Less 5 per cent char-
ged for the mainten-
ance of the Syrian 
Agency . . . . . 183,475.-· 

6,160, 782.85 

2. Sundry loans made to the Office 
(see Annex IV) . . . . . 

3. Reimbursements (see 
Annex VI) : 

(a) Agricultural set-
tlements, French francs 
Syr. £6,218.17 = 124,363.40 

(b) Urban settle-
ments, 
Syr.£72,721.59= .1,454,431.80 

4. Profit and Loss (see Annex V) . 

French franca 
6,160, 782.85 

2,244,286.90 

1,578, 795.20 

84,476.30 

Total . . . . . . . . . 10,068,341.25 10,068,341.25 

Note. -: Contributions in £'s. are accounted at the rates prevailing at the times they 
were received. 

Annex No. I. 

NEAR EAST FUND : FINANCIAL SITUATION AT DECEMBER 31sT, 1933. 

Showing Distribution of lhe E<cpendilure charged lo lhe Urban Refugee Selllemenls in Syria. 

Name of settlement Purchase Sundry exf.enditure 
of property lor allotmen , parcelling Total 

and constructions · 

Syrian £ 
Alepko . . . 68,876.9400 50,462.7132 119,339.6532 
Kiri -Khan: -

I st district 1,072.6101 84.2050 1,156.8151 
2nd district 357.6650 1.3750 359.0400 
3rd district 200.0000 - 200.0000 

Alezandrella . 1,279.9050 1,582.3630 2,862.2680 
Beirul. . 28,768.7050 110,044.0925 138,812.7975 
Damascus • 13,921.1600 5,810.6542 19,731.8142 

Total . . 114,476.9851 167,985.4029 282,462.3880 

Syr.£282,462 at 20 = 5,649,247.70 French _francs. 
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Annex No. U. 

NEAR EAST FUND : FINANCIAL SITUATION AT DECEMBER 31sT, 1933. 
Showing Allocation of tM Ezpendilure charged to each Agricultural Selllement of Refugees in Syria. 

Name or Cost Rent Furniture, Food, . Building settlement or or catUe and upkeep, Transport Total 
property property equipment seeds costs 

Syrian£ 
Nor-Zeilun . 1,553.2946 - 1,424.5000 5,920.2605 241.5800 2,986.5000 12,126.1351 
Soug-Su . • : : 8,198.1350 - 2,265.7800 5,979.7700 65.2975 2,603.7900 19,112.7725 
Pre-M ilitaire: 

I. Hayashen . 12,355.1050 4,708.9950 5,204.5873 26,620.1042 2,573.6520 5,764.1063 57,206.5498 
2. Abdal-Huyuk 12,335.1050 2,766.8350 4,239.6515 9,351.4852 1,007.9111 4,037.5700 33,738.5578 

Kirik-Khan . . . - - 770.0000 3,205.2200 6.4350 621.5000 4,603.1550 
Massayaf . . . . - 10,662.3900 6,208.7876 23,426.1867 1,981.0237 4,885.6738 47,164.0618 
Bey-Seki . . . 1,212.0800 310.7500 648.5050 9.5000 163.0000 2,343.8350 
Banias •. . - - 325.0000 325.0000 - - 650.0000 

35,633.7196 18,138.2200 20,749.0564 75,476.5316 5,885.3993 21,062.1401 176,945.0670 
I 

Syr.£176,945 at 20 = 3,538,900 French francs. 

• 
Annex No. III. 

NEAR EAST FUND : CAPITAL ACCOUNT, 
Contributions: 

French Government 
Luxemburg Government . 
British United Committee 
Friends of Armenia ·. 
Near East Association . . . . . • . . • . 
Various (per Near East Association) . . . . 
Union goinerale armenienne de bienfaisance • 
Noel Buxton Fund . . . . . . . . . • • . .• 
International Red Cross Committee . • • • 
Erivan Scheme . • . . • . . . , • • • • • • . • • . 
Contribution from the Union generale armenienne de bien

faisance for the " Parachene " Colony . . • . . . • 
Contribution of the same organisation for the erection of a 

fountain • . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . • • 
Donations to the Nansen Memorial Fund earmarked for the .work 

in Syria: 
Lord Mayor's Fund 

Danish Committee 
Miss H. Sturge • 

. Total • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Annex No. IV. 

£ •• d. 

200 0 0 
17,100 0 0 

271 9 4 
2,681 16 7 

391 8 10 
1,755 0 0 

200 0 0 
197 14 9 
34 3 2 

1,500 0 0 

30 0 0 

3,000 0 0 

Swill Fr8DCI 

1,370.-
26.30 

NEAR EAST FUND : CREDITORS AT DECEMBER 31sT, 1933, 

I. Syrian Government (anonymous loan) 
2. Friends of Armenia • . . . . . .. . . 
3. Near East Association . . . . . . . 
4. Miss Roberts . . . . • . . . . . . . 
o. Humanitarian Fund . . . . ·. . . . . . 
6. Union generale armenienne de bienfaisance • 
7. Union generale armenienne de bienfaisance • 

Total . . • . • 

Annex No. v. 

£ •• d. 

1,440 0 0 
1,000 0 0 
1,500 0 0 

944 0 0 

5,000 0 0 
4,080 4 9 

French franco 
3,000,000.-

24,840.-
2,123,820.-

33,708.-
333,080.-
48,612.-

217,971.-
24,840.-
24,554.-
4,235.-

127,110.-

2,640.-

371,904.85 

6,813.-
130.-

6,344,257.85 

French franct 

159,048.-
124,200.-
186,300.-
117,250.-· 
868,928.-
430,000.-
359,060.90 

2,244, 786.90 

NEAR EAST FUND: PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT AT DECEMBER 31sT, 1933. 

I. REVENUE. 

l. Balance as at January 1st, 1933 
2. Interest • · . ·• 

Total . . . . . . . . . . 

French franca 
89,092.05 

5,250.95 

94,343.-

II. EXPENDITURE. 

I. Bank charges • . . . . . . . 
2. Difference on exchange . • . . 
3. Transfer to the Administrative 

Account . 
4. Balance . . 

Total 

French franca 
6.-

3,692.85 

6,167.85 
84,476.30 

94,343.'- -
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Annex No. VI. 
- \ . . • 1 _ . , : . I I . 

NEAR EAST FUND: REPAYMENTS MADE BY THE REFUGEES SETTLED. . . . -

A. AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENTS. 

Nor-Zeltun 
Soug-Su .. 
Pre-Militaire : 

1. Hayasben 
2. Abdal-Huyuk . . 

' 
Klrik-Kban 
Massayaf .• 
Bey-Sekl 

Total 

Aleppo . . . 
Kirik-Kban • 
Alexandretta 

Beirut : 

B. URBAN SETTLEMENTS • 

• .. 

!a) (GullabacMne and ParacMne not included) 
b) GullabacMne . • • • . . • . . . . . . . 
c) ParacMne . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . 

Damascus • .. • 

Total •. 

. 

. 

Syrian£ 

483.56 
345.76 

5,388.85 

6,218.17 

30,923.3(). 
66.22 

504.02. 

30,542.51 
3,144.09-
:· 294.2(). 

. 7,247.25-
'" • I ' 

72,721.59- . 



[Distributed to the Members 
of the League, the Assembly 

and the ~ouncil.] 
Official No.: A. 75. 1930. Xlll. 

Geneva, September 27th, 1930: 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

RUSSIAN, AR~IENIAN, ASSYRIAN, ASSYRO-CIIALDEAN 
. AND TURKISH REFUGEES. 

REPORT SUBMITTED TO THE ASSEMBLY BY THE 
' 

SIXTH COMMITTEE. 

Rapporteur :. M. fRANc;:Ois-PONCET (France) • 

. _The q~e~~on·of the fu~ure ?rgan.isation of the ref~gee wor~, on which. the Assembly has 
to g1ve a deciSion, was _defmed m two reports, on whiCh the Sixth Committee has based its 
examination -·i.e., the report drawn up by the Secretary-General of the League of Nations 

·in accordance with the instructions given to him by the last Assembly, and the report of the 
-Inter-Governmental Advistiry Commission for Refugees. 

The conclusion reached in the first of these reports was that there are two separate 
aspects of the refugee work- in the first place, a juridical aspect relating to legal protection, 
civil rights and the status of refugees, as defined by several Inter-Governmental Arrangements 
negotiated at Geneva ; in the second phice, a humanitarian aspect relating to the maintenance 
of the refugees, relief, employment, and the finding of work. 

. The Secretary-General saw no administrative objection to the political and legal duties 
being discharged as in the past by the regular organs of the League. On the other hand, he 
emphasised the fact that the humanitarian work involved .various day-to-day problems of 
application which were hardly compatible with the normal work of the Secretariat. 

In the Inter-Governmental Commission, several Governments and the representatives 
of the refugees themselves strongly urged that the Secretariat should continue to supervise 
the legal protection of the refugees. The Inter-Governmental Commission gave a definite 
decision in favour of a division of duties, and it proposed to entrust the humanitarian side of 
the work for the protection of refugees to an international office with headquarters at Geneva 
and placed under the direction of the League of Nations, on the basis of the principles of 
Article 24 of the Covenant. • 

. The Sixth Committee also agreed with the principle of the division of duties on the lines 
indicated by the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission. However, before taking the 

. responsibility of recommending the Assembly to adopt this solution, it instructed five of its 
members, formed into a Sub-Committee, to investigate more closely the conditions under 
which the proposed office would be constituted and would work. · 

* * * 
In accordance with the instructions received from the Sixth Committee, the Sub

Committee devoted its attention, in the first place, to examining the possible consequences 
of distinguishing, in practice, between the aspects of refugee work which have hitherto been 
combined. It was anxious to obtain all authoritative opinions on this subject. The enquiry 
which it undertook has led to the following conclusions : -1. The re-organisation of the work as contemplated by the Secretary-General and 

the Advisory Commission is possible and could be easily carried out. 

. 2. No new burden will be placed on the League of Nations by this re-organisation~ 
As the Secretary~General has stated that he is in a- position to carry on the legal part of 
the refugee work without supplementary credits, the sums allocated by the Assembly 
up to the present for the protection of refugees will be sufficient to establish the Inter
national Office and to provide for its working ; 

3. The possible disadvantages of dividing up the Refugees Service can, in practice, 
be avoided. In countries which have requested that the delegates of the League of 
Nations should be retained for the legal protection of refugees, there is nothing to 
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prevent the League giving the necessary authorisation to the correspondents of the 
International Office ; the present position will therefore no~ be changed. I~ other 
countries the correspondents of the office ~ll ha~e to keep 1~ ~lose t?uch w1th _the 
national authorities in charge of refugees questwns ; m. order to f~c1htate ~~Is co-?peration, 
the office will be requested to appoint, whenever possible, a national official as 1ts corres
pondent in each of the countries concerned. 
On all these points, the Sixth Committee entireiy endorses its Sub-Committee's conclusions. 

* * * 
Secondly the Sub-Committee endeavoured to ascertain what the statutes of the future 

International' Office should be. It was of opinion that the framin~ of these statu.tes _was a 
technical matter which should be left to experts. The Sixth Committee accepts thts vrew.· 

It therefore thought that the best course to adopt would be to ~ec?mme.nd t?e AsseJ?bly 
to instruct a person distinguished for his legal knowledge and enJoymg high mternational 
authority to frame draft statutes on the general lines indicated by the Inter-Governmental 
Advisory Commission for Refugees in its report to th~ _As~embly (document A.34.1930, 
paragraph II). It considered that n.o one was better qualif1~d m all ~espects to act as expert, 
and later as Chairman of the Governmg Body of the InternatiOnal Office, than M. MaX: Huber, 
President of the International Red Cross Committee and member and former President of 
the Permanent Court of International Justice. With M. Huber's Consent, the Committee 
proposes his name t? the Asse!"bly. . . . . . . 

In order to avoid postpomng the fmai constitutiOn of the office until next year, the 
Assembly might instruct the Council of the League to consider the draft which M. Huber 
will submit to it and to put the statutes into force. 

The guiding principles indicated by the Advisory Commission are, moreover, sufficiently 
precise to enable the character of the office and the nature of its work to be very clearly 
determined. The International Office, while attached to the League of Nations, which will 
have established it, by the grant that it receives and by the obligation to lay its accounts. 
together with an annual report, before the League, will yet enjoy that freedom of action and 
independence which are indispensable for carrying out the very complicated relief work 
entrusted to it. Administered by a body in which the Governments, the Secretariat of the 
League, the International Labour Office and the private refugee organisations are represented. 
it will combine· the work of all the authorities interested. It will be a body regulating the 
work on behalf of the refugees in the various countries. Its principal duty will be to co
ordinate this work and to facilitate relations between the different authorities. 

In order to accomplish its task more readily, it may maintain correspondents in. the 
various countries interested in the refugee question. However, for reasons which have been 
indicated above, it will be asked to entrust these duties in each country to a national official 
nominated by the Government. This method will possess the further advantage of keeping 
down the general expenses of the office. 

The budget to ensure the continuation of the relief work and the work of finding employ
ment for the refugees will consist, primarily, of the funds mentioned on page 8 of the Secretary
General's report : proceeds of the sale of Nansen stamps; recovery of advances, contributions 
from associations and private persons. Generally speaking, the International Office will 
take over all the assets and all the liabilities of the League. of Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees. 

It seems also reasonable and desirable that the " private fund " collected by Dr. Nansen 
should be paid over to the International Office. . 

~h~ Assembly will obviously desire to grant the customary notice _and compensation 
to offiCials who at present form part of the League of Nations Refugee Service, in so far as 
the International Office cannot make use of their services. 

As the International Office is to take the place of the present Refugee Service and the League 
of Nations, it wil! be for the office itself to decide whether, as has been suggested, an appeal 
s~ould be made, m memory of Dr. Nansen,_to private charity with· a view to obtaining addi
tional funds from that source. The Committee therefore has not thought it desirable to ask 
the Assembly to express any opinion on this point, nor on the advisability of a speCial appeal 
on behalf of refugee children, the generous intention of which appeal it nevertheless appreciates. 

* * * 
~part from tl~e ques~ion of the :e-organisation of the Refugee Service, the Comi:iiittee 

exammed, the var!ous pomts to which the Inter-G<ivernmental Commission directed the 
Assembly s attentiOn. . 

It feels called upon to indicate to the Assembly the impottance of again recoiiimtmding· 
the Governme!lts that .have not yet adopted the Nansen-stamp system to do so now, as the 
gen.eral e:-tenswn of th1s s~stem would in<:rease the ~un_ds a~ the disposal of the International 
Office, will thereby add to 1ts means of action, and w1ll m th1s way hasten the final' settlement 
of the refugee work. 

It also feels the greatest sympathy for the Greek Government's position' in regard to the 
refugees as related by ~hat Gover~ment; and it draws the attention of the office in advance 
to the measures necesSitated by this state of affairs . 

. As regard the vario~s r~commendation:s of the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission 
":hJCh relate to !he apph~ation of the Inter-Governmental Arrangements and the position of 
~1sabled ex-service men, 1t suggests that the Assembly should ask the Cotincil to instruct the 

ecretary-General to forward these recommendations to the Governments concerned. 
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Now that the work for the protection of the refugees is being re-organised, the Committee 
cannot avoid a reference to the past. It has desired to pay a last tribute to the man who 
created and inspired this undertaking. With this homage to the memory of Dr. Nansen, it 
associates those who assisted him and who are now continuing his work, and it recommends 
that the future International Office should make use of their experience and devotion, and 
thus successfully carry through an undertaking which reflects the greatest honour on the 
League of Nations and on mankind. 

* * * 
The Committee proposes that the Assembly should adopt the following draft resolution : 

" The Assembly : 

" (1) Recalling the work accomplisl1ed by Dr. Fridtjof Nanscn on behalf of the 
refugees and mindful of his efforts to unite the nations in the cause of peace, pays a 
solemn tribute of gratitude to the memory of one of the best servants of the League ; 

" (2) Notes the report of the Secretary-General and the Inter-Governmental 
Advisory Commission for Refugees ; · 

" (3) Decides to entrust to the regular organs of the League of Nations the political 
and legal protection of the refugees under the conditions indicated by the Inter-Govern
mental Commission ; 

" (4) Decides to entrust, during the period in which the Refugee Organisation is 
being wound up, the humanitarian duties hitherto undertaken by the High Commissioner 
to an International Refugees Office placed under the direction of the League of Nations, 
in accordance with the principles of Article 24 of the Covenant ; 

" (5) Entrusts to M. Max Huber, whom it thanks for his willingness to undertake 
the duty, the work of preparing; in accordance with the guiding principles laid down in 
the report of the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission, a draft statute for the 
·International Office, which will be submitted for approval to the Council of the League 
of Nations, and requests him to take over the duties of Chairman of the Governing Body 
of the Office ; 

" (6) Grants the International Office for 1931 a subsidy of 333,800 gold francs ; 

" (7) Draws the attention of Governments to the importance of a general extension 
of the system of Nansen stamps; 

" (8) Leaves the office full freedom to take all decisions in regard to appeals for 
funds made to private charity, particularly on behalf of refugee children ; 

" (9) Expresses the desire that one of the first tasks of the office should be to 
examine the situation of Armenian refugees in Greece ; 

"(10)- Requests the Council to communicate to Governments the recommendations 
adopted by the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission in regard to the application 
of the Inter-Governmental Arrangements and the situation of Russian refugees who are 
disabled ex-service men ; and 

· " (11) Recommends that the International Office should, as far as possible, make 
· use of the experience of the present staff of the Refugee Service. " 
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Geneva, August 30th, 1930, 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

RUSSIAN, ARMENIAN, ASSYRIAN, 
ASSYRO-CHALDEAN AND TURKISH REFUGEES. 

~EPORT BY THE SECRETARY~OENE~AL 

ON THE FUTU~E OROANISATION OF REFUGEE WORK. 

[Translation.] 
INTRODUCTION. 

THE AsSEMBLY'S DECISION. 

In the course of the tenth ordinary session of the Assembly, the Sixth Committee again dealt 
with the question of Russian, Armenian, Assyrian, Assyro-:Chaldean and Turkish refugees. The 
Committee considered it necessary to continue international work for these refugees for a certain 
time. It clearly expressed the opinion, however, that the refugees' organisation should be wound 
up as soon as possible, the maximum period contemplated being ten years. 

The Sixtb Committee then considered what" form of administration would lead most surely 
to this result. The points which chiefly engaged its attention were: 

(I) To find a means of winding up the work in the most practical and rapid manner, 
with due regard to the interests of the refugees; · 

(z) To relieve~pr. Nansen to some extent of the enormous burden placed upon him. 

The Committee considered two solutions which had been submitted to it. The first emanated 
from the Advisory Commission for Refugees, and provided for the incorporation of the Refugees 
Service in the Secretariat as a temporary department. The other, which was preferred by the 
Supervisory Commission, involved the creation of an independent autonomous organisation. 

The Fourtb Committee, on _ being consulted, conSidered that both solutions raised 
administrative and financial questions, most of which called for exhaustive enquiries that could 
not be undertaken and completed during the Assembly, and it chose a provisional solution. 

As a result of its proposal, which was adopted by the Assembly, the Central Service for 
Refugees was placed for a period of one year, and as an experiment, under the administrative 
authority of the Secretary-General, who was requested to report to the next Assembly on the 
results of the experience thus obtained and to make proposals for the administration of the 
Refugees Organisation during the whole period in which it is being wound up. 

It is in fulfilment of these instructions that the Secretariat has the honour to submit the 
present report to the Assembly. 
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CATEGORIES AND NUMBER OF REFUGEES. 

The object of the League of Nations in its work for the ref~gees i;; to !ake certain measures 
for protecting, placing and assisting persons who have lost therr _na!ronality as a result of the 
war or of events directly connected with the war. At the begmmng, the League concerned 
itself only with Russian refugees; later on the work was extended to other classes _of ~efugees. 

The categories of persons at present coming within the purview of !he Organl7'a~ron were 
defined by inter-governmental conferences convened by the League- Hi~h Comrmssroner for 
Refugees and the definitions thus agreed upon were adopted by the Council and the Assembly. 
They are as follows: 

I. Arrangement of May zzth, z9z6: 

· Russian Refugees. - Any person of Russian origin ~ho does ~ot enj?Y! or who ~o 
longer enjoys, the protection of the Government of the Umon of SoVIet Socralist Republics 
and who has not acquired anollier nationality. 

Armenian Refugdes. - Any person of Armenian ongm, _formerly a subj~ct of the 
Ottoman Empire, who does not enjoy, or who no longer e~Joys, the protec~ron _of the 
Government of the Turkish Republic and who has not acqmred another nationality. 

z. Arrangement of June 3oth, I9Z8: 

Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean and Assimilated Refugees. - Any person of A~syriru;r .or 
Assyro-Chaldean origin, and also, by ass~ation, any perso~ of Syrian or Kurdish ?ngm, 
who does not enjoy, or who no longer enJoys, the protection of the State to ":hich. he 
previously belonged and who has not acquired, or does not possess, another nationality. 

Turkish Refugees. - Any person of Turkish origin, previously a subject of the Ottoman 
Empire, who, under 0e terms of th~ Protocol of L:msamre o~ July 24th, I923, does _not 
enjoy, or no longer enJoys, the protection of the Turkish Republic and who has not acqurred 
anollier nationality. 

The present number and geographical distribution of the refugees will be found in the tables 
annexed to the present report (Annex I}. . . ·. 

ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANISATION. 

On January Ist, I930, from which date the Secretary-General has had the administrative. 
responsibility for the refugee organisation, the administrative machinery dealing with the refugees 
question was composed as follows: 

I. The League of Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. - This post was occupied by 
Dr. Nansen from the outset. On September 23rd, I929. Dr. Nansen informed the Council that, 
in view of the difficulty of continuing the task which he had undertaken, he intended to appoint, 
on his own responsibility, -Mr. Lodge to assist him in his work. At its ·meeting on 
September 25th, I929, the Council.noted Dr Nansen's communication. 

z. The Inter-Governmental Advisory· Commission for Refugees. - Established by the 
Council, on the Assembly's proposal, on December I4th, I928, and composed of representatives 
of Germany, Bulgaria, China, Estonia, France, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Poland, 
Roumania, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. This Commission's first duty was to present to the 
Assembly in I929 a general report on the reorganisation of refugee work. It carried out this task 
at its session in May I929· The Commission must also advise the High Commissioner on the current 
administration of refugee work. 

3· The Central Service for Refugee Organisations. - This Service is composed of a temporary 
staff consisting of a Chief of Section, two " B " Members of Section and five lower officials. 

The I930 budget provided I5I,550 francs for the expenditure of the Central Service as a 
contribution from the League, and I4,375 francs as accessory receipts from certain fees, making a 
total of 165,925 francs. 

4 The !figh Com_mission~r's Delegate_s. -_Appointed in llie following countries: Germany, 
Sou.lli Amenca, Aust~a, Belgrum, Bulgana, China, France, Greece, Poland (with Baltic States), 
Syna, _Czechoslovakia, Turkey (Stamboul), Yugoslavia. For the maintenance of these 
deleg~bons, llie I930 budget provides I8z,z5o francs, to which must be added subsidies from 
certam. Governments :unounting to 48,749 francs (Austria, 7,200; Poland, z,8oo; Germany, I8,5771; 
Bulgana, I5,I32; Syna, 5,040) and accessory receipts of 27,260 francs from certain fees a total-of 
258,259 francs. . ' 

T'he German Government has not paid in this subsidy. 
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_b 5· T_he Advisory Committee of Private Organisations for Refugees. -This Committee, created 
Y the _High Commissioner. is composed of representatives of certain important organisations 

of_ RUSSian ~~ Armenian refugees and certain benevolent associations which have supplied the 
High Conumss10ner with funds for the settlement of refugees. This Committee is purely advisory. 
It ~- seve!al auxiliary organs including a Financial S14b-Committee, which advises on the 
administration of the High Commissioner's funds other than those provided by the budget voted 
~y the_ Assembly, and the Armenian Committee which deals with settlement of Armenian refugees 
m Syna. 

~n view of the nature of the instructions gi'ven him and the provisional character of the 
solution adopted by the last Assembly, the Secretary-General did not think it advisable to 
undertake any reorganisation of this administrative machinery. Accordingly he merely took 
over en bloc, for the year r930, the staff of the central service formerly attached to the International 
Labour Office. and confirmed in their functions for the same period the external delegates accredited 
to the various Governments by the High Commissioner for Refugees. · 

PRESENT ACTIVITY AND FUTURE POSSIBILITIES. 

The work of the refugees organisation may be divided into two main categories: 

A. Questions concerning the status of refugees; 
B. Relief work. 

A. QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE STATUS OF REFUGEES. 

Inter-Governmental Arrangements. 

In r929, the Advisory Commission for Refugees clearly indicated that the characteristic 
and essential feature of the problem was that persons classed as " refugees " have no regular 
nationality and are therefore deprived of the normal protection accorded to the regular citizens 
of a State. 

A final solution of the refugees problem can accordingly only be furnished by naturalisation 
in the countries in which the refugees reside, or by restoring their original nationality to them. 
As neither of these alternatives is possible at the moment, it has been necessary to institute a 
provisional system of protection which is embodied in the Inter-Governmental Arangements . 
of 1922, r924, r926 and r928. 

It will no doubt be useful to summarise the principal provisions of these Arrangements 

r. The Arrangement of July 5th, I922, deals with the issue of identity certificates to Russian 
refugees. These " Nansen passports " are issued by the competent national authorities in each 
country. It is thus an Arrangement between Governments intended to ensure certain action on 
the part of the authorities of these Governments for the benefit of the refugees. This Arrangement 
is applied at the present time by fifty-one States and is thus practically universal. In some countries, 
the passports are issued on the recommendation of the High Commissioner. 

2. The Arrangement of May Jist, I924, extends the provisions of the Arrangement of July 5th, 
r922, to Armenian refugees, Up to the present, thirty-eight Governments have signed it. 

3· The Arrangement of May I2th, I926, contains, in the first place, an exact definition of the 
terms " Russian refugee " and • Armenian refugee ". It recommends certain improvements 
(return visas, amount of national fees to be collected, total exemption in some cases from these 
fees) in the certificates established in accordance with the two previous Arrangements. It also 
provides for an annual-fee of five gold francs, payable by all refugees who are not destitute; the 
sums thus collected go to the revolving fund created by the High Commissioner for the settlement 
of refugees. These " Nansen stamps " are issued by the High Commissioner and cancelled by 
the national authorities in each country when the identity certificates are issued. 

It will thus be seen that the execution of this Arrangement is also entrusted in the first place 
to the national authorities in each country. The Arrangement, however, contains certain recom
mendations for co-operation between the national authorities and the International Labour Office 
(to which the Refugees Section at that time belonged) and its delegations. The Governments 
are requested to give favourable consideration to these recommendations, which may deal with 
special facilities for the conveyance of refugees from one country to another and the issue of 
identity certificates free of charge or at reduced rates. This Arrangement is at present applied 
by twenty-two countries. Several of these countries, however, have not accepted the system 
of • Nansen stamps " but have consented to make definite contributions for the evacuation of the 
refugees. A few countries ask the High Commissioner's delegate to assist them in issuing the 

. Nansen stamps. 

4· The Arrangement of June 3oth, I928, regarding the Extension to Other Categories of Refugees 
of Certain Measures taken for the Benefit of Russian and Armenian Refugees contains definitions 
of • Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean and Turkish refugees", and, as the title indicates, provides for 
the extension to the above-mentioned categories of the provisions of the Arrangements of 1922, 
r924 and r926. The total number of adhesions to this Arrangement is at present twelve. 
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5· The Arrangement of June 30th, 1928, regarding the Legal Status of Russian and Armenian 
Refugees aims at giving a stable legal status to the refugees concern~d.ld "d f the following 

Point I recommends that the High Commissioner for Refugees s o~ proVI e or h 
services by the appointment of representatives, in so far as these services are not reserved to t e. 
national authorities: 

(a) To certify the identity of the refugees; 
(b) To certify their civil status; . . . . . . 
(c) To attest the regularity and legality of documents Issued m therr count~ of c;mgm, 
(d) To legalise the signatures of the refugees and of documents drawn up m their own 

language; · . . h ct d d 
(e) To attest, vis-a-vis the a~thorities of the va~ous count;tes, the ~ ara er an goo. 

conduct of the refugees, their previous records of semce and therr professiOnal and academic 
qualifications; . . · 1 1 ·f bt · i;g 

(/) To recommend the refugees to the compete~t au~hontles, particu ar Y or o am 
visas, permis de sejour, admission to schools and to hbranes. 

Small fees may be charged for rendering .these services.. . . . · 
Points z to 9 of the Arrangement contain recommendations to the national authontles on the 

following matters: 

z. Definition of the personal status of refugees. . . . . 
3· Enjoyment of certain rights usually granted to fore1gners subject to reciprocity. 
4· Benefit of free legal assistance. 
5. Recommendation that restrictive regulations concerning foreign labour be not 

rigorously applied to the refugees. 
6. Relaxation of expulsion measures. 
7· Taxation equality with nationals. . 
8. Facilities for obtaining and prolonging passports and v1sas and for freedom of 

movement. 
9· Validity of identity certificates for return into the country whicl:l has issued them. 

The total number of adhesions is nine. · 
The High Commissioner's delegates exercise (entirely or in part) the function~ men~ioned in 

point I of the Arrangement in six countries (Germany, Austria, Bulgaria, Estoma, SWitzerland 
and Yugoslavia). 

6. The Agreement of June 30th, 1928, concerning the Functions ·of the Representatives o~ the 
High Commissioner for Refugees embodies in an international instrument the recommendations 
contained in point I of the Arrangement of June 30th, I9Z8. · It has been: ratified by France and 
~~- -

All these Arrangements were the result of intergovernmental conferences convened by the 
High Commissioner for Refugees. This international action has thus been promoted inspired and 
guided by the League of Nations. 

Execution of the Inter-Governmental Arrangements as shown by the replies of Governments. 

We have seen that the practical application of the Inter-Governmental Arrangements is 
primarily in the hands of the authorities of the countries where the refugees reside. The 
Governments may, however, in certain matters, ask for the assistance of tl:J.e delegates of the League 
High Commissioner. . 

In order to give the Assembly a full and accurate account of the present working of this system 
and its future possibilities and a comprehensive view of the present position of the refugees problem, 
the Secretary-General .thought it desirable to enter into direct communication with the 
Governments concerned. With this object he addressed a circular letter to them on May Izth, 
1930, the text of which is reproduced in Annex z. The Governments' replies are contained in 
Annex 3. 

As regards the legal protection of refugees these replies may be summarised as follows: 

Germany. - The Inter-Governmental Arrangements are being applied in accordance with 
the legislative and administrative provisions of the country. The High Commissioner's delegate 
is co-operating in _accor?ance with _point I of the I9Z8 Arrangement. As regards the future, 
however, the question m1ght be considered whether the present duties of the High Commissioner's 
delegate should not be transferred to an internal authority of the country. 

A 14stria. -The Inter-Governmental Arrangements are applied subject to certain reservations 
and. the High Commissioner's delegate is co-operating in their Execution, particularly as regard~ 
Article .12 of ~~e 19~6 Arran_gemen! and_point I of the IQZB Arrangement. 

Thts position gwes entire satisfactiOn to the Austnan Government which considers·that 
the maintenance in Austria for this purpose of the High Commissioner's delegate is highly desirable. 

Belgiwn. - Th~ internati?n:U ar~angemeuts !lre usually applied by the national authorities. 
The duty of the H1gh Comm1ss10ner s delegate Is: · 

(a) In the case o~ Russian refugees, to legalise or visa documents issued by the Russian . 
Refugees Office estabhshed at Brussels; · · · 
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(b) In !he case of Armenian, Turkish, Assyrian, Ass)To-Chaldean and assimilated 
refugees, to discharge the duties mentioned in point I of the Arrangpment of June 30th, 1928. 

In future, the execution of the Arrangements might be provided for in the same way as at 
present, although the High Commissioner's delegate has not yet been in office long enough for the 
Government to be in a position to give a definite opinion as to the necessity of maintaining the 
delegate. 

- B1;4lgaria.- The Inter-Governmental Arrangements are being applied with the assistance of
the High Commissioner's delegate, who discharges the duties mentioned in point I of the 1928 
Arrangement. The Bulgarian Government does not see any reason why the present system 
should be changed or why it should lose the assistance in future of the High Commissioner's 
delegate. 

· Esto_nia. - The Inter-Governmental Arrangements are being applied, subject to certain 
reservations. The High Commissioner's delegate discharges the duties mentioned in the 1928 
Arrangement (point I). In future, the Arrangements will continue to be executed under the same 
conditions as hitherto. 

. France. - The national authorities and the High Commissioner's representative co·-operate 
~ applying the Inter-Governmental Arrangements. The High Commissioner's respresentative 
·~s responsible, in particular, for the issue of "Nansen stamps" and carries out the duties mentioned 
m the Arrangement of I928. The assistance of the High Commissioner's representative is essential. 

Greece. - The Inter-Governmental Arrangements are applied exclusively by the national 
authorities. The maintenance of a High Commissioner's delegate does not therefore seem to be 
essential in this country. · 

Latvia . . - The Inter-Governmental Arrangements are applied by the competent authorities 
without the assistance of the High Commissioner's delegate. 

Poland. - The Inter-Governmental Arrangements are applied by the administrative 
authorities of the country without the assistance of the High Commissioner's delegate. , 

-Czechoslovakia. - The Inter-Governmental Arrangements are being applied by the national 
authorities in accordance with the laws of the country without the assistance of the 
High Commissioner's delegate. · 

Yugoslavia. - The Inter-Governmental Arrangements are applied in the main by the 
Government authorities and institutions. The duties of the High Commissioner's delegate arc: 

(a) In respect of Russian refugees, to discharge the duties mentioned in point I of 
the 1928 Arrangement, subject to certain restrictions and in conjunction with the Delegation 
for the Protection of the Interests of Russian Emigrants in Yugoslavia; 

(b) In respect of Armenian refugees to discharge all the duties mentioned in point I 
of the I928 Arrangement. 

As regards the future, the Government authorities and the Delegation for the Protection of the 
Interests of Russian Emigrants in Yugoslavia are able; in most cases, to meet the refugees' needs 
in matters affecting their legal status, and the High Commissioner's delegate merely supplements 
this work. · 

The Future. 

Thanks to the action of the L~ague and Dr. Nansen's work, some hundreds of thousands 
of men have recovered the use and enjoy the protection of their civil rights. In accordance with 
a common plan, laid down in international agreements, J?Ost States have, in the ex~rcise of ~heir 
sovereign rights, granted a legal status to the refugees. It 1s natural that, so long as this e?'cephonal 
position exists, the League of Nations should not abandon its work, but should contmue to be 
a moral support and refuge for these persons, pursuing and regularising the application of the 
agreements, with th~ help of the Advisory C?mm~ssion, and arranging .i~ nec~ssary, _fo_r th~ir 
revision. This function of the League of Nations IS to a great extent pohhcal, m that It Imphes 
relations maintained in its name with the Governments ~nd their competent departments for 
the purpose of applying international agreements initiated by the League. It would therefore 
appear to be unnecessary to contemplate any modification of this aspect of the question. 

· Apart from the general supervision of the problem _of ~he legal protection of ~e ref~gees, 
there is also however, the question of the day-to-day applicatiOn of the Arrangements m particular 
cases. Sev~ral Governments thought that the League of Nations should be associated with the 
administration of these international agreements in their countries. 'l:he system created by the 
agreements presupposes the intervention of the High Commissioner's delegate as regards the 
duties stipulated in the Agreement of June 30th, I928, and in point I of the Arrangement of 
the same date. These countries are: · 

For the Agreement of 1928: Belgium and France. 
For the Arrangement of I928: Germany, Austria, Bulgaria, Estonia, Switzerland and 

Yugoslavia. 

It should be noted that, as regards France, the application of the Agreement of June 30th, 
1928, is greatly facilitated by the work of the Russian Refugees Offices. The documents required 
by the refugees are drawn up by these offices, and the High Commissioner's delegate merely 
checks and visas them in order to legalise them as required by French law. But the delegate 
cannot interfere in the working of the Refugees Offices; he cannot issue documents in their stead 
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nor legalise any other documents than those coming from them. It is thus a ~atter s~ply of 
legalisation by an external authority. The position is more or less the same m Belgtum and 
Yugoslavia. . 

The Governments of Austria, Bulgaria, Estonia and Fran~e have st~ted that th~y cons~der 
it essential to maintain delegates in their countries for the execution of the mstruments m questio~. 
Belgium has not yet given a definite opinion. Germany has stated that the transfer of the delegates 
duties to a national authority might be considered. . . 

The Governments of Greece, Latvia, Poland, Czechoslovakia and YugoslaVIa have e:cpressly 
stated that, in the application of the international agreements, some of ~em have already ~spensed 
with the services of the High Commissioner's delegate and others considered these services to be 
unnecessary. . . . · . . 

As a result of the Governments' replies, 1t 15 therefore eVIdent that the da:y:-to-day .execution 
of the Arrangements would not necessitate maintaining special del~gates except m a small num?er 
of countries (Austria, Bulgaria, Estonia, France, and perhaps Belgium). ~ould not the d.elegatiOn 
for carrying out these Arrangements be entrusted, as is already the cas~ m some countnes, to an 
official of the country ? This official would make periodical reports on his W?rk. It would further
more be desirable that the maintenance of these delegates should be considered as a temporary 
measure. 

B. RELIEF WoRK. 

If the organisation of the Refugees Section was solely intended to provide fo~ the lega 
protection of the refugees - which is undoubtedly its essential purpose - the solutiOn of the 
problem would be easy. We must now examine the other part of its task- that is to say, refugee 
relief - and consider how and to what extent this relief work, as illustrated by the measures that 
have been taken, can be continued and how it should influence the solution of the problem. 

This work may be divided into two categories: 

I. Finding of employment for refugees; 
II. Relief to unemployed. 

I. · Finding of Employment for Refugees. 

The relief work of the Refugees Section, carried on thanks to the untiring generosity of 
Dr. Nansen, was mainly directed to settling the refugees. For these persons; who were grouped 
together in certain countries to which the accidents of their tragic fate had first led them, employ
ment could only be found by moving them elsewhere. From 1922 to 1928, according to the High 
Commissioner's statistics, the total number of refugees whose settlement was assisted by the High 
Commission amounted to g8,558. Even now, however, the groups of refugees formed at the very 
beginning continue to exist. The question arises as to whether these should still be regarded as 
temporary, and capable of being dissolved or reduced through emigration schem~, or whether 
we are obliged to regard them as in fact permanent. This question can only be solved by a study 
of economic circumstances and financial resources. . · 

Nqw that most countries are seriously affected by unemployment, do economic circumstances 
allow us to contemplate the introduction into :those countries of considerable numbers of foreign 
workers ? Recently, such measures have been possible hardly anywhere save in France and in 
Syria. This is a question on which the replies of the Governments will throw some light. 

What are the financial resources available ? In order to meet its requirements, the Refugees 
Section has had at its disposal: (a) credits voted in the budget of the League of Nations and intended 
solely to meet administrative expenditure; (b) contributions from national or international 
associations and private persons, grants from certain Governments, and sums derived from the sale 
of " N ansen stamps ". 

Some of these ~ontributions have be~n given in the form of loans not bearing interest, 
repayable wholly or m part. ·Of the donatiOns, some have been given on the condition that the 
donors should be con~ulted with regard to the final use of sums that might eventually be available. 

Let us now consider: 

(a) What work is at present being done? 
(b) What financial resources are, or will be, available ? 
(c) What are the views of the Governments chiefly concerned ? 
(d) What are the prospects for the future ? 

(a) Work at present bei11g carried on. 

I. Work in ~yria. -The settlement of Armenian refugees in Syria may be regarde~ as a 
separate undertaking. Up to the present, nearly 12,000 refugees in all have been settled. During 
the year 1929, the result of the settlement work was as follows: 

Urban settlements. . 
Agricultural colonies . 

Total 
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Th~ subsidiary bodies asSisting the High Commissioner in this settlement work have been: 

(J} The Armenian Committee set up in November 1926, including representatives of the 
m~ndatory Power, the Armenian refugee organisations, the International Red Cross and other 
pnvate international and national organisations interested in _the fate of the Armenian 
refugees; 

(iJ) A committee for finding employment for refugees at Beirut, consisting of 
representatives of the High Commissioner of the mandatory Power, the local authorities, 
the High Commissioner for Refugees and the International Labour Olfice; 

(iiJ) Sub-committees of the Beirut Committee at Aleppo and at Alexandretta. 

The funds necessary for this settlement work are derived from grants made by the French 
Government and the Government of the Lebanon, and from donations from certain associations 
and private persons. On December 31st last, the donations received amounted to [32,030. Since 
then the French Government has paid in a sum of J,ooo,ooo French francs. At the end of 1929, 
the funds received by M. Burnier, the High Commissioner's delegate in Syria, had reached a total 
of £28,569; the accounts which have reached Geneva showed that, out of that amount, £26,257 had 
been spent. This last sum was divided up as follows: 

Agricultural settlements . . . 
Urban settlements. . . . . . . 
Administrative expenses . . . . 

£ 
x6,758 
8,207 1 

1,298 

Is it possible to consider this work as completed ? Or should it be continued, and if so for 
how long ? The mandatory Power has promised to submit certain suggestions on this point, 
and when these suggestions are received, the Assembly will perhaps be able to decide as to the best 
solution of this problem. 

2. Other Work.- According to the figures supplied by the Refugees Section, 6,339 refugees 
were moved from one country to another during the year 1929.1 The work consisted of (a) finding 
employment for refugees on the basis of industrial or agricultural contracts, (b) settlement of 
Russian metayers in France, and (c) finding various kinds of employment. 

To understand the r~le of the High Commissioner, certain explanations are necessary: 
(a) The employment obtained on the basis of industrial or agricultural contracts was mostly 

with certain French industrial establishments. In 1929, 1,580 refugees coming from Bulgaria, 
Yugoslavia, Estonia and Czechoslovakia were engaged for these firms. This work has been carried 
on in such a manner that the firms desiring to recruit labour among refugees have applied to the 
High Commissioner, forwarding to him funds representing the cost of transport and the expenditure 
required for a given number of refugees. The High Commissioner transmitted these funds to his 
delegates, who engaged the workers and arranged for their conveyance in groups. Advances to 

. refugees have also been made out of the " Nansen Stamps " Fund. 
(b) There has been a certain amount of recruiting of agricultural metayers (52) for France 

under similar conditions. The advances necessary for these metayers were, however, made to 
them in certain cases by the Credit Agricole de France, under the guarantee of the High 
Commissioner. 

(c) Furthermore, refugees who have themselves found work in another country or who are 
in a position to take the risk of obtaining work, have been assisted by the High Commissioner in 
various ways to leave the country in which they were residing. In most cases, he advanced them 
the cost of their journey. He also approached the competent authorities on their behalf in regard 
to the issue of passports and visas, reduced fares and passage-money, etc. 

These activities show that over and above the moral support given by the Section and the 
representations it makes on their behalf, the financial assistance furnished by it to the refugees 
chiefly takes the fonn of advances. These are made out of a fund chiefly derived from the sale of 
"Nansen stamps". Refugees are obliged to sign an undertaking for repayment by instalments 
during a longer or shorter period. In most cases, the High Commissioner obtains additional 
guarant~es from third persons who are financially solvent. Advances are increased by 10 per cent,-

1 The geographical distribution of the persons moved was as follows: 
Country of destination Country left 

Franoe (including Frencll possessions in North Germany • • • 
Africa) • • • • • • • • • • • · • 3.497 Austria and Hungary 

Other European countries • 1,042 Belgium 
North America • • . • • • 440 Bulgaria 
South America • • • • • • 788 China • 
Africa, Asia and Australia • 572 Estonia 

6.339 

France . 
Greece .. 
Lithuania .. 
Poland •• 
Roumania .. 
C7.echoslovakia . 
Turkey (Stamboul) 
Yugoslavia • • • • 

Add the metayers in France • 

.155 

2 

2,094 
349 
331 

32 
974 

2 

187 
1 

138 
88t 
824 
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which goes to an " emergency " fund intended to meet certain administrative expenses not covered 
by the contribution from the League budget. . 

" Nansen stamps " are sold in all countries which have accepted the clause on _this matter 
in the 1926 Arrangement. The German Government does not use the Nansen stamp m Germany, 
but has stated that it is prepared to make advances to Russian refugees evacuated _from Germany 
up to an amount not exceeding xoo,ooo marks. The Czechoslovak Government lS also prepa~ed 
to grant advances to Russian refugees transferred from its territory up to an amount not exceeding 
£37.500. 

Up to December 31st, 1929, the High Commissioner had granted ~dvances ~o 2,099 refugees 
amounting (with the additions) toasumof 525,897.35 Swiss francs, and dunngthe~enod fromJ anuary 
xst to July 31st, 1930, to 673 refugees, amounting to a total of I02,979-IO SWISS francs. He h~ 
also contributed a sum of 30,592.50 francs for the evacuation of Russ1an refugees from Stamboul. 

(b) Financial resources. 
I. Work in Syria.- We have seen above that the donations received by the High C?mmis

sioner for the settlement of Armenian refugees in Syria are almost exhausted. The Sect10n has 
therefore at present only the grant recently allowed them by the French Government, which 
amounts to 3 million French francs. 

2. Other Work for placi1tg Refugees.- The funds which are or will be available for this work 
are the following: 

(a) Recoverable Advances. -The High Commissioner's "Nansen stamp" accounts show, 
under the date of July Jist, 1930, as a recoverable advance, and therefore as a realisable asset, 
a sum of 492,824 francs, which is owed by several thousand persons scattered over all countries 
in the world. 2 Should this amount be regarded as an asset which can in practice be realised and 
counted upon for continuing or developing refugee work ? It is impossible to predict the amounts 
which may be repaid in future. In some cases the Refugees Section has no ~ccurate information 
as to the present position, or even the addresses, of the persons owing the money. Furthermore, 
a question of principle arises. Is it desirable to contemplate the possibility of' taking legal 
proceedings or enforcing judgment on behalf of the League of Nations against the unfortunate 
persons whom it has assisted ? Or should we regard the undertaking to repay as a moral 
obligation ? . 

(b) Private Fund. - According to tlle report submitted by the High Commissioner to the 
tenf!t ordinary session of the Assembly (document A.23.1929.VII), tlle High Commissioner had 
at his ~sposal a private fund of £9,ooo. The Secretary-General has no information as to tlle origin, 
composition and employment of this fund. The deatll of Dr. Nansen makes it necessary to take 
a decision as to how it will be used and who will be autllorised to deal will it. 3 

(c) Contributions from Private Associations and Persons. - We have already mentioned 
that the High Commissioner had in the past received contributions from certain international 
or national philanthropic associations and from private persons. These resources having been 
exha~st:d, the last AsseJ?bly au~horised the High Commissioner to make a fresh appeal to tlle 
associations and persons m guestlon. In view of the deatll of Dr. Nansen this appeal has not yet 
been made. The Assembly will tllerefore have to decide whetller a fresh appeal to private generosity 
should be made. · 

(d) Sale of " N ansen stamps ". - This sale has yielded: 

In 1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 . . . • . . . 
1930 (first 7 montlls) 

Total ... 

Swiss francs 

88,305 
66,635 
89,570 

104,000 
58,265 

406,775 & 

: An American Committee supplied the sum of $roo:~oo for this evacuation. . . 
The sum of 85,735.30 francs was repaid up to December 31st, 1929, and 50,317.15 francs between ·January xst 

and July 31st, 1930. · 
:This fundi;" at. presen~ ~e.posited with Mr. Lodge (see document A.23(a).1929.VII). 

The followmg 1S the dlVIS>On by countries for the years 1928 and 1929: 

• 
Number of stamps sold (at 5 gold francs) 

Austria 
J:ga8 :rgag 
328 346 

Belgium 1,124 1,061 
Bulgaria 3.978 3,510 
Denmark. 
Finland 

129" 124 

France . 
35 350 

Greece 
3.571 4.498 

Luxemburg. 
10 

Norway , • 73 104 

Roumania • 
T o 100 104 

Sweden 
2,000 5.000 

Switzerland 
258 282 

Syria 
1,245 1,305 

Yugosla~: 
216 

3,163 2,85r 
Various 189 13 

16,419 19,548 
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Th~ _sale of " Nansen stamps " is at present the only source which may be regarded 
as proVIding a regnlar revenue and which might perhaps be further developed. 

(e) Nature ?f ~e Supervision exercised. - Since January Ist, 1930, the Secretary-General 
has done e:verythiing !n his power to administer the High Commissioner's funds in accordance with 
the financial regnlations and the various principles laid down by the Supervisory Commission. 
The Treasury first of all reorganised these accounts on practical and scientific lines. These efforts 
were successful as regards the funds other than those concerning settlement in Syria. In this last 
case, a statement showing cash in hand has been drawn up, but it has not yet been possible to 
:prepare ~ statem~nt of assets and liabilities. Steps have, however, been taken to collect full 
mformation on this matter, and a statement will be drawn up in due course. The private fund 
account remained under the personal control of Dr. Nansen. 

. T~e Secretary-General's supervision, even though it is exercised in accordance with the 
Fmanc1al Regnlations, can, however, only be a formal one, since work is here being carried on 
outside his sphere of intervention and frequently in distant countries and by outside agents. 
The Supervisory Commission laid great stress on this point in its report on July 31st, 1929 
(document A.s(a).Ig2g.X.). 

(c) Views of the Governments. 

On being consulted by the Secretary-General's Circular Letter, dated lllay 12th, 1930, with 
regard to the problem of finding employment for refugees (see Annex 2), the Governments chiefly 
concerned replied as follows: 

. G~rmany. - The number of unemployed refugees is large and is constantly increasing. 
It IS difficult for them to find work in <;ermany itself. Their removal to other countries renders 
the co-operation of the League of Nations desirable. 

Austria. - The very numerous Russian refugees in Austria only earn their living with 
great difficulty and by casual work. It is difficult to transport them to other countries nnd the 
co-operation of a representative of the High Commissioner is required. 

Belgium. - There are no unemployed refugees. 
Bulgaria. - The number of unemployed varies between 4,000 and g,ooo. It is desirable 

that they should be transported to other countries and, for this purpose, the co-operation of 
a representative of the High Commissioner would be required. 

Estonia. - The number of unemployed refugees varies according to the season, and it 
would be desirable that they should be transferred to other countries. The League of Nations 
could carry out this work satisfactorily and in a short time. 

France. - All able-bodied refugees on French territory can find employment. The 
co-operation of the High Commissioner's representative would still be desirable, but provision 
might be made for decentralisation of the existing services, and there would be no objection 
to the setting-up for this purpose of a commission with official connections. 

Greece. - The Greek Government is desirous of evacuating the 30,000 Armenian refugees 
still residing in its territory whom it regards as not capable of being assimilated. The High 
Commissioner's delegate might co-operate in the evacuation of these persons should the League 
of Nations have a scheme for their transport to other countries. 

Latvia. - There are several hundred unemployed whom it would be necessary to transfer 
elsewhere, and this is the only task which would justify the maintenance of the High Commissioner's 
delegate. 

Poland. - The number of unemployed is fairly large and the assistance of the High 
Commissioner's delegate with a view to their transfer continues to be desirable. It is not for the 
Polish Government to indicate the territories in which the refugees might find work. 

Czechoslovakia. - The majority of the refugees are employed. So far as evacuation is 
concerned, the Czechoslovak Government does not require the assistance of the High 
Commissioner's .delegate since the emigrant organisations make satisfactory provision for it. 

Yugoslavia. - Most of the refugees have found work. There are, of course, a certain number 
who are without work or are unsuitably employed, but this, is also true of nationals of the country. 
So far as finding work for refugees in foreign countries is concerned, the co-operation of the 
High Commissioner's delegate might be of some use in the future. 

(d) Prospects for the Future. 

It follows from the replies of the Governments and from the statistics given in the table 
shown in Annex r, that the chief countries in which there is a large number of unemployed 
refugees are the following (with the exception of Syria, which, as has been said, constitutes a 
separate problem): 

. { z,goo Russians 
Bulgana · 2,500 Armenians 
China . 25,000 Russians 
Estonia 2,8oo Russians 
Finland. ro,Soo Russians 
Greece . 30,000 Armenians 
Latvia . 6oo Russians 
Lithuauia r,soo Russians 
Poland . . 39,000 Russians 
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We have, therefore, to deal with a total of about II4,000 Russians and 33,000 Annenians. 
These figures, however, include, not only persons wholly unemployed, but also refugees employed 
in casual or temporary work. . 

It would appear that the only country which s~ill seems.to be able to absorb refugees IS F:ance, 
including her colonies. Unemployment, however, IS becommg worse e':'erywhere, and even m the 
case of France it is not certain that the amount of employment available may not be reduced 
or even disappear altogether. . .. 

It will be for the Assembly, which has thus the problem !!lid before It, to take a d_eciswn. 
A clear distinction should moreover be made between the vanous aspects of the ques~IO~. If 
the intention is to secure, so far as economic and political considerations allo~: !he negoti~tion: of 
agreements which would give the refugees residing in a country the same facihti~s for emigration 
as those given to the nationals of the country in question (as s_uggested by the Polish Government), 
it would seem to be the bounden duty of the League of Nation~ to rec~rm!ll~nd such. agre_ements. 
If, however, it is proposed to set on foot a scheme of collective or m~IVIdual emigratiOn, the 
question arises whether, in view of economic circumstances and fin~mcial resources the Lea!ple 
of Nations can expect in future years to retain the hope of transferrmg the refugees and findin_g 
employment for them and continue to assume responsibility for this work ? ':f~e reply to this 
question, which is in itself an important one, will have great influence on the dec!Slons to be ta~en 
with regard to the administration of refugee work. It is clear that operations su~h as those :W~.ch 
have been explained above are hardly compatible with the normal rules governmg the ~cti':'Ities 
of the Secretariat. If they are continued, should they not be entrusted to some other orgam~ati?n ? 
Moreover, consideration should be given to the question whether the delegates should be mamtamed 
in those countries which have only expressed the desire for this retention in the hope of using their 
services to assist in the emigration of the refugees. · 

II. Measures for the Relief of Refugees unable to work. 

It will be seen from the table given in Annex I of the present report that, among the refugees, 
there are about 70,000 persons unable to work. These are disabled ex-service men, civilians in 
bad health, old persons and children. 

With the assistance of the refugee organisations, the High Commissioner carried out several 
enquiries into the positiori of persons suffering from tuberculosis, disabled ex-service men and 
children of refugees, but he was unable to do much to assist refugees unable to work, since the 
funds which he had at his disposal were entirely taken up by measures for the settlement of refugees. 
On the proposal of the Advisory Inter-Governmental Commission, the last Assembly authorised 
the High Commissioner to devote part of the funds from the sale of the "Nansen stamps" to. 
relief work for infirm refugees. The High Commissioner however, was unable to avail himself 
of this authorisation, the negotiations with several Governments concerning the extended 
application of the " N ansen stamp " systel;Il not having yet led to any result. 

It should be noted, however, that several Governments do to a large extent give refugees 
unable to work the same treatluent as their own nationals, by granting them pensions, etc. The 
refugee organisations are also doing a great deal of work in this field. . 

According to the replies from Governments to the Secretary-General's letter dated May 12th, 
1930, the present position in the various countries is as follows: 

Germany. - Refugees are treated in the ·same way as nationals of the country. In definite 
cases, ~~wever, it might be useful for the High Conuriissioner's delegate to approach the competent 
authonties. · 

. Austria. -Refugees can, if necessary, claim .poor relief from the communes in which they 
reside. The co-operation of the High Commissioner's delegate would be of value. 

Belgium. - The question does not arise. 
Bulgar!a. - Relief is m~inly organised ~y. the Russian and Armenian refugee associations. 

Th~ Bul~ana~ Government gives these .associatiOns large grants (about 13 million Ievas yearly); 
ThiS actio~ rmght b: usefull~ extend~d if the High Commissioner were able to supply funds . 

. Estoma. - Relief work IS organised by the Government on the same basis as public relief to 
nationals. · 

F_ran.ce. - There is very little .relief work, which should be organiseq without delay. The 
org~sat~on to b_e set up should, It seems, be based upon Russian and Annenian charitable 
organ1sat~on~, w~ch sh?,uld be given financial resources mainly from the sums derived from the 
general distnbution of Nansen stamps" in France. 
. Greece. - There is _no need to organise special measures. Old and infirm refugees are treated 
m the s~e way a~ na.tio~als of the country. 

L_atv1a. - Relief IS g~ven at the expense of the State and may be regarded as adequately 
orgarused. 

Poland. -.Relief for refugees is given in the form of invalidity pensions or unem Io ent 
benefit, or else m the fonn: of accommodation in homes and charitable institutions. The ~lish 
Gov~~ent would not obJect to collaboration with the High Commissioner's delegate if he had 
at his disposal the necessary means to carry out such work. 

H. hCzechos~vtfkia. ,- Relief work is organised by the Government without the assistan~e of the 
1g CoiDm!Sswner s delegate. 

Yugoslav~a. -Relief ~ork is org~~sed by the Government Cormnission for Russian Refu ees 
Thdise coal-othperation of the H1gh Commissioner's delegate would be desirable, should he have a~ hi~ 

pos e necessary means for such work. 
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From the replies of the Go':ernments, it would seem that relief work for refugees unable to 
work woUld need to be extended m several countries. What most of these countries desire is not 
so much ~e assistance of the High Commissioner's delegates in the carrying out of this work as 
fralesh funds... As has been said above, such funds could probably be obtained from the extended 
s e of the Nansen stamps", part of the sums derived from which might be earmarked for this 
purpose and placed at the disposal either of the local authorities or of the Armenian and Russian 
refugees associations. Such an extension of the use of "Nansen stamps" is however itself 
dependent on the decisions of several Governments. ' ' 

CONCLUSION. 
. In submittiJ:ig the a~ove observations to the Assembly, the Secretary-General has endeavoured, 
m accordance With the mstructions he received, to show the results of experience acquired during 
the ten;n of his provisional administrative authority. · 

~em~ furth~rmore called on " to make proposals for the administration of the refugees' 
orgams":tion dur~g the whole period in which it is being wound up ", he has examined the two 
~lte~atrv~ solutions which the Sixth Committee of the tenth Assembly had contemplated during 
Its discussiOns: 

(a) The incorporation in the Secretariat of the Refugees Section as a temporary 
department;· 

(b) The setting up of an independent and autonomous organisation. 
. The F~u:fu Committee, when consulted, was very properly of opinion that both alternatives 

raised administrative and financial questions which called for exhaustive examination. 
I. . First of all, what should be understood by an " autonomous organisation " ? This 

expres~10n, which, in ordinary practice, is applied to the Court of Justice and the Labour 
Or&amsation, would appear to have a meaning which is limited to a definition of their financial 
regi_me. In fact, these two institutions, which are independent in the exercise of their respective 
duties, are dependent on the Assembly so far as concerns their financial administration. . 

The text of the financial regiilations reads as follows: 
"Autonomous Organisations include the International Labour Organisation, the 

Permanent Court of International Justice and any autonomous organisation hereafter created 
by the Assembly.· 

" The word ' autonomous ' has reference solely to the separation of the financial 
administration of such organisations from that of the Secretariat and does not imply any 
wider consequences." 
This means that, so far as concerns their financial administration, they remain subject to the 

budgetary and administrative regulations fixed by the Assembly and to the action of its supervisory 
organisations. 

· Does the difference between the two solutions contemplated last year merely consist in 
entrusting the administration of the Refugees Section to the Secretary-General or handing it over 
to another authority set_ up for that purpose, only dependent on the Assembly from a financial 
~~~? . 

Or has the term "independent and autonomous organisation" a much wider meaning, 
involving an organisation of another type independent of the Assembly and therefore subject 
neither to its control nor to its financial regiilations, and receiving a large grant for the purpose 
of meeting its administrative expenditure ? · 
· This is a question of principle to which the Secretary-General first draws the attention of the 
Assembly. 

II. Furthermore, ought the- Refugees Section to be regarded as an indivisible whole, all the 
functions of which should be entrusted to the Secretary-General or transferred en bloc to another 
organisation ? . 

In the course of the investigation, an account of which has been given above, and particularly 
when the replies of the Governments reproduced in the annexes were carefully examined an 
endeavour was made to characterise and classify the various powers and duties of the Refugees 
Section, and to give figures which make it possible to estimate their importance. 

In the first place it would appear obvious that, so far as concerns the status and legal protection 
of the refugees, the League of Nations cannot assume an attitude of indifference to the application 
of the International Arrangements, concluded at its suggestion, which created the status and 
provided for the protection in question. To what extent, however, should an administrative 
organisation be maintained at the expense of the League of Nations in order to supervise such 
application ? This would appear to be essentially a question of fact. Several Governments have 
stated either that they were already providing, or that they were prepared to provide, such 
protection by means of their national authorities alone. Other Governments, basing their action 
on the International Arrangements, have established a legal system which requires the intervention 
of the League of Nations. 

It would seem to be here that we must seek the criterion which would make a decision possible. 
Furthermore, it may be ·questioned whether correspondence with Governments or with 

Government departments in regard to the application of the agreements and any modifications 
or revisions of these agreements, could be properly entrusted to an organisation independent of the 
League. 

Should the Assembly think it desirable, the Secretary-General would see no administrative 
objection to this part of the duties of the Refugee Section being transferred to the Secretariat. 

III. A decision to this effect would, however, necessarily raise the question as to the 
possibility of dividing up the present powers and duties of the Refugees Section. 
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The relief work as described above would not, indeed, appear to be compatible with the 
regulations for the financial administration of the Secretariat and its means ~?f supervision. 

Other points which will doubtless occur to the Assembly are: Are the avrulable resources and . 
economic circumstances such as to justify the assumption that the removal and transfer of all or 
part of the groups of refugees now existing are probable or possible ? . To what extent is the 
Assembly prepared to maintain this hope and to assume responsibility for it ? 

At present, apart from the settlement of Armenians in Syria, the only relief work on a large 
scale consists in advances to refugees. This work has the character of individual assistance rather 
than collective relief work. It should be noted that the funds for this purpose are almost entirely 
derived from the refugees themselves--sale of " Nansen stamps ", repayment of former advances. 
It may be asked whether this character of mutual relief could not be extended by means of a suitable 
organisation, which might further develop relief to sick persons and the unemployed. 

The Assembly will have to decide whether it desires to see such an organisation set up. 

Annex 1. 

PRESENT NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF REFUGEES. 

The report submitted to the tenth ordinary session of the Assembly on refugee work (document 
A.23.192g.VII) contained a table showing the number and geographical distribution of the refugees. 
There has been no important change in the general position in this respect, but it may be of interest 
t? note the modifications which have taken place in the last year. The following table thus 
gives the present numbe~ of refugees classified according to the country of residence and category, 
account being taken of refugees for whom employment was found in 1929: 

Country 

Austria . 
Belgium . . .. 
British Empire: 

Gt, Britain. . 
Cyprus . 
Iraq 
Palestine. 

Bulgaria . . . 
China . 
Czechoslovakia . 
Danzig 
Denmark . 
Estonia 
Finland 
France 
Germany 
Greece . 
Hungary 
Italy . . 
Japan .. 
Latvia 
Lithuania . . . . . 
Norway ..•.. 
Poland . 

Total number of 
refugees 

Number of refugees 
capable of work 

but unemployed or 
employed in casual or 

temporary work 

Russian I Armenian Russian I Armenian 

2,401 263 I 53 I 
No statistics available 

No recen! statistics lvailable 
2,500 - -
2,000 

30 

20 

23,848 22,000 2,go6 
II9,294 500 25,400 
2J,8oo 200 rs,8oo 

269 - 27 

2,500 

300 - -
r6,822 - 2,822 
14,314 - 10,825 

400,000 3 - -

roo,ooo No statistics available 
2,026 38,834. 8272 1 28,024 
4.75I IS - -
I,154 603 427 R. et A. 
2,356 24 r,657 -

30,ooo - 5,8oo -
8,ooo - r,soo -

Very small number 

Number of refugees incapable 
of earning tbeir living 

(lncluding disabled ex-service men 
· and children) 

Russian I Armenian 

298 (r6o)1 

3.431 (2~459) 
10,425 (8,65o) 
4,509 (3,000) 

10 (10) 

6,000 

65 (20) 

6,9oo (5,5oo) 

30 (20) 

rso (ro8) 9,56I 
r,9or 

203 R. et A. 
580 R. etA. 

rr,soo 
J,500 

(83) 
(455) 

Roumania . . . . . 
Spain . . . . . . 

99,813 r,ooo 38,976 -
70,000 No detailed statistics available 

Sweden .... 
Switzerland . . . 
Syria . 
Turkey: .. 

Stamboul .. 
. . . 

Yugoslavia . . . 

Total • . . . . 

500 - - -
I,OOO - 500 -
2,266 250 - -
- 85,842 - 32,700 

200 
419 

6,176 

: ~clu~ing refugees employed in casual work and unemployed 
1 

"! • gurcs in brackP.b refer to children. · 
RUSSian and Armenian refugees. 

218 

5,200 
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Assyrians and Assyro-Chaldeans: 

Greece. . . . . 6oo 
Iraq. . ' 3.6oo 
Southern Russia xs.ooo 
Syria . . . . . x,soo 

Total 20,700 
Turkish refugees: 

Albania 2 
Bulgaria 3 
Cyprus. 3 . Egypt . 14 
France. Is 
Greece. 37 
Iraq. . . 5 
Roumania 32 
Syria . . . . . 30 
Other countries . . . . 19 

• Total ISO 

No detailed statistics are available regarding these two groups of refugees. There is, however, 
reason to believe that. most of them are in a precarious situation. 

(20A/I9597/I8766) 
Annex 2. 

C.L. 89. I930.XIII. 

I. CIRCULAR LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE GOVERNMENTS 
. OF THE FOLLOWING COUNTRIES: AUSTRIA, BELGIUM, BULGARIA, CHINA, 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA, ESTONIA, FRANCE, GERMANY, GREECE, LATVIA, 
LITHUANIA, POLAND, YUGOSLAVIA. 

Geneva, May 12th 1930. 

At its meeting on September 23rd, 1929, the Assembly decided to place the High Commission 
for Refugees; for a period of one year and as an experiment, under the administrative authority 
of the Secretary-General of the League of Nations. It also requested the Secretary-General to 
report to the next Assembly on the experience thus acquired and to make proposals for 
the administration of the refugee organisation during the whole period in which it is bemg wound 
up. This decision was based on the report of the Fourth Committee, which stated that the object 
in view was to enable the Secretary-General to examine the whole of the questions relating to 
this problem and to make his proposals with a full knowledge of the facts. 

With a view to carrying out the task entrusted to him by the Assembly, the Secretary-General 
has endeavoured to follow very closely the work of the Refugee Section, which has been incorporated 
in the Secretariat since January xst, 1930, and which temporarily forms a special section. This 
Section has already furnished him with a great deal of information concerning the refugee problem, 
communicated to it by the Governments concerned and by the delegates of the High Commissioner 
for Refugees. These particulars could, however, be supplemented with advantage by information 
as to the present position of the refugees, furnished by Governments on whose territory large groups 
of refugees are residing. The national administrations in each country upon whom a large portion 
of the work and responsibility frequently devolves, have considerable experience of the question, 
and it would be difficult to frame the proposals requested by the Assembly without knowing 
their views. 

The Secretary-General has accordingly the honour to forward to those Governments the 
attached questionnaire and to request them to be good enough to send him their replies, if possible 
before June I:5th, 1:930, SO that his proposals may be submitted to the Assembly in good time. 

II. QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO GOVERNMENTS REGARDING THE FUTURE 
ORGANISATION OF THE WORK ON BEHALF OF REFUGEES. 

A. HUMANITARIAN WoRK. 
l:. Refugee Settlement: 

. . 

(a) Are there many unemployed refugees ? 
(b) Is it possible to find work for these refugees within the country? 
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·h t ·e5 in which it would be 
(c) Is it possible to transport these refugees to ot er coun n . . 

easier for them to find w?rk ? . G t r quire the co.:Operation of the High 
(d) To what extent m future will your overn!lle~ e d ( ) ~ 

Commissioner's Delegate in carrying out the tasks mdicated under (b) an c · 

2. Relief for Refugees who are unable to work: 

(a) Are there many refugees who a~e un~ble ~o wo~k ? 
(b) How and by what means is relief bemg: gn·~n · ~ :· . 
(c) How can these relief measures be organised m future · . . . . , d 1 ·t · . 

Will the Government require the assistance of the High ·Commissioner s e ega e . 
fm; this purpose ? 

B. LEGAL STATUS OF THE REFUGEES. 

(a) Are the Arrangements of 1922, 1924, 1926 an?-.1:928 be.ing applie?? . · 
(b) Are they being applied by the national authont1es, or With the assistance ~f the H1gh 

Commissioner's Delegate, and if so, in what manner ? . . · . d 
(r.) In particular, is the High Commissioner's Delegate carrymg out the duties mentwne 

in point I of the .1928 Arrangement (or I928 Agreement) ? . . · · 
(d) How can the execution of the Arrangements be proVIded f~r m fuh~e an~ to wl).at 

extent is the maintenance of a High Commissioner's delegate essential for th1s purpose ? 

Annex 3. 

REPLIES OF GOVERNMENTS TO THE SECRETARY-GENE;RAL'S CIRCULAR LETTER 
OF MAy I2TH, I930. • 

I. REPLY OF THE GERMAN GOvERNMENT, 

[Translation.] .·. Berliri; June 26th, I930. 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your circular letter- of_ M~y I2th, I930, · ·, 
No. C.L.89.I930.XIII, enclosing a questionnaire regarding the future orgamsatwn of the work 
on behalf of refugees. · · . . · 

After consultation with the various authorities dealing with refugees, the German Government 
replies to these questions as follows: 

A. HUMANITARIAN WORK. 
I. Refugee Settlement: 

(a) The number of unemployed refugees-and in Gennany nearly all the refugees are 
Russian-is large, and, on account of the general increase in unemployment in Gennany, is 
growing. ' . 

(b) The possibility of finding employment for the refugees in Gennany is dependent on the 
state of the German labour market; this possibility is at present exceedingly restricted. 

(c) In view of the very unfavourable state of the labour market in all countries, it would 
not be possible to transfer these refugees to other countries in which it would be easier for them 
to find work, unless this were done through the organisations created by the League of Nations. 

(d) In the Gennan Government's opinion, the co-operation of the League of Nations is still 
essential in order to carry out the work indicated under (b) and (c); in view of the economic position 
in Gennany, the co-operation of the League may be required to an even greater extent than 
hitherto. 

2. Relief. for Refugees who are unable to work: 
. . 

(a) The number of refugees who are unable to work is comparatively small. . 
(b) Relief measures for refugees are carried out in accordance with the Gennan relief laws. 

Refugees who are unable to work receive lodging, food, clothing, care and medical assistance 
thr?ugh th~ authorities (urba.n and rural dist~ict) competent for thi.s purpose under Gennan law. 
Assistance IS granted accordmg to the reqwrements of each particular case, and according to· 
the principles laid down by the various communal administrations, in the fonn of money grants 
to cover these requirements or of relief in kind. For instance, in many cases, food is supplied by 
means of free fo?d-tickets. Lodgin~ a;e provided for in some cases by allowing the refugees to 
enter homes and mother cases by assistmg towards the payment of rent m the apartments obtained 
by the refugees themselves. 
. (c) As already .state_d in reply to ques~ion I (d), the Gennan Government attaches great 
Importance to a contmuabon of the co-operation of the League of Nations; as regards relief among 
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:~~:es, the work done by ~he delegate o{ the League of Nations at Berlin, in acting .for th<>m, 
· . mg them, and transfemng them to the various organisations concerned, has bren vet:Y useful. 

B. LEGAL STATUS OF THE REFUGEES. 

·G (a) ~e ~angements of 1922, 1924, 1926 and 1928 are being applied in accordance with 
. . erman legtslahve and administrative provisions. 

(b) The delegate of the League of Nations is co-operating in accordance with the Arrangement 
of1928. 

(c) The delegate of the League of Nations is carrying on his duties as mentioned in point I 
of the 1928 Arrangement. 
. (d) . As indicated in the replies to the preceding questions, the German Government considers 
it ess:ntial that the League of Nations should continue to give its special attention to the refugee 
qu~tion. But the question might be examined whether the connection between the League of 
Nab~ns and the Governments of the States concerned should continue to be maintained by a 
special delegate, or whether the duties hitherto performed by this delegate might not simply 
be transferred to an internal authority. 

(Sigt1ed) BOLOW. 

II. REPLY OF THE AUSTRIAN GOVERNMENT • 

. [Translation.] Vienna, June 13th, 1930. 

With reference to your circular letter of May rzth, 1930 (ref. zoA/19597/18766), I have the 
honour to forward, in reply to the various points in the Questionnaire attached to this letter, the 
following.information regarding the present position of Russian and Armenian refugees in Austria: 

A. HUMANITARIAN WORK. 
r. Refugee Settlement: 

{a) Owing to tile lack of statistics showing the nationality of unemployed persons, the number 
of unemployed refugees in Austria cannot··be ascertained. It may, however, be assumed that 
.many of the Russian refugees in Austria are unemployed and earn a meagre livelihood by doing 

,·odd jobs. The Armenian refugees are mostly well-to-do. 
(b) As unemployment is very widespread in Austria, it would doubtless be very difficult 

for refugees to find· permanent occupation. · . 
(c) There are serious difficulties in the way of transporting refugees to other countries 

They themselves have not the necessary means to pay their travelling expenses, and the Austrian 
Government, is unable to defray these, as it cannot even afford to subsidise the emigration of its 
nationals, however desirable it might ]:,e to assist Austrians compelled to leave their native country 
to seek a livelihood elsewhere. · 

(d) The co-operation of the High Commissioner's Delegate with the Austrian authorities 
would certainly be required in carrying out the tasks indicated under (b) and (c), inasmuch as 
he· is acquainted with the position of the refugees and can supply the competent authorities with 
information should the refugees have to be found employment with in the country or abroad, 
or require assistance. 

2. Relief for Refugees who are unable to work . . 

(a) 
(b) 

reside. 

The number of these refugees can also not be ascertained. · · 
Such refugees can, if necessary, claim poor relief from the communes in which they 

(c) The Austrian Government does not propose modifying these relief measures. As regards 
the necessity for .and advantages of the co-operation of the High Commissioner's Delegate in 

. assisting r~fugees, please see reply to I (d). 

B. LEGAL STATUS OF THE REFUGEES. 

(a) The Arrangements of r922, 1924, r926 and 1928 are applied by the competent Austrian 
authorities to the extend reported by the Federal Government to the Secretary-General of the 
League of Nations or to the High Commissioner for Refugees when the said Arrangements were 
accepted. In this connection, reference should be made to the following communication: 

(I) I922 Arrangement. -Note N/69714-7/1922 of December 2oth, 1922, addressed to 
the Secretary-General of the League of Nations. 

(z) I924 Arrangement.- Letter of July 6th, 1926, addressed by the Austrian Represen
tative accredited to the League of Nations to M. Albert Thomas, Director of the International 
Labour Office. 
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fJ) z9z6 Arrangement.- This was signed by the deiegate of the A}lstrian Federal Govern
ment with the following reservation: 

"With reference to section 12 of this Arrangement, it is understood. that the leVJ!ng 
of the contemplated tax will be effected in Austria by the representatives of the High 
Commissioner. " . . 
The steps taken by the Federal Government to arrang~ for the levymg of. this tax as a 

contribution to the working capital fund were duly commu~Icated by the Austnan Represen
tative accredited to the League of Nations to the International Labour Office, Geneva. 

(4) I928 Arrangement. - See letters No. 189547-I5, of January uth, 1929. and 
No. 9802J-I5, of May Jist, I929, addressed to the Secretary-General of the League of Nations. 

(b) and (c) As regards the co-operation of the High Commissioner's Delegate with t~e 
competent Austrian authorities in the application of the above Arrangements and the Delegates 
assumption of the duties mentioned in point I of the I928 Arrangement (see 1928 Agreement) 
see the above note No. 9802J-I5, of May Jist, 1929, as well as letter No. I47J59-15, of September 
21st, 1929, addressed to the High Commissioner for Refugees. 

(d) In the light of the experience acquired up to. the present. in the matte~ •. the Fed~ral 
Government believes that the best way of giving effect, as far as possible, t? the legitimate desl!es 
of the refugees is to carry out the above Arrange~ents as has been don.e hitherto. The Austnan 
Government has on several occasions observed W)th pleasure the efficient work done on behalf 
of refugees by M. Heimroth, the High Com?Iissioner's ~elegate in f\.ustria, ~n co-op~ration with the 
competent authorities. It therefore considers the mamtenance m Austna for this purpose of a 
High Commissioner's Delegate highly desirable. 

III. REPLY OF THE BELGIAN GOVERNMENT. 

[Translation.] Brussels, June zoth, 19JO. 

A. HUMANITARIAN WORK. 

Reply to Questions I and z: 

There are no Russian or Armenian refugees at present on the lists of the Belgian official 
Labour Exchanges. : 

B. LEGAL STATUS OF THE REFUGEES. 
Answers: 

(a) As far as the Ministry of Justice is concerned, the Arrangements of I922, 1924, I926 
and 1928 and the I928 Agreement are being duly applied. . . 

The Nansen certificate is considered valid and recognised as an identity and travelling 
document. It is issued by the competent Belgian authority to Russian and Armenian refugees 
and those assimilated to them who are actually resident in Belgium and can produce a certificate 
of good character and conduct. 

. T~e resolutions contained in the Arrangement of May I2th, I926, are receiving all due 
attention. 

Further, the Department of. Justice always bears in mind the I928 Arrangement and 
Agreement. · · 

. (b) The Agreements are usually applied by the national authorities. The High Commis
S!On~r·s Delegate carries out the duties entrusted to him by the mandate conferred upon him on 
Apnl 17th; I9JO. Under the reservations made by Belgium when ratifying the Agreement of 
June JOth, I928, it is the duty of this Delegate: 

(I) • In the case .of Russi:m refugees: To legalise or visa doc~ents issued by the Russian 
Refugees Offic~. W~Ich. has Its headquarters at 12, rue des Patnotes, Brussels. Except in 
cases of recognised mdigence, a fee of J gold francs is levied for this formality; 

(2) In t~e case of Armenian, Turkish, Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean and assinlilated 
refugees: To d1~charge the duties ~ent?on~d in point I of th~ above Arrangement of June JOth, 
I928. Except m cases of recogmsed mdigence, the followmg fees are levied for the issue of 
documents and the discharge of formalities referred to in the above Arrangement: 

Gold francs 
(a) Certifying the identity and the status of the refugees . . . ~ . ·. . J 
(b) Certifying their family position and civil status in so far as these 

are based on documents issued or action taken in the refug~es' country of origin 
!c) Testifying .to the regul~ty, validity, and conformity with the 

previous law of therr country of ongm, of documents issued in that country. 
(d) Certifying the signatures of refugees, copies and translations of 

documents drawn up in their own language . • • . . • • • • 

3 

5 

3 
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(e) T tifyin' bef Gold francs 
and c d es ~ . ~re the authorities of the country the good character 
qu~n ;:ct of thde mdi':ldual_ refugee, to his previous records, to his professional 

ca ~ns, an to _his U m~e~it_y or academic standing . . . . . . . . . 
(j) . ecornme~ding t_he md!VIdual refugee to the competent authorities 

more particul~ly WJth a VIew to his obtaining visas, permission to reside in th~ 
country, admissiOn to schools, libraries, etc. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 

3 

2 

(c) The present rate of the gold franc is 7 Belgian paper francs. 
The High Commissioner's Delegate is discharging those duties which pertain to his office. 
(d) The execution of the Arrangements might be provided for in future in the same way 

as at present. · 
TJ:le _seco~d part of the question, however, cannot as yet be definitely answered. as the High 

CommJSS10ne~ s Deleg":te ~a~ not yet been in office long enough for a judgment to be f01med as 
to the necess1ty of mamtammg a Delegate · 

IV. REPLY OF THE BULGARIAN GOVERNMENT. 

[Translation.] 

r. Refugee Settlement: 
A. HUMANITARIAN WORK. 

Berne, June 24th, 1930. 

(a) Are there many unemployed refugees ? 

The number of refugees who are only in casual employment and are out of work for a large 
part of the_ year is between 5,000 and 2,000 in the case of the Russian refugees and between 4,000 
a~~ 2,000 m the _case of the ~enian refugees. Recently, on account of the particularly acute 
cns1s through wh1ch the country IS passing, these numbers have further increased. 

(b) Is it possible to fincl work for these refugees within the ca~mtry ? 

· In his statement to the Fifth Committee of the Sixth Assembly of the League of Nations, 
on September r7fu, "1925, the Bulgarian delegate made, among others, the following observations: 

" Weighed down under the heavy burden of its own refugees, whose numbers are 
increasing daily, thus causing considerable strain on the whole strength of the country-the 
economic and financial equilibrium of which has been seriously shaken by the payment of 
reparations and the expenditure necessarilY. involved by the maintenance of a volunteer 
army-Bulgaria most highly appreciates the work done by the Refugees Service of the 
International Labour Office in transporting to other countries as many foreign refugees 
residing in Bulgaria as is possible. " 

This statement, which may serve as a reply to question (b), should now be supplemented 
by the following remarks: 

Anxious to ease the position of the refugees as far as possible, the Royal Government has 
agreed, in accordance with the request of the High Commissioner's delegate in Bulgaria, not to 
apply in their case the restrictions to which foreign labourers entering Bulgaria are subject, and 
to discharge Russian and Armenian refugees from employment only under the same circumstances 
as Bulgarian nationals. The Government has also passed a special law under which it is easier 
for Russian refugees to acquire Bulgarian nationality. 

These measures have considerably relieved the position of the refugees, but cannot radically 
improve that position, on account of the general conditions of the country's economic life at 
present, the consequences of which are very serious, not only for the refugees, but for the Bulgarian 
population itself. . · 

This being so, the Bulgarian Government still holds that the transport to other countries 
of Russian and Armenian refugees is, under the circumstances, necessary. 

In this connection, we may quote the relevant passage in the above-mentioned statement 
by the Bulgarian delegate to the Sixth Assembly of the League, which refers more especially to 
Armenian refugees: 

" Recognising that it must devote all its resources to the manifold obligations that it 
has to meet, and anxious on the other hand not to resort to coercive measures--however 
natural such measures might be at the critical period through which Bulgaria is passing
the Royal Government hopes to find a just solution for the question of Armenian refugees 
in the gradual transport of these refugees to other countries, to be carried out by the delegate 
of the Refugees Service of the International Labour Office. " 

(c) Is it possible to transport these refugees to other countries in which it would be easier for 
them ~ fincl work ? 

During the period "1925 to May r930, thanks to the assistance of the delegate in Bulgaria of 
the Refugees Service of the International Labour Office, and afterwards of the delegate of the 
High Commissioner for Refugees, about u,ooo refugees were transported from Bulgaria to various 
other countries, thus proving that such transport is possible. 
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(d) To what exte11t in future wilt your G~ver_nment require the co-operation of the High 
Cot1m1issio11er's Delegate in carrying out the tasks 1nd1cated under (b) and (c) ? 

The Bulgarian Government has o~ten had ?ccasion to express its appreciation of the work 
of the High Commissioner's delegate m Bulgana. . . . 

Recognising that the transport of refugees to other c_oun~nes was due to his efforts, the 
Royal Government considers that his continued co-operation Is necessary. 

2. Relief for Refugees who are unable to Work. 

(a) Are there many refugees who are unable to work? 

Russian Refugees. 

Ill and disabled (or partly so), in part dependent upon relief 
Ill and aged persons placed in almshouses and homes . . . . 
Veterans of the war of 1877-78 or widows of such veterans . 
Single women of advanced age and ill; women in very indigent 

circumstances with young children . . . . 
Children under I4 years of age . . . . . . 

Total 

I,I79 
758 
7I 

200 
2,035 

It should also be mentioned that there are at present 342 Russian refugees in Bulga:ia 
suffering from consumption: 203 to the first degree; 74 to the second degree; 65 to the thtrd 
degree. 

Armenian Refugees. 

I,85o children are in need of relief. 

(b) How and by what Means is Relief being given? 

The relief given to Armenian children is organised by the Armenian religious communities 
and by the Armenian women's benevolent societies. The necessary funds are collected from 
amongst the Armenians by means of special taxes, and also in the form of bequests, church 
collections, etc. According to the statements" of the Armenian organisations, these funds are 
inadequate, and special action is called for in this respect. 

The relief given to Russian refugees is organised by various Russian and foreign organisa
tions-the Association of Russian Ill and Disabled Servicemen, the Russian Red Cross 
Delegation (Imperial), the Delegation of the Committee of Zemstvos and Russian Towns, the 
Committee of Zemstvos, the Committee of Patronage of Young Russian University Students 
in Bulgaria, various Committees of Refugees' Relations, the Students' Union, the Union of 
Veterans of the War of Liberation, etc., the American Committee for the Education of Russian 
Youth in Exile, the London Committee represented in Bulgaria by the Rev. Chlirchward, and 
the Franco-Bulgarian Committee. · 

Unfortunately, many of these Russian organisations have very small funds at their disposal, 
while the foreign organisations, on the other hand,. are showing a tendency to curtail their work, 
which is decreasing each year. 

On account of this state of affairs, the relief given to Russian refugees depends mainly 
upon the following grants by the Royal Government: 

I. Relief to Russian children (Lycees, gymnasiums, schools 
(pensionnats), children's playgrounds, Red Cross creches, 
students) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2. Relief to disabled sick and indigent persons. . . . . 
3· Maintenance of a sanatorium for the consumptive . 
4· Allowances to veterans of the war of 1877-78 or to 

widows of such veterans residing in Bulgaria . . , . 

Total. 

Per Year 
Leva 

6,840,000 
3,g6o,ooo 
· 6oo,ooo 

1,778,ooo 

13,178,ooo 

The .s~m of 6,84o,ooo leva is distributed by the " Committee of Relief for Russian Children " 
of the Mmtstry for Foreign Affairs and Religion. 

The " Committee for Matters affecting Russian Refugees " distributes the sum of 3,g6o,ooo 
leva. · 

The sanatorium for the consumptive is maintained by the Delegation of the Union of Zemstvos. 
The al~owances to veterans are distributed by the Union of Veterans. · 
There IS a supervisory commission at the Ministry for Foreign Affairs for the auditing of the 

~cc~unt;; of all the organisations receiving Government subsidies through the above-mentioned 
mstitutions. 
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(c). How can these relief measures be organised in the future J 

Wdl the Government require the assistance of the High Commissi011er's tkkg<lle for this purpose J 
The future organisation of the relief measures for Russian and Armenian refu!!t.>es is directly 

dependent upon the funds which can be granted for this purpose by the League High Commis..«.1.riat 
for Refugees. · 

I~ his afore-~entioned statement to the sixth Assembly, the Bulgarian delegate made the 
followmg observations: 

"The sys~em of transport of refugees to other countries, carried out in Bulgaria by the 
Refugees Semce of ~~e International Labour Office, while helping to a considerable extent, 
cannot. alter the p~stti?n of the most sorely tried and indigent classes of refugees. The relid 
to be giVen to.Russian ill and disabled persons, and to women and children, for which the Royal 
Governme;nt Is now respoRsible, is a very difficult problem, for these particular refugees are 
naturally~ a state of continual unemployment, either complete or partial. 

. " Havmg agreed, at the suggestion of the Allied Governments and of the League of 
Nations, to accept these refugees, the Bulgarian Government has never received any assistance, 
however small, from these Governments, although such assistance is clearly called for, as the 
problem of Russian refugees is an international one. " 

In view of these considerations, the Bulgarian Government noted with satisfaction that the 
Tenth Assembly of the League had authorised the High Commissariat to employ part of the 
proceeds from the sale of the "Nansen stamps" for the funds for poor refugees, and also to appeal 
once more to the Red Cross international organisations, and to various associations and private 
persons to continue and extend their work in this field, so as to obtain as large funds as possible for 
the High Commissioner's work. 

This being so, the Royal Government hopes that the Russian and Armenian refugees 
in Bulgaria will not be forgotten, and that the relief given to children and the sick and disabled, 
and, in general, to all refugees in indigent circumstances, will be further extended. 

In this connection, it should be said that the High Commissioner's delegate in Bulgaria, who, 
by helping the " Committee for Matters affecting Russian Refugees " in its distribution of the 
Government grants, has taken an active part in the above-mentioned work, and has often served 
as a link between the refugees' organisations and the competent authorities, would be of great 
value on account of his knowledge of the facts and his work on behalf of refugees over several years. 

B. LEGAL STATUS OF THE REFUGEES. 

(a) Are the Arrangements of 1922, 1924, 1926 and 1928 being applied ? 
Yes. 

(b) Are they being applied by the national authorities or with the assistat1ce of the High 
Commissioner's delegate, and, if so, in what manner ? . 

· The above-mentioned Arrangements between the Governments concerned are being applied 
by the competent authorities with the assistance of the Hig~ Commiss~oner's delegate. . 

The measures entailed by these Arrangements were dectded upon m full agreement w1th the 
High Commissioner's delegate, both in respect of registration of refugees (issue of passports and 
affixing of the "Nansen stamps") and of their stay in the country, acceptance for work, departure 
from Bulgaria, etc. 

(c) In particular, is the High Commissioner's delegate carrying out the duties mmtioned in 
point of the 1928 Arrangement (or 1928 Agreement) ? . 

Yes. 

(d) . How can the ex_ecution of. th.e Ar~angements be P;ovided for in future, and to what extent 
is the mamtenance of a H~gh Comm~ss,oner s delegate essent,al forth's purpose ? . 

The Royal Government does not see any reason why the present system shoul~ be changed or 
why it should lose the assistance of the High Commissioner's Delegate, which has hitherto enabled 
it to obtain excellent results. 

V. REPLY OF THE ESTONIAN GOVERNMENT. 

REPLY TO QUESTIONNAIRE 
ON THE FUTURE ORGANISATION OF THE WORK ON BEHALF OF REFUGEES. 

[Translation.] Tallinn, July sth, I9JO. 
A. HuMANITARIAN WoRK. 

I. RefugeeSettkment. 
(a) The number of unemployed refugees varies according to the season, diminishing during 

the summer months and increasing in the autumn and winter. 
(b) As unemployment is very serious in Estonia, especially during the winter, it is difficult 

to find work for refugees within the country. . 
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(c) and (d) It is possible to transfer refugees to other countries. So far, II2 persons (48 m~n, 
2 women 41 children) have been sent to France through the good offices of the H~gh 
C~mmissio~er's delegate, wher~ they have fo~nd emJ?loyment on t_he land. T~e c~m~nt tst~mtn 
authorities believe that, if th1s good work IS contmued, the High Comm1ssanat s ort Y e 
able to bring it ~o a successful conclusion. 

2. Relief for refugees who are unable to work. . 
(a) and (b) Relief for refugees who are unable to. work is organised by the ~overnment 

on the same basis as public relief to nationals. The number of r~fugees gr~nted relief amounts 
to 437, including a small number who only requir~ ~emporary as.sistance ~wmg to po':'erty. The 
annual amounts allocated for such relief by the Mmistry of Pubhc EducatiOn and Social \Y~Ifare 
are distributed to the refugees through the municipalities and local Government authonties of 
the districts. . · · f h H' h. C · · 

(c) It would be desirable to have the assistance in this connectiOn o .t e _1g. o_mmission 
for Refugees, but it should be so organised as.to ensure the speediest possible ehmmatwn of the 
causes which make such costly Government rehef necessary. 

B. LEGAL STATUS OF THE REFUGEES. 

(a) The provisions of the I92Z, I924 and I926 Arrangement~ regarding refugees' passports, 
as well as of the two I928 Arrangements-namely, that regarding the le~al status of refugees 
and that regarding the extension to other categorie~ of. refugees. of cer::am measures take~ on 
behalf of Russian and Armenian refugees-are applied m Estoma, subJect to the reservatiOns 
already made in correspondence with the High Commissariat for Refugees. . . 

(b) In most cases, the above provisions are applied by the national ~uthonbes. 
(c) The duties referred to in Point I of the I928 Arrangement ~egardmg t~e le~al status. of 

refugees are discharged under the conditions laid down in the reservatiOns made m this connectiOn 
by the Estonian Government. · .. 

(d) The Arrangements referred to will continue to be executed under the same conditions 
as hitherto. 

VI. REPLIES OF THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT. 

I. 
[Translation.] 

Paris, June nth, 1930. 

In a letter dated May I2th, you sent me, with the request tha,t I should reply b~fore June ISt~, 
a general questionnaire relating to refugees. While I am unable to give you particulars for Syna 
immediately- since I must first consult the French High Commissioner, who, as you are aware, 
is expected in France very shortly- I wish at any rate to give you my reply with regard to France 
within the period you have indicated. 

You will find enclosed answers to the various points of the questionnaire. I also wish, by way 
of answering a general question which is clearly implied by the particular questions placed last 
under each of the three headings, to state very briefly the. branches of international action on 
behalf of refugees which must, in the opinion of the French Government, be maintained, even if, 
as recommended by the recent Assemblies of the League, the High Commissariat for Refugees 
were to be terminated, at any rate in its present form. . . 

In the first place, the French Government think that the delegates appointed under the 
Geneva Arrangement and Agreement of June 3oth, 1928, must in any case be maintained- at any 
rate in some countries - so as to deal with administrative and legal questions. I would merely 
mention in this connection that the Agreement in question, which places the refugees in a very 
much better position legally, can only be applied in France and Belgium by means of an agent 
of consular rank, appointed by a foreign authority. This authority has hitherto been the High 
Commissioner for Refugees, and in the future can only be the League Secretariat. These delegates 
also seem indispensable in certain countries for carrying out the various formalities relating to the 
transport of refugees from a country in which they are unable to find work to a country where there 
is a demand for labour. 

If all connection with the League Secretariat were broken off, it would also be more difficult 
to solve problems such as the employment of refugees in industry and agriculture, the advances 
to be granted them to enable them to settle as farmers or peasants, and the relief to be given 
them. On the other hand, the present Service might of course be decentralised, thus simplifying 
the ~ork of the ~eague S~cretariat. In France, for instance, there is nothing to prevent the 
creation of .a special comiDittee •. co~ne~ted with the Departm~nts conc~rned, and including some 
of the leadmg mem~ers of 0e mshtubons of the Russian and Armeman refugees, which would 
meet. under the chairmanship of the delegate of the League Secretariat, who has already been 
apl?~mte4, an.d would be entrusted with the distribution, as between the institutes having a 
legrtunate claun thereto, of the proceeds from the sale of the" Nansen Stamps" and of the total 
grants and bequests to refugees. 
· . Lastly, the French Govermnent considers it most desirable that the League's financial 
assist.~ce should not be abruptly withdrawn, and that arrangements should be made for a gradual 
transition from the present to the new system. In any case, the present credits in the budget of 
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the League Secretariat for the sal · f th aff 
should be maintained. anes 0 est and the office expenses of the Delegate in France 

For the Minister and by authorisation, 

(Signed) Andre DE L~BOULAYE, 

Minister Plcnipotulliary, Assisltitll Director 
of Political atul Commercial Affairs. 

A. HUMANITARIAN WORK. 

I. Refugee Settlement. 

(a), (b) _and (c) On. account of th~ present economic position and the demand for labour, 
all able-bodied refugees m Fren~h temtory can {ind employment. 

~efugees from other countri~ can also be settled in France, Algeria and certain French 
colorues and protectorates. Russtan refugees are now being settled in France itself. 
~ a ~esult of arrangements between the Agricultural Credit Bank and· the League High 

Commtssanat for Refugees, a special system has been initiated under which some of these 
refugees are settled in agriculture. ' 

Enquiries have also been made with a view to settling groups of refugees-<:oming mainly 
from China-in Northern Africa. 

(d) The assistan~e o~ the High Commissioner's delegate will be needed in the future, as 
a~ present, -for co-or~mating the work of those engaged in settling the refugees, in agreement 
wtth the French. pubhc services competent to undertake the technical enquiries that are essential 
when new work ts contemplated-for instance, settlement in Northern Africa-and for supervising 
the gra._nting and recovery of the advances made to refugees so as to enable them to settle 
(travell!ng e?'penses, loans by the Agricultural Credit Bank, etc.). On account of the administrative 
regulations m force, there are many cases in which the French authorities could not carry out 
such work themselves. . · 

2. Relief for refugees who are unable to work. 

The number of refugees who require relief, being unable to work on account of old age, 
sickness or accident, is very large. . 

There is very little relief work, which should be organised without any further delay. Such 
work is at present undertaken by private societies, mainly by Russian and Armenian societies, 
whose resources are very small and in many cases dwindling. Local organisations and the 
French departmental relief services sometimes help, but haphazardly and inadequately, their 
action being purely of a charitable nature and frequently restricted, or even precluded, by lack 
of credits. 

The organisation to be set up should be based upon the Russian and Armenian societies, 
which should be given financial resources, accruing in the main from the proceeds of the 
distribution of" Nansen stamps" on a wider scale in France. 

The work done by the High Commissioner's delegate in this field, in making enquiries and 
in supervising and co-or~ating the relief ~easures, is ~ssenti~. since the ~·rench. Gover1_1ment 
cannot make itself responstble for tltese duties. In particular, tt would be tmposstble, wtthout 
the delegate's assistance, to distribute the "Nansen stamps" on a wider scale, arid even to maintain 
the present system. 

B. LEGAL STATUS OF THE REFUGEES. 

(a) The Arrangements are being applied. · 
(b) The 1922, 1924 and 1928 Arrangements are being applied by the national authorities, 

with tlte assistance of tlte High Commissioner's delegate. . 
The delegate is reSponsible, in particular, for tlte issue of "Nansen stamps" and for the 

financial operations arising tlterefrom, which the French authorities are unable to effect. 
The High Commissioner's delegate carries on the duties mentioned in the 1928 Agreement, 

which, having been ratified by tlte French Government, has replaced the first paragraph of the 
Arrangement of that date. 

The as~istance of tlte High Commissioner's delegate is essential, and the execution of the 
Arrangements could 'not, it seems, be ensured by any oilier means. 

2. 

[Translation.] Paris, July 2nd, 1930. 

With reference to my letter of June nth, and to your reply dated June 26th, relative to the 
reorganisation of the Refugee Service, I have the honour to inform you that I shall not be able 
for some weeks to send you definite suggestions regarding the operation of this service in Syria. 
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I think I may say, however, as an indication, that the sugl?'estions under considerati?n ~re 
broadly similar to those described in my letter of June nth wtth n;ga~d to t_he re~rgamsatwn 
of the service in France; and that it is hoped to giveth~ Refugee Semce m Syna_ a wtde measure 
of autonomy and very materially to lighten the superVIsory work at present bemg done by the 
headquarters of the High Commissariat for Refugees at Geneva. · 

For the Minister and by authorisation, 
(Signed) Andre DE LABOULAYE, 

3-

Minister Plenipotentiary, Ass_istant Director 
of Political and Commercial Affairs. 

Paris, August 28th,_ 1930. 

When replying on June uth last to the question~aire on the re:org~nisation_ of t~e ~efuge~s 
Service which you forwarded to me, I express~y reframed from constdermg the sttuatton m Syna 
and held this matter over for a subsequent reply. 

The aspect of. the question in this territory is_ en_tirely different from its aspect in Eur?pean 
countries, and particularly in France, where the chief tmportance att~ch~s to the veiJ.: comp~tcated 
problems arising from the legal status of the refug_ees, prob_lems whtch tt :n?~Jld be tmposstble_ to 
solve without the co-operation of the_ League of N atwn~. Owmg to the acqmsttlon by ~he Arm em an 
refugees in Syria of the status of natwnals of that terrtt.ory, these problems do not ~nse. The only 
matters requiring consideration are those c~nnected ~1th the settleme~t an<;I placmg _of re~u~~es, 
to the solution of which the League of Nations has httherto devoted 1ts phtlanthroptc acbvttles. 

While the refugee question in Syria may perhaps at the present time be regarded as more 
extensive than elsewhere, it is also in certain respects more restricted: it resolves itself into 
ascertaining the period within which the mandatory Power will be in a position to make provision, 
unaided, on its own responsibility, and by its own means, for the future of the refugees settled 
in this territory. · · 

After investigating the local conditions, I am of opinion that this object could be achieved 
in a fairly short period, say three years. We do not claim that, in the interval, all individual 
situations will be regulated; but there is reason to believe that the general position of the refugees, 
as compared with that of the other native populations, would no longer be such as to justify 
the maintenance of a special regime. · 

It would therefore appear to me to be desirable that the co-operation of the League of Nat ions 
and the mandatory Power should now be directed towards ensuring a gradual return to the system 
of ordinary law. The suggestions given below relate only to the arrangements for the period of 
transition, during which preparation may be made for this return to ordinary law. 

To relieve the League of Nations, during this period, of direct responsibility for the financial 
administration of the Refugees Service in Syria, this administration might, I think, be entrusted · 
to the Service itself, organised as an autonomous body possessing a certain juristic personality. 
The question would have to be settled whether the Director or President of this Service should 
be appointed by the High Commissioner of the Republic in Syria, or by the League of Nations 
with the approval of the High Commissioner, it being understood that he would pursue his activities 
under the supervision of the mandatory Power. An annual report might be sent to Geneva, and 
this would enable the League also to retain supervision over these activities in the last report. 

These suggestions are submitted merely as an indication and as a basis of discussion. In 
formulating them, the French Government has sought to show its desire, in a case where it deemed 
this possible, to comply with the recommendations made by the last Assembly of the League 
of Nations with a view to speedily winding up the Refugees Service. . 

[Translation.] 

I. Refugee Settlement. 

For the Minister for Foreign Affairs and 
· by delegation: 

(Signed) BERTHELOT, 
Ambassador of France, 

Secretary- General. 

VII. REPLY OF THE HELLENIC GOVERNMENT. 

I. HUMANITARIAN WORK. 
· Athens, June· 12th, 1930. 

(a~ It is rather difficult to detennine the exact number of unemployed among the 33 000 
Armeman and 2,?00 Russian refugees at p~esent residin!:' in Greece. It should, however, be nbted 
!hat the very extstenc~ of so many Arrn_eman refugees m a country which has had to support the 
tnflux of r,soo,ooo national refugees senously hampers the national economy and the Settl t 
of these refugees. Apart fr?m this _general. consid~rat.ion, most of the Armenian refugees· wh~~=~e 
succe~~ed, howe':er preca~ously, m making a livelihood in the country, follow more or less 
parasitiC occupatlon_s and ln~e from h~nd ~o mouth. Obviously, such occupations cause a certiin 
amount of economic uneasmess, which IS aggravated by the complaints of natio al k 
Th~ latter have t? contend with the competition of an element in the population en ·0 .n ~~ ers. 
which they consider should be reserved for themselves alone. J ymg P eges 
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. (b) As th~re is a glut of labour in Greece, it is impossible at present to find work for refugees 
Withm the country. 

(c) Greece has lost no opportunity of informing the competent League of Nations services 
. of ~~ m:gent need of evacuating the 30,ooo Armenian refugees which it considers incapable of 

assimilation. It has recommended their transfer to the Erivan Republic, and even offered to bear 
25 p~r cent of the cost of transport. The Greek Government's views on this subject are set 
out m the letter addressed by its Charge d'Affaires at Berne to the Advisory Conunission 
for Refugees. A general scheme for evacuating Armenian refugees to other countries could 
apparently only be worked out in concert with the competent organisation! of the League. The 
Greek Gove~ent therefore considers any suggestions it might make upon tlus subject premature, 
but w~mld .reiterate its willingness to support, within the limits of its resources, any effort likely 
to relieve It of the burden which it has charitably assumed. 

(d) . The .reply to (b). being in the negative, the co-operation, in this connection, of the High 
~OmmiSSIOner s. delegate IS not deemed necessary. As regards (c), the delegate might co-operate 
In the evacuation of refugees, should the League propose to carry out a transfer scheme, the 
extent of such assistance to be determined later. 

2. Relief far Refugees who are unable to work. 

(a) (b) and (c) The proportion of refugees unable to work is normal, and no special relief 
me~ures therefore, require to be organised. Disabled refugees enjoy the s.une treatment as 
nationals. The work of assistance devolves entirely on the national authorities. 

B. LEGAL STATUS OF THE REFUGEES. 

(a) (b) and (c) The I922, I924 and I926 Arrangements regarding identity cards are applied 
exclusively by the national authorities. Although the I928 Arrangement relating to legal status 
has not been ratified, its recommendations are being applied, except for certain minor points 
(e.g., exemption from security for costs). The Greek authorities alone are responsible for the 
application of this arrangement, including point I. 

(d) No special steps are necessary to provide for the execution of these arrangements in 
future, and the maintenance of a High Commissioner's delegate does not; therefore, seem essential 
for this specific purpose. It would, however, be for the League to judge what help the High 
Commissioner's delegate might afford in solving the problem of the Armenian r~fugees in Greece. 

VIII. REPLY OF THE LATVIAN GOVERNMENT. 

[Translation.] 
A. HuMANITARIAN WonK. 

Riga, June I4th, I930. 

I. Refugee Settlement. 

· (a) Unemployed refugees in Latvia constitute 4 or 5 per cent of the total number of registered 
unemployed, which, inclusive of the unemployed properly so-called and of persons employed 
on public works, amounts to the following: 

I929 
December Ist . 

I930 
January Ist. 
February xst 
March Ist 
April Ist .. 
April ISth . 

Unemployed 

7,8II 

8,I45 
8,762 
8,I63 
6,385 
J,269 

Employed 
on public 

works 

2,224 

4,820 
5.907 
6,027 
6,098 
4.443 

Total 

I0,035 

I2,965 
14,669 
I4,I90 

. 12,483 
7·712 

(b) Registration of the unemployed is suspended every year in April, as unemployment 
ceases entirely during the summer, either because the unemployed find seasonal employment work 
on the land or on various public works. 

(c) The Latvian Government would be very glad to see unemployed refugees settled in other 
countries and so be relieved of the burden they throw on the country for the greater part of the 
year. The High Cornrnissi?ner's delegate. might render valuable servic~ i~ he helped to transfer 
refugees to countries where It would be easier for them to find work. This, m fact, IS the only task 
which would justify the maintenance in Latvia of a High Commissioner's delegate, for, as is shown 
by the reply to other points of the questionnaire, the competent Latvian authorities see no need · 
to resort to his assistance in any of the other questions connected with refugees. 

2. Relief for Refugees who are unable to work. 

(a) The number of refugees unable to work in Latvia amounts to about 1,500. 
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. · f d' t rants for the maintenance, clothing and 
(b) Relief is given eithe: m the ~orm 0 :;;.~~h!s kinder artens, or in the form of hospital 

lodging of refugee!', or by keepmg them m hon:'es, f medidine T~s relief is given at State expense 
treatment, medical aid_at horne and freehsupph~? alities in ~ccordance with the provisions of the 
by the Ministry of Social Welfare and t e mumcip 

Law on Social Welfare. . · L t · are ade uately organised · 
(c) It is thought th~t _relief measures for refugees resi~~nt tlnd aa::~alled foi. Similarly; it i~ 

an~. in the view of t?e MmJstfryhofH'VjehlfCre, n<? c~~~~ 3!leg!te would be required in this matter. 
unlikely that the assJ~tance o t e Ig ommiss 

B. LEGAL STATUS OF THE REFUGEES. 

(a) The Latvian Government applies all the provisions of the arr~nge~ents conc~~e<!t~~d~~ 
League auspices regarding refugees, except that ~eferGring to tbe/~vymg s~v!~ala;:c~ion~ stated 
5 gold francs on non-indigent refugees. The LatVIan overnrnen as on · 
the reasons why this measure is unacceptable. . . . 

(b) The Arra~gements _re~erre~ to are applied by the competent autbonhes, Without the 
assistance of the High Commissioner s delegate. 

(c) No. . . . . 
(d) The competent authorities propose, in future, to proVIde for the executiOn of the proVIsiOns 

of the Arrangements in question in the same way as heretofore. 

IX. REPLIES OF THE POLISH GOVERNMENT. 

I. 
Geneva, June 28th, I9JO. 

[Tra11slatiot1.] 
A. HUMANITARIAN WORK. 

I. Refugee Settlement. 

(a) Are there many unemployed refugees ? 

Exact data regarding the number of :unemployed Russian refugees are difficult to obtain 
!they wiil be com_municated later) .. Acc?rding to info:rnation at !?resent av~ilable, the num~er 
IS rather large, owmg to the poverty m which most Russian refugeesm Poland live .. The wealthier 
refugees from Russia emigrated to Western Europe, while those who could ~ot. afford to _go 
elsewhere remained in Poland. There is a constant increase in the number of mdigent Russi!Ln 
refugees owing to recent events in the U.S.S.R. Refugees newly arrived in Poland are qmte 
destitute. 

(b) Is it possible to find work for these refugees within the country_? 

As unemployment in Poland is again on the increase, it is extremely difficult to find work for 
Russian refugees. Unemployment, moreover, is on~ the reasons for the emigration of many 
Poles. · <> 

(o) Is it possible to transport these refugees to other countries in which it wou!d be easier for 
them to find work ? 

In view of what has been stated above, it is not merely possible, but even essential, to encourage 
the transfer of Russian refugees to other countries where there is a shortage of labo~. It is not 
for the Polish Government to point out where Russian refugees could find employment; this 
duty devolves npon the High Commissariat for Refugees. The Polish Government, however, 
believes that the High Commissariat should concentrate primarily on European countries, as the 
experiment of transporting Russian refugees to transatlantic countries bas proved very expensive 
and bas not given satisfactory results. 

, 

{d) To what extent in /t4ture will yot4r Government require the co-operation of the High Com-
missiot~er's. delegate in carrying out the. tasks indicated under (b) and (c) ? · 

. The co-operation of the High ~ornm.issioner's del~gate _in finding employment might be 
II!valua~le. The delegate, however,. if h~ IS to a~comphsh this task more effectively, should be 
giVen Wider powers, have more detailed mformahon on the state of labour markets and receive 
a larger number of labour contracts than hitherto from Geneva. The Polish Government is 
prepared to co-operat_e very cl?sely with. the _High Co~issioner's delegate in placing Russian 
refug:ee~, but would hke !he High Co?lnussar1a~ to realise that, as things are, the only way of 
allevmtm. g the lot of Russian refugees m Poland Is to place them and thus radically to reduce their 
numbe~· 
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2· Relief for Refugees who are unable to 'lfiOTk. 

(a) Are there many refugees ~ho are unable to work ;> 

. ~e Polish Government is unable at present to give the exact figures of the Russian refugees 
. lil receipt of Government relief (they will be ascertained later). 

(b) How and by what means is relief being given;> 

b :elief ~ given to-Russian refugees either in the form of invalidity pensions or unemployment 
ene ts, or In the form of accommodation in asylums and philanthropic institutions . 

. (c) How can these relief measures be organised in fut~Jre ;> Will IM Gov6mmem require the 
asststance of the High Commissioner's delegate for this purpose ;> 

· The Polish Government ·will continue giving this relief to Russian refugees and would be 
prepared to co-<>perate for this purpose with the High CommisSioner's delegate if the lntter had 
funds available for the work. 

B. LEGAL STATUS OF THE REFUGEES. 

(a) Are the Arrangements of I922, I924, I926 and I928 beit~g apPlied ;> 

· All the Arrangements mentioned in this paragraph, with the exception of Article I of the I928 
_Arrangement, are being applied . 

. · (b) Are they being applied by the national authorities or with the assistance of the 
H~gh Commissioner's delegate, and, if so, in what manner·;> 

They are being applied by the administrative authorities of the country . 

. (c) In particular,. is the High Commissioner's delegate carrying on the duties mentioned in 
Po~nt I of the I928 Arrangement (or I928 Agreement) ? 

The Polish Government having made reservations regarding Article I, the High Commissioner's 
delegate does not carry out the duties referred to in this article of the 1928 Arrangement. 

(d) · How can the execution of the Arrangements be provided for in ft~ture, and to what extent 
is the maintenance of a High Commissioner's delegate essential for this purpose ? 

The experience acquired ill the course of the Polish Government's co-operation with the 
High Commissioner's delegates in matters concerning Russian refugees proves that it is essential 
to maintain these delegates, more particularly in States bordering on the U.S.S.R. and harbouring 
a large nwnber of Russian refugees. . . 

To ensure tltis co-operation being of real advantage to the Russian refugees, the Polish 
Government believes that steps should be taken to obtain permission for Russian refugees resident 
in Poland to enter countries of immigration on the same footing as Polish citizens. The Polish 
Government would then be less hampered and could take more effective action for the placing 
of refugees in close collaboration with the High Commissioner's delegate, whose powers would 
thus be correspondingly enlarged. 

2. 
[Translation.] Geneva, September Ist, 1930. 

· With reference to the letter of June 28th last (No. 2065), in which the delegation forwarded 
to you the. Polish Government's reply to the questionnaire regarding the future organisation 
of refugee work, I have the honour to inform you: 

I. Ad A: I (a). Polish laws grant the same rights to all unemployed without distinction 
of nationality. For this reason the authorities do not register Russian unemployed refugees .. 
sep<trately. The Ministry of Labour and Social Assistance is therefore unable to furnish 
statistics on this subject. 

2. Ad A. 2 (a) and (b). There are no statistics regarding persons incapable of working 
and in need of assistance. The Miuistry of Labour and Social Assistance grants 7,000 zloty 
per month for allocation to Russian disabled ex-service men, of which 6,ooo zloty are paid 
to the Union for Russian War-Disabled Refugees in Poland and I,ooo zloty to the Russia!) 
Committee for the Protection of Refugees. · 

{Signed) F. SOKAL, 

Minister Plenipotentiary, 
Delegate to the League of Nations. 

• 
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X. REPLIES OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK GOVERNMENT· 

[Translation.] 
I. 

A. HUMANITARIAN WORK. 
I. Refugee Settlement. 

(a) Are there many unemployed refugees 1 

Most of the refugees have work. 

Berne, June IJth; 1930. 

(b) Is it possible to find work for these refugees within the country 1 

In the case of most refugees, yes, _ 
t · · hich it would be easier for (c) Is it possible to transport these refugees to other coun rus m w 

them to find work 1 

This is possible, and refugees are being so transported. The expenses are met out of Government 
relief funds. 

(d) To what extent in future will your Government require the co-operation of the High Com
missioner's delegate in carrying out the tasks indicated under (b) and (c) ? 

The Government can dispense with the delegate's assistance under (b). As ,regard~~~~lb~~ 
will need only very slight assistance from the delegate, for the work of the emigrants organ 
is adequate. 

2. Relief for Refugees who are unable to work. 

(a) Are there many refugees who are unable to work 1 

A very small percentage. 

(b) How and by what means is relief being given? 

Under the Government relief system, sick persons are placed in sanatoriums and hospitals, 
and old and infirm, etc., persons draw monthly allowances. 

(c) How ca1t these relief measures be organised in future ? Will the Government require the 
assistance of the High Commissioner's delegate for this purpose? 

In the manner indicated above, and without the assistance of the High Commissioner's 
delegate. 

B. LEGAL STATUS OF REFUGEES. 

(a) Are the Arrangements of I922, I924, I926 and 1928 being applied ? 

The Arrangements are being applied, in so far as they are not. contrary to-Czechoslovak law. 

(b) Are they being applied by the national authorities, or with the assistance of the High -
Commissioner's delegate, and, if so, in what manner ?_ . 

The Arrangements are being applied by the national authorities, without the assistance 
of the High Commissioner's delegate, 

(c) In particular, is the High Commissioner's delegate carrying out the duties mentioned in 
Poi11t I of the I928 Arrangement (or 1928 Agreement) ? . 

The local authorities are alone responsible for carrying out these duties. 

(d) How can the execution of the Arrangements be provided for in future, and to what extent 
is the mai11tenance of a High Commissioner's delegate essential for this purpose ? . 

In the manner indicated above, and without the assistance of the High Commissioner's 
delegate. 

2. 

[Translation.] Berne, August 27th, I9JO. 

In my letter No. 3IOO/JO, of June I3th last, I ~ad the honou~· to ~ommunicate to you the 
reply ?f t~e Government of the Czechoslovak Republtc to the questionnaire concerning the future 
o~gamsat10n of ref~gee wor:-:. I_n paragraph_ A. I ,(d) my Government stated that it could dispense 
With the co-operatiOn of the H1gh CommissiOners delegate as regards the finding of employment 
for unemployed_ re~ugees. within Czechoslovakia. In the matter of the transfer of these refugees 
to ot~1er countnes m wh1ch they would_ obtain employrnell:t more easily, my Government stated 
that It would need only very slight assistance from the High Commissioner's delegate, since the 
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hefu~ee '?rganisations_ ~':alt v.ith this matter satisfactorily. In replying thus, my Government 
ad m VIew the J?OSSibility of sparing the High Comrnis..".ioner the cost of maintaining an official 
a~!l~~ to the H1gh Co~ssioner's delegate at Prague, in the belief that the refugee organisations 
~ Icbl av~ long been m existence in Czechoslovakia, like the " Zemgor » for instance, might 

a e, Without undue difficulty, to undertake the task of transferring refugees. 
th As a result of conversations with the High Commissioner's delegate, and after ag<tin consulting 

e refugee organisations in Czechoslovakia, my Government now entertains some doubt as to 
wheth':r these organisations would be able to cope with such a task, lacking as they do the necessary 
authonty, particularly in the matter of ensuring repayment and the recovery of sums advanced 
to the transferred refugees. Obviously, the High Commissioner's delegate as representative of 
the League of Nations possesses the necessary authority in these cases. There is also another form 
of refugee ·relief which the refugee organisations could not provide, seeing that the State grants 
have ~ee_n decreased-namely, the relief afforded.to sick women, and to children. The High 
Commissim~er's delegate might develop this branch much more effectively if the necessary funds 
were supplied to him by the High Commissioner. · 

In view of the foregoing, my Government has instructed me to request you to read, in place 
of paragraph A. I (d) of its reply to the questionnaire added to your Circular Letter No. Bg.I9JO. 
XIII, of May Izth, 1930, the following passage: 

"The co-operation of the High Commissioner's delegate in matters connected with the 
transfer of refugees to other countries and the relief of sick refugee women and refugee, 
children is desirable." 

(Signed) FIERLINGER, 

P.:rmatJenl Ddlegt~la. 

XI. REPLY OF THE YUGOSLAV GOVERNMENT. 

[Translation.] 
Geneva, June 19th, 1930. 

A. HUMANITARIAN WORK. 

I. Refugee Settlem~nt. 

(a) At present there are not more than between twenty-eight and thirty-thousand refugees 
in Yugoslavia. Their number has therefore decreased by about half. The other half have left 
Yugoslavia during the last few years- most of them for France, Belgium and for oversea countries 

·-hoping to find better jobs, while others, fewer in number, have returned to Russia. 
Most of the refugees iri Yugoslavia are definitely settled in the country and have found work. 

There are, of course, a certain number who are without work, or are unsuitably employed; but 
this is also true of the nationals of the country, for the demand for labour is small. 

(b) Most of the refugees settled in Yugoslavia are intellectual workers, but there is also a 
minority of manual workers. It is therefore easier to find work for the refugees, in the towns than 
in the conntry. Many of them are employed in Government departments, or in the local adminis
tration, and are thus able to meet their needs, while they are relieved from the necessity of under
taking rough work. Obviously, the conditions under which these refugees live are not what they 
should be; but, having regard to the present position of the country, the Government and local 
authorities may be said to have done all that they could to make their life more bearable. Some 
of the refugees are employed in private concerns; while others, fewer in number, work on their own. 
The Government labour exchanges are for all workers, irrespective of nationality. 

At present, further refugee" could have been settled only with great difficulty. On account 
of the commercial depression, the amonnt of labour required has been greatly reduced, which has, 
as is well known, led to considerable unemployment among the nationals of the country. Had 
further refugees arrived, the position would h'ave become still worse. No more refugees should 
be brought mto Yugoslavia at present, for it would be impossible to find work for them. 

(c) In oilier conntries, which are in a better economic position, it might, perhaps, be easier 
to settle refugees. For fanning an opinion on this point, ilie conditions of employment for 
emigrants in oilier countries would have to be ascertained. As stated above under (a), half of the 
total number of refugees has proceeded during the last few years to France, Belgium and oversea 
countries (e.g. a group of Cossacks went to Peru), hoping to find better situations. In future, 
employment should be guaranteed in advance iri each particular .case, for otherwise the refugees 
run a great risk, like all emigrants seeking work in a foreign country. 

(d) In future, the assistance of ilie delegate of ilie High Commissioner for Refugees will not 
be absolutely necessary in ilie settlement of refugees within Yugoslavia itself. The Government _ 
organisations (labour exchanges) and ilie Delegation for ilie Protection of the Interests of Russia1f.
Emigrants iri Yugoslavia- which enjoys consular rights -may be regarded as adequate for 
iliis purpose. The assistance of ilie High Commissioner's delegate may, however, be of use in 
future settlement of refugees abroad. · 

• 
2. Relief for Refugees who are Unable to Work. 

(a) There are about 2,140 war wounded unfit for work, some of them entirely. There are 
also a certain number of other refugees who, on account of old age or sickness, are unfit for work
iri the latter case, either temporarily or permanently. 
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(b) The Government Commission for Russian Refugees, created by a decisifnt of 
1
the. 

Government, which has concerned itself with these refugees for te~ years, has been ab e 0 P ace 
its work, which affects their fundamental interests, on a sound basis. . . . d"t" 

In order to give refugee~ more real relief in all circumstances, the Comtmsswn, m ad 1 10: 
to the help given to ill and disabled persons and to other re~ug~es wh? are totally unfit for wor • · 
maintains hospitals and almshouses for the aged. The CommissiOn assists students thro~ghout the 
whole period·of their studies. and maintains several colleges and elementary scho.ols. which a large 
number of children attend in order to become educated and independent workers. . 

Each month about soo,ooo dinars are allotted from the Governme~t _fund to the R~s1an 
war wounded, and about 3 million dinars to the Government Commission,. for the objects 
mentioned above. . 

(c) The Government Commission for Russian Refugees (almost all the refugees in Yugosla'?a) 
has proved its value as an institution fully adapted to it~ special purpose. _If the ~ague H1gh 
Commissariat for Refugees were able to give the CommissiOn financial ass1sta?ce, m. orde~ to 
help it in the work stated above and to improve the refugees' lot, such collaboration, which Inight 
be exercised through the delegate of the Commissariat at Belgrade, would be of real value. 

B. LEGAL STATUS OF REFUGEES. 

(a) The Arrangements of 1922, 1924, 1926 and 1928 are being applied, in so far as Yugoslavia 
has adhered to them. Emigrants are provided with identity cards on the League J?Odel for 
travelling, a minimum tax being charged for visas; and on leaving the country they are g~ven a ~ree 
railway ticket as far as the frontier. Emigrants in Yugoslavia enjoy full Government protec~10n, 
which, as already explained above, gives them as much moral and financial assistance as possible. 
All their schools, hospitals and other institutions are helped by the Government. 

(b) The Arrangements are applied, in the main, by the Government authorities and 
institutions, In this respect, also, valuable assistance is given by the Delegation for the Protection 
of the Interests of Russian Emigrants in Yugoslavia referred to above, The assistance of the 
delegate of the High Commissioner for Refugees has also been both valuable and necessary. 

The system of the "Nansen stamps", intended to provide working capital for meeting the 
expenditure involved in the emigration of Russian and Armenian refugees to countries where they 
might find work, was adopted and carried into practice in Yugoslavia at its initiation in 1928. 
These stamps are issued by the delegate of the League's High Commissioner, on payment of a tax 
of 5 gold francs. All refugees who have the necessary means are required to exchange 
this stamp each year for a new one, which is affixed either on the certificate at the time of issue 
or on the identity card. Poor and ill refugees, students, and, in general, all emigrants in difficult 
circumstances are exempted· from this tax. 

(c) In respect of the Armenian refugees, the delegate of the High Commissioner for Refugees 
carries out all the. duties mentioned in Point I of the 1928 Arrangement. Subject to certain 
restrictions, and in conjunction with the Delegation for the Protection of the Interests of Russian · 
Emigrants in Yugoslavia, he also carries out these duties in respect of Russian emigrants (compare 
the note of the Permanent Delegation, No. P. 478, of the 2nd instant). 

(d) The Government authorities and the Delegation for the Protection of the Interests of 
Russian Emigrants in Yugoslavia are able, in most cases, to meet the refugees' needs in matters 
affect~ng .their legal status. T~e Hig~ Commissioner's delegate supplements the work of these 
orgamsa~wn~ and t~us makes It possible to deal more pro.mptlY: and readily with those of the 
refugees claims, which can only be settled after consultation with a delegate whose duties are 
international in character. 
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

. NANSEN INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR. REFUGEES· 
·_(Under the Authority· of the League of Nations) 

.. 
REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BODY 

• 

• -
Nole by lhe Secretary-General of lhe League of Nations. 

The Secretary-General has the honour to communicate herewith to the Assembly the 
report of the Governin~ Body of_the Nansen International Office for Refugees. 

Th~ report deals w1th the vanous aspects of the_ refugee problem and gives full information 
co~cernmg the measures taken and contemplated by the Office during the first stage of its 
eXIstence from the commencement of its activities down to June 30th, 1932: 

• 

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BODY 

OF THE NANSEN INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR REFUGEES 

CHAPTER I. - GENERAL ACTIVITIES. • 

(a) PRELIMINARY. 

The report submitted by the Governing Body to the twelfth Assembly was prepared 
when the Office had been in existence for about three months only and was confined necessarily 
to an account of the organisation of the Office and to the plan of liquidation requested by the 
eleventh Assembly. The Governing Body has therefore considered it desirable, in the present 
report, to furnish a full account of the principal activities of the Office, from April 1st, 1931, 
the date it came into existence, until June 30th, 1932. 

The following is a resume of the principal functions conferred on the Office by its Statutes : 

"Article 3. 

"(a) Collecting and collating information regarding the material and moral 
welfare of the refugees ; facilitating the task of finding them work and settling them, and 
for that purpose collecting useful information as to the conditions of labour in the countries 
to which they emigrate ; 

· " (b) · Giving general directions to relief institutions which already exist, or which 
· may be established subsequently with the authorisation of the various national author-

• ities, and co-ordinating their work ; , . · . 

· " (c) Collecting and distributing, with the help of other bodies, particularly the;,· 
Advisory Committee of the Private Organisations, the resources placed at its disposal 
with .a view to the improvement of the lot of the refugees, .including resources derived 
from the sale of Nansen stamps; .,. 

•t (d) Facilitating, within the limits of its competence, the application, in particular 
cases, of the arrangements that have been made for the benefit of refugees." 

S. d. N. 1.465 (F.) 1.270 (A.) 9/3'i Imp. A. Grancbamp. 

/ 
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" Article 13. 

" (e) The Office shall take over all the assets and all the liabilities of the League 
of Nations High Commissioner for Refugees." 

The Statutes state that the funds of the Office shall be derived from the following 
sources : 

" Article 14. 

" (1) Such annual grants as may be made to it by the League of Nations; 

" (2) The pr?c.eeds ?f the sale. of N ansen stamps (but such proceeds shall not be 
used to meet admm1strabve expenditure); 

" (3) The proceeds of fees and sums derived from refugees; 

" (4) Donations, legacies and grants from Governmel!-ts, Ji>Ublic or pri.v~te institu
tions, associations or individuals, accepted by the Office m v1rtue of decisions of the 
Governing Body." 

• 

The Statutes also stipulate that the accounts of the Office shall be audited once a year 
by the League of Nations auditor. . 

For purposes of administrative convenience, it was arranged th~t the Secretary-~eneral 
of the League would give the necessary investitu~e to the representabves of the Office m th?se 
cases where the services of a League representative were deemed necessary for the executwn 
of the Arrangement and Agreement of June 30th, 1928, relating to the legal status _of ref_ugees 
(see Chapter I(d)). For similar reasons, the Secretary-General subsequently found It desirable 
to entrust to the representatives of the Offict; the functions mentioned in Article 1 (f) of .t~at 
Arrangement, which consist of re?O!fime~dmg the. refugees. to. the competent aut~o_nbes, 
particularly for the purpose of obtammg visas, permits to reside m the country, admiSSIOn to 
schools, libraries, etc. 

(b) ORGANS OF THE OFFICE. 

The organs of the Office are the Governing Body, the Managing Committee and the 
Finance Commission. 

The Statutes of the Office provide for meetings of the Governing Body at the end of April 
and October. The pressure of urgent refugee questions, however, necessitated the convocation 
of the Governing Body on four occasions during the nine months of its existence in 1931 and 
at the end of April 1932. To deal with the current activities of the Office, the Managing 
Committee and the Finance Commission have met eight and nine times respectively since 
the creation of the Office. 

Colonel Bicknell, the Secretary-General of the League of Red Cross Societies, having 
relinquished that position on his return to America, vacated his post on the Governing Body. 
Professor WERNER, Vice-President of the International Red Cross Committee, who had acted 
as Colonel Bicknell's substitute, was invited unanimously by the Governing Body to replace 
Colonel Bicknell, and Mr. SwiFT, the newly-appointed Secretary-General of the League of. 
Red Cross Societies, was elected unanimously to succeed Professor Werner as substitute 
member of the Governing Body. 

(c) DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITIES AND PRIVILEGES OF THE OFFICE, 

Since the receipt of the affirmative replies on this subject, mentioned in the report of the 
Office to the last Assembly, from the Governments of Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria; 
Denmark, France, Germany, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, Nicaragua, Norway, Portugal, 
Roumania, the Saar Territory, South Africa, Sweden and Yugoslavia, affirmative replies have 
been received from the following Governments : Argentine, Brazil, Czechoslovakia, Finland 
Japan, Spain and Switzerland. ' 

(d) Co-OPERATION OF THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE OFFICE IN VARIOUS CoUNTRIES. 

In response to enquiries made of various Governments concerning the necessity of the 
eo-operation of the representatives of the Office in the refugee work in their territories, represen
tatives of the Office have been maintained in the following countries : Austria, Belgium, 
Bulgaria, China, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Latvia, Poland, 
Yugoslavia and the .Mandatory Territory of Syria. At the request of the Governments 
eoncerned, tht~ representatives of the Office in Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, France and 
Yugoslavia have been given the investiture of the Secretary-General of the League for the 
execution of certain articles of the Agreement and Arrangement of June 30th, 1928. 
. In consequence oi the increasing gravity of the refugee problem in Roumania, the Govern
~ng Body decided, with the approval of the Roumanian Government, to open a representation 
m lhat country, and appointed Ill. PoKLEWSKI-KOZIELL as its honorary representative. 
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. The Austrian Government having notified its inability to continue the contribution on 
wh1ch the ~epresentation in Vienna was maintained, the Office was obliged to close that 
representation at the end of 1931. The Governing Body, however, noted with satisfaction 
the ~ecision of t?~ Austrian Gover~ment to nominate Dr. l\lol'iTEL! Chief of the I~migration 
Service of the M1mstry of the Intcnor, as the honorary representative of the Office m Austria. 

The representative in Belgium, l\1. Kehren, of the Belgian Immigration Offi<"e, who had 
performed extremely useful services for the refugees during the last three years, resigned his 
post in June 1932, and was succeeded, on the recommendation of the Belgian Government, 
by l\1. CouBAux, late of the Belgian General Consulate in KharkotT. 

It was with the most profound regret that the Office learneti in June of the death of M. f'R\ll 
Hesse, the assistant representative to Dr. Alice Masarykova in Cz~choslovakia. 1\1. Hesse 
had been associated with the refugee work in Istanbul, Brazil and Czechoslovakia for more 
than ten years. 

The budget for 1932 having been reduced by the Assembly in the circumstances mentioned 
in Chapter II, the Governing Body was compelled to close a major representation, and decided 
that the suppression of the representation in the Argentine woulrl have the least serious 
repercussion on the welfare of the refugees as a whole. That representation was therefore 
liquidated on June 30th, 1932. 

(e) INTER-GOVERNMENTAL ADVISORY COMMISSION FOR RE.'UGEES AND ADVISORY C:OMMITTEE 
QF PRIVATE ORGANISATIONS. 

The Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission, which remained attached to the 'League 
but for which the Office provides the Secretariat, held its fourth session in August 1931 and 
transmitted to the twelfth Assembly a series of recommendations for the betterment of the 
conditions of the refugees and concerning the establishment of a Convention to stabilise their 

. situation on the liquidation of the Office. 
At the request of the· Commission, the Council, at its sixty-fifth se$sion, invited Dr. 1\lax 

HuBER to become an advisory member of the Commission and requested the Belgian Govern
ment to nominate a member to the Commission. In conformity w1th that request, the Belgian 
Government nominated Senator Albert FRAN!;OIS to serve on the Commission. 

The recommendations of the Commission were adopted by the Assembly and distributed 
to the interested Governments, and a summary of the recommendations and replies forms 
Appendix I to this report. · 

The Advisory Committee of Private Organisations met on March 21st, 1932, and drew the 
attention of the Office to a number of pressing problems concerning the refugees. The Advisory 
Committee laid especial emphasis on the fact that the refugee problems, at a time when they 
appeared to be on the high road to a satisfactory solution, had become aggravated by the 
economic crisis. It urged the Office, in particular, to devote attention to the precarious 
situation of the 100,000 Russian refu~ees in China mentioned in the resolution adopted by the 
twelfth Assembly ; to the acute situation of the refugees who had recently crossed the Dmester 
into Roumania, and to the many thousands of Armenian refugees who could not be assimilated 
in Greece and to the possibility of their transfer to the Armenian (Erivan) Republic. To 
achieve those and other objects, the Committee stressed the importance of a wider support of 
the Nansen Memorial Fund. The Committee furthermore endorsed the proposals made during 
the meeting of the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commi8sion in August last that a Convention 
would constitute the best means of securing the stability of the situation of the refugees on I he 
liquidation of the Office. The Committee also urged that the representations of the Office in 
their present form should be maintained as long as possible and, to that end, recommended 
that the budgetary proposals contained in the liquidation plan submitted by the Offir:e to the 
last Assembly should be accepted without further modification. The Committee finally 
recommended that, in order to prepare for the continuation of the refugee work on the liquida-

. tion of the Office, advisory committees to the representatives should be appointed forthwith, 
·in order that they might be in a position to carry on the work of those representatives . 

. In compliance with the wishes expressed by the Inter-Governmental Advisorr. Commission 
and the Advisory Committee of Private Organisations, the Governing Body, at Its meetin~ in 
April 1932, approved an exhaustive questionnaire on the whole refugee problem. The obJect 
of that questionnaire, which has been addressed to the members of the Governing Body, of the 
Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission and of the Advisory ·Committee of Private 
Organisations, is to ascertain whether the Convention mentioned above would be the best _ 
means of securing t.he stability of the situation of the refugees on the liquidation of the Office.z 

(f) Expulsions. 

Both the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission and the Advisory Committee of 
Private Organisations for Refugees have called serious attention in their reports to the increas
ing tendency of certain Governments to expel {rom their territories refugees who are not in 
possession of entry visas to neighbouring countries. 

These cases fall within the competence of the Office under Article 1 (f) ~f the Legal Status 
Arrangement of June 30th, 1928, and make calls on the time and resources of the Office out 
of all proportion to their number. 
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The Office therefore ventures to express the earnest hope th3;t Governments wi_II consider 
the possibility of refraining from the expulsion of refugees until they _have ob~amed entry 
visas to other countries and thus save those refugees the very real hardships resultmg from the 
irregularity of their situation in the countries to which they are expeiied. 

CHAPTER II.- ASSEMBLY ACTION. 

The twelfth Assembly adopted the foiiowing resolutions on the work of the Office : 

" The Assembly, 
" Recognises the endeavours made by the Governing Body o_f t~e ~ffice to comply 

with the request of the eleventh Assembly to prepare a plan forthe hq~uda~10n ofthe Office 
before the end of 193(), anrl notes that it has prepared a scheme which gives effect to the 
suggestion made by the Supervisory CommissiOn that the budget of the Office should be 
reduced by approximately 10 per cent per annum; 

" Recommends the adoption of the plan of liquidation proposed _by the Governing 
Body and of the Rules of Procedure and Financial and Staff Regulatwns of the Office; 

" With a view to facilitate the liquidation by the Office of its staff, 
" Invites the Secretary-General of thci League and the Director of the Inte~ational 

Labour Office to accord, as far as possible, a preference to that staff when vacancies occur 
in their respective organisations ; 

" Requests the Governing Body ~f the Office, in its future reports to the Assembly, 
to give fuii information concerning the various aspects _of the ~ef?gee problems and the 
measures taken and contemplated by the Office for their solutiOn ;_ 

" Having noted proposals made for the transfer to the Armenian (Erivan) Republic 
of some thousands of Armenian refugees, and hearing in mind the resolution on this 
subject adopted by the tenth Assembly, 

" Invites the Office to examine carefully the possibility of facilitating the transfer 
of such of those refugees who desire to proceed to the Armenian (Erivan) Republic, if it 
is satisfied that such transfer is in the best interests of the refugees ; 

" Requests the Office to devote particular attention to the precarious situation of 
more than 100,000 Russian refugees in China, with a view to their settlement in employ-
ment in other countries ; . 

" Urges the interested Governments which have not already done so to put into full 
application the Nansen stamp system; 

" Invites the Governments to encourage and facilitate the creation in their territories 
of National Committees for the Nansen Memorial Fund; 

" Requests the Governing Body of the Office, in consultation with ·the Inter
Governmental Advisory Commission for Refugees, to consider the advisability of preparing 
a Convention to ensure the protection of the refugees on the liquidation of the Office ; 

" Recommends that the Belgian Government he invited to nominate a delegate to 
the Int~r-Governmental Advisory Commission for Refugees ; 

" Requests the Council to communicate to the Governments the recommendations 
adopted by the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission for Refugees at its fourth session 
concerning certain facilities for the refugees." . · 

T~e plan of liquidation referred to in the Assembly resolutions above was based on annual 
redu?twns of 10 per cen~ of _the con~ributions of the League to the budget of the Office, but 
provid_ed for_ larger ~ontnbutJons du~mg the early years of the existence of the Office to permit 
of an mten~Ive .actwn for the solutwn of the refugee problems during that period. Those 
larger contnbutwns were, howev,er, c?mpensated by the more accelerated reductions proposed 
for th~ latter ¥ears of the Office s existence, and by the proposal in the plan to liquidate the 
Office m 1938 mstead of at the end of 1939 as suggested by the eleventh Assembly. 

The two following tables serve to illustrate the budgetary effects of those alternative plans: 

1932. 
1933. 
1934. 
1935. 
1936. 
1937. 
1938. 
1939.. 

Annual I 0 per cent reductions 
Swiss francs 

300,420 
. 270,378 

243,340 
219,006 
197,105 
177,394 
159,655 
143,689 

1,710,987 

Office proposals 
Swiss francs 

330,847 
315,000 
300,000 
280,000 
250,000 

234,153 

1,710,000 
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Although the Assembly adopted the plan proposed by the Office, involving a contribution 
by the League for the year 1932 of 330,847 francs to the Office budget, it found it necl'ssary 
~ubsequently, for reasons of financial stringl'ncy, to reduce that contribution by 10 pl'r Ct'Jlt
&.e., to 297,762.30 francs. In accl'pting that reduction for the reasons slated, the President 
of the Governing Body of the Office explained to the Assemblv that the reduction in question 
could be regarded only as of an exceptional character and not as a precl'dent. 

In conformity with the Governing Body's plan, as approved by the twelfth Assembly, 
the Governing Body submitted for 1933 a budget which provided for a contribution from the 
League of 315,000 francs. The Supervisory Commission, however, at its forty-sixth session in 
May 1932, considered that it was not possible to recommend that the Office should be ~ranted, 
in respect of 1933, a contribution superior to that granted for 1932- i.e., 297,76~.30 francs. 

\~ . 
If these reductions are maintained, the Governing Body of the Office will have to consider, 

at its next session, whether it will have to propose modifications of the plan of liquidation. 

CHAPTER III. - STATISTICS. 

(a) EXISTING REFUGEE SITUATION. 

The following table shows the approxi~ate numbers of Russian, Armenian, Assyrian, 
Assyro-Chaldean and Turkish refugees able to work bu:t unemployed ; invalid and infirm 
refugees and infant refugees, for whom there is little or no material provision, as well as .an 
estimate of the charges, direct or indirect, caused by their presence to the countries in wh1ch 
they live. · 

Number or refugees able 
Number or refugees unable to Total number or to work but unemployed, Chnr~r• 

refugees or employed in occasional earn their living (Including the borne this 
or temforary work or war lnvnlids and children) yeor by 

still o be setUed Government" 
Countries owlng to the 

presence of 
Assyrians, Assyrians, Assyrians, rotugoo11 on 

Rus- Arme- AssJ'!o- Rus- Arme- Ass.r.:o- Russians Armenians Aaslro- their 
sians nians Cbal eans sians nians Cbal eons Chol eana tprrltory 

and Turks and Turks ond Turks 

Austria1 2,4011 2631· - I &31 - I - I 298 (160)11 6& (20)~1 - I -. 
Belgium •... 8,389 (New statistics are in preparation) 
British Empire : 

United Kindgom (Recent statistics are wanting) 
Cyprus• .. . . . 40 2,500 - - - - - - - -

. Irsq1 • . . 28 2,000 3,600 - - - - - - -
Palestine1 • 30 - - - - - - - - -

Bulgaria . 16,625 14,398 - 6,500 4,000 - 4,000 (1,500)1 1,850 - 426,600 Swiss 
franca 

Cbina 97,386 &21 - 24,600 - - 9,500. (7,750)1 - - -
Czechoslovakia . 10,&00 - - several - - 2,000 - - 3 million 

lluadnda Cucll. trowRt 
Denmark1 • . . 300 - - - - - - - - -
Danzi!l' • • . . 800 - - 400 - - - - - -
Estoma . . . . 16,000 - - 2,800 - - - - - -. . 

2.& million Finland •. . 15,000 - - 10,825 - - - - -
' ~'ln. marks 

France' .. . 400,000.R. & A. - - - - - - - -
Germany. . &0,000 - - 30,000 - - 2,500 ci1oool" - - -. 

250. 9,000 (3,000)' Greece . . . . 1,500 26,000 450 160 6,500 - 350 - -
Hun!r'ry1

• . . . 4,751 15 - - - - 1,901 - - -
Italy . . . . 1,154 603 - 427 R.&A. - 203 163l" R. &. A - -
Japan1 . • . . 2,356 24 - 1,6571 - - 580_(55

11 - - -. 
Latvia •. . . 14,000 - - 6,000 - - - -
Lithuania • 8,000 - - 1,500 - - 3,500 - - -
Norway (Very small number) -
Poland .. . . . 90,000 - - 38,000 - - - - - 500,000 zloty 
Roumania1 . . . 70,000 - - - - - - - - -
Spain1 • . . 500 - - - - - - - - -
Sweden1 1,000 - - 500 - - - - - -
Switzerland1 . . . 2,266 250 - - - - 218 - - -
Syria •• . . . 1,000 120,000 10,000 - 9,000 - - - - -
Turkey: . .-:::::-.....-~ 

Istanbul • . 1,500 - - 400 - - 150 - - -
Yugoslavia . . . 28,800 190 45 5,500 30 10 6,676 (1,250)1 - - 33.3 million 

dinars 

844,326 166,7641 14,095 1129,322,19,5301 10 131,876 (11,910)'110,915 (3,556)• - I -
Nole. - This table will be completed !rom the replies to the questionnaire sent out in conformity with tho Instructions given b)· 

the Governing Body at its last session. 

• Figures taken !rom the table aP.pended to the report presented to the eleventb Assembly. 
· • Figures in brackets refer to cbildren. . 
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(b) SETTLEMENT OF REFUGEES 

Th · t lT d d b the Office in connection with the settlement of unemployed 
e ass1s ance a or e Y f th colonisation work in Syria 

refugees falls under a variety of headings. It ranges rom e .· . -
where more than 20,000 Armenian refugees have been evacuated from msal.ubn~us .camps, 
which were recognised by the French mandatory Power to b_e a d~nger to the I~d1geno~s 
populations as well as to the refugees themselves, and settled m agncultural colomPs and m 
pleasant urban quarters - to the individual advances made to ref~gees t?. enable them to 
commence modest enterprises for the support of themselves and their families. 

The larger-scale settlement activities are dealt ~ith in Chapter V ~f this report, but i~ may 
be useful to recapitulate here the results of ~he vap~';ls measures which have resulted m the 
settlement, since the beginning of the Offices actiVIties, of 14,292 refugees. 

Settlement in Syria : 

(a) Agricultural 
(b) Urban ... .. 

Transfer of Armenian refugees from Greece to Soviet Armenia 
Transfer of Mennonites and Lutherans from Harbin to South 

America ........... . 
Individual or small group settlement . . . . . . . . . 

35 
3,950 

3,985. 

6,269 

772 
3,266 

14,292 

The above figures refer to the number of refugees settled, or whose settlement has been 
facilitated, by the Office. Many more refugees were settled, however, thanks to a less direct 
assistance from the Office, but regarding whom it is not always possible to obtain statistics. 
The instance of the 4,000 Armenian refugees who have become settled in Syria, and are 
referred to in Chapter VI (b), is a case in point. . 

(c) INTERVENTIONS IN FAVOUR OF REFUGEES. 

The Office performs daily a lar~e variety of useful services to refugees to enable them to 
overcome the ~isabilities inherent m ~heir situatio!l of persons without. nationality, and 
consequentl~ w1thout cons.ular protectwn. The ass1stance thus rendered to the refugees is 
oft.cn of an Important but mtangible nature whose value cannot be crystallised into numerical 
characters. 

Some idea of. t~~ services thus render~d may, however, he gathered from the following 
resume of the actlv1ties of the representatives of the Office in certain countries : 
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Table showing the Inleroenlions on Behalf of the Refugees made by the Represmlalit•ts of the Office 
during the Period from April lsl, 1931, to June 3oth, 1932.1 

I. luuu and renewal6 of Nanstn 
passports (applications ta local 

·authorities for the issue of iden
tity certificates) : 

Russians . . . . . . . . . 
Armenians . . . . . . . . 
Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean 

and Turkish Refugees • • 

II. lssuu of visas (steps taken 
for their obtainment) : 
(a) Entry visas: 

Russians . . . . 
Armenians ...... . 
Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean 

and Turkish Refugees . 

(b) Transit visas : 
Russians . . . 
Armenians . . . . . . . . . 
Assyrian, Assyro-Cbaldean and 

Turkish Refugees • • • 

(c) Return visas : 
Russians . . .. 
Armenians- . . . . . . . . . 
Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean 

and Turkish Refugees . . • 

III. Eslablishmenl of documents 
referred lo in Article 1 of lhe 
Arrangement of June 801h, 1928, 
or of similar documents : 
(a) Certifying the identity and 

the position of the refu\)ees 
(apart from the interventiOns 
mentioned in No. 1 above) : 
Russians . . . 
Armenians ....... . 
Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean 

and Turkish ll.efugeos • . 

(b) Certifying their family po
sition and civil status in so far 
as these are based on docu
ments issued or action taken 
in the country of origin of 
the refugees : 
Russians . . . . . . . 
Armenians ....... . 
Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean 

and Turkish Refugees • • 

(c) Testifying to the regular
ity, validity and conformity 
with the previous law of their 
country of origin, of docu
ments 15sued in such country : 
Russians . 
Armenians ....... . 
Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean 

and Turkish Refugees • . • 

(d) Certifying the signa lure of 
refugees and copies and trans
lations of documents drawn 
up in their own language : 
Russians . . . . . . . . . 
Armenians ....... . 
Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean 

and Turkish Refugees • . 

(e) Testifying before the au
thorities of the country to the 
good character and conduct 
of the individual refugee, to 
his previous record, to his 
professional qualities, and to 
his university and acadetnic 
standing: 
Russians . . . . . . 
Armenians ....... . 

. Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean 
and Turkish Refugees • . 

. 

Ger
many 

935 

92 

190 

• 

184 

52 

2 

2 

• Austria, up to December 31st, 1931. 

South Aus
Ame- trial 
rica 

30 
12 

15 

100 

228 

2 

34 

Bel
gium 

7 

1 

219 

47 

168 

Bul
garia 

8,392 
2,&>2 

198 
28 

56 
6 

21 
2 

12 
1 

19 

93 

44 

France Greece 

51 
14 

120 
20 

7 
1 

35 
17 

437 
144 

22 
41 

102 
105 

1 
2 

2 
12 

2 

15 
36 

2 
175 

10 

5 

2 

3 

30 
122 

2 

9 
20 

38 
182 

10 
150 

Poland 
and 

Baltic 
States 

893 

10 

140 

30 

97 

200 

48 

114 

62 

Czech o
slo

vakia 

Tur- Yu!lO
key slavia 

Totals 

71 

94 33 

119 34 

16 52 

2 

2 

12 

124 10,6V6 
12 2.,890 

- 12 

149 
15 

50 
6 

110 

3 

26 
3 

18 
2 

3 
3 

46 
1 

-. 

44 

758 
uu 

389 
1~7 

10 

433 
6 

5 

687 
37 

797 
269 

2 

122 
64 

497 
288 

7'1'" • .: .. :-,,. 

343 
1>2 
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Table showing the Interventions on Behalf of the Refugees made by the Represen!alives of lhe Offic~ 
during the Period from April lsi, 1931, to June 30/h, 1932.

1 (continued). 

(/) necommending the Indi
vidual rerugee to the compe
tent outhorilies, porliculorly 
with o view to his obtaining 
visas, permits to rCRidc in the 
country, ond admission to 
schools, libraries, etc. (opnrt.. 
lrom the rrcommendutwns 
mentioned under pnrugrnphs I 
and II) 
Ru'"slnns • 
ArnH•ninns . . . . , • . . . 
Assyrian, Assyro·Choldcnn 

und Turkish Helugees • • . 

IV. Olhtr intcrvenlionl: 
(I) Legal osRistnncc : 

Hwuoinns , 
Armenians .....••. , 
Assyrian, Assyro-Choldeon 

ond Turkish Hclugecs • • • 

(2) Exemptions !rom restric-
tions nppllcd to foreign lnhour: 
Russians . 
Arrnenions • • . . . . • . • 
Assyrinn, Asflyro-Choldoon 

nnd Turkish Helugeos • • • 

(3) Expulsions : 
Russinns . 
Armeninns ....•.... 
Assyrion, Assyro-Chnldenn 

ond Turkish Helugoes . • . 

(4) Toxollon: 
Russians • 
Armenians ....• , •. , 

Ger
many 

341 

1,103 

308 

South 
Ame
rica 

10 

Aus
tria1 

9 

I 

Bel
gium 

II 

Bul
garia 

France Greece 

34 (num.) 

121 
31 

403 (num.) 
7 -

131 
102 

2 
2 

29 
485 

I 
I 

Poland 
and Czecho

Ballic slo
States vakia 

685 47 

13 36 

175 I 

119 30 

8 

Tur
key 

Yugo
slavia 

Ill 
25 

37 
I 

8 
3 

2 

Totals 

1,229 
27 

246 
517 

1,684 
7 

616 
106 

13 

Assyrion, Assyro·Choldeon 
ond Turkish Rolugeos • • • 

(5) Gonernl cerllncotos ol lndi- ~---r---t--f---+---{---.J-~--J--~·-· -f----+--t-_: _ _L __ _ 
gence (nporL rrom the docu .. 
menls mentioned· in pora-
groph V, 2) : 
Russians . 
Armenlons , , •• , 
Assyrian, Ass_yro-Ch~lde~n' 

and Turkish Hclugeos • . . 

V. luuu of Nansen stamps: 
(I) Issue ol Nnnsen stomps : 

Russians . . • . 
Armeninns . • . : : · • ' 
Assyrian, Assyro-Ch~ldo~n · 

nod Turkish Refugees • • • · 

(2) Issue ol certincotes ol 
exemption from the Nanson 
slumps: 
Russinns • 
Armenians ••. 
Assyrian, Assyr0-Ch~ldc~o · 

and Turkish Relugees • • . 

\'I. ~~h~r acli~iliu - i.e., appll
eahons to private and notional 
Ofl!&nisations lor relief in cases or 
un~mployment, lndigency, sick-
0:\-~, old age, etc.; investi _ 
t~ons i consultations i transfa
lton of documents, etc. ; letters 
to debtors, guarantors and em
ployen for the recuperation or 
a.dvances; sundry recommenda
tions lapart from the setUement 
of rel~ees) : 

354 

Rus~ians . . • . 
Armenians ... · • • · • '( 
As"y~an, . Assyr0-Cb~lde~n · 2,521 

an Turkish Refugees • • • 

Total for Countries • 6,087 

' Au•tria, up to De.,mber 31st 1931. 

3 

I 
1,539 1 199 

i 

29 

1,160 149 119 

1,596 

7,199 
2,449 

4,397 

17 

I 
11 

I 
4 

(num.) (num.) (num.) 

307 

777" 2,713 

1,327,652,2,115,23,571 5,771 ,1,364,3,678 3,148 

47 
I 

. 2,868 

6,714 
4 

629 

712 
12 

10,599 

13,960 
2,457 

8,068 

119,11,064 58,896 
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-{d) STATISTICS OF THB CORRESPONDENCE AND DOCUMENTATION OF THE OFFICE. 

During the period under review, the Office at Geneva t"eceived 6,639 letters, and 
despatched 4,908 letters. 

· The difference between the numbers of letters received and those despatched is due very 
large~y to an a~ement in force, introduced for reasons of economy, between the Office 
and .Its representatives _that the former would only acknowledge the receipt of reports and 
routme correspondence If expressly requested to do so. . 

The Office also prepared twenty-five reports of meetings of the organs of the Office, and 
175 reports to those organs. 

To enable an opinion to be formed of the volume of the work thus performed, it should 
be stated that, on June 30th, 1932, the Staff of the Central Office consisted of ten officials, 
including a messenger. 

CHAPTER IV. - FUNDS ADMINISTERED BY THE OFFICE. 

· Apart from the budget of the Office, which for the year 1932 amounted to 354,851.15 
Swiss francs, of which, as already stated, the League provides 297,762.30 francs, the Office 
administers on behalf of th~ refugees the Nansen Stamp Fund, the Nanscn Memorial Fund, 
the Fund for the Settlement of Armenian Refugees in Syria and the former Private Fund of 
Dr. Nansen. The total sum administered by the Office up to June 1932 amounted to 1,422,000 
francs, of which 206,500 francs were from the Nansen Stamp Fund, 538,000 francs from the 
Nansen Memorial Fund, and 219,000 francs from the Private Fund. A first list of the sub
scribers to the Nansen Memorial Fund forms Appendix II to this report. The Syrian Fund is 
utilised solely for the J?Urpose of.making advances to the refugees to enable t.hem to become 
self-supporting. Outnght gifts·or repayable advances are made from other refugee funds at 
the discretion of the competent organs of the Office. The table which forms Appendix III 
to this report affords. some idea of the services rendered to the refugees by those Funds. 

The accounts ofthe Office for the year 1931 were transmitted to the League in conformity 
with the Statutes and Financial Regulations, and submitted to an exhaustive examination by 
the League auditor. The Governing Body was gratified to note that the League auditor 
expressed general satisfaction with the manner in which the Office accounts had been 
administered. 

CHAPTER V. - SPECIAL ACTIVITIES. 

(a) SETTLEMENT OF ARMENIAN REFUGEES IN SYRIA. 

Towards the end of 1926, when the High Commission for Refugees was invited by the 
mandatory Power to co-operate in the solution of the Armenian refugee problem in .Syria, 
of more than 100,000 refugees in that country, there were some 40,000 living under the most 
precarious conditions, mostly in temporary hutments in the Alexandretta, Aleppo and Beyrouth 

cam-'The settlement plan, drawn up in close consultation with the High Commissioner for Syria, 
had as its primary object the liquidation of these camps. 

As a general rule, the settlement policy adopted was to create agricultural colonies and to 
construct urban quarters, and to enable the refugees to purchase their holdings by instalments. 
In many cases, however - notablv in Aleppo and Beyrouth- it was found preferable to make 
advances to groups of refugees and to individual refugees to enable them to construct their 
own quartel's in conformity with general plans laid down by the Office. 

The following tables show the settlement operations which have so far been effected : 

Families settled before Families settled from Total families Name of urban settlement April 1st, 1931, to 
March 31st, 1931 June 30th, 1932 settled 

District of· Beyroulh: 
1. Pavillons .. . 155 3 158 
2. Gebelli plot. . 330 20 350 
3. Lot No. 603. 63 63 
4. Nor-Marache · . 400 50. 450 
5. Trad plot .. 131 20 151 
6. Giustini plot . 10 11 21 
7. Hadjien plot • 33 84 117 , 
8. Khalil Badaoui . • . . . 33 33 
9. Badaoui plot- Les penles 15 15 

10; Assef Khouri plot. • . 51 51 
On private _property. . . 9 9 

Damascus . • 110 110 
Aleppo • •• 800 345 1,145 
Ale:z:andrella 256 256 
Kirik-Khan. 60 60 

Totals . 2,381 608 2,989 
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Families settled before 
Families settled from Total families 

Name of agricultural settlement 
April 1st, 1931, to settled March 31st, 1931 June 30th, 1932 

78 78 
Haiachene 57 3 60 
Abdal-Huyuk. 40 40 
Sooug-Sou . 21 21 
Nor-Zeitoun 41 4 45 
~lassyaf . . 35 35 
Kirik-Khan. 20 20 
Bey-Seki . 

Totals 292 7 299 

Th t t 1 f 2 989 urban settlements refers to the number of quarters actually p~ovided. 
To arri!e 

0
at t~e ~umber of urban families wh~se settlement has b~en effected, this figure 

should however, be increased by 30 per cent, seemg that that pr~portwn of settlers has ~ll;k.en 
in sub-tenants who were not in a position to take advantage of the mstalment purchase facilities 
offered by the Office. 

The total number of families settled should, therefore, appear as follows : 

Agricultural families . . . . . . . . . 
Urban families, 2,989 plus 30 per cent. 

Total number of families 

. 299 
3,886 

4,185 

The average Armenian refugee famil)_' consisting of five members, the total number of 
Armenian refugees settled amounts approximately to 20,900. The total ~urn ~xpe~~ed on the 
settlement of these refugees amounts to 11,578,500 French fr~ncs, of whi.ch SIX miJhon fra;ncs 
have been contributed by the mandatory Power ~nd th~ remamder by philanthropic orgamsa
tions whose contributions have been enumerated m previOus reports to the Assembly. Of that 
expenditure, 1,510,100 French Cranes have been reimbursed by the refugees. 

During the past year, an important contribution of £6,500 has been made by the Armenian 
General Benevolent Union, which has also promised a further generous grant of £5,000. 

A contribution of £3 000 was made to the Nansen Memorial Fund by the British United 
Committee (consisting of the" Save the Children "Fund, the Armenian (Lord Mayor'~) Fu~d, 
the Friends of Armenia and the Society of Friends) in favour of the settlement work m Syna. 
The total contributions made by the British United Committee in favour of that work now 
amount to £21,100. . 

The executive settlement work is carried out by the representative of the Office in Syria, 
in co-operation with an Advisory Committee, consisting of members nominated by the 
High Commissioner for Syria, and in consultation with representatives on the spot of the 
interested Armenian refugee organisations. 

It is impossible, within the limited scope of this report, to give more than a very superficial 
survey of the manifold activities performed by the representative of the Office in the execution 
of his mandate. More detailed particulars of the settlement activities will be found in 
the summary of an historical account of the settlement work prepared by the representative 
of the Office in collaboration with officials of the High Commissioner in Syria, which forms 
Appendix IV to this report. It may, however, be interesting to note that those activities 
include the purchase of land, seeds, agricultural implements and materials for the construction 
of houses ; the allotment of the land in consultation with the municipal authorities ; interven
tions for taxation and construction facilities ; the planning of urban blocks, roads, drainage 
and lighting; the settlement of disputes between vendors, purchasers, tenants and their neigh
bours ; collection of hire-purchase instalments ; arrangements with the Land Registry for the 
transfer of property deeds to the refugees on the completion of purchase; and the administra
tion of the settlements, including health and school services. 

In addition to the direct settlement work effected by the Office, reference should be made 
to assistance of an indirect, but nevertheless important, character which has been afforded to 
the Arme~ian refugees. Nu~~rous refugees ~ave fo~nd employment with local enterprises, 
where their well-known qualities have contributed, m no small measure, to the economic 

. develoJ?ment of the country. Ar~enian refuge~ labour in large public works and the various 
-. Armeman refugee setLiements has, m fact, contributed largely to the transformatiQn of Aleppo 

and Beyrouth from Oriental into modern cities. 
It is, perhaps, worthy of note that the whole of the administrative work referred to above 

costs the Office the sum of 26,600 Swiss francs per annum. 

(b) TRANSFER OF ARMENIAN REFUGEES FROM BULGARIA AND GREECE TO SOVIET ARMENIA 

(ERIVAN). 

The twelfth Assembly inyited the Office to examine carefully the possibility of facilitating 
th,e transfer of thos~ Arme~Ian refugees who desired to proceed to the Armenian (Erivan) 
R -P~~hc. I~ co~phance With that request, the Office consulted all the responsible Armenian 
refu., !e orgamsatwns, and received the assurance that some thousands of Armenian refugees 
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in Bulgaria and Gr~ec~, who were in a very difficult situation and could not be absorbed into 
the.n~rmal econoDUc lives. of !-hose countries, had registered of their own free will for transfer 

. to Envan. . Thos~ orgamsat1~ns moreover ex~ressed the opinion that they were satisfied, 
fro~ reports su~wtted by the1r rep~ent.atives m the Armenian Soviet Republic, that it would 
be m the best mterests· of ~h_ose indigent refugees to be transferred to Erivan, where the 
Government had made proVISIOn for the employment and accommodation of 6,000 of them. 
The proposal of the Armenian Soviet Republic was to settle those refugees, for the most. part, 
on lands of the Sardar:'b~d .Plain,_ which had been irrigated in accordance with the plan 
recommended by the DUSSIOn to Envan headed by Dr. Nansen in 1925 at the request of the 
fifth Assembly. . 

The Governing Body, after a careful examination of reports on the subject submitted by 
the Managing Committee, came to the unanimous conclusion that, in view of all the circum
stances, it could not withhold its co-operation from so important a movement atTecting the 
welfare of some thousands of Armenian refugees. 

• The Arn1enian Government having intimated its willingness to assume full responsibility 
for the refugees on their arrival at Batoum, it remained for the Office to orttanise the transfer 
arrangements as far as that port for 5,000 Armenian refugees from Greece and 1,000 Armenian 
refugees from Bulgaria. · 

The Office considered it desirable, as a first step, to arrange for a close co-ordination of the 
activities of the interested bodies, and to that end recommended that representaUvos should 
be appointed by the Greek and Soviet Armenian Governments, and by the Armenian and 
other interested organisations, to co-operate with the representatives of the Office for the 
execution of t.he necessary evacuation arrangements. . 

In response to a request made by the Office, the Greek Government., in spite of tho heavy 
expenditure it had already incurred on behalf of the Armenian refugees and of the prevailing 
fmancial stringency, generously agreed to provide free transport to Ratoum for a maximum 
number of 10,000 Armenian refugees from Greece. Funds, however, had to be found for the 

· eost of assembling the refugees at the ports, for clothing and medical assistance, and for their 
food during the sea voyage. 

· A third of the necessary funds was· provided by the Office from the Nansen Memorial 
. Fund ; a third by the Armenian General Benevolent Union ; and ll grant of £500 was made by 

Miss Edith Roberts - who has so ~enerously contributed of her time and resources to the 
Armenian refugee settlement work m Syria - towards the remainin~ third. Clothing and 
medical assistance were provided by the League of Red Cross Societies and the Greek Red 
Cross. Preparations for the transfer were carried forward so rapidly that, by the end of 
December, the first convoy, consisting of nearly 2,000 refugees, had reached Armenia and had 
been settled in employment and houses awaiting their arrival, and, by the end of June, no 
fawer than 6,269 Armenian refugees had been transferred from Greece and settled in Erivan. 

According to reports received from the· interested Armenian refugee organisations, 
those refugees have, for the most part, been settled satisfactorily in various industrial and 
commercial enterprises. 

The transfer of the 1 ,000 Armenian refugees from Bulgaria to Erivan has been delayed by 
difficulties in arranging for their transport to Batoum. In reply to an enquiry made by the 
Office, the Bulgarian Government expressed the regret that tho existing financial situation 
precluded it from providing free sea transport for those refugees to Batoum. 

The Office has, however, arranged for the early departure from Bulgaria of about 600 
Armenian refugees who are in a position to pay their own transport expenses, and bas taken 
steps to provide food for those refugees .and to facilitate their VIsa and other formalities. 

The possibility of developing still further the settlement of Armenian refugees in Erivan 
is dealt with in the concluding chapter of this repo!t. · 

(c) EvACUATION OF RussiAN REFUGEES PIIOM CHINA (HARBIN). 

1. Mennonite Refugee.. 

The twelfth Assembly requested the Office to devote particular attention to the precarious 
situation of more than 100,000 Russian refugees in China. The complete solution of that 
problem would have necessitated expenditure far in excess of the total fmances of the Office. 
For the moment, the Office has, thanks to the co-operation of certain private organisations, 
been able t-o proceed to a solution only of that part of the problem consistmg of more than 1.000-·
refugees in Harbin. The plight of those refugees, mostly Catholics, Lutherans, and Mennonites, 
·was particularly tragic. Those refugees, of whom 350 were women and 380 children under 12 
years of age, fled from Russia some months ago and, after great difficulties in Northern Man
churia, finally reached Harbin. There they had scarcely had time to make a temporary camp 
before they found themselves isolated by military events in the region of Harbin. · In the 
face of that situation, the Office redoubled its efforts to secure the settlement of those refugees 
in a ·country where they could pursue their peaceful agricultural activities. 

Interesting prospects were opened up by the ofTer made by the Paraguayan GovemmeDt 
to the Council of the League in September 1931, and transmitted by the Council to the Office 
for action, to facilitate the settlement of those refugees in Paraguay near existing Mennonite 
refugee colonies. In spite of the formidable distance to cover and the consequent. heavy 
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· d will of relief committees manifested by laudable 
transport costs, thanks to the orgamlr;f goo "t C mmiUee and the European Central Office 
financial efforts made by the Ce~tra ennom e.nles or ~nised by the Office, definite arrange
for Inter-Church Aid, and to spec.al/ran;rrtJ:~1 1 roup 0~ 6oo Mennonite refuge!ls to Paraguay, 
ments had been made for the ~rans cr. 0 d e ~ 5 t ~heir settlement in the region contemplated, 
when quite unexpected objection~! rai~: agatlly planned settlement programme. 
prevented the Office from execucmg 1 s care u · 

h om t proach the question of the evacuation of the 
It now became :fier.essary fdo.~t e t It:e 1 ° abnce again its negotiations were successful, 

refugees from Harbm {rom a 1 eren ang .e. f 1 r rose as the first part of the 
but one~ again ~ne~pected ob~tacles to. their suc~e: uH~~~i~ ~~n ~aire~ and Shanghai, their 
refugees long pii_gnma~e -

1 
1 ~-tht~e JOU~~i't~r~ugh the very heart of the theatre of military 

port ot emb_ar~h~o; ;E!~~ vThis egr~dable difficulty was finally overcome thanks to the 
opra u;ms md a f.M Cuenod the representative of the Office in Shanghai, who, with 
e~a~~~~e aJied cf~~~~heo Na~sen Mem'orial Fund, undertook to convoy the refugees from Harbin 
To Shan"h~i where in 8 Jite of the bombardment of the town, they were safely emhark~d _on 
F b " 27't h for Mars~!nes Thanks to the co-operation of the League of Red Cross Societies, 
the F:C~ch Red Cross, and to the Mennonite organisations in the N~ther~ands, sorely !•eeded 
medical and clothing comforts were arranged for the refugees on their arnval at Marseilles. 

With the embarltation of the refugees at Shanghai, the Office felt that it could at last 
con"ratulate itself that a peaceful future had heen assured for these unfortunat_e ref~:~gees, bu~, 
to its dismay, a cable reached it after the departure of the boat from Shanghai saymg that It 
had been imperative to embark 373 instead of 300 refugees for whose tran~port funds had 
been collected with such great difficulty. Full syml?a~hy w~s felt for the offiCial~ ~m the spo_t, 
who, when faced with a direct issue, could not find 1t m the1r hearts to ~ea~ fam1hes apart m 
order to limit the convoy to 300 persons. The Me!monite refugee orgamsatwns had, however, 
strain·ed their credit to the maximum in guarantee1!lg the cost of th~ tr~nsport of 300 refugees. 
There was no time to approach other potential contnbutors, as the sh1ppmg comp~ny deman~ed 
a definite guarantee of payment for these additional 73 refugees as an alternative to landmg 
them at Hong-Kong on March 1st. 

On the horns of this dilemma, the Office, after negotiating by telephone w~th the shipping 
company in Paris and with the Mennonite organisations in Germany and Amer1ca by telephone 
and telegram, fi~ally succeeded in saving t~e situati?~ by advancing the ext~a. transport 
costs from the Nansen Memorial Fund, pcndmf!" the ra1smg of the necessary additiOnal_ sums 
by the Mennonite organisations. 

2. Lutheran Refugees. 

At the beginning of May, a second group of refugees was evacuated {rom Harbin. Those 
refugees, descendants of the Lutheran refugees from Germany and Switzerland who we:e 
afforded asylum in Russia by Catherine II, and who settled in Wolhynia, on the Volga and m 
Siberia, gamed for themselves, by their industry, thrift and high sense of moral and social 
discipline, an excellent reputation among their Russian hosts. There, for one and a half 
centuries, they had lived m peace with their new-found compatriots and left their imprints 
on the country by the creation of towns which they named after their cities in their own 
countries, such as Stuttgart, WUrtemberg, Basic, Zurich, Schaffhausen, ·etc., and, owing 
to their admirable qualities, gradually achieved comparative prosperity. 

Recent events in Russia, however, caused these peasant farmers to abandon their homes 
in search of another asylum, and, after many adventures, those of them who were sufficiently 
robust and fortunate finally succeeded, in the winter of 1930-31, in crossing the frozen rivers 
of Siberia and Manchuria and in reaching Harbin. There, after manifold difficulties, they 
succeeded in reconstructing their Jives on a modest basis in temporary hutments, when 
the events in China rendered their continued presence in Harbin undesirable: · 

Arrangements were made for their settlement as colonists in Brazil, thanks to the sym
pathetic attitude of the Brazilian Government; to the devoted efforts of the Lutheran World 
Convention (which, in spite of the prevailing financial crisis, succeeded in obtaining funds from 
the Lutheran Churches in various countries) ; to Count Moltke, the creator of the Nansen Me

'morial Fund Committee in Denmark, whose contributions to that Fund enabled the Office to 
co.-operate financially in the move:ffi~nt ; and to the French Red Cross, which, in co-operation 
w1th the League of Red Cross Societies, once more agreed to offer valuable medical assistance 
to the refugees at l\IarseiJJes on their arrival and at Bordeaux on their embarkation for Brazil, 
and to provide Russian-speaking nurses to accompany them on their journey from Marseilles 
to Bordeaux. Finally, a tribute should be paid to the organising ability of the representative 
in China of the Nanse!l Office, who, in the remarkably short space of a few days, assembled 
those ref~gee~ at Harbm, arranged their passpo_rt and visa formalities, their medical inspection 
an~ vaccm_atwn, co.nducted them over the railway from Harbin to Changchun and Dairen, 
wh1ch had Just previously been cut, and succeeded in accelerating the boat service from Dairen 
to Shanghai, thus enabling the embarkation of the 395 refugees at the last moment on the 
Porlhoa at Shanghai on !\lay 7th. 
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(d) REFuGEEs IN RouMANIA. 

In the spring of 1932, the attention of the Office was called to the situation of a laree 
~umber ?f refugee~ ~ho crossed the Dniester into Roumania and who were, for the most pa;t, 
m ~ destitute conditiOn. The Roumanian Government had afforded those refugees temporary 
relief, but felt ~hat the_ pro_blem was of a character which should not fall entirely upon its 
shoulders, particularly m VIew of the fact that Roumania had for some years past assumed 
heavy charges on behalf of the tens of thousands of Russians and Armenians who had already 
taken refuge in the country. 
. The Governing Body, at its session in April, had also under consideration urgent a"ppcals 
m favour of those refugees, who were said to number about 2 000 from the International 
Federation of _llnions for t~e League of Nations, various Ukraini~n r~fugee organisations and 
from the Adviso~ Committee of Private Organisations for Refugees. 

The. Governmg Body learned with satisfaction and gratitude on that occasion that the 
Roumaman Govern~e~t had succeeded in settling 581 of those refugees and was prepared to 
afford t_he Office faCilities for the settlemen~ of the remainder in Roumania as me/ayers. The 
Govermng Body made a grant_of 8,000 Swiss francs to enable an experimental settlement to 
be made on a small scale and will follow the results with the closest interest. The Roumanian 
Gov~rnment has intimated its willingness to co-operate with the Office further in the work of 
settling the refugees from across the Dniester, if the Office is in a position to make available 
more adequate funds for the purpose. 

CHAPTER VI. - CONCLUSION. 

It will be seen from the foregoing chapters that, in spite of the general economic deP.ression 
which- has borne so heavily on so many millions of national workers, and of necess1ty with 
much greater weight on the refugees who are unable to rely on the support of a Government, 
the Office has, by means of its direct eiTorts, facilitated the settlement, during the first year of 
its existence, of 14,292 refugees. · 

The services rendered to the refugees and enumerated under Chapter III (c) are, although 
less tangible, no less important for the promotion of the welfare of the refugees. The outright 
grants and loans made to refugees and to refugee organisations referred to in Chapter IV have 
been applied to the worst-tried of the refugees - the aged, the infirm, the sick and the young 
children. The value of that particular form of assistance rendered by the Office may perhaps 
be best described by the following extract from a letter on the subject addressed to the Presi
dent of the Office by a group of refugees' organisations members of the Advisory Committee for 
Refugees: 

" Thanks to the grants and subsidies which the Nansen International Office for 
Refugees has made to the Russian organisations whose headquarters are in Paris and in 
whose name we are writing to you, the falling-otT and the disastrous restriction of their 
activities have been avoided. 

" Thanks to these grants and subsidies : 

" The Relief Commillee of the Zemstvos and Russian Towns for Russian Citizens in 
Foreign Countries has been able to maintain, durinfi; the current year, the most important 
establishments aiTording relief to refugee children m France, Germany, Poland, Finland, 
Estonia and Latvia, which have provided for 1,167 children, to feed 378 children of un
employed or invalid parents, to provide the necessary preinises for the school and the 
boarding-school at Narva (Estonia), to prolong the functions of the Agricultural Com
mission which, during the first seven months of 1932, has given assistance to 717 refugees, 
and to take the necessary steps towards settling artisan refugees in the agricultural 
localities in France. · 

" The General Management of the Old Organisation of the Russian Red Cross has been 
enabled to assist more than 200 Russian consumptive refugees, and to maintain certain 
establishments face to face with the direct difficulties, particularly the Sanatorium of the 
Russian Red Cross in France, near Paulhaguet (Haute-Loire), fitted up to receive forty 
patients, the Maison de Repos for consumptives, at Chelles, near Pari_s, wher~ th~rty-fi':e 
patients have be~efited by the help of the Nansen Office, an~ the dispen~anes m Pans 
and Berlin, at which an average of more than fifty persons daily have received necessary -i. 
attention and assistance. -

" The Central Commillee of Patronage of the Russian Members of Universities in 
Foreign Countries has been able to furnish the means (in the form of loans for education 
and grants) to seventy-five Russian students to continue their studies and to become 
self-supporting. 

"The General Management of the Federation of Russian War Invalids in Foreign 
Countries has maintained the activities of the Home for Invalids at Chaville (France), 
at Kniagevo and at Chipka (Bulgaria), as well as the Home for Invalids and Wounded 
War Veterans at Tegel (near Berlin), all of which shelter and care for the needs of 300 
invalids and wounded veterans of the great war. Further, the General Management 
has been able to ensure the welfare of" 200 invalids and wounded veterans in Bulgaria. 
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A . t" f Russian Veterans in France has 
" The General U nio~ of the ssocuf 1tn:ns 

0 the lot of more than 600 totally or 
found it possible to alleviate, by means o o • 

artially unemployed veterans of the great war. · . 
p · h" h u have afforded to refugees through their 

" In reality, the assistance ~ IC thy~ you have given your co-operation also to 
organisations is much greater, s~emg a . 
numerous organisations centred m other countnes. 

(Signed) M. AvxENTIEFF, President of the Relief Com~ittee. ?f the. Zemst~os 
and Russian Towns for Russian Citizens m Foreign 

B. IvANITSKY, 

Countries; 
President of the General Management of the Old 
Organisation of the Russian Red Cross ; 

MicHEL FEDOROFF, President of the Committee of Patrol?-age of Rus~ian 
Members of Universities in Foreign Countries; 

M. KALNITSKY, 

P. CHATILOFF, 

M. MAKLAKOFF, 

I. RUBINSTEIN, 

President of the General M~nail'ement. of the Fe?er
ation of Russian War Invalids m Foreign Countnes ; 

President of the General Union of the Associations 
of Russian Veterans in France; 

President of the Central Committee of Russian 
Refugees in France ; 

President of the Central Commission for the Study 
of the Conditions of Russian Refugees." 

* * * 
The principal problems remaining to be solved by the Office are the f?ll~wing : 

A (a) 

(b) 

The settlement of the refugees able to work but unemployed ; 

Assistance to refugees incapable of working (old people, invalids and 
children) i 

B (a) Preparatory work relating to the Convention in conformity with the 
resolution of the twelfth Assembly ; 

(b) Creation of local institutions to be charged ultimately with the unfinished 
work of the representations of the Office on their liquidation. 

The measures contemplated by the Office for the solution of those problems were fore
shadowed in the report submitted to the last Assembly and fall under two broad headings : 
firstly by means of the Convention whose ultimate object would be to secure for the refugee 
worke~s, invalids and children, as far as possible the same conditions as those of the nationals 
in the countries in which they reside, and, secondly, during the transitory stage, by means of the 
settlement of the unemployed refugees and by the provision of relief to the refugees incapable 
of working. · 

The possibilities of the Office in connection with the settlement of the refugees and the 
provision of assistance to the refugees incapable of working and mentioned in the Table in 
Chapter I II are necessarily almost wholl¥. dependent on its financial resources. Experience 
has, in fact, shown that, even in dealing w1th the difficult question of unemployment, the Office 
has, thanks to its international contacts and to the co-ordinated goodwill of the various charit
able organisations, been able to achieve notable results at a very small cost per head. If, 
therefore, Governments could see their way to adopt the above-mentioned Convention and 
ensure the general issue of the Nansen stamp and if comparatively modest funds could be 
obtained from other sources, the Office need not despair of liquidating substantially the refugee 
problems by the time it is due to terminate its activities. . 

It will suffice to give a few examples of the manner in which the Office could, if such modest 
funds were placed at its disposal, liquidate a large portion of the existing refugee problems : 
'~ 

(a) SETTLEMENT OF 20,000 ARMENIAN REFUGE~S IN ARMENIAN (ERIVAN) REPUBLIC. 

According to reports made to the Office by the responsible Armenian refugee organisatimis, 
the Armenian Government is prepared to receive and settle in Erivan no fewer than 20,000 
additional Armenian refugees, who cannot be assimilated by other countries on condition that 
external financial co-operation is forthcoming for the purpose. ' 

It should be recalled that the Armenian Government has shouldered the whole cost of the 
irrigation of Sardarabad Plain, contemplated by Dr. Nansen's Erivan Settlement Plan, as 
well as the cost of the settlement and accommodation of the 8,000 Armenian refugees trans
ferred or to be transferred to Soviet Armenia this year. 
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(b) SETTLEMENT OF ARMENIAN REFUGEES IN SYRIA. 

An ac?imnt has be_en giv:en in Chapter V (a) of the progress made with the settlement of 
the An;neman refugees m SYI"!a. From that account, it will be seen that. out of a total of -10.000 
Armeman refugees who were m the camps of Alexandretta Aleppo and Beyrouth ')0 900 have 
already been. settled by the High Commission for Refuge~s and the Office, and th;t'a further 
4,000 Armeman refugees have been enabled to settle, thanks to less direct efforts of the Ofl1ce. 

There still remain, however, about 15,000 refugees in camps who must be settled before 
those camps _ca~ be destroyed and the _acute portion of the Armenian refugee problem in Syria 
re~arded as hqmdat~d .. For~unately, In the absence of unforeseen circumstances, or an aggrav
atiOn of the ec~nom1c s1tuatwn, some of those refugees will be able to settle themselves with 
som~ small aSSIStanc': from the omce. The full assistance of the omce will, however, be 
reqmred for the remamder. The numbers of these refugees is shown in the appended table : 

Alexandretta 
Aleppo . 
Beyrouth. 

Total 

Total number or 
refugee families 

in camps 

250 
1,400 
1,500 

3,150 

Number for whom 
Olfice assistance 

is necessary 

150 
800 
900 

1,850 

Taking the average Armenian refugee family at five persons, it will be seen that the Ofl1ce 
has now to concentrate its attention on the settlement of about 9,000 Armenian refugees. 
It is estimated that, for this purpose, about three and a half million French francs will be 
required, of which : 

The Office. had in hand, on June 30th . . . . . . . . . 
Promised by the Armenian General Benevolent Union (£4,000) 
Reimbursements by refugees in 1933 . . . . . . . . . . 

Total 

French francs 

1,268,000 
360,000 
500,000 

2,128,000 

. At a conference held in Paris in June 1931 between M. Ponsot, the High Commissioner 
for Syria, Dr. Max Huber, the Presi-dent of the Governing Body of the Office, and the competent 
officials of their respective organisations, it was agreed that every effort should be made to 
evacuate the refugee camps and to complete the work of settling the refugees remaining in the 
camps before the end of 1933. In the absence of unforeseen difficulties, the Office contemplates 
the possibility of closing the Beyrouth camp by that date and of liquidating the Aleppo camp 
shortly afterwards. 

It must not be assumed, however, that the clearance of the refugee camps is synonymous 
with the liquidation of the whole of the Armenian refugee problem in Syria. Many of these 
refugees are, at the best, living from hand to mouth, and the slightest change for the worse 
ill the economic situation of the country must have as an inevitable result the return of a 
considerable number of those refugees to destitution. The Office must, therefore, regard 
it as a moral obligation for some time to come to watch over the welfare of its proteges in Syria, 
in order that the good which has already been done may not be undone by too hasty a liquida
tion of its activities in that country. 

The Office has, moreover, obligations of a most specific character after the cessation of the 
actual work of settlement at the end of 1933. Definite engagements have been entered into 
with the donators to the Syrian Fund regarding the administration and the final destination of 
the settlement funds. Some donators have asked for the return of a portion of their fund~_. , 
whilst others have expressed the wish that their contributions should be devoted to the im
provement of the social and other conditions of the refugees. Furthermore, there is a· definite 
obligation to the refugees to ensure that the title deeds oftheir properties are handed to them 
in good order on the completion of the purchases of their properties. 

These eventualities were foreseen during the arrangements arrived at in Paris in June 
1931, to which reference has been made above, when it was agreed that, at the end of 1933, 
an organisation should be set up in Syria, in consultation with the High Commissioner for 
Syria, which would enable the Office to fulfil its obligations and bring the refugee work in Syria 
to a final and satisfactory conclusion. 

A proposal to that end will be inade in the next report of the Office to the Assembly. 
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(c) SETTLEMENT OF REFUGEES lN RoUMANlA. 

As already stated under Chapter v (d), about 2,000 refugees have crossed recently the 
Dnicster into Roumania. The Roumanian Go';e!"fiment has settled ~bout 500 _of these 
refugees, and has generously offered to afford facihbes f~r the settle~ent m Roumama of the 
remainder if the Office is prepared to afford some financial co-oper~twn. . . 

It is ~stimated that an advance of approximately 150,000 SWiss francs will be reqUired 
for the emergency relief apd settlement of those refugees. 

(d) CoLONISATION. 

Most immigration countries having been obliged by _the p~evaili;ng ~conomic situation 
to close their doors to immigrants who seek employment m th~1r temtones and who would 
only swell the existing considerable number of unempl?yed nabona} workers, the Office sees 
no 1mmediate prospect of transferring ref~gees as salaned workers, m large numb~rs, to such 
countries. Nevertheless, the transfer this year of 800 .L~theran. and Me~non.Ite refugees 
from Harbin to South America indicates that there are still m~erestmg openmgs m that part 
of the world for colonists, and that certain Gov~rnments. are disposed ~o _a_c?ept ~efugee~ who 
are suitably equipped as colonists. The Office IS explormg th?se P?SSibihties with a view to 
ascertaining if the creation of such a movement wou.Id be benefiCial ahk_e to t!Je refug_ees and to 
the countries willing to receive them. Once agam, ho:wever, the dimensiOns whiC!J such a 
movement could assume would depend largely, if not enbrely, on the funds the Office IS able to 
obtain. The cost of such settlement work- approximately 3,000 Swiss franc~ per famil~ of 
five persons, including the som~w~at heavy trllflsport e~penses-may at first sight seem high, 
but 1t is not exag~erated when 1t IS borne m mmd that 1t transforms the ~efugees from charges 
on public and pnvate funds into constructive members of the commumty. · 

(e) SETTLEMENT OF REFUGEES lN THEIR COUNTRIES OF RESIDENCE. 

Tho difficulties encountered, for the reasons already mentioned, in securing employment 
for refugees in immigration countries, and the restrictions operating in almost every country 
against the introduction of foreign workers, have compelled the Office to devote particular 
attention to the question of settling refugees in employment in the countries where they now 
reside. 

The information given in Chapter III (b) illustrates that interesting results have been 
· obtained in this connection, groups of individual refugees having been established in a variety 

of enterprises. Particular attention should be directed to the measures taken in Poland, in 
close co-operation with the Polish authorities, where more than 200 refugees are being settled 
in fishing, tobacco and quarrying enterprises for an advance made by the Office of 150 Swiss 
francs per head. The Office hopes, with the benevolent co-operation of the interested Govern-
ments, to develop this form of settlement on an appreciable scale. · 

(f) RELIEF WoRK. 

It has been shown under Chapter III that there are 42,791 aged, infirm and invalid 
refugees, and 15,468 infant refugees who are unable to work and for whose support practically 
no provision exists. The problem of these refugees is the most difficult with which the Office 
has to deal. An account 1s given in Chapter VI and Appendix III of the assistance given by 
the Office to organisations which endeavour to care for these refugees, but that assistance has 
only been able to touch the fringe of the problem. The situation of those refugees; always 
extremely precarious, has become seriously aggravated by the reduction in, and in many cases 
the complete extinction of, the revenue of the refugee organisations consequent on the general 
econ~mic .de~ression. Th.e Office woul~ be failing in one of its most elementary duties if it 
~eman~e~ .mdif!erent to th1s. state of affa1rs! and cannot contemplate the normal liquidation of 
1ts activities with.out.exp.lormg eyery conceivable mea~s ?f securing at least the modest endow
ment of refugee msbtutwns whiCh would ensure a m1mmum protection for these sorely tried 
and most deserving objects of human compassion. 

Appendix I. 

' r'.EPLIES FROM GOVERNMENTS TO THE RECOMMENDATIONS ADOPTED BY THE 
INTER-GOVERNMENTAL ADVISORY COMMISSION FOR REFUGEES AT ITS 

FOURTH SESSION. 

I. In conformity with the decision of the Council on September 29th 1931 the Secretary
Gen~ral o~ the Leag':ie of Nations transmitted, on October 27th, 1931; for the benevolent 
con~Ideratwn of the mterested Governments, the recommendations formulated at its fourth 
sessiOn by the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission for Refugees. 

Those recommendations refer: 

f To the participation of the President of the Governing Body of the Office and 
0 a delegate of the Belgian Government in the work of the Inter-Governmental Advisory 
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Commission to the utility of establ' h' t' · · · · 
f th fu ' · IS mg a COnven iOn With a VICW to a<surmoo rrotectJon or e re gees after the liquidation f th N Offi . · · " " refu ee " to the . . . 0 e ansen ICC, to the d~fimhon o the tt•rm 
th · g 1 ' t· penod of vahd1ty of the Nansen certifiealt's to their rt'nt'wal antl to 

. elr P[0 ~:ga lOll, ~0 the return clause which they should bea~ and to the oornntin .. of 

Avlsas, .o efexpuls10n of a!ld to the refusal of entry of refuooee~, to the probl~ms of "the 
nneman re ugees, of war mvalids and of children. "' 

The following is a summary of the replies received : 

Arqentine Gov_e~nment.- As so<!n as the Argentine Congress will have n·ached a del'ision 
conc;.ernmg ~he pos~t10n of the A~g~~tme Govermnent with regard to the League of Nations, the 
Con.,r~ss Will consider the poss1b1hty of a collaboration of the Republic with the noble eiTorl s 
made m favour of the refugees. 

Aware of the. ~ifficulties with which_ refugees, the bearers of expired passports, havtl to 
contend, the prov1s10nal_Gove~ent dec1ded by decree, on November Hlh, l\J31. to deliver 
to them, and to all. fore1gners Without regular nationality, passports pcrmiU ing the lwurcrs 
~o leave the Argentme and to return thereto during the whole period of their validity -
1.e., one year. · 

A_us!ralian Government. -The whole question relating to refugees a !Teets Australia to a 
very hm1ted extent. However, most of the recommendations in question have alrtmdy bern 
~greed to by t~e Governme~t of the Commonwealth of Australia. With regard to tho clnuso 
m N~~sen cerlific!ltes regard1ng the return journey, a practice has been establishtlll in Australia 
reqmnng a~l fore1!Plers who wish to return to that country without restridion to obtain re
entry perm1ts, wh1ch must be presented in addition to any travel documents held by them . 

. Austrian Government. - In principle, identity certificates are delivered in Au~tria for a 
penod _o_f one year, a~d contain the return clause. The Austrian diplomatic and consulur 
auth~nt~es have the nght to deliver, without the previous consent of the central authorities, 
transit Visas as well as entry visas, the latter only to persons who, from a political point of view, 
are _not suspect, and have either a visa for entry into another country or an authorisation for 
the1r return to the C_Glfntry which del~vered to ~hem the identity certificate. The tliplomntic 
and consular authont1es have not to mtervene m the matter of renewals and prolongations o! 
Nansen certificates, seeing that Austria in principle delivers these certificates only to pcrsonM 
residing in Austria. 

With regard to the other questions put forward in the report of the Inter-Governmental 
Advisory Commission, the Austrian Government refers to the previous communirations sum
marised in the preceding report of the Office to the Assembly (document A.27.1931). 

Government of the United Kingdom. - The refugees definitely establishetl in the U nitod 
Kingdom, who desire to proceed temporarily to another country, can obtain in Lontlon the 
return visa before their departure. This procedure has given every satisfaction and the 
Government does not see any reason to modify it. · 

With regard to the delivery, for a limited period, of visas by consuls, under their own 
responsibility and without reference to London, the Government has found by experience that, 
unless close control is exercised, refugees holding these visas are apt to find themselves in the 
United Kingdom' without the means of securing admission to any other country. For this 
reason, while the Government has felt able to agree to the grant o! a certain discretion to the 
Consul-General in Paris in this matter, it is not disposed, at present, to agree to any extension 
in this arrangement. 

Colombian Government.- Up to the present, no problem relating to the question o! refu
gees has required the attention of the Colombian Government. 

On the other hand, the legal and administrative dispositions in force in matters of passports 
do not admit either of the delivery or of the visa of Nansen certificates. 

Government of Denmark. -The Danish Government refers to the observations made pre
viously which figure in the first report of the Office to the Assembly (document A.27.1931), 
under letters b, c, d, and f, and adds that it has no further observations to make on the report 
of the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission. 

Egyptian Government.- The Egyptian Government has no objection to make with regard 
to the recommendations in question, and is in complete agreement ~ith the proposals sub
mitted relatina to the insertion of the return clause in the Nansen certificates, and to the pro

. longation of these certificates in other countries. I_t reserves~ ho:wever, the right in deliver 
· Egyptian documents to refugees who may be authonsed to res1de m Egypt. 

Estonian Government.- The regulations applied to refugees coincide in a general way wit:,-~ 
the recommendations of the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission, except as regards the 
recommendations referring to the introduction of the Nansen stamp and to the delivery of 
entry visas. The Estonian Government has abstaine~ !~om introducing the N~~sen. stamp 
system in view of the extreme poverty of th~ great maJonty of the refugees _domiciled m that 
country. Owing to ~h~ numero1:1s abuses whiCh ~av~ been brought_to th_e nolle~ of the Go.vern
ment, it is not of opm10n that 1t should authonse 1ts represen~at1ves m fore1gn countnes to 
grant visas to refugees without reference to the central authonty. 

Government of the United Stales of America.- The American Government is not in a posi
tion in view of the existing legislation, to take any measures in connection with the recommen
dati~ns of the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission, apart from those summarised in the 
preceding report of the Office to the Assembly (document A.27.1931). 
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t is not in a position to modify the point 
Greek Government. - The Greek Governmen. . b ble to express an opinion as 

of view exposed previously - that is to say, that It Will not. e a f the Inter-Governmental 
to the possibility of applying in Greece the recommen?atiOfStho Armenian refugees on its 
Advisory Commission before the problem of the evacuatiOn o e 
territory has been definitely solved. 

· · h" to t H garv must be in possession of Jlungartan Government.- Refugees WIS mg en ~r un "J • Before enterin 
a travelling certificate available for s.ix ~onths, beanng ~ retu~ v.1~i~~ for the necessaJ 
Hungary, the refugees must make applicatiOn to the Hunganan. au on lace and the duration 
permissiOn giving the point at which they desire to cross the frontier, the P 

11
. rt'fi t 

of thei't' st~y in Hungary, and their exact personal description. The trav~ mg ce I !Ca es 
delivered to refugees by tpe Hungarian Government are, as a general rule, vahd for a penod of 
one year. H · 

In spite of the financial crisis which weighs heavily upon the country, the unganan 
Government has not expelled any refugees established in Hungary. On the contrary, every
thing is done to ensure for them all possible favours and advantages. 

Government of British India. - The Secretary of State for India, in conformity wit~ his 
reply with regard to the recommendations adopted by the Inter-G?vernment.al A~v1sory 
Commission at its second session, does not propose to take any steps m conne~t10n w1th t~e 
recommendations in question, in view of the extremely limited number of Russian refugees m 
the country. · -

Lithuanian Government. - The recommendation of the Inter-Governmental .Advis?ry 
Commission relating to the duration of Nansen passports ~orresponds to the Lithua':n:'ln 
legislative dispositions. As regards the other recoml';lendat10ns, ~he col';lpetent authonbes 
do not see the possibility of putting them into practiCe for the bme bemg. 

Luxemburg Government. -The duration of the vali.dity ~f Nansen passports is one year. 
It is customary to deliver return visas to refugees estabh~hed m the. Gran?-Duchy for at least 
six months. The consuls in foreign countries have the nght to dehver VIsas to refugees who 
satisfy the ordinary conditions required for entry into the Grand-Duchy. 

With regard to the renewal of Nansen passports, the Government admits ~he principle of 
the competence of the State on whose territory the refugee may be. It dehvers passp~rts, 
therefore, only to refugees having the right to reside on its territory. Consuls are not authonsed 
to renew or to prolong passports. . 

Th.e Government is obliged to maintain, in principle, its ri~ht to expel or to r~fuse en~ry 
to refugees for reasons of public order. It deals, however, With the utm~st lemency_ w!th 
refugees, and it supports the desire expressed by the Inter~G?vernmental Advis?ry Coml?l~ssi~n 
that the situation of refugees who have become nomadic m consequence of Irregulanbes m 
their papers should be regulated. · 

Government of Nicaragua.- Although the problem in question_is not of direct interest to 
the countries on the American continent, the Government of Nicaragua is prepared, for 
humanitarian reasons, to adhere to the recommendations of the Inter-Governmental Advisory 
Commission as far as they may concern it and in a measure consistent with its national laws 
and vital interests. 

Norwegian Government.-· The Norwegian Government confirms the information contained 
in the preceding report! of the Office to the Assembly (document A.27.1931), but points 
out, however, that identity certificates are now delivered regularly for a duration of one year. 

Government of the Saar. - The Government of the Saar has no objections to make with 
regard to the principle of a formal convention for the purpose of establishing a status for 
refugees. As far as the Saar is concerned, refugees are assimilated to other foreigners, who, in 
princillle, are not authorised to carry on any activities on the Territory if there is any possibility 
of thCir being replaced by unemployed nationals. 

The Government of the Saar has no objection to raise with respect to theincrease of the 
validity of Nansen certificates to two years, and points out that the period of validity of the 
national pas.sports is two years. From the beginning, it has inserted the return clause in the 
Nansen certificates. The Government of the Saar has never applied the formality of the visa 
to holders of Nansen certificates, or to other foreigners. With regard to the renewal and to the 
prolongation of Nansen certificates, the Government is in agreement with the Inter-Govern
mental Advisory Commission. As regards the necessity of refusing residential permission to 

·' refu~ees, measures would in no case be taken before assurance were obtained that the interested 
· parties could enter another country. 

Swiss Government. - Nansen stamps are utilised in Switzerland for the issue and the 
prolongation of all Nansen certificates. 

The Swiss Government has already accepted the term " refugee " as laid down by the 
Arrangement of May 12th, 1926. 

T~e. validity of Nansen certificates is fixed definitely at one year. They bear a clause 
au~hor1smg ~he .return to Switzerland during the period of their validity. Swiss consuls 
delr~er tr~ns1t VIsas to refugees on their own responsibility. They are authorised moreover 
to v1s~, Without reference to the central administration, Nansen certificates of ref~gees domi: 
ciled In their region wh? wis~ to reside in Switzerland for a_peri.od not exceeding three months 
and who have not the mtentlon to undertake any occupatiOn In the country. As a general 
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rule, t~e _Swiss autho~tie~ prolon~ Nansen certifica~es of refugees domiciled in Switzerland, 
but res1dmg t~~poranly I;'l a fo':E'1gn country, even 1f the holders are still in a forei<>n l:'ountry 
when ~he vahd1ty of the1.r certificates expires. " 

. With reg:ard to expulsiOn and non-admittance, the refu.-.ees are treated on the same footing 
as other foreigners. " 

. Czechoslo~ak Gove~'!menl. - The Czechoslovak authorities interpret the term " refugt'c " 
m the most hberal spmt. 

Nansen ce~ificates are delivered regularly for a term of one year, and, in very rare cast's, 
for a s~orter penod. !hey b_ear the retu_rn clause. The Czechoslovak diplomatic missions are 
authonsed to g:rant VIsas, w1t~out previous refe~ence to the Minister of Foreign A IT airs, to 
refug~es regarding w~om. nothmg unfavourable Is known, and if it is establi~hod that. their 
stay m Czechoslovakia Will be _of s~ort dur.ation. The Government regrets its innbilily to 
consen~ ~o the comp_et.ence of Its d~plomali~ a;'ld co~sular missions being extended outside 
these hm1ts. T~e. Mm1~try fo~ Foreign ~IT airs IS not m a position to authorise its diplomatic 
and consula~ missions m foreign co~ntnes to pr~long the validity of Nansen certificates, in 
order to avmd the appearance of a kmd of protectiOn of refugees by one State on the territory 
of another State. The period of validity of one year of the passports and the return dnuse 
guarantee sufficiently the possibility of a temporary stay in a foreign country even in a 
State which has not accepted the Nansen passport system. ' 

The recommendation concerning expulsion and non-admittance has been communicated 
to the competent authorities with the requestthatthey should not take measures of ox pulsion 
without considering beforehand the particular situation of the refugees. 

Governmenl of Venezuela.- The Government of Venezuela has taken note of the peremp
tory requirements of the League concerning Russian refugees, but regrets its inability to aiTord 
them priority to national problems. 

Yugoslav Government.- The recommendations made with regard to the definition of tho 
term " refugee " have been adopted entirely by the Government. . 

: Nansen certificates are delivered for a period of three months and may, in case of nom!, 
be renewed. They cannot be delivered for a longer period, owing to the difficulti~>s which Uwir 
control would entail. , The return clause is inserted m the Nansen certificates. The Yugosluv 
representatives in foreign countries are authorised to deliver transit visas. As regards por
manent or temporary residence permits, authorisation must be obtained from the Minister 
for Foreign AITairs. 

II. On September 25th, 1931, the Assembly adopted, inter alia, two resolutions rclul.ing 
respectively to the generalisation of the Nansen stamp and to the formation of nationnl 
committees for the Nansen Memorial Fund. 

These resolutions were communicated to the-Governments on October 27th, 1931, by the 
Secret3;ry-General of the League of Nations, who drew t_heir attention. to the necessity of 
increasmg to the utmost the only revenue of the Office for 1ts work of assistance - that 1s to 
say, the revenue accruing from the sale of the Nansen stamp. 

The following is a summary of the replies received to that communication : 

German Government.- The German Government has again examined the question of the 
introduction of the Nansen stamp system, in spite of the objections already raised in thnt 

·connection by the German delegation to the Inter-Governmental Conference in May 1926. 
It is of opinion that, if the delivery of a Nansen passport was subordinated to the payment 
of the tax represented by the cost of the Nansen stamp, this would probably result in the 
refugees applying for German passports for foreigners, which are delivered to indigents, not 
only without their having to pay the tax in question, but also without cost to them. As the 
refugees are living in Germany, for the most part under unfavourable financial conditions, the 
revenue from the sale of the Nansen stamp, if it were introduced int9 the country, would be 
exceedingly small. With the desire to co-operate in the work in favour of refu~ees, a~d to 
contribute to the expenses thereof, the German Government has already declared Its read mess 
to pr<;~vide for t~e transl?ort expenses of refugees !caving Germ~ny, and it has eiTected payments 
in this connectiOn, dunng the last years, totalling, at least, If they do not exceed, the sums 
which the sale of the Nansen stamp could reasonably have been expected to reach. 

The German Government would be happy to see the creation of a national committee for 
the Nansen Memorial Fund, but, in view of the economic situation of the country, it does not. 
think that a private appeal would give results of any importance. .o -

Australian Government. - In view of the very limited number of refugees in Australia, 
the Government is of opinion that the introduction of the Nansen stamp system into the 
country would not be justified. · 

Althouuh the Government follows the work in favour of refugees with the greatest sym
pathy, the distance whic~ sep~rates Australia from th_e _centr~ of activity ~as not permitted 
it to take an active part m this work. In these conditions, It would be difficult to create a 
national committee in Australia in favour of the Nansen Memorial Fund. 

Austrian Government. - In spite of the provisional liquidation of the representation of the 
Office at Vienna, the Nansen stamp system is still applied in Austria. 
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In the event of national committees for the Nansen ·Memorial .Fund ~eing created, ~he 
Federal Government would" not fail to favour their develop!flent, ~n. grat1tude for the kmd 
efforts made by Dr. Nansen, in the past, for its countrymen m captiv1ty. 

Belgian Government.- The Nansen stamp system is applied to the widest possible extent 

in Belgium. M · 1 F d · d The creation in Belgium of a national committee for the Nansen emona un IS un er 
consideration. 

Colombian Government. - In view of the difficult economic situatio~ o~ the country, the 
Colombian Government considers that it cannot COJ?-tribute to t~e generalisatiOn of the Nans~n 
stamp, nor to the creation in Colombia of a natwnal comm1ttee for the Nansen Memonal 
Fund. 

Government of the Free City of Danzig. - The Senate of the Free City of Danzig poi~ts 
out that the question of the introduction of th~ Nansen stamp system a!ld o! the fonna~10n 
of a national committee for the Nansen Memonal Fund could _not be realised 1!1-_any practical 
manner, owing to the extremely small n~mber of persons applymg to the authonties for Nansen 
passports and to the fact that the applicants are all persons of small means. · 

Egyptian Government.- As the Egyptian Government does not issue Nansen certificates, 
it cannot contemplate the ~eneral adoption of the Nansen stamp. . 

As regards the formatwn of a national committee for the Nansen M~monal Fund, the 
Egyptian Government regrets its inability to give effect to this reco!llmendat!OJ?- at the moment 
and would P.refer that this task should be entrusted to th~ Russ1an colony m Egypt whose 

· members will be officially invited to collect funds for th1s purpose. 

Spanish Government. - The Spanish Government will take into account the recommend
ations of the Assembly with regard to the introduction of the ·Nansen stamp and to the 
constitution of a national committee for the Nansen Memorial Fund. · 

Government of the United Stales of America. -The Government of the United States is 
not in a position to take any action in the direction of a fuller application of the Nansen stamp 
system, nor to encourage or facilitate the creation in the United States of a national committee 
for the Nansen Memorial Fund. However, should such a committee be established in that 
country through private initiative, the American Government would view its activities with 
entire sympathy and approval. 

Hungarian Government. -The introduction of the Nansen stamp in Hungary would be 
inopportune at the present time, as the great majority of refugees are not in a position to pay 
the tax of five gold francs. As a matter of fact, the Hungarian Ministry of the Interior, in 
view of the very precarious material circumstances of the refugees, does not make any charge
beyond that of the cost of the forms - for their identity cards. 

Government of British India. - Owing to the small number of refugees with which the 
Government of India is required to deal, it does not consider it necessary to introduce the 
Nansen stamp, or to create national committees for the Nansen Memorial Fund. 

Latvian Governme~t:- :rhe La~vian G?ver11:ment regr~ts i~s i~ability ~o impose any further · 
charges _on refuge~s res1dmg m Latv1a, and IS obliged ~o mamtam1ts negat1ve attitude in regard 
to the mtroduct10n of the Nansen stamp system m the country for reasons which it has 
already explained. · ' 

'fhe _Govern~ent is of ?Pinion, bes\des, that the present is not a favourable time for the 
creatiOn m Latv1a of a natwnal comm1ttee for the Nansen Memorial Fund. In any case it 
has not been inform~d yet of any such intention, and it is unlikely that it will be possible' to 
contemplate the settmg up of such a coi:Q.mittee in Latvia in the near future. 

Li_ll~uanian Government.-. IJ?- :view of the pa_rticul~r situation of the country, the Lithuania 
authont~es hardly see the :poss1bJhty of complymg _With t~e r~comffi:endations in question for 
~he momen~. N~nsen certificates, ho":ever, are delivered m L1thuama for a period of one year, 
m conformity w1th the recommendatiOn of the Inter-Governmental Advisory Commission. 

, Luxemburg Governm~nl. -The Grand~ Ducal Government is applying the Nansen stamp 
system to th_e fullest. poss1ble ex~e!l~· even m _the ca~e of the extension of the validity of pass
ports. It will examm~ the poss1b1hty of s~ttmg up m the Grand-Duchy a national committee 
for the ~ansen l\Ie~or1al Fund, although 1t does not underrate the difficulty of creating such 
a co~m1ttee at a t1me when there are so many calls for assistance in Luxemburg itself. 

!'fo~weg!an Government. - The Nansen stamp system has already been put into full 
applicatwn m Norway, as stated in the preceding report of the Office to the Assembly 
(document A.27.1931). 

As reg~rds t~e Nansen. Mem?rial Fund, ~he Government refers to the correspondence. 
exchan~ed m th1s connectiOn w1th the Pres1dent of the Governing Body regarding the 
Norwegian contribution to this Fund. 
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Portuguese .Gove~nment . . -. As there ha~e never been any refugees in Portugal, the Por
tuguese Government IS of opm10n that there IS no need to encoura<>e or facilitate the crt>ation 
of a national committee for the Nansen Memorial Fund, or to put the Nansen stamp svstem 
into application. • 

Governm_ent of the Saar.- In pri_nciple, all r~fugees, except those who are indigent, who 
apply for an 1dent1ty card or for a residence permit are required to purchase a Nansen stamp. 

On the other hand, the Government of the Saar is quite ready to afford its moral support 
to the creation of a national committee for the Nansen Memorial Fund, the initiative for such 
a step being lEift of course to spontaneous private action which has not yet revealed itself. 

Swedish Government. - A national committee for the Nansen Memorial Fund has been 
organised in Sweden. This committee recently made an appeal to the public, signed by a 
large number of distinguished persons, including Prince Carl of Sweden, l\1. Ekman, the Prime 
Minister, and Baron Ramel, the Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

Yugoslav Government.-. The Nansen stamp system will continue to be applied in the 
manner indicated previously. . 

· As regards the creation in Yugoslavia of a national co~mittee for the Nansen 1\lemor~al 
Fund, the Royal Government considers that the present Circumstances do not warrant It. 

Appendix II. 

NANSEN MEMORIAL FUND. 

FIRST. LIST OF THE CoNTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED UP TO JUNE 30TH, 1932. 

Dr. A Nansen, Administrator of Dr. Fridtjof Nansen's Fund, via the Norwegian 
Government . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 • • • 

Danish Committee for the Nansen Memorial Fund, via Count Molt~e · ·. · 
Lord Mayor's Fund (to be used for settlement of Armenian refugees m Syria) 

(£3,000)2 ••••• : ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

His Excellency M. Vemzelos ·(£50). . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · 
Mme. Schindler Escher, Zurich. . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · 
" Swiss Deaconess " (in order to promote the brotherhood of people)· 
M. Fritz Wartenweiler, Frauenfeld. . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · 
University of Durham (£10). . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · 
University J agellone, Craco'Y. . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
University of Bologna (500 bre). . . . . ·. ·. · · · · · · · · · · 
His Excellency M. N. Kawashina, Delegate Mm1ster ?f Japan, Athens. 
M. W. J. W. van Eysinga, Leiden, Holland (50 flonns). · · · · · · 
Madame Ia Marquise A. de Sostegno: . . . · · 
Brisbane Courier, Brisbane (five gumeas) . 
Messrs. James Gardiner, Glasgow (£3). . . 
Christian Albrecht University, Kiel (50 RM.) · 
Miss Elisabeth E. Reed, New York ($~0.25). 
Dr. Stelle Churchill, London (two gume~s). · 
H. N. Gladstone, Esq., Chester (two gumeas) 
St. Nicolas School, Sutton Coldfield. (£2). . · 
Sir Oliver Lodge, Salisbury (on~ gumea) · · · 
Sir John Barren, Leeds (one gumea). . . · · 
Miss Helen Sturge, Bristol. . . . . . . · · · · : ·. · · · · ) · 
Nordiska Foereningsbanken, Helsmgfors (200 Fmmsh marks · 

.. 

Miss A. S. Cheyney ($5) . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · : . . . . . . 

E~~~s ~:Jt~atri:!~e~~~~~?:rdF~re~~)Ba~k·, Ltd., ·Tl~r;adn~e~le .s~., ~~n~o~ 
( £1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Mrs. Evelyn S. Williams, Falmouth (£1) · 
L. J. Krige, Pretoria (£1). . · · ·. · · ; · · · · · · 
The Rev. S. Uduy, Norfolk (one gumea) · · · · · · · 
M. Jarvis, Coulsdon, Surrey (£1) · · · · · · · · · · 
M W Hunt Barnstable (£1) · · · · · · ·. · · · · · 
P~ofes~or Ge~rges Smets, Brussels (100 Belgu~n francs). 
Professor Winifred C. Cullie, London (half-~umea) · · · 
Miss G. M. Bedford, Middlesbrough (half-gumea) · · · 
Sir Francis Ackland, Exeter (10/-) · · 
Professor Rudolf Staehelin, Basle · · 
Miss Emily J. Balch, Geneva. . · · 
M. Selevko, Paris (25. French francs). 

Total . . · · · · 
1 Out of which 2,641.20 francs are to be used in favour of Armenian refugees. 

1 To be used !" favour of ~~~U,:;'J~~fugees. 
• To be used m favour of ~,.v-..__. 

Swiss Frnncs 

342,500.-
115,203.85 

74,790.-
1,2u0.50 
1,000.-

700.-
300.-
250.70 
142.80 
133.90 
133Jl0 
103.90 
100.-
130.40 
74.30 
57.50 
52.80 
52.60 
52.30 
49.40 
26.45 
26.35 
26.30 
25.90 
25.60 
25.20 

25.15 
24.90 
24.80 
20.20 
17.-
17.-
14.3u 
13.20 
13.05 
12.50 
10.-
10.-
5.-

537,451.35 
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Appendix Ill. 

ADVANCES GRANTED TO ORGANISATIONS. 

Organlsa lions 

Federation gen. des lnvalides de Guerre 
russes, Paris. . . . . . : . . . · · 

Societe des Amis des Etudiants juifs, 
Paris. . . . . . . . . . . . · · 

Societe de Secours aux enfants, Nice. 

Red Cross (old organisation), Paris 

Artels in Poland . . . . . . . . 
Officiers mutiles de guerre russes en 

France . . . . . . . . .. 

Comite de Patronage universitaire. 

Travailleurs chreticns : 

Bclfort .. 

Besan~;on . 

Lyon ... 

Grenoble . 

Societe de Patronage des Enfants russes, 
Paris. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Union des lnvalides de Guerre russes, 
Germany ....... . 

Co mite des Dames, Greece. . . . . . 

Hopital de Villejuif, Paris . . 

Mennonite Committee . . . 

Lutheran World Convention . .• . . 

General Workshop in Warsaw 

Federation des Invalides mutiles de 
Guerre russes en France . . . 

Union des anciens Combattants russes 
en France. . . . . . . . . . . 

Carried forward . . . 

Swiss Francs 

4,000.-

Object 

Hospital expenses for 
during three months. 

30 invalids 

Cost of printing the theses, and of the 
726.90 final examinations of 4 students. 

750.- Establishment of a kindergarten. 

12,000.-

30,000.-

3,670.-· 

6,000.-

Hospital expenses for 36 patients 
during six months. 

Obtainment of permanent work for 
162 to 209 men. 

For distribution among the most 
. needy of an organisation of 85 

members. 

Fees for 46 students during four and 
a half months to enable them to 
qualify for scholarships. 

600.- Relief for 60 unemployed. 

400.- Small subventions to unemployed. 

1,000.- Relief for unemployed. 

600.- Purchase of food for 50 children of 
unemployed for six weeks. 

600.-

5,000.-

3,000.-

Assistance to indigent children. 

Hospital expenses for 19 invalids 
during six months. 

To provide food, clothing and medi
cal assistance for indigent Russian 
children. 

10,000.- Contribution towards surgery in 
which 500 patients are operated 
on yearly. 

25,000.- Evacuation of 373 refugees from 
China. 

50,000.-

1,500.-

5,000.-' 

10,000.-

169,846.90 

Evacuation. of 393 refugees from 
China. 

Creation of a workshop, purchase of 
necessary fixtures, etc., to enable 
women, children and the aged 
incapable of physical work to earn 
their living. 

Hospital expenses for 30 invalids 
during three months. 

For the .most urgent needs of the 
unemployed of an organisation of 
13,000 members. 



Organisations 

' Brought forward. 
Ukrainian organisations . . . . : 
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Swiss Francs 

169,846.90 
10,000.-

Object 

8,000 francs assistance for Ukrainian 
political refuget>s in Roumania. 

1,000 francs subvention for the co
operative restaurants of the 
Organisation in France. 

1,000 francs working expenses of a 
farm in France (30 persons). 

Total of advances. . . . . . . . 179,846.90 

OUTRIGHT GRANTS TO ORGANISATIONS . 

Organisations 

Comite de 
Paris. 

Patronage universitaire, 

Co mite des Villes et Zemstvos. . . . . 

Co mite russe en Fin Iande. 

Union de Ia Colonie russe en Finlande 

Stralkovo Camp (Poland). . . . . . 

Camp in Persia . 0 0 • 0 0 0 • • • • 

Asyle Lochovska (Poland) 

Internal de Jeunes Filles (Yugoslavia) 

Creation of a bed in the Hospital at 
Sofia . . . . . . . . . 

Asyle Aurinko (Finland) . . . ·. 

Institutions at Narva (£105). 

Institutions at Narva (£400). . . . . 

Ecole reale at Terioki (£250). . . 

Carried forward. 

• 
Swiss Francs Object 

12,000.- To pay school fees for 75 students to 
enable them to qualify for scho
larships. 

20,000.- For scholarships, assistance to chil
dren of unemployed, food, medical 
care, etc., for · 1,650 boys and 
girls. 

3,000.- For the maintenance of services 
rendered previously by the repre
sentative of the Office in Finland, 
essential to the welfare of the 
Russian refugees in Finland. 

1,000.- Assistance for the most needy re
fugees. 

1,000.- Maintenance of 42 persons during six 
and a half months. 

1,000.-

4,320.-

800.-

1,400.-

3,070.-

2,634.45 

10,000.-

6,212.50 

66,436.95 

Distribution to unemployed refugees 
of food and fuel - payment of 
rents and medical assistance. 

Maintenance of 64 persons during 
four months. 

For- rent during three months of 
institution accommodating 25 girls. 

Cost of one bed for one year. 

Housing, care and feeding of 10 aged 
persons during one year. 

.L. 

Grant for purchase of school house 
for 150 pupils. 

To cover general expenses from 
September 1st, 1931, to June 30th 
1932, of institutions attending .U: 
395 children. 

Grant to school consisting of 85 
pupils. 



Organisations 

Brought forward. 
Home at Montmorency (£400) .. 

Association des lnvalides mutiles . de 
Guerre russes en France (£500). . 

Organisation antituberculeuse (£500). 

Societe des Dames Terbrotsasser. 

Union des Dames armeniennes. 

Union generale armenienne de Bien-
faisance . . . . . . . . . · 

Union generale armenienne de Bien-
faisance. . . . . . . . · · · 

Red Cross (old organisation). . . . . 

Organisations d'Invalides en Bulgarie . 

Comite central des Refugies armeniens 

Total outright grants . . . 
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Swiss francs 

66,436.95 
9,940.-

12,465.-

12,124.55 

1,250.-. 

1,562.50 

5,000.-

5,000.-

18,240.-

12,000.-

2,100.-

146,019.-

Appendix IV. 

Object 

Establishment of technical classes, 
medical assistance, holiday camps, 
etc., for 423 pupils. 

Housing, care. and feeding of 30 
patients dunng seven and a half 
months. 

Housing, care. and. feeding of 33 
patients durmg six months. 

Grant to orphanage of 200 Armenian 
orphans. 

Assistance for consumptive Armen
ian refugees. 

Development of the Armenian village 
Havrezk (Mossul). 

Assistance for Armenian children in 
Greece, provision of food, clothing 
and medicine. 

Housing of 20 sick refugees dur!ng 
six months ; for expenses durmg 
six months of a dispensary having 
attended to 7,500 sick, of which 200 
placed in hospital, during that 
period. 

Assistance to unemployed and sick 
members of the Organisations : 
12,000 meals served, 100 tons of 
coal distributed, four months' rent 
of 20 families paid, small grants ; 

Assistance to about 90 Armenian re
fugees (food, medicine, rent, travel
ling expenses, etc.). 

EXTRACT FROM A REPORT BY COLONEL-DOCTOR JUDE, CHIEF OF THE 
SANITARY SERVICE OF TfiE HIGH COMMISSARIAT FOR SYRIA, M. BURNIER, 
REPRESENTATIVE . OF THE NANSEN INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR 
REFUGEES, AND MAJOR-DOCTOR LUBET, ON THE ARMENIAN REFUGEE 

· PROBLEM IN SYRIA. 

The welcome extended to the Armenian refugees by the native population in Syria in the 
- early days was, as may readily be understood, of a somewhat reserved nature. In spite of the 

state of affairs created by the Influx of more than 100,000 of those refugees and of the difficul
ties and suffering which it brought about, the consequences resulting f~om the advent of this 
foreign labour have been excellent and have opened up the way to a marked improvement in 
the economic development of the country. . 

During the first years following the immigration of these Christian populations, the 
mandatory Power was concerned especially with the transitory measures required to aid and · 
to assist the refugees, morally and materially, but had later to contemplate the execution of 
a form of settlement to enable the new-comers definitely to organise their existence. To this 
end, the mandatory Power solicited the collaboration of the High Commission of the League 
of Nal10ns, which sent a representative to Syria for the purpose. 
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. The chief work was ~ased on two principles : 

t" (a). 1~e refugees were distributed according to their different capacities_ the urban 
ar Isans m e towns and the fanners and agricultural workers in the country; 

(b) The help given. to them was no longer to he considered in the li<>ht of charit til thos~ Wdho rec!liVed assistance were informed that, within stipulated peri;ds they wourd 
e reqmre to reimburse the advances granted to them to facilitate their settl~ment. 

. _I~ is worth_Y_ of note that these Armenian refugees have given splendid proof of their 
tradJbonal qu~hbes ~f work and economy, which are the pride of their race, and, as will be 
seen later on, _If certam new quarters were created for them, others have been built up rapidly 
thanks to their personal efforts and tenacity. · 

URBAN SETTLEMENTS. 

At fi~~· all these_ ~nfor~unate peop!e were camped in tents lent for that purpose by the 
French_ ~Ihtary Admimstrahon, care bemg taken to groul! them together as far as possible 
by fam1he~. But froi_D the sani~ary, social and humane pomts of view, something better had 
to he ~onsidered and It was decided to construct new urban quarters at Beyroulh. This was 
done m the following manner : 

At Beyroulh. -The Central Relief Committee acquired at Achrafieh - a hill overlooking 
the town on the north-east- a large piece of land measuring 50,000 square metres, situated 
along the banks of the river Nehr Beirut at a hundred metres above the level of the river and 
400 metres from its mouth. The site, with its wide streets, is well aerated and swept by the 
sea wi!lds. The ground itself is permeable and slightly inclined, and well exposed to the sun. 
By pnvate purchase, twenty pavilions were built - giving shelter to sixty families. Each 
of these two-storey buildings, constructed entirely in reinforced concrete, comprised eight 
apartments of two rooms each, with independent kitchens and water-closets. They 
were whitewashed inside and outside to protect them from the heat. Town water is 
generously distributed to allow for the regular evacuation of all soiled waters, which are drained 
into a large reservoir at the foot of the hill, outside the settlement. Each pavilion is 
surrounded by a garden. 

Near this first quarter, at Djehaile, and under similar healthy conditions, a camping-ground 
has been utilised for the creation of a new settlement, hut, as the high cost of the first pavilions 
erected did not permit of an expenditure disproportionate to resources, the future tenants, to 
whom the cost of the land and the necessary building materials was advanced, built their 
respective pavilions themselves. 

As the uniformity of the buildings of the first quarter created too much the impression 
of workmen's dwellings, each new tenant, although obliged to follow a general plan of construc
tion, was given the liberty to adapt the fa!;ade and the interior arrangements to his own taste. 
As a general rule, all these houses have been built in reinforced concrete, strongly constructed, 
and have several rooms. They are erected in such a manner as to allow for the eventual addi
tion of a first floor. The wide, well-ventilated streets, the pavements, the succession of houses 
of different architecture and variegated tints of the new town afford a pleasant surprise to 
all who visit it. 

Thanks to these two operations, it has been possible to destroy 500 huts in the old camp. 
Whilst this work was proceeding; certain groups of Armenians, such as the refugees from 

Marache and Sid, formed private mutual help societies, who pooled their ready money an~ the 
funds furnished by certain loans. They bought land in the valley of the river Nehr Beirut, 
on the Tripoli-Beyrouth road, and established two new quarters thereon. 

These areas, which were formerly completely deserted territory! are now, tha~ks to ~he 
drainage work carried out and to the filling-in of the marshes, the sites of an ever-mcre.asmg 
number of settlements which, from a sanitary point of view, are as_ he~lthy as the .~own Its~)~; 

The type of constructi~n adopte? ~or t!te mo~t part at the _begmnmg was th~ . bagdad! 
type, particularly in favour m Anatoha ~n VIew of Its low cost-pnce and proyen solidity, capable 
of resisting indefinitely all atmosphen~al changes and th_e eventual actiOn of earthquakes. 
The framework is formed by two vertiCal walls 10 em. distant one from t~c ?lher. These 
walls are ·made of joists of timber hound f:ogether_hy transversal Jaths at certam m~~als, and 
are covered, inside and outside, with a thick coatmg of greased hme. A layer of air circulates .' 
freely between the two walls thus formed. . 
· Progressively, as the cost of· building ma~erial di~nished consid~rably, the~l 

little houses made way for more important construchons of vaned styles ?f a~chitecture, _bu1lt 
of moulded cement or of stone. Each house,_ or woup of houses, compnses 1~ own samtary 
conveniences consisting of independent aseptic p1ts .. :ro_wn water. has ~een !aid on and ~ill 
shortly be available for general distribution. . Other similar lots a~e bemg la1d out. An Im
portant centre is therefore growing up and will, event~ally, form a smgle settlement of stron~ly 
built, respectable dwellings corresponding to the reqmrements of the country as far as saluhnty 
and comfort are concerned. 

Al Ale o. _·To do away with the same distress as that experienced by ~he Armenian 
refugees at )feyrouth, similar active sympathy has enabled th~ three camps to b~ Improved and 
rendered healthy. As these camps are situated on the outskirts of the town, 1t has not b~n 
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possible to displace them. If, in the first camp - established in haste to respond to urgent 
needs _there is still scope for improvement, the other two have been completelY: ~ransfo~med 
by the erection of houses built entirely of ~tone, co~fortably arrang~d and compr~smg samtary 
conveniences and town water. The town Itself, which now has spacu~us_ streets, ~Ives a certam 
impression of ease; it has its own butcher and baker, shops of all descnpl!ons and Its schools and 
churches. 

A{Damascus. - Identical, successive transformations have been effected with the same 
zeal and the same desire to eradicate misery. 

At Alexandrella. - Here the Armenian refugees were living under the worst possible 
conditions, requiring constant efforts for the betterment of t~eir lot. In the early days, 1,350 
families, decimated by malaria, were camped on the ·o~tskirts of the. tow~. Thanks _to the 
efforts exerted, the marshes have been progressively dramed and filled m, dom~ away with t~e 
primary cause of the unhealthy state of the town. The subsequent constructiOn of houses m 
concrete, brick, and even stone, enabled the refugees then to create homes for themselves under 
sufficiently comfortable conditions. . .. 

In the Alaouites region, there was no cause for anxiety. Here, 546 families w~re scattered 
over an agricultural area, where they were welcomed, and may he regarded as defimtely settled. 

AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENTS. 

The work, however, of establishing the refugees once and for all could only be completed 
by providing for the settlement of the agricultural refugees. 

A first trial was made in 1925 by the settlement of twenty families on an estate, near the 
town of Tyre, belon~ing to the Lebanon Government. These agricultural families were chosen 
without distinction of origin, and the rivalry between them finally caused them to break their 
contracts. Benefiting by that lesson, efforts were then made, not only to group together the 
inhabitants of the same village or region, but also to reconstitute the organisations of the clans 
with their Councils of Elders, who ·supervise the whole life of the village, take decisions with 
regard to cultivation, the distribution of crops, etc. 

The conditions which governed the establishment of the agricultural colonies were as 
follows : 

(1). Historical and. Geographical: It was considered essential to establish new settle
ments in contact with, or in proximity to, existing Armenian groups, or, failing that, close 
to Christian populations such as Kurds and Tcherkess - security being the principal 
factor and the natural foundation of economic development. · 

(2) Salubrity: Healthy regions only would be chosen. 
(3) Economic: The refugees would be settled in such a manner as would enable 

them rapidlyto provide for themselves and to reimburse in due course, with as short a delay 
as possible, the grants received, thus permitting them to become the owners of their lands 
and houses. · 

(4) Social: Individual refugees would be grouped together according to their origin 
-i.e., from the plains or mountains -and to their aptitudes for the work to be under
taken by them. 

A hire-purchase system was introduced, which received legal value by means of an order 
p~omulga~ed by the High Com~issioner. ~he execution of this programme has, however, met 
With ~onsiderable o?stacl~s owmg to. the difficulty of finding suitable estates. Agricultural 
colomes were established m the SandJak of Alexandretta, especially in 1927 by means of out-
right purchases of the necessary property. ' 

To these purely agricultural colonies must be added the centre of Kirik-Khan which is 
half-agricultu!al, half-ur~an.. Here the men are artisans and the women and childr~n occupy 
themselves with the cultivation of small plots of land. · 

CoNSTRUCTION OF HousEs AND LAYING-ouT oF LAND. · 

The predominant sickness in Syria being malaria, care has had to be taken to avoid the 
neighbourhood of marshy regions. As far as it was feasible, the inhabitants of the villages were 
urged to plant around their houses trees bearing such fruits as lemons, oranges, medlars 
cherries, quinces, figs, mulberries, peaches, plums, etc. ' 

The buildings themselves are very simple, with one floor only, but they are made of 
excellent material : dried brick, concrete and stone, with wood or iron girders, according to 
the region in which they are constructed. The stables and sheds have been erected close to 

--'the living-houses but are not contiguous to them. A sufficient number of protected wells have 
?een sunk. The stock, etc., placed at the disposal of each family of fanners (who received, 
m principle, a yoke of oxen and seeds for a period of one year) sufficed for the initial agricul
tural and exploitation requirements of the farm; this stock, etc., has rapidly increased thanks 
to the patience 1>f the refugees and to their spirit ·of economy. 

In spite of two indifferent seasons and the decrease in the selling-prices, the refugees, as a 
rule, have still been able to repay the instalments on their loans. · . 

Parallel with these material preoccupations, every effort has been made to educate and 
to care for this new population with scrupulous and due respect for their religious traditions. 
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~ef~~ee ?rganisation~ ~~alt with t~is matter satisfactorily. In replying thus, my Government 
a In VIew the ~oss1bihty .of. spa~ng the High Commissioner the cost of maintainin an official. 

a~~c~e~ to tfe H1gh Co~mis~IOner s ?-elegate at Prague, in the belief that the refugee o;ganisations 
; Icbl av~ ong been In. existence m Czechoslovakia, like the "Zemgor" for instance, might 

e a e, Without undue di~culty •. to unde';iake the task of transferring refugees. 
h As a result of ~onyers3:t10ns With the H1gh Commissioner's delegate, and after again consulting 

t e refugee orgams~t10~s m Czechoslovakia, my Government now entertains some doubt as to 
wheth~r these o~gamsat~ons would be able to cope with such a task, lacking as they do the necessary 
authonty, particularly m the mat~er of ensuring repayment and the recovery of sums advanced 
to the transferred. refugees. ObVIously, the High Commissioner's delegate as representative of 
the League of. Nat10_ns possesses the necessary authority _in these cases. There is also another form 
of refugee relief wh1ch the refugee org'!-nisations could not provide, seeing that the State grants 
have ~ee.n de~reased-na~ely, the relief .afforded.to sick women, and to children. The High 
Commissioi?er s delegate might develop this branch much more effectively if the necessary funds · 
were supplied to him by the High Commissioner. · · 

In view of the foreg?ing, my Governmen~ has ~nstructed me to request you to read, in place 
of paragraph A. I (d) of Its reply to the quest10nnarre added to your Circular Letter No. 8g.I930. 
XIII, of May I2th, I930, the following passage: · 

" The co-operation of the High Commissioner's delegate in matters· connected with the 
tr'!-nsfer ?f ref~gees to other countries and the relief of sick refugee women and refugee, 
children IS desrrable." · 

(Signed) FIERLINGER, 
Permanent Delegate. 

XI. REPLY OF THE YUGOSLAV GOVERNMENT. 

[Translation.] 
Geneva, June xgth, xg3o. 

A. HUMANITARIAN WORK. 

I. Refugee Settlem~t. 

(a) At present there are not more than between twenty-eight and thirty-thousand refugees 
in Yugoslavia. Their number has therefore decreased by about half. The other half have left 
Yugoslavia during the last few years- most of them for France, Belgium and for oversea countries 
-hoping to find better jobs, while others, fewer in number, have returned to Russia. 

Most of the refugees in Yugoslavia are definitely settled in the country and have found work. 
There are, of course, a certain number who are without work, or are unsuitably employed; but 
this is also true of the nationals of the country, for the demand for labour is small. 

(b) Most of the refugees settled in Yugoslavia are intellectual workers, but there is also a 
minority of manual workers. It is therefore easier to find work for the refugees, in the towns than 
in the country. Many of them are employed in Government deparbnents, or in the local adminis
tration, and are thus able to meet their needs, while they are relieved from the necessity of under
taking rough work. Obviously, the conditions under which these refugees live are not what they 
should be; but, having regard to the present position of the country, the Government and local 
authorities may be said to have done all that they could to make their life more bearable. Some 
of the refugees are employed in private concerns; while others, fewer in number, work on their own. 
The Government labour exchanges are for all workers, irrespective of nationality. 

At present, further refugee<; could have been settled only with great difficulty. On account 
of the commercial depression, the amount of labour required has been greatly reduced, which has, 
as is well known, led to considerable unemployment among the nationals of the country. Had 
further refugees arrived, the position would h'ave become still worse. No more refugees should 
be brought into Yugoslavia at present, for it would be impossible to find work for them. 

(c) In oilier countries, which are in a better economic position, it might, perhaps, be easier 
to settle refugees. For forming an opinion on this point, the conditions of employment for 
emigrants in other countries would have to be ascertained. As stated above under (a), half of the 
total number of refugees has proceeded during the last few years to France, Belgium and oversea 
countries {e.g. a group of Cossacks went to Peru), hoping to find better situations. In future, 
employment should be guaranteed in advance in each particular .case, for otherwise the refugees 
run a great risk, like all emigrants seeking work in a foreigu country. 

(d) In future, the assistance of tile delegate of tile High Conunissioner for Refugees will not 
be absolutely necessary in tile settlement of refugees within Yugoslavia itself. The Government 
organisations (labour exchanges) and the Delegation for the Protection of the Interests of Russia1:
Emigrants in Yugoslavia - which enjoys consular rights - may be regarded as adequate for 
this purpose. The assistance of the High Commissioner's delegate may, however, be of use in 
future settlement of refugees abroad. 

• 
2. Relief for Refugees who artJ Ut1able to Work. 

(a) There arc about 2,140 war wounded unfit for work, some of them entirely, Tht'l"t' <li-e 
nlso a certain number of other refugees who, on account of old ng-e or sickness, nre unlit for \\\u·k
in the Iutter cnsc, either temporarily or permanently. 
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(b) The Government Commission for Russian Refugees, created by a: decisionc of the 
~overnment, which has concerned itself with these refugees for ten years, has been able to place 
its work, which affects their-fundamental interests, on a sound basis. · -. · . · 

·In· order to give refugee~. more- real relief in all circumstances, the Commission, in addition 
to the help given to ill and disabled persons and to other refugees who are totally unfit for work, · 
maintains hospitals and almshouses for the aged. The Commission assists students throughout the 
whole period-of their studies. and maintains several colleges and elementary schools. which a large 
number of children attend in order to become educated and independent workers. _ · -

.Each month about_ soo,ooo ·dinars are allotted from the Government fund to the Russian 
war wounded, and about 3 million dinars to the Government Commission,_ for the objects 
mentioned above. - - . · · · -

(c) _The Government Commission for Russian Refugees (almost all the refugees in Yugoslavia) 
has proved its value as an institution fully a~apted to its special purpose. _ If the League High 
Commissariat for Refugees were able to give the Commission financial assistance, in order to 
help it in the work stated above and to improve the refugees' lot, such collaboration, which might 
be exercised through the delegate of the Commissariat at Belgrade, would be of real v~lue. 

B. LEGAL STATUS OF REFUGEES. 

· (a) The Arrangements of 1922, 1924, 1926 and 1928 are being applied, in so far as Yugoslavia 
has 'adhered to them. Emigrants are provided with identity cards on the League model for 

. travelling, a minimum tax being charged for visas; and on leaving the country they are given a free 
railway ticket as far as the frontier. Emigrants in Yugoslavia enjoy full Government protection, 
which, as already explained above, gives them as much moral and financial assistance as possible. 
All their schools, hospitals and other institutions are helped by the Government. 

(b) The Arrangements are applied, in the main, by the Government authorities and 
institutions, In this respect, also, valuable assistance is given by the Delegation for the Protection 
of the Interests of Russian Emigrants in-Yugoslavia referred to above, The assistance of the 
delegate of the High Commissioner for Refugees has also been both valuable and necessary. 

·The system of the "Nansen stamps", intended to provide working capital for meeting the 
expenditure involved in the emigration of Russian and Armenian refugees to countries where they 
might find work, was_ adopted and carried into practice in Yugoslavia af its initiation in 1928. 
These stamps are issued by the delegate of the League's High Commissioner, on payment of a tax 

_ of 5 gold francs.- All refugees who have the necessary means are. required to exchange 
this stamp each year for a new one, which is affixed either on the certificate at the time of issue 
or on the identity card. Poor and ill refugees, students, and, in general, all emigrants in difficult 
circumstances are exempted- from this tax. . · _ -· 

(c) In respect of the Armenian refugees, the delegate of the High Commissioner for Refugees 
carries out all the. duties mentioned in Point· I of the 1928 Arrangement. Subject to certain 
restrictions, and in conjunction with the Delegation for the Protection of the Interests of Russian -
Emigrants in Yugoslavia, he also carries out these duties in respect of Russian emigrants (compare 
the note of the Permanent Delegation, No. P. 478, of the 2nd instant). · 

(d) The Government authorities and the Delegation for the Protection of the Interests of 
Russian Emigrants in Yugoslavia are able, in most cases, to meet the refugees' needs in matters 
affecting their legal status. The High Commissioner's delegate supplements the work of these 
organisations and thus makes it possible to deal more promptly and readily with those of the 
refugees' claims, which can only be settled after consultation with a delegate whose duties are 
international in character. -
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Estonia ................... · 531 (instend of 331). 
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Geneva, August 16th, 1932. 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS 
• • 

NANSEN INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR. REFUGEES· 
· _(Under the Authority· of the League of Nations) 

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BODY .. 
• 

• 
Note by the Secretary-General of the League of Nations. 

The Secretary-G_eneral has the honour to communicate here~th to the Assembly the 
report of the Governm~ Body of .the Nansen International Office for Refugees. 

Th~ report deals with the variOus aspects of the refugee problem and gives full information 
co!lcernmg the mea~ures taken and contemplated 'by the Office during the first stage of its 
eXIstence from the commencement of its activities down to June 30th, 1932: . 

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BODY 

OF THE NAN SEN INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR REFUGEE$ 

CHAPTER I. - GENERAL ACTIVITIES. • 

(a) PRELIMINARY. 

The report submitted by the Governing Body to the twelfth Assembly was prepared 
when the Office had been in existence for about three months only and was confined necessarily 
to an account of the organisation of the Office and to the plan of liquidation requested by the 
eleventh Assembly. The Governing Body has therefore considered it desirable, in the present 
report, to furnish a full account of the principal activities of the Office, from April 1st, 1931, 
the date it came into existence, until June 30th, 1932. 

The following is a resume of the principal functions conferred on the Office by its Statutes : 

" Article 3. 

" (a) Collecting and collating information regarding the material and moral 
welfare of the refugees ; facilitating the task of finding them work and settling them, and 
for that purpose collecting useful information as to the conditions of labour in the countries 
to which they emigrate ; 

" (b) · Giving general directions to relief institutions which already exist, or which 
· may be established subsequently with the authorisation of the various national author
ities, and co-ordinating their work ; 

" (c) Collecting and distributing, with the help o{ other bodies, particularly t~· .. - ··· 
Advisorv Committee of the Private Organisations, the resources placed at its disposal 
with a view to the improvement of the lot of the refugees, .including resources derived 
from lhe sale of Nansen stamps; ·• 

'I (d) Facilitating, within the limits of its competence, the application, in particular 
cases, of t.hci arrangements that have been made for the benefit of refugees." 

B. d. N, 1.4!15 (11,) 1.270 (A.) 9/3'i Imp. A. Grnnchnmp. 
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" Article 13. 

" (e) The Office shall take over all the assets and all the liabilities of the League 
of Nations High Commissioner for Refugees." · 

The Statutes state that the funds of the Office shall be derived from the following 
sources : 

·" Article 14. 

"(I) Such annualgrants as may be made to it by the League of Nations; 

"{2) The proceeds of the sale of Nansen stamps (but such proceeds shall not be 
used to meet administrative expenditure); 

" (3) The proceeds of fees and sums derived from ,refugees ; 

" (4) Donations, legacies and grants from Governments, public or private institu
tions, associations or individuals, accepted by the Office in virtue of decisions of the 
Governing Body." 

The Statutes also stipulate that the accounts of the Office shall be audited once a year 
by the League of Nations auditor. . 

For purposes of administrative convenience, it was arranged that the Secretary-General 
of the League would give the necessary investiture to the representatives of the Office in those 
cases where the services of a League representative were deemed necessary for the execution 
of the Arrangement and Agreement of June 30th, 1928, relating to the legal status of refugees 
(see Chapter I(dJ). For similar reasons, the Secretary-General subsequently found it desirable 
to entrust to the representatives of the Office the functions mentioned in Article 1 (f) of that 
Arrangement, which consist. of recommending the refugees to the ·competent authorities, 
particularly for the purpose of obtaining visas, permits to reside in the country, admission to 
schools, libraries, etc. 

(b) ORGANS OF THE OFFICE. 

The organs of the Office are the Governing Body, the Managing Committee and the 
Finance Commission. · 

, The Statutes of the Office provide for meetings of the Governing Body at the end of April 
and October. The pressure of urgent refugee questions, however, necessitated the convocation 
of the Governing Body on four occasions during the nine months of its existence in 1931 and 
at the end of April 1932. To deal with the current activities of the Office, the Managing 
Committee and the Finance Commission have met eight and nine times respectively since 
the creation of the Office. · · · 

Colonel Bicknell, the Secretary-General of the League of Red Cross Societies, having 
relinquished that position on his return to America, vacated his post on the Governing Body. 
Professor WERNER, Vice-President of the International Red Cross Committee, who had acted 
as Colonel Bicknell's substitute, was invited unanimously by the Governing Body to replace 
Colonel Bicknell, and Mr. SwiFT, the newly-appointed Secretary-General of the League of 
Red Cross Societies, was elected unanimously to succeed Professor Werner as substitute 
member of the Governing Body. 

(c). DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITIES AND PRIVILEGES OF THE OFFICE. 

Since the receipt of the affirmative replies on this subject, mentioned in the report of the 
Office to the last Assembly, from the Governments of Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Luxemburg, the Ner.herlands, Nicaragua,. Norway, Portugal, 
Roumania, the Saar Territory, South Africa, Sweden and Yugoslavia, affirmative replies have 
been received from the following Governments : Argentine, Brazil, Czechoslovakia, Finland, 
Japan, Spain and S~tzerland. --. .....-- . ·. . . . 

lr/.) --Co-OPERATION OF THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE OFFICE IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES. 
~-....--<iT '• 

· In response to enquiries ~ade of various. Governments conc.ernin~ .the .nec~ssity of the 
eo-operation of the representatives of the Office m the refugee work m their terntones, represen
t.atives of the Office have been maintained in the following countries : Austria, Belgium, 
Bulgaria, China, Cz.echoslovakia, Estonia, Finland,. France, Germany, Greece, Latvia, Poland, 
.Yugoslavia and the Mandatory Territory of Syria. At the request of the Governments 
concerned, the representatives of th~r Office in Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, France and 
Yugoslavia have been ~iven the investiture of the Secretary-General of the League for the 
execution of certain articles·of the Agreement and Arrangement of June 30th, 1928. 

In consequence oi the increasing gravity of the refugee problem in Roumania, the Govern
ing Body decided, with the approval of the Roumanian Government, to open a representation 
in that country, and appointed M. PoKLEWSKI-KoziELL as its honorary representative .. 


